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New England Championship
As Coaches Are Elected To Conference Offices

I960
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Debaters Sweep
The debating team climaxed

Alfred Kazin, Distinguished

Modern American

a

wry successful season on April lit
and and by winning the New England debating
Newport. It. I.

Literature In

Kazin

the 1920s?" Dealing mainly with William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway,
and P. Scott Fitzgerald, Professor Kazin compared the lWO's to the Concord era, saying that there could be no doubt that these were the two
great periods of American literature.

A.M. from Columbia He has lectured at the Salzburg Seminar in
American Studies and has taught
at Harvard, the New School, (he
University of Minnesota, Smith, and
Amherst. In addition to editing sev-

Mid-Western Writers
Professor Kasln pointed out that the rebels of the "30's have become
the classical figures of the '50's, and went on to state that "To talk about
the American novel Is to talk about American experience," one of his
familiar themes. He explained the predominance of Mid-Western writers
in early twentieth century American novels as a result of the ant -novel
attitude of such New Englanders as Emerson, which forced creative work
to be made by representatives of other parts of the country. Professor
Kazin feels that the Mid-West is now repeating the pattern of New

eral publications and
contributing
articles to many newspapers and

magazines.
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leaf,
and On Native
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England Forensic Conference.
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With A Voice Of Singini
Hear A Voice Of. Prayer
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Mr. Beckwlth has announced that r* i.msr
the music building will be open to
any fraternity who desires to use
/-i
l w
It for rehearsals. However, reserva- X\
vyauiv aii
tions must be made in advance with JOV
*~*j vtuiivi
Mr. Beckwlth. Also, the Pickard
Theater will be available for rehearsals, provided reservations are
made with Mr. Qulnby.
On Thursday, April 14, at 4:30 The Camera Club today anpxfl. Mr. Beckwlth requestsr'tbat each ™»™** ita annual color slide confraternity send anVuWlred repre- teat with prises totalling $90-0. The
senUtlve to Olbaon Hall to choose competition wlU be held on April 38,
to the Moulton umon Lounge and
the order of appearance.
On the following Monday. April >« undergraduates are Invited to
U. at 4:80 pm. another meeting •ubmlt the best examples of their
will be held to work out details and Photographic skill.
The winning slide will receive a
final arrangements.
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Bugene Wlckstrom. head of the mu- jhwiW
department at Bradford Junior President Pierre Paradls on or beCoUege; Mr. Peter Re. who con- tore April 36. 81nce aU slides will
ducts the Colby CoUege Glee Club; he returned it Is requested that they
and Mr. Marshall Bryant, head of he marked for Identification.
the music department at West^
*.
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brook Junior CoUege.

The

Interfraternlty sing was originated In 1936 by Prof. Alfred Brick
ner, then acting head of the music
department. Any house getting three
legs on the prize, -the Waas Cup,
consecutive or not, retires It.
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Of all the writers of the '20 s,
Kasln feels that only the writings
of Faulkner remained consistantly
good for Faulkner "not only endured but prevailed." And he has
prevailed because he has not taken
an easy way, but rather has gone
back to the root of modern American Uterature, the First World War
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Francis H. Fuller as he Inspects the
A G statuette awarded him
3 for first place in the One Act Play Contest.
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Tneta Pi fraternity
an Else
Copeland Scholar. He
H recently was
accorded an Honorable Mention In
competition for a Woodrow Wilson
Graduate FeUowship. A James Bowdoln Scholar, he is on the Dean's
List and came to Bowdoin as the
recipient Of an Alumni Fund Schol-
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S.C.-Actions, Attitudes-Since Revision
by Tony Paul
Editor's Nate:

customarily the policy of the ORIENT to discuss the Student
Council In either weekly news reports on the Council'* meet in** or occaatonal editorials on its affairs.
However, in that this half of the aemester marks the completion of almost a faU year's cycle of Council proceed
logs sin« the »
the organisation was radically altered last
spring, and because such s body should be periodically assessed In fall
by an outsider, we feel that the following discussion of the Council i\
both Justified and needed. Associate editor Paul's qualifications as a
writer on Student CouncU affairs result in part from his stint (covering
the last s e est er of the old Council's term and the term of the new
council to date) as Council reporter for the ORIENT.
It

is

m

Council records, and distillation of
the impossibility of considering every
facet of this organisation's existence
in a series of this sort, these articles
wiU be concerned primarily with
comparing the new Council to the
old and its accomplishments to Its
expectations.
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scholar
SC
Thornas U a James Bowdoin
scholar and a member of Beta Theta Pi. He enterered Bowdoin under
R n Alumni Fund Scholarship and
i» currenUy a Dean's Ust student
and an Else A. CopeUnd Scholar
Active in the Glee Club and the
The Bowdoin Student Council and
student Council, he is business ds functions and history are just
complex enough to render It lmmanager of the Meddlebempsters.
possible to regard any one set of
opinions or the views of one person as absolute. The Information
Elections on which this treatment Is based
has come from direct observation of
*
ir ft the Council, examination of past
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Writers as Teachers
Professor Kazin feels that the
innocence which these writers had
was the good fortune of having no

March
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the Night shows "the
haziness of alcohol," and
Is not as good tech-

Kazin termed "incomparable." After
1933 what was wrong with John Dos
Passos was not his point of view,
but rather that because he felt out
of Joint with his times, he drove
his characters too hard until they
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The Great GaUby. Theodore Dreiser produced no good novel
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after 1938, whle Hemingway has gone
steadily downhill in marked contrast to his early first stories which

Speaker on 28th
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lned .. the already perceptible
iridescence of death," for the late
works of the great novelists of the
"30's were sadly less important than
their earlier
attempts. Professor
Kazin maintains that Fitzgerald's
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The

President.

National Science Foundation.
The FeUowship provides a basic
twelve-month stipend of $1,800 for
the first year level of graduate study,
plus additional allowances for depenents and tuition, as well a, 11m- LaOieS Night,
MrS. K. I.
Ited travel allowance.
Bums U a straight "A" rtudent
and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa Sills,
last June. He is attending Bowdoin under the Edward Kavanagh
The first ladles' night in the hlsLelghton Scholarship. Outstanding tory of the Bowdoin Club of Brun«in his major field, he also won the wick will be held In the Sargent
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The President's Reports
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has never been awarded to a fresh- institutions. In a sense, the end of
man. but several times has been giv- "je 19arrs repre^nted the end of
the American tradition so that it is
_.
Z
en .to "'*•'
«>Phomores.
not absurd to ask "Is America out

April 28.
At the first Council meeting of
Paul K.^wn. president of the club toe"sprlng
semester. Ihe" period
has announced. Alumni, faculty, and
during which the
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'Although our dormitories were
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Theater Profeaaor Kaiin ape*ka on "Trif
Biu City: Below. Mailer. Malnmud. Elliaon.
SnlinKer. Baldwin A Diacniaion on t.hc
Younjrer Novel latu
n thai r Typical Srt Una;.
Immediately after the lectur* a reception In honor of Profeaaor Kaxln will
be held in the Green Room, In tha basement of Memorial Hall.

into experience In the South.
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tne anniversary of Roosevelt's death
The Cup will be inscribed with Puller's name and kept by him for one
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and then last year and
this year discussion has Increased along with the prospects for
the new building. The present proposal calls for a large dining room,
lounge, and some dormitory rooms.
Those who regard this as a new idea
should study the President's Report
during the thirties. The problems
and arguments of today are not
very different from those of twentyProf. Ernst C.
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German elementary and

how religious education
functioned, how it affected school
administration, and how the problem
of religious education in the school
has been and. In certain places, still
Is one of the moat disturbing political questions of the day
It ia Professor Helmreich's contention that the German experience

18,

.

gives an account of religious instruction as it developed In the cur-

riculum of
secondary
placed on

page
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Kenneth C. M. SUls
(President, Bowdoin College. 19181962) introduced the Idea of a special dormitory for Seniors. Thus
talk today of a Senior commons Is
jot a new idea; Indeed, It Is an
utgrowth of the proposal twentyOne years ago, which appears in
he President's Report of -SI, *33
33. -34, M, -36, "37, and -39.
In recent years the 8enior Commons has loomed as a definite pos-
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the Student Council. His freeman
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College. This year Fuller won the
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Brnst
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Helmreich,
Thomas
Brackett Reed Professor of History and Political Science and Chairman of the Department of History
at Bowdoin College, Is the author
of a new book entitled Xeliglous Education In German Schawls.
Published by the Harvard University Press, Professor Helmreich's
volume Is meant to contribute not
only to an understanding of the
present status of religious instruction but also to a better appreciation
of the German educational system
in general.
The book does not deal with the
whole history of religious education
as such In Germany, but rather

.
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campus three outstanding experts
Clinton Rossiter, William Shannon,
rttiIik coffin. The conference
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of the annual Interfraternlty 8ing Is Just a week Thursday, May 12, and continues
Next Wednesday evening, April 20, at 7:00 each of the fraternities for three glorious days of fun. PrlWill sing a college or fraternity song and a popular selection in Pickard *** evening presents the Ivy dance
Theater. The six top houses in this competition will repeat their per- fro»n 9:00 to 1:00 with Buddy Morrow and ^m^clan^During the
formances In a final round the next evening. April 21.
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Buddy Morrow At Dance

Before Journeying to Newport, the
debaters spent four very successful gram was made possible through
days putting on exhibition debates the generosity of the Department
in high schools In Connecticut, New of Admissions.

iLi

i

May 12

is

1870.

Stating that all the great American books are books of boys becoming
without recognising it, Professor Kasln said that such characters as
all symbols of the Innocence of
an earlier America thrown Into conflict with the emerging cruelty and
sordidness of modern life. Out of this mixture, "the combination of
Innocence breaking into experience.'

men
American Literature at Tuesday Afternoon

ol sen sees

In his preface to On Native
Grounds, Alfred Kasln has declared
that "Our modern
literature
in

'

wherever they went. Already many
requests for appearances next year
have been made. The entire pro-

organ!-

the

sation.

England after

Kasln

Grounds.

elon of coaches. Professor Albert York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
Thayer was elected president of the Appearing before a total of 4200 stuNew England Porenslc Conference, dents at seven schools, the debaters
and Norman T. London was made were received with enthusiasm

English Department

In* the opening lecture of the Bowdoin College Institute of Modern
Literature, Professor Alfred Kasln took as his subject "What Happened to

Alfred Kasln was born In IMS in
City.
He received his
from City College and his

«*«»»"* "»e week's take in trophy, are the

And

Quill Board

New York

«"«taf

By

Confers With Students, Greeted

Professor

B«6.

1

In

Trends In

Lecture-Seminar Series

Author.

Is

Editor,

In the preliminary debate rounds,
the affirmative time of smith and
Nick Monsour won from Holy Cross
and Vermont while losing to MIT.
and Dartmouth. The negative side
of Mahncke and Steve Silverman
won all four rounds, beating Maine,
Central Connecticut, Rhode Island.
and Massachusetts. Pour teams were
picked for the semi-finals. Bowdoin
was seeded first and was paired
against Bates. In the other semifinal, Holy Cross met MIT. Drawing the negative, Smith
and

A.R.U

On

Speaks

Critic,

championships at
In addition Peter

tenth placed first In original oratory and Prank Mahncke took a
erne second In the extemporaneous
peaking division. On the basis of
strength in both debating and individual events, Bowdoin was also
awarded the sweepstakes trophy.

OMB

^ww

often subject to

much
Paul

criticism"

(secretary* notes,

February

Thla

9,

1969).

observation
had long stood as a general complaint against the
Council,
and
served to keynote the activity which
was to lead, by the end of last year,

to the formulation of a

comprehen-

slve constitutional overhaul,
It was realized by many

people
that two general factors limited and
controlled the effectiveness of the
CouncU on the campus. As In the
case of any campus Institution, the
most important Ingredient of the
Council's ruccess Is the presence or
lack of that very nebulous force,
student interest and enthusiasm,
With a well-considered scepticism
about the possibility of directly influence this most elusive of all
problems (or, rather, hoping that
attention to the second factor would
contribute to the improvement of the
first), the Instigators of the revision
plan turnedlo'the'"more mecl-uTl'cai
problem of trying to create a more
efficient
and powerful structure
within the Council, by which Its
duties could be carried out and expanded. If you cannot give student
Interest a shot In the arm, vou can
at
least create an organization
which will take the best advantage
of that Interest which does exist.
Although there was considerable diaagreement as to exactly which
changes would be advantageous
moat parties Inwardly commended
the revisers for teeing the problem

«nd moving

m
It.

be

to do something about
stronger student Council, it
conceded in all quarters, would

A

a

great asset In stimulating and
(Piaaat turn ta page 4)

.
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Interfraternity

ORIENT,

a letter

Conclave

was

circulation.

written

The true function of the

to the editor concerning the "glaring inconsistency" library is to act as a depository of
information covering many differpresent in the Interfraternity Track Meet.
It maintains that the

—

name of the meet
InterTrack Meet. By having such a name it violates "the
principle behind intramural athletics" in allowing varsity and
freshman trackmen to participate. Since all intramural sports
are called "interfraternity"' at Bowdoin, the name "Interfraternity Track Meat," would seem to lead one to the conclusion
that the meet is {tart of Bowdoin intramural athletics.
But, as
track Coach Frank Sabasteanski explained recently to the
White Key, the track meet was started by the Track Department
and does not fall under the jurisdiction of the White Key, which
is the rule making body for interfraternity athletics.
The conbasic inconsistency appears in the
fraternity

tradiction pointed out in the tetter

A

is

only

name

Boston

—

Track Meet

the February 24 issue of the

in

Ouija

The OulJa appears to be a wooden
box constructed out of highly polished birch. As books are fed through
the slot in the closed reserve desk,
they fall on to Ouija's moving shelf.
The heavier the load of books, the
farther the shelf sinks into the inner workings of OulJa. When the
esting relationship which I shortly books are removed, the shelf, propelled by a spring, rises again. Oulhope to make clear.
The first object is actually a list Ja replaces the more conventional
of 900 books which have their home case for collecting books. Books bein the stacks. The first page of this came Jammed as they reached the
list states that a lucky few will find bottom of the chute, thereby cloga new home in the Library of Con- ging the chute. Ouija was ordered
gress. The vast majority though will to take over. Trial runs Indicate,
be scattered to the winds. This pro- however, that the chute clogs just
gram is known aa a book discard as it always ha*. The whole experipolicy. Many students and faculty ment could be chalked up to exmembers who have been concerned perience except for one small fact
Ouija cost over $300
about the Inadequacy of the hook
When one reflects for a moment
budget may be surprised at the
policy of throwing away that which that a book discard policy has been
we presumably do not have enough Instituted for the presumed pur' pose of saving money and that at
of. An explanation is in order.
Most of the books on the discard the same time hundreds of dollars
are being spent for Ouija, It is clear
list have been selected by virtue of
their being faded, dusty, and for why the past 24 hours have made
the most part of nineteenth century library history.
vintage. A brief glance at some of
Peter Smith
the titles being suggested for the
scrap pile would suggest that no
more sensible criteria than this Is
being used. The reasons cited for
carrying out such a discard policy
are usually three in number. One:
It is a good idea to clean the shelves
of dead wood every now and then.
Two: It is very expensive to keep
In
excess books on the shelves of the
library. Three: It is possible today
Richard Snow, Paul Galantl,
to take advantage of new microfilm Francis Mancini, and David King
process to reproduce books and thus represented the College Young Demobtain a copy of a volume that Is ocrats' Club at the 1960 Leadership
out of print.
Training Conference of the New
England Intercollegiate Young DemReasons For Policy
ocrats, held at the Boston UniverThe first reason assumes that cer- sity Faculty Club on 8unday, March
tain reading materials no longer 20.
Charles Manatt, National Chairhave any use. Such is a dangerous
assumption indeed. I personally have iuan of the Democratic Student
never seen a book that could serve Federation presided. Talks were givno purpose whatsoever. Even if It en by Manatt, Mr. Phillip Brancuccl,
were to show merely how a book Boston attorney and campaign manshould not be written, It would serve ager for John L. Saltonstall, Jr., In
a purpose. Even old editions of text- 19S8, and Mr. Ronald Pivnlck of the
books often have material not In- University of Michigan.
Seminars covering various facets
cluded in the newer editions, or
could serve as illustrations of the of successful political leadership
historical development of a certain technique were featured. Also infield of knowledge. More important, cluded were a film, "Politics
New
this first reason completely distorts Jersey Style," and an address by a
the very purpose of the library. It is representative of the National Asnot supposed to be solely a storage sociation for the Advancement of
place for books currently in active Colored People.

Attend Leadership

Manager

Advertising

In the long history of the Bowdoin library certain recent event*
have been among the moat memorable and will no doubt be a topic
of conver sation for many years to
come. Two remarkable objects have
appeared on the scene. One Is in
the form of several sheets of mimeographed paper distributed among the
faculty. The other is a large wooden object which is lurking behind
the closed reserve desk. Por lack of
a better name I shall call It Ouija.
These two objects, while seemingly
dissimilar and unrelated at first
glance, actually have a very Inter-

Editor

eral art* college -through the use
of gadget* and unsound economics.
The faculty is being given the opportunity to check those books on
the discard list that It thinks should
remain In the collection. It is hoped
that every one of the SOO books Is
checked many times over.

Four Yomig Demos

Assistant Boaineej Manager
Duncan Oliver "60

Circulation

To The

Sir.

deep.

somewhat ambiguous
position posed by its name would be to change the name of
the track meet.
This change would rid the meet of what is
possibility for getting rid of the

ent fields and many years.
The second reason, unlike the first,
has much validity. Increasing the

book collection will necessitate more
storage space which will inevitably
library construction'. Yet,
I would suggest that the validity
of the reason does not mean that
there is only one logical conclusion, namely the throwing away of
books. Bducatlon cost* money. When
there is only a limited amount of
money available, allocation of resources becomes important. Certainly the library, Is one of those resources that should receive preferential treatment. If we are going
to ehort-change the library, what
has happened to our educational

mean new

philosophy?

The third reason is the most interesting of all, being to a great extent an admission of defeat, for It
Implies that someof the books have

WEDNESDAY. APRIL

Bangor High School

On

April 9

On

Saturday, April 9, seven Maine
high schools competed In the state
finals of the high school one act
play contest in Pickard Theatre. The
winning entry, Bangor High School
with a presentation of two scenes
from Caesar and Cleopatra is to
represent the state of Maine in the

New England Drama

Houlton High School's "The Breaking of
the Bread" took second prize. Also
in the competition were Foxcroft
and Thornton Academies, and DeerFestival.

To further It* purpose of bringing to the campus mind an awareness
of current problems in the United States and abroad, the Political Forum
participated in the dramatic "challenge" program at Yale University on
March 11, 12, and 13. The four delegates from Bowdoin were so struck
with the importance of the problems discussed and with the competence
of the conference speakers and discussion leaders in their particular fields,
that they decided to attempt to convey this message to fellow students.
The principal addresses in the "challenge^program were delivered by
Dr. Harold Taylor, President Emeritus of Sarah Lawrence University,
speaking on the problems of education; Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona, a conservative, business-oriented Republican; A. Phillip Randolph,
President of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, who presented the
views of American Labor in 1900; and Thurgood Marshall, the dynamic
director of the
Council, who outlined two problems of segregation
In the North.

NAACP

Conference Keperts
two articles, presented by Paul Oalantl and Jon MacDonald.
with the problems of capital and labor as outlined and discussed
at Yale. The ensuing Issue of the Orient will present Dave Smith on the
problems of Segregation in the U. 8. and Ted Perry on the crisis of

The

first

will deal

American education.

US

Goldwater Defends

Labor's Future In 1960

The heart of the threat to capital which was the subject of SenaBarry Ooldwater's address, is
the area of Capital vs. Labor. The
great danger of present day disputes
between these two, the Senator argued, is that they paralyse the economy in a time when our survival
a* a nation depends on the health
of a few key defense industries such
as steel.

The first major speaker of the
weekend was Dr. Taylor. In his

tor

The time ha* come when both
business and labor must mature, because both have reached plateaus
where unreasonable
demands can only be considered
childish. The people who are hurt
these
demands,
are the nation's
by
consummers Which group in eludes
more laborers timn cs.pita*«oi^. 2*ncc
1033, he said wages per annum have
increased 53% while productivity
has Increased only 2 8%. Hence the
rise in prices which causes spiraling inflation and the devaluation
of the consumer's dollar. Ooldwaof achievement

this problem is to
eliminate many of the causes for
labor's demands by instituting the
profit-sharing plan whereby the laboring force of a certain industry
would invest in the company and
receive dividends from these investments, This, he claims would create
ter's solution, to

mutual interests on both sides which
would create a basis for mature compromise.

Proposes Legislation
Yet the more immediate requirements which
Goldwater demands

M

are not quite so conciliatory.
suggests a tripartite proposal
legislation in the 1960's.

He

this is essentially

as

it

a question of intramural principles and where-

has been pointed out that the track meet

to be in the intramural system,

should be a change in the meet.

it

is

not considered

(1) Local autonomy In the labor
movement. This would include local

bargaining facilities. With the present centralised labor system, he
claims, one man could conceivably
paralyze a whole industry. Morehe asserts that this localizing
would provide more effective, more

democratic labor unions.
(2) Prohibition of all organised
labor activities except those concerned with collective bargaining.
The Taft-Hartley Law, he points
out makes restrictions on both big
business and organised labor in the
political field, but labor needs further restriction, because its activities can in no way be matched by
those of Oeneral Motors or any other large concern. The difference between them, which seems to be the
key to Mr. Ooldwater's stand, is
that big business is a voluntary
organization which does not purport to speak for any militant corps

Skowhegan, and Bar Harbor of followers. In addition, its campaign contributions and the like
High Schools.
The high school Thespians were do not come from the dues of memcompany
entertained by Fran Fuller's prise bers, but rather "from
winning production, "The Bright profit*.
ing.

Theatre.

misguided attempt

to. Injure

a

more than

The

conditioning necessary for a track

man

Amazing
adventures
of a

lib-

Neighbors
S

—

BIG

DAYS

Also, the

forward to

this

and competing against men who have been their
teammates during the season. For them it is a fitting conclu-

DUMBO
TECHNICOLOR'

w~

<rv*JHui
•UT«*

VUH tnlntaMa

c.

.

With

all

the arguments for allowing the varsity

and

fresh-

to continue to participate in the Interfraternity

Track Meet, there remains the question of their undeniable advantage over those who are not on these teams; and since this
meet is one which tries to draw non-trackmen into participating,
something is needed to counter the varsity's advantages. A plan
which would be simple and as fair as any other is the weighted
point system.

The

scores of the varsity trackmen could be to-

from those of the non-varsity members of the
fraternity.
At the end of the meet the points which the nonvarsity members compiled could be increased by half or
doubled and added to the paints compiled by the varsity team
members to give the total score of a particular house. This would
give the notWiwckmen more incentive to participate in the
meet to which they look forward during the season.

Box Office Open
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definitely

is "sporty" and all part of
the system.
Besides, most sports
cars don't look too good with their
The system Ittaps up anyhow.

This

at least

really

dont know what went on

before recorded time, do we? (Probably an Hydrogen Bomb race.) At
any rate we do now that once they
started recording the stuff the sys-

tem Was in effect.
Of course there weren't any sports
cars, as we know them, at that time
because all the highways had been
washed out by the Great Flood.
Without any use for it for the time
being, the Arabs had pumped all
their unused oil into Underground
storage tanks until the time it
would be needed again. I suppose
everyone has forgotten about that
However all systems need
by now.
something to systemise and here
a famous old Roman stumbles unto the scene.
(He was Just about
as old as a famous Roman can

and sick and tired of dividing
up Gaul. ) Oeneral Marcus Julias
Caninus Motors had flat feet. In
the old days he walked all over
Europe, and even as far as Albion
In one direction and England in
the other, and his feet had given
him no trouble. And then. Just
before the unpleasantness with Carthage he had had the misfortune
to be stepped upon by an elephant
get

in the Alps.
At least that is what
he claimed, but most good Romans
were of the opinion that he had
been squeezing too many grapes
and they had sent him to Bast
Worms for the cure. It was here

>

to stall.

On The Appian Way
However those which didn't stall
found plenty to keep them busy
out on the local course, the Appian Throughway. Here is was considered great fun to suck some of
the senators in their overpowered,
ever-carved, chariots, into a little
road race. This usually ended in
the chair skipping gaily around corners and the chariot piled into an
aqueduct abutment. I would suppose that this would explain the
number of tombs along the Appian

that even after 28 years of improve- Throughway.
Por those of a more adventurous
ments workers' wages are still not
up to where they should rightly Inclination there was the annual

that is In relation to productivGetting into specifics, Senator Goldwater said that he was In
favor of limiting unions to a statewide area, or at the most a regional
area but never nationwide, In rebe,

ity.

gards

to

bargaining

their

power.

up the Alps. Many experiments were tried In an effort to
find the optimum power for this
event.
Visigoths were put in the
front, in the back, and along the
sides.
The best plan to come out
of this experimentation seemed to
use a combination of Christian
Visigoths with Lion Superchargera
race

Industries should be similarly limited in regards to their often nationwide status. In both instances the
Senator was able to evade making
a definite answer by means of semantic gymnastics.

Dr. Marshall

is

a

bit

mangled

here (it almost appears to have
been eaten) so I am not sure how
wa* arranged. From the figures
though it is obvious that they could
really move out.
Apparently Gen-

it

eral Marcus Julias Caninus Motors
could too because no more is heard
of him.
of query from Hamlet the

Words
The third and without a doubt
the best speaker was Dr. Marshall. hamster:

What

famous

gasoline

backwards reads "Saglibom"? (How about a eerf knot lluf

In his address, "Segregation In the spelled

(Ooatintied

ayob?)

on page 4)
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up again until Thanksgiving. (Apt)
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this parity, and I personally maintain that this was. not so then, and
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tops down (and sometimes
windshields too If possible) in full

their

that he invented the Visigoth which
got the system back on its feet. Por
years chariots had been going
through a process of change until
they Just werent any fun any more.
You sat in the things and they
The
practically drove themselves.
horsepower race had been on Tor so
long that what with all the cllppltyclopplng from up front you could
barely hear the radicals screaming
for corn, and games and what-not.
(Oh yes, you can be sure they had
a union.) as you thundered from
one oat-statlon to the next. (At the
sign of the fat red horse who could
fly with the agility of a lead seppelln.
Old General Marcus Julias
Caninus Motors changed all that
though with his marvelous Visigoth
(who, in the process, was forever
spared the drudgery of freedom).
Th'3 old gentleman developed the
light two-Vlsigothed sports chair
with the quick-shifting, short throw
whip.
A good man at the stick
could get all kinds of tip out of
his small displacement two seater.
However hopping the Visigoths up
with salt was frowned upon as unsporting, as only the wealthy could
afford salt and they were forever
rubbing this in to the poorer. However it was discovered that ten
ounces of wine mixed with every
belly full of gruel kept everything
well lubricated and made for better
performance. One had to be careful, though, not to use too much
wine, or It might Just gum up the
whole works and cause the Visigoth

at

sion to the winter season.

man trackmen

the day
when all over these United States
all members of the True Breed put
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nity house

stand
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which can be achieved by men in one or two
A track meet in which men are not in condition and
are not well trained is one that is not pleasant or particularly inday.

1932, while
only increased by 2.8%, that unions should
be at least partially if not completely thwarted.
While I do not
disagree with his figures I feel that
he should have stated that they
would be pertinent only If there
was a fair parity between wages and
productivity in 1932.
His entire

Prl.-Tuea.

A

March twenty- first,

have gone up 5.3% since
labor productivity has

Glenn Ford

mouse!

S

is

more like chastity day
camp field
varsity and freshman trackmen themselves rook
meet. They are participating for their frater-

Senator

wnrds "let's abolish labor unions,"
he defended the profit motive as
being the only way in which this
country can continue to progress.
Next to "unnecessary" governmental intervention in the economy of
this country, Goldwater felt that
increased wage demands by unions
were most Injurious to the economy,
and that they were solely responsible for inflation.
The Senator
seemed to feel that since wages

elephant and
masterful

—

Frida y thru Tuttdt

that

It is

of the
Goldwater,
the Republican arch-conservative of
Congress. In his address, "Towards
A Freer Free Enterprise" or In other

flying

My

weeks.

teresting to watch.

The second major speaker
was

It is time to talk, about sports
cars.
Actually the time was specifically

in

ever,

varsity strength,

4)

Senator GoMwater

weekend

By Mike Badgers

The Senator was asked twice, once
after his address and oace in a
small group meeting, if he felt that The parchment

terialism.

Wed.-Thurs.

nevertheless that there policy should now be obvious. It
This letter to the editor how- doesn't have any. It represents a
is felt

went too far in asking that the varsity and freshman
trackmen be eliminated from the meet. Track is an individual
sport requiring more precision and practice in an extremely
limited area, i.e., short distance running, middle distance, etc.,
than team sports such as touch football, softball, and the
others.
Having 12 to 14 events in which at least one man of
ability is needed, track teams could not be easily sponsored by a
fraternity house of 50 to 70 members without calling on their

Pare

(Please turn to

address, the "Crisis In Liberal Democracy," he pointed out how the
lack of a great number of 'American Ideals' has tended to, be injurious to this country In the eyes
of the uncommltteed nations of the
world.
Some people will try to
counter this view by saying what
difference does it make what others
think of us. To those individuals
all I can say is that it makes a
great difference because circumstances have placed us in (he position of being the leader among the
free nations of the world, and we
must maintain this position if we
are to remain free ourselves. Dr.
Taylor used the recent Charles Van
Doren incident as an example of
this lack of Ideals. It is a sad Indictment on this country that a
man of Van Doren's brilliance, Who
is after all one of those intrusted
in the education of the American
youth, should act in the manner
In which he did, plus the fact that
a great many people were adament
in defending his actions.
Going
on, Dr. Taylor stated that Van Doren could always follow Mort Sahl's
suggestion as to what he could do
now, and that is that he "could
rent a dog and run for the VicePresidency of this country." In regards to the one ideal that we do
possess, the profit motive Dr. Taylor strongly attacked what Is to
some the grubbiest form of ma-

for

it.

the project completely
unfeasible for those who desire the
new material on. short notice.
The merits of the book discard

Union Official Upholds

Business Over Labor

been thrown away will Just have
Red Sign,'' while waiting for the
to be ordered again. It Is InterestUnited Labor Front?
decision of the Judges.
The basic objection raised by this letter is one of ing to note that where reordering
Labor, on the other hand, purA further highlight of the day
will take place, the cost of the book
of having untrained non-varsity men competing against coach- is several times the cost of the orig- was a lecture by ElUpt Norton, the ports to represent a uni)»d following,
and
spends the money of those
Boston drama critic. Mr. Norton
ed and conditioned freshman and varsity trackmen. Whereas inal. In addition the delay Involved spoke on the future of the American
who possibly do not agree With its
will make

only a minor eaxuae used to raise objections against

really
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BHRrNGS
Okie of the newest meMbere of BewdoM Callage arte] perna»a oee of the toast known among aHe student hotly, it Hugh
bortl, who is Administrative Assiilant in the Vice President's
Gweee in charge ef writing the schools press releases and assist

mg

Behind this father long and austere
is doing a great deal to expand geographically the none of Bowdoin CoUsge.
HawaVM. his heart
has in his work d e a ling with Bowdoin athletics. Before comir.3
to Bowdoin. Hogh was a spo ils waiter far the Bangor Daily
News and an English teacher at HowUnd imd Bangor High
Schools. At the News. Hogh started by writing a column called
"Along the Baseline," but for his last year there rl was changed
to "Hugh Said It." This new eohimn provided him with an
opportunity to discuss other aspects of the sports world besides
baseball.
This fulfilled a desire which he held while in school,
which far him was the U of Maine.
Gradually, in the past few years, Bowdoin, along with most
of the other colleges, has become more concerned with publicity.
The fob was originally done by Bob Crass, who is the faculty
secretary, but it now appeared that it was too big for one man
Who was already well burdened with work. Since a great deal
of news is derived from our athletic program, it was necessary
to find a man who had a well developed sports background.
Hugh was such a man. He has followed the road of more and
more sports writers in becoming associated with college publicity.
He feels that the "newspaper game is quite a rat race" and although this job is "just as demanding, it is more challenging."
Not only does this job provide predominately day work, but
ft offers greater security according to Hugh.
Hugh Lord's latest praiseworthy achievement has been the
new spring sports brochure, that will be sent to all the T.V. and
radio stations, newspapers, and schools with whom we come in
in public relations.

title, is

featid

a

man who
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Two
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The pitching staff, led by Soph
Fred HiU, had a 3.00 ERA and held
the opposition to an average of 1.5
hits per game. Considering the earllness of the campaign, th control,
while not exceptional, was still goad
enough to issue an average of only
six walks per game. Hill, starting
two games, gave up a miserly five
hits during the 14 innings be work-

He

allowed four runs, all earned.
little
better control would
the opposition to
only one run. Hill turned in the
only full route pitching performthe
ance by
polar Bear mound
ed.

but a
have,

contained

when

in the final game,
against Coast ouard he threw a
one-run,
two-hitter.
Bob Corvi,
making two relief appearances,
pitched shutout ball and walked
only one man. Jack Condon started
two games for the White and Was
a strong hurler in his first game,
giving up no earned runs in five
innings. In Jack's second start he
lost the edge and was touched for
ten runs, six earned.
Jim Dunn
tures at least of the coaches.
Bitched good relief for Danny MacBesides turning out this sports booklet, Hugh is in charge Payden's club. He. tired after three
solid innings in his first game and
of handling publicity concerning the student body.
finds needed final -out help from Cant.
that these stories break down in about four or five news stories Bob Swenson. Overall he gave up
two earned runs in four and twofor every sports story, except in the fall wheh they both seem thirds innings. The best attestment
to be about equal.
These stories are released to all the papers to the fine pitching turned in by
the White hurlers is the fact that
on the school's mailing list plus to the hometown papers of the Bob Swenson, veteran lefty and
boys mentioned in the articles. Hugh feels that "if a boy is the team's pitching ace, had hardly
anything to do with the good showdoing something above the ordinary" he should be recognized ing as he pitched only one-third of
for it in his hometown.
Therefore besides sending out the an liming. He did pitch three scoreless frames against Upsala before
straight story, a separate article giving the boys college interest that game was called on account of
darkness.
and honors etc. plus pictures in some cases are released.
corps,

it

He

Sophemares
Hugh has been trying to encourage out of town papers to
Pour Sophomores made the Jourcarry greater coverage on Bowdoin, especially around the Bos- ney to "the land of good living"
ton area. However, he is of the opinion that pressure for in- and all of them showed good promise on the field. The fine job done
creased coverage must come not only from himself, but from by Fred Hill need not be reiterated
.those in this area who*are sincerely interested.
This he says can here, but a look at the performances
of Dex Morse, Glen Saunders, and
be accomplished by their sitting down and writing individual let- Newt Stowell is in order. Morse,
starting slow at bat, went <*-7 beters to the papers requesting this.
fore getting two solid hits In the
Hugh is very enthusiastic about athletics here at Bowdoin game against Coast Ouard. In that
and sees great potential for our teams. He stated that "Bow- game he played fust base against
competition for the first time and
doin has one of the most outstanding coaching staffs which did handled himself very well. It he
a great job last fall and from whom I expect a great deal more." continues to progress at his present
rate he will alleviate, considerably,
Here then is a man, Hugh Lord, who working quietly over in the lack of Boartd fielding around
Getchell House, is doing an admirable job in spreading the first that seemed destined to mark
this
year's club.

name

of

Bowdoin and

its

students in areas where credit

for their accomplishments.

is

due

Olen Saunders, batting

leadoff In

three games, reached
base eight
times in seventeen trips to the plate,
an enviable record for a leadoff man
in any league. He too, is a Sophomore and his excellent record at
getting on base will mark him as
good bet to see a lot of action for
the White this season. Newt Stowell
rounds out the Soph 'foursome.
Newt hit for .883 on the Southern
swing and lead the club in RBI's
with five despite the fact that he
didn't see action in the first game.
In the field he looked strong and
sure, displaying a good arm.

_^
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Southland

Splits In

can- team's already good morale. This is
cellations. That,
simplest a club without prima donnas. The
statement. Is the story of the base- team showed good
hustle and
ball team's recent Invasion of col- in the two losing games they ralleges In the Mid-Atlantic states and lied from scoreless deficits to withof the Coast Ouard Academy at in at least striking distance.
New London, Connecticut. The trip
marked the first time Bowdoin was
able to get outside this spring. Prtsr
March 28. 1960
to departing for the snowless ballTaking advantage of the breaks
fields of Baltimore, Bast
Orange,
and making some of its own, the
and New London, the varsity nine
Bowdoin
varsity opened its Southhad been confined to workouts in
ern baseball swing with a 6-4 win
the Bowdoin an Bates cages.
Beyond the cold, hard figures of over Baltimore Univ. Getting outside for the first time in the spring,
the won-lost record of the sqaad,
Bowdoin
out-hustled
and outhowever, He. so Important to sucthought a team that had only two
cess in the remaining games ahead,
days
earlier lost to mighty Delaware
the showing of individual players
by the close score of 4-2. The Polar
and the degree to which the club
Bears managed to bunch their hits,
jelled as a unit. The two most favmake their own breaks and back
orable impressions as individual performances were those of the pitch- up strong pitching with a defense
that seldom lapsed.
ers and the sophomores who made
Jack Condon started
for
the
the trip.
White and went five innings giving
Pitching Strong
up one unearned run. He was
wins.

Besides providing our schedule, Hugh has included
a general description of our athletic fields, coaches, and
season's captains.
This is a far cry from the bare skeletal
schedules which had formerly been produced. And yet, Hugh
is not satisfied.
For next fall, budget permitting, he would like
to turn out a fall brochure that will not only contain articles of
a general nature, but thumbnail sketches of the teams with pic-

ji.
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PORT

Club Has Good Balance, Depth

contact.
in

More important than

their 'Sta-

achievements the Sophomores have put the pressure aft
team members In the battle Ibf
starting berths. The competition for
the positions of regulars is healthy
for the squad and has added to
tistical

reache* tar four hits, one a scratch
hit on the infield grass. Good control and smart use of his chetigeup
aoaounSfd far Ms fine five-inning
stint.

Jim Dunn relieved Condon and
for three tnrUngs his slow-breaking
stuff kept afia out of any trouble.
Tiring in the nti th he gave up
tneee nans with the aid of an interference call and had to be relieved by Bob Swenson who put

Inning after starter Fred Hill had
walked two men. Loyola threatened
only 3 other times. Jackson got ft
one-out bleeder double down the
left foul line on a bounder In the
second that teaman Just got ft
piece of his glove on. Hill bore down
to strike out the next two hlttera.
In the third a two-out base on balla,

to the

run

hi the
by drawgot
Dick

«t> six
It off

Corvi started

base an

It

MM

Mt

a

Wftlt to

Saunders kept the
inning going by drawing a walk.
Dick Morse reached on an Infield
hit to load the bases for Bowdoin
and Entin brought Condon in to
spore with a sacrifice fly. On the
play Saunders was nailed trying to
advance to trdrd, but not before
Bowdoin had tallied its third run
of the game. Again, in the seventh,
Bowdoin same up with a two-run
inning. Morse reached on a fielder's
choice forcing Saunders, who had
walked, at second. Entin and Gardner got back to back hits to load
'em up and set the stage for Butchman's two-run producing single.
Baltimore
put
together
two
singles and a throwing error by
Kennedy to pick up a run in the
fifth. In the last of the ninth, Baltimore threw a real scare Into Bowdoln's hopes for a win. Gllland drew
a base an balls and after two Dunn
wild pitches ended up on third
right

field

base. After getting the next batter
to sky to shallow left, Dunn forced
Feller to hit the ball on the ground
for an easy putout, the runner on
third scoring. Two base hits and
interference by the catcher produced

another run before Swenson same
on in relief and snuffed Baltimore
for the game-deciding out.

Second

Game
March

1900

20,

Bowdoin pitching held Loyola

of

Baltimore to only three hits, but
only one of those was needed by
the Catholic school as Dave Marshall's fifth Inning home run supplied all of his team's runs to defeat the Polar Bears 3-2. Bowdoin,
although they outhit Loyola 4-3,
could muster no attack as they
soared two unearned runs and left
tan tearmeaUs an base.
Marshall's big blow, a 370 foot
clout to left field, came In the fifth

or

Campus

Bowdoin had more opptxtunltMk
to score, but was never able to capitalise for the big inning. Over the
Innings the Polar Bears
men stranded. In the third,
after one out, Dick Morse tripled
to right center, bat failed to score
as both Ted Gardner and Al Butch-

man

grounded

out.

April

1900

2,

Behind the splendid pitching performance of Fred Hill. Bowdoin dethe

feated

London,

Guard

Coast

12-1.

was a

It

New

at

day

chilly

down by the water, but out on the
mound Hill was red hot as he
struck out twelve, gave up two bits
and Walked only six

Bowdoin again failed to get the
Bowdoin picked up its first run in
the seventh as Corvi walked and real big hits, but they really didn't
moved to second on a passed bsJl. need them as four Coast Guard
With two out Entin reached on errors, a hit batsmen and seven of
ground ball to the short step Who
overthrew his first baseman for ft
two base error and a Bcwdohi rati.
Corvi scoring. In the ninth it looked
like Bowdoin might pull out a win.

nine Bowdoin hits accounted tor
the White's twelve runs. Bowdoin
scored four in the fifth. Dex Morse
led off wttti a triple to deep teft
field. BargholU popped up in front
of the plate, but the third baseman
dropped the ball. Hill Mt a ball to

is

the infield.

Third Oases

Committing

April 1, I960
six errors,
nirngng

the bases In sloppy and unalert
fashion and general playing poor
ball, Bowdoin dropped its second
game in a row, losing to Vpsala
10-0. Bowdoin, stale from a two day
layoff because of Inclement weather,
was able to score only one earned
run and If some of their bad playing antics hadn't maaenced! UfceaJa
third baseman^ Steve Oafan, into
making three errors In the eighth
frame, the White would have seen
held to one run by side-arming Al
Taback, the Upsala hurler.
Taback, making his first start of
the spring, went the full nine for
Upsala, giving up seven hits and
six walks. Jack Condon started for
Bowdoin, ran into tough luck in
the second and third innings when
his club committed four errors behind him, Including one raise** at
his own. All ten runs were charged

m

d Ran for R. Morse in »th.
RBl'a
Marahall 3.
Errora
Leeman.
Jaokasn,
Vurek,
O'Donnell.
LOB
Bowdoin 10, Loyola 8.
2B
Jackeon.
Kennedy.
3B
R. rftorae.
ha
8
Jaekaon.
Killen
2. Mar*J*^ J'i,

prove oh last year's five wins and
With a little luck can finish above
five hundred. How far above .000
will depend on whether Bowdoin
can get some real punch out of its
hitters. On the trip southward 30
Polar Bears were left stranded on
the base paths. The pitching, with
some support from the offense,
should be more than adequate and

Should be able to account for ten
victories over the course of the sea-
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Dunn
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singled sharply to left
to
score
the bases remained
jammed. Hill walked to force In
one run and Stowell was hit by a
plash to (ores in another.
The four games pointed out that
Bowdoin has a team that can im-

12 10
10
1210

Two Stowe House

1926, 1984, and 1960, and captured State Boxing Commissioner, Vicethe Eastern title In 1948 and were President of the National AAU, and
second or third in lb* big event chairman of the National AAU Records Committee.
times.
Jack served as either assistant or
A past president of the Associaassociate coach of the V. S Olym- tion of Collegiate Track Coaches of
pic team in lseD, 1624, 1Mb, and America, Jack was bom in Newark,
1932. In 1930 he refused to accept N. J., 77 years sgo, but grew up in
the position as first assistant coach East Boston, Mass.. where he was
because he did hot believe the meet a sprinter In school. He was coach
at the Powder Point School
should be held in Hitler's Berlin.
DuxBury, Mass., for a year before coming to Bowdoin.

many

Butchman and

to him, six of them earned. Bob
son.
Corvi and Jim Dunn each pitched
an inning of scoreless relief, though
BASBBALL SUMMARY
Corvi was reached for two run-prolit Game
ducing hits.
BOWDOIN
ib
r
h
Upsala picked up four runs In the Swindell, If
a
t
R., 2b
I
Z
1
second on a base on balls, am error Mora*.
Entin. ef
4
that killed what looked like a sure Gardner, if
<
1
double play, two more walks, a Butchman, Ib
4
Z
Leeman, Sb
3
double and an error by Butchman. Cummlnga.
as
8
Upsala's fifth run came In the third Kennedy, a
S
on a base Mt by Oaran, an error Condon, p
2
Dunn, p
2
on a plckoff play by Condon, a field- Swenaon,
p
er's choice and a single by Block.
Total.
at
1
II
The first two Upsala men in the BALTIMORE U. ab
r
h
4
1
1
seventh reached on a bsse an balls Utehnefci. 3b
Wheeler. If
1
a
and a single to right. Bob Fischer Olmttm, Zb
4
1
brought them home with a long Morgan, e
4
Gllland.
lb
1
2
1
home run to straight away right Kn'lain, rf
4
field. Upsala picked up two more
Keller, ab
4
that inning on a Butchman error McGeehan, af
4
Steedman. p
I
and three base hits.

Bur Ta! Hear Tat
Meet Your Friends at

the American team which competed

against the British Empire team In
Chicago. In 1935 he took a group of
old times working with Jack again." American stars through the Orient.
Jack's 80-day tour of duty back returning by way of Hawaii. Two
at his old stand marks the second years later he led a team to Fintime that the colorful former coach- land, Denmark, Holland, Norway,
ing great has been lured out of ahd Sweden.
retirement for a coaching assignThe year 1949 was a banner year
ment. In April of I960, the Ama- In Ms career. It was that year that
teur Athletic Union selected him to he was appointed an official in
coach a United states team in an charge of track and field events
international
sports
fesUval
In for the Central America arid CarTrinidad. This assignment was only ribean sports games held at Guateone oT many foreign assignsaants for mala In February and March of
Jack through his long career as a 1900. It was also in 1940 that he
track and field coach.
was elected to the Helms Hall Track
His track teams at Bowdoin won and Field Hall of Fame, one of the
30 state titles in 37 years of com- first to be so honored.
petition following his appointment
He has been a member of the
at the College In 1913. In addition, New England Intercollegiate Athhas squads chalked up four New letic Association Advisory Board,
England Championships, in 1923, President of the Maine AAU, Maine

Gardner then singled through first
and second to score Leeman. Dick
Morse led off the top of the ninth
with a walk, went to second on a
pass ball, and scored on Entln's hit
Entin taking second on the play to
the plate, eventually scored on two
more passed balls. Butchman, Leemah, and Gardner all drew free
peases to lead them up. Dex Morse

Awarded

9.95

to the Near
Coach Sabasteanskl
following In the footsteps of his
former coach and boss. Coach Magee also took picked American teams
through foreign countries. In 1992
the pick of the American Olympic
team was organised In Los Angeles
and sent to San Francisco to compete against the British Empire
team with Magee as coach The following year he was again coach of
feast this weak.

.

Totala

For your personal safety afloat and ashore

In taking his team

i

BBI'i

The Canvas Oxford

retired thoroughbred returns to

,

Innlnza

NOTHING HOLDS LIKE
SPERRY TOP-SIDERS

A

two sown Oaran made two the track Thursday at Bowdoin
in BaMlng Dex
Morse's CoBsge. Athletic Director Mai Mora stolen base, and Marshall's single
ball ftnoi hn two runs to rell
announced today that John J.
to canter sent the runner from eeo
double d two Magee, Who retired
as 'Coach of
ond scurrying for home where Baft
_ than scored Track and Field
at Bowdoin In
Kennedy, taking a perfect peg front
•eren overthrew first 1MB after 43 years at
the post, will
Oeorge Entin, tagged the charging
hard shot. In the take over his former
duties in the
runner out. In the sixth, a Baseman
Statin doubted with
absence of Coach Frank Babastoanerror, two fielder's choices, and ft
but was left stranded, as ski, Magee's former pupal
and aswalk put men on first and thir*
.
want down to Ms worst sistant.
with two out. A steal of second put defeat en the trip, and we hope
"We are very fortunate to have
Bowdoin in even hotter water, but aha* worst during the season.
Track and Field Coach Emeritus
reliever Bob Corvi was more than
Jack Magee avatMMe to serve in
equal as he get the battler on
Frank's absence It wfll seem like
strikes.

first four
left six

Track

Butchman

-

to fsfee one in and then

down the Baltimore rally.
The Bowdoin offense was lead by
Kennedy lead off with a doable,
George Knttn, Al Butchman and
hit sharply down the left field line.
Condon. En tin had 2 singles, drove in
the second baseman, who fielded the
two runs, and scored another. Cbfr- Stowell lifted a short popup to shal- ball cleanly but who couldn't make
low right that the rightflelder aldon want 8 tar 3, had a run batted most didn't
up his mind what to do with it.
get to. Kennedy scored
in, and scored a run. Butchman
Newt Stowell singled to left to
whan
wild pitch that was ima
came through with a bases loaded mediately
score Morse and BerghoB*, the refollowed by a pass ball.
single to provide the margin of viclay throw coming in went array and
Capt. Bob Swenson, with two suns,
tory.
running for Dick Morse who hod another run scored. Dick Morse's
Bowdoin scored a run in the first
sacrtnes,
punted Stowell across
stole second bass, placing
when Dick Mora* reached first on walked,
from third.
the tying run in scoring position.
a throwing error and scored on EnIn tft* seventh Stowell reached
EnJ4n struck out, however, ending
tin's shot through the middle after
on a base on balls and took second
the game and another scoring opadvancing to second on a wild pitch.
on a fielder's choice. Butchman
portunity went by the boards.
Bowdoin picked up two more runs
Fred
and Bob Corvi com- "Miked with two out and Leeman
in the second
frame.
Cummings bined toHill
followed him with a single up the
pitch good ball for the
watted, went to the second sack an
White. Hill's control was oil and middle to score Stowell. A wild
a fielder's choice and scampered
piCkoff throw brought
Butchman
Che walks hurt Mm. Corvi daah't
hosse on Condon's solid base hit
home and sent Leeman to third.
allow Loyola to get the ball out of
to

Magee To Coach

Banavmu

aatts.

In 9th.

Sure-footed Comfort on

OecK Court
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Russian First Interdepartmental
Major
J
^
J
r
For Independence
In College; Hoisington Takes Program In The Judiciary
at

If

fall will

the inclusion of the College'* first
interdepartmental majors program.
Tom Hoisington, 12, a member of

T. Pike.
Jajdieiarr Is Negative

By way

that the provision in the Catalog
for ".
special major programs,
involving work In more than one
department and designed to meet
an individual, cultural, or professional objective ..." would be the
beat of all possible solutions.

Professor
Rosen has written,
is proposed, in effect, is not

"What

a 'Russian major', in the sense that
Totn Hoisington '82 and Prof
we understand a 'French major' or of Bwwdsin's first
a 'History major.' but and lnterdepartmenta major consisting of five
substantial minors, with the Rusfit from this at the college level
sian Department holding the reins

Nathan Ro sen are the

CAPITAL

instead of in graduate school.

the

Of introduction Professor

Sutherland maintained that we as
a political body distrust ourselves,
for although we enjoy the noisy
altercations of a clamorous polltics, we don't really believe the accusations and we respect the Judiciary as "a temporary negative of

.

Because

Dean Kendrick, commenting on

nature of Russian

the program after the Faculty Committee had passed it, said that while
the Interdepartmental major program waa established in potential
form a number of years ago, it had
not been taken advantage of until

the Influences exerted upon It at
the time were the ideas of the
French Enlightenment, and of the
Romantic Movement in England,
this year.
France,
and Germany
Quoting
Tom Hoisington was unavailable
Professor Rosen again, "Hence the
moat useful way to study Russian for comment; undoubtedly he was
home thinking, "a major In French,
literature would be to give a solid
Oerman.
English, Russian, and Hisknowledge of the facts of history
nyet nyet, nyet."
and literature in those two centur- tory, O Lord
ies (18 and 19) In Western Europe."
Only an Interdepartmental major
i
o
ii
k
i n*
program can accomplish this task.
The component parts of Holslng- LaSalle
ton's major will be: 1. A good reading knowledge and a fair speaking
Host Glee Club's Final
knowledge of Russian; 2. A knowledge of the main facts of Russian
literature; 3. An excellent reading Spring
.

.

.

m
And Simmons To

VS.

iiiiiiisasls

LABOR

(Continaed fram stage t)

majoritarlan government"
After
this
controversial
and
thought - provoking
Introduction,
Professor Sutherland used the body
of his lecture to review three recent
Supreme Court decisions and their
precedents.
The most Important
point made during his review of
the Supreme Court decisions was
the unoriginal statement that there
are two sides to every question, or
as Professor Sutherland put It, "Is
what is sauce for the goose, sauce
for the gander?"

political stands and motives This
"KTSeaplsrs Of Reaaeu"
problem becomes especially vital
In hut conclusion Professor Suthwhere labor unions have developed,
due to the practice of the dosed erland returned to his subject of
"The
Independent
Judge hi a Free
shop. Into Involuntary, quasi-public
organisations to which many of their Society" to argue that as soon as
members must belong if they wish people become less concerned over
Supreme
Court
decisions,
then we
to earn a living. This, he asserts.
will know that the Supreme Court
is a threat to freedom of choice on

political

beliefs,

when

the

funds

is

not

fulfilling

its

constitutional

function.
Declaring that he felt
Involuntary organisation are used there was little danger of subjection
1
wlUl *»**«»•«» to undemocratic judges, he went on
to state that in the United States
the judges are "the exemplars of
(3) Senator Ooldwater proposes
reason."
Because of this he said
the creation of a board composed
they are few' in number and are
of four members from the Labor
of necessity "disqualified

which one donates

an

to

essentially

n^ ^™*

from acWelfare Board and four members tive
service in the crusades" since
Semester Tour
from Interstate Commerce Com- they must
deckle questions on the
Howard Dana, Zete sophomore, mission whose purpose would be to basts of reason, not passion.
investigate corruption in both labor
has taken over the duties of manIn answering one question. Proager of the Olee Club for the re- and business and insure fair play fessor Sutherland said that he could
mainder of the year In the absence on both sides.
see no signs of electoral partisanof Charles F. Lanlgan.
ship, but maintained that the judges
The last
Battles HHp Nobody
Reeen's Program
tour of the year for the Olee Club
It does not seem to occur to the The only alternative to both sides
Professor Rosen has emphasised will take place April 33-24 as the
that his program gives a student group visits LaSalle Junior College Senator that If the second of his maturing within themselves, which
proposals were institute, organised it Is to be hoped will happen, would
of Russian a better balanced, more on Friday night and Simmons Collabor would be left without the be some form of Intervention from
accurate education in this field than ege on Saturday.
wherewithal to fight the great busi- an outside organisation like the
is available to students at Harvard,
ness lobbies in Washington. It is to Federal Government. I hope the
Princeton, Yale, etc., where the
be hoped that the reasonableness day and age has not arrived when
knowledge of the Russian Itself is
which
characterizes most of
FENCING EXHIBITION
Ms we must turn to the Government at
stressed while neglecting the imthought will permit him to consider every crisis to insure the welfare
portant satellite commentaries and
knowledge _of French and Oerman,
almost comparable with that of
majors In these languages: 4. An
acquaintance with the history and
literature of Western Europe.

WITH

contributors of which Bowdoin's program is cognisant. He mentioned
also the opportunities for good students, as they must be, who an
Interested in PhD work to bene-

the gravity of this problem.

M.I.T.

of society.

GYM

IN

Sat., April 16,

how we

In

Rodell

Campus Lecture

Witty and wise commentary on
the Supreme Court by Fred Rodell,
Yale University Law School, entertained a large audience In the
Moulton Union Lounge, Thursday,

March

34.

Today's Problems

Assessing the role which the court
plays today. Rodell said he felt that
though segregation was Indeed a big
issue, the position which the court
should adopt vis a vis overruling
the legislative decisions of the Convasive It is.
It la Interesting to gress is more Important. He divided
note that Dr. Marshall received a the opinions on this score into two
standing ovation at the completion major groups: those who advocate
subverting the Justlces's judgement
of his speech.
Because of space limitations I for Congress which Is anamount to
will be unable to discuss the sec- denying the case of Marbury v. Maondary speakers of the weekend or dison; those who feel that the court
the coffee seminar on the American can and should overrule Congress
labor movement which I attended. where the constitution Is more preHowever, I would lfke to say that cise or rights more precious than
they were as edifying as the three the primacy of Congress. Professor
major speeches I have previously Rodell made a further distinction
which allowed that this action is
discussed.
operative only In matters dealing
with rights, and that money matters
KAZIN
are within the sole jurisdiction of
the Congress.
(Continued from pace 1)
Professor Rocell supports the latter view as the court is the sole
national tradition, but the very rise protector of
those rights laid down
of these writers had created a tradi- in the constitution
and the Bill of
tion resulting in the absurdity of Rights. These
are rules which even
ao many writers as teachers Kasln the majority cannot
be allowed to
said that It would be good for the break and form
the core of the esmodern writer to be lonely for "to- sentials which give us our liberty
day American writers are shallow and freedom In a democracy. There
and kniwtng." The modern South- Is no other institution within our
ern writers are representatives of governmental system which
can afa South which baa lost its Inno- ford these rights this protection. The
cence and has been taken over by courts are the only
vehicles which
a smoother more urban society, so can protect the rights which
should
that the new Southern writers are be "accorded every
human being."
more sophisticated and more "corThe power which the court now
rupt in the best sense of the word," holds could be used
to better adhaving lost contact with the earth vantage, however,
by denying comfor "all American literature pro- pletely any thinking
which would
ceeds from an awareness of self in have the court
knuckle under to the
a contest."
wishes of the Congress. Professor
Rodell felt that because this thinking had prevailed there Is actually no
must follow the election returns protection of civil rights;
great and
closely to make sure of the practical
monstrous crimes have been comeffect of the enforcement of their mitted
In the name of national sedecisions upon the people. In deal- curity.
Timid and bookish men
ing with another question, he re- have allowed
such men as McCariterated his belief that although thy,
McCarren, and Long operate
there Is no guarantee of the cor- while with
a bit of guts and an eye
rectness of the reasoning of the turned
away from election returns
judges, they are the defenders of the court
could have provided proreason in political affairs against tection. It
is his feeling that the
the standards of what Is popular court should
lead the people through
at a particular moment.
Judicial decisions.

1)

concerting student opinion. Increasing influence of student opinion on
College affairs, and streamlining and
co-ordinating student affairs.
Two general premises governed
the planning: Increased student
participation
campus affairs
In
could be achieved. In part, by increasing the Council's
ember ship;
and more positive, experienced leadership could be effected by lengthening the terms of office of Council members and officers. A general
amendment was drawn up, providing for: each house (and the Independents) to be represented by
two men, one Junior and one senior,
each to be elected at the end of
his sophomore year and to serve for
two years; officer's serving for a
full year rather then one semester
only; and certain revlaions In the
membership of student and studentfaculty committees. It seemed that
everyone agreed that a full year
term for officers and a 50 percent
membership of one year veterans
would add considerable stability and
carry-over experience to Council
proceedings, but other anticipated
result* of the proposed change were
viewed with some misgivings by
many people. "The system of student government Is beginning to
look like the communist party,"
some said. "The amended constitution would concentrate so much of
the control of student committees
In the hands of the Student Council," they argued, "that any outsider to that select little group will
have a terrible time exerting any
Influence on things." "Too many
cooks spoil the brew," said Professor Parkinson
"the organisation will have so many people running around that no-one will have
any idea what the others are doing." In general, however, campus
sentiment seemed to approve of the
Idea. In the editorial pages of the
Orient we read: "It has been apparent for some time that the student council has been steadily
dwindling in prestige and has been
unable to exert any real influence

m

—

government assume a more prominent position at Bowdoin than It
has enjoyed in years past
There
will be both experience and fresh-

.... We

ness of ideals

hops that each fraternity

When

212 Maine St and S7 Maine

ttJt

Upon

for ratification.

and

vote

Its

new

the

record of the present Council to
see how It has fulfilled Its design,
and then to evaluate the whole

and make

situation,

National

TO Prize

To Sibson, '62
Albert J. Sibson, a sophomore has
been awarded a prise of $80 by the
Theta Delta Chi national fraternity.

The award was

presented to Sibson
for having achieved the greatest
scholastic Improvement In the Bow-

doin chapter during the year. This
award Is made each year by the
national fraternity to
each of Its chapters.

On The

and oratory.
Little progress can be made by
to repress what

merely attempting

our great hope

la evil;

veloping
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CAMPOS JAZZ

Rtprtienuaivtt

New Haven

Harry H. Smart, Inc
Owned and

Irroll Gainer
Jonah Jones
toe Webster
Bob Scobey

Cea-

HAVE TOUR CAR SAFETY CHECKED.

157 Pleasant Street

In

PLAYED IY YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS
Benny Goodman
Louis Armstrong

17 Country Sedan. 6 Pass. Ptord-

clean,

Cigarette packages

ktat.

1

Hurry! Hwrryt Get this truly great jazz record *t a
low, low price, while the limited supply lasts! Record
features your top favorite Jazz Instrumentalists— the
winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students. Send for Campus Jaw
Festival today. Use coupon below!

Tin Reef Blues

When The feints Go Marching

Easter Specials/

-and 2 VICEROY

Jemes Infirmary

Ciribiribln

ifOQ

Only*!'

W GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS
Martens' Lullaby
Royal Garden Bluet

Charge Account* Will Be Readily Accepted

WE^^laia'Dr.HardToJ:
R *H ••"••••• •••••• M**

Tor

and a large and varied collection of cruisewear.

klopft nur einmal.

man von Tad

fe&alv

.

TASTE I

naher kennenlernen?"

Auskunft bekommt

'

woolens

die Kultur Europas

So eine Geiegenheit

y

-the Hottest Jazz

A THINKING

•M Fontiac

>

for

DIAL

Sie

/

/

r

"Wollen

GIT

STOWE

location for our regular bimonth-

ly visits.

Conveniently Located Between Bath and Brunswick

ON ROUTE ONE

•

CCPus

//

.

SHORE DINNERS
STEAK

\n>

12" If VINYt
Pr*u«d by^

Specially

RCA Custom

—

the Plate"

The Light Refreshment

INN

deCalvin

Ilea In

good.

Memb«" $• Federal Reserve System and
„_
u
Member
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

of

rolled In the Reserve Officers Training Corps at the Collage. He Is a
graduate of Cheverus High School
where he was active in debating

National

— BARBERS — SIX

a member

Sibson entered Bowdoin under an
Alumni Fund Scholarship and is en-

KING'S BARBER SHOP
NEXT TO CAMPUS
SIX

and

of this series.

BEAN'S DINER
24 Hour

Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

criticisms

suggesti ons. These tasks will be
undertaken in the ensuing portions

The New

161-163 Pleasant

,

constitution

For almost a year
now student government at Bowdoin has been controlled by this
document. With this background In
mind. It remains to examine the
effect.

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

The Home Of Better Cleaning

reconsidera-

however, one bouse changed

tion,

went into

Bank

St.

DIAL PA 5.71*3

Dud PA 9-3341

care-e

came, the amendment felled by one vote to achieve
the necessary two thirds house vote

the

STUDENT
PATRONAGE

First

earnestly
will

fully consider the merit of this proposal."

LAUNDROMAT
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

I960

13.

to college affairs .... The underlying theme for the proposal seems
to be the desire to make student

PARKVIEW CLEANERS &

sad BUILDING SUPPLIES

Spring Street

By

Assessed
In

SOLICITED

7:00 P.M.

Brunswick Coal and Lumber Co.
FUEL OIL

page 3)

frees

North," he pointed out

m

Alpha Rho Upallon. decided this
rear that he wished to major in
Russian, though knowing that, no
such program existed at Bowdoin
at the time.
Hoisington and Mr.
Nathan Rosen, professor of Russian, decided after long and cartful consideration that no new program would need be affected and

literature Is that it did not blossom until the 19 century, many of

O— tra sjil

PAUL ON STUDENT COUNCIL
(OoaManei tress Page

Speaking on
Judge in a Free Society ,* Professor we condemn similar practices
Arthur E. Sutherland of Harvard the South In fact this northern
University Law School Joined a list discrimination is often more Insidof distinguished Delta Sigma lec- ious than the southern variety beturers who have appeared at the cause in the North most discriminacollege in previous years.
Other tion Is outlawed in theory but not In
Delta Sigma lectures have been practice while In the South It is as
given by such diverse persons as much legal as it is social. I must
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Pulitzer admit that while many people in
Prise winner Boddlng Carter, Pro- the North, myself Included, realize
fessor Oeorge Lyman Kittridge of that we still have the problem, we
Harvard, and the Honorable Sumner did not realise how severe and per-

witness a precedent-

loosely."

(

Supreme Court Status

the North must not forget that
and
discrimination
segreg ation
against Negroes and other minority
"The Independent groups still exist in this area when

making addition to tjie major programs available at Bowdotn. with

.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL

LABOR'S FCTURE

11

THE BOWlftN ORIENT

V6L

WEDNESDAY.

X<?

Marshall Talks Prof. Kazin Speaks
Events In On 'The Big City";

Army, College Reveal

May 6

South,

Thurgood Marshall, Director-

Time For More Academic Courses Available

To Advanced MS. Cadets In Two Semester*
course of studies lected was not required in the stuWithin the voluntary Bowdoin Col- dent's academic curriculum during
revitalised

ROTC

Program was announc- his freshman and sophomore years,
lage
ed jointly this afternoon by Presi- complete freedom of selection from
dent James 8. Coles and Lt. Col. the four academic areas is permistfward A. Ryan, Professor of Mili- sible.
tary Science and Tactics.
(3) The
will evaluate and
Beginning with the school year approve the elective subjects se1960-61, advanced
students lected. Consideration will be given
win take about 30 per cent of their to the value of the subject in furmilitary instruction in regular col- thering the professional qualification
lege subjects, taught by civilian of the student as a prospective
faculty members in the general commissioned officer in the United
fields of science, psychology, com- States Army.
munications, and political instituMilitary Science I (first year)
tions. This option, recently authoroar*
ised by the Department of Defense,
tKgOf
New Pimm!
was selected by Bowdoin College as

PMST

ROTC

Subject.

Fregras*

most advantageous to the student • Organization of tha
in the last two years of the four
Army and ROTC

ROTC

program.
To permit the change, military
subjects, such as crew-served weapons instruction, will be taught during the six- week summer camp
period, normally attended between
the Junior and senior college year.
The Army anticipates that the
year

e.

d.

leadership Laboratory

is

the major source of

25

30
80

39

Total

90

U

New

b.

graph Reading
United State* Army and

i.

Preaeat

Aerial Photo-

20

un-

In public schools
constitutional. Marshall has

won

twenty-three

of
the
twenty-five
cases he has argued before the Su-

preme Court.

National Security
It.
Introduction to Operation!
and Baaic Tactics
20
Lewderahlp Laboratory
SO

10

—
20
20

—

In his third and final public lecliterary critic Alfred Kazin
took as his subject "The Big City."

literature because we are essentially strangers to one another. Stating

that he has never been Involved
with regionalism for its own sake,
he pointed out that his concern for
any place arises "out of his concern for a particular writer and his
vision," for a writer loves his own
region because he can recognise certain values or world vision in his

own

locality.

letters of

On

Southeast

& UJ5. Policy

Pour speakers with specialized
knowledge of Southeast Asia and
United States foreign policy related to lt will be presented by the
League of Women Voters of Maine

an all-day institute, April
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

23 at

at

The

modern

the absurd or the increasing lack of
conviction in values Is felt by the
modern writer of the city as he
looks about himself to see a world
which is utterly absurd. Thus the
victim, the outsider,

and the mar-

ginal man are becoming the central
figures in our literature.

—

•

'

;

-

,

;

Campus Invaded By Okinawans With
Ivy Merriment, Directed By Calder
by Tony Paul

Apache" who is admired for his
toughness
he "can take it." Thus
literature Is back to its

—

American

origin of "man alone" and Professor
Kazin finds It significant that the
writings coming out of the cities to-

day

reflect neither

hope nor

faith,

but courage.

possible that Chinese has
been added to the varied curriculum
offered by the Bowdoin language
laboratories?" mused the bright-eyed
It

New England

young freshman as he neared Me-

Society

morial Hall the other day. No, stupid, and besides that's Japanese
you hear. And those hard working
practitioners of the language are
not Bowdoin oral instructors. They

rehearsing

actors

play.

Teahouse of the Aucust

The New England Society in the
City of New York has established
a Student Loan Fund in the amount
of $26,000 at Bowdoin. The principal of the Fund will be used to

going to
Moon, son.
present lt Ivy Weekend. Superspectacle?

But

they're

definitely

—

directed by

Dan

Calder, with a real live goat
cast of dosens. without a
doubt It's going to be the biggest
thing in Brunswick this winter (and

and a

those cute little village girls).
What? No, Okinawan. It's sort of a
all

story, you know, where the
American officer comes during occupation and meets up with a beautiful Oetsha girl.

postwar

provide
College

loans to students at the
are in need of financial

who

assistance.

In

experience,

of

the

theater

I

mean. He's President of the Masque
and Oown, won the best actor award

One

Acts, played In
Annie Cart and Henry IV, and directed The Bright Red Sign in this
the Oeisha
year's One Acts.
girl, you mean. Linda Sarkls. She's
Just perfect for the part. Between
rehearsals she goes to Brunswick

In last year's

Oh

High School

— worked out with the

Glee Club's Final Tour

Coming This Weekend
The

last tour of the year for the
will take place April 22-

Glee Club

M

as the group visits LaSalle Junior College on Priday night and

Simmons College, on Saturday,
The spring tour this year was a

huge success. Described by a member of the Olee Club as "Tilly's
greenest tour." the Club sang in
Connecticut. New York, and as far
south as Maryland.

The recent announcement that
the Olee Chib will stng a concert
in Carnegie Hall on April 22, 1M1.
to

commemorate

Prof.

Tillotson's

year at Bowdoin, was received
with enthusiasm by alumni in the

»th

Mew York

are*.

7.

Chi Psi

Kappa Sigma

11.

Alpha Tau Omega
Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Rho Upsilon

12.

Delta

The judges for the preliminaries
are Portland soprano Barbara Harwho was also a Messiah soloist;
Miss Ruth Ring, former conductor
of the Smith College Freshman Glee
Club; and Fairfield' singing teacher

Psi, led

by Ronald F. Cole,

'61,

Roger Nye, who teaches here at
Bowdoin.

Hits

Is Filed

EDITORS NOTE: The

following increase
that
group artificially
the preliminary report of the fac- would be certain to produce stresses
ulty corngnittee on the implementa- and strains to the social life of the
tion of the Increase in the rise of College. It would seriously overtax
the present facilities, especially the
the College Space limitations required that a few supplementary Union which is already overcrowdparagraphs be omitted.
ed. Finally, there would be no assurance that it would lead to the
Many problems are Implicit to the solution sought.
increase to the aise of the College ateougisi uefi ds ilon III:
from the present 775 to the pro- The Senior Class would eat at the
posed 925 members. This report
Recommendation
IV:
is concerned with only one group
The Senior Class would be boosed
of those problems: provision of suitto dormitory space in and near
able living accommodations for the
the) Comtnom.
larger College. The way this probThere has been an increasing- tenlem is solved may be of profound
dency
on the part of seniors to
significance for the future of Bow-

withdraw somewhat from fraternity
affairs, and from extracurricular activities, In order to concentrate on
acThe rooms available to dormitories their academic programs
and fraternities are now fully oc- centuated by the continuing develcupied. In some places there is over- opment of the major system. If the
crowding. The dining facilities at seniors lived and dined together,
a few chapter houses are at present it could maximize this emphasis on
seriously overtaxed, and at most of the intellectual side of the College.
the others they are crowded. We Wilthln the Senior Commons spemust, therefore, make new plans cial arrangements could be made so
doin College.

The problem cannot be met simply
by expanding the present facilities

.

.

.

that candidates for honors could
dine together, major students could
easily dine with their fellows on
m»Jor meeting nights, and language
groups could have special tables if
purpose of the College as an edu- they so desired. Faculty members
cational Institution. The achieve- could meat readily with their senior
ment of this central purpose can students for meals. Every effort
be realised only if we have students could be made to make the mealwith both the ability and the will time as attractive and leisurely as
possible. Perhaps lt might be posto learn, and teachers with both
the knowledge and the skill to show slhle to develop some such custom
them how. The process can be as fortnightly papers presented by
greatly facilitated by surroundings honors men with occasional speakwhich are congenial to the achieve- ers from the faculty or from outment of their common purpose. It is side the College.
for additional facilities.

one thing the committee

is

fully agreed. The primary consideration to making new plans must be
their contribution to the essential

Commons And

cusslons

concerning

the

of

effect

various methods of expansion Stude nt opinion as such has no decW-

W

powers*

the reports of this
committee to the Board of Trustees
and overseers will be to the form
f

_„

m

,

.

"^

"

JftJ^SSgXJggfc

If not essential.
Recoangnendatton II:
The College should provide a commons with a possible capacity of

strongly desirable,

Dr. Tibor J. Bebek,
Official,

J*
tire c,aM were "moved. (-16 to 20
Mng »^bers> the average eatf*
ln * membership would drop to 56 In
term* ot wtc hen profits the move
"" wouW enable ail Maternities to
TXm
kitchens whereas the
remov »J °' a class would mean that
ev
1
w ul te
h u
? Sl
f f™
^ f.ll wa« T,!^"?
So, *"*
felt that
***"**
an addl tlon ot ten or fifteen per,

ions. Student opinion has been consu i te d because It was felt that the
students could be of value In dis-

recommendations
,',,,.
_„„ fh _ _„„„,
„„w„, will
_,,„
resent this report
.."5 P
** " mlt ed 5°, a eonfWeration of two
P^P08" 1,*- ""'J* th«. Acuity commlttee
1
the prel mlnary
".f***"
report, and the proposal which this
our responsibility to do our Vet to
-committee I* considering. The priFraternities
provide such surroundings.
At the Mme time the values In T"7 con sl ^! r ?u lon -, ln . °"' dtacu »"
RevotntnemUtlon I:
mu8t _be l ne enect of the prothe present fraternity system could *
» n Academic
be preserved. An important charac- P 08ft , , on Bowd0*n
should be proincreased nanabi
u"
teristic of the Bowdoin fraternity
vided by the College through dor»»„.„.•„„ n~
t^.„,
.,
system in recent years has been
mitory construction.
The addition of lounges or comthe number should
(Conthmedcanpsaret )
be
provided
mon rooms to the facilities provided by the present dormitories is
i

Faculty Reasoning

(This committee is a committee through dormitory construction. It
the Student Council. Its first feels however that this dormitory
members were appointed by the should be filled to the customary
president of the Student Council to manner from members of all four
meet with the Faculty committee on classes, predomlnently the lower two
the implementation of the incease classes, and that the present policy
in the size of the college. This group of Increased freedom of choice of
of five met twice with the faculty, rooming facilities toward the senior
Members of the Student Life com- year should be maintained. This
mittee were also present at these committee rejects compulsory dormeetings. In a subsequent Student mltory housing for seniors and class
Council meeting the Student Life Isolation to general. The committee
committee was incorporated Into the sees certain problems arising beExpansion committee and those tween the separated seniors and
houses which did not already have their fraternities and has serious
members on the committee were doubts about the hypothetical acaasked to appoint two represents- demic benefit of a Senior Dormitory,
tives. The President of the Student
„
___
tenatnons Seen Unnecessary
Council appointed a chairman and
The Student Expansion Commttthe Stewards' Committee named a
representative to the Student Ex- tee. on the basis of new lnformation
supplied
stewards
it
by
the
pension Committee. Since the completed formation of the committee, .committee suggests that the presant campus kitchen facilities with
lt has met three times and Its chairminor
alterations are adaquate for
man has met once with the Faculty
a student body of 925. This would
committee.)
The purpose of this committee Is noe* n » n average fraternity memhership of approximately 74 stuto aid the faculty and the Board
The present average UT 94,
/ Trustees in their deliberations by J*"**
1 u the "e^s. or any other encontributing information and opinof

Former Hungarian

Talks On Eastern Europe

May

P*^

m

1

1

cent to the fraternity body would
preferable to the removal of the
mo8t experienced and mature segment of the fraternity and indeed
wouW
preferable to the removal
of any claM umt from tne n0U8e flnd
an eatlng and g^,,, unlt
should be noted that the exparuilon Committee's proposal leaves
open tne possibility of a new fratemlty when a large enough lnde-

^

^

»

{TSS oTUVaUy^

Tallman Lecturer

Speaks April 27, May 3
The Tallman Lectures win be presented Amil 27 and Mav 3 by Professor William ONell. The lectures
will be given at 8:15 pjn. In the
Union Lounge. Professor OWell Is
McCoughey Professor of Psychology
at the University of Sydney. Australia. He is twenty-sixth In the series
of Tallman lecturers made possible
by a fund of HOOjOQO left by the late
Prank O. Tallman of WUmtngton.
Delaware. The Tallman lecturer offers a semester courae tor undergraduates as well as giving a series

* ***

AMMlemic c^,^,,,,,.
This committee feels that the
money which would be spent for a
class commons might be used in
more vital areas, such as faculty
salaries, an enlarged faculty to keep

2 Bowdoin's present faculty to stuChairman of 308.
Such a commons could be placed
dent ratio after the increase in enthe Society's Scholarship and Stur»_ T:u».. i
••.•
j rollment. increased library facilin u
r
dent Loan Fund Committee, has adjacent to, and connected with,
Ut.
Iibor J. Bebek,
an expert on European
politics and tle8i more conference rooms All of
commented: 'This program is the present Moulton Union. This
grill former
c neunique and is designed to meet the would Include a kitchen
government official in pre-World War II Hungary will •*•"*
^,^« nJaed ?isc »ftoemiremain
office space for the cencessitles if Bowdoin
Last Sunday's "Teahouse" rehearsal found George Entin (center) ever-increasing need of the college room
visit the college during May 2nd and 3rd for a round of in- at its present academic level. The
presenting Linda Sarkls to Jesse Leatherwood. In the May 11th and 14th student for financial assistance In tralized dining service (and)
committee does not regard the com,
obtaining his college education The dormitory accommodations for about ,
,
performances, they will be Sakini, Lotus Blossom, and Captain Fisbee.
rormal class and group discussions.
Under the sponsorship of mons as an academic necessity.
Society refers to it as an 'invest- fifty men on the two upper floors.
This solution does reject the posThis
like the faculty rement to youth." The return to the
American Viewpoint, Inc.'. College Visitors. Dr. Bebek will porTu report,
Brunswick Summer Playhouse last (second best actor in the last One Society
sibility of adding to the present
^IminlarV 'J'nd 'subject' to
of a modest rate of Intersummer. I guarantee you will con- Acts) is McLean. A whole flock of est enables us to continue
number of fraternities two or '.hree arrive Sunday evening
h Bbove te news
856
our
scholand
address
Chapel
on Monday,
a big fat guy who
'' directly
£?*^,i
JL the
eK
.i i»!
sider your seat-money well spent natives too
'to
outline
activities
and "'f
views
arship grants and other student new ones as a means of providing
also used to play for UCLA, a real
the first time you see her.
the needed dining facilities and after which he will elaborate on the same theme for Prof. Helm- ot °»"* committee; a complete reaid
to New England colleges,
A comedy? Hmm. Well, I laughed chatterbox of a woman, a sweet old whilefunds
P°rt ^t" supporting evidence and
at the same time affording probably about a third of the needc
i
r
o
ri
lady with a familiar voice, and some
reich s Russia and Last Central Europe class.
at a lot of lines during rehearsal
Luncheon at the detailed discussion will be prepared
the student the opportunity to ob- ed rooms.
don't know if I was suppose d to. very pleasing young won-tons. Even tain
There are those who strongly fa- Union will
for presentation to the President,
funds when he needs them and
follow for Dr. Bebek and
Come to think of lt Dan was laugh- the technical staff is loaded. Tane- to pay them back
to the student body, the fncul'v
on convenient vor this solution of the problem. Interested faculty members, Prof.
he shiro Yamamoto Is giving technical terms.
ing too. Must be a comedy
The committee rejected it because
committee, and the Committee of
student
A
who
finances
himknows what he's doing. The fun- assistance (he sounds competent), self In this way cannot fall
lt did not see any way in which Helmrelch acting as host.
At 4:20
the Ooverning Boards on the Size
to
apOkinawan and one of the best actors, directors, preciate the value
niest guy Is this little
these new fraternity units could be the History Club will give an toof the College.
of his college eduwho does all this translating. I and writers on campus, Steve Kays, cation. The Society hopes that this created naturally and effectively. In
formal reception In his honor to
never heard better Japanese. He's Is stage managing of course. The first
fraternities
have
venture Into its 'investment to the past, new
the Moulton Union Lounge, where
a scream, and tome of those Japa- sets are the crowning glory of Ed youth' will be
a forerunner of bet- grown out of a felt need to the
State Conventions
you can guess what Grader's long set-designing career ter things
nese lines
men on there will be an Informal discussion
to come In support of group of non-fraternity
they really mean! Entin — Entin is at Bowdoin. Yes, I've left out the New
Students Interested to heading
England's great colleges and campus. The non-fraternity group for History and Government major.
his name
used to play quarter- rest of the cast, but it naturally universities."
is too small for thst to happen at
either the Republican or the DemoTuesday there will be two such
reads like a Who's Who of Bowdoin
back for UCLA
the present time. The present fratcratic State Convention as observers
In administering this new fund,
and Brunswick.
ernity membership Includes about discussions, one on "The Hungarfhould
contact
Professor
David
est Of Cast
Ah ha, so now you want tickets, the College will make loans not to 97% of the undergraduate body. To ian Revolution of 1966 and Its ImWsker. Jed Stout, President ot tr-e
The others are funny too. There's heh. At the Pickard Theater box of- exceed $1,000 to any individual stuYoung Republican Club, or Dick
plications" for Prof. Daggett's study
a couple of pretty well cast Army fice, son. Ana ah, by the way, tell dent. Each recipient will be expectSnow,
President
of
the
DemYounu
group on International Relations,
men. Colonel Purdy is played by 'em I sent you. (I get a commission ed to pay back these loans with inocratic Club. Immediately. The Rewhy else should I waste all this terest beginning not more than a
John Gould
used to be an underOfficer Will Meet the other on "Dictatorships to the
publican Convention will be held
year following graduation. Such
study for the Dean; and Al Schiller time witchya.)
20th Century" for Prof. Colie's DicApril
and
26
29
In
Bangor.
Govloans will bear no Interest until reernor John Reed will be the Keypayment begins.
With Inquiring Students tatorships course. These take place
note Speaker. The Democratic ConOne of the conditions of the fund
at 9 and 11:30 respectively.
vention
will
April
22
be
and 23 In
is that officers of the College to
Dr. Bebek wss a member of the
Portland. Senator Hubert Humphmaking loans from this fund give In Mil Thursday, Friday
Resistance Movement to Hungary,
rey will speak Priday evening. The
preference to students from the
Citizenship
Clearing
House will help
New York City metropolitan area,
Captain Francis X. Quton of the lived through the siege of Budapest
defray expenses of students who
including
Southern
Connecticut, Boston office of the Maine Corps in 1946 and for three years under
sttend the conventions.
Northern New Jersey and Long Is- Officer Selection Office will be at Soviet domlnstlon before he escaped
land, but the Collage has complete Bowdoin Thursday and Friday of sf a political refugee. He was for
discretion to this respect.
this week to discuss the Platoon a time in Great Britlan, where he
Dr. Tiber J. Bebek
Notice
Leaders Class <P.LC.» ground or lectured to His Majesty's Armed
Aviation, for freshmen, sophomores, Forces, and later came to the United
The Student Counseling Office m
The New England society to the and Juniors, and the Officer Can- States. After the 1966 Hungarian
City of New York, founded to 1806, didate Courae for seniors sod grad- Revolution he served the State De- and an Intimate understanding of Banister Hall has received a catapartment at the Hungarian refugee the Soviet satellite nations. More- logue of summer service opportuniis an organization made up of men uate students.
of New England ancestry now livIn the P.LC. program the stu- Recsption Center at Camp Kilmer, over he has developed a sound ap- ties. The catalogue describes work
ing to greater New York City. Since dent will attend two six week sum- New Jersey, and remains a consult- preclatlon of American ideals and camps, study groups, community
practices. As an author he has writ- service
the late 1940s it has carried on a mer training courses at Quentico, ant of the govenment.
opportunities,
and other
In a rare combination of practical ten a number of books and studies summer projects of a constructive
program designed to aid New York Virginia, and upon receipt of his
youths who attend colleges to New degree win be commissioned a Sec- politics and an academic career, he in Hungary, and more recently he nature. In the United States and
England. The Society has Instituted ond Lieutenant to the Marine Corps. was Professor of International Rela- has contributed to English and abroad. Some are paying Jobs, some
both scholarship and loan funds at Students in the Officer Candidate ttons at the UtUvarsity of Pecs, American periodicals on Interns- not. The range is wide: const rue
several New England colleges for Course will be commissioned after Hungary and before World War II tlonsl problems.
Ha presents s tion work to Alaska, rehabilitation
this purpose.
of
the
Supreme positive alternative to the Soviet of a Negro school to the slums, semreceiving their degree and success- was Secretary
Establishment of this new loan ful completion of ten weeks training Council of National Defense.
He challenge In his development of a inars on world government, working
fund augments Bowdoin's resources at Quantlco. Captain Qulnn will be studied at universities to Hungary, dynamic ideology. In the United as psychiatric aid in a mental
for Student aid and represents a glad to answer any creations con- England, Prance, and Austria, and States he has lectured widely for pltal. The catalogue gives details of
of Okinawans-to-be rehears* taw Tsahow—
sign i fica nt addition to the resources cerning the PL.C. program at the holds a |e*ws). In Political Philcso- educational and civic organisations, costs, salary (if any), and names
of Tobelki present their gifts to the vsrwty
the
of the College available for stu- entrance to the lobby of the Moul- phy. B» bis a first-hand knowl- addressing
audiences
In
twenty and addresses of sponsoring sgenEdward M.

Fuller,
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0'Netl,

Kappa Epsllon

dy,
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Who's in lt? Jesse Leatherwood is
Captain Plsbee. He's had all sorts

Sigma Nu
Delta Sigma
Alpha Delta Phi

Judging the finals this year will
be Mr. Eugene Wlcstrom, head of
the Music Department at Bradford
Junior College; Mr. Peter Re, Who
conducts the Glee Club at Colby
College; and Mr. Marshall Bryant,
head of the Music Department at
Westbrook Junior College.

Is

.

Chief Actor*

Psi Upsilon

6.

6.

8.

,

$25,000 In Loan Aid

a

live

and

Loan Fund Established

Beta Theta PI

4.

10.

As Preliminary Report On Expansion

On

Zeta Pal

2.

3.

Recommends Senior Commons Student Expansion Committee Reports:

Faculty Committee

'

1.

9.

given In memory of Professor Wass
of the Music Department. It was the
second year In a row that the Zetes
had won the cup. Directed by Ronald p. Cole '61 Their winning songs
were "Zeta Psi Our Brotherhood,"
and "Poor Man Lasrus."
The contest originated in 1835 under the direction of Professor Alfred
Brickner, the acting head Of the
Music Department at the time. The
Wass Cup is awarded to the winner each year, and will be retired by
the house which manages to get
three legs on the trophy.

literature, for the sense at

—

It's

the Wheel." The 81gma Nu's won
their half of the cup with, "Beneath the Pines of Dear Old Bow-

of everybody's living,
the poetic Kappa Epsllon to "that fraternity
symbol of non-control over our own which shows the most significant
Improvement In the course of a
As a result of this Mr. Kazin ob- year." This cup was won last year
Last year's Wass Cap winner, Zeta
served that the theme of strang- by Psi UpsUon and
Sigma Nu. The during; a rehearsal.
ness as used by Camus has come
to be the most important theme in

•

are real

doln," and "Joshua Pit The Battle
of Jerico." Following is a listing of
the results of last year's competltion showing the houses' positions
for the Improvement Cup.

Psi XTb songs were "Sunday on the
Bowdoin Pines," ami "Ezekiel Saw

lives.

general topic will be "Southeast
Asia: Challenge, Change and ProRebel is Antiquated
gress." The first session will conThis theme of strangeness, mainvene at 10 o'clock In Plckard tained Kazin, has resulted in the
Theater.
rebel becoming an antiquated figure
The speakers will be Congress- in literature. Rebellion occurs when'
man Silvio O. Conte of Massachu- there Is a major conflict between
setts, Dr. Cora DuBols of Harvard fathers
and sons, so that In an age
University,
specialist
In
anthro- when there are no fathers In
the
pology and sociology who has serv- traditional sense, the son is alone
ed in the State Department
and feels himself to be a stranger.
•ubntitute instruction (or Leaderahip LaAlso James Nelson Ooodsell, asOne
important
theme
in
the
I. Effective Communication
boratory.
sistant to the overseas news editor, works of such novelists as James
1L Science Comprehension
Military Science TV (fourth year)
Christian Science Monitor; and All Baldwin, and J. P. Donlevy Is
the
III. General Psychology
Hear*
Budiardjo, native of Indonesia, and American abroad. However, Kazin
Under
IV. Political Development and PoNew Preaenl director general of the state plan- observed, there is a major difference
litical Institution.
Program Heart ning board which formulated In- in the position of
Sabjert*
the American
15
50
Operation*
donesia's first Plve Year Plan.
In the event that a particular sub- a.
writer today. The writers of the '20s
20
b. Logistic*
IS
Tickets are available locally from had gone abroad to learn, while
ject was required In the student's c. Army Administration
15
IS
IS
IS
Mrs. Philmore Ross, 22 Longfellow the American writer of today finds
normal academic curriculum dur- d. Military Law
The role of
Avenue, Brunswick, PA 5-7503. Price himself as a conqueror, for the
ing his freshman and sophomore e. World Affairethe US In
10
10
is $1.50 each for adults, $.75 for European writers are now learning
years, elective* must be selected f. Service Orientation
10
5
30
30
students. Reservations may also be from such American novelists as
either from ahother general area or g. Laaderahip Laboratory
45
made for lunch at the Moulton Hemingway and Faulkner.
an advanced subject In the same h. Academic subject
Union.
area.
However, if the subject se160
Because the American writer, has
15S
Total*
"T-„
had little tradition to lose, he Is
Lia.
.
j
much more able to withstand its
breakdown than is the European.
For this reason, the American writer has become a kind of "lone

"Is

Tonight Tomorrow, 7:00; Zetes Defend Wass Cup

by
He began by clarifying for his listeners some points which he had
Tonight all twelve fraternities
been making throughout his series will join in the annual competition
of lectures and seminars at Bow- for the Wass Cup In Plckanl Theadoin.
ter. Then, tomorrow evening the
cup will be awarded to the house
Sense of Place
finishing first in the Interfraternity
Mr. Kasin observed that there Is Sing competition. The cup, which
a strong sense of place in American was won last year by Zeta Psi, was

sympature is made possible. Mr. Kasto
thy to the seven Southern Negro
feels that writers have come to recUniversities where students have
ognilze in New York a significance
George W. Graham Cap
been expelled for participating in which helps them
to Identify the
The other cup at stake in the
the Lunch Counter Demonstrations. world around them, for
"The Big contest Is the George W. Graham
City" is coming to be the symbol Improvement
Cup, given by Delta

Topic

In Pickard

ture,

Last week the Bowdoin Student
By an awareness of New York,
Council adopted In a vote of 13 to 7
'The Big City," and by wresting
the resolution presented by Prank
with a place like New York, litera-

Mahancke sending

Asia

20

the U. 8. Army. The
Totala
SO
present enrollment Is over 106,000
•0
in 246 colleges and universities. The
MliliUry Science IH (third yew)
ROTC program seeks as Its objecHeart
Under
tive to provide high caliber officers
New Present
in sufficient quantity to meet the
Subject!
Program Hoar*
qualitative leadership requirements a. Leadership
10
10
Ju
b. Military Teaching Prlciplea M
2u
of the Army of the future.
Branehee of the Army
15
30
The Army regulations on the aca- c.
d. Small
Unit Tactira
demic subject Is one giving great
and Communications
30
S3
latitude and appears below.
e. Freramp
Orientation
S
( *)•
30
30
(1> Elective subject may be chosen f. Leadership Laboratory
—
4S
from the following general aca- g. Academic Subject
demic areas for utilisation in the
Tout
150
ISO
Thi* 5-hour courae may be introduced a*
Junior and senior years:
officers for

Board of

vs.

April 23 Institute

Under

Map and

. Crew Served Weapont

Brown

segregation

Program Heart

Subject.
a.

e.

successfully the

Education of Topeka, Kansas, in the
historic case by which the Supreme
Court Judges unanimously declared

(second year)

Mean

tractive.

The ROTC

S

Individual

Military Science

new program

will stimulate Increased Intellectual attainment on the
part of the ROTC students; lessen
the training load on students, and
make the overall program more at-

Iwi

6

Weapon! and
Marksmanship
IS
American Military History 40

b.

Counsel of the National Association
Colored
for the Advancement of
People, will speak May
at 3:30
in Plckard Theater under the auspices of the Student Council. Marshall will take as his topic "Why
The Lunch Counter Demonstrations?" Marshall Is a graduate of
Howard University Law School, a
negro Institution founded by Bowdoin graduate General Howard of
Civil War fame. Marshall argued

Concludes Institute

I960

Annual Interfraternity Sing Contest

On

New ROTC Program
A

APftlL 20.

dent awrtttanre.

ton Union,

edgs of

fif teen

countries In Europe states.
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Ifear's Student Council Record Seen

THE BOUrtSN ORIENT
VOL.

AMULM,

XC

1968

Edtiew-m -Chier

W. Stephen

Prpti

National Student Association plagu-

the ORIENT to SUseass the Student Council ta either weekly
report* on the Coundrs
meetings or occasional editortmU
an Its affairs. However, In that

news

Malagas* E4

MUUn
OUf'61,

Klek

fit** McLean VI

#M
Ted Curtla

this half of the niiimttr marks
the completion of almost a full
cyefe of Council proceedsince the structure of the
srgs Bias I Ion was radically altered
last spring, and because seen a
body should be periodically assessed la full by aa outsider, we
feel that the following discussion
of the Council U both Justified
and needed. Associate editor Paul's
qualifications as a writer an Student Council affairs result In part
from his stint (covering the last
semester of the oid Council'* term
and the term of the new council
to date) as Council reporter for

Ci

Stout 17

'83

A shlmi Newt Editor

Ad

Woollacatt

Newa
Bteve Russey

-83

Staff

'83

Mttsh Kalpakglan
Daw WoUatadt
Roger Rlefler

Terry Clark "68
Ken Brtggs '83

Sam Cushman
Jim Rice

'88

'63
'63

'83

Jack Rice 63
Kelley Taylor '83

'83

4 Osey Editor
Spencer Hunt '83

Copy
William KruM
Robert Pay '89

Staff

"88

Prank de la Pe 13
Jonathan Botelho '63
Dick Cunningham
BUI Berf holt

«

'83

Seerts ElMer
John Qoldkrand 83
.

'81

J«y Oreen
Al Nagel 83

Lou flchwarta
Dave WoUatadt

Endicott Saltonstall

'63

-63

-63

Pip*, ntalln, Mcl4arT«tul, Hunt. Curtfe. Strut

Duncan

To The

Letter

W

Art Freedman "83
Mai Cushing VI
Lenny Lee '8>

Mike Sutnnan

On The

Lighter Side

Of College Expansion
Dear

sir,

In view of the fact that Bowdoin

DO
Manager

Oliver

College functions relatively well as
an educational Institution under the
present fraternity dining and housing system and therefore it would
Robert Haggerty '83
WUllam OulUver 113 be a shame to disrupt this part of
the system, and also In view of the
Circulation Staff
John Lawson '83
BWHiggtas '68 great amount of popularity now beBruce Leonard '83
George 8mith '63 ing accorded nationally to the "common man," the following: proposal Is
suggested, which shall be aimed at
Bowdoln Publishing Company
both increasing enrollment without
Mr. Bela W. Norton
Prof. Athern P. Daggett
violence to the fraternity system
Robert Llndqulat
John Vette and putting Bowdoin solidly within
Jon Brlghtman
Stephen Piper
the main stream of contemporary
American
thought. It shall be callREPRBMWm) FOR NATIONAT. ADVERTTSmfi BY
Colleve Pnbllaheri KeprraenUtlvv
ed the "Common Commons."

Advertising

Dick Puhtfer

'S3

CtrealaUM

1»

NIW YORK,

BA8T »«TH BTRrEV

«*»

Poallehed wrealr

(faun* are

AMriM

N. Y.

Fag and Sprina Srait^r by
newt reateaaalrarlwnt to th» Editor aua Mk-

bela*

Plan Outlined

dartnr tat

the etudrnte o( B«weXa CoOeeJa.
arriptlon romiamnieatUaa
inieatUaa to Ifce Bo.Ln-K
Ba.in-e- Maftaarr el ,t»>« Bowoain faMiaaJna Ceeapany at th* ORIIKNT Oftre In Mrire l|a!
Kall. Bowdoln CaUaca. Braaawirfc. Maine.
tared aa eerond cftiee Saatoaa paid al Iht poet oav* at Bnuewlek, Maine.
The
ecrlptlon rata far
Sol
•
re*rie faar <N)
(Ml eWtara.

am

-,

.

Students

And Military

Service

The College shall construct (on a
from the National Defense

loan

Education Act) a building which
shall be adequate to feed, house, and
otherwise satisfy a total of 125 unInstead of shifting
dergraduates.
any segment of the presently enrolled students Into these facilities, the
College shall do the following: the
present entrance applications' system shall be modified to Include two
types of form, one to be designated

two more years of study >"
advertisement to get college students to say yes. "Common" and the other "Regular."
The Bowdoin student like his counterpart in colleges across the Bach year, a total of thirty-one and

"Are

asks an

the gold bars worth

Army

Editor

mediate and ^pressing goal of

Am-

erican foreign policy.
Nationally
prominent
speakers
and entertainers have been Invited
to Join the caravan at various stops,
but the bulV of the campaigning
will be done by young volunteers,
mostly college students, signed in
for at least a month at a time. With
transportation free, their only expenses will be room and board, held
to a minimum by local hospitality
and group cooking arrangements.
According to present plans, the
caravan will leave New York City
about June 10, hoping to reach Los
Angeles by early July, In time for
the Democratic National Convention. If the group Is large enough,

one section will then split off to
the Republican Convention two
weeks later in Chicago, while the

visit

others tour the West Coast. A reunited caravan will spend most of
August In the Midwest, returning to
New York by about Sept. 16.
The Reverend Curtis Crawford,
Unitarian minister, and teacher at
New York University, is co-ordinator of the campaign. Inquiries and
applications should be addressed to
him, q/o 1860 Campaign for Dis-

armament, 17

E. 46,

New York

17,

N. Y.
Alice Pelkey, Bronxville, N. Y.

Koenigsbauer, Monsour

one quarter applicants shall be en-

nation, has found increasing difficulty in justifying a positive

couraged to select the "Common"
With rising tuition charges and many interesting fields application, with the Intention of
matriculating as "Common Stuof academic value, the student finds it hard to choose military dents." The other students, electing
the other form, shall become "Rescience over academic courses.
In four
gular Bowdoin Pellows."
The student has traditionally found several faults with years, the number of "Common Students" shall reach the desired numROTC. Most troublesome is the time required
four hours
They shall exist solely in
ber, 135.
a week plus drill in the final two ysars, when there is major the Commons, forever separated
work to be done, in many cases the level of instruction is not from the "Regular Pellows," and
Thus the
the latter from them.
stimulating, and the serious student regards this as a waste of "Present System" shall be saved
precious time, as the pressure of academic courses is ever pres- from demise and at the same time
College enrollment increased. Once

Elected Beta Officers

answer.

—

Currently the

ent.

giving

ROTC

student sees

many

of his classmates

heed to military service. While not all will avoid
the army, it is tempting to sit back and wait.
These are the
little

detractions of

ROTC.

is

not an attempt to say that the Bowdoin student

is

Far from it. Bowdoin.
and
and many, their lives, in preservation of our way of life.
America has a strange heritage, being
basically a land of peaceful people.
When the war is over, We
no longer attribute prestige to oar military services. The serviceman no longer remains a hero, and we want our army home.
trying to shirk his military obligation.

students have always recognized the need of military service

have

Since election of
officers
was
made bi-annual in the Beta Theta
Pi House, the duration of election
meetings was cut down from last
year's four hours to six and onehalf hours last Wednesday night.
Herbert Koenigsbauer '61 was elected president, and Nicholas E. Monsour TSi received the vice-presidency. James E. Fisher '63 was re-elected to his treasurer's position, and
Richard J. Clarey "61 became corresponding secretary. The stewardagain Bowdoin will have a full share ship went to
Jerome Marble "92.
of "Common Students" and "Regullar Pellows."
Anthony Paul
"The wisdom of the ancients was
Inscribed on the Delphic Oracle:
'Know Thyself.' Any wisdom that I
have can be summed up with equal
brevity: 'Be Yourself.'"

Proposes Student

Peaceful Heritage
This

sacrificed their efforts,

DisarmamentCaravan
Dear

Encampment

Sir:

A summer

campaign

stumping the country
ment,

is

for

caravan,

disarma-

scheduled to set out from
early in June. In cities

New York

and towns across the US., the campaigners will Interview community
leaders, organise outdoor rallies and
street corner meetings, set up booths

This attitude is at the base of student opinion on ROTC. at state fairs, visit summer conferences, and collect signatures to
Living in a relatively peaceful era, the student finds little nationa Disarmament Platform for the
al honor in military service, which has become a faded star in 1960 elections.
barnstorming tour is a projthe national image.
He does not feel he is really needed in our ectThe
of the "1960 Campaign for Dismilitary establishment, and therefore is often indifferent to armament," sponsored by the United World Fedenalists, the National
ROTC and the draft.
Committee for a Sane Nuclear PoliThe lack of certain and predictable knowledge about cy, the Priends Committee on National Legislation, and the Women's
military enlistment augments this indifference.
Anyone think- International League for Peace and
ing about graduate study can hardly become enthusiastic about Preedom. in cooperation with leaders from the Americans for Demothe army when be realizes that he may not start a career until cratic Action, the American Assothe age of 26 or 27. Some get deferments, some don't; some ciation for the United Nations, the
American Priends Service Commitget called, some don't, and yet there remains the great and im- tee, and other liberal organisations
portant question about military service aa a whole.
No one in the field of International affairs.
They seek strong statements by canknows what may happen next in a rapidly changing world, and didates and party platforms, endorsing total world disarmament under
what part, if any, the military will be playing in it.
UN inspection and control as an im-

ROTC
To

has to serve
it

Solution

avoid the uncertainty and take care of their military

obligation at the

same

time,

better to

it is

many

be an

enroll in

ROTC;

also

ROTC

becomes the

if

During June-August
A

unique summer experience for
college students, 18 to 33, is offered
by the 15th annual Encampment for

—

a six-week "workin democracy" held on both
the East and West Coasts. A growing number of colleges and universities grant
academic credit for
attendance at the session or for
special projects undertaken.
Citizenship

shop

Then again, the ROTC program poses a question of values.
worth the time required > One asks, "Can I justify the time
it will take away from academic courses for which
pay five
thousand dollars?" Happily the Army has recognized and met
this dilemma.
Effective next fait the Advanced ROTC program will include a regular three-hour, one semestei full academic course given by a Bowdoin professor in a wide range of
I

,

in effect this nearly halves the time occupied

by

mili-

two years, removing the cause of the most
"There are so many courses I'd Eke to take, but

tary study in the final

The

old Council before

Council

Difficulty

It csn be argued that this year'
simply has been a bad one for issues: there has been no hazing to
abolish and no new constitution to
discuss. Yet even some of the min-

more commonplace matters predifficulty.
Por almost the
entire year the question of whether

or,

sented

or not they should affiliate with the

ment, and the time heretofore iuf<Hlcil at the expense of academic subjects, have been the cause of in indifference which fs
increased by * feeling of little national urgency or personal

studies

Social Research at Columbia University indicate that the Encampment is "a rare and successful experiment ta democratic education."
Field trips to government, labor,
management, farm, industry and
community organizations located ta

of the University of Cali- recreational resources of these cities
fornia in Berkeley and the Fieldsas well ss daily on-campus acton School in New York City, stu- tivities that include all summer
dents have the chance to live, study sports, dances, community sings, etc.
and play with alert young people
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt is
from around the world, as well as honorary chairman of the Encampfrom all sections of the United ment for Citizenship. Seal D. LesStates
representing diverse ra- ser is executive director, Algernon
cial, religious, ethnic and economic D. Black, education director.
Inbackgrounds. Here faculty members formation and applications may be
from colleges and universities, liv- obtained by writing to the national
ing in the dormitories, provide the office, ENCAMPMENT FOR CITIfullest opportunity for a free ex- ZENSHIP, 3 West 64th Street,
New
change of Information, Ideas to York City 33.

—

THE BARBARIANS

six

BARBERS--SIX

defense measure. One group holds
that they could then be thrown at
the enemy; can you Imagine the
devastation that would be wrought
by a ten-year-old smelt warhead,
carefully warmed before launching?
The second group holds that noone would want the country anyway. It seems that no play is quite
(Please turn to Page 4)

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE
We-Thars.-Prl.-Sat.
Apr. 28-31-38-83

4

DAYS

4

GOLIATH AND THE
BARBARIANS
Starring

STEEVE REEVES

THE

Sun.-Mon.

Apr. 34-38

ONCE MORE WITH
FEELING
With

YUL BRYNNER
KAY KENDALL

WED-SAT.

Tues.-Wed.

S tarring DICK

8UN.-TUES.

With

CLARK
APRIL

Apr. 88-37

TARZAN AND THE
APE MAN

APRIL 2S-U

"BECAUSE
THEY'RE YOUNG"

DENNY MILLER
JOANNA BARNES

24-11

Also
Short Subjects

"GOLIATH
BARBARIAN"

and the

Apr. 38-88-36

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

WED.-THL'RS,

APRIL

27-28

"STORY
ON PAGE ONE"

BECAUSE THEY'RE

YOUNG
With

DICK CLARK
VICTORIA SHAW

—
"ON THE BEACH'
—

COMING

Atse
Short Subjects'

Ca SCO

Bay

Country Store
185

PARK ROW

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

>tas&

Mi

For Spring

And Summer

also

Starts

119 Maine

Sunday

DIAL PA

YUL BRYNNER
KAY KENDALL

Street

Sport Jackets

5-7981

INDIAN

MADRAS

$29.98

COTTON CORD
JACKETS BY GORDON FORD

Body Shop

Vaillancourt Bros
bbbbVbBSBBB

PAINTING

— SIMONIZTNG — WELDING
Wo*

FOREIGN CARS
Ws
39

(As Advertiaed

17.95
19.95
in

The "New Yorker"

MEN'S SHIRTS

AND SLACKS

Cotton aad Dacron

Also

MADRAS SHIRTS AND

repair foreign aa well at

JORDAN AVE.

.

Also
Short Subjects

PLUNDERERS

OP PAINTED PLATS"

'

Also
Short Subjects

s

Chicken in the Basket

NEXT TO CAMPUS
--Jv. *»»—
ravonvfj
s 17s—
rjavtpere

Ever-Normal Smeltery
It has been suggested that the
government buy up all smelt* and
store them in warm caves aa a civil

Steaks and Chops

OIK'S MRlfft SHOP
|| mi"

MONEY).

SATURDAY

GuLiATH
AND

com

—

—

Cla re
thru

the

seed catalog's biggest
seller
this
year is empty packets, labeled

College.

the Encampment prothe Bureau of Applied

of

All

|

.

gram done by

SECOND TOP BIT

Ski
|
Rrwurom

History Of Lecture
The Annie Talbot Coie Lecture at
Bowdoin is designed to contribute
"to the ennoblement and enrichment
of life by standing for the idea that
life
is
a glad opportunity." The
lectureship was founded In 1906 by
Mrs. Calista S. Mayhew of South
Orange, N. J., in memory of her
niece. Mrs. Samuel Valentine Cole,
whose husband, a graduate of Bowdoin in the Class of 1874, was for
many years President of Wheaton

Major Areas Of Study
Major areas of study include civil
rights and civil liberties, international affairs, economics and practical techniques for civic and community action. Pour major research

Rather, the uncertainty of enlist-

necessity.

make

burled smelts only

.

WEDNESDAY

but

this,

now what

grow faster and that is ridiculous
in this more modern day and age
when you can make much more
money by not growing corn..
or
anything. (Did you know that the

It.

Has Had

college student does not belittle military service nor

ROTC.

The Bowdoin College Seal And Its
Effect On Radio Reception.) With

does

still

difficult

Me

formed than
were last year. fundamentally
better than the old
This is not to say that the group Is Is a matter
of some speculation. A
entirely without good men, but It
modicum of such speculation will
has been sustained no better by its be offered In next
week's concluding
outstanding members than was the article of
this series.

ROTC."

the importance of

(It should be noted however, that
Miss Kreech has also written an
even lesser known work entitled,

much more

with all the marines combing the
neighborhood. Of course if you ever
graduate you can endow your college with a few bushels, they'll take
anything, especially if you
hint
around that you own the world's
only producing 'money tree, and are
Just waiting for the harvest to ship
the old alma mater a bale or two.
It should be pointed out now that
smelts make lousy bookmarks. The
crafty old Indians used to solve the
problem by burying a smelt ta each
hill of corn, but now with things being as how they are, very few smelt
hunters own corn fields.
Besides

is

puses

one

Is it

frequent gripe,

ulty's position.

Kreech's, Up The Creek Without A
Gunny Sack, which shall not be
mentioned again in this column.

turn address. He
it is

OPERA HOUSE

New York and San Francisco supa plement the lectures, workshops and
challenging combination of semi- discussion groups. There is also a
nar, summer camp and adventure varied recreation program which
in human relations. On the cam- makes use of the rich cultural and
The Encampment program

lesser

two evils. Yet the problem of uncertainty is not fully solved,
for one does not know until the opening of his senior year
whether he'll serve six or twenty-four months active duty, and
either of which might begin in June or January.

can't because of

Defense Education Act, the Council
waited until long after its rise to
national Importance to act upon it.
When the statement of principle
came, it was, in essence, nothing
but a belated affirmation of the fac-

been great numbers of books written on the subject which I suppose
all of you have at least underlined,
and perhaps read too. Of course the
definitive edition is still- Deloree

this wealth of information at everyone's fingertips, I can assume that
Some Good Is To Be Seen
any further information on the
On the other hand, the Council actual
methods of smelt hunting,
did discharge many routine duties
and the care and feeding of smelt
and even several extra-routine ones hunters, (who always seem to smell
the ORIENT.
which, though perhaps not great in- of strong drink) would be superThis Is the second of a seri es of novations, were at least the product fluous. But, it has occurred to me
of a certain amount of initiative. that there is a woeful dearth of inthree articles.
The Undergraduate-Alumni Liason
With a revised constitution and a Committee, an extra -constitutional formation on methods of disposal of
smelts, once bagged.
generally new membership the Stu- group, was
formed at the suggestion
dent Council retired to Conference of Oetchell House in order to stiDisposal Problem
B last fall to group forces for the mulate contact with alumni, espeOf course It U almost axiomatic
assault on the coming political year, cially on
alumni weekends, through that smelt hunters do not eat
and campus observers sat back to fraternity alumni secretaries. Alwatch for the results. The most ar- though tested on only one weekend melts. It figures, do mongoose
hunters eat mongeese? Big smelt
dently predicted and apprehensively so far, the committee's efforts
have hunters know too well the many
expected of the new system's faults, apparently been successful. Another
interesting processes which involve
it seemed, were not to be realized.
ad hoc committee, the Student Ex- smelts once yanked from their
Neither had the Council become a pansion Committee, was created restreams. (Or perhaps crushed by a
tight little oligarchy controlling stu- cently
to parallel and assist
the failing body.) They are well aware
dent affairs with tyrannical power, faculty committee. After a rather
that a bushel of smelt, which has
nor had its meetings degenerated slow start, the committee has begun,
been lugged around in a gunny sack
into the utter chaos, envisioned by very recently, to make good
pro- for a few hours in the early mornProfessor Parkinson, of a multi-fac- gress. It shows promise of becoming sun lose a good deal of the subtionalized
organisation
topheavv ing, during the next few years, a
tlety of their flavor. Also smelts bewith right hands who neither know very important and influential orcome somewhat less than tantaliznor have any respect for what the gan of student opinion.
ing after their container has been
left hands are doing.
Standing committees have also subjected to much the
What, then, are the new Coun- done something. The main concern as a medicine ball. same activity
Lastly, smelt
cil's
shortcomings, and are they of the Student Life Committee
has hunters are a sentimental lot, and
greater or less than those of the been the compiling
of a general en- don't like to eat anything that looks
organization it replaced? It is ex- cyclopedia of College rules.
The back at them. Therefore the probtremely difficult to match the two Curriculum Committee has arranged lem arises
of what to do with
in actual achievement.
So many for the postponement of afternoon old bag once the hunters have the
arvariables control the success or fail- chimes and the publishing of week- rived back
at college.
ure of a Council's term that nothing ly chapel bulletins, and has also
You can only give ripe smelts to
stronger than a suggestion can be had occasion to refer proposed
cur- your friends once. Prom then on it
made regarding this actual achieve- riculum changes to the Faculty Cur- would take many cartons of money
ment. The principal variables in riculum Committee.
The Lecture to keep you In friends. No. there are
question are personnel and Issues: Committee, after many
months of other, much more clever schemes of
Important Issues look less impressive frustration, has finally redeemed it- ridding oneself of
the messy little
when handled by relatively incom- self In full by obtaining Thurgood results of a night's Jaunt to close
petent men, and even an interested Marshall of the NAACP to deliver contact with the
woods.
and intelligent group cannot shine the Spring Student Council lecture.
brightly on sheer magnification of
Ingenious Solutions
trivia.
Where Lieth The Problem?
I once had a friend named BUI
It must be admitted that the StuTo be sure, routine duties have (now 37736-45019) who would stuff
dent Council has had a fairly un- been
them
into
mail boxes at night when
carried out.
Ineptitude with
spectacular year. Absence of lengspecial matters may be ta part ac- he thought no-one was looking. Unthy controversy during meetings countable
for by the Council's in- fortunately, after an extremely long
seemed to refute last year's skepti- experience and the general
and
ardourous
night of smelting
unfamlcal predictions, but one felt at times
liarlty with a new system.
Like- he mistook the open window of a
that this apparent concurrence was wise, the lack
of excitement could. police car (which had been followmore the fault of general ignor- be ascribed to a simple lack
ing
him
for
some reason) for a letof imance than the virtue of careful ex- portant, controversial
issues
on
amination and rational agreement. which to take action.
But
The hopedrfor increase ta the vari- exactly how much these deciding
factors
ety of ideas being brought to meetcount and whether the new year
ings did not seem to have been rea- With
new issues and a veteran Counlized, since, in general, discussions
Bath,
cil
will
bring improvement, and
have been shorter and less well in- whether
the new organization is
they

viewpoints, and the opportunity to
learn to think independently.

Offers

Democracy Workshop

of

subjects,

strated .a certain amount of proceedural clumsiness, as well as raising considerable criticism and ridicule of the Council on campus. In
a more cosmopolitan matter, the
disclaimer affidavit in the National

Though

officer than a private.

leads to definite military service,

ter drop. Another old buddy of mine
ed the Council. After much ill-inby Mike Rodger*
formed discussion it was decided not
used to wrap them up very neatly
I suppose there is really very litand send them off to the Smithsonto Join; later the whole matter was
that I can say about the
ian Institute ta Washington, D.C..
put off onto next year's Council. tle more
fine art of smelting than has alasking for an identification of the
Prolonged consideration of the buyready been said before. There have species and enclosing a phoney retag of Student Council pins demon-

-
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Saturday afternoon, the Polar Cuba got an opportunity to »efbail and volleyball games may
show their stuff in an exhibition game against Deerhrg High. **7 w*llchai»jelthe c*mn **t*[£Bowdoin featured an array of pitchers, who chucked us to a 3- to ^e ge«uw off to a IstersSrt than
Although the hitting for us was fight, Ed Spaulding "*g>^ d ^ th« wet ftelds. Bbwvictory.
ivtf> n** <*»*$• ll appears
that
7
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j
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was able to deliver two timely hits and contnbut: to the win. tprtng has finally come to Bowdoin,
This Weeks opening of the first official lacrosse season EfJ h*Bjh* ***** •ch*dui* «n
s*» uBner way and completed be/->
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playing host to the mighty Crimson of Marv- ftre exam*, whatever, Interfrateratd.
Although Harvard did not have a spectacular year last
^Ses^«fhns5Sm and" beu
year, they are still rated one of the top teams in the North- tjrarssa&ser oompfetttJbn than has
«** "* P«e»lous years,
Leading the White squad this «*ar is Boh Hohleastern area.
,

who
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year
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ponents our team will have

American
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tough opyear, but Coach Nefo
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fl.

D.

A. R. U.

D. S. vs. AJl.l).
vs. Zete

is

14 S. N.
K. 8.

usually used to shorten our outfield in previous years, has been
eliminated.
This is primarily due to the fact, that this year's

Dtke
10

squad does not have any consistent long ball hitters. By rembving the fence, line drives which will be hit with regularity will
have a chance to roll a long way after they hit the ground. Since
the team does feature a good deal of Speed, these rolling line
drives will give our boys an opportunity to run them out and pterhaps stretch singles into doubles, and doubles into triples. By

27

U

vs. Psi
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vs. p. S.
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evidence of the first game, this system seems to have its merits.
AH dames at 24b P.M.
Newt Stowell hit a line shot into center field that earned him a
Play-offs:
May
1A
v
triple, and this was later followed by another that gaVe Glenn
SB
1A
vs.
IB
Saunders an inside the park home run. Afterwards, when DknMay 11 Championship and Consolation
ny MacFayden was asked if he was going to replace the fence

vs.

Beta

,

5

U

vs. T. D.
Psi
Beta vs. K. 8.
Psl
vs. Zete
A. R. U. vs. 8. N.
A. T. O. vs. K. 8.

20

only Maine.

U

21

New Hampshire

Colby,

dows River Basin this Saturday it

2

12:30.

The

exact state of the meet is uncertain, according to Commodore
Sailing
Roger Stcr.c, because at this writing neither school bed replied to
An informal varsity sailing meet nta invitation for the meet. He
between Bowdoin, Colby, and pos- speculated. however, that Colby
sibly the University of New Hamp- would probably attend and that
shire wiirbe held in the New Mea- UNH probably would not.

Beta

vs.

Ind

T. D. vs. Deke
D. 8. va 8. N.
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Amherst Third

tight seconds, six thirds, and five Howie Hall scaled the disc 1M* 10"
fourths. Boston College, on tht other to Win, followed by Robinson, while
hand, won by placing first in seven Steve Loebs and Ed Dunn paced the
events and tying for first in two field In the century.
others, for two thirds of its points.

Bowdoin Mtt-03 in a trii
meet in Amherst Saturday.
John Vette scored the other vicThe Polar Bears carried a four Amherst took one first
The .hammer was the tanner torj^ln the ahot put with a 41' 10*1
one
final event, mainly on the strength event for Bowdoin as acting coach
The
individual stars of the meet
of their weigh* and dash then, who John Magee't strong men took the
points first three places. Gerry Havlland were two Jumpers from Boston Colscored 40 out of a possible
won with a toss of 166', while George lege, Vincent and Shields. The forin their six events.
Antnent College BfiBBeB fldrd Robinson and Dave Titus placed and mer tallied 19 point* with victories
showed, respectively.
ta the broad Jump and both hurdles
with JP^ poTnti
,
The Polar Bears also fared well and a tie for first in the high Jurdb.
Bowdoin trackmen took only four

W

career planning has you In a
maybe you Should investigate
the many advantages of lifs
Insurance selling. It may bt right
tf

fix,

In

your

line.

firsts, all in the fleM events add
dashes, but showed great depth wrkk

Provident Mutual is looking for
the college man with ability and

imagination— we don't need
experience. And if you're interested

in

actual sales training,

can get started
still

ELECTRONIC DRY CLEANING

in college.

H.

Shields tied for top honors ta tie
pole vault, placed second In the low
hurdles and broad Jump, and took
thirds ta the 100 yard dash and high
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Speleotis,

Varsity

Pattlson,

Sill

will pick

seven

men

said that

it Is still

MIT

April 21
April 23
April 23

Dan Cohen, Judson Ger-

and

Coach

3M

A

Trinity

A

Tufts

A

Ed

A

Colby

April 23

early to

BiU Chapman and Charlie Etnerton will represent Bowdoin College
3d the New England Interscholastic
Sealing Association Freshman Din-

2:

gy Championship Eliminations at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology this Sunday.

Varsity Golf

!t the teams possibilities, since
had hardly had any chance to
it on the course and use the
1 wen i which were opened Just be-

(""of*™

e**"*r *

April 21
April 22

Lowell

AprU

Tufta

A
A
A

MIT

23

3:00
1:30
12 00

1

fore

the

Patriots'

Varsity Lacrosse

Day Tourney.

However, he did say that Colby was
the team to watch ta the State

..

r
ii°TT
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As

now

AprU
AprU

19
23

AprU

21

Frosh squad Is
composed of William Berghoff Burteki Beggett, Larry Lippman, Doug
iMIann, John Milo, Peter Royan,
Barry Wish, John Yates, and BUI

April 22
AprU 23

Halloran.

ApU

of

H
H

Tufts
Harvard

Chapman and Emerson were
chosen by Sailing team commodore Roger Stone, In lieu of the
usual lntrasquad trials, which were
3:00 cancelled because of ice on the New
3:00

Varsity Tennis

Bertes this year.
the

,

MIT
Brandeis
Tufts

A
A
A

3:00
3:00
2:08

A

1:00

Vermont

33

Champ.

24

Ellm. at

Meadows Basin.
Bob Page win crew

for Chapman
ta "A" division, and John Payson
wul crew for Emerson in "B" divisson. Both teams sailed together ta

meets

Varetty Track

AprU

MTT

last faU.

Both Chapman snd Page are
brothers ta Alpha Delta Phi fraterIn addition to sailing, Chapman is active on the Bogle. Emerson
Is a brother ta Psl TJpsUon, Paysen in Delta Kappa Epstlon.

nity.

The

frosh finished last ta a field

of seven in their first meet Sunday,
AprU 10, at Medford, Massachusetts.
With both Chapman and Emerson
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won the State
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tried our Yankee Barter?
a hamburger hat costs leas
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temporarily out of action, flans
Tromp, skipper, and Dave WoUstadt, crew, finished sixth ta "A"
division of the informal meet, and

John Payson and Prank Calccio

ond fb two of

their seven races.

—

Plumbing Supplies
Hamburgers

Rental Sanders Of All Kinds

Tomato Sandwiches

Granite
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age results

only from the fact that there are
some Men end women who refuse
to believe that what they knew to
be right cannot be done.
Bussed W. Davenport
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The Light Refreshment

fin-

ished seventh ta "B" division. Tromp
Wollstsdt, who were only one
point out of fifth place, placed sec-

and

ta every
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The squad has

Tufts.

lettermen returning from the

five

John Huston. Dave Humptvey, Paul Lynn, Bill Mason, and
Newton Spurr. Prom these five
golfers snd from four others, Charlie

1-5, before

^IJ

MTT, and

iuntors;
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Britain.
2B
—LeRoy.
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S wen Km
3B
Saundera.

1
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aSU«l*l for Lai.rut in 6th.
bReached on error for Freeman

—

1

2

three runs and stole three bases;
and Newt Stowell had four RBI's
sad scored a run. Bob Kennedy, Schick catcher, drove in one run and
scored One While collecting two hits.
Bowdoin Started its scoring in the
second frame after one out. Dex

KOti

Dudas 4-6 when Dudes

off

,

Specialising In

2

2b

SaumUrs.
Mora*,

Stowell,

4

Q

0.
4

u
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Gardner,

1
1

i

starters: Glenn Saunda two-run homer and scored
another run; Dex Morse scored

—
DRINK -

Delivery

K6W.

S

ers hit

and then topped

m a ins tun doter than tftt

ped

getters in
events were Jim Blake, third, and Mone, Mated,
Javeltn; Morse add Dunn, third add ta the 2W; Mart Your
fourth, broad Jump; Dunn, fourth, ta the two mile; and Bdon
Craig
pole vault; and Havlland, fourth, and Ed Bean, third and
fourth in
shot put.
tht mile.

— Dry Geeming

e

Ryan.

2

J

2

1

Sophomore

This coming weekend, the Varsity
goffers win meet there first com-

field

Brunswick, Maine

Street

hBrv,

1

fou for

the high hurdles and third in the low hurdles;
Pete OUlles and Jon c
the and third ta the MO-

Jump for 14 points.
The other point

FRTE

C.L.U. and Associates
1007 Casco Bank BulMIng
Portland, Maine

Lift Insurance

In the discus and 100 yard dash, taklag the first two places ta each,

BAND BOX CLEANERS

you

now— whils you'rt

JOHN

—

atlii

day, as Bowdoin opened its home
scheduls with an 11-6 win over Williams at Plckard field. Mixing the
long bail with the squeeze play and a hit. Saunders led off with a Walk
tided by the Ephmen's two errors, and Dick Morse advanced htav to
four wild pitches and two passed second with s aatraVe. After Enballs, The White was able to offset tin had grounded out, Dick beeIts own ragged display that ac- man and Dex Morse drew walks.
counted for four errors, ten walks Two wild pitches, good Bowcteln
and two catchabie fly balls dropping base running and a throwing mlscue by the Purple shortstop on Dave
in Jter hits.
Bob Swenson went all the way Stern's grounder gave the Polar
for the Polar Bears. Shaking off Bears three "gift" runs.
Williams made it a 8-5 came in
early Inning control trouble, Capt.
Swenson had It when he needed it the top of the sixth by putting toas he struck out ten Purple batters, gether three srngies and a waft
sixth. along with Swenson's wild toss into
Intruding the side in
the
Thariks to lefty Swenson's good center field attempting a double
ia move he was able to sw- play on grounder back to the mound.
an early inning stretch of in- Bowdoin came right back in their
reness that allowed eight out half of the inning ta lengthen their
nine hitters, during one period of one-run lead to three runs. Olenn
the game, to reach base.
Saunders hit a line drive to right
The home club's offensive perfor- center to split the outfielders and
mance was spearheaded by the three

NCWtOU. M
FVwraan, r-lf

1

touches against,

He nipped Oorondl 4-^ kea\ Cothlg

64V2-63-37V2

pense of a sacrifice fry. Another run
scored on a overthrow on a Williams
double steal.
Bowdoin picked up three runs In
the fifth inning without benefit of

rf

<

the Engineers, was the only inan
to go through «*. evening with more
than one victory without a feftat.

vs.

Last Event;

tenting

get the next three batters at the ex-

varsity nine run production hit double figures for the
Sfeoond consecutive game last Satur-

Bowdoin 's

12
3
1

1

in the Morse singled, Dave Stern walked
gym Saturday evening. It was the and Stowell brought both runners
first time in *er*n yean that a heme with a triple to right center.
Polar Bear Smnud had taken up th* Kennedy laid a perfect bunt down
the first base line to score a sliding
swords.
Stowell as the White pulled off a
But the day was not a
delayed squeeze.
by any means. Alek
Williams came back
with two
Tbny Paul woh their
rims in the third as Swenson's wildthe sabre and ttee,
hesa cost Bowdoin. A base hit and
and In four Other mats!
two
wafts
loaded
the
bases
with
doin men wtre but
So one out. Swenson bore down to
hfnd. The point

outclassing all of

e

wttr

Win

<Mi^y?°fcwd»lft
in aa informal meet

would
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.

4

aulTMr, M>

7-1,

Laselo

Heavily favored Boston
scored eight points to the
ing event, the low hurdles, to

la-

debut at an
Bowttott campus.
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2ft
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this weal,
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make

Lose To MIT,
P.M.

Levis,
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IB

Puller

White Swordsmen

D.8.

Play-offs:

May

Ted

61

and Bob Hohlfelder oh attack. Jack
Adams, Mike Abrams, and Oharlie
Plnlayson at Mld-fleM, Dave Pernald and Don Prince oh defense,
afifl 5o5> gl>4hc& lb Bk goal
As
crosse will
enthusiastic

PM.
PM.
PM.
Beta vs. A. R. U. 4:46 PM.
Beta vs. 8. N.
3:46 PM.
A. T. O. vs. A. R. U. 5:00 PM.

11

PM.

behalf

DEXTER MORS

Into the

that*

the schedule starts

"What for?"

is

on

playing

However, Mai Morrell has said
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
that the deep part of the outfield which is new a Nttle rough,
LEAGUE "A"
will be trimmed down like the rest of the field.
LEAGUE "B"
^VjSfc.
A.T.O.
Saturday's game also saw Bob Swenson continue hi* string " *£^
*Zete
Bete
In the first and second innings
x. O.
K.8.
of picking men off first base.
Obi Pal
ludcpMiftontf
alone he was able to nail three men trying to go to second. As AprU
April
5:00 P.M.
a lefty. Bob has a quick and easy pickxrff motion whfeh Danny
11 K. S. v*. D. 8.
28 A. D. vi. T. D.
3:45
12 Chi Pat v* Psl U 3:46 PM.
Bob
had
A.
ft.
Previously
V. vs. Ind. 4:46
Spahn.
Warren
much
like
that
of
says is
A. T. O. vs. Beta 4:45 P.M
stopped three against Upsala and one against Baltimore. The
ia A. D. vs. Deke
3:45 PM.
May
K_ a vs. lad.
4:45 PM.
2 A. T. O. vs. D. S. 5:00
one at Baltimore was influential in saving the win for Bowdoin.
u Chi Psl vs. T. D. 3:45 PM.
Deke vs. Psi U
3:46
A note to all sailing fans. Last week's meet was called
D. S. vs. A. R. U. 4:45 PM.
Ind. vs. A. T. O.
4:46
ia
S.
N.
Vs.
A.
T.
t>.
5:00
P.M.
Zete vs. A. D.
3:45
dhy,
the
next
Ironically enough
off because of ice in the river.
19 A. D. v». Chi Psi 3:48 P.M.
Beta vs. D. 8.
4:46
Don't give up the
the ice was gone and the weather perfect.
Ind. vs. D. S.
4:45 PM.
Chi Psi vs. Deke 3:45
ship boys, this

of

AS far is the team ttstlr does,
ftels 1s looking for some excsJwdt

U„

M

he answered,

BtIck*. lb
Adhtni, 2b

has

other schools.
However, Ntls skid thai such; competition is good, for although the
team probably won't httve a Winning season, it will give them a
chance to gain valuable experience. The separation of th* frosh
from the varsity also shows the
frosh to play against men of equal
ability and permits them id Bit a
chance to play regularly instead of
being part of "the varsity ahfl sitting on the bench.

May

Chi Psi vs. 6. N.
A. D. vs. K. 6.

2d

WH

new team breaking

of a

vs. Chi Psi
Deke vs. D. S.
T. D. va. A. T. O.
Zete vs. A. T. O.
S. vs.

ksfe

all

schedules

Beta

K.

KB.

vs.

brought him home with a suicide
squeese punt that was good enough
for a base hit.
Williams got one back in the
eighth on a base on balls, a bloop
s ingl e and an outfield throwing error. Bowdoin scored two
runs in
their half of the eighth, again without the benefit of a hit. Pour walks,
a p assed ball and a hit batsman
turned the trick.

around powerhouse for
the past five years. This aeheduls
has arisen because of the difflcUlUts

_.j_ J.

U

S. vs. Psi

Williams

biased around the bastpaths with a
home run. Boh Kennedy, who had
aknglea sharply to left, scored ahead
of the speedy Saunders.
Bowdoin gave evidence that It
has real Intentions of being a go-go
club In the seventh. Dex Morse lead
off the inning by getting hit by a
pitch and then proceeded to steal
second and third. Newt Stowell

WILLIAMS

MTT

*-*>»

10-! 1-rt

been an

Deke

AprU

vs. T. D.
N. vs. A. T. O.

Win Over

meettae

their

week, and then

TO

bS.
u

A.D.

Chi Psl

Season With

'<

Pal

A.T.O.

Opens Home

Varsity Baseball

stay in good physical
This years scheduls' Is goahg to
provide trie team ar
tlon as there is in

LEAGUE

AAV.

Beta

ium tut

in

crosse offers to thos/boya oh the
football team who ptaya onanc* to

1

Sigma Hu

to th*

snoW fence which

8.

.I

.

chanci

a

offering

la

;

ta many beys to play hi a good
contact sport without having much
previous experience. Abo alnee we
are net allowed spring football, la-

11

SOFTBALL SCHEDULE

career this season.

at the

6.

sports

this

U

~~*

Corey, although he is riot looking for miracle;, feels that the
boys will put up a respectable showing as lacrosse here at Bow-

William's

otTlelaily recognised as a tarsport.
It was orBaniaM as a
club four years ago when a small
group of toys shewed a Matt inter est In developing lacrosse into a
sport here. Thai would mean tail
the at Baud seniors on the squad
have had the most experience and
that being only four years worth,
In which time they ptaytB only
six gamts, when a regular season
usually constats of from tight to
ten games. However, the response
to this years call was so overwhelming that It was at ct staff to form
not only a varsity but a freshman
squad.
At the present tin* there
art twenty-seven oat far the varsity and twenty-four out for the
frosh.
This large number la not
only encouraging from the standpoint that Bowdoin can now have
some new teams, bat It snows that

atty

wm

i

PORT

Harvard

of
Pal v.

1.

% Sigma Wu
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about Hugh Lord, explaining +** he ha* Sun^Bpe^ver tfie^siflSa
Masons. The totals for footdo for Bowdoin. This past week evidenced
hockey, basketbaU, and bowlThere
the use of some of his work in the Boston H*rald.
ave the Psi U house leading by
margin.
The points are
aut«gtas>hed
an
looking
at
Danny
MacFayden
there
of
a picture
on the basis of 5 points for
picture of his old friend, Al Lopez. Along witk tf* picture Hiere
place, S points tor s second, 2
for
third,
and I point for
runthe
new
and
baseball
team
Wat an article about our varsity
ning tactics Dan has planned for the Current campaign. Tftia is jetijae and managed "to get a teebasketball,
In
ond
a
fflfigfa hotkey,
of
used
some
the second time this year that the Herald has
*™* » fourth in bowling. Two
,,,.
.i.
,, „
*
r
ik*
year c houses, Seta and Kappa Big, are
was a photograph oft tffls
The first
Hugh s contributions. t,
Bearings,

been and

OHfltNT

it

The Spring thferfraternrty flpbrts
li
Sat
atsjon hah eornfhenced along with
varsity schedules. At
Bo*dein's
issue of the Orient featasred tattle* the Pelar the same time the Whit* «ey has

weeks
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Students' Views in

Many Yale Challenge Delegate Relates

And Others-in New Book
college

(

Views Of Coming College Speaker

Fields-Love, Religion

The way American

stu-

WHAT

total life picture.

It was found Catholics were most
Inclined to accept absolute and traJews stressed inditional values.
dividual and societal values, and
Protestants fell somewhere In be-

tween.

30% of the students questioned
attend religious services once a week
or more, 25% never or almost never
attend, 21% attend only on Important holidays.
The majority of students feel an
"Ideal" belief system Is one which
personal
Individual's
serves
the
needs.
Religion Is accepted as an "anchor
for family life and children," "a
source of social philosophy." and a
producer of "strong community
feelings," or welfare service for maaid.

Dating, Love, Marriage

Female undergraduates want older
husbands,
males
want younger
Students prefer husbands
wives.
to have more education than wives.
Romantic love is the greatest criterion in the choice of a marriage
partner.
at
Larger families are planned
least two to four children, and 20%

—

of

women

students want

five

or

more!
Pre-marital chastity double standard Is revealed. Not for women,
but by women. Women's attitudes
are stricter, and more absolute, than

men on

this subject.

educational fund of the NAACP
since 1940. He took a major part in
the school segregation case before
the Supreme Court, 1952-54.
On
April 12, I960 Marshall, speaking at
Haverford College, declared" that
the recent civil rights bill "isn't
worth the psper Its written on" In
the same speech he commended on
the
sit-down demonstrations at
southern lunch counters by saying,
"The demonstrators believe they are
entitled to what anyone else hss.
They are sick and tired of waiting."
So, therefore, the most Important
message I bring back from Yale
to our campus is simply this. Everyone has their own conclusions about
the Negro demonstrators, but the
Intellect and voice of Marshall deserves
attention
the
of
every
thoughtful person. I encourage all
of you to keep May 6 reserved for
our guest
Dr. Marshall.
Speaking before an overflowing
audience at Yale. Marshall delivered
a straight forward speech on racial
discrimination in the North.
He
clearly brought to the audience's
attention two Important trends occurring In the North. First of all,
the tremendous migration of Negroes from the South to Northern
cities. Illustrative of this movement
are cities like. Detroit, Los Angeles,
Chicago, and New York whose Negro population is swelling rapidly.
Secondly, the northern reaction has
been increasingly discriminatory In
housing, education, higher educa-

—

his visit to the

Bowdoin campus, he

undoubtedly try to reach out
to every Individual and report the
will

Negroes' battle. Each student must
assess the problem for himself, because the problem Is his, as well as
the Negroes.

FROM THE MASTHEAD

For the last two years now, this
portion of my column used to be
kiven over to my friend, and long-

I

and no ene-

friends,

mies, a rare accomplishment for any
or animal. Last week, after
a good meal of sunflower seeds and
lettuce, his favorite food, he died
peacefully In his sleep.
Hamlet
leaves this column with a distinction snared by few other animals In

man,

—

any number,

— he will be missed.

NOTE:

While
hsve set

fraternities

sympathy to Negro colleges, and
has taken no further action)

of

Woolwarth Picketed

have been asDr.

the basic unit of the College as
organises

it

for various activities,

IJJaelf

the adviser system, social activttes,
student government, and both ath-

"Marsh

of the NAACP.
win he
atewdhte Friday. Msy 6.
On While ttoaee Planned

U

.

Proposals For Col lege Participation In_
League Of 8 Similar Schools

Cittle Ivy

r^^^T^T?^^!
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^^ ^ ^
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SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL

The "Original"

MIKE'S

PUCE

Premium Hot

-

-

Cubes

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE

relations more cordial, and Increases
Interest In their athletics. He is
quick to add, hi a letter to this reporter that he is
very
strongly
opposed to any encroaching professionalism In the athletic programs

One

College

Commitments

of the

problems to be re-

-
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row

snow treses
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Now's the time for

White Mountain Oil Co.
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1 mile

summer

$1.19

For the Best

use

$3.25

Fruit Co.

— Magazines
—
Cigarettes
Pipes — Tobacco

for next winter

excellent used tires for

.

TEE SHIRTS

Newspapers

Save

$5.00-$6.95

TENNIS SHIRTS

DIAL PA 5-2422

Maine's Most Modern Tune-Up Service

Get a pair of

The Trinity student Council favored the Washington march by a
single vote, and students there also
participated, as v.ell aa forming a
group to picket Woolworth's
White the Amherst faculty questions whether picketing Is the most
effective means of protest, college
students all over New England are
picketing local members
of
the
Woolworth chain. "We'll keep picketing till segregation goes," reads a
headline in the BU News. For the
past few weeks papers from MIT,
Northeastern, Trinity, Tufts, and
Wellesley have carried similar head-

to Protest Racial Sesregetlee," reports the Asaheret Statist. Of the
letic and non-athletic extra-curricuNew England colleges, Amherst has
lar activities.
The removal of the seniors from showed the most sympathy to the
the fraternities raises certain prob- discrimination against Negro students. About a hundred from AmSealed at the head table of the Annual Alumni Council Bemreet are tems It takes the oldest and most herst took part in the
White House
experienced members out of the acfrom left
right: Peter Barnard *M, Richard Downes '•».
demonstration test Friday which
tive day-to-day life of their frater'«•, Louis Bernstein •», President Coles, William Piper Jr. "JL John Baiwas organised by the students and
nities In general the trend has
ter '16, Richard Thayer *2S, and Terranee Sheehan 'St.
received
administration approval.
The Seventh Annual Alumni Council Dinner for the graduating se- been toward increased leadership Students from Brandels, BU, Harthis trend is
Mr. in the Junior class
niors was held lsst Monday in the lounge of the Moulton Union.
vard, Princeton, Tufts Wesleyan, lines accompanied by stories and
William S. Piper, Jr. '31, President of the Bowdoin Alumni Council, wel- desirable since it frees the seniors Williams and Yale also participated, photographs.
at a time when they need to give
comed guests to the dinner and Introduced the speakers.
in the quiet picketing proceedings,
their acaattention
to
maximum
James
Coles;
for
President
S.
for
the
the
college
was
senior
Speaking
Fund Raising
making a total of two hundred stuprogram
plandemic
and
to
the
'80,
graduating
president
the
class;
Hawkes,
of
snd
8N
class, Ronald L.
dents.
Wesleyan has reportedly taken
for the Board of Trustees, Mr. John L. Baxter, '16, chairman of the ning of their post-graduate careers
Amherst has also formed a Stu- the lead in raising funds to prothat
the
It
has
been
suggested
re'28,
of
Chairman
the Alumni Fund, exboard. Mr. Richard S. Thayer
dents for Human Dignity Commit- vide scholarships for Negroes being
seniors
weaken
moval
of
the
might
Bowdoin
Alumnus
was
plained the goals of the fund to the seniors. The
tee, which is seeking to raise mobey deprived of a college education At
represented by Its Editor, Mr. Robert M. Cross '46. who Is also secretary the houses financially because It for legal aid to Negro students sum- the University of Massachusetts,
the
would mean dining clubs in the fifof the Alumni Fund.
marily expelled from colleges. They Committee to Support Negro Stuties rather than in the sixties or
also hsve Invited such students to dents' Rights has made a dorm-toeven seventies as many are at prespartake of Amherst education. By dorm collection for legal aid, and
ent. The dining-service estimates 58
a 282-79 vote, the Jeffmen favored Mount Holyoke's Committee on Civas the optimum number from the
il
Rights has taken similar action.
steward's point of view. The mainThe Increased attractiveness of The University of Connecticut has
tenance of an average near that
participating colleges to applicants, formed a committee to represent
will require some careful
number
solved Is the fate of the Maine State
athletic and non-athletic, is offset UConn students snd
By Sick Maa-tn
discussions
planning, but we do not believe it
Series if Bowdoin Joins such a leaby these two practical difficulties. have been held.
The Idea of formalizing the ath- gue. Athletic Director Mai Morrell presents a msjor obstacle.
there is to be such a league as
This report has been presented
We believe that the Senior Com- If
letics of a group of the small New
the one proposed, it will be because for
told the Orient that the college
year
consideration,
mons
and
creabrought
offers
stimulating
and
colleges
was
Is net
England men's
the students and administrations
"*""""• **" of such colleges want one, and only an attempt to get Bowdoin to "felCompetition, since the ,,^" JTTSv JvSiL»
r
State Series
low along." We invite your comUfe of the College.
after careful study and weighing ments.
\
I o7 MlinTrthrhome"ol
the formation of such a league were College. He pointed out that most
the difficulties Involved against
of
^u
h
, g^um*
t
brought to the attention of the
of the present undergraduate, have
The Editors
^lenv the advantages to be gained.
Orient.
been witnessing a lean period In
The first came from Ray Mont- Bowdoin athletics, which does not porartly dropping Wesleyan from
gomery, of Connecticut, who took resemble such years as 1963, when our athletic schedules.
Mlddlebury, proposed on both
it from an article by Dave Philips
Bowdoin waa State Series Chamwhich appeared In the New Haven pion in the majority of all sports membership lists, presents a similar problem. Mlddlebury, Vermont,
Register about the time the Ivy
In which the college competed at
is approximately two hundred and
League was officially formed, and
that time.
seventy-five miles away, as long as
sent It to the Orient. In addition
Travel Problems
any road trip currently made by
to Bowdoin, Mr. Phillips proposed
Founded 1396
The substitution of Bates for major sports teams, and time missed
Amherst, Colby, Mlddlebury, Trinity, Union, Wesleyan and Williams, Union seems to be the more logi- from classes by traveling athletes
cal decision, In view of our loca- is already one of the biggest headas members.
Fully approved by the American Bar Association
The other proposal was drawn tion, which makes travel expenses aches in the athletic programs of
Coeducational Day. Evening and Graduate Divisions
up by Tom Brown, a Trinity grad- the majority of nearly every sth- colleges such as Bowdoin.
uate now living In New York, and
Seventy colleges and universities represented by student body
circulated among the eight student
Scholarships available for outstanding applicants
editors Involved. His list of proposed members substituted Bates
for Union.
Far catalogue, application form and other information, write:
Similar Values
REGISTRAR, SUFFOLK UNIVERTISY LAW SCHOOL
It was felt that the most Important thing to be gained from the
Swift's
Dogs
forming of a sort of "Junior Ivy
Beacon Hill
Boston 14, Massachusetts
League" would be the establishment
of eminently fair and similar levels
of competition, giving full acknowPizza
CApital 7-1043
Italian Sandwiches
ledgement to the value of Intercollegiate athletics, while keeping
firmly In view the secondary role
Ice Cold Beverages
Ice
It ought to pay In the academic
community. The proposed lists of
members were composed with the
Idea of choosing schools that resemble each other in the emphasis
they place on athletics, but by a
happy coincidence, they also reAlleys
semble each other academically, and

activities

.

the Amherst Student Council stand,
in sympathy with the Negro cause.
(Note that here at Bowdoin the
Council voted 13-7 to send a tetter

has made them an

class

dents The

OAKIE'S ESS0

Students prefer Informal, relaxing
on dates as opposed to tion, employment, and accommodations.
formal and large get-togethers.
Dlecrtminatlea
Men no longer feel they have to
While Negroes move into urban
acquire financial Independence before marrying. A working wife is areas, whites emigrate to the subconsidered a definite economic asset. urbs. With a public housing shortThe above college attitudes are age, Negroes have turned to resifrom WHAT COLLEGE STUDENTS dential housing. In housing rental,
THINK by Rom K. Goldsen, Merris according to Marshall, "down right
Kosenberf Robin M. Williams, Jr., discrimination has been occurrng
and Edward Such-nan. Van Nes- constantly." In education the distrand t x s, K* pages, $5.95, avail- criminatory techniques of exclusion
of Negroes, or of a gerrymandering
able April 21, MM.
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I960

About Discrimination Against Negro Students

enthusiastic ally of the OolK.- In
introducing it to prospective stu-

time roommate, Hamlet the Hams,ter. Each week, as I wrote, he would
socially, for the most part.
sit in the corner of my desk and as
Mr. Brown brought out that comthe piece progressed we would reach petition
an understanding about his words schools between such similar
serves in the case of the
for the week. During that time he
Ivy League, to make non-athletic

made many

20,

Newspapers Headline Student Opinion

i

freshman

4 Minute

(Continued from page 3)
perfect and therefore It would be
best to confine one's smelting to
'he middle of the Sahara desert.
ftv

College

and how a very
large proportion of the undergraduate body. This hss been at least
partly due to Its system of Inv
mediate, relatively unregulated, and
rapid pledging. The fraternities'
stake to the recruitment of the

further its purpose of bringing to the campus mind an awareness
of current problems in the United States and abroad, the Political forum
participated In the "challenge" program at Yale University on March 11,
13, and 13.
The four delegates from Bowdoin, Paul Oalantl, Jon MaeDonald, Ted Perry and Dave Smith subsequently decided to convey the
message of program to then* fellow students at Bowdoin.
Last week the first two articles in the four article series were printed
by the Orient. Paul Oalantl's article treated the topic presented by
Senator Barry Ooldwater to the conference. Jon MacDonald reported on
Dr. Harold Taylor's speech. Both articles discussed the problems of ca-

—

FACULTY REPORT
C Hum free* sags 1)

its ability to enlist

To

dents ass the world they live In,
what they want out of It, and why,
their belief* about education and
careers, about love and marriage,
pontics, economic*, war. peace, social mwtflme and religion, la the
OOLsubject of a new book.
UBOB STUDENTS THINK to be pital and labor.
This week the third article appears in the Orient. Dave Smith disrllahed by VAN NOSTRAND Ancusses Dr. Thurgood Marshall's views on segregation. This Is especially
il. I960.
The book contain* an eleven uni- timely, since Dr. Marshall, Director-Counsel of the NAACP., will speak
versity study conducted by a team Friday, May • in Plckard Theater on "Why the Lunch Counter Demonof four Cornell aocloloflsta on-cam- stration?"
pus at Flak, Texas, North Carolina.
David M.
system, or of transfering whites out
Wayne, Michigan. Wesleyan, Corof Negro ghettos have been used to
nell, U.CX.A.. Yale. Harvard, and
While students from Williams,
Dartmouth. The following discov- Trinity, and Amherst were picket- segregate the races. In the case of
eries were made as a result of the ing in front of the White House, higher education, the quota system
has been effectively used to disstudy:
students of Mount Holyoke and
criminate. Analysing the field of
On Fraternities
Wesleyan completed a successful
The fraternity in most instances fund raising campaign to aid south- employment, Marshall pointed out
replaces the home, family life, and ern Negro students who were dis- that though Negroes are getting the
the member's friends are made missed for their demonstration ac- Jobs, they are not getting the proFor tivities. At Yale University 9 mem- motions. Also In the apprenticeship
within this particular group.
the most part "frat" members en- bers of the undergraduate body trades (eg. masons, electricians.
gaga more In extracurricular college were arrested for picketing a Wool- carpenters, so on), the Negroes make
activities, hold elective offices, have worth's store in New Haven. This up a mere 1%. Small restaurants
more dates, drink more, place leas past weekend, at Oodderd College and motels have exercised discrimemphasis on good grades, even cheat In Vermont, some New England col- ination In scattered parts of the
more than Individual or independent leges participated in a conference North.
Having made the audience aware
students. The fraternity is alleged seeking to outline possible activities
to be a de-lntellectual-laing lnflu- that could benefit southern Negroes of the Negro problem in the North,
especially its impact in the future,
in achieving their goals. Meanwhile,
he turned his attention to the
On National And International
at Bowdoin; the Student Council
means of combating racial discrimAffairs
succeeded to pass (13-7) a resoluBlending some dejection
Undergraduates offer two con- tion expressing "moral support" for ination
tradicting opinion* on th« methods Negro deasEstrators. I have pro- and sarcasm, Marshall referred to
the role of law. He considered the
strong
wars:
preventing
future
of
vided a contrast among the refilibuster
In
the Senate an affront
on
government,
and
leadership In
sponses from different colleges, bethe other hand "understanding of cause I ass disturbed. Are Bowdoin to the achievement of democratic
ideate. In the same breath he conother peoples."
stt tents sufficiently aware of the
demned
northern
senators who
Students have an Intense dislike Ne rro problem in the South? Are
failed to invoke the closure rule.
of serving in the armed forces, but thi Bowdoin students aware of the
The role of law is also handicapped
accept it as a necessity.
rel htlonahip between
the demon- immensely
at
the
state
level. For
Undergraduates believe in guar- strations occurring and the Negro
example, Gov. Barnett of Mississippi
anteeing democratic rights and prl- aspirations? In short
have you
3ege», but waver on specific appll- given the Negro problem some hard declared that any school admitting
Negroes
would
lose
its
property!
tlons regarding public hearings. thought as to your own conclusions?
freedom of expression and freedom Whatever the ratio of those who In southern states the law, In cases
of civil rights, has been sadly Infrom search and entry.
hate probed the problem conscien- effectual,
if
the
law
is slow and
disillusioned tiously to those that have not, ail
become
Students
difficult, then what about the role
with many peace solutions as they students, regardless of their present
of the Individual?
go through colleges. There seems conclusions, will be able to hear
Dr. Marshall believes that the Neto be less disenchantment, however, a moat stimulating lecture by Dr.
gro
demonstrations,
their marches
on. the part of those believing in Thurgood Marshall on May 6.
to the state capitote and their pickforceful solutions to the questions
eting of stores are all the result of
NAACP
of war and peace.
individual
initiative.
Marshall
On Religion
Marshall, a Negro himself, recentpraised
those students. North of
•0'/,
of the students believe in ly returned from the Kenya conferthe Mason-Dixon line, who have inGod identify themselves with a re- ence in London, where he served as dicated
their disapproval of the
ligious community, and feel not only an advisor to the African delegaplight
of the southern Negro and
a need for religion but also feel tion. Ha haa served aa directing
the actluns taken against them. On
that it figures dominantly In their counsel for the legal defense and

terial
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S.C. Fails

Wins

Zeta Psi

To Endorse

Sing

Interfraternity

NUMBER

Faculty Questions Library

Its

Alpha Delta Phi Receives Graham Cup

Presentation

Weed -Out Book
Next Sunday,

awrtOouncil voted 11-S to present nual Interfraternity Sing held In
P»ltounary finding the Plckard Theater Thursday. Apof the Stonier* Expansion Commit- ril 21 and 22. By winning the Stag
Council to

for the

third time,

1. Is

the dead-

tired the Wast Cup from oompetl.
*** !"* °* "** College, bu' did tlon. The present cup entered the
not read the report However that competition In 1956. The Zetea copto
ap " P*1 nr* P>«m* with their rendition
*? **Lthet "*
P*
prove* the report as a definite pro- of -j H ear a Voice of Prayer"
and
voU Ui *** ^whether "Zeta Pal Our Brotherhood." under
i A tc
were of technical and historical lm?£T
.,
Student^7L
Council
the ms
members ap- the director of Marty Colea.
portance to various departments.
proved the report found seven for
The purpose of the list was to
tj^ oeorge W. Graham Cup,
"« am*t °* <£• «Wn ,l Hven for the most Improvement, was
assay the feelings of the faculty on
JSSi
was significant to note that Ufav- awarded to Alpha Delta Phi, which
the weeding out of many seldom
0*** .» eenlor commons. Joel Abrom- advanced from sixth place last year
used books, howbelt important, for
•on. president of the Student Counfuture reference In regard to a profourth this year. The AI>s, dln FuU« r chairman of rated by
posed co-operative library (somer>awley. sang- "Pore
*5?^
ZiL
the 8tud*n ..expansion Committee or harm" and
thing like a storage warehouse with
their
marching
presented the report to a Joint gong -^s/e come."
a few reading rooms) serving Bates,
the ^toe« and over
Colby, Maine, and Bowdoln.
Professor Frederic Tlllotson actThis
!??!??, 2L.
:
plan Is outlined In the President's
ma8t* r of ceremonies both
«*
Expansion Committee In?,£
which heard evenings. He announced that "Rise
Report of 1058-50, (pp. 64-66).
1, vot*d
"^ hou-e Bone of Bowdoln" would become an
Basically
the
Idea
"IP
would
be
for
»
fSS*.»•»•*/
to
accept
Integral part of future Sings bv 1U
the above four colleges in Maine,
me*. tmg being sung In unison by the comsacn to contribute & certain amount
»w
12? ftudent
J??*T Vk*L
that» the
Curriculum Com- petmg „<„„„ eacn year rjean Ns.of capital investment towards the
Pictured snore are Ron Cole '61 holding the Wass Cup, which Zeta
mlttee U still considering the posai- tnanle i
nendrlck presented the Psi
building
fraternity
>aternit wo.-, In the Interfraternity Sing last Thenday night, aad
,*, nuge
Witty of permitting honor students awards
8 relatlv
toes
Pete Dmwley
Dawley *W
'M holding the Graham Cub.
Cup, which Aloha
Alpha DeU*
Delta Phi fratern-aterto study In the library after hours.
«..^»_ ,w_ ._»
i
..<,
nity wen for moving ap from sixth place last year to fourth place this of a storage warehouse. This buildaction ha. a. yet been
ing
would
be
relatively
Inexpensive
year.
compared
**
with
the costs of co™;
^The Orientation Committee, hav"
B
ordinating architecture and conk
« a
lng met with Mr. Hubert Shaw, has 5a
i
Zeta Psi
ohn £?»*• TO *****
strucUon to already existing Hbrailes
re-accepted last years orientation £*J? u ',£
rVHSl'lli^flillfH
Beta Theta PI
at any one or all of the colleges
and Glen
program. During the summer, how Hayes, Delta Sigma,
Slgma Nu
Sigma Nu
'in the plan.
A proposed central
g~n
f-t
11
9
«••£
a booTluT recommending
,
iocatio «. such a* Augusu,
consisted of parodies of
Alpha Delta Phi
to
Jtcev.
three books will be sent
the
s
a
U ta ' take la
place the availability of any parfre/hmen In the first week of orl- n
Psi Upsilon
, 1
h
0Ut "* v
pu
*Art
tlcular volume within the reach of
•*
entstlon discussions with the fac- i
Delta Sigma
h **er
ine
1 an individual at one of these colUlty advisers and fraternity memChi Pel
leges at between one or two days
It* nn» 1 standings In the 1960
hers will be held emphasising the
The open meeting sponsored by _ y teignhone
academic side of the College. The Interfraternity Sing were based up- 8. Alpha Tau Omega
the Bowdoln Interfalth Forum, feat£I pX:.
three books recommended will be on the deciswns of the final judges
8 ,„„•,, „„„„ thlc „,.„
9. Theta Delta Chi
turing Msgrs. Joseph Clancy, planasT^t on^y a p^ibUHy ?u¥ as a"
used as focal points of the conver- for the first seven houses and those ,
pn
BnoUpsllon
*
few year.
setlons Also, the Freshman Smoker, of the preliminary Judges for the J*
criT m
C
oeTr.Kappa <ajgaj*»
ordlnartly handled by the BIF, will remaining houses. The final standsched
Jiet
for^uSiy^Mln.
to
?1
^rf,
Unlver8, s
12. Delta Ketone frpsllon
a e
y
Be conducted by the Orientation ln«s were:
the Moulton Union Lounge at 740 2f„2
^L
egis »
tlon »PPr°ving
Committee.
P.M. The meeting will be open to

•*
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no more or
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election
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Speaks April 28th
In Class And Chapel
Rabbi David Berent of the Congregational of Beth Jacob ln Lewteton will be the guest of the Bowdoln Interfalth Forum for a chapel
talk, for lectures In Religion classes
and for an open meeting at 7:20
in the Moulton Union Lounge for
members of the college community
Thursday. April 28.

H* studied st Dropsle Colln Philadelphia and was orrabbi from Yeshlva Es
Chaylm ln Montreus, Switzerland
In lttt.

of

the

Students Interested ln attending
Republican State Convention
tomorrow and Friday should contact Professor David Walker, Jed
Stout, AD House, or Ted Curtis,

wW

.

01

™, ""k

Brown, and

Since 1940. he has been spiritual
of Temple Beth Jacob ln
Attention: Juniors, Sophomores,
Lewiston and prior to that he ocFreshmen
cupied a pulpit ln Wlldwood, New
Jersey.
Rabbi Berent is a member
Dormitory room applications for
•I the Governor's Committee for
Veterans Affairs, the Child Health the academic year 1960-61 should Editor's Note:
and Welfare Commission and Is •>• obtained from the Placement
_.
. L
... .
T
oU W n
n
4 T
on °L the twenty -seven page reHew England Regional Director of Bureau and returned net later than
I? 4 l o i l.?^ "^l***
•» «*• Student Committee on.College Expansion. It was presented
the Mental Hospital Association. He May 1.
f°*
Is grand chaplain
of 1the Orand
n„rmiin r, rnM.
i^ m .„.. -mi *od *3r *° * «»verning board committee In Boston by Joel Abromson and
P
1
k " OWn
Lodfe of 1he M^nic OrdeT^of be
made shortly after that date,
^"m^ahor^aftoT^'aate
de
a
W
te
n*",t
S2ne He Is being brought to Married^tudento?^ pbuitax
1
Tna
r *!^L. ?J .
^sppnreeT this abridge*
r the .Wlces-of the

Expansion Committee Submits Report;
Wouldn't Use New Money For Commons
»^

—

%Z *£?«

to^lTmtr^ed^

gamsation wmen creates better un
derstandlng of Judaism through ed

requested to register with the Placement Bureau living your fall ad-

ucation.
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As was voted in the first article of
this series, the two primary goals
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When elected to the House ln '56.
he was the first Democrat to represent Maine ln Congress ln 22
years.
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plaint of previous

Pant

familiar

with the Job when their one semestor term ran out.
(Although Al
Schretter "99, the last one semester
president and co-author of the new
constitution, certainly demonstrated
that this handicap is not lnseperable.)
The Ideal of having a Counoil membership, one half of whom
have a full year's experience. Is also
laudable to principle, but looks
aomewhat spartous In practice, as
wul he discussed later. A glaring
fault of the new constitution Is that
one bouse representative, who. in a
system of representative government, should be responsible to the
beuei of his own house. Is placed in
the position of Council president,
where no particular group should be
•We to exert influence on him. In
addition, since the president usually
vote in meetings, the house
he represent.
deprived of IU hill

«»not

U
Ihluu iJ^SEL^
be reUtved
a^QBM
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that
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ested students regarding the cur_..,,_. men .have been
rent Navy officer training programs.
apf
information and literature will be pointed proctom for next year. <8ubavailable on such programs as avla- Ject to faculty approval).
tlon,
'

law, Intelligence, supply, line,

Malcolm W. Brawn
Richard Cornell
D. Michael Coughlln

*jS"

^^A^pt^ioS'SS

'6S. Treasurer, David Fischer '60,
Director of the "Meddles," and Profeasor ™««>ru
Robert Beckwlth «-vnicro.
Bx-Offlclo

ey.

««wim

Thomas

L. Erskine
Charles Flnlayson

By Dave WoUstodt
Prof. Walker was named as a
delegate from Maine's first Congressional District to the Democratic
National Convention to be held ki
Los Angeles this July
Also named as a delegate-at-large
was Adam Walsh, ex-Bowdoin foot-

Christopher H. Pyle

Theodore R. Richards

In Rehearsal
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State Democratic Convention; Students Attend

Gerard o. Havlland
Donald F. Prince

l

"^^ 5

r
M

will be dropped because
of the
absence of Professor Herbert Ross
Brown
isrown

Walker And Walsh Named Delegates-At-Large By

John C. Cummings
Oeorge R. Del Prete
James W. Dunn

,

-

"^^ -^^^-^^-

ball coach and member
Dame's famous "Seven Mules." Both
were nominated by Bowdoln educa-

^

^.

M

_

„

The
more

^

srtlcle labeled Tromp as
critlcaj of
the two."

the

and

quoted hurt as saying: "I am dlsPaul Haselton.
They are two of the 36 delegates *PPolnted in the negative character
nominated by a committee caucus ?/ tji e speeches. Mcny of them
and approved by the State Demo- fl *™»V cover a specif;; program ."
Pnrrari, the article snid. saw the
cratic Convention last Saturday at
Portland. Walker and Walsh will two-psrty system as a unifying force
n
American
have % vote at Los Angeles.
governm.-nt.'7
"In
i
In addition to Walker, seven Bow- "*ly," Ferrari said, "we htve srr.alldoln students served at the conven- er Parties and many more of them
°ur Pities are based on ldeotlon on Friday to less official posltlons. Dave King, Dick Snow, Hans l°*les and there Is a much ."harper
Tromp. Andrea Parrarl, Dave Woll- distinction between them. I think
stadt, Ed Rtndler, and Pete Smith the system in the TJ. 8. works piotty
all served as pages and messengers we " because the parties, with tli.tr
at various times during the conven- 'to 6 Ideological frame, can unil/
these differences. There Is no esUon.
tlon professor

i

;

!

sential

Students Become Reporters

Three

of the students managed to
"serve" In other ways, too. Tromp
and Ferrari. Bowdoln Plan students

from the Netherlands and Italy respectively, flashed their home drivers's licenses, printed In Dutch and
Italian, and were promptly admitted to the press table as "mem-

ideological

difference

tween

the Republicans
Democrats."

.

*

and

bethe

Rlndlcr "Parliamentarian"
In addition to Tromp
np ana
and Parrarl.
1
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some
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o/3^ accomplished
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"extra-curricular" service at
convention.
He was sent to
as a page for the York County
caucus
Friday
afternoon,
but
ben of
tQniga
thro
8n
ome
error
**• Introduced
*
The Saturday morning edition of ,
l!
«ucus as the "parllamen
the Press Herald carried a 14-lnch
i
BBOrtunl ty.
» tory on the two foreign students sfJ^L
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paragraphs of quotas from each.
l
** ld they were "keener
and
niore »nalytlcal than most
American Professional politicians." and

^ey "had some sharp obserrations to make on tin American
P° uU cal scene."
»--_.., .
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Alumni: "The concert has
1
purposes: *to bring fresh

1 963 '
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To quote from a

*™ Bnd °* "brartan;
S"
tnan done, as ln previous

den
*h ° w h to make * d T
Is organized and „ ^"
a
!f
f
f
has sought participation in frater- vance appointments may contact
P
WU< r ln MaS8aChU "
competlUons, This committee
Tt . ^" to r?;«
!i gees the possibility of "naturally" ??"«, Ha » College students may apadding another unit to the Bowdoin &l far the Nftyy « "ttka candidate
Fraternity system which has served *=hool nine months before they reso
go well.
weu. TTiere
There are a num
number of na- ceive tnelr degrees. The Navy
all
students,
particularly
Uonaa Maternities which would be ur»
Pleased to be Included in the Bow- <*nt°» to obtain the details next
doln system. The proposal of this week.

"5,™

-

^"P*
to

Changes

There are several chances in the
curriculum for next year
In the
History department, the History
of

To underwrite this concert Bow- the Department or Music to show „" \T.
nistory.
Topics for study inctoin m ust sell 400 pairs of tickets what the college has to offer ln an
and is asking Alumni ln the New important extra-curricular activity clude tht westward migration, ecoBow- York area to purchase a pair of and finally, to bring legitimate, dig- nomlc adjustment
western nnim
seat*. This was the plan of pre- nifled, and valuable publicity to cai and «vi»i
patt* rns
ar>°" the
vlous concerts in Town Hall "and Bowdoln ln this metropolitan' d£ wl..""," T^
wew m literature and folklore."
has proved successful.
trict."
The course, which has not been ofSehel«-U P rend
Stedent CemmRto.
f ered since 1954, will
meet during
Representatives
expen8 8 *"»
Th e Committee in charge of ar- the Spring "*
C *" CDVC, «"»*>ry
History 27
kJ^L?^**^
k..^ a scholarsh
f
u win
will
» Semester
be
used to establish
p rangement for the Town h«h rv,r>
^ dr
^Z.
° PPed but HUiU)ry
fund for worthy students of scholas- S^l^comStaed ol Howard
wl11 **
"l
mna
Visit Campus
tic ability to be used preferably for to,
Manager and Chairman Richard °nered m the 8prlng Semester as
those who are majoring or plan to Downes W, President of the
* 0i1* semester course.
Olee
Representatives of the
l e
United
XJnMa
Club, Tony AntoUnl
-83.
Tingey
In
the
English
8ta
Dcnartment
vWt £
">e campus
^? N-,vy
on May 3 and 4 to talk with intererJcan uten,ture
Proctors
rather
ye S

^dependent group
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There is also a factor of diluting
responsibility.
Whereas a Council
member used to be his houaevTaoie
Unk wlth tnls organisation he

now only

tSHn

excellent a capella choir and,
of course, by the "Meddiebempsters'
who have not only become interna "°" all y taown »> ut *»» are regarded as on« of the finest small
of "•Und In the country.
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addition of
P«»ldent «P~k«
three more fraternities" stressing
the Impossibility of such a move but
BddlU ° n 0f Frat«nltle" « r «toally. •** naturaUy. as
they are needed U definitely 'posgibie. The proposals made by the
President and the faculty commit
tee, for a Senior Oommons would,
virtually rule out the future alter
with new construction.
3. Adding new fraternities as they native of new fraternities. Once a
oommons Is built, it would have to
are needed.
3. Absorbing the Increased enroll- be used. Thus there would no longer
be a need for the dining and living
ment 1» the existing fraternities.
that the new fraternity
*• Ttw removal of one of the four facilities
cbuBes from the fraternities to a would supply,
commons and dormitory.
Noa-Sentor
5 Leaving the male enrollment at
1U P1**501 level and^addlng coeds to
The results of removing the Frashfed in new buildings, man class have been examined and
** ho «u ed
Concerning the fifth Item, this found incompatible with the Bowcommittee assumes that the deel- doln admissions and orientation promade in terms cedure. Delayed rushing opens the
*?* to exP*nd
maJ* enrollment and win not ugly field of rushing regulations. De«U,CU
Ujwd Inlttethm^reVtes definite ao'* furth*r
rt^ clear Inference of admlnlstra- clal problems for the freshmen who
thre statements Is that needs of today has a house and possibly a
Dave Parnte, BIU
Sally Berry, and Iredrtoa Chapman (1. to
tn* College at current enrollment «l*te arranged by his big brother for
__
level should and will receive priori- the first weekend of the fall. Final- r.) strike the
again nwiii sauhMfa ami pappy-dogs
i». <in« are
{ y over any contemplated expansion !? the removal of the freshmen to to be treated to a Sprtogral
ef Shakespeare neath the Oaks. Diving the
a commons would tend to foster
Program.
next several week. Prsfesaor George Qulnbr'. gtwsp eg undergnuhsatea,
•»« «tow down
A recent administrative statement
and local theapUn. eill be rehearsing "As Yea Like U" for
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Ubrary Changes Studied
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tion
the
frequent
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president!

of Representatives in 1956
the Democratic candidate for the
governorship this year.
He Is a
native of Lewiston and a summa
cum laude graduate of Bates in
1940.
He gave the keynote address
at the State Democratic Convention
last Friday night on the theme:
"Progress
with
Purpose,"
before
which convention delegates and students honored him with a five-minute demonstration.
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10>000 -s tuden ts annVscholars as the
loo° the y Krve arpxesent.
reverse would be true also
our
wage of duplicates and rarely used
rare books of the other three Institutions would be very helpful to
some of the Bowdoln undergraduates ln honors and major papers,
According to Mr. Boyer, Hubbard
Hall Is considering the purchase of
the London Times on microfilm for
the years 1055-1959 at a cost of ap-
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article

Rep. Coffin

**"^ *

a "central

or

after the '*?""*

resuH facts have been misrepresented. It did not meet until
spring vacation, and had three meetings before drawing up the proposal.
At the same time they say that the faculty was hurried. But the faculty
oommittee was announced February 1, and has had twelve meetings.
of the student opinion presented hereafter came from a five
anization Examined,
Not Solely Guilty pointMuch
topic questionnaire, which was aimed at arousing opposition to the
faculty proposal, aad in this It succeeded while failing to represent true
student opinion. Originally a 15 topic questionnaire was planned for
At Conclusion Of Student Council Evaluation
all students by the committee.
However, a select few (some net even
by Tony Paul
Although an eight section article *n th* o0,nm,tt**) substituted the five question version in the Interest of
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Coleman Hall. The delegation
proximately 3,000 dollars. The Unileave Thursday afternoon and *•- -reseity of Maine. U buying similar
turn Friday in time for the Rosslter London Times microfilm for 1916Lecture. Featured speakers at the 1Q20.
In a central library these
eremonies for "To Ten the Trath-M John Convention will be Senator Prouty
Dewnes, and Glenn Richards Impersonate the Dean, Prof, of Vermont and Governor Reed of microfilms could be stored and the
gapped years partly filled In by
Capt Leahey during intermission of the sing finals.
Maine.
Bates and Colby, available on short
notice to the use of any one of
10,000 students or scholars.
NOTICE

leader

r

I

recent

giving his views on Vice President
Richard Nixon.
His critical reporting has made
him ah articulate spokesman for
contemporary American liberalism.
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Rabbi Berent was graduated from
City College of New York and
Teachers College. Columbia Univerdalned a

members

Shannon
Shannon, a Washington correspondent for the Washington Post,
Is the co-author
with Robert S.
Allen of Truman Merry- Go -Round.
In addition, he has written articles
for several magazines, including a

,

SLatt^ffi

Msgr. Clancy plans to open the
meeting with a short Informal talk
on the African situation, based on
his observations of a few years ago.
while he spent two years ln Southern Rhodesia and the Union of
South Africa as First Secretary of
the Papal Delegation. He was a
panelist for the BIF earlier this
year during the Religious Emphasis
Week program.

Rabbi David Berent

lege

^^V

He has won the Bancroft Prjse
and Pulltser Priae In History, and
his writings on political science won
for him the Woodrow Wilson Tise
in 1954.

On Saturday evening, April 22,
Varied Program
1961, the Bowdoln Glee Club will
The Concert will Include music
present a concert in New York's by famous American and other comTown Hall. This will be the fourth posers, folk-fongs, spirituals, a group
appearance in that famous clearing major in music. Complimentary bal"oua^ for serious musical perform- cony tickets will be available to all
ances. The first concert was given Alumni for sub-freshmen

i

Amcf £?

munltv

the next meeting.

sity.

mlalk

For Sunday, May

-
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|

Clancy

—

Glee Club To Present Concert In New
York's Town Hall On April 22, 1961

Kir iVCStllCUUlCS
UAA
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Rosslter

Rosslter will speak Friday afternoon In the Union Lounge at 2*5
°n the topic: "The American Party System
Does It Make Sense?"
H« wl" be followed that evening at 8:00 by Shannon
Saturdsy morning at 10:30 at the same place Rosslter and Shannon
wul speak at an open panel discussion.
Representative Coffin will speak Saturday afternoon at 330 also
ln tne Union Lounge.
Rosslter, professor of government and head of the government departm«nt at Cornell University, is the author of several
books including
Seedtime of the Republic. Conservatism In America, and The American
members of the Bowdoln commun- Prf^<l*nny. Th« Anwrlcan Presidency is required reading ln government
1-2 at Bowdoln.
ity.

'

-

—

ment of the chapel. A number
of others has been given to the
library of Congress. Tufts Medical
School, or other Institutions where
they could be used to advantage.
But the space problem persists at
the Bowdoln library; with the rate
of Incoming books, this problem intenslfles the concern of responsible

p^

iS

SSnSJf'f^JK

.

than any
found

else.

Since that time approximately
25.000 volumes have been transferred from the library to the base-

;

'

'

lees valuable

of other books to be

anywhere

~~

Clinton Rosslter. William Shannon, and Frank Coffin will be the
Principle speakers at the annual Spring Conference on political 1ssues this Friday and Saturday, sponsored by the Political Forum and
Citizenship Clearing House.
Rosslter. a "moderate conservative"; Shannon, a liberal- and Coffln * "moderate. Northern, liberal Democrat," represent
three of the
dominant factions in this year's conference theme, "Politics
1060
They also represent the three most Important areas of formation of
political thought: the academic world JournalUm, and
politics itself

taught and for the general Interests found In a college community;
and the remaining 75,000 books were
considered ho better or no worse,

^

*

~"~™

~~~—~~""~

75.000 books were deemed
essential to a college of this size
and of a liberal arts curriculum:
75,000 were considered "useful" books
In
supplement of courses being

for the returning of the LIbrary proposal to the college lihrarIan, Kenneth J. Boyer. from the
faculty and President. .Said proposal concerns the "weeding out"
of 500 volumes.
This proposal appeared to meet much faculty oppositlon, as many of the books listed

the Zetea re-
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Rick Matin

Tony Paul

Jed Stout

Staff

Mitch KalpakgUn '63
Dave Wollstadt '«

Steve ttussey •»»
Terry Clark "Kl
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lefler "62

SanvCuahman 'M
Jim Rice

Jack Rice ta
Keller Taylor '63
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Copy Editor
Hunt
Cosy Staff

«
Prank de la Pe
Jonathan Botelho

William Kruse 13
Robert Pay '63
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-63

WEED

question.

/PATCH

Dick Cunningham IB

BUI Berghoff
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Sport* Editor

members
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Larry Blekford

Oram

Jay

Al Nagel

Lou Schwartz
Dave Wollstadt
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From The Masthead
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W
'63

By Mike Rodgers

Mike

C suppose

McLean, Paul. Hunt. Curtis, Stout
Assistant Business Manager

Piper, Makln,

some

of

backwards

clocks

you set your

instead

of

for-

while in one of his more playful
moods.) 'Towser" he said. (I was
forever being confused with the
Bin" want
the "hid; Taken" off
I

the other way?, oh
Sunday, and consest°m
K'hafbeen
*«
Dick PuUif
lifer
er '6
quently have been wondering what aired lone enough
"i.nn Minnoh"
Ctreulation Managera
happened to English 38, and His- w^cor^d^red to be ™*hiv ™v
WUliam Oulliver -63 tory 14, or whatever troubles you wherebetween twen^-flve and fortv
aSnuteT
an
hour
f« iSh
Ciroaiatton Staff
It U all
really
at those hours.
BUI Hlgglns '63 rather ridiculous when you come to "senile it out " After Z-v^li
Oeorge Smith '63 right down to it.
Heaven only good-natured thrashings I learned
all about time
My
boyhood
chum
knows what Maine does with all
was even more aware of time
Bowdotn PabUshing Ce pa ny
the time it saves. I, for one, know
Prof. Athern P. Daggett that they sure arent sending any though, because he had done it so
John Vette of it to me in their little envelopes.
(Please turn to Page. 4)
Stephen Piper That is one of the troubles with —

Duncan

wards

Oliver '60

(or is

it
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bother!)
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being fabulously wealthy, the state
doesn't send you a thing except
nasty little notes about your tax
situation. I am perfectly aware that
my situation is a bit foggy at the
moment, and I have assured them
time and time again that I wUl
get around to it Just as soon as I
can find my forms. Besides, tt they

I have also met with
of the Joint committee of

Overseers, and alumni.
certainly approached the
matter with open minds.
Frankly, I was not in favor of
the Senior commons at first. Any
change in our Institutional arrangements should seek to Improve student attitudes and potential for intellectual growth. The earlier such
changes are made the better. Why
A Letter from Chris Pyle
concentrate our energies on Seniors,
who are about to leave, when by many other fine colleges to adopt now In their' first year under deThe latest reports ferred rushing, pointed out still
thi, scheme.
concentrating our energies on Fresh
men or Sophomores we could en- are that Wesleyan will soon Join others when I interviewed them afi
1».__ i__
__.... ._ »w_ precession
»»._
ter the ^Bowdoin-Hamuton hockey
terjhe
J?y the resulting improvement in the nrocession.
^
But the faculty committee was game. Although I
their work for the rest of their unare ^uperaWe,^
urged by a Bowdoin student dele- the.;
oergraduate careers?
gation not to "think PentagonaHY" felt that they were real enoug n to
Commons
About A
no t to do as the other colleges warrant seeking some solution other
On
Moreover. I was struck by the in the Pentagonal group have done, than a Freshman commons.
How much the whole, student opinion seemed
ract that virtually all of the better This was persuasive.
Independent small men's colleges more daring, how much more inter- receptive to a Senior commons, but
eitner ** vt or *« about t0 ado P t e8tin *< to Dranch out on a new and flrmly OP008"1 to a *"**"»»«» commons.
Freshman commons with deferred unique experiment!
Bowdoin students suggested some
Surely Bowdoin is not
Favors Senior Commons
n*80 "1*"
completely free of the problems of the problems that might follow
A aenj,,,. commons, granted a cowhich have persuaded Amherst, the institution of deferred rushing, operative attitude by students by
Williams, Trinity, Hamilton, and Some Hamilton students, who are
concerned, granted a wall de_:
signed physical plant, could improve
,
the College. The intellectual maturity of Bowdoin Seniors makes

They have

'61

Sports Staff
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Anti- Segregation Demonstrations At Other

it

to

N. E. Colleges Cited;

Our

Passivity Deplored

United in a single purpose: to
demonstrate a sympathetic response
of New England colleges toward
lunch-counter sit-ins of southern
Negro students. 150 students from
On the door of Hubbard Hall is an inscription in stone, Back to time, or is it forwards?, Amherst,
Trinity, Wesleyan, and
anyway I'm not so sure that I am
imploring the student to "seek, converse with the wise of all completely in favor of it. It seems Williams picketed the White House
April 15. They carried neat postthe ages." This idea is fundamental to the concept of the pur- like Just another one of those things ers stating their college and callwe keep around to waste. People
pose of a library, especially a college library, in a community are always getting very nervous ing for "More Than Token Civil
Rights," "Human Dignity," and "No
of teachera and students, the library is especially important as about time, especially editors. You Second Class Citizenship for a First
would think that Wednesday is the
Nation."
Washington aees
of
past
exaccumulations
where
a storage and reference center,
only day In the week the way they Class
many
pickets, but these college stuperience and knowledge can be consulted. The extensiveness carry on. Lots of papers come out dents made a striking impression
on Thursday, and Friday and Satbeing
well-dressed,
silent, and very
available
deand diversity of such knowledge and experience
urday too, to name a few more
days. I am sure we can all think orderly, reflecting the passive retermines the relative value of the library.
sistance
methods
employed
by
of others.
Southern Negroes.
The Bowdoin College Library M the finest in this state;
It is interesting to note that all
Poesy Appears
therefore, the current "weeding out" policy concerning its book
the students except the few fsom
Another
big
fat problem with time
Wesleyan received administration
bat of 500 books for
collection is viewed with great alarm.
is that people are forever making
support from their colleges to pickdisposal has been prepared by the library staff, for circulation up silly little rhymes about it. I et at the White House.
only too
Other action taken by New Engamong the faculty. Those who object to the disposal of any guess we all remember,
traumatic

book on

the

list

may mark

it

turn it to the library by May
be given or thrown away.

on

their copy, sign the

1.

list,

The books unmarked

and

will

tions

are not adequate for the storage of

new

that must continually be purchased if the book collecThis has been pointed out since
is not to become dated.
the library addition was proposed in the '30's.

books
tion

fly

boy, didn't the quotadents, Negro
thick and fact then?
I

remember, as though
Spring vacation,

last

then, 500,

1000, or any

number

of

books must be

it

eenth and early nineteenth century which appear on the list
would not go before such items as the forty-five volumes the
library owns of the works of Mr. Earle Stanley Gardner. The
former may be useful for research for honors projects or major
papers, and the latter interest only a few, and certainly bed-

may be

If

mother's

Crafty

Cutting

last

white,

who

face,

a

ripple.
Segregation, a national
problem since its Inception in the
1890's, has come more and more

books must be taken from the
around on your back
be kept by the college in other storage facili- and stomps
for a while. Now that isn't cricket,

EH
&&

.
i

i

!vv

down

\

rjl]

|7f
HNTtetib)

Smmamumamy

it

be discussed in the proper

will

Whether enough additional

spirit.

men
ident)

For seven hours about 150 neatly attired students from Amherst,
Trinity, Wesleyan, and Williams passed quietly before the White House
Friday, April 15, on behalf of human dignity.
temoon, May 6, under the spon- shall's presence should net etir Bowdoin students to radical demonstrasorship of the Student Council.
Marshall has In the past left a tions, It should drive home the realdemonstrations
behind ness of the segregation Iseue, and
trail
of
where he haa spoken. It la hoped excite some good discussion and perthat this will not result at Bow- hape some positive aeUon. flswdalii
doin. Many overlook the part that students should at least avail themWoolworths stores are private con- selves of the opportunity to meet
cerns associated with the national, a man who la in the center of this
and that the local manager estab- fight for equal rights.
The Editors
lished his own policies. While Mar-

KING'S BARBER

could be squeeasd into the present houses to take care of the increase is hardly the point. Nor are
difficulties which may develop by
reducing somewhat
the average
number of students dining at each
house. Such difficulties may be very
real ones for house stewards and
chefs, but they can be solved.
I
ask the intelligent and responsible

iKMKI

TARZAN THE
APE MAN
Wish

DENNY MILLER

WANNA BARNES

YOUNG
with

DICK CLARK

FRIDAY
H«ajr

SUNDAY

thra

Lamarr

—

Short Sabjeeis

Vlctar Malar*

— BARBERS — SIX

OUR MAN IN
HAVANA

and

A

proposal for the formation of

Maine

a

colleges

If it is

was mention- He was

well-administered,

it

could be the best solution to the problem, at tease cost than
and single college could solve it. It should be located centrally,
and books stored there should be available to any student or
Books stored there ahoold be catateacher within two days.

logued in Hubbard Hall.
Implementing this proposal wiH take time, however, and
These books should be retained by the
the lists are doe May
Valuable aasets
college in other storage places, if necessary.
1

Plm
Sunday thm Taaadajr

Sra&AMINGLY FUNNY!!

a kindly feUow, given only

OUR MAN IN
HAVANA

of rage, when he
would burn a few barns, or tie one
on at a lynchlnc. and led a fairly

moments

to rare

except he fell down
was he who first told
me about time. I can remember his
words, even today. (And probably
shant forget them either as he
wrote them on my arm with rye

normal

life

a

It

lot.

AUK
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PAUL

MUNI, bi
aarfaraiajica af aar

May

Tnea- Wed.

SECOND MAJOR ATTRACTION
DRBBIE REYNOLDS

with

EDMTJND O'BRIEN
JULIE LONDON
sAJsets

ntl.-SAT.-SUN. af

th MlUa».

$.95—$1.95

FRAMES

Caiaa Oa*n

SMS

KsUce

COMING

BACH WEB*

THE GREATEST
EARTH

— Start at Desk

CBTLDBaM UNDER

U

MOW ON

PRaatt

$1.25

NEW MEADOWS

INN

SHORE DINNERS
Pufy approved by the American Bar

Association

Coeducational Day, Krening and Graduate Divisions

Seventy colleges and universities represented by student body
available for outsta nd ing applicants

For catalogue, apeneatlen ferat and other

ima tsea.

lul e

14, Massachusetts

Hill

CApttal 7-1043

STEAK

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Snack Bar

write:

T'Hf't SUFFOLK UNIVBRTWT LAW SCHOOL

1*1

THE THIRD VOICE

— Jaka Saxaar
This Happy Feeling
Claajaampi — C a ar
Cart Jarsaas

t'atS Turtbet

The Last Angry Man"

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL

with

GUINNESS

BURL IVES

l

COLOR REPRODUCTIONS

.

of any institution should not be tossed away. A good library
should
takes a long time to build, and no past of its knowledge
be tossed te the winds.

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE

May 14

Ban-Man.

SAMSON
DELILAH

"Battle of the Coral Sea"

M-W-M

BECAUSE THEY'RE

PUeTMsl In T««sSawis)a4«>r

of a black Angus, light
his battered old pipe, and pass out.

Apr.

Thars.-Frl.-Ssi.

VICTORIA SHAW

Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

SIX

~~ A#r7i»

Wed.

any

for such books between the four
ed in the last Presidential Report.

—

Short Subjects

SHOP

NEXT TO CAMPUS

joint storage center the shade

become

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

—

Toniiht Th rn Saturday
In Hla Pirat Mori* Role*

which should not be lightly regarded. "I do not believe that
Once, when I was a young tad
librarian or any member of the faculty is farseeing enough growing up in Ohio, before I came
to know all about cream pitchers,
to be able to determine whether or not a book should be dis- I knew a neighboring farmer who
carded. I belong to the Keep Everything School," commented used to help around the estate.
After he had shampooed the polo
Profesacr H. R. Brown, in an Orient interview.
ponies It was his wont to sit in

will

nothing wrong with encouraging

Focus Talk On Main Issue
One can favor this experiment or
one can oppose it. I do hope that

The

to the fore.

Tim

The sneaky thing about time is
that you can Ignore it, but it doesn't
Ignore you. Not only does it creep
up on you, but It knocks you down

valuable, but seldom-read

and

it

cold turkey in the face of a disinterested gallery. Talk of even disbanding the Student Council? It
will get you nothing.

—

ties.

the scope of available research material cuts and in no way conforms to our good
American code of fair play.
down and arbitrarily limits of available knowledge. Insight old
(Graduated income tax, etc.) Why
of
any concept can be gained by study of an should we aU be in such a lather
into the evolution
to save something like that?
idea as it was originally formulated, compared with a knowledge
Beekeye Revery
of how time baa modified it. These bodka are tangible assets
ties.

in

present agitation,
i.e. the sit-in demonstration, is not
Just a rabble-rousing, but a considered movement, carried on by
educational, rational, young citizens.
It is an action by our generation
and therefore we should take notice.
Bowdoin soon will have the opidea of what they did with all the
portunity to have a first-hand retime they didn't waste.
First it
port on this situation, when Dr.
was mother's cream pitcher, and Thurgood
Director- Counnow it's every state In the union. sel of the Marshall,
NAACP, speaks in PickT. S. Eliot has had quite a bit
ard Theater at 3:30 on Friday afto say about time, and I cant say
that I blame him.

picked up at any public library.
Available Assets

stacks, they should

reported

house meeting and

among

greater awareness by Bowdoin men Bowdoin student
not to be persuadof the interests of their bast classed that anyone connected with the
mates, who In turn would profit College
Is trying to starve out the
from communicating their ideas fraternities.
This need not, of course, take the
I am not sure that fraternities are
unimaginative
form of reading the best institution ever founded.
drafts of honors essays as light
But I am sure that the Trustees
after-dinner entertainment.
and Overseers, the President, and
Some people argue that the Col- the faculty are
for better or
lege need not expand to 925 in the
worse
overwhelmingly pro-frafirst place.
Personally I think the
ternity.
It is simply silly to hear
College, fine as it is, does need
suggestions that the Senior comchanges. To stop growing is to die. mons
proposal is Intended as an
This need not be a growth in size
"entering wedge" against the fraand in numbers, but I am persuaded ternity system.
that a modest increase, In a time
Let us hear more comment about
of increasing pressures for admisthe issue, from the opponents and
sion, makes good sense.
Certainly also
the supporters of s Senior
it should not be opposed on the
commons.
...
«,
flimsy ground that the students of
Sincerely yours,
the future must have exactly the
WUliam B. Whiteside
same eating, dining, and fraternAssistant Professor of History
al arrangements as today's students
have.

fines up to $508 and/or Jail senwere only tences
for anti-segregation activi-

my

re-

the stacks, those least valuable or essential should
The college library has an essential function to per-

side reading

as

In the first article

dent Interest and enthusiasm." Attention to the organisational side of
the problem has not only failed to
create the efficient, dynamic CounsU
hoped for, but, moreover, has succeeded In making all the more painfully obvious the basic deficiencies
in the latter catagory.
Create as
efficient, powerful, sacred an organization as you wUl, it wui be nothing if it is without external support.
Take the hottest of issues back to

ent houses major In the same field
adds to the appeal of a common Uvlng arrangement.
The imminence
of graduate study. Jobs, and mili-

is

favorite quotation; "Life is made
At the opposite end of the penduof time, don't waste it!" This stern
lum's swing there seems to be Bowadmonition used to stare at me, durdoin, where this whole segregation
ing every meal, from the side of
issue has caused scarcely more than

a smaU Pennsylvania Dutch cream
pitcher on the table, the artist of
which was probably as Pennsylvania
Dutch as Chiang Kai-shek. I
can't prove ft, but I am sure that
be chosen.
mother used to carefully turn the
form, and if "dead wood" must be weeded out, there eon be "time" side of the wretched thing
no compromise with the high standards of our present collection. towards my place before every meal.
On the other side was printed;
be
disto
If
books
are
The list prepared is interesting.
"Throw the cow over the fence some
carded, the sociological and political treatises of the late eight- hay," which will give you a rough
If.

moved from

colleges,

Oh

House.

facilities

land

ships beyond their fraternity groups.
The fact that seniors from differ-

their classmates. This
sounds ridiculous perhaps, but there

re- ments of our youth when our parweek's Orient, has been to picket
then ents would catch us looking at ant Woolworths and other chain stores
hills, or something else equally not
with Southern branches, and to
calculated to lead us to the White
raise money to aid the 1350 stu-

Cramped Quarters
Present

mo-

them together and
encourage them to form friend-

logical to bring

dates

was noted

of this series that there are two major factors which affect the success
of any campus endeavor, its organisation and "that nebulous force, stu-

tary service calls for a series of
programs which could be meaningful for Seniors and which could
easily be arranged for them if we
bad the commons.
I understand that the Bowdoin
students have been asked whether
they would like to hear scholarly
papers read by the honors candi-

A

those terrible

for.

Failure
It

1

don't change their attitude pretty
So
I might Just stop looking.
there). Just go find another one
of your employers to harass.

well,

spoken

^

:

soon

Weeding The Book Collection

offered.
Was it that no-one had
anything to say in favor of ma candidate?
It is extremely doubtful
that all 26 members were familiar
with the qualifications of more than
two or three men. It is felt that
the more informal gathering of thirteen men was more conductive to
thorough discussion of such matters.
But we can well agree that any
such system will have Its flaws. In
order to review the smaller group
which might be in several ways
more effective, the possibility of Benefiting from carry-over experience
must be forsaken. Aside from the
undeniable constitutional shortcomings (regarding the president's 'Office and the function of the standing
committees) mentioned above, the
present weaknesses are less the effects of the medlocracy of the system than of the society on which it
Let it be granted that
is imposed.
although the new system may tend
to foster certain of the Council's
faults it need not nece ssa rily do so:
each house still take pains to ensure the election of men who will
really be interested; every man In
turn may still be actively contientlous about his duties; committee*
may take extra pains to uncover is*
sues within their Jurisdiction on
which to take action; members may
take the trouble to know the facts
about issues and candidates add
then insure that their opinions are

Trustees,

DON HAVWARD

John Ooldkrand *W
Assistant SporU Editor

Art Preedman '63
Mai dishing '61
Lenny Lee '63
BndicoU Saltonetall

Inefficient
procedure has been
manifested In the Council's election
procedures. In electing the Orientation committee, lor instance, a
slate of some dosen or fifteen man
was nominated by the various house
representatives, and then sunpry
voted upon. Discussion of the candidates was neither ashed for nor

This probably results in part from
faulty communication between the
faculty committee dealing with the
question and the student body.
(te, youngest
I am the Junior
and lowest in rank) member of
the faculty committee, and presumably the most susceptible to dictaThere has been
tion from above.
none. Of the twelve meetings which
we have held. President Coles attended two, at only one of which
was there discussion of a Senior
commons. Students have been present at four meetings, and in addition I have had numerous Individual
conferences with students on this

"57

News Miter
Ted Curtis '63
Men
News

Sir,

of the student comment
the proposed Senior commons proceeds from misconceptions.

W. bare McLean *M

'63

Brlggs

which

upon

Sid WooUacott 62

Ken

The general membership
this kind of attitude tends to
beget does not provide the dynamic
needed to f ulflll the goals of a
more efficient organisation.
ties."
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Bowdoln's vanity golf and tennis
team* spent a busy weekend in and
arouna the Boston area, with each
team playing three matches. The
tennis team won two of their matches and lost one, while the golf team

Harvard, Tufts

—

The varsity lacrosse team finish
.....,,.,..
i
Lacrosse, having initiated lU htat
as a varsity sport, ed its flrst official weak of comae tineed of a simple explanation in order to improve the en- Uon wltn * wln OT*r Tufts and
joyment of the game through a basic understanding of how it opened up the game for a 1-3*vic- lTOSll oflUOfS QUSllfied
I

,

is

mwi

in

The

1 10 yard. Ion. and
70 yard. a^iLi V^l/oTt^'te^s
line.
At each end is situated a «core* Ted Puller scored the other
Bob Berthoif,
if**1 for oweoin.
jj
_l- l is
t
-.l:
which
nine feet
in radius, and within playing most of the game as feadthis circle is the goal.
The teams composed of ten men, three *T reosived three assists, Plnlay.son
got
two
assists,
•/ ,
end
Jaek Adams
....
•
j c
each on attack, midheld, and defense,
plus a goalie una up in got credited wHh one assist. One
the manner indicated in the accompanying diagram. It is from <* »*« loals «*»« on an unassisted
this position that the play is started by a lace off.
Frorfl this team was capable of doing when
point on, lacrosse appears to be a hybrid of 'basketball and «P •gainst a team of comparable
hockey. One basic rule accompanying thepUeamont of men is
that at all times each team must have some three men in the at- nere at Bowdoln. Also, it should be
kept In mind that the White squad
_»
,
j ,
j some four
A.
tacking zone and
men in the defensive
zone. After
had only been able to get out on
before the
the face off and the ball has been moved into the attacking the field for one

wide.

It

layed off to be

field is

is

.

,.

.

,

.

E^^^VStfgZ

.

opening of the season. Although
our team is new and still rather
inexperienced, they possess good potential when up against
their own class.

teams of

Saturday saw the second appearance of the Crimson Tide on the

Bowdoin campus

a

s
a

D

Lacrosse team at the time of the face

O

aad

Is defense,

AU

off.

M

attack,

mldfleW,

Is

Trackmen Drop To
Vermont 76-59

The goalie is allowed to
keep possession of the ball for four second*. He may either pass
..
,
.i
,
a t
its on trom the crease, or run with it behind the goal and get rid
of it there.
Otherwise, the type of offense used is much like
,.
.
.,
,i
,
.,
,
,.
4
that of hockey with its individual or line type of rush. Also the
offense may place one or two men behind the goal, who are
.

.

.

,

,

.

,

.

.

Bowdolta Polar'Bears 76-

Colby
team

sailing

MIT had. however, already
Played six matches previous to this
one. That same afternoon the golf
team was defeated by Lowell Tech
5-2. Humphrey won his match, and
Lynn and Spurr halved theirs.
Friday, the tide of battle turned
doin.

next
Sunday at the Coast Ouard Academy In Mew London, Conn. The
fresh, represented by skippers Bill
Chapman and Charlie Bmeraon, finished second in their elimination
trials at aOT last Sunday.
In an informal varsity meet last
Saturday, skippers Charlie
Wing.
Terry Clark, Joe Carven, and Roger
Stone combined to take all the firsts
and all but one of the second places
to whip Colby, 42K-MT, at the New
Meadows River Basin.
Emerson, sailing in the "A" division for the freshmen, got off to
a slow start in the meet, but placed
second and flrst in his last two
races to tie for second place with
the Boston Collage boat with 20
points. Dartmouth, with 23 points,
headed the "A" division field.
Chapman, however, scored three
seconds and two thirds in his five
races and placed second with 23
held

'

The combined

points to BC.

totals,

which determine the winner of the
meet, gave BC 47, Bowdoin «, and

Dartmouth

Brown

Providence
aad
The top three quali-

40.

trailed.

fy for the finals.
Bob Page crewed for Chapman,
while John Payson did the helpers,
chores for Emerson. In the varsity
meet, Lyman Cousens and Larry

Heald crewed for Carven and Clark,
respectively,

while

Ernie

Powell

crewed for the other two skippers.
I,

(B);

» hfa dual

April
28 UNH
30 Northeastern

(B).

IB)
2.
Distance:
;

1. Perkins (V); 2. Kolstrom <V)
Green <B). Tim*: 4*7.4.
1
Cutu ,v >: 2 "•»" <»>! » A*e»
„.
Time:
82.0.

Tim*:

Fisk iB).

H

April
30 Exeter
4 Bates

1(1.*.

High Jump: !. Barry (V); 2.
(V): t. Elliot <B). HeiKht: 6'«".

Conn

3 Colby

high hurdles and mile.
1M Hlah Hm-dla.: I. Barry (V): 2.
Freshman Qaif
ar B * ar8 ***"«* strong- Gtwi (V): S. Billot (B). Tima: 1S.7.
May
?*?
%
Shot. Put: 1. VatU (B); 2. Wlllard (V)
est in *°f
the hammer
throw where
,.
,
,
3 Colby
called teeders, who pass to men in front of the goal for the Gerry Haviland won wtth a heave 3. Havilaad (B). Dlitanea: 4I'S".
880: 1. Parkin. (V); 2. Gilllaa IB):
Varsity Lacrosse
W1
tn
Wn " Gr»n (B). Tima: 2:01.2.
shots on goal.
As in basketball, the offense may employ the
April
^\*ir*™
^"P" ?°
son and
Dave Titus coming
in sec- Pol. Vault: 1. Barry (V): 2. Allan (V)
,. ,.
,
30 Maine
Dunn
rlai*ht: U'S".
use ot a screen which is supposedi to remain motionless.
and and third respectively; and in ». 2*0: I. (B).
Loaba (B): 2.
May

I,,,

.,

,

.

;

,

...

The defensive

man

situation

is

man

2^^jg?£*£™
°^J^^ ^ ^ ^^

to

However, as play may switch from one side of the closely followed by Pate Mone and
goal to the other, switching off may occur. When a team is J
rmxA
shorthanded, a zone defense usually prove* most effective. The ual standout of the meet, scoring a
defensemen are allowed to carry the nail up field on a breakaway, but it is usually their job to feed the ball up to the mid- pole vault.
field or attack position where a play can be organized.
o^ou^wu^eT^f^da? a.
Lacrosse permits blocking of the toughest sort aa long as ne won the century on a slew track
it dee. not come from the rear or below fe knees.
Hestfe.
these two exceptions, anything goes.
Alan only the man in performance by winning the 220 in
poa**aion of the ball may be hit or in ca* of * loose ball any
"Jj^inuer. for Bowdoin were
player within five yards of the ban may be taken out of the John Vette in the shot put and Sam
play.
Like most sport. lacroMe ha. it. nancies which may
*r the
range of loss of a man for from thirty seconds to three minutes White were: Jim Fisher, who took
depending on the severity of the infra* tion. Pen-hie. are given
basis.

A

gft*

TS^tSST^

Graana (V):

1:30

H

With Bowdoin leading by one
run in the last of the ninth and
Bob Swenson, pitching without any
1:30 rest
from his shutout win a day
earlier against MIT, on In relief,
chances of a Bowdoin win looked
1:30 good. Indeed, as the flrst two
batters went down swinging. The next
ISO two Trinity hitters reached on

Biatar (V).
Javalin:

Tin.*: 22.7.

4 Cojby

I.
DeaanteU (V): 2. Bowari
Varsity Tennis
Grean (V). Diatanos: lsrsi".
1. KolKtrom (V): 2. Yaunoani
April
(B): 8. Chaanay (V).
Tim.: 2«.4.
30 Maine
220 Low Hurdlea: I. Elliot (B): I.
May
Lavlaaan »V)
8. Mom (B). Tltna M.4.

(V>!

A

8.

Two

Mil*:

H

;

Brawl Jump: 1. Dunn (Bl : 2. Mono
,
(B): 8. Scar pi as (B).
Distance: 2v'l".
Diacua: 1. Willard (V): I. Hail (B) S.
RaWnaon (B). Dlamanaai 188'lt".
Final Score: Vermont 7«. BowaWte tt.
:

3 Colby

A

Freshman Tennis

H

4 Hebron

240 antagonised vehement

FOR SMALL OPOtlPS

,

*£££ &*$£

out for such things as offsides, illegal block, tripping, slashing,
elr
screen etc.

So here

a capsule version

in

newest and perhaps

i.

an introduction

to

Bowdoin'.

liveliest sport.

—

pretest from
the Polar Bears. Eventually, through
stolen bases, Trinity had positioned
runner, on second and third. Trinity sent the runner on third flying
home in an attempted steal, but
Swenson's throw to the plate beat
the runner, who was called out by
the plate umpire. The Bowdoin
players left the darkening playing

thinking they bad won only to
n klng a defind the base umpire
decision, calling a balk on
Swenson.
long rhubarb resulted

m

'

'

•

A

vour buriq

and by the time that tempers had
begun to cool and Bowdoin had returned to the field to resume play.

^^

*

that

field

third in both the mile and 880; Pete
Oillies, second in the 880; Howie
HaU
tfte dlgcu$
Youmans, second in the two mile;
Dlckl
***« ta °» 10
mitt
third In the high hurdles and high

^^^ m
P%

stele

layed

>*£?&'%£,££ JErfcK
.

The first man to walk
second on a very close play
walks.

A THINKING MAN'S TOUR

££&* TJ&~£Z*£

Tow

VagaSo/td

-

S4i

omainAWM mwmo n. ww vom. ota* isar
,

Granite

avw or aaaV ia,«2INDtN ., «, QUMMft. to. «W|

Farm

DAIRY

The New

MEN

OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE

Portland

"1000 Beans on
161.163 Pleasant

X

For All Your

BEAN'S DINER
On The

Dairy Product Needs
Brunswick, Maine

Road

Dial

PA

was

so

dark that theigame was

H

Trinity started their
hit output
when they combined a triple

and two

A

singles for

two runs

In

base on balls, sacrifice

Stowali, aa

Mora*. R..

and Leeman -walked. Dex Morse hit
into a fielder's choice that retired
Leeman. Stowell then wanted and

Brunswick

m

Sa r aa

Swanaon, p

31

aa

W.

.

Bluabaam. o
if

2
2
1

p

1

Brbaabarv. lb
SwiuiuUi, 2b
Oelar,

1

2
2

RlUar, e
Bllnn,

7

1

Kaaa.y. tb-tb
Praialns. 3b

BMM).

1

1

1

i««t
.008
10 11
10*0
10
.01.
10 0.

Flupatrick. lb
lb
ScJuitiroaa. of
Coatcllo. ef

1]
10
10 0.
0.

2

p-jf

Brahn, If
Taaala

1

(J

.

—

—

—

:

114

—

—

ond and Butchman walked to fill
the sacks, leeman hit a ball to
second and the throw to the plate
had Saunders beaten, but the catch-

Entin. cf
Batobmaji. lb
Laawian, lb
Morse, D.. lb

er tried to

Keaaedy. e

tag out the charging

•*nw»ll,

5

Anderson,
Tofts Game
Leahy. If
Battery mates Jadk Condon and Vox.
t

Bob Kennedy
first

lead

Bowdoin

to Its

baseball win In several years

over the Jumbos from Medford as
Bowdoin defeated Tufts 4-1 on a
field covered by heavily overcast
skies and chilled by a cold spell.
Condon went all the way for his
second win of the season. The big
righthander scattered seven bits
while issuing six base on balls. Kennedy collected two hits for the
fourth straight game and accounted for driving across two runs
Bowdoin scored single runs In the
first, second and third innings to
Insure the victory for the runstingy Condon.
Jack Cummrngs
doubled down the left field line and
Butchman followed with a double
that Cummlngs, playing safe, could
only get to third on. Leeman hit
the ball on the ground and the inflelder elected to play for home, but
the sliding Cummlngs beat the throw
and Bowdoin had a flrst inning run.
In the second inning a' walk to Kennedy, two Tufts errors and a base
on balls to Butchman forced Bowdoln's second run across the dish.
In Bowdoln's third stowell reached
on a walk, advanced to second on
a fielder's choice and came home
to score on Kennedy's screamer to
left. Bowdoin scored In the fifth on
a hit batter, a Tufts error and another Kennedy line drive single.
Tufts scored their one run in
the last of the fifth on a base hit,
walk and a base hit. Bowdoin held
off a Tufts rally In the ninth on
fine fielding plays by Cummlngs,

Permian, p

«
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000 015 080 •
4
210 110 101 9 12 2
called en account of

TRINITY
wben same

2 out

1
11

1

1

Sanders, p
bOfbaon. ph

i

.

2

2

2

1

lb

Sargent, e
Frawley. rf

s

1

3

4
5
4

at

p
Sophomore outfielder. Glen jarred Hill,
aGardner, ph
the ball from the Trinity catcher's Dunn, p
grasp and two runs scored. An er- Swenson, p
ror by the third baseman allowed TRINITY
the tie-breaking run to score.
Johnson. 2b

darkneas.

a—walked

for Hill

k

for

c

— walked
— ran for
—

Pofk

Bntln.

in

Sanders

Sth.
in 8th.

Gllaon in 9th.
Kennedy 3. R. Mora*, Sesnders.

BBI's

Taalris.

ran. FVawley.
Johnson. IB
Joaneon. Stowell. 8B
Polk. SB
Cummincs. Kennedy, Morrison 2. Johnson. Ander son, Leahy. Kiiurin
4.
SAC
Fllarin. Sanders. R. Morw.
SAC FLY
Frawlay. Tsairis.
LOB
Trinity 8. Bowdoin 11.
Errors
Johnson, Sargent. Kennedy 3. Stowell.
DP
Polk, Taairia,
aad Anderson: Pelman,
aVadoraon and Johnson.

—
—
—

2.

—

-

—

T

Hill
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H BB SO

I

t
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—
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ders. Eating, Keenedy.
Errors
Kennedy, Butsbsnsa. Meeaona 2. Mudlowney 2.

DP
Dial

PA

9-3341

and ISM other

—

Laaman, Commings and D. Morse.
IP
BR R H BB SO

Coamna fW)

—

HBP

117.2
41/824.8.
3/8
9

Loeb fL)

Dablauiet

3

<

BnUn

Umpire.

(Loeb).

Murphy. McLaughlin.

T

—

2:85.

obligation.

Expert

Body Work and Mechanical

Harry H. Smart,

American Blazers

157 Pleasant Street

PA

Par campus

—

all

casual

wear

idea in comfort and looks.

Blaaer look.
lightness

Springy soles

— good

glove-like softnera

door

colors.

J5eet

support

and

It's

and Operated by

Brunswick
Don Putnam
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and

double gave them another in the
second. In the fourth Inning Trinity
added a fourth run on a walk and
two base hits. Bowdoin got one back
In the top of the fifth when Kennedy's single drove home Newt
Stowell who had doubled ahead of
him.
A base hit, passed ball, sacrifice
fly, two Trinity stolen bases, a base
on balls and a base hit combined
with Kennedy's throwing error to
give Trinity a 7-1 lead. Bowdoin
came right back In the sixth to
score S runs. Butchman lead the
Inning off with a single to center

Brunswick Coal and Lumber Co.

new

Has Hot Bat

ine summaries?
HIT GAMK
BOWBOIN

early
first.

Tufts

,

i

called.

Glove Soft

tor a

i

Dex Morse and Newt Stowell. Jack Kefler. aa
Cummlngs played an exceptionally Bond, lb
fine game In the field as Bowdoin, Heinle, a
Tondraau. ef
despite two errors showed their best Mwalownay.
lb
defensive effort of the season.
Parrel), rf
Tracer, pb-rf

$-3422

the Plate"

Street

24 Hour

,i

Polk, lb

1:30

May

It

Game

Trinity

I.

1

illeral
illegal

fice,
an error, Btowell's sacrifice,
a wild pitch and two walks.

A

II.

*

established mostly on a

seventh run.
Bowdoin, aided by errors by the
MIT third baseman, tallied three
runs In the third. A lead off single
by Newt Stowell. a bunt base hit by
2:30
Dick Morse, and an MIT error set
the stage for Dick Leemsn's two run
single. Another run scored on an1:30
other MIT error.
Bowdoin also
pinked up two run. in the fourth on
1:30
Kennedy's single, Swenson's sacri-

H

May

Gardner heme with Bowdoln's

2:00

Varsity Golf

April
28 Bates

tripling in the fifth. Gardner's home run waa a clout of over
390 feet that cleared the left field
fence in the general direction of the

3:00 drove

H
H

May

;

-

f,°J
(V).

H

4 Bates

run and

Charles. Gardner's triple was a long
2:00 blast that carried over the right
2:30 fielder's head. Bob Kennedy, picking
up his Drat of six weekend BBI's

A

May

Mile":
8.
5

Games

Freshman Baseball
Haviland

1.

Titus

J.

This Week's

Varsity Baseball

m

— —

Bears In Wild Game; Kennedy

t

Jump; George Robinson, third in
the discus; Haviland, third in the
shot put; Dunn, third
the pole
vault; and Mone, third in the low
hurdles.

MIT,

White Nine Downs

over Brandeis 8-3.
Wyman, Sllliman, Devereaux, and Travis each
their singles matches. Then In
— the doubles the combinations of
Devereaux -8illlman
won their
match, while that of Pallet-Travis Trinity Ties
lost.
However, the Wyman -Da vis
team's match was called because
In three road game, played durof darkness. Nonetheless, the match
ing the end of last week
was already won. The golf, this stretched its undefeated Bowdoin
skein to
afternoon In a triangular match five games.
The varsity nine dewas not so successful. They lost feated MIT 3-0 and Tufts 4-1.
6-1 to MIT and 5-2 against SpringAgainst Trinity the White had to
field College.
In the MIT competi- settle for a questionable, but nevertion, only Oerrlsh won his match,
theless official, tie.
while against Springfield, Oerrlsh
and Spurr both won.
MIT Game
Saturday, the tennis team made
Captain Bob Swenson, making his
it two out of three for the week- second start in
consecutive Bowdoin
end with a win over Tufts i-3. In games, picked up his second win
the singles, Wyman, SUllman, Dev- and second complete game as he
ereaux, and Travis won, while Pol- whitewashed the Engineers. Getting
let and Davis lost.
In the doubles ahead on the count with moat of the
Wyman-Davls and 8Uliman -Dever- batters he faced, Swenson walked
eaux won, as Travis and Stuart only two, while allowing five hits.
were defeated. The golf men in In tuning up for the all-important
another triangular match again lost Tuesday encounter with Colby, Bob
a pair. Tufts beat them 7-0 and brought his ERA below two per
Colby came up on top «V4-2%. Lynn game.
won 1 up, Oerrlsh won 2-2 and
Although hia teammates commitHumphrey halved. Both coaches ted four errors behind him, the
are looking forward to better things, slender lefthanded pitcher picked
and Bob Donham says If the team off two runners and came up with
plays as well as they are able, the a strikeout to retire MIT in the
tennis team could go undefeated eighth with bases loaded.
for the rest of the season.
Ted Gardner lead the hitting for
the Volar Beam, connecting for
a second inning bases empty home
'

Championships to be

The summary:

events: the high jump, pole vault.

Thursday afternoon, the tennis team lost to
8-1, with SUllman and Devareaux winning the doubles for Bow-

White netmen as they won

l

PORT

dropped their three.

MIT

for the

quali-
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Weekend

rOBBA Freshman Dingy won

Hammer Throw:

IMtt at Burlington Saturday. The
Catamounts helped engineer their
win by sweeping the Javelin and
I**1 "*" flrst and second In four other

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

The freshman
fied for the

Jkbhjeon
,

the goalie to start an offensive ruth.

,

re-

goalie.

Is

zone, the attack must stay out of the defensive crease. One of
the defensemen may go into the crease to take the ball from

.

The

this year.

sults do not really tell the whole
story of the game that was played.
Bob Bertholf scored Bowdoln's lone
goal, as the Crimson scored fifteen.
However, Harvard already has a
7-2 record for the season, with its
two losses coming at the bands of
Rutgers and Cornell, who are two
of the top teams in this area. The
loss resulted from the fact that
Harvard is simply way out of our
class, but Nels said, "the only way
to learn lacrosse is to play a couple
teams out of your class, and in so
doing, learn a few things."
Bob
Spencer, our goalie, received high
praise from the Harvard coach, who
said that he was excellent considering his own relative inexperience
and that he had great potential.

Meats

Var8lty

divided by a center

__i
-_ii j ,l
circle
called
the crease

,

.,_,.-,,

***. *»«> the White being led of- ..

played.

t)RIENT

Tennis and Golf Teams In Busy Hub

Lacrosse Splits
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b
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black with respect to dining

hu

received little
Junior commons
consideration or enthusiasm.
This committee wonder* just what
to mauit by "increased maturity"
of seniors and suggest* the boat
toot for thU maturity to In the
Fraternities where It may be an example to the underclassmen. Wo
would alao Ilka to point out that mtoOectual atlmulatton la the provtoo* of the faculty and not the provthoae facilities designed tor
very neoewary function* of eat-

rof
ing,

and

rtsoping.

We

relaxation.

suggest that It to perhapa not wtoe
to intrude too far into tbeae function* with Intellectual pursuits.

Thl* to how the student body in
general felt about the intellectual
possibilities of the Senior commons
House presidents stated: "Academic
discussions cannot be forced and
win take place to the same extent
they do now." "The senior cornwill not bring on a cultural

"Such
regimentation to a bad
bouses

Intellectual
thing.'*

"Ten

that the intellectual pro-

felt

grams outlined in the Faculty committee report and the President's
letter were unrealistic."
It baa been suggested that the
Senior Commons to needed to counteract excess loyalty to the faternity.
Such a contention has two basic
flaws. First, the overwhelming ma-

Army Holds

Public Exhibition Of Rocketry,

Students and

visitors

to

an ex-

hibit at Bowdoin College on Thursday and Friday, April 31 and 39,

a first-hand opportunity to

will get

learn about the latest missiles in
the U. 8. Army's arsenal for defense.

—

HAWK

OMdol

HONEST

m

saults will eventually

Fraternities,
which, without
their seniors, would be in a poor
found
way to defend themselves.

We

that delayed rushing and similar
"Innovations" in schools of our stoe
had. according to the administrations of these schools, "worked wonderfully" without exception There
to no reason to believe that our own
administration, once committed to
a million dollar program would be
likely to admit it a failure or evaluate It as an experiment in the true
sense of the word.
'

A Unlsue Experiment

Some have argued for the Senior
Commons on the ground thai It
would be a unique experiment a
Bowdoin first and it is time Bowdoin led the field in a bold new
Idea. It should first be pointed out
that this "bold new idea" will represent an investment of at least one
million
dollars.
Unfortunately If

the experiment does not work we
will not be able to disassemble our
experiment and ask for our money
back. Of course it Is not necessary
to remove all possibilities of failure.
Any new program will require taking chances. However the case for
must be considerably stronger than
the case against. Thus we would
submit that a somewhat conservative approach to this matter to wisest.
It

does not take too much Imagination to realise the results of re-

moving an entire class from the
sating and rooming faculties of the
fraternities. It to the daily meal
which is the chief social function of

be a thing of the

as-

past, a* displayed in

this

tions concerning the various missiles

and space programs.

be displayed "tomorrow and Friday

will

.

membership roll would not change
This committee feels; that the
the basic character of any fraternity at Bowdoin The majority of academic benefits of a senior comhouse presidents were in agreement mons and dormitory are negligible;
that the construction of a senior
with this statement.
commons cannot be regarded as an
experiment because it Is a costly
Advantages of Frepoeal
and complete commitment of funds;
Economically speaking this prothat this plan to untried and should
posal to far sounder than the commons proposal. Average membership not be triad in a college that to
would be about 75. For ten of the strong academically; that the Senior
twelve houses this is an average commona would destroy the lnterIncrease of only eight members It class fabric which 1* part of the
would assure them of financial staeducation process at this college;
bility. The gap spoken of previously
to not present and the need for a and that the limited funds availquota system less likely than ever.
able should be spent to maintain
We do not recommend this pro- Bowdoln's Faculty-to-student raposal, simply because it is practical
tion, raise faculty salaries, and exfrom the physical and economic
standpoint. Again we return to the pand library and conference room
primary purpose of the college. It Is facilities.
In this realm that we feel the proposal has particular merit. The importance of the senior delegation in
B. Whiteside Delivers
the fraternity cannot be over estimated. There to no denying the
Paper For Convention
fact that to remove the seniors to
to take away a year of vital experiProfessor William B. Whiteside
ence and leadership. To say that
the juniors are becoming more ma- will attend the Mississippi Valley
ture and better leaders to no answer. Historical
Convention
tomorrow,
They still are less mature and more April 28, where he will present a
incompetent as leaders than the delpaper, "The Reformers' Conception
egation ahead of them. One cannot
remove one quarter of the pie and of Urban Social Reform from 1865still have the whole pie.
1900."

Goldberg, Armstrong,

Philip S. Wilder Attends

Paradis Outstanding In N.A.F.S. A. Conference In

Debates At Dartmouth

Denver, Directs Section

—

Bowdoln's novice debating team
BRUNSWICK
Philip S. Wilder.
among 19 schools par- Adviser to Foreign Students has retournament at Dart- cently returned from Denver, Colo-

placed third

ticipating in a

mouth College Saturday.
rado, and the 13th Annual ConferMark E. Goldberg '83, of Auburn, ence of the National Association of
was selected top speaker among 38 Foreign Student Advisers.
debaters on the affirmative side,
At the Conference, Mr. Wilder diand Bowdoln's negative team com- rected one of four workshops con-

posed of Pierre R. Paradis TO. New
Bedford, Mass., and Robert Armstrong '03, Saco, was chosen second best among all the teams.
The negative was undefeated in
five

debates, downing

Brooklyn. The affirmative defeated Wesleyan, Brandeis and Hofstra, while losing to St. Anselms and

West Point.
Paradis was named
in

best

speaker

three

of his five debates and
Armstrong, participating in an Intercollegiate competition
for the 1958-59, and is now a member of
first time, was singled out twice as the Institute of
International Edthe best speaker.
ucation Advisory Committee on the
West Point's two teams were Liberal Arts College In the United

voted

—

Rindler, and
Smith, were given an inside view
of another aspect of American polltics
the "closed'' caucus held
until the wee-hour* of the morntog to the proverbial "smoke-filled
room." They were admitted as student observers to the closed caucus
which nominated delegates to the
national convention to Los Angeles.
dress undergraduates and members Here, they worked as pages mesof the faculty and teachers club. sengers, vote-takers, and general ofA panel discussion entitled "Four fice boys
Undergraduates Look at Bowdoin
A closed caucus is generally open
in the Light of Their Pre-college only to the delegates specifically
Training" will be moderated by Di- named to attend It.
rector
of Admissions Hubert 8.
"Closed" Caucus
Shaw "38 In the Faculty Room in
Massachusetts Hall from 10:48 to
At the caucus, which started at
13:16.
midnight after the opening session
After a luncheon in the upstairs of the convention lasted until five
dining room of the Stowe House, to the morning. Fete Smith indithe club will gather agate to the rectly helped the cause of potentialFaculty Room to hear reports by national convention delegate Walkexperts on three topics connected er. Smith was helping to tally the
with the College of interest to teach- votes for delegates from the first
ers.
district, when he spotted a ballot
Asalsent Professor of Education which had only six of the required
Paul V. Haselton '43 will speak on seven names on it. The ballot was
"Bowdoin and the Preparation of returned to Its author and then
Teachers"; Director of Student Aid resubmitted to the tallying comThe extra vote was for
Philip
Wilder *33 will discuss mittee.
"Scholarships and Financial Aid"; Dave Walker.
and Assistant Professor of English
The convention was highlighted
and Oo-ordinator of Bowdoln's Sum- by a "give-'em-hell" speech by Presimer Institutes A. LeRoy Oreason dential candidate Hubert Humphrey
will explain the Institute program to from
Minnesota.
The
keynote
the members of the Teachers Club. speech, on the topic "Progress With
Athletic events on campus dur- Purpose," was delivered by gubernaing the meeting include" a varsity torial candidate Frank Coffin.
and a freshman track meet with
M.I.T.. a varsity tennis match with
the University of Maine, a varsity
baseball game against Northeastern
University, and a freshman baseball
game against Exeter Academy.
Farrari,

Wollstadt.

—

first place.

An article by Professor Oeoghegan appears in the April issue of
a leading Protestant theological
quarterly, Theeieary Teday.
Entitled "Should the Bible be DePlatonlaed?" the article extends the
research
embodied to Professor
Oeoghegan's previous book, Platentan in recent *UMgi»ee thought.

and applies some

of its basic ttees

problem of the relation between Platonic philosophy and ths!
current development of Biblical
theology
both to America and!
to the

abroad.

Dr. Geoghegan received honorable

mention to February for his essay
"The Challenge of Albert Schweltser" in a contest sponsored by the

Albert Schweitzer Education Foundation of Chicago in observance of
the 89th anniversary of Schweitser*s
birth.

From

the Masthead

(Continued a-ont page

He had an

often.

t)

interesting theory

If he Ignored tune completely,
would get all huffy, and fly off
high dudgeon (open, two
model) leaving him slone.
Thus he would live forever.
It
must have worked too. because my

that
It

in a
seater

him Is of a man
hale and hearty, even though
of thirty-three years old.

last recollection of
still

all

In

many ways

time

Is

like

the

weather, although I cant for the
life of me think of any similarities
at the moment
However, unlike
the weather, as long as everyone
Is doing something about it, there;
is really no need to talk shout It.
Now this brings me to the extended
part of my thesis where I will,

"eeemmphh

,"
.

.

PARKVIEW CLEANERS &

New

U.

$.

LAUNDROMAT

Mailbox To Be

At Hyde

cerned with Pre-Arrlval Student Se- Erected
Hall
lection and Admission, Port of Entry Services, University Orientation
Students will be pleased to notice
and Hospitality Programs, Campus the new United States Mailbox
Center, Government Centers Overstanding beside Hyde Hall. It will
seas, and other allied subjects.
Mr. Wilder Is a former member prove very convenient for thoae inof the. Board of Directors of the habitants of Hyde and Appleton,
Association and Is currently a mem- etc., who up to now have had to
ber of the Committee for Liaison
walk around the Chapel to deposit
with the Institute of International
Education. He was also the chair- their letters.
man of the NAFSA Conference Sites
Committee during the academic year
Vou cant ait on the lid of

MIT, Rhode
Union and

Dartmouth,

Island,

During the course of the caucus,
to which the caucus delegates often
looked to him for parliamentary
approval of their actions, Rindler
overruled two motions and made
one of his own
"that the back
windows be opened because of the
accumulation of cigarette smoke in
the room.'' His motion was seconded and approved, and the window*
were opened.
Six of the students, King, Tromp,

a

in the Cage.

m

larger than this (50-flO)."
It should be clear htat no proposal for expansion, whether it be
a commons, new fraternities, or any
other plan to going to bring us to
to underclassmen
a academic Utopia.
The very fact of the senior being
It is obvious that the Bowdoin
fraternity to not and has not for a senior has great significance for
a long time been the small, Inti- the fraternity. The senior, as the
mate, homogenous group that may one who to about to graduate, combe found at other colleges. Thus mands a great deal of respect.
to add eight or ten men to the

prog r ess. If

you

blows to nieces.

do,

you

— Henry

9

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
212 Maine

and 57 Maine St

St.

DIAL PA 5-7183
e}

The Home Of Better Cleaning

be
Kaiser

will

States.

BILLS

W.

the fratemty. Interfraternlty activities are announced at mealtimes,
and In general they form a period
of relaxation conversation and contact not only between members and
student guests from other houses,
but slso with faculty members on
Thursday or Sunday evenings. Fraternity singing and meetings are associated with meals to such an extent that any group which did not
share the meal would be, to all intents and purposes, an inactive segment.
Today the total number of frat-

ArmrPti—

nsw U.S. Army exhibit now on a nationwide lour. This panel
depicts warfare In Ihs 1970'*, when Commanders will havs to
think in terms of miles and "kilotons" rather than yards and
round*-per-minurs. Troops will be projected Into battle lonei
using three-dimensional transport devices to surprise ths enemy
with force and suddenness nsvsr before known. Ths exhibit

Bowdoin students think of the faculty committee suggestion Army-developed JUPITER IRBM
primarily as Bowdoin that The addition of lounges or will also be featured. Army informen and secondary aa fraternity common rooms to the faculties pro- mation specialists will answer ques-

the

U.S.

STORMING A BEACHHEAD 1970-STYlE— Bloody beach

themselves

The senior class hu always
played the leading role In the big
brother or advisor system which to
particularly active
the fall of the
year. The academic help rendered
by the seniors to the freshmen and
other underclassmen would cause
many cynical observers to reconsider their views about the failure
of the fraternity to contribute to
the academic side of college. Quite
naturally it to the seniors who have
the most extensive academic background and can thus be of most help

For Talks, Conference

I960;

27.

Geoghegan Article
In Theology Today

Democratic Convention

Plana are now complete for a
busy program of activities for the
annual spring meeting of the Bowdoin College Teachers Club at the
College on Saturday. April 30.
Included on the program for Bowdoin graduates who are now in the
teaching profession will be visits to
classes, s chapel talk, two panel discussions, several athletic contests
and a Conference on Political Issues
for those who arrive Friday.
Registration and coffee will be
held at the Chase Barn Chamber,
358 Maine Street, from • to 1040
sun. At 10 aJn. Oeorge T. Davidson H. Teacher and Guidance
Counselor at Sennet High School
In North Conway, N. H., will ad-

A public exhibit of modem Army
missile will be shown to the Bowdoin Cage from two to five p.m. on
April 28 and 39.
Tracing the history of rocketry
from 1333 A.D. to the present era
of missies and satellite*, the exhibit
will feature colorful paintings and
back-lighted color photo murals depicting the Explorer satellite launching* man-ln-*pace research and the
ticularly important. If the proposal highly successful Army-NASA deep
now to
of this committee were adoped, the space probe Pioneer IV
college would save several hundred an eternal orbit around the sun.
thousand dollars, such money could A color motion picture showing acbe used to Increase faculty salaries, tual firings of all Army missiles
suppliment scholarship endowment, will also be Included.
Spotlighted in the exhibit will be
buy books for the library, and carmodel* of the Army's lethal NIKE
ry out countless other projects
family of air defense missiles and
the medium-range ballistic missile,
After careful considerstion this REDSTONE. Other models Include
committee has decided that the such tactical weapons as SERtJCORPORAL.
soundest proposal for handling in- EANT,
and the uncanny
creased enrollment to to absorb that JOHN,
a odel of the vs.
Increase in two ways. We endorse lacrosse,

vided by the present dormitories Is
strongly desirable. If not essential."
. The
Administration, while suggesting the removal of the senior
class from fraternities, has professed
great solicitude for the fraternity as
"an Intimate group* with Intimate
associations'' and has, while offering to remove the most authoritative group, paradoxically worried
that "undergraduate officers of a
chapter could not maintain effective control If the group were much

College Teachers Club

Meets Here April 30th

Including Paintings, Photos, Models, In Cage

jority of

men. The Interests of the students
in the welfare of the College have
and always will take precedence
over interests in the welfare of the
fraternity. It should be pointed out
arise
that great conflicts rarely
simply because the fratenlty to so
thoroughly woven into the fabric
of the College.
Secondly, the suggestion merely
attempts to transfer loyalty from
one segment of the College structure,
the fraternity, to another segment,
the class. Both approaches are
wrong.
The Commons, once found successful by the faculty and administration would "logically" lead to
the removal of more men from

WEPNESDAY. APRIL

facili-

the first number mentioned is
very important to it, and the house
strives to approach it However,
when s gap begins to appear between the two numbers, a strain
to set up, which becomes manifested
In a desire on the part or each fraternity to obtain more than its share
of pledges Under the Commons proposal, the gap between these two
numbers would widen rery considerably. Brery fraternity would not
only want Its right ful share of S3
men but would want at least another dosen students Obviously,
rushing for numbers would become
far more competitive than It to at
present. A rigid quota system would
be mandatory.
A final disadvantage of the Senior
Commons proposal directly concerns
the cost of such a project. If there
to an alternative that ha* leas disadvantages and more advantages,
both academically and economically, the question of cost becomes parties,
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men is about 64, and this
number would be about 53 under
the senior commons scheme. Since
each fraternity must operate in the
ernity
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borrows your clothes

selves usually

selection this trip will include lightweight

A
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collection of cruisewear.

girl you're with
puts on lipstick in public,
do you (A) tell her to

stop?

(B)

filter facts;

they

know only Viceroy has a thinking man's
And Viceroy has rich, full tobacco

filter.

flavor— a smoking man's taste. Change
to Viceroy today!

When a

5-7908

think for them-

smoke Viceroy. They've

studied the published

*lf

American nan

JORDAN AVE.

When your roommate
without asking, do you
(A) charge him rent? (B)
get a roommate who
isn't your sice? (C) hide
your best clothes?

— SIMONIZING — WELDING

Free Estimate*

AD BD CQ

visits.

Body Shop

Vaillancourt Bros.

"ON

"You can't teach an old dog new tricks" means
(A) better teach him old ones; (B) it's hard to get
mental agility out of a rheumatic mind; (C) let's
face it— Pop likes to do the Charleston.

you checked

(B)

on three out of four of

these question*— you think for yourself 1

be

refuse to

annoyed? (C) wonder

if

the stuff's kissproof?

FAT
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AD bQ CD
Charge Accounts Will Be Readily Accepted

If

you were advising a
on how to pick s
cigarette, would you

friend
filter

say, (A) "Pick the one

Specialising In
AU

with the strongest taste."
(B) "Get the facts, palthen judge for yourself."
(C) "Pick the one that
claims the most."
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Dr.
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Thurgood Marshall

The forces of conservatism in general and Vice President Nixon in
particular took a verbal beating at
the annual Political Issues Conference st the Moulton Union Lounge
Friday and Saturday.
Two of the three speakers, Clinton RoEsiter and William Shannon,
teamed up on the Vice President,
the Eisenhower administration, and
conservative philosophy
In
their
addresses on Friday and their Saturday morning seminar.
This was a surprise to the Political Forum, the sponsor of the conference, and to Its adviser. Professor David Walker, who expected Mr.
Rossiter to be a "moderate conservative," primarily because of his book,
"Conservatism In America."
However, from the outset Mr. Rossiter showed himself to be almost
as much of a libera] as William
Shannon, Washington Correspondent for the ultra-liberal New York

Pratt majors in French and played
secre-

tary of his fraternity.
In his farewell address to the
council, freed of the mutate of his
presidency. Joel Abromson suggested
that the president ought to be able
to appoint his committee chairman
In order to obtain better matching
of positions, talents and enthusiasm.

The

retiring presi-

Are Held

For Next Semester

By

5 Fraternities

Dave

Corslnl, Pres.

and

There

be a meeting of the

will

council orientation committee with
the
new Fraternity orientation
chairmen Thursday at five. The
Orientation Chairmen are requested
to have outlines of their programs
for next year.

Joel Abromson and Fran Puller
reported that the Committee of the
Governing Boards was pleased to
have student representatives to contribute to its discussion on expansion. The demonstration of student
interest was well received and the

committee

members asked

many

questions concerning expansion and
the state of the college at Its present size.

papers.
will

group

News

To Aid Negro Students

Statement Concerning Scholarship

Roy Weymouth, House Manager

Orientation Meeting

The President of the Student
Council appointed the presidents of
Zete, Am, and the independents
to nominate members of the
Judiciary Committee. This group is
composed of 4 seniors and 6 juniors.
President
Abromson
reported
curriculum 'committee asked the from his conference with the Dean
house representatives to see how that the Amherst facyjty was benotices coming reluctant
effective the new chapel
to put the finger
have been In promoting more spe- on "under-achlevers" and that the
cific chapel attendance.
Dartmouth Trimester system was
not an unqualified success.
The
Dean suggested that any mixture of
I^ate
drinking and driving would result
in suspension. This is customary in
the New England schools, reported
Pres. Coles OK's Gifts
the Dean.
The curriculook into the
possibilities of such a program. Several members of the council commented favorably on the plan. The
ferences

lum committee

Bowdoln students and faculty, sod
Several Fraternities
last
week
elected officers tor next semester. Brunswick townspeople, in a practical attempt to support civil rights,
They are:
are making plans to raise funds
AD
to provide a scholarship for a qualiFran Fuller, Pre*.
fied southern negro student who has
John Lunt. V. P.
been deprived of the opportunity
Peter Standlsh, Bee. Sec.
The scholarship
for an education.
Bob Haggerty. Cor. Sec.
may be used for attending either
Jack Sack, Treas.
Bowdoin or any other institution
Ted Curtis, Student Council
named by the recipient.
A meeting held yesterday acted
ATO
upon the proposal contained in a
letter printed in tins issue oi the
BUI Small. Pres.
Orient. Dave Smith, Chi Pal, has
been named chairman of a comKappa Sigma
Professor
mittee to raise funds.
Btuart Colie represents the faculty.
Dave Mudarrl, Pres.
Miss Almoza LeClerc, Peter Denser,
John Huston, V. P.
and Harry Shulman represent the
Arnold Rosenfeld, Sec.
Brunswick townspeople.
The folWilliam Holbrook, Treas.
Frank Mancini, Student Council lowing are fraternity representatives,
Ted Curtis, AD, Louis Asekoff, ARU,
Bill Page, ATO, Tony Paul, Beta,
Sigma Nu
Hank Shumaker, Deke. David King.
Wayne Smith, Pres.
DS, Frank Mancini, KS, Pete Smith,
Sam Elliot. V. P.
Psi U. Paul Oalanti and Ben Kohl,
Dick Seavey, Treas.
Zete.
Bill skelton. Sec.
In support of the project. PresiWalt Davis, Student Council
dent James s. Coles has made the
following statement:
T. D.
Carl Westburg, Treas.
Bill Kruae, Correa Sec.
Marcus Merriman, Rec. See.

Southern Sitdowns
For Lecture In Pickard
A close-up hearing on the burgeoning lunch
counter demonstrations, ooth by Negro students
In the South and by sympathetic students In the
North, will be given s Pickard Theater audience
on Friday, May 6, at 3:30 p.m.

His address wss on "The Individual In Poliics," and answered questions on the Governor's Council (an
Issue In this year's Maine election)

and

the

Passamaquoddy

power

Thurgood Marshall, Director-Counsel of the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People Legal Defense and Educational

project.

He thought the Governor's Council
should be abolished because "there
Is no function that (It) does that
cannot be better done in some other
way." On Passamaquoddy, he said
that Maine people must be patient
but consistent In working for the

Fund, Inc., will speak on "Why the Lunch Counter
Demonstrations" before what to expected to be a
capacity audience.

Mr. Marshall who win speak at the College
under the auspices of the Student Council, to s
native of Baltimore, Md.
A graduate of Lincoln
University snd Howard University Law School, he
has been awarded honorary LLD. degrees from

project.

Kennedy Nomination Discussed
All three of the speakers thought
that Sen. Kennedy of Massachusetts
was the likely Democratic nominee
for President, Mr. Coffin, the most
noncommittal of the three, said
that If Kennedy comes out of West
Virginia "at aU well," he to a "strong

Lincoln University, Virginia State College, Morgan
State College. Howard University, OrinneU College,
the New School for Social Research, and Syracuse
University.

can

Mr. Shannon, on the other hand,
thought that both Lyndon Johnson
and Kennedy would go to the con-

Fund
Together with countless other stu(Plaaee- tarn to

page

3)

Life

Under Communism

Subject Of Bebek Talk;

—

it

stand

NAACP

DR.

.

'

personality," Mr. Shannon
stated further. "His approach is
that of a cool, calculating lawyer.
A successful politician needs the
cian's

now

—

only Nixon's build-up has

United States and the Federal and
State Courts for most of the states
of the South since that time.
An active thirty-third degree MaSecondary School Instructors
Held
son, Mr. Marshall is also a member
of the National Bar Association,
This year, 116 teachers have been Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, and the
by Sam Cualiszin
accepted into the institutes and New York Countrv Lawyers Assocla.
y
Bowdoin will house them and their tlon.
rJEi^ii"
in.Mt^« lor
fir
oouege
wiu SSJUf,
Present institutes
Among msny honors and citations,
famllles ln cowman, Moore, and
Halls Recreational programs he was placed on the 1044 Honor
SST^firif
^H^Hnn biology. Hvdeoffered
ietry, math, and radiation
weU j^n of Race Relations for the
ue
for the cnlldren
The National Science Poundat on
ttie pl ayground facilitie s provided
Schomburg
Collection;
was
he
iEFSj a?""*?^ Amon« the teachers, will be four swarded In 1946 the famous Spinthree of whom garn Medal, awarded each year to
fwSJZ. Bowdoin alumni,
thJ« ^?.^?t2
were »*» la8t «"nmer. All expenses the Negro making the greatest coninJ
r~?
are provided for by the federal grant tributlon to the advancement of
f,?.^ h
SSL*!!? !23?JE? m? ^S2S£ and Bowdoin will receive some new Negroes in American life; and he
!!S £?, £S?- ^.f««L Sf.2™ equipment for the physics depart- was presented ln 1949 the National
ment
a re8ult of the radiation Newspaper Publishers Associations
£.i, aKaatt

'60

Summer

To Be

Institutes In

Two Days At Bowdoin
Bebek, an expert on
European politics and former govDr. Tibor

J.

ernment official in pre-World War
II Hungary, spoke on "Life Under

Communist Rule" Monday in the
Chapel. The talk was part of a twoday visit to the Bowdoin campus
by Dr. Bebek during which he also
discussed various subjects with history

and government

classes.

Among the topics discussed In
class groups were "The Hungarian
Revolution of 18bd and Its Implications" and "Dictatorships in the

For
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Dr. Bebek was a member of the
Resistance Movement in Hungary,
lived through the siege of Budapest
in 1945 and for three years under
Soviet domination before he escaped
as a political refugee.
He was for
a time in Oreat Britain where he
lectured to His Majesty's Armed
Forces, and he later came to the

United States.
(Pleas* turn to page 4)
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lars and artists to receive awards totalling $1,400,000 this year. The Bowdoin biologist will use the funds received with the Fellowship for a
study in the acoustical biology and
ecology of marine fishes and invertebrates of the Great Barrier Reef.
In October, Dr. Moulton was
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Given By O'Neil

New

On

Ton X^ustlcaJ brtfavlor
anlmak whl* has re-

ceived world-wide attention.
He plans to record and analyse

Subf reshmen Asked To

marine sounds with specialised listening and recording equipment
which will be used about the reefs

Science, Philosophy Read Books In Summer
Visiting

Professor

of

The Class of 1M4 will be required
of Science William Matthew O'Neil
to read three books during the sumgave the first of the Tallman public
mer months ln preparation for Bowlectures on April 37. He took as his
doin. The Faculty Orientation Comsubject:
The Scientific Journey: mittee
has submitted a plan, apThree Roads to Knowledge. As a
member of the Social Science Re- proved by the faculty and the President, that will place greater emsearch Council of Australia, the
phasis on the intellectual purposes
Australian Association of Philosoof the fraternities during the rushphy, and the British Psychological
ing and orientation programs in
Society, Professor O'Neil certainly
the tali. The fraternities will concarries the necessary qualifications
duct discussions with the pledges,
to consider the Interrelations bethe officers of the fraternities and
tween philosophy and science.
the faculty advisors several weeks of accomplishment in
after
school
opens.
The books through carrying on
Philosophy and Science
In his lecture. Professor O'Neil
pointed out that while science and
philosophy have developed as two
distinct courses of knowledge, the
two are far from separable.
He
maintained that ln order to understand the foundations of science,
there is an absolute necessity for
the scientist to know It's philosophical Jm^ms.
The Bawdete Callage GIs* Club
1M»-M
Stating that he was concerned
primarily in his talk with the philo"Moods snd Contrasts," conducted schedule, save for their appearance
The Glee Club cordially extends sophical analysis of the scientific
ln
Boston
with
the
Boston
Pops, an Invitation to attend this con- method. Professor O'Neil outlined
by Professor TUlotson is the Glee
Thursday- May U.
cert without charge to the Bow- for the audience the three broad
Club presentation this Friday. May
The Friday program consists of doin College Community including roads to knowledge
Experimental.
6, at 8:15 ln Pickard Theater. This, choral numbers
by Webbe, Flnst, the officers, personnel and famllles Argumentative, snd Imaginative.
the annual campus concert will also Bruch, Gay-Austin. Clokey, Vllla- of the Administration, Buildings and The first road, the experimental,
to
feature selections by the Chapel lobos, Schubert. Grieg. Loesser and Grounds employees, the Faculty, concerned basically
with observaChoir and the Meddlebempster*, un- arrangements of Folk-songs. Baloffice. Library and Moulton Union. tion of details and reporting of these
der the direction of Professor Beck- lads, Negro Spirituals and Calypso*
observations. The second method he
with and Dave Fischer '80. respec- by Dawson and Alan Bernstein. '59, Students will be admitted upon pre- felt Is better termed
as the Inferentively. This concert will bring to plus the Medley conducted by Rich- sentation of the Blanket Tax.
tial argument.
Through Inductive
% onrmlatston this year's concert ard Down*,
General srkntotjnn to 41.00,
reasoning, one may obtain knowl-

—

—

which the freshmen are required to
read are: Walter Llppmann's Public Philosophy, Peodor Dostoevsky's
The Brothers Karatnasov. and Harlow Shapley's Of 8tar» and Men.

All books are available at the bookstore in paperback editions for a
total

expense

of $1.80.

Mr. Marshall was in charge of the
campaign to outlaw segregadiscrimination in the field
education, culminating
*» in the
decUlon of
17 1964
whl h
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their

fields

the studies for

Up

to the present time, all of Dr.
Moulton s
unusual
research
ln

acoustical biology has been pursued
in waters off the east coast of the

United States

The Fulbright

grant

and Ouggenheim Fellowship will enable him to compare extensive data
he has obtained ln these waters
with data from the South Pacific

edge by reducing the argument ad region.
absurdum.
Professor ONeli obThe underwater sounds of marine
served that Galileo had used both organisms are of considerable Inof these roads to disprove Aristotle's terest from the point of view of optheory of the sctlon of gravity on erations by listening personnel of
the Nsvy. They Indicate conslderable significance of sound ln the
The Third Bead
The third road to knowledge to lives of marine organisms including
species
of commercial importance,
that of the Imagination.
By this
method, s scientist or a thin far is Aa a result of Dr. Moulton's reapt to feel that he has the proper search, much attention has been paid
theory or formula prior to experi- to the possibility of regulating the
mental data. After devising the behavior of free fishes, particularly
aehBoling Unda, with underwater
(Ptoses tarn te sag. J)
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Frank

Recording secretary: Racer Pomplo
Treasurer: Paul Berte

Duncan, Jr. "81, Fourth Place;
and Robert McNeill '61, Fifth Place.
Winning slides were selected from
19° entriea Judges were Professor
uttte J » me* E »«<*. Professional
h r: 5"* "**•«»
P^°*??
?
leigh. Curator of the Art Museum.
ert

-
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Eight Days Until Ivy Weekend Begins
With Pops Concert, Thursday Evening

m

which the Fellowships are swarded.

m

Supreme

Ronan

adjacent to the Capricorn Islands.
He will work out of the Heron Island Marine Biological
Station.
which is administered by The Great
There are Just 8 more days to
Barrier Reef Committee
The Guggenheim Foundation's » et y° ur dat* tor the *>•« weekend,
Fellowships are granted to persons Thursday evening, the 13th. to the
nl « nt t0T tno»« °f y°u attendof the highest capacity for scholar- *
ly research, demonstrated by the ln* toe Pops Concert. It begins at
previous publication of contributions
to knowledge, and to persons of unusual and proven creative ability ln
the fine arts. The Fellowships are
designed to assist the Fellows to
advance themselves to higher levels

Philosophy

""f^""*to Negroes were
"rsate^pr^perty

President: Paul Geary
Vlce-Pres.: Pete McGuire
Corresponding Secretary:

In Annual Contest

er cash awards were

23

™

£

££
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i

Gives r lve Awards

Five student photographers won
prises in the annual color slide contest of the Bowdoin College Camawarded a Fulbright grant for the era lub, held last week ln the Moulne purpose. He will study for nine ton Union lounge
months, beginning next summer, at
Medals and cash awards were won
the University of Queensland in
by: P,erre Paradls ,60 plr »t place
t
his ".'
James Bryan Jr ™- atcond **"*•
research

oi^ne

Orientation Policy:

™=

the United States
'~1 cases
several
exclusion of Negroes from
Juries, convictions by forced eonfes8l0M » nd 0tner den *to <* due Pr °
«„„, the right of Negroes to vote ii
bemocrstic" primaries in the South,
the right of Negro passengers to
trsvel freely in Interstate travel
»rom the restrictions of state or
^statutes and the
racial
r»*trWiv«>
rea^ricHve
covenant
u,l established the principle cases
which
that
covenants
in*
i»nt
°°
ve "" n ~ reatrictin* tn
e ua»
"**• rent,
before

«n™Mn»

Last Sunday evening, the Newman Club, the Catholic Students'
organisation on campus, elected off!
^, f^
fop the coining
(>oMiin^ year.
mr Elected
cers for
were:

1_

D
Llll
v/auas
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Tallman Lecture

in tribute for

Supreme coart Victories
the most significant of

Among
victories

To

a Guggenheim Fellowship

Wing

snd

Supreme Court* were
*"»«»'

K

morlal Foundation has announced
that Dr. Moulton is one of 308 schol-

_

^0M

education.

ed

the Cltisenshlp Clearing House.

ocratic principles

Awards

Dr. James M. Moulton, Assistant
Professor of Biology has been award-

Forum and

"ln recognition of
outstanding achievement in
possible a richer conception of dem-

'

ft

'.

William Shannon (1) and Clinton Rossiter (r) dlaenas as Prefcssoi
Dave Walker moderates daring the Saturday morning panel which was a
highlight of last weekend's Political Issues Conference, sponsored by the

Russwurm Awatd

upholding thesT highest traditions
at Bowdoin. stated in hls~ C onsldered ss the ideals of the AmfinaJ report lagt yeaf ..^^ „,«*«.
way t life."

S

aa^Ta.

30th Century."

Pickard Friday Night With Choir, Meddies

m

Chem, Math, Biology

1

Glee Club's Final Campus Appearance In

'

NAACP

THURGOOD MARSHALL

been more extensive, he said.
8r
ir
other
8 shouJd *? de
.
a (^Bru^c^Htoh
TschoS
?fJL \to0 part,y
"I?* to
of B
Mr. Rossiter, continuing the dis- Bonang
Touad outI
J? llim^a veloped
cussion, said that the Vice Presi- assisting as
he ° Vera" v
wa *"? **£?> to
magnetism, and natural warmth dent cannot make a special con- radiation
ion
biol
raowglst and
sV»Wlra\
several visit- lMure
>n bfolewtot
f
i\
wme alternation
in offerings
that he lacks."
tribution to his administration be- inf lecturers.
so that all faculty members can anThe third speaker of the issues cause he is Vice President. He went
ticlpate some free summers for reAims
conference. Rep. Frank Coffin of on to propose that each Presidential
r cn *nd
2
*
Maine's second Congressional dis- candidate choose a Secretary of
Each of the Institutes Is designed ?* »
T/TUn8r,.tT °*J**«?*
L?!*
trict snd the Democratic candidate State before
the election and have
O-grams could be developed through
for governor, turned out to be the him replace the Vice President both presenting
p^reeenuTneTmatarTal^SstSnew material to tneir siu- college resources alone, for they are
most "conservative" of the three
dents. In addlton. the chenustry eirjehslwT and the aum
numhe™
that
'
"**
will
nmvidP tne
the basic
^IjJ Involvedm on a campus
speakers.
institute
wui
provide
oasic would
(Please turn to Page 4)
the
material
advanced. lze orbe Bowdom
for
the
Bowdoin 'a» are relatively
relativelv
placement program and the math1 small
institute to part of a four summer
Furthermore, the rapid Increase
program leading to a Masters deUb
S Wmt
progr
gree.
-hi
t actually pay
^ secondary
L,
whlch
school
teachers to attend precludes the development at Bowdoin of a conFoundation ventiona summer school Bowdoin.
nevertheless. wi h its excellent faculty, comfortable plant, snd Ideal
'60 Fellowship
summer weather, Is ln a good position to continue to receive grants
special programs and to stamp these
Professor Moulton
programs with its own distinctive

Political

m

Admitted to the Bar in the State of Maryland
in 1933, and immediately thereafter
to the U. 8.
District Court for the State of Maryland, Mr. Marshall entered private practice In Baltimore and
continued until 1938.
In December of 1939, he was admitted to the
U. S. Supreme Court and thereafter to the U. S.
Circuit Courts of Appeals for the Fourth, Fifth,
and Eighth Circuits and numerous District Courts.
He became counsel for the Baltimore City Branch
of the
In 1934 snd was appointed Assistant
Special Counsel for the
In 1936. Named
Special Counsel in active charge of legal cases te
secure and protect full citizenship rights for
Negroes in 1938, he has appeared before the Supreme Court of the

possibility."

Isn't

anymore

.

ought after hours could not be approved
to be able to give the positions to because there were already
too
men who expressed Interest in the many keys out on campus. Mr. Boyer
commitees' work.
felt that the release of any more
Abromson also stated that the keys would create a control probStudent Council was not an organ- lem. Pierre Paradls suggested that
isation which should seek jobs for the curriculum committee look Into
Itself,
but one which should be the possibility of setting up "500"
ready to act when situations such courses In the departments. These
as Orientation and Expansion arise. courses would consist of intensive
A "do nothing" council might well work in a specialised area and
be the result of a healthy static sit- would be undertaken with the peruation, rather than any deficiency mission of the instructor. Paradls
la the council Itself.
felt that the courses should be arA motion was made to strike last ranged so that one might enter at
week's vote, which opposed the Ex- any time up to the middle of the
pansion Committee's report, from semester. He felt that this would
the record. This was defeated, and allow sudents to pursue further any
instead, the council voted to Indi- particular topic which
Interested
cate that the endorsement vote on them, even if they discovered
it
the report was informal, because while taking another course. The
there had not been adequate time course would consist entirely of con-

Elections

On

Coming Friday At 3:30

vention in Los Angeles with 400-600
a conservative world votes each, out of about 760 needed
Isn't a world which to win. But he said that If there
quiescent conservative was a showdown, Kennedy would
leadership," the Cornell professor win. "Johnson may have 600 votes,
stated
in
the seminar period,' but that is all he could ever get."
".
It's very hard to be a conservaHe discounts the possibility of s
tive in America."
Wilkie-type darkhorse" or of such
On Nixon, he had earlier said: "I. long shots as Connecticut's Rep.
have prejudices too, even though I: Chester Bowles. Then he said that a
am supposed to be a college profes- Johnson -Kennedy deadlock would
sor viewing the campaign objec- probably mean a Stevenson nomintively. There's something about that ation, because he has more "exciteman that sticks In my throat."
ment" about htm than the other comMr. Rossiter did state, however, promise possibility, Sen.
Stuart
that he thought Nixon would be, Symington. Also, he feels that In
if elected, a stronger and more prothe event of a Stevenson draft. Kengressive President than Eisenhower. nedy would be under strong presHe would not have a press secretary sure to run for the second spot on
Hagerty to say "We have an an- the ticket, which would mean thrownouncement to Pake." He wouldn't ing his support to Stevenson.
even have a "a Nixon," I.e., a strong
His final prediction was that Kenand super-active Vice President.
nedy would be nominated as early
as the second ballot, and If not,
Shannon Criticises Nixon
Stevenson would be the Democratic
Mr. Shannon was more vehement standard-bearer for the third time
In his criticism of the Vice Presi- in a row.
dent. He said that Nixon's campaign
Bole of Vice Presidency
tactics in 1046. 1950, 1952, 1964 and
1966 will prove him to be sn "unThe office of the Vice Presidency
wise" politician. His "hatchetman" wss also discussed during the contactics in those years were unneces- ferences, with Mr. Rossiter and Mr.
sary for victory and made many Shannon agreeing that the office
enemies for him. Then, Mr. Shan- should be abolished. Mr. Shannon,
non said, he changed his electioneer- commenting on the supposed lmporing tactics tor the 1966 and 1968 tace that the
Job had received under
campaigns, but the "New Nixon" Elsenhower, stated that the Job Is
came out like "a dish of lukewarm "no more Important now than it wss
oatmeal."
in the "30's." It got a build-up then
"Nixon does not have the politi- and it has been getting a build-up

This

felt that future officers

for the members to read and discuss
the report.
Rlndler and Sandler were chosen
by lot for the blotter concession.
The curriculum committee reported that the suggested availability of the library to honor men

4g<r

Post.

Seated from left to right are Fran Fuller, A.D., George Del Prete,
Operating under a dual system this
Pal U, and Mason Pratt, Zete, who were recently elected Vice President,
year, those new committees with
appointed chairmen seemed more President, and Secretary -Treasurer respectively of the Student Council.
active in general.

1

Director Speaks

by Dave Wollstadt

Council's new vice president is Francis Fuller VI of AD.
Fuller, an English major, lives in
Orono. He has played varsity lacrosse, Is president of his fraternity
and of the Student Council Expansion Committee. Mason Pratt 81 of
Zete was unanimously re-elected to
hie position of Secretary-Treasurer.

dent

4,

Discussed At Issues Conference

The

and has been

wepnes6av. Way

AM Nun BMMt

to

<8es Arties* this page)

Nixon, Kennedy) Vice-Presidency

Prete, Fuller, Pratt

Oeneral officers tor the 1900-61
Student Council were elected at
hut Monday night's Council meeti&f. Oeorge DelPrete VI of Pel U
la the new president. DelPrete Is
majoring in History, played football and lacrosse for two years and
helped coach freshman football last

varsity hockey

ORIENT

NAACP

Elected To S.Q. Offices

year.

Ccsitrtterttoas to Beholarihlp

other
start

victory.
off

the

evening followed
quets.

House

receptions

fabulous
Friday
the house ban-

i>y

The

big socisl event of the
weekend begins st 9:00 p.m., the
Ivy dance, this year presenting Buddy Morrow and his orchestra. Buddy and his orchestra have become
renown ln the world of records,
television,
and radio since the
group's organisation in 1951.
His

orchestra

to
the most demandea
band ln the country for college
dances, so we're lucky to get him.
Everyone knows his famous recording of "Night Train" which has
been a great on the best seller list,
besides many others.
He and his
band have been tops ln the leading
spots in the country such ss the
Hotel Statler's Cafe Rouge in New
York.
This is one dance no one
should miss. Get your tickets from
your house representative for $600
or st the door for 87.00.
During
the intermission. Professor Oeoghegan will crown the Ivy queen and
our own Meddles will give us a
chance to catch our breath. The
8:30 snd should provide an excellent dance officially ends at 1:00
introduction for the events follow- but will continue In the houses
ing.
You bettor not plan on much until Dean says Ughte out
studying after Thursday 11:30 class«,„„,„ -t«*. -.,. -*». » h« ,_
es. Th? Ivy weekendofflclally opens
y c^rnon^?
with the Maine state series baseball
JZ.
JES

BUDDY MORROW

am

dWonal%^J
w^Z

Zj£

LT^L.

Si

d
I
game between Bowdoin and Ifcune to^^Se^Jt^uia?«,iL
af!f
,
BW"t p0puUr Junk)r M
ti*cU
at 300 p.m. Friday.
Let? illget *° **
out and cheer our team on to an(Ptoses tarn to page 3)
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Terry Clark '82

Ken Brims «3
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'83
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'83

Sports Editor

Larry Btckfora

'61
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Art Freedman

I would like to go on record as being opposed to a Senior Commons
for the reason set forth In the report of the student Committee on
Jed Stout '57 College Expansion.
Secondly, I fee) the manner of the
Orient In reporting on this Issue
has been unfair to the majority of
Bowdoln students. The Orient should
be an organ of student opinion. It
should not be the organ of one man's
MlU-h Kalpakgian "83 opinion.
A true expression of student
Dave Wollstadt 83 opinion is impossible
while the edltor of the Orient persists In inserting
CT1. ce
<r ..
„ i '63 disparaging remarks preceding each
Kelley
Taylor
article or opinion opposing a Senior
Commons. I suggest the editor would
be better advised to confine his comments to their proper place and not
Frank de la Pe '63 use his position to the detriment of
Jonathan Botelho "63 the majority of his fellow students.
Plnally, I urge every student to
make his opinion on the matter of
a Senior Commons known, not only
to the faculty, but to the alumni as
well. We must not permit a noisy
minority to convince those who will
finally resolve this issue that student opinion favors a Senior Com-

w

^P* R

Sum Cuinman 'M

Oaw

"83

M

'

Jay Green
Al Nagel
Lou Schwarta
Dave Wollstadt

Mai Cushing ft
Lenny Lee '83
Endicott Saltotutal]

W

Robert Haggerty

'63

MtMHHMMtmOMMlMIH*

William Gulliver

'63

Hlgglns

'63

George Smith

'63

Bill

"ft

Bowdoln Publishing Company
Mr. Bela W. Norton
Robert Lindquist

Prof. Athera P. Daggett

John Vette

Jon Brtghtman

1»

Stephen Piper

RErkRSE*m,T> FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
Ggllaw* Publlahcr* R*iirr*«nt«Uve
EABT MTH STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.

PvMlahad waakl/ wlitn claaaaa are h*M
*»d*nt* of Bawtein Calks*. AMrau

durtnr. th* Fan „ nd Sarins Srmtatar or
communication* to th* Editor and auk.
pany at uw OH1KNT I1BV. In Moor* Hall. Bowdoln Coll*,.. Brtuxwidt.
Maln>.
tend ai aecond tin aaatar* piM at th» poat office at Brannwick, Mtin*.
«"»•*. Th.
•rrtption rat* far on* rear la lour (M) aollara.

«*

^•TcSS^i^^
Foremost,

The Commons?

C

r

T 't^ "

juetly so,

Bowdoin can be proud

l

„

of her past record as a

small cotlege.

for many years Bowdoin has listed a number of need*
to serve
enrollment more adequately and in line
with her tradition of excellence.
As late as last year, official
statement, indicated such growth would come only after im-

h**-**

1

""

l

Commons

rXr

be attributed u. this Board*.
than to any
anv Individual.
individual
This year the Orient has published
editorials regarding the Commons. The first discussed the nature
and need of a Commons; the second, how fraternity eating would
be affected by a Commons and what
might be done to improve the situutlon the third, favoring a Senior
five

;

Commons, Stated
other types

*

Was
—^and

better than

it

p£

fourth opposed a Freshman Commons and spoke of the advantages
of early rushing (these arguments
were repeated in part In the Student Council Expansion Committee
report); and the fifth, In the form
of a cartoon, pictured student opinion opposing the Commons, while

While

i

Senior Commons, the Orient has
not stifled the expression of dissenting opinion.

The Orient has

received and published four letters concerning the
Commons, two of which definitely

^SSS^JSZSSV:rettec? to
T"* fourth concerned

lc*-

itself

£& Si«2ftoSSSl -Vox

"

by~slde""the~reports~of"

apoken for a Senior Commons,
while the student committee haa prepared an impressive report, reflecting the feelings of many students, opposing the Orient Schedule,
Commons. The world today, for better or for worse, is in large T xaifps*
IVkorllirioo
JCllCI l*»Uaaa.eS
part determined by economics.
Bowdoin College and her fra- *
ternities must remain economically solvent, lest they fail.
Be-

woven into the fabric of Bowdoin. fraternities
are essentia! to her existence.
Here the student report is most
impressive for it shows that with an increase of
idents
and a commons, l^ie fraternity system would be endangered,
As an economic faot this cannot be disputed.
One cannot deny that the Senior Commons is an imaginative prospect, [and has exciting possibilities.
Yet, the
fraternities cannot afford to have seniors withdrawn, if there
are only 925 students.
However an increase, say to 1000.
which is still a small number, would provide enough underclassmen to pay for fraternities, while the seniors could enjoy
the advantages of a senior dining club.
M/-.1
With an increase of,,,..
!5<J students, expansion of
and additional endowment is an absolute necessity
,
o>
m
.
l
i
same *l m . -».
.

time, such

^
expand-on

.

.

•

,

facilities

At

i

the
.

•

the character of the College.
Why not begin with a oormlderatlon of the individual concerned, the
human being who has been expelled
from college as a result of his education, the college degree which It
Is altogether too easy for us to take
for granted. He has risked his future for the sake of a
principle

slightly

The

augmented

to

aim) be stuffy or ln»*lleo

It.

Vice President Nixon Tackles Queries
About Government Aid And Education

M

tual to 5U«&'e8t

,

prececal JrihSurTlyVe^isTme
nnniifwi
u <H„oi among
oi
„ all
„ii .w
qualified inrfi
individual
these
students who could benefit from a
Bowdoln education, and who could
In turn prove himself a credit to
the College.
So let's reach into our pockets and
turn our Idealism Into concrete real
ity. It will require no more of anyone than he can afford but will give
each of us an opportunity to back
up conviction with substance. Let's
stop talking. Let's do something for
real.

Louis Asekoff
Theodore Curtis

Anthony Paul
Edward Rlndler
Henry Schumacker

David King
Benjamin Kohl
uayid an th
Francis Manclni
peter smith
William Page

Swarthmore Co-ed Ask*
Support tor Stevenson
To» the stud t8 of Bowdoln
..
.££ _
As the
1966 Presidential

College,
election
draws nearer, the Mil verse field of
capable potential candidates presents the American college com-

munity with opportunities seldom
equalled to organise and enunciate
our opinion In support of the candidates of our choice. We have been
deplored as the silent, the apathetic
generation
uninterested, unaware,
effective action

—

.

^ ^hV^*" ^ ^

nntc^r^

-ifi

,

.

—

^

.

^«*«

the Vice-President's response.

tn^S

currently is "Smi^almSrf
limited simply to the
construction of so-called college
housing, will be in effect extended
not only to college housing but also
to the construction of classrooms
and to other facilities which make
up a complete college campus.
What the Congress Will do with
this, I do not know: I do think this
Is a constructive approach In which
the federal government, through a

_..
...._
.*_ ^^^_
Education
"Loyalty Oath
1

Question: What is your feeling as
to the compulsory loyalty oath for
the National Defense Education Act
to the Colleges?
Vice Preside n t Nixon: I favor the
loyalty oath In the affirmative sense.
I believe that the regular oath that
I take and that other elected officials take, is one tnat any student

under

a Defense Education Act grant program and through a guarshould and would properly take. I anteed loan program, will help coldo not believe that the denial of af- leges and universities throughout
filiation with various organisations, the country meet their budgets in
Is effective. I believe that the affirm- thia way and provide the necessary
ative oath is enough, I believe it is funds for construction of these very
adequate, and I think can be sup- much needed facilities,
ported.
The net result, of course, Is that
through the kind of aid, there is
_ .
Federal Aid To Colleges
a V ery direct effect upon the ability
Question: Mr. Nixon, during the of colleges and universities to take
past few years the major direction better care of the teachers; and to
of federal aid to education as an aim provide more help for the students
has been to capital expansion for through scholarships and the like.
education, such as the Housing Act
I believe that thia is an effective
of 1060, and then in loan and schol- program, and it is, I think, the best
arship under the National Defense approach to this problem.
In my opinion, as far as educaAct of 1966.
I would like to ask two short ques- tion is concerned in this country,
there are three needs.
tions:

would you

la a need for buildings.
is a need for better compensation and recognition as well
** teachers.

favor scholarship and loan funds
to be given with priority to stu-

And there is also a need for better quality standards. The gratest

tion?

And, more

specifically,

!^

w

^

1

~ ^t£—

leadership in

^promotional

^
X

HT
™*

,

'

,

^J™,

^^XZ^m^Zr^^.

atlon that hrought the federal gov-

Commencement

his own Initiative, do what is being done all around the country to

forward

is scheduled for Saturday, June 11, and a
special freshman orientation Issue
will be published Saturday, August
37. All these Issues will be mailed to
regular subscribers.

Letters to the Editor
With only a few issues remaining,
time to express opinion on the Comor other topics through the
Orient is running out. The deadline
for letters for the Ivy issue Is next

mons

8unday,

ment

wouW

May

tosue

^

8.

The Commence-

d«adllne

appreciated

June

is
If

5.

Now

It

letters for

^^

Mr

nomina-

Stevenson's

Draw up a

tlon.

petition

stating
undersigned stuCollege advocate

simply that the
dents at Bowdoin
the nomination of Adlai Stevenson
for President of the United States.
If. the petition Is then forwarded to
us. It will be coordinated with similar petitions from other colleges and

ln

Freeport.

A

native

New York, Mr. Hayward has been ln art work since
1920.
During his career he has
worked for most of the metropollthat he deserves an opportunity in tan New York papers includlng:
1960 to run as man against man, The New York World. Telegram,
not
as ln the past
under the Sun. Journal, Dally Mirror and
insuperable odds of man against Dally News. The last years before
Myth. We believe that Mr. Steven
his retirement ln 1956, Mr. Hayward
son would make a successful Demo- operated his own business illustratcratic candidate and a foreslghted, ing posters and advertisements
for
well-informed President. We hope the motion pitcures.
Bowdoln will join us.
The Haywards are former sumNina de Angell
mer residents of Boothbay Harbor
Students for Stevenson and West Bath.
Their son Is a
Swarthmore College
dentist at the Veteran's Hospital in
of Brooklyn,

—

Swarthmore, Penna.

on a strategically dlreoted letter
campaign to the press and Democratic

informing' them of
what is being done. A petition, however, would be of the utmost value,
for we have found that such statements meet with a success indicative of the support for Mr. Stevensen existing in the college community.
The most frequently heard argument against Mr. Stevenson's canofficials,

For |he Best

Is

that,

White They

Last!

1<T Plates.

.

.

.

Glasaware

Clean

—

a

"Pu€"

W. M.

Professor

O'Neil

not science Itself.
He had been
probing Into a consideration of how
valid the scientific method was. His
outline of the three roads to knowl
edge had been directed to thia analy-

nals and graduation.

*••

-»,,-„, -nt, nH „» 1 „
under the Tallman
Foundation
****« are made
u« h
to
»P£ >ta£? ent
tln
»J
as Visiting
Professor
of the Philosophy of Science from a fund of
,100,000 left by the late Prank G.
Tallman of Wilmington, Delaware.

*«£«" ™**£
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TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY

^U*

THE MOTION PtCTUHt
FOR EVERYONE!

May

Wed.

opoO oO

4

THE THIRD VOICE

STARTS SUNDAY
Gary Cawpcr

with

'VERA CRUZ"

Edmund OTtrlen—Jalle London
also

Bart Lanraitrr

Short Subjects

"APACHE"

May

S-«-7

with
James Stewart—Betty Hut ton
Cornel Wilde—Chart ton HtmUm

FRIDAY-SATI'RDAY-SUNDAY

Orahame

— Owing

to length of this
picture there will be only
evening show at 7:36 p.m. Matinees regular time 1:45 p.m.

157 Pleasant Street

PA

Inc.

5-556$
try

Do*.

THE
FBI

l-«

SECOND MAJOR HIT

—

BniTtswiek

—

Walker
John
Edward Koeale'

Clint

also

Short Subjects
I

IGA
DIAL PA 5-7122

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Electrical Fixtures

with

DewM

Attest

—

MOM

Oaywor

Plumbing Supplies

Dupont Paints

aavisU

Eaton Hardware Company
58 Maine Street

H

STORY

Teehnleetsr

with
David Lad*
Donald Crisp

BranawieJi

"SX&WL^VkXLSZSZX"

mgmm^^^m

— Vera Miles

James Stewart

OHE

Rental Sanders Of All Kinds

dozen

1
I

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

May

Harry H. Stuart.

BILL'S

Day Cards

unorganised

all face the week to come. Let's
get a date and mak this the biggest weekend in Bowdoin's history.
Bsides, it's the last chance for a
little fun and relaxation before fi-

YELLOWSTONE

LIVERNOIS
HARPSWELL STREET

organized

wash away the weekend as

we

all

SHOP AT

H dozen
$1.96 each, $9.90 K dozen
$5.50-$8.50 per

Matter's

Sunday's
parties

Gloria

m

Owned and Operated

$3.25 each, $18.00
.

At 7:30 p.m. the Masque and Gown
presents "Tea House of the August
Moon."

NOTTB

Radio and Heater, Automatic Transmission

$2;75 each, $13.50 $4 dozfti

.

.

Beef

— Fruit and Vegetables

Bowdoin Wedgwood For

Cups & Saucers.
Bread £ Baiter Plates

A short time for rest and then
beach parties. We have
been assured of pleasant weather
let's all hope the weatherman
comes through for once .this year.
off to the

so

Dorothy Lsmrar

PONTIAC CATAUNA

although each time

in Choice Table-Rite Steer

Groceries

51

Day

rebuttal.

THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH

White SidewaH Tares for Price of Blackballs

1955

1)

ed today.
Then the Ivy will be
planted and the program rounded
out by Nate Dane, speaking for the
faculty, and Steve Hays, speaking in

a dog or Flanders

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE
Mother's

IVY WEEKEND

(Continued from page

Tbajrs.-Frl.-Sat.

doln

stewards' report

fraternity system can

m

Togus.

universities.

In addition, perhaps some Bowstudents would like to form
local chapters of Students for Stevenson and embark, for example,

life

ORIENT SiaTLSSS,

polling a higher vote than any other losing candidate ln IT. S. history,
he has lost twice. Yet we believe

—

for

TALLMAN LECTURE

1

as the Democratic candidate,
member of the Bowdoln student body who reads this can, on

Issue

=

S^?.

<

son

edition of the Orient
will be published on Saturday, May
14, in conjunction with the Ivy Day
ceremonies,
itnonles, and will be the li
last regular issue of this semester. A spe-

and gine and was lubricated

is risky,

aUth0r ot
thV'fed^Val'goveVnm'enrprovided'me
naUoS-wldeDraft at
Tai-toons Method In Psychology"*
lt
and has writnecessarv
cea,ary fund.
clotta* th.
campaign are vast,
vast.
The_ national !£
^"J8 far clMin« "* apten some twenty articles for Auscommittee of Students for Stevenson (Not a gap between ourselves vis-aAppear In
^"SriSh
psyvis Soviet Union, but the gap which
has been formed In hopes of fulfillchological and philosophical journing these possibilities, and we ask we considered existed as far as our
The cartoons which have appear- als.
you, the students of Bowdoin Col- own needs were concerned ln the in the Orient ln this issue and the
United
States
ln science and engilege, to take your part ln our camtwo previous were done by Don
neering).
paign.
Now, as far as any extension of Hayward, retired Illustrator, who
Our primary objective Is to gathnow
lives

The next

cial

thil!

this

should never be attempted except with corn flakes. Such was the verby those who don't mind spending satlllty of the advanced Gemeutllthelr spare time stealing cars. (The kite engine that it had an effective
fine old American
sport
which speed range of from V* to 34 rpms,
keeps our youth from cluttering up and when rotating at speed could
the sidewalks wondering what to barrel the heavy sports model along
do.) "This is all very fine," you say, at twelve kilometers per hour (or
"but I dont like to change my oil." ' n more common American terms
I have much more important things four-hundred and seventy-two miles
to do, such as getting a date for per hour.) This measurement was
Ivy, extorting money from my par- taken on a down hill course with
enta, and procrastinating." But, you a stiff tail wind and all four doors
can find tune. Surely there are some open. The only reason the Oemuedlcourses you haven't over-cut yet. artte V-17 didn't become more popRemember time is running out, and a ^Lr
Maine waa no doubt due
you don't want all jrour friends to *» the fact that It burned grappa,
laugh at you cdo you? They will all and all the filling stations close at
be under their cars, happily chang- five-thirty. Its poor showing In the
big endurance run, of one and three
quarters minutes, might have had
something to do with it too. Still,
that was a good minute better than
moat of them did, and shows a
(Continued from page 1)
great deal of perserverance on the
part of the englneerln gstaff.
formula, the scientist goes to the
data to determine whether his
Solutions
theory is true.
However, for those of us
Professor O'Neil
not
pointed out that this method was lucky enough to own a Gemeutllapt to be highly mystical, and akin klte V-17 the problem of oil change
to literary experience or shamanism
remains to plague us. One fellow
Concluding his lecture Professor
(Continued on page 4)
O'Neil declared that his whole talk
had been about science, but was

There
There

One, do yon generally favor an
expansion of federal aid to educa-

1
1
anSfiti^Tn contr a<«<:tion to this *ms who were studying in the aru and most Important of these, of
a nd humanities?
course, is standards. Directly re
JSh
steriotype,
there Is a movement
\
b ui din«8
courao, raising
flrst
re«ard t0 th« acholarshlp
is d^icatid ta tS b^h>Mha\avolce
J
the salaries
of; i*^°*
teachers.
and
loan
funds
that
we
should
have
n °"^ion <* Adlai j. ste.
u a vltal n**1 "^ certainf
la mind that the national policy
veneon to
Democratic candidlv
ove r th e country at all levels
wlth
re
ard
to
the
"ranting
of
such
*
acy^for ^dent lfTtomctota'
B ."P°»n »- funds was developed as a result of, fjj
4
education
It is one that our local
aJL ..0*
_!
».i_ "
*g w^th resolut on -ndlndustry, of
Zrnlnffi "untry^r communities^ our state legislatures,
and
the U« ln th* Production of sclen- * hool *»"*
JjP *»
ence^ltlnfSnd iLer u
f
«st» an dengineers In other words. do a far more effective Job than we
t£«!^««r!i?m*
a
have
can^ol^ stuo^n^for as.^^ "

er petitions l'rom throughout the
nation's colleges and universities
urglng the selection of Mr. Steven-

BdOW

AlUlOUnCed

accommodate another 50

makes clear the fact that the* present
expand only to 925, and that this is the
limit of growth.
It would be unfortunate to expand the present
facilities to the limit today, wnen tomorrow a small additional
growth may be desired. The expansion program, when effected,
should be flexible enough to handle small additional increases.
/

then be "trite" or "wishy-

it

must warned that

not.

ot the present physical plant could the August issue were ln by June 9,
accepted un
students. *Ath ? u» n tht7
til
August 1, and should be adIt would be easier to make one continuous increase
in size, dressed to the Orient office, care of
the Moulton Union.
rather than two.
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faculty committee has

ing integrally

Woolworth's,

:

the Student Committee, which opposed a commons, and the Faculty
Committee (with a note Indicating
the report was preliminary) which
favored a commons. Last week the
second student report waa carried ln
part (because of its length).
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up our words with action.

march on Washington, but rather a
course of action clearly in harmony
with the dictates of good taste and

IMnili.HHmt,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!,,!,,,,,,,

.

a standard of education for the larger universities of the nation.

k^

th* 1 we *«** action
Vice-President Richard
Nixon, federal aid to education at the seccommensurate with his? (We) think
leading candidate for the Republi- ondary and primary level and at
One meaningful course of action can nomination for President, has, the college level, i would state briefly
Be it known that all decision* re- would be to offer him financial aid at recent public appearances, an- my position in this way: First, there
garding Ori-nt editorial policy are in order that he might come to swered severn! questions of interest is a program which has been carevoted upon by the Editorial Board, Bowdoln. Such action would con- to college students, concerning- the fully worked out by the Department
oath controversy and federal of Health, Education
a
and Welfare
welrare
and must receive a majority vote stltute not only a symbolic gesture loyalty
^ « ere in which
>
Z>^y coltaiie.
*. L the
*L
i. u
In general Here
aid which
will be given
to be accepted. Such policy should of sympathy but also^of
concrete fj?
"M

„ edftJ^^V

•
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washy" to suggest that such action
requires great moral courage? And

provement* at the present level were made. Yet, as the SC th££ opinions.
Plnally, the Orient has received
Committee on Expansion acutely observed, the id
m- and published six articles or promons along with the impending expansion has now taken prece- Poaals concerning the Commons.
dence over expanded library and gymnasium facilities. There
?vln??ac1ua^
is also a need for strengthened faculty through
increaeed aula- m B bv whom "* proposal was
ries and benefit, and there is discussion of added facilities
for Sentrt"^
sented. The first
nrTvl*"
stELEE
waa a suggestion
se Art program. Tries* are problems which should be answer- '« » ieneral commons (which was
called economically unfeasible a
-J
£_
ed U
before
expanion.
week toter ln
Firtt and foremost, no matter what the opinion on expan- ond
Pt from a speech
JLM *n e3Ker
p
by President
„• „
.1
Coles to Alumni- the
j
„
,.
sion. the r
College
must bear m m.nd ,ts obligation to it. preeent third r, orted on thriateTesidenf
student body, and its duty as a small liberal arts college to set allt PI ]***1 for a ^n' 01 Com •
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ing their oil, while you are trudging off to class.

Now that it la obviously Sprint
time again we have moved Into the
Stash, Eta.
annual era of change. This is the
The actual process or getting the
time when all those flowers come gook out of the engine is another
up (they all look pretty much the matter. For some reason automobile
same to me), and where ever you engines grow to love their old oil,
walk there are little birds falling and will never give It up without a
out of the trees. Most Important of battle. The artful auto engineers
all, however, is the fact that this is
try to make it as easy as possible,
the time we must all band together by putting little holes all over the
and change our winter on.
place, but the engines are getting
All during the pleasant
snowy smarter. In fact a number of people
sea son, the most
terrible
things will firmly state that the engines
have been happening to that lovely are so far In the lead that the engreen money we so lovingly decant- gineers will never catch, up. But
ed into the engines of our automo- these people are more than likely
biles last Pall. Why to look at the just malcontents. Give those slide
ads one would think that a small rule boys a couple of billion dollars
boy had gotten lost inside the en- and they can do all sorts of things
gine and spilled his chocolate milk- we wouldn't even think of
exshake. Both have been nicely curd- cept at Will's.
led. There is no doubt that after this
Prosit Geraeutliklto
period of time the oil must be
The famous Oemeutlikite V-17
drained, if there la any left. (8ome brought out probably the moat Inpeople figure it very closely so as teresting solution to this problem
to run out of oil completely at the of the bi-annual oil change. This
exact moment they come Into the long-, sleek, foreign Job, as you no
sum of three dollars. However, it doubt remember, had a sealed en-

students of Bowdoln College

have remained silent too long. Out
of a fear of appearing "me-too-fch.
out of a fear of tarnishing the reputation of the College, out of a fear
of doing the wrong thing
whatever the reason, we have failed to
take an articulate, positive stand
on an issue very close to us: the
recent anti-segregation demonstrations on the part of certain fellow
students in the South.
Here there can be no
- -greater error
,
than tnat of °»»»lselon. And yet our
only 8tep thu* far
1been a
yn,pa hv
1
°{ 2
,^
_ ii
V1* nUDe ot the
Student
Council. Clearly, this should
not be the last step. Paper resolutions are not enough; let us back
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Negro Expulsions Case
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Sabasteanski Returns Home Tracksters

believer In the good will value of
athletics In international relations
after a month-long tour of the Near
East With a group of trackmen for
the A.A.D. and the 8tate Depart-

ment.
really rolled out the red
carpet for us everywhere we went,"

Frank Sabasteanskl has resumed
a rood will tour

hls poaching after
of the Near East

said Frank
ious to see

and

"Everybody was anx-

and

talk with the ath-

to learn

more about track

and field
They always keDt us
longer than we had planned to
stay In their eaeerness to learn more
at the clinics "
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either Europe or Asia.

"We found

English -speaking peto-

P Ie wherever we'went.'^id FrSS.
"Many of the foreign athletes spoke
En*h*h »nd our boys got along
beatmfu iiv with them even when
-

there

was a language

barrier "
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vs.

Exeter

to

McKane and

Nfcolai

The Bowdoln Freshman Baseball The game that was supposed to be
Team lost a close game to Exeter P>ay«» against Hebron, that Wat
Saturday by a score of called because of rain,
pitched a four hitter permanently cancelled.

this

past

3-2.

McKane

the Polar Cubs and was able
go the distance. He was how-

¥
Lacrosse vs.

has

been

T—

,

T—

f™

won by Ooddard (MTT); 3
Oarrity (HIT); 3. Best (B) T—2:08.
230—Won by Kurta (MIT) X Qray
(B); 3. Oreen (MIT).
33.1. sec.
Vesuaia
Two MUe— Won bf SUwwrt (MTT);
_^ rt _ „ ,*_.,,__.
,„
onh
Coach
ta ,„«-.w4,«t
P™?*™* 3. Oodttaru (WTF)^ 3: Gefrtty
,
? f^ hman
v.
to
(MTT). Time not taken.
t* ,
"? ^!!
rf
330 Low Hurdle*— Wno ty Ross
team Unds "• S^
Ladd
* (B); 3 omen (HID; 3. Hester
,„!
T
(MIT). T—38.1 sec.
£° 1>eland
J"*" Broad Jump Won by Ross (B);
?*?&
rin
bel
H te "tUl 2. Paan (MTT); 3. Gray (B). Dist.—
?! i" f
/
30 ft.,
In.
Javelin—Won by Graham (MTT)
p ?""on but It will be based on
e an ount
TA " 2. Pratt (B); 3. Books (MTT). Dist
°/ ? ?
J"i u
t^Z 7,
2
n put ta
b' 184 ft.
**
SSr.JSTaSl.i^inT^
Vftult and Pmul *unl«n -X.
who ?££
tied

„ ,
Exeter

1

The Freshmen lacrosse team made
ever lifted for a pinch hitter In the
ninth inning, but nonetheless he their debut Saturday along with
pitched the full nine Innings. Our their coach Sid Watson, against
two runs came In a base? oaded Exeter. The frosh played an exv
situation, when Merrill singleTto ce"ent game
up until the last
drive in the two runs. Exeter gffve **«* when the experience of Erthe freshman only four hit* also, eter boys began to show and they
Harrlman of Exeter was responsibTe PUB* away to a 7-4 victory. Sid
for all their scoring.
He hit a however, was not disheartened at
homerun In the first inning and the results. He has. on the squad.
'then singled with the bases loaded <"Uy three boys; Snyder. Korper.
to score their last two runs. Kosty and Slmonds who have ever played
says he has a fine looking club before coming to Bowdoln. inereout there with some good prospect* for « he feels that they did well
considering their lack of expertence and the short time that they
had to learn the game and practice.
Snyder should be able to offer the
varslty some help next year
Also
Mason on defense and Broder In
Bath, Me.
k.
m for
.
the »«-i
goal i„j,j
looked good
us on
WeC-Thurs.
May 4-8 Saturday.

___^

Oe^

T—

Glance

Parker.

the third time this season.
3. Graham (MTT); 3. McGray (B).
Havlland and Captain Ed Hght— 10 ft., 8 In.
Dunn who could gather only second
Shot Put— Won by Frost (B); 2.
P"K» In their events, both came Newman (B); 3. Grevner (MIT).
through with performances that Dist—48 ft., 10 'i in.
were their seasonal bests. HUvlland
Discus—Won by Frost ( B)
X
threw the hammer 187 ft. and Dunn Newman (B) 3. Vahdewater (HIT).
broad Jumped 2! ft. 2 In.
Dist.— 134 ft., 10 In.
Techs big scorers were Joe Davis,
High Jump—Tied by Qulnlan and
**> won the high Jump and had Rosa (B); 3. Tied by McGray (B)
» P» !I_of victories in the hurdles; and Books (MTT). Hght—« ft., 6V4
* nd °° n Morrison and Jim Long in.
who each had a first and two secMile—Won by Ooddard (MTT; 3.
o*1 *1*Slgwart (MIT); 3. Best (B).
In the freshman contest, Bruce 4:43.7.
Frost and Steve Ross were the big
440—Won by Demetrion (MIT); 2.
stars for the Polar Bears. Frost cap- Muruuck (MTP). 3. MoSee (HIT).
tured the three weigh* events. His
83.4 gee.
tosses of 48 ft. 10% In. In the shot
100—Won by Paan (MTT); 2.
and 134 ft. 10 in. in the discus are Hurts (MTT); 3. Gray (B). T— 10.5
unusually good for a freshmen.
sec.
Bofs won tnr"* ev"lt» outright,
130 High Hurdles—Won by Ross
, %.
tne broad Jump and, both hurdles, (B); 3. Hester (MIT); 3. Maskrey
,
for
18.8 sec.
"*JJ? Ule !£ J ^n2* (MTT).
880—
;

.

Baseball

;

L Finals Elim.

Bern Lose To

-

-

Frosh Sports At

to

lit in fc
also showe d

ORIENT
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ta
«>*««"«
Bowdoln faculty^"members and
^. C «
and rHnVaTrw
y
iw™i"?i*!£5?. n ?' *"'yPt;
? th ' students will have the opportunity
to hear more about the Interesting
M
n
7
1
Ufan
an
V* f
East tour from Coach Sabasf;'.**
^ Iran Near
and
Ankara and Istanbul,
Turkey,
teanski on Wednesday when he re"The only place where our wel- ports to the College in the Bowdoln
come wasnt of the kind generally Chapel at 10:10 am.

for

Sailers Finish

UNH

NU; B eat

Colby,

;

"They

let**

Bwtet

With veteran Joe Carven and
Bephomore Don Lagan leading the
field In the "A" and "B'' Divisions
US
BB00w C9tOp9d DV A0*VV1KH' CWv"*
Nicholson respectively, the Bowdoln
^
Hammer—
Won
by
Sailing
reserved for celebrities, tu at Bel- standing
performances.
At the (MIT); % Havlland (J»; S. taadla Team won first place last Sunday
rut," said Coach Safcaateanafci. 'The
ame tne polar Bear' Froah (MIT). Dist— 160 ft., 10 in.
In Section B of the Coast Guard
reason was that they were eater- j^ (» the MTTs Freahmen ?»•%
Pole Vault—Wen by Usher* (MFD
Bowl Eliminations for the New Engtabling the 6th Fleet of the U. S. to du.
2. Morrison
(MIT); 3. Dunn (B). land Championship. The high point
Navy at the time, and I guess we
rjtck Flak who has lniptuved eon- HahU— 11 ft.
of the meet was the stunning upgot lost In- the shuffle."
stantly over the course of the sa*w
Shot Put— Won by Vette (B); 3. set of the heavily- favored Coast
Frank said his Ave athletes were aon, won the Ms) yard dash in the Cong (MTT); 3. Fish (B). Dist.- Guard Academy
by the Polar Bear*
the first Americans ever to perform fft**>w,»ru: ame of 10 1 sec This la « ft.,
In the six races held at the Charles
5'i in.
at Nicosia, Cyprus, and' Meshed, the fastea* tune turned in in the
Discus—Won by Hall (B) 2. Lent River Sailing basin in Boston. Carlnn he ** w 8nd **» "«** •<*»- state year, fftevw noebfe and. Pete (MTT); 3. Ro»inson (B). Dist—140 ven and his crew,
Lymie Cousens,
,ete» wwe •*** to , ®am American Mctte followed him over the line to ft., ltf in.
had three firsts, two seconds, and
training method*.
complete a BoWdoln sweep of the
High
Jump—Won by Davis a fourth, for a- total or 37 points
"Our trip definitely fostered » event beebs, running strongly, came (HIT); X Tied, Beetetn and Mor- for the best individual performance
great deal of good wal" he said, back tto win the aao in the tune of rison (Mff). Hght.—6" ft., iVt in.
of the day. Logan and hit crew,
For instance, we learned that there 3*5 sec. with sophomore Wendell
One Mile—Won by Oreen (B); 2. Bob Whelan, had two firsts, one
was a great deal of bad feeling be- sides capturing second place,
Craig (BV; 3. Banks <MXf). T- second, two thirds, and a fourth
tween the Turks and the Greeks
aides also starred- in- the
MO.
to tie With Westneck
of
Coast
on Cyprus, yet Greeks and Turks Running competitively for the first
440—Won by Sides (B>: 3. With- Guard with 34 points, tops In "B"
met together at our clinics without time this season. Sides came from' broe (MID; 3. Fisher (BY. T—do* Division.
any untoward incidents. The U. S. behind to engage in
a stirring A*£c
It was a see-saw battle all day
Embassy people told me that they stretch duel with Withbroe of MIT
100—Won by Pis* (B); 3: toetts between Bowdoln and Coast Guard.
were amaaed that these people and finally edged ahead to win by (B); 3. M«ne (B). "P— 10.1.
The latter moved out to a slim' lead
could get together without coming a stride in the time of 50.9 sec.
139 High Hurdles—Won by Davis, through the first four races, but In
to blows and could recall few other Jim Fisher picked up
the third (MIT); 3. Elliot (B); 3. Schmidt the fifth race both Carven and
times when it has happened,"
place for Bowdoln.
(MTT). T— 16 sec.
Logan took first* and a four point
The group entered Into competiHowie Hall won the discus with
880—Won by Gillies (B); 2. Bean deficit was turned into a four point
tion with national champions where- a toss of 140 ft. 1 % in. This tops (B); 3. Oreen (B). T—1:89.7.
lead. Coast Guard tried desperately
ever they went and did very well, his beat previous effort by more than
238—Won by Loebs (B); 2. Sides to overcome this in the last race,
though no score was kept in the 10 feet and Is the best toss by a (B);. 3. Withbroe (MIT). T— 22.5
but fell Juat short. Their "A" Difriendly competitions.
Bowdoln man since Bill McWlllioms.
Two MUe—Won by Youmans (B) vision skipper, John Park, picked
"The Egyptians and the Turks
In addition to Sides and Hall, two 3. Miller (B); 3. Wegener (MTT). up two points as he finished secwanted to compete with Us on even more sophomores also gathered vlc- T— 10:30*.
ond behind Boston College, and
tetma," said Frank, "but the others tory laurels. Fete OUlles led a Polar
330 Low Hurdles—Won by Davis Carven could manage only a fourth.
were more Interested in training Bear sweep of the 8H0, as Ed Bean (MIT); 3. JBuot (B); 1 Morrison In "B" Division, Logan finished a
techniques than they were in com- and Jay Green came in second and (MTT). T—28.8" sec.
close third behind
Babson and
petlng with us."
third respectively; and Mark YouBroad bump Won by Morrison Westneck, and Bowdoln had Won
Two of the beat Derformances bv mans ran away With the two mile. (MTT); 2. Dunn (B); 3. Davis (MTT). by one point.
the Americans on the tour were Bowdoln again captured the second Dist.—31 ft. 3% in.
Sundays victory makes Bb*dbln
by Boston in the broad Jump and *pot with True Miller picking- up
Javelin—Won by Long (HIT); 1 a definite favorite along with BU,
Coughlin (B) 3; Landls (MTT). Dist. Harvard and Coast Guard In the
Jame» In the 100 meters. Boston three more point* for the Whit*:
Running smoothly, John Green —188 ft.
N. B. finals to be held at New Lon1«P«1 28 feet, 7 Inches at Ankara
on ^ril 18. bettering the best U. S. won the mile In the time of 4:3*2.
don on May 14th and 15th.
Craigfinished
Hammer—Won by Frost (B); 2.
distance up to that time by over Sophomore John
The score* of Sundays meet: Bowel«nt "iches. Also at Ankara. James strongly to gain second place. John Oottwald (MTT); 3: Berger (MIT). doln 71, Coast Guard 70, Boston
"Printed the 100 meters in 10.2 sec- Vette was still another Bowdoln Dist— 133 ft.. 11 in.
College 58, Babson 47, Amherst 43,
Pole Vault— Won by Ronan (B); Middlebury 38.
on{k. the fastest time to date In winner as he won the shotput for

MTT

ft'

Prank Sabasteanski. coach of
and Held, returned to the
campus late last week a confirmed
track

M.I.T.

Bowdoln College's varsity track Roes In the high Jump
team downd the Jiliwuil Irony was* for the* froah.
The summaries:
by • score of T» to •*> at
at-uravetek on
ttUaao*v
tineas'
Varsity

7bwr Of Near East
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Italian S saw
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— Cold Drinks

Cream

Owned and Operated by AI Tobey

DIM PA

May 1M4
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Coffee
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singles were

Davis

Wyman

Founded

6-0, 6-0;

Devereaux

6-0,

6-1';

tory.

Granite
I

of

Again. Bob Kennedy
sticker for

was the

big>

Bowdoln, coming through

Vanity Baseball team In action against Northeastern on Saturday

with a game-tleing, three-run homer

Bowdoln had lflernoon at Ptefcard Field.
picked up one run in the fifth on
singles by Newt Stowell, pitcher,
Swenson, snd CHenn
Saunders.
Pecking away at the Colby lead,
Dex Morse reached after two outs
UNH
Northeastern Game
fb
on a infield error in the sixth.
A six-run Northeastern first inn- Murtln.
Buik*. It
Stowell walked and Entln hit a ing; seven' Bbwdoln errors, sloppy Purr, 8b
ground ball that got through the base running and little White hit- Whitwmib,
Davi«.
in the sixth inning.

A

allowing oruy three sartles over 11

Jack Condon and Bob'
Swenson combined to seven hit the
Innings,

home

first

blood

Farm

only three got a* far as second.
Bowdoin had two men on for the
first; time In the game In the eighth
inning when Dex Morse and Jack
Condon both walked. It was not
until the ninth, however, that the
White was able to push across a
run.
Bob Kennedy had a fly ball
off his bat drop In for a double into
left-center.
He went to third on a
wild plckoff attempt at second and
camb in to score on Dick Leeman's
long fly ball to right field.
Tne game remained a tie until the

With one out Dick Morse
walked and then stole second. The
throw attempting to cut down
Morse went wild into center and
Moifee moved on to third. Bob Kennedy then walked and combined
with Morse to pull off a perfect
double steal that had Ouptill so
contused he couldn't decide where
to throw the ball to. Dick Leeman
thed belted a double to right center
to store Kennedy with an insurance
eleventh.

run.
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snd take a new route. *f you'v*
reached a dead sad in planning
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Nesd of our campus unit
Bring to light th* msny advaa.
Urges of s career in Hf • Insurant*
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dent* snd teachers in American colleges and universities. I deplore the
racial barriers which preclude a
large and valuable segment of our
population from enjoying the freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States. Without
minimising in any way the problems Involved, In the South or for
that matter among ourselves, it Is
(Mease turn to Page. 4)
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reac hed on error for D. Mora* In 8th.
flied out for Swcnuon In 8th.
c— fouled out for Cummlng* In 9th.

b
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For All Your
Now'*

LAW SCHOOL

&

lot

DAIRY

Far catalogue, application form and ether

Canadian Bacon, Lettuce

a

the sixth.

Bowdoin pitching stymied New
also Hampshire the rest of the way a*
the double*, a* they only one runner reached third and

will probably have some
changes In their line up and to
face this possibility, Bob has been
switching around his first two
doubles teams. At the match he
will try to win at least the first
three singles and he hopes even
more. H It is close, In the doubles
he may send up the teams of Wyman and Silllman and Davis and
Devereaux to try and gain the vic-

Scholarships available for outstanding

AH

showed

When they came back from
game

at 5 all In

The team was

Davis: Devereaux 7-6, 6-1; and Pollet: Stuart 6-1, 3-6, 6-4.
As for the rest of the State Series, Coach Bob Donham expects big
things from his team. He doesnt
expect to find Colby any tougher
than the U of Maine, but he la a
bit concerned about the next Bates
match considering how close this
one turned out to be. He thinks

6-3. 6-1;

Coeducational Day, Evening and Graduate Divisions
Seventy collages and universities represented by student body

Hill

fight

4-0 and 8-1 deficits to tie the

Travis 6-1, 6-4; and

Bar Association

REGISTRAR, SUFFOLK UNIVERTI8T

Bowdoln

New Hampshire drew

won: Wyman: Silllman

Maine's Most Modern Tune-Up Service

1986

Fully approved by the American

undefeated In

0AKIE S ESS0

LAW SCHOOL

8-6, 6-3;

Pollet 6-0, 6-0.

6-3; Silllman 6-4. 6-4, Devereaux 6-3, 7-6, and Davis 6-8, 6-4.
Travis was defeated 8-7, 6-4, and 6-1
while Pallet also was defeated 6-0,
8-1. The winning point came in the
doubles, as the team of Wyman and
Davi* won 6-3 and 6-3. In the other
doubles, the team of Silllman: Devereaux and Travis: Stuart were

man

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

of Sophomore
to begin their detitle with a vic-

pitching

tight

tory.

the whole the team

Saturday, the team won a
sweep against the U of Maine 9-0.
All six single* matches were won
ts follows: Wyman i-0, 6-0; silll- that Bates

THE BISMARK'

the

Jim Bridgeman

fense of the State

*w*i Cu6 V*

On

5-2422

Colby Game
Colby, earning all their own runs;
combined good clutch hitting with

In the third inning when they put
three base hits together for a run.

defeated.

'52

left

6-4-1.

9-0.

The winning

PIZZAS and BEVERAGES
We Deliver to Student*

_

VFNA LOLLOBRrGII

On

Both these matches were play- mobile accident.
ed here at the college.
The Bate* match saw us take

Bowl-Mor Alleys

Bowdoln stands

Northeastern

club, ne-hlttlng the Wildcats
over the final six frames.

6-3,

|W ^BttNNM

assist.

,

-

7-8,

to

the Polar Beans' season record at

1

M

shorUy.

Saturday loss

Lacrosse Wins 114

_,^d Coombs has announced that
hott «>d Olson ccto*"•*' Muo
u ° '3 ft m * tch a«amst Colby. As This past week the varsity ten- The game against New England
*~*
n ow t,le team wlu do he said nis, team continued to Improve Its College has been postponed due to
that only time and the breaks will season record by defeating
Bates the fact that five of their starter*
*». and thls ^ortA be evident very 8-4 and
the University of Maine were injured recently in an auto'

by on Tuesday,

0*1 In State Series play, while the

third baseman's legs to stcore Morse. ting combined to defeat the Polar
Kennedy followed with his well-tag- Bears in the second game played
ged blast over tne left field fence. at Plckard Field this year. The
Colby scored all bat one of their Huskies used three hurlers while
runs after two were out.
bunt Bowdoln hurled six Including Bob
single, two more back to back base Swenson who was pitching
in his
The lacrosse team won an easy hits and a stolen base gave the sixth game
out of the White's last
victory this past weekend at Nichols Mules a 1-0 lead in the fourth.
seven.
College by a score of 11-4. They With two out in the same inning
Fred Hill
for the home
met up with competition that was a double and a base hit added three club, but onlystarted
lasted for four hitnot as strong as the previous clubs' more runs to the Colby cause. In
ters; two hits, a walk and an error
they have seen this year. Never- the fifth Colby picked up one on a
by his second baseman. Bob "3orvl
theless, Nichols showed themselves bass hit, stolen base, single, and
relieved him, but he too was only
to be much improved over the last fielder's choice.
In the game long enough to throw
two years, ul that they were able
Colby scored its game-clinching to 4 Northeastern batters. He walkto keep In the game up until the runs in the seventh. A base nit and
ed the first man he faced, but got
final whistle.
ft
stolen Vkio by Scddcn started the next on a neider's choice,
a
Bob Hbhlfelder had) a good day things off.
Swenson struck out
with six goals and two assists. He Zash, but Burke followed with a run scoring. The next two hitters
came through with solid singles and
was followed by Flnlayson with twd sharp hit to right, Sedden holding the Boston club had a 5-0
lead.
goala and 1 assist, Fuller had two at third. After getting Roden to Jim Dunn relieved and allowed only
for the second out Swen- a sacrifice fly
as he put out the
goals and three assists and Al pop up
son threw a wild pitch that scored
Prince had a single goal. Bob Bert- Seddon in Pingree singled home the fire.
Bowdoin came back with a run
holf and Mike Abranur picked- up last of the Mule runs.
in the first on Glenn Saunders
Swenson uhowed good control and walk, Dick Morse's single, a
one point apiece as they each got

one

,

-

Te»MmkF«r PoUr Bears; Team Slumps

Collecting only fifteen hit* In
three games played last week, the
Bowdotn varsity nine lost two eontest* and Just managed to pull out
an eleventh inning win over New
Hampshire, 3-1. In losing to Col-

ground
gave up only one extra base hit, ball and Bob Kennedy's sacrifice
a double by Shea that took a bad fly. Dick Leeman contributed a hit,
played a good game, but their still- bop
in the outfield grass, but the but the rally fell abort as
a
double
est competition \g- to come this Colby hitters proved too much as
steal
attempt failed. Walk* to
coming week, as they will meet they reached- the senior lefthander Dunn and Saunders, Dick Morse's
TJNH and MTT. Both of these schools' for eleven hits: Dove Carlisle pitch- bunt hit, a wild pitch Snd Bob
have too lacrosse teams. UNH which ed one strong Inning of relief for Kennedy's triple to right-center
the White as he made his first var- gave Bowdoin three more
run* in
is considered excellent was beaten sity
baseball' appearance.
the third.
earlier this year by MTT, who had
SummirlM
New Hampshire Game
in the past two years lost only tWo
COLBY GAMB
Tie
New
Hampshire
pitcher,
OupBowdoln
ah
r
•
games and both of these were to
til,
held the Polar Bears to only Saunder*, If
6
1
UNH. Therefore as good cmopetition one hit, that an infield grounder to CummiffMt), 2b
3
1
cBtitchman,
1
as can be found In this area will deep short over the first eight inn- Gardner, rf ph
5
4
be met by our still young lacrosse ings; but brought on his own down- Leeman. 3b
1
i
7
fall with Ids' Wild plckoff throw in Mono. 1)., lb
team.
aStern, uh-lb
i
the ninth ,wd his mental lapse in Stowell, at
3
1
Ivy Game Called
the eleventh.
While Guptui was Entin, cf
2

;

m
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OPERA HOUSE
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Mtdts Hating

Company
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FACE FOUR

Military

Humor Plus

W Ivy Play;

Moon"

Orient

Charm— "Delightful"

INCOME

As the blooming of the trees end
flowers and the stringing of the

The production and sets for 'Teahouse" are the most complex that
neve appeared on the Bowdoin stage
in several years, and their colorful,
delicate Oriental motif makes them
a natural for Spring. Those who
have read the play find its sensitive mixture of provincial and mlU-

Ury humor and Oriental charm delightful.
Bowdoin's best dramatic
U working on the show. Dan
Calder is directing and the sets are
designed by Ed Oroder. The following people will be seen in their retalent

—

Jesse Leatherwood

'61

George Knttn

'60

'

— Tingey Sewall

'62

POLITICAL ISSUES
(Continued
*''*-

from Page 1)

ea his election running-mate and
Presidential successor. This, he said,
would give the successor to the presidency some actual "executive experience," rather than just the opportunity to listen in an Cabinet
meetings.
In answer to a question from the
floor. Rep. Coffin stated that Sen.
dmunrt Muskle of Maine would
have to be considered a possible
Vice Presidential candidate in the

event that Kennedy is not nominated for the top spot on the ticket.
In another proposal, Prof. Rossi
tar suggested that the loser in a
Presidential election be given a voting seat in the Senate with his choice
of committee assignments. His reasons for this proposal were that the
Stevenson's case, received
3T million votes, which Rosslter interprets as a "mandate" of considerable sise. Putting the defeated
candidate in the Senate, Instead of
Just tossing him to the winds, would
also provide a "rallying point" for
the defeated party.
loser, in

M*
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College students were especially
VeL 88
$209800 active at the Maine State RepubliBangor last
3136.78 can Convention in
140030 Thursday and Friday. About forty
6633 students from Bowdoin. Bates, and
the University of Maine were Assis$5701.11 tant Sergeant-At-Arms, Pages, and
Tellers. The very active convention
$4307.90 considered several items of particu13435 lar Interest to the students, Includ250.89 ing a proposed Constitutional Con287.12 vention, which was narrowly defeat60.70 ed, by a 7 to 8 ratio in a roll call
316.75 vote on the floor. Speakers during
the two day event included Sena398.13 tor Prouty of Vermont, Senator
Smith of Maine, Governor Reed of
Maine and Congressman Mclntire
of the Third District, who had preof the Politi$5616.34 viously been the guest
cal Forum and the Young Republi-

1530.50
18.40

106.50
247.08
112.35
211.25
346 44

M

13735
71.00
46.68
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—

Reorganisation Expenses
Miscellaneous Expenses

Repayment of Bursar Note
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changed and yet remain eo
My system

neat and well tailored.

Bangor; T. Curtis Appointed Sergeant-At-Arms

on the forty-five calisemi-automatic, gadget. Most
people put It into operation to create new holes In the oil pan, thus
facilitating drainage.
a
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I manage to get
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Income Statement

light* herald the coming of Spring
aid Ivy. on campus, the frantic
Increase In activity around Pickard

Theater portends the proximity of
the production of Bowdoin's annual
Itjy Flay
this year to be "Teahouse of the August Moon." Audiences will see "Teahouse" on both
the Wednesday before Ivy at 8:15
pjn. and the evening of Ivy day at
740. Always a highlight of the
Spring party weekend, this year's
Ivy play promises to be something
apedal
an Ivy play of Ivy Plays.
Written by John Patrick, "Teahouse" was a tremendous success
during both its long run on Broadway and Its subsequent performances In theaters around the coun-

hesitate to pass

Rhine State Republican Convention Sleets At

Orient Financial Statement
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

»r Too? reel

Saklnl
8ft. Qregovitch

WEDNESDAY. MAY

THE KDWDOIN ORIENT

"Teahouse Of The August

spective parts:
Captain Flsbee

^

!

—
—
—

—
—
—

23234

The students were a
surprised and pleased to learn
that previous reports of the Repub-

dents present.
little

lican Party stifling youth
were
false. Several hundred of the delegates to the Convention were under
thirty five, the gubernatorial candidate, and two of the candidates
for Congress are under 40 years old,
as are two of the men suggested for
the now vacant position of Chairman of the State Committee, Hugh
Saunders and Mart Henry, Bowdoin
•50. Willie talking to the Bowdoin
students, Henry stated, however, that
he was not interested in the position. He was the Executive Assistant
to Senator Payne, and now has a
law practice in Portland and Is on
the Bowdoin Alumni Council.

AID TO STUDENTS
(Continued front page 3)
Important that

all

communities of

intelligent citizens should give evidence o: their support of these constitutional principles which have so

long been ignored with respect to

many Negro

citlxens.

"One hundred and thirty-four years
ago, Bowdoin College graduated one
of the first two Negroes to gradu-

American college.
ate from an
Throughout the years, the College
has provided educational opportuncan Club of Bowdoin
TrliT
ity for Negroes on the same basis
Cartas To Attend
(Continued from page S)
as for other students, and presently
Chioage Convention
is providing two full tuition scholarBALANCE SHEET, MARCH 31, 1888
Ted Curtis, AD Sophomore, was
ships for students from Ghana and
VoL 88
VeL 88
ASSETS
appointed a 8ergeant-at-Arms to I knew used to turn his car over,
Kenya.
It violently, thus pouring
and
shake
$1668.00
$131238
Cash In Checking Account
the Republican National Conven"Contributing to the projected
oil back out of the filler pipe.
the
tion this summer In Chicago. He
scholarship fund for a worthy Negro
This
does
seem
a
drastic
bit
though,
$1668.00
$131239
Total
Assets
A first act rehearsal of the forthcoming production of "Teahouse of
was particularly fortunate to restudent
Is a constructive means by
and
he
got
into
for
trouble
doing
it
LIABILITIES
ceive this appointment, as such posithe August Moon" finds Sgt Gregovltch (I) and Col. Purdy, played by
which
on
turnpikes.
all members of the Bowdoin
It
would
be
better
750.00
$1050.00
to
Notes Payable
$
tions are in great demand by more
Tingey Sewall '82 and John Gould '60, discussing the day's order of busicommunity can Indicate
lonely College
262.98
918.00
Surplus
senior members of the party. As an confine this operation to
roads
at
night.
Ninety-four
their
concern
for this problem, and
miles
official at the Convention, Curtis
per hour is as good a speed as any. their desire to bring equality of con$1668.00
$131239
will police delegates and alternates
My
own
personal
experience
stitutional
has
privileges to all AmeriIn explanation of the financial report. The Orient has continued on the floor, check their credentials,
been
quite
successful,
and
don't
I
can
citlxens."
against increasing odds. There was a ten per cent rise in the printing and act as an assistant to the chairJohn Gould '60
Col. Purdy
expenses. A decrease in the anticipated amount or national advertising man of the Maine delegation.
BEBEK VISIT
Capt. McLean
Al Schiller '63
led to an over-estimation of advertising income. The combination of the
Bewdotn Men Meet Senator
(Contained Item page 1)
two occurrances made meeting costs a rather close call.
Ancient Man
Ted Curtis '62
The Bowdoin delegation to the
There is a substantial sum of cash on hand; however, it is necessary convention, Bernle Ryan, AD freshMr. Hokaido
Mike Whelan '63
to pay for the first Issues in volume 90 (the remaining Issues of this
man,
Bob Smith, Deke Sophomore,
Mr. Omura
Paul Dickey '61
After the 1956 Hungarian Revolu- school year) and to help finance the special August Issue,
and Curtis met and talked with all
Mr. SumaU
Gerry Levinson '63 tion he served the State Departthe auspices of the the speakers during Informal recepSumata's Father
Mai Cashing '61 ment at the Hungarian refugee Re- has developed a sound appreciation on these under
Graduates are accident-free drivers. Skilled, safe, courteous,
tions.
The latter two Bowdnin mpn
ception Center at Camp Kilmer, of American ideals and practices. Association ol Ame«*csn Cesses
Mr. Seiko
Bob Ferrell '62 N. J., and remains a consultant to
As an author he has written a and other educational organisations. met and chauffered Senator Prouty
patient aed thorough Instruction Is available to Bowdoin students
Mr. Keora
BUI Barr 61 the government.
number of books and studies in During the last 10 years, he has when he arrived by plane from the
Washington.
Senate
session
In
While
In a rare combination of practical Hungary, and more recently he has addressed audiences, students, and
Mr. Oshira
exclusively at greatly reduced rates.
Greater reductions to
Jack Ungley '60
faculty at Universities and Colleges they drove the Senator to his hoVillagers
Dick Clary '61 politics and an academic career, contributed to English and Ameritel,
they
had
opportunity
the
rare
groups
arid organizations.
See "Automobile Schools
Drivhe was Professor of International can periodicals on international in 24 states. He has been guest
Park Allen '63 Relations at the University
speaker for a great many religious to discuss many topics candidly.
of Pecs, problems.
ing"
In
local
phone
directory,
phoae
or
Lew.
2-A481 after 8 pan.
Peter Orossman '63 Hungary, and before World War
Here in the United States, Dr. Be- and civic organizations, Service
Youth Prominent
Lotus Blossom
Besides the many college students,
Linda Barkis was Secretary of the Supreme Coun- bek has devoted himself to research Clubs, churchmen's groups, and
English-Speaking half of whom were girls, there were
Brunswick High '60 cil of National Defense. He studied into the burning issues of inter- branches of the
at universities in Hungary, England, national affairs and has lectured Union.
a large number of high school stuAnclen Lady Mrs. Constance Adrlch
France, and Austria, and holds a
Miss Hlga Jlga
$616934
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Mrs.
Villagers

PhU.

In Political Philosophy.

Mary

Ellen Stevens
Dr. Bebek has a first-hand knowlJudith Rlsner edge of 15 countries in Europe and
Marilyn Perkett an intimate understanding of the
Dede McMullen Soviet satellite nations. Moreover he
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Premium Hot Dogs
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Available for Private Parties
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Complete Heating and Appliance Service For
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AND SEE WHERE YOU RATE*)

The Eastern Central New Hampshire Area
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Wodc Guaranteed

FOREIGN CARS
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SHORE DINNERS
STEAK
Snack Bar

—

foreign ea well as

American cars

JORDAN AVE.

DIAL PA 5-7908

SPECIAL OFFER

— CHICKEN

Cocktail Lounge

—-Soda Fountain

Conveniently Located Between Bath and Brunswick

ON ROUTE ONE

DIAL

S-SM1

Hilltop

Genuine Imported hand-carved
cherry wood pipe...
that really

The statement

"It's the exception that proves the rule"
is (A) a lame excuse for dumb rules; (B) an argument for
doing what you please; (C) evidence of a healthy disrespect for absolutes.

You've teat nvt s girl whose
beauty impresses you enormously. Do you (A) ask for
a date at once? (B) say,
"Aren't you lucky you
found me?" (C) find out
what she likes to do?

The Lighter Side Of The News In

AD BD CD

AQ BDcQ

why they usually choose Viceroy.
They've found the filter's so good Viceroy
can use richer tobaccos for better taste.
Is this why they say, "Viceroy has a
thinking man's filter ... a smoking man's
taste"? Answer to that one is: Change to
Viceroy and see for yourself!

A

*lf

rich uncle offers to give
his big, expensive vintage-type limousine. Doy ou

you

(A) say, "How about a
sports car, Unk?" (B) decline the offer, knowing the
big old boat would keep

SPORT COATS

That's

you checked

(C)

questions, you're swift

in

three out of

I

This unique two-headed pipe is a
real conversation piece ... a mutt
for your collection! Hand-carved
in the Italian Alps and finished
in gay colors. Stands alone on

own tiny legs. Ideal

its

for

your desk, mantle, or bookshelf
mighty good smoking, too
.
. .

A

real value

shipped direct to

Authentic India Madras as well as domestic wash

you from

and wear Madras Plaids

two-headed pipe today!

in a rich

group of

latest

shades.

Italy.

Send

for

your

This

may

Advanced

as it

has one thing
the first war-

Zgypt...and

jalleys of ancient
vith the air

and space vehicles of

Someone must chart
Someone must navigate

the future.

course.

For certain young men
sents a career of

opportunity.

its
it.

this pre-

real executive

Here, perhaps y»u

will have the chance to master a
profession full of meaning, excite.
merit

and rewards ... as a NavigaU. S. Air Force.

tor in the

To qualify for

Navigator train-

and 26'A— single, healthy and intelligent. A high school diploma is
required, but some college is highly

four

on the pickup, and you

desirable. Successful completion of

the training program leads to a
commission as a Second Lieutenant... and your Navigator wings.

14"

you think you have what it
up to the AviaCadet Program for Navigator training, see your local Air
If

for big occasions?

takes to measure

AD BD CD

tion

A

manufacturer asks you
to pick the kind of filter
cigarette be should make to

Force Recruiter.
this

win the most smokers.
Would you recommend (A)

24

a cigarette whose weaktaste
makes smokers think it hss
a strong filter? (B^ a cigarette with a strong taste
and a filter put on just for
effect? (C) a cigarette with

50

Or

clip

and mail

coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's
-_leaders on the

— —

Aerospace Team.

C.

I

Air rorce

a filter so good

it allows use
of richer tobaccos?

ADBDcD

MAIl THIS

Matching Bermudas
Smokers who think for themselves depend
on their own judgment— notfad or opinion

Chino Bermudas

.
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Aviation

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows

Phils

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MANS FILTER—A SMOKING HAWS TASTE!
SINO.I

79 Maine
-

BeaejejMejea

the B-52.

is

be, this airplane

common with

in

ing as an Aviation Cadet you must
be an American citizen between 19

really think for yourself!

you broke maintaining it?
(C) take the car and rent
tt

smokes

i

i
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Mens

Store
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Tallman Lecturer CNeil

Speaks On

"Navigational Aids"
8M

by

By

Woollacot*

^

m

^P*"
«

y

action and speak directly to
the audience. To maintain a
characterisation based on the
given circumstances- of the
stage action and yet communicate with a foreign element,
the audience, U tremendous-

""*

t^r»*r

J?^J

tare In order to refresh the audienoe of the three roads' the mystleal approach the rationalistic approach and the observational ap{(roach.

"Navigational Aids"

To illustrate the scientist's navi•ational aids" Professor O'Nell reviewed these three roads to knowledge In the light of specific Instances In the history of science.
With the mystical approach, the
scientist is so Impressed by the
manner In which a set of facts fit
together that he feels It a certainty
that here Is a law revealed. Two
eases In which this method was used
ware illustrated by Kepler's theory
Of the relative distance between
planeta. and Mendelejeff's construetton of the periodic table. The former was subsequently proved wrong,
while the later correlates with later

the part with a fine regard for the
play as a whole, and It Is to him
that much of the credit for Its
success belongs. Overcoming a certain stiffness in the first act, he
proceeded to win the hearts of the
audience. Mr. Entln Is a prime example, like Paul Robeson, of the
fundamental affinity between a
well-trained body and the theatre.
His gracefullness and complete control of action added tremendously

does the college a wealth of credit,
Teahouse shows that a small college, lacking the means considered
essential In most colleges, can put
together a purely undergraduate effort that would, on the whole, make
a great many semi-professional and
professional productions seem borEveryone who
tog by comparison.
has a chance should see it Saturday night. It's more than worth It.
suffice It to say, so as not to
8poU the highly amusing plot for
Saturday's audience, that John Patrtdf, p iay is about American occupatlon forces to Okinawa at the end
„f the Second World War and the
trtajg
f a Captain Plsby as he is
assimilated Into the oriental way
-. ...
enort
total effort
1Ue
Mr p.*.^.****** _».,

By

Phil Austin

The Tsa linen of the August and amusing, occasionally brilliant
sometimes
Mooa, at given Wednesday night,
Ite penetration and
-.r?
^2«i««rTf
or
,
public £S. !2°^.i«n.
;
S!?' „ made Ivy a success before It even pure schmal*. But the audience Is
Dan Calder has produced, too busy having a good time to
started.
XSSSZ..evtiM Jtk
hi. imbiee?
well they
Bowflaws,
at
as
theatrical
effort
any
Anal
question
"»
W»
il!~L~: "riL «Si-S^ZmJLZuiz
**? ***lpMnc JTSLTHiTftrt doto, » «h«>w which U among the should.
productions this
Dominating the play. In a sense,
ESi L^^iCir;
EH;!.!
n g en .iivm TiU best of any college
Considering the is the character of Saktoi. the Oldyfr 1^."*?
il
"g^^T??
writer has seen.
une jowiM?. iuw
Imct that any comparison between nawan translator who provides the
STvil .k! „i.„ti,t u nnt th* «oie this college and those taking an essential unifying link between the
citizenry.
It is. perol
ta tao«. academic interest In theatre must Army and the
tZte. whw, i^easor 0*NeU had take Into account the slick, almost haps, one of the best parts ever
JUSn-Jin Eta^ir.ti«-ture the scl- professional departments of the created for an actor, but it does not
to
play It
u
an
amas"cuteness"
Universities,
this
merely
take
«S2ta teheed!of wavsliTwhich State
Bowdoln, however, U well Sakinl Is an odd blend of the
tatait hta tolrnev and It is the 'ng show.
cultures, and If he
use of certain "navlBatlonal aids" blessed with an excellent plant and merging of two
exhibitionta
of
played merely out
that distinguish him from other «» Increasing wealth of undergraarea talent. Mr. Calder lam the play suffers greatly. George
issers of these roads Professor O'Nell duate and
that Entln bounces and grins through
hrieflv referred to his previous lee- has put together a production

um

Mere Point Possibilities Explored By
MGC Board Chairman As Ivy Approaches

Teahouse" Seen As Evidence
Of Fine Talent, Direction

Scientist's

ly difficult

Human

was, like the play, erra-

of his high peaks
of their brilliance.

much

We

Mr.
characterisation.
Gould, as did most of the
picked up after the first
act and played more naturally

temal
cast,

and

self-consciously,

leas

(CoaMniMd on pace 4)

Prof. Brault

.
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nes. Prance, August 17-M, and
at the Eighth Congress of the
International Federation for
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Modern Languages and

"

Glee Club Returns

September

Successful Spring
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MAINE

M

Professor Brault Is the recipient of one of the six trav-

grants covering round-trip
awarded annually by
the
American Council . of

el

Russwurm Fund

Notice

air fare

Is

Learned Societies

Set FOF NegrOCS

A

_

Council of

pants

College
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Next Week

there are so few professional teachof the philosophy of science.
and also stated that he felt there
And

was

danger of his losing his

little

amateur status

ROTC Department
Announces Awards
For Present Year
The Bowdam R.O.T.C. Department
has announced the following awards
for this year:
Pershlng Prcsnell

Sword - Senior:
Cadet Colonel Peter A. Anderson
Awarded by the parents of Major

John

F.

USMA

Presnell

Jr.

Bowdoln

16,

honor.

40, In his

Superior Cadet Ribbon—Senior:
Cadet Captain Robert L. Hohlfelder.
Awarded by the Department of the

partici-

also

conbeen

Paris.

May

High School

In

38.

rervlce

Citizens8 of
"4

^"

hlspanlclsm In France during
the 18th century.
Dr. Brault is a graduate of
Assumption CoUege and holds
a master of arts degree from
Laval University and a doctor of Philosophy degree from
the University of Pennsyl-

t.»S

^'^i*^
-l^f Q?^S«n'
^.iS^ViiS?. ^TJX^i
JV ^^

Brunswick %^J!to.£^n£
_ S^SJ
have registered wholeheart<Jcl ftpproval

President Endorse*

Fund

_^

™^^ ^ ^

M
I^„H f iebe,n

vania.

r

President James 8. Coles has en- ln
i
d
e " **?*>}!
dor«d the Fund, saying, 'One hunPlscher,
i^JL. a ndThfrtv-"fc*ir*vear* mo itawl «l uart*t directed by
^oto Coliem sraduated one ofthe *" enthusiastically received
by the Bowdoln audience. InSrst two
to naduto from
cluded to the "Meddles" seial American coUeKe ThfouKhout the
""d varsity soccer, been elected Re- years tne ctoHege has nrovlded edu- lecttons
were
barbershop
tunes, favorites, ballads, blues,
cording Secretary of his fraternity, rational
opportunities for Neeroes
8 P lrlt uals, novelties, calypses
and Is currently enrolled in ROTC. on
e samebasis as for other stualxI
Burnett, also a sophomore Alpha dents, and presently
harmonically
modern
Is providing two
Delt, was this year's Sports Editor. f
Un tuition scholarships for stu- •ound tog numbers.
He has been Corresponding Secre- ^eati from Ghana and Kenya
tary of his fraternity, and ran
»-. r.,„i— „,«
«r* n „ trtv„,n~*

™??"

n
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OS Armor
Benlor:
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^Association

From

1961 to 1963,

he
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ectronlcs Association Award—SenCadet

U.

Col.
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George W. Dean.

Awarded by Armed Forces Communication and Electronics Associ-

Union Ivy Schedule

ation.

Superior Cadet Ribbon—Junior:
Cadet Sergeant David B. Humphrey.
Awarded by the Department of the

Army.

DUONG BOOM GaULL

Association of the United States

Army Award—Junior: Cadet

Sergeant Nicholas E Monsour. Awarded by Association of the USA.
Reserve
Officer's
Association
Award—Junior: Cadet Sergeant Wllttam
Chase Jr. Awarded by Re-

A

serve Offlcers•

Association

of

Army.

turn to Page. 4)
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Dances

OPEN UNTBL

the

United States.
Bupertor Cadet Ribbon—Sopho•»*•: Cadet Corporal Lasslo Dudss
Awarded by the Department of the
(

Ei»

Cadet Captain Duncan B. holds the post of Sports Editor of
,can P
""»«»•
US Armor As- the Orient.
_
Dr Thurgood

Armed Forces Communication and

SUNDAY,

OWN

v
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^tSfia, nrivue^s
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Oliver. Awarded by
aoclatlon

tor:

S-tS^aS
Z:

» «Pohomore member of JL"^
Upsllon. and currently

« AJHL

MAY U

AT t:» AM.

,

speech

last

week

'

Marshall In
his
at Plckard Thea-

ter expressed the belief that this
scholarship Fund is the most con'
structlve action that can be taken
Northern students to sympathy with
their fellow students in the South.
He hoped the Idea might spread
to other colleges. Dr. Marshall was
the recipient to UM» of the National Newspaper Publishers Association's Russwurm Award " to
recognition of outstanding achievement to making possible a richer
conception of democratic principles
and to tribute for upholding these
highest traditions considered as the
ideals of the American way of life."
The following are fraternity representatlves who would appreciate
help from other students to raising

OFTHE.
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Is

Dane of
The student

the
re-

by Steve Hays.

tog and awaking as man>
members and guests of the
as possible.

Is

an awareness
its

day actions, there should be
no lack of opportunity to par-

'«••'

important

contemporary

civil

rights fcwoe, concurs with the ConAmerica,
of
Ideas
stitutional

the

s—mill

right of the Individual.

The Lunch Counter Integration
Committee (LCIC) today Issued a
"call to action," urging college stu-

throughout the country to
participate In the forthcoming anniversary celebration of the Supreme
Court's desegregation decision. The
dents

Human

eral fraternities,

liege
.

Dignity

last Friday afternoon under
the auspices of the Student Coun-

Theater
cil.

Africa

Today

Dr. Marshall opened his remarks
by saving that what is happening to
the United States concerning race
relations must be considered against
the background of the whole world,
because throughout the world today there Is the feeling that human
dignity matters and that one of
the bases of human dignity is the
belief to "one man, one voie." Speaking briefly of the African situation. you still have enough might
Dr. Marshall brought out three main and money remaining, the
points.
He said that today the band is a good one.
world is looking at Africa, that
Britain and Belgium and the other
Back To Nature
colonial powers are finding that they
On other scenes, beaches
can no longer base their colonial- and the sands thereof beckon
Ism solely on race, and that there to all would-be nymphs, sastill remain some diehard believers
tyrs,
bears, bearesses, local
In the Inherent superiority of the
law enforcement agencies, and
white races myth to places like representatives of the WCTU,

South

Africa.

Southern Negro Sit-in

Turning to the racial problems to
the US.. Dr. Marshall talked about
the significance of the sit-ins in
He said that today's
the South.
Southern Negro youths are Impatient and that they are saying to
a loud way what others have been
saying quietly. Warming to his subject. Dr. Marshall blasted claims
that we should let the racial problem "work

Itself

out."

"Democracy

not based on something working Itself out," he said, and then
is

Committee for the Defense of Martin Luther King hopes to send a
special speaker to this ceremony.
omjsWniaJor demonstrations are being''pianned lri»New York, Chicago,

seeking to preserve the shrubbery adjacent to "our lovely
beaches." It is understood
from usually unreliable
sources that the tide schedule
'
will be read at frequent intervals from local radio stations
to forestall the marooning of
any carefree wanderers on.
this or that spit of land. At
least two members of the col-

community have had recent experience with the speed
of the Incoming tide in the
Ft. Popham area. One eyewitness to this struggle with
nature, reports that the color
blue which both men affected

lege

would be complimentary only
to that university in Oronn.
For this reason and the very
good chance that this type of
dallllance could lead to more
permanent Injury, It is suggested that one wear all the
clothing possible If you plan
to swim at all. (See ad for

<<#

will also feature

Los Angeles, and Berkeley, to celebrate the success of Southern stu-

take of the "three D's". the
"three R's" having been sackfor the moment. The sevIf Mass Hall
doesn't mind my borrowing
the phrase, have been long
awaiting this chance to display not only their ability to
produce and direct the most
happy weekend of the Bowdoln social season. And. si if
their planning wouldn't do
enough damage to the liver
and kidneys, an Ivy Committee has seen to It that you're
arches will fall, albeit gracefully, to the strains of the
Buddy Morrow band. Mr. Morrow will be holding forth in
the 8argent Palladium, known
for Its rather distinctive odor,
from 9 pm. on Into the night.
There is some doubt as to the
therapeutic value of such an
evening if you've already partaken of Pops. However, should

ed

?ptog
>.

and CENSORED. As this
an Institution fraught with
of the past and
bearing upon our present

ing,

cleaning

establishment.)

r thimk rac o-CMDca or

OOB tON IS PEMINIWC —
MV Bukk cvs a MV P«OOF

dents In their fight for Integration.
The LCIC has received support
from the NAACP, the AFL-CIO, asked how long the Negro was supand other national organizations for posed to have patience. He pointed
activity out that it is six years since the
Its leadership of student
backing the Southern sit-ins. Indi- Supreme Court decision rejecting
encouragement has come "separate but equal" schools and
Bordeaux, and La RocheUe. vidual
Eleanor Roosevelt, Harry 9V" of Southern Negroes are still
from
Mrs.
France.
Arthur M. Schleslnger, to segregated schools.
In 1969 he was awarded a Belafonte,
Jr., Harvard professor of History,
Stating that many Negroes have
Pulbright Fellowship for
a
and Jackie Robinson. At Harvard iived their entire lives hoping to
year's study to Strasbourg,
the Committee Is seeking the help become first-class citizens. Dr. MarFrance.
of the Young Democrats and Re- shall said these young Negroes are
Liberal
Union,
and
publicans, the
not going to wait that long. "They
other groups devoted to student po- say we should move gradually; when
litical activity. The LCIC U podoes gradually start?"
litically nonpartisan.
Dr. Marshall feels that little conwere
reminded
that
LCIC leaders
sideration is given to the man In
"freedom Is something to act for, the South who earnestly desires to
as well as to stand for. To defend do right, and that this man has
our freedom we must fight those to be given Inspiration to follow
who would deny It to others." Citing his desires. This is a function which
111
the recent democratic advances to the Southern Negro sit-ins are fulKorea as an example of the power filling, for these young Negroes
of student political action, the hope
have stirred the Imagination of peowas expressed that May 17 demon- ple throughout the South and their
strations would be organised on
actions are not ephemeral but are
more than aoo campuses.
serious, for the N.A.A.CP. will fight
"The demonstrations will do more for them. When talking about the
than celebrate progress already
(Please torn to page t)

a

served to the U.
Army and
was assigned duties as a Special Agent with the Counter
Intelligence Corps to Orleans,

.a

Nathan

the flririjrof a "second shot heard
round the world," at Concord. The

\/T£AU0US£

e
Curtis. AD. Louis Ase- 5™^"°°, !T J** '**%*??
stevs Silverman. ARU. tg?**** "Teahouse of the August
ATO, Tony Paul and Bob Moon.''

money: Ted
koff and
Bill Page,

^
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whereby the democratic principle
of free and peaceful expression is

CommonsaThe day
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following article is an extract from the May Z issue of THE
CRIMSON, a dally newspaper of
Harvard University. THE CR1MSOIVS stand, as well as that of
many other NE colleges In this

nationwide campus demonstrations
wiifc.jbe held on May 17. the sixth
anniversary of the historic ruling.
In Boston, 10,000 college students
from the New England area will
Join /residents in a march to the

I

^

Award- Alpha Rho

Participation

EDITOR'S NOTE

Brunswick are being

J?« J£L>

CR

The

At Liege. Dr. Brault will
communicate the results of
his recent studies In the diffusion of Spanish vocabulary
and literature to Prance during the Renaissance. His analysis of the dates of French
words of Spanish derivation
provides the basis for a reassessment of the vogue of

sponse

Audience On Individual

ll«lMl«Hll««^«•««"M"«

featured to solo roles,

Prof.

to

If none of
the foregoing
items have met with favor
to your eyes then it would
seem that there's nothing left
but to indulge to dancing, din-

Faculty speaker for the occasion
classics department.

.

Social Relation*

ners.

was.

.

must If you're ever
your head again.)

lift

Thurgood Marshall Talks To Community

Aid

*™"
!£

Wooden

Spoon. Previously, the spoon has
been retained for one year by each
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clubs will actively participate in
the tag days. Members of the Bowdoln student Committee will be present to supervise the tag days and.
provide information on the scholRobert Burnett (left) and Steve ,:,,,:
p
Hilyard, newly -elected co-editors ot
the BUGLE.
Town Support

Edltor-ln-chlef Russell B. Wight
announced last Sunday evening the
appointment of Stevens W. Hilyard
and Robert Burrett as co-editors
.,«.,.-', ~nn„„ _» »k_ —
n
v.»w years
oft next
edition of the Bugle.
Wight also announced that this
year's Bugle will be released some
time during the latter part of next
week.
Hilyard, a sophomore member of
Alpha Delta Phi. held the post of
Associate Editor of the Bugle staff.
this year. He has played freshman

Permanent
This year marks
permanent
spoon of a

Harvard Urge Students

'-

<((\

s«aarar«££

.

Junior class Secretary Larry Blckford will make the announcement,
and Introduce Cummings, and the
presentation will then be made by
the Ivy Queen.

Professor Brault's paper at
By Sid Woollacott
the Arthurian Congress deals
Directorwith the history of the coats
Marshall,
Thurgood
of arms which were used to Counsel of the National Association
medieval art and literature to for the Advancement of Colored
Identify various characters to People Legal Defense and Educathe Arthurian legend such as tional Fund, Inc., spoke on "Why
King Arthur and Sir Lance- the Lunch Counter Demonstrations"
lot.
to a capacity audience to Plckard

.

of sci-

ers

weeks in

w

Burnett, Hilyard To

to

international

He has

swarded a grant from the
American Philosophical Society to meet expenses for fire

*

m

to

gresses.

'

pins

definite

Ivy Traditions
Deeming the traditional climax
of the Ivy ceremonies, the planting
of the Ivy bv the Junior class, too
Important to miss, the committee
asprevailed on Fred Meyer to
semble and lead an Ivy Jam ensemble to make the rounds of the
Spoon
the beginning campus early this morning. Msturb-

Cummings.

okinawans enthroned in regal splendor seem to be causing a great
A G pro„, comternaUon in the V. 8. Navy, at depicted In the

ductton „» "Teahouse."

Ul

the

Charley Wing and Bill Green of
the Ivy committee, will be highlighted by the presentation of the
Wooden Spoon, awarded each year
at Ivy Day to the Junior voted most
popular by his classmates, to Jack

fiASEBALL

After a triumphant tour In
which they participated In II
concerts, the Bowdoln Glee
Club and the famed Meddiebempsters returned to the
campus for their annual con-

L

ester's experience Professor O'Nell
felt that it was clear to him why

Cummings Awarded Wooden Spoon At
Annual Ceremonies While Ivy Planted
Ivy Day ceremonies, winner, but beginning today, each
spoon he
to be held on the steps of the recipient will receive a
Walker Art Building at 10:00 a.m. will retain permanently, inscribed
of with the names of all previous winsupervision
today under the

For Concert After

meeting of the New England
B\"
Young Republican Clubs
,
*"» meet at the Stowe House May
Bowof
the
A
members
»nd
"
»
ensile self-evident truths.
wlU. be
Professor O'Nell pointed out that doto Republican Club who
by Frank Msnctnl
the observational approach is used «*^ to attend should contact^ either
by three general groups; the man Skip Magee or Ted Curtis. If prevand Ted Curtis
made,
there
arrangements
are
lou
uv the street, the empirical phllosof
Bowdoln
stuwUl
no
cost
to
the
be
phers, and the scientist. He said
Bowdoln students and faculty
th«t th» nhnervHtinn* nf thp man dents. About thirty students are exand
Brunswick townspeople, to a
University
from
Bates,
Colby,
pected
ln^rtM^reaD?nottotaDar"
cert last Friday evening. Havpractical attempt to support civil
UeuJ?r^netrMmS nor were his of Maine, Dartmouth. Harvard. MTT, rights,
are raising funds to provide tog received widespread crltlRadcllffe
Yale and Radcllffe.
Wf^nL, apt
Pnt to be precise.
^r7« -t^p
The Yale,
Inferences
clalm
new8pape "
* -a**"** '« a -« iaUfled «> uth
negro student who has been de- throughout the Bast, the group
era
ptore precise conclusions because
._.,...
prlved of the opportunity for an presented the same concert
,
been
ha.
praised
-«-*«.
.
Contributions have been coming In wherever it has performed
through the use of logic and mathunder the direction of Pro18^ t0 the fraternity repre
e*11
atojittes. rtaaBy the scientist Oil- Ci\UhAii *fi1 RTiriT 17 •
feMor Frederic TUlotson.
*-*l-CUIl
sentatlves
John
Brown
on
the
Russ£ers from the philosopher in that
The Glee Club presented 18
wurm Scholarship Committee. Pac-.
-- r
he feels the philosopher does too w-^
.
T
ulty members have enthusiastically numbers plus encores, begtou
u
supported the project both morally ntog with the College song
en ough
'lllse
Sons of Bowdoln" and
financially.
In
addition
soand
to
relevant from the Irrelevant obserHcltaUons at Bowdoln, the Commit- concluding with a Bowdoln
vations.
tee has made plans for Including College Medley conducted by
Thanks Bowdoln
senior
Richard
Downes.
Brunswick-Portland
area
the entire
In conclusion, .Professor O'Nell exDownes. John Lunt '61, Dave
In the fund^MtssflsWUrlve. Tag days
pressed his gratitude to Bowdoln
will be held*4pBs\toswlck on Fri- Fischer 61, William Barr '61,
for allowing him a chance to be a
'50, were
Bernstein
and
Alan
day night, .MsJV wH» and Saturday,
professor of
philosophy
ence for a semester. After this sem-

24.

circle

the horror she expressed as
you nimbly short circuited the
lights
which
Anti-Grasstog
have blossomed forth from the
campus oak trees. (Of course,
you should have told her that
the horrible risk you were taking (i.e. electrocution) Was all
for the sale of a few wonderful
moments when the two of you
could sit alone beneath the
and talk. (If you
stars
didn't make any such maneuver, the rock scrabbling is a

The annual

Euclidean geometry
Speaking of the rationalistic ap-

a^mpr

Lit-

eratures to be held at Liege.
Belgium. August 38 through

of

and/or other devices equally
as symbolic. This should be
enough to wipe away forever

France This Summer

ions.

Sw*3&S*££*J3L
Z&'T&SSSZ&SSZ

any number

Dr. Gerard J. Brault, Assistant Professor of Romance
Languages will read papers at
Jack Cnnsmlngs. voted most popular Junior by his classmates, was
the Sixth Triennial Congress
award at the Ivy Day Ceremonies this
of the International Arthur- presented the Wooden Spoon
ian Society to be held at Van- osornlng.

discoveries.

proach, Professor O'Nell drew his
illustration from geometry. Euclidtan geometryy had concluded inferentlally that only one line passtag through a. given point could be
parallel to another line. This proposltkm had stood for centuries as a
SBlf-evMsnt truth, upon which a
Whole geometric system had been
a
However, Lobatchevskl.
built.
mathematician, decided not to make
devised
a
this assumption, and
whole new system of geometry in
which there were no Inherent selfcontradictions. Thus, Lobatchevskl
derived new formulas that fit observations' In the face of ration-

To Give

Papers in Belgium,

mu

1

compare to the delights of
merrily scrabbling across the
rocks at Mere Point, seeking
your very own fortune. Indeed, it would be the high
point of any Ivy League darling's life to have had a date
with a man wrto was able to
not only entertain her In the
manner to which she may (or
may not) be accustomed, but,
even graaaander, assured her
enough money to decorate an
entire split level, electric, doit-yourself ranch house with

lost

that too much attention
had been paid to external effects and not enough to ta-

felt

-

Prom the two Instances Professor
O'Nell drew the moral that while
the epiphany of the supposed revelation may take away the breath
sf »k» beholder, it shouldn't both**
third parties. He also pointed out
that the Mendelejeff's periodic table
was true only because of subsequent
proof through trials and observations. Thus, trials are necessary to
test the soundness of supposed vis-

Relations

this is Ivy Weekend has already been noted by those who've taken even the briefest
glance at the front page. But, have you noticed that none of the events there ( or here ) listed

appointing. In the role of the
blustering colonel, he was too
much at one emotional pitch
throughout and consequently,

some

ty

That

His good moments were
supreme and his bad ones dis-

tic.

to the bellevabillty (a Stanislavskl
term meaning the actor s realization
of truth on the stage) of his part.
One felt that his Interaction with
the other members of the cast was
of a much better quality than his
frequent monologues to the audience. and this points up the essenHe
tuJ dlfflcU ] ty ^tnm th,, part
Is not so well done ail might seem
gt, upon frequent occasion, break
at first glance. The play Is witty down the "fourth wall" of the stage

"

r

.

and Mr. Entln ha*

done a fine Job.
John Gould, as Col. Purdy
III,

Jed Stoat

Noted Brunswick Birdwatcher and custodian of the Mere Point Gulls, their problems
And prejudices, has, in an exclusive interview with the Bowdoin Orient, revealed a new
Speaking in his business capacity as Chairman of
light in which to view these awful birds.
Board of Maine Guano Corporation, Fenwick J Furd disclosed the hidden profits found in
"You must look deep," Mr. Furd intoned to this reporter, "but
afternoons at Mere Point.
the rewards are enough to make anyone filthy rich."

Natural Possibility

The

possibility of rain over
Weekend will not be

the Ivy

discussed here for (a) anyone
doesn't know what there
is to do on a rainy Ivy day at

who

Bowdoln

is

a freshman and

therefore can be told

what and

where

they
(.)
to do, go;
wouldn't let it be printed anyway. A friend of mine who

works to a local weather lab
assures me that such an event
wouldn't dare happen, but he's
as unreliable as thoce Informed
sources who are forever revealing things to Washington.
It is Indeed a blessing thnt
they didnt plan the weekend.
The college would probably
find Itself a training base for
Intelligence work so secret
even Washington doesn't know

about it.
In the event that you do go
rock .scrabbling remember the

words of our patron Fenwick
J.

Furd: "He

who

looks

up

to

seek the rewards of Mere
Point will be unsuccessful, receiving only a token of what

might be

his."

THE

r rAvac

THE BOWSM ORIENT
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Dedication Recital on
Marshall said that
the Class of 1009 Organ. Plck- Southerners, Dr.
about all cf
ard Theater in Memorial Hall. he was not talking
them for he feels that the die-hard
3:00 p.m. Annual Meeting of Phi
segregation.*** are only a minority
Beta Kappa, Alpha of Maine. and that the Southern situation is
Smith Auditorium.
a case of the "tail wagging the
Fraternity Reunion Meetings.
dog."
4:00-5:30 p.m. Reception by PresNorthern Demonstrations
ident and Mrs. Coles. Moulton
Union.
In answer to a question concernClass Reunion Dinners, as ar- ing the effectiveness of the New
ranged.
England Colleges' demonstrations
9:00 p.m.
Commencement Play, against lunch-counter discriminaAs You Like It, under the Cans- tion, Dr. Marshall replied that he
1:45 p.m.

3:90-8:00 p.m. Claaa of 1996 Reception for Faculty, College Officers,
Plckard
and Friends.
Field House.
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Returns To Outdoor

Visitors Fascinated

changed immediately and not allowed to work itself out gradually.

By Labor-Savers

Curtis,

'93

Mr. Bela W.
Robert Llndqufrt

Jon Brlghtmaa

'90
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In Her Conservative Tradition
In her conservative tradition.

honoring the equal rights of

Bowdoin College

A group

individuals.

all

bac aaae

again

of students

now raising money to provide a scholarship for
who has baas deprived of the opportunity to

youth

college education

is

a Negro

obtain a

The scholarship is
appropriately named in memory of John Brown Russwurm.
Claaa of 826, who waa ore of the first two American Negroea
to graduate from an American College. Ruaswurm founded the
American Negse* press, crusaded for abolition of slavery, and
later became «9) important official of the Liberian government.
Another Bowskoin man deeply interested in constructive
programs for aiding the American Negro was General William
Howard, who wag r» charge of the Freedsnan'a Bureau after
the Civil War and founded Howard University.
Appropriately, last Friday's speaker was a graduate of Howard University
Law School. Dr. Thurgood Marshall is a man dedicated to
bring to all ciehsnn* the equality of privileges guaranteed by
the nutural right* of man and the Constitution of the United
of segregation.

1

;

Stafes.

ands of oncoming; books.
grove for its "Tongues in trees,
I can remember, my goodness this
books in the running brooks, Sergoing to date me, before trie
Is
mons in stones, and good in every- "glass
barrier" was put up all around
thing."
the desk, when students were able
to reach over the desk and steal
Cast
books and were also able to sign
Orlando will be played by Phil out for the books on closed reserve
Austin '63, who Impressed audiences without any inconvenience. Thank
last fall in The Cave Dwellers. Bill goodnnss this is ail done away with
Lannon "63, who played earlier this by our efficient administration. It
season in The Isspsrtence *f Beaag is most gratifying to see that the
Ernest and in one of the One Acts, school, after all these years, still
will be Touchstone. Earl Mailer '60 te has the student in mind.
east
the role of Jaeeuee MlHer
Faithfully yours,
played the lead in the Winter
Alice Sybl Scott
Houaeparties play. The Playboy of
the Western World. Other students
in the east are Dan Calder '60 aa daughter of Professor Athern DagDuke Frederick, Dave Foster '60 as gett, will return from Randolphthe Banished Duke, Bill Barr '61 as Macon College for Women in VirAmiens, Bruce Barnett '69 as Oliver. ginia, where she is president of the
Harald Heggenhougen '63 as Le- dramatic club, and has Just played
Beau, Berni* Ryan '63 as Charles, a leading role in The Bacchae of
Don Burr '63 as Adam, Dave Par- Euripides, to play Rosalind. Her
nie '61 as Corln. John Rex *62 as part has been read in rehearsal by
Silvius, Dave King "63 a* William, Kinky Chapman of Portland and
and Dave Fischer "60 as an attend- Bunny Wyer of Brunswick during
ant. A recant graduate, Bute Trask. the past month
Sally Berry, of
who Is lecturing In the Art De- Cape Elizabeth, will play Celia.
partment, will play Jaques de Bols. Phebe and Audrey will be played by
Joan Hohlf elder (who was seen in
The Cava Dwellers) and Barbara
In the female lead, Ellen Daggett, Hora, both of Brunswick. Peter
Best '83 is stage managing -the pro-

m

duction.

New Council

Officers

Director George Quinby is following the cutting of the play used by
Mrs. Arthur Brown, who inaugurated the practice of performances
of Shakespeare at Commencement,
and who directed A* You Lite It

Begin Terms; Elections

Since 1 9J 7 not a few of the College fraternities have been For
Committees Begun in
1916 and 1916. The shortened
caught in she dilemma »f what to do, or what not to do, with
version will play in about an hour
Committees seemed to be the and a half,
the now much debated question of un-American or "gentleretaining
theme of Monday's Student Coun- familiar and delightful the many
lines of the
man a ag re em en t/' clauses within the national charters of in- cil meeting. The new president.
main plot but omitting portions of
George Del Prete. first gave the re- the subplot
volved (or not ye* involved) chapters.
which are of more inport of the committee appointed terest
to scholars than to the genOne fraternity km even surrendered its charter of certifica- last week to make nominations for eral public.
tion to its national, because aa a fraternity of individuate, h did positions on the Student Judiciary
Committee. Nominated were Larry
not. believe in discriminating against pledging another indi- Blckford. Fran Fuller (who withRusswurm
vidual, whom it saw fft to bid, on the mere false grounde drew), Jesse Leatherwood, and Jon
(Continued from page 1)
MacDonald. present Juniors: of
of racial or eoior prej udic es.
Other fraternities have met this these one will be elected next week.
Also Jack Adams, Bob Armstrong,
problem, which meetda't really exist at Bowdoin
the very
Paul Burke. Ted Curtis, Howie Ferrell, Beta, Dave Smith, Chairplace wheea Harriet Beecaer Stowe wrote her famous book
Dana, and Nell Millman, present man Chi Psl, Hank Shumaker Deke,
David King, DS, Frank Manciai,
by taking various stand* ranging from the truculent "wait and sophomores, were nominated of KS, Pete smith, Psl U, Bob Manciai,
whom two are to be chosen.
strong, DS, Dave Burt, TD. Paal
see attitude to the notifying of their national headquarters of
At the meeting next Monday, elecGalanti and Ben Kohl, Zete. Protions will also be held for the Stua resolution to revoke "such clause*
written or unwritten."
fessor Stuart Colie represents the
dent Council Lecture Committee,
On tha hale, moat of the fraternities are concerned with College Lecture Committee, Blanket faculty.
the College pdky of removing any and all remnants of die- Tax Committee, Student Life Committee and Student Cirrlculum Comcrimination to be found on campus.
mittee.

—

—

by Mike Rodger*

Now I dont like to be the one to
inject a sour note into a fine, frol-

are bars on the windows this Is
probably not a fraternity house,
nor is the girl next to you your original date.)

icsome weekend like Ivy (hee hee
hee), but something must be said
A little Htetery (very)
about Sunday afternoons. After all,
Yes, it la hard to bsltev* that the*
forewarned is
ah, ahmmm, well living room was once
living,
a
something clever or else I would- breathing, gay young thing, fritting
n't have said it,
that Is if I could about the countryside just before
remember it. But I win try very the last ice-age. This was- before
hard to think of the last an* as living rooms became tamed by man,
this installment pushes ahead, and and had their basements attached.
you can be sure It will go right down In those good old days a living
here on the page as soon as 1 dp. room didn't have much to do, bet
After all, a good word Is lite
an, eat taxi-cabs, and swat hairy mamahmmm, oh brother
Enough of moths. Problems were simple then
this brittle wit, back te the horrors with no people cluttering up their
of Sunday afternoon.
innards. Problems would be simple
for you to* under those conditions.
living steam Heabte-Jeeble*
Things have changed now though,
For indeed, yea, verily, and for- and the living rooms have taken
sooth, an horror it is. First, let us horrible vengence on their captors
look st the living room (the weaker through the office of the Sunday
through dark glasses of course. Rum afternoon. Is it worth it? Perhaps
should be dark enough). The first we should give them their freething that strikes us is a body roll- dom. Certainly it would be faster te
ing off the mantle
"Step gently keep a bunch of dirt tidy, than a
friends, he was the chaperone." The living room. However, it mast
he
second is that "living room" is the remembered that there are mere
biggest misnomer to com* down the living rooms now, and fewer taxi-

—
—

—

I

pike

cabs.

pyramids.

And then again it may
how should I know, I'm not
going near the place. You shouldn't

there la no sense in being foolhardy
about the whole thing, or ridiculous

not,

either.

either.

^People?

However. Wr those who de: fire
engine chasers, the morbidly curious, sociologists and such,
the
scene is one of utter desolation. Perhaps a chair or two has bean
ir leaned from the wreaks** and in,
or on, these sit figures. "Look, they

There is no telling what a
good hungry living room might do
under those circumstances. I for
one would try to be very pleasant
to one if it came bouncing my way,

ever, is
process,

—

Four seniors will deliver com- he Is president of the debating
addresses. Selected in council, has won numerous debating
He took the
competition with others who pre- and speaking prizes.
pared and presented talks to a fac- Achorn prize debate title as a sophoility committee of judges, were John more, was first in the Alexander
T. Gould, Jr., Pierre R. Paradis, speaking contest as a Junior, best
Peter S. Smith, and Eric F. Taylor. speaker in the Bradbury prise debate, and last fall won first in the
Daniel G. Calder is the alternate.
'
'Gould is majoring In English, and Fairbanks speaking competition. He
Is
a member of Thcta Delta Chi won numerals as a freshman and
his
letter as a sophomore on la*
Fraternity. He has been secretaryrepre- rinle team. Smith was a member of
treasurer, student council
of the varsity debating teams which won
sentative, and chairman
campus chest committee for his regional honors the past three years,
Taylor, a product of Saugus High,
During the past year
fraternity.
Mass. and an English major, is a
he was president of his chapter.
He entered Bowdoin under an member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
alumni fund scholarship, has been An alumni fund scholar and a dean's
active at times in both speech and list man, he was news director of
as a freshman and is now
dramatics, winning as a sophomore
Hlland Lockwood Fairbanks on the student council.
the
Calder majors In English, belongs
competition. He plays the lead in
the student-produced showing of to Beta Theta Pi Fraternity and is
The Teahouse of the August Moon head of Masque and Gown. H*
which will be presented May 11 and came to Bowdoin as an alumni fund
scholar, is currently a Kling schol14.
Paradis, a French major, is an ar, and is considered by dramatics
independent representative on the director George H. Qulnby to be the
student council. He was elected to outstanding student director to have
"Phi Beta Kappa last June, has been worked under him. He is currently
a James Bowdoin scholar three directing The Teahouse of the Auyears, active in debating and for guest Moon, has been managing edithree semesters was a straight "A" tor of the Bowdoin Orient, has been
He managed the swim- a James Bowdoin scholar three years
student.
ming team, was on the Orient sports and on the dean's list every semesstaff, and on the dean's list every ter.
It is traditional with Bowdoin
semester.
Paradis was second in the Hlland that the only speakers during the
Fairbanks prize speaking last fall, commencement exercises are undertook first place last month in the graduates.
Approximately 196 men will recolor slide photography competition.
Smith is a government major and ceive their bachelor of arte degrees
member of Pal Upsilon Fraternity. on June 11., when the college holds
An outstanding debater four years, is 156th graduation exercises.

Notice

mencement

This week marks the appearance
test regular Issue of the
ORIENT of the semester. Two
more issues will appear before the
beginning of the fall semester;
the Commencement lease on June
11, sad the special summer tease
•f the

en August

camouflage of stupor (cleverly done)
to see if what's-her-name is still
here. You bet she is, and just like
in the fairy stories she must have
turned into a pumkin at midnight.
The whole trouble is that for the
first

THEATRE

masting your

really

,

figure out in just

house they

are.

.

men

.

is

North

agree,

and

praiee the

man who

finds a dollar or

to support his convictions.

(Warning—if there

with
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Main Spar Tap Room
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and Conference
were approved as the time and
f
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Brunswick Coal and Lumber Co.
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place for next year's council meet-

KING'S BARBER SHOP
NEXT TO CAMPUS

Cheerleaders were to meet last
in the Psl U House.
concluded with a
warning from the Dean, "Watch

Your Beach Areas." The new counmembers were warned for Ivy
Weekend', "Keep your hands on the

situation."
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and support of ings. The council was divided as
whether the special Chapel anThe scholarship to
nouncements are useful.

tangible nsenlresrebon of encouragement."

We

B

.

nearly everywhere in the

May

Fri-Sat.

which fraternity

Hear Tal Raar Tal

HERALD

that their ftght for equality haa the admiration

college

issue

CUMBERLAND

time during the whole week-

end you are

compa nion in revelry. Some look
around and say ahhhb-ooooohhhBi e is h some look around and softly
murmur gaaahhhhh!, and a few
others look around and then try to

*JM.

the expensive, aavd time-consuming picketing being conducted date book (see "Polar Bearings" on
Page 3). This received unanimous
aome other schools. The
PRESS
approval.

Monday

The summer

aU student*
•a their return to campus.

—

with

are appended to this report

haa written "the scholarship plan proposed by a group of
Bowdoin undergraduates ia
assurance te Negro student*

26.

will be distributed te

COMCS OUT OURS HOOK.**
*OMSTm»*> utta this

STARTS SUNDAT

The ORIENT thus commends the constructive action of
Lymle Cousens, representing the
Bowdoin undergraduates who join in support of the Russwurm White Key, sought premisslon to
ask the Blanket Tax Committee for
Scholarship Faad. Certainly such action is more valuable that a 91.000 loan to finance
a college

TORTLAND

long

To Deliver Commencement Addresses

It is particularly encouraging that the citizens of BrunsIvy Asks For Money
wick and others Included in that nebutoue term, "the college
Louis Asekoff and Larry Blckford
community," era joining in support of the scholarship. The came before the council on behalf
of the Ivy Committee for authorizaaward, which has the enthusiastic support of 0*. Thurgood Mar- tion to present a request for funds
to the Blanket Tax Committee.
shall, will enable mrne Negro to continue his education so that
Such action was approved, 18-4. Stahe. like Marahalf. will be able to defend the rights of the indi- tistics on Ivy finances were presented in favor of this motion, and
vidual in a desBocrecy.

in

a

Seniors Gould, Paradis, Smith. Taylor

—

w

—

PrnMrsu Resolved
Sort Of
There are few solutions to this
problem short of Monday. This, how-

twenty-four hour
and perhaps demands more
patience than one might wish to
expend. Setting fire to the place, in
an effort to generate a little excitement, is frowned upon as it will
probably only result in another one
moved! Thank heaven." No faces are of those nasty little assessments,
seen because they are hidden by the winch are never taken seriously anypastels of the "funnies." (All those how. Besides, even with the greatMarshall Visits Stowe House
who want to play Find-the-mlsno- est care you couldn't nurse any kind
mer again take two giant steps for- of a good blase along for more
TV cameras were in action as Dr. Thurgood Marshall stepped off ward. Now introduce yourself to a ceupte of hours, and after than
that
bis plane in Portland, and caught him at the airport lunch counter. each other, variety is the spice of where would you be? In the
Arab
Yet, no stir was made as the Negro leader visited Brunswick's Stowe Ivy.) Occasionally
a brighter spirit section of Tangier, all bundled up
House before his Friday afternoon lecture.
in a burnoose, if you know what's
flickers, and attempts to make a litIn the same house where Harriet Beecher Stowe lived when she tle joke to relieve the blue gloom of good for you. However, there are a
wrote her internationally prominent best-selling condemnation of slavery. Sunday afternoon. "Why look, Rob- few bright places here and there
Uncle Tom's Cabin, Marshall (center), hud a pleasant luncheon with ert, 'Peanuts' looks hist like you." on the campus. As Mike and MarSteve Piper, Joel Abromson, Steve Silverman, and Dean Kendrlck (from Robert Racld laughs wildly at this garet watch John and Jan disapleft to right).
pleasantry as he neatly dispatches pear into the mist of the week to
the wench. The galloping creeps re- come, all four are profoundly happy.
turn. Eyes dart from behind the You see, they have no idea what
day of the week it Is,
and if you
are lucky and have planned wisely,
neither will you.

WBOR

Production

T960

?4.

From The Masthead

since "People's Republic." A
fat lot of living that will go on here
for the afternoon. The general appearance might suggest the gaiety
of an operating room, or the interior of one of the more elderly

Dear Sir,
At 9 pa. on Friday, June 10th,
As a frequent visitor and dear
Art Preedman weather permitting, the Maaoue and friend of Bowdoin College, it gratiGown win leave the Plckard
Theater in Memorial Hall for the fies my soul to see the vast imStout
provements
that are being made by
first time in five years to return to
the custom, started in 1911, of play- the school for its students and how

are always "first in the eyes
ing the Commencement production they
of the College."
Advartisisv
of Shakespeare outdoors on
the
I can't tell you how perfectly marDick Pulaif er
campus. Twice before, in 1944 and
velous I think the new device for
!£*». *e Yes Ufee It haa been reCircs!;: tics 'feff-yrr
receiving books at the library is!
William Oullh-er -03 hearsed for performance under the It must make all the difference in
campus trees. Both times it was the
Oroolatte* Staff
world in the librarian's day.
rained into the old auditorium of
•63
It must reduce their work 100% and
Memorial Hall. The new stage will
Oeorgc Smith '63
besides take some of the monotony
be ready for such an eventuality
out of it. It is ttUch devices as Utese
this year, but it is hoped that the
that make such a job, "fun." It must
PubBshiag
audience will prefer the bleachers
Prof. Atharn P. Daggett under the stars to the plush seats really be a boon during the rash
John Vette and artificial lights of the theater. hours when even with two librarStephen Piper This moat sylvan of settings in the ians behind the desk, they were not
enough to take care of the thousForest of Arden demands an actual
NATIONAk ADVYKTT81NC BY

John Lawson *99
Bruce Leonard ft

is

for Ladies.

Letters:

yet been able to appraise
the effects but he felt that the very
knowledge that other students were
behind their protests would give
moral support to the Southern
youths.
He said that he was not
ready to recommend boycott except
in the case of South African goods.
In answer to another question concerning fraternity "clauses" against
minority groups. Dr. Marshall replied that the situation should be

hadn't

Daw

Mai Cuahman

arriptlan <oi
panr at tha

Luncheon

$1.75.

Commencement Play

Setting In June

Larry Blckford VI
sporte staff
Peter Karsfsay, "44

it SAflT

Saturday, June 1.
9:90 a.m. Formation of the Commencement Procession.
10:00 a.m. The 156th Commencement Exercises in the First Parish Church, followed by the
Commencement Dinner and she

'63

John OoMfcrand t2

Robert HafKsrty

pus Treee

for Men (Tuna Salad
alternate), followed by Meeting
of the Alumni Association. Hyde
Athletic Building.
$1.75.
12:00 noon.
Chicken Barbecue
'
Luncheon for Ladies (Tuna Salad alternate). Sargent Gymna-

Dave Wouatadt '63
Rogsr Rlefler '82
Jack Rice 83

Brlggi <63

a.m.

Luncheon

Mitch Karpakgfen fa

Terry Clark t3

8am Cuehman

of

Gibson Rail

11:00

Asristant

Ken

Annual Meeting of the
Bowdoln Women.

10:00 a.m.
Society

-67

News Ulter
Ted Certto '63

Jtere Knssey

1

Friday, June 19
9:30 a.m.
Alumni Institute Lecture. Smith Auditorium.

«

i

Pointing out that the more time
that Is allowed, the better the opposition can bolster its defences. Dr.
Marshall
said
gradually
"This
thing' is for the birds I"
Speaking of intermarriage between
the races he stated that he felt
the problem was viewed way out
of proportion, and that any man
should be allowed to marry any
woman. He said that he felt that
people had a vague fear concerning integration which they couldn't
understand and so they pinpointed
intermarriage.
Dr. Marshall feels
that the recent Civil Rights Bill
does not give the Negro the right
to redress within a reasonable tune.
Of Lyndon Johnson's role in the
passage of the Civil Rights Bill, he
declared that Lyndon Johnson was
the "most competent killer of Civil
Rights legislation" in the history
of the United States.
Dr. Marshall is a native of Baltimore, Md. A graduate of Lincoln
University and Howard University
Law School, he has been awarded
honorary LL.D. degrees from Lincoln University, Virginia State College, Morgan State College. Howard University, Orlnnell College, the
New School for Social Research, and
Syracuse University.

Marshall
(Continued from Pace 1)
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Tennis

BEARINGS
you ate not fortunate enough to pome* a data bonk of
your own. then the work currently being *»»ne by the White
Key is of extreme interest. For the j»mt aeveral month*, th»
organization under the leadership oi Lyman Couaina aa*' been
if

formulating the idea of publishing a Powdom Coflege DateThis idea is by no mearw neW, sine* similar books
already exist in such schools as William* Cmrtanoath, and the

book.

University of Maine.

The

committee have found

investigations of this

that this

idea baa worked on a profit making basis in these other schools.
And yet this work has been based on more than a materialistic
motive, although such is essential; if this is to bo adopted bar*

on the Bowdoin campus.

In

a

by Lymie Cousins

letter issued

April 25th, the results of committee's finding* were made
The plan has been presented to many oi the Bowdoin
and thoso associated with it, and it has received wide-

on

faculty

However,

spread encouragement.

make

to

this

baseball

team

also

Team

UNH And

own

our

book on

Union Bookstore.

sale in the

Hugh

college publicity director,

Besides

this,

Lord, has expressed

favorable feeling on the beneficial effects of the book.
The book would not only be well sold among the student

body but would serve as a gift to be presented to dates, the
It would also provid« a
good means of introducing the college to sub-freshmen beyond
This would be achieved
the means of the college catalogue.
by the informal yet informative material expressed. The picbut, would prewith
academic*
concerned
not
be
would
so
tures
sent the social and extra curricular activities in a way that
incoming
or perspective
warmth
the
to
would contribute more
student than the catalogue, yet it is by no means meant as a
ahrmni, and friends of the collage.

substitute for the catalogue, but as

an encouraging compliment.

it would contain some short articles that would help
introduce the college to those not entirely familiar with Bow-,
Mai Morrell has expressed his opinion that such a date
doin.

Possibly

book could be a

selling point to

many

athletes

who

are on the

and Bowdoin. This book
Bowdoin athletics by giving in-

fence between ivy League schools

would show the

versatility of

formation concerning OUT fifteen sports with their thirty partiA sports schedule would also be an integral that
this

will

really

become a threat

to other N.E. colleges.

datebook.

Key from 'putting
On Monday, May 9 th,
their plan into action is the money.
the Student Council voted unanimously to support the book
and recommended that the Snaacial problem be presented to
Presently the White Kay is on a
the Blanket Tan Committee.
only obstacle facing the White

The

$600$ 700

With the

budget.

sales of this

datebook they could

become a self-supporting organization. After the initial investment, the datebook, which would sell for one dollar and twenty-five cents, which is cheaper than those at the
other schools previously listed, would operate on its own proeasily

fits.

The advantages concerning
Weil as helping to

publicity for the college, as

the school to perspective candidates,

sell

should be automatic due to its great
Versatility, demands that the school should support the publication of a Bowdoin College Datebook.
plus the fact that

its

sales

Terry Home and Will
Maine's big stars.
three events to be the
man of the day. His
toss of 168 ft. 4 '4 in. won the hammer. In the discus, he threw 166
ft. 2 in. and he captured the shot
put with a toss of 44 ft. 11% lni
Juniors

Spencer

were

Home won

high point

For these efforts, Home was selected
The Bowdoin varsity Lacrosse as the top performer of the meet
team during the past week met two and received the coveted Alan Hillof New England's toughest competi- man memorial trophy.
tors
in the University of New
In the 886. Spencer, who had
Hampshire and MIT. Although the trailed Bate's Rudy Smith for the
boys played well in both of the entire race, moved up even with the
games, there is just no substitute Bates flash on the final stretch.
for tried and tested and experi- After they ran neck and neck for a
ence, and we lost both of these few strides, Spencer uncorked
a
contests by scores of 15-8 to UNH tremendous burst of speed and biasand 8-3 to MIT.
ed across the finish line, a winner by
Against UNH the scoring went as three strides in the time of 1:53.1,
follows: Hohlf elder 2 goals and 2 a new state meet record.
assists. Puller 4 goals and 1 assist,
Tap performer for Bowdoin'* PolVon Mertons and Widmer 1 apiece. sr Bears was Steve Loebs who won
Single assists went to Bill Green, the 226 by inches over Smith of
Jack. Adams, Charlie Flnlaysou, and Bates. The two sprinters were off
Fianker.
At
MIT,
Hohifeider, evenly at the gun; not more than
Adams, and Bob Bertholf each had a few feet separated them during
one goal, while Bertholf and Al the race; Loebs finally hinged ahead
Prince each had one assist.
at the tape to cop the victory.
In both games the team stayed up
In the century, the Polar Bears
with their opponents for the first sprinted depth showed well. Loebs
half, but, although they are "in- took second and was followed over
finitely improved" according to Nels, the line by Dick Flsk and Pate
experience won the games.
Nels Mone.
was very pleased with the performOther outstanding performances
ances In both games, and gives for the White were turned in by
special credit to the fine work of Ed Dunn, Pete Gillies, and Mark
Spencer in the net. In the next Youmans. In the broad jump, Dunn
few years we should see a lacrosse came 111 third with a 21 ft. 5.75 In.

cipating teams.

part of

preppies.

idea into a rea-

White Key needs more than just moral support, Lacrosse
Bows To
they are in need of money with which the initial investment for
The figure* presented show that this Stiff Competition 15-8
this project can be made.
can be carried out on a profit making basis provided there is
9-3 To MIT
a sufficient sale* of this datebook. Don Lancaster ha* agreed To

effort, his best of the season. Gillies
only a sophomore ran a very strong
880 to finish third in the excellent
time of 1:58.6, his personal best.

Another sophomore Youmans,

Track
by

Ed

Bates, the prssuneet favorite, held
a bold btd^y a determined

cat

,

DAIRY FROST

RULES

You

will risk loss

of

eligibility

own

other than a team of your

You

will

be

ineligible

athletic competition

if

if

participate in

ANY OUTSIDE

BATH ROAD

You

will

be

any

sneiifible

if

may

play

pay

U

Nawt

Stowell,

error, scored

who reached on an
on a play which saw

finished

up

Bates

ab

Davis, as

Trinity Gas**

Bowdoin, after a one game splurge
st the expanse of Bates pitching, returned to their habit of getting their

Hathaway,

Wilson, cf-lb
Vandorsea. lb
Ruahfarth. rf
Gravea, rf

few and far between, as they Taylor. If
were humbled by Trinity 10-1. Five Lawler, 8b
Bowdoin errors, allowing five Trini- YounK, 2b
Feen, c
ty unearned runs, added to the Po- Gurney, c
lar Bears' poor showing. The White Bennett, p
Total
bad only eight batters who were able
te reach base. Dex Morse and Glenn Bowdoin.
Saunders accounted for all of the Stowell, as
Home club's offense. Saunders had Morse. R. 2b
2b
two hits and drove In Bowdoin's Cummings.
Butchman. rf
only run In th* eighth after Morse's Ksnnedy, c-cf

-

'

1

2
4

3

1

2

3

24

ab
.*

RBl'i
2.

28

.

Bewdoin

.

4

r

h

1

1

8

4

1

—

Tealrie.

1

2

2

Bowl-Mor Alleys

«an ill riches

— Hot Dogs —

Coffee

i

2

»

aa

»

8

'

10

o

o

Bowdoin

1

1

i

1110

—

RBl's

1

minus

o.

nady.

1

000 110 000
00t 000 80s
Butcbjnans Kennedy

Tufts

<

3

,3

27

SB

2.

—

HB

CSnuMRs*.

z

a
sal
Cum'
2

a

4,

—

Kan'

LOB — Tuft* 1*. Bowdoin 8. SB Leeman.
SAO — Berholta. Error* —
Cumminus,

Leeman,
Stevens

Peckham.

DP

Kelfer 2.

2,

—

Benin,,

Stevana and

Kearer.

38

1

18

27

3

r
10 14
103 0*1 101
1
8 S
000 000 010
Saunders, Johnson 2. Anderson

Leahy

2,

Fillurin.

2B

derson, FUlarin, Leahy. D. Mors*.

— An8B —

Carliele

Swenson

WP —

Your heart beats 103.689 times.
Your blood travel* 168,000,000

er

r

» M.

a

i

a

4

Carlisle.
.

a*}

14*f
a

•
Swenson, Stevens. Urn2 OI.
T
H

Archer

.

ip

4

Stevens (L)

Feel Tired?
If you're an adult of average
weight, here is what you accomplish in 24 hours:

<w>

fc

»

8

Radraana.

4

—

Your nails grew .00804a inch.
Your hair grow* .01714 Inch.
You exercise 7,000.000 arralr*
cells.

... Do you

feel tired?

PKllMANENCK
The permanent
work of art doe*

of
consist In

vitality

at
It*)

capacity for stimulating and fiaaa
You breathe 23.040 times.
Bala* Perry
You inhale 483 cubic feet of air. mltting pleasure.
Repetition la the only form of
You eart 3% pound* of food.
You drink 2.9 quarts of liquids. pennanefice that nature eeas
achieve.
George JSaatnrana
You lea* % pounds of waste.
All that I* beautiful and good tat
You speak 4300 words, includ-

—

Cold Drinks

Cream

—

some unnecessary
You move 750 muscle*.
ing

Owned and Operated by Al Tobey
DIAL PA 5-2422

2

t

•Struck, out for DahlunJat In (th.

10

10

a

1

2

Totals

1*

a

n

I

1

t

3

1

1

a «

Trinity

h

Swenson, p

S

I

Condon, p
Priestly, p
sJsntin, pn

Carlisle,

f
b,

6

Leemarr, 3b
Morse. !>.. lb
Cummin**, a*
Beritholti. e

»

0*01

2

If

Corvi,

1

-

4

8*010

1

hMorss. P., ph
Dunn, p
Totals

2
3
2

4

1*

21

'

4

8

4

r

2

Butchman. rf
Kennady, a
Leeman. 8b
Gardner, if

Oomminca.

14

10

your individual C4m*ctou*r*a** la
permanent.
Mary Baker Eddy

ones.

—

'52

White Mountain Oil Co.
Baseball

"

baseball as an amateur on any

While They

for Price of Blackwall*

1955

TK>N.

Clean

New Hampshire Arcs*

—a

"Puff"

$895

Harry H. Smart,

GO GREYHOUND

DRIVE -IN

Inc.

you're rocketing horn* for

better

way

to got

It

COMPARE THESE LOW.
LOW PARES:

costs

less than driving your

Plumbing Supplies

PA

.

Brunswick

New At Ernie'* Drive-In
TKIFLE THICK FRAFFE8 FOR ONLY

Owned and Operated by Don Putnam

MM*

ay aa Rtsetee-Fiaea*

(The only one

r*ra

the holidays, there's no

Electrical Fixtures

157 Pleasant Street

5-5555

(for out-of-this-world savings I)
No. there's no Greyhound
Scenicruiaer* Service to
outer space— yet. But if

Morrell.

STUDENT
PATRONAGE
SOUrrTEP

IS*

srhad*»**B*a**ar

ol its type in

Maine)

Stark* faring th* inilii*6 and try one
er aa entire meal it's Ernie'* Drrte-Ia in the Saaaaef
Open till Z:66 Sat. Night.

DRINK -

own

Jalopy, too. With this exclu-

e^9M*jCksaan<j Service*,
-pey less.
fou gar sWa

W

Rental Sander* Oi All

fiat in orbit.. .goGreyhound.

Dnyent

Paints

Btustax
I

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can
Greyhound.
Express.

Or,

They

take mora wRa you on a
send your belongings by Greyhound Paakaaja
aad coat you lasai

Company
Brunswick

THERE'S

A

NEAR YOU

First

National

arrive in hours

ST* see* a comfort re «**• f*» ate...

Eaton Hardware

The Eastern Central

PONTIAC CATAL1NA

Radio and Heater, Automatic Transmission

his opportu-

ARE SO TECHNICAL.
FOR YOUR OWN PROTECTION ALWAYS CHECK WITH
THE DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS BEFORE PARTIOPAMai

NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Last!
Complete Heating and Appliance Serrice For

While Sidewall Tires

play baseball whenever feasible

SINCE ELIGIBILITY RULES

58 Main*) Street

—

—

a a
100*4*

ab

2

1

3

PIZZAS and BEVERAGES
We Deliver to Student*

m

summer

see

M

Kennedy, e*

48

Bowdoin
Saunders, ef
Morse. K. 2b

miles.

lea

provided the competition does not interfere with
nity to work at least 32 hours per week.

list

—

Stawell. as
Stern, lb

i

2
2
2
2

ss

hits

with the going rata of that locale for services of like character
and shall be given only for services actually performed.

For a complete

—

—

—

—

M

Tolas*

for the

BATES

record at 1-1.

you receive pay aw t er accept a
or teaching in

may

—

—

Foyle. e

Bob Swenson

for participation.

student-athlete

6-3, 6-4.

Maine,

n

Italian

Participant* in organized summer baseball leagues may
hold jobs which are legitimate in their nature and function.
The student-athlete must be gainfully employed for at
least 32 hours per week on the job; compensation paid to said
atudent-athUt* for work performed shall be commensurate

The

shifted from the Colay
match produced similar results with
Wyman-Silllman 6-2, 6-1; DavisStuart 6-6, 6-2; and Travis-PaUat

shghtly

Wf

BRUNSWICK

team not under the jurisdiction of professional baseball or
otherwise classified as a professional team by recognized authority if k is in an N.C.A.A. certified league but he may not receive

field

—

playing, coaching, officiating,

Summer
student

Anderson's clout over the right

fence.

—

sport.

A

6th

Beats Colby, Babson 9-0

them unearned. A bunt baa* rot,
a single, a pitcher's throwing error,
and Johnson's two-run triple gav*
TMs past week's action on the
Trinity a seven run lead. Back
tennis courts saw Bowdoin's varto back doubles resulted in a ran sity tennis team
stretch its seasons
for th* visitors in the sixth. Three
record to an impressive 6-1. After
singles added another run la th*
losing their first match of the year
seventh and Trinity put across its
to MIT, the team has taken the
tenth and final run In the ninth on
she
next
matches from Tufts. Bates,

11*0*

Try Our Steamed Hot Dogs, Shakes and Sundaes

or activity without specific advance per-

Team Wins

Tennis

10

mission from your Director of Athletics.
gift or loan for

Trinity picked up a single run
in the first on two base hits, a
walk, and a sacrifice fly. In the
third, two singles, an Intentional
walk, and two infield errors gave
Trinity three mere tallies, all of

m

you compete on any team

institution.

you

the left

line.

Over the Ivy Weekend her* at
Bowdoin. John Wyman th* nusmbar
Colby, and Babson.
The on* man on the team, will be enlast three have been won by scores tering In the New England ChamWith a record like this, pionships in the Singles. Coach
of 9-0.
Taf Gasee
the team and their coach Bob Don- Dentoem feels that although the
Capt. Bob Swenson and Dave Carruns.
ham are eyeing the possibility of compstition will be stiff si this
Bowdoin scored early, getting lisle shared the White's pitching the State Championship and the tournament, it will be good far John
the
second
time
during
honors
for
three runs In the first and putting
State Series.
to play and make an excellent showand their comthe game on lee with six more in the week's action
On May 3 at Colby the Bears ing for himself.
In the team's
the second, with one out in the bined efforts resulted
tennis team won the match 6-0.
The following week on Monday
second victory of the week. Bowdoin,
Initial frame Bowdoin loaded the
In the singles the winning scores and Tuesday the Maine Stat*
extra base blows
getting
two
big
bases on Dick Morse's
single, a
were: Wyman 6-1, 6-6; Deveresux Championships will be held at Ltwthe clutch, bunched their eight hits
fielder's choice, and a walk to Bob
7-6, 6-9; Silliman 6-1, 6-0; Davis iston.
We are allowed to eater two
come
with
eight
while
to
up
runs
Kennedy. Dick Leeman hit a hard
6-1, 6-1; Travis 5-7, 6-1, 6-3; and singles players and a doubles team.
shot at the first baseman who let holding the Jumbos to five hits and and Pollet 6-1, 6-4.
The doubles John Wyman and Woody SiUlman
the ball get through his legs for a two 'gift' runs.
were swept as follow*: Wyman-Sllli- will play in th* singles. Bob Danhits were a grand
Bowdoin
The
big
two-run error. Teddy Gardner's in6-3, 6-6; Davis Devereaux 9-6, ham feels that there is an fyftsnt
slam homer by Bob Kennedy and a man
field out scored another run as Bow7-6, 8-6; and Travis-Stuart 6-6, 6-0. chance that Silliman our number
doin teak an early 3-run lead on two-run double off the bat of Jack 6-6.
two man will meet Wyman In th*
Cummings. Kennedy's RBI total is
only one hit.
On that Friday, the team shut- finals of that tournament. The two
now
19
for
13
games.
is hitting
He
The White, however, released a
out their opponents Babson 6-6. boys will also represent Bowdoin
seven-hit attack in the second Inn- at a four hundred pace, has hit The singles repeated the previous as our doubles team,
Again Dontwo
homers
total
of
and
a
six
exing,
good enough for six runs.
match with the individual scores be- ham feels that they should b* able
George nhtln started the inning by tra base blasts.
The Polar Bears drew first blood ing: Wyman 6-3, 6-1; Silliman 6-6, to walk off with ail th* honors.
drawing a walk and then proceeded
6-4; Bevereaux 6-8, 0-1; Davis 6-4, That Wednesday the team meet*
as
they
run*
scored
five
in
the
third.
to
steal
se con d
Bob Swenson
5-7, 6-3; Travis 6-2, 6-3; and Pol- Bates in a match that could dereached en a throwing error by the Kennedy's grand slam homer, a line let 6-2, 6-1. The doubles although cide
the State Series.
Bates shortstop allowing Entin to drive over the center fielder's head
score. Newt Stowell seared Swen- which carried to the center field
fence,
was the feature hit of the
son with a baa* hit to lef t. Dick
Umaa,
8k>
t
a
1
*
e Johnson. IIR
Anderson. LOB
Trinframe.
Dave
Carlisle lead things Oardner. If
Morse's bunt single and Al Butchs
1
1
* ity 12, Bowdoin 5.
SB
Fillurin.
SAC
2
Sarirent.
8F
Leahy.
Srears
man's base hit to the left side, the off for the Polar Bear* In th* third Carlisle, p
Morse, D., lb
t
1
11
Saunders. R. Moras, Stowell,
batted ball bitting Stowell for a with a walk. An infield error, Dick krtin. er
Leeman.
DP
Perhnan
and
putout, kept the rally going. Bob Morse's perfect bunt, and Al Butch- Uenraottx. e
1
•
1
t
ip
er
h
r
a*
6
t
*
< Condon (L)
t
4 2/J
Kennedy walked to load them up man's bloop single to left scored Swenaan, p-rf
2
7
g
8
•
Totals
41
12
IS
27
11
Priestly
1 1/J
1
1
Z
• •
and Btck Leeman drove in two runs one and set the stage for Kennedy's
r
• Corel
2
1
I
S
1
I
with a siaata to right. Ted Gard- home run.
OS* 0*0 00*
8
5
Duan
1
1
1
t
*
2
Bowdoin did the rest of Its scor- Bowdoin
861 010 !<jx
ner's double scored Kennedy, but
12 15 2 Prrlman <Vf)
J" 1
1
S
»
»
—
RBI'e
Stowell. Kennedy 2, Leeman 8,
WP — Condon 2. HBP — Prawtaa
Leeman waa out at the plate trying ing in the seventh inning. Dick Lee- Gardner
Monte.
2D.
2B
Gardner,
Ken(Corvi).
Umpires
Archer.
Ainetrarth.
to score from first.
Dex Morse man started the rally with a bass nedy. LOB - Bates 7, Bowdoin ». SB
T
2 :20.
Stowell. R. Morae, Oavia,
brought home Gardner with a base hit. Dex Morse reached on an error, Entin. Errora
Hathaway, Wileon. Vajidereea, Gravea.
bit. Entin kept the inning going by and Jack Cummings then hit a douCaanrain.ni. StawaU, and D. Morae.
DP
TITTS CAME
drawing his second walk in the ble over the third base bag, down
ip e»
h
a Tufts
r
ab
r
frame. Swenson got a sharp hit to the line, for two runs. Cummings Swenson (W)
8
5
8 Peckhaa, e
i
6
t
came in to score on a sacrifice- Carlisle
1
» Traaey. If
S
2
o
I
left, but the slow moving Morse had
Bcu*4t !L)
S
I II IS
4
2 I..*,. If
1
to hold at third, and Entin got hung error by Pete Berghoitz.
—
Bennett 2. Umpires — Donovan, Kelfer. sa
2
1
I
Dave Carlisle, starting his first Archer. T — 2:10.
up between second and third for the
Bond, rf
4
game for Bowdoin, pitched five InnTH1N1TT GAME
MeLucae. 3b
inning-ending out.
3
5
Stevens, p
4
<
In the third. Dick Morse's base ings, and gave up only four hits and Trinity
Benin, lb
a
hit, a wild pitch, and Kennedy's two runs. Both the runs scored by Johnson, 8b
1
Muldownay, 2b
4
1
1
single
Dahlquiae, ef
accounted
for
Bowdoln's Tufts were a cheap type. In the Polk, fb
1
•
»
lb
Is
•1
aGarafana, ph
*
a
tenth run. Again in the fifth, Morse fourth, an error by Leeman allowed Anderson,
V raw ley. rf
1
Totals
1
I*
and Kennedy combined for a run. a Jumbo who had walked to move to Leahy. If
1
The hard hitting Bowdoin catcher third from where he scored on a Fillurin, ef
2
BowdoJa
ab
r
J
Saunders. If
4
t
9
doubled with two out to score Morse base hit. In the fifth, two singles TaaJrla. as
Perlanaa. p
1
Moras. R.. 2b
1
1
4
who had singled. In the seventh, and a wild pitch gave Tufts an- Sara-ant.
2
•
Butchman, rf
I
ii
•
other run.

Midget Market
Eastern College Athletic Conference Rides of Eligibility

PORT
down

pinch-nit double

Jack dimming* barrel over the White, pitching four scoreless innBates second sacker, attempting to ings. He gave up one hit, while
complete a double play, with a body walking four. The win against Tufts
who tied with Douglas of Bates for block that sent the baseball to deep left Bowdoin's record against New
fourth In the low hurdles.
short. The win against the Garnet England opposition at 6-3-1; and
Mt the Polar Bears' State Series 8r5-l overall.

Come And Refresh At The

ELIGIBILITY

also

bettered his personal record as he
came In second in the two mile with
a time of 10:09.
Additional point getters for Bowdoin were Gerry
Haviland
who
placed second in the hammer with
a throw of 192 ft. and Sam Bhot

Mnlne team to win the 61st annual
Maine Intercollegiate Track and
Field Championships at Orono, Saturday. Bowdoin counted 21% points
to capture third place and Colby
THE GIFT AND THE GIVER
was a distant fourth with 1 point.
In its victorious effort. Bates was
It is onlv Riving that
led by co-captains John Douglas Impart as much as you can of your
and Rudy Smith. Douglas won two own spiritual being to these writ*
events and set a new meet record are on the road with you, and acIn the broad jump with a leap of cept as something predone what
23 ft. 875 In. Smith picked up a comes back to you from
first and two seconds.
Albert Schweitzer

Excerpts from

ORIENT

Baseball
Breaking out of a prolonged hit-

their

but were simply outclassed by the

Th* freshman

the

to put this

Glance

games during the past ting
slump,
Bowdoin exploded
acthm. They toe* a gam* against Bates with
IS hits, ten of
Ike Presmraan tennis team spilt week's
from Bates 7-3 but then lost to them ceasing in th* first 3 innings,
In their two matches last week.
They followed the varsity and beat MCI 7-0. Ntootal pitched for the t* romp over the Bobcats 12-0, In a
frosh against Bates and was able gam* played In 16
8-3. but lost a close match
degree weather
to go the distance. He gave up only cin the turf of Plckard
Field.
Bob
to
ebron s-4.
four hits, while waking Ave. The Swenson and Davs Carlisle
comAt Mains In the singles, the scores
war* Land 8-0; 6-1; Lertnson 6-2, cause was helped by the fact that bined their pitching talents to
all the boys were hitting the ball whitewash the
Bates team aad give
6-1; Barndouar 6-1. 6-S. while Copsas they pfled up than* seven runs Bowdoin ha second shatout of ths
land. Mallory, and Schwarts were
on ten tuts.
season. Swenson, appearing In his
set back In their Individual matches.
Hwwever, at MCI it asssasd as if fourth straight game, phshed sla
However, the frosh did make a
sweep of the doubles; Ladd-Lerln- the team had cooled off and alas scoralsa* frames, walked 6 and
was
not
able
to
get
the
pitching
that
struck out 6. His fine performance
son 6-1. 6-9; Coprfand-Barndollar
they need. Rod Stevenson however gave Mm his fourth win against a
6-3, 6-6; end Grossman-Ushers 6-1,
pitched Wed from th* fifth to fls* sal* defeat Carlisle faced only nine
3-6, 6-3.
eighth
inning
thirteso
as
he
fased
batters In the three Innings he
At Hebron. Levlnson, Bamdollar,
and Grossman won in the singles, men and gavs up only on* hit sad worked and allowed only one man
while Ladd. Schwarts and Mallory one walk. After he was lifted for to reach base, that by a walk.
a
pinch
hitter in the eighth, MCI
BowdoW's hitting spree was led
lost.
In the doubles only the team
opened up and went on to win 7-0. by Dick Morse, who collected four
of Bamdollar ant* Copeiand won
hits In fear official trips. Bob Kentheir match, while those of LarMI*er*ssa
nedy,
getting an extra base blow in
Lerinson
and
Orossman-Msllory
The fresh lost a gam* to a strong his fourth straight game, and Bob
were defeated. However, Bob DonHam feels that the team is looking Andover JV team 13-3. Our three Swenaea each contributed two hits.
Dick
Leeman, getting very little cobetter and expects some more good goals were scored by McKay who
operation from the official scorer,
results before the end of the sea- had one and Korper who gat two.
was credited with only one hit, but
son.
The team Worked hard out there still managed to drtv* in three big
split

public.

lization,

A

Frosh Sports At

POUR
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
putttew prim and Jack Lingley did
a remarkably convincing job as Mr.
Oshira. The entire cast. Including
every member of the "mob" was a
l)
Joy to see. There were no flll-lns,
no eyes turned out front to wave
entities, hie

PLAY REVIEW
(

Looked at

HMVwati

of supreme comedy were
heauUfully done, especially In respect to timing. Mr. Oould. with
mare work, oould develop into a
and probably one
eery fine actor
not limited by comedy alone.
Captain Plsby It played by Jeese
In a great percenLeatherwood.
tage of the modern plays, the ingenue has assumed a vapid. Innocuous air totally at odds with the
amount of attention centered upon
him. Plsby Is not quite as bad a
majority of musical comedy leads,
but he sometimes comes too close
for comfort. Mr. Leatherwood did
a manful Job, but his work lacked,
especially In the first act, a total
Involvement with the character. At
times he seemed almost out of
touch with the rest of the play,
but as things progressed, he loosened up and reached a nice high
point in the touching good-by scene
with the Oelaha, Lotus Blossom. It
was In this scene that we saw the
full potential of Mr. Leatherwood as
he gave a moving, sensitive performance which gives hope of much to
come in future productions.
Linda Barkis, as Lotus Blossom,
Is one of the prettiest things we've
can on the pickard Theater stage

momenta

—

In

And what

two years.

more

is

remarkable is that her prettiness extended Into her characterization
and waa not just surface beauty.
With no lines in English she succeeded in conveying in Oklnawan,
her face and her body all that the
audience needed for a full empathy
With her. Of particular note »* her
scene with Bob Ferrell as Mr. Seiko.
Done beautifully with well-coordinated music, the two speak in Oklnawan so convincingly that the
spectator can grasp every meaning
Of the encounter.
Miss 8a rk la's
dance is well done and adds to the
feeling of graclousness which surrounds her throughout the play.
Al Schiller, as Captain McLean,
the farmer-psychologist, Is one of
the brightest comic spots in a play
already filled to the hilt with laughDrunk or sober, sceptic or enter.
thusiastic McLean is one of the best
conceived characters on stage. Mr.
Schiller shows us a wealth of detail
as well as a full characterization
and the effect is wonderful.
Of the "minor" characters, the entire cast deserves a round of applause.
Of special note were
Joanne Feurhan, Mary Ellen Stevens and Ted Curtis. Connie Aldrich's one line ought to get her a

Mom; no

to

a

acene-stealers, but

NE Colleges Take

And

were ac"taking a few Negro stucolleges

on

C

discrimination

Dr.

Hans

Student Council—Bob Whelan

NOTHING HOLDS LIKE
SPERRY T0P-SIDERS

ZetaPal

President George Glover
Vice-President Dick Mostrom

***.* TM*6 »T

—

TtttS

Treasurer—Andrew KUgore
Secretary—John Goldthwait

Dial

PA

9-3422

Body Shop

— SIMONIZING — WELDING

AH Wodc CnarMfd
FOREIGN CARS
We repair foreign aa well aa Ameri can ear*

39

JORDAN AVE.

DIAL PA 5-790*

For your personal safety afloat and ashore

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE

rounded

Weekend

MM

Fully approved by the American

Bar Association

Coeducational Day, Evening and Graduate Divisions

Souvenirs
Silk Scarfs

2.35

Dogs

1.50-4.95

Assorted Animals

1.69-2.62

Scholarships available for outstanding applicants

• tor km-jIip uMy
• W(hMt nwikilU)

White or N*vy

• |iMtt»t comfort

Juniors' lV>-t</i

Mnt'i

S Wom««

Al Shot, Sportt, ktarlM Dipt.

SIMM.

dttltr

WnU

him,

»

For catalogue, application form and ether Information, wrttei

REGISTRAR. SUFFOLK UNIVRRTIST

lot

Beacon

TbP-MSiM*;

LAW SCHOOL

rtyto foldtr

Hill

Boston 14, Massecfwiaetts

<

Boi338T
Nt«|«luch.

Ash Trays

-

ON ANV DECK OR COURT

CM!.

CApital 7-1043

.29-1.95

Also Jewelry

ON

THIS QUIZ

Specialising In

AND 8EE WHERE YOU LAND*)
All

IF

roe

Steak Hamburgers

Canadian Bacon, Lettuce

am caught by the Dean

in an infraction of a rule, would
you (A) try to impress him with
your sincere personality? (B)
develop a strong argument

Spelgel, Springfield Col-

&

Tomato Sandwiches

Thick Jumbo Western Frappes
t*

against the injustice of the rule?
(C) confess and take the conse-

quences?

Bath Road, Brunswick

aDbDcD

He

cited admission policies, placeof student teachers and fraternities as areas in which "New

Just

\

England colleges intentionally or
unintentionally practiced 'discrimin-

PROVIDENT MUTUAL

—
—
—

President Ted FuUer
Vice-President Mac Brown
Secretary Dave Belka

1)

(TAKE OFF

ment

and Associate*
1007 Caaeo Bank Building
Portland. Maina

Brunswick, Maine

Free Estimates

one hundred
thirty-fifth anniversary of our grad-

Do YbuThinkfbrlfairself?

to discrimination."

JOHN H.FBTE

For All Your

FAT BOY DRIVE-IN

lege, another panel member, said
he did "not know of any college
In New England that Is not a party

C.L.TJ.

State of Literary Suspension
9, 1980

PA 9-9431

Dial

One Mile From Bowdoin

College

ation."

life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

He also suggested that the students consider sit-in demonstration!
in

New England

barter shops."

OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN

Vagabond
aW IUROPEAN TOURING FREEDOM

Bostonians

Informal atmosphere,
flexible schedule

Personal planned itinerary
Prices lo

fit

your budget

Vagafo/idTom
H\ ikmmond t/mtm. mmwa u. ww roe*. a*** iw
"t sn. is, s*BNOM wm, omttAw. m. 4wi
'

"YOU'VI BUTTIIED your
bread— now eat it" implies
(A) a veiled threat made
by a margarine manufac-

and women who think for themselves
usually smoke Viceroy. They know the

turer; (8) you can't escape
the results of what you do;

smooth the smoke the way a filter should.
A thinking man's choice . has a smoking man's taste.

(C) stop talking and eatl

AD bD CD
you ACTUAUV found a
pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow, would you (A) run
to see if there was another
at the other end? (B) make
an appointment with a psychiatrist? (C) hire a rain

PUaa

— Ravioli
Hot Paatreml — Steaks and Chops — Beamier Dinners

•

maker to make more

i4et

as well as produce

it

.

.

and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.

TICKETS

•

in producing the following

•
STATIONERY
FRATERNITY FORMS

POSTERS

ALUMNI LETTERS

•

THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Nrven

Jerry Wflke.

Of The Orient

Because of the hand sewn seams of the entire moccasin front

on three out of four of

these questions— you think for yourself I

— so comfortable footwear — hugs the foot and

slip.

will

not

$14.95

rain-

with the strongest taste?

AD bD CD
It's a wise smoker who depends on his
own judgment, not opinions of others, in

his choice of cigarettes. That's

why men

THE MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF USUALLY CHOOSES VICEROY

A

Thinking Man's
...

Printers

(B)

Ons

VOUItl thinking of changing to a filter cigarette—
but which one? Would you
(A) depend on what your
friends tell you? (B) figure
out what you want in a
filter cigarette— and pick
the one that gives it to
you? (C) go for the one

us help you plan your printing

Our long experience

you checked

Slip

AD BQCD

Dud PA 9-9596

Street

.

Hand Sewn

bows?

Bourdon Men's Favorite Restaurant

6Vi Elm

designed to

this trim

if

Italian Spaghetti

filter is scientifically

.

*lf

BILL'S
Featuring » Minute

Viceroy

Choice— Viceroy

Filters

A. H.

HAS A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
Asses,

120

BENOIT

MAINE STREET

&

CO.

BRUNSWICK
*ipmmmmm>mt*

'

i

Farm

Dairy Product Needs

V

PAINTING

May

an

New

In

Granite

double

Dear Mr. Bditor:
June 1980 is the

Yamamoto

Ivy

i

Vaillancourt Bros.

Vice-President, Joel Sherman.
Treasurer, Malcolm dishing
Secretary, Peter Karofsky

—

augmented

Letter:

President—Jerry Isenberg

Student Council—
Taneahlro
Pal U

famed

T9«f

OUR

quartet singing group.

ARU

Reserve Officers' Association
Award—Sophomore: Cadet Corporal
Stephen P. Lippert. Awarded by
Reserve Officers' Association of the
United States.
Superior Cadet Ribbon—Freshman: Cadet Private Robert W. Ol-

Vose was a member of a panel

still

doin's

Chi Pst
Ppresldent—BUI Green
Student Council—Jerry Colettl

14.

Seventy colleges and universities represented by student boot'

(Continued from pace

England.

you can

you're

—
—

MAY

a con-

H

—

In-

students."

discussing

to

are

noted that "every college
ever heard of gives inflated
grades to Its foreign students, but
insists on geniuses when admitting
Negroes. A college that points with
pride to Its four to a dozen Negroes
In a large student body is a party
to discrimination."

you're interested

If

now—while

—

ROTC AWARDS

Vose

Mart

Of New Year

August 23-September (two weeks)
Sooth Pacific

Professor Claims

Due

between this year's commence- Gillman's Record Shop
ment and a convention, of that now
forbidden society. Phi Chi. we will Is Declared Bankrupt
not be able to be with you In June.
The GUlman Music Company, Inc.,
However, being loyal Bowdoln men. operators of a record shop on pleaswe are going to vlalt the College be- ant Street, waa adjudged bankrupt
fore June.
last Thursday In the V. S. DisWe have been In a position to see trict Court at Portland. Creditors
many changes come to Bowdoln. wUl meet in the Bankruptcy Court
The old place is not what it used to Room, Federal Building, on May I.
be. The moat striking change that •MIIHHWM
«
iiiiwk
n
we have observed Is In the students.
PLEASE PATRONIZE
What has happened? Has anyone
given burning down the President's
ADVERTISERS
house thought lately? Running away IKMIIIIIMM
ttMIMIItlll
with a painting la not of much consequence, but we do admit that It
is a step In the right direction.
Ivy la just about the best thing
that has ever come to Bowdoln,
DAIBT
next to women. We cerainly hope
that you Bowdoln men of I960 reaflict

August 18-August 20
Desert Song

I've

In actual sales training

Study At Bordeaux

Awarded To Perry

undergraduate effort in the artistic fields, Jury 3fi-August 8 (two weeks)
Carousel
with emphasis on work, not artiness,
quality, not spectacle and enthu- August 8-August IS
Klas Me, Kate
siasm, not apathy.

are

ness.

,

—

outstanding student or an outstanding athlete.
We have room
for Negroes as weU as whites who

to school.,

Association

uatlon from Bowdoln.

—

Bowdoln needs more of

Student Association convention
civil rights making sure Negroes
wen represented in each class."
Said Vose:
"The colleges appear to be
terested In the Negro who Is

A few minute* witn 'tneTtesa of
but college unit will t*U you
tot about this absorbing busi-

Fulbright For Grad

Officers' Association of the office for the fall semester. Elected
United States.
were:
Cadet-of-the Tear Award: Cadet
President, Steve Piper
Corporal Oavln W. Pilton. Awarded
Vice-President, Dave Burt
to a Selected Basic Course Student.
Theodore A. Perry, a Beta senior,
Secretary, John Kirkpatrick
has bean awarded one of 900 grants
Treasurer, BUI Whit
for graduate study abroad in the
Chaplain. Fred Jordan
aeademlc year 1880-«1 by the InterEducational Exchange proThe debating team ended a suc- national
Elect Officers For Fall
gram of the Department of State
cessful season of tournament comunder the Fulbright Act
petition, during which the men won
wUl
He
study French Literature
Semester
80 debates while losing 30. Steve
at the University of Bordeaux, FaSUverman '61 was elected as next culte
dee Lettree, in Frances under
Listed below are the officers re- year's president. Mark Goldberg '83
the provisions of the Fulbright
cently elected by their respective waa elected manager, and Pete Vagrant.
houses:
lente was voted publicity chairman.
Perry, a French major, has earned
A.TjO.
Much of this year's success has straight
"A" grades for five straight
President—BUI Small
been due to the fine coaching of semesters
at Bowdoln. A Charles
Vice-President Bob Briggs
Messrs. Thayer and London and the
Irwin TraveUi Scholar and a James lise thla
Secretary—Mark Goldberg
outstanding competition of seniors
Bowdoln 8cholar. he was elected to
Student Council—Jim Malmfeldt
We feel that Ivy Is such a great
Frank Mahncke and Pete Smith, Phi Beta Kappa last
June, and last
who ended their debating careers fan gave the undergr aduate
response Idea that we have asked our editor
President— Debe Ballard
by swamping Colby In an invita- on James Bowdoln Day.
for a few days off. Our editor Is sort
Vice-President—Dick Hathaway
tional exhibition debate before a
artier this year he was awarded of off the normal trend of things.
Secretary—BiU Isaacs
capacity crowd at Colby. The team
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship and
Student Council—Bob Terwilllger
See you at the Lion Party.
won a unanimous decision and a
was a candidate for a Rhodes
DetUSIgsna
Mahncke was best speaker.
Scholarship.
A n Undergraduate
Sincerely,
President—Bob Kaschub
Research Fellow, Perry has also won
W. Longfellow
Vice-President Steve Hays
many speaking and debating awards
N. Hawthorns "38
Secretary Larry Lippman
at the College and has been a memTreasurer Ed Kaplan
ber of the Meddiebernpsters, Bow8tudent Council—Steve Piper

—

cused of

I

SATURDAY.

BIF Debating Team

serve

—

dents every year Just for show."
Clement E, VoSe. of Wesleyan
University's
Government Department, told delegates to a National

k

Officers'

Award—Freshman: Cadet Private
The Bowdoln Interfaith Forum
Richard C. Englea. Awarded by Re- elected officers this week to take

To Repeat Summer
Program at Pickard

—

New England

ing* esreer.

Awarded by the Department of

the Army.
Reserve

wen-Integrated, charming group.
Dan Calder has done a wonderful job.
The overall production
Beginning June 71, Pickard Thewas slick and professional
but ater presents the 1M0 season of
not too much so. His blocking, es- Victoria
Crandall's
Brunswick
pecially of the crowd scenes, was Summer Theater. It promises to be
so well done that one didn't even one of the beat seasons ever so
notice that the actors had definite plan to attend as many of the plays
positions.
His is a truly artistic as possible. Harold Call of the
job.
The only criticism that this Portland Press Herald said: "A new
writer can find is just a wish that dimension In Summer Theater."
This year the Brunswick Summer
he could have had more time with
the show.
The production details Theater presents 10 weeks of Broadare immense, involving a huge cast way musicals. The cast Is all proand crew and consequently, some fessional; there will be lavish scenof the actors could have used more ery and colorful costumes. Tickets
Intensive work. Perhaps the highest are easily obtained and the price
compliment heard after the perfor- is right. For ticket information, can
mance was, "The play left mif with PArkvlew 5-2171 in the Brunswick
a good feeling all over."
This is area, SPruce 4-3413 In the Portland
high praise.
The audience was area, and Enterprise 7078 in the
drawn in nicely and had a very good Lewtston area. There Is no charge
time.
There was little conscious- for Portland and Lewlston area calls
to the playhouse. Single tickets are
ness of the actors being actors
and what but this Is one of the main available, but your best bet Is to
buy a season ticket There are two
goals of all theatre.
Ed Oroder's sets were nicely done. matinees a week for those of you
That is, taken as a whole they were who like to get to bed early.
nice.
That crazy teahouse Is magSingle Ticket.
nificent, it defies description, but
Location
Eve. Matinee
while well done, the others were at
Orcb,
a$$3.9S
$3.86
a loss beside it The trees in Act
Loge
296
1.96
I,
Scene 1 were Imaginative and
Bal.
3.36
1.95
good but the main Toblkl scene left
fleaean Tickets
much to be desired. This writer Location
Eve. Matinee
just cant get over that teahouse.
Orch.
*3.96
$2.96
A beautiful job
and congratula- Loge
18.60
1250
tions are In order for the building
Bal.
13.26
1250
crew as well as Mr. Oroder. The
lighting was adequate and unassum- All these prices Include our
goving, the sound, outside of a few ernment's share. The
evening perbugs, well done. The costumes were formances begin at 8:30 PM. on
professional and the technical as- Monday through Saturday, the matpects worked well, Including set- inees begin at 2:30 PM. on Wedchanging. It all adds up to a tech- nesdays and Saturdays.
nical production that was beautiJune 27-July 9 (two weeks)
fully executed.
Two thoughts remain at the end:
first, go and see this play, It's perhaps the most worthwhile endeavor July 11-July 16
on campus this year and second,
Plate and Fancy
our congratulations to Mr. Calder,
his cast and crew
and our thanks. July 18-July 33
Thanks because Teahouse is what
Roberta

Negroes For Show

Viake every "oareer punning
*»inut»" eount There are plenty
good MQlae »<> • life insur-

son.

Crandall Players

1

THE BOWBWN ORIENT
&*
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Awarded

Seniors

Raises $2,000 For Negro Scholarship
The John Brown Russwurm scholyesterday
ancommittee
nounced that It had realized its
goal of 12,000. The fund was Initiated four weeks ago for the pur-

was raised

In

from attending

to the generous support given It by
faculty
the students ($000) and
($300) of Bowdoin College, by the
residents of the Brunswick com-

munity

($400),

and more than

$250

for attendance at
fall. Recognizing that
student will probably be enrolling as an underclassman, the
College has agreed to continue the
scholarship from general funds, contingent on adequate academic performance the first year snd continuing evidence of need.

the

scholarship

Bowdoin next
the

Oakes Center Lists
Four Open Lectures

On Summer Slate
A series of four public lectures at
the Oakes Center or Bowdoin College In Bar Harbor was announced
today by Albert R. Thayer, Professor of Speech In the Department
of English, who has made arrangements for the program.

Scholarships

Any funds remaining after the
grant will be turned into a
permanent scholarship fund in honor of John Brown Russwurm. Interest accruing from the fund will
be used by Bowdoin College for
initial

college.
Class of

John

Brown

distinguished poet;

and Richard

J.

and Anstlss B.

Wagner

of Arling-

and nature

photographers.
Professor

speaks on "A Communist Satellite:
Yugoslavia Today." His talk will be
Illustrated by color slides which
he took during a trip to Yugoslavia a year ago.
Following his graduation from
Bowdoin in 1928. Dr. Riley studied
for two years at the University of
Munich. He subsequently received
two degrees from Yale and Harvard In Oermanlstic studies. After
seven years on the faculty of Smith
College, he accepted a position at

Bowdoin where he Is now Professor
of German. The author of several
textbooks and articles, he has been
a Pulbrlght Research Fellow In
Austria and recently studied at
Marburg end Munich under a Guggenheim Fellowship.

the culmination of commencement the seniors, parents, and alumni In
week exercises that opened last the Union Lounge. The day ended
Sunday afternoon with a bacca- with the Masque St Oown produclaureate service delivered by Presi- tion of As Yen Like It,

Erie F. Taylor

Jr.

"The Pathetic Ishmael"

"Mens Sana In Sano Corpora"

best serve ourselves," said Gen. Willard G. Wyman, U. s. Army (Ret.)
yesterday on the terrace of the
Walker Art Building, as 41 graduates were commissioned second lieutenants in the D. S. Army Reserve,
and two others In the Marine
Corps Reserve. "This creative paradox of leadership governs the fate
It
of nation* as compellliigly as
does the lives of men. It Is not
enough that we be prepared to protect our own liberty and the lives
of our own women and children.

exaggera ted."

with this state."

Peter A. Anderson, Adjutant GenCorps; Bruce Appleby, ArtilRobert L. Baldwin, Artillery;
Donald M. Bloch, Artillery; Jon S.

Brightman,

Alan

Corps;

Butchman, Transportation
W. Condon, Artillery;

Corps; John

W.

George

Harwood

Dean,

EUis,

Jr.,

ald

Artillery;

Don-

Pierre B. Paradls

Peter S. Smith

"Ben Franklin and Payola"

"The Loaded Pendulum''

Finance

Erlksdn,

S.

N. Lincoln, Artillery; Arthur L.

Mc-

"A nation that can put men
which draws
on the scientific legacy of Einstein
and Newton, has yet to

into space, a nation

"We most not replace the true
teacher with the reward-seeking,
four-hour -a-day man who dusliui
and promotions and ernes
little about the student he teach-

ture.

The Gardiner Family

its

New

decorated by the King of Denmark
for her work with the DanishAmerican Greenland Commission
during World War II. In 1949 she
was awarded an honorary AM. eral Wyman,
degree by Bowdoin College.
commissioning
Dr.

Dr. Snow will present "A Talk
on Poetry with Original Readings"
on Tuesday, August 2, at 8 p.m. A
graduate of Bowdoin In the Class
of 1907, he has had a varied career.
He has been a teacher In secondary
schools and In eight American colleges, a reindeer agent In Alaska,
the author of seven books of American poetry, Lieutenant Governor of
Connecticut, a John Hay Whitney
visiting professor in a Southern
negro college, a lecturer on American life and culture for the U. 8.
Department of State in 20 countries
of Europe. Asia, and the Near East,
and winner of the Exposition Press's
National Poetry Prise in 1967.

M tests. Wagner
The Wagners, biochemists by

who

delivered

office by Lt. Col. Edward A. Ryan,
Professor of Military Science Genpresented the commiseral
sions. Chaplain (Lieutenant Commander) William A. Rennle, U. S.

Wyman

Navy, gave the Invocation and benediction. Other members of the official party Included Dean Nathaniel
C. Kendrlck and Professor Nathan
Dane, II, Chairman of the Faculty

Committee for Military Affairs.
Of
General Wyman, a native
Maine, attended Bowdoin College,
then the U. S. Military Academy

pro-

8UHMA CUM

CUM

ed the Distinguished Service Medal
with two Oak Leaf Clusters, Silver

and naturalists and nature Star, Legion of Merit, and Bronze
will
photographers by avocation,
Star Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster.
present "The Camera Looks at the He was promoted to Brigadier GenBeauties of Nature" on Thursday. end, November 4, 1943, to Major
August 26. at 8 pjn. They are both General, November 13, 1944, to Lieustar exhibitors at International na- tenant General June 10, 1962, and
ture salons. Mrs. Wagner is the to Oeneral March 1, 1966.
chairman of the Nature Division
Individual
branch assignments
of the Boston Camera Club. In color
slides taken from the tropics to of the newly-commissioned officers
are as follows:
(Please torn to page 2)
fession

DF.

411 students signed beneath this

History

LAI DK

—

Philip

HONORS
Edward T.

S.

Very, Sauiius

M. Ashe, Jr., (Honors);
Bruce R.
Bockmann. (Honors); Peter W. Browne.
(Honora) Benjamin G. Kohl. (Honors).
Mathematics
Douglas E. Crabtree,
(High Honors); Michael A. Iwanowicx,
(High Honors)
Michael G.
Friese.
(Honors); Frank C. Mahncke, (Honors)
W. Charles Mylander. Ill, (Honor*)
Arthur M. Van De Water. Jr..
(Honora).
Music
Alan D. Bernstein, (High Honors); David C. Fischer, (Honors); Fred-

—

;

;
;

Myer. Jr., (Honors).
Stephen H. Burns (High Honors); Brute D. McCombe, (High Honors)
George W. Dean. (Honors) WalRobert L. Thoter A. Read. (Honors)
mas. (Honors).
Psychology
William H. Riley. Jr..
(High Honors); Philip S. Very, (High
Honors)
Donald H. Cousins. (Honors).
G.

eric

—

Physics
;

;

;

—

IN

SUBJECTS

Grader.

(Highest

Hon-

:

APPOINTMENTS. PRIZES.

Konrad G. Kuchel,

(Honors).
Biology
Robert E. Knowlton. Highest
Honors) Dale W. Matheaon. (Honors) ;
Robert A. Zottoll, (Honors).
(High
Joseph J. Voliie.
Chemistry Honors): Hilton L. Kowler, (Honors);
Ronald H. Oreott, (Honors).
Economic*
Soon Chough (High Hon.
ors): Jay R. Goldstein, (Honors); Robert S. Vernlck, (Honors).
French
Theodore A. Perry, (Highest
Honors); David P. Lovell (Honora).
Henry W. Bruner (Honors);
German
Carrlngton P. Noel. Jr., (Honora).
Donald M. Bloch, (IHgh
Government
Honors): Robert W. Crowe. (Honors):
Paul J. Galantl. (Honora): Nicholas G.
Spicer, (Honora).
ors):

Paul O. Johnson (High HonBruce Appleby, (Honors); Norris

ors):

;

Junghi Ahn, Norrlit M. Ashe, Jr., Robert L. Baldwin. Donald M. Bloch. Bruce
R. Bockmann, William S. Burke, Daniel
G. Calder, Soon Chough, Donald H. Cou•ina, George W. Dean, Raymond C. Doucelte,
Michael U. r'rleae, Theodora J.
Hallee, Robert Hertzlg. Robert L. Hohlfelder. Paul O. Johnson. Robert E. Knowlton. David P. Lovell, Bruce D. McCombc.
Frederic G. Myer, Jr.. Ronald H. Orcutt. William G. Page, Pierre R. Paradls.
Walter A. Read, William H. Riley. Jr.,
Nicholas G. Spicer, Robert L. Thomas,

Art

has been award-

LAI

Stephen H. Burnt, Douglai E. Crabtree,
Theodora A. Perry, Joseph J. Volpe.

tillery Corps.

Wyman

—

AND AWARDS

Classical Arts Section

section In the Museum's
basement features twenty-five centuries of ancient art from Greece,
Russia, Rome,
Assyria, Southern

$25,000
For MacMillan's Ship;
$5,000 More Sought
A year ago a fund drive was in-

and coins
from the Warren, Hammond, Estes,
and Johnson Collections of the Museum. Some of these exhibits have
never been shown before. They have
been arranged In chronological order by Prof. Herbert of the Classics
Department. This is the finest col-

—

—

'

—

—

Graduate Scholarships
RayBiggar '52, David E. Foster.
Robert
Hohlfelder,
L.
Anthony O.

O'Brien

mond

G.

Leach.
Galen C. Moses Graduate Scholarship
Richard G. Briggt '5».
Charles Carroll Everett Scholarship
Soon Chough.
Guy Charles Howard Scholarship
Rob-

—
—

—

Yee Tow '59. In Sup Yuin
David Bewail Premium in English Composition
John A. Kirkpatrick 'S3.
Class of 1H48 Prise in Oratory
Richard H. Downs*; Honorable Mention:

ert

—

—

Peter S. Smith.

Lucien

Howe

—

Qualities

Schuyler S.

Prise Scholarship for High

Phi Beta

Kappa Names

2 Seniors, 3 Juniors

At Semi-Annual Meeting
Two

Gentlemanly Conduct
Richard H. Downes.

of

—

Character

and

—

—

—

—

—

;

G.

'61.

H. Fuller

cis

Commencement Part

Alternate

Calder.

—

Daniel

— William Cohen
— Charles J. Spe-

Latin Prise
Greek Prise

Ssjwall

Sowall

'«2.

'«2.

leotis

—

Noyes Political Economy Price
Soon
Chough.
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin Prise
Robert L. Hohlfelder.
Col. William Henry Owen
I>ouglase M. Corson.

Lock wood

—
—

Premium

—Fairbanks

Prises

in

Public Speaking
(English S-4) William W. Lannon '(3; (English S) Joel
Abromson, Peter J. Mone 62 (English
S) Peter S. Smith
Honorable Mention
Jnmea S. Rice *«2, Pierre R. Paradls.
Edgar O. Aehorn Debat>n,t Prises
1st:
Mark E. Goldberg 'S3; 2nd: Jamee S.
Rice *«2; Team Award: Mark E. Goldberg '«*, Jules M. Lerner '<*.

lection of classical art in Northern
England. A particularity fine
Lekythos, of the 5th century B.C.,
found at Gela, Sicily, known as the
work of "The Bowdoin Painter" has

is

The End

The week's celebrations and the
undergraduate study of 182 new
alumni will reacn a conclusion this
noon at the commencement dinner.
At this tune the Haldane Cup will
be given to a senior who has shown
"outstanding qualities of leadership
and

character,"
Service Award.

Among

and the

Alumni

Those

Five people received honorary degrees this morning at Bowdoin ColCommencement exercises, held in the historic First Parish

lege's 166th

Church in Brunswick.
They were William S. Linnell "07, a member of the Portland law firm
of Linnell, Perkins, Thompson, Hinckley and Thaxter and president of
the Portland Chamber of Commerce; Karl L. Rankin of Bridgton, US.
Ambassador to Yugoslavia Doris F. White of Bangor, President General
of the National Daughters of the American Revolution; Jasper J. Stahl
'09 of Waldoboro, historian and retired Director of Studies at the Hill
School in Pottstown, Pa.; and John L. Baxter '16 of Brunswick, President
of the Snow Flake Canning Company.
Linnell and Rankin received doctor of laws degrees, Mrs. White a
doctor of humane letters degree, Stahl a doctor of letters degree, and
;

Bowdoin a
the name of
Baxter a master of arts degree.
household one among archaeologists
The citations for the degrees are given under the recipients' pictures.
all over the world.
Additional photos are on page four.
(Please turn to page 4)

made

—

Brown

Extemporaneous

Compo-

F.ngll»h

Prise
1st: J. Michael Rodgers;
William B. MacDonald.
Nathan Goold Greek and Latin Prise
Anthony O. Leach.
Wllmot Brookings Mitchell Debate Trophy
Dekes.
Horace Lord Piper Prise
Francis 8.
Manclnl '<2.
sition

2nd:

—

—

Lea

—

Thumim Biblical
- John W. Goldkrand

Ruth

Howarth Foundation

—

—

Bowdoin Awards

In Literary Satire
1st: J. Michsel
Rodgers: 2nd: John A. Kirkpatrick 'U.
Fulbright Award for Foreign Study —
Theodore A. Perry.
Livingston French Prise
Theodore A.
Perry.
Rhodes Scholar in residence
Roger Howell.

—
—

M

Jr.

Bowdoin

Poetry

—

Prise

Benjamin

G.

Kohl.

Woodrow Wilson Nsthlonsl Fellowship

were Daniel G. Calder and Soon
Chough, a Bowdoin Plan student
from Korea.
The three men elected from the
Class of 1961 are John S. Moore,
Robert H. Rubin, and Charles G.
Wing.
The Almon Goodwin Phi Beta
Kappa Prise, awarded traditionally

Quill

highest-ranking member of
the Junior Class, was presented to

—

:

—

Waters

'69.

Douglass E. Crabtree:
dore A. Perry.

Honorary:

—

Theo-

Masque and Gown One-Act Play Prises

--

Playwrlting: 1st: Francis H. Fuller 61
2nd: Stephen E. Hays '81; Acting: Steven E. Hays 'SI; Directing: Stephen E.
Hays 'SI: Designing: Vincent S. VII:

lard.

Jr.

'61.

Prise

Roger D. Skillinga. Jr.

Commencement Prise — For
1»*0: To ha announced at the Com*
mencement Dinner; For 1069: David A.

Goodwin

Kranea '5».
Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup
D. Silllman

III

'«2.

—

—

Sherwood

Goodwin French Prise
Aurele
late M.
The Meserve Prise in Chemistry

man

B.

Segal

'(I.

—

Cup

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
cis H. Fuller '61.
Alice

—

Merrill

Award

Mitchell

—

for

Fran-

Acting

George D. Entin.

James Bowdoin Cup
'61.

—

Wing

Charles G.

—

Class Marshal
George D. Entin.
Theodore
George W. McArthur Prise
A. Perry.
Stanley
Brown Memorial Scholarships
Ber, Herman B. Segnl '61. Douglas P.
Blodgett '62. Arthur M. Burton 'SS.
Peter A.
The General Philoon Trophy
Anderson.
Physics
Prise
Edwin Herbert Hall
Frank A. Nlcolal '68.

—

—

—

—

The Pershlng-Presnell Sword
Anderson.

Bowdoin Orient Prises
qulst (Editorial)
(Feature):
John
Sidney
(Sports)

;

:

—

Peter A.

—

Robert J. LindJared D. Stout '67

W.

Goldkrand

W.

Woollacott

'62
'62

J.

Vio-

—

Her-

Bradbury Debating Prises
First Team:
Richard G. Sawyer '62. Stephen W. Silverman '61: Second Team: Nicholas E
Monaour 'SI. Francis S. Mancinl '62.
DeAlva Stan wood Alexander Declamation

KARL LOTT RANKIN

(News); Richard S. Puisifer '62 (Business).
Peter
Reserve Officer Training Awards
A. Anderson, George W.
L.

Hohlfelder.

Ducan

B.

Desn,

Robert

Oliver.

Wil-

liam A. Chase. Jr.. '61. David B. Humphrey '61. Nlcholaa E. Monaour '61.
Lasilo Dudas '62. P. Stephen Lippert
'(2, Robert W. Olson '6S.
Richard C.
Engles '61. Gavin W. Pllton '62.
Robert
Copelsnd-Grose Biology Prise
E. Knowlton.

—

Brown Writes
Biography Of Late
Pres. K. C. M. Sills
Prof.

Professor Herbert Brown, who is
writing a full-length biography of
the late President Kenneth Charles
Morton Sills, is eager to receive any
notes, letters, anecdotes, and reminiscences which
will
Illuminate
"Casey's" long career as Bowdoin
student, teacher. Dean, and President. Former students of President
8111s' courses In Latin
and Comparative Literature are urged to
send Dr. Brown their impressions
of the President as a teacher. Characteristic gestures, asides, remarks,
casual
opinions,
comments
on
themes and blue books are all grist
for the biographer's mill and will

be gratefully received. Memories of
visits to the Dean's office (19101917) or to the President's office

and the Reverend
This morning, the seniors march- Wlnf.
New graduate* from the Class of at the
(1917-1962) or calls at 85 Federal
Priaea — 1st: Philip B. Austin 'ft: 2nd: Street
Others previously elected to Phi
1M6 are pictured anarchlng into the Horace M. McMullen gave the Ineven though such memLawrence J. Schoenwakt '62.
The service ed into the First Parish Church Bete are Don Bloch. Stephen Burns, Kumnei
First Parish Church to hear last vocation and prayer.
ories may seem "trivial"
may
I. Kimball Prise for Excellence I*
the again, for the 165th
Sunday's Baeoalaoreate Service at was followed by a rece ption for ">*
DoUgine, Citttnavr, Stutiu McCuiii'bc,
Natural ncieneea — iJ ss ujpB w H. Burns. prove of real Importance to the
Dr. seniors at the home of De*
and
which President Coles presided.
Pierre Paradls, Carl Perrin, Theo- Philo Sherman Bennett Priae for Best author. Professor Brown promises
'
Principles
free
GovernEssay
of
on
Mrs. Nathjuiiel C. Kendrlck.
Jamas M. Moulton read the
dore Perry, and Joseph Volpe.
to return any material sent to him
ment — Donald M. Block.

—

MsTsM

—

JOHN LINCOLN BAXTER

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws

—

Literature
'«2.

seniors and three Juniors
have been elected to membership In
the Bowdoin chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, Nathan Dane, secretary of
the group, announced today. Seniors
elected at the annual Commencement meeting of Phi Beta Kappa,

to the

Stanley Plummer Prise in Public SpeakHonorFrancis H. Fuller '81
ing
able Mention: Stephen W. Silverman '81.
1st:
Forbes Rlckard. Jr., Poetry Prize
A. Thomas Lindsay: Honorable Mention: Francis H. Fuller '61.
Andrew Allison Haldane Cup
(For
1960: To be swarded at the Commencement Dinner; (For 19ro): Eugene A.

:

;

Priae

«.

1942,

Awarded Honorary- Degrees

sculpture, bronses, jewels,

New

"

Three Alumni

Em-

Sicily, Italy, and the Byzantine
terracottas,
pire, including vases,

Class of 1H7B Prise in American History
Paul O. Johnson.
Pray English Literature Prise
Glenn
Frankenfteld.
Bertram Louis Smith. Jr.. Prise Scholurship in English Literature
Louis S.
Asskoff '61.
Almon Goodwin Phi Bete Kappa Priae
Charles G. Wing '61.
Hawthorne Prise
1st:
Benjamin S.
Sandler 'SI
Honorable Mention: Fran-

Hlland

;

Smyth Mathematical Priae
Sampson, Jr. 'ft.

service,

In

and Assistant
Treasurer of G. H. Bass and Company of Wilton. Mr. McCarty is as-

Academic Awards
and Prizes Are Announced
—

where he was graduated on November 1, 1918. and commissioned a John G. Trump.
J. Vydaa.
second lieutenant in the Coast ArGeneral

at Harvard University
Director,
Clerk,

their par-

the

address. Following
the administration of the oath of

Anew

and

Dr. Gerard J. Brault, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, was
this year's Alumni Institute Lecturer and spoke on "The Curious
Case of the Bowdoin Coat of Arms'*
in Smith Auditorium Friday.
Yesterday 41 Seniors were commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants In the
U. s. Army Reserve and two in the
Marine Corps. Luncheon followed,
and then dedication of the Class of

A new

Fund Raises

Coramons Petitions Give
411-69 Vote Against

portraits by

John Singleton Copley and Gilbert
Stuart, on loan to the Museum, will
remain on show until June 17..

praise

Kenna, III, Artillery; Edgar W. sentence; "We, the undersigned, are
March, Signal Corps; John B. Mil- opposed to a Senior Commons." 69 augurated to raise money to purchase the schooner Bowdoin, famous
lar, Artillery; True O. Miller, Corps signatures, fifteen per cent
of the
Arctic exploration ship of Admiral
of Engineers; Frederick G. Myer, Jr.,
total, were affixed to an accomDonald B. MacMlllan "98, and to
Signal Corps; Duncan B. Oliver, Artillery; Alan C. Peterson, Corps of panying sheet provided for those properly enshrine it. Charles Cary
Engineers; George D. Rankin, III, "In favor of a Senior Commons." '10 and Curtiss Matthews 10, reSignal Corps; Walter A. Read, Sig- The petitions, circulated by the Stu- port that 820,000 has been paid In,
and 86,000 promised, leaving the
nal Corps; Glenn K. Richards, Sigdent Committee on Expansion, dur- fund just 85,000 short of the 830,000
nal Corps; William H. Riley, Jr.,
Artillery;
Christopher C. J. Sel- ing the past two weeks, were signed goal.
bert, Corps of Engineers; Erlind M. by 480 students from all
classes,
Of this $30,000, 820,000 was to go
Thorstelnson, Transportation Corps; sixty per cent of the
student body. to the MacMillans as the purchasMartin B. Thumln, Medical Service
ing price, 89,000 for repairs, and
growth that will Inspire them to Corps; Saullus J. Vydas, Artillery; The petition did not deal with any
$1,000 to deliver lt to Mystic Seagrow with us."
of
the other proposals for expan- port, which was
Worthing L. West, Jr.,. Transportaaccomplished last
cere- tion Corps.
commissioning
At
the
sion.
June 27.
mony, Pres. Coles, introduced Gen-

On

H

reception for seniors

Portraits by Robert
ber Stuart, the portraits of Presidents Jefferson and Madison by Gilbert Stuart, English and colonial
sliver, and early American furni-

Corps;

Signal

dent Coles in the Parish Church.
Commencement Officials
"You are men of uncommon endowment," President James 8. Coles
Then this morning the climax of
told the members of the Class of the week's activity came as the 187
1960 at that time.
seniors received their baccalaureate
"You are men blessed by talent degrees in the First Parish Church.
and training," he said. "You have
John Gould, Pierre Paradls, Peter
distinctive intellectual attainment*, Smith, and Eric Taylor spoke on beand you have also set for yourselves half of the graduates.
high standards for performance, for
The Rev. Joseph C. MacDonald,
personal conduct, and as guides In D.D., '15, minister of The Union
your lives.
Church in Waban, Mass., since 1926.
"Make generous use of your abun- was Commencement Chaplain at the
dant endowments," he concluded. 156th Commencement exercises this
"Waste not your talent or train- morning.
tog. Guide yourself in life accordAlso taking part in the exercises
ing to those precepts you know are were the Rev. Donald W. Henderson
right. Live always according to those '50 as Commencement Dinner Chapfundamentals of industry, integrity, lain; Robert N. Bass '40 as Comand Intelligence that have become mencement Marshal; Gerald N. Mcthe hallmark of Bowdoin men."
carty "60 as Alumni Marshal George
Dr. James M. Moulton, assistant D. En tin 60, as Senior Marshal;
professor of biology read the les- Professor George
Oulnbv "23 as
son at the service, and the Rev- Faculty Marshal; and David Solerend Horace M. McMullen, pastor mitz, son of Professor Walter M.
of the First Parish Church, gave Solmitz, as Commencement Page.
the Invocation and prayer. The choir
Mr. Henderson Is a graduate of
was led by Professor Robert K. Medford, Mass., High School and
Beckwlth, William F. McCarthy of received a bachelor of divinity dethe Class of 1958 played the or- gree from Andover Newton Theogan, and George Entin of the Senior logical School in 1963. He has been
Class served as marshal for his minister of the Presumpscot Union
Parish since June of 1963. Mr. Bass,
classmates.
The service was followed by a who was awarded an M.B.A. degree

Weekend Activities
sistant director In sales promotion
The permanent collection Is on
Commencement weekend activity and advertising of the Union Mushow In the Walker. Bowdoin, and came Into full force Thursday as tual Life Insurance Company
and
Sculpture Galleries. This includes
Family the 26 year class held their class former* managing editor of the
the well known Bowdoin
reunion at Pickard Field House. Maine Coast Fisherman.
Feke and Gil-

Raymond

Artillery;

Transportation

Jr.,

A.

and Mrs. Coles received

President

ents at the home of Dean and Mrs.
Nathaniel C. Kendiick.

Summer Activities

lery;

Corps;
George P. Flint, Signal Corps; David E. Foster, Artillery; Hilton L.
Powler, Artillery; Jay R. Goldstein,
Transportation Corps; Jonathan S.
We must help protect the lives and Green, Signal Corps; Robert L.
liberty of free peoples everywhere Hawkes, Adjutant General Corps;
against the threat of wanton force Dennis K. Hodsdon, Artillery; Robnow loose In the world. It is not ert L. Hohlfelder, Corps of Enginenough that we improve the phys- eers; David P. Hunter, Artillery;
ical environment that we have in- Frederic P. Johnson, Transportation
herited; we must help all our leas Corps; Thomas M. Jones, Transportalented neighbors to Improve their tation Corps; Roger W. Kirk wood.
Adjutant General Corps; Anthony
environment too
"Today the people of the United O. Leach, II, Signal Corps; William

States as a nation are cast In the
Mrs. Stafford
role of the shining knight on the
Tuesday, July 26, at 8 p.m., stage of the world," he said. "We
Mrs. Stafford will speak on "Recol- have been entrusted with material
.ectlons of the Arctic." Daughter of wealth and resources beyond any
one of Bowdoin's most famous grad- ever before known to man. We have
won distinction "been entrusted with the blood and
uates, she has
through numerous books, articles genius of every race that inhaband lectures on Arctic life and ex- its the earth.
plorations. She has received medals
"Above all, It Is not enough thai
and awards from the Philadelphia we provide material help for the
Geographical Society and the Na- protection and physical welfare of
tional Geographic 8ociety for serv- our neighbors. We must provide an
ices to Oeography. In 1946 she was example of moral
and spiritual

Museum Announces

New Arts Section,

eral

Buccl,

1909 Organ In Pickard Theater. Later to the afternoon Phi Beta Kappa held Its annual meeting, and

;

"Although then may be little
signinosnce In the experience and
virion of a single beatnik, the Importance of the entire phenomena
should be no more Ignored than

"I can't help feeling that In the
years to come, as yon settle down
In your Boston, New York, Washington, or Baltimore, you will appreciate more your connection

"To Serve" Is Title Of Wyman's Speech
As Army, Marine Corps Commission 43
"Only by serving others can we

RUey

Riley will deliver the
first lecture In the series on Tuesday, July 12, at 8 p.m., when Re
Professor

Week

eighty-two seniors received bachelor of arts degrees. *
In keeping with Bowdoin tradition, the only speakers at this morning's exercises were four members of the Senior Class.
In addition to
Paradls they were John T. Gould, Jr., Peter 8. Smith and Eric F. Taylor.
Speaking on the topic "Ben Franklin and Payola," Paradls defined
prudential morality as acting In an ostensibly moral fashion because it
will get results and applied the term to those who have taken part In
recent payola scandals.
"Benjamin Franklin summed it up eloquently when he said that honesty is the best policy," said Paradls. "Honesty should be the only policy;
and when you say that It is merely the best, you imply that when honesty
falls to work, to get results a new policy will be substituted."
Paradls asserted that It Is impossible for today's youth to live by the
maxim that "Crime Does Not Pay" when evidence can be seen that it
dees pay In some Instances.
"T" «** how true thU la. we have only to look around Us In lOrV) to
see Chicago police aiding the men they're paid to hunt down; disc jockeys,
supposedly playing records on the basis of taste and popular appeal,
taking bribes to play some trash that couldn't make It any other way;
we see the government of the United States sending its planes over

Russwurm,

1826, was the recognized
founder of the
American Negro
Press. Later in his life he went to
These lectures, two In July and Liberia, where he served as supertwo In August, will be given by intendent of schools and Governor
Dr. Thomas A. Riley, Professor of of the province of Maryland.
Oerman at the College; Marie
Peary Stafford, daughter of Admiral
Robert E. Peary; Dr. Wllbert 8now,

ton, Mass., biochemists

John T. Gould,

Fill Active

182 seniors received their bachedegrees this morning In the
165th Commencement exercises at
the First Parish Church. This was
lors'

(Continued on page 2)

general scholarship purposes.
The scholarship was named In
honor of one of the first two Negroes to graduate from an American

Elections,

Into space, a nation which draws on the
and Newton, has yet to explore its own conscience," Pierre
Paradls said this morning at the 165th Commencement exercises held In the First Parish Church, as one hundred and

R

The Bowdoin College Admissions
college because of office is now looking for a qualithe recent non- fied candidate who will be awarded

participation in
violent protests against segregation.
raising owes Its success

Reunions

"A nation that can put men

scientific legacy of Einstein

pose of extending educational opportunities to some southern Negro
who otherwise is being prevented

The fund

Baccalaureate,

Commencement

Before Classmates, Guests At

Portland and Bruns-

wick tag days which were carried
out by students from Deering High
(Portland) and the Brunswick High
School.

6

Degrees At Commencement

Bachelor's

Gould, Paradis, Smith, Taylor Give Speeches

John Brown Russwurm Fund Over Top;

arship

NUMBER

Honoris Caosa
Master of Arts

KARL LOTT RANKIN.

JOHN LINCOLN BAXTER

Ambassador

of

United
State*
Yugoslavia and adopted
son of the State of Maine. On the move
since hU birth in Wisconsin, schooled in
Pennsylvania, his college days at the
California Institute of Technology Interrupted by World War I service In the
United States Navy, following study at
Zurich and Heidelberg, he graduated in
Civil
Engineering from Princeton University. After two years as construction
superintendent for Near East Relief In
the Russian Caucasus and two years in
buslneas In New Jersey, he entered a
career In the United States Foreign Service,
In which he has distinguished himto

for thirty-three years, serving is almost a dosen countries of Western and
Eastern Europe and in the Near and Fur
East. His demonstrated ability to handle
sdroitly and competently delicate and difficult situations has kept him constantly
In places where trouble was brewed or
brewing. Captured by the Japanese during World War II. later from his post
in
relations
''siro he handled economic

self

with Yugoslnvls. He was in Greece when
Communists threatened to take control of
that free and independent nation during
the post-war years. On the mainland of
China during the Communist revolution
there, subsequently from I960 until 1967
he bore the burden of our relations with
the Nationalist Chinese Government on

Formosa, being named Ambassador in
196S. During the three years past he has
skillfully brought to our relations with
Yugoslavia a greater mutual understanding and appreciation, thus benefiting the'
stability of a troubled area. "A man of
understanding shall attain
wise
unto
counsels."

DOCTOR OP LAWS
from personal letters unless permission
has been
granted. Communications should be

and

will not quote

addressed

Brown,

to

Professor
Hall

Hubbard

Brunswick, Maine.

B«B»mfca>Sh*B9jd>aUB*S)B*n«g*SBSbaBI

of the Class
buslneas and community leader.
Graduating cant laade, instructor in <;• rman at Bowdoin College prior to World
War I service as an Army officer, bin life
since has been given to business and community affairs of Brunswick, of Maine,
and of the Nation. An Overseer of the
College sine* 1941 and a Trustee sines
1964. and now Chairman of the Visiting
Committee, his devotion to Bowdoin hits
been no leas than his devotion to the
Town of Brunswick through fifteen consecutive years of faithful service as Chairman of the Town's Finance Committon.
His love for the out-of-doors took him
from the hustling snd bustling metroitolls
of Brunswick to the halcyon verdure of
Tbpsham and Merrymeeting Bay. To list
all of his responsible positions in public
service snd
organir-Mtiotm
in
business
would but embarrass him: as a prsetlral
man he has pioneered in the food processing industry, saving the housewife's
burden: as a person of Intellectual parts
he is President of the Alphs of Msine of
Phi Beta Kappa. We nre proud to honor
this son whose childhood home was the
1916,

Bowdoin

campus,

extricably
Coll:=e.

and

intertwined

whose life !• inwith that of the

MASTER OF ARTS

II
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On August M. 1M9, the Bowdoin
ORIENT win putlish a special
sunsmaj

Isaac for the purpose of

orienting
the news

to*

new freshmen

to

and happenings at the
College. Ala*, this issue will provide College Information to the
Ahsninl,
sutctorgradSMtea,
and

Herbert

*f Bowdoin. Returning students will find the August copies

Library,

in their

frt.Bi.Tsi

fraternity

TURDA

THE B0V»9N ORIENT
VOL.

XC

JUNE

Edttsr-in Chief

Robert Hagserty

What

Manaftnf Editors
'81, Dave McLean

Rick Makln

as— rlste

"81

Editors

Tony Paul "M

M

Jed Stout

News Editor
Ted Curtla '63
Newa Editor

This fine oil painting, on loan This residence, formerly known as
through the courtesy of Mr. Harold "The Willows,'' 1b on the approach
Lee Berry of the Class of 1901 and to Bar Harbor, Just beyond and adVice-President of the President and joining the Bluenose Ferry TerTrustees, will be featured In the minal
Library exhibit of pre-Clvll War
In addition to being used
for
views of the campus being
ar- Bowdoin's third series of lectures,
ranged by Romance Language Pro- the Oakes Center this year will be
fessor Brault.
used during part of August for a
Other views displayed include an course in Medical Oenetics, conearly lithograph of the campus In ducted by members of the staffs of
the late 1830's by Maine landscape the Johns Hopkins University School
and portrait artist Esteria Butler of Medicine and the Roscoe B. Jackand several other prints made dur- son Memorial Laboratory of Bar
ing the next two decades. An in- Harbor.
teresting old series of promissory
notes issued in 1638 by the Brunswick Bank, one of them illustrated
with a picture of a College chapel
which was never built, will also be
shown together with another issue
of about 1363 showing the present

'63

Newa guff
Jteve Russey

'88

V

Terry Clark
Ken Briggs «3
Jim Rice '62

Sam Cushman

Mitch Kalpakglan
Dave Wollstadt

'61

Roger Rlefler

"62

Kelley Taylor

'63
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'61

Copy Editor
Spencer Hunt
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Copy Staff
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William Krute
Robert Fay '88

Prank de la Pe
Jonathan Botelho
Dick Cunningham
Bill Berghoff '63
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'63
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Sports Editor

John Ooldkrand

"62

Assistant 0porte Editor

Larry Blckford
Sports

'

'63
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Art Preedman
Editorial Board
Makln. McLean, Paul, Hunt, Curtis, Stout
Business Manager
William Oulliver '63
Advertising Manager
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edifice.

Commencement Speakers
Dave Wollstadt

Piper,

mm Pag.

The Tan Commandments on
Par ad is called for the acceptance of an

Managers
Bruce Leonard

'63

the

Ten Commandments as a

1)

The

and moral

foreign lands In violation of International
expedlet' to do this."

'63

Williams Hlggins

'i

,

SUB

Peter Karofsky '62

Mai Cushman

'

i

'61

law, because

Inflexible

moral code such as

mor- chusetts

fcllty-

"Just look at one of the Ten Commandments: Thou shalt not steal,'"
he said. "It doesn't say: 'Thou shalt not steal by pointing a gun at
Mr. Bela W. Norton
Prof. Athern P. Daggett people,' but it covers all instances of stealing— taking fifty cents worth
Robert Llndquist
John Vette of office supplies home from the shop every night, exaggerating Insurance
Jon Brlghtman
Stephen Piper claims (after all, 'everybody does it'), selling aluminum storm windows
Robert Haggerty
by promising the durability of Oi„
RBPRB9BNTKD FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
bralter and the nermanence of the Baltimore, you will appreciate more
Collawa Publi«h«r« Rapreianlatlva
Parthenon, but the only permanent yOUr connection with this state.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
it »A8T JOTH BTRttjrr
thing about the $9.96 Trouble-King
«tn the 'great out there' things
PablMwd WMklr wtw
set htld durtnc th* Pall ami .Sprint 8n**atar by Special is the repair bill.
There have been changing fast, too fast for
Addraaa nawi communication! to tha Editor and aabtha atadrnta of BowdoLa Vollara.
aren't any weasel words in the Ten the human race to follow," he said,
acrlptlon comauialcatlaiu to th* Bu»ln"M Manager or the Bowdoin Publlihins ComEn- CommandmenU. There's right and "But from the Interstate Bridge to
v . rr •• ,u. nnivMf o»i~ !» M~.~ Mall. BowiMn CollfC*. Brunswick. Maine.
tered aa earand daaa pastas* paid at the poet office at Branawica, Mains.
Th* aak> there's wrong and you do it or you
the AUagash, from the oeak of Mt.
atriiitlnn rata far ona raar la 'our ($4) dollar*.
don't."
Katahdln to Coburn Oore, there
,
„. Mens Sana .
In seems to be preserved a group of
Entitling his
talk
n
*
people
collected under the name,
£***•.. ^JTT*. th*
, w
Z ^
Body.
Sound Mind in a Healthy
Maine. They are people who still
Gould attempted to explode for out- know how to enjoy life as well as
of-state people at the exercises some n ve It."
of the myths about his native State
your years to come, you
-if,
of Maine.
want a restful break from your of"What's Right, What's Wrong with Bowdoin Today" was
*lce routme
ve me a ring, and I,
idl rerdlanaa
frn'TWahsn
the topic of a student panel nt the winter meeting of the Alumni
""
Registered Guide Number 3M, will
..
,
.
Addressing nis remarks mainly
fee of course,
Council, and is the subject of much student debate.
Student his classmates. Oould said, I cant gladly for a
take you into the Maine woods for
help
feeling
while
that
in
the
years
to
opinion is offen divided some call it apathic,
others noisily
a day or nshlng. And at noon we'll
come, as you settle down in your
give the false impression of its being militant.
Student opinion Boston, New York. Washington, or have Maine chicken, Maine potatoes, and Maine corn cooked on an
is neither apathetic nor militant
it is reserved, and often, strongopen Maine woods Are. And, you
know—111 bet youll call."
ly convinced.
Smith spoke of the new impor-

—
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Bowdoin Today

m

'

.

g^l
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1

students think about

Bowdoin today)

accept a modest expansion and believe
tradition of excellence, smallness,

Yet before

and

it

Nearly all
won't hinder the long

Prederie Erki Tliornhiy
Tiilotsoi.

Fund Set Up

friendship.

At Glee Club Meeting

^

{^

Of prime 'importance
S.eady excellent faculty.
rate of turnover

among

is

a strengthening of Bowdoin's

Many

st-

students are alarmed at the

the younger faculty members.

standards have slipped in some instances.

Since

class in the Principles of Design, Expression,

and

Also,

when does

a

wlll

conduct the Club

and

final

In his fourth

New York Town

Hall Concert. The proceeds from this concert are to go to the Frederic Erie
ia,,„rf
Thnmiav
T?ti„»«.™ Fund
f«, tv,»
Thornlay Tillotson
for
the

«
V^SSTT^J^^!^
£Zli™
™.wi™ £ £
f

.?,,rfL£

Art spend several weeks drawing alphabet letters, or have ments where the need Is found.
In order to raise more money for
examination questions asking impressions of the U-2 incident, the fund, the Bowdoin Glee Club is
or for an essay on love?
Unbelievable? Yea, but it happened giving alumni and friends of the
college the opportunity to become
patrons ($36), subscribers ($15), or
donors (810), when they purchase
When these problems have been answered one can safely tickets to the Town Hall Concert.
turn to the question of expansion and how it is to be handled. Regular price of admission to the
top event on the Bowdoin music
The faculty recommend construction of a Senior Commons, and calendar for next season will be 88.00
picture it as making positive contributions to student life.
The for orchestra seats and 10.00 for
balcony seats. Free tickets are availgeneral student opinion, however, has been negative in ap- able for sub-freshman guests of
proach, and insists on a status-quo.
Yet in the long run, the Bowdoin men."

The original of Esteria Butler's
painting has not been located but
a Moore lithograph executed before 1839 la dlsplaved Several features of the campus have been
changed by this date. The cupola
on Massachusetts Hall is notably
absent as wen aa certain distinctive
features of Maine Hall indicating
the original to have been painted
subsequent to the fire which this
structure suffered in 1336.

ed

Commons

is

the

most imaginative and desirable solution
from a goodly num-

the situation, and has received support

ber of students.

which has swept

New

England.

picket-happy fever
Rather they have sought a
in the

reasonable, rational approach to the question of

civil liberties

make a positive contribution, and not just a let of
noise.
Commendation is due the committee which has worked
long and hard to raise $2,000 for the John Brown Russwurm
seeking to

Scholarship which will bring to

Bowdoin a worthy Negro

dent, deprived of education in the South.

A

stu-

vote of thanks

goes to the generous students, faculty, and friends

who have

President of the Club, paid the following tribute: "A man of warmth,
friendship and humanity, Tilly has
long dreamed of such a fund. It is
our hope that this fund will grow
and flourish like Tilly's ever-widening circle of friends and admirers.
From this beginning may this fund
Increase multifold, so that through
the years those who follow will share
in the benefits from this tribute to
our beloved Tilly, as all of us have
benefited from our association with
Bowdoin's greatest musician.

annual

° f the

—

IVeBahoary Notes

The most curious campus view is
that to be found on the promissory
note issued by the Brunswick Bank
1886 In the denomination of ten
dollars. It shows a projected College
chapel and a projected dormitory,
the latter where Appleton Hall now
stands. The
Chapel,
finally,
which at that date was plainly vlaibis, has been eliminated from this
artist's conception of the Bowdoin
campus of the future. The projected
chapel has a single belfry At a

Professor: "Look out sir I, Palling
from the third story I"
President: "Oh dear, yes, thank
you prof: that was Smedly wasn't

ers.

m

Pictured above are

ment Week.

^*

.-.nihjnyPERKINS

Professor: "Yep, you hit

President

week by hundreds each year. Bowdoin alumni have set a fine
mark in the world. They have set a high standard of achieve-

"

ment, one which the undergraduates aim to meet. Now it is the
seniors' turn, as they leave the peaceful campus in Maine, to set
their goals and to achieve as their predecessors have to bring
honor to themselves and to their college. To them the door of

and

opportunity

is

VICTOR MATURE

Jane

18-11

ON THE BEACH
GREGORY PECK
AVA GARDNER

Van HaRin

—

Silvane

"Five Branded

MAJOR BENSON"

stairs

each year."

Mansano

"9GT.

RUTLBDGE"

FIVE

quite so long."
Professor: "They aren't going to
be too happy about having to leave,
will be sort of degrading to be
forced out like that due to a mere

mathematical whim."
President: "We will bundle them
up good in a bunch of black shrouds,
and no-one will know who Is who."

Oxford Accepts Bowdoin Plan
this might not be

Mind you now,

exactly what occurred, the body
could have been Wilberforce's, Instead of smedly 's. There is always
a lot of disagreement on this point
as both of the young men signed
their names the same way. At any
rate things worked out quite well,
what with one-fourth of the students wishing to get out into the
world, and the college Just as happy
to get
them there (Before the
Buildings and Ground's Crew decided he was over worked). The popularity of this program was such
that Oxford adopted the Bowdoin
Plan of Graduation in 1349. As long
the
as it doesn't interfere with
usual dally system of education at

Bowdoin, it will probably remain
as one of the more cherished of
our conservative college's Institu-

**4?~

UT

TRAVEL

18-11

BRANDED

WOMEN

Ttrhnirolor

Sheraton Hotels

STUDENT-FACULTY

with

DISCOUNTS

VAN HEPUN

SILVANA MANGANO
Hera's

Good Luck Class of 1960
Photo Supplies

JalU Laadan

Dial

PA

—

you special low rates
even
lower rates when two or more
occupy the same room.
Special group rates are provided for athletic teams,
clubs, other college organ-

with

JAMES CRAIG

MARTHA VICKERS
ajto

SHORT SUBJECT

5-2672

izstions.

You
Thnrs.-Fri.-8at.

any

Jane 18-17-18

HANNIBAL

I.

also

Welcome Alumni

RILL'S

We invite you to visit the Moulton Union

•— RavlaU

aaa Chens

Dial

a»fc

— 8:30

p.m.

Midget Market
pairs of balcony seats at

$8.00 a

-

Bowi-Mor Alleys

Vaillancourt Bros.

PIZZAS and BEVERAGES
We Deliver to Students

pair,

$6.00 a pair

-

Sfrnad

Hot Do,.

—

Coffao

PAINTING

PA

9-9690

Addreas

The Light Refreshment
payment and send to:
Park Row, Brunswick, Main*

Body Shop

— SDfONIZING — WELDING

— Cold Drink*

AUVVosk

FOREIGN CARS

It*

enclose

— Regular

Ravartte

Appropriate Graduation Gifts

Hall Concert

pairs of orchestra tickets at

Club, 181

JOEL ABROMSON

c/s Alpha Rao Upallaa
Brannwick, Main,
Pfcana: PA »-MS7

SHORT SUBJECT

Ptssa

DRINK -

Prederie Tillotson, Director

wish...

To get s Sheraton
I.D. card, contact:

register.

VICTOR MATURE
RITA GAM

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE

get these discounts st

of Sheraton's 64 hotels

Hawaii and
Canada. Just present your
Sheraton I.D. card when you
in the U.S.A.,

Hot

I

all

ing weekends and college
vacations, Sheraton offers

Brunswick

Street

and

other college personnel. Dur-

Jane 14*15

FOUR FAST GUNS

— Color Films

Smiths Photo Shop
146 Maine

money-saving news

for students, faculty

Toea-Wed.

ami Oparatwd by Al Tobcy '82

DIAL PA 5-2422

3t

JORDAN AVE!

fatmmm

a

them who have been underfoot for
four years or, more, and maybe a
few of them who haven't been here

I

Bowdoin College Glee Club

Saturday, April 22, 1961

of

President: "No, no, only those of

June U-1J

Ssn-Mon.

Pies

Bookstore on Commencement Weekend

I

"Draw them out

Professor:

open, and to them the college sends wishes of

Now York Town

what's

hat?"

Women"

Jrff Chandler — Feaa Parksr
"The Jayhawkerg"

June 12-13-14

Jane

Prl-Sat.

Starts Sunday

Alae

Godspeed.

FVnarth

it,

"Most of the other stu- s

CUMBERLAND

"The Sharkfighters"
Cinemaaropc — Terhnlralar

Hallmark Greeting Cards

The Eastern Central New Hampshire Area

:

if

Alaa

FEW
"PRIVATE WAR OF

Adults Only

Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

fifth

I think."

we disregard that cry from
the other side, but we will let onefourth of them Down by the front
dents,

THEATRE

TROOP ATTACKS"

Filmed in Gortwaaa Cater
Whara Only tha Traaa CWa Carar

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

—

up?"

with

made by many' alumni and the interest they show in the
College, as is witnessed by the participation in commencement

pretty

around."

rolls

President: "Eureka!,

"BATTLE OF BLOOD

"NATURE'S
PARADISE"

the students are aware of the positive contribu-

Finally,

get

I

them by the time the

tired of

H«ar Tal Haar Yal

contributed.

tions

Personally

idealist.

year

Meet Your Friends at

Jane 8-8

Wed.-Thnrs.

Sun.-Mon.-Taes.

Tachnicolor

a man for a little more than a
one-and-a-half into the cement."
Professor: "You always were an
fit

Tuo Stowe House

Through Sunday

COUNTRY"

President: "Ah, ah, ah, now, that
a negative attitude, college should

Mala Spar Tap Room
11 FEDERAL STREET
BRUNSWICK. MAINE

FRANK SINATRA

—

"More windows?"

Professor:
is

Maine's Finest Historic Inn

"NEVER SO

Rakarl Mltdnua

this

even more

-

Fri.-Set.

"THE WONDERFUL

doesn't

President: "It would seem that
we are a bit over-crowded here, but
I really don't Know how to gat rid
of them?"

between 1886 and 1838, the third
< le
present) meeting house with-

"SKI

Local Showiag
A Naw Laafc
A Uai«M StyU af Uvins

sir.

clearly?"

tions.

ln-

ISLAND"

Al

for eleven years now."

.

TrCK .aGARCNEP

*)

— BIG DAYS — 5

It?"

Professor: "Yes, he has been here
'63

out Its spire in 1846, and another
print showing the spire about 1858.
The College Library is open Monday through Saturday from 9:00
am. to 5:00 pjn. during Commence-

ASlAiRE

!

5

Don Burr

aa Adam, and Phil Austin '88 as
Orlando,' as they perform Shakespeare.

OM

wrestled with this prob-

turf as
lem.

tradition since 1911.
A minimum of properties were
used in the natural setting, and
lighting was ably handled by follow
spots from the rear of the bleach-

it

"But

Professor:

point up the problem

Through Saturday

cyclotron-centered
school.
is placed on manpower

Page

com-

elude views of the second meeting
house of the Plrst Parish Church
-

Emphasis

(Please turn to

Shakespeare

outdoor setting used In five years
but prior to then it had been a

growth

to encourage the

First

by the Bowdoin Glee Club at Its
annual meeting. The Fund's charter, read by Richard Downes '60,

Students Support Civil Rights

Bowdoin students have not joined

Tilastsea

The Fund, In honor of Professor
Tlllotson's long tenure of service to
the College, was established May 10

its

President: "It would appear that
some of him will hv.cer a good deal
A shame
robe."
longer on my
though, he wasn't a bad sort."

it

a Crowd

The administration, with many
mencement play on Friday night.
This year's production was "AS troubled glances at the walls, must
YOU LIKE IT" and It was the first have described several circles in the

semester -at Bowdoin!

Senior
to

students here. In the foreground,
an old man is seen trundling a
wheelbarrow. Tradition identifies
this person as "Uncle" Trench who
*°ld gingerbread and root beer to
the Bowdoin students,

Other portraits of the campus

Interpretation

in

this

Is

what, each year the College manlying
ages to find a spare day
around on which to hold a thrash.
This has been going on for some
time now, and if things continue
to go along as wall as they have
been, will no doubt continue to do
so. The beginnings of this pleasant
custom are. lost in tune, but can
be located generally in the last century. The weight of public opinion
putting the first graduation somewhat in the earlier part of the
Eighteenth Century. At any rate
we can assume that the students
got rather tired of Just sitting around during the summer, dangling
their feet in the Androscoggin, and
decided it would be pleasant to go
home for a while. It would be sort
of fun to see the old folks, sod perhaps lead some of them out of the
darkness of ignorance into the light
of their new found knowledge, (and
hit them for a few bucks in person at the same time). Probably a
few of them, decided thai they had
been around long enough to absorb
most everything the boys in Mass
Hall had to offer and figured they

Interestingly enough, this figure
was identical to the one the entire
administration (one president, one
Prc?c«£cr; not a bad president-professor ratio at all), had in mind
to cope with their own little problem. This centered around the fact
that Bowdoin was getting a trifle
crowded. You cant Just keep on
letting five or six people into a
college year after year
without
eventually blowing out the windows.
Somehow
you have to shed five or
Special bleachers facing an atsix students a year to keep the walls
tractive grove of trees near the
intact. Worry, worry, worry; how to
Walker Art Building marks the spot ease them In,
and then ease them
where the Masque & Gown presentout again.

1830,

"To what extent should we be
Influenced by the pressures crowding in upon
us?" he asked.
m
"The
i
^' -,««!
^JJL.1" of
n T 7vL,^"L^l^.^
effect
th«9e Pressures on many
colleges

a fine old Bowdoin
no matter

chapef

™ ^
^™ ^

administration proposal to

ate.

In

tanee suddenly assumed by educatlon in the United States because
of the Soviet Sputnik and rising
enrollment In the nation's colleges
and universities. Speaking on "The later date, a new issue of this bank
Loaded Pendulum" he decried the mote- was brought out showing the
abnormal pressures being placed up- familiar twin spires of the present

expansion comes, the library needs addi"* Moulders of today's youth,
its growing number of books.
On Saturday evening, April 22,'
wh
""*** %?!}*
» "g°™
weed out old books, including 1881. at 8:30 p.m.. in celebration of
e
a "" u J°
y *?
*£*}*
his 28th anniversary as director of f?"
f„
B
r
to
some original works, has met a well-deserved howl of protest the Bowdoin College Glee Club,
J?£E* ta ***" deglre for
nl* ner eaucauon.
from faculty and students. The library's need is most immedi- Frederic Erie Thornlay Tillotson
(better known as "beloved Tilly")
THasuua in Pflnra tisn
this

tional space, storage space for

One

removed

is

Somehow,

5

Maine Hall. Winthrop Hall, and the
old wooden chapel aa It was whai
Hawthorne and Longfellow were

&

w

.

Hall,

by Make Rodgers
Graduating
Institution.

might Just as well stay home. To
take a purely arbitrary number let
us say that this group amounted to
about one-fourth of the total number of students.

attrlDute<,

owned by the College. The painting
from which an early lithograph was
made' shows the cupola on Massa-

Stealing

solution to the problem of prudential

u

earllegt portralt

by Professor Brault to Boston painter John O. Brown who is believed
to have traveled to Brunswick In
igai in order to study the paintings

it's

Bowdoin Publishing Company

What do

sand and shore life.
The Oakes Center, site of the
lectures, was presented to Bowdoin
by Eunice Lady Oakes, whose husband, the late Sir Harry Oakes, was
graduated from Bowdoin in 1896.

of

activities.

Assistant

Sid WooUacott

sents In the form of tropical plants,
flora of the temperate tone, rocks,

believed to be the earliest
the Bowdoin College
campus was placed on public display for the first time in the Bowdoin College Library last week as
part of the Commencement Week
la

portrait

'88

From The Masthead

(Continued from Page 1)
the Bay of Pundy, they will show
the various art forms nature pre-

library June 6th-llth

W. Stephen Piper *63
Bualneas Manager

I960

TT,

Oakes Center Program

Campus On Exhibition In

NO. •

11, 196*

Vim Of

Pre-Cml War

7

f .

DIAL PA 5-790*
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Freshman Sports At

A Glance

pointing to

The varsity tennis team had one
of its moat successful seasons as
they compiled a record of nine victories against one defeat, won the
State Series, and won the State
Singles and Doubles
Championships. Their only loss of the seas on
came la the opening match of the
year against MIT, who at the time
had already played sic matches.
Coach Bob Donham felt that If the
team met MTT later on in the year
the results would have told a different story.
<

Wtae State Singles

The State Singles ssw John Wyman, our number one man, meet
Woody SilUman, ot>r number two
man, for the championship In the

Wyman won the match, but
must also be given to both
who without a doubt are and
continue to be the two best
singles players in the state. The
State. Series saw the most excitement of the year. Bowdoin needed
only to beat Bates for the second
time of 'the year for the title. In
the first match, Bowdoin had won
6-4. In their second meeting, Bates
Jumped to a four to one lead in
the singles with one match to play.
Bowdoin came back in the doubles
finals.

credit

boys
will

April 16

Bowdoin

Boston

II

141
S7|

College

Amherst

leges that are our size. However, It
is hard for a school to break In to

— Dry Cleaning

";

they did finish up with a .500 record
for the season. They beat the U of
Maine 6-8; and Exeter 9-4 but they
lost to

Up and

Delivery

Hebron

5-4

and to Colby

5-4.

(Conti nu ed on page 4)
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Free Pick

r

<

t

—

1

i'
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I

1

'

'
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i

.

Summary:
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

7|Tufti

Harvard

1

lllNichols
SI
SI

UNH
MIT

11 [New

England

ii

SttJDENT

Now!

PATRONAGE

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
in a Pouch!

SOLICITED

1

21
61

•

Bowdoin

4

I,

win

In Tennis

three.

all

Then SilUman

was placed on the spot

to finish

the singles with the anon* 4-4 and
the series riding on his match. SilUman came through to beat Bates'
second man and Bowdoin won the
State Series in a. 3-4 victory,
this t roatch. Bates had scored »*
least two points In their doubles

Sailors Find

I

^

VARSITY LACROSSE LETTERS!
chael

As Maine's Champions
E.

New

excellent sailing sopnomores of Don
Logan, Terry Clark, and' Roger
Stone highlighted the Spring season of the Bowdoin sailing team.

point skipper in the race.

Bowdoin also retained the informal Maine championship by winning
the Class of '30 Trophy, with Stone
skippering,

placed second in the
Vacation Regatta. In other races,
the team won a minor event at the
New Meadows River Basin and place
fifth out of eight at the Boston

University Ttophy race.
boys, especially Sam Iadd
and
Next year the team has Logan,
Gerry Levinson, who should give a and Charlie Wing
returning. Missfew of the varsity players s stiff ing will be
Lance Lee and Joe Carbattle for a position on the team
ven through graduation and Terry
next year.
Clark, who will
John Wyman was elected captain studying In Paris. spend next year
of neat year's squad Beside his ex.SuRamary
ceptional play during the regular Bowdoln
MIT
8
season, he took part In the New Bowdoin
Brandels
tl
England Championships. He won his Bowdoin
TufU
I

against the University
of Connecticut, but lost In the second to Dartmouth. For the next two
years, he should still be the pacesetter

Bowdoin.

far

Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

Abrahams

J.

John

'60,

F.

Ml-

Adami

'62, K. Barton '60. Robert J. Bartholf '62.
Craig M, Cleavea '62. W. Juii.es Cunningham '62. David F. Evans '62. David
R. Fernaid »t, Charles J. Frnlnyaon '61,
Gerard E, Franroeur '62. Edward M. Fuller '60, Sheldon F. Goldthwait '60, W.
Kimball Greeley '62. F. William Green
'61, Robert L. Hohlfelder '60. David H.
Mudarri '61. Allen H. Prince '62, Donald
F. Prince) 'SO. Carl H. Smith '60. RoU-rt
T. Spencer '60. Carl P. Von Mertena '62,
William A. Wldmer '61.

?n^^

^Vtharfe.

'

•*"»

competition. It was a tremendous
Logan and Joe Carven combined
comeback- for' the team, and the
to win first place out of seven
whole squad should be praised for schools In Bowdoln's
division of the
the eflffort that they put into the
Coast Guard Bowl Eliminations on
season.
May 1, and Clark and Stone toog.
This years squad will be losing second out of seven in
the Frith
only the talents of senior Oeorge
Trophy competition on the followDavis, who played well throughout
ing season. Clark was the high-

match

Allan.

L.

The varsity golf team, according
to the record, did not appear to
have a partkniUvlysaocessful seaVAR8JTy LACR oss
nui bralu.
son. however, the record does not Frank 3. WQIrolamo -fl. Donald N. Par.
tell the Whole Story. This year's bee IS. Richard r. Real '6S. Mgr.
WBSHjeAN lacrosse numkralsi
competition was perhaps the tough-b^. tarn
eat that the golf team has met In £<&£ #*** jl r.^
several seasons. In
State
Series? J. Hlckey. Prank 8. Janaa, Gerald KraaCOmpetltlon, the team Showed Up- Mr< Lealis X. Korper II. John K. Lawson,
U n
P y ta
^8.* *
J^Sfe
rT,H
n' f fl
^t h top honors JiS"
didnt
finish With
they i^,,, William G. Nash. Rodney S. Peddid Win a gOOd percentage Of their drip*. Robert U 8imon, John S. Snyder,
matches, snd were very close to SD "*rt„ s * Mn *3, \, p ' tfr H w v »n der
uiers from Colby,
5^'uiTTaES. a.*.
In the
Maine Intercollegiate, H. Davis '10, C. Warren Devereux "«2,
Spurr came In second with a 158, atichale N. follet '61. Sherwood i). SilUwhile the winner had a 148. In the man '42. Richard S. Stuart '(2, Peter W.

Wind OH

Lead Schools In N.

'61

FRESHMAN BASEBALL NUMKKALHi
Andrew'

Steven H. Crnhtn-r,
if
t> Refaeh Q. Dowling. Peter R. Finn, Robert
H^Ford, Peter T. Kihrore. Juwiih H. Mc71M!
9
Kans. John M. Merrill. Frank A. Nicola!.
1JIU. S. Coaet Quoad 1
llUpeal*
10 Bruce E. Parker. Charles R. Shea, Ed2,'LMola
1 ward L. Sualdinif. Roderlc A. Stevenaon,
6] Baltimore
William U. Veitche.
4 - Howard Van Nan.
WjHIIam 0. Whit. William T. Flint '62,
'

Even With Record
As Disappointing

to

David M. Stern

'62.

9

•

GdfemPtay Well'

first

i

ISwat

MS

the season and was usually the
doubles partner of Wyman. Because
of this, the outlook tor the next
couple of years is
exceptionally
good, and Bob Donham Is looking
forward to seeing the team bring
1 many more honors. However, with
IS such a strong team it will be dinV
4
cult for new men to break In, but
11
» the freshman have several good

in by the varsity, but nevertheless

Brunswick, Main*}
Service

-

.

Bywi
Bowi

Wyman

April 28

ELECTRONIC DRY CLEANING

-tM

—

—

Baseball Against Bates

BAND BOX CLEANERS

One Day

"T?^ m

I

getting continually

Its

the schedules because most -of them
are made up three or four years in
Bowdoin
It Vermont
76
advance. Also colleges like Williams
April JO
and Amherst can find competition
Bowdoin
71 MJT
09
near them without having to travMay 7 Stat* Matt
el very far. Also many schools have
741 ia limitation on the
number of
Bowdoin
68
pects.
»1
rill, while the defense was helped
games they want to play, and this
1
Next year Kosty Is hoping for
considerably by Parker and Shea.
too makes it hard for a new team
At the close of the season Finn and an eight game schedule, however
to crack their schedule. The teamhowever Just needs time and an imthe late arrival of spring could hin- proved freshman program to put it
•
up in the ratings.
der hie aspirations.
With one season completed Nels
Tennis
is looking forward to many more,
The freshman tennis team could thai will see the team and the
not quite/ equal the results turned schedule improved.

Street

™

*

Bowdoke
Bowdoin

Barton In Lacrosse

baseball team this
year was the unofficial State Champions In a tie with the frosh from
They
had a record
the TJ of Maine.
of 3-1 in the State Series and an
overall record of 3-3 for the season
with their other loses coming at
the hands of MCI and Exeter.

T

Itt

XSSJSSSSt ££* Gtf'Awartte At Dinner

Bow

The freshman

3 Pleasant

Baseball

fc

This spring's varsity baseball
_-,„»' ~^_,__
squad surpassed all critical expec- secutlve and bey* wins against WU<
8?fta« 8 r , w anq et. WM
hams, Mir^siu^U»IAS.;Ooast,
l
J* £J?
!!
,
tations and went on for a 10-win,
Ousrd. Twd losses to Upcast. and h 1 w,th one hundred "«l «**ty7-loss, and 1- tie record for the seaCollege
athletes
Lbyola plagued (the winning streak *eyen B ** ' 11
After losing many of last
son.
befdierthe final close defeat of Bal- aw*r,ed lelter » and
M
year's experienced and hard-hitting
spring sports, Director of Athletics
timore by the varsity nine.
seniors, this year's team started,'
At the close ot'las* yeart season,.^**11 E Morrell announced. Doc.
even with the returning letter-men,
the- IKS -All Mala* State TKiseeTill ™V"*J *« the M. C. a*' he prerather slowly and not with a particounted 3 Bowdoin man in paTM to leare for the Olympic*
Howev- Teasn
cularly impressive rating.
Seventy-five
Bowdoin
students
\t, nt*.
'**:
t n^har^*f—tf
Includer, to everyone's surprise
base, who had a .376 batting aver- were awarded varsity letters, 22 reing' many of the tea mmembers
c^ed varsity numerals, and 70
c
the final record was age In tan series; Anthony Bertsn* *i*»bm>n numerals In the six spring
themselves
dl -SO, at Canter with a] MO; and.
imdefinite
impressive
and
a
more
Ronald Woods -SO,- as PHehar/ with sports sponsored by the College:
provement over last year's showbaseball, track, lacrosse, tennis, golf,
a 2«1 record.
ing. This was attributed to the InTlids season Just finished' had a and sailing.
creased sense of team-work and coAwards- were made as follows:
winning record, and Coach Dan
of
benefit
ordination needed for the
MacFayden
is opt imi stic that next
of
vasartY baseball lkttkrsi Peter
the mutual cause among each
year's squad will equal if not bet
BsqrMta 'SI, Alan A. BuUhman '•». I)..
the team members.
vidJf. Carlisle '61, John W. Condon 'SO,
tads
record..
ter
year's
good
From a fruatratingly repeated
JoMl C. Cumminirs 'SI, Jam W. Dunn
acttkUBY.
merry-go-round alternation of win*
"SI. Georire D. Entin 'CO, Fred B. Hill '62,
1
S. Kennedy '60, Richard K. Leeii
and losses In the first 12 games,
U Robert
4 , man '(1. Dexter P. Horaa '62. Richard
followed by the unlucky but event- BoWSolh
H. Morse '60, Glenn R. Saundera '62,
Bawyoin
II
>P
which was called Bowdoin
ful 13th game
Newton S. Stowell '61. Robert H. Swensr
t
i
10 eon '60; Lawrence C. Blektord '61. Micr.
off as a deadlock 9-9 with Trinity Bowdoin
ii
Bowdoin
•
Three firsts, two seconds, and the
VARSITY BASEBALL NUMERALS
Bowdoin
1
»
Retort B. Corvl 61. Robert A. Prieetl,

better.

Kllgore were elected honorary cocaptains of the team.
Overall It was a good club that
showed a lot of talent. The greatest
difficulty lay In the fact that the
team could not get enough good
hitting practice.
Several of the
freshman should push the regulars
for berths on the varsity squad next
Offensively the team was sparked year. The pitchers Stevenson and
by the hitting of Spauling and Mer- Nicolai look like good varsity prosBaseball

E,

SPORT

lfennit

The first season that Bowdoin has
been represented by a varsity lacrosse team came to an end amidst
very encouraging results. The team
the Near Beat, under former Bow- finished their year with a three and
One of the major issues confronting most of the departments on the doin/ coach Jack Magee. The boys three record. However, the losses
Bowdoin campus is how they will be affected by the planned expansion did all they could to grve the team came at the hand* of some of the
in
in toughest lacrosse competition
a successful sea s o n however,
that
as
fax
the
Athletics,
feels
as
Director
of
of the collage. Mai MorreU,
athletic department is concerned the increase in students should have no some events there waa a lack of the Northeast, Harvard. UNH, and
real effect on the quality of the teams that Bowdoin will produce in the manpower, especially In the pole MTT. Coach Nels Corey was exceptionally
showing
vault
hurdles.
The
team
with
the
and
the
pleased
getting
beet
our
the
boys
around
future.
For him the problem revolves
the the boys made for themselves. He
that are available. Bowdoin, being a small liberal arts college off the was well represented in all
beaten path, must follow a program of selling the school to those on the events they entered, but suffered was at as much of a disadvantage
outside. If a school like Harvard has to go out and sell Itself, how much from a laek of balance. This years as the team In that they both were
is
losing
seniors
learning the finer points of the
squad
many
who
do we have to do it? Bowdoin does not want to change the standards of
The game for the first time. He felt
the school. If anything, they are attemping to raise them. If we want to have scored a lot of points.
get the top boys, we will have to sell ourselves, because the school's loca- graduating members of the team that the boys did a fine Job and
Ed
Bean,
Ed
880;
Dunn. 100, displayed a good attitude and spirit,
tion off in the Maine woods is not a natural selling point in Itself. If we are;
then want the best boys both scholastically and athletically, we will have broad Jump, and polo vault; Jay and most of all worked hud and
to compete with the other top colleges, especially Harvard and Dartmouth. Green, 80s and mile; Oeorge Rob- regularly at the practice sessions.
We cannot be well represented in this competition unless we are willing inson, hammer and discus; John The team is losing five of its playto change our methods of seeking and obtaining these new boys to meet Vette, shot put and discus; True ers through graduation. They are
the increased demand being made on this pool of the top candidates. Miller, mile and two mile and Steve Bob Hohlfelder, Mike Abrams, Bert
Oar Increase in stuaents will not increase this pool of candidates, but wc Loebs, 100 and 230.
Barton, Sheldon Goldthwalte, and
will need better bait so that we can increase the number of boys that we
Carl Smith. Hohlfelder was this
Coach OptieeMIe
can get from this pool. Bowdoin is not the type of school which can buy
years captain and the team's leadFrank Sabasteanskl is hoping ing scorer. Next years captain will
a boy merely so he can play football, hockey, or some other sport, but we
must go out and sell Bowdoin to these boys and gain them on our merit that this years freshman team will be Ted Fuller, who himself did a
be able to help fill the gape left fine Job this year.
and what we have to offer to these top candidates.
The expansion of the college will, however, pose several problems on by the seniors and also add depth
There are however many probour athletics faculties. Some of these are small and a few are more com- and greater balance to the team. lems facing Nels to further Improve
plex. At the Alumni Council Meeting on February 20 of this year, Mai These boys will be placed in differ- the
team. He Is trying to expand
Morrell issued a report on the needs of his department. "Our outdoor ent events, especially the high Jump, our
schedule to include more colFrost should
athletic facilities rank among the best for small colleges of the nation." hurdles and weights.
added strength
to
HavlTherefore we have no-niajor needs in this field except improved football give
practice field lighting at Plckard plus the increase of 4-5 more acres of land and Hall in the weights; Ross,
land at the same field. The Indoor facilities are good except one, which Elliott, and Quinlan will provide
The cage is im- depth and ability in the hurdles; B.
is the gymnasium which "is completely Inadequate."
portant for our spring sport teams to practice in before they can get out on Oray and Flak will strengthen the
the fields. This building needs Improved lighting conditions so that the sprinters along with Sides in the
chance of Injury, which is now high, can be reduced and more profitable middle distances, OiUlea In the M
practice* can be held there at night. The gymnasium Itself was originally mile, Craig in the mile and Youmeant to facilitate about four hundred boys when it was first built. Now mans in the two mile. Next years
the college has eight hundred and it is very inadequate, and with a still team should be covered in all events,
greater increase on the way, the gym must be enlarged. There is need although some of them will still be
for more offices, exercise rooms, trophy room, meeting rooms, lockers, lacking in depth, the team as a
shower rooms, and training equipment and facilities. Another basketball whole should display greater balfloor is needed with Increased seating capacity over our present one. "All ance. As Sane said, this will be a
these present needs will be intensified when the enrollment increases." typical Bowdoin team. It will be a
However, plans for expanding the gym and for handball and squash courts decent squad that will well represent Bowdoin against ever improvhave already been drawn up.
Since it now Is Inevitable that Bowdoin College is to expand, the ath- ing competition. The team is well
letic department and the whole administration must give their support, on the way back after being down
first to aell the college more effectively so that we can get more of the for several years. However, we will
be meeting high class track powers
top candidates, and secondly, the facilities that must be expanded.
In such colleges as Bates, Maine and
Vermont. The overall picture is
good and should show an improved
Bowdoin team with all indications
The Spring Track team had a

fairly respectable se as
under the
coaching tutilege of Frank SakasteanaU and. during; hie- absence in

R

Ct

Season fnds Spring Sporbr

Successful

BEARINGS

Bates

4

Maine

S

Englands, the team placed

Travis

fif-

teenth out <* more than twenty
schools. liowever, none of .the. players from BbWdoln WR-e able tO Win
a berth for the final round. Spurr,

Wyman

John K.

'II,

-

'It.

VARSITY TENNIS NUMERALS:

Ste-

pb^'ToweV^r
frkbrman

numerals:

tennis

Stephen C. Barndoltar. Frederick C. Cope-

F *Ur n „ Q "maMn S"™ A
i*"?; iuwhose playing picked up greatly st B-^.-Sisbe^Rob^rt
the end of the season, was also w. schwam.
elected captain for next year.
varsity golf letters: judaon c.
Coach Ed Coombs feels that the Gerrlsh •«, David B. Humphrey '61. John
H Huston '11. Paul M. Lynn 'II, William
tram am
dlrl
tut
aa tney
th»>v couw.
mnlrl
ieam
as Willi
wen as
w IUlo .„, Charles J. Speieotis '12.
With no seniors oa the squad, he Newton s. Spun- •«.
is looking far them to do as well,
varsity golf numerals: Daniel
If not better come next spring:' AlJ' Cohen '62, Granville D. Magee '62.
freshman golf numerals: whthough Colby may well remain the
Burt n
leader in the stste, Bowdoin wss H^ri
"I*"*?'
II. n'
McUouulas
C. K!
W. Dennis Hnlloran ?i
««» far
#.. behind
v.ki nr them
.k„J 41,1.
._.. T-.
not
this year,
Snd Jfann, John F. Milo. Jr., Robert W. 01should give them tOUgh competl- son. Barry N. Wish. John W, Yates.
varsity track letters: Edward
tlon for leadership next year.
'

. .

.-

%&?*,?&&

-

^^n

-

i

Dunn

J.

I

EwSin

1

Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

ssr
Tufts

1IUNH
S Bates
1 Colby

t

•

m
X

Maine

1
4

•
•

Mgr.

VARSITY TRACK NUMERALS: Edward E. Bean

'SO,

True

James M. Blake '60,
'61, John E. Craig
'60, Jon H. Scarpino

G. Miller
William B. Skelton '61. David B.
Titus 'II. Robert R. Armstrong, Mgr. '12,
Benjamin C. Ray. Mgr. 'S2.
'SI,
'II,

Best.

Bruce W. Frost,

S.

PeBraley

William H. Higgins, Aaa H.
Bruce W. McGray, Frederic, S.
C. Pratt, Paul M. Quinlan, Francis G. Ronan, Stephen N. Rosa,
Aian L. Schiller. Jama* H. Bradner, Jr.,

Gray

III,

Jewell,

Newman. Richard

For All Your

i

James

Elliot '61.

D. Michael Coughlin

ter F.

DAIRY

4

Samuel W.

'10,

FRESHMAN TRACK NUMERALS:

Gran ite Farm

e

-

B. Fiaber 'II. Richard C. Flsk '10. William B. Gillies '62, Jonathan S. Green
Hall '12, Gerard Hevl'SO, Howard J.
1 land '6L Stephen F. Loebs '60. Peter J.
J,
1 Mone-'R, George S. Robinson '60, Wen„
•
'
dell T. Sides '62, John L. Vette '40. Mark
1 R. Youmans '62, Spencer C. Hunt '12,

'0

Colby
Babaon
Colby
Bates

-

,

VARSITY SAILING LETTERS: Lance

Maine

R. Lee '60, Terry N. Clark '62, Lawrence A. Heald '62, Donald S. Logan '62,
Ernest R. Powell '60, Roger K. Stone '62,
Robert E. Whelan '62, Charles G. Wing
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Bowdoin Publishing Company)
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Fred
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NUMERATES:

fresher

than old-fashioned tin cans. Choice Ken*
tucky burley — extra aged. Get the
JFamiliar orange-and-black pack with
S.

Harry Smart

SrWift*B
i

44%

at

years of Health, Happiness and Prosperity.

New alrproo. aluminum loll pouch keeps
famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh

FRESHMAN

William E. Chapman. Charles P. Esterson. Robert H. Page, John W. Payaon.

BRUNSWICK; MAINE

•SaaV

VARSITY SAILING NUMERALS:
F. Bentty '62, Lyman A.
Schuyler 8. Sampaton '62.

9-3422
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3s, Connecticut 10, New Jersey 14 Pennsylvania 12, Ohio 8, and
78% of the entering freshmen will have
public high school backgrounds; and 75% of these will be coming from
schools of more than 100 annual graduates.

Delaware and Virginia 3 each.

Hie* Potential
Particularly Important la the high potential of Incoming scholastic
hool students were In the upper quarter
aptitude. 08% of the public
of their classes, and 03% were U. the upper fifth. Of the private school
students 77% were In the upper half of their graduating classes. The
'64
on the College Board Scholastic Aptitude
median score of the class of
Tests was 601 for verbal and 631 for math This is a 38 point Increase
over the median verbal scores for last year.
Of the 54 Bowdoln Sons who applied this year, 3 withdrew, 36 were
admitted, and 36 enrolled.
There will be 61 scholarship recipients In the entering class with a
total of $58,435 In grants, $17,700 in financial-aid, and $1000 In jobs.
.

.

college

whose basic
students,"

its

that the contributors Include Pro-

fessors Alfred O. Oross and Charles
Huntington, plus P. Burton Whit-

man, Jr. "36, Christopher Packard
12, and Paul O. Favour, Jr. 96,
one knows he's on to a good thing.
abbreviated work Is the most
This
task centen
comprehensive
magaslne-type volSmith con-

ume of its kind to appear in the
Taylor referred to the modern so- state in years.
Unlike so many nature manuals,
cial phenomenon, the "beatnik," as
•The Pathetic Ishmael," In his ad- this work has the great virtue of being so extremely readable. At the
drees.
time the information Is comsame
It takes no prophetic insight to
know that our society has little in- pletely scientific and based on an
amount of experclination to face the truth." he said. extraordinary
The familiar opiates—alcohol, ience extending from Kent's Island
drugs, love, misguided religion—are to Kittery. It Is a very ambitious
as readily apparent as ever, but the undertaking which Includes over
appearance of the subtle and Insidi- eighty pictures of Maine birds, maps
ous force of conformity is a ter- of habitats, diagrams of many feedeluded.

WBXIAM SHEPHERD UNNBHX

DORIS PIKE WHITE

JASPER JACOB STABX

nwierts Causa
Doctor of Laws

Honoris Causae
Doctor of Humane Letters

Honoris Osusa
Doctor of Letters

WILLI AM SHEPHERD UNNELL.
Class of

1»07.

A member

of

Phi

of the
Bet*

Kappa, graduating auama east laaa*. distinguished membar of th* Maine bar einea
1911, ha haa long bean an active bualneao
and community leader of Portland and
th* State of Maine, demonstrating his
cultural Intereata aa a patron of music
and supporter of hospital*, and by influence and leadership in secondary and
blather education through devoted service
aa a Trust** of Thornton Academy for

DORIS PIKE WHITE,

of

JASPER JACOB STAHL.

Washington

of the Clasa Of
1909. Of seafaring ancestry. In childhood
he aailed around the Horn to Valpariso
on his father's ship, then graduated from

County, Maine, and Washington. D.C.,
investment banker and public crtisen.
A graduate of Wellesley College, herself
a descendant of an American revolutionist, ah* would now revolutionise the corporate Daughters of the American Revolution. Bringing Into play rare business
acumen, executive ability and personal
charm, ail long known to the Society of
Bowdoln Woman and to her many Bowdoln friends, as President iieneral she
haa reorganised business enterprises of
the National Society to bring profit rather
than loss, and strive* to revitalise worthy
interest in the organisation. One* a high
echool teacher, later a public school board
m«»mh»r Helptnr to pi**-. th» TQM Whit*
K'>uae Conference on Highway Safety, she
has long contributed to worthwhile things,
and presently serves her second term aa
one of three lay members of the Maine
Judicial Council. Devoted to th* objective
"to cherish, maintain and extend th* institutions of American
Freed om."
she

laade, a membar of
first msn In a moet
distinguished Class. As Henry W. Wadsworth Scholar, ha studied at Munich and
at Berlin, than later at Harvard. His
career in teaching begun at Reed College
was interrupted by bis service aa an officer
in th* United States Navy in World War
I, and cam* Into full flower during thirtyeight years as Director of Studies for the
renowned* Hill School, where he not only
molded th* curriculum for all, but stimulated individuals to great achievement.
}r*
tvw„ll«v! retirement he oneanlee the
oldest Inhabited house of hla native heath,
and haa fulfilled a second career of scholarship and service:
in researching and
writing a two-volume history
Old
of
Broad Bay aa the Toynbea of Waldoboro:
in active participation In local polities and
the life of his church: and by contributing his steady judgment, critical eye.
and wisdom to the concerns of his town.
conservative more noted for hi* liberal
views, be served aa Chairman of th*
Waldoboro School Board and on* of the
seven members of the Maine School Building Authority, which had marked impact upon Maine public education early
in the laat decade. Th* rlgoroua pattern
of hie life set toward th* goal of eentenarianlsm, with Goethe his "exemplar of
universal man" : "One ought, *v*ry day
at least, to hear a little song, read a
good Doom, see a fin* picture, and. If it
ware possible, to speak a few reasonable

Bowdoln sassnia rare
Phi Beta Kappa, and

and
rifying revelation. It is disquieting to ers, shelters and nesting boxes,
view the effects of the bee-hive ex- charts, and calendar graphs. It tells
istence known as suburbia, and to where to find what, how to photo- more than a quarter of a century and
aa a
learn that trampoline hopping Is graph, how to attract, and for the President of that Board sine* 1*47.SeminTrust** of th* Bangor Theological
•lowly replacing miniature golf as technically- Inclined adds an exten- ary, and for many years aa a member
an important aspect of our culture. sive bibliography.
and Chairman of Use Board of Trustees of
th* Weetbreok Junior Oollea*. Praaidant
Self-examination Is replaced by satof hla notable Clans, his continuing acisfaction, for it is all too easy to and sky," Taylor concluded his an- tivity In business and community affairs
wallow In the security of the rut, alysis of the beatnik, "this man has moat recently resulted In his election as
rather than stumble along the turned his focus Inward to his emo- President of the Portland Chamber of
Com marc*.
brinks of thought. In the corner, tional world. He denies the necesthe beatnik devours the opiates, and sity to define himself by action. His Honoris Caaaa
DOCTOR OP LAWS
narcissistic
the rebellion is Intensely
cherishes the "ideals, visions, and seas*
scorning both the rut and
of purpose" of our nation's herltag*. and
and self-destroying. This is a spirbrink, turns his face to the wall.
emphasises the neoesaary prerequisite un- A
it which destroys, but unlike other
derstanding of the philosophical basis for
«»«-g The Beatnik
rebellions, it does not plant the seeds upon the outside world, for it dies our faith in American Ideals, If we are
be an effective people of "firm belief
"Although there may be little sig- for a more vital regrowth. It is a where It was born, in the mind of to
(in] individual rights of life, liberty and
nificance In the experience and spirit which can have no influence the Individual man.
property, and freedom of religion and of
th* press." She holds the
concept
of
vision of a single beatnik, the ImIndividual freedom to b* essenAmerican
phenomena
entire
portance of the
tially a matter of spirit. We heartily Join
should be no more Ignored than exIn n*r caution reflecting her knowledge of
Gibbon, that "In the miraculous success
aggerated. Whether they are viewed
of Individual freedom in producing th*
as the spawn of a decaying society,
material comforts of life, we may find
pr simply as misguided Intellectuals,
the danger to freedom Iteelf." and that worda."
their very sickness must be exam"Undue emphasis upon material things,
Bowdoins Favorite Barken

>—

KING'S BARBER SHOP
NEXT TO CAMPUS

ined.

SIX

"Unable to find an outlet in the
world of action, in the land of tree

Leaders

York

V

a

And

Of the approximately 1100 high school students who applied for admission. 22S will enter Bowdoln next fall in the class of 1064. The students
are from 18 states with 67% from New England. Massachusetts has the
Maine has 44, New
largest delegation with an abnormal high of 73.

recent appearance of the pub-

where the emphasis Is placed lication of Bejaykeg Maine Bares
on food t—ttihtng and the intangible published by the Maine Audubon Society might well be termed a Bowi swai ds that come from working
with the individual. Traditionally doln triumph. When one finds a
Bowdotn has been this type of col- book whose claim by Bdward F.
Dana
is "Here at last is the
lege. Of the two alternatives we
must continue to choose the latter. book on Maine birds which will
"We must not replace the true appeal to everyone from beginners,
reward-seeking, garden clubs, tourists, to teachers
teacher with the
four-hour-a-day man who desires and advanced amateurs and propraise and promotions and cares fessional ornithologists," and when
OUn S.
Utile about the student he teaches one finds that the editor is
.... A professor once pointed out Pettingul, Jr. 30, and when one finds

about

'64 Features

Of

Scholars

late

to me that flowdoln's greaneas has
keen achieved through the willingness of its faculty to serve above
end beyond the call of duty. Such
dedication Is a requirement for the
true teacher and a prerequisite for

Class

Honorary Degrees At Exercises

EnjoyingMiine Birds"
The

the student-centered col-

— BARBERS — SIX

the Idea of security at all costs, even at
the expense of freedom and justice, may
In the end destroy the very freedom which
produces the material blessings." Or, as
she quotes her own Emerson. "For what
avail

...

If

freedom

fail."

Honoris Caaaa

DOCTOR OP HUMANE LETTERS

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN

—

DOCTOR OF LETTERS

Honoris Caaaa

sculptures acquired by gift of purchase by the Museum during the
past IS years.
July 25 to September S
The
American** Abroad Boyd Gallery. A

—

show comprising works by American
artists In foreign lands, and acquisitions by American
collectors
abroad. There will be some loan
Temporary Exhibitions
exhibits, but the main part will be
Acquisitions,
June 7 tt> July 23
1945-1960 Boyd Gallery. A selection from the permanent collection of
from the paintings, prints, and the Museum.
Art

Museum

(Continued from pace

1)

—

AVE ATQUE VALE

.

LesMtonshlp
And finally. It appears that this new class has a great deal of poinks, for in their glowing secondary school
tential leadership in Its ranks,
records there are thirty-two class presidents If the '64 class achieves
anything near what Its past record points to, then. Indeed, the Bowdoln
tradition of excellence will continue in good hands

Hail—

next spring.

The Lacrosse team of the frosh
finished their first season much in
the same light as the varsity. They
turned some good playing but more
important they got that valuable
experience that goes to make a
good lacrosse player. Boys like Snyder on offense, Broder in the goal,
and Mason on defense were outstanding for the frosh.
Coach Sid Watson Is hoping to
expand the frosh schedule for next
year so that a successful training
period can take place in preparing
the boys for the varsity. The
strength of future vanity teams
will lie In the amount of work they
did in the freshman program. The
team did well and they worked exceptionally hard. As with the other
freshman teams, many of these boys
will be valuable assets to the varseaso n s
sity in coming

DilailHT
& S6I*Vice

Of

Summer Institute
Lead By Alumnus

Fourteen Classes Come Back To Campus For During the coming summer about
members «• the National science
Commencement Exercises, Reunion Activities *»
Foundation will have their meals In
the Union, when Mr. Louis L Hills,
1955 celebrated Its fifth reunion
Fourteen classes held reunions

.»...

.

'46, will be In charge of the dining
at the Simon
Gurnet Restaurant on Great Island. service. Mr. Hills Is also a graduate
of Michigan State Hotel Adminisdined Chairman for the event Is Louis J. tration School. He has been with
evening at Lookout Point Benoit of Portland.
last
In addition to the regular five- the Williams Inn, at Wllllamatown,
House. 8. Bewail Webster of AuMassachusetts,
was Director of the
year reunion classes, 1905, 1913, 1924,
gusta is chairman.
College Center at State University
The Class of 1015 held Its forty and 1948 held informal gatherings Teachers College at Genesco, New
Friday night.
fifth reunion last evening. Kimball
Yoik. Siiioe 1963 lie h«u> been ManA. Loring of Boston Is chairman of
ager of Brady Hall, the student centhe activities.
Frosh Sports
ter, Sault Branch, Michigan College
1920 observed Its fortieth reunion
of Mining and Technology, Sault
(Continued from paw*) •)
with a Friday eveniang dinner at
Sle. Marie, Michigan.
Use Stowe House. Chairman of the
Mr. Hills came to Bowdoln from
occasion Is William W. Curtlss of The team had several good boys Westbrook and is a member of the'
Wellesley, Massachusetts.
on the squad and Sam Ladd and Psi Upsilon fraternity.
Under the chairmanship of F.
Webster Browne, of Brunswick, 1925
msrked its thirty-fifth anniversary
with dinner at the Shore Road home
of the Charles Hlldreths In Cape
Elisabeth.
The thirty year class,
1990 had its reunion under the
chairmanship of Frederic F. Bird of
Rockland, Maine, at the Homeward
Inn, Yarmouth.
1935 held its twenty-fifth reunion
at Auburn-Colony with W. Howard
Oakie's Esso
Niblock of Winchester, Massachusetts as chairman.
The Class of
1940 observed Its twentieth reunion
Maine's
under the chairmanship of Robert
N. Bass of Welton, Maine.
1940
dined last evening at the Sebasco
Service
Lodge at Sebasco Estates.
Lloyd R. Knight of Cape Elisabeth is chairman of 1945's fifteenth
reunion. Plans for the Friday outing and dinner included an outing
at New Meadows Yacht Club, while
1950 had its Friday outing at the
Morrell Cottages, Mere Point. WaJcott A. Hokanson, Jr., of Brunswick
is chairman.
m •aaauHaato . • <mmmmmmwmwm~**m^mmm~-

week as part of the
mencement program.

this

1910,

the

fifty

year

165th

Com- with a Friday dinner

class,

Congratulations

'

To The Class of 1960

Most Modern Tune-Up

OAKIE'S ESSO

BATH ROAD

(PUT THIS QUIZ IN

Good Luck

1940

II,

Oerry Ijevlnson should stand a good
chance of playing for the varsity

BRUNSWICK

Do Ybulhinklbrfiurself?

Welcome Alumni

To The Returning Alumni

.

YOUR THINK-TANK AND SEE WHAT DEVELOPS*)

Class of 1960

BATES & CUNNINGHAM
Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters

To The

BRUNSWICK

PLEASANT STREET

Class of 1960

Farewell

—

and Good Luck

The Hotel Eagle
Dining

To The Underclassmen

Room

— Cocktail

Lounge
IP YOU HAD to write the advertising for a small car, would you say,
(A) "Hard to get into? Man, you don't get into it at all— you put it
on!" Or, (B) "You can park it on a dime— in fact, with most meters
you can park two on a dime." Or, (C) "Gives you more miles to the
gallon because the gauge is set for Imperial gallons."

Comfortable Rooms

Have

A

Nice

Banquet

Summer

Facilities

FOR * New

Available for Private Parties

frying pan,

would your advertising say,
(A) "Cooks pancakes in no

DIAL PA

See

time flat!" Or, (B) "Made
of a new metal that distributes the heat evenly all
over." Or, (C) "Folks, it's
made by us folks who love
t' make folksy fryin' pans

5-5591

You Next September

&

A. H. Benoit

good
mush."
fer

Co.

For the Best

in Choice Table-Rite Steer

Groceries

Beef

— Fruit and Vegetables

Brunswick

Maine Street

SHOP AT

.

DIAL PA 5-7122

&

Tomato Sandwiches

scientific filter design for

the smooth taste

a smoking man wants. Yes, Viceroy is the
thinking man's choice. Viceroy Filters . .
has a smoking man's taste. Find it out
for yourself.
•If

Try Viceroy!

you have picked (B)

in

these questions—

you think for yourself!
filter cig-

would you

tell

cus-

attention to the filter, it's
the strong taste that counts
—and it sure is strong!"
Or, (B) "Make up your own

mind about what you want
in a filter cigarette— then
choose the brand that gives

to you." Or, (C) 'That
weak, thin taste you get
tells you our cigarette has
it

a

wadded-up

filter."

VOU'R* sillinci a

Rental Sanders Of All Kinds

Thick Jumbo Western Frappes

tight,

AD bD cD

Plumbing Supplies

Hamburgers

Canadian Bacon, Lettuce

HARPSWELL STREET

IGA

Electrical Fixtures

Specialising In
All Steak

61

Thinking men and women know Viceroy
does the job of smoothing the smoke
without killing the taste— gives you a

tomers, (A) "Pay no

LIVERN0IS

BOY DRIVE-IN

folksy fried

TO advertisk a
arette,

FAT

ol'

AD bQ CD

ad BQ CD

Dupont Paints

trip

around the world. Would
you say in your ads, (A)
"Get into orbit, man!" Or,
(B) "See people who look
as crasy to you as you do
to them." Or, (C) "Go now

-Pop will pay

later."

AD BD CD
Bath Road* Brunswick
Just

One

Dial

PA 9-9431

Mile From Bowdoin College

Eaton

Hardware Company

58 Maine Street

Brunswick

THE MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF USUALLY CHOOSES VICEROY

A Thinking
.

.

.

Man's Choice— Viceroy
'

HAS A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
•is*o.

1

Filters

'64

Of

Greetings, Class
Mon. Clancy U Cant Of
Interfaith

First

Forum Open Meeting

Sunday, September 2S

THE BOWKSN ORIENT

— 7:00

Moulton Union Lounge

SATURDAY. AUduSt

Volume xc

218

Pres. Coles Gives College Report;

Commons

Boards Vote For Senior

I

Meeting

—7:30

Monday, September 26

Everyone Welcome

$60

IfUMBER

7

Men In '64 Class Enter Next Month:

Meetings, Rushing, Orientation Listed

Donald B. MacMlllan, and
00 to 3:30 on a ninny tionaUy fine Institution for the ad- Admiral
graduate alive today
June 11th,' the 166th Bowdoln Com- vancement of good education." Clt- the oldest
He then wenton
menoement dinner was held in the tog many fields where Bowdoln (Class of 1899).question of a Senior
the
present
conto
noteworthy
made
Hvde Athletic Building. The College men have
announced the reand
Commons,
the
at
only
hesitated
ntavad h«t io over 3000 graduates, tributions. he
Beard's vote
Governing
the
government
suits
of
graduates to
oa^nts and^Alumni •at alobster question of
'-" "-'-especially Maine state politics, on the issue, which was unanimousand chicken a la carte banquet. Pol

From

27.

ORIENT

Moulton Union Lounge

1

the honorary graduates
Honorable Karl Lott Rankin, recent college graduates who take It up
V. 8. Ambassador to Yugoslavia. Mr.
Phlkmophy of Education
A. Ladd, Jr. spoke to place
The Honorable Karl Rankin
of Mr. Richard 8. Thayer, giving
spoke on what he called the four
the Report of the Alumni Fund.
The nr8t w as c
,e
tog""
President James S. Coles delivered
£.w :.
J
J ,
adolescence,
and
childhood
The State of the College address. ed
where simplicity and belief U the
common element to learning. The
Alumni Council
second was called the school and
Mr. William 8. Piper Jr., presi- coUege stage, where the words of
dent of last year's Alumni Council, great scholars and thinkers are

Samuel

"W*

Service
Alumni
the
**'" *rd
i^nnries ,Kir<4 nhau
Achievement Award to Mr. Charies
»u.

presented

A

u ™"
the

**£"*•

liaurthcri

Prom

upon the Ukeabillty and friendliness freshman, he can be sure that the
By David C. McLean
of "the brothers" already belonging consideration of that whole fraternthe moment the 318 mem- to it.
Other recognised
1
factors'"•
are •»"•
lty has gone Into his selection
we?«°n »
as a
""*.«™
<Jf
J? "V^^L
r
1
"** d e*"™*** to become one of its mem
aUt^*- **? ty P« °* freshmen al- bers. No fraternity U obligated to

^n of the new class 19*4 stop on
^ the 16tn of atptesaber, they
££
„™
tmmediatalv greeted
"reeled and wetweiare immediately

^,^

^
^'.^^T

F?*™ ™

"

'

sense.

students to the proposed ngure oi ^)me yery important decisions
both new dormitory space and
, frMnman> h^ must choose
«t^.j
neaguif
a Commons for the 8enior Class to a fraternity if he umends to join
(with a possible capacity of one;
eat
and ^ifi
Pledging Is a hurried but lmporne mugt p
30O) would become a pressing ne- CQylrtett (and
son* cases, whole tent procedure for the Freshmen.
cesslty.
programs) of study, .according to It lasts from the
beginning
of
The desirability and advantages whera hu nR tUral taint* and to- "rushing" season
which is late
be found to such a Commons far cUll4Uon8
or destracita; and the Friday afternoon
until Sunday.
outweighed any of the objections friendships made here at Bowdota, The purpose is to
raised against it. reasoned the Gov- wU1
ufoon9 oneB *,t the fresh ternlty a chance to •sell itself" to
e mtog Board. It was argued that man nee<j not worry about accllma
the new students of the college cornwh ue the fraternities can do much Uo for here n<! wHt always find munity. Every organisation needs
» n '"trumentally a kterestcd fnaiity nrffcwn, «pper- new blood, aid a fraternity
*° aM '
»•-"»•"•* tano
*" «•»
'.'
,.„i«„j nn <« na,in»j fljminr r,\tmx
_ _.
..,.
2 JL.ZZ.~a
-,._
.
.
Tr .

M

925,

m

m

Once accepted, it is considered
"unethical" to repudiate the pin; alit can be done. When the
is accepted, one becomes an official candidate for membership to
that one
fraternity,
and
has
"pledged" his loyalty to both it and
its members by the very act of actnejpledge pin. The actual
fraternity pin Is received, along with
^"membership .after Initiation. In
1
*
coming week-end
the last homi

^

though

pin

—

^

^^

^

whm

J^^J^jfi""
— SfVJ ?

jm

years
nl
link between the Alumni, the Col
New
lege, and the »tudent bodymembers of the Council include

cism. Finally, the elder man stage eve n somewhat enhance the values
devej ope d whereby the fundamental attributed to motivation, which is
and eternal truths became the salt necessary for an atmosphere con
of life.
ductlve to good scholarship
Commons Approved
xn general, the Alumni and gradnold.
President Coles announced that uates present at the dinner received
Graduates In Government
$450,000 had been left to the Col- the President's address on The State
The College with much fervor
of
will;
he
Hutchinson
from
the
Oovernor Reed paid tribute to lege
Bowdoin's reputation as "a tradi- also acknowledged the presence of and enthusiasm.
(

Mr. Richard 8. Thayer, Mr. Allen
Morse. Jr., and Mr. Arthur K. Ar-

Every fraternity, fin* off. extends
to each and every Freshman an
open invitation to Join them for
any meal during the rushing period,
and for "getting to meet the broth

When

a pledge pin

is

offered to

tarn to page

a

6)

In keeping with the friendly CoUege tradition, upperclasamen greet freshtheir parents as they arrive to September, and help them get

men and
settled.

the houses,
and meeting many of "the brothers" from each, the confused but
determined freshman usually manages to narrow hit choice of "top
house" to two or three by Saturday
afternoon (if he hasn't already
pledged a house by that time) and
era."

After seeing

all

SCHEDULE FOR FRESHMAN WEEK
September
8:30
13:00

am.

Freshman rooms available
All Freshmen must be in residence
Luncheon for parents and faculty to Moulton Union
Plckard Theater
Addresses by President Coles and
Dean Kendrlck to Freshmen
Luncheon for Freshmen and faculty to Hyde Athletic

noon

—

13:15

then decides.

Most of the final decisions for one
fraternity over another are based

1:15

3:00

3:00 to

Orientation Head Lists

4:30

5:00

Activities,

Program For

Building
Forum for parents and faculty with President Coles
in Pickard Theater
Liberal Arts at Bowdoln College panels to Smith
Auditorium, S11U and Cleveland Halls
Fraternity Rushing and Pledging begins

Sunday
Fraternity Rushing and Pledging ends

evening

Monday

Incoming Class Of '64

8:30
9:00 to 12:00
1:30 to 4:30
2:30 to 4:30

By George E. Glover, Chairman
8.C. Comm. on Orientation
of

Pictured

W

Haggerty Named To Business Manager
Post; Awards Made at Orient Dinner
Honoring its staff last spring, ac- clous handling of the cases lor and
cording to annual custom, the Bow- against the Senior Commons issue.
doln Orient invited fifty of its
Made
4
hard-working members to a fourManaging Editor David McLean
course banquet to the Moulton Union. on Thursday, May 10th. The spoke on the events and happenhour and a half long roast beef din- tog of the year within the Orient
ner was highlighted by awards and circle Itself. "The old order changprizes given for meritorious service, eth," and with the new changes
and by the announcements of new brought about "progress and betterofflcers for the ninetieth, 1900-81, ment has come, and will continue to
The redevelop, to the Orient/*
Orient volume.
cently established "two-platoon system" h*8 enabled more students to
Prhes And Awards
participate to Orient activity beFive prises of«.,«««*.
$10 .00 each were cause of the decrease to the numpresented by Professor Athern P. ber of nights required for production
prev ' ous
g,eman> ,rom
?
S^lt The recipient of the prise
Jw! ai,or
.
Orient.
ignt average to Just an hour
* n*.£?
for the best editorial was Robert or two one night a week. This facn
lnt
e<1
**" j*" ,*
^M'.H,d.n> dt nr,?m ^Urif and experienced
the In(and even f™'
i£ff.ii
fall. Jared Stout received a prise
the
experienced that want to leam)
for the best article in news coverage, Freshman to Join the staff of the
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P«itkm. Announced
...
Stephen
«Hitor-ln-Chlef

iS»«^"-

£^J£L^Th.
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prise
sports column. The advertising

.

newPape*

,

spoke

I

spec al mention of his story on Dr. editor of a coUege newspaper enHanley s Olympic trip to Rome.
taUed, and he voiced his point of
Principle after dinner speeches view on what he hoped to see
were given by: the President of the develop in future Orients,
CoUege, James S. Coles; Robert
At this time it was announced
Llndqulrt, Editor fall semester; W. that Robert Haggerty had been
Stephen Piper. Editor-in-Chief of promoted to Business Manager, and
the Orient; and Managing Edi- that Sidney WooUacott wUl head
Haggerty, an AD
tors. Rick Makln and David C. the News staff.
McLean. Other speakers were John junior, became Circulation Manager
A. Vette, Business Manager, who at the end of his freshman year, to
came up with a black financial re- which capacity he served last year,
from the He is a member of the Weightliftport: a representative
Brunswick Record, and one from tog team. WooUacott, also an AD
junior, is beginning his second year
the Brunswick Publishing Co.
on the Orient, having served a year
ft Assistant
"No Need Of Censorship Here"
-—
,.. — . -,„„
.„fc.. on
„„ the
fK uee- News Editor for several months. He
President Coles spoke
Knaiuh
u
Bn
te
* lu,n malar
»J or
fulness of a (any) college newspaper, and lauded the high-calibre of
newswriting and the efficiency with
which the Bowdoln Orient comes
out on schedule every week. As It is
EDITOR'S NOTE
one of the most democratically opIt to with a great deal of pleasure
run
erated college newspapers
by the students, for the students, that we dedicate this issue of the
and "almost entirely independent of Orient to the Class of "64. This is
administration control (except for toe first toeto^e ninety year hishe tory of the Orient that a summer topre-event news gathering)
was continually surprised at how sue has been published, and we hope
any that you wUl enjoy it and profit by
"unnecessary
and undesirable
*
- _
form of censorship would be here. it.
Peaotiona Of A CoUege Newapaeer
Much of the Commencement news
Managing Editor Rick Makln appearing on page three has been
spoke on the functions of a student reprinted from our Issue of June 11,
operated newspaper In a coUege i960,
community, and what the duties
By subscribing to the Orient
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it is for this investment worthwhile.
and

reason that the administrators of
a newspaper must keep toe public
welfare constantly In mind as a
responsibility. A good case to point
the Orients fair and judi-

Language This Semester
Professor Takamtchl Ninomiya of
the Department of English at Kobe
university to Japan will be at Bowdoto jor the first semester of the
academic year 1000-41 as a Whitne y-Fulbrlght Visiting Scholar acCO rdlng to President James S. Coles,
Professor Ninomiya will teach a
cour8e i n Modern Japanese Litersture and do research on "The Art
and Themes of D. H. Lawrence"
while at the CoUege.
A graduate of Tokyo University

Student Council and guided and advised by members of the Faculty,
seeks to Integrate freshmen to Bowdoto ways and life.
The above
mentioned committee is, however,
merely advisory, as the actual implementation of the orientation program Is done by the individual fra-
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Hail Concert

Highlight

Of Glee Club

***
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Schedule For 1960-61
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deliberation.

Town

New

Hall,

York.

That's

where the Glee Club wUl climax Its
13*0-61 season, and that's where
e erlc TUloteon will highlight his
f
*«? vearu Bowttoln CollegejOU*
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Yoj* concert on April
33 UWl
"i*nA
aaaiAn opens
nrtan* with
nrlr n a
n baby
herrtr
The season

New

.

tour

1

to Bralntree Mass December 2 and
3 In the Christmas season Oratorios

Dec

will

10

campus
and in Rockland Dec U.
be presented on

A

second baby tour this time to
Pine Manor and Natlck, Mass., is

*s*ts
*nd
«

*-»•
concert on

„

f

«s

zsrissrz

18.

Bath wiU host a

March 3. and then home
campus Chest and a Joint con-

"rt wirSnimons Jutoor SSegTon
March n
Spring Tear

Wheelock CoUege on March 24
(Please tern to page 6)

Examination

Freshmen sign Matriculation Book

Testing

by the Director of
President's

to

office

3:00

Pre-engin'«rlng

740

Smith Auditorium
Moulton Union
Freshmen Smoker

examination;

aptitude

—

College

1964:

Wednesday

a pleasure to extend a word of greeting
who will next" month constitute the one
hundred and fifty-ninth freshman class to matriculate at Bowdoln College. There are more of
It to

11:30

to you

—

In the

English Placement Test for all Freshmen; basement
Smith Auditorium
Opening College Convocation at First Parish Church;
President Coles presiding; aU students attendance
required

—

than were
about two hundred more
to enroll to 1803, and you are
Their average age was less than sixteen
older.
of
the
eight
and only two
were more than fifteen.
They were all from the District of Maine or elsewhere in Massachusetts, whereas you come from
seventeen states and one territory and, if we
consider also the Bowdoln Plan Students who are
Pres. Coles
entering with you, from eight foreign countries.
They were a smaU group of boys from smaU towns, most of
them, entering a very small coUege, yet you might do far worse
than to take them as an example. ,
AU of them, save one who was lost at sea to his first summer vacation, were graduated at the end of four years. All of
them became useful and respected citlaens. Three practiced law,
one became a clergyman, one an academy teacher, one a mmber
of th Maine Legislature, one an Army Captain in the War of
1813.
One, a prosperous merchant and for almost twenty years
an Overseer of the CoUege, died to London while on a tour with
his family. One engaged to trade to South America, living for
five years to Chile. George Thorndike, remembered for his planting of the Thorndike Oak, went on to further study at Harvard
but died to Russia before his career was weU under way. There
was not one among them who was a failure or a nonentity.

you

Smith Auditorium

1:30

2:30 to

4:30

evening

8:00
2:30 to

—

4:30

Classes begin
Freshmen sign Matriculation Book to President's office

President Coles Announces
The appointment

of

elpht

In-

Damewood,

Mr.

who

Is

29,

U

On Research

of the Class of 1961

at the CoUege wiU work under
Undergraduate Research Fellowship

* "» Cthrffi'acad^ £?*
New Eng-

teaching

experimental

Fellowships

^e

Paul

the

I.

Sigma XI, he

Phyales
Kingsbury,

Jr..

Is

in-

structor to physics, received his A.B.
from Bowdoln to 1967, where he was
a phyales major. At Bowdoln he
won -the Bdward Herbert Hall physics prise to 1984 and was a James
Bowdoln Scholar to that year. He
attended the Wesleyan University

-^—

^

^ f^^.^S^
Participants to

of

married.

upon
s^hoo" fmm 1967 to
whefe
WM
^ slgma
program are a science honor society. Mr. Kings>"*> U m* rried

publlcatlor..depending
the degree of contribution.
of

year.

A member

Psychology
Michael o. Studdert-Kennedy, 33,
will serve to the psychology de-

Ten Seniors Selected To Work With Faculty In

applied for ad-

partment,

academic year psychology In both spring and fall
announced by and probably systematic psychology
The In- to the fell, social psychology and
structors wUl teach math, psychol- contemporary theory to psychology
ogy, physics, Oerman, biology, Eng- in the spring,
llsh, and sociology.
Mr. Studdert-Kennedy,' a native
of England, received hie B.A. from
Math Deparsment
Leroy M. Damewood, an instruc- Jesus CoUege of Cambridge Unihis
versity
received
to 1951, and attended gradmathematics,
tor in
B.S. to education from Oregon State uate school at Columbia University
College to 1958, and his MS. in In New York from 1957 to 1960.
He
While
there, he taught at Columbia
mathematics from OSC to 1960.
graduated with honors in 1968 and Grammar School during 1955-57 and
has since served as a graduate as- became a teaching assistant for the
department of psychology at Columstotant.
He is a member of Pi Mu Epsi- bia in 1957. In addition, he served
lecturer in psychological statisIon, a mathematlca honor society, *»
and Phi Kappa Phi, a national tics at the University's School of
General Studies during the past
scholastic honor society.
President James S. Coles.

married.

who

Faculty;

structors for the
1960-61 has been

Coles

Ten member,

New

8 Instructors To Teach In 7 Departments

Sincerely yours-

Their Major Fields

the

Awards and thoe

Freshmen sign Matriculation Book in President's office
Fraternity Houses
Second Meeting with Faculty
Advisors on the "Summer Reading Program"

Thursday

Bowdoln is no longer a tiny Institution housed entirely to
Massachusetts Hall. You are joining an ancient clan. If one
makes his judgment by the standards of this continent. You
have been screened and re-screened, checked and re-checked,
and Bowdoln expects great things of you. It Is now up to you
to expect great things of yourselves, and to Uve up fully to those
expectations. You may count on us for help, on us who are the
Bowdoln of which you are to be a part, on faculty and upperclassmen, on Bowdoln men who have walked this way before you.
May you gain much from Bowdoln and give much to her
to the next four years and to the many more that He beyond them.

S.

— Meeting with Mr. Wilder and

recipients of Prematrlculatlon
interested to Student Aid

first class

James

basement

(Introducing

Activities)
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English
Awarded the Feltowshlns are WU- BWde on *"• ba*te oi ttte '»ndi
land.
d* te * "cademfc "cord and departCharles R Petrie. Jr.. a graduate
of Penn State University, wUl teach
of 73. Maine has 43, New York 25, Connecticut 19. New Jersey 14, Penn- H
Muddari
to
econonUcs
A "n""* 1 recommendation, his particn
co peto
d ****** ?*
te
**?< He
sylvanla 13. Ohio 4, and Delaware and Virginia 3 each. 78% of the en- Dwlght^Baldwin. Jr.. and Charles' "J?
t
?i
il* fj»* , .
the avauabUlty at the CoUege of received his B.A. and MA. degrees
teTinf[ fjeahmen wul have public high school backgrounds; and 76% of O. Wing, to geology; Richard Cor
a research project which can em- from Penn State and is expected to
neU, in history; Robert B. Bar<djoo!^
c
graduates,
ploy his talents and training.
(Please torn to page •)
low. Jr. and John S. Moore, to
Research Anns
physics; Lionel P. Dube to religion:
High Potential
P
,d
Commons Petitions Give
Particularly Important is the high potential of incoming scholastic
,^JlSS? Pbarkn . Huntington, in "BreedPratt, Jr., -P'25SL!f
to romance languages.
•PUtude. 98% of the public school students were to the upper quarter
tog oi the Black Guillemot. Cop- 411-69 Vote Against
** th*ir claeses, and •»% Were in the upper fifth. Of the private school
The purpose of the Undergradu- pans gryUe."
students 77% were la the upper half of their graduating classes. The ate Research Fellowship program
411 students signed beneath thia
Mudarri wiil be working with
nedum score of the class of '64 on the CoUege Board Scholastic Aptitude at Bowdoln is to engage outstand- Economics Prof. James A. Storer. sentence: "We the undersigned, are
TeBta * as 601 for verbal and 631 for math. This to a 25 point ^Increase big students directly and respon on a project entitled "Special In- opposed to a Senior Commons." 69
over the median verbal scores for last year.
sibly in serious attempts to extend dustrial Situations and the Nature signatures, fifteen per cent of the
Of the 64 Bowdoln Sons who applied this year, 3 withdrew, 35 were man's knowledge in their fields of and Conditions ot Natural Resources total were affixed to an accomadmttted. and 36 enrolled.
interest and* competence. Each stu- for Maine Bvstness Indicator*."
panylng sheet provided for those
There wUl be fl Mbolarshls recipients in the entering class with a dent Is expected to be an actual
Baldwin wfll assist Prof. Marc W. "to favor of a Senior Commons."
total of $68,426 to grants. 847,380 to financial-aid. and $1880 to jobs.
participant to the research and not. Bodtoe. Jr., Chairman of the De- The petitions, circulated by the Stufor example, a mere observer or partment of Geology, with "Aspects dent Committee on Expansion, dur. ...... .
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I sail* ah l»
helper.
Should the results of the
finally, it appears that this new class has a great deal of po- research be published, the faculty
leadership hi Its ranks, for to their glowing secondary school member In charge of the work wUl
records there are thirty-two class presidents. If the '64 class achieves acknowledge the contribution of the
anything near what its past record points to. then. Indeed, the Bowdoln Fellow and, to some instances, the
tradltlon of excellence wul continue to good hands.
student may be named as co-author

And

tential

is

—

3:30

4:30

'

To The Class Of

1100 high school students

The students

Room

1:30 to

2:30 to

,

are from 18 states with 67% from
Massachusetts has the largest delegation with an abnormal high

class of 1984.

—

Freshmen meeting with CoUege Physician. Director
of Athletics, Director of Student Counseling, and
the Bursar at Smith Auditorium

brothers cheer as a freshman accepts his pledge pin after a day or

Class Of '64 Features
Scholars And Leaders
Of the approximately

English Composition for aU Freshmen; basetoent
Smith Auditorium
Examination Room
Foreign Language Qualification

Counseling Services

The

'

united States.

3:30

8:30 to 10:30

N

H^
™M

9:45

Teste
1:30 to

Having looked at the structure
of the program, let's glance quickiy at its alms.
This program presenta to the freshman during his

of organisations, services, and actrrities available for his use. We might
mention at this time meetings with
the President, Dean, Bursar, Oollege Physician, and others. Besides
these are smokers put on by the
different
organisations on campus.
momiya also
^feasor
8tudled'f or a year at the Univer- Along with these smokers and meetsity of Wisconsin during the aca- togs, the freshman should expect
registration,
qualification
1961-52 Following his course
demlc
-radiation from Tokyo University tests, and fraternity rushing. The
he taught for three years at Noda complete schedule for the first week
commercial may be found below,
Glrls
h and
*
,
profeggor of Enitd
" N
Fraternity Program.
th Kasumtaaure Naval Air
With the beginning of classes
corps from 1938 to 1940 He taught
at the Kx>be University of Economics most fraternities start their own
appointed orientation program. It is lmpossfrom 1940 to 1M7 and
assistant professor of English to lble to review the many different
"" Department of Literature to methods and approaches to oriena Iull prof easor to taUon in this short article, and to
He bec
do so would encroach upon the to1964
at the Unlve „ity of Wis- dividual fraternity's planning. Each
consin he was awarded the Logan house is free to conduct its orienfor excellence to Classics stud- tatlon as it sees fit as long as the
ie8
e Is a member of the English plan is submitted to and approved
uterary Society of Japan and the by the Student Orientation Comcomparative Literature Society of mlttee (mentioned at the beginning
of this article). Many of the proj apan
The author of about 30 articles, grams are quite similar although
translations, and book reviews. Pro- each house adds its own original
Every
feasor Ninomiya has also written twist to the proceedings.
The Four Quartets of T. 8. Ettas Plan Is constructive to nature and
and collaborated with D. J. Enrlght is designed to augment the process
of adjustment from high school to
on The Poetry of Living Japan.
He ^ married and has three chll- coUege Ufe.
dren. Mrs Ninomiya is expected to
accompany her husband to the

m

8:30 to

10:00 to 12:00

ternities.

first few days on campus a number
f conferences and smokers, both
student and faculty sponsored, to
acquaint him with the wide variety

in President's office

Tuesday

-

—
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Ninomiya

Offers Japanese Lit,

^tOT ,^TT^ «Piper m7
on the achievements of the

a
d
Bnd. 8»ve tribute and
-!°„^C d^ ll^rw past year
g
tnank8 whcre ? w*a due. He BR1 e
«iii»L l.„^.^^^L^L
.
collected
Wool- a resume of what
by onemwi. Sidney ™if
the place, postlacott received the news award with tton, and responsibiUty of being the

r*/ , h

Visiting Prof,

—

Oroupe

to coUege life. Whereas basing had
goal
to
accomplish
Its
sought
through destructive methods, orientation achieves its aim* by constructive endeavors. This program
of orientation then, administered by
a student committee selected by the

last June.

Meeting with R.O.T.C. Staff

Hubbard Hall,
and FresKman photographs
Freshmen sigu Matriculation Book

Registration to

Fraternity Houses
First Meeting of Frtrshme.. with
Faculty Advisors and Fraternity Orientation

hasing

two years ago, freshmen upon arrival at Bowdoln encounter a new
program designed to orient them

on their way to Commencement
above are members of the Class of
FOB ADDITIONAL COMMENCEMENT NEWS SEE PAGE 3.

—

Pickard Theater

evening

With the elimination

18-33, 1960

Friday

of
Hydrothermal
Alternation,
Creede, Colorado;" and Wing wiU
work with Dr. Bodtoe on 'Gravity
Measurements
in
Southwestern
Maine.
(Please tern to page 3)

tog the past two weeks, were signed
by 489 students from all classes slxty per cent of the student body
The petition did not deal with any
of the other proposals for expansion.

>*«<
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TWO

SATURDAY. AUGUST
Thayer Named to Newly Established Chair;

THE BOWilN ORIENT
MO.

T

Editor-in-Chief

W. Stephen Piper '62
B sntsis** Manager
Robert Haggerty

'62

Managing Editor*
Rick Makin

Ted Curtis

'62

News

SW

'61

'62

Jed Stout

'57

Editor

Woollacott

News

'62

staff

(To be announced)

Copy Editor
Spencer Hunt

Copy

'62

Staff

President Coles has announced the
establishment of the Harrison King
McCann Professorship of Oral Communication within the Department
of English and has appointed Prof.
Albert n. Thayer "22 to this new

the activities of

Charles Plagg '63
Sport* Editor

modern

in
In

life.

Harrison K. McCann, a graduate
Bowdoin In the Class of 1M2. is
founder and chairman of the board

of

John Ooldkrand t2

McCann-Erickson.
prominent

of

Assistant Sport* Editor

Inc.,

nationally

'61

inter-

advertising

acrency. When he went into business
In 1(13. his company was known as

Sport* Staff
(To be announced)

Prof. Albert R. Thayer
H. K. McCann Company, and it remained so until the early IMO's when
It merged with A. W. Briekson Commany articles in professional jourpany and became McCann -Briekson, nals, and a member of the AmeriInc.
can Economic Association and the
Advertising Manager
Thayer was an Instructor in Eng- American Finance Association.
lish and Debate at Lafayette ColDick Puklfer '62
HuSton Promoted
lege from IMS to 1924 and then
Circulation Manager*
Professor Hazelton was graduated
.'pent
a
year as an Instructor In
William Higglns
Bruce Leonard '63
from Bowdoin in 1942 and holds
English and Coach of Debate at
a master of education degree from
Boslnem SUIT
Bowdoin before becoming Head of Harvard University.
(To be announced)
He has also
the English Department at Wooddone graduate work at Columbia,
rowr? ArnrfBroy, Woodmerf. N Y a
PiiUlMunf CewjMfiy
Tale, aiiu Boston UiUVcioilleS.
Mr. Bela W. Ncrtor
Prof. Athern P. Daggett position which he held for 13 years
He
was Assistant Director of AdRobert Haggerty
Stephen Piper before returning to Bowdoin in 1930. missions and on instructor In English at Bowdoin before being named
RrPREHENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
Barnard Named to Alumni Post
Piper, Makin,

Editorial Board
Paul, Hunt, Curtis, Stout

McLean,

,

A**i*tant Business Manager
William Oulliver '62

M

.

PubHahcri Representative
Peter C. Barnard 'SO has been proNEW YORK. N. Y.
moted to the position of Alumni
are h«M darin* Uw Fall uU Spring StMtUi by
Addr*» n.w. mumiallm U tie Editor and safc- Secretary from his position of Actwription »a» Busiest km* to Uw Buintu Manaasr o.' iko Bovdoin Paaliaalnj Com- ing Alumni Secretary, a title which
pany at tar ORIENT Otic, in Moor* Hall. Howdoin Catle**. Braaiwiea. Mainr. En- was given the Cleveland, Ohio, natered aa arrond rlaaa aoataa* paid at Um mat oStc* at Branawira. Main*.
The eak- tive last October.
arriplion rat* far an* y*ar ia four (It) dollar..
He returned to Bowdoin to accept an appointment as an adminCollrir*

IV

EAST ioTH STREET

wkm dtiw

i'uhlUhtd wt*klr
the tadesta of Bewdaia Calk-c*.

Go For

Broke!

istrative assistant In

Assistant Professor of Education in
1857.

Moulton In Biology Dept.
Prof. Moulton received a doctor
of philosophy degree from Harvard
University in 1962 and came to Bowdoin as an Instructor in biology that
fall. He became an assistant professor in 1954. and served this year
as chairman of the department dur(Please tarn to page 3)

Research Fellowships
committees basic data for classichoice of a career must of course
fication and counselling of students
(Continue*: Tram page 1)
be left to the individual and should
referred to them. The candidate's
not be deferred too long nor left
complete undergraduate record InWorking with History Prof. George
to chance. The Office has informacluding classroom work, vocational D. Bearce, Jr., Cornell will assist
tion available which helps the apaptitude tests, and extracurricular with a project entitled "The Formaplicant to make
an Intelligent
activities are used to determine his tion of the P"«rd of Control for
choice. Extensive literature Includavailability for positions upon grad- India, lTTa-lTM.''
ing occupational monographs and
In the Department of Phvsics.
uation.
recent volumes on business are at
Students planning to enter grad- Barlow will assist Prof. Noel C.
the disposal of students. InformaLittle, Chairman of the Department,
tion ia on file regarding the re- uate school should consult with the
Susceptibilities:"
"Magnetic
with
quirement* and rewards of num- Dean and the chairmen of their
and Moore will work with Prof.
erous occupations which should be maior departments. The Bureau asWalter D. Jones, on "Raman Spechelpful to the student. Through sists undergraduates in establishtroscopic Study of Molecules."
ing
contacts
for
summer
employprevious contact with a wide numDube will assist Prof. William D.
ber of hininaw* organisations the
nMk«m,n
rtenoH.
..«. T
WJJBBHWB r*f
w- fit*
n a' M' *
W*WK§a**i Phalrmsn
Bureau is advised of opportunities
ment of Religion, with "A Study
in many fields. The number of these
Albert
Camus' Metaphyslque
of
connections is continually being inChrettenne et Neo-piatonistne."
creased by the Bureau.
In the Department of Romance
Early interviews are planned to
Languages, Churchill will work with
broaden student vocational interProf. Gerard J. Brault on a project
est and to aid him in the choice of
entitled "Study of the Relationship
properly correlated
courses best
'Enfances
Charlemagne'
between
suited to furnish a foundation and
Story as found in Malnet and as
The permanent collection is on elaborated by Glrart d 'Am lens in
background for his life's work. Each
student should survey his abilities show in the Walker. Bowdoin, and his Charlemagne;" and Pratt will
objectively and become aware of Sculpture Galleries. This Includes assist Prof. Eaton Leith, Chairman
the demands of business and the the well known Bowdoin Family of the Department, with "Developprofessions. Those with a definite Portraits by Robert Pake and Gtl- ment of Voltaire's Ideas in the
goal in mind usually approach their ber Stuart, the portraits of Presi- Contes Philosophiques."
work with earnestness of purpose. dents Jefferson and Madison by GilEach position demands men possess- bert Stuart, English and colonial
ing certain interests and qualifica- silver, and early American furniture. Pres. Coles
tions. The Bureau therefore must
New Camsrieal Arts Section
be governed by these specifications
National
A new section in the Museum's
in
suggesting
properly
qualified
basement features twenty-five cencandidates.
Representatives of industry fre- turies of ancient art from. Greece.
quently visit the campus for per- Assyria. Southern Russia, Rome.
Bowdoin will administer a grant
Sicily. Italy,

Museum Announces

New Arts Section,

Summer Activities

August of 1957.
A member of Delta Kappa Epsllon fraternity, Mr. Barnard served
as secretary of that group's Northtember, as men return to cut the summer's growth of grass ern Ohio Alumni Association. Prom
around the fraternity houses, trim the shrubbery, and even in 1956 until 1957 he was also secretary'60
treasurer and Alumni Council repsome cases, to paint their house. Inside, too, improvements and resentative for the Bowdoin Club
'A'
refurbishing* will be made, and rooms redecorated, as every- of Cleveland. At present he Is a
faculty adviser to the undergraduate
Six members of last June's gradone eagerly awaits the coming of the freshmen and the be- of the Theta (Bowdoin) Chapter of uating
class compiled a straight "A"
ginning of rushing.
Each and every student strives to put his fraternity, and last June was record in all of their courses during
elecou secretary-treasurer of the the spring semester. Dean Nathan iei
his best foot forward for himself, his fraternity, and his col- Theta Alumni Association.
C. Kendrick has announced. They
S. C.
Curtis
Darling la New Pr»fe—oi
lege.
It is a time of new beginnings, of starting new avenues
are William S. Burke, Stephen- H.
Prof. Darling was named Profes- Burns, Bruce D. McCombe, Pierre
of study, and of making many new friends.
Fall is also the sor of Economics, Mr. Haselton AsChest;
Paradls, Theodore A. Perry and
sociate Professor In Education, Prof. Joseph J. Volpe.
season for the great collegiate game of football.
Moulton Associate Professor In BiPerry had a straight "A" record Distribution
After a while much of the enthusiasm quiets down as the ology, and Prof. Whiteside Asso- in every semester since the beginProfessor in
History last ning of his sophomore year. Except
full schedule of another year at college becomes a routine. Some ciate
At the last meeting of the Stumonth.
for "B's" In one course In his freshwould dampen the eagerness of the freshmen, for fear of being
Professor Darling, who joined the man year, his was an all-"A" rec- dent Council, May 16, the Campus
Chest Committee submitted Its reawakened from their own lethargy. Rather new life and spirit Faculty in ISM, is the author of ord for four years.
port on disbursement of funds for
should be welcomed, and credit is due those who bring and
the March 1980 weekend. Also at
prologue to the 1960 Bugle. In their attempts they have failed that meeting, Ted Curtis '62 was
support it during the year.
elected chairman of next year's comEach man as he comes or returns to Bowdoin in September however, and what they portray is not true, but rather is dis- mittee. Curtis, an AD, has served
sad commentary it is indeed to as News Editor of the Orient, holds
should bring with him a full measure of enthusiasm, curiosity owned by most students.

A

flood tide of spirit blankets our fair

campus each Sep-

Dean Reports Six Men
Held
In (lass of
Averages
Straight

Appoints

To Head Campus

R

Announced

A

Announces

and the public burning of a copy of the book. Ob- summer.Distribution of Panda
jection has been found with the choice of some of the photo- Organ ixatioa
American Fricndi Servie*
Committee
graphs used, the use of several pictures two, three, and even a
t
Boy*' Club* of America
couple four times, the number of beer pictures, the use of old Brunawlck Arw United Fund
Car*
Foater
Parent*' Plan. Inc.
Universe' with admira- photos (including ohe of hazing). Some of the phpto captions The
Main* Cancer Society,

Assoc Grant To Bowdoin

and the Byzantine Em-

pire,
Including vases, terracottas,
sculpture, bronzes, Jewels, and coins
from the Warren, Hammond, Bates,
and Johnson Collections of the Museum. Some of these exhibits have
never-been shown before. They have
been arranged in chronological order by Prof. Herbert of the Classics
Department. This la the finest collection of classical art In Northern
New Enaa -£ A particularity fine
Lekythoa, of the 5th century B.C..
found at Oenv Sicily, known as the

work of "The Bowdoin Painter" has
made the name of Bovdoin a
household one among archaeologists
all over the world.

"To a poet whose 'box
tion

and deep

Cabin

of toy*

is

the

gratitude, dear Mr. Coffin."

The dedication page

of

an open book

exposed

lies

to the

elements as does the other debris that was once the quiet refuge
of Professor Robert P. T. Coffin.
photo of him teaching a
seminar course at hi* seaside retreat was until recently included

A

were thoughtlessly inappropriate, the printing is poor in parts,
and there are many, many typographical errors and oversights
which appear only because whole sections of the book were
never proofread
Great is the challenge and the responsibility of the year-

—

Inc

The Maine Heart Aaeociation,
Hcccrdiass For the Blind
Truetaaa of Athena Collcire In
Greece

Bowdoin men.

No doubt

the vandals are

120.0*
100. OS

iu

aj^fw WniCii

it

iu*i

iTcCcJVeu

(Continued on page

6)

100.00
120.00
100.00

40.00

12000.**

Desk

speak with you about working on the Orient, which we know
has many advantages and much to
offer. Orient work Is divided into six
like to

fields, each with its own staff and
responsibilities
advertising, circulation, copy, news, photography, and
sports.

—

They

say, *rtie early bird gets the

worm." and 111 say that those who
Join early have the best opportunities for

promotion.
I sincerely hope We shall have the
pleasure of your company at our
meeting, September 26.

first

Sincerely,

W. Stephen Piper, Editor.
Upperclassmen interested to

PS.

Orient work are welcome also.

Counseling Office
Aides Adjustments
To College Life
By Prof. Dean Allen
Director of Student Coanaeling
The purpose of the Student Counseling Office is to help student* in
making the best possible adjustment
to the college. The student is most
able to profit from his Bowdoin experience
to take advantage of
the offer of the college
if he can

—

—

study effectively, if he is pursuing
with enthusiasm educational and
vocational goal* appropriate to his
««... *.»-,> «»i«M

miAiiow,

mm

ia

iic

iees successful than he
feels
It
ought to be, who needs help in
clarifying his plans for a career or
graduate study, who wants to take
tests to appraise his aptitudes, interests, or academic skills and weaknesses, or who just wants to talk

over something with a sympathetic
listener. All matters discussed with
the College Counselor are strictly
confidential and will be released to
the college administration, faculty
members, parents, or others only
with the student's permission.
The Counseling Office maintains
a library of current graduate and
professional school catalogues and
has a reading room open for browsing every weekday afternoon. Admissions tests for
law,
business,
medical, and other graduate schools
are administered from time to time
on the campus under the direction
of the Counseling Office; application forms, the schedule of testing
dates, and other information are
available at this office.
The Counseling Office is located
In Banister Hall.
Office hours are
1:30-4:30, Monday through Friday.

BRUNSWICK
THEATRES

DRIVE-IN

We extend a hearty welcome to the entering class
Bowdoin!

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW
AT THE DRIVE-INS!
HERE YOU WILL FIND ENTERTAINMENT AND RELAXATION
PROM THE VERY NECESSARY GRIND' OP COLLEGE WORK!

—

Unittec Scrivens

Outfitters

To Bowdoin Men

proud

of their despicable handiwork.

Bowdoin has

more than a quaint landmark.

lost

The Col-

THE HOTEL EAGLE

lege has lost an irreplacable memorial to one of her most beloved professors
the poet whose box of toy* wti the Universe.

—

"We

have

tried to

have seen and

felt

to

Bowdoin College. ...

be true."

This

is

It is

pemds

The Brunswick Area

For Over Half

evolve that unique and distinguishable

character which describes

&

Serving Bowdoin

Opinion Rejects Yearbook

A

College Credits

Century

what we

the statement of the

Featuring Distinctive Dining At Reasonable Prices

in fashion

Electrical

Fixtures

Comfortable Accommodations

Plumbing

And

Parents

For Your

Friends
The apparel offered

Supplies

at

Benoit's is consistently in

For

DuPont Paints
Rental Sanders Of All Kinds

Eaton Hardware

PArkview

5-5591

the best of taste, chosen

by buyers who know the
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Vaillancourt

PLEASE PATRONIZE

Company

58 Maine Street

Reservations
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Free Estimates

All

We
3S

"THE HOME OF BETTER CLEANING"

repair foreign as

wen as

ating

HILL

Work fiwrintoid

FOREIGN CARS

PARKVIEW CLEANERS

preferences of discrimin-

Body Shop

HOUSE

MAINE STREET

212

Send your cleaning

— --

*

I

mrntitmOm wmi do

ln* snssss* tost clothing

it

yoursetf

Bean's Diner
and

WtetfJP-

On The

161-163

—

Portland

Road

PLEASANT STREET
24 Hoar Service

hope

you'll

come

in

SMIL

GIFTS

— ANTIQUES

P1NEMASTER

"UM SEAMS ON THE PLATE"
your laundry to the

every budget

with quality to the finest

The New

Parkview Cleaners where the quality and
e is known.

to

suit

We

MAINE STREET

is

DIAL PA 5-7908

and

Parkview Laundercenter

It

from the lowest consistent

*ssasrtssa ears

JORDAN AVE.

customers.

available in price ranges

to

lt7

BRUNSWICK

REPRODUCTIONS

A. H. Benoit
120 Maine Street

ia

reasonably free of hampering personal difficulties. The Counseling Office Is open to any student who finds
his college work leas satisfying or

AND

at
United Jewish Appeal

1960

27,

BOWDOIN

12ft. 00

John Brown Ruaaworm Fund
World University Scrvlcs

Oil

behalf of a group of Maine libraries from the Council on Library
Resources, Inc., Washington, D. O,
Pres. Coles announced last month.
An association comprised of
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby and Maine
libraries,
the State Library, and
the Bangor and Portland Public

soo.oo
100,00
200.00
200.00
100.90

I

in the catalogue of the College.
to depict in as accurate a portrayal as possible the life
Now the handsome hand- book
carved panels of the fireplace he sat before are gone as are the of the college (and in its true proportions), to put forward
windows, book cases, and every other vestige of the simple the best foot Bowdoin has to offer, and finally to be a symcharm and beauty which characterized "Coffin's cabin" for bol of college pride. In these aims the I960 edition failed.

generations of

Inc.

by American collectors
abroad. There will be some loan
exhibits, but the main part will be
from the permanent collection of
the Museum.
quisitions

gusting,"

Library

$5,000

an Editorial Board position, and Is
and drive enough to try new activities, and desire enough to have a yearbook, which men are ashamed to show to friends,' a member of the Masque Ac Gown.
Teaanorary Exhibition*
July 25 to September 3 — The
achieve honor for himself and for his college. Remember the one which they reject because it fails to portray the Bowdoin Active in politics, he is a member of
the Young Republicans, president of American* Abroad Boyd Gallery. A
character.
Yet
this
is
the
reaction to the I960 Bugle.
familiar, but succinctly accurate expression; "The more you
the Political Forum, and attended show comprising works by American
Student criticism has included the use of the term "dis- the Republican Convention this artists In foreign lands, and acput in, the more you get out.''

Coffin's

Editor's

Jr.
aonal interviews, especially during
by 8.
Director of
one's senior year. These Industrial
representatives confer with students
The office of the Placement Bu- concerning the qualifications necesreau Is located in Banister Hall in sary for success In their special
ing you and getting to know you
the center of the campus. The Col- fields. During the fall term a series
personally.
lege offer* sssimtanr* to student* of business conferences is usually
There mre unlimited opportunities
and graduates in solving the prob- held for the benefit of registrants
for the eager arrival at Bowdoin.
lem of careers and advises all who and others Interested. The Director Membership to any activity is open
expect to qualify for business posi- urges all students to become familto the freshmen right from his first
tions to register early in their col- iar with the services of
the Bu- few weeks on campus. In tact, we
lege career and to consult with the reau and
to plan to register wheth- on the Orient like to have the eagerDirector and the Outdance Coun- er or not they anticipate military
ness and lnqulsltiveness of freshmen
sellor for vocational information and
service if they plan a future busi- spark the members of our staff.
assistance.
ness career.
Our first Orient meeting will be
Students are urged to ceclde beat
The
efforts of the Placement Bu- Monday evening, September 36,
fore their senior year about their
reau are coordinated with the ac- 7:30 In the Moulton Union Lounge. I
career plans for the proper selecof
tivities of Alumni Placement Com- heartily invite and encourage all
tion of courses is Important if the
mittees organized on a national you to come if you are at all interwork of the Bureau Is to be most
basis in 36 strategic areas. These ested in newspaper or busineas work,
effective in placing men upon gradbe
think
you
might
or
If
you
even
committees greatly extend the range
uation in positions for which they
of opportunities for all registrants. interested. I and my staff would
are best qualified. The selection of
The Bureau makes available to these
a business position as well as the

of Mr. McCann's
gift to the College, a course is planned under the new professorship in
which students will receive training
in oral expression and extemporaneous rpeech. It would not be intended as a course in public speaking, but would have as its objective
the development of poised and articulate young men who will be able

speak clearly and Intelligently
any situation which may occur

From The

Congratulations to you of the
Class of '64 upon your acceptance to
Bowdoin College. You are now for
the most part only names on a mailing Ust, but we look forward to meet-

A. Ladd

Under the terms

to

(To be announced)
Photographer

Larry Blckford

Five Promoted; Barnard, Alumni Secretary

chair.

Dave McLean

'61

A—aalats
Tony Paul

Pfacement Bureau Sponsors Interviews
Aids With Careers, Job Opportunities

& Go.

PA 5-5382

Brunswick
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Awarded

Seniors
I

Ml!

.

.— I.-.-

,

-

II

I

BUMMA CUM LAUDE

Clau

Burn*. Doucla* B. Crah**. Thsodor* A. Perr;. Jonph 1. Volp*.

th.

O. Trump, Philip 8. Verr. SauRtta

—

Dewne*

8.

Honorable

:

Smith.

Smyth Mathematic Priae

How*

Loeien

Qualities

—

Rich-

Mention

Schuyler

S.

'it.

Priae Scholarship for High

of

—

Gentlemanly Conduct
Richard H. Downea.

and

Character
Claas of 1876 Prise in American History
Paul O. Johnson.
Pray English literature Priae
Glenn

—

—

r'rankeaAeld.

Brown Memorial Scholarship* — Stanley
Bar. Herman B. Segal "«1. Douglas P.
Blodgett a2, Arthur M. Burton 'tj.
Th* General Phi loon Trophy
Peter A.
Anderaon.

—

Edwin Herbert Hall Physics
Krank A. Nicolal 'ft.
Bertram Louis Smith,

Prise

—

Jr., Priae Scholarship in English Literature
Louis S.
Aackoff 'tl.
Almon Godwin Phi Beta Kappa Prise
Charles G. Wing 'tl.

—

—

or*);

Soon

—
—

—

W. Lannon

'tl ; (Engllah
J. Mono '12
;

8) Joel
(Engllah

—

—

J. Mlchaei Rodger*:
2nd: William B. MacDonald.
Nathan Goold Greek and Latin Priae
Anthony O. Leach.
Wilroot Brookings Mitchell Debate Trophy

Prise

tion

let:

—

—

—

Dekea.

—

Horace Lord Piper Prig*

—

m

—

Economy Priae

Hannibal' Hamlin Emery Latin Pria*
Robert L. HoblfeWer.
Col. William Henry Owen Premium
Douglas* M. Coraon.
Hi land Lock wood Fairbanks Prise* in
Public Speaking
(E«igli*h l~4) William

—

Robert E. Knowlton, Highest
Honor*); Dal* W. Matheeon, (Honors);
Robert A. Zottoll. (Honors).
Joaeph J. Volp*. (High
Obamlatry
Honor*): Hilton L. Fowler. (Honors);
Ronald H. Orcutt. (Honor*).
Soon Chough (High HonaWo n o lee
or*); Jay R. Goldatein. (Honors); Robert 8. Vernlck. (Honors).
Theodore A. Perry, (Highest
Franca
Honors)
David P. Lovell (Honors).
Henry W. Bruner (Honor*):
German
Carrlngton F. Noel, Jr.. (Honors).
Donald M. Bloch (High
Government
Honors): Robert W. Crowe, (Honors);
Tiu! J. Csbnt!. (Honors) Nfabehs 0.
Spacer, (Honors).
Paul O. Johnson (High HonHistory
or*); Bruce Appleby, I Honors): Norrl*
(Honor*); Bruce R.
M. Aihe. Jr.,
Bockmann. (Honor*): Peter W. Browne,
(Honor*) Benjamin G. Kohl, (Honor*).
Mathematics — Douglas E. Crabtro*.
(High Honor*): Michael A. twanowirs.
Michael G. Fries*,
(High Honors):
Frank C. Mahncke. (Hon(Honor*)
ors): W. Charlea Mylander, III. (HonArthur M. Van De Water. Jr.,
ors)
(Honor*).
Alan D. Barnateln. (High HonMusic
ors): David C. Fischer. (Honors); Frederic G. Myer, Jr., (Honors).
Stephen H. Burn* (High HonPhysic*
ors); Bruce D. MeCombe, (High Honor*); George W. Dean. (Honors); Walter A. Read. (Honors) ; Robert L. Thomas. (Honors).
William H. Riley, Jr..
Parcbology
THIgh Honors); Philip 3. Very (High
Honors); Donald H. Cousins, (Honors).

62.
Political

Peter S. Smith; Honorable Mention:
James 8. Rice '62, Pierre R. Paradl*.
Edgar O. Aeborn Debating Prises
1st:
Bark E. Goldberg tl: 2nd: Jama* S.
Rice -12; Team Award: Mark E. Goldberg 'tl. Jules M. Lamer 'tl.
Brown Extemporaneous English Composi-

Edward T. Groder. (Highest HonKonrad G. Kucbel, (Honors).

Biology

—
—

kwtla

Noye*

6)

IN SUBJECTS

Msncini

Franc!*

S.

'tl.

Lea Ruth Thumin Biblical Literature
Prise
John W. Goldkrand 'tl.
Howarth Foundation
Bowdoin Award*

—

—
—

—
—

in

—

—

;

Perry.
Rhodes Scholar in residence
Jr. '68.

oil.

Bowdoin

Poetry

Pris*

—

—

Fellowship
Douglass E. Crsbtree; Honorary: Theodore A. Parry.
Masque and Gown One-Act Play Priae*
Play writing: let: Francis H. Fuller 'tl:
2nd: Stephen E. Hay* 'II; Acting: Steven E. Hay* 'tl Directing Stephen E.
Hay* '81: Designing: Vincent S. VII-

—

lard.

Quill

Mow*

C.

Graduate Scholarship

Richard G. .Brlggn '6».
Charlcn Carroll Everett

Scholarship

Soon Chough.

Guy Charlea Howard Scholarship
art Ye* Tow '68, In Sup Yuln.

—

—
—

—

Copeland-GroM Biology Priae
Robert
P. Knowlton.
David Sewall Premium In English Composition
John A. Klrkpstrick '83.

outstanding

for

qualities

of

part.

Plummrr Priae in Public Speaking — Francis H. Fuller '61: Honorable Mention: Stephen W. Silverman '81.
Forbes Ricksrd. Jr., Poetry Prise 1st:
A. Thomas Lindsay: Honorable Mention; Francis H. Fuller 'tl.
Andrew Allison Haldane Cup
(For
11*60
To be awarded at the Commencement Dinner; (For I960): Eugene A.
Stanley

—

—

Waters

"St.

Crankiin Delano Rouseveii Cup
ris H. Fuller 'tl.

—

:

Mitchell

Merrill

Award

'tl.

—

—

—

for

Fi Mo-

L.

Wing

George D. Entin.
Clans Marshal
George W. Mc Arthur Priae
Theodore

—

Ducan

IlofclfiSikr.

B.

Peter
Robert
Oliver, Wil-

liam A. Chane. Jr.. '61, David B. Humphrey '61, Nicholas E. Monaour 'tl.
Lasslo Dudes '62, P. Stephen Llppert
Robert W. Olson 'tl. Richard C.
Engle* '68, Gavia W. Pilton '62.

Acting

Charlea G.

—

Reserve Officer Training Awards
A. Anderaon, George W. Dean.

George D. Entin.

James Bowdoin Cup

Editorial);

siness).

:

_

'87

J a red D. Stout
(Feature);
John
W. Goldkrand '12
(Sports):
Sidney
W. Wootlacott '62
(News)
Richard S. Pulalfer '62 (BuI

'61.

Hawthorne

Prise

—

lit:

Benjamin

8.

Sandler '61; Honorable Mention; Franda H. Fuller 'tl.

A. Perry.

Phi Beta Kappa

Roger D. Skillings. Jr.

Commencement

Priae

—

Among

Names

2 Seniors* 3 Juniors

At Semi-Annual Meeting

—

lette 'tl.

The Me**rve Prise

man

in

Chemistry

B. Segsl 'tl.

—

Her-

—

Bradbury Debating Prices
First Team:
Richard G. Sawyer '12. Stephen W. Silverman 'tl: Second Team: Nicholas E.
Monaour 'tl, Francis S. Manclnl '-12.
DeAiva Staiiwuwl AreA«i>d«r Docl&n^tlco

—

1st: Philip H. Austin '62; 2nd:
J. Scboenwald 'tl.
Kimball Prise for Excellence in
Stephen H. Burn*.
Natural Sciences
Philo Sherman Bennett Pris* for Beet
Essay on Principles of Free GovernDonald M. Bloch.
ment

Prises

Lawrence

Sumner

I.

John T. Gould,

—

—

Two seniors and three juniors
have been elected to membership in
the Bowdoin chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, Nathan Dane, secretary of
the group, announced today. Seniors

Jr.

"Mens Sana In Sano Corpore"
"1 oan't help feeling thai in lite
years to come, as you settle down
In your Boston, New York, Washington, or Baltimore, yon will appreciate more
yow connection

with this

Eicctc^ at t*»c sums!** Commence
merit meeting of Phi Beta Kappa,
were Daniel G. Calder and Soon

state."

Peter S. Smith

"Ben Franklin and Payola"

Awarded Honorary Degrees

Five

little

For

Kranes 'it.
Bharwood
Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup
D. 8illim*n III 'tl.
Goodwin French Prist
Aural* J. Vlc-

Pierre R. Paradls

Three Alumni

Ishmael"

may be

—

—

The Perahing-Preinell Sword
Peter A.
Anderaon. t
Bowdoin Orient/ Prises
Robert J. Lindiiuist

Pathetic

should be no more ignored than
exaggerated."

'ST.

—

Eric F. Taylor

The

"Although there

significance In the experience and
vision of a single beatnik, the Importance of the entire phenomena

I960: To he announced at the Commencement Dinner: For Hit: David A.

Alice

Rob-

Jr.

Prise

Goodwin

—

—

Cup

:

;

—

AND AWARDS

The Commencement Dinner followed these exercises, at which time
Dixon Griffin received the Haldane

—

:

:

Graduate Scholarships
Raymond G. Biggar '62, David E. Foster,
Hohlfekter,
Anthony O.
Robert
L.

'beatnik,' as "The
Pathetic Ishmael," in his address.
Other Honors
"It takes no prophetic insight to
George Entin was the Senior Marknow that our society has little inshal at Commencement, while Prof.
clination to face the truth," he said.
H. Quinby served as FaculHe concluded his analysis of the George
ty Marshal.

the College's 156th Commencement.

—

Woodrow Wilson Notional

phenomenon, the

leadership and character, and John
Five,
including
three
alumni, Gould was awarded' the Goodwin
were awarded honorary degrees at Cup for the best Commencement

G.

;

w

Honorary Graduates

Roger How-

Benjamin

Kohl.

such as the Ten Commandments as They were William S. Linnell V7, a
a solution to the problem of pru- member of the Portland law firm
Linnell,
dential morality. "Honesty should of
Perkins,
Thompson.
be the only policy; and when you Hinckley and Thaxter and president
say that it is merely the best, you of the Portland Chamber of Comimply that when honesty fails to merce; Karl L. Rankin of Bridgton,
work, to get results a new policy V. 8. Ambassador to Yugoslavia;
will be substituted," he stated.
Doris F. White of Bangor, PresiSpeaking on "The Loaded Pen- dent General of the National Daughdulum," Smith decried the abnor- ters of the American Revolution;
of Waldoboro,
mal pressures being placed upon to- Jasper J. Stahl
day's youth, causing many to fail historian and retired Director of
when a more relaxed attitude may Studies at the Hill School in Pottshave enabled them to succeed in town, Pa.; and John L. Baxter '16
their desire for higher education. of Brunswick, President of the Snow
Taylor referred to the modern social Flake Canning Company.

beatnik, "this man has turned his
focus inward to his emotional world.
He denies the necessity to define
himself by action."

—

Fulbright

—

O'Brien

One hundred and eighty-two sewalked solemnly across the
platform in Brunswick's historic
Parish Church on Saturday
morning, June 11, to receive their
bachelor of arts degrees. These exercises came as the climax of the
busy activity of commencement
weak.
Seniors Speak
Following Bowdoin tradition, John
Gould, Pierre Paradls. Peter Smith,
and Eric Taylor spoke on behalf of
their fellow graduates.
Gould, a
native of Maine, spoke In defense
of his home state, taking as his title, "Mens Sana in Sane Corpere,"
(A Sound Mind in a Sound Body),
While Parades called for the acceptance of an lnflexibe moral code
nior*

First

1st: J. Michael
Literary Satire
Rodger*! 2nd: John A. Kirkpalrlck 'tl.
Award for Roreign Study
Theodore A. Perry.
Theodore A.
Livingston French Prise

;

APPOINTMENTS. PRIZES.

Gould, Paradis, Smith, Taylor Give Speeches
Before Classmates, Guests At Commencement

—

Daniel
Alternate Commencement Fart
G. Cider.
Sewall Latin Prl*«
William Cohen 't2.
Charlea J. SpsSewall Greek Priae

Abromnon, Pater

J.

tt?
Art

Peter

Priae in Oratory

1848

H.

Sampson, Jr.

CUM LAUDE
Jnnrnl Ann. Norrls M. Ash*. Jr.. HokBaldwin. Donald M. Bloch. Bruc*
Bockmann. William 8. Burke. Daniel
CaJder. Soon Chough. Donald H. CooS.sa. Gaorn W. Dean. Raymond C. DouKrleae. Theodore I.
Michael
G.
sstt*.
Halls*. Robert Hertzig. Robert L. HohlfeMer. Paul O. Johnson. Robert E. Knowltoa, David P. Lovell, Bruce D. MrCombe,
Frederic G. Mrer. Jr.. Ronald H. Orntt, William G. Page, Pierre R. Paradla.
Walter A. Read. William H. Rlier. Jr..
Robert L. Thocnaa.
Nicholas G. Splcer

HONORS

of

ard

Degrees At Commencement

Bachelor's

I

Academic Awards and Prizes Are Announced
—
Xsohsn H.
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The

"A nation that can put men
Into space, a nation which draws
on the scientific legacy of Einstein
and Newton, has yet to explore
its

conscience."

Loaded Pendulum"

"We must not replace the true
teacher with the reward -seeking,
foor-hour-a-day man who desires
praise and promotions and cares
little shout the student be teaches ..
dedication Is a requirement
for the true teacher and a prerequisite for a college whose basic
task centers about Its students."
.

Graduate Scholarships

Chough, a Bowdoin Plan student
from Korea.
The three men elected from the
Class of 1961 are John S. Moore,
Robert H. Rubin, and Charles G.
Wing.
The Almon Goodwin Phi Beta
Kappa Prize, awarded traditionally
to the highest-ranking member of
the Junior Class, was presented to

Wing.
Others previously elected to Phi
Bete are Don Bloch, Stephen Burns,
Douglas Crabtree, Bruce MeCombe,
Pierre Paradis, Carl Perrln, Theodore Perry, and Joseph Volpe.

Listed For Eight; Four

From Last June's

Class

Overseers, Trustees, Alumni Council

Hold

Elections,

Eight Bowdoin alumni, including

Announce New Officers

four members of the Class of 1960,
Three new members of the Board as Vice President of the Board of
have been awarded graduate schol- of Overseers were elected at Bow- Trustees, and Mr. Berry was elected
arships for 1960-61 by the Col- doin's 155th Commencement. They Trustee Emeritus, said President
lege. They are Raymond G. Briggar
are Dr. Charles M. Barbour "33, Coles.
'52,
Richard G. Brlggs '59, Soon Paul Sibley '25. and Gerald W.
A native of Portland, Mr. Thomas
Chough '60, David E. Foster '60, Blakeley, Jr., '43.
has been a member of the Board
Robert L. Hohlfelder '60. Anthony"
Dr. Barbour Is an Associate In of Overseers since 1948. An Alumni
O. Leach '60, Robert Y. Tow "59 and
the Department of Anesthesiology Fund Director from 1944 to 1947,
In Sup Yuin, Bowdoin Plan Scholar.
in Hartford Hospital.
He was an he was awarded the coveted Alumni
Biggar, Foster, Hohlfelder, and
Leach all received awards from the Alumni Council Member from the Service Award in 1947.
Bowdoin Club of Connecticut from
O'Brien Graduate Scholarship Fund,
1949 to 1957 and President of the
Alumni Council
established in 1937 by Mrs. John

WILLIAM SHEPHERD LINNELL

DORIS PIKE WHITE

JASPER JACOB STAHL

Honoris Canaa
Doctor of Laws

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Humane Letters

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Letters

WILLIAM SHEPHERD LINNELL, of the DORIS PIKE WHITE, of Washington JASPER JACOB STAHL. of
Class of 1907.
A member of Phi Beta County, Maine, and Washington, D. ft, 1909. Of eeafarlng ancestry,
Kappa, graduating mesne cam laud*, distinguished member of the Maine bar ilnce
1911, he has Ions been an active business
and community leader of Portland and
of Maine, demonstrating hi*
lattfeeti as a patron of music
supporter of hoapttala, and by Inand leadership in secondary and
education through devoted service
a* a Truitea of Thornton Academy for
more than a quarter of a century and
President of that Board since 1947. an a
Trustee of th* Bangor Theological Seminary, and for many year* as s member
end Chairman of the Board of Truetee* of
President
the W**tbrook Junior College.
of his notable Clau, and his continuing activity in business and community affairs

the

State

cuilur«i

and

fluence
blither

meat recently resulted in his election as
th* Portlsnd Chamber of

President of
Com meres.

Honoris Causa

DOCTOR OP LAWS

Granite

Farm

investment banker and
public
citlaen.
A graduate of Wellealey College, herself a
descendant of an Anvrican revolutionist,
aha would now revolutionise the corporate Daughters of the American Revolution
RVIneine Into play rare business
acumen, executive ability' and personal
charm, all long known to the Society of
Bowdoin Women and to her many Bowdoin frienda, aa President General she I. and came into full flower during thirtyha* reorganised business enterprises of eight yeara aa Director of Studios for th*
the National Society to bring profit rather renowned Hill School, where h* not only
than loas, and strives to revitalise worthy molded the curriculum for all. but stiminterest in the organisation.
Once a high ulated Individuals to great achievement.
eehool teacher, later a public school board In so-called retirement he occupies the oldmember, helping to plan the 1964 White est inhabited house of his nstlve heath,
House Conference on Highway Safety, sh* and has fulfilled a second career of scholha* long contributed to worthwhile thing*, arship and service:
In researching and
and presently serve* her second term as writing a two-volume history of Old
on* of three lay member* of the Main* Broad Bay as the Toynbae of Waldoboro;
Judicial Council.
Devoted to the objective 'n active participation in local politic* and
"to cherish, maintain and extend the in- th* life of hi* church; snd by contribstitutions
of
American Freedom, " she uting his steady judgment, critical ays,
cherishes the "ideala. visions, and sense snd wisdom to the concern* of his town.
of purpose" of our nation's heritage, and A conservative more noted for his liberal
emphasises the neceaaary prerequisite un- view*, he served a* Chairman of th*
derstanding of the philosophical basis for Waldoboro School Board and on* of th*
our faith in American Ideals, If we are seven members of the Maine School Buildto be an effective people of "Arm belief ing Authority, which had marked Imindividual rights of life, liberty and pact upon Maine public education early
I in
property, and freedom of religion and of In the last decade.
The rigorous pattern
the press."
She holds th* concept of of hi* Ufa set toward th* goal of centenAmerican individual freedom to be essen- arlanlsm. with Goethe
hi* "exemplar of
tially a matter of spirit. W* heartily join
in her caution reflecting her knowledge of universal man"; "One ought, every day
Gibben. that "In the miraculoua suceeas at hast, to hear a little song, read a
of individual freedom in producing th* good poem,
sss s fins picture, snd. If It
material comforts of lit*, we may find
the danger of freedom ltaslf," and that v.ere possible, to spask a few reasonable
"Undue emphasis upon material things. word*."
th* Idea of security at all costs, evan at
the expense of freedom and justice, may Henerl* Csass
DOCTOR OP LETTERS
in the end destroy th* very freedom which
produce* the material blessings."
Or, as

Mams

.

—

|

DAIRY
Far All Your

Dairy Product Needs
Brunswick, Maine
Dial

PA

9-3422

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws

the Class of
in childhood
he aailad around th* Horn to Valparlao
on hi* father's ship, then graduated from
Bowdoin
cam land*, a member of
Phi Beta Kappa, and first man in a moat
distinguished Class.
As Henry W. Wadsworth Scholar, he studied at Harvard. His
career In teaching begun at Read College
waa interrupted by hi* service aa an officer
In the United State* Navy In World War

Club since last year.
of Minneapolis, Minn.,
Richard S. Thayer 28 of MarbleClass of 1925 Agent for the head, Mass., Arthur K. Orne 30
of her uncles, John, William, Jeremiah, and Joseph O'Brien. Alumni Fund since last year, Sib- of Greenville, Del., and Mayland
Treasurer
ley
Is
and
Director
of
Awards
are
made
who
to students
H. Morse, Jr., '42 of Concord, N. H..
Honoris Causa
are judged by the faculty to be the Worcester Taper Pin Company. have been elected members at large
Master of Arts
Blakeley is President of Cabot, for 4 year terms on the Alumni
"most suitable to profit by travel
and
Cabot
Forbes
Boston,
in
Massaor advanced study, either In this
Council, It was announced at the
JOHN LINCOLN BAXTER of the Clau country or abroad."
chusetts.
annual meeting of the Bowdoin
of 1916. business and community leader.
Members of the Board of Over- Alumni Association Commencement
Biggar is expected to conclude
Graduating cum laude, instructor in German at Bowdoin College prior to World work toward his doctorate in Eng- seers at Bowdoin are elected to life weekendWar I *arvie* as an Army officer, hi* life lish at the University of Wisconsin. terms.
since baa been given to business snd comHohlfelder, a cum laude graduate
munity affairs of Brunswick, of Maine,
Alumni also learned that Pres.
New Trustee
and of the Nation. An Overseer of the this June, will be Teaching AssociColes has appointed five alumni to
Wldgery Thomas *2 of Yarmouth,
College sines 1941 snd s Trustee sine*
ate and a doctor of philosophy determs as Directors of the Alumni
IMS, and now Chsirmsn of the Visiting
President of the Canal National
Fur d. They are Frederick W. WilCommittee, hi* devotion to Bowdoin has gree candidate in the classics at
Bank
of
Portland,
has
been
elected
been no lass thsn his devotion to the Indiana University.
ley '17 of Pittsburgh, Pa., one year;
to the Board of Trustees at BowTown of Brunswick through fifteen consecLeach, a classics major will be
Lloyd O. Coulter '18 of Epplng,
utive years of faithful service ss Chsirdoin.
N. H., two years; Edward F. Chase
msn of the Town's Finance Committee. working for his doctorate at the
Mr. Thomas succeeds Harold L. "38 of Boston, Mass., three years;
His love for the out-of-doors took him University of Pennsylvania.
from the hustling snd bustling metropolis
Foster, an English major, plans Berry "01 of Falmouth Foreslde, who Edward F. Burr '45 of Westport.
of Brunswick
i th* halcyon verdure of
Topahsm and M-rrymeeting Bay. To list to do his graduate work at the announced his retirement last June. Conn., four years; and Wlllard B.
William D. Ireland '16 of Boston Arnold, III, '51 of Wat-rvuie, Ave
all of his reaponaihle positions in public University of Michigan.
service
snd
in
business
orgsnixations
Tow and Yuin have been awarded was elected to succeed Mr. Berry years.
would but embarrasn him: as a practical
man he has pioneer d in the food pro- the Ouy Charles Howard Scholarcessing industry, saving th* housewife's ship, established in 1958 by Miss uated cum laude this June and wil. established by
H. Moses in
burden; as a person r.f Intellectual part* Ethel L. Howard to
enable "some be a Teaching Assistant while do- 1934 and is given each year to enhe is President of the Alpha of Maine of
Phi Beta Kappa. We are proud to honor qaulifled student to take a post- ing his graduate work at the Uni- able a student to carry on postthis son who** childhood home was the graduate course In this or some versity of California in Berkeley.
graduate work in any natural sciBowdoin campus, and who*w life Is In- other country." Tow will continue
Brlggs was awarded the Galen C. ence. Brlggs is a Teaching Assistextricably intertwined with that of the
his work toward a doctorate in Moses Scholarship for the second ant at Cornell University where he
College.
philosophy at Columbia University, straight year. This scholarship was is doing graduate work in biology.

JOHN LINCOLN BAXTER

KARL LOTT RANKIN

KARL LOTT RANKIN.

United Slates
Ambassador to Yugoslavia, and adopted
son of th* State of Mains. On the move
sines hi* birth in Wisconsin, schooled in
Pennaylvsnia, his college days at th*
California Institute of Technology interrupted by World War I service in the
United State* Navy, following study In
Zurich and Heidelberg, he graduated In
Engineering tram Princeton UniCivil
versity.
After two year* as construction
superl htendsnt for N*sr Bast Relief in
the Russlsn Caucasus snd two years la
business In New Jersey, be entered s
ca rear in the United Stales Foreign Servhe ha* distinguished himice, in which
self for thirty-three years, serving in almost a dosen countries of Western and
Eastern Europe and in the Near and Par
Bast.
His demonstrated ability to handle
adroitly and competently dellcete and difficult situations has kept him constantly
in places whsrs trouble was brewed or
brewing.
Captured by the Japaneae during World War II. later front hi* post
In Cairo he handled economic relations
with Yugoslavia. He was In Greece when
Communists threatened to take control of
that fro* and Independent nation during
the post-war y*ars.
On th* mainland of
China during th* Communist revolution
there, subsequently from MCO until 1957
he bore th* burden of our relatione with
the Nationalist Chinas* Government on
Formosa, being named Ambassador In
1968.
During the thro* year* past he has
skillfully brought to our relation* with
Yugoslavia a greater mutual understanding and appreciation, thus benefiting the
stability of a troubled area.
"A man of
understanding
attain
unto wis*
shall

'

Emma

Honoris Causa

MASTER OP ARTS

while
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DOCTOR OP LAWS

Yuin has been admitted

University for graduate
international relations.
received a grant from
the Charles Carroll Everett Scholarship, awarded to men considered
"best qualified to take a postgraduate course in either this or
some other country." He was gradin

Chough has

avail

...

if

M.IMH*., ., It, I >,M I,,, M,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,!,,,

own Emerton. "For what
freedom fail."

The McKenzie Gallery
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PACE

THE BOIPDOIN ORffNT

ROTC Emblem,

CoL Ryan Shows New

Army Program At Bowdoin

Describes

SATURDAY, AUCUS-,

STUDENT COUNCIL

Fraternity Officers
Fres

Francis H. Fuller

John

V. Pres
Bee
Treas

S.

Lunt

Peter R. Standiah

John T. Sack

Mason

Pres
V. Pres

Peter S. Karofsky

Malcolm Cushing

.

.

.

.

.

L. Erskine

Anthony M. Paul
Pamle
Gerald I. Isenberg A. David
Gerald M. Coletti
Joel B. Sherman
David K. Ballard

Sec
Treas

.

....

...

Thomas

ALPHA RHO UPSILON

AD

Pratt, Sec.

Theodore S. Curtis
Stephen W. Silverman
Taneshiro Yamamoto
Regis F. Dognin
James P. Malmfeldt

Temple

....
....

Mwi<

Pres
V. Pres

Ryan

•uoo

cftii xiuu flMkCBfiftiiy strengthen
his ultimate position financially and
V. 6. Army, Artffiery. FMBAT
professionally and at the same time
fulfill his military obligation.
There are M4 colleges and uniThe typical freshman entering
versities In the United States which
Include in their
curriculum
an Bowdoin will enroll In ROTC. Every
Army Reserve Officers Training year that he spends In ROTC enCorps (ROTC) Program. Bach year ables him to acquire credit for a desome 12,000 young men from these gree of military training which may
institutions are commissioned in the later stand him in good stead.

A.

.

.

mswrtoned officers for the
ROTC

.

.

cm

Cadet Corps will
United States Army as either ReSuccessful
completion of four as its members want it to be. With Pres
serve Officers or, as in the case of years of ROTC and a baccalaureate the high type of young men that en- V. Pres.
.
about 900 of these, in the Regular degree make it possible for the in- roll in Bowdoin College as active Sec
Army as career officers. It is worthy dividual to earn, an officer's com- members it can achieve results com- Treas
of note that the ROTC has been mission in the U. 8. Army in any parable to the finest In any college.
Tor many years the source of more one of fifteen branches of service, We in the Military Science DepartDELTA
regular Army "Steers than W««t
ment. hnrx» that ovpry young man
Prea
Point.
coming to Bowdoin has given careV. Pres.

ROTC At Bowdoin
At Bowdoin the Army ROTO Program was instituted In 1980 and is
now going into Its 11th year. Since
it

was inaugurated almost 500

will

military

obligation.

We

hope that most young
advantages

specific

including

ROTC

men

officers In

the Reserve or Regular

Army

at the same time as they
successfully conclude their primary
ambition of earning a liberal arts
education and baccalaureate degree.

They thus deny themselves the
opportunities that could otherwise
theirs, and, regrettably, likewise

or.

be

deny

their country of their
needed talent and potential as
leaders.

Pres

Sec
Treas

Pres
V. Pres
8ec
.

David H. Mudani
John H. Huston
Arnold R. Rosenfeld
William^ F. Holbrook

.

.

UP8ILON
,

Autumn's Quill Editor
R« Dt>ii
Ram uuimivi
Q.swlW 'fil
I
iw i*v
ui)

announced by Col. Ryan.
such as Artillery, Engineer, Signal,
Positions Announced
Transportation,
Armor, Adjutant
General, etc. These branches represent a broad range of skills withThe QnOI announces the election
in each one of which a need exists
of Benjamin Sandler '61 to the
for the young officer of potential.
position of Editor-in-Chief for the
Selection of officers for a branch
depend on the individual's prefer- ensuing semester. Newly elected
ence, training, and the needs of to the Quill board is John Kirkpatthe Army.
rick '03. The staff of the <J«m 'will
The Army endeavors to regulate remain the same with board memIts program so that every ROTC

&

much
Army graduate

.

.

enabled

to

;

.

Deke
.

.

.

DS
KS
U
SN
TD

Jr.

—
Richard G. Sawyer
— Carl F. Frings

Continuity Dir.

Psi

Publicity Dir.

—

Librarian
James H. Bradner
Zete Senior Member-at-Large

—

Deke
Deke

.

Sec
Treas

Edward M. Fuller
Malcolm W. Braun
David W. Belka
David M. Carlisle
.

SIGMA
Pres
V. Pres

j

....

Campus

D8
KS
KS
Psl U
SN
SN

TD
TD
Ind.

BUGLE

Activities

INTERFAITH FORUM

Editors

.

.

W. Stephen Piper Business Mgr.

Pres.
V. Pres
Sec.

..... John

Treas
Chaplain

.

.

C. David Burt
A: Klrkpatrick

Sports Editor

William c. Whit
Frederick B. Jordan

.

Robert D. Burnett
Stevens W. Hilyard

John W. Ooldkrand
Roger A. Pompeo

.

.

.

ORIENT

POLITICAL

.

.

Pres

Wayne H. Smith
Elliot

William B. Skelton
Richard H. Seavey

THETA DELTA CHI
Pres

David A. Corslni

V. Pres.
Sec.

.....

Treas

.

.

.

.....

.......

....
.

.

.

.

BOARD OF PROCTORS

.

.

Anthony

S.

Barr

John W. Bradford
Joseph S. Gordon
Peter A. Hanson
Nell K. McElroy
John P. Ossolinski

Maine Hall
John C. Cummlngs
George R. Del Prete

Hyde Hall
Thomas

Peter C. Haskell
Junior Mem.-at-Large
Philip B. Austin

Pres

Editor

.

Jonathan
.

Fund

at the present tone amount
to about $2,000, and it is hoped that
eventually the Fund will reach at
least $25,000 through contribution*
from interested alumni and friends
of the College.
Professor Copeland, a member of
the Class of 1904 at Harvard, from
which he also received master of
science and doctor of philosophy
degrees. Joined the Bowdoin Faculty
in the fall of 1908 as Instructor In
Biology. The following year he was
promoted to the rank of assistant
professor, and in 1910 he became
Professor of Biology. After this unusually swift rise to a professorship. Dr. Copeland in 1936 was appointed Josiah Little Professor of
Natural science, a position he held
until his retirement In 1947.

Arrangements

Paul

J.

David

F.

Pres

Christopher H. Pyle

Two Bowdoin seniors were awarded prizes for character and leadership

.... Howard H. Dana
Librarian .... Nell K. McElroy

Charles J.'Finlayson
F. Prince

Donald

College's
exercises.

155th

and active Christian," and Richard

character.

Snow
King

"IHI

I,,

visit

IMIMim|£M

MMMII

Ill*

AH Kinds

Fresh Fruit

.

Lunch

Clayton's

Room
142

Maine

Street,

Committees

Just off the campus

ROTC

.

.
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5-2601
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by adequate planning and determln-

the young officer will be advanced

KING'S BARBER

SHOP

As In The Past

It

Is

Hoped

That You Will Bring Your Decorating
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Problems To The

Bowdoin's

Favorite

Barber

Sherwin

-

Williams

Company

of Brunswick where they wiH be solved.

Six

~ Barbers — Six

MAINE

Italian

STREET,

BRUNSWICK

Food Shop

The King Of Pizzas

NEW LOCATION -

31

MILL STREET

As a

college sophomore, you're "Airing the mid-point.

Halfway through college- halfway through Army ROTO.
Now you face a major decision: Are the gold ban of a
Second lieutenant worth two additional years of study
in advanced ROTC?
That question m yours "to answer now—"before you
register for your junior year. As you explore the facts,
carefully weigh the traditional responsibilities and rewaida
of serviaj; as an Army officer...

FOR TAKE OUT SERVICE
TELEPHONE PA 5-2093

bilitiea

ciples

FREE DELIVERY

mUa To n
of an Army

1. f iwafrtonofi iii i w Uh

I

,

officer,

isei the command responslyou apply the leadership prin-

absorbed during advanced ROTC training.

executive potential grows sa

And youi

you gather leadership

experi-

ence. That's why employer* often prefer men
'mnrissiotied offkMas. Time men already
'

mas

have proven

iweh. la every organization, greater respon-

i mean greater rewards Thus the traditional
responi and prestige of an Army officer at*
matched by
material advantages. For example, if you plan to marry
officer's salary can be a distinct
advantage.
married 2nd Lieutenant earns a minimum of
•SW.68 par month— plus substantial fringe benefits.
.

—a *ft*5 tyenation —an
A

Need mete information! Check with the rinlsawji of Military Science and Tactics at your college or university.
Hell be glad to discuss your decision with you.

•Lost year, 14,436 sophomores answered "yet" to this quettion^and entered advanced

MMIMiaftl

who served as

capacity to ehniildsK executive responsibility.
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Pipes and Tobacco of

For a snack or an entire meal

Com-

H. Downes was awarded the Lucien
Scholarship as "that
the Senior Class, who
during his college course, by example and Influence has shown the
highest qualities of conduct snd

KENNEBEC FRUIT CO.

Robert W. Ferrell

Asst. Lib

James E. Arntz
William A. Kruse
Kan W. Westberg

ZETA PSI

the

Manager

fulfill

ROTC

at

mencement

Douglass M. Corson was awarded
the
Col.
William
Henry Owen
Premium as the "student recognised
by his fellows as a humble, earnest,

William S. Barr
Ronald F. Cole

V. Pres

Moore Hall

of
be

Character, Leadership

GLEE CLUB

Coleman Hall
Gerard O. Haviland

Will

Awards At Commenceme

Galanti
E.

Fund

at a later date.

Corson, Dowries Receive

DEMOCRATS
Richard

for definite ui»e

the Income from the

made

i

YOUNG
Floyd B. Barbour
Francis H. Fuller Pres
John A. Klrkpatrick V. Pres
James G. Watson 8e

L. Erskine

C.

Richard H. Thalheimer

.... Benjamin S. Sandler

Board

Magee
MacDonald

Granville D.
.

Dr. Man ton Copeland, Professor
Emeritus of Biology at the College,
h?s been honored by the establish nr.ent of the
Manton Copeland
Scholarship Fund.
Contributions and pledges to the

Howe Prize
member of

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
V. Pres.
Sec.-Treas.

QUILL

Appleton Hail
Richard Cornell
D. Michael Coughlin

.

.

F. Antolini

William

Winthrop Hall
Malcolm W. Brawn
James W. Dunn

.

Theodore R. Richards

Nil

Samuel W.

gee
Treas

.

Jr.

David C. McLean
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W. Stephen Piper
News Editor Sidney W. Woollacott
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Treas
Andrew H. Kilgour
close to it that he feels reasonably nounced was
the winner of the Quill
The entire college curriculum Is satisfied. In other words, he is given
prise, Roger Skilllngs '60. The award
carefully planned and programmed the opportunity to select
branch of
so that ROTC fits smoothly and service, time of reporting, and period Is given each year to that student
conveniently into ordinary college of active service. The Army
whose
published works show the
comes
activities. The fact Is that the
close to conforming to the individ- most
CLASS OF 1961
promise. Skilllngs received
at Bowdoin Includes among Its stu- ual's preferences in
Pres
most cases.
Louis 8. Asekoff
the award for his contribution of a
dents an impressive number of athV. Pres.
Value of
John C. Cummlngs
letic team members, campus and
short
story.
The Army ROTC program tt a
Sec
Lawrence C. Blckford
fraternity leaders, Dean's Hat stu- sound one and a vital
one. It proved
dents, and high award winners.
its worth in World War
when
Some consider that the ROTC thousands of ROTC graduates augis not in keeping with their prin- mented
the Regular Army and Naciple objective of being a doctor or tional Guard
officers corps to form
a lawyer, and rule it out without the base upon which our victorious
~tw>
taking the time to thoroughly ex- Army repidly grew. Again
during
amine all the facts. It has develop- Korea, the system proved its
worth.
ed that ROTC has actually en- Speed of mobilization is of
Hear Ye! Htur Yr!
the eshanced and complemented the stu- sence. Today more than ever before
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
dent's efforts in these directions by the Nation requires
Th t Stowe House
vigorous, imagvirtue of the training received and inative,
capable,
college- trained
Maine's Finest Historic inn
the added income earned while in young men in its Army
in positions
Main Sp«r Tap Room
the Advanced Course and/or after of leadership as well
tS FEDERAL STREET
as the ability
BRUNSWICK. MAINK
graduation when the student is in to mobilize them rapidly.
It looks
an appropriate branch of the Army to the ROTC to fill these
positions.
as a reserve officer. The ftudent In the event of full
mobilization,
is

Jr.

Francis M. Thomas
8herwood D. Silliman III
Jonathan Story III
Donald F. Prince

Beta
Chi Psi

.

KAPPA SIGMA

Treas.

....

.

Robert W. Kaschub
Stephen E. Hays
Lawrence M. Llpphian
Edward M. Kaplan

V. Pres

TV*

Wm%ITI

DlGirolatno

DELTA SIGMA

V. Pres.

should

for a well rounded college education or, as a matter of fact, for an
alternate career In a
profession
that has as its heritage the very
finest in National tradition and hon-

Sec
Treas

Pres

service

S.

David K. Ballard
Richard B. Hatheway
William C. Isaacs
David W. Luce

.

PSI

case, these officers are filling an
essential role in challenging and
Important work in their Nation's

The young man entering college
make it his business to inquire in great detail about Ktrix;
in all fairness to himself. Many
have false and preconceived notions about ROTC which cause them
to ignore the possibilities it offers

Frank

KAPPA EPSILON

will see

to themselves in
as part of their

college work; that they will thus fix
their future course; that they will
then go on through four successful
years in the program, lending to
their own development as they go,
and leave college as commissioned

ofin

have been commissioned
the Army Reserve and have served
or are serving their country in a
variety of officer assignments either
in the United States or overseas.
Some of these officers have already
advanced to positions of considerable responsibility. Most of course
return to their civilian careers once
their service of either two years or
six months, has elapsed. In either
ficers
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h
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wiukuns
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A

Wesleyan
Amherst

1

8
i6

Colby
Bates

A

ture.
Second-year man came up
with top showing* In Just about
But it was
every Bowdoln sport.
the performance of a pair of talented seniors which was mainly rebetter-than-exthe
sponsible far
pec ted record chalked up by Coach
Danny MacFay den's Polar Bear
baseball team.

Swenasn

was the
team captain, southpaw pitcher Bob
batterymate
Swenson,
and
hi*
Appropriately enough.

It

throughout much of the season,
catcher Bob Kennedy, who provided
the punch and the nre to boost
the Bowdoln club to a 10-7 mark,
Pre-season figuring indicated that
the Polar Bears might finish below
the
mark, but the pitching
and field leadership of Swenson
h

MO

^J^ ^

~1* I hfl iSS2J ,£ ^tl
.*J?f
JSSLi^J
needed
for
better season.

Captain Swenson appeared In 13
of the team's 17 games, both as a
starter and relief man, and racked
up a record of six victories and two
losses against the toughest competitlon on the Bowdoln schedule. During 61 innings of pitching he allowed 44 hits and 19 earned runs
for a 2.79 earned run average and

In one game be allowed
three men to reach In the first inning and picked all three of them off
first base!

Leg/
"^

If!

H

Brewster

a 360 batting average and a .614
slugging average. He also displayed
one of the best throwing arms
among all the teams on the Bowdoin schedule, both from behind
the plate and from the centerfield
position he played some of the
season,
in addition to his good hitting
and slugging averages, Kennedy
drove in 30 runs, an average of one
every time he connected safely,
struck out only four times in 57
official trips to the plate, walked
15 times, stole four bases, and scored

Thus he was on

15 runs himself.

base almost half the time, not counting the times he reached on errors.
Aif this combined with good speed
Prompted at
?n Jhe 1. b»*P aths h,
least three major league clubs to
offer the husky Reading, Mass.. natlve a contract,
Swenson was an economics major
and plan* a career in the Insurance

M

business.
He will make his home
In Hartford, Conn., where he will

CAPTAINS OF THE

1960

FALL TEAMS

M

lead the
e r er team, while
Mark Youman* la captain of the creas-country squad, and Charley Ftnlayson and Gerry Haviland have been elected to co-eaptain the foathall

George Glover and Lassie Dvdas

will

Nov.

1

Wesleyan

8

Lowell
Bates
Brandels
Colby

13
14
21

16
29
I

The sports banquet on May 34
ended the athletic season and at

For Spring Campaign
The spring

athletic campaign closed with very creditable results. Suffering only one defeat against nine
victories,

Coach Bob Dunham and

tennis champs swept the State
Series title for team, singles, and
ri^uhie* vi?. w under trie leftdersh!**
of captain-elect John Wyman '62.
Wyman won the singles title by
defeating Woody Silliman '62, number two man for Bowdoln. Sailing
also had a 9-1 record, and took the
Informal Maine championship as

Oct

time 167 spring athletes reNov.
ceived their letters or numerals. Dr.
Daniel P. Hanley, presently in Home
with the Olympic team, was masOct.
ter of ceremonies.
Oct.
The overall record of the 1969- Oct.
this

167 Receive Awards

60 varsity teams was 59-56-3, giving
a .512 win percentage
a marked
improvement over 1958-59's .308 percentage.

—

tota

......

Miller For

Lone
° Water SafetyJ
^ Promoting

coach of swimming at Bowdoln College, June
South Hanson, Mass., received one of the hlgh-

Miller, veteran

Camp Kiwanee

in

A
A
A

Bates
Colby

H

Colby

Rents

,

Hill

.

.

.

).

•

.

man

honors which can be paid a
connected with swimming and

10-day National Red Cross Aquatic
School, Miller was presented "The
International Order of toe Golden
Whale" and was Inducted into the

A

3

est

life-saving activities.
In a special ceremony held at the

H
H
H

Babson

28

dLb

Bowdoin Swim Coach

Commodore

Longfellow

Society's

Lifasaving Hall of Fame.
in receiving the award, he Joined
a select few who have been recognized by the Society for their pioneering work with the Red Cross in
promoting water safety through

Freshman S*ccer
Hebron .... pending

H
A

lifesaving activities.

Varsity Cross-country
8 Amherst
15

»

Williams
Bates

4

Vermont

7

New

Nov.
Nov.

Oct.
Awards were mace as follows:
VARSITY BASEBALL IJCTTKBS: Pat»r Oct.

Inscription

H
H

The award is a 12x16 certificate
and reads as follows: 'The Commodore Longfellow Society, recog'

A
H

Englands

.

.

nizlng that

Boston

Freshman Cross-Country
14 Hebron
18 Lincoln Academy
.

Alan A. Butchman '(V. DaJohn W. Condon 'SO.
'si, JamvH W. Dunn
'61, Growe D. Eotin '60. Fred B. Hili '62,
Robert S. Kennedy 'SO, Kichard t. Leaman 'SI, Dexter P. Hone '62, Richard
H. Mor«e '««, Olenn R
SaunnVr*. '42,
Newton S. Stowell "62 Robert H. Swenson '60; Lawrence C. Bickford '61. Mgr.
BarithoHx

^»V
Vai

•

Praises

is at

varsity.

Banquet Ends Year;

'

Red Cross
Bob

Varsity Soccer
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

-

"•-

H

Maine

4

|r>kX
&->>

H

Maine

S EST": :::!:" J

Nov.

his best
of three varsity seasons with the
Polar Bears, banging the ball for

If

\V

J^/
^59^

circles.

Kennedy
Kennedy came up with

ILJp

\\

ff
II

I

clla

'

rreshman rootb»n

Much has been said this year conearning the fine performance* of a
host of good sophomore athletes
In the Bowdoln College sports pic-
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Sports Schedule
Fall -1960

.

H
H

Coach Robert B.

Miller, as

SaftaTa

,

be counsels one

of his

swimmers.

'Si.

vid 11
Csrliala '(1.
J-Win ('. <'umm l ntc»

vLt,

Athletics Director Morrell Spells Out
Opportunities, Requirements For Frosh

Sinn*

£K

82: a- 9
Ttophy
a
Oct. 15-18 Coast Guard
By Malcolm E. Morrell
be employed.
At Bowdoln he has
... A
Director of Athletics
Oct.
been president of Chi Psi fraternity well.
16 Maine Championship A
VARSITY BASEBALL NUMERALS:
During the college year, Bowdoln
and his fraternity's representative
22 Sloop Champ. Elim. A
The baseball squr.d, under Coach Robert E. Corvl '61. Robert A. Prteatly Oct.
struck out 49 opponents. The lanky on the Campus Chest Committee. Dan FacPayden, concluded the sea- '62. David m. stern '••
Oct.
23 Dartmouth
A nag sixteen intercollegiate sports,
southpaw experienced some control
are not eligible for varFreshmen
Kennedy, a government major, is son with a much improved 10-7 recFRESHMAN BASEBALL NUMERALS: F. Prince 60. Carl h »t,ith '6o. Robert
dlfficulty at times and walked 42 waiting on the major league offers ord.
«ity teams at Bowdoln but there
In its first season as an offi- Andrew A. Allen. Steven H. Crabtree,
C
MerUn » * 2
men during the season, but he before making final plans for next clal varsity sntrt, the lacrosse team Hubert G. Dowlinit, Pater R. Finn. Robert wiiiiarn A. vvidrner '61.
are freshman teams in each of the
Ford, Peter T. Kilieore. Joaeph H. Mcmanaged to get out of much of the year. In addition to his baseball broke even, 3-3. Golf was more Knne.
slxteen sports which have competivarsity
lacrosse
numerals
John M. Merrill, Frank A. Nicolal.
trouble generated by wildness with prowess, he has won letters as a disappointing with a 3-7 tally, while Bruce E. Parker, Charles R. Shea, Ed- Frank 8. DiGiroiamo 62. Donald n. Par- tion with schools and other colone of the trickiest pickoff motions halfback in football and has won the track team won over three ward L. SnaldinK, Roderic A. Stevenson, kcr '62. Richard f. Baal '63, Mar.
i e ge
freshman teams. FaU sports
KE HMA
Howard Van Nasi, William O. Veitche.
LA.CRi? 8 ^ E „ Nl M £H A L? Include football, soccer, cross counIn New England collegiate baseball numerals in hockey.
teams and lost to four.
i £
S Abbott,
i?L A.
William C. Whit, William T. Flint '62, John
H.
Pau Berte Paul II
j
i«,
Bnxieur. William f. BruickschT Lawr.nc. trv tmA sailingMiir.
VARSITY LACROSSE LETTERS: Mi- J. Hickey, Frank s. Janas, Gerald KrasRequirements
E
ll
R
chael J. Abrahams '60, tfohn F. Adams
student * "V"™* *> at "
t[
j l?\
fc:i%: 1
'«:;, K. Barton '60, RoberV J. Bertholf '62.

....

'

It".

'

'

men

of great achieve-

ment deserve
ammmmmt***:*...

nelds for baseball, soccer, lacrosse,

touch football, softball and practice
nelds for football, as well as a field
house with locker and shower rooms.
Other athletic units Include: Whittier Field
and field house, with
grandstand and bleachers for spec-

public honor to insure
that their work not be taken anonymously Into the ranks of progress
and their distinction lost, hereby
ftwarri« o>!nnyx!or£ Robert Miller
for his outstanding contribution to
humanity hi the fields of aquatics
and lifesaving The International
Order of the Golden Whale and
Inducts him into the Society's Lifesaving Hall of Fame."
In a letter to the College, James
J. Tattersall, Director of Training
for the American
National Red
Cross, said: "All of the former recipients are well-known in their

field and it is recognized that the
receipt of this award is the highest
recognition that can be given to
an individual by his colleagues. NaSargent Gymnasium, Hyde
turally, I do not have to explain
..
« ,,.,
*,
Building and the skating arena.
why Bob Miller Is getting the award.
Tne college owns a cabin and His pioneer work with the Red Cross
,a d
New
* ad
and his outstanding work in the
fTrV ? ^."V
f
Nio£ tend classes in physical education llVe ua*in. Tins is one of the best field of aquatics have brought him
Pad- three days each week during his sa»ln8 areas in New England for nationwide recognition. We merely

tutors, (the college track and varslty football field are located at

Whlttier)

— Curtis Swimming

Pool,
Athletic

!

.

i

-

View Motel

Cook's Island

And

M. Cleaves '62, W. James Cunn'62.
David F. Evans '62, David
Kernald '62, Charles J. Finlayson '61.
Gerard E. Francoeur '62, Edward M. Fuller '60.
Sheldon F. Goldthwait '60, W.
Kimball Greeley '62, F. William Green
'61. Robert L. Hohlfeldax
M. David H.
Mudarrl '61. Allen H. Prince °62. Donald
Craix

inuham

MODERN TWENTY UNIT MOTEL OVERLOOKING CASCO BAY
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yd
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four semesters In college or small boats.
Ro^rt^^„.V.
Goe«. Henry r. Vanetti.
to participate In a supervised sports
Intramural sports are organized
varsity tennis LETTERS! Geonte program. Some credit will be given under the White Key on an lnterM. uaviaco. c. Warren Devereux 12, i„ r narttolnatlnn I~ RnTr A*w
fWArnitw "«•f~»j».~.t»~
KosU sr>rl the
--— -~ «... ..
usin.ni,
«• c —
— * — —--«———
-vc.^..^
(Please turn to ^"
nare hi
The following requirements in teams use all of the athletic facillPhyslcal Education must be met lies In season,
by every student
Physical Education is organized as
1. Participation
for at least one a regular department of the Colseason in a supervised varsity sport. lege with its members on the fac2. Demonstration
of a "playing ulty and its program controlled by
knowledge" of some sport such as the College. This program is an
tennis, golf, or swimming.
integrated one of physical education
3. Sufficient competence in swim- activities,
Photo Supplies
intramural sports, and
ming to satisfy the minimum tests Intercollegiate athletic contests unformulated by the Department.
der the supervision of the same
Hallmark Greeting Cards

R.

Lobster House

™o^% Mason
&X

w

—

Shop

The

Contemporary Cards
3-7780
146

MAINE STREET

BRUNSWICK

wish to acknowledge his wonderful
contribution."
82 Tears At Bowdom
Miiier has been at Bowdoln since

a—

Facilities
athletic facilities

staff

are

out-

standing at Bowdoln.
There are
over thirty acres of beautiful playing fields and the college owns as
much more land that may be developed
as
needed.
Located at
Plckard Field are the tennis courts,

members.

The

1928,

when he was appointed In-

structor in Physical Training.

competition. Though he has never
achieved his amuition or winning
the New England Championship, his
teams captured second place In the
NEISA Meet three times, in 1947,
department 1950, and 1952, and came in third

is a part of the total college
in 1948.
Appropriations for athletic
While at Bowdoln, Bob has coachpurposes are made by the Govern- ed
five
all-American swimmers.
ing Boards and receipts from all They were Harold White In 1939,
sources are paid over to the Bur- Doug Hill and Bob McGrath
In
sar's office as a part of total Col- 1950, Bob Plourde In
1958, and Bob
lege Income.
Arwezon In 1954.

budget

budget.
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• Automatic Pin Setters
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New Snack

• League

And

Bar
Individual Bowling

• Fall Leagues Begin In September
BE
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SAVE!

Since

he became swimming coach In 1935.
swimming teams have chalked
up a fine record of 98 victories as
compared with 61 defeats In dual
his

MILL OUTLET BOWLING
CORP.

PA 9-9602 Cabot Street
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CoBegc Radio Station

Mr. Wilder Announces

History, Opportunities,
reeehrt bis Phi), tram
verattjr this

Purdue

Financial Aid Figures,

TJni-

And Achievements Given

August.

graduating with honor*
WBOR, the Bowdoln Collage
from Perm state, he served there as radio station needs very little by
• graduate teaching assistant for way of introduction. It was estabtwo yean, and then as Operation* lished in 1949 with funds from the
Manager of radio station WHWL, Class of 1934, whose representative
ilanttcoae. Pennsylvania for one on campus Is Malcolm h. Morrell of
year. Then, he went
to Purdue, the Athletic Department.
It was
whore he was an Instructor in speech an AM station until the spring of
1968. when PCO restrictions forced
and a graduate fellow.
Mr. Petrte Is married and has a a switch to the current FM frequency of 91.1 megacycle*.
With
six-year-old child.
its new and professional equipment,
Mr. and Mrs. Petrte will move to
Is one of the most modern
Brunswick In early September. He
and
respected college stations in
will assume his duties with the
the country.
Department of English at the beOne of the main Jobs which
ginning of the academic year on
has
store for It next year
Monday, September 19.
Is the retention of the present high
level of broadcasting while expandGerman
ing
the
programming
activities. The
Smith,
president
of
Frederick 8.
the Bowdoln chapter of Alpha Tau station will try to cover all onOmega in 1968-59, will be an in- campus events, athletics and "specials"
both
by
on-the-spot
pick-ups
structor in German. While at Bowdoln, be was a Dean's list student and by a complete and accurate reand James Bowdoln Scholar, and porting of campus news at scheduled
times.
In
addition,
remote
broadactive In the Masque and Gown.
casts will include the major away
In 1969 he attended the Middle- games of all three seasons,
and an
bury College Summer School, and up-to-the-minute news analysis
will
Johannes keep Bowdoln
attended
last year he
men well abreast of
Gutenberg University in Germany. the Important events
In the na-

PM

Alter

WBOR

m

WBOR

Orientation is a period of transformation and change for the fresh-

men. It I* a six week stretch of
learning to meet and adapt to new
situations and people with an increasingly mature attitude. During
this time he will learn the songs
and lore of the college. Its rules
and regulations, and the "reasonswhy" It is consistently rated as one
of the best of the better small New
England colleges. The efficiency of
prominence
its administration, the
and excellence of Its faculty and

—

teaching standards, snd finally
the
but most Important of all
strong desire snd enthusiasm of the
college student body for academic
achievement; these are the things
that have made Bowdoln so well
known and respected as an educa-

—

tional

institution.

Student Adviser*

The evenings

of

Monday

the 19th

and Wednesday the 31st have been
set aside for the freshmen to have
meetings with their house advisors.
will be
discussed. Including the summer

At this time many things

reeding, college life in general, curriculum requirement* and how best
to meet them. Also tutorial systems
International sphere.
can
be arranged for anyone who
The
tape recorder Is one
Robert J. Toft of Houston, Texas,
thinks he might need help in a
of the most active in the entire
will serve ss Instructor In biology
course of prospective difficulty. The
area, and provides a wide field of
in the absence of Prof. James M.
house
advisors are interested proMoulton, who will be on leave of endeavor for budding sound en- fessors from the faculty.
gineers.
The station handles most
absenoe next year. Mr. Toft was
In addition, a trained guidance
graduated cum laude from Beloit of the recording chores on campus, counsellor, Dean Allen, is always
CW«scos5*n) College In 1999. snd and will continue to do so in the sv&i!ab£s for consul^y^111 ir* Benthen received his M.A. degree in coming year. An example of
taping is to be heard on the brand- ister Hail."
1967 and his PhD. last May from
Snoofcersaod Meetings
new Glee Club record, which will
the Rice institute in Houston.
Tuesday evening at 7:90, in the
be available sometime this summer,
member of Sigma XI, Mr. Toft and which has some of the highest Moulton Union Lounge, the freshwas a graduate assistant and fel- quality tones of any recording, men are introduced to most of the
low at Rice from 1966 through last either custom- or mass-produced, different activities on campus at an
informal smoker. At this meeting of
Mag. He is currently Graduate Re- on the market now.
search Assistant on an Atomic enthe freshmen, representative officers
Ptag For
from all the various extra-curricular
ergy Commission Grant with Dr.
As
staffed solely by
is
of
Rice
Institute.
Roy V. Talmage
students of the College, it neeos organisations on campus give short
Married and the father of a two- constant replenishment after each informative
speeches
describing
year-old child, Mr. Toft is par- graduating class leaves.
Further- their activity and its function.
Freshmen are urged not only to atticularly interested in contemporary more, as members
of the station like
and Renaissance literature.
to think that there are people listen- tend this meeting, but to think carelike
to
ing to them when they program, it fully where they would
English
spend their extra time, and to be
ia necessary for there to be s numenthusisstic in whatever they deAndrew J. Von Handy, who re- ber of
receivers on campus. The
ceived his B.A. from Niagara Uni- more radios on campus, the wider cide to take up. It is far better to
versity in 1964 and his M.A from will be the programming scope of Join one, or two organisations and
Cornell In 1967, will teach freshman the station. It would be v<ry help- make a significant contribution to It,
than to Join many in a haphazard
English next year. The winner of ful for
if Incoming freshseveral prises while at Niagara and men will keep both things in mind, and foolish manner, profiting little
Cornell, he served as s teaching as- and with their help, Bowdoln-on- . . . . and certainly not deriving
sistant at Cornell during 1907-69.
Radio will remain the College's "your time's worth" from the ex-

Meg*

and

tional

WBOR

wbok

A

WBOR

WBOR

Head

Facts Of Coining Year
Approximately 398 members of the
undergraduate body at Brvdout
College wBI this Fall be receiving
financial assistance to the form of
scholarship grants, according to
Philip 8. Wilder, Director of Student Aid.

Thornton Wilder's

Oar Town, heads the

9168,476 In direct grant*
and 996375 in supplementary loans.
Many men, of course, will hot find it
necessary to avail themselves of the

include

loans which have been offered them.
Awards made to the freshmen include $49,850 In grant* and 111,975
Several freshmen have
to loan*.
also been offered Bursary employment.
Many student* not receiving
grants already have college loan*
and many additional loan* will be
made as college opens. Students
who ere in need of loan assistance
should see Mr. Wilder.
The Student Aid Office in Rhodes
Hall wttl be open from 9:00 ant. to
1:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,
throughout the academic year, with
Mrs. Paul O. Darling In charge. All
undergraduates interested in employment on the campus or elsewhere in Brunswick should see Mrs.
Darling at their earliest opportunity.

March

Drapeau's Pharmacy
Brunswick's exclusive agency for
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Other Musical Feature*
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Smeteriln,
are concerts by Jan

Polish pianist, Nov. 4, and the Curtls String Quartet on Nov. 31. at

rmotMn

whteh "»« «*"•

«•" «*-

laborate to the Shostakovich Piano

Quintet. Richard Dyer-Bennett will

™»

•»«» » «»Wt <"> A Prtl »•
annual Interfraternity Sing Contest
.

is

.....
listed for

.

,.

April

,„
12

.

and
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fessors.

Sport* Awards

man

'SS, Richard
'SI, John

8. Stuart '62.

BILL'S
Silll-

Peter

W/man 'SS.
VARSITY TENNIS NUMERALS)

Travia

Featuring 3 Minute Phwa

W.

K.

Ste-

Italian Spaghetti

Hot Fastroml

— Ravioli

— Steaks and Chops — Regwtar Dion***

BOWDOIN MENS. FAVORITE RESTAURANT
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9-9596
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Staging with the Boston "Pops''„
11 is the last concert aa the
season ends with the annual bual-_..
mM,tlrur come
com* Ma
Mav *»•
IS
"*** meeun

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Athletic Supplies

ORIENT

»

«$ on May

magna earn laude from Amherst College in 1943 and also holds
ft
master of arts and doctor of phil- Alan l. Schin.r. jaaaea H. Biadner, jr..
T
osophy degrees from Harvard Uni- *«
V
versity, where he served aa a de- R i2"?«o.
*£?.
H
partmental assltant. He taught at
3:
Amherst for two years before Join- Robert
c. wheian '«. Chariea G. Win*
ing he Bowdoln Faculty.
He is a member of Phi Beta "vARSiTT bailing numkrals: Fred
U,
"
COU
Kappa, the American Historical Schu%r a. '2L£T*. *•
""
Association, the Mississippi Valley
freshman sailing NUMERALS!
Historical Assoclaton, and the Am- William E. Chapman. Charlca P. Emererican Assoclaton of University Pro- .on. Robert H. Pace. John W. Payaon.

rarTranc^^an^S^n

4
1250

270
500

The

-origio.1-
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Premium Hot Dogs
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Pulaski, Buffalo, and Cleveland before It ends to Syracuse on March
A third baby tour will take the
group to Lasell Junior College and
Weston On April 14 and 16. Returnfog from ttM AprU jfra New York
er«agement<«Kh* club will J«*ent
the annual home concert April 39.

Signs in each dorm and fraternity house indicate where to leave
laundry and dry cleaning for agent
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Miller

native of Cincinnati, Ohio, Pro- Benjamin c. Ray. m«t., 'sa.
fessor Whiteside has been a memFKKSHMAN TRACK NUMERALS Paber of the History Department at ter F. Beat. Bruce W. Free*. 8. Braley
H.
Bowdoln since 1989. He was grad- Gray HI. William H. Hlssina.
Jewell.
Bruce W. MeGrajr. Frederic 8.

SHORE DINNERS
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Youmnna

It

phen E. Tower 'SS.
FRESHMAN TENNIS NUMERALS:
the 48th Commencement play.
SUphsr. C. Ssrr.ds!!sr, Frederick C. OspeStudents interested in working land, Jr., Peter H. Groaaman, 8am A.
Ladd III. Gerald B. Levlaon. Henrlk
and wherever appropriate, eoordfn- with the Masque 4c Gown by acting, Sarlns-Llliberi.
Robert Mallory IV. Louia
ation of effort* (1) to develop the designing, producing, or technical W. SchwarU.
VARSITY GOLF LETTERS: Judeon C.
resources and services of libraries work should contact Prof. Quinby
Garriah 'SI. David P. Humphrey 'SI. John
and (2) to Improve relations beM. L>nn '61, William
Hueton
'CI,
Paul
H.
held
smoker
to
be
and attend the
tween American and foreign libra
W. Maeon 'li. Chariea J. Speleotia '62,
Newton S. Spurr '(1.
hi September.
rles snd archives."

BOOKSTORE
Text Books

Edward

K. Fiahar '«. Richard c. ifek 'ss. wujiam b. Gil ii.. •«
Jonathan 8. <3r«a»
t

Salt T.

TVtoaT'RobeK

A

UHTMSi

VAaUUTT TEACX

tions and persona for such purposes r and for providing leadership to

non-profit body
Incorporated
in
1966 in the District of Columbia,
with the principal objective of aiding in the solution of library problems. The Council, Whose members
also constitute its Board of Directors, maintains its office* In Washington, D. C.
The Council was established at
the instance of the Ford Foundation
with a grant of Ave million dollars, to be expended over a fiveyear period, "for the purpose of
aiding in the solution of the problems of libraries generally and ol
research libraries In particular, conducting research in, developing and
demonstrating new techniques and
methods, and disseminating through
any means the results thereof, and
for making grants to other institu-

MOULTON UNION

2,

Dr. Moulton will be on leave of
absence during the next academic
year, studying the acoustical biology
and ecology of marine fishes and invertebrate* of the Great Barrier
Reef and attending the University
of Queensland In Brisbane, Australia, under a Guggenheim Fellowship and a Pulbrlght grant.

(Continued from page 5)
scheduled, but might be substituted
for by a student-written musical. Michael N. Pollet 'SI. Sherwood D.

Schedules and Routine*
Shortly after the fall semester
Library Grant
gets under way. most freshmen begin to realize their place in the col(Ceuilnaed from page »
lege community. They organise and
schedule their time more and more
logy.
Libraries decided at a meeting a
efficiently, until they can Anally
A 1963 graduate of Antioch Col- little over a year ago that the serv- manage
their study workload, sports,
lege, Royster was awarded a mas- ices of an expert should be employand extra-curricular activities, with
ter of arts degree by Tale In 1967. ed to study possible cooperation
time to spare for rest and relaxaAs a scholarship student under among the libraries and make rec- tion. Thus
the freshman year is one
the cooperative program at Antioch, ommendations for a future course
of continual learning and adapting
he worked between 1961 and 1963 of action.
and maturing for almost every new
as a case analyst with the Wage
Bowdoln Librarian Kenneth J.
man.
Stabilization Board in Washington, Boyer, on behalf of the group, has
D. C, as a coder in the Survey Re- secured the services of Mr. Keyes
search Center at the University of Metcalf. formerly the Librarian at Metcalf a free hand in conducting
Michigan, as a statistical clerk with Harvard, who is considered to be his survey, and the member instituthe project in Human Engineering the foremost man in his field in tions are expected to study his recat Yellowsprlngs, Ohio, and as a consulting on library problems and ommendations carefully in the hope
planning aide with the City Plan- in setting up cooperative library that they will prove helpful in imning Board at Dayton, Ohio.
programs.
Mr. Metcalf will visit proving the library resources of the
State of Maine.
In 1964 and 1965 he was employed the Maine libraries included in the
The Council on Library Reassociation this summer and will
Inc.,

for 1980*61,

nual student written, directed, and
produced One-Act play contest.
The Ivy play comes May 10 and
IX. 8. N. Behrman's Second Man is

Choice."

sources,

famed play.
of Masque

It has become traditional to have
a dramatic reading between Thanksgiving and Christmas, and in alternate years the faculty present a
play. These two traditions are being
combined In one effort this year
when costumed actors will present a
chamber performance on Dec. 8. The
title has yet to be announced.
The second major production of
the year comes at Winter House
Party time, and features A Touch
Eugene O'Neill.
ef the Feet by
Showings are listed for Feb. 4 and
Student* are to charge come
9.

Sociology
Eugene C. Royster, currently completing work for a doctor of philosophy degree at Yale University, has
been appointed Instructor in Socio-

as a social worker in psychiatric
case work at Latchworth Village in then concentrate his study of their
Thetlls, N. Y.. and since 1966 he has mutual problems during a month
been a research assistant in Small in the fall.
The association has given Mr.
Oroup Research at Yale.

G

the groups fifty-eighth season. This
arena style production may be seen
to Plckard Theatre on Nov. 10 and
61 of these men are members of 11. This and the other plays will be
advisor,
Prof.
the incoming freshman class. To- directed by club
tal awards authorised for 1990-81 George H. Quinby.

by the Committee on Student Aid

li

(
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big the leave of absence of Professor Alton H. Oustafson.
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THE BOW
Academic Season Preparations
Occupy Incoming Frosh Class

was e'ected
Editor-in-Chief
of
the Bowdoln
Orient at a September 15 meeting
of the Bowdoln Publishing Com-

since 1803.

Parents of the freshmen attended
noon luncheon at the Moulton
Union,
and a freshman-faculty
luncheon was held at 1:15 pjn. In

First

Chapel

whole wlU rejoice in each of your
Individual successes, and will be
concemed over any of your Individual failures. Nineteen sixty-four is
a Class of greai promise, and there
is high promise for each member

'

" President Coles to
dent body Wednesday at the annual
convocation and first chapel servIce which officially opened the College's 150th academic year at the

Noting that the faculty
arriving at the campus

had been
from die-

who

still

re-

rapidly on the
Orient because of fine work and
extra time spent doing a good Job
The Assistant Copy Editor
better.
will be Jonathan Botelho VS.
Promotion to Business Manager

of the Brunswick
Record and printer of the college
newspaper. The schedule Is alined
at reducing printing costs of the
Orient, which alone was over 97,000
for the last volume year,
Definite rules concerning deadHnes and accuracy of news and

have

Reorganisation Of Structure

been established.

It

—

o~~«™

ontXd

m

£

,

«

m

vertising Manager due to last year's
(more
fine record of advertising

than doubling the previous volume's
Income, for which he was awarded
the Orient prise Lst spring). Bruce
Leonard '63 and William Hlggins
'63 have both been named co-Cir-

Is

te will be successful only so long
of

The levels of edithey are the expressive goal
management and operational responsible management, and
have become more distinctly quick working, efficient staff,
outlined, thus separating — and
fonnalistlc vein.

preventing
the "mutual encroachmerit" of duties and responsibilities.
The primary purpose of tightenstructure
was to facilitate
the
tog
Robert C. Hale '04 adds his name to the list of Bowdoln men la the the implementation of a newly deand taiproved production
mstrlculauoe book as President James S. Coles looks on. John H. Half ord vised
schedule for the Orient The secni '64 awaits his turn to sign.
ondary Durpose was to establish »
better and more organised training
ground lor future ed tors and staff
tant Journeying both Intellectual the issues clear in his own mind."
directors.
Thirdly, within a system
and geographical during the past Otherwise, "all vision will be mud
c
several weeks, he went on to say, died, and passion apt to rule over °JLi. i,mI, L»
J?„ !?„„ i? t ?l S"
"Students have been wandering in reason."
KSSSS «/\w «„^?.«i
il
from equally disperse and distant
..prom your total college expertbut
to could
the
points, bot* geographical and to- ence." President Coles concluded,
SSJurtic experiences
worktop
tellectual. These student excursions ..yo U can gain the tublimities and
the Orient become more^nd
probably have been even more dls- subtleties on which you can never
more meaiunKiul^
U nXe^eartv
8
Unt and disperse than the excur- object ,ely be examine,
You are ap^xTmateS "profc^onaT rSwlsions of the Faculty, at least to
an Institution where this is ap- paper work.
certain directions of Imaginative predated.
Tour professors tn?m
ranglngs."
selves have seen these things, to
Organisation Of Operations
speaking on "Your Year at Bow- literature, art, science, and history,
A new schedule ror Orient printdoto" Dr. Coles referred to elec- and would share them with you. tog procedures has been manufactlon year Issues and counseled that This la true education, if you will tured by both the recent Editor,
"each one of us must try to keep work for it."
Stephen Piper, and the newly named

went to Robert Haggerty "62 after
freshman service to the circulation

and sophomore apprenticestaff,
ship to the business staff. Richard
Pulslfer '63, Will remain as Ad-

ized that these conditions unwhlch the newspaper must op-

torial
stalls

Monday through Wed-

"Whether or not you have yet
discovered it, one of the distinctive
features of Bowdoln is that each
student Is an individual, and Is
treated as such. The College as a

'02,

man who advanced

superintendent

Structural reorganisation in the
paper has. In general, taken a more

Smith Auditorium and Cleaveland

attended various meetings before
the opening of classes on Thursday.

Stephen Piper

Changes Announced

Positions,

Editor-in-Chief, David McLean, in
collaboration with Mr. Jerry Wilkes,

mains an active member of the
Publishing Company, McLean's aptpolntment is the culmination of
three years service on the Orient
staff.
During the same meeting sports articles, pictures, "dummy"
McLean was elected to the board page proofs, and advertisements, as
of the Bowdoln Publishing Com- well as distributive timing both to
pany.
campus and the local post of-

the Hyde Athletic Building following addresses by President James 8.
Cotes and Dean Nathaniel C. KenAt
drlck In the Plckard Theater.
3 p.m. President Cole* and other
officers of the College conducted a
ThePlckard
Parents' Forum In the
ater. President and Mrs. Coles then
held an Informal reception following the forum.
From 3:00 to 4:15 the freshmen
split Into groups to attend three
panels on liberal arts at Bowdoln In

freshmen registered,
underwent a testing program, and

In succeeding last year's «Mi-

pany,
tor,

'61

<uMBrJ< 6

61 Elected Orient Editor-in-Chief

Other Staff
David C. McLean

a

Hall. From
the
Doidajr,

McLean

8MBJBJ

Two hundred and eighteen student* neve enrolled at Bowdoln this
yew, the lKth group to matriculate

hen

ORIENT

VteDNESDAY, SETOMtifcft H,~7960

VOLUME XC

culation Managers for the present
year due to excellent service on last
semester's staff.

a

Poatuens Announced
Although many men ^^ continue
^tir original staff positions,
,o me „, the staff directors and manlament editors are newly appotatby McLean. Frederick Makln
win
Kaiar Managing editor.
This is Makln's fourth year on the
orient; one year on
news staff
a reporter, and two years on the
^toriai board. Many Orient read•* axe tooktog forward to seeing
Makln's summer professional newsP* P*.r ex erienc « at work In this
P
y *= r * V0,Ume '„
,„ worked on
Spencer C Hunti '03
"* c?py sUktI *La freshman; and
Uutorlal Board"*!.
sophomore year. Now in his Junior
year, Hunt has been promoted to

Editor

«

$

staff as

^

with the Brief yearbook.
In the spring of his sophomore
year his experience earned him a
promotion to Assistant Editor. In
the early fall of his Junior year he
rose to Associate Editor and was
given a position on the ooi tonal
Board of the Orient; to the winter
he was again promoted to Managing Editor and remained on the

^

„

McLean

David McLean Joined the Orient
a news reporter his freshman year, having had only occasional writing experience to a private school newspaper, the Choate
News, and some compositional ad-

^

vertising

_

Editorial

&&"<££%

Board as one of

its

senior

members.

Presently, McLean Is Editor-innamed Editor of the Bowdoln
Chief of the Orient, is chairman of
Managing
Editor because of his ORIENT. He leaves the position of Managing Editor to assume the res- the Board of Editors, and is a newly
M u
"^T i,,
experience,
exceptional ponsibilitles of Chairman of the Board of Editors, and ORIENT represen- elected representative to the Bowwd 'or "^ consc' "8 time UMrt In the Bowdoln Publishing Company.
doto Publishing Company. Concur"^l"
"*
rently, he
Senlor-Member-at* volume
* P*ontis
able J^J?™
publication year.
Large on the Executive Board of
John Ooidkrand "62 has worked
WBOR, the college radio station.
on the sports staff and served as $10.00 Orient price at the annual when organized and enthusiastic tol- Previous to this he held the Execu-

m

David C. McLean

'61,

was

recently

m

1

;

Ceremony Marks Captain Wallace

•ports Editor on the Orient For spring banquet for the best written
both his experience in newspaper story. WooUacott's Assistant News
composition and ehthuslssttc service Editor will be Alphonse Czyzewskl
South
to the paper, he has now been raised '64.
Editors' Note: Because of the considerable Interest shown In the quesDavid Wollstadt '63 Jumped from
to Assistant Editor.
tion of the Commons, Vote No. 75 of the Governing Boards, as voted on
Lot year's Assistant News Edi- sports and news staff reporter In
There
was an informal office cere- War
In the South Pacific. He
Jane 10, 1060, Is published below. This vote was made available by mony Wednesday, September 31
In was discharged from the Army af- tor, 81dney Woollacott '63. Is the his freshman year to Sports Editor
Pre*. Cotes.
Rhodes Hall to honor of Captain ter the war to the grade of first newly appointed News Editor. He this year. Wollstadt* work on the
Wallace J. Leahey, Assistant Pro- lieutenant to the Transportation *• noted for his service to last year's paper is an example of how rapid
fessor of Military Science at Bow- Corps and returned to Maine to volume, and was the winner of the advancement can be with the Orient
In the Board of Trustees of Bowdoln College
doln College.
complete his formal education at
Captain Leahey departed
June 10, 1960
for
bSSSTS
Voted that the Report of the Committee on the size of the Col- Korea on Sunday, September 36, afInitiates
be, and It here- ter three years as Assistant PMS at ter standout performances aa
lege to the Governing Boards dated June 1960
Bowdoln. Following the office cere- tackle on the Bates football team.
by is, accepted and approved.
mony. Captain Leahey Joined his
A career Army officer, Captain
associates to the Bowdoln Reserve Leahey returned to active service
*r •» 'okd
j.*"?**"?
1.
That tha -contemplated Increase In student enrollment Officers Training Corps Cadre at during the Korean conflict and
Jr°.un
n^S,"
arJ^^irri
3
1 3
should be accofhmodated by construction of additional dor- the Stowe House for dinner.
been In the active Army sine*
!
1. almost complete^
mitory space for approximately 150; and of central dining
HTta^rnar^e^to^TorrnerS
structural^ steel stor- for aJWJMOO Project tesutente
! * Vediaton. first attended the Unlver- 0. Limosanl of Lewlston. and they an x
facilities designed for a •possible capacity of 300.
t
faculties
service
the
and
centralise
age building to provide for machln7.
That provision should be made in the new facilities for sity of Maine to 1943 His educa- have one son Michael one 18 Mr«
ery and equipment storage for the of Bowdoln College Superintendent
tlon was interrupted to 19^3 when
attractive lounges and social spaee, designed for group rather
Athletic Department and seasonal of Grounds and Buildings John
Leahey ta
is
than mass use and with consideration to the several utilization he entered the United States Army. Lewteton while Captata ^aaey
early
last
month,
Or0UIl<te and Build- Brush announced
f
He saw overseas service in World serving
ne
aervtaTln
Korea,
In Korea.
plans under discussion.
-The accelerated growth of the
partment
3.
That at this time the Senior Commons Plan is designated
The 4600 square feet building will College over the past 10 years with
new bttUdas the most poomlslng proposal for the future undergraduate
*e used to store such items as snow expanding
organization, with the suggestion that flexibility as to roomfences, winter steps, and snow plows
ing choice and program be given consideration; and that the
to the summer; lawn mowers, roll- tlvlty throughout the campus makes
decision to adopt this or any other alternative proposal for
den hose in the winter; It.essential that Grounds and^ullders, and (
use of the dormitory and dining facilities shall be submitted
and bedding, furniture, signs, and tags service activities now
ta several areas around the ^... K -=
to the Governing Boards for final approval before action is
other equipment not in us*.
taken.
BetaTbolted together, the build- be combined and placed under one
and moved
ing can be
Sent to the Board of Overseers for agreement.
should later college expansion neces- penter Shop^ said Mr. Brush.
8/ William H. Farrar, Secretary
sltate finding a new location for
The proposed project will unite
storage. It has been built on Grove the existing Carpenter Shop with
In the Board of Overseers of Bowdoln College,
Street, bordering the Plckard Field a modern paint shop linked with
Read and agreed to
tennis court*.
the ROTC armory. It will include
a/Thomas P. Riley, Secretary
The construction of the building, a central stockroom, replacing sevM
erected by thr. \uburn Steel Erec- eral remotely scattered smaller stor|
tion Compary. r..U free sufficient age areas, offering more efficient
space
the Plckard Fleldhouse to handling of Janitor supplies, special
provide for a trainer's flrst-ald room tools, and spare parts, and will inat the field. It will consolidate and elude relocation of the plumbing
centralise the Storage of many Items and electrical shop now operating
now scattered through dormitory from crampad quarters In the basebasements and nearby garages and
President Colen spoke Monday instituted and the design of the
barns.
(Continued on page 4)
evening with Student Council rep- buildings.
The council voted to have Preslresentatlves at the first regular
meetlng of the council. The preel- dent George DelPrete appoint a
dent made the unprecedented ap- committee of three to be available
Pictured above are the four commanding officers of the Bowdoln
pearance In order to clarify his for meetings with the faculty comown position and the position of mlttee which the president will ap- ROTC Cadre at a ban voyage party for Capt. Leahey at the Stowe House,
Ryan, Captain
the Governing Boards on the mat- point shortly. The members of this They are from left to right, Lieutenant Colonel Edward
Wallaee
J. Leahey, Major Duncan D. (lore, and Robert M. Garrison.
Tom
Manclni,
ter of expanded rooming and eat- committee are Frank
»
tog facilities. He outlined briefly the Ersklne, and Fran Fuller. They will
course of events regarding the Com- provide liaison between the commlt3. Orientation committee of Counmons In the past year, mentioning tees of the faculty and Governing
AJ>. Pledges) (17)
Anderson, Roger E.
that he had not participated to the Boards, and the Council and stu- cil mailed letters to all freshmen
Brlcker, B. Dennis
Conklto, William Wright
concerning the opening week and
deliberations of the committee of dent body.
Buckland, Charles F.
Crane, Sanford L.
the fraternity system.
Riot Discussed
the Governing Boards and that he
Curtis, Timothy T.
Filoon,
Fred
M.
3. The Orientation committee with
Action to be taken as a result of
had had little contact with the FacDeMarco, Richard F.
Pitta, David W.
ulty Committee on Implementation reprisals on Bowdoln Freshmen by the faculty orientation committee
Glanopoulos, Chiistos J.
Frazier,
John
W.
by
Walter
Christie
of the Increase to the site of the Brunswick police, dogs and tear gas planned the freshman activities for
Handal, Donald 'J.
On the night of Friday. Sept. 33, Hamlen, Devens H.
College except In those cases where was discussed. Head Cheerleader Ly- the first week arranged and superLang, Jeffrey M.
Ince, Michael R.
the committee had questions for man Cousins called in for consults- vised a meeting of the rushing cries of "On to the Cumberland
Mack, Richard D.
Kay, Stafford
tlon recommended that each house chairmen to evaluate this year's rose from a mass of students en
him.
Martini, Joseph Peter Jr.
C
r
>P
The president went on to describe representative convey these two sug- rushing and college orientation per- route to the Dean's house to bring E^u'
Napolitano, Michael A. Jr.
^rdV wT
news of expected victory over Tufts. Magher, Craig F.
the action taken by the Governing gestions to the members of his fra- lod.
Nllsson, Bruce E.
Oliver,
cr
Thomas
WI,
W.
1
."'
4. The Council Orientation com- As traditional, the group was pre- XIV
Boards last spring. The votes he ternity. 1. Stay behind the band and
. w
S*
Gsterhout, Robert C. O.
Bto Jo1
conducted
the
activities domlnantly
freshmen,
interlaced
spoke of are quoted verbatim else- off the mall during rally parades, mlttee
Ostrander, Arthur E.
Racine, Philip N.
with "rabble rousing" sophomores.
where to the paper but In essence, 2. Disperse on campus property fol- smoker.
Smith, Thomas P.
6- The Chairman of the OrientsCongregating on the corner of Scherer, John O.
these votes approved a Commons, lowing the rally. It was noted, howTarbell, Joseph E.
Committee, Francis Fuller, Maine and the Bath Road, the Scott. Malcolm D.
designated the Senior Commons as ever, by one Council member that tlon
Tom,
Thomas N.
Stoddard, Frederick
1
J. Jr.
"at present the most promising" but "you couldn't really keep anyone spoke In the second regular chapel crowd developed Into a mob despite Sffl^y^/Zff?
"J'
Week, Thomas L,
**
r Jr
'
reserved the final decision on the from flicking out after the rally If on the opportunities and responsl- futile attempts of the cheerleaders
to disperse it.
use of the commons building for a they wanted to." The riot apparent- blUtles of the Bowdoln frechmen.
Chi Pal Pledges (28)
AJLTJ. Pledgee (13)
of the
With mounting hostility, the plun6. Steve Piper, err tr man
Aguilera, Frank E.
later meeting. The president thank- ly started when an acorn slipped
committee,
reported
his derers screamed through town to Cohen, David M.
Bayer. David L.
ed the Council for Its part ta the from the paws of a campus squirrel lecture
rnr^Mimr^V^ a
discussions of last year and express- and landed on the roof of a squad progress towards finding a speaker the doors of the Cumberland The- F~Tnfc^if!^^ ,
Blegen. John C.
Frank, Robert S. Jr.
Farley, William F.
ed bis hopes that the Council would car. Henceforth any group of more for the Council sponsored lectures a ter, only to be met by four police Gideon.
men and a snarling dog However Oodard. Victor O.
Gee, Richard C.
ate fit to appoint a committee to ad- than five students venturing beyond to come later to the year.
Roger R.
T. The Council approved the elec- Bowdoln snarled back,
vise committees of the faculty and the laundromat will be gassed If the
Horton, William H.
and the vie"m,!??"
tlon of Lyman Couataa to the posi- lous beast scampered, tall dragging,
Loxsom, Frederick
governing boards as the matters of wind Is right.
The Council determined, partially tlon of head cheerleader.
to the darkness of a nearby alley.
group use and design of the comLutsk, Bruce M.
»£».£
a
as a result of Friday night's disturb8. The Council selected the James
Nevertheless, the strong arm of JS!!!. «J22 i? •?'»
Markey, Sanford P.
mons are considered.
Day student response the law forced "America's Future
ance, to appoint a representative to Bowdoln
Met*. Charles E.
Pelletler, Lawrence L. Jr.
8t»dent Report
the Town of Brunswick ta order to speaker.
Leaders" to the corner, diagonally
Morle, O. Glen
Sahr. Leonard H.
across from the theater.
Morrow, Wayne L.
Former chairman of the expan- help promote better understanding
,„,.
Silverman, Harry L.
Several
several
slon committee, Francis Fuller, re- between the students and the townsattempts
Papacosma,
8. Victor
were
made
to Streetman, Ashley, Jr.
NOTICE: To all members
»bers of the
re-organize,
plying for the Council stated that people. Dick Snow of Brunswick was
Phillips, Charles
but
dogmatic
policemen
body, the faculty, and the
from the beginnings of discussion appointed to establish diplomatic
Rets, James F.
A.T.O. Pledges (18)
the College, the
(Continued on page 2)
student participants had
realised relations and serve aa liaison man ORIENT and It's staff offer printRayan,
H.
Allen
_
Alexander, Donald O.
.
their duty to help Implement what- between the council and the Town log spaee
Rounsvllle, Sherman H. Jr.
made available, serious »....„»«.„...«.„»..„.„.„...„„......„.>,„„„„.„,„, Beach, Lawrence W.
ever decision the Boards reached. He of Brunswick,
Ward, John R.
lanesaatsllm, and terhnteal help
Butler, Howard N.
said that he hoped the Council
Weinlk, Douglas B.
Ceenell Record
to anyone interested In sabmltting
Announcement of ORIENT Pab- Clarke, Ralph T.
would select a committee to eon1. George Glover of the orienteWesterbeke, William
arttetes or anpliaWhaliiil columns to Ueatlon dates:
Farquharson, Robert M.
tribute to further discussions eon- tlon committee wrote ORIENT arOsUBNT pualieatteiia.
Gale, Kenneth X.
September
23
DJKJS. Pl edgee (15)
cernlng the type of commons to be tide on orientation.
Hansen, Philip H. HI
October
8
Christie, Walter R.
Kenshaw, David A.
13
Codner, J. Stephen
Huntsman, Jeffrey P.
Elliott, Bruce
Steinmann, Derick O.
28
Swing, John L.
Stock. Jonathan C.
November
4
Hale, Robert C.
Stone. Ralph 9.
18
Lockwood, Thomas P.
Swan. Philip L.
December
Lowe.
7
Charles A.
Massachusetts
72 Rhode Island .
8 Hawaii
.
Walker, David C.
Nelson, David M.
14
Maine
46 New Hampshire
8 Kentucky . .
Welwood, John H.
January
Noyes, John M.
11
New York
3d Ohio
4 Maryland
.
Zlltasky, Joseph W.
February
Pettenglu,
Richard L.
3
Connecticut
13 Delaware .
3 Texas
Phlnney. Robert
New Jersey
14 Virginia
(It)
3 Virgin Islands
Pennsylvania
11
2 Wisconsin . .
Edwin C.
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Russwurm

writing to the Bugle yearbook. In
addition to his scholarship, McLean

Expansion And Modernization Program Owen Carter Jr.
,
*
hM
™
t,w EE^mi^
AmVCS At
BOWdOin
«"??»
1* OWWUUIII

—

Board's Decision

tiative Is combined with capable
«vV Board oosltlorisTf "continuity
and responsibly accurate reporting. Director and Publicity Director McSports Editor came to the
^ alf0 a member of' the
staff with previous experience as
y 0Un8 Republicans Club
Sports Editor and Editor-in-Chief
inhis freshman year McLean
of his own high school paper. Wollwag piedge-klng to the freshman
stadt's Assistant Sports Editor will
clags f his fraternity Delta Kappa
be Leonard Lee "«2.
Epsllon, played on the f*eshman
Frank de la Fe '63, as this year's Football Team, fired on the Varsity
Copy Editor, was another fresh- Iimt Temm and was a member of
the Rifle Club. As a sophomore he
was a member of the Sailing Club;
Scholar
and as a Junior he contributed some

The new

m

Explained

President Coles

A

.

.

,

213 Freshmen Pledged
As Orientation Begins

Police Use Dog And

Tear Gas At "Riot"

.

has held several campus Jobs such

.

a, the

first

John Brown Russwurm

scholar.

"a^

from

last June,

K^ntu^ State

had he not been

™ Ke^Uw

„.

"onal

CoUege

expelled.

M

through the Na-

Scholaramp^eS and

u

for NegrQ stude J,
carter son of a Cincinnati minigter, was very active to student affairs while at Kentucky He was
both president of the student government and director of the stu-

dent unlon committee. A member
^Urna Phi Alpha he was also
aaSOcla te editor of his fraternity
maeazlne Carter was also on the
newspaper and yearbook .-taffs and
ot

a very ac tive member of the sociology cluD Despite his tremendous effort to outside activities, he maintained a "B" average in his courses.

High School Career
At Newport High School to Kentucky, Carter was one of three Negroes to receive diplomas ta the
first Integrated class. In a murical
festival held to 1955 under the direction of Dr. George F. Koueger of
the University of Indiana, he was
the only Negro member to a 1000
voice chorus selected from ail of
the state's high schools.
The Initiative for the Russwurm
Scholarship came from a group of
undergraduates at Bowdoln, who
realized that the best approach to

Em
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E

U

Class Of '64 Geographical Distribution
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Valley Child

W.B.O.R.-F.M.. the College radio
station, will feature the one-act
play Hill Child, Valley Child by
Francis Fuller VI,
The play will
be heard Monday, October 3, at
8:00 p.m. on the program "BUI Lan»

non Presents."
Cast

.
Blackberry
Joanne min
Wilkes
:.ill Child
wmiam Lannon -05
Sid Wollacott '61
Valley Child
Directed for radio by Lannon
CnUd, Valley Child
8nd ° uuer >
lng
w "* *»* P u
e
Ql^m
198° ^*ue of tne B * 00 " 1 **u»U.

.

Hm

^^i^

Another

of

Fuller's

The

plays,

Bright Red Sign, won first prize In
the college one-act play contest last
semester.

Alpha Tau Omega
Tops Fraternity-

Grade Standings
Results

Of

Scholastic

Fraternity

Standings for the Second Semester
1059-1900.

Members
Alpha Tau Omega
Independents
Alpha Rho Upsllon
Chi Psl
Beta Theta PI

3.560

38

2549

Delta Sigma
Zeta Psl
Psl Upsllon

2.313

23
68
49
68
65
87
70
80
69
63
70
64

Delta

2.517
2.459

2334
2279

2.178
2.158
2.157
2.149
3.070
Epsllon 1.977

Kappa

772
3
7

•pedals
Inactive

782
All Fraternity Average
All College Average

2.244
2.253

Results of the Freshman Fraternity Standings for the second se-

Owen

Carter,

Jr.,

this year's

mester 1988-1960.

ncmbcri

W

.

Overs Play

-

M

uEL

WBOR

Hill Child,

Theta Delta Chi
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Alpha Delta Phi

'

-

^^

,

Carte^
sociology major, hopes to
Qualify for his degree at Bowdoln
'
_
»

'

am "•""" ?

as chapel monitor, Onion waiter,
and Is a waiter In his house. McLean, a philosophy major at Bowis
contemplating graduate

doin,
Owen L. Carter Jr.. expelled last study.
May from Kentucky State College
because of hi. participation In nonSolent protests against segregaxian. has entered Bowdoln College
.

rights controversy was a
practical one. They began to raise
funds for a scholarship to be given
to worthy Negro students, who
would otherwise be unable to at-

the

civil

Aloha Tau Omega
Alpha Rho Upsllon
Alpha Delta Phi
Independents
Delta Sigma
Zeta Pat
Pi Upsllon

Stems Nu
Chi Psl
Beta Theta PI
Drive SaeeeaaM
Not only did students and facul- Theta Delta Chi
Delta Kappa Bpstton
ty of Bowdoln contribute, but persons outside the college as well. Kappa Sigma
Deerlng High School of Portland
and Brunswick High School held
tend college.

tag days, and residents of
the
Brunswick community gave generously to the cause. The goal of
82000 was soon realised.

(Con tin ued en page

6)

2583

15

3318.

22

3273
3218
3210

19

3.167
3.133
3.116
3.000
1.987
1.966
1

900

1.900

Jnaative

Fraternity

19

6
18
14
17
13
15

23
20
18

214
1

Members

All College Fresh Ave.
All Fraternttj Fresh. Ave.

215
3.139
2.136

v
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Bctttor,

dollari.

This letter is In reference to the
lobbying oflort which was made on
behalf of the fraternities in the
spring of 1«50 in the Maine State
Legislature.
Aa you will probably
recall, a bill was Introduced by Rep.
Jerome a. Plante (D-Old Orchard
Beach and Assistant Minority Lead-

a Junior was one of nine mathematics students throughout the United
wtapru* awards from the
f*?*?*
Perhaps you yourself Society of Actuaries for ranking
highest on the Society's
y • General
to help lobby. The Orient SffS L
*»«"»»"* IE
EwminaUon.

to

help.

would like
might arouse people from their In-

be at Bowdoin for
a meeting of class agents on October 7, 8 and 9.
I could therefore
help the new lobbyists overcome
er). This bill would exempt frater- gom, of the problems which
I ennities from property and real estate countered.
I could tell them who
taxation thereby saving the frater- to see and something about the polinltle* $13,000 annually. The lobby- tical situation
ing attempt failed that year. How„ y<m wUn to 0oamm
prQ .
ever, the result Indicated that the
Wrtte
me X
bill might eventually pass.
We re- be
JifS
glad to help you in any way that
ceived a split committee report
I can.
which neither favored nor opposed
Sincerely yours.
it.
The bill was then defeated in
the House by an 80-40 vote. But the
Alfred K. Schretter '59
Senate refused to let it die. This
Apartment 15A
indicates that the Senate would
370 Riverside Drive
have passed it. At the time oi its
New York », New York
defeat, observers said that if it had
been more tactfully handled politic- Dear Editor,
I shall

activity.

^

"

?

??"L

New

Orient Policy

the decided opinion of the Orient's new Board of
Editors that the newspaper for Bowdoin College
the oldest
continuously published college newspaper in the United States
It

is

—

—

shall undergo, a new "face-lifting operation."
In the past,
the paper has faithfully kept the student body and all other
interested parties accurately informed as to the goings on around

campus.

coming

It has reported sports and news events,
attractions from plays to visiting personages,

ally,

it

.

It might be a good idea to remind
your readers that there is

These mistakes could bs correct-

to in addition to the College station,
is
at 94.9 Mc.

PM*

ZSTmSSL ^'itafiSS
WMTW-PM,

previewed ed during the next session of the This
legislature.
The Maine Legislature They

.

organization, feel; however, that the philosophy behind news-

bring this before the Student

play good music all day and
night, and have some of the best
news coverage. Certainly the commercial
stations in the area
have little to offer, and
sets are
readily available and cheap at the
Moulton Union,
does Very.

AM

FM

WMTW

little

advertising, so

In

in.

some

instances, the editorial

column

will give the Orient's

A

some

know about

Sincerely,
Dean A. Allen

Coun-

T

chiefs.

Ij

°7T

A

mathematics major and a

Rho

ber of Alplia

Siigubers

By David
"Political Viewpoints,"

most important

the

won

hi cross country,
track, and was a mem-

and

tne olee

issue in th>s

is "what do you. think
campaign ?

is

divided into two distinct areasr domestic policy and foreign
In the first group/ one of the most difficult and most
important is that' of the farm problem and what to do with the
surplus farm products.
In. the area of foreign policy, the conclusion of the peace with Germany is a very important problem.
policy.

However,

1 do not believe that there is a single overriding issue
campaign.
William Whiteside, Assistant Professor of History: Foreign
polioy in- general and the United Nations situation in particular.
America needs a more vigorous foreign policy. The U.S.S.R.
has been allowed to take the initiative, and consequently the
prestige of the United States has fallen.
Some way must also
be found for the United Nations to cope with international crisis

in this

Congo

such as the present

situation.

President James S. Coles:

be many

Up

to

now

there

do not seem

differences between the two parties,

and for this
most important issue.
Hopefully, the coming television debates between Mr. Nixon
and Sen. Kennedy will bring the issues into focus. I would say,
however, that the religion of the candidates is not *,n issue.
Ted Curtis. '62: Because it affects most citizens of. the
United States and other countries, the future course of American
foreign policy is of vital concern to the world and should be the
most important LtTsI in the Presidential election.
to

reason

it

is

very

difficult to specify the

positions enunciated

by each candidate

held

in the

be closely examined by the Ameriaccomplishments as well! as
While Kennedy and Johnson have had some

in the light of past

present promises.

experience in Senate legislation affecting foreign policy, neither
has had the background of service in the administration of that

numerals

b6r

run weekly in this spot

of foreign policy ought to

In addition to
attainments, be has

sailing,

will

Ernst Helfnreich, Professor of History and Political Science: There are many important questions, which seem to be

can electorate

far.

his scholastic

which

istration, and. student political -groups,

-

semester thus

Wollstadt

until the election, November 8th, is an attempt to present campusaopinion on the important issues of; the campaign- Trie kickoff question this week, asked of members of the faculty, admin-

The

mem-

Upsilon fraternity

Bowdoin, Sampson it a National
Merit Scholar and a James Bowdoin
Solioiar and h** ^en n*"* tolhe
Dean's List at the College every
at

policy of which the Republican ticket can rightfully boast.

tough campaign

"It'a a.

Under Communist pressure both Nixon and Lodge have
and strength. While not failing to pursue
any possibility for a true peace, the Republican team is experisupposedly high mental calibre should be able to realize the enced enough not to. be fooled by Russian promises or overnecessity of both the preservation of peace and
order within a whelmed by Kremlin threats.
and *•>—-** of Bowdoin'. staying on the better
Dave King, '62: The relentless advance of communism
side of the focal constabulary's disposition
and not to an- since World War 11 is, I believe, fundamental to any- discussion
^
»-,
taaonize
lago
UIe «
it tooltsnijs,
foolinf.lv Wr
for w.»k
tf-~*
„i
With no real effort, reprisals on party of "over-riding issues" in the current political campaign. Foreign
/
week-ends could be quite painful.
policy should then be the vital area of concern.
u, e nt L_-, .jj. •* j. <«^._ ,u
q_ *"
il
Wa
otfter wde °* ,tn* ience *• P°"«e
Since foreign policy is, by virtue both of the Constitution
h«ve every right
to -enter this campus if the quelling of' a threatened
or actual and of tradition, largely within the province of the chief execudisturbance
w»
tl;
-u
i i.
«
,,MurP anc* of
»°nie .„,.
sort warrants
°* mnmm
it.
This is not illegal
by any tive, it is imperative that the nation have a strong President.
'* w °r tradition in tfnV country, as is
generally believed. But Both candidates would,- V believe, sincerely attempt to assume
/•
in tfris in«t»nr«
„„!;•.«. ...
t
r
m9tanca iKthe P™»»
"
««• °fc excessive force
(»n the form this role.
ot

c hib

during the

problem—-I

can't think of anything !« preatise the yet******

cs**csi«c

'~

acted, with integrity

ITTfr

'

•

i

<

,—

•

•..

i_

;

of billy-club, dpg. and tear gas. maneuvers)
It appears to me however that one candidate would be
appears, to have
K
u. ^,„j:»;
e<»„ k.
vnn j „,!»_»
be
°e»°nd
what ftike
conditjon. warranted.
unable to do so. In brief, my reasoning is as follows: any politiGiven the position, temper, and. general humor of the cal realist must concede that the next Congress will be a Demo;

«

,

.

gathering.

uW police eonlrl

probably have effected their purooso
and simplex fashion, had. they ( ) inm.e<ue*ely procurred the addition oh the Dean's presence
his house being
of some a mere 300 yards up Maine Street, and (2) with the aid of the
Deati, walk among the pmnabsh group with a firm
but non-vio.
lent separating p rfi awd farSV Bore* akin tp that
used at- Newport.
R. 1. this summer (which was under completely different
conditions) was not only an unnecessary show of police muscle
flexing, but also it was an ineffectual and' poor
demonstration, at
in

Commons

his dog.
"Dirty Copper" pennies were pitched toward the ruffled police. Then
the trooper, having temporarily lost
control of his temper, charged at
his tormentors with "club-a-fiying."
Remaeslng. students hurled aeons
at the enraged policemen. In defense the police hurled two tear gas
bombs onto the campus lawn. At
first there were disbelievers In the
power of science, but as the teeis of
truth emerged from their eyes, Bowdoin admitted defeat.
However, Bowdoin's defeat was
short-lived, for the wind direction
changed and sent police and townspeople reaching for their handker-

Sampson gained added distinction
by being the only undergraduate attending a small liberal arts college
among the nine prise winners. He
and seven others won awards of
100.

J™!

it

an

easier

1

"Riot" Falsely Labeled

point of view on areas of interest to the college. But in the future, readers of the Orient will find series of articles, weekly col-

ir,

of the stu-

who might be

interested wont
unless you tell them.
You may want' to add sometlting
to this, but I think it to one of the
functions of the college newspaper
to call students' attention to Such
advantage, in the area.

dents

paper production, is not limited to empirical fact. Rather, it is
part 3, where careful reading will show that
the duty and responsibility of a newspaper to its readers to go
dimension has already been approved.

beyond the narrow confines of mere factual information; it
should also measure the relative merits of things and idea* in
areas of wide interest, and to assess the values to be found there-

^

ever, because of tardy lobbying and
because of political factors, the bill
failed

and it has meets every two years. This issue
vocalized student opinion on various college matters.
How- must be presented in every session
if it to aver to pass.
If one session
ever, it is now felt that the Orient has a larger responsibility
to goes by without it, no opportunity
fulfill to the student body, the faculty, and the
College as a will arise in future years. The Interes* in the Mil to very high. These
whole.
are several influential newspapers
The Orient, is not a high school newspaper; neither is it supporting it. Mr. William T.
an amateurish production for dilettantes. If is a business organ- Johnson to willing to devote a great
deal of his time to it. Several Psi
ization, which operates on a present budget of $18,500.
Func- U* and Deans who will support it
tionally, thir organization is devoted to informing the college occupy influential positions in the
House and in the Senate. The time
community. This is our pirmary objective
and this we will
I am therefore requesting you to
do to the best- of. our ability. We, the policy makers of this
.

-

How-

might have passed.

of Portland,

and see whether another effort
can be made. There must be mem
bers of the Council who would like
cil

'63

REPRESENTS!) FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
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It

Sampson

Schuyler 8.
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Political Viewpoints
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forced the crowd out into Maine,
Street As in a dirge, Bowdoin students, blocking traffic in both directions, sauntered up the street.
At Railroad Track*
They halted at the railroad tracks,
where a feeble attempt to lower the
cross-gates suffered the indignity of
total failure. During the melee, only
one vehicle, a Volkswagen, managed
to penetrate the crowd. In the process, however, the ear gained an
extra passenger on its front fender.
Police then launched an aggressive
attack which drove Bowdoin back to
the Intersection of Maine and the
Bath Road. Again traffic was halted
with the exception of a staunch
Maine* trucker.
Bowdoin 's "Last Stand" took place
in the sanctuary of the campue just
beyond the said intersection. Constant jeers caused bad feelings between the slanderers and a newly
arrived State trooper. When asked,
he would not divulge the name of

8

EDITOE-IN-CHIEF
David Cameron McLean

1960
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SO-CALLED RIOT

Cops Take Gas As Dog Takes Charge

Since when have football rallies turned into riots requiring
umns, and original as well as reprinted monographs dealing the police use of billy clubs and tear gas? The term riot, of Note:
of capricious
course, is not really applicable tq last Friday's incident in Brunsof Friday, Sent; J», die
with problems and' questions of total community interest and
wick, involving Bowdoin students, as a riot implies a crowd
Brunswick were
application.
matter.
Watch for the Orient to increase the scope of its coverage. ill-disposed toward violent and destructive actions. Since this
was. not really the basic temper or disposition of the group inTraditionally rated as a "conservative newsletter, or newsvolved, the case presented against Bowdoin students by certain,
sheet,
the Orient- will, in many ways, remain conservative in
overly news-anxious newspapers and radio stations in Portland
its treatment of presentation.
However, a new liberalizing policy is going to make more space available to those students, and Boston is incorrect and a hastily poor interpretation of the
circumstances and human behavior involved.
professors, and members of the administration whose intellectual
There was no riot, or really what could be termed "riotous,
ideas and philosophies have as yet remained unheard on canv
behavior," other than slight prankish heckling, and an occapus
a ridiculous and' shameless waste of human intelligence
sional
acorn or two lightly chucked. This is not to say that the
and capability.
students had- any right to march into downtown Brunswick on
In attempting to do what we think will better the college
Wednesdar and Saturday
newspaper, we ate at all times open to helpful suggestions and a busy Friday, shopping night in a noisy fashion, although this
THE TERRACE
has been done in previous yean at the first football rally in good
contributions.
In faet, we on the Orient are going to count' on
Second Majcr Hit!
your help to make the paper you read more meaningful to your taste and without any trouble cr incident. But apparently this
"Son of Robinboed''
interests and for your benefit.
We urge all students, professors, year the new freshmen found themselves less able to resist the
Ctaaaasaae**,— Cetar.
and administrators who are approached by Orient men for writ- temptations of a few irresponsible leaders and an. excited mobocracy
of
the
moment;
Saaaara.— PrU-Sat. OaUa.
It waa thought that the Class of '64-hsd'
TfcM
ten contributions and opinions to take their place in the college
IWUMn* Baa Storycommunity as responsible citizens and cheerfully provide for not only the intellectual and athletic promise to become good
representativesof
the
Collage,
"The
but
also
Raider"
the more mature and
the mutual benefit of everyone.
They will appreciate your

—

Even granted this Democratic Congress may
co-operate with a Republican chief executive in presenting a

cratic Congress.

"united* front" to the rest of die world, this

same Democratic

will not (as evidenced, by the past six years) be put
such areas as federal aid to education, national health insurance! civil rights, etc.'— matters which are termed domestic,

Congress
off in

on which the strength of our nation and therefore the vitalof our foreign polioy ultimately rests. Conflicts, presidential
and perhaps everr political stalemate t— in short negawould be the result, despite the sure attive government
tempts on- the part- of both sides to arrive by compromise at
conditions on the evening
Given this result a Republican
consistent governm e ntal a ct io n
of
president would clearly be hamstrung in any attempt- to assert
b>a
of tearful foreign
leadership
leadership on either the foreign or domestic scenes.'
but
ity

vetoes,

—

.

—

Regardless
est

and

of.

one's partisan preference, the national, interworld continues to dictate- that

that of the rest of the

positive progressive action

be taken.

Positive, progressive ac-

i

hi

it.
ntt

i

tion

can: be taken- only provided a Democratic President

elected to
ca' car*

work with

no laager afford the luxury of

political schizophrenia.

—
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Ameri-

die inevitable Democratic Congress.
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Fixtures
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Plumbing

Alain Car*

"THE LOVERS"
A

Supplies

Darias Ptttare Par AaaKal

DuPont Paints

sup-

port
ing

and

its

active interest in the Orient

a good

newspaper do-

responsible attitudes and deportment of men,
of gentlemen.

The
group

Boards Vote For Commons
As some

and more

espe-

have reached the Orient office questioning
(August 28) pf President Coles'
June 1 I th Commencement dinner speech regarding the Commons proposal before the Governing Boards of the College, the
Orient has reprinted for our readers' benefit the official vote of
the Boards (see p. I).
Special attention should be drawn to

general heckling

towards

the

local

and disorganized demeanor of
and state officials were not

THE LAST DAYS OF

the
ac-

community within which

it

makes

its

home.
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Students of a

letters

the published interpretation

Jail*
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tions contributing to the best interest of either the College or

the

PLUS

Sunday and

cially,

best for the College.
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POLAR
BEARINGS

Gush

Nine Lettermen Brighten Omtoslk

Rollins; up 409 yards on
the
ground, a powerful Tufts combine
Bowdoin's gridiron opener
with a. 38-0 romp at Whlttler Field
last Saturday.
The expected close contest never
materialized as the Jumbomen took,
the opening kickoff and drove 60
yards in eight plays, with flashy
halfback Ron Deveaux skirting 19
yards around left end for the touch,
down.
After that the Polar Bears could

termen, and the loss of only three,
fine defensive play of halfback John
the Polar Bears will be fielding and
understudy to Jack Cummings last experienced eleven.
Among the returning lettermen
year,, was given additional opportunity against the Jumbos beare Dudas, s junior center forward;
cause of Cummings' recent injuries.
He did his job well, sev- Olorer, a senior inside left; Paul
Constantino,
outside
left;
Jack
eral time* dragging the entire center of the Tufts line with him
Sack, Inside right; John Clapp, outfor several yards before going down. LaCasse, playing his first side right; Pred RoJlinson, right
halfback", Bverett Strong, left halfvarsity encounter as a sophomore, saved the rout from being
back; Stew Piper, right fullback;
even more lopsided than it was with several superlative tackles and Steve Hler, goalie.

Panteleakos,

At

least

neither get their offense or their
defense functioning properly, while
Tufts both ran through and passed
over the Bowdoin defenses almost at
will, scoring on runs of 1, 37. 12, and
9 yards and a neat 32-yard pass
play.

Even the highly-touted Polar Bear

—

'

" ^'

»—

'

line was completely outplayed by
their Tufts counterparts, who consistently stopped Bowdoin rushing

Bacbman

Soccer Coach Bruce

once he crossed

His* Haass
High hopes have also been placed
his tackle.
several sophomores this year inThe other group that stood out for Bowdoin last Saturday in
cluding Rick Copeland, Prank Ntco«w» and they shone no less than Panteleakos, LaCasse, and the lal, and Dave Mens. Larry Miller, a
center halfback, is out
Tufts backfieid
was the band. While their marching was. sophomore
for the season because of a hernia.
not so precise that it could not stand improvement, the music
Two other men challenging the

I

M-—

i

T

i

U S'

'

«*

attempts and smothered would-be

Five Harrier Lettermen
Will

Halfbacks Deveaux and Ron MoLucas were standouts far the Jumcombining for three touchdowns

Face Amherst

bos,

and 2£T yards

ing encounter.

.

band

— and

lousy football teams.

So far
While the band uled with

games

schedseveral dates still open.
Last years- season ended with a
record of Ave wins, two losses, and
eight

are

In 12 carries apiece.

Quarterback Dave Adriglan and
Duncan McDonald, fullback, also
fared well In the Elephants' open-

Led by captain "Mau-Mau" Youthey produced was of fine quality, loud- volume, and high spir- lettermen for starting positions, are mans and four other returning letAlex Ooranm, inside right, and Bob
termen, the. Bowdoin varsity cross
its.
All in all, a tremendous improvement over last year and Terwllleger. Inside left.
country
team has been preparing for
The team, which has been doing
a credit to Bowdoin College.
a considerable amount of running its first meet. with Amherst on Octhis year, seems to be in good shape. tober 8. Tpumans, and another. JunOlllies, have been running
ior,
Pete
Conch Bochman is looking for
strength in good depth on the for- well in practice and may provide a
powerful onejtwo punch for the
About eight years ago a high school in New Jersey had an ward line.

excellent

38-0

Polar Beats.

spoiled

Mike Panteleakos and the

on would-be Jumbo touchdown runs.
the entire width of the field to make

Two Tuftt sophomores participated In scoring plays on their first

*
S5& vb^"Kh^?U,?'^WOrth
"SSPl^!!?lng
^*
1

K^.
J^5.^
from

S

12 yards out

J£,

on an end run

™AT nn>NT OUT AWA*
»<•*»••« »ttempts
w the taeUe.
M•

OWB

***
-

and

quarterback Dennis. Htskey
passing to another sophomore, Paul

Harriers.
Also returning, to bolster the squad
are lettermen Eldon Craig, Phil
Boulter, and Sam Eliot, They will
be Joined by Chuck Shea, f rash star
of last year, Sid Woollacott, Ace
Jewell, Bill Higgins, Steve Ross, and

-

TuTte halfback Pete Titos (S3) skirts
Other Bowdoin men are BUI Widmer

~»"

1

^

».

,

^1™™^^^™*,

on their first
possibilities in- than last year."
Coach Prank Sabasteanski plans drive, from their own 34 In eight
plays. On third down. and six to go
announcement baa been made. an inter-class meet oa- Friday to on the Tufts' 37, Adzlglan passed to
This year's* schedule is as follows: determine the status of the team end Charles Martin for eleven yards,
Turning to the Wesleyan game, perhaps the best way to
members. He also attends a plea to
Oct. 1
at Wesleyan (12:00 Noon)
to the Bowdoin 48>
On. the next
all classes for managerial candidpredict the final senra would- h» to talcp a '«"» harr) Ionic at Oct. 8
Lowell Tech (2:00 am.)
two plays. McLucas and MacDonates.
Oct 12 Bates (2:30 p.m.)
ald carried for 10 and tea respecthe Cardinals' band.
Schedule:
Oct 14 Brandeis (2:00 pjn.)
tively down to the Bowdoin 28. Two
October
Amherst H 1:00 nlava Inter nwrnus rjwtfe „ nttntw,,.*
8
Oct. 21— at Colby (2:30 am.)
15
Williams H 12:00 around toe lefTend and^skirtadU*
Oct. 38 —at Babson (2*0 pan.)
e
29
Bates
A 11:00
at Bates (10:30 am.)
n
a 4 a
Seriously, it looks somewhat similar to the pregame fore- Oct 29
November 4
Vermont H 2:30 MSnaS1um^.ed
Nov. S
Colby. (10:00 am.)
try f or
cast of the Tufts encounter: a heavy, experienced Bowdoin line
7
New
England Meet
The freshman soccer schedule Is
extra points and Tufts led 6-0.
•Boston
The Elephants again got the ball
versus a speedy Wesleyan backfieid.
Except for two things: as follows:
JZZ
Oct 14 Hebron
after they
First, the Bowdoin line no longer looks experienced. Per- Oct. 30
a Z J£LrT^r£^
Dolby (2:30 p.m.)
their own
veaux and a pass to Martin brought
haps- the injuries to the team made the line's task more difficult Nov. 3»— at Bents Hill
First Sail Saturday;
them up to the Bowdoin 14 where
in that they had been unable to practice' together.
Perhaps «,
three aerial bids for a second score
were halted. Bowdoin was forced to
Tuftt was just very good and the Polar Bear forwards were not
Ulld SCOreDOard
t OUT Shippers BaCK
punt, and Ted Gardner got -off a
at bad as they looked.
At any rate they will have to do a
Spectators at Saturday's Football
high kick that went out of bounds
The first sailing meet of the
much. batter job if they are to contain- DeMiro, Thomas, Squat- game watched the seconds tick away son will be held at New Meadows at the Bowdoin 30. Another pitchon a new scoreboard, thanks to the Basin this Saturday wiht the Bow- out to McLucas. and Tuftt had the
rito, etc.
DeMiro, especially, likes to skirt the ends, and that generosity of the widows of the two doin varsity
team racing Colby and ball on the White 2, where he was
was where the Jumbo backs gained a good deal of their yard- allimnt nihf. gave, tVio ry^llagft ^j vlmti MinriUbury. With the. majority Of tackled nicely by LaCasse McLucas
electric scoreboard 12 years ago.
last years crews returning, the out- than went over on the next play on
According to president James '8. look for this year is optomlstic.
«,fiftt,iMmii*MhMit,m„M«»«„>Mm,.tiitH„tHi,it„,i,«,«(
Second, Tufts wizard Harry Arlanson is not coaching for Coles, the new electric scoreboard,
Heading the returning men M |,>,int*U,MII,tt,,4l,IM()M
which shows the situation op the Commodore Roger Stone. W|th
Wesleyan. Arlanson, who was said to be able, if necessary, to field at any given second of the enRoger will be Charlie Wing, Wee
find an offense or defense that made a virtue of being slow and tire game, has been erected at Whit- Commodore;
Don Logan, Rear
Grid Results
tier Field In memory of Harvey Dow Commodore, Charlie Emerson, and
inexperienced, was New England's coach of year after his jug- Gibson DQ and Adriel XT. Bird 'lft
Steve Bean. Returning crew memAmherst CI
Springfield 6
gernaut whipped all opposition except a fine Amherst team and Funds for the purchase of the score- bers are Fred Knudson, Steve Dee, Bates 21
Union 6
board were provided' by Mrs; Gib- John Payson, and Bob Whelan.
Rhode Island
Maine 7
two mid-Eastern powerhouses. It is doubtful that the Wesleyan son, who makes her home
In Locust
One of the unique meets of the Mlddlebury 6
Wealeyaa
coach will be able to make a virtue of the inexperience and Valley. N. Y., end Mrs. Bird, who* season will be the four crew sailing Tttfta 38
BOWDOIN
lives in Boston, Mass.
to be held at the
Coast Guard
Williams 20
Trinity 7
lightweight of hit forward wall.
The scoreboard is situated In the Academy. This meet will differ from
Thus, I look for Bowdoin to rebound and put salt on the same spot as the one given by Mr. the regular, meets In that there will (l,IIIMIMI,ll,ll(lllttl,,l,,«t,,l,l,M,,IMI,,,l,>t***.,,,Mll*MIII,l
U.....M..MM.I..,..
Gibson and Mr. Bird In 1948 and be a three man crew instead of the U.M....,.U,..^..~~.^
Cardinals tail to the tune of 26-14.
can be easily read from any point usual one man crew. Other meets
Bear.

There are several

cluding a playtng-coach, but no offi-

•
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*

*

cial

—
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—
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The

old scoreboard
showed remaining time by means of
a clock, while the new one Indicates
remaining time in the fashion, of
moat basketball scoreboards of today
with lighted numbers showing the
exact time left to go In each period.
In

the stands.

include:
Oct. 8-9
Oct. 15-16
Oct. 16

Oct.
Oct.

22
23

Coast Guard
Informal Maine
Championships
Coast Guard

Dartmouth

tennis or textbook

The

Dining

Past!

to Jenkins and down to the White 9 where Harra..
Milo, but to no avail as the attack, fino then took a hand-off and raced home for the final tally, making
stalled and time ran out.
favor of the
»t officially 38-0
Second Halt
visitors with 4:20 remaining In the

m

At the beginning of the second game.
half, the Polar Bears could not get
started,

r<

corduroy

and Gardner was forced

own

his

28 yd.

line.

Room

lers

down

to the

Bowdoin

Of The Orient
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a

trio

of experienced men return, backed
up by two more lettermen. Halfbacks Tony DeMiro and Jim Thomas combined for almost 750 yards
last season and fullback Dom Squahis position after

at center.

HMMIIII

IIIIMIXIII

We&leyan's leading past receiver.
Squatrito It big (5'11". 300), and
likes to bull his way up the middle
or off tackle.

Backing up DeMiro and Thomas
be lettermen Terry Allen (•>".
and John Rogers (5'10", lis)).
Quarterback will probably be
Jack Mitchell, a 511", 185, *ho

will
ISO)

started

at

fullback

last

He

year.

be pressed for starting duties
b y lettermen Johnny Driscoll, Pjete
ODell, and Bruce Franklin. None of
these are reported to have exceptional passing ability, and the Cardinal offense should suffer for this
will

lack.

Six lettermen return to the
Wesleyan line, but only the ends,

Dave Gordon

Hausman

(61". 165) and fob
(61", 183) were starters

last year.

The tackle positions will be
by Dave Sucher (6'2", 215), a st
in 1068 who did not play fo
last year, and Al Erda (63"
who started at center two years
and

i

also skipped the sport last

Guard and center positions
DeMiro, a small, shifty scatback
who likes to use bis speed to run uncertain, however, as only
the ends, Is the Cardinals' chief lettermen and no starters return.
breakaway threat. Last year he al- John Reynolds (510", 170) and Bert
most ran the Polar Bears Into the Kaplan (511", 185), lettermen, and
defeat column until they figured Bill Harris, an inexperienced 300
out how to contain his wide sweeps. pounder, will battle for the guard
Thomas, at six-foot, 175 pounds, slots. Center Is a total question
is almost as fast as DeMiro, but mark, with no one of any substanHe was also tial experience returning.
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Alvino,
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a year

5-8591

Slacks
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minim
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line-ups:

trito returns to

The Home

Deveaux,

Swan

MatUou.ld. M.IUer. Marra-
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STATIONERY

Parkview Cleaners

^TrimTabs?

Weller,

Pitch,

41
Yda. Penalized
TUfTS
LCTT BUD: MartJn. Herkler. McCarthy
LEFT TACKLE: Thompeon, AU-llo. Hourl- BOWDOIN
TUFTS
14
«
han
Scoring
LEFT GUARD: May. Tedrow, Joaeph
TufU: Touchdown* —
CENTER Uxpurvia, NoeiKlia, Latham, veaux, 2 (II. .67, runa) MrLucaa

veaux then took a hand-off down to

available for Parties

CAUL PA

Wert.

Cmiivmm,

Troy

7

was Just broken up by the outstretched hand of a Tufts' defender
at the last second.
The Medford crew then carried
the ball to their own 3ft when MoLucas broke through 6 White tack-

Comfortable Accommodations

Private Dining

tp

Tufts
likewise was forced into a punt situation after three downs, when
Charlie Flnlayson blocked the punt
and Adzigian gathered it in and
carried it back to scrimmage where
the White took over.
Panteleakos then one-manned the
team down to the Tufts' 21, where
on 4th and 3, Morse passed to Flnlayson on the three, but the play

punt from

Jerry Wilkes

Printers

(too.

**™?J
beautiful options

K. Niven

Lounge

Cortii,

Johnnon

J.

Cofiiey,

HALKBACK;

Hen,

FULLBAOK:

FULLBACK

THE RECORD OFFICE

Room

Eagle's Nest

KimiMly,

RIGHT

]

ALUMNB BETTERS! FRATERNITY FORMS

HOTEL EAGLE

&&&J&M&L

Pariii,

Brown*

«<»ii.li,

end for 19
Panteleakos
END: Kinlayaon, Barron, AlKntn
(JUAP.T9RBACK: Herse, Etaniiis. Herayarus uuwii to tue Tuft* 32. A«tcr —**. ft*"1 * «*».
»tau
At 8:34 of the fourth period, Jenthree incomplete passes by Morse,
HALFBACK: Gardner, Sttlo. I*luinuieu ua
on a intcnuut
pttchout jroiu
from LErT
downs. kins
*"« fumbled
tOOX over on Clowns.
Tufts
"UtS again took
Gun Prnry
They got as far as the Whlta 19 Morse on the White 29, and Tufts wiawHAuWifc, j mUm<
Sweeney
when LaCasse stopped Meltaer ou recovered^ Heckler, the 3rd string

* P08TERS

TICKETS

lieb.

RIGHT END: Martow,

Aenn
Story.
on a 58 yd. Jaunt, of the fiasco, Dennis Hlckey, a LEFT END: Widmer, Adam.
TACKLE: Haviland, Nakh. Hsaoi
Melteer missed sophomore for Tufts, replaced Ad- LEFT
LEFT GUARD: Kernald, Ford, Olarobbe
zigian and threw to Paul Hess, an- CBNTEK: Garland. MrKan*. Hiekey
Bowdoin returned the kickoff. to other soph., for the Blue's fifth TD, RICHT OVAKD: Spelaotlt, Oiukaiaeaeun.
S.(mon
their 48, and on the second play, Hlckey then ran the option on the RIGHT
TACKLE: Hall, Prince, Newman
extra point try and fell short of RIGHT
ran around

Fourteen lettermen and an exthe White 12 where Bob Wiggles
tremely speedy backfieid are the
Worth swept the right end to paydlrt problems to be faced by Nets Corey's
On the try for extra Polar Bears when they meet the
at' 9:41,
Wesleyan gridders in Middletown,
Connecticut, this Saturday
Let us help you plan your printing.
Corey's eleven, which looked weak
in almost all departments when
as well as produce it . .
they lost to Tufts last Saturday,
38-0, should fare better agah st the
Cardinals, who dropped their opener
Our long experience in producing the following and other
to Mlddle'bury, 6-0, end have problems of their own.
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
Their line, while reportedly heavcuts in time and save you money.
ier and stronger than last year, is
especially
in
the
inexperienced,
middle, and the quarterback poses
a large question mark, although two
•
lettermen return to that position.
The rest of the backfieid is an

Mrr

RICHT TACKLE:

gUARTEKBACK: Adilgimn. Mickey
LEFT HA lit HACK: McLueu. Wigvlee-

lpto the end sone
to make It 20-0.
the extra point.

I

——

end durinr the third qeasiee aa
and Gerry Haviland (70). Tafta

left

(84)

'

Adzigian's pass failed, and
marched with 75 members, the football team practiced with
#„- » dive. Bert Meltzer, a sophomore, points,
Th»
nutlet was
™\ not
w^aii
hi«.v for
uie ouuoox
au bleak
Ji-v,. ,.,-ih. tn the score stood 26-0.
twjil j*„«. (1„™,.
Bowdoin. Sophomore halfback Jack "*" d0 ** "* °V* h
about forty.
Then the football learn started to win games. one tie.
nl ^o
With 43 seconds left In the third
LaCasse was outstanding on defense
Wiggleeworth received a
The band shrunk to about forty members, all but 10 off-key.
At 5:32 Of the second period. Ad- p atted
and, fullback Mike Panteleakos ran
and fumbled., but Dave
sigiarr Inter cepted a pass from Dex punt
well on offense.
and the football team again practiced with ninety. It is to
Unfortunately, the Naval O.C.8. Mitch KalpagklanBucklin on the Tufts 40, and. the Thompson recovered on the BowExpresslng optimism for the combe hoped that the improvement of Bowdoin's band does not will be taking Coach Bochman
Jumbos took charge Ob the first dotn.38. Deveaux then ran to the
Tuft* Wins Toes
the period- ended.
from his newly acquired- Job after ing season, captain Youmans said.
*2 32Atwhen
Tufts won the toss, and received.
indicate a fated decline in the athletic prowess of the Polar
the outset of the final frame
the first three games of the season. "I dont see how we can do worse going all the way
a hand-off and swept left end and
.

vmjtmKJE*

Rip White Defense For 514 Yards

"The Wesleyan game will be the
roughest. b»t we're looking for a
good season," says soccer co-captain
Oeorge Glover, whose teammates
this Saturday starf off another
year against what appears to be
some rugged competition.
The game, at Wesleyan, reprethrough into a
Although the 38-0 fiasco against Tufts last Saturdays was. sents a big break
tougher league which promises a
oat tha whole, one of the worst performances of a Bowdoin few pr oblems for the new coach,
his co-capBruce
Bochman.
and
eleven in recent years, there were a few bright spots not to be
tains, Olover and Iasslo Dudas.
overlooked.- Two were the steady offensive fullbacking of
But with the return of nine let-

By David WoUttedt
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Inc.

Parkview Laundercenter
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Street

Bean's Diner
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Slim styling In
handsome mldwalo
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Send year cleaning te Parkview Cleaners
where the quality) and service is known.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

Professor Walker

Dr. Gerold Klein

Assumes Practice
At Coe Infirmary

Speaks;

hu

MMto

(Contlnaed from page

Demos

The Democratic National
Convention: An Eyewitness View."
Professor Walker, a Maine delegate
to the Democratic Convention to
Los Angeles this summer formed
bis talk around the major questions
concerning the convention
which have arisen during and since
the convention.

subject

ni

Oermany

Danenberg, Btuart R.
Dennis, Paul M.
Garth. Ames L.
Hancccl K. David
Henderson, James R.
Kaschub, William J.
Keller, Eugene L.
Kilgour. David L.

.

Columbia Health Dent atudled under a research fellowship end was
associ a t ed with an Industrial clinic.
Raving obtained a license to practice to Canada to 1169, he was 11-

E

too dissimilar to organise

blend with existing service buildNo outward change will appear for Rhodes Hall, which bow
bouses ROTC. Student Aid, and
the Grounds and Buildings Office,
ment of one of the older dormi- or for the Carpenter Shop, often
regarded as one of BowdouVs most
tories.

SERVICE BUILDING
(Con United from page

ings.

1)

Centralisation
Centralization will offer improved
servicing and repairs to grounds

equipment, snow removal equipment,
and other campus machinery, and
Will facilitate the handling of Incoming and outgoing educational exhibits and displays as well as the
receiving of supplies and equipment consigned to the various departments within the College.

attractive buildings. The Carpenter Shop, dating back approximately
130 years, was once the College

"commons" and in the ensuing years
has been used for a variety of pureven at one time hping considered for the College Wester.
poses,

Expenditure

New Gallery Opens

White Key

Of

Next To College

Make

Jones, Philip A.
Leadbeater, Brut
B.
Palton, Peter S.
Reichert, John C.
Sarata, Brian P. V.

S.

athletic events,

L.

5-2288

Masque and
vacations,

J.

Drigotas,
(It)

Elliott,

you know a thing, to hold
that you know It; and when you
do not know a thing, to allow that
you do not know it: this Is knowConfucius
ledge."

—

WANTED
Booking Agent for Rock 'n
Roll Band. I will pay 7% commission to student who handles
Our band. The
oar bookings.
Whirlwinds, Is very popular at
collects.
All advertising materials will be supplied by me. WUl
nnl takr much tint* and ahould
pay Vfc-K* well.

Hap Snow, 929 South
Weston, Mass.

Write:
Ave.,

full

for your own personal appage photos of Bowdoin scenes.

Mail Orders in Care of the Moulton Union Bookstore
(99)

Frank

Peter

w.

New Meadows

Gibbons, John A.
Halford, John H. Ill

Inn

Bath Road

The Arts
Records

—

Gown

the Bewdoin

NEXT TO CAMPUS

—

—

HI

3-3361

PArkview 5-6360

Street

Bowdoin s Favorite Barbers
SIX
BARBERS
SIX

3-3921

Hotel Sedgwick

— Artists Supplies
— Drafting Tools — Prints

Bath, Maine
224 Maine

HI

Center, Inc.

Phonographs
I

examand so

OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN

—

"When

PRICE '1.25

Douglas

Foss, Peter T.

KING'S BARBER SHOP
*

"Learning without thought is labor lost, thought without learning
perilous."
Confucius

Is

Edwards, William
TJD. Pledgea
Berle, Roger K.
Fenton, Peter L.
Taylor, Gaither N.

Speaking of the special post convention session of Congress, Walker maintained that all that was
on. The White Key's plans for next proved
by that session was that
year are. after this year's success, "you don't get anything through
to continue its publication of the Congress unless
a President wants
datebook.
it."
periods,

experience and is Interested Is Invited to set up a practice firing
schedule with Sgt. Leach, the rifle
team coach.
.

With plenty of room
pointments plot

C

Zete Pledges
Bates, William F.
Collier, Sargent

performances, concerts, films,
ination

Smith, Kenneth

Woods,

Notts, Andrew J.
Porter, Rodney P.

W.

of three prac-

days a week is required. Any
upperclassmen who has had some

tice

GLEE CLUB
MASQUE AND GOWN
ALUMNI EVENTS
PLUS OTHER COLLEGE EVENTS

Jr.

McCarthy, Andrew L.
McCarthy, John W. Jr.

CO.

Brunswick

PA

J.

Lawrence, Stephen A.

Your Drug

Maine Streit

R

McMahan. Hugh

Wayne W.

Schwadron, Harley

A minimum

Friday.

ALL FRESHMEN AND VARSITY ATHLETIC EVENTS

L.

Donahue, Edward C.
Dunn, Jon L
Haddock, James B.

Howe, Kermlt

Stonebraker, Peter

The Best

Campus

IK

in

Foods, Lodging, and Cocktail Lounges

mammmmmmmmmm

7

People who handle situations with ease usually read
m

The New York Times. No coincidence. Hie Times is loaded
with gear that keeps a mind fresh and forceful More
Mansfield's

-^7

«r-

GENUINE SHELL CORDOVAN

Hear T«l Hear Y«!

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
The Stowe House

Maine's Finest Historic Inn
Main Spar Tap lata

M

FEDERAL STRUCT
BRUNSWICK, MAINS

information, for one thing.

More

learn more, you understand more.

insight, to boot.

You

(Times reporters have a sense of humor as well as a sense
of history.)

Why

don't you read

The Times e very day?

PATRONAGE

WELCOMED

Campus

FIRST

Favorite

Plain toe university brogue styling in the long wearing luxury
leather that takes a shine and keeps

wear that

is

it

so well

Here

is

the foot-

by far the best liked on practically every campus in

the east

NATIONAL

BANK
Brunswick, Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

At

Join Your

$1095

19

HOWARD JOHNSONS

A. H. Benoit
MAINE STREET

Pleasant Street

& Co.

Room
1

BRUNSWICK

U*Ra

m

«

AM.

— U:M FBC

'Enjoy Oar Fireside

Room"

You

also enjoy more.

STUDENT

Eastern

prac-

Complete Schedules For:

Gunner, David

Hamilton, Robert C.
Houlding, James A.

Hobard

Team

The First Annual
White Key Datebook

tivities.

(19)

Andrew, David P.
Richard N. Jr.

Drug

PARKVIEW DRUG

Jr.

Ball,

Littlefield,

Rifle

Tuesday the 4th of Oct.
Brunswick Youth Recreation
St. from 1:00
p.m. to 4:00 pjn. Tuesday through
Center at 30 Federal

STUDENTS
On Sale Now

clergy from the college chapel. He
suggested during the course of his
address that a priest might be lead
into an awkward situation, without
having had any previous warning of
the presence of discord. A business
meeting concluded the evening's ac-

Bates, Charles M.
Beale, Stephen P.
Bennett, Alan D.
Coffin. John F.

La riviere, Robert

Bowdcin Varsity
tice begins

at the

ALUMNI

Jr.

6.N. Pledgea

Hubert,

Practice
after

PARENTS

Thwlng, William C.
Walton, David L.

Datebook Proves

—

W.

Any money which remains

R

McDonald, Arthur K.
McDowell, David T.
Reed, Stephen A. Ill

Tarbell, Eaton

(Contlnaed from page 1)

R

because their "centers of gravity"
Pal V. Pledgea (19)
are obviously not the same. The Fontecchlo, Kenneth L.
Democrats have more to talk about Harlow, Frederic B.
and consequently more to fight Hennlgar, Howard V. Jr.
about because they are a national Hirth, David H.
party, and are not nearly as homo- Hooke, Robert L. Jr.
geneous as the Republicans who Hughes, William L. Jr.
have the advantage of being a Jarratt, Robert B.
minority party and thus have the Kelly. William J.
ability of producing a united front Lawrie, Henry D. Jr.

Robinson, Edward W.
Robinson, Morise, G.
Sammis, John T.
Taylor, Robert C.

1960

Team
On Oct 4

T

an Hodges, Spencer E.
effective Stevenson bandwagon.
London, Stephen D.
Murphy, Brian R.
Convention Decor um
Poor, Arthur P. Jr.
Directing hla remarks to post con- Pope, John A.
vention
criticism
of
Democratic Remis, Shepard M.
decorum at Los Angeles, Professor Rounds. William C.
Walker mentioned the difference Beery, Peter L.
between the Republicans and the Tuveson, Robert A.
Democrats.
It is "nonsense" he Tuvesdn, Roger O.
said, to maintain that there Is no Varnum, Thomas Jr.
difference between the two parties,
into

A part of the estimated $129,000
expenditure will Involve the removal
of an old frame barn- which how
houses
College trucks and tractor
aensed as a physician and surgeon
Architecture
and the paint shop, formerly the
to the District of Columbia to 1968
Close attention Is being given by College stable, replacing it With upand to Maine In 19M. He U also an
the
College Architects to the out- to-date, fire-resistant construction.
•honorary member of the AssociaThe Democratic platform. Walker
ward appearance of the unified Also included Is the removal of a
tion of Military Burgeons of the
Is the most forthrightly liberal
structure, he said. In order that small frame duplex, followed by ap- said.
.United states and U eligible to beplatform adopted by the Democrats
«come a member of the American connecting new construction will propriate landscaping to keeping to this century. Concerning the
with
surrounding
areas.
Board of Surgery and the College
Kennedy-Johnson ticket, he said
or Physicians and Surgeons of
that while there was definitely a
.Ontario.
great deal of anti-Johnson senti•
Dr. Klein became a XS. 8. cltisen
ment in the Northern delegations,
Sale
First
early this year. Re la married to the
he personally felt that Johnson
former Margaret Myers-Lawler. a
could be the best vice-president of
native of the District of Columbia,
the century because good vice-presiCollege
.whom he met to Europe. At the time
dents have often been former maMcKenzie Gallery, 322 Maine
The
she was a civilian medical secretary
jority leaders or speakers of the
St., Brunswick, Me. has opened a
Barring with the Air Force. They
House.
new showing of paintings, drawings, Successful, Profitable
tare a son, Oerold Klein Jr., who is watercolors
and sculpture. Artists
a year old.
Mrs. Johnson's Influence
This
fan
the
first
publication
of
exhibition
.
Harlnar grown nn In t$M rHatrlrr Included to this group
a Bnurrintn {Ml*** rv»t.»hru->k h«»
are: Jeuim Dale Beni uc, of BrunsIn answer Io a sLuuebi's quesbetween Prance and Oermany which
wick and Carl N. Schmalz, of Bruns- been undertaken by the White Key tion as to why Senator Johnson achas changed hands over past cen- wick.
Organization.
Although a
final
cepted the nomination for viceturies, Dr. Klein sneaks French as
All paintings and drawings in the analysis of the Datebook.'* sales has president, Professor Walker pointed
well as Oerman. His Kngllsh is also
main Gallery will be priced from not yet been completed, the publi- out that the nomination had first
fluent, with a slight accent. He be812.50 to a top of 9100.00. The Mc- cation appears to have been successcame acquainted with Maine Kenzie Gallery will be open Mon- ful for both those who have pur- been offered to Senator Johnson as
a formality, and that there was
through an associate at the Wash- day through Friday, from 9:00
to chased it and for the White Key. much chagrin at Kennedy's headington Hospital Center, Dr. William 8:30
and Saturday from 9:00 to 5:30 College organizations similar to the quarters when Johnson unexpectedly
C. Meloy. who is a summer resident
until after Labor Day. Fall hours White Key have been publishing accepted. Walker believes that Mrs.
at Bailey Island. Dr. Meloy is chief
datebooks
for
several
in
years,
the Johnson may have been the most
will be 9:00 to 5:30 dally except Friof plastic surgery at the Washingday, when the Gallery will be open New England area the Purple Key Important factor that influenced
ton hospital.
of Williams, and the Green Key
until 8:30.
Johnson's decision. She would be
The McKenzie Gallery is open to of Dartmouth do so, and last year naturally concerned about him since
the public without charge or obli- a group of students at the Univer- he has been working a 18 to 18 hour
•
"If a little knowledge is dangersity of Maine published a limited
gation of any kind.
day despite a cardiac heart condipus, where Is the man who has so
The McKenzie Gallery is Just op- supply. At these collages the re- tion. Also, Johnson could have
touch as to be out of danger?"
posite the Bowdoin College Campus sults have also been successful.
realized that he has been a strong
The White Key had one thou- majority leader primarily because
Thomas Huxley on Maine Street.
sand copies printed by the Bryant Eisenhower has been a weak presiPress of Portland. They were sold dent
and that this will change reat $1.25 per copy without an antici- gardless
of who occupies the White
pation of profits. The books Were House In January.
Parkview
Co.
distributed through the fraternities
A further question concerning
and dormitories by members of the
White Key and by Mr. Lancaster Senator Johnson's nomination perCenter
to alumni and parents.
The date- tained to Johnson's relation to the
book Includes fifty photographs from new frontiers policy of presidential
throughout the college community. nominee Kennedy.
Among the dates noted in the CalSpecial Session
endar are all varsity and freshman
'

28.

Varsity Rifle

RUSSWURM

th» Initial grant will be turned over
to the college for a permanent
Oh Sunday evening, the Bowdoin scholarship fund to honor of John
Interfaith Forum held Its first ses- Brown Russwurm. The Interest acsion for the college year 1980-61, quired from the fund will be used
with Msgr. John G. Clancy, Chap- for general scholarship purposes.
lain of St. Joseph's College, as guest
The award waa established in
speaker. Msgr. Clancy spoke briefly
honor of one of the first two Neto a small group In regard to the
groes to graduate from an Amerirelationship which now exists becan College! A graduate of Bowdoin
tween the United States GovernIn
John Brown Russwurm waa
ment and Constitution, and the the1838,
recognised founder of the Amvarious church groups In the counerican Negro press. Later to his life
try.
he went to Liberia where he served
It was pointed out by Rev. Clancy
as Governor of the Province of
that since the Constitution has
Maryland for many years and colonneither supported any specific reial secretary of Liberia for four
ligion,
nor lrreligion, a certain
years.
vagueness has developed between
religion and the government. This
uncertain relationship arises from
the belief In church-state separation, Hindu, Maynard A. Jr.
vs. the peoples, belief In religion. Kean, Jeffrey E.
Protestants are wary of Catholics, King, Charles H.
the latter Is resentful of the former, Kloppman, Grant
while the Jews fear their tndeavors Lagus, J. Frederick
may be hindered. Despite their dif- Loth, Eric B.
ferences, all religions are agreed Mace, Christopher D.
that they must be united against Magee, Peter M.
both external and Internally corro- Mechem, David O.
sive forces. The major point to con- Modell, Peter M.
sider is that although the Supreme Oliver, Jason F.
Court can rule in religious-govern- Rawson, Davis Sr. Jr.
mental cases, no permanent solution Riley, James B.
to these problems can take place un- Seaver, Peter R.
til the people, not the courts, decide Segal. Lawrence A.
exactly what grieves them. We must Sherman. Michael
resign ourselves to the fact that we Small, Peter M.
are a country of many religions; Treadwell, David R. Jr.
Jr.
that the relationship between theoi- Van Nest, John
logy and citizenship must not be Weidner, James B.
Wood, Michael B.
misunderstood.
A variety of current topics were
discussed after the lecture, Including the forthcoming national election, and the effects certain religious
issues could have In regard to the
elections. Msgr. Clancy offered several possible explanations as to the
reason for the absence of Catholic

Lane, Richard K. Jr.
Concerning the charge of "rigging" Miller, Russell B.
B.
the convention. Walker pointed out Morgan, Peter
that other than Senator Kennedy Omand, Arthur E Jr.
the only possible nominee was Adlai Sauchuk, Richard L.
Stevenson. He felt that Stevenson Shenker, David M.
had used good strategy to his un- Weiss, Steven J.
declared bid for nomination; but
KJB. Fledges (14)
Pictured above is the new structural steel boUdlns; located near Ftok- that it was next to Impossible to
ard Fieidhouse. >It will be used for Inexpensive storage of maintenance stop the Kennedy forces, for the Black, Richard
Blades, George C. Jr.
the war he returned to and athletic equipment.
different stop-Kennedy camps were
Haskell, Steven O.

to lMg and
bn assistant to obstetrics and gynecology at a dTlllan hospital to Wetabeden Prom 1!» to 1964 he waa
employed by the U. B. Air Force to
WWohadon. where ho did orthopedic
and general aurgery.
Arriving to this country to 1964.
«• served rosiaanrtat at hospitals to
Washington. D.O.. during the next
four years and enterod private prac.ttce a» a general surgeon to 1998.
Beside* his private work be served
as Instructor to a cancer clinic, was
a «m»«««ii*»»»» to the District of

/

State Relationship

DA

j^A

director of th* Maine
ptadloal Association. Or. KMn, now
bom In
A JTun—rtefc resident,
the Lorraine section of France. He
up to the Bear Basin of Oerand after eesnpletlnt high
there ho studied medicine at
Jntrcretties of Berlin, Wunand Tubingen in Oennany and
tn Vienna, Austria. R* received hU
Doctor of Medicine degree from the
jTMverstty of Berlin in ma.
•
After hit graduation ho became
~~nl officer of the First ParaDivision of the German Arworklng In Various military
'

Discusses Church-

The first meeting of the Bowdoin
Young Democrats presented ProfesPledgee (19)
sor David Walker who took as his Cwyaewski, Alphonae J. Jr.

•od tweutrre

,

1)

Reed, John F. Jr.
Smith, Richard A. Jr.
Starke. Robert W.
Wheeler, Charles A. Jr.

Choose Officials

Or. Oerold X. Ktein
Joined
tt»
of Dr. Daniel Xanley,
gg»jfaa OoPaga's
n. a cum•

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER

Msgr. John Clancy

PLEDGES

If s

*asy to enjoy campus delivery of The

and at special college

rates.

New York Times-

See your representative today.
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THE

BOW

Announce Changes
In Philosophy, Policy, Format
1980 to the year of change for The
QafU. Not only will a completely

new and more

attractive format
be Introduced, but also several revision* in policy. First, the editors
Will make a concerted effort this
semester to attract material from
all Uterary media, such as the informal, or speculative essay and the
play The philosophy underlying this
"broadening" effect is that the chief
criterion for publication in The
Qaill should be simply good, competent writing
no matter In what

—

medium the writing Is done. Good
poems and short stories, of course,
win be welcomed as they have
always been, but writers in the essay and play forms need not feel,
as they may have in past years, that
material has two strikes
their
against it from the outset.

—

Another change in The Qaill
such change In over a dewill be its format. The size
cade
* 6"x»", Inof the magazine wi"
Its first

—

the

of

prei

larger

t

slse.

A cover in one or more colors will
be need, and a glossy paper similar
to that used In the Bowdoin Aknnnvs will be the new page material.

But any

how-

literary magasine,

ever attractive its physical layout, must stand or fall on the quality of the material submitted, whether short story, essay, play, or poem.
The editors do not expect The Quill
to be a "popular" magazine. In the
sense of having an immediate appeal to almost every student. The
act of writing, any act of creation,
Is essentially a private matter, and
this means that the perennial dilemma of all Quill editors has been
"getting" student writers to submit
their material, persuading them to
place on public view their personal
observations and visions. But writing
Is

above everything

an attempt

else

to communicate, and it is
respect that The Quill can
service for
ginning writer. The editors

an Invaluable

in

tnis

perform
the beare not

Infallible critics, not even critics in
the formal sense, for to be honest

Film Society Opens
Season Tomorrow

With 'Red Balloon'
Thursday Evening, October

6

The Bank Dick (American)
The Bed Balloon (French)
Thursday Evening. November 17

The Bicycle Thief (Italian)
The Inspired Doodles of Norman
McLaren (Canadian)
Wednesday Evening, December 14
The Titan (American)
The Bespoken Overcoat (English)
Thursday Evening, January 12
The Informer (American)
Sex Life of the Polyp (American)
Thursday Evening, February 9
Birth of a Nation (American)
Friday Evening, March 17
The Great Adventure (Swedish)
Nanoek of the North (American)
Thursday Evening. April 20
Le Million (French)
L'EtolIe de Mer (French)
Thursday Evening, May 4

M

(

German)

Gang War (American)
Season tickets only,

$3.00;

no

indi-

vidual tickets for a single evening
will be sold. All movies to be shown
at 8:00 p.m. in Smith Auditorium.

Bowdoin

College. Brunswick.
available at Moulton

ets

Tick-

Union

Bookstore (on Bowdoin campus),
Senters and the Arts Center, or may
be obtained by sending a self-addressed and stamped envelope with
•3.00 to Mr. William Shipman, 75
Federal 8treet, Brunswick.

OXTlOBER

Dean Compliments

Quill Editors
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Teachers, Students

The Dean then answered

several

questions on the matter of the taxation of fraternities. The bill to
remove local taxes from fraternities Is being brought up in the
Maine legislature and there baa
been some agitation, on the part of
young alumni and students to reestablish the lobby which was nearSeventeen enthusiastic, volunteer is the grestest single study aid of ly successful in passing the bill sevhigh school students and 64 equally the entire course. If there were eral sessions ago. Then Dean, echoenthusiastic, highly selected high any points In a day's lecture that ing the President's comments of
school teachers of mathematics par- were not fully understood, a re- a week ago, felt that the town would
ticipated In a unique six- week pro- reading of the notes, in addition to fight any attempt to end the paygram at the Bowdoin College Sum- the ones taken in class, cleared ment of fraternity taxes, and that
things Immediately.
mer Institute of Mathematics.
relations between the town and
"All things considered," conclud- college
These students were subjected to
would grow considerably
an accelerated course in Probabil- ed Jack; "this has been the most en- worse if such a bill were passed.
course I have ever tak- He said also that the College would
ity and the Mathematics of Statis- lightening
and I believe that I have learned probably have
tics with emphasis- placed on th« en,
J» take a hand In
rapid fraternity financial
affairs If sncli
creative aspects of mathematics and more In this short tune at
with all 64 teachers taking turns at pace than I could have learned In
(Conliuued on Page 2)
a regular year-long class run at
the teaching end of the desk
and according to all reports Ihey the regular rate."
The teachers, many of them heads
loved every minute of it.
of departments, Who have provided
"I have experienced 10 years of
Griffin, '60
such exciting material for Jack and Cary,
school In my lifetime," said Jack
his classmates came from as far
Blalock, one of the 17 volunteer stu- away
as Turkey and from as near
Citations
dents, "but I have never attended as
the local high school, representa course comparable to this one. ing some 20 of the United States
I know from personal experience from
Maine to California.
Exercises
now that a mathematics course can
"Perhaps the reason for their exbe either sheer drudgery or an ex- citement," said Institute Director
Two Bowdoin College alumni reciting trip Into the abstract world
Reinhard L. Korgen, Professor of
ceived cherished awards at the traof theory.
Mathematics at Bowdoin, "to that
"The teaching method used de- we have the best darned teacher- ditional lobster salad dinner held
155th
following Bowdoin 's
Comviates so far from the normal that pupil ratio In the country
64 mencement exercises in the First
It
has held my Interest entirely. teachers for 17 students."
Parish Church. They were Charles
Each day we have been confronted
As far as Professor Korgen could A. Cary '10 of Wilmington, Del., and
with three new teachers teaching determine, the Bowdoin MathemaDixon D. Griffin '60 of Dixneld.
three new subjects, each with a new tics Institute was the only one of
Mr. Cary, for many years Vice
and individual treatment to their Its kind (among some 200 National President and member of the Execurespective subjects. With so much Science Foundation supported math tive Committee
and still a Director
Information and so many new faces, institutes) as far as approach to the of the Du Pont Company, received
there has never been any of the subject of teaching secondary school 'he Alumni Service Award.
Grifboredom associated with regular math to concerned.
fin, who acquired his bachelor of
classroom lectures.
The Bowdoin Institute placed em- arts degree a few hours earlier, was
"In addition, the students have phasis on clarity and pedagogical the recipient of the Haldane Cup,
received a copy of each day's lec- motivation. The material presented awarded each year to a member of
ture at the end of the class. I, for to the 64 teachers, who were also the Senior Class who has shown
one, will attest to the fact that this students taking two courses in this "outstanding qualities of leadership
c»se, was tightly packed because and character."
there was no time to present an
Idea more than once. The focus was
on mathematics in Its creative aspects, or, as Professor Korgen ex-

Attend

Summer

Institute

—

10,

Given Coveted

During June

—

Owen Carter Gives Account Of Sit-ins
Of Last April
the

In Frankfort,

Kentucky

plained,

The writer first wishes to express his sincere thanks to
Bowdoin College family and all communities whose unselfish

efforts

made

it

possible for

him

itable institution.

The

to attend this cordial

^

and cred-

in his senior

officials of

he

y
•

mm

Carter

****** *«£** Democrats Present

that institution,
Instead chooses

Frankfort and meet a fate unprecedented In the, thus far, brief records of the sit-ins.
Temporarily secure from admlnistrative vindictiveness, the organisation hastened to Introduce itself
to a Frankfort public blissfully enJoying segregated eating establishments in a climate of interests con-

more severely
the
warped
values of the southera common law for
Its affrontery to human dignity. This
Is
the
force
that sldered invincible to even organizcompelled the col- ed sit-ins.
Ie* e
authorities
to
Saturday morning, April 2, saw
e *P*l students who managers of eating establishments
participated In the all over the city totally surprised
sit-In
and confused by the prectoloned apto question

aW

throughout the 8outh.

strikes

seems pearance of slt-lnners, moving in a
heavy rain, making first stage chalminantly Negro Institutions had lenges of their policies of segregasurreptitiously, become fulcrums for tion.
Their myth, founded In the
cunning
segregationist
pressure
groups in their attempts to elimin(Continued on Page 4)
For

it

that the Presidents of such predo-

ate

On Racial Equality
organizations on southern

Congress

(CORE)

4)

~~~

is

Seminars

Political

The Bowdoin College Young Democrats will sponsor five seminars on
the major Issues of the political
campaign with presentations by
Bowdoin professors in the Moulton Union Lounge.
Wednesday, October 5, 8:00
Monetary policy, fiscal oollcy. and
inflation

—

Profe-'or Darling.

Wednesday, October 13, 8:00
Civil Rights
Proiessor Wilson.
Wednesday, October 18, 8:00

—

Foreign Policy

—

Professor Colie.
26, 6:00
Health, Education, and labor
Professor Walker.
Monday, October 31, 8:00
Farm and defense spending.

Wednesday. October

—

campuses.

It was the result of the
traditional and properly accorded
honors of Just such "et tu Brutus?!"
tactics that nominated the writer
for eventual Russwurm honors.
The period of February IS to
March 3, 1960 presented an unpubllclsed but gargantuan struggle be-

waged between the Student
Government and the Kentucky
ing

Advanced Studies Test Dates
1.

2.
3.

Listed below are the dates for testing here at Bowdoin.

All tests are
scheduled for 17 Smith Hall.
Tests are given at other times as well but not at Bowdoin.
BtPOKTANT. Applications must be completed three weeks in ad-

vance of the

test date.

State College Executive Council over 4. For further Information, application blanks,
dent Counseling Office, Banister Hall.
the ideology of student freedom vs.
administrative control. This drama Medical College Admissions Test
was to determine the very existence Gradaate Record Exam
of the then infant concept of pass- Graduate Record Exam
ive resistance in sit-ins as an Integratlonist weapon In Frankfort

An

unexpected Student Government success spared the rudlmen-

tary CORE organization long enough
for It to grow and make an historteal stand against segregation in

etc..

Inquire at the Stu-

Draws Barrage Of Criticism
3rd. 1060 Issue of
following statein reference to Bowdoin Colwere made in an article en-

lege
titled

Freshman Clam:

—

to the President, checked the schedules of the first ten freshmen. 6%
of the class of 1864, as listed alphabetically. He counted a total of
fifty
teacher-student contacts in
the cross-section. This includes public speaking. He found that the ten
students were being taught by twen-

1860.

"As conservative as Maine itself."
"Professors who teach upperclassmen rarely teach freshmen."
"No special social emphasis that
would add to expenses." The comments were part of an "expert and
realistic guide of colleges and universities" made by secondary school

concern
college

teaching upperclassmen.
On Sept. 30 Hubert S. Shaw, director of admissions sent the following telegram to the Editors of

To the

President James

regrets guidance coungave you completely erroneous statement in your "ex-

of the
Sept. SO
8. Coles stated his

selors

On

interpretation of LIFE'S statements
about Bowdoin. He regarded the
statement concerning our conservatism as rather meaningless, and
perhaps misleading, but in another
sense valid. At Bowdoin our curriculum is conservative. However,
he stressed that inherent in our
conservative curriculum Is a natural
stability and integrity. In practice
our faculty to alert, lively, and constantly presenting new material,
concepts, and subject matter. Durlng the past years our curriculum
has been thoroughly considered,

Editors of LIFE:

Bowdoin

among members
community.

"As conservative as Maine

pert and realistic guide" to representative colleges In LIFE Issue
of October 3.
One of Bowdoln's distinctions
to, and for years has been, that
freshmen are taught by senior
members of the faculty. lu all unsectioned courses open to freshmen such as history, government,
sociology, philosophy, chemistry,
physics, and biology, senior members of the faculty, usually de-

itself"

the third remark concerning our social

emphasis which he believes

Is

"healthy" for a young men's college
environment, as complimentary.
Greatest concern by the President
and the rest of the college commuhewever, "we feel our present sys- nity has been in relation to the
tem is best." Our curriculum has comment "Professors who teach
developed through "evolution not upperclassmen rarely teach freshrevolution." The president
found

is pictured one of the "Prowho teaca upperclassmen
Professor
teach freshmen."
Holmes teaches freshman Math

Above

fessors

Summer

Playhouse

ROTC Members

rarely

Ul-tt).

And Special Sessions Receive .Awards
Keep Campus Active
uring Program

D

There was action on two fronts
on the campus as the student body
relaxed In

summer

recluses.

The activity centered around the
Brunswick Bummer Theater, which
for the second season in a row met
with huge success, and the courses
tn various fields of the science and
humanities taught mostly by members of the

Bowdoin

The Portland

faculty.

Press Herald's Har-

old L. Call and his critic contemporaries could find nothing
but
praise in their reviews of the seven plays presented in Plckard Theater. The musical packet included:
"Kismet," "Plain and Fancy," "Roberta," "Carousel," "Kiss Me. Kate,"

Professor Darbelnet

On

Sabbatical Leave During
Seven seniors were designated Distinguished Military Students, 24 upROTC students were award- Fall
ed Academic Achievement Wreaths,
Jean L. Darbelnet, Professor of
and eight students were given command positions at the initial as- French at Bowdoin College will be
sembly of the Bowdoin ROTC unit on sabbatic leave for hto first semesin Plckard Theater In Memorial ter of the current academic year,
President James S. Cole has anHall Monday.
Designated Distinguished Military nounced.
Students for the academic year
Professor Darbelnet will spend
year 1860-61 were seniors William
hto leave from his duties at BowS. Chase, Jr., David B. Humphrey,
working closely with French
George E. Glover, Nicholas E. Mon- doin
In France on a handbook
teachers
sour, Jonathan C. MacDonald, David
to be used with a workbook writH. Mundarri, and S. Mason Pratt,
ten recently by Professor Darbel-

Academic Semester

perclass

Jr.

net.

These seven may apply for ReguArmy careers if they desire and
During the past summer, he was
thus achieve status in the profes- a visiting professor at the Universional army officers corps equivalent sity of Montreal and went to France
to their West Point contemporaries, in late August.
according to Professor of Military
A native of France, Professor
Science Lt. Col. Edward A. Ryan. Darbelnet holds three degrees from
Awarded Academic Achievement the Sorbonne, receiving the title
ance.
Wreaths by President James S. Coles of agrege de L'Unlverslte In 1828.
Altogether, the public enthusiasm for being In the top 10 percent of He has taught at University College
for the summer program as ex- their class in academic standing
In Wales, Edinburgh University in
hibited by the fine attendance, en- were the following: Seniors Wil- Scotland, Harvard University, Mccouraged Its continuance next sum- liam A. Chase, Jr.; Oeorge E. Glov- Glll University. Middlebury College,
er; David B. Humphrey: William
mer.
the University of British Columbia,
Educational courses were offered C. Pattison; S. Mason Pratt, Jr. the University of Montreal, and
to high school students, teachers and Juniors Laszlo Dudas; Michael B. several French Schools.
Farmer; E. Spencer Greason, III;
area adults.
He was a teaching, fellow In
Three National Science Founda- Gavin W. Pllton; W. Stephen Piper;
French at Bowdoin during the acation Institutes were held from June James S. Rice; Glenn R. Saunders
demic year 1837-3S, and returned
27 to Aug. 6. Twenty
secondary Sophomores Samuel W. Cushman;
to teach at Bowdoin In 1846. In
school instructors took part in the Louis T. Dorogi; Richard C. Engels;
1848, on Lafayette Day, May 30, the
Radiation Biology course, 36 partici- Timothy M. Hayes; L. Frederick
French Government conferred uppated in the chemistry instruction Knudsen; Thomas P. Leavitt; John
on him the Palms of Officer d'Acadand 62 registered for the mathe- M. Merrill; Lawrence W. Miller;
emle.
Stephen
E.
Moore;
Frank
Nicolal;
A.
matics course. An additional group
Professor Darbelnet is expected
of 90 high school
students were Robert W. Olson and Henry R.
to return to Brunswick in late Jangiven instruction by the students Vanettl.
Named to positions of command uary.
attending the Institutes. Credit was
were Chase, Battle Group Comgiven In all courses.
Conducting the Radiation Biology mander; Humphrey, Battle Oroup
classes were Howard Vogel, Jr., of Executive Officer: Monsour, Adjutant; MacDonald, Operations and
(Continued on Page 4)
S. Coles
Training Officers; Mundarri, Supply Pres.
Officer; William S. Barr, A Company Commander; Glover, B Comthe "Desert Song" and "South Pacific."

lar

An interesting outgrowth of the
productions was the Invitation extended to Lawrence Brooks, lead
baritone in three of the musicals, to
sing with the Bowdoin Glee Club in
its spring tour's Town Hall appear-

James

College Receives Grant

Commander; and
Company Commander.
pany

Pratt,

C

Journeys To Brazil
During

First Parish Church

this

summer

past

Dr.

James Stacy Coles joined a survey
group which studied scientific and

Book Sale Nov.

CHARLES AUSTIN CARY

"No special social emphasis that
would add to expenses."
partment

chairmen

(professors),

teach these courses. In sectioned
courses open to freshmen; English;
elementary and intermeanlanguages,
diate
foreign

and modern; and mathema-

cient

senior faculty members, as
well as junior members, take sectics

tions.

Expressed in other terms, fourdepartmente of Instruction
courses from which freshmen select four which comprise
their principal subjects. In the
twelve courses most frequently selected
by freshmen they are
taught by full professors, many
teen

offer

whom are chairmen of these
departments. This situation has
existed at Bowdoin throughout its
history and Is one of the features

of

which make instruction by these
experienced men so unique and
valuable

starting

students

for

their college careers. The statement "professors who teach upp n r

classmen rarely teach freshmen at

Bowdoin"

to

untrue.

Student Council

Revives AlumniLiaison Group
At

its

Monday evening meeting

the Student Council set up a new
Alumni Liaison Committee to retemporary committee
the
place
which was established last spring.
of this committee of
four (an Increase of one over tost
spring's committee) to to serve as

The purpose

a connecting link between the
Council and the Alumni Council
and more generally between the
student body and the alumni. Last
spring the committee Informed the
fraternities of the addresses and
dates of arrival of members of the
Alumni Council who belong to each
house.

In Its letter the committee, speaking for the Student Council, suggested that the houses mall out
invitations to the returning alumni

asking them to come to the houses
for meals and to talk to the undergraduate members of the fraternity.
All the houses did mail out Invitations and the response from alumni
was gratifying. In Its expanded form
the committee could encourage and
recommend such fraternity policies
as the answering of letters that
come to the chapter recommending
s ubfrerh.se::, the reserving of Friday night of alumni weekend for

undergraduate-alumni stag smokers

The summer's project was an out- and could meet with the reciprocal
of work by scientific groups committee of the alumni council,
and various technical organisations the Student Liaison Committee, to
growth

of the Class of 1810: long a quiet,
dignified, and devoted worker for
Bowdoin; perceptive and personable in hto service both to the
Collr e and to those who serve
the College: the second of four
generations of Bowdoin Carys;
magna cum laude graduate and
Bowdoin Master of Arts honoris
owns*;
retired
in
1856 as Vice
President and Member of the ExEditor's Note: The following article is reprinted by permission
ecutive Committee but still a Director of the Du Pont Company:
from a Ginn and Company publication entitled "What the ColOverseer of the College from 1847
leges are Doing," and was written for them by Mr. John
until 1861, when he was elected
a Trustee, and for many years Gardner, President of die Carnegie Corporation.
It is hoped
Chairman of the Visiting Comthat this article will stimulate further thought into the philosomittee; diligent worker and wise
counselor in building a better
phy of higher education, and apace wul be made available to
Bowdoin; Initiator of the Faculty
articles and letters in answer to it.
Development Fund and generous

A

Businessman Looks
At Higher Education
W.

—

contacts are

fifty

LIFE:

These statements, the 'second in
have produced much

engineering education in Brasil. His
A direct grant of $1,800 to Bowappointment to the study group was
doin College has been announced
made by a committee of Inter-Amby the Eastman Kodak Company.
1,
erican Scientific Cooperation of the
This grant to part of Kodak's aidNational Academy of Sciences and
to-education program, which this
There will be a sale of second- the National Research Council.
year amounts to more than $800,000
hand books on Tuesday and WedDr. Coles spent 68 days traveling,
Direct grants are given by Konesday. November 1st and 2nd, writing, and Interviewing officers
dak to privately supported colleges
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., and on and faculty members of 27 different
and universities on the basis of the
Thursday, November 3rd, from 10 technical Institutions and univernumber of graduates of each instia.m. to 1 p.m. at the Parish House sities from the best to the poorest.
tution who Joined Kodak five years
of the First Congregational Church He conducted a study of the physiago and are presently employed by In
Brunswick, Just across from the cal sciences for the group. Other
the company. This year's grant to
campus. The sale is sponsored by members of the group were Dr. CarBowdoin College Is based on Robert the American Association
of Uni- michael. formerly President of the
C. Grout, Class of 1855.
versity Women for the benefit of University of Alabama and memThese grants are designed to help student scholarships.
ber of the Committee on Utilisation
schools compensate for the differBowdoin students and faculty of College Teaching Resources of
ence between the actual cast of edu- are Invited to drop in for
a cup the Ford Foundation Fund for the
cating graduates now with Kodak. of coffee and
a doughnut, and to
and the amount that these graduates browse and pick up bargains from Advancement of Education; Dr. Linmay have paid in tuition and fees. a selection of text-books, fiction, ton E. Ortnther. Dean of the Gradof the University of
Cary 19
The direct grants also serve to rec- paper-backs, and art books. The uate School
Florida; and Dr Polke Skoog, Proognise the role that graduates of prices will be reasonable and all
of Botany at the University
The citation for the Alumni Serv- these Institutions are playing In the Bowdoin visitors will te most wel- fessor
of Wisconsin.
ice Award reads as follows:
company's progress.
come.

"To

ty-seven of the

with full professors and twenty with
department chairmen. With the exception of two English instructors
all of the twenty teachers are also

guidance counselors.
particular,

Saturday, Oct », 1M6
Saturday, Nov. 1«, ltes
Saturday. Jan. U, 1M1
benefactor in many other Bowdoin
Gradaate Stody in Bostnew
Thursday, Feb. 2, INI causes; enthusiastic supporter of
In the case of arguments over
Law School Admission Test
Satarday, Feb. IS, 1M1
Admiral MacMlllan
and
the "elite'' versus "mass" education. I
National Teacher Exam
Not given at Bowdoin. See Professor Haselton schooner Bowdoin
am convinced that both premises
to you, on
formation about test dates and centers, etc., the occasion of the Fiftieth An- should be vacated because behind
available at the Student Counseling Office,
the arguments to the assumption
niversary of your graduation, we
Not given at Bowdoin. Application blanks, luDental Aptitude Test
that a society can choose to educate
in Sills HaU.
(Continued on Page 4)
a few people exceedingly well or to

—

men." This statement to obviously ty different faculty members of
false. Spurred by LIFE'S misinfor- whom ten are full professors and
mation Phillip S. WUder, Assistant eight department chairmen. Twen-

In the October

LIFE Magasine the
ments

From Eastman Kodak

and

year at Kentucky State College.

Harboring no personal malice to-

ward the

activity

(Continued on Page

intention of the writer in the foregoing paragraphs
to give a brief account of the

which occurred

ma thema tiring

mathematiclzing activity. Ke defined
mathematlzing activity
as
that
which analyses structures and patterns by forcing them Into mathematical language, and he defined

NUlVirJER 9

I960

LIFE's "Realistic" College Guide

Student Councils

Dean Kendrick. faculty advisor to
the Student Council, spoke at its
third meeting Monday evening. Addressing the members of the Coundean said that since the
cil, the
war the Council had become less
and less perfunctory and more efficient and serious. He said that
Councils in recent years had taken
their work seriously, as evidenced
by good attendance at meetings and
the regularity of these meetings.;
He considers the Council an asset on
campus and 'good for morale."
Mentioning the revision in the
constitution of the Council two
years ago Dean Kendrick said that
at first he was doubtful whether
the increase in representation would
make a stronger Council. The attendance could conceivably have
dropped It> prnpnrttnn to tha Increase in members, but, said the
dean, this did not happen and, as
far as he could see the council Was
policy
Editors
announced
for
has
The QUILL Board of
Stating quite
a revitaHsing
strong and active.
the magasine to attract material of high literary quality in all fields. frankly that It might be easier for
Seated are (l-r) Francis II. Fuller '61, James G. Watson '61. Standing all concerned if there were no CounKlrkpatrick '63, Benjamin 8: Sandler '61, Floyd B. Bar- cil, the dean recognized the value
(l-r): John
1
*i
bour 'M.
of a Student Council because* *ln
the college community" no one
group has a monopoly on what is
most of their decisions are made In the short or the long run. a re- best.
on what might be called for lack warding one. The editors hope that
The Dean spoke also of the com"Instinct." But every student, from Freshman to ing visit to the campus of the alumof a better word
they are, after all, student writers Senior, who is interested enough in ni council and of the many things
a Jury of your peers. If they de- writing to write will take advan- which the alumni groups do for
not to publish something, tage of this unique experience by the college and the student body.
cide
The Dean appealed for an attempt
they will In most cases give a submitting his manuscripts to The
on the part of students In general
written explanation of their deci- Quill.
The deadline for the submission to understand the position of the
sion. Theie has never been a dearth
of talent at Bowdoin, as some have of manuscripts to November 1. They townspeople in matters where the
suggested after reading past Quills, may lfe submitted to Ben Sandler, two groups came Into contact. He
but simply a dearth of contributors. Floyd Barbour, Fran Fuller, Jim felt it would at the present time
The experience of having your ma- Watson ,or John Klrkpatrick, or not be necessary to call off the rallies but left the responsibility for
at the main desk of the library.
terial published is always, whether
proper conduct of the rallies in the
hands of the student council, the
cheerleaders, and the student body
I
as s whole.

Math

5.

educate a great number of people
somewhat less well, but that lt annot do both,
There arc a tot of things wrong
with this assumption First, a mod-

(Continued on Page

4)

of the United States endeavoring to discuss matters of Interest to both
develop more effective programs groups and to the College In genoverseas and particularly in Latin eral.
America. The major objectives of
Committee chairman to Steve
the survey were to study education Silverman. Members are juniors,
in engineering, the basic sciences, Ted Curtis and Steve Piper, and
chairman,

and

agriculture in Brazilian univer-

last year's

Fran

Fuller.

sities.

It to expected that recommendations of the survey group will be
helpful to the ICA In determining
the extent of support for further
development of the sciences to Brazilian Institutions of higher learning. The group's report has not yet
been made public.

All of the schools visited with
the exception of two were under
control. Federal restrictions are placed on curriculum,
faculty appointments, and student
rules. For the moat part tuition and
board fees are low. In the Brazilian
school system students are unable to

heavy federal

Rev. Horace McMullen

Addresses BIF Sunday
The Bowdoin Interfalth Forum
starts Its fall discussion
program
with a brief talk by Rev. Horace
McMullen of the "College

M

Church" next Sunday, Oct a This
will

be followed by a

discussion

period.

Slides taken by BUI

Whit

at last

summers O-AT-KA conference will
due be shown. The meeting to open to

be withdrawn from universities
to marks. Thus, there are some anyone, but caters especially
ntnfanknnl
prospective BIF members.
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Contributions must be the origwork of the student (who shall
literary rights to the material),
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In further error is one of Life's seemingly "witty sayings
column" quote on Bowdoin: "Professors who teach upperclassisen rarely teach freshmen." Little need* to be said in an«wer
%: The following is a prepared statement from the to this false statement, for anyone familiar with Bowdoin's
Admissions office of the College in reference to the article in teaching arrangement knows this to be incorrect.
LIFE magazine (Oct 3) on "Campus Pile-Up" is which
"As conservative as Maine itself" was probably just a
Bow-
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teach upperclasamen rarely teach freshmen," is
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Accordfpg to the article's "cajefujly devised system for freshman hopefuls," an applicant can figure out just
which one of the thirty-five colleges in these three brackets will
and will not accept him with a great degree of certitude. This,
of course, is an erroneous method of college application, as
any college admissions office will admit.
Colleges, in general, aim at developing the latent inIn this reqpect
tellectual talents buried in their student body.
the SATs <fraJ> % savd* yardstick for judging the oapabilities
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The basic
question implied here concerns the
role of the Federal Government in
economic and social matters. That
more of our nation's resources
should be poured Into our educational system is unquestioned. But
should this be the sole responsibility of the federal government?
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Cards Nip Booters, 1-0
POLAR
BEARINGS Dudas, Eller Standouts

AMWEtfcST

away

Tan Nort scored one touchthe decisive extra
as Amherst stepped out of
league and upset highly-favored
Delaware, 14-12, at the lasers Held.
With the Jeffs trailing, 12-7. In
Steve

Its

By Suki CushmAQ

chance

it.

for a victory at Wesleyan, but to us looked considerably better
than the score indicated. The backs, led by Tod Gardner, Jock

Cummings, and Mike Pantaleakos, consistently gained good
yardage, and the entire forward wall played well on both
and defense. Of course, there were occasional probreros with ball handling, but. on the whole, the team outlook
is an optimistic one.

oftense

It

usually difficult to spot one singularly outstanding

is

member

of the line, but with all

due respect*

Charlie Finlayaon. Gerry Haviland.

Dave Fernald and Company,

it

Howie

Don

Hall,

Prince,

seemed from the press box

often a poor vantage point for such observations

Speleobs and Jim Garland are
tion.

Widjner,

to Bill

deserving

m

—

of

—

that Charlie

men-

special

—

n» ion
,.k..„L„ M11V
Tk.
"^„k,"
I he chunky little
only 5 10
190
seemed to be on the bottom of every pile

Sm^m^im\U, fki
^specialty
Uuco.

—
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.

pounds
junior
..
,
iL
A
anywbere near the
center of the hne. A fierce compeUtor. he
looked pretty good on offense, too. Garland turned in a standt
*
out performance,
too. making several important tackles from
his position as center and center linebacker.
•
•
*
«
.
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,

.
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Saturday, home contest with Amherst present* a peculiar
problem: wo sportswriter in his righj mind would pick winless
Bowdoin over the undefeated Lord Jeffs, conquerors of mighty
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The game was moved
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the possibility

*"*•

may be coming
will

not feel

to Brunswick with the attitude
from the backwoods can't touch
that way, and if the Lord Jeffs do,

Mark Youmans

may be

in for a surprise.
turn from start to finish, left the
,
Bears play as well as they did against Wesleyan and
no fleidjar
field far outdistanced over the Ions
long
don't fumble as often, they could upset Amherst. This, how- course, characterised by Its tough
If the

ever,

is

guess:

just

a

Amherst

Our

!?*?"

a well-fought battle of de-

?L
trlot

too unlikely to put ar a prediction.

little

Bowdoin 6

14,

.

f*
to Friday because of the Amherst
football game here Saturday.
Wesleyan has traditionally had
one of the finest soccer squads to
New England, and has competed in
the sport for more than twenty-five
years. True was their third game of
the season having previously beaten
Brown 4-2. and losing to UConn.

that their undernourished rivals

Bowdoin

in

fenses,

^

a

w

*

*

come department: Bowdoin's

5

te

"me

below the best
ml u
e

°*

»:M

dipped far
year, a
e *" pa_

mark of last
P06ted by
II J
;

2, .^- ,? Sides
Wendell
and Shea had times well under 40 minutes and showed a good

The outlook. Is height for the
Polar Bears, now in their third year
as a varsity sport. Lowell, next Fibday's opponent, beat Colby, 3-2,
last Saturday, ending the Mules
undefeated streak, which began six
»<>•»••• a«™ «r> thAir «n»
<nt«rpnii<>.
|£o~ii
garnej at thirty games.
The (,„,, wU1
looking for Its
Qr &t win after making such a fine
showing against its new. rougher
league competitors. Wesleyan.

g^

^

*«
L

„„,„!„„„
"ie conversions.
Springfield lost to
t

^

Am-

herst, 6-0.

score by periods:
springneld
7
6
12
6
Williams

7—20
0—18

43 BATES 12
TuttB college, which overwhelmed

TUFTS

n.w

m

Both elevens

lost,

but

»

»
it

was neither a

Mil
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dull nor terribly

Oet

—
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ter

disappointing weekend in Connecticut.

Frosh football

Athletics

following competitive sperta are a part of the

and heavy and ineludes one of last year's starters,
On the line will be the ends, Chesfield is also big

Bowdoin

athletic

INTERCOLLEGIATE* IXTERFRATERNITY

PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

Touch Football
Swimming Meet

Cross Country

Body Building

sailing

Golf

Meadows River

Swimming

— Sailing (cont)
— Football vs. Williams at
1:30.
— Football vs. Colby at Waterville, 1:30.
Bates at LewOet 29 — Football
iston, 1:30.
Nov. 6 — Football vs. U. of Maine

Oct •
Oct. 16

Basketball

Basketball

Bowling
Hockey
Track Meets

Handball
Skating

Track

vs.

and "Snow Balls" our Specialty

at Brunswick, 1:30.

Combo

Swimming
Track

St Field Athletics

Volleyball

Golf Tournament

<*»"
Lacrosse

Sailing Meet
Softball

*^»ng

Tennis Tournament

enn'*
i
Track

Volleyball

Davis)

Golf
Fencing
Llfesaving St Instructor

Course

Jam

all

Intercollegiate Sports.

81 Freat Street,

:
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DeaeW playea
and

NlcholJ,

re ularl y-

Lawrence's passing

be a big

will

T

8tI ipe
hen Gardner, trying
t0 make the final thret feet on a
pltC hout, was nailed on the two by
squatrito.
Waslaya„. s respiUj
,
however. Three plays later
txunbl&i
eight, and
Bill
Widmer recovered. Sweeney
hopped over left guard to the two.
and on the second play of the fourth
quarter, he ran the same play lor
Bowdoin's second score,

yard

.

^

^

^^

„ m/

s^^u,

Buckllns conversion attempt failed
ne over threw Sweeney in the
KDe „,„
Camt gtuI le<1
14

M

^

md
lfl .

Tba lineup:

bowdoin

„„,*„.

vvidm.r. Adam.,
:

^ ^^^^

place-kicking

doln. the Techmen will be host to
Boston University, Boston College,
College. Brown, Holy Cross,

Williams, Dartmouth, and the Coast

Bath

Taa

fullback.

Wing

Babson

76 Maine Street, Brunswick

m

his

The sailors go to MIT this Saturday and Sunday for the New England Team Racing Championship
Preliminaries. Ih addition to Bow-

Tennis

•There are Varsity and Freshman teams in

STORE

Session contact

New

time.

Softball

Volleyball

— PA 9-9517

at the

Basin.

m

Nichols.

placed first and sec- variety of tactics, hitting all weak lej.t tackle
Pnn«, h.ii.
UhT GUARD: Fernald.
two turns at the helm.
spots.
CJKN'iEK: Uarland.
Saturday's meet was held in chopRIGHT GUARD: Speleotii, Cunningham.
Amherst so far has
py water with a breeae of 19-17 gucce8gl uT uTtheh after touchdown gjSiji; vfiKi*. X.vn'.'nd. Naih.
n
barron.
»n^.^,
y»n._B.
WGHTr
knots. One of the Colby boats capand klcWng QUARTERBACK:
S
m
mts
Bucklin.
Morie.
sised during the pre-meet practice Van Nort
fuUback, dees the LBFT HALF-BACK: Gnrdnw. LaCa«M.

ond In

PHIL'S MEN'S
Norm

meet Saturday

Charlie

I

Every Wednesday and Saturday

(Students Interested ln a Saturday afternoon

s^;™

team event, and second ln all but threat. This season, he has comone. That time, they finished one- pleted 16 of 21 passing attempts for
a total of 176 yards. Most of the
three out of four boats.
been done only In emerSophomore Charlie Emerson was passing has
sltuaUons Amherst also this
high point skipper with two firsts «^^
«ason has racked up 338 yards
and a second in three races. Don
rushing.
Logan tallied nine points for the
Bears, winning once and placing
The team works from a wing T,
second and third In two other races. usually unbalanced and, use*ia great

Weight Lifting

Oct. It

Brunswick

,

the backfield will be Lawrence,
pounds as quarterback;
".,
6 ft., 186 pounds as left
halfback; Deaett 5 ft. 9 Inches, 175
Ppuds as ^right halfback and Van
Nort 8 ft. 1 inch 198 pounds as

6

in

Touch Football

Intrafraternity
Interclass

1L...

Polar Bear skippers finished first
all four races ln the two-boat

Tennis

Swimming

n

a

.1

College Sailing team
scored 27 of 28 possible points and
swamped Colby. 27-13. in the first

Brunswick,

21 Union Street

o

The Bowdoin

Fan

Amherst at _,..
Winter
Brunswick, 1:80.
Cross Country vs. Amherst at Basketball
Hockey
Brunswick. 1:00.
Sailing at MIT (New England Rifle
Team Championship Ellmina- Skiing

WILLS

after

-™ ? ™ii" §bsr£r.£SS?£
ja'ssraffffffi
Z
stud- im
Man -j --— 2£"
Emerson

SailOrS SWamD
J
r tOlDV
EDUCATION AS "^

—

at

Cummings Scores
its

High Point

Sailing
Academy at Brunswick, 2:30.
Soccer
vs. Lowell Tech at Bruns-

tions).

an off-tackle Jaunt. Thomas' run
around left end for the conversion
put Wesleyan ahead, 18-0.

.

The

Soccer

- DANCE

r

jj»

an and backed

wick, 2:00.
Football vs.
Oct. 8

DINE

ing most of the running, the Cards
drove to the two yard line in six
plays, from where Allen scored on

Bowdoin, getting a few breaks of
own, scored a few minutes later
a seven-play, 71-yard drive
aided by three Wesleyan penalties
totaling 29 yards and Gardner's 25
vard sprint off right guard. Fullback Jacl[ Cummmgs DuUea y, way
into the end zone from 12 yards out.
Bucklin hit Finlayson in the end
V)ne for tfae tw0 .poin t conversion.
After Wesleyan failed to gain the
necessary 10 yards ln four downs,
ka (captain), 6 ft. 1 inch, 180 the Bears again started to move,
pounds, and Kiely, 6 ft. 4 Inches, this time from their own 38. Cum
198 pounds. Tackles are Mayer, 6 mings and Sweeney carried for 14
yards in three plays, and Bucklin.
ft. 4 Inches, 198 pounds, and Abodeely. 6 ft. 1 inch. 280 pounds. Wil- passing well, hit Finlayson, who
son. 5 ft. 10 inches, 198 pounds, and ran to the Cardinal eight for a 40Bralnard, 6 ft. and 210 pounds are yard pass combination.
„
„...
the guards; and Thompson, 6 ft. 1
1

with plenty of experience. The back-

Brews- Fo?JbaU

vs.

McCarthy recovered on the Bow28. With Allen, Dom Squatrito,
and quarterback Jack Mitchell dodoin

1

-r-e
Two

At Bowdoin

Don

fumbled and Wesleyan tackle

Next Foe;

Speed Are Assets
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to build the foundations for their team.

a

Heft,

m

tog for team positions.
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Jeffs

wee k. 38-0, with its
"We're looking for a tough game, but we're not out of it,"
speedy backs, scored
satur
every period and crushed Bates, My. assistant coach rete Kostacopoulos concerning this
Medford.
is-12, at
football game with Amherst, scheduled for Whittier Field
fay-*
'
'
Deveaux,
McLucas
and
Ron
Boc
\n
r.IVI.
1
:30
at
Polar
the offensive stars against the
Bears, scored two touchdowns apiece
The undefeated Lord Jeffs beat Delaware, one of the best
against the Bobcats.
„
.,
1
a 1 1
» c
j
k » u A
4last Saturday, nut neaa
nn^«i on 12 of 27 small
the east,
1 L,
college team,
Bates connected
l n | Corey is expecting his Polar Bear eleven to be ready
passes for 128 yards, but netted only seven yards rushing.
,
,
j
a
..„U springtougn
edged
Amherst
ago,
Saturdays
for them.
The score by periods:
Bates
6-12 field 2 |-6.
6
Tufts
6—43
18
15
8

today at the golf course. This an- program.
affair saw the varsity men vy-

a

Unbeaten

The next break came on the third
play of the second half, when Bucklin, rushed hard attempting to pass,

^4^ and
fc^

Soccer has been a varsity sport at bowdoin tor three years. nUBj
at least 30 years. Thus, not only did Wesleyan have two games
extra experience this season, but at least 2 7 years more in which

tackle from two yards out for the
game's first score. Wesleyan led 8-0
as the senior scatback skirted left
end for the two-point conversion.

.

xhe

New

has been played at that level at Middletown. Connecticut, for

same

^

According to Kostacopoulos, Amherst will present a line averaging

England's best soccer elevens, had previously beaten Brown and
The Inter-class meet, originally
scheduled for last Friday, took place
lost to UConn, one of the nation's perennial soccer powers.
It

Wesleyan Scores

'

^
,Z '^ —

way

after Pantaleokos bulled his
for eight yards and fumbled.

Later ln the second period, a
and then the fullback, with a roll-out optional pass or run by
Dexter Morse lateral to Jack Milo
quarterback Dave Lawrence.
went astray, and was recovered by
the Cards' Terry Allen on the White
This season the Jeffs have also shown a liking for end 16-yard line. Seven plays later, Derunt which they attempted 15 times against Springfield and Miro slipped through a hole in left

other eleven,

11

.

Unfo^unately for Bowdoin, the ,
because it leads to a halfback trap fake with a handoff to fullback Steve Van Nort; or to a double fake, first to the hswfbnrk

big line

deal of promise for future meets.
Two freshmen, Chris Reichert and
the soccer team, proved itself a New England small college Jonn Osterwels. turned in capable
performances as well. Except for
.
1
,
1
1
1
1
team to be reckoned with, as they lost to \*r
Wesleyan by only one the cold bug which has been bother»ng Eldon Craig, things are startto nothing Saturday morning.
The Cards, usually one of

things to

it

ThlcT^ ^e

'

Eliot

Good

for the Jeffrie, each time they tried

1

«_

?^ fw
V£ W^T^
._

._

^

inconsistent.

them.

victory.

*>y to the eight-yard stripe on a
sg-yard BuckUn-to-Gardner pass.
But as the second quarter opened,
Tony DeMiro recovered the loose

•

Delaware, although not with quite the
Sucfdo^
E'*??en a°- 18 ** WiUiarnstown.
line.
characterized their halfback trap play.
Williams, on a one-yard plunge
1
Png f ° r Weatii.
by Howard Knight and four and
K,^
..JM
1U
tha
th
8
six-yard Jaunts by Eric Widmer,
.'
u
at.lv
Friday
with a httte less wind this
mlpute
untu tQe
when they meet Lowell Tech here
f „ d Qn three aeria j lttempte

1

they

S^J5S&?bS&£

the

alternating

_l

Amherst also
backfield, which
something of which the Polar Bears could use a little more.
is not to say that Bowdoin lacks its share of backfield talent, just big, fast talent.
The Jeffs also have a potent passing
attack in the arm of quarterback Dave Lawrence, who passed
for three touchdowns in his team's opening victory o*.'cr Springfield, 2 -6.
The Bowdoin passing attack, which went for a
creditable 116 yards against Wesleyan, still seemed somewhat

'

AtT-ffi

backs;

This

that the Jeffs?

aT

"leases indicated, gaining 22 yards
to the Wesleyan 47 on five rushes
and a penalty and going all the

.

and Steve Piper at the fullThe score by periods:
Everett Strong, Bill Menz, w-i
0—27
13
14
and Fred Rollinson at the half- vr
rm „nf
0— °
vermol
»
Constantino,
and
Paul
backs;
George Giuver, Dudas, Jack Sack,
Springfield 20, WILLIAMS 18
and Rick Copeland on the forward
Springfield College came from beline.
The bench gave good support with hind in the fourth period, recoverLeonard Johnson alternating at »"« a fumble on the Williams eightNicolai

,

•

-

.

Bowdoin bench, too.
has size and speed in the

is

U

'
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Gantaw
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,

.

,

^

^
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biggest factor in Bowdoin's favor

^

^

n
ThT Po!ar Bears
had possession of the ball, they
seeped temftft mulxmna as halfback Ted Gardner and fullback Mike
Fanteleakoe combined for 25 yards
In four carries to the Wesleyan 14.
Gardner, however, fumbled on the
next play, and Wesleyan recovered.
The Cardinals then put on a 12play drive which carried to the
White 31 before running out of
steam. Once again, the locals looked
u *, e th « *«"> theu- pre-*ason press

Watch For Halfback Trap Play

_ 7~^

^

WM

for 116 yards.

oCOUllIlU PonA»f>
IVepOri.

^^

is

The

the ground. The passing also laiproved, as Bucklin completed six

j^^

.

,

a Weslsytn fumble on its own eight
jard line,
The Bowdoin team which loat to
Wesleyan seemed to be of a dtfterent mold than that which saccumbed to powerful Tufts tat week
before. The line consistently opened
holes in the Cards' forward wsll.
and the backs used them to good
advantage, compiling 136 yards on

»
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I

"

"

^? k^T^«
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2£,y

nuv
"Jill
t»a\8j|
however;
UUWCTCt
Wltr
not all ewe
elded,
the'
Volar Bears' first score carac alter

t
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But none of these sportswritem is a student at Bowdoin. The
J/sff* have a line averaging 202 pounds from end to end and
205 from tackle to tackle. The Polar Bear forwards average
197 including the flankers and 204 without them. And there's
plenty of heft

As Fumbles Prove Decisive

niw ujw.iw^w-«
Intercepted been
*#waa vvuntuunpM/
considerably uiuiu
a^vw —
Five
fumbles,
two
more to
__
A7*»C
iUlllUH^i
vv Bow%a
U
Bowdoin. although putting up a terrific last minute battle,
»*»"*> *»• * two P°iat conver- dotn's advantage, had the Fols»
") „.2|
Knii'trfin
a five yard
pass iv™
from Htulam
in
» ion made tne d^rence
» n d " ***** ** n "P 1* «»«1* ** handling
cam* through an th* »W«rt -n J of » T
acore in last Saturday's
th^n
V the Z>*
charging Bowdoin eleven lost Its the pigskin. Fumbles on the Wes~J?tJT?L
.
give
has team its Anal
.
*oc ** 1 *ame
leyan H-y*rd and one-foot toes
T** Cardinals scored the
second game of the Kailon to Wes
*«•*•»<"•
'y !5««K«
advantage.
16-14. Saturday, at Middle- terminated early game scoring bids
Al Deaett sprinted 17 yards In the leyan,
point of the game about half way through the second period,
by the locals, and bobbles deep
town, Connecticut.
first quarter to climax a 65-yard
and was abb to hold Bowdoin to a shut out.
After Bob Sweeney had skipped in their own territory set up the
drive for Amherst's other tally.
off tackle for two yards for Bow- two Wesleyan touchdowns.
The score by periods:
Although Bowdoin did not scone, the game was evenly
Then, after the Bear offense bedoin's second touchdown early in
play * d
» 1«y aB »* d the advantage during the first period; Anjherst
the fourth quarter to make the score gan to roll with tallies midway in
X~i«
Delaware
0— 12 ie-14, Dexter Bucklin overthrew his the third quarter and early ln the
6
6
after
il
** 9nd tuck But We,fcy''1 '' rough and rug"
intended receiver on the conver- fourth, two Wesleyan interceptions
tounr st, Kings row**
"•d teanv n****** with *•» «"*"«* heading ability, was unaro n attempt, and the Cardinals held and another Bowdoin fumble kept
scoring in every period. Colby on to their two
^n, starting* another
mt lead for y^ ^g
penetrable for the Bowdoin eleven.
serious scoring bid.
remainder of the contest
2X25
Marine Academy, 30-14, for its sec..
.
,_
The ball-handling mistakes were
The score, however, might hsve
The
shot record was eighteen for ond successiv e victory Saturday at
Bowdoin. Klng8 point. New York.
Weslevon,
for
fifteen
ThgfiClS«iS »*
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Polar Bear football team fumbled
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By David W«Ibta4t
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Cards Edge Bowdoin, 16-14

Gridiron Results

Guard Academy.

and

is

-
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.

a fine punter.

If the Polar Bears do upset the
Jeff eleven, It will be their
first victory ln the 38-game series

Lord

Milo.

RIGHT HALFBACK: Jenkins. Sween«r.
FULLBACK Pantaleakw, Cumminn.
WK8LEYAN
I

left END: Martin, Schneebewr,
left tackle: Hum.. MoCrth,.

A

when a strong Bowdoin' cboterV toiksuTcJuvir
RIGHT GUARD: Richard., Funk. Gataaggregation won its last five con
trampling Amherst. 31-7. Also,
R,'^ T TACKLE Erdm B rown.
would be only the third victory RIGHT END: Franklin, Saunders.
QUARTERBACK: Mitchell, Driacoll. Rosince 1934.
since 1962.
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.

it

bertson.

LIFT HALFBACK:

STUDENT

At

Join Your Friends

Thomas, Allen, M»tt-

RIGHT HALFBACK: DeMiro. Rogers,
FULLBACK: Squatrito. Marino. Ferguson.
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BUSINESSMAN LOOKS

difficulty

We

(Canttaaeel frasa rage t)

of

shall have to be more flexible
in our conception of excellence.
of view that
permit* each kind of Institution to
achieve excellence In terms of its

We

must develop a point
era

society such a* out* cannot
ehocM to do one or the other; tt
ha* no choice but to do both. Our
kind of society calls for the maxidevelopment of individual potentialities
at
all
levels.
Many

own

objectives.

In higher education as In everything elite there Is no excellent performance without high morale. No
Americans still regard education as morale, no excellence! And In a
a luxury, a high-minded activity great many of our colleges and uniwhich is all right If society can versities the most stubborn enemy
and therefore of
afford tt. This Is strictly a nine- of high morale
has been a kind of
teenth-century view. Today we can- excellence
not afford not to have tt It Is an hopelessness on the part of both
absolute bedrock necessity, central administration and faculty, particuhopelessness about
to our present strength and to our larly the latter
ever achieving distinction as an Infuture growth.

mum

—

—

—

.

We

must

one up

.

.

stitution.
first

demand

that the

to

recognise
to educate everyof

all

the level of his ability

and the demand

for excellence

in

higher education are not incompatiWe must all honor both goals.
The institutions of strong democratic views and traditions do wrong
to bridle at the word excellence and
to Imply, if only by their failure
to speak cut on this subject, that
they have other objectives which
exclude this one. Such Institutions
should say to the world, and even
more gravely to themselves, that
excellence Is one of their prime objectives.
To do otherwise degrades
them and degrades the vital function which they serve In a demoble.

cratic society.
Similarly, the Institutions with a
tradition
of excellence do
wrong to say that excellence Is
their sole concern and that they

high

do not have the time or resources
or interest to participate In the
great democratic task of broadening educational opportunity.
To
do so is to separate themselves from

the mainstream ot American higher education and to cut themselves
off from Its most profound source*
of vitality.
It is essential to discard the whole
%.vM,v.vp« v* »*« ^mm^vi ico °* turn-

—

er education
elite and ma—, or
quality and quantity.
Let us think of American higher education as involving many different kinds of institutions, each
with its significant part to play to
creating the total pattern. Let us
recognise that we have profited
enormously by the diversity of
American higher education. Let us
resolve that the various kinds of
instructions shall play their different roles with honor and recognition.

We

.

.

.

do not want

Institutions

all

to be alike,
We want Institutions
to develop their Individualities and
to keep those individualities. None

must be ashamed

of Its distinctive

features, as long as it is doing something that contributes Importantly
to the total pattern, and as long
as It Is striving for excellence In
performance.
Failure to recognize this principle
can be not only unfortunate In
human terms but costly In Institutional terms

We

cannot
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hope

maintain

to

The highly selected grants have two uani plus two roses equals four allowed to grow as an abstract disbeen awarded to graduates from 560 rosea, but the ouijr thing two skunks cipline divorced from applications.
different colleges. This Is convinc- and tee roses have In common la
"That is why mathematics has
proof
that
many colleges the number two.
ing
become more 'practical' than ever,
throughout the country, not only the
"Mathematics is a language art." why our civilisation has become a
well-known
ones,
offer high he asserted, "ana we're not going mathematical civilisation.
few
Almost
quality education.
per to get very far with It if we follow
"It is difficult for people to see
cent of all the 1000 Fellows In 19W- the educationists' 'cardinal princi- this if they make tlw mistake of asso50 continued study after the first ple' v/p'ch says that mathematical ciating
mathematics solely with
year, and more than 75 per cent principles must necessarily arise as numbers and quantity vast branches
of all Fellows eventually end up generalisations from concrete ex- of modem mathematics have nothIn academic positions.
amples. The mathematician is In- ing to do with numbers and quanThe Woodrow Wilson National terested In 2 phis 3 equals 4, not 2 tity.
Fellowship Foundation does not ac- skunks plus 3 skunks equals 4 skunks
"Simply put, mathematics has
cept applications directly from stuor 3 roses plus 2 roses equals 4 the function among the language
Every candidate for the rosea."
dents.
arts of addressing Itself to form,
award mast be nominated by a facThis was essentially the idea with pattern, structure, order, organizaNominated students
ulty member.
Professor Korgen, Howard W. Alex- tion: In short, it enables us to think
are invited to declare themselves acander, the Head of the Department successfully about matters that would
tive candidates for the award by
of Mathematics at Earlham College. be too complicated for us In the
sending the necessary application
L. Chittim and Dan K. absence of this component of our
Richard
forms to the chairman of the selecChrist*! of Bowdoin, and Charles general linguistic equipment.
tion committee for the region in
the University of Wis"It follows that this is no time
which the prospective candidate is W. Curtis of
trying to instill Into for teachers to teach mathematics
were
consin,
now located, A list of the fifteen
teachers, who were selected 'from the book.' Their primary purregions and the names of the re- the 44
applicants
and
many
some
800
from
pose
must be to develop an extra
gional chairmen may be obtained
from the Foundation's national of whom are currently working to- power of language within each
headquarters, Box 643, Princeton, ward master's degrees during a pupil by focussing on the creative
i

Nominating Starts For

Woodrow Wilson Grant;

M

College Seniors Eligible
An election campaign promising
rich rewards for the successful candidates gets under way today as
thousands of faculty members from
universities and colleges
in the
United 8tates and Canada begin
nominate college seniors for
to
Woodrow Wilson graduate fellow-

:

ships.

Designed to reduce a nation-wide
shortage of qualified college teachers, the program annually awards
1000 fellowships for first year gradat any university of the
choice In the United
States or Canada.
Candidates are
elected only after rigorous screening and personal interviews by one
of fifteen regional committees of

.

.

.

educators.
Each elected fellow receives a $1500 stipend for living expenses plus full tuition and family
allowances.
The program is open to college
graduates mainly to the humanities

and social sciences. Both men and
most appalling and unhappy errors women are eligible, and there is no
that we can make Is to assume that
limit on the age of the candidate or

youngsters Incapable of the highest on the number of years
he may
standards of Intellectual perform- have been out of college.
Those
ance are incapable of any standards who receive awards are not asked
whatsoever and can properly be sub- to commit themselves to college
jected to shoddy, slovenly, and teaching, but merely
to "consider it
trashy educational fare.
seriously" as a possible career.
The most Important moral of all
The program, designed to encouris that excellence is where you find
age college seniors of outstanding
It.
I would extend this generaliza- ability to
study for advanced detion to cover not just higher edu- grees with faculty
Jobs as their
cation but all education from t.h* 5CS», tS auIuiIuobCrou ujr wic vvOOuvocational high school to the gradu- row
Wilson National Fellowship
ate school.
We must learn to Foundation under a 124,500.000 five
honor pxcellence 'Indeed to demand year grant from the Ford Founda.

.

it)

.

tion.

activity, however humble the activity, and to scorn shoddiness, however exalted the activity. ... An
excellent plumber Is infinitely more

admirable

The

philosopher.

scorns excellence in plumbing because plumbing Is a humble activity
and tolerates shoddiness In philosophy because It is an exalted activity will have neither good plumbing
nor good philosophy.
Neither its
pipes nor its theories will hold
water.

now

trative colleagues, resorting

Gives First Written

to

Exam, October 15

more

ingenious
tactics,
cleverly
charged CORK with instigating the
campus demonstrations and threatened to expel anyone participating
In any further
tions.

campus demonstra-

—

Saturday morning, the Executive
Council
of
the
Administration,
without explanation, failed to hold
its scheduled caucus with the Student Government.
(Continued from Page 1)
Now, a« could be expected, infuriated by what they deemed as
a deliberate liisuit, the students inlocal subserviences and passlveness dignantly lashed back at their overof Negroes was shattered. The stu- lords by again boycotting the snack
dents had boldly traversed the Ru- bar and cafeteria that evening.
bicon of doubt and fear cast by
With an air of relief, the Executhe college pedagogues and had tive Council expelled twelve students
forged new vistas'ln the appeal for and dismissed two teachers, who,
equality.
they charged, were the major conKnowing no better strategy to se- spirators in the student demonstracure substantial sanctuary from tions.
their recent role In history-making,
All were members of the CORE
the managers, on April 4, pleaded Central
Committee except two.
for a period of negotiations.
The These two merely made the mistake
deadline was Monday, April 25th. of, In one case, having a name too

'The Balance Of World

OWEN CARTER

—

Power" Topic Of Talk

By Major

The small liberal arts col- tinued full scale operations, seven
lege should not be afraid to remain days a week. Its reports on Wedsmall.
The large urban Institution nesday morning, April 6, revealed
should not be ashamed that It Is the growing attempts of the segrelarge. The technical institute should gationists to manipulate matters
not be apologetic about being a that could best eradicate CORE.
technical Institute. Neither coeducaThat evening the fourteen memtional nor non-coeducational Insti- ber central committee of CORE was
tutions should feel It ne cessary to invited to confer with the College
explain why they are one or the Executive Council ostensibly to proother. Each institution should pride mote comradeship. All but two atitself on the role that It has chosen tended. The President assured each
to play and on the special contribu- member personally that he and his
tion which It brings to the total entire
administration were their
diverse pattern of American higher friends. He welcomed them to move
education.
their off -campus headquarters downdiversity.

similar in the

The Arts

cluded Harold

ard L. Chittim, Prof. Dan E. Christie, Charles W. Curtla, Prof at the
University of Wisconsin. Prof. Samuel E.

Kamerling was chairman

ning to offer Advanced Chemistry
in secondary school. The Math Institute was divided Into two areas:
course I in Probability and mathematics of statistics and Course II
linear algebra and vector spaces.

POLITICAL VIEWPOINTS
(Continued from Page t)

Park Avenue, Beacon Hill, or Lower Mill Street in Brunswick will gain
right to the best education
that they are qualified for. We see,
FwUlfcaS
Frontier*
in ..ExiriOtttiit
Bowles
called
It,
as
Chester
clearly the "Party Of Hope." It
has today become also the party of
responsive and competent leadership. Federal aid to education is
coming
the people demand it,
and the continuing growth In the
their

—

need for education demands it. America must prepare to move again
out of recent executive and administrative sterility. It is a time for
the utilization of new, fertile ideas
to ensure a sound and lasting harvest.

Gen. Verbeck

Inn
HI 3-3921

Hotel Sedgwick

simile to illustrate what he sees
as the prime fallacy in the teaching
of high school mathematics to the

United States today.
"Two skunks plus two skunks
equals four skunks," he said, "Arid

PA 5-5700
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trusted

until the final success of
has been established.
standards?
Not alt all. But we
On April 26, the newly elected
need a totally new conception of and consequently Inexperienced Stuquality In higher education
a dent Government called a mass
conception that would be applicable.. meeting to read the student grievIn terms of the objectives of the ances on campus matters alien from
institutions.
As things stand now the sit-in effort. This unwise move
the word excellence Is all too often resulted In the students, peeved by
reserved for the dosen or two doeen the failure of the Student Governinstitutions which stand at the very ment to solve all of their relatively
zenith of our higher education In unimportant demands, having their
terms of faculty distinction, selectiv- own mass meeting to which they

to
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looking for a job with a wide open future.

found

it

when he

my

Service

Electrical

Auto Body Work
Pleasant Street

Brunswick

He

joined Pacific Telephone in

San Francisco.
Here's

TPT-

Sales

A

how Wes tells it: "I remember one of
The boss said, 'Wes, I want you

grow

—not errand
ceiling for

Supplies

PUCE

didn't

tell

handled the report

us (but his boss did) that he
like

a

pro.

And

today, as

a

you:

nurses
boys.

"We

get good training.

you along. We
So far as I can

hire managers!
see, there's

no

self-starter in this business."

to bite off

»

Wes

down a key

If you're a guy like Wes Roberts— if you like
more than you can chew and then chew

or Beared."

-owed- MIKE'S

tell

But no one

up with

operating centers to keep

holding

just as fast.

Wes can

new

field

he's

Wes Roberts' story is not unique in the Bell
Telephone Companies. The telephone business
is growing fast— and men are needed who can

first jobs.

Northern California's growth over the next 10
years.' I didn't know whether I was more happy

Fixtures

division supervisor,

telephone job.

to work out a plan showing where we'll need

Plumbing
Tk.

a

it

— you'll

literature
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and additional information.
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eon possibly

Cubes
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of

the Chemistry Institute, assisted by
Gordon L. Hiebert and
Walter D. Jones.
The Chemistry course was deprepare
teachers plansigned to
Assist. Prof.
Assist. Prof.

AUTO SERVICE

OAKIE'S

respect.

and Quislings.

Lilliputians

staff waa headed
by Prof. Reinhard L. Korgen and InW. Alexander of Earlham College, Associate Prof. Rich-

The mathematics

Bath Road

Thus, In the best concentration of
a contemporary Rodin, the reader
may draw his own conclusions from
this summarizing epilogue In what
may best be conceded as a saga of

But what about quality? What town to the college campus. They reabout excellence? Am I turning my joiced: 0-2 warned them to be careback on the fact that there are ful, the administration cannot be
differences in the extent to which
colleges and universities meet these

same

1)

the Argonne National Laboratory,
Prof. Noel C. Little and Claude B.
Bonang of Brunswick High School.

New Meadows

in the system unless we
Meanwhile, 0-2 (Intelligence), of similar to a central committee memhonor the various aspects of that which the writer was chief, con- ber and, In the
other case, a face too

diversity

(Continued from Page

Western

forces.

U.S. Civil Service

decided to boycott the college snack
bar and cafeteria for one-half a
incompetent day both Thursday and Friday.
society
which
The President and his adminis-

an

than

outnumber

satellites

Its

ALUMNI AWARD

.

human

SUMMER PLAYHOUSE

military forces of the UJ3J3.R. and

-

.

in every socially accepted

military

SUMMER

,

.

American

of

1960

strength and its comparison with
that of the Soviet bloc.
General Verbeck, the commander regardless of major study, and to
of the XTJI Army Corps at Port persons who have had equivalent
Devens, Massachusetts, pointed out experience. Starting aalarles will
that American and Soviet retalia- be either 84345 or 85,356 a year detory forces were balanced such that pending on the ouallflcations of the
neither power would risk even the candidate. Management Internships
accident of a nuclear wu-. But, he will also be filled from this examincontinued, the West needs to re- ation with starting salaries of $5355
tain its present military strength and 86,435 a year.
.
because the capability for retaliation must remain In our hands.
He explained that although the

Including those or NATO,
by some 346 divisions (with approximately 10,000 men to a division!,
the fact that the Soviet Union must
keep many of those divisions stationed In occupied satellite nations
reduces the disparity. And unlike
the Communist nations, the United
Institutes
at
of
four
summer
acts of anathematizing and mathe- 8tates does not incur the expense
New Jersey, or from the Woodrow series
maticizlng, not on the results of and military devitalization of keepWilson representative, at Bowdoln, Bowdoin.
Mr. Wilder, on any campus In tlw
"Mathematics has been around such activity frozen in textbook ing all its divisions constantly moUnited 8tates and Canada. Names for 8,000 years," said Professor Kor- form."
bilized.
Professor Korgen and his staff
of fellowship winners will be made gen, "but what has been produced
The American Navy and Air
known by March 15, 1991.
in our lifetime far overshadows appear to be moving toward the Force, General Verbeck
asserted,
Now on Woodrow Wilson Fellow- what was produced before. This is day when the high school math are both superior to their counterships are Douglass E. Crabtree '80 the Oolden Age of Mathematics as teacher may be able to throw the parts in the Soviet Union; and he
and Theodore A. Perry "80 (Hon- far as creativity is concerned."
skunks out Into the thorny roses mentioned also that two particularorary).
Did the Idea of having 64 out- and use the language of mathema- ly potent and Impressive arms of
atandtng math teachers "breathing tics as Professor Korgen sincerely the military are the National Guard
»
and the U. S. Army Reserve.
down their necks," so to speak, believes it should be used.
INSTITUTE
All these factors In total, he emfrighten the 17 students? Not in
phasized, make a Western military
the least, according to David Field,
(Continued from Page 1)
strength equal, if not superior to,
another of the "guinea pigs," as the
the Soviet military.
(Continued from Page 1)
students liked to call themselves.
General Verbeck 's closing remark
mathematicizlng activity as that
"Attending school with three difserved to emphasise hU confidence
wkiok iv,y£iy£. »*»• cresticn of new
say, "Thank You for all that you
in Western defense: "If our potenformal patterns in abstract mathe- you in a classroom full of teachers
have done for Bowdoin."
Few tial enemies want a good fight, we'll
matics.
isn't such a gloomy thought," opined
alumni have exhibited loyalty and
accommodate them."
There were no textbooks used In David. "In a classroom where the
devotion such as yours, and so
teachers outnumber the students,
the courses being presented.
today, with the greatest of pleas"We feel that lectures for courses Individual attention to all the stu- ure and affection, we are happy
to present the Alumni Service
in mathematics lose their Integrity dents Is possible. The Informality
between the teachers and the stuAward to you."
If they are built around a textbook,"
<4ant« oa«M fhe rar>etA»> «»-»/* ir\Aitr>*m
The Haiu&ne Cup, won by Grifa nc occaoui imi|cu.
quence of lectures In the Institute the student to learn new material fin, was given by fellow officers In
has to stand the test of being more quickly and thoroughly. I the Pacific in memory of Captain
realize,
didn't
until
this
Andrew
took
I
A. Haldane, United States
publishable In textbook form. This
makes the course all the more exact- course, how easy it can be to learn Marine Corps Reserve, of the. Bowing for the participants because they so much difficult material in such a doin Class of 1841. Haldane, who
wa.s
The United States Civil Service
captain
short
of the 1940 Bowdoin
time."
know they are seeing a textbook
being created before their eyes."
Professor Korgen summarized his football team, fought with the Mar- Commission has announced that
applications are now being accepted
The no-textbook idea generated view of what was being done In the ines in the South Pacific.
for
the 1861. Federal Service Enextreme attentlveness on the part Mathematics Institute in this way:
trance Examination
the examinof the participants, according to
"What Is contemplated is not the
ation through which young people
the professor. At the end of the placing of mathematics within a
of college caliber may begin a caprogram this lecture material had tower remote from practical affairs
reer In the Federal Civil Service
to have Integrity as a completed
on the contrary. But Its alliance
is one of some 60 different occupatextbook. Bach day the material was with its applications
is much more
tape-recorded, transcribed to mimea matter of finding in practical
ograph stencils, mimeographed with- piuliieiiiB
illustrations of abstract
in 34 hours by a special staff, and mathematics
than a matter of findgiven to the students. This process ing how portions of the discipline
left the student free to pay strict
may be presented as evolving from
Speaking with a confidence In
attention to what the lecturer was concrete examples. The
fact Is that present American military resources.
saying and to react to what he was mathematics
has gained Its great Major Gen. William J. Verbeck la.st
saying with an active mind rather power In modern
times by being Monday addressed the chapel audithan with the passive mind of the
note-taker. He took only those notes
that he felt were necessary to do.
assigned exercises.
For the Most Complete and Expert Service
"We are aiming for the infusion;
of new life Into high school matheon Both American and Foreign Cars its
matics," said Professor Korgen, "a
broadening and enlivening of the
curriculum usui. modern material."
The professor used a colorful

Not only are such attitudes a coruate study
rosive Influence on morale, they
recipient's

make It virtually certain that the
institution will never achieve even
that kind of excellence which Is
within Its reach. For there Is a
kind of excellence within the reach
of every institution.
must never assume that
, We
youngsters who are not equipped to
attend the first-rank collages are
Incapable of rigorous attention to
some sort of standards. One of the

analysis

5.

tional fields The positions to be
filled from the FSEE are In various
Federal agencies located In Washington, D. c, and throughout the
United States.
The examination is open to college Juniors, seniors, and graduates,

ence on "The Balance of World
Power," in which he discounted the
present tide of pessimism concerning defense with an optimistic
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Bugle Editors Announce Changes Speakers Announced
In Philosophy, Policy, Format

Herman B. Segal '61 of Portland,
Professor Athern P. Daggett of the
faculty, and President Lawrence L.
Pelletler of Allegheny College in
Pennsylvania will be the featured
speakers on James Bowdoin Day,
Thursday, October 13. The speakers were announced by Professor
Ernst C. Helmreich, chairman of
the faculty committee In charge of
the annual event.
Dr. Pelletler will give the main
address at the exercises In the
Plckard Theater in Memorial Hall
Segal will respond
at 11:00 am.
for the undergraduates who have
been selected as Jamet Bowdoin
Scholars, and Professor Daggett will
speak for the faculty at a special
luncheon to be held In the Moulton Union.

Co-editos of the 1961
Robert Burnett and Stevens Hllyard
hive announced that the book will
be printed by Portland Lithograph
Od. and the aenlor pictures will be
taken by Dexter Studios of Portland,
Maine. Professor Olulio Pontecorvo will again this year be the faculty advisor.

In

preparation

for this year's
several
aspects have
been changed to assure representation from each Fraternity on campus a special section of the staff

publication

has been formed. It will be composed of one member from each
house.
These staff members will
be In charge of their own fraternity
sections of toe book and will also
act as intermediaries between students in their houses and the editThe newly appointed fraterors.

The Reverend James V. Miller,
Chairman of the Department of

nity representatives are:

Philosophy at Bates College, will be
the chaplain at the exercises.

Alpha Delta Phi: O. Ptagg. Pat
UpaUon: P. Berte. Chi Psi: O. Co-

Kappa

LEFT TO RIGHT:

R.
Epsilon:
Stone, Theta Delta Chi: T. Holland.
Zeta Pel: M. Youmans, Kappa Sigma: P. Manclnl, Beta Theta Pi: R.
Perrell, Sigma Nu: C. Perrine, Al-

Charles Flagg, Photography Editor; John Goldkrand, Business Manager; Robert Burnett and Steven Hllyard, Co-editors.

pha Tau Omega:

Professor Darling Attacks Administration's

Delta

lette.

Hunt, Alpha
Rho Upsilon: J. Ooldkrand, Delta
Sigma: H. Heggenhougen.
In the advertising section John
Ooldkrand, business manager, will
S.

follow the general scheme of past
years, however, he plans to try to
gain the participation of more national concerns. The format of the
Bugle will be similar to that of
I960 but with several minor changes.
Some sections will be alloted a different amount of space and the
overall number of pages will be less.

—

P*f-.

Economic Policies In Speech To Young Demos

—

Dr. Pelletler

A native of Farmington, N. H.
Dr. Pelletler received his early education in Sanfordt In 1936 he received a bachelor of arts degree from
Bowdoin cum laude as a member
of Phi Beta Kappa. He later earn-

"Only by creating an over-all lion Americans are unemployed
A. Pierce '05
more than ten billion dol- above what can be expected because
from 1966 to 1960 has the Re- of 'frictlonal unemployment.' To put
publican administration been able to It crassly," he went on, "the supDies;
maintain any degree of health in porters of this policy have hoped
the American economy," said Asso- that this 'pool of unemployment'
ciate Professor of Economics Paul would prevent a wage-price spiral."
Scholarship
"The Republicans and their supDarling, In a talk In the Moulton
Union Lounge last Wednesday eve- porters seem to be dismayed by the
Establishment of the Leonard A.
fact that, despite their conservative
Other appointed members of the ning.
Pierce Memorial Fund by the partHis talk, "Monetary policy, fiscal monetary policies and their toleraWilliam Chapman '63,
staff are
ners of the Portland law Arm of
Managing Editor In charge of clubs policy, and Inflation," outlined the tion of higher unemployment, the Hutchinson, Pierce, Atwood, Si Allen
rise.
price
level
has
continued
to
differences
of
major
parties
in
the
Blodgett
organizations;
Doug
and
James
i. a. .......A-*., ti..
«~u«*..~
t rrvnr i \\r
|4VJ. U.tl.i>.
{.bUIIUilUt.
They seem te fall tc reall2e," he has been announced by Dr.
KJ 14|J»*» 1U.1U.1J
'02, Editor of the faculty secliuii,
S. Coles.
Paul Berte '62, Editor of the se- said Prof. Darling, "both presiden- said, "that the 'price-wage spiral'
nior section; Roger Pompeo '63, tial candidates seem to agree that (or 'wage-price,' as Republicans
have
It)
balancing
budget
would
Is
an
almost
Inevitthe
is
Important,
Sports Editor; and Charles Plagg
63, Photography Editor.
Each one except In times of recession or em- able, If somewhat new, phenomenon
of these editors has openings avail- ergency. I believe," he went on, "both of a society In which both business
able for any student who may be parties have about the same socio- and labor have become well-organinterested in working in their parti- economic goals." He cited full em- ised in their attempts at gaining
ployment, stable price levels, rapid what they feel Is their fair share
cular fields.
economic growth, and freedom of of the national income."
deficit of

$100 Memorial

Announced

ii

,

.

'

Conventions Attendants

Present Personal Views

At Political Forum Panel
The Political Forum's 1960- '61 season started In the Moulton Union
lounge Friday night, Sept. 30, at 8
p.m.

The program

consisted

of

a

panel discussion of the I960 political conventions as seen by students

who attended them.
The moderator was

"As for me," said Prof. Darling,
economic choice.
"At this point," said Prof. Darl- "I feel that full employment is more
ing, "Fundamental differences do important than maintaining stable
arise between the two candidates. prices. Our society can take steps,
Each one has to make value judg- either privately (through investments In defining the social wel- ment in group stock plans) or pubfare, assigning different weights to licly (by hitching the social security
system to the index of prices) to
each of these four basic goals."
As an example of this situation, mitigate any possibly bad effects of
he mentioned the goals of full em- an unstable price level. On the other
ployment and stable price levels, hand, unemployment causes « trewhich both parties seem to think mendous waste ef human resources
are compatible goals. "In this case," to the economy Of our nation. Fursaid Prof. Darling, "most Republi- thermore," concluded Prof. Darling,
"unemployment creates an economic
cans seem to feel that some 'above
frictlonal' unemployment may have climate that Is detrimental to the
to be tolerated in order to maintain welfare and morale of the entire
price stability. Democrats, on the nation."
Wednesday evening's talk was the
other hand, feel that full employment is more Important than stable first of a series being conducted by
prices. If a decision between the the Bowdoin Collage Young Democratic Club.
two has to be made."
Prof. Darling cited the Republican administration's "tight money" l<(MHI..IHM«>«l<m.MI>.......M»....l>, >,«,<„.., ll*««ll<M,tl>*l

Professor David Walker, a delegate to the Democratic National Convention. Panel
members were Ted Curtis, Robert D.
Brlggs, David Wollstadt, and David
Smith. Of these four, two, Ted Curtis and Robert Brlggs, were present (high rates of interest) policies. He
at the conventions in official posi- said that from 1953 to 1969, the rates
tions: Curtis an assistant sergeant- on long-term borrowing have been
at-axms of Republican convention, 3.7, S.5, 3.8. 4.7, 5.1, 6.1, but that
and Brlggs a page at the Demo- on the other hand, under the Trucratic convention. The other two, man administration, the long-term
Wollstadt and Smith, had no offi- rates never went over 3.5%
In addition. Prof. Darling declared
cial positions at the conventions and
were thus able to view the proceed- that the Republicans have tolerings more objectively, although Dave ated rising unemployment In AmWollstadt did take part In a parti- erica. (From 1953 to 1969, 22, 5.6,
4.4,
4.2, 4.3, 6.8, and 5.5% of the
son demonstration.
civilian labor force has been unMeek Election
employed.) "At no point this year
Before the discussion got under 0960)," iwiri Prof. Darling, "h« unway, Ted Curtis, president of the employment gone below 4.9%. In
Political Forum,
announced that human terms, more than two milthe Forum would present speakers
from both political parties during
the fall, and would hold a mock
election, culminating the Bowdoin

WB0R

"campaign."

During the course of the discuspanel members gave their
impressions of the goings on in
Los Angeles and Chicago. Some of
these impressions were quite favorable to the conventions, but Wollstadt said that you'd have to be an
"Idiot with time on your hands to
attend a convention, unless you
sion, the

were

on

business."

official

Mr.

Walker said that he appreciated
the qualification about "official business."

Some

of

the

comments

made

about the Republican convention
were that the committee hearings,
with the exceptions of, the civil
rights and farm committees, were

keep interest in what might well
have been a cut-and-drled convention.

Speaking

about

the

Democratic

convention,

Briggs said that the
interesting thing to him was
the rise and fall of Adlai Stevenson

most
.

— from

the tumultuous demonstra-

tion in his behalf to the not quite
SO votes that he received. Another
thing he noticed was the precision
and, sometimes, even coldness of
the Kennedy organisation. He quot-

ed a Kennedy man as saying "This
tat a game, It's a business," when
he was asked why he dldnt smile a

2:00- 5:00
5:00
6:10- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-11:00

Political

Seminar Tonight

2:30- 3:30
3:30- 5:00
5:00
5:10- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-11:00

day, October

17,

S. A.

1980.

Ladd,

Jr.,

11:10-12:30

Director

Placement Bureau
Hall

........ 1. 1,...(...

Ml

,,M.(IM(IIH*I«...I...
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Programs Music
Walkef and Ralph Clarke

News
John Arnold
Rhythm, John McKay
Night Watch, Part One, John Blegan
Mo c A HTlpVPTl
Night Watch, Part Two, Steve Zeoll
Classical Music,

Jazz

t

Brunswick High Record Shop, P. Russell
Hit" House Top Pops, Stafford Kay

News

ad master of arts and doctor of
philosophy degrees from Harvard.

Subject Of HalFs Address
Before Alumni Groups

After six years as a member of the
faculty at the University of Maine.
to Bowdoin in 1947
as Assistant Professor of Government.
He was elected the 16th
President of Allegheny College In
A speech by Professor Lawrence "The tensions of his occupational
June of 1866.
Hall '36, after a Friday night din- situation force him, and on others
In addition to his teaching at S.
ner in the Moulton Union high- force them, to realize that in the
Bowdoin, President Pelletler was aclighted the first combined confer- natural process of checks and baltive In governmental work at both
ence
of college alumni fund direc- ances, established authority is neclocal and state levels. In 1946 and
tors and agents and alumni coun- essary for this authority to be sen1946 he held a Social Science ReHall delivered a con- sitive to and even pestered by restsearch Fellowship for work on local cil. Professor
troversial talk on the problem of lees Initiative, that without the first
government and finance. As a constratification at the college in 1960, you have dissipation, and without
sultant to the Maine Municipal Asbetween the the second you have rigor mortis,
comparisons
drew
and
sociation in 1948, he wrote a report
today and that of a gen- and with both the first and the
entitled "Financing Local Govern- Bowdoin of
ment," which was published by Bow- eration ago. Because of the pertinent second but without the LCDR string,
of his remarks, a major part who you might say correspond to
nature
doin and the Association.
below:
the thalamus, you more or less
Also In 1948 he prepared a legis- of the speech is quoted
"... In the Navy we used to say have spasticity.
lative report on highway needs for
"When this string exists In due
the Maine State Highway Commls- that officers were made up of three
young studs old furls, and proportion to the rest, t.him there
r lmuuut
uOu. a nu jvmTa latci, iii 135C, tie
was a member of Maine's Tax Study LCDR's. Since "i am. In the Naval is a coordinated outfit, one where
have
no
retired
LCDR,
I
the parts can define themselves and
Committee, which modernized the Reserve, a
different walk each other In terms of the whole
state's taxation structure, and dur- difficulty even In a
distinctions and can therefore recognize and deing 1963-64 he was Associate Di- of life recognizing these
rector of the Citizenship Clearing when the signs of them are all fine the whole as * single identity.
But when the proportion is short a
House of the New York University around me.
"A LCDR, you understand, Is quite gap opens Up and there takes place
Law Center. In 1964-55 he participated in a survey of liberal adult comparable to a very senior Asso- In the outfit what I will call a
education for the Ford Foundation. ciate Professor or a buck Full Pro- stratification of interests, policies,
Dr. Pelletler is the author of fessor. He can be called Commander, and images."
"What Is Happening to College but he Is usually addressed as MisStratification
Presidents?", an article which ap- ter; he doesn't wear scrambled eggs
"I do not say that this is the
peared in the New York Herald on the viior of his cap, though he
Tribune for September 11 of this Is classed as a senior officer; and his
powers, his responsibilities, and his
year.
James Bowdoin Day is named In energies are just enough to keep his
honor of Bowdoln's earliest patron. juniors worried but not frustrated
It was instituted In 1941 to grant and his seniors suspicious but unrecognition to those undergraduates reliant.
"Having no pride of position he
who distinguish themselves academically.
Scholarships, carrying no must take satisfaction in achievestipend, are awarded to students ment. He is directly and function
who have completed at least two ally responsive In a way no other
semesters of work, in recognition of rank is both to pressures from abive
» iilsii average In their courses to and pressures from below. As such
date or of superior work In their he is one of the most vital and
major department
necessary Integrating factors in the
operation in which he is engaged.
He must, so to speak, make sens a In
to the rambuctious
two directions

he returned

—

Democratic Candidates
Visit

Brunswick Area

—

young

liberals

below him

Maine's major Democratic candivisited the Brunswick area
Wednesday, September 28.
The stay was a long one for the
busy candidates, and underscored
the importance of this area in the
coming elections.
Congressman Frank- Coffin, candij
date for governor of Milne; Lucia

who want

to tell him what to say and to the
staid conservatives above wha do
not want to listen unless thr.y are
sure what they are going to hear.

Pres. Coles Regretfully
Lawrence

Announces Recent Death

Of Edward P. Garland

Hall

S.

same thing as a

that the proportion of

LCDR

—

am equally convinced that no one man nor any one
group can alone solve It. I think it
is an accident of history, though I
must add that I do not believe in
waiting for another accident of
Its stratification. I

history to get us out of

Brunswick High Record Shop, M. Christie
Hit House, Top Pops.

BO Ryan

News

Classical Music. John Swift
Jazz Rhythm, Pete Hepburn
Night Watch. Part One, Pete Allen, Paul Be:
News At Eleven
11:10-12:30 Night Watch, Part Two, Al Titus

WEDNESDAY
2:30- 3:30
3:30- 5:00
5:00
5:10- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-11:00
11 :10-12:30

Brunswick High Record Shop. M. Portin
Hit House, Top Pops, B. Livingston

News
Classical Music, O. Chapman
Jazz Rhythm, Dick Sawyer

Night Watch, Part One, Tom Holland
News At Eleven
Night Watch, Part Two. Dick Horn

THURSDAY
3:30- 5:00
2:30- 3:30
6:00
5:10- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-11:00

Hit House. Top Pops.

BO Ryan

Brunswick High Record Shop. B. Dumas

News
Classical Music. B. Livingston

Jass Rhythm, Dick Ladd
Night Watch, Part One. H. Hall, P. Webster

News At Eleven
Night Watch. Part Two, Dick Cunningham

FRIDAY
2:30- 3:30
3:00- 6:00
5:00
6:10- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
8:30-11:00
11 :10-12:30

Brunswick High Record Shop. Ron Caron
Hit House, Top Pops, John Soberer

News
Classical Music, R.

Jazz

Fay

Rhythm. Shep Remis

Night Watch, Part One, C. Micoleau
Mews At Eleven
Night Watch, Part Two, Jim Bradner

La

it

another accident of hlftory
likely

to put the finishing

because
is

more

touches

to us Instead."

The Bowdoin World
"When I came back here after the
war to teach In 1946 there occurred
within a rather short time a series
of what I had to regard as monumental changes. Two I remember
most vividly were luncheons In this
room honoring Orren Hormell and
Paul Nixon on their retirement.
There were several speakers each
tune. Including Casey. Hormie, and
the

man whom

I

could not think

of except as The Dean during the
next four years, until the colorful
and theatrically imltable personality of the present Incumbent sucin dominating the office as
It was bound to do. I listened to

ceeded

house

can This Is what has been called The
stand, and usually does, especially Magnificent Anachronism.' Once valid as a way of life, a good way of
It was with the greatest regret where the strata are in themselves
M. Cormier, candidate for U. S.
llf". It became vocationally unadapstrong
and
are
Involved
in
a
recogthe
Coles
announced
President
Senate; and incumbent Congressman that
nizable ultimate function and pur- table to changing circumstances, and
for the 1st District, James Oliver death of Edward P. Garland, presiIs now cherished for Its virtues avohave
pose.
seen
good
many
I
a
outCoffee
Touralne
La
arrived in Freeport at 8 a.m. and dent of the
cationally. The nation that builds
fits
ships, businesses, colleges
did not leave the Brunswick area Company, and a member of the
afflicted with stratiflcosls yet getting a navy and merchant marine of
until late in the evening when the Bowdoin Board of Overseers since
Mr. Garland, a native of along pretty well, but never so se- square riggers, and the lobsterman
last Interested person had left the 1963.
who fishes his traps with a sloop
curely
or
effectively,
without
resopen house planned at Brunswick's Bangor, Me., was born on October
24, 1893, and attended Bangor High tlveness and uneasiness, as the rar- will not survive. The anachronism
Recreation Censer on Federal St.
Leonard A. Pierce
that cannot pass from it's vocationAt Freeport, the candidates tour- School in preparation for Bowdoin. er ones which have a certain, conal
role when its time has come to
the Taylor Shoe Co., the Free- Throughout his years as an under- certed and presiding image of themThe Pierce Memorial Fund will ed
an avocatlonal one, forfeits Its magport Shoe Co. and the town's busi- graduate, he was active in a wide selves.
support a prize of $100, to be award"If you examine the faculty ros- nificence for deadly Inadequacy.
ness section. They arrived at Bruns- variety of activities. He served as
ed each year to the highest-rank(Continued on Page 2)
wick's Howard Johnson Restaurant Manager of the varsity football ters of this college you will discover
ing member of the graduating class
at 9:50 am., where they were met team, Vice President of the Stuwho Is continuing his education in by
State Representative Charles dent Council, Chairman of the Ivy
an accredited law school.
and Class Day Committees, Class
Lowery and Bertrand Lacharite.
"The establishment of the LeonHistorian, and was a member of
ard A. Pierce Memorial Fund," Dr.
Visited Plants
Beta Theta Pi.
Coles stated, "is a fitting and signiMr. Garland began his distingFrom there Governor Reed's polificant tribute to a fine man; an
tical opponent and his group went uished career In the textile busioutstanding member of the Bar and to
the Brunswick Manufacturing Co. ness, with Lewis Manufacturing
a generous public citizen devoted plant
After that came tours of the Company, of Walpole, Mass.; later
to many worthwhile projects and Jay
Brush Co., the Auerbach Shoe he joined the Kendall Company,
contributing in so many ways to
Co., and the Standard Romper Co. and became a Vice President and
them; a man of many talents, not
of
this
Marketing
This busy morning was followed Director of
the least of which were hir, perby lunch in Topsham and a visit firm. In 1932, he became Vice
spicacity and
keen ability. Mr. to the Pejepscot
President of the La Touralne Coffee
Paper Co. plants.
EDITORS' NOTE: The following article is reprinted by permission
Pierce's service to Bowdoin for sevThree years later, in
Later the travelers headed for Company.
eral decades was Invaluable, and
Orr's and Bailey Islands and arrived 1935, Mr. Garland became a Vice from a NEWSWEEK magazine publication entitled "American Abdicathis memorial at the College, to
in time for a reception at the Orr's President and Director of Kennedy tion?" The article was written for them by the famous criUc- journalist,
which he was so devoted, and recog- Island school arranged
Boston.
was
He
and
Company
of
by Paul MurMr. Henry HasHtt. It to hoped that this article will stimulate further
nizing the profession in which he
made a Trustee of the Adriel U.
ray Jr. and Perry Gilliam.
was so able, is most appropriate."
Bird Foundation, and was a mem- thought into be importance, the role, and the higher ethics involved in
The new fund was established by
To Bowdoin Center
and especially with relation to our position in
ber of the Algonquin Club in Bos- American foreign policy
Edward W. Atwood, Charles W. AlAt 5 pjn. Congressman Coffin left ton as well as the Wellesley Coun- the great world organisation, the United Nations.
,
len, Jotham D. Pierce, Vincent L. for Bowdoin Center where
he ad- try Club in Wellesley.
McKusick, and Slgrid E. Tomp- dressed members of the Sagadahoc
He Is survived by his wife, Florkins, all partners of the late Mr. Pomona and their guests at a
spe- ence O. Garland; a son. David W.
In his speech before the U.N., "vital interests to a body so absurdPierce.
It is open to additional cial supper.
Garland of the Class of '50; a daughPresident Eisenhower came close to ly constituted."
gifts which may be made, either
Candidates Cormier and Oliver ter. Mrs. D. E. Cllnkenbeard; and
That the situation has been imby them or by other friends and dined at the Eagle Hotel In Bruns- a brother, Francis T. Garland of the abdicating American responsibility
and power and putting our con- proved by the additions since that
associates of Mr. Pierce.
wick with area Democrats and Class of 1914.
sciences
in the hands of other na- time may be doubted. Among the
For many years Mr. Garland has
A native Of Houlton, Mr. Pierce, others who wished to attend.
tions.
"Only
through
the
United
seventeen
new nations just admitwho died In Portland on September
Congressman Coffin returned from been a valued and highly respected
member of several committees, and Nations organization and its truly ted to the U.N. are Cameroon, Niger,
1 of this year, prepared for college Bowdoin Center in time to join Mrs
democratic processes," he declared, Gabon, and Chad. Those four can
at Rlcker Classical Institute and Cormier, Mr. Oliver and a crowd at the time of his death was ac"can
humanity
make
real
and
uninow
outvote
the United States, Britwas graduated from Bowdoin in of interested voters at a special tively engaged as a member of the
on the Planning of versal progress toward the goal of am, and Prance.
1905 magna cum lauds. At Harv- open house at the Brunswick Rec- Committee
peace with justice.
The United
We do not need to ask, as a pureCenter.
ard Law School, from which he wa* reation
The Brunswick Buildings, and the Committee on
States
squarely
unequistands
and
ly hypothetical question, what will
graduated in 1908, he was an associ- Junior High School band escorted Grounds and Buildings. From 1943
vocably In support of the United come of putting our
conscience in
ate editor of the Harvard Law Re- the candidates from the Eagle to until 1946 he was a Director of the
Alumni Fund. With his passing, Nations and those acting under Its the hands of other nations. We
view.
He practiced law in Houlton the center.
This seems to pledge already know.
Bowdoin has Indeed lost one of her mandate."
Oolng along with
from 1908 until 1019, when he moved
ourselves
in
advance to support the
most loyal sons; one upon whom
Organization
of
American
to Portland. His legal practice was
the College could depend for wise every U.N. decision and action, wise States, we have just broken off dipdevoted mostly tot corporate law.
lomatic relations with the Dominicouncil
and guidance. President or unwise, moral or immoral.
Among the companies he representG.
On Jan. 10, 1957, former Secre- can Republic, because It is ruled
Coles said.
ed were the Brown Company, Keyes
tary of State Dean Acheson, not by a "dictator," but have not dared
Fibre Company, Eastern Corporacommonly regarded as an "Isola- to break off relations with either
tion, Central Maine Power Comtionist," observed to Congress, con- Castro, who dally seizes American
pany, and New England Public
cerning what he even then con- property, arrests our citizens, and
Service Company.
Junior Gass Elections
sidered an Administration tendency vilifies us, or with Khrushchev, the
Mr. Pierce was a director of the
to pass the buck to the United Na- butcher of Hungary, who sanctioned,
American Judicature Society, a past
tions, that the U.N. is only "a forum. in the President's words, "the shootFriday
president of the Maine Bar AssociEn
And If a great nation like the ing down of an American aircraft
ation and the Cumberland Bar AsJunior Class elections will be held United States looks to the United last July 1 over International waters.
sociation, and for many years a
Granville D. Magee '63, President In the Moulton Union this Thurs- Nations to form American policy. the apparent killing of four of its
member of the State Judicial CounInstead
of fighting in (and outside?) crew members, and the imprisonof
the
Bowdoin
Young
day
Friday,
October
and
Republicans,
end
13
From
1913
cil.
until 1939 he was a
member of the Maine Board of Bar announced that Merton O. Henry 14. The polls will be open' from 1 the United Nations for what the ment of two others on trumped-up
Government
believes spy charges."
Examiners. In 1955 he was named of Portland, a 1950 graduate of to 3 p.m. All juniors are urged 'to American
should
be
done, then we have comBowdoin,
will
return
vote.
to
his
alma
to a citizens' committee to investiWhy We Lose Faee
Following to a list of those run- mitted an unprecedented abdicagate enforcement in the Maine State mater tonight to deliver the initial
tion
responsibility
of
and
power."
talk
In
a
series
ning
by prominent Maine
for president:
Because we lack courage even to
Liquor Commission.
Robert E. Whelan, Psl U; David
break off relations with our sworn
In Bowdoin affairs Mr. Pierce was Republicans. His talk will be giv'A
Fool's
Paradise'
en
at 8 p.m. In Smith Auditorium R. Fernald, Psl U; Glenn R. Saunenemies, and because they are all
a member of the Alumni Council
About a month before that. Vis- In the U.N., we are obliged to adfrom 1917 until 1920 and again from and will be open, without charge, ders, A.D.; Nils Blats. Chi Psl;
to members of the College commu- Bryan J.
McSweeney, Zeta Psl; count Cherwell, a nuclear scientist, mit them here, give them police
1929 until 1926 and served as president of the Bowdoin Club of Port- nity and to the public. Mr. Henry Mark R. Youmans. Zeta Psl; Fran- declared In the Hotue of Lords: "I protection, give them use of our own
land in 1944-45. He was elected to will discuss the current political cis 8. Manclnl, Kappa Sigma; Rob- hate living in a fool's paradise, and unparalleled communications chanthe Board of Overseers In 1934 and situation as it affects Maine and ert W. Perrell, Beta; John F. Ad- though, like everyone else. I wish nels to broadcast their hate camams, Beta; Dexter P. Morse, Deke; the OH. could work, I have come paigns against us, and treat them
served as an Overseer until 1962. the nation.
when the Board of Trustees elected • A successful Portland attorney, Gavin W. Ptlton. Sigma Nu; Sher- reluctantly to the view that In Its with all the punctilio that protocol
Mr. Henry was formerly Executive wood D. SUUman. Delta Sigma; Paul present form It cannot." He went demands. Of course we continue to
him to membership.
Secretary
to Senator
Frederick R. Rlseman, ARU;
on to point out that In the As- lose face in the world. Have we
He received an honorary master Payne <R>. He served with the
sembly, "the ultimata governing also lost cur national self-respect?
For secretary:
of arts degree from Bowdoin in 1930 Army in
both World War n and the
John F. Sweeney, Psl U; Theodore body of the U.N. ... 6 per cent
and an honorary doctor 'of laws de- Korean War, graduated from Bow- S. Curtis. AX).; Gerard M. Coletti, of the world's population can carry Or are we sleepwalking in some
Utopian dream, wandering around In
gree in 1965. The following June, doin
magna cum laude, and receiv- Chi Psl: Oranville D. Magee. Zeta the day against the other 86 per a moral fogf
In 1958, Colby College also confered his law degree from Oeorge Psl; Arnold R. Rosenfeld, Kappa cent; and 18 per cent could claim
The only solution the Administrared upon- him an honorary doctor Washington University
Law School Sigma; Ronald F. Plamigllettl, Beta; a two-thirds majority.
Half the tion can seem to think of for every
of laws degree. He was a member in 1869.
Leonard C. Lee, Deke; Stanley M. population of the world is represent- problem
in South American, Asia,
of Delta Kappa Epsilon and PhiMarried and the fattier of three Nkkerson. Sigma Nu: Peter F. Mc- ed by four delegates, the other half Africa,
or wherever
to to give
Beta Kappa fraternities.
children. Mr. Henry is a member of Guire. Delta 8igma: Nell Mlllman, by 75."
It to "nonsense." he conthe law firm of Sheriff and Baird.
ARU.
cluded, for nations to submit their
earnest)
against

Itself.

A

stratified outfit

—

—

American Abdication
In

Foreign Policy

Its

—

.

.

,

2:30- 3:30
3:30- 5:00
5:00
6:10- 8:00
8:00- 9:30
9:30-11:00

kind

has in the last part of this decade
shrunk far below what It was at
any time within the last thirty
years. I am convinced that is one
of the fundamental factors accounting for what I am also, convinced
the number one fundamental
Is
problem of the college In 1980

these speakers with acute anguish
and also with harrasslng puzzlement. And what puzzled me I finally realized was that they were
thinking and speaking in terms of
another world. It was a fine world,
a great world, and for four years I
had laved It and those who had
contributed to It. But even upon
graduation I began to discover looser and looser correspondences with
the world that confronted me, even
the academic world elsewhere. Now
ten years and a world war later I
heard these speakers speaking in
the Idiom of that Bowdoin world
and was distressed to recognize that
it no longer quite existed even on
Its home ground.
"In a special way I preferred this
world to the one I saw taking shape
In reality, In the way, that is, that
divided I prefer sailboats to power boats.

On September 28th
dates

10

Of College

Stratification

.

"Dick Mudge Presents"
Jazz Rhythm "Bill Lannon Presents"
Night Watch, Part One, Paul Weston
News At Eleven
Night Watch, Part Two, Steve Zeoll
Classical Music,

TUESDAY

:

Moulton Union.

Placement Bureau beginning Mon-

Classical Music, Ian

ijj

11:10-12:30

11 10-12 :30

The Bowdoin College Young Democrats will sponsor the second of
live seminars on the major Issues
of the political campaign with Mr.
James Wilson as leader of a Student-Faculty Discussion on "Civil
Right*" at 8:00 this evening in the

registration forms for all seniors expecting to participate in the Placement Bureau activity for 1981 will
be available In the office of the

MONDAY

little.

Wollstadt, a Republican observer
at the Democratic convention, took
notice of Senator Johnson's goodlooking daughters and the "noise
of Mr. Walker and his fellow delegates."

ANNOUNCEMENT:
ATTENTION SENIORS!
The Placement Bureau announces

SUNDAY

more or

less a formality; and that
the presence of Qovernor Rockefeller and Senator OoMwater helped to

Leonard

lars

*

For

James Bowdoin Program

The

NUMBER
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Bowdoln.
Ath «™ P Raggett Urn Russwurm Scholarship which
W. Stephen Piper
David C. McLean the students raised themselves and
Robert L. Haggerty
which has been given to -a colored
student who is being denied an education in the obviously conservaREPftESENTH) FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
tive South.
» eabt
"Professors who teach upperclassTOrk.
T
men rarely teach freshmen." To
• p "*"*^
- v. answer this accurately, one must
^*!kx K *•>•» «»•— ai» hald darlnr OM Fall and Sarin .l
look at the statistics concerning this
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example,
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LARRY HALL
(Continues rrom page

"I set the date when we began
Bowdoin's story is not one of "David and Goliath."
to stratify at IBM. i do not mean to
We imply
that strata had not existed,
never have been a school of "giant-killers"
and there is no but they were soluable, or conr~»«on why we should, in falling short
of lh» ill-conceived and TOtiUe. Anyone who knew the
college
before the war knew its ldendeceptively idealistic imaae feel that n .„ «.k„„i k— "Ij..
hM ,Bt
t

-i

.:'

»

"•

'

or railed to materialize our disillusionment.
This college
has never sought
^
to owpwee
disnlace riarvarrj
Harvarri'.
_^ oft the
K
s preshge as one
;
r
„, ,
(
country
s foremost
educational institutions, nor have we sought
to replace Notre Dames football
name with that of Bowdoin,
These foolish goals have not been the idealr
of Bowdoin Col— „„..». „„ „ «. H« uicj cue imvr senorjoir
uoea a» ymd
sticks in measuring the competence
of the college.
i

.

„

m

Much

was drawn

attention

Businessman Look*

at

to last week's Orient article

"A

Higher Education" where Mr. John Gard-

ner. president of the

Carnegie Corporation, said of higher edusmall liberal arts college should not be afraid
to
remain small. As things stand now the word
excellence* is all
too often reserved to the dozen or two dozen

cation:

dania^h.cn'
haf^E
damage
which has
been
done to the reputation of this out

"The

"ty. could teu

you with assurance

—

what it was
and what
8tiu can u nad a known,
describable unifying image
can best

I

is

more

arid
of itself
this by a

-

illustrate

felt,

personal anecdote. During the period about which I've been talking
I was involved in a problem out of
which a sharp dispute arose. When
I discovered that other participants
had gone to the president about it,
I decided that it behooved' me to
go and present my case as well.
This I did, while Casey sat kindly
and thoughtfully nodding and striking his fingertips."

A

Image of the college began. It
the interview wi£h Casey
which I have described, when I went
back to work with the vexatious
problem that the interview for all
after

1)

United Front

its once viable spirit of unison had
simply left indefinitely unsolved.
Certain new realities, I became
aware, simply could not be dealt
with by means of certain of the
old formulas. It was then that I
began to cast a clinical and
I
hasten to admit
often unappreciated eye on the process of stratification in which I was mveelf becoming caught, and on the chang-

—

—

ing facts
tions that
acute.

and

recalcitrant

make

tradi-

inc'reasinsrl'v

it

'

LCDR

"The thinness of the

strimr
largely a result of wartime conditions
where continuity was
broken off
is only one of phenomena that can be observed. Remember that In addition to a general historical movement within and
around us have also had a change
in the college administration, and
it is an
Inevitable law of nature
that both press for a coordinate alteration of style. Let me mention
first some of
the important inthen some of the
'
Inescapable variables which beset

—

—

—

"la conclusion I said to him:
institutions which 'If I had it to do over again I would
stand at the very zenith of our higher education
try to be more tactful but I would
in terms of
"*»"
faculty distinction, selertivity of student, and
difficulty of curriculum.
same stand.' He rose, looked si me them."
second,
and
said:
"Every
member
*
,
"W*.
«n»ll have
Km* to
f« U_
a
li
we shall
be more flexible
in our conception of of the college family is entitled to
'Self* Study
excellence.
We must develop a point of view that permits hta own opinions and to voice them "Too soon after the new administration the college conducted a
each kind of institution to achieve e*C
in terms of its
self-study, which was Indeed seH
own objectives,
ing toward the door, and said: 'Bo study of the conservative tradition
at Bowdoin not in the light of oth"In higher education, a. in everything else there
is no

SSfSd "gSTSL&bte

~

•

ehW

^'ZS^'S£>£S£

excellent performance without high morale.
No morale
excellence! And in a great many of our collage, and

St £

no

enemy^dVK
with a
T mean

tne"

ne K,ded

smile.

00 "*

universities

"* "" ^^""^

°*

Stae.
most stubborn enemy of high morale
*"*> this reassurance I left his
and therefore
exhas been sf kind of hopelessness on the part of ad- office feeling perfect, feeling in
fact as if I and the college were Just
ministration and faculty, particularly the latter
hopelessness a little superior to perfection. It
was the magic Idiom, this statement
about ever achieving distinction as an institution.
at the same time so magnificently
"Not only are such attitudes a corrosive influence on mo- broad and liberal and so ludicrously
the

—

—

cellence

—

—

er conservative

traditions or other
traditions, but in the light of itself.
With one exception, perhaps, there
emerged from this study no radical
difference between the practices of
the past and its proposals for the
future. As a result of this rather
bootstrap-lifting operation stratiflcosis set in between those long immured in the college's traditions
who cite the study as scripture, and
those deriving from a vsriety of other traditions who are disposed to re-

virtually certain that the institution will never parochial and conservative. It was
the cue to the identity of the college
achieve even that kind of excellence which is within its
reach. for a generation as an Intellectually gard it as
if I may borrow my
80clety and an emoUonallv vocabulary from the vernacular of
For there is a kind of excellence within the reach of every
°f"L one.
' insti- closed
Tom Means
a flliopietistic Justitution. ...
In
ldentlty the college ftmc
fication of the status quo ante belWhat kind of excellence should Bowdoin strive for? Where t foned durin.g that «enerfl tlon at lum
tlm
*
8
8U
erbl
because
was
It
more
P
"Next it can be said that between
ycan this e*e*.Her.r* »,. f„..„,J}
TT«w • «~
t a.
or less consistent with the historical the collet's past and her present
con<uUon» °' the period.
sues facing the college today, and concerns not only
little changes has taken place in
the present
I know when and why the characteristics of the Oovern.j
•
.
<....j__». r
u_ administration
.
•
.
.
.
students
faculty,
and alumni, but also the future my own divergence from the old ing Boards. They are a closed soBowdoin
whose very form we are in the process- of stamping

they

rale,

make

it

—

..*••

•

•

—

^

..

with our everyday performance as well as with our policy decisions.

Tufts,

Amherst, or the University of Maine (even though the?
is the first team Bowdoin played in football, and the
is an integral part of the Maine State Series).

former
latter

About Time

In short,

,

New

England

—

—

AMERICAN ABDICATION

—

a fact that we say
we recognize
we should operate and run our college on just
that level which naturally ffta our size, nature,
and capacity.
liberal arts college

(Continued from Page

1)

colleges of relative size, enrollment, stan-

and background

curricular activities

can stand on

its

It is ridiculous-

— be

(-ouch

own

it

in

academics, athletics, or extra-

as this newspaper)

excellences and

for

this

compete

— our

college

well.

college to continue competing with

the large universities in everything we do. This is no trim But
g
a waste of time and money on our part. ThasV jtfb- is to teach
and train the latger crowd
ours to concentrate on the smaller

—

(and maybe even more selective? ) group. By our very nature
differ completely from the large isnJ pimfckJk ana]. are closely

we

allied to the smaller colleges.

It

logically follows then that

we

herst,
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Bowdoin Plan Student, Kenya:

Mungai,
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Bowdoin in a

is
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problem, confronting the country.

basic

our main concern here

J:
t ._
«" ~**to~
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«.

It

.

Very

is

.

^
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,

in

the U.

..

better

common nowadays

to

Which

today.

S.

approach)

hear

some

of the "old-

t me
Republicans saying that Vice-President Nixon is moreexperienced in the political arena than Senator John Kennedy,
»lju..»
im too long ago.
but this.
uul
U,,B 1 u
believe,
oc,,cve
is
grossly misieaainir.
misleading.
Not
lvot
' *r°ssiy
Senator Kennedy asked the Republican candidate to cite par-

Th* Cider Press locks up for the
night with the suggestions that criticism be referred to the copy-editors, who delete the pulp of the
brew. We have found our scapegoat.

'

'

•

i

'

'

i

•

i

-

which would justify this assertion. He in rum
confessed that he 'could not pin-point particular issues with
which to affiliate himself.
However, he did say that he has
been instrumental to many vital presidential decisions but,
whether he could be taken at his word here, is, I guess, purely
a matter of individual concern.
Foreign policy is, no doubt, a major issue and, perhaps
ticular instances

Copy

Note:

Editor's

you.

We

word

for

"Folp."

have another four

see

letter

it.

prof. Riley

it

is

It

—

.

.

.
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events in our daily

I

life."

pointed out that Parker cieaveland's

ciety iri that they are self-perpetuating; there is virtually not even

any regular faculty representation

effort

In

means

Insignificant.

that

to say every time a racial explofion occurs here, but how
long are these minority groups in the U. S. going to -wait for
and hence decisive, action to be taken by the Federal
government? President Eisenhower has said, or implied; sev-

words

Was by no
His book, "An

respect

Elementary Treatise on Mineralogy
and Geology," was the first book on
this subject published in America.
It brought wide notice abroad, and
perhaps the most famous admirer
of Cleaveland's pioneering work was
Goethe, himself an amateur geologist. Goethe sent a' plaque and con-

positive,

on their committees charged with
matter directly pertinent to faculty
functions. Their members still tend
to be drawn from the same few
two or three
walks of life and
tend at an average to be near the
age of retirement from their voca- gratulatory
letter
to
Professor
tions.
Cleaveland which have remained at
"Moving on, lei us take Just one Bowdoin in testimony to Cleavebrief nervous look at those most land's
contribution to American

—

—

and hermetically sealed of geology.
societies and fraternities. In spite
Professor Riley mentioned

(Continued on Page

4)

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco

closed

In clos-

of many loud voices tt> the contrary,
calling attention to superficial and

ing that one of Cleaveland's most
consistent admirers was Longfellow,
legalistic modifications and compro- a fact particularly interesting beraises, they remain In essence, in cause of the obviously dissimilar
ritual, in idiom, and in spirit pre- interests of the two men.
When
cisely what they were in the days Cleaveland died in 1858, Longfellow
of their origins a century ago.
came to Brunswick again to visit his
"I once heard an alumnus, a Judge, grave and composed a sonnet to
honor the memory of his great
(Continued on Page 4)
teacher and friend.
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Viewpoints,

Political

Cleaveland, who taught
Our Town, by Thornton Wilder
appear, therefore, that the basic question here is one of personare now underway with a tenta- mineralogy at Bowdoin for thirty
years until his death in 1858, was ality
who can face Mr. K and discuss things more effectivetive) cast: the final cast being determined by October 17. The perfor- honored Saturday in Chapel by ly? -Who is more convincing, or rather, who, logically and
mances of the play will be held in Thomas A. Riley, Professor of GerPickard theater on Nov. 11 and 12 man. Professor Cleaveland is the diplomatically uncompromising, can confront the Kremlin more
at 8:15 p.m. The people now re- only Bowdoin Professor for whom -,„v.«.,*
11llv}
BUCCC»" ru
"y '
the
hearsing the leading parts are: Dick a campus building was named
I am all too painfully aware that all kinds of prejudices will
Cleaveland
Hall,
which
Thalheimer as Stage Manager; Jeff Parker
1"1
Huntsman as George Gibbs; Barbe ''™>l v «* in deciding this, but I earnestly urge the voters to
facunSas'of
toe^fie*
bars LeGendre as Emily Webb; John
Stressing the importance of ideal- give this very serious thought, disregarding the now already
Halperin as Dr. Gibbs;
Barbara
Hora as Mrs. Gibbs; Jim Blake as istic vision in teachers, Professor deeply entrenched "old-farm-boy" concept, or any family
Riley said that his own model of
Air. yycui) tuiu JinJy 5iii|>pcc
into.
excellence
in instruction is Cleave- affiliations that the candidates enjoy, and go ahead to the polls
Webb. The play is being directed by
Professor Quinby with Henry Martin land, because in him were two bearing in mind that the fate of the world depends on your vote.
standards of an outstanding teachas stage manager.
Of very vital importance in the U. S. today is the civil
Oar Town presents a picture of er well exemplified: the first of these
a small town (Grovers Corner) in standards as outlined by Professor rights issue.
While
am not altogether too happy about the
New Hampshire in the early years Riley is the ability to produce great
ot
e
century, and the cycle students, in Cleaveland's classes at present combination of the Democratic ticket (i.e. the would.
of life as it happened then
childbe Democratic Vice-Pre«de„t).
feel justified to state mo*.
hood, marriage and death. The play fXw^Hawaiorninnd^FraS:
Pierce.
stubbornly that the Republican administration has failed to esis also somewhat of a speculation
Professor Riley went on to say
about the things to come after life.
tablish good relations between the minority groups and the rest
The play is first of all, the author that the second characteristic of a
great instructor is his writing. Em- of the American people.
It is true that* the executives in the
says, "... an attempt to find a
professors
value above all price for the smallest phasizing that "Great
Administration (and particularly the President) have kind
nrnriiuto, gr»at honks " t.h« ep*>ak»r

OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND

Oet.

ORIENT,

in part.

Honors
Parker Cleaveland more attention should be concentrated here. From the last
TV debate,
evident that the two candidates are agreed on
The rehearsals of the
Masque In Chapel Talk
the seriousness of, and best approach to the cold war.
would
and Gown production of the year —
Parker

BRIGITTE BARDOT
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to

whole or
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Oet

Wed.-8at.
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exactly where your vote is casting the world.
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two parties in any country necessarily
implies
l " crc is cimer
H,re
""" there
" that
difference in ideology or in
* either a complete airrerenee

mother and friend who may have
atoU by uselL with no
P baSco?
„_,.. unwritten mi*, to be home for school on Monday.
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Presidential race ir certainly important not only to the American people, but to the free world at large, and as such, when
going to the polls on November 8, it will be necessary to know

1

._,,

.

.

Moore HnH, Campus, or put them
box in the Moore HnH basement.)

**»«We

t^^rt^^J^SS
hm

.

mments on the questions or rebuttals to answers are

welcomed,

^,.

T

.

umn the political views of Ufe entire camrsaa* tile
questions are asked of faculty Members and students

in

,

.

Ark

(No»e:

"The Bank Dick."
Day after tomorrow our mother
and godmother, who teach together

role in

V"

,

3

This protective aluminum

HARRY

vdoin compete* with Amand the competition
d Hamilton, and maysonv

petit

teams

^

S^w^wJETi^E!?

ellencr

Sc!

is

££
uv^KwaTto

Wollstadt

' Question:
"What, if any. differences do you see between
.,
,
,»
M
Nixon »n°- K-ennedy via a vie foreign'
policy program*; attitude*,
and experience?"
Experience

Jersey, are driving north for
Parents' Weekend. They'll sack overnight with relatives in West Newburyport and next morning breese
into Brunswick, where we'll kick
off a good old time with a visit to
our Russian S class at ten-thirty.
The scant five of us who remain
of thh original ten or fifteen in
Russian 1 are by now a familiar
group whom our guests will enjoy.
Next a Larry Hall course, if we
find one meeting then, followed
,
-melhTng" donV^? One" app^ch can
that we considered involved a Fresh- £* ,1, unch at >»»•» »*« **** the
JpSSrtwhie a more ImaSrX wtm <*» *am«~f5"the evening dinner
and the lathering
susnend^beanto
^)L ft' uT,.™^«?«*,
Sf.wt posi- back at the Lodge as thev wy
on
helium-filled balloon,
from
=.„:.^r;._ _._._sav_.°"
tion the" affair over ^he"sp'ire"by Bood y Street. Sunday morning we'll
means of" miirip striraa and thun P oin t out the appropriate church
in town, and possibly spend a pleasproceed with a rifle. Freshmen could
lth the
c ride
we
r
renne ""« tecnnique with a beanie
beanie"
r'T
*.,
_r"

OPERA HOUSE

We

have forgotten that
the greatest service wo can perform
for world economic stability is to
keep ourselves strong, and to keep
the American dollar above suspicion.
It is a disservice to the free world
to allow confidence in- the dollar
policies.

should cHsdoirnVmr aMr old pohey of eompeting with these giants
who crush us in athletics and, often, don't" even approach our

academic stand*

—

BATH, MAINE

more of the American taxMuch has- been summarily said and glossed over on this issue; away
payers' money in "aid."
Now we
but moTe important, very little has been actually accomplished *" to «* ve u aw »y through the
United
Nations, at the behest of the
••
-.^.-j i
tki« >». "f«»
-^.k ar
_i fact.
l _in tnisjirea
tor sueh
widely recognised
Secretary-General.
Meanwhile we
The particular point being made was dramatically illuWtat- »«non» the bsswy o>flolt in_our baled and emphasized this past week-end when Bowdoin upaet a ance of international payments as
a result of our foreign aid, or the
favorad. but natural opponent in Amherst.
When Bowdoin renewed outflow of our gold as a result of this and our cheap-money
competes with other
dards,

By David

i

with

if Bowdoin is to be true to itself, it should corn.
It s about time around here
that some time and effort, as pete with those schools
and only those schools
which
well as appropriate pressures, were put toward the actualiiahave goals and standards similar to those of our own college.
tion of what is rationally considered by many thoughtful
students and Alumni to be the better philosophy and policy of the
College in the future. And that is precisely the fact that as a

small

1960

12.

Political Viewpoints

and passed an enjoy-

...

.

—

Its

first),

Wlth orientation not yet half over able i?"-"01"* w»tenln* townspeonor. presumably, growing more en- <
doln's most vital teachers fill the
_
Joyable. the Freshmen might c0
house. The first movie was a light
slder the tradition which asserts
that should thev succeed in nlac- •paging story of a small boys adventur*» "• Farts when he befriends
ing a beanie atop a spire of King's
Personable fire-engine-red balloon,
hssing would cease,
Chapel, then hsatag
cease. »
Since doubtless,* the twelve com- The feature was not all that we had
hoped for, considering the fame Of

standing college can be repaired.
In our estimation, only one thing scheme of hiring an unsportsmanhas been proven by this "Expert and like helicopter.
If the flicks we saw last Thursday,
Realistic
Guide for Applicants."
That is that it is a very poor policy when a friend lent us his ticket for
to replace bj- subjective impressions, the first Fall showing of the Brunsthe hard and objective facts which. wick Film Society, indicate the qualiwith a little effort, can be extracted ty of those to come, then we intend
from the bulletin of ahy representa- to cultivate the favor of our chum
until the end of the season. We were
tive college.
faulty
the third person in Smith Audigeneralisation.
Out
of
Respectfully,
1 '*
EnRobert W. Kaschub, Jr. torium (Klingaman and Swiftie got
Th* .uo- seventy-one (71) professors and instructors teaching last year, fiftyand
two (631 who taught in the upper
William Charles Whit

Perspectives In Competition

A
n „„"
aown

there

r,^S«s= Sfs Kr.s.-rr.sa: 53»»=ras eta

*^
K-f^*
Maine. Hone looks careful* al the by
college !22£!-£
the ^5?Jf
community, "IS
not on
two
I3emocriiUc
senators
from the basis of what his father is; not
Maine;
Maine; he will find in Senators on the basis of his finances but
Smith and Muskie,
Muskie. people
oeonle who
Who are,
are. rather
rath™, on
nn the
t.h» basis
h«u of
«f what
wh.t he
*. him
h. m .
*
in a noticeable degree, removed from self 1$.
the stern line of conservatism credAlthough we do not feel that LIFE

Robert L. Haggerty TO

Bruce N. Leonard t»

F. R. Standfast

far
realistic.
Although we are fourteen departments which are long
might make the modification
realise that it is a difficult task for open to freshmen.
Within these one, we
that orientation for the successful
to evaluate accurately the fourteen departments, twelve of the
subjective spirit and substance of department heads teach in classes delegation would cease, or pause.
over fifty colleges; we feel strongly open to freshmen. Now, from this Another version dictates that the
that it is the duty of any maga- information, can one honestly state reward of the Freshmen shall be
zine to its subscribers to correct that "professors who teach upper- permission to go bareheaded. Anyany misconceptions, which mistaken- classmen rarely teach freshmen."? way, we in our day spent a good
mastering the chally find their way into print. Hence,
"No special social emphasis that deal of time
we offer these corrections.
Would add to expenses." We are lenge hypothetlcally. and would take
The article states: BOWDOIN: happy to say that we can not find vicarious satisfaction in somebody's
triumph
actual
"As conservative as Maine itself." fault with this statement for it is
The different schemes we used
This statement is probably partially indeed true. The social life at Bowtrue, but even here. It seems that doin is one of its finest points. to discuss for seating a beanie
a
the author is tending to ignore many Here men from all backgrounds can Intrigue a person of the proper turn
mind, and we have to write about
of
of the current trends in the so-

Sports Staff

Assistant Sports Editor

•bbss.'--

By

also

anyone

•lames 8. Rice '62

8tephen

"Freshman

entitled,

article

Class; 1660"
We refer especially
to the "Expert and Realistic Guide
far Applicants" which may well have
been expert (we have no way of

BOARD OF EDITORS
D. C.

to say that we, of Delta Sigma, were very disappointed in the

LIFE

Secretary »» the Editor
Walter M. Christie *M

Uews Editor
Sidney W. Woollacott
AsslsUnt News Editor

would be a gross understate-

It

taught freshmen. Of
the nineteen remaining, seven (7)
taught in departments which an not
open to freshmen.
Thai leave*
wive (12) who would fall inm
nto
the category claimed by the article
In addition let us examine the
status of the department heads in
relation to the freshmen courses.
From the catalogue of the academic

classes

ment

Editor*

'61
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'Bears Nip Jeffs, 7-6; Williams

POLAR
SMJEIKCS

Eptfflien

Harapewtfiry

Speleotis' Fourth-Quarter

b^ Dkvkr WoibtaA

The band

wh good,

team waa

but the foot-

•

fffcitr defense also
under pressure,

•

atte'

8ho Polar Bear eteten
(he jus* sftoa* everetrnngt right,
seSming In complete charge of the
afternoon's proceedings, except for
a few anxious moments In the second arm fourth quarter* And
then,* when the pressure was reaily

In

JIVctutch

treat!

•

fast;

or* trier came through in their finest style, botw offensively and defensively.

For example : the first pMy of thefotrth period durfng Bbwddlns drive
to paydirt
The' Polar Bears made
a first down osrthe Amint 40, but
the Jiff defense j*f lied together and
limited the locals t» flve yards on
three msMng plays. Derttr Bucklin, with s> fourth-snd-flve situation

Mas in the face, coolly gambled on his favorite pass to Widmer
in the left flat
complete for a
first down on the 26.
Four plays
later, Jack Cummlngs bulled for
staring*

—

another first on a fourth-and-lnches
attuaO atv
Pour more plays and
they scored their game"wlnnfng
touchdown.

The Arts

second quartet

Amherst down, WUrfams to go:
But Williams, after taking a crushdefeat from Mtddlebury last
week by a score of 18-0, wont take
another without putting up a fight.

pmetf
irl

W

j

Portables and Consoles

$49.50 to $479.00
Art Supplies
FUm

OGesettl, a »:ft.

4'

fheh, 358

pound

halfback, either Widmer, 6 ft. 1
inch, 188 pounds, their best running
back; or J. Bell, 5 ft. 7 inches, 165

Prints

pa

3W

powerhouse.
In the backfleld, quarterback will
be either arlnneil, 6 ft., 180 pounds,
who was hurt at Springfield; of
Whitney, 8 ft., 180 pounds, Who was
hurt last week at Middlebury; left

Hi-Fi

MAINE STREET

inches.

-

Is

—
Cameras —

2

ft.

pounds; and center, either Millington,
ft. 3 inches, 300 pounds: or
Sophomore Jack Milo nails Amherst's Dave Nichols on the Bowdoin 27 after the Jeff speedster had cirsubstitute Hill, 8 ft., 180 pounds. cled Ms right end for a six-yard gain. The action took place in the second quarter of Saturday's game, won
Lost for the season at right tackle by Bowdoin 7-8

Center, hie.

—

«

pounds,

5-6160

who Has been

alternating
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Gridiron Results

Booters Top Lowell 4-1
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Middlebury

18,

WILLIAMS

Copeland Scores Twice

Underdog
Middlebury
College
scored early in the first quarter and
again right after the second half
The Bowdoin soccer team scored
opened to upset Williams, 16-0, Sat- two goals In the fourth period to
u »°*y a * Williamstown.
topple Lowell Tech, 4-1, last FrlWilliams threatened In the first day at Plckard Field. Team effort,
who has been doing well as a suband third quarters and had one matched with good leadership, pulled
stitute.
At this writing no report is avail- touchdown play called back because the boys home for their first victory
after narrowly missing a win over
able as to who will start because of of a clipping penalty.
The score by periods
Wesleyan the week before.
the many injuries. Some of the- in 0—16
8
Co-captain Laszlo Dudas put BowJured boys saw a little action last Middlebury
0Williams
doin out in front to stay with a
week and may be back to face the
fine penalty shot after 18 minutes
Polar Bears,
In the second quarter. The Bears
Williams' big ploy has been the
COLBT 40! Springfield 28
had led on Rick Copeland's goal at
fallback up the middle, usually opUndefeated Colby, led by the 4:10 of the first period, until the
erating out of a varied attack from
running of Herman Techmen tied it up six minutes laeither an unbalanced
or wing T. spectacular
Smith,
outscored
Springfield,
40-20,
ter. Dudas assisted on Copeland's
They have not passed effectively
Sa
,rl
fleld
Ma
s
y
since gaining' 140 yards~through the
tally.
"5
;
j twice,
j?
Smith scored
including
a
air against Trinity.
There were several standouts durdazfcling
56-yard Jaunt for the ing the game, although team work
Mules'
fifth
touchdown in the played the most important role.
contest.
Amherst was fresh from fourth quarter.
Bruce Klngtion al- Co-capt. Lasslo Dudas lead the team
ah upset victory, so is Bowdoin. The so
tallied twice for Colby.
scoring with one goal and three asPolar Bean- were fresh from a
The score by periods:
sists, while sophomore Rick Copestlngtay defeat at th* hands of
Colby
14—40 land drove home two goals. Paul
14 12
Wesley an; Williams last week was
Springfield
6
14—20 Constantino's boot gave the team
upset by Middlebury, 16-0.
their four goal total.
Here the similarity ends, however.
Steve Dler made a good showing
BATES 7, Worcester Tech 6
Williams is reported to be plagued
with injuries, including the sidelinFullback John Curtiss set up on the defensive end by stopping
ing of their stellar tackle, a rugged Bates'
only
touchdown midway eleven shots and letting only the
235-pounder, who Is out for the re- through the final period and then one go by. Yovug, Lowell's gdalie
malnder of the season. Both quar- ticked the extra point for tru? mar- also did a fine Job, stopping twenty
terbacks have sustained injuries and gj n of victory as his Bobcats edged two shots, but the Bowdoin team
will be question marks for the White Worcester Tech, 7-6, Saturday at found enough holes In their goal
to get the big four through.
game. Also; neither their rushing or Worcester.
The third quarter went scoreless.
passing offense has looked partlouMinutes later, the Techmen scorlarly good since they beat Trinity gd, but i st their chance for vie- but durln 8 the fourth, Bowdoin put
tne
finishing touches on when Conthe first week of the season:
t ory
tne referees ruled that end
While Nels Corey's eleven Is not Dick Ryszek stepped out of the end stantmo wlth Dudas assisting drove
for B tiurd point. Copeland sent
in perfect health, their injuries
gone before catching the pars on
Home
the final point with Dudas asto end Bill Widmer and tackle Oer- the conversion attempt
sistlng again 17 minutes later.
ry" Havlland
are in positions
Tne score by
Lowell came close to scoring twice
where good reserve strength lies. Bates
7— 7
Also, the Polar Bear offense has Worcester Tech
6— 6 with shots over an empty goal, and
once again when a shot hit the post.
functioned Well for the last two
Bowdoin also lost a good scoring
OTHER
opportunity when play was called
SO, risking our perfect' record of
as Dudas raced towards Lowell's
two incorrect predictions; we look MAINE 13
New Hampshire 7
for the Polar Bears to trim the- f 17FTS 22
goal all alone.
Trinity
Unfortunately, Bowdoin lost one
Ephmen, 28-12.
- WESLEYAN 26 Coast Guard
of its co-captains when George
Olover was Injured in the first quarter. There is still some question as
to how long he will be out.
regularly; right halfback, Newton,
5 ft. 10 inches, 170 pounds; and
fullback, either Judd, 6 ft. 3 inches.
300 pounds, who was injured; or
Knlght, 8 It. I ineh, 300 pounds,

Opposite the Bowdain Camysar

MOULTOW UNION
BOOKSTORE

The booters are looking forward
home games this week: today with Bates at 2:30 pm., and on
Friday with Brandels at 2:00 p.m.

to two

Last year Bates put up a good battie although they
dropped
both
games to the Polar Bears. Brandels
is a newcomer to the schedule, but
may be strong because they recently

dropped football, giving the' socteam additional prospects.

cer
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Children's Jacket

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Children's Sweaters

Hooded Sweatshirts

Children's

.

.

$2.95-$3.25

Children's Sweatshirts

-

-

-

-

i^* *

$4.95
$4.95

$1.79

1

Colonial

first

Farley Leads Freshmen

a 50-yard, 15-play drive early in
the fourth quarter, climaxed by Bar*-

Ta Win Over Brewster

leotis.

PARENTS' WEEKEND

SCHEDULE
(home games

only)

Friday
Brandels
2:00
Frosh Cross Country v. Hebron 4:00
Soccer

v.

I'MII

tllll

lilt

Amherst counterparts.

Bob Hooke also played
strong games both on defense and
1:00 offense. Next week the freshman
meet a stronger combination in

.

Eagle's Nest

Lounge

Worcester Academy at Worcester.

Lord Jeffs since

The

n^^.

—
—

MALABY AT THE PIANO

DIAL PA 5-3591

PARKVIEW DRUG
Maine

Parkview Cleaners

CO.

PAj 5-2288

way

Granite

•tad

White Mountain Oil Co.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Parkview Laundsercenter

JWOTl* C0]*WAT,

Complete Heatingr and Appliance Service For

Send y««r cleaning to Parkview Cleaners
where the quality as* sorvtos la known.

of the Lowell
In mid-air.

The Eastern Central New Hampshire Area

Farm

DAIRY

For All Your

Amherst Dalers Defeat Bowdoin, 20-37
Amherst's John Ronveaux and AI
Conger finished in a tie for first
place as the Lord Jeff cross-country
team whipped Bowdoin, 30-37, last
Saturday at the Brunswick golf

behind the leaders on the four-mile
Chuck Shea and Edor. Craig
placed sixth and seventh for the
White, followed by teammates Sam
Eliot and Pete Olllles In ninth and

yaw

laundry to the LtifndeYcenter and do

and cease worrying about

course.

thirteenth positions, respectively.
Bliot was moved up to twelfth
position for purposes of scoring.

Mark Youmans

led the Polar Bear
runners, finishing third, 8.9 seconds

18
117
105
14

Passes Int.

Amherst
Bowdoin

—

BOY DRIVE-IN
Specializing Fn

Dial

PA

Canadian Bacon, Lettuce

I

8/27
201

8—el
7—Tl

point: Speleotis (place kick).

DRIVE-IN

Teachout and Hayes were fourth and)
fifth for Amherst.

SIX

— BARBERS — SIX

a GRlZZiy,

BATH ROAD — BORDERING CAMPUS
After the
visit

same

The Bowdoin captain led for near->
ly three miles before the Amherst*
pair caught up and passed hlnu
Teachout was also In front of You-mans half a mile from the finish!
line, but weakened out In the SghS
for third place.

PINES

or during the evening break

our Drive-In for a refreshing snack or meal.

FOR TAKE OUT ORDERS DIAL PA

9-9439

The winning time was tl:lt.l;|
Youmans was clocked in 21:27.

THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE

/Viewy* gotlt.
&

Tomato Sandwiches

at both ends

Thick Jumbo Western Frappas

Just

13
4
1

Scoring
Amherst: Sheridan*
pass-run from Hallam).
Bowdoin: Jenkins (3, run); Bxtrsi

9-3422

Bowdoin's Fnvorite Barbers

7b get away fiom

Hamburgers

Roai

10"

158
45

tost clothing.

NEXT TO CAMPUS

Bath

By

Fumbles Lost
Punts
Yards Penalized

a

-

(32,

KING'S BARBER SHOP

All Steak

Downs

Rushing Yardage
Passing Yardage
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed

S

Brunswick, Maine

.

FAT

/ mherst

First

3/37
10

Dairy Product Needs

yourself

It

Freeman

Bowdoin

course.

1

Bring

Nort,

BOWDOIN

Rough, rugged play characterized
the game, especially during the final
Bill Farley tackles Brewster ball-carrier after a short gain.
Also
two quarters, in which three Lowell
men were hurt, one leaving the dosing in for the Bowdoin Frosh are Andy McCarthy (45) and Jim Hadgame. Two fell when they and Du- dock (50). The Polar Bearcubs won, 6-0.
das Jumped to head the ball. Dudas

men, who then collided

ii

•

Better Cleaning'

Van

Left End: Widmer, Adams
Left Tackle: Hall. Nash
Left Guard: Fernald, Ford
Center: Garland, Hlckey
Right Guard: Speleotis
Right Tackle: Prince
Right End: Flnlayson, Barron
Quarterback: Bucklin, Morse
Left Halfback: Gardner, LaCasse
Right Halfback: Jenkins, Milo
Fullback: Cummlngs. Pantaleakos

to play as Bowdoin used the gusty
wind to its advantage In crushing
Lowell.

got out of the

The Home Of

Fullback:

side.

Brunswick

Street?

lineups:

Right Guard: Wilson
Right Tackle: Abodeely
Right End: Cheska, Woodland
Quarterback: Lawrence, Hallam
Left Halfback: Nichols, R. Apllngton
Right Halfback: Deaett, Sheridan

Bob Terwilliger did a fine Job assisting in place of Olover at left InThe entire team got a chance

Your Drug Center

1838.

AMHERST

—

Mttke Parkview Drug Co.

Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday Nights

of

Left End: Klely, Fobes
Left Tackle: Mayer, Sheatsley
Left Guard: Bralnard
Center: Thompson, J. Apllngton

.

DICK

pair

This game was the first time since
the Colby game last year that trie*
Polar Bears had scored ahead of!
their opponents.

GAMES

featuring

A

Junior guards, Dave Fernald and
Charlie Speleotis were cited in the
press box for their performances
both on offense and defense.
Bowdoin's victory set the series
record at 11 Polar Bear wins, 3g
losses, and two ties.
It was the
fourth time Bowdoin has topped the

j. 30

lllllilllMIIIMIIIIMIIIMIIII

off-tackle

end zone. Then Spe-

—

gottas and

Saturday
Football v. Williams
Cross Country v. Williams

three-yard,

Jenkia's

sprint into the

who had barely missed a S8>
yard field goal attempt 1st* la toe
Capitalizing on the breaks and the first half, came through with a
hard running of fullback Bill Far- perfect extra point kick, which' be*
ley, the freshman football team de- came the Polar Bears' margin of
feated Brewster in its opening game, victory.
Trailing 7-0, Amherst capitalised
to start a successful sports weekend
on the Bowdoin campus. Parley on the same ball-handling Jtttera
scored the only touchdown of the which characterized Bowdoin's loss
game after recovering a fumble deep to Wesleyan. The Lord Jeffs re*
in
Brewster territory.
Although covered a fumble by Ted Gardner
seeming to lack the speed of last on the White 38 and two plays laMark
year's team, the Cubs showed some ter substitute quarterback
Hallam passed to Mike Sheridan,
strong defensive possibilities.
The game opened with Bowdoin who caught it on the run and raced
the remaining ten yards into the
kicking to Brewster. After a short
runback, Brewster started to move end zone.
Then the Polar Bear defense realdown field using end runs. A 18 yard
ly proved its worth. Hallam, forced
clipping penalty slowed Brewster
down and three plays later Brian to go for the two point conversicw
because
of speleotis' kick, tried to
Murphy recovered a fumble to give
pass. Rushed hard, he circled around
the Frosh a first down on their own
his left end but was upended on the
30. The Brewster defense held and
one- foot line by Dexter Bucklin.
forced Bowdoin to kick. Once again
Several times before
Bowddln
Brewster fumbled and Bowdoin redemonstrated Its ability to comecovered, but again the Cubs were
through with clutch performances.
stopped.
After taking Bowdoin's
Eh
route to its touchdown in the
kick, Brewster fumbled and Par*
fourth quarter with a fourth-downley gained possession on the opand-flve-yards-to-go
situation,
ponents 15 yard line. This time with
Bucklin passed to Bin Widmer lor
Farley carrying moat of the time,
ten yards and a first down on tha
the Frosh gained a first down on
Amherst 26.
the Brewster 3 yard line. On the
After a run, an Incomplete pass,
next play Farley went Into the end
a penalty, and another run put the
zone for the score. The point after
Polar Bears in another fourthdown
was no good and Bowdoin led 6-0.
situation
this time with Inches to
Bowdoin kicked off and Brewater go on the Amherst 18, fullback Jack
ran it back to Its own 38, to end the Cummlngs powered his way up the
fln-t period. In the second period middle for about a foot, enough for
Brewster went to the air, but Bow- the first down. Three plays laCM
doin stopped the drive with inter- Jenkins scored.
ceptions. Farley. Freddie Harlow,
And In the fourth quarter, after
John McCarthy, and Brian Murphy the Jeffs' recovered a Mores fumeie
were key men on defense. Brewster on the Bowdoin 88 yard Una with
continued 'to gain long yardage on less than three minutes remaining.
end runs, but never put enough to- a run netted two yards and three
gether to score.
Amherst passes went incomplete
In the third and fourth periods as the Bowdoin line never gave
the game continued to be mostly de- Hallam adequate passing time.
fensive. The hard hitting line and
Ball carrying honors went to the
safety men knocked the ball from Jeffs' fullback Van Nort with 83
the hands of the Brewster backs yards net rushing.
Gardner and'
and slowed each drive down. Brews- Cummlngs gained 37 yard* apieee
ter had one touchdown called back for the Polar Bears, while team*
for illegal ^procedure. Except for this mate Jenkins rushed for 33.
Defensively, the entire Bowdoin
one time the Bowdoin defense seemed to tighten Inside their own 20 line turned in stellar performances,
an d stopped each drive. Frank Dri- outcharglng and out playing theft*

m

—
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last

who were three-touchdown

previously undefeated Lord Jeffs,
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football victory,

7-6,

Polar Bear victory in eight years over the
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Bowdoin scored the hard way, or
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Motorola Stereo
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combined to give Bowdoin

at Whittier Field.

turned back art
AmrtaW- sebrW drrre
horarf.V They'll be looking for a victory as
fast on fourth dbwri. when- only the Polar Bears were against AmmcMM were* needed- by trie' tora herstf.
Jeflt.
Ahd on the* JetJI* cotrtersittn
"Williams looked good against
try
the fourth period; Bbdklfer Trinity," says assistant coach Bob
natMd Jeff quarterback Bferk Hal- Donham, "but they've been plagued
lanr an the one-foot llrw *Hh one by injuries." They lost four startdf tannest doVasta-^ tackles seen ers before the Springfield game, inat Whittiertie recent years.
cluding a tackle lost for the season,
that, too, is crMMr ftfctSM.
and lost their starting quarterback
during the second period with
Th« is- not
Springfield.
Last week their secsay; of course, that
the Polar Bears played flawless foot- ond-string quarterback was sideball.
Bvery team makes mistakes. lined during the Middlebury game.
For example, many a stout Be-wddin
The Williams team win have a
Heart" skipped a ftV beats when the considerable amount of weight to
sears- lost the trorV on fumbles in throw around if they're at full
the first' anci fourth quarters, flow- strength. At right end' is Jones, 6
ever, when they did err, the Polar ft., 186 pounds: left end, OOrdan, 5
Bear* were able to erase their mis- ft. 9 Inches, IIS pounds: right tacktakes with a brtekwair defense1
le, either R. Sykes. 6 ft. 3- inches,
210' pounds; or substitute Crowley,
Turning to the Williams game 6 ft. 1 inch, 309 pounds: left tackle,
next Saturday at Whittier Field Bell, 8 ft. 3 inches, 310 pounds:
there seems to Be something of a right guard, Rhetnfrank, 9 ft. 10
inches,
100
pounds: left guard,
parallel to the
it

Headqaartero for
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point kick

of the season over highly-rated Amheretj

ing;
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Decides Bowdoin Win Over Amherst
A stout defense and Charlie Speleotis-' successful eattra
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
and fifty-four
tries, representing America with courage and dignity from the
insulting crowds of Caracas to the flower-strewn streets of Warsaw. Nixon has met and dealt with the peoples and leaders of
the world.
He has shown both skill and firmness in dealing
sentative he has traveled to five continents

POLITICAL VIEWPOINTS
i)

he depend* on individual good-will to end the
disgraceful and inhuman practice of discrimination; but, if Mr.
with our arch-enemy, Khrushchev.
President might be questioned, when did this human being callTo match this great first-hand experience of Nixon, the
ed Man become so rational aa to be left alone to decide crucial
Democrat's
point to the second-hand experience of Kennedy's
matters >
eral times that

The Democratic platform m this issue is crystal-clear and service on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. But is second-hand experience equal to first-hand experience ?
needs no elucidation
the vigorous and determined Senator
has sworn to redress all the wrongs as far as he can, but, as usual
Thus it can be concluded that Nixon is the most experithe Republicans have only pious hopes to offer
enced candidate on foreign affairs, and that he would be the
.

.

.

I

best
Stuart Cone, Assistant Professor of

Government:

fit

to lead our nation in this time of international tension.

Ken-

Francis Mancini:
First of all, Nixon's supporters claim
nedy's approach to foreign policy and diplomacy is more flexible and realistic; Nixon is much more inclined to appeal to the their man has the definite edge in "experience." At first glance,
wish
emotionalism and prejudices of old-fashioned American moral- Nixon's highly publicized ventures into foreign lands
would seem
ism, which are essentially hostile to the very existence of inter- varying degrees of success, to say the very least
However, it is important to realize that
national diplomacy and negotiation. This difference was clear- to favor this belief.
ly reflected during their Oct. 7 debate in their respective hand- ceremonial tours are not exactly firm bases for political understanding and diplomatic negotiations
which, after all, are
ling of the U-2 and the Quemoy and Matsu issues:

—

—

—

Kennedy

talked about realities in the language of diplomatic realism; the important tasks. Otherwise, Queen Elizabeth would be the
Nixon wrapped himself in platitudes and the flag. To take English Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs I Actually, Kenanother and related example, Kennedy has shown a refresh- nedy, as a conscientious member of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, has about aa much real experience in handling the
ing and politically courageous readiness to consider new

app-

intricacies of these matters as does his widely-travelled oppoclings to the cliches
There appears to me to be an im- nent.
portant difference of both attitude and ultimate programs in
Secondly, in selecting Henry Cabot Lodge as his running
these respects.
mate, Nixon focussed attention on foreign policy.
However.
For the same reason* Kennedy would probably be much Kennedy
showed greater wisdom
from the point of view of
readier and more competent to undertake serious disarmament
running a government, if not from a purely electoral view
in
negotiations.
His discussion of the issue of disarmament in his his choice.
Johnson will be able to carry out effectively the
current book on foreign policy is reassuring on this point.
His task most naturally assigned to the Vice President and President
stress on increased armament is
whether fallaciously or nut of the Senate
namely, to marshal Congress behind the Presilargely aimed at creating a position of strength from which
dent's policies, both internal and external.
Kennedy will be
to negotiate.
Finally, on the basis of Kennedy's own words on able
to call on capable and experienced men like Stevenson
the matter and the advice available to him from such men aa
and Bowles to work in the State Department.
Bowles, Harriman, Stevenson and Professor Rostow, I think
On the other hand, if Lodge is used in foreign policy afwe can expect a mora imaginative and energetic assistance program for the crucial undeveloped and uncommitted nations fairs, he will be almost without influence in the very important
position of legislative right arm for Nixon.
Also, he will be
from Kennedy than from Nixon, who, incidentally, would have
meddling in affair* which should be the province of the adminto rely heavily on the support of a Southern Democratic-Conser-

Communist China; Nixon simply

roaches to

of the past

12 years.

—

—

—

—

vative Republican coalition in Congress, which

any daring programs of

hostile to

—

would be

quite

arm, the Secretary of State.

istration's foreign policy

this sort.

seems

me

Nixon cannot disassociate himAs to experience in international problems, Kennedy has self from a foreign policy that
in the words of the current
been a serious and informed student of them since before the rock and roll hit
"talks top much."
Instead of a Marshall
publication in 1940 of his competent »n»!y«i§ of "Why Fng- Plan, we heard about "massive retaliation:" instead of a Berlin
Finally,

it

to

that

—

land Slept."

—

we heard about "the brink of war"; instead
Doctrine, we heard about "kitchen debates."

Nixon's experience in foreign affairs begins pretty
much with his Vice-Presidency in 1953 and has not been an
altogether reassuring one, including as it does advocacy in the

Airlift,

Truman

of a

I

tit

I

unexpurgated text, including Nixon's rejoiner to K.'s boast
of being ahead in rocketry: "We're ahead in color TV."

full,

Now
have

to

Rockefeller had been the

if

answer

Richard

this

GOP

candidate

question quite differently.
'63 ! The greatest "significant

Engals,
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Methods

St.,

Contemporary Cards

where he has had not only first-hand knowledge

146 Maine

of our foreign policy decisions but also a part in the consultation
preceded them. As President Eisenhower's personal repre-

St.,

during this college's sesqulcenteniual drive, If I give any
give It to my fraternity
my first loyalty n there and
not to the college* No doubt this

money ru
because
is

an extreme example of stratincoBut the fact remains that the
would have no exis-

sts.

fraternities

tence at all apart from the host
body of the college. They are not
a part of Its corporate structure or

Society for the most part lay with- prepares, see th* college now as
out, something we looked ahead to part of a kind of gigantic ptnball
with Justifiable apprehenstveness up- game of placement. Congress, once
on matriculations"
virtually unconcerned with it at aU,
sees It as a national resource of
Beweofa fl
scientific know-how. to be developed
"College life for the present gen- for the race Into outer space. The
eration of students Is not very like Governing Boards can no longer view
that. The 11:06 no longer runs, it ss an exercise
in up-country
no trains do. the college Is In fact thrift, but are compelled to face It
derailed. The student comes and aa statistical problem of stewardgoes his various ways by car. He Is ship in a widely and aggressively
extraordinarily mobile. During the competitive arena The faculty can
long spring semester, as during the no longer regard It as an obedient
fall one. on weekends when there and motherly wife (these are oat
are not baby houseparties on one of fashion everywhere anyhow),
pretext or another, there takes place but must face It for the moment
an evacuation of a large portion of at least as a so ew hat Incalcuable
the student body. The student sees mistress through which to realise
himself as a cltlaen of a fluid popu- their common professional fidelity
lation. Monasticism Is not for him, to occidental culture.
anh when he does not go off on a
"And the harrasssd administrator
weekend he spends his tune writ- corporately responsible for so proing s theme for Kngllsh One to tean a form of institutional life is
prove that the only way to keep the obliged to see it as an agglomeracollege from becoming uninhabited tion, a kaleidoscope of all
these
is to make It co-educational.
shifting Images which he is expected
"The world Is very much with to hold together, along with the Iron
him. His Image of the college Is only facts of life, by whatever miracle of
one among many which comprise hocus-pocus, in some kind of rec-

mission, and mere liaison through
the Dean and faculty advisors Is no
substitute. While they pay taxes to
the town they do not participate in
the affairs of the local community
and are hardly subject to its concerns and pressures. They are even
sharply stratified with respect to
on* another. In the face of the everelaborating interconnections of an
ever-widening society they subsist
closely guarded, tightly secretive, insufficient unto themselves.
'•Meanwhile, In and around and
his total Image of society at large.
through all these phenomena shifts
He Is inclined to question whether
in empha si s and complexions are
he ought to be, wants to be, or needs
constantly taxing place. In the
to be In college
and he can afcourse of these each stratum deford to question because the econvelops a defensive tendency to enomy
he faces is not a constricted
trench Itself, though the process may
or depressed one; it offers him all
be only partly conscious and reckinds of alluring alternatives. Moreognised, for fear Its special identity
over, he belongs to an extensive
may be absorbed by some other. This cross-section,
a teenage society withIs where bewilderments and unin society; he believes in and becertainties enter."
longs to this st the expense of his
own
family and, by extension, of the
Looking Back
Bowdoin family. Since he moves so
"The average alumnus Is inclined panoramlcally and Inclusively on one
to Identify the college ss the one level and comes briefly to rest on
he saw, or thought he saw, as an un- another within the exclusive condergraduate. This Is what he wants fines of his fraternity, it Is little
to see, the familiar ground that he wonder that he show* a touch of
wants and expects to return to at schisophrenla now and then.
reunion. And since the picture does
"Many of the professors he faces
not quite hold still from college gen- are not what they ouoe were, eitheration to college generation. It Is er. The old country college profeseasy to understand how further la- sor, the patterns and conditions of
tent stratification and confusion whose existence were liberal, hutake place.
mane, leisurely, philosophical, who
"Most of my fellow students as did not have to fight for his right
I remember them, were thankful to the undlstracted meditation necand glad to be where they were, If essary to him professionally because
only because it postponed for four he was not caught In the bombardyears the grim prospect of getting ment and resultant fragmentation
Into a Jobless world. I remember of life which for him as well as for
the old 11:05, virtually an adjunct others has been a mounting pheof the college at the close of Christ- nomenon of this decade
this promas vacations, pulling into Bruns- fessor is a rarity if he is to be found
wick, last of course, the clouds of at all, an anachronism, magnificent
white steam from the locomotives if you like, if you can find him. The
now as extinct as their fellow mag- world of the profession is more with
nificent anachronism the dinosaur, today's professor; the college alonethe hilarious, high-spirited file onto Is of necessity less singularly the obcampus In the frosty night. It never ject of his attention and the mode
occurred to me that the 1:06 had of his existence.
,
any significant distinction beyond
"What of the student's parents?
the Bowdoin
or any Unlike the parents of a generation
real reason for existence except to ago who saw the college as a privitransport me and my fellow students lege, they see It as a necessity, and
to and from the closed society of they hope rather vaguely that withhome to the somewhat larger closed out being too rough on the .boy it
society of the Bowdoin family.
will Inculcate those disciplines In"I remember the protracted, un- dispensable to his character and suceventful spring semester with Its cess which they have not quite been
sang, and
never-to-be duplicated able to Instill at home."
reading hours, alleviated for all exPlacement Game
cept the more restless among us by
only one or two dates. There was
"Public and private school men,
something rather secularly monas- in the schools where the student
tic in our society in
those days,

—

ognizable,

and productive

durable,

nisable Identity on th* basis of any
one or a loose association however
cunning of these images, but only
through what Its presiding official

Tve hong ywar picture on
my wall right next to Sophia
Loren'e."

himself able to make of them as
elements of his own supervisory image. The college has possessed such
an identity in the past, and it can
is

build one

for itself to
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in producing the following and other
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Integrity.
"This college, or any other small
college, cannot achieve
a recog-

uncontaminatedly masculine in our human relations, a

iM

12.

era. but only If Its various components cease stratifying, recognise
that separately or collectively their
special Images even for themselves,
from year to year and generation to
generation, are not enough, and accede to a commanding image which
they are willing to give a fair and
full shake.
"And so I have hoped that perhaps some utterances which were
not predictable might help us come
together and get on with this."

m

something

Brunswick

Hallmark Greeting Cards

ence" between the two candidates in the area of foreign policy
is experience.
Nixon, as Vice President for the past eight
years, has sat in on both the National Security Council and Cabinet meetings,

A. Paquette

Smith Photo Shop

would

(Continued frem lag* I)

remark

campus

The differences are not always clear, but they are there.
a showdown over Quemoy and Matsu and interprefer somebody who will negotiate intelligently and forcefully
vention in Indo-China (both overruled by Eisenhower), insults
to somebody who will "shake his fist in Khrushchev's face."
to so important a neutral as Nehru and praise for so dubious an
ally as Batista.
As for the "kitchen debate," recommend the
mid-50s
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These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
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leadership, a career that has
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opportunity.
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the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowances

pernor

while taking off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education pro-

The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.

gram.

After having attained enough
can complete
work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
credits so that he

course

school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of

STUDENT

an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
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Blanket Tax Committee Findings

JBD Speaker Examines

Show Another

Conservatism

School's

Last week the Blanket

Slight

Tax Com-

In-

to forty-seven students terest In the happenings not only
(sixteen seniors, fourteen Juniors, on campus but also in the world
17 sophomores) In recognition of outside the gates of the college.
high scholastic averages in their
courses to date or of superior work
in their major departments. President Coles also presented the James
Bowdoin Cup to W. 8tephen Piper
for maintaining the highest scholastic average among students receiving
letters in varsity sports, and the

presented

General Phlloon Trophy to Mason
Pratt for making the best record
of the Bowdoin students at ROTC
summer camp. In addition. Chris-

of Bowdoin College anits recommendation for ap- Tax.
to student activities.
As It now stands, each student is
with a slight decrease as compared taxed $40.50 per year. Of this
to last year's appropriations. It is amount, $7.50 goes to the Basle and
expected that the faculty will vote $4.00 goes to the Orient automaticupon it some time this month.
ally. This entitles the student to a
Professor Storer. Chairman of the yearbook and a subscription to the
Blanket Tax Committee, noted that Orient tor one year.
while income from the tax has reOf the remaining funds, fifty permained almost the same from year cent Is given to the Athletics Deto year, requests from various ac- partment. The rest of the capital is
tivities have increased, making It meted out to other activities of the
necessary again this year to dip College according to what funds are
into the reserve funds which re
available, and according to what
main from previous years. For the the Committee and the Faculty
past few years the Committee has think each activity needs. Each acbeen spending more In appropria- tlblty approved by the Student
tions than it has been taking in.
Council submits a financial request
Storer added that this would prob- which is considered by the Comthat
they mittee. The Faculty must then vote
ably be the last year
could use the reserve funds and yet upon the recommendations of the.

proprlations

monev for any speemergency js-hjcremay arise during the year demanding further expenditure. Af It stands now, the

retain enough

amount
year

Dr. PeUeUer

After a selection by
Dr. Pelletier delivered

of

will

amount

of

money appropriated
be

greaer

than

money recommended

last

the
for

appropriation this year. This means
that unless some action is taken
before next spring, funds available
for student activities for next year
will be even lew. On the other hand.
If the present trend continues, requests for aid from various activities will be greater.
Ivy Weekend
There is also mention of the costs
of Ivy Week-end being absorved by
the Blanket Tax Funds. This would
mean an additional expenditure, for
no matter how (t has worked in the
Choir, past,
Ivy Weekend has always

the
the Major
Address on "The World of the Scholar: Notes on Survival."
He began
by describing the world of the scholar today as being distant and isolated from the large majority of the
people. Furthermore, since the true
scholar, "man thinking," is Inner dlrected, and since society today domlnates the individual, the goals of
th* world of the scholar are often
lost
Today's scholar, then, must
have two objectives: to look at the
world from outside, and yet to be
Herman Segal
intimately involved in the world.
Dr. Pelletier then added several
The Student Response delivered by footnotes on how the scholar can
Herman Segal proved a thoughtful, survive In contemporary society.
stirring "speech aimed at the apa- First, he must combine thinking
thetic conservatism of the majority with action to be of full benefit to

K"^^^^ ^

other activity except athletics, the
student Council has been entertaining the idea of supporting this
activity with funds from the Blanket
Tax. If this plan goes Into effect
fuaia avaffitble to various other
activities would have to be- cut even
ore sharply. The cost or Ivy Weekend runs into the thousands of dol-

m

alone,

was

about $600. Professor Storer said
that some decision must be made
regarding the situation. Activities
which have a very small percen
tage f stU dent participation would
<* » nv
P~°»°* *** T &»

***

5*
*'
"2?J5?
J°J±K
J plac
?
more
emphasis
t here
conservatism
philosophical
on scholarship; adequate resourTheBlanket Tax has been in
manlfest in an adherence to princl- ceg are not enough to keep a scholeffect at Bowdoin College for many
ples and Ideals and in the stability
lve
Thi
ai
rdi the two cultures. years. It first
began as a student enof the curriculum, but Bowdoin also
and the humanities, must terprise, completely handled and
gravely afflicted by a temperamental
integrated i nt0 one complete culconservatlsm. Many students. Irra- ^,.3. the .dentist must be able to controlled by the undergraduate
tlonaUy opposing any change, wor- CO nverse wltn Um p^t and vice body under the auspices of the
Student Council. However, when a
ship the status quo Just because it veraa
Fourth, the ^nforninv
conformity of, .atudent committee ran into serious
C
Segal went on to the omnipotent
•-„»-_. mass. should
.,.„...-. _-» .„
la the status quo
not in- difllc
to collecting Sua
«*y T^Us!*to«"
criticize an article ir, last year's
fluence t he scholar If new Ideas are
the undergraduates, the adBugle which stated that Bowdoin to
^m. j^^ ,f tne acholSLt ^ from
ministration accepted the responplays the role of an objective ob
to survive, he should provide insibility of collecting it, and assessed
server toward the rest of the world. sight into the nature
of man and
But, Segal insisted, there is a sore the meaning of life. He must fur- the tax as a part of the College
lack of observation among Bowdoin ther relate common experience to Bill. As a result, the College now
students, evidenced by poor atten- values. Only In these ways can he Includes the tax on every student's

aL^rB^wdom^mavhav^Sfne!
Bowdoin may have a beneSegal,
flclal

^
M
^

^^

^^ ^

SSSSL

1

^

dance at extracurricular lectures,
Howdiscussions, and activities.
ever, even if Bowdoin students were
objective observers, the role of objectivlty in the student world Is not
practical. Instead, the student must
formulate his own convictions, and,

Term Bui.
The undergraduates still main,i„.
~.« wh
»t> n 1. «.„,«•. »« tain control on the tax through the
«£«*•• *. ""»
*~? *?* *°, Student Council. Every activity
°>
» man whom tne future
£"££!'
which U to receive benefits from the
DCC *ons
regain the true vision of the scholar
a man of devotion and ex" as "

-

(Continued on Page 4)

Activities Funds, mutt first be approved by this body. Also, one half
of the members of the Blanket Tax

Committee are uilQprgraduates. In
the part, the Student Council has

ous activities.
(Continued on Page
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Into the opposite wall of the room.
The explosion was powerful enough against one of the walls to
break a Urge section of pU^to* ii>
the adjoining room.
Glass was hurled for a distance

and

to almost lose yourself In generous enthusiasms.

Cormier

Speaks

Gi?es Political Views

October 17, Honorable James
candidate for reelection
Eyewitness Account
Congressional First Maine DlsFrederick J. Stoddard. '64 an ocand Bowdoin graduate of 1917, cupant of the room directly above
lipok l
jj^ YOUn g Democrats' the site of the explosion eavp th«
°n "Basic Issues of the Campaign." following eyewitness account
T was on the foot of the gUlrg
He spoke of
prob i ems and chal .
lengM whlcn face us today
re _ at the Ume of tfie explosion, not

" „°i™

-

1^

™,

Coxe

lUSe
KeCdVCS rOetrV
J

p^ uy^ £fl5/ jj^r.

magazine.
1 Poetry
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Lriapel

Q.

Would

you.

If

favor
material re-

elected,

the dissemination of
garding birth control?
A. Miss Cormier stated that she
would not be opposed to the spread
of Information relative to birth control. However she hastened to exp^i,.
gne i s definitely opposed
contraceptive methods. This
to
,
nion Miss
Mlgs Cormier ad
added,
ded, is corn*
com,
opinion
f
,
indenendent from the
thP views
pfetely
independent
ot t he Catholic Church. Contracep-

^

^^

'

m

XJ
-

secretary - treasurer.

The Soviet Myth

asked, referring to
"But,"
lack of interest in cultural activities outside of classes, "are the students taking full advanage of Bowdoin?"
A good education. Dr. Copeland
said, is expensive, but it is a good
Investment in the future. A wasted
opportunity, on the other hand, is
lamentable.

He pointed out that the Bowdoin
following article Is reprinted by permission from a faculty is trying not to "mold" stu"The Soviet Myth," and was written for the Com- dents' minds, but to help them gain
an independence of thought. The
mittee For Constitutional Government by Mr. Jameson G, Campalgne,
characteristic of a student who is
Editor of the "Indianapolis Star," and author of the recent book, "Amer- taking advantage of thl opportuniican Might and Soviet Myth." It is hoped that this article will stimulate ty Is excitement an-i er "husiasm.
Dr. Copeland reassured Bowdoin
further thought and analysis Into the strength of the United States
those who
particularly
position and Into the more probable truths of the optimistic point of Mothers,
have eons in their first year at colview than of the too much used, and often misused, pessimistic and
lege, that when their sons complain
cynical attitude that was prevalent just a short while ago.
sign.
healthy
the
work,
It
a
about
Is
The time to be concerned, he conWhen I waa sixteen years old I propagandized Soviet Union and the tinued. Is when the student does
went to a citizens' military train- smaller, quieter but superbly trained not complain.
and skilled United States. AmeriParents of students were honored
ing c»nip and there, like many other
cans, and people throughout the in a program which was featured
boys, got my first taste of military world have been told repeatedly by
by a meeting of the Bowdoin FaDuring that time I happened Soviet propaganda of the Immense thers Association and the annual
life.
to see a boxing match put on by soviet strength, their rising produc- Bowdoln-WUllams football game.
tion, their rockets, and iheir plans
Parents began registration for the
two recruits. I never forgot it.
to "bury us" with their overwhelmThe big fellow advanced arro- ing economic and military power. program at S am. in the Moulton
gantly on his little opponent. Sud- But an intelligent person who would Union and after noon at the SarGymnasium. Dr. Frederick C.
gent
denly there was a flurry of fists and seriously give time and study to
the little man was pumelllng him examining the on-the-spot investi- Copeland, Director of Admissions
from every direction. The big fel- gations and actual reports of Ameri- at Williams and a Bowdoin Father,
wax
the
speaker at morning chapel
low didn't land a single solid punch, can and foreign experts In economic
and It was obvious when the first and military areas would discover services, followed by the Bowdoin
round ended that he was neither material facts which would astonish Fathers Association business meeting;
In
Plckard Tneater in Methe
In good condition no rs> well-trained him. He would see that the average
morial Hall. President James 8.
boxer. In the first few seconds of Amerjcan has been completely
misthe second round his smaller op- led as to the true nature of the Coles was the speaker.
There was a luncheon at noon in
ponent, weaving, bobbing, and bang- contrast between American
and
the Sargent Oymnasium. followed
ing away with lefts and rights Soviet power.
koncked him silly. The referee
by the -football game and then an
Soviet
propaganda about the lnformal reception at the Moulton
stopped the fight. It was all over.
threat
of
Russian
military
and Union enabled parents and sons to
Today, in the international field
you have a situation much like a economic achievements is too easily meet President and Mrs. Coles and
on Page I)
of the faculty.
boxing match. There is a big. wellEditor's Note:

monograph

On

C. Oliver, a
to

trlct,

'

,

L

M,to

^

^

^j,,,, to wnat mugt
done by more tnan flfteen feet aWfty ffom
tne can didate we are t0 etect p,. esl . tne d00r of tne room Sudden] y 1
dent In refere nce to the past eight heard a loud, yet muffled, noise. At
years under ^^ Eisenhower Admin- first I thftught it was a boiler that
istratlon, he said that the main prob- had
exploded somewhere down, ems
wWch faave emerged are not etalrs.. -men I saw the door from
only
Dut lnterna tlonal. He the room come flying into the corriemphasized that on both levels we dor. The pressure was so great that
have been inactive, for we have the door was broken in half and
not faced our problems realistically was folded into a door across the
nor firmly adopted 'policies concern- hall. Some students in the build ing them. On the national scale. We lng were panicked and started holmust flnd a new ap p roach to develop laring "fire!" I decided to go Inside
our resources, help the poverty-'strik- and see If anything was left, but
en and the aged and plan for our the smoke was so thick with sulfur
expan d ing population. Our new ap fumes that you could only remain
poach mugt not
an mcreaS e f in the room for a few seconds. I
consumer goods production, but one then got the idea of putting a handwhich promotes tne general wel- kerchief over my nose. The room
was completely littered with debris.
fare. We need more than filtered
There was a small fire on the floor
(Continued on page 4)
and one of the curtains was burn-
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Glee Club Announces

Its

60-61 Season Schedule
The Glee Club's concert ItinerFriday, April 14
Lasell Junior
ary and program for the twenty- College,
fifth anniversary season of 1960-61
Saturday, April 15
Weston
wlu include a concert at Town Hall, (Hanson)
N. Y.:
Saturday, April 22
Town Hall,
Saturday. Dec. 3, 1960
New
Olee Club
York City.

—
— Christmas

at Bralntree.

Saturday, Dec. 10
Oratorio. Bach; Plckard.
Sunday. Dec. 11
Christmas Orat° r l° «t Rockland.
Friday. Feb. 27, 1961
Pine

—

—

Manor.
Saturday. Feb. 18

High School.
Thursday, March 2

— Westborough
— Bath, Maine,

Friday. March
nity Track.

Saturday, March 11

Campus
Friday,
le& e

Interfrater-

—

Simmons;

Chest.

fprin* Tour*
24 Wheelock Col-

March

— Albany.
Sunday, March 26 — Pulaski.
Monday, March 27 — Buffalo.
Tuesday, March 28 — Cleveland.
Wednesday. March 29 — Syracuse.
Saturday. March 29

—

Friday, April 28

pus Concert.
Thursday.

—

May

Annual Cam-

—

11

Monday. May

15

—

—

—

—

—

^

—

—

the gy with Senator Muskie for a tele
the world.
Vision program, which was to be
Author of I Led Three Live*. The
presented later the fame evening.
Queer Fish and the New York HerA prolific writer of poetry and an ,„,,,,, ,H
aid-Tribune
syndicated
column,
„,,
accomplished dramatist, Professor
Ill
Illl
IMtlMMItHMItl "The Red
lltlNIMUII
Mil
Underground," Philbrick
Coxe is also the author of The Sea
has achieved national recognition
Faring and Other Poems, The Secfor his F.BJ. service, about which
ANNOUNCEMENT
ond Man and Other Poems, The
J. Edgar Hoover commented, "HerUndergraduates seriously conuld- bert Philbrick has performed an
Wilderness And Other Poems, and
ertng sumuiei Job opportunities
poems In such publications as Poetoutstanding patriotic duty." In his
for 1841 should register as early nine
ry. Paris Review, Partisan Review.
years as an antl-Communlst
as
office
the
possible
of
the
Sewanee Review. Hudson Review,
counterspy, Philbrick penetrated the
Western Review, Furioso, and the Placement Baiuau, filling out the highest echeWns of the Red cona
pnrenil
al a fetsn.
New Yorker. He also wrote Billy
splracy, and exposed the infamous
Interested
In
the
The Bureau Is
Budd. a play, to collaboration with
"Communist eleven" as a witness for
type of work desired and the geo- the government
R. H. Chapman.
in a trial before
graphical area preferred. Pleas e Judee Medina.
Married to the former Edith WinIndicat e any special experience In
sor of Weston, Mass., and the fathHis dramatic story has been pubthis Job choice.
er of four children. Professor Coxe
Ushed in his own best-selling book.
B. A. Ladd, Jr., Director
U a member of the Modern Lsnand for a number of years "I Led
Placement Bureau
guage Association, the American AsThree Lives" was a weekly feature
Banister Hall
sociation of University Professors.
on ISO TV stations frcm coast to
and the Dramatists Guild of The
coast, drawing one of TV's largest
liiiiiiiiiilMWMIfn
imiiiim
Author's League of America.
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COLLEGE NOTICE
The recent explosion has emphasised the absolute necessity of
the full observance of the prohibition of the use or keeping of explosive materials. Including firecrackers In every part of the College. Failure to observe this entails
the most serious consequences. If any men possess such
materials, they should Immediately torn them in to Proctors or
other responsible officers.
N. C. Kendrick

Dean
iOIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIMMMIIti

tltllllll

lltlllMM.Illll.irill

Mil
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Strider Takes

Over

Colby Presidency
the

—

—

Coxe,

•

Boston

Annual Busi-

—

M

Leuls

that

1

—

Vachei Lindsay prise Is poetry.

grateful

A new president officially assumed
helm of 147-year-old Colby Colness Meeting.
lege Tuesday, October 11, at cereOther events of musical lnter- monies attended by educators from
est to the college community will
throughout the East.
And the 17th president of the colbe the presentation of Jan Smertlln, a Polish pianist and Chopin aulege made It clear In his inaugural
thorlty on November 14 and the address that his belief in the liberal
Curtis String Quartet on November arts traditions will guide, him In
charting the college's course.
24. "Tilly" will participate with the
Curtis String Quartet In a Shosta"The liberal arts college is comkovich piano quintet. Also, Richard mitted to the belief that Hip hr
Dyer Bennett, an English Ballad preparation for life in our world,
singer Is scheduled to appear on and especially toward the professions
April 10. 1981.
that require further specialized studyIs a broad acquaintance with human
Anniversary Program for Season
knowledge rather than narrowly con1969-61 and Town Hall, N. Y.
centrated training in limited areas,"
Rise Sons of Bowdoin.
Dr. Robert E. L. Strider II declared.
Glorious Apollo
Webbe.
"It Is, In short, the pursuit of
Psalm 98, O Sing Unto The Lord
"Pops".

Sigma Lecturer

,

Is

curred. The able and quick Investigation
by State and local
authorities leaves no doubt concerning the Isolated nature of the
explosion, and makes It pooslhle
to reassure the College community
that no evil or warped mind was
Involved.
The student responsible will be subject to discipline
by the College.
"I want to express the appreciation of the College to the
Brunswick Fire and Police Departments for their efficient action and to Mr. Flynn, Lieutenant
Batehelder, and Mr. Phillip* for
then- Invaluable assistance."

m

—

The

"The College

no person was injured by the
spontaneous explosion which oc-

..

in Portland?
"~
A. Miss Cormier said that these
#
devices are a farce, and are merely Phllnrifu AnnniltlPOn
Norman Dello Jolo.
psychological warfare. She said that *
Credo
Oretchanlnoff
Soloist
she isn't at all interested In such
William Barr '61; Soloist for Town
ridiculous publicity stunts which Delta
Hall, Lawrence Brooks.
obviously are not being intended
Media Vita
Bruch.
to produce accurate results.
Oroup by the Chapel Choir.
"I led three lives" Is the topic of
Q. What about US-Cuban re- the annual Delta Sigma lecture.
Trumpet Song
Purcell
lations?
Pill Every Olass
Gay-Austin
House President Robert W. Kaschub
A. Miss Cormier feels that the announced today.
Soloist to be announced.
Given by the
currently tense relationship between man who , ed a tr i
And Did Those Feet in Ancient
citizen
p i e life
the two countries Is of course large- "communi8t," and counter-espionage Time
Music by Parry; Text by
ly the fault of the present admln- azent for
. the
F.B.I.,
Herbert A. William Blake. Barlton Soloist to
istratlon. If we had had a more Ph
be announced.
ii Dricki
t he lecture will be held
extensive aid program in Cuba.
Marcn 18 190 i at 8 :15 p.m. in
Intertnl«sion
Miss Cormier exolains, we would not piclcarri Theater.
The Meddiebetnpstert
be in the present condition. She atIn hit i ec ture. Philbrick will reLandsightlng
Grieg. 8ololst:
tacked the Republican adminlstra- coun t the nine agonizing years
William Barr HI.
tlon. by saying that it doesn't try wh i C h he spent rs citizen, spy. and
Black Is the Color of my True
to prevent these conditions from counterspy. He will make clear the
John Jacob Niles.
occurring, but Instead attempts to determination and skill with which Love's Hair
Kentucky Folk Song; Soloists to
doctor them up afterwards.
the Communists are waging their
Miss Cormier had to hasten to battle, and sugvest means for com- be announced.
Oo Tell It To the Mount* in
Portland directly after the inter- batting its ruthless threat to p-ace
View so that she might plan strate- freedom, and democracy throughout Jonn Wortt Negro Spiritual (Tenta-

entitled

tion:

^^0^

rise noticeably.

The one hundred dollar prize was Uveg
definitely against moral
established In 1»55 Jar a poem^or ethJcg ghe wouW vote aga inst a
group of poems published in Poet
bill to supply contraceptives to such
overly populated countries as India.
As part of the Parents' Day pro- ry during the year.
H..
A native of Manchester. N.
Q. What probable effect would a
gram last Saturday, Dr. Frederick
Professor Coxe was named Pierce vlctory
by Mr. Kennedy have on
C. Copeland. Director of AdmisProfessor of English in 1956 followthe Maine Senatorial race?
sions at Williams College and a
previous teaching career which
Cormier ventured to
A. Miss
Bowdoin Father, spoke to the chap- ing a
included both prep school and colthat a sweep for Kennedy
state
el audience on some aspects of unlege positions. Following his graduwould almost assure victory for
dergraduate life at Bowdoin.
ation from Princeton University in »""'" c
h
B
prank
Coflln
and herself
addressing
his
reDr. Copeland,
1940. he taught for two years at the
marks to Bowdoin parents, said that Brooks School in North Andover, talking' with the people of Maine,
the purpose of Parents' Day is to Mass., for two years at the Law- Miss Cormier Is convinced that she
win
regardless
of
Mr.
Coffin
can
and
become better acquainted with Bow- re nceville School In Lawrenceville,
what happens to Kennedy, on the
doln
N. J., for one year at Harvard, end
national scene.
Dr. Copeland stated that all un- for seven years at the University of
When the results of the Junior class elections were announced the
What
Is the significance of
Q.
here are carefully se- Minnesota.
the candidate preference polls which
men above emerged victorious. Officers are (I to r) Glenn R. Saunders, dergraduates
lected and have, a great potential.
have been placed in the Casco Bank
vice-president; Francis S. Mancinl, president; and Ronald F. Famlglletti,
the
he

rarentS

Oliver

C.

Speaks To Demos

Friday evening, Mi's Lucia Corintensity In the North and West as mler Democratic candidate for the
e
well as In the South," said Professor Senate- rf pf^e.„tf. ^n,^ b s
James Wilson in a talk In the Moul- Young Damocrate Club Her openton Union Lounge last Wednesday in* remarks dealt with the issues
evening. "Laws will be on the books with which the pecple 01 Maine are
^ag before prejudice is ever wiped supposedly most concerned. Tness
out. In passing civil rights legisla- Included the usual interest in world
««>. the government doesn't try to peace care for the aged, improved
wipe out prejudice; it merely at- educational benefits, and tax questempts to promote equity before the tlon^Because of a very tight time
and guarantee freedoms already •chetfule.^ Miss ^ormler suggested
that questions be asked from the
won."
"Unfortunately." Mr. Wilson went floor, through which she might clari
party has a really good fy her positions more adequately
"neither
°^
Q. Are the Maine candidates ridrecord in this field, because both
are victims of large conservative lng on Senator Muskle's coat tall?
A. Miss Cormier explained that
On Friday evening, October 38, at
Pullen
will
John
J.
o'clock,
the candidates do enjoy Mr. Museight
1
el ver a 1 ~-u
i?, IT £.
?
Civil
tortum on "Bowdoin in the
use" him when they can; but that
War- Mr punen is the author of their campaign activities are often
"The Twentieth Maine." Refresh- .independent from Mr. Muskie
ments will be served immediately
Q. What about the relatively
after the lecture. Mr. Pullen's talk small numbers of high school gradla presented under the Mary J. Varuates in Maine who go to college?
ney Fund by the Pejepscot Historical A. Theoretically this is caused by
Society.
financial need, In combination with
X lack of motivation. We lack teachers who stimulate students intellectually. This deplorable state will
O.
Prof.
be remedied by the further ex ten
tion of Federal aid under the Democrats. College attendance level will

Louis

James

sion occurred.
"The mvestlratlon by the State
has been closed," Director Flynn
concluded, "and any disciplinary
action was to be determined by
the College authorities."
Director Flynn was assisted In
the Investigation of the explosion
by William H. Phillips, Supervising
State Fire Inspector and Lieutenant Guy M. Batehelder of the
Bureau of Identification of (he
State Police with the cooperation
of town and College authorities.
President James S. Coles made
the following statement following
the completion of the investiga-

of 75 feet and cars lining the front
of Appleton Hall were covered with
glafs and splinters of wood.
The reverberating shock from the
explosion shook the ground for a
radius of about three blocks.
Within three minutes after the
blast occurred. President Coles and
Dean Kendrick were at the scene of
the accident. State and local Police officials and the Fire Department arrived soon after, lmmediately blocking off the area

To Young Democrats;
In Smith

"

brought onto the campus In violation of the rules of the College by
a student frcm his home at the
beginning of the ooilcge year,"
said Director Flynn, "and the containers were placed In a bureau
drawer. Most fortunately, no one
was In the room when the frpw-

across the hall.

"The conditions that lead to civil
rights legislation exist with equal

O. Coxe. Pierce Professor
English, has been awarded the
vachei un^ay prize for his poem.
The Last Hero, which was PuWtahed in the December, 1969, issue of

Dr. Lopelana
Speaks
r
r

A door leading to the corridor
off its hinges and blown
A door between the
two rooms was shattered and splinters of wood from It were driven

determined by investigation,
President Coles issued the following statement to the student body:
"The detonation ooourlng last
Friday afternoon In Room to of
Appleton Hall at Bowdoin College was cansed by a mixture of
chemicals
nature
of
explosive
which had deteriorated during
storage so as to pa use spontaneous detonation," Joseph A. P.
Flynn, State Director of Fire Prevention said following a thorough
Inve Ugatlon of the Incident.
"This mixture was prepared and

was ripped

Lucia

Talk

been

liot, who has been put under disciplinary action by the College for
violation of dormitory rules concerning possession of explosives.
The force of the explosion shattered asunder the dresser in which
the chemicals had been placed, and
blew out thhree windows Including
casement and sash.

To Give

Pullen

the condition of the room, one would
think that a bomb had exploded."
College Statement
After the cause of the blast had

detonation of chemicals
stored in a bureau drawer by El-

.

J.

was able to stamp both of
them out without difficulty. From

lng. I

taneous

4)

Louis

T>

An explosion, which wrecked two
rooms in Appleton Hall, rocked the
Bowdoin campus last Friday. The
two occupants, Peter W. Elliot '64
from Haverford. Pennsylvania, and
Roger K. Berle '64 from Dedham,
Massachusetts, were away at the
time and no one was hurt.
The blast was caused by the spon-

,

of

1

Of College Explosion

Presently there seem to be two
alternatives to a drastic reduction
in the amount of aid to activities;
for a greater
(1) Assessment
,
amount of money, which
would mean a tax increase
to each student.
(3) An increase in enrollment
which would mean jnpre
students to tax and might
offset the demands by vari-

larger number of students parti cipate In this activity than in any

last year's deficit

Attributed Cause

Committee.

amounted to a financial loss. It has
been customary to assess the Senior
Class for the deficit. But since a

lars;

II

Spontaneous Detonation Of Chemicals

Deficit

nounced

cial

tian Potholm and three members of
the class of 1960 In absentia were
awarded books bearing the plate of
James Bowdoin for achieving an
"A" record In courses.

NO.

I960

20,

petitioned the College Board of Directors for changes In the Blanket

mittee

This year's James Bowdoin Day by acting upon his convictions, fulExerclses, held last Thursday, Octo- fill a worthwhile cause in the world,
ber 13, were highlighted by two tm- Only through the commitment of
portant speeches, the Student Res- one's convictions to action can a
ponse by Herman Segal and the person become apart of the world.
Major Address delivered by Dr. Pel- If Bowdoin does not want to be
letler, President of Allegheny Col- known as being "as conservative as
Pint, however, this year's Maine itself," then the students
lege.

James Bowdoin Scholarships were should develop an awareness and

JER

be announced
Plenty Good Room
Arr. Bern(Tentative); Soloist to be announced.

tlve); Soloists to

truth,

free

truth itself

and unrestricted,

Is

for

almost Infinitely vari-

ous," he emphasized.

President

Strider emphasised

throughout hi* address that his goal
at Colby will be' to provide leadership of a college that produces disciplined minds, schooled In the' humanities.
"The disciplined mind Is better
able to arrive at valid judgments
wnen '* ced wl tl> dlticult alterna
.
tlves than a mind entrained at abstractions," he declared.
"It is not simply a question of
acquiring 'Knowledge.' The mere acquisition of information, however
useful, does not necessarily contribute to the discipline of the mind
he said.
It is learning the whys, the ways
and the reasons that a "student develops a capacity for analyzing judging and discriminating which will be

useful to

htm

in

any contest," Presi-

—

dent Strider declared.
In his address President Strider
noted references to the religious
heritage of the college.
Great D-»v
Arr. Benvtein.
"May I reiterate mv own eon"Joey" from "The Most Hspoy
Fella"
Frank Loeaser; Soloist for vlc "on that this tradition is prieethe Olee Club to be announced; •*»». "Jd nay I assure you that ColonUnue to try to live up
Soloist for Town Hall, Lawrence r" ,
f
to It,
the new president, son of a
Brooks.
(This special srrsngement for "i??1 *«"oopxl Church bishop, asmen's voices and Baritone solo was *af™ \
,
,_
/* "no* simply that religion will
made by Robert Page, Director of
lte »t*t u» *• »" academic dlaChoral music at Temple Univer,.
cl '>Une worthy of study, nor just
sltv for the Bowdoin CoUege Glee
Club and Lawrence Brooks as a H 1 ** °PPBrtttnit)r *°r religious serVices and discussions will be made
nrrt nerformance at Town Hall.
available," he said.
New York.)
"A religious tradition imposes upStanding on the Comer - FTan
stein

—

—

.

T

Loeaser.

From "The Most Happy °° an •"Nation

Bowdoin College Medley
ducted by

WUhsm

Barr.

—

the responsibility

* Uvta*" fuU'r «P to Ito commitnwnU *• * o«nmunlty of scholars,"
Con- "* e *nUln »«(Continued en Page 4)

FeUa"; Soloists- William Ban- and
a second soloist to be announced

-
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selves! Imagine it!" raptured our
friend. "Of course you got to appreciate the whole ides to begin with.
You got to appreciate the mood of
Just having a party in the laundromat," and he shivered exquisitely.
"Someday when I'm really crocked"
we winced
"I want to go down
there and stand in front of a maclothes off and
chine and take
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WBOR.

Cuiliw fabnwwra kapraaantatlva

EAST BOTH STREET

NEW

YORK, N.

at IK.

ORIENT Oils

..." Mt? ni. cUm

rata for on*

rear

kUar.

la

—**•

U

»•"
foar

(^^rBrTaVwl™.

Hall. B.wdain
•« U» uoat offlr. at Brun.wlrk.
(14) dallan.

Malni. KnMaine. Tha aak-

WBOR

broadcasts twelve
hours a day. three hours of which
are devoted to classical music. The
rest of WBOR's broadcasting time
is largely filled with sach worthless
programs as "Brunswick High Record Shop," "Hit House, Top Pops,"
and "Night Watch." Now the ques-

critically.

Y.

iIwkIuh,

Publl.hea wMklr
«r. h.ld d.rin, ,h. Fall and Sprint Staaaetar .r
tti» Miidrnta ef Bowaain Calkta.
Aaarau imwi communication, (o the Editor and aak•rriprian e«m mask a liana la lha Baaln... Managar of th. Bowdoin
Pabllihin* Cam•rrlption

Dear Editor:
I think It Is about time that one
of our more venerable campus institutions.
was examined

KIPRKSBNTKD FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
_.__.

rousing initiation.

mention

Many

it.

have a news bureau
Dear Editor:
Is to collect shy
item of interest to a student's homeCertainly nothing could mar the
town newspaper or to any section Joy of watching the football teem
colleges

whose purpose

It

whether the relative trash of the United States, print up a brief
presented on such programs Is ap- news summary of the pertinent
propriate for a college radio sta- facts, and send it to the leading
tion. Surely we can turn to any one newspaper in that area for the pubHomecoming Weekend is a big social event at Bowdoin. of the many
stations on the licity it might bring. Amherst Colradia dial to receive trash of a
has such an effective news
It is even a bigger and more meaningful
weekend here than similar quality. It is not the duty lege
agency that even the most minute
it is at most' other colleges because
ours is a fraternity oriented of WBOR, both as one of the items are .sent to the newspaper.
stations heard in Bruns- Bowdoin appears to count almost
college; it combines both the last football game of the season few
wick and as the voice of a sup- entirely upon the Portland Press
and the fraternity celebrations for the new initiates.
posedly enriching college, to broad- Herald and the Alumni office for
Most men wili have their favorite dates up for that week- cast good mace, music to appeal spreading news and publicity about
to the intellect of a body of stu- the college.
end; and many will have their parents visit then
especially dents who have supposedly passed
Such a news agency as Amherst
the freshmen. Many alumni also choose to come up that week- the rock-and-roll stage of the teen and other colleges use could easily
age years. Indeed, I know of few
put into effect at Bcwdoin. Howend to participate in fraternity initiations and see the Maine outstanding colleges whose radio be
ever, there are also many other
game. In general, when we consider the large number of extra stations broadcast the am ount of good sources of publicity. The adworthless music that
does. missions office, before they lie down
visitors on our campus for that weekend, we can see that the However, I am not advocating ten
and say die, might try to raise
tion arises

Why Not?

romp over Williams last Saturday,
but I was a little taken back by
the half-time demonstration by the
American Legion drum and bugle
corps. It was an unfortunate appearance both because it was too
bad to ruin the Bowdoin tradition
of not having outside groups perform and because it seemed to admit Bowdoin's tacit concent to the
ways of the American Legion,
This is the organisation that, even
hi recent years, has sought to deify
the late Senator McCarthy, a man
Who ruined wrecklessly the careers

AM

PM

—

of

as we do on Winters and Ivies?
Cer- ming is what WBOR owes not only
to the college but also to the commost of the dates staying in the fraternity houses munity as an example of "the ex-

liberties, took bribes, evaded
and could have been convicted under United States espionage
laws had it not been for the mores

taxes,

I

those

October IS, I960, on the front page
the dates stay in the houses for the Sat- of the Cincinnati Enquirer:

Why not have
urday night of Homecoming?
Such a move would hot imBLAST AT BOWDOIN
pose much work on the students, only a few of whom would
A mysterious explosion blew out
not directly benefit from this plan. or. on the College, which every window in a two-room dormimust merely check that a firewatch is established in each house, tory suite on the Bowdoin College
campus today. No one was hurt.
and see that adequate bedding is supplied. In short, there are The blast, apparently caused by a
many good reasons for such a proposal being put into effect; chemical compound, ripped a heavy
but few,

if

door off its hinges and hurled
across the hall.

any, against the idea.

it

It may not seem possible but this
freak and nearly calamitous accident is probably the best publicity
Bowdoin College has had in many
years. This is one of the few times
any news of the college has peneWhen a person joins a community, lives in a state, and trated areas outside of New Engreceives all the benefits that both have to offer, he is contracted land and the East to any large extent. In several years of reading
by social obligation (and he recognizes his committal to it by the Enquirer, this If the first time
the very fact of his accepted and unobjected presence within I have seen any mention of the
college, except In a list of football
the system) to uphold the laws of the state, to aid in the pro- scores. This is true in spite of the
tection of the society, and to obey the rules and regulations fact that there have been at least
eight Bowdoin students from southof that commtnity.
western Ohio In recent years. InLast week, a member of our college community knowingly cluded among them is Owen Carter,
our present Russwurm Scholar
violated all regard of responsibility to one of the college rules certainly worthy of mention in his
home town newspaper. Thai Is typilaid down for the

And

College Rules

Regulations

—

common

safety

.

.

.

and

the consequences

cal of a situation

about which Bow-

Dear

Editor:

May

I correct

my

apparently

fourth paragraph refers to "the
goals of full employment and stable
price levels which both parties seem
to think are compatible goals."
This should read "incompatible"
goals.
It is only where the two
goals are incompatible that a choice
involving value judgments must be
made. I.e., how much of one Is to
be sacrificed to gain more of the
other. My main point (as the rest
of the article makes clear) was that
a Republican administration, in the
face of a need to make such a
choice, would tolerate, and in recent
years has tolerated, a substantial

amount

of

unemployment

an

in

It is because the College k aware of the inherent nature of explosives, of the susceptibility of "unloaded"
nrearms to suddenly discharge ammunition that is inadvertantly left around, and of the necessity of having only careful
and responsible drivers on campus, that the College formulates
the rules that it does governing the correct handling of these

things.

Since the majority of the students here at

Bowdoin are

capable of managing their own affairs in a mature and responsible way. it has been the general liberal poikV of th* College
not to Interfere in the private lives of the students other than
with the barest

mihimum

everyone's safety.

But.

on

in

social

rules

and regulations

the other hand,

fractions of fne College rules as this recent

would be only natural

if

such flagrant

for
in-

one occur again,

that Williams, Amherst, Tale, Dartmouth, and Harvard could net do
ten times over," have been heard to
come from that office. The answer

HARRY

student

body would

at-

H.

esis like

the next ad-

the policy of

Quemoy and Matsu?

on

ministration

Unfortunately. tlons which take the form of "strarocks."
tegically indefensible
The Communists, as Vice President
Nixon has stated, are interested in
Quemoy and Matsu only as stepping stones to Formosa. We must
not allow Communism to nibble
position to be taken concerning the away the edges of the free world
problem without, referring to either until it reaches a position where It
can take a big bite. We must reKennedy's or Nixon's comments.
main strong and defensive, not
The policy we pursue at present taunting the Communists into a
is the most flexible and realistic of
fight, but informing them quietly
any that has been presented so far. that we have a responsibility to
In brief, our position Is that we will protect even the smallest area of
defend Ouemov and Matsu onlv if the free world.
an attack on those Islands signifies
an offensive against the Pescadores
I think that Senator Kennedy
and Taiwan. The value of such a particularly made a mistake in his
policy is easy to see for the Chinese answer to this question on the deCommunists can never be certain bate. His statement that we should
whether we will consider such an "attempt to work out a plan by
attack as dangerous to the Pesca- which the line is drawn at the

SM

Woollacott

'61:

a wronged Con Edison em- I was not able to view the last television debate In which the hasted
exchange over Quemoy and Matsu
occurred, nor have I seen, a transThus, I can
cript of that debate.
only state whst seems the obvious

ployee at large in New York City.
first a few
After weeks of terror
panes oi glass in Appleton, then
the Rare Book Room, Smith 117 and
the Freudian dome of the Art Building
they capture him and the

—

—

What should be

Question:

.

Orient screams "Disgruntled Alumnus Class of "02 Confesses Bombings" Or he turns out to be a
Freshman who couldn't get a bid.
And here it is nothing but an accident in a drawer full of shirts.
What with the Great September
Riot and the Appleton Incident we
had thought at first that the American college student was still kicking after all. There is yet a chance
of his renaissance, of course. In
Brunswick, it might profitably take
the form of a demonstration of two
demanding the resignation of as
msny teachers who are perhaps not
within the highest Bowdoin tradition. Maybe we need a couple students from Tokyo to demonstrate
the proper way to run a school. But
you have to look some to find a

.

Island of Formosa ..." Is an open
To maintain that we should de- invitation for the Communists to
the Islands without so
fend the off-shore Islands as a mat- take over
much as a whimper of protest from
ter of principle is ridiculous.
In
and for themselves, the islands are the United States. Perhaps these
islands are not worth a world
two
worthless
Their only significance
Bowdoin prof, whom any college lies In their relation to the defense war to us, but they're not worth It
would not be proud to claim for its of Nationalist China, and it is as to the Communists either. Therewe must stand firm and deown tradition. Thursday evening such that Quemny and Matsu should fore
fend the islands. I think the key
when the Brunswick Film Society be considered. Our present policy Is phrase to this policy is "strong
sound in this respect.
has a program, drop in early at
silence."
Richard Thalheimer '61:
This
Smith Auditorium (we used this
Richard O. Hathaway, Instructor
question, raised by a reporter at the
line last week halfway through
second Nixon-Kennedy debate and In History: It would seem quite apthe column but hopefully nobody mentioned by Kennedy on a prev- parent that Quemoy and Matsu, in
of themselves, being but five
and
watch
group
far)
and
a
that
read
ious occasion Is, I think an unmiles from the mainland of Red
of the most vital teachers anywhere fortunate one. It is good that every
effort be made to inform the peonle China, would provide anything but
fill the house.'
an
appropriate
position from which
of the Issues in the campaign, but
this question is one of specific stra- to conduct armed conflict with the
tors, its radiating conceit, and the
Communists. Thus, it would seem
general record of their organiza- tegy in the broad field of foreign that the Incoming administration,
a field already well plowed
the American Legion. I would policy
tion
I feel whichever party is victorious, might
suggest that if we are to have out- by the present campaign.
that this question should not have well take at least two steps: (1) to
side groups perform that we not
been voiced, because the very answer reconfirm the policy since 1966.
have the Legion In precisely the
a strong watch- which is to treat these two Islands
same sense that we would not in- to it is silence
ful silence to show the Communists within the context of the necessities
vite the Ku Klux Klan to do a
that, although we don't want trouble, involved In the defense of Formosa
spook dance.
we are ready and willing to defend Itself, and net to risk American
The American Legion is not con- any section of the free world from lives merely to defend these two
servative, but Bowdoin's tradition Communist domination
even sec- piles of rock alone; and (3) to continue our efforts to persuade Chiang
of not allowing outside groups to
Kai-Shek to lessen his commitment
play at football games is, just as we
have a time-honored tradition of Soviet military power for the past of arms and men on these tWo
V,««ti„fr •4t»*4*v,t »t>£alCA»*«< at TTftdUfi. points.
twenty years.
They know Soviet
tlon. Protection of the true values
strength and they know Soviet
In other words, it would be pure
(and traditions) of the community weaknesses. Prom
these hard-eyed folly for the United 8tates to allow
is conservative; in doing this the
experts on Soviet promise and act- itself to be drawn into the wrong
conservative has an Important and ual Soviet
performance, and not war, at the wrong place, at the
useful role to play. Perhaps ironi- from Soviet propaganda
bureaus, wrong time because of an Implied
cally, this incident came at a time
comes the truth. As was tellingly
When Bowdoin's own band is better stated in a recent report to Congress commitment to protect and defend
every bit of territory not now In
than ever. I'm sure most seniors will on Soviet tactics: "The greatest asthe possession of Red China. This
agree that the band, under the set the Communists have
at the Is all the more true when it could
direction of Nell Love is the best present time is not the
hydrogen conceivably be Chiang himself Who
its been in the four years that we've bomb, not
Soviet satellites, but world could implicate us in this folly.
been here. I like our band; I see ignorance of their tactics, strategy Thus, American
military Involveno reason to have unpalatable out- and objectives." The world is par- ment in this area
should not be
siders in our midst.
ticularly ignorant of the true state ordered unless we are certain beKent Spriggs
of Soviet economic and military af- yond any reasonable doubt that the
364 Maine St.
fairs, and it has been a vital part security of Formosa itself is In fact
Schmitz
telephone c/o Mr.
of Soviet strategy to keep the ignor- directly threatened.
ance at as high a level as possible.
Consider first the basic economic
The Soviet
fabric of Ufa in the Soviet Union.
(Continued from 'page 1)
Professor G. Warren Nutter, associate professor of economics at the

—

—

—

—
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OPERA HOUSE
Oct.

(Continued on Page
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Hrautiful and Extraordinary Law
Story About A French Girl Who Joint
Colony!

An American Nature
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CUMBERLAND
THEATER

SECOND MAJOR

Arts

Oct. 2§~Zl-tt

ELEONORA

"DESIRE IN DUST"
with

Raymond Burr

ROSSI

—

Martha Ryer
Joan Bennett

~

Sun.-Mon.

Oct.

•THE CROWDED

DRAGO

tS-M

SfcV"

with

Dans Andrews—Rhonda Fleming
Tees.
ea-Wea.

"THE

i

IfGEL

WOrI**

Thrilling Third Feature

RED"

"Congo Jungle"

wth

Ave Gardner — Dick Regard

TIME OF THE SHOW
'CONGO JUGUE' — 7:M
-BAHKFOOT SAVAGE' — »lM
'NAKED VE N.U8' — H:l»

"TBmPaT t^e'stars'
Curt Jurgens

—

Victoria

RECOMMENDED FOR

Shaw

ADULTS ONLY

19-M
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in

"ELMER GANTRY"

Inc.

Smv-Tnea.
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Fixtures

Plumbing
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POMPEII"
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Auto Body Work
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MllUSWICat

"nte pEvtL's
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MOULTON UNION

Rental Sanders Of All Kinds

Eaton Hardware

BOOKSTORE

Company
Brunswick

56 Maine Street

New Hampshire Area

Getttfcr, lilt.

Modern Library

$1.95-$2.95

Mentor Books

$

English Dictionaries

$6.00-$6.75

Russian Dictionaries (paper)

.

.

.

.56-$ .75
Bast-

$2.00

»A

Barnes and Nobie Outlines
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BATH, MAINE
Weil-sat.

University of Virginia, visited RusHe traveled throughout
the country and saw many industrial plants and collective farms.
He visited many Soviet executives
His over-all conclusions about
Soviet Industrial capacity were that
"Russia's economy ... Is half a
century behind the West."
Here are the estimates made by
Nutter as an expert on economics

sia In 19S6.

Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

The

.

dores, or not.

in

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Trie Eastern Central

.

STEVE REEVES

it

suffer,

.

.

Brunswick's Friendly Ford Dealer,

more authoritarian attitude
measures and rules coming from

more to follow. Vike sArtonorhy of the
and everyone would be the loser.

.

Wollstadt

BURT LANCASTER.
JEAN SIMMONS

to expect a

along with more restrictive
Massachusetts Hail.
The rufea are few, simple, and not harsh. But if necessitating drcuBsstanes} called for stricter enforcement, controls, and

but
another s^iry. Free your im-

agination and picture what might
have developed. A psychotic former
student returns to bedevil his nem-

—

—

little bit

dangerous events.

that's

.

recent but extreme

with just a

when we were Freshmen

of the U. S. Senate. Only this summer four students (the exercise of
the freedom of speech In one of
its highest forms) picketed an American Legion meeting with signs
suggesting that the Legion should
be more careful hi protecting the
civil liberties of all. The Legion's
answer to this plea Was that 200
brave Legioneer's stormed out and
beat up the four students Who were
picketing.
Even without examining
believed.
As the corps waited for the ap- the evidence, a little common sense
plause of the crowd, with Its flag will note right in the beginning that
of skull and cross bones flapping in propaganda is always larger than
the wind at least one Bowdoin stu- fact. Whatever strength the Rusdent yelled "fascist.'' It was inter- sians actually possess Is sure to be
esting to note that this student blown up by their skillful experts
was shouted down by a few to a hundred times true size. That
of. his peers about him. It would Is
A good measure of
their Job.
seem to me that not only did this their capacity to Inflate belief over
student have the right (perhaps actuality is the "economic warfare"
duty) to yell such a remark, but campaign.
The comparative force
that it might be well to think a of the so-called economic threat
moment on the propriety of such shrinks drastically before the verian appellation. The History of Civ- fied figures.
ilisation speaks of fascism. ". .
Is,
General George Patton, early in
nationalism tricked out with a few World War II, was asked why he
radical phrases to win mass sup- was not discouraged at the vaunted
port, and draped in mystical gar- strength and skill of the German
ments." "We notice a certain sim- armies. He replied. "I have studied
ilarity in the externals of fascism the German for forty years. I have
everywhere
colored shirts, pri- read the memoirs of his great men.
vate armies, mass hypnotism, spe- I have studied every detail of his
cial salutes, special war cries and military campaigns.
I have attend." "Fascism Is Just as
ceremonies.
ed some of his staff courses. I know
violent in its hatred of democracy, exactly how he will react under
liberalism, and parliamentary in- any given set of circumstances. He
stitutions as in its professed dislike does not know what I will do. For
of
communism. Indeed fascism this reason, when the time comes,
shares communism's abhorrence of I shall beat the hell out of him."
constitutional procedure, Its disre- And that is exactly what Patton
gard of the individual human being, did.
and its insistence that the state is
There are people in the United
supreme.
Fascism persecutes its States who have made Just as
enemies, both real and fancied, with thorough studies of Soviet Comthe same ruthlessness we have ob- munism and Soviet strategy and
served In Stalin's Russia. Censor- tactics and Soviet economics and

tempt to achieve stable prices, while ship, political police, concentration
a Democratic administration, in my camps, the rules of the bludgeon,
view, would put greater emphasis on the end of legal protection
all
the employment goals and less on these practices are common to both
the price level goal.
fascism and communism." It seems
Sincerely yours,
well to ponder this description as
Paul O. Darling
one thinks of the contemptuous atProfessor of Economics titude of the (roup for the specta-

example in case point of the fresh-' ground, has ever heard of Bowdoin.
Yet Bowdoin deserves a reputation
of knowledge in what he was do- as widely known as other small
ing, mixed chemical elements known to be formative to a high- eastern colleges.
Our admissions office appears to
ly explosive charge, and the results following the unpremeditated have taken a defeatist attitude
todetonation of that charge due to natural forces (decomposition) ward publicity in areas where Bowdoin Is not already well known, and
of which he was not cognizant, discovered that a little knowledge statements such as, "What
could we
without any guiding common sense or reason can lead to very possibly do In an area such as that,

The

Is

October 5th talk to the

Bowdoin College Young Democratic
Club (Orient. October 12).
The

were devastating (for pictorial emphasis, see page one), not to doin students from places outside
mention the possible catastrophic deaths and injuries that of the East complain constantly.
Almost no one, except educators and
could have occurred.
businessmen with an eastern back-

man who,

what

a typographical error in your account of

By David

cident to learn that the explosion
was nothing less prosaic than the
accidental combustion of chemiNow
cals in somebody's bureau.

Myth

spread
wide areas of the United States.
With an Increased reputation goes
an increased interest on the part
tive publicity

would mean ( ) less traveling late at night, especially for cellence that Bowdoin is striving of alumni outside of New England
who will be able to speak of their
who must drive a car after a party, (2) less or no expen- for."
Thoughtfully considered, Alma Mater without receiving a
diture by the men who want decent accommodations for their
John Welwood
blank, questioning look from the
people with whom they are condates, and (3) more good rooms available to alumni and parversing.
Dear Editor:
ents especially, but also for the visiting opponents and friends
Sincerely,
The
following
article
appeared
on
Paul J. Weston '63
of the College.
this

of loyal civil servants,

general attack on American

civil

campus will become very crowded. (In a sense, it is almost like straight hours a day of classical mu* interest in new areas by investing
sic. Good
jam, folk music, show
Winter House Parties, Alumni Weekend and Parents Weekend music, and "talk" programs can be in a few (10 or 13) yearbooks each
year which they could send to the
integrated with the classics to pro- libraries of schools that might be
all in one big weekend!)
vide a tasteful and distinctive for- able to provide Bowdoin with qualiCan the Stowe House, the Eagle Hotel and the few near- mat for the community-at-large. A
fied students. They could also widen
program
like
'Bill
Lannon
Pre- their travel program to include a
by motels handle this large overflow of parents. Alumni and
sents," which has proved to be few new areas each year, instead of
visitors, as well as many of the dates?
Hardly.
Even when above the general quality of WBOR the same ones they have visited for
one considers the few private homes available, there are still fare, is a step in the right direc- years. Other campus organs, includtion. WBOR could even present
many alumni and guests who must pay an exorbitant price for program, possibly entitled, "This isa ing the glee Club, could also be used
more effectively as publicity agents.
a living room couch somewhere or sleep in a car.
With competent, well-directed
Rather, Bowdoin," which would explore the
various facets of life in the Bowwould it not be Wiser to open up the fraternity houses for doin community. Such program- handling, much good and construccould be
over

Homecoming Weekend

hundreds

made a

liberalism under the guise of antiCommunism, subverted all forms of

WBOR

tainly with

in."

Recently this column received a
from s Disappointed Reader
left cold by last week's bit about our
mother's projected visit this past
weekend. Something about moraism. And just when we had the
Is that they can do ten times more
greatest story about father. But to
than Bowdoin because they try,
spite Disappointed, let us say that
whereas Bowdoin does not! The maMa did reach Brunswick indeed, and
jority of the good prospects from
with a friend who came over from
the Mid-west and West never think
ireiand thirty-five years ago and
of applying for admission to Bowhad never seen a football game.
doin because they have never heard
Thanks
to the Bowdoin line for a
of it before their student counselors
letter

"63

Mr. Bela W. Norton
Stephen Piper

—

my

Manager

S. Pulsifer '63

Circulation Managers

Bruce N. Leonard

Political Viewpoints

For our part, what, a disappointment it was after the Appleton In-

We

Francis H Fuller '61
Mitcbel A. Kalpalcgtan
James S. Rice '63

"84

R. SUndlsh

Noticing a sorrowful drunk lost
celebrators in the Union Saturday night after the Williams game, we pulled up a Bowdoin .chair and looked receptively
to the tale of his particular woe.
"You know what I want?" our friend
volunteered. "I want a laundromat
I've wanted s laundromat
party.
party ever since their built the place,
and I try to get people together but
nobody cares. Think of the possibiliThink of them!! Think ef
ties;
thought, and our conthem!!!"
fidant paused to pick a raisin from
his cake. The heads which bad
turned farther our way with each
imperative returned to their own
concerns, and we learned that at
the laundromat ycu could cheat the
soda machine with a bottle opener
and a straw, shut the hot water
valves, and have all kinds of fun
with foamy detergents and bleaches.
"And the washers and dryers them-

Secretary to the Editor
Walter M. Christie '64

D. C.

P.

among the

'61
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Colby Next Fbe Ih

By Dsvid WdilsUdt

jjjl

Milo Score In Biggest Victory Since '51

State Series Opener
sive

A

powerful offense will be pitted
against a rook-ribbed defense when
At least nine out of ten college and high achddl news- undefeated Colby host* the Bowdoin Polar Bears in the operiing
papert have, at one time or another, printed some sort of trash contest of the Maine State Series
urging students to get out and support their team, or to she-* this Saturday at Watervflle.
Colby, led by the running of
more school spirit by attending away football games.

We

not think

this is

tame we would

do

this season, but, just the

remind the students of a few pertinent

facta:
t

There

)

with

ish

is

a

(2) There

(3) The

good chance

that the Polar Bears will fin-

winning season since 1953.

their first

State Series

first

The victory evened the 'Bears' record at two wins and
losses, and was the first time since 1953 that they had won
on two consecutive Saturdays.

two

Kingdon Blhky Smith, and
and the pasting of Kent

Bowdoin took charge shortly after
the opening whistle, gaming 280
yards rushing while holding the
Ephmen to 13 yards in the same
department. During the first half,
Williams suffered a total net loss
of one' yard on the ground.
The Polar Bears got their first
score In the final minutes of the

Nigro,

and Ken Davidson, has averaged 30 points a game In beating
Springfield, Kings Point,
and Norwich.
The White Bears, on the other
hand, boast a defense which held

Trinity,
(

also a fair chance for

is

we have

thing

first

Bowdoin

Williams to

win

to

its

since 1952.

title

to

do

to

accomplish either

yards rushing

12

last

first period when Jack Cummings
bulled over from the one foot fine,
and then added at least one tally
each Quarter. At one point, they

Weekend, fchd k. steadily Improving
offense which hit an eight-year high
of 33 points against the Ephmen.

is

Colby's

however,

defenses,

have

to beat Colby.

allowed nine touchdowns in their
tour contests, and no less than 14
located in Waterville, just an hour's drive points In an yone game.
north of Brunswick.
The Mule* will be better than
^
either Amherst or Williams, ac(5) Finally, but by no means of least importance to Bow- cording to assistant coach Bob Don-

(4) Colby

the highlight of ham. Bowdoin

is

they have

p-1

•

¥

*

*

Colby

games have been week

decided by seven points or

less,

and

contest appears

this year's

be no exception.

good shape Jhl».

Will be In

at Waterville last
week while the Polar Bears were
making mincemeat of Williams.
air

Bowdoin boasts of a rugged ground deUnder co -captains Sermon anil
improving offense, but is somewhat Weak Nigro,
the Mules will present a
The Mules have ah explosive, varied of- strong team both offensively and
defensively. At left end for the
fense, but a seemingly lesa-than-rockribbed defense.
They will Colby line will be Burke, • ft. 4
run the ball until stopped, which is not very often, and then Inches and IK pounds; at right end,
Bee, 6 ft 1 Inch and 197 pounds,
they will pass.
It is this latter department which the Polar
with Carpenter, 6 ft. 2 inches and
Bears must contain if they are to win
1M pounds, alternating on offense;

to

and

fense

in

a steadily

passing defense.

Colby may be a

at left

makers, but in order to win, we think they'll have to score at
We also think that -{hey won't, and that
least four touchdowns.
the Polar Bears will win their first State Series contest in five
years by trimming the Mules, 20- 4.
1

Red

face dept.: Last

week we *r*!tM

Berman, a

strong,
solid I ft. and Xtt pounds; at right
tackle Bonalewlcy. S ft. 11 inches
and 90S pounds; at left guard, Dicmne, 9 ft 11 inches and 190 pounds;
at right guard, Ralnvllle, 5 ft. 10
inches and ltt pounds; and at center, Barker, 8 ft. and ISO pounds and
Brfdgeman, 6 ft. and IBS pounds, alternating.

0-point favorite of the impartial odds-

1

fickle,

The team

«t«» PnlaV Beak-

Will

name from

tackle Gerry Haviland's

he\index the

di-

all

rection of quarterbacks Davidson,
ft. 10 inches and 160 pounds, and
*, normally right end, alternating.
At right halfback will be Kingdon,
S ft. 11 Inches and 177 pounds; at
left hajfback. Smith, 5 ft. 10 Inches
and 180 pounds, on offense; McHale,
a Brunswick boy, 6 ft. 10 inches
and 171 ppunds, on defense: and at
fullback, Nigro, 5 ft. S inches and
192 pounds.

mention on page 3 of the

L

This cer-

Gerry and the team as a whole, as he
turned in a stellar performance against the Jeffmen.
But there is an interesting reason as to why this happened.
Our reporter thought he recognized Gerry sitting at the oVher
and of his table in the press box. Seeking to confirm his opinion, he checked with Hugh Lord, Bowdoin's public relation!
Three TB4 Agasast Colby
chief, who answered that the individual in question was Gerry's
Against Trinity, the three touchUnfortunately, the word "brother" was lost in downs for the Mules were a result
brother. Jay.
the roar of the crowd, and all he heard was "Gerry Haviland." of a Nigro plunge, a Smith punt
tainly

And

was an

injustice to

when

because "Gerry,"

'

runback of 89 yards, and a Bee to
combined voices Burke
third period pass. The four

yelled over the

of several thousand football fans, sounds

much

like "JVy."

jay

TVf»fl
ICtll

of a powerful Worcester Academy
eleven 44-12 Saturday afternoon,
The team showed the effects of the
long bus ride and were swamped
for
Williams.
Bowdoin ajrainst
He caught a pass from Dexter Morse and under before they could get started,
Jack MHo carries the ball
Bowdoin scored its two touchreached the Williams 20 before being tarkled In the second quarter. Bowdoin romped, 33-7.
downs in the fourth period. Dick
Bail, replacement for Injured startMMIIIMIIIM
MMIMIIMIIII
ItlMII
»„.„„„„„,,„„„, ,„„,„„„„ n ,Mi, MM.,,,,, ,„„„,„„„„
,„„„, ing quarterback Ferd Harlow, flipIIMimillllHHIIMIMtltMIIIIMIMMHHIMIMIMHIMMMMMIIMIMHIItMMMMI
ped a 40 yard pass to halfback Bob
Dalers,
Hooke. Ball also accounted for the
Polar Cubs otner touchdown on an
r?iffll
TflelU!
Flffli
rillil
interception return from mldfleld.
Bowdoin was hampered by injur'
niiiiiiiiiiii
ii
liiiiiiMitiiMiiiKiiiiiini
linn mm
niiiiii
iiiiiiuillMiillMIMIIMUUl
ies to half a doeen of its already
by Pete Grilles
allllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIlltltlllllItlllltfllltItlltMtlflttllttUtflllll«ltlt(tfltt(fl*(l*fl*tl
i«
iiimiiiiii
mini
II
small squad.
Standouts for the
The Bowdoin varsity cross coun- Colby B, Trinity 14
The Bobcats fought back but time frosh were Bill Parley, Bail, Hooke,
well-balanced
a
try team bowed to
out when their attack stalled and Murphy, Next week the team
Colby Was forced to go all out to
Williams contingent. 18-44, Satur- Kee p its undefeated record by edg- on the Middlebury one foot line,
travels to Waterville to meet the
day, October 19, at the Brunswick ing Trinity 22-14. The Mules were
The score by periods:
Colby frosh.
Oolf Course. Led by the first place led
Bmkle Smlth and Bruce
(i» Bewoain Freeh.
. , . Wereeater Acad. (4«)
0—14
B^ tes .
8
'
finish of a barefoot Ash, Williams Kingdom
Capo, le
)e. Tarbeii
w
0—14 Jordan, lt
lt A
Middlebury
8
°
put four men across the line beHighlight of the game was Smith's
*. i et ivJI!
Neal. 1«
fare the Polar Bears countered with
Brown, c
runback of a Trinity punt, connectlrut SO Maine 2
c.HaddoX
tl
Doyle, rs
1
8
ri. gucore
/
pif c_e.. e.fl
This sideline run gave the Mules
*,
S?.
. ?-?^*
D'Ambruoao, rt
rt. a. McCarthy
winning time of 30.32 was excellent an early 14-0 lead? but lt was a
*
arid"
»iff£ su-id.
swamped the Black Bears «f
of Maine
for sarry in the season
nh'.Harfow
Burte that
30-2.
Lacking the Strong bench, Adam». ihb
ihb. Hooke
Battling gamely despite a pulled t he difference
rfck, Allen
Maine was held to 135 total yards Pensk*. rbb
groin muscle, captain Mark You_._ ^.^^
„ ^,^„j..
fb
'
h
8Core w
erlod
«
n>. *-aney
*> P
gained. Ttie Maine cause was serl- ^o!^*"^
man assumed the lead at the mile
y „r
8
23 ously Hurt with the loss of Jinemen Wor<*'ter
14
a— 44
« 22
mark, only to relinquish it by the Colby
S
:
14
14 Ron Caselden (228 pounds) and Dick Bowdoin
mile and one quarter. At two miles. 'Hrtnity
«.°, •
rJi*~!i
b
" Worewur
8,
pounds) because Of . {
Leadbetter (243 r
timed in 10:38, five closely-bunched
K.u
Aqula. Bennett
_. ,
,
wXper;
ankle
injuries,
Williams men led a Bowdoin trio of Bates 14, Middlebury 14
Chile. Nebal. Jacobean. Roaal. Zapoana.
Williama, Dreponia, J. Turner, Waldman.
Youmans, Craig, and Chuck Shea,
Score by the periods:
Although Bates seemed to walk
Phi|>p». Well:
some twenty yards back. While Shea all oVer Middlebury, the Bobcats had rjcodn
i.^""' £»"!£.•.,
Hell'
Menpowdoln — "nr^;
LmKOlaa.
JrjlKM
7—30 er. Huddano.
18
Pmmler.
tlfey.
Ftttr, Ball. Pope, Rlfey,
and Craig battled to within strik- to settle for a 14-14 tie. Leading Maine
2
o— niirar.
Lartviere.
ing distance of the leaders. You:' through most of the fourth period
TO: Hall S, Bateman, Mance 2, Hooke.
mans had broken under the in,- Bates relinquished the lead after a
Other Scores:
Ball.
PAT: Penike (rtuh). Bateman (paa»
creased pace with one mile left of 63 yard pass play put Middlebury
Tufts 14, Lehigh
from Hall): Bateman (ruah), Phippa (paaa
four. Over the final half mile, the within scoring distance.
Coast Guard 14, Amherst 7
frcm Mance).
Williams leaders kept the pressure
on, as three Ephmen fought for
first place in a driving, blanket finish. Ash, behind until the very last
I

Ephmen Wallop

KeSUltS
(JTlCiirOn awv/ous^o
uiiuiiuii

Ear White
While
For
TOT

fVaid
Lialg

i

points after touchdown were a re-

i

I

na

^

M y^

L

^i,^?
nj
•

Orient, including the line-up of the Amherst game.

iT~

A -iti \T*

The Bowdoin frosh football team
went down to defeat at the hands

after trouncing Trinity 22-1*

through the

A

Of
fTUltCBlCI
\Jk WnrPPctoi*

lost

Colby Dt Good Shape

Six of the last eight Colby-Bowdoin

~i

rrOSn 44-1Z VlCtim

Nuff said?

^

^

JW,

If

be looking for

will

their third victory;
twice.

rW

*trlv
n-Horf
y ta ,h. —»*H perl0d
-Hi JJf
D
;
Bucklin hit
Charlie Flnlayson in
the
end gon e, and a sho rt while later,

is

doin students, the Bowdoin-Golby contest
Colby's Homecoming Weekend,

Bowdoin's gridiron Polar Bears swept to their most deci1951, scoring in every period to trounce

victory since

Williams. 33-7. Saturday at Whittier Field.

.

:e

Bowdoin

necessary at
like to

33 — 7

Footballers Trample Williams

PoLAr

^

^ S^, &^

™Ttron?

'

£Vtto'w.S'wL

:

—
—

:

,

m

Ht'»

.

moment,

challenged

and

bravely

Brandeis Shades Booters; Bates Falls

sult of the Bee to Burke passing copped the victory.
answered every time our rep'orter yelled to "Gerry" for infbr- combination.
Encouraging for Bowdoin rooters
Matron oTfthe-gaftre". 6briseQ.uently, he was sure that Gerry Was
The Mules work from a T forma- Was the cotnpetent performance of
Adrean Clark of Brandeis Universitting in the press bok, even after several people had insisted tion or a wtng T, and make excellent Craig, who ran a good, evenly paced sity sent a 20-foot kick Into the
use of their two good halfbacks. race. Chuck Shea came through with Bowdoin goal with Just over 10 minthat he was on the playing field.
Kingdon and Smith, running them a sound Job in placing seventh. Cou- utes remaining in the game to give
'

Out

both off tackle and on quick pitch- pled with the healing of Youman's
The Colby leg, these bright spots could lead to
outs around the end.
eleven also uses Nigro, their strong a resumption of winning ways at

apologies to Gerry and Jay.

fullback,

Jo* Your

in

fullback

slants

and Bates on October

plunges for the short yardage. They
use a good variety of plays with

Friends At

a

sound

offense,

number of ways.

hole In any

JIOWAA&JOMnJOn'f

and can hit any

Brunswick

1

-

AJt

••Enjoy

Our

.1:* Hfc.

Fireside

2.

Anderson
Klfner

20:32

W
W

W

shut out a spirited Bates squad, 2-0.
The games, played at Pickard
Field, evened the 'Bears' season record at two wins and two losses.
'"Our halfbacks played one of the

3.

9.

Kellog
Craig B 30:58

best

their attempts; their favorite is the
They make good use
pass.
of their veteran line and pass effectively but only when needed.

8.

Ryan

The Colby Mules have good depth

9.

ers came through with their 2-0
score against Bates for their second
victory after downing Lowell Tech
last week, 4-1, and dropping their

4.

7.
8.

W
W
Youmans
Allen W
Shea
Ruts

B

Room"

WELCOttfet)

PA

We

MlNAl

FIRST

want

don't

all

'

^hing
M

.

an 11-yard average. But
was the hard runners like Bob
Sweeney and Ted Oardner who
up the yardage
which accounted for the victory.
Opening Klckoff
Bowdoin's game-opening kick sail-,

carries for
lt

consistently picked

ed to the 22 yard

line of Williams.
After eight plays, the Ephmen were
forced to punt, a tight defense holding them to only one first down.

Immediately Bowdoin marched from
their

own

the

to

27

visitors'

17,

where an incomplete pass In the
end zone gave the ball to Williams.

Two

plays later Flnlayson recovered
a fumble on the Williams 18, and in

more

six

plays,

Cummings plunged

for the touchdown.
Early in the second quarter fans
were almost assured of victory. A
Mlw ,lne forced Williams to kick.

H»e P"111 being blocked by Charlie
Flnlayson. A rushing march down
the field was climaxed by Buckun's
Peas to Pinlayson over the center
in the end zone, one ot the few
passes attempted by Bowdoin and
toportajjf one, After the klckoff Williams was forced to punt on
toelr own 18.
Bowdoin was again
»n action, and in seven plays brought
the ball from their own 47 tO WilHam's 12, where they failed tO make
the
first down.
Three downs later
.
__.,
.
«*,,,,,
Milo intercepted a Williams' pass
which resulted in a touchdown by
Bowdoin In one down. Morse pitched out to Milo who ran 30 yards
for the TD.
Morse Scores On Long Bun
The highlight of the third quarter was a run by Morse. After Williams was forced to punt on their
own 19, the Bear's took possession
on their 40. After two downs Which
gained about eight yards Morse
pulled a keeper and ran S3 yards
for the touchdown.

^

.

.

,

lineups:

Inn

Left End: Adams
Left Tackle: Haviland, Prince
Left Guard: Femald
Center: Garland, Hlckcy

Right Ouard: Speleotis
Right Tackle: Hall, Cole
Right End: Flhlaysoh
Quarterback: Bucklin, Morse, Rousseau
Left Halfback: Gardner, Milo
Right Halfback: Jenkins, Sweeney
Fullback: Cummings, Panteleakos,
Alvino
tame
Bowdoin

WW

First

27

14

*
3
1

9/29
30

WU

Downs

*£•

Rushing Yardage
Passing Yardage
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes tnt. by
Fumbles Lost
Punts
Yards Penalized

273
41

II
II
4

2

1/29
47

7— 7
»—S3

jj ftmfl

Bowdolr?

7

14

a.-^, _ urn*
Edwards (II
Both Bob Yerg and Harmatl saw tt*Sratf from""cVrmnellT PBt"
action in the Bates goal ks
Bears got.off 32 shot, ta aU includ,. jn nULyso
,
&
t (8
Ing a pwalty shot which Dudas
Bucklm> Milo (33, pitchwas unable to put through.
out from UoTse) Mor8e (52> ,4,,,;
Unfortunately, Bowdoin was tin- Sweeney (1, plunge); PAT: Speleoable to keep up their winning ways tie 3 points (place kick).

OeW

the business. Just yours!

New Meadows

for

Bowdein

AUTO SERVICE

0AKIE

accounted

keep piay, dashing 92 yards for the
Then, near the end of the
tally.
fourth quarter, Bob Sweeney powere d three yards to the goal line to
round out Bowdoin's scoring,
mai few exceptlonB lt wal «j» v .
d0tn 5 tJ* ht lmC "»** tUrtled W*1 » t
might have been a close game Into
Williams was
a
vlctoxy
y^y effective in the air, completing
la °*
Passes for 168 yards, but
they were held to 13 yards on the
ground. Due to good blocking and
a 'tough forward wall Bowdoin compiled 329 yards overall.
Among the backs, John MHd, a
sophomore, seemed the most spectacular, picking up 79 yards on seven

:

_^__

PATRONAGE

Bun

run

longest

Right Guard: Rheinfrank
Right Tackle Sykes, Crowley
Right End: Jones. Holmes
Quarterback: Whitney, Grinnell
Left Halfback: Widmer, Bell
Right Halfback: Newton, Hopewell,
Rodgers
Fullback: Knight, Judd. Edwards

games of the season," snid cocaptain Laszlo Dudas as the boot-

B

Longest

The

Bowdptns fourth score, as Morse
bootlegged It on the quarterback

The

opener with Wesleyan, 1-0.
although they claim to have only 10.
But Dudas himself did an outnine real football players.
They 11. Eliot B
12. Jewell B
standing Job on the offense being
will definitely be hitting the Polar
13. Kalpagkian B
the only scorer during -the game.
Bears at full strength although
The
first period ended all even, but
lanky
Osterweis,
Led
John
by
Nigro was hurt two weeks ago. He
was back last week in fine shape the freshmen beat Lincoln Academy, Dudas drove In unassisted to put in
and Will be out With the reftt of the 22-33. Tuesday at Whlttier Field, the booters opening point after 15 14
of the second quarter had
minutes
Mules for the Maine State cham- after dropping their opener to the
passed. The first half ended with
Hebron runners, 23-32,
pionship.
Bates down one tallie, but after two
Bowdoin booters In action around the Lowell Tech goal. From left,
minutes of the third quarter, the they are Laszlo Dudas, Paul Constantino (bath partially bidden), Everett
Polar Bears put In their second and strong, and Bob Terwilllger. Bowdoin won, 4-1.
got
good
last goal as Dudas
off a
For the Most Complete and Expert Service
shot assisted by Paul Constantino.
eleven their
Bob Terwilllger did his usual good Miller, having been previously out giving the Bowdoin
on Both American and Foreign Cars its
thought to be a her- first shut-out. All Bier's action came
Job at left Inside filling in for co- with what was
in the third period after making
captain George Olover, still out af- nia.
half and
In
the
first
save
Steve Eller came through with oaly one
ter his Injury during the Lowell
to the last quarter,
S
Tech game. A newcomer alternat an excellent defensive game making another single
On the other hand, the booters
ing at center halfback was Larry nine saves and letting none go by
kept Bates' goalies well occupied
5-5700
51 Bath Road
having to make 20 saves between
them and letting two big ones by.

Room

Fountain and bihlng

W

Ash

to paydlrt.

Williams
Left End: Gordon, Davis
Left Tackle: Bell
Left Guard: Grlpekoven
Center: Hill

team a 1-0 victory over the
Polar Bear soccer team last Prlday. Earlier in the week Bowdoin
his

Davidson and Bee both pass well
and have completed about 90% of

hook

Pleasant Street

29.

Summaries:
1.

Jack Milo took a pitchout from
Dexter Morse and sprinted 33 yards

i

^.SS^ BowK
S^^
p^,^

&»£?

;

.

unk
Drain

KING'S BARBER SHOP

Brunswick Maine

Bath Road

HI

3-3921

HI

3-3361

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

Memtter of the Federal Reserve System and
of the Federal Deposit insurance Corporation

SIX

Meaner

— BARBERS — SIX

Hotel Sedgwick

a
«

*>#% *•«

___

:

VISITORS

WELCOME

Bath, Maine

Whispering; Pines

FAT BOY DRIVE-IN

Aquarium
Church Rd., Brunswick, Me.

Sfocfafisihg hi
Aft

stok

—

long struggle with a 1-4 score.
Brandeis' one and only tftlBe came
after the Polar Bean held ahem off
get off
for almost 2hi periods.
the shot, much like that •***

OsA

Bowddto its first defeat,
assisted by Slnloris. It wfts ft Boot
from about 20 feet out wScBjBJer
Just couldn't get to, as ft slipped
through the opposite corner.
brought

The

Best in Foods, Lodging, and Cocktail Lounges

—

their final game under coach
Although the big goal got by. Uler
Bruce Bockmann, as they went
down Friday to an "international" did a fine Job In the Bowdoin net
Brandeis team. Although the wea- making 17 saves compared to the
goalie's 13. The goalie was
Brandeis
hotee
team
ther was sloppy, the
booters let one too mam; by Which outstanding, along with Clan, tor
brought the game to ft close after ft the Brandeis team, as several Polar
In

.

Bears got around the defense only

him way out in front of his
cage With the ball.
The hooters will be trying for
their third victory against Colby
this Friday at 1:30 pm. at Waterrtfle. It win he their first game under the new coach after coming
jwough With a 2-2 record under
to find

MtVi

Mill's

leadership.

THE RIGHT

tau^ta

ViwWfsgdit.

&

rtriadian Bacon, Lettuce

at Mlii Mill

Tomato Sandwiches

Thick Jumbo Western Frappes
»

Bath

Road; Bnmnrick
Just

Dial

One Mile Fran Bowdoi*
—

l
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

PACE FOUR

crimination handles more rains In

Blanket

Army ROTC Student

Oliver Speaks

Tax Finances

(CantlmMd from page

Sets

1)

Student Income

Lew 80%

$33*10.00
11.465 00

(a)

for athletics

njavm

11,44140

Faculty Bl. Ta>
Bal. from previous year

304.00

3JW4.03

$1043.71

Band
Camera
Cheerleaders

Debating
Otoe Club

„tn.

1)

Route

Continues

1

"T*
^" %£
™ ^STfo^™

Zn m

—

1,499

1,897

1494

1400

796

735

150

15
160

3.000

3400

380
76
964
500

310

701
9
168
3,100
391

100

HI

994
610

1*46

1,196

400

570

384
610
961
539

1,790

1,700

600

540

15

Music Club
Music Records
Outing Club

Forum

Quill

Student Council

WBOR

White Key

$

900
69
316

$

699
75
330

$

738

none

none

w+OL

150

1396
2361
700

100

10
100

2300

2300

197
100
348
720

197

75
298
670

1300

1,000

460

450

1,670

1,850

1300

468

500

460

10

^

8)

of the comparative levels of United
States and Soviet production: In
steel. Russia is twenty-nine years

behind the United States; In elecforty-seven years behind the
United States; oil. thirty-four years
behind; natural gas, fifty-two years
behind; fertiliser, sixteen years behind; and paper production, fiftyfour years behind our own achievement. All figures are based on official Soviet and United States recoal,

ports of production.
say,

Russian ecothe"

Babasteanskl

real

threat

and H-Bombs. What about the
Russian armies in Europe and Asia?
Wars are not won with economics,
they are won with weapons.
Reports by military experts be
tray a gap of gigantic proportions
between the world's Idea of Russian
military might and the logical deductloSs which fit known facts,
Wing Commander Asher Lee, Royal
Air Force expert and author of
Soviet Air and Rocket Forces, recently made a flat statement that
the Soviet Union cannot hit the
United States with any rocket It now
has, or will have In the near future,
Its bombers, because of their short
ets

Chairman

LITTLE

M&G

Myth

Soviet

Dedicates

The Executive Committee of the
Masque and Gown, has voted to
honor two natives of a neighboring community for their services
over a long period of years. Director
of. Dramatics George H. Qutaby an-

nounced.

The Masque and Gown has decided to dedicate this year's pro-

The

H. Augustus Huse

which

citation,

will

Gown

dedicates

.. ..^
died last month,
,

—

—

ihnk tome wet

Ice

For Scholarship

Cold Beverages

-
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8ta e o/ the project wlU
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need testify further UuTsduca-

aehS

SSm^SSS

l^mTnto
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th£
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wL

SontAsEm
^tlSSn
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S^hSe

**?c *£ey
I ai
to? miercnange win
h.„.
r*. air?*... ..u
"S'unUy Focusing on the manner in which ultimately the highway will
wSTbT?be exColby
lolby will demonstrate
its commit- Snded toT the new Carteton Bridge
™ -"-*-demonsSate
?"._'„
ment to these Ideals while contin- approach to Bath. The entire projutag the "tradition
of
dynamic ect will cost approximately $10,change and development," President 000,000
Strider commented on several areas.
when completed the by-pass will
As to curriculum, he said, "the relieve Maine Street of some 43O0
academic program must be contin- vehicles per day and the present
ually refined and sharpened as ob- circulation of trucks.
It will also
jectlves are clarified, new emphasis relieve Federal and Pleasant Streets
developed, and the bounds of kuowl- of much heavy traffic.
Perhaps
_
„
edge In our time extended."
most important from the State's
u
Of the faculty, he said, "there is standpoint will be the relief of trafthe necessity of maintaining a facul- flc on the present Route No. 1 be
Auditorium, ty distinguished for Its teaching and tween Bath and Brunswick which
Municipal
e^ttoTtecVusl^Johns^'s Vetera- B«n«or
devoted to scholarship."
has reached serious proportions In
nhlcal nosltion draws^i^tionto Sponsored by the B«»gor DaUy News
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Only one month remains to apply for some 900 Fulbright scholar-

M
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\n

«

**• tL 01

-^-

the

^ "^

»«» its^crfe^a^Sa^s
1U ^hers a cownlai »^ thn-

Instead of to Northern liberals like *»" have five ambassadors as speak•» and a leading UN. corresponDouelaa "
«• chSman.
Mr. Wilson then turned to an at- *»'
uck on the Republicans. He talked , Scheduled to appear on the pUtabout thU administration', Cnm. form are U. N. Ambassadors from
Burma, Italy, Poland and Ghana,
£jittee on Cfovernment Contracts
5R"? u headed bTSe Vitos>F«asU
ambassadors are members of
The fifth
°* and toused bv Nixon sunoort- "» Security Council.
dent
™JT demonstrate^hlircOTwwnfor representative will be from the

"

T™

** t0T study or re8earch to 80
countries, the Institute of Internatlonal Education reminded prospeccivil
riehts
"In six vSSTthta Un"«l 8t*»«» delegation to the 15th
tlve applicants today. Applications
committee ha* handled ontv 'about °««ral Assembly, Frances Willis,
are being accepted until November
e ?^t i^dred ^ahnT
The Srtw V. S. Ambassador to Norway. The
1.
York Stoto Conunta^ A«mst Dta- *>"«» Chairman will be Mr. AlexInter-American Cultural Convenander Gabriel, chief U. N. correstlon awards for study In 17 Latin
pendent for Transradto News AgenRecipients of
b^
American countries have the same
¥?t .^w?.^d, cv Mr: Oabrlel is one of only four
for study In Europe, Latin America world correspondents who has covfiling deadline.
and the Asia-Pacific area will re- .red the" United Hatlons'every "day
celve
tuition,
maintenance and afore lto ttrth in 1945.
round-trip travel. IACC scholarships
Tha theme of the Bangor Dally
cover transportation, tuition, and News U. N. Forum Is "15th Oeneral
partial maintenance coats. HE ad- Assembly: New Horizons for Peace."
ministers both of these student pro- Each Ambassador will speak on the
grams for the U. 8. Department of subject and at the conclusion of
State.
their remarks, the audience will
General eligibility requirements hive an opportunity to direct que*for both categories of awards are: tions to them.
The Forum will
1) U. S. citizenship at time of ap- get underway at 7:30 o'clock and
plication; 2) a bachelor's degree or will be concluded in time to allow
its equivalent by 1961; 3) knowledge the audience to hear or view the
of the ler*°'Ufi <re of the hoet countr9 * 'ss* N!xr*i- V> s£2i£d Dsbste set
and 4) good health. A demonstrated 10 o'clockcapacity for independent study and
Bangor's new auditorium provides
a good academic record are also ample seating for all those who wish
necessary. Preference is given to to attend this education event. With
applicants under 96 years of aft world attention focused on the
who have not previously lived or United Nations in recent weeks, the
studied abroad.
Forum appears to be particularly
Applicants will be required to sub- timely. It will tlve Maine students
mit a plan of proposed study that and cltlsens an opportunity to learn
can be carried out profitably with- more about U. N. organization end
in the year abroad. Successful can- the Important problems facing this
dldates are required to be affiliated body in the months ahead.
with approved Institutions of higher
learning abroad.
TEnrolled students at a college or
university should consult the campus Fulbright adviser tor informa•52
tion and applications, Mr. Philip 8.
Wilder. Others may write to the
Information and Counseling DiviGood cond^on, new top.
sion, Institute of International Education, 1 East 67 Street, New York
21, New York or to any IDTs re$850 or bdst offer.
gional offices (see letterhead).
Competitions for the 1961-63 academic year close November 1, 1990.
-
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ulatlng program
arles "wlU keep

and that their salpace with our fel-
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Turning to students, ne said, "we
must see to It that, by our admis
dons policies, we continue to bring
to the college young men and wo-

Plan

men

with Intellectual curiosity and
ambition to do their best. In every
kind of college activity, but especially In their studies."
He added, "It Is our further

and

universities.

President Strider is the son of
a retired Episcopal bishop of West
Virginia. He is a graduate of Harvard University from which he also
received his masters degree and his
doctorate In philosophy. Since 1956
he has been dean of the faculty at
CrtlKt>

<wmw»(*««w

#-„™

ka«f.

/-«

w „.,

i*

New London, where he
was k member of the English De-

cut College,

partment.

for your

College

Week

1961

hope

that a larger number of them will
come from the state of Maine."
President Strider paid tribute to
his predecessor and announced the
establishment" of a scholarship fund
In the name of Dr. Blxler.
Included among close to 200 delegates marching In the academic
procession were the presidents of
32 colleges

now

BERMUDA
bigger, busier,
better than ever!
Informal welcoming dance to start
the fun.
College Day at the Beach . . the
biggest beach party of the year.
• All-day cruise to historic St.
George. Luncheon, Calypso music,
Gombey Dancers.
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

.

Round Robin Tennis Tournament.
College Week Golf Competition.
College Talent Revue.
Fun Festival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
Barfcecye Luncheon.

• Sightseeing.
•

Special Golf and Tennis Trophies.

AIX YOURS AT NO CHARGE
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The ORIENT

BERMUDA

staff expresses Its
regrets that this edition Is delivered one day late due to oper-

Th.
Trade Development Beard

ational difficulties.

630

*
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Fifth Ave.,

N«w

York

20, N. Y.
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woe i£T<w nimi our en m*nmf

must

applications

The Institution of International
Education, founded In 1919, seeks to
foster International understanding
through exchange of students and
scholars, and to further the exchange of ideas

among

all

and

nations.

It
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John Landry
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in Choice Table-Rite Steer

At WILL'S

Beef

— Fruit and Vegetables

1

Again featuring homemade

SHOP AT

51

Cubes

HARPSWELL STREET

chili,

soups, hot

roast beef and chicken sandwiches.

LIVERNOIS

Sandwiches

Ice

f

paclties for valid

w*»'v» e..n»

two-day scholarship programs be- ! atni In -Jail la
N.
tween the United States and 63 tor- fendlnt liberty far at all.
Jain moral tapaart and tritntM action
elgn countries, handling more than
"l
In the early years of this- century- years on the campus, both with the 5,000 exchangees annually,
and is 2£: «I»!; M i-7 Ur """"• '"'• , -utr,k
While on visits to his native city Brunswick Choral Society, of which an Information center on all agWtlfcar Harrnr. Harmon*. N. H.
and after his retirement to Bath, he he w»« prM(<}»nt lest yeer, and with sects of ir.tcrr.aticr.il education
directed amateur productions for the Masque and Oown. He has surr—
the Masque and Oown, the Bruns- pervised student designers for sevwick Dramatic Club, and the Bath eral productions
and himself deThespians. He was a strong expo- . __ J^
....
_.
-_
nent of the classical style of acting, wnea settings lor my Three AnMr. Butterfield, also a Bath na- •*to and Tb* "•**•* •* *be Western
World and costumes for The
tlve, attended the Yale Department
f Drama, where he specialized In Misanthrope and Henry IV Part I

Premium Hot Dogs
Italian

thair

eJK mxon^S

&S^SJSSiffSS^

D
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o
c
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had a long career In the profession- costume and scene design. Returning
al theatre, starting In 1893 In Port- to Bath to work for the Hyde Wtadland. He played over 2,000 perfor- lass Company, he was associated
mances In the dramatisation of with Mr. Huse in the Bath ThesMark Train's Pnddin'bead Wilson plans and has been active in recent

MIKE'S PLACE

-

perspecUve on huminixistence, and

ta^^
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AttomeToenerai

Completed

Groceries

4 Minute Pizza

theh-disciplined minds, their ca- connected

Point for the

Denlonhlet Aa a rnmlt

SSfufar ^ w/^n

the

wsstaessesof thVl967^andl969 cWl
rtghtTtegtalation whlchforced he

submitted by November

For the Best

Swift's

discussed

j
mi
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country, far more terrified of atomic
war than we. Nevertheless Russia

is overcoming us by her aggresrange, are not capable of attacking slons.
The
Too many people In the United
the United States directly.
United States has a much larger states have surrendered weakly to
fleet of experienced Jet bombers to the Soviet psychological offensive.
attack the Soviet Union. Further- Only twice In recent years have we
more, Commander Lee does not be- actually called a Soviet bluff
lieve that Russians, with their pres- once in Quemoy and once In Lebanent capabilities, can develop any on. On both occasions the enemy
He will back down
effective defense against the Stra- backed down.
In Berlin, the Middle
teglc Air Command of the United every time
We
East, the Far East, anywhere.
States with Its present resources.
Tht "ossesslon of powerful rock- have only to knock the chin off his
shoulder, and he is suddenly quiet,
et engines which launch sputniks, a
stronger
the
who
knows
has
which
was
alHe
start
space
head
in
lowed by our own lack of vigilance, force: economic, political, ethical,
does not alter the fact that our milltary. and every other. It Is we
who are not sure. With great cuntotal striking power Is Immeasurably
greater than that of the Soviet ning he has exploited our growing
Union.
Russian accomplishments weakness of character to create In
and claims of accomplishments have us this dangerous uncertainty. It Is
been shown to be a brilliantly ex- time we saw ourselves as the enemy
a#*w
us. formidable and in fact unsees ua
plotted facade Which hides from
the West a backward and primitive beatable.
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Its fifty-eighth sea-
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nation's problems.
Look how Ike
botched ihsUtUe Rock sltuaUon.
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t6 mg for sale
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son "
Mr. Huse.

"* tfte reaer
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appear on

programs at Masque and Gown
presentations during the current
academic year, will read as follows:
"To the late H. Augustus Huse and
uuireriwiu. good
m. Butterfield,
B
lawara M.
to Edward
neighbors from Bath^who have directed and designed productions
all

with tottacUon

^

^L^^JSi^rl^^t
» 9«y«rament £
ta*
°* P"^™ °i. ?UUca1 •"»»>
and economic

,

Huse, Butterfield

to the late

a** r.K«.

MAN ON CAMPUS

58th Season To
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(Continued from Fags
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Speak At Ul\ rOTUm

We

A. Storer.
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ROTC

.

J.

.

tateUteent ,*on* i.ad
to lnstlSju«UshcSeTln ?n«
cial action in case, of voting dlsnot
a?!
tlge over the past ten years in the tag.
crimination. 'TThe South has used tteuiat* an* \—a
n*t\nr,
mm
Mr. Cha* is Captain of the
uLted Nation^ the vote again*
as harbors to prc4eTit
the admission of Red Chtaa to the Rifle Team, has been an active from attempts to implement civil JWadvmnctag his own poUtical adUN. which has decreased thirty per- member for three previous years, rights legislation. Northern liberal rentage '
cent. Also in Cuba, only eighty or and now a Distinguished Military Democrats wished to avoid hamninety miles away from our own Student after three years partlci- stringing efforts at equality by
unit is keeping them on administrative «->.
border, we are unable to control nation in the Army
t>
what may signify a real problem presently the Cadet Battle Group bases. Unfortunately, conservative
of a nearby Soviet beachhead. He Commander, the highest student Republicans and reactionary South
said, in International affairs we position In the cadet organisation,
ern Democrats won out In Congress, ft
»
.
ttat r>
must state our policy and stand
"Despite Its Inherent weaknesses,
firmly upon it. In dealing with the
we would not have had even mat *
Communists, we must show our
much civil rights legislation on the
_
__
.
.,
„ .
e
8t
n ,ted
Porum
books without the strong hand of ,
strength and tot them know that
w ^. .
I B J
Thp fact la hnwrvrr that to be held in Maine will be presentwe are not "fat and soft."
canevening. October 21 at the
vmMrable In U»U
the DemocVato
not build an effective foreign policy

unless other countries know exactly
I
$11444 where we stand.
$13,619
$13.636(b) $13,183
$13,130
students for
He concluded by stating that the
(a) Student Income for 1990-1994 based on estimate of 790
basic issue underlying this elec.
the academic year.
made subsequent to tlon is who is the best leader that
(b) Total appropriations for 1959-1080 Include $680
will carry us through the next four
original appropriations In October, 1959.
years. He insisted that this leader
n»u* be one who
Jtfte a ^strong
The recommended appropriations totaling $11444 have been unanimously position based on will
military strength,
adopted by the Blanket Tax Committee.
r
n0t r ady }° deIend the
,
,? We most? modernise
Respectively submitted,
world.
and Increase our military power. On the
D. K. Ballard
national scale, our leader must take
O. M. Colettl
hiltlative on the part of the Federal
O. R. Del Prete
Government to help localities imR. C. Macdonald
prove their general welfare.
As
C. K. Prinn, HI
ln the past several year, we need
W. D. Oeoghegan
action by a leader that Is not too
K. B. Herbert
little and too late.
O. L. Hlebert
F. F.

~
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urged
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150

1396
2^61
900

collective-

«, the
«- International
mt.m.tinn.1 flr^TL
fired 99 *iTrf
out of a possible 100; he
on
scale, that we are not working from fired a possible 100 from the kneelan objective viewpoint or asKenne- tag position; and made 93 out of a
dy has said "we are not moving possible 100 firing from the standing
ahead." He sighted, a. an e»mple position which Is generally acknowlof our decreasing taxational pre.- edged to be the most difficult In fir•»
He
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—Sal
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3.193
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79
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"A religious tradition, It seems to
During Decemuer of 1960 the State
elements. Sven today neithercanrecession. The program U me. calls especially for freedom, for
repeated Tout
h y
dldate U a very strong «tvil right- . »a ooe; thi record Is dismal. Who tolerance, and for humility." he said. ™«
wlettoS
»*n. Kennedy is almost mute
expressing
the bejlef that one of the *?
f'JLLtr'FS?
th?
trying
(tki Republicans)
a RoStTNo 1 Bv-pVw or a
college-] nlor "and ,n.moer- of Ine ST.uSecT^d
Nixon speaks out to
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uo
In
ways
which
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alms
be
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can
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convince?
convfacet"
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continuation of the work done on
one looking North
both heads
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$13,856.00
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dividual clttoens acting
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But, you

Colby College
(Continued

of those toyed off since 1967 have,
they're the first to
Negro*

1440

Printing

11.MI.78

Pollt

1)

Range Record

1*60

20.

Work On

State Says

11,416.00

1340

Interfalth

cigarettes and must worry about
our public Investment, educational
faculties highways, hospital, and
so on. We can not lust let nature
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Wilson Talk
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oat year than that Nuton committee
Also. In those
handled In autl
plants under supervision, one third
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21 Union Street

DIAL PA 5-7122
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Make Parkview Drug

Granite

Co.

PARKVIEW DRUG
Maine Street

For All Your
Dairy Product Needs

CO.
Brunswick

PA

Farm

DAIRY

Your Drug Center

Dial

5-2288

PA

3-piece

Corduroy Suits

Brunswick, Maine
9-3422

with reversible vests

Hobnail Oxford

a

fresh

Let us help you plan your printing

in shirtings...

Smith Photo Shop

as well as produce
The

special

weave

lord accents

me texture of this

line

fabric ... the authentic roll of the

button-down is perfectly interpreted in the Sussex BO.
Offered in stripings of muted masculine tones as well as solid colon,

$5.00
cum bode

it

.

.

of hobnail ox-

classic

Photo Supplies

Our long experience

in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.

pipe.

The price goes well with any
£

s
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4

'27.95

•

146 Maine St, Brunswick
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THE RECORD OFFICE
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K. Nfyeo

A. Paquettc

Jerry Wilkes
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dog or meerschaum
budget

Hallmark Greeting Cards

Contemporary Cards

POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
TICKETS

Pad

im

Just the right amount of the Continental touch to the
casual look, with the slant pockets and cutaway of the
coat. The Continental-style vest is two-faced, in a nice
way. Matching and harmonizing-print sides give you a
chance to express two moods. Slim-tailored trousers,
naturally. This suit goes well with or without hunting

approach

Printers

Of The Orient
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College Physician Relates His

t^^£:iWiitoctare
Of Maine

Europe Experience S
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Through Variety"; Colorless Buildings Attacked

"Religion

An

Historical Approach," a Bulletin
which discusses a major municipal
and state problem, was made available to the public Friday by the Bureau for Research In Municipal Gov-

A*

regular visitors to the college
Infirmary have discovered. Daniel

Francis Hanley has returned from
a tour of Europe taken after he
concluded his duties as one of two
physicians to the United States

mer

at the beginning of August.
After preliminary preparations in
New York, the college physician
to

Rome

where he was quar-

tered at the Olympic Village with
the United States Olympic Team.
During the gamea his wife and four
children stayed at a villa several
miles from Rome.

in

In speaking of some of the in-

before 7:00 in order to
have breakfast, and that between
6:90 and 7:30 a.m. most were al-

not

loes of traditional U. 8. gold medals was that the U. 8. athletes had
different training deadlines, and that
many hit their peak at the qualifi-

Dr. Daniel F. Hanley

and Venice and then went across
Milan and other cltlea, and
finally up over Into Switzerland and
the Thone Valley to Lake

down

Geneva. Dr. Hanley visited several
cation rounds, l-o stay at that point medical schools and hospitals In
of fitness Is difficult, especially Italy and spent some time at the
when the conditions have changed. World Health Organization to Genn . ^.iK.
C ..i.h.n. «f »h- eva
e
»hi*» ?£~
n?^.
«t Commenting
nnm m„,tJn, on
nn the challenge
rh„lien«.
Han-.ey said that
there was
Oemes, *?ISfJP!?5
no doubt that the oyc!l»» «J!»d «f wh>b smalter countries are renresentlng to the United States InThe
Heart fa^luVe brought on
haustlon and the use of druas John
.
..
Thomas,
felt Tu.V
tad I
.
ThomaT he felt.
Just had a bad
,
i
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After the Olympics, Hanley and
his family drove north to Florence

Policies Laid

By
Homecoming Dance
Fellowship

Program

Set For This Year

i?^
WEEKEND
g
..,5L

HOMECOMING

*. th ^

ln

Saturday

festivities

night will be the Alumni

Day Dance

sponsored by the Student Union
Committee. Al Corey and hla orchestra will be the main feature
with the first It
-1981 season appearance of the Meddlbempsters to
premier many new songs. Also at
Intermission the two cups for the
best House displays on the general

"BEAT

theme

MAINE"

be

will

awarded.

The dance will be held in the
Sargent Oymnaslum from 8 to 13.
Student Un on Committee members
will be

selling tickets in their respectlve fraternities this week and
the next for $1.50 per couple, For
those with last minute dates, tickets
wlll be sold at the door.
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Asia-First

gfig a;*"", SHe<2£

To GOP

receiving his discharge he returned
to Bowdoin as college physician In
104«

Seminar

Resolved, that the united sutes Senate
should adopt a program of compul
aory health Insurance for aU Its |_

in

citizens" Is the subject of this year's
Achorn Prise Debate. Chosen at
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The

Opener

Our Town, to be produced by the Masque and Gown on
Nov. 10th and Uth, is now in the
cast of

middle of rehearsals, looking forward to the first performance of
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Financial Reports of

1

1

name. Is stylized as "an Impudent
for the year caricature of the musical forties
According to the authors, it is a
i
mild parody of the wartime musical

come.
form of
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i

.

1

dollars,

i

comedy
»ilU

The

tuition feea.
1

1

m

balance, with the exception
«.**•'
iTT«-

for several other items, result,

.

from

of,

^

total

receipts

the year.

come

The

for
In-

the ColStore
was

registered
Bear victories

recent

Polar

Income

ST£rS
^ i?S£SZ t

l
" a ub8tantlal
°
f
crease over the previous
year', I"*
to'Athletic
Depart- tal of 974«J7j.21. The portion re
ment was respon- ceived for general purposes of the
siwift
sible for an CoUege waa about 66% of the toamount in excess of 938400.00. In tal; the remainder waa used for
addition. Bowdoin Alumni contrtb- designated purposes, which will be
uted almost $100,000.00
and this discussed briefly,
Several funds whose Income may
amount Is Included under "Other"
taoome" The"total"of uVeTarlous'ta- be uieda. tiirneeds of"the"coUege
require have been estoblbhed by
«>omes for last year was 9749J99.68.
Addition of the
figures
given Bowdoin classes. However, most of
above wiU quickly show that more the funds have been donated by Inthan half of the total has not been dividual., with the rest being given
accounted for. This amount, list- by Institution, and individuals esed as "Olft and Grants for Current tabllshlng memorial funds.
The funds whose Income must be
Purpose.
portion expended," is

attention.
mtlon.

grant, are used

These

primarily
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i
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and
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by the
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dersUndine

into thirteen different types.
of the more important oneste
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planned for discussion
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Seasongood Lecture

By Atkinson

Slated

Oil RostOIl
IJUOtUIl Politir*?
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(Continued on page four)

Aid To Hospital

^j. thelr c0lnmunltv servlce proJe<n for l9s0. 61 tne Travelli Schol3o W d in College have apara
.pealed" to the student body of
Bowdoln college to Join them In
ne i p tn g the staff of the Regional
Memorial Hospital prepare for its

^

scheduled opening on November 1.
Recognizing the Impossibility for the
sixteen Travelli Scholars to place
the beds and other equipment in
t he proper rooms in time to meet
t n e deadline, the senior members of
tne gr0 up suggested that the entlre student body be invited to Join
.

the effort.
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°ne OI the unfortunate aspects of
°" r **« nere at Bowdoin Is that often we, as rtudettts, fall to recognlze the significance of events occurrlng outside the College Community.
Such an important occurrence began here in Brunswick a
few years ago and will reach maturKy on the first of November. The
proceeding to which I allude Is the
establishment of a new hospital for

Brunswick.

^^

rw.ni-.iin.,
organization

It

Is

before the student body to
the appeal
for
more
a/ertars.
The various fraternities
on tne college campus responded by

spolce

has offered opportunities

in the hospital la bor»tory for technically proftclenf pre -medical students to use
their knowledge for the benefit of
h "-" ,t »' and
**" hospital
—«• the
» hcommunity,
the

———«•

Scholars, will be placed in positlons where lay workers can be of
service.

Offer

TliU orotect of collene-communltv
coTperaUon

n^^

m™ ™^

in the

broadcast

Other students, Including the Tra-

flaflQAC In liinH^rnnP
8

Imagination Needed
To prevent the same coldness In
the Senior Commons, if the College
decided to have It, the construction must be attractive, Imaginative,
and stimulating. Before any such
i
t debuildings la designed, one
termine who is going to use It and
for what purpose. After its functions have been decided, creation of
the work of art to satisfy the conditions begins. Since the "building
will house the Ideas of 1980. let the
design be one of 1960.
"It is sad," Professor Whiteside
states, "that our fine New England
colleges have been so timid when
their
twentieth-century
planning
expansions. It Is not only Bowdoin
who ought to be censured. Take a
ride up the Charles River Drive from
Boston to Harvard Square sometime. Make a one-block detour
MIT, for the engineers have given
us an oasis In their new and daring
dormitory, auditorium, and chapel.
But. I uvtst, go on. You can choose
your phoney style. If you tike pseudo-Greek, keep eyes right for the
with its
original MIT structure
columns and imiutlon temnle construotlon. If College Oothlc Is your
meat, keep eyes left for the, pasteboard buildings thrown up by Boston University a decade ago. If you
prefer the quaint "Georgian" style
of the Howard Johnson restaurant,
riep on the gas and look straight
anead; Bt Wertern Avenu« the road
you axt con frontukeg a belM|
ed by the cute cupolas of the Harvard College dormitories." Here one
assumes that the variation of arproduce
styles would
chitectural
conflict and confudon. However, the
overall impression is verv pleasing
and well exemplifies the Idea that
colleges reepect imagination,

^^

t hls

community service by the Travelli
Scholars. These scholarships, don
a ted by the late Charles Irwin
Travelli of Boston, have as prere
marine Quisites demonstration of strong
ch r acter and ° tnw q««»«es of a

Paintin ^
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Students Commended On

Immediately following the meettag
g of the Fathers' Association on

lll^S^S^ol^SR
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But
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Nick uonsour

wltn
proposal
^ nceencouragement

Bach lesson will be two hours in
length, and the first meeting of the
clara, which will be limited to 10
students, will be held on the evening of Thursday. October 27, at
7:30. Those interested In registering
for the course are asked to call Mr.
West Bath, Professor Beam
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Bowdoin student, and faculty are
"Several
"«»
ac " 1 <*»«• » H£?j£"£
~««c o.. i.™
P^esid^nt^e^S
^°» woura ar- *?
''^ m tor19S
'^-""T"-',.
£• ««p«
""2 from
d
dU
of the second-hand book
c,tv Manager In Town"JS""
-Gown range to publicize the resolution
J? Art
I™*
„
Af where reminded
"S J™school
n 0Of of
„ to tn ^ h . w thm*** . n
Relations. and from 3 :30 to 8 pjn. adopted by the Fathers' Assoc!.- "» Por«»nd
,

By

In 1957 a group of Interested cltlof the tens organized for the purpose of
and
tn
CoUege Administration on Tuesday, providing the town with more adeOctober 25, Nicholas E Monwjur '61 quate hospital facilities. Prominent
In

velll

^

chin. departments.
der-rt>;«ni In
Tn the Profeasorshin
Fnnda. which
various teaching
addition, faculty-directed
tlons such as the Bureau
nlclpal Research and the
passed
ship Clearing House, received gifts salaries of the particular Profes"Resolved: With the conviction
to carry on their functions
third »or names as recipient. These are Af^L-J?,,.
i
that In the world of today the
e
wh
group of recipients can best be la- the "Chair" Professorships which
I1
hour is late for any remaining
beled mlsceUaneous Funds given some Faculty members occupy.
5? !^
vestiges of prejudice as to race,
toJ en
Unrary fund, are a major comfor use at the President's and Deans
*S
,
creed, or color, the Bowdoin
,
for
"uclnlan
8
d
dlscrtUon. Bxamlnatlon Room equip- ponent of the restricted use variety. ,„
iE n
Fathers' Assoclstlon wishes to
ment (as lamentable as this may The principals originally given to "V"}"* r,w„„„
. n ».™,. .« .»
express its heartfelt commenda**r
seem). Faculty salaries and other Bowdoin range In Mae from $10000 pmn
"JJfJ"^i,^, *u
tion of all actions now and in
purposes would be Included to this to over glOOjOOO.OO. A. of June 30,
JZ2L\JL£%£Lm
the past by the student body,
d n tao*1 tovernment,
said
1990 total Ubrary fund, were eoncategory.
the fraternities, and the CoUege
The total of gifts and grant, for elderably over half a million do!„,,.
,
a»n„.~,
tending to eliminate such prejulast year was almost 9400j000JO. This ten.
dice.
Particular commendation
Scholarship funds are
another
figure represents a alseable increase
!f
Is hereby made to the student
,on a
Han.
* W1
over the amount given during 1969- terge sector .of the restricted use
body for Its sponsorship of the
1909 (more than a 300% Incr eas e ).
(Osaw
•n Pag. 4)
(ConUnood on Pago 4)
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Urges Creativity
of the Board of Trustees;
Miss Almcca Leclerc. manager of
Now the cry for leadership In New
the Moulton Union Bookstore; Mr. England liberal arts colleges grows
Avery Fides President of the Trus- stronger. Bowdoin strays from crea^es of the Hospital; Mr. Walter tlvenees to preserve tradition. HowKling Treasurer of the Trustees; ever, tradition Is not destroyed by
and many ot hers. Including Mr. Phil- new concepts. Tradition is someip Wilder, who it now Chairman of thing that must be molded and nurthe Fund Raising Committee.
tured In the hearts of men. not in
This group called a meeting of their buildings.
It is possible and
B«,cimui the
wwubucumic to
vu ascertain"
the
mib townspeople
u« perhaps
advisable to teach ancient
pen
opinion of the town on this matter, learnings In modernistic surroundand found that an Improvement In lngs. The student Is stimulated to
hospital faciUties was desired by apply his knowledge to the present,
the people. When a proposal to build not the pan. We cannot forever cont„ terms
t.^.. of
n t dull
H..11 col„„i.
,.«!«. both
.» M^.k
»«*« w.ti,
.«^ .«...
» h««i».i
hospital serving
Bath and
a
tlnue to
think tn
Brunswick was rejected by Bath, the ors and red brick, instead of bright
original proponents of hospital im- colors and class,
provements were elected to form the
It Is by no means recommendrd
Board of Trustees for a Bruns- that Bowdoin completely remodel Its
w,ck Hospital. Various proposals for buildings, for the grey stone chapel
Improving Brunswick's medical fell- and the huge bulk of Searles are ir»"« were examined and it was de- replaceable parts of the Co le^The
retary

-

cldcd that an entirely new hospital
would be less expensive than remodellng the old Community Hospital

(Continued on page four)

ivy on dorm walls symbolizes Bowdoln it'elf, but we cannot afford to
represent only the past, there must
always be a trend toward the future
In education and architecture.
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College

berg from Cornell University plus
landscape and
classes
MBXUn um opportunities fdr palntlng'wlll be"offe7ed at the" Walk1
?1
f
t
'tizen
individual participation by students
through community
Art nj U8eU m again this year by gi)od c
be Provided
The nominal Jameg A HlloU W e U -known painter service. In 1998 the Bowdoin Trawill
n
Irtm
Wet
Bath. Profeswr Philip C. ve!U Scholars originated the prac"ntehtel
wlll™lnclude* roo^^ for
° f "» MuMUm
continuing community serv»«
Sn-uefa^TonferTnce^ee^ n0Un
*?•
Ice during their college years.
For
The purpose of the Conference is
.
,
,
,
.
ta pI
to further international understandtwo vears "»«« •*«>«>*
„ ,
«S the
ln« «nd an Increase In student • practical introduction to the more
creative aspects of painting, with nave 8Wed tne Brunswick Welfare
awareness.
special emphasis on
compositional Department in the distribution of
design, paint handling, and tech- surplus food to the needy.

M
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of

first

Travelli Scholars Recruit

seminar on the "round" at Fran- the hospital and in return for Ihe
con l«- He has also written several aid ~'
of the College, the adminUtra:
comments on the arena ^~ t ^~ nut>inuii.
letters and ---;
Mr."Loui"sDye.
hospital «ir.
uuuw uyc,
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Scarlet Hall seen illuminated at night, considered by critics to be
irreplaceable addition to the campus.
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9100.000.00.
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gre

properly

sibly laid out,

productions anpeared onNovember f reshmen.
Interested
upperclassBary the Dead in the menj especially pre-medical stuof 1938
Cage. Prof. Quinby, who Is direct- den ts. have also volunteered their
lng Our Town, has had several con- services.
"theater
in
the
with
the
tacte
round" out'lde of the Bowdoin proJob8 Q
ductlons. In the summer of 1941,

>

Endowment

of

^^

m

ne
Ferrell. Beta,
nn
a
small Howie Levlne, D8. and Joe Oordon.
U holding a Latin AmeriARU P lu« the orchestra and chorus r«n ronferenre
to dterusa in a series
of Bowdoin student, and
Tanel o^uaslomo^
local high school girls.
cusslon groups, and social entertain-

resulting from Invested
more than $75.- endowment funds totalled $384,288.67.
000.00. while the This "Fund Income" Is the second

lege

^

D
Dormitory Renr
:
composea

With respect to "Other" income, Some of the readily recognizable remost of the sources are self-explan- suite of these generous grant, to
atory. It should be the College are the fine equipment
noted that the fig- of WBOR-FM, several cups awardures given do not ed to undergraduates and the. exconstitute profit., cellent scoreboard which com pie
but merely show ments Whlttler Field and has so excellently

Mil,
larr,

DU1

n «ui
i»ris supported
«unnnr»*<i
td,
will f«ke'th.
take the leads,
by Hilda Grant and Mrs. Irma

^^

als

special

UO

3teve nBjrco,
[ayes,
Steve

1

40'/t
ana comprises aimosi
and
almost ^u
/f
of ine
or
the college
College's
ins total m
^
Uf course, the great bulk of thia amount cornea in the Grossman, TD. Bob

»
amount,

aame

Fitzgerald's short story of the

Swift

Bowdoin College

jan IVoU
n±n i-list. thfee
l
ended June ii),
major lheadings under which
income ia classified "Student Charges," "Fund Income" and
"
,1
,1
(
"0»K
TV.
•••J
«-»tner.
ihe nrst ot these ia the largest, just under one million
1

Constructed,

group were President Coles;
Mr. John Baxter and Mr. Paul Nlvboth members of the Governing
Boards; Mrs. Webster Brown, wife
these offering the aid of some of their of a Bowdoin graduate and now Sec-

—

"round"

lyrics by Jim Amtz '61 and music
by Nell Love '63. will be presented QlriaJmnt***
in Pickard Theater, January 7 and OfYlUIllUI
9.- The show, adapted from F. Scott
_.
_ _ g~.

Examined And Reported By Students

*^ ^V^fa^VuE
^^snu

never exciting to glance about oneself on entering these unimaginative sheila." Whltealde, notes that he
always looks straight ahead when
inside and hurries to his destination. This reaction is far from abnormal.

.
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brought
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Economics

atmosphere"

Have
1W*C

the year. The staging of the play
especially be of interest to tfce
audience. Our Towaf will be perIn the manner of a "round"
Thursday evening, Oct. 27. the formed
8tvl
wjth ** few 'Props
tlve.
Bowdoin Young Republicans' will or arena
£..
possible. The arena staging oi
The final debate will be held No- present Mr. Robert Porteous. of
vember 1. Tuesday at 9:15 pjn. in Portland and the Class of 1948 A ©«r T*wn will have the audience
Smith Auditorium. First prize Is Republican candidate for the Maine fitting on two sides of the actors,
Bleachers will be set up on the
930.00. aecond prise is $30.00, and state Senate, Mr. Porteous will talk
the team award it $15.00.
on the needs and reasons for a Re- present atage, and the stage itself
The W1U •* extended Into the first few
publican victory on Nov 8
It Is now,
speech will be delivered at the^row* «' the theater as
, _^
»_
that the center of the active
<stllHpilt 1T1U»I»~€11 JL»^ Moulton Union Lounge at 9 p.m. «tage"
•^•'UUCllT
will be approximately above
Refreshments will be served.
the space between the orchestra pit
of
talks
by
the
series
Continuing
T
a
ts
prominent Maine Republicans on and the first row. There will be nine
I
Kl?
a-r^
*-#vv%,,
a a.* *•«• I
Qflrtand a entrances and exists one of which
Mf
Noy 3 wUJ
, ¥
Bowdoin graduate and First Maine will be a stairway from the pit.
rr
jy
t\
This Is not the Introduction of
candidate.
Congressional
District
5/
all.
J
/,
Mr. Garland will speak in the Moul- the arena style of staging at Bowioln; already about twenty produc"Head and shoulders." an orig- ton Union Lounge at 3 p.m.
""-"
have been performed in the
tlons
lonal musical comedy with book and

Mark Ooldberg

the trials were

and P. H. Hansen III -81 for the afftrmatlve and Jules Lerner '63 and
R. M. Farquharson '84 for the ncga""

4)

con-

* Entrenched Wires
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GOP

"factory-like

of

_._

<o-<*~*~-€.«

R-MfiviiiO
PriMa
iZiC
IVCdU J lllg
J? UI X I __
o FViF

centrale on why he felt Ihe Democrate "under kermedywouTd be more
uke i y to re »„ze these goals then
tne Republicans led by Nixon
stating that his comments would
be mainly negative, Colle went on
to poini aut historical charactersttes of the
Colle saw two
gtr0ng tendencies In the Republican
0,^; tne ftr8t, towards Isolationism.
£nd the aecond towards an Asianrs t policy, or the predilection "to
fee | that the Pacific U Americas

(Continued on Page

terms

In

Prof. Ernst C. Helmrelch.

SSS" -— — "— Town' In The Round

Achorn Contestants

^

described

**

-

That Intelligent people should approach political parties as means,
not as enda in themselves. w»s
maintained by Professor CoUe at
the third of five seminars given
by faculty members and sponsored
by the Young Democrats. Saying
that parties are Instruments through
which a ciUzen can realize the goals
^1,, are bert, toe nU society in
the flelda of domestic and foreign
poIlcy oo lte concluded his lntroduct ion by declaring that he would con-

Hall,

n

he attended Columbia Medlin the Army
School and served In

dotn.
cal

SUb

^^^^f"

member of the Alumni Hockey
team. Upon graduation from Bow-

™

it*

.

While at Bowdoin. Dr. Hanley
Dlaved both varsltv hockev and
suii acuve
fStball ana
iuoioau
and a
U still
m5vT as a

byV

century.

than a half-century."
is a median through

artistic expression Is

-

tries.

i

for

Wallfc
miYS

staging of the Olympics, Dr. Hanley
mentioned the excellent facilities
which he saw in Rome and said
that this empuasia on good facilities for organized sport is found to
a degree In all the European coun-

ItsJy to

twentieth

Architecture

to everybody. Not all students go
to the Walker Art Museum to study
*** «hlblU, but they do live in
Bowdoin's buildings. Buildings are
works of art like paintings, and they
*hould be lively, creative, and repreaentetlve of the advanced thinking
own *«*
0I
Orlnell College In Orinell, Iowa

^o^n^wh^M^iiu
^i^jj^
!^J?™^,.^
^^

tte state LeS?ure
"Ernst Christian Helmrelch is an
acknowledged scholar and historian, f Inrlnrno'ii Vi
His familiarity with the question of lJIiUCl Ilea tit TT
religion and education is not conflned to Maine, as his recen t book
it appeared one morning last week
German as if a good-sized rodent had burin
B*Ugi«ia Edueatton
Setae**: An Historical Approach, rowed himself a few little trenches
wiu " tte8t Prefa r Helmrelch s aim around the campus. Actually, the
f'
la that of the historian, who at- Grounds and Buildings crew was lntempts to present facte objectively stalling flood lights, using a ma« nd unemotionally In the area of chine to dig the grooves for the unchurch-state relationships.
derground wires. The result was
The study indicates that the quea- the illumination of three College
the proper
m-oDer relation- htiiidimr*
Henries
Krienre Du
huilriine
"on. involving tne
ar
a
".l?Il~ ?"¥. "*? '. T ,.
il !J!?'
„
,
BuUdHrttarf Hall and W- tter Art
schools and the State are not new tag. Not only do the lights emphaones. Debate on these que-tions be- ajg« the structures but also help
RHn when Maine became a sovereign u g ht up the pathways between the
state In 1830.
corners of the quadrangle.
oi Interest are the parts of the
Bulletin dealing with Passamaquoddy
and Penobscot Indian education, as
jp /"I T'li-l^c </i llr
v/UI
well as the unique arrangements in- ifl tX- VI 1 1LICS
volvlng uses of public school build
'

Concerning the changes of poorshowing on the part of the U. 8.
Olympic Squad, Dr. Hanley claimed
one thing that contributed to the

n^^M

wao

he

Han-

life,

religious Instrucand
services,
private
for

Bulletin has engendered heated debate several times in Maine's history. The Intensity of feeling was
during the
demonstrated
aptly
study's period of development. Many
political careers were affected and
realignpolitical lines underwent
ments because of the stand* taken
by legislators on the 'school bu" la-

up

ready out training. This did

schools,
classes for

Baccalaureate

Historic Qnausl
Mr. James Wilson, Director of the
Bureau for Research In Municipal
Government, says In the preface to
the Bulletin, "The subject of this

group was "hard working" and serious about their respective sports. He
pointed out that the athletes had

leave much time for night
ley concluded.

the

tion.

the

ties for better

which

is very much like Dowdoln in its
Massachusetts Halls."
Orinell
Bowdoln used to have variety in size and purpose. However,
uses modern architecture to comIts
architectural accomplishments. .
ot *« rlJer **«<*».
This variety reflected the change Pl«nent th**
of the College as it grew. However,
Relevance
the present policy upholds the theory
In the previously mentioned chap•» «P«wh Professor Whiteside conhtfMfaSi
1
fessesthat "modern architecta make
that a greater and more stimulating
too much of the notion that the
W
r
t
by
n
Pr
?"!.l!f.P
lT
. ^.?l
I" i.l character of a building determines
variety." In his chapel
ty through
the vitality of what goes on wlthspeech of October 13. 1956. White- TT*
HTfurther state."that he "canside classifies McKim, Mead, and l.„^. . „I,rC,.M h.. l'»
White, official Bowdoin architects ftTthiu
"
for fifty years, at "embalraers of
"
H B ^--Tn
iv
Tilly
atmosphere of Sills Hall.
>h. .».h..
«a,i
t
i„
»«-..„.„
„<_
the
creative spirit In American clhe continues, "can produce thrilling music in Gibson, and coffeetime conversation and high fidelity
recorded music can refresh one in
Moulton, for these buildings are well

children

releasing

from

"During

Bowdoin has been noted

structlon
drab,
characterless
of
buildings such as Sills, Coleman, and
Oibson Hall. These buildings are
far less pleasing than those of earHer periods mch as Memorial and

public transportation
school pupils.

teresting highlights of the Olympic Games, Dr. Hanley said that
he considered the report of U. 0.
athletes being tempted by the night
life of Rome to be "strictly imagination on the part of Some reporters." In his opinion, the American

to be

In an October 33 interview. Pro-

W. B. Whiteside, Associate
Professor of History at Bowdoin, expressed his views on Bowdoin's archltectual philosophy.
lessor

ernment.
In the Bulletin, Its author. Professor Ernst C. Helmrelch. Thomas
Bracket Reed Professor of History
and Political Science at Bowdoin.
In
religion
outlines the past of
Maine schools and then discusses
such modern Issues involving education and religion as Bible reading

Olympic Team.
Dr. Hanley began his duties as
U. S. Olympic physician this sum-

went

NO.

At Bowdoin Seen As lacking Unity

School

Study

'60 Olympic,

,
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United States

And The

Inter-American System
Editor's Note. The following article b reprinted courtesy TIME ropyright Time Inc. 1999 (Oct. 17).
It Is hoped that this article will show
some of the primary needs of ear Latin American neighbors, and how
we can beat aid them in their straggle for economic svrvtval. It should
be noted that the new Inter- American Bank described In the following
article brings seme essential changes to the ways and means in which
this country will distribute financial assistance te anr hemispheric neighbor* In the future. In addition, this innovation of method will remove
much of the natural antipathy htdwead In the borrowers towards the
bigger lender-brother, as has been evidenced In the past.
for ea- banking economies a. mere means
social aches to social ends. Herrera has labored
America took nonstop to get the bank going ever

The sU-too-.pparent need
lng the economic

and pains

of

and

I-atin

Art, but resigned In order to devote
*ours and Brazilian coffee, the In- bank to 19 Presidents, 3 Presidents.» l
uniltf
» n»
,„• wu^h "
nrn
p
°~* n™t lne
,"
more time to hi. own painting.
ter-American Development Bank elect. 96 government ministers. «
i. ~; "
Widely-known as a print-maker, FlRt Congrogaqonal Church. Bruns- declared itself readv for bustnsss st political party leaders f'whlle gainhe has exhibited with the Society of wick. The sale l» sponsored by the soi Nineteenth Street. No sooner lng six pounds and losing seven
American Graphic Artiste, the Bos- American Association of University were the doors open than the loan shirt, and five handkerchiefs"
From the sidewalk, Herrera's new
What
ton Print-makers and at the Ro- women
,de** sterted pouring in.
for lne
th» benefit
w °men ,or
Denem of
°* aUMent
«V1«nl ^jd the bank do for a dietetic bank Is bard to distinguish from s'l
cheater Art Institute, among others.
How about the other International financial
laboratory m Mexico?
His paintings have been shown «no'»rshlPSi

i

This is a good chance to nipple- a farm machinery credit house in agencies that root their initials deep
throughout Maine, at the Portland
in the bureaucratic soil of Wsahlngand Boston Art Festivals, and at ment libraries with fiction and Chile*
the National Academy ta New York ^.flctton, p»per-«ecks. text-books,
I^at-Alike. The banks least hidand he i. represented by the West
den asset is its first orealdent. a to 9»»9.479,9Bn, by far the biggest
_. ..
IT » a
•
come from
«""?«>
**"„
9*4 Gallery in WaStagton, D. C.
Sunr^rtteuhTte
Cnuean^meS
"*
«•*»
and by the McKenxle Osltery ta TheTe will be a snack bar serving .yupe Herrera. Once a Soclsust. *** v *• wlth the rest to be con
Brunswick.
coffee, sandwiches and doughnuts.
and at 99 still prone to »">?*''-»
irnillnuts' an page Ivm)
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Dear Editor:

sponsibility

is

to provide entertain-

ment which will satisfy the greatest
I would like briefly to reply to Mr. number of
listeners at the best posJohn Wei wood's letter .to the editor sible tunes. WBOR's schedule
Prof. Athern p. Daggett
is a
attacking the policies and programs reflection
of the feeling of the manDavid C. McLean of
the College radio station, pub- agement
Robert L. Hasserty'
and staff of the station tolished in last week's edition of the
ward this responsiblty. One of the
Orient What I am about to give main purposes of the liberal
arts
HKPKC3ENTOED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
is most emphatically not a defense
college is to give one a chance to
,1
''*"'* aapraatnUtlva
of WBOR, as I personally do not get
,o r .»r .«mS iSE«l!jJ
the broadest educational basis
19 EAST aOTH STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.
feel that the station's position needs
possible. In such an atmosphere, it
defending.
Published WMkt* wkn rlum «rc held Sarin* Uw
is.
It
however,
further
a
•- - L.
might be well to give this "relative
rail and Sarins
the ,t„d»nu of fewssla Calk...
Addr«. „.„. SLSmuSS^toTZfattSTjL consideration of the matters brought trash," as Mr.
Welwood seems to
arription caramanlraliana la (at Bu.ln.u
Manant .f llw BaVaVIn iCaJliwiaV r£T up in Mr. Welwood's supposedly
pan, .« lb. ORIENT Odflc. .„ Maora Hall. £2Z»
classify the greater part of music
?£

THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

W

Mr. Bela
Norton
W. Stephen Piper

>l

0^,^^^^

arrlptlaa rata far ana raar
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U
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dollar..

Be Economical!

invite our aubacribers to read the following
analysis

Laat spring, the Ivy (Houseparty) Dance Committee
paid
$2,696.18 for its weekend expenses.
The Committees income from ticket sales and coat room profits was only $2. 140.25
leaving a deficit of $555,931

to

bitrary

the community as a whole, the ceivable.
Brunswick High Radio Club is alOne point upon which Mr. Wellowed to use the station's facilities in wood and I
are agreed is the need for
order to program a one hour show, more "spectaculars." that
is. special
2:30 to 3:30, Monday through Fri- shows about
Bowdoin or featuring
day. This is admittedly beamed to Bowdoin
talent It might be of inthe High School and to those who terest
to note that we have several
might not have changed their musi- of these well in the planning
stage,
cal tastes merely because they have especially
with a view toward the
graduated from high school. At any coming national election.
We also
rate, out of nine collage broadcastagree In our estimates of the Bill
ing hours, three are given to classi- Lannon show,
which, by the way. is
cal music and one and one half titled
"Alarums and Excursions"
to what Mr. Welwood is pleased to (Monday.
8:00 to 9:80).
call "good jaw." In other words,
This Is not to say that
is

WBOR

at least half of WBOR's college
problem of paying for the Ivy Dance loss broadcasting day is given to these perfect — far from it. Thar* is room
for improvement, and we try to recwhich was obliged to pick up the tab two types of music. In addition, ognize this fact. But, we are doing
there are news and special shows the best we
can with what we have.
the form of an assessment.
Every member of the Class had scheduled at various times.
We are always receptive to conAs to the "Hit House" program, structive criticism — see
contribute $2. 50 over and above what his individual expenses
me or any

The

went
in

today, at least a chance to prove
To try to force a narrow, ar-

itself.

opinion such as this, although It may be perfectly valid for
one individual or group of individuals, upon as diversified a group
am
as Bowdoin represents, would be
to Brunswick High School and to ridiculous,
if not absolutely Incon-

of an economic problem, and when you have
finished, aee if
you too agree with the logic we find in the merits of
an increase in per capita Blanket Tax rate at Bowdoin.

—

"thoughtfully considered" piece.
In the first place. Mr. Welwood
claims that we are on the air twelve
hours a day- This would be very
nice, but unfortunately college students only broadcast nine hours,
3:30 p.m. to 13:30
As a courtesy

financial

to the Senior Class,

weekend were.

for that

seems hardly

It

have assessed the seniors for the

fair to

losses suffered at a College function such
as Ivy Weekend. Since
the whole college is supposed to have participated
in this particular event, would it not have been fairer
if

everyone had

subsumed the

total cost of the

expenses)

Many

feel,

and

right-

fully so.

that the just answer to this question is an affirmative
one.
In addition, although some reply that each class
eventually gets a chance to pay this same assessment
(this is erro-

neous since the finances vary from year to year, and do not
make the same, but different assessment figures for each class),
why put a squeeze on the seniors when a more economical solution can go right along with the more just and broader
distribu-

payment

tion of

for the

weekend?

The present Blanket Tax charge to each student is $40.50
each year he is here.
If this amount were raised a rpere

for

$3.50 per student for the purpose of financing the spring social,
close to $3,000 would be the capital available for the Ivy
Committee to work with. This working figure of $9,000 is
about $1,000 more than the Ivy Committee of laat year had
to work with!
If last year's Committee had had the addition$1,000. it could have paid the $555.93 it had to charge the
Senior Class, and still it would have had $500 left over to in-

al

duce a bigger name band to come
other way it saw fit to do with the
the

word
The

fest:

(

1

)

Bowdoin, or to use in any
(and notice the use of

to

profit

"profit," instead of deficit).
indirect benefits of this

The

proposed solution are manistudents in the other three classes would only be

paying, in affect. $3.50 for admission to the dance, rather
than
the usual $6.00.
(2) With every one contributing indirectly
through the Tax. no median percentage of the students who

would want to go to the dance would have to foot the entire
bill by means of high ticket prioes.
(336 out of an 853 enrollment bought tickets last year.) (3) Also, with admission "free,"

whether Mr. Welwood likes it or not,
rock and roll and rhythm and blues
Is an Integral part of American popular music, and is being accepted
by more and more people every day.
That some people on campus do like

other member of the executive committee of the station. Thank you
very much, and with the continued
support of the student body.
will continue to supply the College
and community with the very bast
this "trash" Is evidenced by the in
information and entertainment.
fact that many of our afternoon
disc Jockeys have been sufficiently
Sincerely.
interested to supplement WBOR's
Tom Holland,
selection of records by bringing In
Station Manager.
albums which they themselves or
other students have bought. The
two sections of Night Watch, which Dear Editor:
Mr. Welwood terms "worthless"
have consistently proved to be
I received an anonymous phone
among our most popular programs. call several nights ago with referBesides
being among the most ence to my letter In last week's
varied programs in our schedule. Orient This person said that the
featuring folk music, light pops, American Legion drum and bugle
shows, swing and jasz as well as corps which played at the Williams
smooth and easy music, the Night game was primarily composed of
Watch shows have thus far ad- underpriviledged persons who would
mirably fulfilled their purpose, which not have had an opportunity to be
is to provide good late night listenIn a drum and bugle corps had it
ing, background and study music, not been for the generosity of the
particularly for the College com- Legion. The group, evidently, ranges
munity.
is, after all, a mein age from 13 to 33. To the extent
dium dependent upon the good will that it might seem that I would
of the majority of the student body, condone persons under 31 being
and is not going to bite the hand called fascist, I certainly want to
that feeds it by dropping any of correct the impression and offer my
these shows which have turned out apologies to those concerned. In the
to be extremely well-received.
same spirit I would be sorry if it
The letter compares
unfa- was Inferred that I thought that
vorably with the radio stations of it was a bad thing for the Legion
other "outstanding colleges." I have to sponsor such a group; certainly
been in contact with other stations no one could criticise such a helpof our type and size and have seen ing hand.
that our programming concepts are
I would only briefly clarify my
at least equal to. if not superior to main contention which is that the
the majority. In the case of the appearance of such a group at Bowlarger colleges and universities, any doin seems to me to condone the
comparison is completely invalid, ways of the sponsoring organisation,
due to the fact that these establish- especially noting those members of
ments are much bigger, have a much the corps who are adults, who, as all
longer broadcasting day, are usually of us, are responsible for actions
as well as or Instead of FM, and affiliations.
and finally and most important, are
The caller felt that the group's
able to support themselves either par- appearance was in no way a giving
tially or wholly through advertising. of tacit consent on Bowdoin's part
feels that its duty and re- to the ways of the Legion. But when

WBOR

WBOR

this plan, for the necessity of printing

up

year), would

last

become a

non-essential expense,

and

could easily be dropped.

and

Lot's

money

mistake.

Architecturally

FRI.^AT.-SUN.

Bowdoin

has always been "as conservative as

Maine

With only

Itself."

five

ex-

OPERA HOUSE

ceptions, the Chapel being the most
notable, the College has persistently chosen to duplicate existing structures rather than to create new ones.
In the first hundred years, attempts

BATH. MAINE
Wed. -Thar..

be

intelligently

while we're at

•cononwoal; and lata

Oet.

—

"The

Smith Photo Shop

M-X7

THEATER

FROM THE EARTH
TO THE STARS..

Devil's Disciple"

Frl.-Sat.

CUMBERLAND

and top leaden

WITH ROCKET MAN

Oct.

von BRAUN'

2D-H

Tues.-Wed.

Portland

PLEASANT STREET
24 Hour

with

Ava Gardner
also

Hallmark Greeting Cards

Short Subject
San.-Mon.-Taea.

Contemporary Cards

"Let's

146 Maine

St.,

Brunswick

Oct

JS-li-Nov.

Home Of

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat

Make Love"

I

COMING

with
Curt Jurgens
Victoria

The Arts
(Across

Center, Inc.

—

The Hilarious

— Folk — Popular
—
Motorola
Cameras — Films — Developing

G.I.

Story

Filmed Entirely Off Limits!

Classical

Hi-Fi

Kenneth Connor
also

Snort Subjects

*
tAA° B

Wed.

HALLOWE'EN STECIAL!
and Sat Only

Fri.

SCREAMING TERROR!
caress

me

Is to

tempt death!

"CAT GIRL"
It win scare the

'yell'

NEXT TO CAMPUS

eat of you!

Nov. 1-2

THE DAY THEY ROBBED
THE BANK OF ENGLAND
with
Alia «ny
Elisabeth Sellers
also

Short Subject.

Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

Service

SIX

— BARBERS — SIX

OLD WESCUST0G0 INN
W—THE SHORE ROAD— YARMOUTH

ROUTE

Shore Dinners

— Charcoal

STUDENT

PATRONAGE

WELCOMED

Broiled Steak

8PECIAL DAILY MENU
Luncheons' from $ 1 .15
Dinners fjom $2.00
Reservations now being taken far croup gatherings

a^aa»B*B»«B»»«wa^ow»>a»wawa^BiwM«am»

—

^

Parkview Laundercenter
212 Maine

MKaffbC-H FRIKMOS AT

and holiday parties
Weekdays IS pjn. to % pjn.
S pjn. to 9 pre.
Sundays llpa to 6 p.m.

—

Street

FIRST

NATIONAL

Stows House

B*salBa^^»tMa«JBJjtetx>g4«

l^raWaSw. Gleaners

tan
taaJltyani

i

4a the
•raw i

• i

ial

•
iia

ai

It

aSSt tlllMlig.

The Hamewood Ion on Casco Bay in Yarmouth now
ha* several new houses with circulating hot water heat,
tite bathe, open fUasJacea
Soma with electric Mtcuens.
built-in ovens, d ishwashers and disposals.
AH are completely equipped and are furnished with antiques. Thaw
will be aeallahsf during the winter month* for short or

long
call

aa^ftftMstteaMMMI

tana Owaapaney,

Por further information

Mr. Webwasr. VI 4-9371.

--j^

39-31

with
Terence Lone don

»a»

b

Complete Line of Art Materials

BRUNSWICK

Oct

CARRY ON NURSE
ON THE SAME PROGRAM!

RECORDS

8haw

Sun.-Mon.

From The Campos)

KING'S BABBER SHOP

Belter Cleaning'

Oct. 27-28-89

AIM AT THE STARS

'Key Witness*

THE FRED WEJBSTERS'
"The

1

To

save some

25-M

Dick Bogarde

Road

BEANS ON THE PLATE"

"Mw»

161-163

Oct.

THE ANGEL WORE
RED

Photo Supplies

Bean's Diner

it!

*•

officials

wTRNHtR

Stereo

Parkview Cleaners
all

C

eminent

Burt Lancas ter
Kirk Douglas
Laurence Olivier

to see ibis paaaad as a motion, given to the
Committee of the College for it's consideration,

voted on by the Governing Boards.

Filmed with cooperation and
support of the
8. Army with
the enthusiastic backlog of gov
everywhere!

like

Tax

finally

:

The New

—

Blanket

.

O. B.

S.

Jaaa

purpose of financing Ivy Weekend
then we urge you to
contact your Student Council representatives and tell them that

you would

By David WoUstadt

—

WBOR

If

—

declares that

.

AM

On The

our readers have reached the same conclusion that we
have in exploring this problem and its solution
that there
should be a $3.50 increase in the Blanket Tax rate for the

who

matters are meaningless unless they
bear on him (or who has such an lutes, and valid for all time,
and
outlook, but vague and unverbalpragmatism, similarly, arrives at
Question: How can the United States improve its relaised), Is a sort of crude and em- the
statement that truths are protions with Latin America?
bryonic pragmatist. His situation Is visional in
nature, then the coop
cruder, of course, in the Latter case, de grace is
delivered upon any hopes
Alex Gorondi, Spanish Teaching lieve that there is any hope for betfor the attempt to give form to that may
be held of reconciling the
Fellow from Argentina: First of all, ter relations in the near future.
one's existence requires a disciplin- two theories, and they
are forever
the U. S. should realise the strateed expression of position. In either opposed to one
Juventlno Penste R.. Bowdoin
another.
instance, however, trie pragmatic
The pragmatic theory of meaning gic and economic Importance of Plan 8 indent from Colombia: To
theory of meaning is embraced.
the
relationship bedevelops from empiricism, the theo- La tip America. Mistakes in U. S. understand
But it Is only when pragmatism ry attributing the origin
policy made from 1848 to 1933 should tween Latin America and the Unitof all
turns from Its sketchy theory of knowledge to
be remembered, and avoided In the ed States, it Is necessary first to
experience.
James'
meaning to consider the meaning orientation is basically
future.
The danger of commu- know how the Latin American peoempirical,
and nature of truth that it becomes and pragmatism is not
much ad- nism should be fully understood, ple live. As a matter of fact we
a distinctive philosophical position. vanced over British
empiricism: the but not overestimated. (Every so- have a very low standard of living.
The pragmatic theory of truth principal difference is that Jamas cial movement should not be blind- It is worth consulting the "Open
identifies
"truth"
ly called a communist movement.) Letter
with
"utility." has the notion of activity. For
from the Chilean Univerthe
Propositions are to be Judged true prominent British
U. S. Government officers should sity Students to President Eisenempiricists Locke,
or false on the basis of their effect Berkeley, and
Hume, the self is try to use more tact and be more hower." Twenty-five thousand stuThat Is, they are true if they lead passive and has no real status, while responsible In dealing with Latin dents addressed the letter to the
to successful activity, to fulfill- for James
there Is a voluntary ele- America. The 1968 Bolivian inci- President when he visited Chile.
ment of one's Interests. An idea is ment: he offers a view of a self dent, and the punishment of a high They said that "In Latin America
true when it Is useful to the indi- which makes
State Department officer by ap- to preserve the established order
decisions.
vidual;
thus, the distinction beThe voluntaristlc. vltalistic ele- pointing him ambassador in Ar- means to maintain the privileges
tween truth and falsehood is to be ment In pragmatism
can be con- gentina are good examples.
of a thin social stratum which conmade In terms of local effect Truth, trasted to the nature of rationalism,
Private U. S. foreign Investments trols both power and wealth, sursays James, must Involve his life; which
thought of mind as a kind of should have some kind of control rounded by a multitude of destian idea must, in some way or an- embodiment of abstractions.
For by the federal government in order tude people for whom the social orother, pay off in his experience.
Descartes, the local and finite was to study the conditions under which der means very little or literally
Since pragmatism argues that the lacking, while
James was concern- U. S. companies are ouerating or nothing." This means that most of
truth of a proposition depends upon ed with
are planning to operate. In for- the Latin Americans are still livexperience as an activity.
its effect in local situations, one
James' pragmatism is perhaps as eign lands these companies repre- ing in a system of semi-feudalism.
would expect to meet the assertion muoh a reaction
against rationalism sent the United States government Our peasants and laborers make use
that truths are not ultimate answers as a development
from empiricism. and ultimately their faults are go- of tools which were used during the
and that they are only provisional Throughout Essays
in Pragmatism ing to hurt the U. 8. government.
Colonial Period. In accordance with
in nature, inasmuch as local situawe find the vagueness and abstracAlso the U. S. should do its best a report from PAO, "two thirds of
tions change.
This assertion is. In tion of rationalism
opposed to the in trying to help keep the world our population suffers from chronic
fact, made, and it separates rationsure tenabillty of pragmatism. "The market prices stable,
since
the malnutrition," and "two out of five
alism and pragmatism once and for skinny
outline" is contrasted with economy of most Latin American Latin Americans are illiterate." In
all.
Rationalism and pragmatism "the rich thicket
of reality," and countries is based on one or two this environment we notice that
are, to be sure, radically different
"logic and the empyrean" with "the products, and therefore, wild fluctumany people want to start a revoto begin with, since the first theory
external senses," "
the ration- ations of orices In the International lution. This is the reason for which
states that the reasoning-process In
alists who talk of claim and obligamarket might have catastrophic ef- Pidel Castro declared that "The
Itself is the source of our knowltion expressly say that they have fects on the economy of many counAndes will be converted into anothedge of truth, and that a true con- nothing
to do with our practical in- tries.
er Sierra Maestra." <Ed. note: Serception may well have little prac- terests
or personal reasons," writes
As far as economic aid Is con- ra Maestra is the hill symbolic of
tical relationship with the savage
James, whose concern is with these cerned, the U. 8. should follow a
Castro's
successful revolution.)
reality that we know, while the sec- very
interests and reasons.
long run large 'scale program conOn account of this we have stuond theory holds that the source of Suckle, love
her, kill him. die,
sidering both the economic and dent
organizations
which claim
our knowledge is experimental, and how quickly
you are passing by.
the social needs of the particular principally for the
land
reform,
country concerned. President Elsen- more money for education, the
he was asked, he said that the ap- to copy the
quaint simplicity of hower's 500 million dollar program fight against dictatorships, and .so
pearance of such a corps sponsored Massachusetts
is a good start,
(although
in
my on. The student plays a great role
Hall led only to a
by socialists, (a group that has never wall of drab
opinion
much
of
the
credit
should in Latin American politics, for he
brickblocks. Since the
been charged with disregard for the end of
that century the architectur- go to Castro and the U. S. fear of suffers poverty with his family. We
civil liberties of others), would be
al monopoly of McKlm,
don't believe in either in CommuMead, and his increasing influence).
very much out of place, because White
Besides ail these economic con- nism or in private investment. We
has sought to play a variation
most Americans feel that socialists on that
theme. Unfortunately out- siderations there are many other need to develop our poor economies
are bad. I am not here concerned side of
Walker Art Building, which areas of improvements which could In order to live as any human bethat the caller had a rather un- they
stole from the Romans, they apply to other regions as well: bet- ing must in the twentieth century.
fortunate concept of the status of have
failed to produce anything ter understanding of a different We don't want to be underdeveloped
heretics in the United States as more
than a series of uninspiring philosophy of life, learning that just nations any longer.
I am that he was In effect agreebecause something is different does
functional
buildings,
I believe that the United States
barely
dis-.*.
*U„* I* *_ «„
—*• r.* n a •»»« w"n.|t oilUUHi ttt&e tinguishable
from each other or
administration
wiii
comprehend
In to account the nature of a spon- their
surroundings. The latest con- good, realizing the deep difference these issues:
soring organisation lest it give tacit tribution
of
the administrations of classes and improving contacts
(1)
Latin America cannot wait
consent to such an organization by "blessed
with the lower classes, giving more
trinity" is Coleman Hall
for
long
a
time to take a worthy
letting a sponsored group perform
Hyde Hall with columns and a flat attention to foreign news in Ameri- place in the American Continent
at a college function. When I pointcan newspapers, (not only when we
and the world.
ed out this inconsistency with his roof.
have revolutions!).
(3) Latin America stands by ecooriginal stand, the caller only said
We would like this architectural
In spite of all these Ideas about
nomical democracy, political democthat he felt that more people "liked" stagnation
to end. The Senior Cen- the<e improvements, mv personal
conthe American Legion.
opinion is that U. 8-Latin Ameri- racy, and social democracy
Once again, may I extend my ter, or Commons is a revolutionary can relations will be practically im- ceived as a whole to integrate the
sincere apologies to any minors to idea, the beginning of a new Bow- possible to achieve In the near fu- real concept of democracy.
the corps who might have taken af- doin. It should be housed in a build- ture because of the deep Latin Am(3) Latin America desires to Infront at my remarks.
erican resentment of past mistakes dustrialize and speed up its developing, separated from the old
campus,
that would both stand for and her- in U. S. -Latin American foreign ment In keeping with the elemenSincerely,
policies. Also, the fact that one of tary demands of civilization.
Kent Spriggs "61 ald this experimental spirit. The old the presidential candidates present(4)
Latin America wants fair
image of Bowdoin is gone; we must ed the 1954 revolution in Guatemala prices and a reasonable
basis of
Dear Editor:
as an example of U. 8. non-inter- trade.
begin to create a new one.
vention in Latin American domes(5> Latin America condemns imFor better or worse, it appears
tic affairs does not lead me to beSincerely,
perialistic tendencies and actions
that Bowdoin is going to have a
"Anonymous"
from any nation in the world In
Senior Commons. The question now
other words, Latin America is willbefore us is what will it be Jike
ing to defend its self-determination.
and where shall we put it. The firm
of McKlm, Mead, and White has
To finish, I would like to quote
proposed a building that would conWalter Uppmann "The duty of the
nect the south ends of Moore Hall
haves to the have-nots is a new and
and the Union. Its style would be
great idea, often advanced by individuals, but never as yet adopted
indistinguishable from that of eithby governments."
er of those buildings.
We think that this would be a

tickets,

having them soid and checked at the door (a coat of about

$25.00

Individual

Political Viewpoints

that a true idea is a utility. But
when rationalism develops the second step of Us doctrine Into the
proposition that truths are abso-

WBOR

so to speak, the turnout at the Ivy Dance would be much larger.
(4) And finally, the costs of the Weekend itself would

be reduced by

WBOR
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PACE THREE

Polar Bears
Bates Ties Maine In State Series

Wofltfadt
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Mate tee few Bdnd Twee To Tie;

Before the season started, Culfe* CmmO» Bob CliAoad said
that Nela Corey's Bowdoin eleven would be the team to beat
fcUc. Cnesaej
for the State Series championship.
month ago, alter the
Polar Bear, had gloriously lost to
and Wealeyap. np rcJTto *S
one in the state of Maine would have bet an avesripe potato °,*er "* 0o*'' **ulea, underdog with Davis at the halfback spot
behtad *« «* The Bobcats also like the short paw
in support of Clifford's statement.
.'T
Now, the story is different. third period* to
tie Maine, U-18 in with Davis at the
quarterback to
Three weeks ago, a revitalized Bowdoin team stopped a power- tneir Maine State Series opener at Castolene at the end. Against Maine,
D* ,rt threw 10 for 14 rt> r 136 yards.
ful Amherst squad, 7-6.
Two weeks ago, they trounced Wil- ^"Pu ^
4
....
B»to» .toucbdpwns
*• «
came The pass with a lateral to the half- ,
-/.
And last Saturday, they pulled out another
* r««u« of daaallng pass plays: back trailer has also been good for
important yardage Including the
squeaker, edging arch-rival Colby, Clifford's own squad. 15-14. !k" J?".' J*H h .?" m ^" u >*"

Arab

Com

feat CnhmI
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the

first half after a series of professional quality tosses; the second,
five
minutes after Maine's final
score of the game with a 40 yard
(Mas-lateral.
Maine's scoring came in the second period after a pass interception

1952, the outlook was not too bright after the first two
games, either, as the White gridroen lost to l.ults. 35-20, and
Wealeyan. 27-6. Then they launched themselves on a sevenIn

game winning streak, copping their
Series title, and the first two games
'Just

gamea. the State

last five

on the Bates' 30 yard line with a
fine series of ground plays ending
In Dick Drl&ko's charge from 6
yards out, and again in the third
period when Drisko again pushed
his Way over from the 2.

of the 1953 season.

might happen again.

Three of the main reasons that the Polar Bears extended
DefeaaM H«m Wall
their winning streak to three games were Charlie Finlavson.
Both defenses held well as the
Jack Miro, and Dex Bucklin. This is not to slight Charlie Spe- Bobcats held
Maine to 4 of 13
leotis, who refused to let a knee injury keep him from kicking completed passes while Maine held
n
the winning extra point against the Muk* or, for that matter,
£,°K
ta
the entire team, which played, as Mel Allen would say, "a yardage with 878 rushing and 41
*
whale of a ball game" last Saturday. But we think that this
JgJ*count with 10 of 10 comtrio is deserving of some special mention.
pleted passes for 130 yards and 2

S£

rugged

a
i

,

In addition,

try.

.

and blocker and one of

tackier

all season, was the first man to
.,
„
o
Ken Bee
on the Mules second extrahe made several other key tackles. Milo,

defensive stalwarts

,i

Colby quarterback

hit

point

lL

,

.

,

•

,

r~.

,

.

.

i

•

.

.

touchdown pass to r-tnlayson that tied the
minutes to go in the contest, and he also
j .l
r- »u
t
li
.l
l
j it
a.
recovered
the Colby tumble on the three yard line, alter Dinky
of course, threw the

score. 14r 14. with five

Smith had put the Mules on the four with his first-quarter, 55j end.
j
d
i
j
yard jaunt around
Bucklin also
played,
a rugged, head*up ball game, several times saving his team from possible loss
of yardage by his quick thinking.
.

i

i

*

r
In our mind, the biggest question remaining this season
whether or not the Polar Bear* can keep their emotional peak
and remain "up" for the Bates game, loo many
people, not
"
•
.„,
,,
lL football
(
lL ,, team,
,
J_
member,
of( the
to be au*e. have told us that
little
Bates is going to be a pushover. This, however, will not be the
case. A. was mentioned cm,
in the play-by-play broadcast, "the football takes funny bounces in Jiaie
State .series
Series nay.
Play."
lied
Hathaway, tied
The Bobcats, led by soph quarterback Swift Hathawav
Maine and will definitely be pointing to Saturday s contest, even
.i
..
.i
j i
j
d
d > game.
more than
they do for
the usuali Bowdom-Bates
is

.

,

.
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•

Bowdoin, however, has too much

o-.i —

i,c

.

season and a possible Mate series

title

in

command

full

**

1

«

>

—
irLn

a winning

to lose

*JtoJi
Thus far, Bowdoin

?"on

Charlie
Spdeotis'
Next Saturday Bowdoin meets up- next play. Bruce Kingdon fumbled
l:-i, _<•„ „ „i„^l
nn :-, l«ck
iq
point
alter a clutch 19start Bates at Lewiston. and Maine and Bowdoin" Jack AdaimTecovsmmm yard touchdown pass from Rl«ys host to the once-beaten Colby ered on the 39.
Jack Milo to Charlie Fin.ay.on
Bowdoin
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leads ihe^pack
bu t next week's game will be rugged
«s U the league as a whole this year.
Bates' forward wall will weigh in
Ms th
*n that
thftt °*
than
of **#
Bears,
the B
ea»». but
Jj»*
have proved themselves in handling

Maine

t

Colby

1

doin
aom

'

»~im«#»,
-^W?
2 "**«

J"JL pouhds; at right
and
1JB
'

total JUls,

*

S

ft.
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ft

-

tackle, cap-

11 inches, 209

pounds;
6 ft. %

tackle, Belmont,
tock**, mm
uiuik*,
309 pounds;
puuiius, ai
at ngni
right guara,
guard.
Wilson, 5 ft. 10 inohes and
173
'eft

at

guard,

left

Jefless,

o

and 193 pounds; and at

10 inches

ft.

W^ a nd<l,*ea 6 ft 4 mche* Bnd
game. They are bigger and more experienced than the Bobcats.
3? \m i
and last weekend showed the ability to stop a' passing attack,
,J,,ce^ul,,
which is the mainstay of Bates' offense. Maine, last weekend.
„
iV ^T"!^
In the
backfiald, the lineup Is still
i7n yards
j about
u . 270
j on the
»u ground
j against .the
.k a/i
J nnr^r^ip
gained
Maroon, and
fw^m fB* f Injuries. At
quarterback, will be Hathaway, 6
yardon the ground is where Corey's eleven is best at eating up
^
•
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probably connect on a few pa*ea,
but the Polar Bear running machine will give Bowdoin a comin
manding. State Series lead and their fust winning
will

eight years, toppling Bates, 28-

1

usually plays left halfback.
right halfback will be Planchon, 5
ft. 8 Inches and
172
pounds, or
Tours, 8 ft. 10 inches and 17S
pounds; at left halfback, either Davis. Kennan, 6 ft. 7 inches and 180
pounds, or Tours; and at fullback.
Curtias. 8 ft. 10 inches and 188

4.
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PridaTas
as he boot
booted In two goals, the first one In
third

by Weeks with Chase assisting, and
one scored b y Duggan with Snow
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Cummings carried 16 times
for 76 yards, while Gardner lugged
leather 48 yards In 18 attempts.
The Individual rushing leaders,
however, were Colby's junior halfbacks, Smith and Kingdon. Smith,

who chalked up

the

games longest

rur» of 35 yards early In the first
Quarter, totaled 120 yards In 10
carries. Kingdon. who circled the
end /or 27 yards that same period,
ran 12 times tor 115 yards.
Colby's highly-touted passing attack was stopped effectively by a
fine Bowdoin passing defense. The
°my

l^

aerial attempts.
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J"rt.
Ball. Parley and
Delthe playing of Hooke, Tarand McCarthy stood out in what
*y 'ruly be called a team victory,
1
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Practice will start Tuesday, BOWDOIN
at 1:80 pm- If any fresh- COLBY
unable to make the meet- runi/'rfnii
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ley. and Saturday at 10:30 a.m. verllllS
sus Bates at Lewtston. George Olov
er, plagued with an ankle Injury,
coach Bob Donham has announcmay return to the lineup, which ed that varsity basketball
practice
would give added strength to the Is starting this evening
at 7:00 pm.
forward Une. The final game of the He also announced
a meeting for
season Is with Colby, here, Saturday all frtthmsn K"'*Tt rm l l
playera tor
morning of Homecoming weekend, this Thursday at 1:80 pm. In the
.•.„„,.«< .*..,....,«„> inn,,, ,,,,,,
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Rushing leaders
Bowdoln's big ground
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weather was good for soccer. Both houae
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Colby's last chance to score was
when Milo intercepted a
on
Bowdoin ^Twith
alWUt *° secon<l8 to 8°.

stopped

0-13

w

Specializing In
fine

19.

8

period,

FAT BOY DRIVE-IN

Loden <Coai assure .maxi-

7

and assisted on again unassisted
after four minutes
The Preshman football team, reanother
a
eeks scored the final goal as- bounding from last week's 44-12 lots
This brought the Bowdoin hooters'
.,ted
^r eeam « n «"*' nine mln- to Worcester Tech. surprised the
record to two wins and three losses
.
jLy
U
th period went 8core " Co,b J frosn la - 8 Prlday at Wateras they prepare for the final three
,
8 ,eavln 8 the Bowdoin 11 up In vllle Hard work
and a review of
games of the season.
!f5
Colby plans produced a strong deBowdoin started the game in fine
fense which held the Baby Mules
GoeUes Make Saves
shape, but seemed to lose steam after the first goal, scored by Chase
Both goalies made many fine saves, t0~°,ne f touf£ d ° wn
The two Bowdoin touchdowns were"
with 3% minutes left In the first Crowell for the Mules, 18. and Eller
tne
a
period. Two goals slipped by Steve 16. But Colby capitalised at all
'
op-'
Eller in the second period, one scored portunlties on loose balls In front a- uar rba <* D1<* Ball He set up
i*
th
flr8t SC0 e
n
p y {rom
of the goal and corner kicks. Chase's
*,
L ?, theout 8t
scrirnmage.
»>Ulng
to
the
right,
first goal was the result of a loose
'" bUt

Meal For Maine Weather

The

Bates

c^nrgelin^me^

Eiwfope

two touchdown touchdown

S&-£>S££S £ ^.^i«i-£'j; Passes For Two TB's
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Soccermen, 5-0

By Sam Cuahman
Cantain Cham. l*d hi.
to

the

n

Maine on
Alpha Delta Phi
also some

question aa to BUI Widmers or Barrett Jenkins' playing against Bates.

Authentic Loden Coats
hasp 0*1 ad

against

2
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4

Charue gpatootia U unlikely to play Bete Theta Pi
this Saturday
against the Bob- Delta Kappa Bpsilon
cdte, and it wlU be a question as
MphA Tau omeg.
playing

l

o

*

Psi TJDSllon
_...
a
L"uta a** *

Dump

hit

passes while completing 10 of
The score by the periods:

M

1
1'

Won

Unfortunately, Bowdoin will also

his

Mules

,.=.

la* Injuries

to

Lost

4

*i™?»
p"

who

Bill Davis,

League "A"

Uph&

w

r»

•

2 inches and ISO pound*, out
with an Infected foot against Maine,

HathawayJk Co.

find a receiver on the extra point,
but found daylight In the left side
of the Colby line and ran for the
two-point conversion

>

,

ft-

Bge.

^P"

1 out
to *e nine-yard
n ,y
WatervilU
"
rtrtpe »nd calmly booted the extra
„ ,
„
e
lT
Was th
PoUr
Bea 8 po>nt thrush 'he uprights for the
7 \ u .in -five games this
Z margin of victory.
third straight

Games Saturday
BOWDOIN at Bate*
Colby at Maine
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S Castolene
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at
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drove 40

gave Bow- ywds In eight plays to tie the plays took the ball to the 10 Then
score w '^ &:« remaining n 'he ftiUback, Mike Panteleakos smaah14
Colleee an udscI
college
upset. 15
13-14,
g,^ Then. Speleotis. who had ed oil tackle for the touchdown,
victory over Colby, Saturday at been slightly injured on a previous Bucklin, back to pass, could not
in the fourth quarter

Bate.

1

th «

P"?
™.h*!* -*?*•&
BMi

S^??*

Morse started the drive by re««_,_- -,, '_
Males Tie Scere
turning a Colby punt 17 yards to the
"Hie Mules tied the score early In
Mules' 40. A Ted Gardner paas to
Pinlayson was short, but fullback *•* *a°°«»d qtuut*r, "fter Klngdoe.
Jack Cummings bulled his way up New England's second leading sooethe middle for four yards, a Colby er going into Saturday's game,
offsides penalty moved the ball to <jnmaxed a six-play, 47-yard drine
the 31, and Gardner sprinted off °* charging Into the end sone from
right tackle for ten yards and a 13 yards out.
Then he passed to
Brunswick's Johnny McHale to knot
first down on the Colby 22.
An offsides penalty against Bow- *• More at 8-3. Thirteen and 20
doin set the Polar Bears back on vard end runs by Smith and Kingthe 27, and an end run by Milo don highlighted the march,
Colby went ahead, 14-8, late In
gained two to the 25. Then Bob
Sweeney, running around his left N* third quarter, after another
end. passed to dimming? on the scoring drive, this time from the
Bowdoin 43.
19, setting up the scoring play.
Nigro ran up the
middle to the 38, and Kingdon olr>Milo To Flnlayson
On third down with seven yards oled rl**ht end on a reverse play fqr
needed for a first down, Milo took a nJne yards and a first down on the
pltchout from Dex Bucklin. ran to 38.
Nigro plunged for two. and
his right as If on an end run. stop- Smith,
behind savage
blocking,
ped about five yards from the side- »wept around left end to the Bowlines, waited cooly until he spotted doin 14
Klngdon smashed off tackle to
Pinlayson in the end tone three
steps ahead of his defender, then th e she, and Nigro plunged through
tossed the pigskin into Pinlayson's left guard for four yards and a
Rni down on the two.
breadbasket for the tying score.
Bowdoin, with its back to the end
The Polar Bears Jumped to an
early lead after one of Colby's five *° n *- looked for two plays like it
fumbles ended a Mule scoring might hold the Mule offense right
threat and another gave Bowdoin there. Nigro literally dove off left
guard on the first play, carrying to
the ball on the Colby 29.
On the first play from scrimmage, within six inches of paydlrt, and
Colby halfback Binky Smith sprint- °n the second he was stopped cold
ed 55 yards around his left end to tor no gain.
C
I
KinMbm x.nu.
C ° lby,S Bink 8m th rrom beWnd to 'econd >u*rt*r acUon »* WatervUle. Bow- the Bowdoin four yard line. But
*
on the next play, quarterback Ken
dota£
n^r"S,J*.
M nT closes la on the play.
J
doin
s Dexter
Bucklin (10)
T?T
Bowdoin won, 16-14.
Davidson fumbled the center snap . Tnen J* ' Mules were penalized
five yards for Illegal procedure, but
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attempt by Bee.
at Dartmouth college, Sunday, Oct! ing in the A division,
Tufts came back to score on a
"* lts *round attack, Amherst
and Schuyler v.
Early in the fourth quarter, Col23rd
The other sohools represented Sampson and Terry Peiertag sailing tea^Wesleyan 13-0. The Jeffmen plunge by Bob McUicas McUicas
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The score by periods;
places
acef^nd^ne
and one second
2cand in the A KS*f
pigskin after a Bee pltchout was
Gates.
MH*w...„,,,„,,,,,
»m**m**mmtm>m
„,
„„ rtjuui-,,
nnmltj o
to * t.
viiw
Tufts
8 8
2—10 knocked astray on the 38. Pour
Dy MJa
"»"
"
«"••••••••
«>•
The score by periods:
m riLu,,,!,
a
dlebury against n
Williams
7
2— 9 plays later, Gardner got off a brilBowdoin
at the start Amherst
8—13
of the last A division race. Wing
Bales 13, Maine 13
liant punt, the ball traveling about
wealeyan
0— " An underdog
w * """
took the option to remain In the
"
Bates team held off TO ya*ds In the air and going out
Interfraternity
race, taking a first place by about
Tu'to M. Williams 9
a last minute drive by the Unlver- ot bound* on Colby's 18.
200 yards.
The protest committee
8e v en playa later, Colby punted
Tufts was forced to go all out *lty of Maine to tie the Black Bears,
met and their disavowal of the to beat Williams and
remain un- W-13, in the opening state series fr o«n "« 28, Morse returned it to
protest gave Bowdoin second place defeated. Williams
Football Standings
scored firat on fame tor both teams. The star for Colby's 47, and the Polar Bears
over Middlebury.
to
their
a run by Ashton Edwards The kick the Bobcats was flll-ln quarterback marched
game-winning

£

B-4.-2

Batsa' ircord now stands at 2-i-2
•uhUa VInlw Haa a 9-0-1 ww>fri

Pounds;

to relax lor the Bates

New

Bates

ItHUV

s7

-

of
3

ili*

i

'

Maine was

^^^Li*"' "*

perioda-but both were even iff.
during
the first. Mains lost 3 potential
uoto
"^ Bo*** 1*- on« to
2!
if,?,*defense
J 'S
**e stout
on the < yard
line as the Black Bears ran out of
*>*»•• *"• ° th« r tvw
Tumbles, one
Quarterback Wheeler sneaked
across the goal line early in the
fMond period and another on the
1 J*"1 Une with 48 seconds renjalning in the game.

*

t

.

R2&

touobdowns.

_.

Finlavson,

Bowdoins
.../-*

2l^

touchdown against Maine.

tieing

Standings
lll)IIMIIIM<mil|MII1

**

n4 **ve "**" *°
*°d *"" WMvered for the -Bears
f*! in
? the
.!
lead
race for the Maine State on the three.
3 cruimpionabip, as litUe Bates
Two plays later. Buckilp got off
poUege stunned mighty Maine, com- a beautiful punt that was bobbled
ing from behind twloe to tie the by the Cqloy receiver and
finally
carried to the Mules' 34.
Qn the
extra Black Bears 13-13. at Orono.

fJ1IK
Capo

SlrPififttis Hflfpkifk
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ATKINSON LECTURE

appointed by the Academy-Research Council will evaluate appliall candidates; final selection will be made by the Foundation and awards announced
on

March

Unless this equipment is moved,
the Hospital will not be able to
open, and the people of the town
as well as the people of our college community will be deprived of
for the structure, and in 1000 the adequate hospital facilities for a
trustees applied to a Federal agency still longer period of time.
This opportunity for service must
for additional funds. This agency
agreed ko match any sum raised for not be allowed to pass, for it is the
key to other opportunities. Once the
the hospital, and ground was broken
hospital has opened, all pre-medlcal
that same year.
students, both Travelli Scholars and
The building, completed just a other students, will be offered
week ago, has a 56 bed capacity. chances to work in the laboratory,
derooms,
3
operating
the X-ray room, and other areas
There are 2
livery rooms, and X-ray section. where they can use the training
and a laboratory, all large enough they have already received, and
gain valuable practical experience

Republican circles.
Isolationism,
Colle
Concerning
pointed out that It had been hoped
that Elsenhower's election would
Isolationism, and
Including anthropology, psychology kill Republican
that it did no doubt change this
(excluding
psychology),

pleasant will abound.

hearsal of

(Continued rroai page

Mr. Carter

—

—

—

the Union
and In Portland; Boy with a Cart,
in the chapel, December 1954, and
Union,
in March
in
Acta
the
One
the

November

—

Costumes

1053, In

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Steve Hayes, a music major and
one of the Meddles, Is currently
writing a show of his own. Barr,
also a Meddle, appeared in Tea
House of the August Moon" last
spring, and worked with the Bruns-

—

SYSTEM

wick Summer Playhouse this past
season. Miss Orant. a prominent
Freeport performer, has sung much
of the works of Oilbert and Sullivan, and Is a member of the Brunswick Choral Society. Mrs. Black was
...IT'S THE. GUY DOUJNST&IBS ABOUT TUt NCKS&
In "Playboy of the Western World"
here last fall, and In Shaw's "Applecart" and the one-act plays the year dent loan funds include the much- to handle the needs of a 100-bed
before. She also worked with the discussed grant under the National hospital in anticipation of future
Brunswick Summer Playhouse this Defense Education Act of 1050 and expansion. Also planned for immethe New England Society Student diate construction are a physical
past season.
therapy section and an outpatients'
The show is being Independently Aid Fund.

trlbuted by 19 other hemisphere republic.

Built-in Scope.
The new bank
has divided its cash in two. The
larger portion, 85%, will be used
for normal development loans re-

cluslvely for the purchase of U. S.
equipment and commodities. The
International Cooperation Adminis-

tration ulopcHScS gTalit 3,u JRu
technical assistance. The International Finance Corporation operates
payable In the currency lent. The on a small scale as an affiliate of
rest will make up a special fund the World Bank and the IMF to infor emergencies or for special proj- vest in private enterprise.
Its built-in scope made the new
ects outside the normal scope of
banking, e.g.. roads In Bolivia. Re- development bank the natural orgardless, of what currency the spe- ganization to handle the ElsenThe life Income and annuity fund clinic.
My purpose today is not merely cial loans are made In, they can be hower plan for singlehahded, softis
a process by which everyone
existence made repayable, partly or wholly In loan social development of Latin
profits, with the exception of the to acquaint you with the
America by the U. S. The hope is
Internal Revenue Department.
A of the Institution, but rather to the currency of the borrowing na- that
inter-American administration
typical situation, using hypotheti- make known to you a great need of tion. Interest on normal loans will
date be a maximum of 0% low by Latino can help avoid the kind of situahospital.
With
opening
the
the
cal figures, will be of explanatory
tion that currently exists In Peru,
hospital
rate
special
loans
the
November
1st
the
standards:
on
set
for
value. An Individual may want to
where U. S. aid for housing and
new
The
Its equipment to
Little as 3%.
almost
half
of
will
be
as
has
give some money to the College,
bank bears little beneath-the-facade land reform Is being blocked by opbut needs the Income he receives be put in place. This equipment
position politicians. The $500 milfrom a principal invested in, for ex- beds, kitchen facilities, lab and other resemblance to the other develop- lion that the U. S. has promised
is still on the ment outfits that the U. S. Is caught
ample, stock. The securities he owns special equipment
The
the
halls.
loading
docks
and
In
up in. Public Law 480 sells U. S. for the plan will be administered
have appreciated in vtriue since he
of the surplus agricultural products for lo- separately from .the bank's other
situation
present
financial
bought them, say, from $80,000.00 to
as will other future U.S.
the hiring cal currencies, then lends back Uie activities
$75,000.00. Under the annuity plan, hospital does not permit
contributions, expected to total bilhe simply signs the ownership of the of movers to place the apparatus payments for development. The Ex- lions before the building job is finport-Import Bank makes loans exstock he has over to the College, in in the proper rooms.
ished.
return for a guaranteed income for
,

—

—

—

life based on the amount donated.
This procedure allows the donor to
Edward Butterfield of Bath, re- deduct the market value of the securities ($75,000.00) from his incipient of the Masque and Down's
come, since it is a gift, and also
dedication for the '00- Ul season, is
avoids payment of a capital gains
designing the sets and costumes.
tax to the government
on the
Tickets go on sale November first amount earned (in this case, $35,for the benefit show, at 02.00, $1.00 000.00) When the donor dies, the seand $1.00, with a special student curities become the property of the
price of 11.25 for the performance
College, and may be used In any
of January ninth. If ordered prior way It chooses. To date, the total

—

Charlie Phillips
•In Choir. Also: Lynne Cryan,
Chrlss Davidson, Karl Bunting.
Dick Malaby
Musical Director
Dlantha Doggett and Steve
Props

1)

at Bowdoln are: Yes My Darling
Daughter, July and October 1951, in
the gym and the Union; Fiddle and Ginsburg
Bell,

cast.

Dead Man — Frank Aguilera
Dead Woman
Judy Gertsner

MASQUE & GOWN

—

—

1)

Senior Class. All profits will be used
in making up the deficit that was
accumulated last Ivy weekend.
Arntz and Love began the show
one year ago with hopes of doing it
commercially during the summer,
several New York Producers have
shown Interest In the play, and encouraged the pair to produce It here
at Bowdoln In order to see the show
staged. Due to help from the administration and the generous aid
of several patrons and sponsors, it
will be one of the first all student
musical productions to be presented
here. Professor TUlotson, the advisor. Is the only faculty member
associated with the production.

as the stage manager, runs through a re-

Already the orientation chairmen 1965.
the various fraternities have
The cast for Our Town is as folagreed to send at least one freshlows:
per afternoon to the hospital.
Dick Thalheimer
This is a good beginning. But more Stage Manager
John Halpertn
upperclassmen even more Dr. Gibbs
students
are urgently needthan freshmen
Ernie Bratt
Howies Newsome
ed. You can answer this call for asBarbara Hora
Gibbs
sistance by speaking to your frater- Mrs.
Judy Shlppee
Mrs. Webb
nity orientation chairmen or by seeJeff Huntsman
Gibbs
George
service.
ing me after (his
Day Merrill
Gibbs
We must recognise our respon- Rebecca
John Tyler
Wally Webb
sibility to the Hospital and to the
Barbara LeGendre
Emily Webb
town by providing the man-power Prof. Wlllard
Frank Aguilera
to put the Regional Memorial Hos- Mr. Webb
Jim Blake
Judy Gertsner
pital into operation on November Woman In Bal.
KT Daggett
Mrs. Soames
1st. We, as members of a college
Charles Mete*
Aud.
Man
In
which represents the highest Ideals
Daggett*
KT
In
Box
of citizenship, must demonstrate a Lady
Leon Condylis
Simon Stimson
realisation of these principles;
Rod Porter
Con. Warren
Wally Pinfold
Si Crowell
Charles Phillips, Sam
Ball players
INTER-AMERICAN
Craig. Jeff Lang, Joe Stoddard
and Bill Lannjn
(Continued from Page 1)

ORIGINAL MUSICAL

produced by Larry Bickford for the

(r),

"Our Town" with the Masque A Gown production's

man

shlp responsibilities.

(Continued front Page

Dick Talheimer

Polly

Quinby

RELIGIOUS STUDY
(Continued from page

1)

of

age Interest and participation in local government. Among these is the
Program for College Visitors which
was created In 1007. The purpose of
this project is to focus attention of
students, faculties, and colleges on
career opportunities In local government, as well as to stimulate interest In such government, and to
increase awareness of their eitisen-

ciigiiirri'iiip sciences,

and

clinical

of the Trustees, Mr. Michael

mw
M

aim

biuiugiunl,

of Portland, donated the site

in their fields. For those who, along
with the Travelli Scholars, recognise the need for continued service
in the non-technical aspects of the
adminisinstitution, positions in
trative work, supply work or work
just to make the patient's stay more

Professor Helmreich, In the Bul-

maintains

letin,

that,

"The

legisla-

ture has always been friendly to
private schools, and their existence
is safeguarded by both state and
federal law." He also states. "The
public schools, their administrators,
and their teachers have never been
hostile U> ieUgioii ..."
The Bulletin shows how trends in
religion in public schools in the
State of Maine follow closely trends
throughout the rest of the nation.

Professor Helmreich became aware
need for a study of religion
its relationships with education in the State of Maine when he
was asked to prepare a paper lor
the Town and College Club of

of the

the following social sciences: geography, mathematical economics, econometrics, demography, information
and communication theory, experimental and quantitative sociology
and the history and philosophy of
science. They are open to college
seniors, graduate and postdoctoral
students, and others with equivalent
training and experience.
All applicants for graduate (predoctoral) awards will be required
to take the Graduate Record Examination designed to test scientific
aptitude and achievement. This examination, administered by the Educational Testing Service, will be given on January 21, 1901, at designated
centers
throughout the
United
States and certain foreign countries.
The annual stipends for graduate
Fellows are as follows: $1800 for
the first y**r; $2000 (<M the intermediate year; and $2200 for the
terminal year. The annual stipend
for postdoctoral Fellows is $4530.
Limited allowances will also be provided to apply toward tuition, laboratory fees, and travel.
Further information and application materials may be obtained from
National
the
Fellowship Office,
Academy of Sciences-National ReConstitution
search Council. 2101
Avenue, N. W.. Washington 25, D. C.
The deadline for the receipt of applications tor regular postdoctoral
fellowships is December 19, 1960,
and for graduate fellowships, January 6, 1961.
tlMHIimHMIMiHIIIIMIIMMIMMIIHMtSMMMMimMtiHIHIIII'

and

Brunswick.
Dedicated to Dr. Orren Chalmer
Hoimell, DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of Government, Emeritus, who founded the Bureau for
Research in Municipal Government,
the Bulletin is pert of the Bureau's
Government Research .Series, one
of !H*ny project'* jmnportprt hy t.hfi
Ouy Parkhurst Estes Fund.
Copies of Professor Helmreich's
work may be secured, free of charge,
upon request at the Bureau office
in Hubbard Hall at Bowdoln.

PLEASE PATRONIZE

OUR ADVERTISERS
iniiiiiixii
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tendency.

Ike's

Still,

ila

that Nehru

was "Immoral" be-

cause he would not alllgn India
with the West, and thus Nixon offended a powerful neutral land. Another Instance of Nixon's blackwhite approach to foreign policy
occurred In the early fifties when
Nixon declared that "there must be
no political settlement In Korea,
there must be a victory."
Professor Colle concluded by saying that he didn't feel that the
Republican Party Is the best party
to carry out programs in Africa and
Asia where neutrals are at stake,
because of this very "intransigence."
The Democratic Party is sounder in
international relationships and particularly sounder than the Republican Party under Nixon."

Colonial

Dining
THE HOTEL EAGLE

Room

IIIUNSVICC, MAINS

Eagle's Nest

Lounge

featuring

Foundation Fellowships
of

Sci-

DICK MALABY AT THE PIANO

Research
Council
ences-National
has again been called upon to advise the National Science Foundation in the selection of candidates
for the Foundation's program of
graduate and postdoctoral fellowplans
ships. The Foundation
to
award approximately 1,200 graduate
and 150 postdoctoral fellowships in
thefce two programs during the 19C1 1

...

-

BOOKSTORE
.-,

Every Thurstlay-Friday-Saturday Nights

DIAL PA 5-5591

1902 academic year.

.

,..,*,.„—.

.

~

*—

«•

"

"

,

December fifth. Tickets may be
ordered from out of town by writing
"Head and Shoulders" PO Box S33:
Brunswick, Maine.
to

principal

Is

over hair a million dol-

lars.

Bowdoln College also receives figifts
from foundations,
organisations and business
corporations which have their own
foundations. An example of this
kind of College Income are grants
from H. M. Payson
Company,
General Motors and others for general educational purposes. Money
Is also given for
current
usage.
These gifts are, for the most part,
donations for specific purposes and
are used .during the current fiscal
year. Most of the donors are Individuals, although foundation and
corporation grants predominate in
the areas of general education and

&

Fine Shoe Repairing by

Modern Methods
1

Union

St.,

Brunswick

PHIL'S MEN'S

STORE
70

Maine

Bowdoin Stationery
Plain Stationery

In summation,

total

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

$ .85

,

$1.00

Thank You Stationery

$ .49

Make Parkview Drug

Co.

Your Drug Oenter

Income avail-

able from all sources during the
year running from June 30, 1959 to

PARKVIEW DRUG
HARRY

$1.10

.59-$ .95

Bowdoin Note Stationery

scholarship.

Brunswick
01 Front Street, Bath
Street,

.......
......$
.

nancial
trusts,

A. Paquette

Fraternity Stationery

SMART,

H.

Inc.

Maine Street

CO.
Brunswick

PA

Brunswick's Friendly Ford Dealers

5-2288

MAJOR: Bus. Adm.

NAME: John Hulse AGE: 27
Complete

&

PRESENT

Brunswick

Service

Auto Body Work
Pleasant Street

Brunswick

Coal

&

Lumber

Mobileheat Fuel Oil

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

18 Spring Street
Dial

PA

JOB: Telephone Manager, Sioux City, Iowa

When John Hulse was a senior at the U. of
South Dakota, he had his own set of "do's" and
"don'ts." Don't become a mere cipher on somebody's payroll. Don't sit on the shelf waiting for
your first taste of responsibility. Do get a job
where you have a chance to show your stuff
right from the start. Do the job.

Co.

9-3341

John knew his B.S. in Business Administration could lead him into almost any field. He
chose the telephone .business and joined Northwestern Bell.

Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

Besides managing day-to-day operations,
helping plan tomorrow's telephone growth is
an important part of John's job. A typical example is the work he does with the Sioux City
Industrial Development Association. In this role,
he's the answer man on projecting, planning and
supplying the communications needs of new industry. He's shown above with Bob Sweeney,
manager of the Sioux City Chamber of Commerce.

"You must always be
in this business,"

ahead.

The Eastern Central New Hampshire Area

New Meadows

Inn

five largest cities.

I

In this

>

->rk

John showed

good judgment and sound organizing

HI

Bath Road

3-3921

For the Moat Complete and Expert Service

on Both

One of his first assignments: streamlining operating procedures for the telephone offices of Iowa's

Today he

is

ability.

Telephone Manager of Sioux

City, Iowa.

I

think a

this outfit won't

what

it

John

thinking of the future
"We have to stay

says.

man who has

something to offer

have a minute's worry about

can do for him."

// you're a capable guy— looking for an action
man who can handle
it— you'll want to vieit your Placement Office for
literature and additional information.

job with rapid reward* for the

American and Foreifn Cars its

OAKIE'S

AUTO SERVICE
PA 5-5700

51 Bath Road

We aeaH want

al the

Jest

yean!

Hotel Sedgwick
Bath, Maine

HI

3-3361

"Our number one aim i* to have in all
management jobe the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men

we can

The Beet in Foods, Lodging, and

Cocktail Lounges

possibly find."

Fancaicx

R.

Kawo., Prttidtni

American Telephone a Telegraph Co.

aid

talks to educate his constituents to
support the Marshall Plan. On the
otner hand. Colie pointed out that
Nixon later cooperated with the
Taft-Dirkson forces in attempting
to attach amendments and riders to
the Marshall Plan after It had been
adopted.
Colie felt that Nixon shared In
a Republican tendency to take a
black-and-white approach to foreign
taking the
i.e.,
policy and aid;
moralistic stand that the U. S. and
Its supporters are good while all
other countries are necessarily vllUans. In support of this appraisal
of Nixon, the government professor
cited an instance around the mid
1950s when Nixon declared In Man-

1700 National Science
The National Academy

foreign

programs were based on Democratic
support for his first few years of
even though the party lines
have crossed since then.
Concerning the record of Nixon
on foreign aid, Colle readily admitted that Nixon had had a fairly
good record on the Marshall Plan,
even going to the extent of giving

office,

MOULTON UNION
—

1)

He added

that he felt that
the GOP. had mostly outgrown
the first historical Viewpoint, but
that the second is still strong In

lake."

1961.

15.

These fellowships are open to citizens of the United States and applications are evaluated solely on
the basis of ability. Fellowships may
be applied to advanced study in the
mathematical, physical,
medical,

TRAVELLI SCHOLARS

One

(Continued from Page

cations of

wu

Cope

1960

PROF. COLIE SEMINAR

tlsts

Includes

at Harvard University. He Is also a tire income to principal funds (this
former President of the Boston Col- kind established almost entirely
lege Alumni Association and was the by classes of Bowdoln men), special
first President of the Massachusetts purpose funds, special student loan
City Managers' Association and Vice funds and life Income and annuity
President of the International City funds comprise the rest of the reManagers' Association.
stricted use funds on which the
In addition to his position with College earns Income.
Most of the above require little or
the Atkinson Shoe Corporation, the
largest shoe Importer in the United no explanation. The last three, howStates, he is also President of the ever, are worth more than cursory
Thomas Morgan Company and Le- attention. Special purpose funds are
8ol Inc. and a Director of the Scully used for such projects as the Crowthe
Signal Company and Britannic Slip- ell Theater Book Collection,
Class of 1000 Organ In Pickard
pers Ltd.
The Murray Seasongood Good Theater, as well as support for inGovernment Fund, under whose aus- dividual departments. Special stupices Mr. Atkinson will visit Bowdoin, was created at the 70th birthday dinner of Murray Seasongood in
Cincinnati, Ohio, after which a number of his friends and family made
contributions to the fund in recognition of his many years of service
to local, state, and national good
government.
Since 1040, the Fund has donated
money to many projects to encour-

26.

Committees of outstanding sclen- r

The Bowdoin Travelli Scholars,
learning of this predicament, volabove and others whose amounts unteered to help move the material.
(Cwtliin iim pa«c 1)
(CmUmh* free* Fate 1)
are relatively small and do not re- Once at the site however, they realquire particular attention or ex- ised the impossibility of the task
However, as large as this for sixteen men spending only a
A native of Cambridge. Mr. At- funds. Moat of the contributors to planation.
amount may seem it was not suffi- few hours per week.
kinson
graduated from Boston the total principal (again, as of
cient to cover College expenditures,
Recognising the absolute necessiCollege In 1010 and later received a June 00. 1000) of 01.731.760.17 are
in next week's thrill- ty for the completion of the assignmaater of arte degree from Harvard private individuals, although twelve as will be seed
packed episode.
ment, we, the Travelli Scholars, with
University He la a former Colonel scholarship funds have been donatthe support of the College, are askIn the United States Army Reserve, ed in the names of Bowdoin classes.
ing you, the student body, to doLectureship funds, prise funds,
a member of the Board of Regents
nate your time and effort to aid
loan
of Boston College, and a member of graduate scholarship funds,
the Regional Memorial Hospital.
(Continued from Page 1)
the Committee to Visit Government funds, plant maintenance funds, enSO, 1000 was S3.S6M86.M. This
all the source mentioned

June

SWIFT

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

—
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President
Town To Be Presented Carnegie
Lectures For
N Biggest,
By Masque And Gown On Nov. 10&11 Admit Red China
1

By Ted Curtis
tray Mr. and Mrs. Webb, with Jeff- representational, style in which this
"The United Nations has been in
rey Huntsman "03 and Barbara Le- play was written," Professor QuinOendre as their son and daughter. by sale., "makes It readily adaptable the middle of a power conflict since
Mrs. Catherine Daggett, who ap- to arena playing, as was proved in the day they opened the doors In
Nov. 10,11
peared as Mrs. Webb in the Bruns- the very successful production at London In 1946," declared Joseph E.
wick Workshop Theatre production the Circle-in- the-Square perform- Johnson, President of the Carnegie
of Our Town some 10 years ago, will ance two years sgo in New York Endowment for International Peace,
In Pickard, Arena-style be
seen in a minor role, and Pro- City, when it had one of the long- before a near-capacity audience' in
fessor Raton Letth. the Stage Man- est runs of sny off-Broadway pre- the Moulton Union Lounge WedBy John Rex
nesday evening. Treating the colager In the same production, is as- sentation.
sisltn?
Thalheimer. Costuming from
"The dramatist strips life down to lege community to one of the meet
On November 10 and 11, Pickard
Theater will contain your town. the Masque and Gown wardrobe will Its essentials, and the theatrical il- thought-provoking lectures In sevbe
In
the
early
eral years, Johnson began with a
30th
century
lusion
follows
period
suit.
In
recalling
the
Your parents, children, neighbors
beautiful and Infinitely tender stan- fascinating historical evaluation of
and friends wlU all be on stage to of the play.
the world organization presented e
show you why your lilt U so Inter"The presentational, rather than
Continued on page 4)
realistic and authoritative apprais-

'Our Town' Presented

'

(

esting.

Thornton Wilder knows Our Tow*,
yours and mine. He doesn't care
(or battle scenes, perverted lives.
or psychological rot
because
he
knows that the spectacle of life for
each person lies only within himself. Such things as birth, marriage,
and death are not common happenings
they
are unequaled
events which highlight the com-

"The best thing for us," said
Johnson "is a continuation of the
The two unacceptable
cold war."
alternatives to coid war ere ho* war
and peaceful co-existence," which
Johnson defined as "the disarmament and resulting weakening of
the West to the advantage of

—

,

existence.

The Greeks used a chorus to
speak general attitudes; Oar Town
has a stage manager. Like Saklnl
in The Teahouse of the August
presented last spring, the
stage manager will bring you into
the play. Unlike Saklnl, he isn't acthe doesn't have to. His lines
ing
are natural and unaffected: they
ring with everyday thoughts. And
they penetrate what we cannot express as when the wedding scene Is

—

The

with;

the

cottage,

go-cart,

the

Sunday-afternoon drives in the
Ford, the first rheumatism, the
grandchildren, the second rheumatism, the deathbed, the read-

Barbara LeGendre. Jeff Huntsman and Dick Thalheimer run
through a rehearsal scene from the Masque and Gown's production
of OUR TOWN.
Photo By Flagg

—

ing of the will,
is poetry not unlike Jacques
great speech in As torn like It.
chorus,
The stage manager
philosopher, and friend
is played
by Dick Thalheimer. Dick was seen
last year in TV Maniac, a one act

This

—
—

and

play,

in

My

Three Angela

in

Feb. I960.

locations.

Director of Dramatics George H.
Quinby has assembled a cast for
Our Town which Includes actresses
from Brunswick High School and
the Brunswick Naval Air Station,
Brunswick Junior
students from
High School, and representatives
from three Bowdoln classes. Rich'61.
ard Thalheimer
will be the Stage
Manager, John Halperln '63. and
Barbara Hora will play Dr. and
Mrs. Glbbs, and James Blake '01.
and Mrs. Judith Shlppee win por-

ice.

Praises

HammarakJoM

Johnson considers one of the most

R. C. Hermes Gives Snow To

Give Lecture

Mayhew Lecture At

On Poetry

In Union

Pickard Theater

8:15 P.M.,

November 16

At

M

offstage

Dr. Charles Huntington

Mr. Hermes has now given up the
advertising field and Is devoting his
hime to nature photography and
lecturing for the National Audubon
Society.

The subject of Mr. Hermes' Illustrated lecture was "The Ranch of

Conducts Research And
Experiment,

On Kent

Is.

This past summer Dr.
Charles
the Purple Flowers." s motion picture filmed by him on a huge cat- Huntington, Assist. Professor of Bitle ranch In Venesueia which fea- ology, continued his biological study
tured many Interesting birds, animals, and reptiles native to that
country.

The

Mayhew

founded

in 1923

lectureship

was

by Mrs. Callsta S.
Mayhew. The Income from the bequest is used each year to provide
lectures on bird life

on

and

its effect

forestry.

Of Keeping

Preparation Job

forces

for world

peace

Constant

Is

As mention- submitted at Commencement to the
ed in the pre- Ooverning Boards for final approval.
vious article of It Is unlikely that many changes
this
two-in- will be made at this time, since
stallment ser- the Visiting Committee has already
Bowdoln 's approved It, at least provisionally.
ies,
Income for the Nevertheless, minor changes can be
fiscal period of and are made before the budget Is
June 30. 1909 officially ratified.
to
June
30,
The above brief sketch might
1960
was not lead one to believe that once the
sufficient
to budget Is approved, all work Is finpay for total ished, which is hardly the case. In
e x p e n d 1- the middle of the fiscal year, for
tures.
How- example, a check is made to see
.

Swift
in
as to

ever, before ex-

how

plaining

mates" used In drawing up the bud-

any

detail,

these

The

actual

construction

the

forecasts

some get are being

how the expendibackground
tures are determined will be both
interesting and valuable.
of the
College budget starts either in late
February or early March. At that
time, the various departments received fund application blanks. Bach

Unofficial

setts Hall

dreads

A

top off this typically uneventDoctor Hanley, Coach MaLawrence M. Boyle 33 will
present and comment on 1900 Olympic films in Smith Auditorium.
Saturday, Alumni Day, there will
be no classes. The administration
follows this policy every year, not
because Alumni Day Is Important,
but rather because the college does
not want the Alumni to know what
Is happening in the class rooms. At
10:00 a.m. the Soccer Team will
take on Colby while at 11:46 the
Alumni Day Luncheon Is &chedul-

the fraternity dinners and

initiations to

take piece later this

The whole Initiation prow*ur» !• actually so dull that many
Freshmen will soon wish that they
could depledge. Besides, who wants

and

fulfilled.

"guessti-

The

results

of this check are remarkably accurate, both relatively and absolutely: overall figures are usually one
per cent or less off from original
plans. Based on annual expenses of

over $2,500,000
just

slightly

00, this amounts to
more than $25,000.00,

Professor

Huntington's

research

Is

—

Mr. Orldley

Thought

Barrows, Christian

—

Porteous,

DKE '46,

Speaks To College

study. "It was this revelation," Mr.
Barrows said, "which enabled her
to dare to deny the validity of ma-

observations and the very
existence of matter."
Through the work of Mrs. Eddy,
a profound and revolutionary thinker, Mr. Barrows f aid in closing, "today the blind receive their sight, the
lame walk—even as they did in Galllee so many years ago."
terial

Young Republicans

lands during the summer to breed Thursday evening, October 27, unin burrows In the ground. Observa- der the sponsorship of the Bowdoln
tion of the bird's behavior Is also Young Republicans Club.
Mr. Porteous, a member of the
made difficult since the bird's only
visit their breeding burrows at night. Class of 1946, is Vice President of
his family's Portland business conThe group spent much time catch- cern, Porteous,
Mitchell, and Braun
ing birds in large nets and banding
Company. He served in the United
them. They caught 1344 Petrels, of
States Navy from 1942 until 1946.
which 23S possessed bands from He
prepared for college
at
St.
previous years. Including 03 other
George's School and at Bowdoln
species of birds, they banded a total
majored in government and was a
of 3349 birds on the Island from
member of Delta Kappa Bpsilon
June fl, to September 7. In July, fraternity. He
was active in hockey,
Professor

Huntington visited New-

certainly a tribute to ex- foundland with a member of the
department estimates how much It pert predictions. Of course, the bud- Canadian Wildlife-Service. They eswill require during the coming year, get is always in the foreground. In a timated the Petrel p-pulatlon in
both with respect to particular pur- sense. It is like the lavish Thanks- Newfoundland to b" a: jroximately
poses and total amount desired. giving Day parades which last for one million. This is more than the
Completed applications are usually one day: the next day, plans begin previously estimated total Atlantic
Like- population. In August, Preston, and
returned by the middle of March for next year's spectacular.
and compiled Into a preliminary wise, the College budget, although Dr. Huntington spent a week at
banded
form. This rough draft of the next taking some three months time for Nova Scotia, where they
compilation,
up
President,
drawn
by
the
approval,
etc.,
budget Is
requires over 700 Petrels.
the Bursar and the Assistant Treas- and receives constant attention.
Dr. Huntington is Director of the
urer.
Scientific Station which the College
3 Sources
In general, expenditure accounts maintains at Kent Island. The isBefore Comsnitlee
The draft is presented to the received income from the three land contains approximately 150
Visiting Committee when It con- main sources listed last week: (1) acres and several buildings. The isvenes at the College. The Commit- "Student Charges, Unrestricted In- land was presented to the College
in 1935 by Mr. John Sterling Rocke(2) "Income for Desigtee is composed of three representa- come, etc."
tives from both the Board of Over- nated Purposes" and (3) "Gifts and feller, of New York City. This valuseers and the Board of Governors, Grants for Current Purposes." Ex- able adjunct to the scientific reas well as several ex officio mem- ceptions are few, but should be not- sources of the College Is the home
bers, including the Bursar (who ed. For Instance, several areas re- of thousands of sea birds, and his
serves as Secretary). The Commit- ceived no income from source (3). especially attractive to students of
tee makes suggestions and recom- All, however, received funds from ornithology. The extensive tides in
mendations in, the light of its opin- source (1)
In varying amount, the Bay of Fundi provide excellent
These revisions are Incorpo- of course.
conditions for the study of Marine
ions.
(Continued en Page 41
rated into the budget, which is then
biology.

which

Scientific

"Bowdoin In The

Civil

War" Topic Of Lecture

with

Boom Hours

Dining

For

Through
Friday Night

open until

im

A.M.

Through
Saturday Night
even until
J^0 A.M.

Paul

A Halloween-night game of Trick-or-Treat takes these Kappa
Sigma pledges to the 85 Federal Street home of the President.
Mrs. James 8. Coles here rewards the apparitions before their departure toward other benefactors.
(Photo by Flagg)

Sunday Morning
opening
9:00

AM

T::;j:::;:::::::;;;;;:;:;:;;;:;:;^;;i^iiiUiii............

Rhodes Candidates
Selected This

Week

Four Bowdoln College seniors have
been selected as Rhodes Scholarship candidates from Maine, Massa-

Nixon, Smith, Coffin Ahead
In

Campus-Wide Straw Vote

The
and New Jersey, it was'
announced in morning chapel Tues- auspices
day by President James S. Coles. N«N
They are Louis 8. Asekoff and Ste- AD
phen E. Hays of Waltham, Mass.. ARU
John S. Moore of Skowhegan. and ATO
chusetts,

Robert B. Barlow,

Jr.,

of Freehold,

N. J.

The

four will appear later In the
year before their state committees
of selection In competition
with
other candidates for the coveted
Rhodes Scholarships.
An English major, Asekoff is
President of the Class of 1981 and
a member of Alpha Rho Upallon
fraternity. He has been a James
Bowdoln Scholar for the past two
years and is a Dean's List student.
He won his numerals last year as
manager of the basketball team.
Hays, who transferred from Yale
to Bowdoln for his sophomore year.
Is also an English major. A member of Delta Sigma fraternity, he
has been very active in dramatics
and with the Glee Club. He is combining his experience with dramatics and music in the writing of
a musical comedy for production
by the Masque and Gown late this
academic year. A James Bowdoin
Scholar and a Dean's List student,
he is also a member of the Student
Council and the Meddlebempsters.
Moore u one of the outstanding
scholars of the Class of 1981. Elected to Phi Beta Kappa last June,
he has been a
James Bowdoln
Scholar and a Dean's List student
throughout his undergraduate years.
A Physics major snd former vice
prefldent of the Independents organization on the campus, he entered Bowdoln under an Alumni
Fund Scholarship. Co-Captain of
the rifle team during his sophomore year, he has won letters for
two seasons in that sport.
A Physics major and a member
of Chi Psl fraternity. Barlow is a

James Bowdoln

Scholar
and a
Dean's List students. He has won
numerals in track and swimming

and

is

secretary of his fraternity.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
MemFrom

imm

ALUMNI WEEKEND

at Colby he did not take advantage
of the opportunity to talk with one
of the few surviving Union soldiers,
author near Watervllle. His suggestion that

the opportunity for among these persons, eight to ten
gaining experience In the interpre- men will be chosen to compete in
tive reading of literature before a the final contest.
public audience. Prises of seventyThe Anal contest takes place on
five dollars are awarded for First Monday. December 5. at 8:16 p.m. in
and Second Places.
the Pickard Theatre in Memorial
The Trials will be held on Tues- Hall. The finalist may use his trial
day, November 8. between 5:00 and material or other material approved
0:00 pm and 7:00 and 8:20 p.m., by the advisor. He may have as
in Room 107 SUls Hall. Interested many coaching sessions as is necespersons will read a 3-4 minute se- sary.
Juniors

imiminM*

ANNOUNCEMENT

107

For half a century The Alexander
Competition has provided lection of their own choice.
Bowdoln freshmen, sophomores, and orisation is net
required.
Frtse

llrtni1IIIIIIIIMIlllll|IIIIIIIIIIM>MI
tt

UNION

Alexander Prize
Nov. 8

After the small matter of a football game with Maine at 1:30 pm.
the President and Mrs. Coles end
the Alumni Council will hold an informal reception at the Moulton
Union from 4:00 to 8:00 pan. Our
prediction Is that they may have
some competition with fraternity
cocktail parties and dinners.
Little will occur Saturday evening.
At 7:30, the annual Polar
Ice Capades are scheduled for the
Arena and from 8:30-12:00 pjn. the
Student Union Committee Is sponsoring a dance in Sargent Gymnasium with A1 Corey and his orchestra. The Meddles will also be present at only $1.50 a couple
All in all an uneventful weekend.
Oh yes. we forgot to mention thst
there may be a few dates here this

weekend!

Pullen, Litt D., '58,
of the best seller. The Twentieth BowdnttV student* might avoid makMaine, lectured to a capacity audi- ing the same mistake feU on deaf
ence in the Smith Auditorium last ears >ince, as usual, there were very
Friday evening on "Bowdoln In the few undergraduates in the audience.
Civil War." His address reflected his We are reminded of Henry Wriston's
reputation as a popular and author- caustic remark last year that "I see
itative historian. He reviewed the there
are
some undergraduates
disproportionate influence on the here."
Civil War of the small college In
Mr. Pullen Is s native of North
Brunswick, from the time of the Amity and
became Interested In the
of
Harriet
Beecher Civil War ard its relation to his
golf, and sailing, and was a mem- publication
ber and eventually President of the Stowe's Uncle Ten's Cabin to the home f tate during a visit to GettysStudent Council. Following his grad- saving of both flanks of the Union burg. His book, published in 1857.
uation In 1948. he Joined Porteous, line at Gettysburg by Bowdoln gen- was chosen by the Civil War Book
erals. Mr. Pullen praised the new
Mitchell, and Braun.
Club, and was presented In conbiography of Oenersl Joshua Law- densed
form by Reader's Digest the
rence Chamberlain. 1842. titled The following year.
Last week's lecture
Soul of the Lion written by Willard was sponsored
by the Pejepscot HisM. Wallace.
torical Society through Its Mary
Trials
Mr. Pullen's most pertinent point J. Varney Fund,
for undergraduates was a sincere
plea for student interest in history.
in
Sills Hall
,*„•„*, >>„ •<•«,•«,, >,,,,««*,»«,,.*(
He regretted that while s student
J.

for sll

ed.
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Given By John PuIIen
John

Gymnasium

holders of tickets already purchas-

&

the Secretary-Generalship of
United Nations.
He praised both Forum, on "Christian Science and
Trygve Lie and Dag Hammarskjold the Scientific Revolution." Mr. Barfor creating a powerful independent
rows' discussion dealt In the main
influence committed to neither the
with the various aspects of ChrisWestern nor Communist bloc in tianity and
science and their recontheir
past
of Secretary-General.
ciliation by Mary Baker Eddy.
Johnson fears that Khrushchev and
Mr. Barrows pointed out the inthe .Communist bloc may deprive
creasing gap today between Christthe Secretary-General of his power.
ianity and scientific thought. "The
He labeled Khrushchev's proposal achievements
of modern-day science
that the U. N. should have a three
have made the doctrines and
man Secretary-Generalship as "ab- may
creeds of the church of our foundsurd."
"Hammarskjold," according
ing fathers untenable." Nevertheto Johnson." is a man who could
les, he continued, the Influence of
not have been elected If it was
known how good he was. Since Christianity on this nation Is widespread. "How much our western
1953, he has been the ablest diplomat at the United Nations." John- culture derives from the teachings
son further praised Hammarskjold of Jesus and Is dependent upon their
observance
Is little realised."
for creating the "UN presence'*
Noting that ours is an age of 'revo"a fluid concept ranging from representation by one man In Leba- lution, Mr. Barrows said that there
non to sixteen thousand troops iq are few principles left which have
the Congo." But Johnson predicted not been shaken. Scientific truth is
that Khrushchev would at least have today relative, constantly changing
part of his way in 1903 when Ham- and evolving. "Yet I ask you to conmarskjold's
successor
elected. sider whether our civilisation could
is
"Unless there Is a significant change, survive if truth In the market place
we have seen the last Europesn and halls of government were to
Secretary General of the United yield and become equally finite and
Nations. The next one will be from relative."
This gap between science
and
an uncommitted part of the world."
Christian thought,
Barrows
Mr.
Admit Red China
-said, has been bridged: in
1878,
In answer to a question posed by Mary Baker Eddy wrote her famous
Charlie Speleotls regarding the ad- text on Christian Science, Science
visability of admitting Red China and Health with Key to the Scriptto the UN. Johnson said. "I think urea. Mrs. Eddy, he explained, reconthe United States Is In a position ciled science and Christianity with
where it is losing ground with rela- a new premise: the allness of Ood.
tion to Its friends and the neutrals or spirit, and the nothingness of
by not recognising the Communist matter.
Chinese government,
When Mrs. Eddy had injured herin order to
get out of a very bad spot, we self, fatally, she at first thought, in
should recognize Red China, prob- a fall, she found
health
again
ably give the Formosa n govern- through a study of the Scriptures
ment's seat on the Security Coun- This revelation enabled her to write
cil to her, and insist that the For- tn order to make her science availmosan government get a seat In the able to anvone for practice and

centered on the Petrel's population growth and behavior. His main
interest is to discover how the Petrel
and other sea birds evolved their
low reproductive potentials, which
is, in the case of the Leach's Petrel,
one egg per year. If this egg Is destroyed. It Is not replaced. Studying
L. Robert Porteous. Jr. of Portthe Petrel's behavior Is an exceedingly difficult task. They are true land. Republican candidate for eleceea birds and live out of sight of tion to the Maine State Senate, deInformal
addrefs
on
land. They only come to coastal is- livered an
Is

Christianity

Scientist, delivered s thought provoking talk last Sunday evening,
the under the auspices of the Interfalth

Bay of Fundi,
Brunswick, Canada. Dr. Huntington has spent each summer since
1965 at the Island, under a grant
from the National Science Foundation, doing research on Leach's Petre), a sea bird. This year he was
accompanied by three Bowdoln students, William Preston VI, Thomas
Scaling '02 and Eric Nielson '63.
The students assisted Professor
Huntington on his Petrel study and General Assembly.
The United
also carried on their own projects. States government should negotiate
The students received undergrad- to this end privately because such
uate research participation grants displomacy is most effective."
from the National Science Foundaat Kent Island, in the

New

ed for Sargent

Barrows Lectures

On

Win

Series

To

ful day.
gee, and

evening.

1«

tion.

Budget Informed

expenditures

Alumni, Students, Dates Eager For

"

too political.
Secondly, the United
States should have three men of
ambassadorial rank representing It
in the United Nations. Finally, the
U. N. should gradually establish a
professional International civil serv-

effective

Behind Dick and the entire proRobert C. Hermes, naturalist,
Dr. Wllbert Snow, distinguished
duction is another stage manager,
Henry Martin. Henry was seen as photographer, lecturer, and artist, poet of the Maine Coast, lecturer,
Jamie In The Cave Dwellers last presented the annual Mayhew Bird and Wesleyan University educator,
Lecture in the Pickard Theater will talk on poetry and give original
fall. He is now backstage in the
readings in the Moulton Union on
complex position of technical chief Monday evening, October 24.
Mr. Hermes has made nature Wednesday, November 10. at 8:15
for the production as it faces the
pjn.
audience. Entrances, action, lines, films and has been official photogBorn on White Head Island at
lights, sound, etc. all must follow rapher of the Royal Ontario Museum's Ungava Crater expedition the entrance of Penobscot Bay, Prohis signals.
Thornton Wilder knew of this and Nova Scotia's International fessor Snow attended schools at
Spruce Head and Thomaston, gradposition and created Thalheimer's Tuna Cup Matches. His still photos
uating from Thomaston High School
a similar control and com- have been published in life. Illuspart
In two and a half years.
He was
ment upon the drama of life. We trated London News, Collier's, and graduated
from Bowdoln in 1907 and
hope that you will come to share National Geographic, and twice he
has
international
won
first
prise
in
Is
the action of your town as It
(Continued
on
was
Page
contests.
In
he
commis1900,
4)
presented In Our Town next Thurs.
sioned by the Creole Petroleum Corand Fri. at 8 15 p.m.
poration to product the first allFor the productions on November color motion picture documentary
10 and 11 a platform will extend
about the wildlife of Venesueia.

the apron over the orchestra pit
across the first three rows of orchestra seats, and part of the audience will be placed on the stage
facing the auditorium. Actors will
make their entrances from seven

Years Anticipated

In

to be in a fraternity anyway?
Those who are free this afternoon
Johnson made three should not riVlurVrt by the fact
specific proposals which would gmdr that two athletic events are schedually promote peace during the per- uled to take place. Freshmen footiod of cold war. First, the United ball vs Maine at 2:00 will be a comNations should come to an effective
agreement governing the use of outer space before that issue becomes

Communism

Mm

summed up

Homecoming

Best

sources at Massachu- plete dud. of course, since there is
have told the Orient that much apathy in the student body
Homecoming Weekend Is not to be regarding football because Bowdoln
considered a major undergraduate is having a winning season. Besides,
weekend. Since this paper always who cares whether the Freshmen
cooperates to the fullest extent with squad has some good material
to
the college authorities, the Orient watch
for
possible
action
next
feels that It Is its duty to point out year?
Cross country fans neednt
the many ways in which Homecom- drive to the golf course to view
ing Is not a big weekend this sea- Babe's harriers run against the trason. We would not want those who ditionally good Vermont squad, since
are less astute to be .fooled by the the excellent running of Mark Youlong list of events over the next mans, Pete Gillls, and others from
It Is only coincidental Bowdoln can only prove to be boral of the United Nations today and. two days.
concluded by advocating a positive that these will occur within such a ing for spectators.
program of action for the safe fu- short space of tune.
Contrary
to the misguided opiof
ture
the United States and the
nions of 90% of the Freshmen Class,
United Nations.
nothing of Importance will happen
Bert Course Is Cold War
to them today- In truth, everyone

M&G

monest

ORIENT

FRIDAY. W6VI

Wilder's "Our

By

mmm

wm

SENIORS
Be

sure to return your registration forms as soon as possible. It
is necessary that we have this lnfonnatloa before planning interview schedules. These who have
not yet picked up your materials
for the interview series, do It now:
8. A. LaoVL Jr.
Director,
enises «*i*i**ii"i»weH*«i««rMiMiiiinnnemiisi

H*S4lMtM»«HMMIMm»***fM*eawat**»HMteM

results of the poll conducted by Jon MacDonald
of the Political forum are as follows:
Nlim Kennedy Ate. Halt* Uralic Ah*. RmS
41
17
43
33
•
7
22
17
28
8
10
7
1
35
1
19
8
Bets
30
29
40
20
IS
8
Chi Psl
54
20
4
37
18
9
Deke
41
10
48
a
1
24
Delta 8lg
37
21
48
10
•
, •
Kappa Sig
34
24
45
10
14
2
6
Psi
30
18
38
13
18
3
Sigma Nu
35
19
42
24
37
2
18
42
20
7
e
55
48
2
Bete
S3
44
5
Ind.
16
8
13
5
7
a

M

under the
Cofln
16
30

10
3

6
7
26
2

30

u

14
25
34

14
16

30

U

TD

Ab>.

16

6

35
36

6
5

31
31
IS

8
3

439

234

11

516

87

81

366

306

112

64.2
Percentage
Total Vote 684

34a

1.6

75.4

13.7

1.0

44.7

36.0

16.4

An almost-complete
Nixon

-,

Kennedy

'

Abs.

NOTE: The

37
47
3

tally of

the Faculty shews:

Smith
Cormier

40
38

Abs.

1

Reed

15

Coffin
Abs.

62

final results of this latter election will

be posted on the

Chapel bulletin board.
»

The "Great Debate" In
U. S. Currency Control
Editor's Note: The following article is reprinted by permission from a
entitled "The Great Debate," and was written for the Committee For Constitution;- 1 Government by Mr. Ira Thomas Ellis, Economist
for the DuPont Company. It ia hoped that this article will stimulate fur
ther thought and analyses Into the reasons both for and against grester
or leaser federal control of monetary poUciea, and to the amount of influence any federal scenes should be allowed to have vnt Individual
consumer authority.

monograph

One development which could well which allows people to buy thine*
they always wanted but never could
more of your attention
these dsys Is not afford before.
and anxiety
For some reason, this normal urge
so much a trend as a debate. And
it's
much of a one-sided affair to better oneself, to want to live
The subject of the controversy, In an attractive house, dress well,
which some newspapers have label- est out once In awhile, take a long
ed the "Great Debate," is the kind vacation, own an automobile, send
all this is
of role government should play in the children to college
the private spending of American now labeled as something practicalreceive

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

consumers. The results of this argu- ly sinful. This money, the critics
ment can profoundly alter U. S. life say, should go to "sadly deficient"
schools, replacepublic resources
as we know it.
ment of sub-standard housing, arms,
One group believes that too much health needs. Americans, they inof the nation's output Is going into sist, can get by with fewer personal
"non-essential" goods and services. possessions
they are living too
To curb this "extravagance," they high on the hog.
propose that taxes should be highMost Americans Live Simply
er, the economy should be more

—

—

and strictly controlled by
the government. They want a "government-oriented" economy.

carefully

Those who want greater governmental control over the economy
claim that Americans are hypnotised by material comfort and are
engaged in a wild spending spree
accumulating anything they can lay
their hands on, egged on by seductive and hypnotic
advertising

What
Is

these critics seem to forget
thst the average U. 8. fsmlly In-

come is fftjQOO a year, not 800.000.
Most Americans live simply and
economically; most purchases they
make are carefully thought out and
budgeted.

But why should anyone have
Justify

the

buying

habits

of

to

the

American people? What right does
anyone have to tell another person
campaigns. I don't see this. What Is what he may or may not buy with
living
Americans
are
true Is that
his hard-earned money, as long as
better than ever, and that Is all to It Is not far sn Illegal purpose? It
the good.
Is cause of our freedom to buy or
to buy, to choose one product
A long depression (1939 to 1939) not
over another, to favor one manufacand a long war (1941 to 1945) de- turer over another, that our ecoprived us of many of the things we nomic system has grown
strong,
wanted and needed. Much of the healthy and abundantly productive.
postwar prosperity was based on Attempts to restrict this freedom.
this pent-up demand. Today those ss these self-appointed
economic
deferred demands hsve largely been censors propose, can do great harm
met and our current prosperity and
buying habits stem from other reaPublic Spending Soared
sons. Among these sre (1) a greatAnother fallacy spread by these
expanded
population
which proponents of economic control Is
ly
means more potential customers for that Amertcs's economic growth has
produces,
snd
the goods America
(3) a rising level of "real" income
(Continued en rage 4)
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In recent weeks some students
have discovered that Oibeon HaJl is
an exceptional place in' w ch *°
REPRawENTED TOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
study or relax. We certainly welbl "*•"» R«PMM»UUIv«
p
..«. 50TH
i. EAST
. .^£°S5ff«. Ji.
1*
STREET
come the use of the building for
NEW YORK, N. Y.
serious purpose by
- - _w«_ .....
ny students
stuoents but
,
i'um.h»d
privU e ha* been abuwd
'

,

^

'

—

.

,

.

.

•vr"™-^

tt ramus ^^.^M«SS?t
Th» .uk-

*

*

Mt analys!
is for the use primarily tor students
enrolled In music classes, and secondly for general listening pleasure
of the student body, but certainly
not for general study of other academic

^

w.s& T"
w

•

freshmen plan "their
For eight years
the Varaity eleven ha. been trying for
ju.t an overall winning
—
O
,
and this season they have already accomplished that
goal.
Now tHe Polar Bears must down only the Black Bear to
take the state title and completely satiety the
school's long-

S^rot**

frustrated athletic desire.

or

da.h to be the

dr~

.

first

to ring the Chapel bells.

,

.

a
thit.
«-sow*w»j

w

..

Jjci

IUUBUII

% ^pe^p.™^*

w.v»yv
^exS

vj

b|iwumm

from th€ mothers of the music de
partment, these rooms on the second floor are to be used only by
studenu enrollsd
music classes

m

for

1

Ustening

a room

purposes,

required tor

to

class work.

Interest

I feel that it to my duty aa co^
want to de .
of using the captaln.of the Bow-iota College Basthe beautifully k «tbaU team to issue an appeal to
the student body particularly to the
Hall can be used by responsible freshman class. I believe that If our
student*, but those responsible for tefun u supported enthusiastically
the care of the building are forced by the college community we can
to take some step* to prevent future enjoy a very successful season. We
have all the earmarks of a good
abuse.

Sincerely,

Frederic Tlllotson

We

u

m

I

'

3

.

'

(4;

crushed underfoot contributing to a

it

an architecturally

is

Thto

to apparently not the work
persons outside the college for

of

%*£%£& £g« ofSfe

Attractive ab.tr.ct landscaping ha, been done on the
South side of the Chapel with shrubbery and flowering plants brarians.
In *"' Commons
completing the design.
(

5 )

rA x
to;

,.
l
in
the
evening,

r

many

i

.

.,

,.

of the building,

being illuminated with spotlights which also

on campu. are

light

the

campu.

^»1L..
waiKS.

^ We

lam P*

Recently

W*

w 'th

iirc

i

•

i

I

Room
the

*.

******

shade cannot be obtained, which
.11

«v,~^,

win

Is

u._

to ** r*Dl*ced ta order to keep the
UBUy of the room u1 -*1 »nd on
one of the fine expensive tables was
found * wnlte rlng caused by plac-

"^

* * ,a,e or botUe thereon that
cannot be removed except by flnlshlng the en0re **>.

clsed

for their domination of

There are

and three
fourteen men. How-

six A. D.'s

as editor for the following year. Of
the four sophomores only two contrlbuted markedly to last
year's
book. Both are Alpha Delta How
s
editors) expected to
choose freely among clamoring talent *v~:j the bias has already been
ca*'
nto fact?
9. ..* letter
then to In the form

£Lhi J?Y
hetghtened

11"
? !ement
stature
accorded

e

i

newly

to fraternity representatives on the Bugle

from the A. D.

^^
on

<*! r
editor
hilttv

- A. R, U. hallmark,

choose next year's
the basis of proven canato

J?

BMalla.

hope that

thto

_»

»_.

Invitation

u_

V...

we,,^ vc.lhave^p^rted

these
students responthese disgraceful actions
way in their own homes?
It to a shame to deface a beautiful
building Ilka Gibson Hall, or It*

to investigate

needs of our library.

In addition,

it

is

hoped

for

Hubbard

-

__
„ Neededr,
wametnlng More
-™' H<F "*** "W*"* °»»
--.

°
.™ m ' few mor• LltUe
2L**more
8 another Br0 *n case here and
r

S
tnere

'

9everftJ

-

Bowdoin

Forum

Uberaltaed Machinery
ill spilC
Tn
spite OI
of the
WIC outcome
OUUXHTie Ol
of tniS
thto
etocUon.

the

work.)
(3)

(4)

An

all

More micro-film reading machines are
night reading room, cut off from the rest

a*

(6)

Aa

area

more manuscripts)

die
is

and

needed.

The Arts
(Across

A

new map room

^

progress

269,

total:

-

-

»

gftrnt Important region, to watoh:
Middta AUantic state*
New York.
I*» J«sey, Pennsylvania
i» lm-.
Portant if only because it conP*r*ai»
tains 93 votes.
However, barring a
landslide one way or the other, the
election may be decided on how the
SouUwm states vote. At present.
eight of 15 Southern states with 97

-

°A

""
"-

%£?
"-Vn,, L ? -_.J V*?™***
_w_^
read abwlt
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-.III
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Day They Robbed The
Bank Of England

-Ov

with

-

votes seem to favor Nixon.
(Note: This is not a prediction
it's just that my tally sheet
added
up thto way.)

Hotel Sedgwick
Bath, Mains)

Kennedy

Stats,

dy's

:

/**
TocX^nt
^rT^H*
B
'%

From The Campus)

3-3921

store manuscript* (as well

(7)

RESULTS: Nixon
2ft.

Thick Jumbo Western Frappes

of the binary, would be very useful to student* and faculty wishing to study later than the 11:30 deadline the library now iro-

poses.

-

Wyoming (ti : Tight race, but
basically Republican state. NIXON.

.

ilJDCRAUA
^•^'^•ig*.

HI

of

profiles

:

ALDO BAY

IT

Bath Road

issue

which may swell KenneCalifornia (32), Hawaii
(3». Maryland (9), Tennessee Ul),
Texas (24), and Washington (»).
(U,
_J^eseta
"
oon
cr
'"'•
Oood
crop*,
op»,
good
^"""7'*
prices
m* ny Swedes WXON States which may swell Nixon's
total: New Jersey (if), New York
lsstasi ppl
(8>:
Kennedy's only (46), Pennsylvania
<32), and Wtochallenge comes from a slate of
CO nsin (12)
uncommitted delegates sponsored
«, , ,
important state to watoh:
by Judge Barnett. KENNEDY
„^J""
California.
:

M

W. Stephen Piper

Friday

Inn

Only question

^

Hall.

New Meadows

(If):

'

B^&Sg^*.*^

our flne

NBE-

in Catholic Baltimore.

Massachusetts

KENNEDY
""* mucn «*»<"«»«
* Iww^nich
Paramount persuaders u
Michigan («»
Walter Reuther
and his anti-Nixon hate sheets
should do it for KENNEDY.

*° 'nfluence defiant Southern comn,on
to 8dopt a d ««Per prtnci P*Ued
cultivation of traditional

Uw

margin
ON.

i

that thi* outline

I

religious

Wto^onsln (11): Effectiv. grass
Q t
Maryland
(8):
Religious
issue T ?« * »Pfie a '- la^e Catholic popuhelps
Nixon overcome Kennedy J?" 00 (ss%) should help KJENNEDY

.

President,
Interfalth

conservatism,

W

1

in

of the Chapel.

basic

:

A

Beyond the basic need for more space to house the increasing number of volumes, the Ad Ho« Committee, faculty,
and student*, have listed other recommendations.
) There
(
i. a definite need for more faculty studies.
If an addition to the
library were> builh no leu than twenty-five such studies would be
required.
(2) Students like privacy, to study in. and for this
reason the six or eight man table* are not popular.
If more
single study tables were obtained, and a place to put them were
located tha number of students using tha library would increase.
(3) The library need, a general typing area, ss well aa
a more respectable place for the micro-film renders. (The dirt
of the cellar ian't exactly the moat pleaaant place to do reneeded.

York. KENNEDY.
North Carolina (14): Catholicism,
Republican upsurge should throw

New

NIXON.

:

:

Jaxx

and the operating procedure, of the library, and °* me condition of our library will serve to point up the error
to evaluate and make recommendations on their findings, ha* m rea,onin 8 that the "panacea" for this problem might be found
reached the conclusion that the mod urgent need of the library '* *° m * ,orl oi re -'«>«*«>"» program. Such escapism from the
at the present time is more space.
They found that there are no real problem at hand is illogical, and the oo,ly thing that can
empty shelve* to receive the daily inflow of new book*; librari- be accomplished by it is the development of an even greater
It i* v therefore, imperative
an* are forced to place books on top of shelve*. "Tight .pots" problem sometime in the future.
wa immediately provide more space and additional facilities
have developed, thus forcing 25,000 volumes to be stacked

search

<3 >

"^^

the posseaaion.

basement

cant

Religion will heto
(35'/.). minority

it

-

groups.
Also, the Democratic organisation has been working much
harder than Rockefeller's Republicans. Rocky would probably Just as
soon sea Nixon lose.
He will in

are

-^

lffli

A

there

M

Sincerely yours,
Steven* W. Hllyard
Robert D. Burnett
EdItors-ln-Chlef

for
act thto

—

the

Nixon

(8):

nke he has

him with Catholics
-

Virginia (W) : Democratic tradiKentucky (If): Went for Herbert tion, lack of enthusiasm for KenneHoover In 1928. NIXON.
dy personally favor Kennedy, hut

'

will

more map*.
listening room for non-musical records,
(8)
such aa Winston Churchill* recorded wax speeches, would be a
of the be»t advantages that a college or university
desirable addition to our library.
(9) An increase of smoking
can offer to it* student* is a comprehensive library. Bowdoin
has long been, justly proud of it* extensive collection of volume.; area* would make studying in the library more enjoyable. ( j 0)
small
elevator
for
books
would
save
much time and muscle.
however, the necessities of the present and near future are rapidThi* list i* by no mean* complete; in fact, it is ju*t intendly catching up with our library
and. in many ways, our lied aa a basic outline to ahow some of the- very real and present
brary is already insufficient for our needs.
is

Connecticut

Prom which party could the Negro
discover a willingness to use thtse
procedures again, when needed?
Which party would act on its dePeter Kemp Scott
Co-Captain of Varsity Basketball termination to promote equality of
opportunity.
Will such a test of
sincerity meet with traditional dilui,v
aosaoMri ((13).
rvNOT.v
Missouri
KENNEDY.
Dear ****•
tlon or frustration?
Thlm form only a s*gment of the Mon*»l,» (4* Th» »tate is norMany have noticed on the CoDare
questions that vitally concern "»!& Dwnooratio. but the religious
Calendar a reception
racmUon scheduled
^hoZioiifnr
for ,
iosue could help Nixon.
Neverthethe Brunswick Area Clerirv soon- the Negro, whether the victor may
loss. KENNEDY.
Democrat or Republican,
sored by the Bowdoin Intorfalth
Forum on Tuesday. October 25 1960
Nebraska (f ) NIXON.
Who Will Do It?
which was listed by mistake. Please'
TOe Negro, in his quest for greate
(
I?^_
?!i*!£SL?dds are three
excuse our error, and I am sorry er equality in the future, must to .two
for KENNEDY.
choose to give his vote of confidence
for it.
New Hamaohlre (4): Branch Ca
May I take this occasion to Invite to one of. two parties whose' es- nadians like Jackie, but the rest of
sentiato
everyone that to Interested to such
promise him much of what
a reception on Wednesday, Novem- he would like to materialise.
ber 9, I960, at 4:30 in the afternoon,
He may note, of course, that much hXfe been stamped upon the politito be held In the Peucinlan Room. of Southern public opinion is flavor- cal hortson by the growth and dedownstairs In Sills Hall. This will ed with an "I'd rather stay at home velopment of more liberal party
EtocUon Day" air. Yet he can- Policy that should Inevitably be
be an opportunity for you to meet
with some of the Bowdoin faculty Bot ^of* tha recent adoption of executed. The sooner, the better!
The unrelenting march of such
and Interested students. At thto time the Republicans by the TunasPicayune, an influential New Or- Promised advances must eventually
we shall have
of Bowdom student* and then: re- leans newspaper.
He may equate bear riper friut in the hands of
thto, for any shred of significance either elected party candidates.
llgious preferences
Eve n *o. the Negro, with his
I hope we shall have the pleasure It may yield, with the failure of
Mr. Kennedy to gam the endorse- courted voting power, cannot be
raent of a newspaper any further contented with only promise*. But
apologies for our error ir xnnounc
south than the Hutchinson Times, he may console himself with a stateinglhe date.
men* from "done With the Wind"
in Hutchinson, Kansas.
nran|.
ouiccreiy,

One

it

kknuttw
Kennedy.

no more Uncolns

Sincerely,

**sure some that it to not an hereditary post. If we are completely confounded by reason of numbers of
capable men when the time comes
to make the decision next spring
it will be happy confusion.

Would

are

such wtodum;

of the
line
if such a hvpottieUcaJ f ron
tier had much actual meaning

tha one of you to support us at least as

-ss manager-

respectively. The
numerical
preponderence of this group to a

ships

sible

The State of the Library

The Ad Hoc Committee, whoae duty

NIXON,

say:

I

t«><•»•

;

W-

shades.

shades was

"* *": »

1

a-

are three

identical

one of

hiffhlv nnilt»)v

These campus renovations and improvements are beinamarl, alter
.fr.r a
. long
I™- period
~..;
j
maae
ol neglect due
to a lack of finances
nppropriated to the Buildings and Ground. Department for this
.•
rnirr,™It L. U««.-.J »k.» »i.
a
r
l
i
purpose.
It i* hoped that the Alumni, appreciative of
the beneficial change*, will *ee that the upkeep of the College
wrll not
suffer in the future, and will be continued in the vein of the good
start that ha* already been made

At

Colorado
lM
*r*am

Louisiana <1W Nixon draws sup- should swing state for
NIXON
Washington (»): a tight race
to P° rt from anti-Catholio upsUters.
no but downstate Negroes and Catho- but Democratic governor Al Rose-'
mor* slave* in this country to be 1^*, <15 an ^'
state's popula- linl's scandals, religious issue
should
4
f
°f
freed frutii
train chains
cnains of
m steei. There
mere ——•'• 2?s sere nu.>.«rou* and uottcr uecide. NIXON.
are only the rusting chains held organtoed.
e»t Virginia (W Primary showby Jim and James Crow, furtive
un«noloyment mske state sure
Main.
(5)' Aa conservative •>« ^«.
spectres whose prevalence dimin- ^^7^' ,\'\,
for KENNEDY.
T yV?^
Bowdoin Itself. „
NIXON.
.
ishes north

There

organizational meeting of the 21st # the support of you, the student body,

*

1

a hunch, but

:

utter

of October, seven men were present/that wtll bring us a winnina
TAa Alpha Delta Phi and Alpha son
Rho Upsilon houses have been critiTherefore I ask each and ever*

-

he addition of many attractive benches along the rapid deterioration of the fine floormost of which are strategically placed.
fcSndTthe° haranSltoirr^nld
he renovation of the Coe Infirmary facade, including to powder,

a much safer two door entrance, so that
balanced and appealing structure.

-

secure and firm.'

battalion."

.

__
I

New Ufa* Is s (4) KBNNBDY
New York (45):' Kennedy must
New York, to win. and it look*

get

:

i"^^
a "naper J^J^T?
At a SSSK^
publicised !*
and 2Ls£S»«J***
inspired leadership along with

A

.

NEDY

the must

crack Democratic combination of
that Cheater Bowles. Abe Ribicoff, eltcthe adventure at Little torate which is almost one-half
took place during a Repubil- Catholic. KENNEDY.

We

The Bowcom Bugle Is a studentrun publication which works on a years.
Km»g«.t ijv •»«£•• of SSSCS and the
efforts of a small group of students. fine coach in Bob Donham. Bob.
an
The problem of the Edltors-ln- ex -Celtic great has the Imagination,
Chief this year to not financial but determination, and drive that is rethat of personnel. At the present quired of a top flight coach. Coach
time wa have a staff of fourteen Donham haTnot only taught us
me,l '5 v « of wh°h> are Photograph- the finer polnta of the game but he
era, Of these men. nve are Juniors, has also Instilled in us the
spirit
four are sophomores, and Ave are of good sportsmanship and
fair

-

•

K^^SS"b?

\3)
pathways

KKN '

,nd
is

He may remember

to interfere with realistic planning
for the future.
may be proud
of the past, and appreciate the pres
ent, but we must make our future

velop into one of the outstanding
players in the Maine
Collegiate
circles. As for myself. I will be the
best center in the state this year
as I have been for the past two

The most grievous complaint, how A. R. U.'s out of
hop* that while the returning Alumni a
ever te the irresponsibility or c
*-»
j
j
thev will not
nnt miss.
m... seeing
»k
ever, we seek to encourage others
tney
the many and
varied improvement* leasnes*. If you wUlTof students usin working their way up. Seemingthat have been made here during the past year.
The most strik ing the rooms who ha v. no busi- ly only in these houses 1A. D. and
ness there. In room 20f the Theo- A.
ing changes are the following.
R. TJ.) where Interest to^tror^
ry Room,
K "1 forr mst
instance,
» nce w
were
«re 'found
ound can the apathy surrounding these
,
,
? ^
i 1 r Tvl Air
'i"Z'
L lL
A°
I
J
of
the old shabby parking area between two cigarette* burnt to ashes on the non-paying, time-consuming jobs be
1 he nJling
n
overcome and new talents recruited,
the Hyde and Appleton dormitory buildings with
a ground red
femovoa ex- Of the total of fourteen men. only
slate walk-way and new grass.
cept by scraping and painting the four were neither
drafted >ior spewindow. In addition there is cirjcally requested to accept a
new red slate sidewalk running from the street en- entire
(2)
poetevidence of minor vandalism. On
trance of Coleman Hall (1957) to the Chapel, along
with curb- several occasions the janitor has
At~the end of this year the editors
found chalk thrown on toe floor and must appoint one of the
stone., and a conveniently aituated U. S. mail-box.
sophomores
•

ball club: Billy Cohen 1* a goodguard, and Tom Prior and Ed Calla-

han are better than average foreRobert K. Beckwith wards. I think that Prior
will de-

fact.

—

This

'

Commons Room. Oibeon

**" -X* S»5<Ji

general

i^!^
way when

Of Alumni

.u~-«

-.,-»

,,.i„

Dear Editor,

especially

appointed

Dear Editor:

pose.

community

•

* UbU*

for Nixon.
Tt»e> Democrats
hold a registration edge of almost
three to two, but Nixon hasn't lost
an election hare yet. This is just

state

i

We c^imy do „<*
p^, worthy arttnts

building,

Hubbard Hall to
campus for that pur-

We have found of late that the
in wel- assignment rooms on the second
fiAAf £on!-&in!&A record
hare
coming all the Aiumni. dates, and parents who havo
come to been regularly used by students
our campue this weekend to watch the Polar
Bear team malt* othw th*n those involved in music
its most promising bid for
the Maine Stole Series football title
" Sua^u'
use the rec•""?*•,"* "«""««»
"
**
.•
.
IQS?
'>/.
Campus
fervor and anticipation is ..
high as game ord players are shoved around Iron,
ticket, are sold by the groas. and fraternity
trytM to flnd av-,:
joins the rest of the college

content* In which most of the col
leg. community taxes nridc

subjects.

the place on

Welcome To Homecoming'r
The Orient

l

:

:

i

A

PTOf

i$h

Cajiforaia (laj

the state has gone Republican since
Lincoln. NIXON.
New Jersey (If) One ot the three
pivotal states for Kennedy.
The
state is normally Republican (9 or
14 Congressmen), but the Democrat
Uo machines are wall oiled. Rail,
gious issue should help Kennedy
among state's Catholics («»>.
Could change in a week, but KEN-

^&

Addressed To The Editor

THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Mr. Bela W. Norton
W. Stephen Piper

££B""

N
Ntux.

Wollstadi

it to NIXON.
Concurrently he may consider the
North Dakota (4): NIXON.
Florida (10): Northern influx, reintegration of the Armed Services
Ohio. (84):
Too many union.
dwing Mr. Truman's administration. Ugion stand to help Nixon; large KENNEDY.
The pre-war delivery of an lmpover- number of old folks, Southern DernOklahoma (8): Religion, foreign
ished America from the welter of ocratlc traditions favor Kennedy policy Issues favor
NIXON.
depression may alto provide aa en- However, most of Florida Is conOregon (fi: Governor Mark Hatimkvomd fer his fu- sarvatlve. NIXON.
field and NIXON.
Pennsylvania (Si): The third key
G
eorgia (U): KBNNBDY.
Woodrow Wilson may have ex
Hawxil (3): On another bunch. 8tate ,or Kennedy. Big city. Capressed a growing principle of the
tholic, coal and steel worker votes
NIXON.
Democratic Party in his statement:
be enough to offset rural
"l*t iu shnw ouriwlvM Asn«fi?flm§
Ma l * (4): Good potato**: NIX- should
i
%epub!icsn '."etc. Recession an Isby showing that we do not want ON.
sue.
KENNEDY.
to go off in separate camps or
uiinoia («7J: Another must state
Rhode Island (4): 63 r Catholic,
ground* by ourselves, but that we for Nixon.
Illinois
traditionally next to Massachusetts. KENNEDY.
do wont to cooperate with all other votes Republican in Presidential
South Carolina (8): Fed up with
classea and all otherjrroup* in a ^fcctions,
NTXON
hut large Cook County libera! platforms
common enterprise which to to re- registration and farm rumblings
South Dakota (4): NIXON
eas® »*» sgjr«s «* the world from threatened
Tennessee (11): Religion will deto offset this: lately it
bondage. That is the meaning of geems u^t a* religious controv'er
cide for NIXON.
democracy."
TesM (24): Texas does not like
sy may offset these and give the
Catholic, ultra-liberal Kennedy. In
state to NIXON.
fact, about half of Texas does not
This to, however, a new era in
even
Indiana
like Veep Lyndon Johnson.
(13):
Jenner, HaUeck
which ail Americans must join in
The lesser of two evils for Texas is
the march to continue progress. It and NIXON.
NIXON.
has been said:
(If): NIXON.
"Let not the worship of the past,
Utah (4): NIXON.
nor the confusion of the present
Vermont (3): NIXON.
Kaaaas (8) NIXON.
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In this 1M0 Presidential Campaign
both parties have nominated what
they deem their most vigorous and
gifted youths to vfc for these laurels
of American leadership. And the
platform of both parties have revealed the growing liberal tendencies
of contemporary America.
In this seaming dilemma the
Negro can recall the Supreme Court
decision in Iff* concerning a Mr.
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which direction

the majority of the Negro vote will
Alabama (11): KENNEDY,
With Nea.ro leaders such aa
Labor and public
Alaska
(3):
Jackie Robinson supporting Vice- power interests behind the DemoPraaldant Richard M. Nixon while crats. KENNEDY,
other such as Representative Adam
Arizona (4»: Ooldwater strongClayton Powell supporting 8anator hold. NIXON
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PACE THREE

State Series To Be Decided Saturday

POLAR
BEARINGS

As Bowdoin

By David WoUatadt

Maine Wins

Trips Bates,

Black Bears Overpower Colby, 28-12;

Bucklin-Mik) Pass,

Wheeler, Chawpeon, Tarazewich Star
•f—-

Eight

—__

r-^

the

and

direction

fine

throwing arm of Manch Wheeler, the
Maine eleven covered 2M yards durlng the first half, completing 6 of
7 pastes for 140 yards and left the
Mules high and dry with a score
of 26-6. The only score of the second half brought the flnal score to
2eV12, although one Maine touchdown was called back on a penalty.
With a good passing show. Wheeler scored ope touchdown and set

up three others. Wayne Champeon,
Wheeler's favorite target, scored
twlce. once on a pass from Wheeler and the other op a 4 yard end
"«»
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sweep, Rice scored the fourth Mft 'fl*

*WIWW m >m WWllll||IMWtM« M |ll>Hm«MtMH ««w»tWMHWM touchdown
while
Kingdon and
Smith each scored for the Mules.
The first Maine score came half
way through the flrst period when
Wheeler threw a short screen pass
to Champeoq who darted 60 yards
IIIK II
IMHWI H Hmmi HHHIH WHUmWUHW
IIIIMIII
•MMtM.IIMMIMMI, M.t. .,.,«, ,M«||M**„»<IM,HtH,t for the tally. The second score with

Gridiron Results
«
«.M«ti*m>im
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m
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Turu M, Amtiem

z

having beaten
Williams
10-8, last week, kept up its undefeated season by downing Amherst
19-3 at Amherst.
The Jumbo's first score came on
a
yard scamper by Duncan MacDonald in the second quarter and
their second came during the final
quarter with ft 60 yard pass interception runback by Bob McLucas.
Amherst's only score was the result of a blocked punt by end John
Tufta,

III

I,

3# seconds left in the first period,
the final few yards. The Jumbo's brought to ,i close a 40>yard series
record now stands at 6-0 while the including a 4th and 4 gamble on
Jeffs

Colby's 34 which resulted

have dropped three.

Tufts

6—12

8

Amherst

2

—

2

yard pass play. Rice
over from 4 yards out
over the right side of
Third Malpe

In

a

IS

took the ball
with a plunge
the line
Score

Williams 14, Union 6
Led by John Whitney, the Wilt«.. »wi~i
ii
..
tally
liams eleven came back from a 6-6
came»hort.
v
tie in the last two minutes of the
McH *' e
nnfhft and Maine's
v%°° r^™
game to score on a S3 yard march rumbled
Densmore reagainst Union bringing the total to
ter a
«2d
^,^, .
14-6 In favor of Williams. Included
In the final Williams' drive were
sn* aked
ba "
fZ.™ fi
Cheska which rolled out of the end three Whitney to Keck Jones pass- oV™7.' from
the two for ^u
the six
xone for the two point touchback. es and a final 14 yard play giving points.
The Jeffs won the game statistic- Williams the advantage.
Soon after the Maine score, Colby's
ally with 19 ftrstdowns to Tuft's ft,
Other game:
Kingdon came back with
but Just couldn't push the ball over
a 36-yard sweep around right end
Wesleyan 18, swarthmore 7

M

m Ti
1
£Z

.

iv^J^.

^JTl

mTa

for Colby's first six points.

But

all

With a 78 yard march to score Its
with
final touchdown with 3. minute, left
in the half. Led by three passes
netting the Wheeler-Rice combinaton 37 yards and a Wheeler-Streeter
15
d
*:^ httmpeon 'Wapt Wt

Welcome Alumni

Bowdoin College moved a
Maine State.
championship by edg-

step closer to the
Series

Under

Good Luck, Polar Bears

IS , JY
^olbv^t.^T^rf
Colby s second and «„„
final

Maine eleven

will be looking for a
championship. On the line, strong
both defensively and offensively,
will be Kinney, 6 ft. 2 inches and
201 pounds, at left end| Streeter,
5 ft. 11 inches and 186 pounds, or
Hanson, 6 ft. and 188 pounds* at
right end; Reidman. 6 ft. and 210
pounds, at left tackle; co-captain
Leadbetter, 6 ft. 2 inches and 238
pounds, at right tackle; Patrick, 5
fL 7 inches and 16% pounds, at left
guard; Hadley, 5 ft. 9 inches and
178 Pounds, alternating with cocaptain MacKinnon, 6 ft. and 188
pounds, at right guard; and Caseldon 6 ft 2 inches and 224 pounds,
at center
In the backfleld, somewhat pla»ued by injuries, will be Wheeler,
• f t and 182 pounds, having trouble
with a knee Injury from the Colby
same, at quarterback; Rice, 5 ft. and
u inches and 187 pounds, at left
halfback; co-captain Champeon, 5
"» 7 inches and ISO pounds, with
Drisko, 5 ft. 8 inches and 15ft pounds,
alternating, at right halfback; and
Curry, 5 ft. 11
inches
and 209
Pounds, at fullback, with Taraae**"**• ft ft. 7 Inches and 177 pounds.
ft ftnd IB * pound••
•»*,
,
!,
S"*^'
used frequently. Lest three weeks
ag0 for
x&aon wltn a broken

ing a fumbling Bates football

team. 6-0, Saturday at G»rceloo Field, Lewiston.

The series title will be decided
this Saturday, when the Polar Bears
meet the University of Maine,

win, one-tie record.
Bowdoin scored early in the second quarter when quarterback Dex

Bucklin hit Jack Milo between two
defenders for a 47-yard touchdown
play. Then they spent the rest of
the game trying to keep their lead
as the Bobcats kept the ball in Bowdoin territory during the entire
second half.
However, Bates fumbles did far
more to keep the Bobcats' from
scoring than did the Polar Bear de-

'

-

-»»**»

also is

B » Widmer
1

still

°ack, right

suffering with

a question

Soccermen Trip Bates

mark

did good Jobs in the guard slot last
week against Bates in Speleotls'
place.

Maine has

several plays which
they particularly like, but tiicy uiui

With
George

en^^
wW
making

gently

the return of co-captain
Glover.
Injured
several

*°mdaln

the

**<>•

*•"* aUer
be^ed^re- camo
the CoU>y Mules

use of his 8
great
!£eed. "wheeler "llk^ to throw and
has used his arm successfully when
neede«- I"""hack traps and off"
Power plays are also popular
and very successful with all three

ame»' ****>"•
f

"*

fme

score

hooters
their 5 -° losB t0

^
t0

uke two awa*
« nd Bates, by

Wednesday

'

and

Although Glover did play, he
sUll a UtUe shaky and cotain Lasrlo Dudas was in no

w»s

fullbacks.

Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters

PLEASANT STREET

v

BRUNSWICK

tination.

Miles accounted for two Maine
points after touchdowns with dicks
while Rice dashed over for a two
pointer.

Although

Khngdon

and

Smith

racked up 80 and 50 yards respectively, the rugged Maine line kept
the Mules to only 153 yards on the
ground. Maine's pass defense also
worked well keeping Colby to 122
yards with
completions of 17 tries.

for
238

Warmth and comfort

with

true

Finely tailored in every detail

Ivy

styling.

Fully lined thru

body and

sleeves.

Hood

is

able.

Has (our

gMctkal

at Whittier Field with a 4-2-1 seaseries record.
"Maine looks real tough," said as-

son and 1-0-1

coach Bob Donham, commenting on Saturday's game The
iars will undoubtedly be up
against their roughest opponent in

remov-

pockets.

pX

™

until

and

Leadbetter,

the

i

«»«„„ SS-

b,„, «„,

minutes

when

in
the second
Bill Barr, doning the

,

ffVSS

Hooke

232*"U Z1.X?*"tL"2.So'S%&
offensive
drives

to scoot through. Score: 16-0
M.C.I, scored it's only TD on a
by their quarter-

for the flrst time series of sweeps

pushed one past the back.
goalie, assisted by Jack
T
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ANNOUNCEMENT

this season,

Rick Copeland

(19)

and Larry

_ „

i/mcio
Uaiers Lose
UUW To
Bates:'
1U ItaiVO,

" im <ina
Vm
lOUlliailS

»*«

DI AA«^

mans and
mlle mark

bmt
"" m

S*6** and amies of Bowdoin. Three
of the Bobcats began to open up.
bringing along Gillies, who was followed at a short distance by You-

^

Boston

,
1

»
Bap „.-,21:37.8

T, netnT1
Boston.

5.
6.

Shea

7.

Belden Ba

3.
4.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

The ORIENT regretfully
to announce the appearance of a
photo caption error on page one
of last week's Issue. Under a picture of Sills Hall, the caption

faience

^

-

Ba
Dunham Ba
Youmans B 22:08
Randall Ba

2.

dSeJS" a.

6
Hodgera, John and Andy McCarthy.
wd
re .?„"?,£
UP *°. *™ aft* r Co-captain for the game, Jim
the two
HadJJ»
°if ^°
and suverberg l *° ^" utef: Bates scored their one doclc made me center of tn ta
and
--- only
after 17>*
" .*_ minutes
the inp
'-,"."'«";"" in
enetrable.
mpenewaoie.
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perlod
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wh
Bn Nye
^ ve ^* ot one Parley, who suffered a slight con_.
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P"*
v
«n.«»ted. cussion
"• bu * M™**. unassisted,
cussion: Dave Andrew, who broke
l
s
*" flnal Polar Bear 8COre hi»
hJs leg
*? tne
,eB: and H » dd «*. *ho tore a
iPi**
J,
wlth
omy* »
onI
i^tZ
min uie left
"""
Jen in
tne mus
the
* minute
™ Tminu^\ff
musccle
ie In his shoulder; will prob-

Shea. Passing
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o u stan
^
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J ln _ aBaln
for
,
or th «
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™
W Hh 8 «v« to
JSEZi m
„ oa7ie .stopped
goalie,
16.

m

ably

Bo _ game
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J

f

the Bobrai-

'

be side lined for the flnal
of the season against the pow-

UnV

MaUle

fre8h "
at 2:0°

'

error.

.

for the Bears,
Frank Nicolai, who

fine

defensive

plays

a head save.
Halfback
also did a fine Job defensive-

Including

Gray

erful

y °L
men Me *' ^i
^
?1 da-L af ternoon
p.m. at Pickett Field.

outstanding

was fullback
made several

B

cited Prof. Ernst C. Hehnreksh
as subscribing to the architectural
views of the lead article, rather
than referring to the nsaa whoae
views were actually being expressed. Prof. William B. Whiteside.
The ORIENT extends its apologies to Prof. Hetanretch for this

-.

j

Also

Silverberg

under the clear skies and in front
of the good attendance turnout.
The Polar Bear eleven will be
looking for its final win of the
season this Saturday morning when
they take on the Colby Mules at
10:00 a.m. at Pickard Fleid. Colby
left the Bears high and dry during
their flrst encounter, but the hooters should be ready to avenge the
loss. The man to watch will be the
Mules' starting right wing and captain, Chase, who scored Ave goals

Parkview Cleaners

ly

B
Gillies B
Craig

Margulies Ba
Schuyler Ba
Wilson Ba
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13.

Eliot

14.
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Thomas Ba
Snow Ba
Rae Ba
Ullian Ba

18.

Kalpagkian

19.
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on Gme&
wnes. By
y*10 ]ead
uy
" *» yard
this "me
time Youmans and Shea were
starting their drive and passed their
teammate in pursuit of the flying
l eader s.
leaders.
Unfortunately, they had
waited * tol
00 lon « and had a
} to
J cut over
the hUly
arable lead
sta * es
me mrA mile
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«
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Bobcats'
a

Bowdoin soccer forwards,

Miller (21)

in action against Colby.
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by three captains, Champeon,

.

MacKinnon,
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returning alumni.
year's victory over traditional rival,
Although the
AltnOUgn
v»,„ o^vy.
score
fc
Bates, no
did
uaw not
lmw show
tne Duutnu
as the
Bobcats registered a
pww mwot,
anytblng spectacular. Maine drove convincing 18-39
anything
ia-39 win at Lewiston
Batch into the ground statistically last Saturday. Larry Boston led a
two weeka ago, but Just couldn't get Bates' sweep of the flrst three places
the ball over. Fumbles were very with a 21:3T.8 clocking. Polar Bear
costly and Bates was able to capi- captain Mark Youmans paced his
taliae twice to even up the score,
team with a fourth place effort.
However, against Colby, the same
The flrst mile of the asphalt road
rugged team was there and proved course found the runners closely
itself by romping to a 28-13 victory bunched
with Boston, Silverberg,
allowing the Mules only ope touch- Randall, and Dunham, of Bates vydown during the flrst half.
lng for the lead with Youmans,
a#~.
"went

^

i^ZZ/^T^^J""^'":

-

the Maine series when they take
The Bowdoin varsity cross counon Maine this Saturday, before the try team was unable to repeat last

,_

'

p^ b^

yards

sistant

.

^

P^g

leading the Maine eleven to
rushing. Wheeler's arm

8,

accounted for 108 yards. By far,
was Colby outplayed gaining only
13 first downs to Maine's 30.
Colby's record now stands at 4-2
for the season, 0-2 for the Maine
series, while Maine steps into the
championship game this Saturday

;

^
™

Champeon Outstanding
Outstanding for the U of M, was
Tarasew.ich with 62 yards for 11
tries and Champeon with 41 yards

Authentic Loden Styling

holding penalty. And In the flrst
period, another Bates
drive
was
stymied by another 15-yard penal-

fy-»

20-12 des-

its

Underdog Freshmen
Topple MCI, 16-6

The Bowdoin team, both offenThe Bowdoin Freshmen football
and defensively,
did ««»
not «*»«
look
nr< "««
team mad: It two straight last Frl- sively
.
f- •*"**
day but upsetting the highly fav-> "~ "f ou.tflt wh ch had previously
roll d
tnree stral 8:ht victories ovored Maine Central Institute team
f
er
Amherst.
Williams, and Colby.
by a score of 16-8.
Although the statistics showed the
Rravrinin
bit* the
tK» game
»«««- as
..
more than 15 minutes the whole
Bowdoin nrt
went into
to
Just JJ, t
,
game because of his previous leg -a two or three touchdown underoflenslve yardage, they were dear
injury. But the team made a fin? dog but showed their strength by
showln « under P er ' e<*
«»- coring two touchdowns in the sec- eeleven latlhi^kin/^H^Pt^'
1
dltion*
"?*
on<* half of the game to insure vie*Z shir™ »n^ ,£<?
Everett Strong .scored the flrst fory. It was the Frosh's third win g^ferafn^v'ed tne
^aU mucrfbe?
g0 al after about Ave minutes of the ^ four games this season, having **+«x epTwhen
umbtal
^
lost to ony the
powerful Worr
perlod wltn a dlrect
at
Polar Bea7 Ital^ ob^ouslv
Academy
eleven
two
weeka
age.
the goal from out of bounds. Dudas,
mtoeed t*e ewvte. rf A^Matae
although plagued with a bleeding
In the first half of the game, guard Charlie SoeleotL
who was
Bowdoin m«„w
muscle, came through with the
moved the
u« acv»«> uw
«cu but
sec- -~-~w.
ball well
uui was
w»
sidelined with a knee iniurv Sne
1
."/' °t/v
ofinra
nriH
acCtotaH Wit Rick
PnnslnnJ linahlo
Tksii
thnniol up
••«
as_
_
ond anal
unable to score.
goal assisted
They showed
by Dinlr Copeland
leotls
la
after 14:30 of the third period. Bab- excellently on defense and kept the starter against Maine
son also scored during the third MCI team from scoring also, as the
There were however some brieht
period with a shot by Navarre un- half ended in a 0-0 deadlock.
spots In Bow'doln's play The pass
assisted after 20 minutes. Christian
On the flrst series of downs in the defense, except for a brief time in
Potholm, scoring for the first tinu> second half, the fired up Bowdoin the flrst quarter,
almost completethls year, brought the Polar Bears' team marched down the field on ly stopped the
Bates aerial game
score to three with the flnal goal some good running by halfbacks Bob During the second half
the Bobafter 1 minute in the fourth period, Hooke and Ted Allen and fullback cats passed only in
emergency
assisted by Paul Constantino.
Bill Farley. From about the 10 yard
Highlight for the partisan Bates
On the defensive end, goalie Steve Hn e Allen tore off his left tackle, crowd, was the running of Paul
c1c Black, and galloped over for
Eller came through with nine saves,
Planchon. Planchon returned Tede six points. Strategically calling dy Gardner punts for 66 and 52 yard
while the Bowdoin eleven pushed 3
for 26 by the Babson goalie, Pol- th e same play, quarterback Dick runs. In each case the last Bowhemus. Outstanding for the Bears Sail gave the ball to Allen again on doln man between him and the
was Constantino playing his usual th« same play for the points after, score, made the tackle,
Later on in the period, Bail hit his
rough and rugged game.
Although Planchon was the
While Dudas remained at home, JJS* * nd Brian Mur Phy v. wl th, a crowd * favorite. B"l Davis proved
the team, led by Glover, still both- £'?*/? J?*!!?; MurP h y hauled it to be the mainstay in the Bates

mt

Saturday.

Davidson on the Mules' 40 and
scampering the remaining 00 yards
bringing the score to

stripe.

Penalties also hindered the Bates
offense. Early In the second quarter

an eight-yard touchdown slash off
right tackle by Bobcat standout Bill
Davis was called back because of a

After Beating Babson

anywhere anytime Chanioeo"s weeks

qSc^

yard

their fourth straight victory, 6-0.

ty.
is still

a8 ta Charlie Speleotla Fortunately,
both Bob Pord and Bill Cunningham

w

fenses. The Garnet fumbled eight
times, losing the ball five times when
they were Inside the Bowdoin 10-

J»«k Mile sprints around right end late in the second quarter as Bates star sophomore center, Howie
Vspdersee (56) closes in for the tackle. Milo scored earlier in the quarter as the Polar Bears eked out

^

anWe w« Maln* >s ***
r itbiu^ Cloutier
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vic-

tor over Colby last weekend, at
Whittier Field. Bowdoin is undefeated in series play, having won twice,
while the. Black Bears have a one-

„t««B«

fa
tally

came early in the fourth period with
Smith taking a la yard pass from

BATES & CUNNINGHAM

Tat Fumbles

Highlight Victory

While the Polar Bears were squeeking by the Bates Bobcats. 6-0, U. of Maine gave Colby its worst beating of the year,
romping to a 28-12 victory.
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(A the thirteen aeootSu
under "Umeiiditurei" In the Financial Reports of tha CoOagt for
the

m

yew ended June

amounted

SO,

1960,

"Instruction."

room Supplies, etc. (over 93S.000.O0>
and Repairs and Improvements and
Undergraduate Research Participation Programs (both more than 917,000.00).

was for

largest outlay

"Administration."
This
Included
the various offices of College officers (by far the largest single factor), catalogues and
publications
and the Placement Bureau. Salaries and wages accounted for almost sixty per cent of total funds
allocated for administration. Other
sources of expense were office supplies, traveling, repairs and Improvements and a host of small Items,
Including
a
rather
surprising
amount of over $1,000.00 for diplo-

mas.

More than

9360,000.00

was spent

for "Special Expenditures."
This
amount was comprised mainly of
"Speclnc Expenditures from Olfts,"
examples of which have been previously mentioned.
The most interesting and pertinent Item, as regards the student, is "Expense of
Activities Financed by Student Activities Pees," which amounted to
almost 916.000.00.
During the last fiscal year, the
College spent more than 9235.000.00
on scholarships and prises. The lat-

—

weU

Department
in excess

With

respect to the former, no Individual component amounted to more
than 939,000.00 and In the case of
the latter, the two largest factors

were

total, respectively.

The above expenditure accounts
are the largest. In terms of funds
allocated.
Other recipients of College Income were the Librarv. the
Art Museum, the Union, the Cafeteria, the College 8tore. the Inflrm-

— an Increase

billion to 99)14 billion
of 396 per cent In the

same

period,

999 per cent.
despite what these

critics

billion

And,

—

up

ary and College Physician and Public Exercises. In most of these areas,
toe, salaries and wages accounted
for principal shares of funds spent.
Including slseable amounts paid to
student workers, as an important
extension of the Student Air Program.
The last Item mentioned. Public
Exercises, is rather diversified and

At Arena, November 5

these years, we managed to raise
the average annua salary of teach-

Donald Jackson, star

whd

the country.

—

*

AH'

twemR. WHEN #e pin* on
fOZ&fX to 6,VP A

LI

m oswaiTf m- rorr

seeking to establish an agency with people may want. Whereas the mon
power to dictate private spending
opollst
the government controller,
Thus It really comes down to a who wants to plan the economy
matter of judgment. Should indi- Is perfectly willing to hare a few
viduals decide for themselves how sellers as long as he controls them
they will spend their Income? Or, or he decides what Is sold. Carried
the
«•»««•«»<«# the
"*" ultimate,
*
"= result
iwui is the
should
some overriding federal to
agency decide what the people really Ru*«»n system with rigid planning
produced and
need, and then institute controls to of what •» to be

—

little

me

concern to

or to the na-

tion's welfare if there were not an
Implied and terrifying threat behind them. The questioners not only
question the buying and spending
habits, but they obviously Intend to
control them.
The evil is not that they are trying to persuade people to give up
Uilflns, which they hsve every right
to do. Instead, the critics are really

MALABY AT THE PIANO

Olym-

Zl .XLm

„™

gomery Wilson,

this year's

show

The public Is cordially Anvited to
attend Professor Snow's lecture.
several group ensemble numbers in
addition to the specialty numbers to
be performed by the stirs of the

show.

The Next Step Is Monopoly
The next step, obviously. Is mon-

LEWIST0N

SIX

We

51

be made by mail

Gown

be open for phone
calls (PArkview 5-3371) from 1:30
until 4:00 p.m. daily until the play
Is presented.

box

office

will

a

Favorite Barbers

— BARBERS — SIX

Co.

Your Drug Center

PARKVIEW DRUG
Maine Street

CO.
Brunswick

PA

5-2288

Adv. Tickets 93.99 Tax Inc.

Kennebec

BUI Davis' Smoke Shop

A

Bobby Selberc Attraction

— Magazines
— Pipes — Tobacco

Newspapers
Cigarettes

Ice Cold

Beverages

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

IGA

HARPSWELL STREET

Fruit Co.

142 Maine

DIAL PA 5-7122

Street

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING

COMPANY

Auburn-Portland, Maine

Granite

Farm

Smith Photo Shop

DAIRY

^^

For All Your
Dairy Product Needs

H.»r

Photo Supplies

YilHurTi!
MKET TOUR FRIENDS AT
Tha Stow* House

Hallmark Greeting Cards

Maine's Finest Historic Inn
M»i« Spar

«

Brunswick, Maine
Dial

PA

Tulata

Contemporary Cards

FEDERAL STREET
BRUNSWICK. MAINE

9-3422

146 Maine

St.,

Brunswick

!

STU'S EXPLAINING
Brunswick

as well as produce
Our long
kinds of

Motrileheat Fuel Oil

Dial

PA

9-3341

it

. .

and other
printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.

TICKETS

POSTERS • STATIONERY
• FRATERNITY FORMS

•

ALUMNI LETTERS

THE RECORD OFFICE
THE FRED WEBSTERS'

Paul K. Njven

Jerry Wilkes

OLD WESCUSTOGO INN
ROUTE 88—THE SHORE ROAD—YARMOUTH
Shore Dinners

—

now being taken for group gatherings
and holiday parties
Weekdays U pm. to 2 p.m. — • p.m. to 9 pm.
Sundays 13 pm. to 5 pm.
Urter f-MM er «-«u

Reservations

The Homewoed Inn oh Casco Bay In Yarmouth new
has several new houses with circulating hot water heat,
tile baths, open fireplaces.
Some with electric kitchens,

HARRY

Of The Orient

H.
'*

SMART,

Inc

"Stu" Smith graduated from Southern Cal
with a powerful yen for excitement. His kind of
excitement Engineering.

—

He got what he bargained for (and a little
more) when he joined Pacific Telephone. One of
Stu's early assignments was to find out how
existing Long Distance networks could be used
to pipeline high speed "conversations" between
computers in distant cities.
fact that he did

a

fine job did

Today, four years after starting his telephone career, Senior Engineer Stuart Smith
heads a staff of people responsible for telegraph
and data transmission engineering in the huge

Our number one aim

rea.

transmission

field

machines

will

As a pioneer

in this new data
Stu predicts data processing

some day do more Long Distance

"talking" than people.

Stu contacted 12 other companies before joining Pacific Telephone. "I don't think there's any
limit to where a man can go in the telephone
business today. Of course, this isn't the place for
for a soft touch. A man gets all the
opportunity he can handle right from the start.
He's limited only by how well and how fast he
can cut it."

a guy looking

// Stu's talking about the kind of opportunity
you're looking for, just visit your Placement Offic*
for literature and additional information.

is

to

have in all

management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
etc

can possibly find."

Service

Ante Body Work
Pleasant Street

not go

unnoticed.

Los Angeles

Friendly Ford Dealers

CesAfJaje

built-in ovens, dishwashers and disposals.
All are completely equipped and are furnished with antiques. These
will be available during the winter months for short or

long term occupancy.
For further information pleas*
can Mr. Webster, VI 6-5971

SOME DAY "OUTTALK" PEOPLE

The

Printers

— Charcoal Broiled Steak

SPECIAL DAILY MENU
Luncheons' from $1.25
Dinners from $2.00

WILL

experience in producing the following

a

18 Spring Street

HOW MACHINES

Let us help you plan your printing

CoaJ^t Lumber Co.

Brunswick

may

to

DRINK

The Eastern Central New Hampshire Area

them

the Masque and
until November 6th, when the

Make Parkview Drug

LIVERNOIS

est

for various plays, several of
tryouts of new scripts.
Reservations for Our Town

ARMORY

SHOP AT

giving individual groups or
control of certain markets
to reduce competition and decrease
the freedom of choice.
find that

lated

<6*6*«P<6*«***#'«P^*P^*9^*P*<#^*«P#*«#S**#'*'i*p.

— Fruit and Vegetables

sellers

country and in every foreign
(it has been more widely transand produced than any other
American play) where plays are
shown, proves how well the author
knew and how effectively he presented the true facte of life, Irrespective of time or place."
The Masque and down produced
arena-style performances from 1941
until the opening of the Plckard
Theater in 1955, using the lounge
of the Moulton Union, the Longfellow School gymnasium, the Bowdoin gymnasium and cage, and the
terrace of the Walker Art Museum
this

land

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Bowdoin

Best in Choice Table-Rite Steer Beef

Groceries

economic and psychological tensions
of modern life. Its success, both In

Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday Nights

DIAL PA S-5S91

1)

KING'S BARBER SHOP

will

include a cast of 25 performers, with

S,
^h

opoly,

competition does produce the greatgood for the greatest number in
that it does stimulate individuals
with Jdeas and capital to produce
goods and services they think the

year's Polar Ice Capades.
Backing up this outstanding array
of talented young skaters will be

—

make sure that only those "ap- there/ore very little interest In proproved" Items can be purchased? duclng consumer goods that are new
Carried to its logical conclusion, the cor different. And, Incidentally, there
economic censors would obviously Is little opportunity to stimulate, by
have to set up a vast bureaucracy consumer purchasing or refusal to
purchase, the direction in which the
to control our economic life.
development shall proceed.
Thus, for example, this agency
The strength and abundance,
could say that we need, only five
characteristic of the U. S. today,
million American automobiles income mainly from the P
present ecostead of the perhaps six million that
.„
"X"
**?
will be sold this year. And, they
?,Z£ - con
™n..?L7
£.
citlMn
»" «' u
the
ultimate
»»
could decide that we need only one

.

Lounge

figure skater

took third place in the

Constance Brewster, Jerry
Lane,
Helen Dane, Frank Mucklan, Christie Allan, and Paul and Elizabeth
Oeorge, all outstanding members of
the Skating Club of Boston.
Produced and directed by Mont-

TTLr 'OtiC*'.*

and transfer the expenditures to the
A Terrifying Threat
'
public schools.
Yet, these questions would be of

Room
Eagle's Neat

.

model in each automobile, one Ford, authority. Changing that can lead
one Chevrolet, one Plymouth, one only to disaster.
Bulck, etc., and that we don't need _^__^__^^__^^^_____
convertibles at all. Then what would
happen to the person who wants a
A. Paquette
different model, or even to the one
who wants a convertible? We are
Fine Shoe Repairing by
substituting central authority's opinModern Methods
ion or judgment for the individual.
Or they might decide that we need
1 Union St., Brunswick
only one brand of gasoline In each
state or each community. Going furmoves? Why move to a better, larger ther, the central authority might
house in a nicer neighborhood, if decide it is uneconomical to have
your present house still keeps the both public and private schools and
rain off your head?
decide to close the private schools
For the

Dining
MUNSWiCK, MAIM

(Continued tram Page

1)

attended graduate school at Colum- dards of simple living which our
Thornton Wilder
bia University, where he waa award- fathers taught,
expects his auditors to join him In
ed a master of arts degree.
Since 1910 he has taught at New a universal illumination of life.
"The original production of Oar
York University, Bowdoin, Williams,
the University of Utah, Heed Col- Town, at a time when sociological
lege, Indiana University, and Wes- and political drama was occupying
most of our theatres, was a challey an.
During his varied career he has lenge to writers who see only the

and second place In the World
Championships last winter, will be
featured attraction at the Bowdoin
College Arena on Saturday evening,
November 5, as Bowdoin and the also been a reindeer agent in Alaska,
Skating Club of Boston present the the author of seven books of poetry
I960 Polar Ice Capedes.
concerned with life on the Maine
Jackson, who was a favorite of coast, Lieutenant Governor of the
last year's audiences with his skill State of Connecticut, a John Kay
and precision, will headline a group Whitney visiting professor in a
which features several other champ- southern negro college, a lecturer
on American life and culture for
ions In their own right.
Again this year, sisters Maribel the U. S. Department of State In
Owen, Eastern Senior Champion, 20 countries of Europe. Asia, and
and Laurence Owen, third National the Near East, and winner of the
Senior and former Eastern Senior Exposition Press National Poetry
Champion, will appear, along with Prize In 1957.
National Junior Champion Bradley
His Maine Coast poems have
Lord and New England Senior drawn high praise from many disChampion of 1958. Lorraine Hanlon. tinguished newspapers and magaDudley Richards, a member of zine critics as well as from other
the World Team last winter along creative writers like Robert Frost.
with the Owens and Lord, will be William Rose Benet, and Booth
another featured performer In this Tarkington.
pics

Is our high level of personal expenditure affecting our defense position? I'm sure I don't know. But
I'm also sure that the economic censors dont know either. The men In

—

I960

Include Donald Jackson

charge of our defense establishments
are thoroughly skilled In our national needs and capabilities. They
are the experts and I feel we must
leave such judgments to them. But
this I do know. This country and
its cltlaens have never stinted In
Interesting, even though its total adequate defense and they never
expenditures of 923,367.92 are hard- will. If greater appropriations are
ly calculated to upset the Interna- needed. I'm sure they'll be forthtional balance of payments. Com- coming.
We are told that "much" of our
mencement Exercises, as might be
expected, cost more than any other housing is sub-standard. This arguand dispel ment Ignores the great achievement
Lectures
program.
speakers, concerts, and Chapel mu- in residential construction which
sic and exercises accounted for al- has taken place since the end of
most ss large a share. Even James the war. In the last 10 years nearly
over 15 million new dwelling unite have
Bowdoin Day had expenses
9500.00.
The most suspect expendi- been built in the United States and
ture (perhaps only in the eyes of a the construction rate Is running at
few bewildered members of the about 1300,000 new dwelling units a

THE HOTEL EAGLE

DICK

(Continued frees Page
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OUR TOWN

WILBERT SNOW

Skating Club Of Boston

ers from 91460 to 96000. There is
government purchases of goods and no question that we will continue
services rose from $14 billion to $97 to meet the educational needs of

Colonial

G3^

we are neglecting, to education,
for example, state and local govsay

—
—

and intercollegiate
amounts being expended one-third and one-fifth of the
salaries

athletics, the

MAN ON CAMPUS

LITTLE

ernments are spending at the rate
of 919 billion a year, compared
with 92 J billion in 1940. And, in

—

funds

received

of 9230,000.00.

1)

They make

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER

of this increase In gov-

Class of 1964) was $988 61 spent for year, instead of retreating, we are
the Freshman Orientation Program. rapidly improving our housing stock.
It is interesting (and enviable) There is a housing problem in the
to note that College expenditures slum sections of some of our cities.
for taxes are virtually nil. This Is Most of this property Is privately
because Bowdoin Is an educational owned and what we need is individiitsUtulioft and, as such, Is not sub- ual effort to improve this situation
Even the houses of Practically all the housing gains of
ject to taxes.
the President and the Dean are tax the last 30 years have been financed
exempt. Inasmuch as they are main- and built by private enterprise. Govtained and used as official parts of ernment's contribution
has been
Only College-owned very email except in the area of
the College.
buildings not used directly by the mortgage Insurance. Why should It
College are taxable, and there are now enter the Held of residential
not many of this kind of build- construction?
ing.
A good example Is the struc- In practically every area of Ameriture at 89 Federal Street, which is can life
private and public
the
rented out to students (one of wham U. S. has made great strides in
is
the Business Manager of this strengthening the nation and in enoldest continually published college riching the lives of its people. To
belittle these gains
weekly).
unsurpassed
is to dlsto: t
Total expenditures for the recent- anywhere In history
ly concluded fiscal period came to the truth. Of course we could do
$2,580,862.84, an Increase of almost more In all fields. There is hardly
$50,000.00 over the previous year. anything in the world that can't
College Income also Increased by be Improved or expanded. But this
approximately the same amount. is not what our economic censors
The deficit Incurred, $20,977.33, was want. They insist upon a drastic
withdrawn from one of the many curtailment of our private expendiFunds .whose Income may be used tures, especially In the so-called luxas the College desires, the Charles ury items, for the benefit of government-directed spending.
Potter Kllng Fund.
Their entire argument is based on
utility. If an article serves a "useful" purpose, it gets their approval.
If It doesn't, out it goes. Why get a
new car If your 10-year-old one still

ter Item, while being important, accounted for only about one per
cent of the total. In addition, both
"Grounds and Buildings
Unallocated" and the Physical Educa-

tion

much

ernment spending went exactly for
those public expenditures which they

it appear that the pub
he side has been ignored. This is
the
not true. Between I960 and 1999.
It
consumer spending rose from 973

to approximately thirty
per cent of the total of *MM,MM4.
Salaries and wage* paid to the Faculty accounted for over two-third*
of th* funds spent on Instruction.
Other major components were Staff
Benefit Programs (over WtfUOOM),
Janitors' Wages and Supplies (over
925,000.00), Laboratory and. Class-

The next

say,

THE GREAT DEBATE
(CisjIIs

largest

'

Fbsdssick R. KArru., Prtiidtnt
American Telephone A Telegraph Co.

®
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Passage' Reviewed

By Phillip Booth

Bowdoin Sweeps 1960 Maine

Bowdoin

State Football Series Title

Reviewed by Phillip

After

j

The tame magazine that recently
announced the Vachel Lindsay Prtae

Bob

U a review by PhilBooth of Professor Coxe's poem,
which the Orient Is reporting here
lip

Alumnl-Varsity-Freshman
swimming meet at Curtis Pool Fri-

A

proline writer of poetry and an
dramatist, Professor
is also the author of The Boa
Paring and Other Poena, The Sec-

Coxe

'

.-

ond Man and Other Poems, The
WIMeraeaa And Other Poena, and
poems In such publications as Poet-

-^ J*

f

t

14.-

'

day evening. November 4.
Coach Miller, whose present
ness dates back to last summer,

p^- 7

Partisan Review,
Hudson Review,
Purioao, and the
also wrote BUly
•odd, a play, in collaboration with

Review,
Newanre Review,
Western Review,
New Porker. He

Married to the former Edith Wlnsor of Weston, Mass., and the father of four children, Professor Coxe
Is a member of the Modern Language Association, the American Association of University Professors.
and the Dramatics Guild of The
Author's League of America.

*J#PV-' -»»*"* slP* ',J»*^imfjP

A*

tU

I960

dinary book: the text Is handwritthe Illustrations are as primi-

BOWDOIN FOOTBALL TEAM
Story on Page 3

ten,
tive

as a Rorshach blot, and the
poem runs to over three thousand

v's take some decipherhis lettering continually
tot;
points to the thick Ink of his drawings, which complement the poem
with a painful immediacy of their

j

Coles Elected

Member,

but

Library Resources, inc.

At Country's

Dr. James S. Genes, President of
Bowdoin College, has been elected
In a recent interview, Takamichi
own.
as a member and director of the
Nlnomlya, visiting professor from
"Like the Salem seamen of Louis Council on Library Resources, Inc., Japan, discussed the major politicCole's poem, who signed on for a and attended his first meeting as a al trends in his country, including
Whaling voyage and found them- member in New York City last the present status of Democracy and
selves working a slave ship on "the Thursday.
Communism.
Dr. Coles was appointed to the
middle passage West'ard to HaAfter the major revolution In
vana," many readers will find them- position to nil the vacancy creat- 1368, the idea of Democracy was inselves at sea in the first expositlonal
complexities of The Middle Passa g e,
and may be tempted to mutiny in
the pentameter doldrums of some
first flat lines. But the poem slats
less once Coxe gets It underway,
and then the complexity of its narrative structure comes clear as a
strategy which demandlngly involves
his
own
the reader In examing
conscience. A critic whose conscience
responds to nothing deeper than
levels of Irony and verbal texture
may, easily enough, find pages where

ed by the recent resignation of Dr.

stilled.

However,

concept

the

of

,

Foundation.

development, must

future

prepare
Since his appointment as Presi- Itself gradually. Communistic eledent of Bowdoin In 1953, Dr. Coles ment* have been present for nearly
has taken an active interest in the half a century. The movement did
library
facilities
at
Improvement of
not acquire much impetus until
the College and has been instru- around 1948; this date also markmental in effecting several needed ing* the
peak
of
communistic
improvements.
In the past eight strength in Japan. In 1948, a soyears, Hubbard Hall, In which is cialistic premier was elected, and
housed the Bowdoin library, has the Socialistic party won approxibeen re-lighted, new study tables mately one fourth of the seats in
The Middle Paaaage falters as have been Installed In the stacks, the Senate, and the same number
poetry, but such a Pavlovian re- storage space for 35,000 books has in the House of Representatives.
sponse neglects the simple fact that been made available beneath the
Shortly after this election, a raLouis Coxe has succeeded In writ- college chapel, new faculty studies ther wide-spread suspicion began to
ing a major poem
a poem which have been Installed, and a new and develop relative to the socialists,
nobody who didn't risk minor fail- modern charging desk has been se- and General MacArthur banned the
ures could write. In the long poems cured.
major communistic newspaper "The
which title two of his three previRed Flag." From this point onFostered Study
ous books, The Sea Paring and The
ward, we can trace a general deUdorn a, Coxe has doubly preDr. Coles was also Instrumental cline of communistic sentiment in
pared himself for his present dem- in negotiations which resulted In 8 Japan. However It would be erroonstration that
poems $5,000 grant for the study of li- neous to assume that the Marxist
sea-going
don't often get written by cutting brary resources In the State of doctrines have failed to Influence
one's sail to the New Critics' cloth; Maine which is being administered Japanese thought.
The party has
the evidence of The Middle Passage by Bowdoin for the Council on Li- very definite attractions, particularproves that he has earned his Mas- brary Resources this year.
ly to the lower classes of laborers
to handle poems of
ter's Papers
In recognition of his active in- and agrarian workers. The commuany philosophical tonnage, shipped terest in the problems of libraries at nists have promised release to these
from whatever New England Port. a time when the very volume of down-trodden groups from
the
The Middle Paaaage is. plain printed materials threatens to turn wealthier classes. However they have
and simple, a New England Heart libraries Into bottlenecks of infor- never been able to do anything significant
to
relieve
the
difficult
poof Darkness: the documentary nar- mation. President Coles was asked
Kurtz named to address the American Library sition of the lower classes of Japan.
rative of a young
Apart from the fact that the
Canot who ships from puritan Sa- Association In Montreal last June.
Upon that occasion he appealed to farmers have no means of organlem to slave at his own self-deising themselves, the typical Japastruction, and of the Marlow-llke libra rtans-fMansldcr modernization
nese
Character can serve to a large
narrator who compassionately ac- of UudMHKriques to bring about
knowledges Canot as his own sec- more efficient dissemination of re- extent as an explanation for the
failure of the Communists to gathret sharer. Canot, "moral as a coin," search and informational materials.

—

W

—

—

knows ships as nothing but "money
under way": the narrator's slaving
has been "white and cheap" by
comparison, but he too has traded
restraint and rum for the pleasures
and profits of the Gold Coast, and
Coke speaks for him in his admission that we "New Englanders dont

damn/The

easy way.

We make

our
minds up to it/ And take the deep
six openeyed. with
lead/
We've
moulded to the heart to keep us
down."
"If Coxe's narrative strategy openly Invites comparison to Conrad, his
sense of the sea demands It. Such
salt talk of the gear and tackle and
trim of seamen may seem foreign to
most Inland readers, but It Is ample
good proof of Captain Alan Villler's

contention that no lubberly writers
can substitute for those few poets
who (Like Coxe) have gone to sea
"In the service of ships,
not
editors," By way of his own experi.

(

Continued en Page
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.
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"The modern banker is now turnto computing machines with
.," he
magnetic memory systems
said.
"Perhaps the librarian of the
.

.

Union Announces

Saturday Flicks

Area's United Fund
P, C.

For Local Labors
Professor Philip C. Beam was presented an achievement certificate

by Brunswick Area United
President Richard A. Morrell

Pund
In

ap-

preciation of the recent donation by

Bowdoin employees, of which Prof.

Beam

Is

Pund chairBeam, who was assisted

the United

man. Prof.
by twenty -one workers
solicitation

said

"A

in the college
year ago 136

people on the college payroll contributed $l.82». This year so far 303
persons have donated $3,837. This is
an excellent record In every way.
The sum pledged is more than 100%
better than last year, and Individual
contributions reached an average
of 819 per person. This record Is exclusive of any donation from the

Campus Chest which

will

come

la-

ter In the year."

Last year the student sponsored
8800 to the
Brunswick Area United Pund. This
was J0% of the money raised by
the Campus Chest Committee. A
similar donation will be made this
year by the Committee

Campus Chest donated

small, but extremely radical student
It was suggested that the
group.
students involved in the riot were

gram

this year designed to assist
undergraduates In obtaining
summer employment through these
probably more anxious to take part placement representatives.
In something exciting, thus dlstin
Also this year for the first time,
guishlng themselves from their fel- the Council has established an
low students, than to demonstrate Alumni - Undergraduate
Liaison
any particularly strong anti-Amer- Committee. Your own Student Counican sentiment.
cil has named a similar commit>
tee composed of Steve Silverman,

the

Fuller, Steve Piper, and Ted
Curtis.
The purpose of our Com-

iFran

Museum
Works By

Exhibits

A rm
IVOCKWeil
&D
/w11

artiste are being fea-

tured at the College Museum of
Fine Arts from November 4 to December 10. They are George Curtis, of Owls Head, who is showing
sculptures
and watercolors, and
Fred Rockwell of East Boothbay, a

sculptor.
In his

worts
native
Curtis'

sculpture

George Curtis
with metal.
A

principally
of Ipswich,

watercolors

Massachusetts,
depict underHe is a self

water Impressions.
taught artist, and he began working
seriously in 1955.
Since that time
he has shown at Knoedler's Galleries in New York, at Dallas. Texas,
at Portland, Wlscasset, Bar Harbor,
and Colby College.
Also at the
Ogunquit Museum of Art. and with
the Society of Fine Arts in Wilmington, Delaware.
This summer
he showed at the Brunswick Art
Center, in a group show
Fred Rockwell was born in Brook-

Chi Psi Wins

—

—

—

Garland Speaks

m
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Place Display Cup
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—
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—

—
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Prof. Storer Speaks

On Smeterlin Presents

Blanket Tax Allocations

To Student
"Following the

Council

Program Of Piano
Music At Pickard

November

evening.

14.

—

—

—

„««„„•

Elder Ward began the meeting
with a history of the Mormon movement
Its beginnings In upper
New York State under Joseph E.
Smith, its persecutions, and removal to Utah, where under the leader-

—

Brieham Young

ship of

it

establl

ti-

Mr. Smeterlin played Beethoven's ed Salt Lake Citv as its center.
Major Sonata, Opus 79; Brahms' Elder Cannon outlined the articles

Theme

Variations on a

of Paganini,
Sonata, Opus 35;

of

belief

and mentioned the areas

where Mormon belief differs from
Cut.hollc or Prote«tent beliefs
perhaps meat notably In the strong
placed
on education and
youth work, and the acceptance of
Joseph Smith as s prophet of Ood.
Opus 32.
Sneaker Prom Quaker Church
Mr. Smeterlin played a Mo?art
Levlnus Painter, s leader in th*
Concerto in public at the age of
seven, after only one year of piano Society of Friends, will be the guest

Opus

35; Chopin's
Chopin's Mazurkas Numbers 23 and
Chopin's Valse Brilliante. Opus
18; and Chopin's Andante Spianato et Grande PolonnaLse Brilliante,

—

25;

Owing to parental opposition to a musical career, he was
sent to Vienna University as a law
student, but he secretly obtained a
scholarship to Oodowsky's Masterclass, where he won the First State
Prize and was sent to London.
Paris, and Berlin to give demonstralessons.

tion

recitals.

He

served as a Polish Cavalry ofthe First World War. then
his debut as a concert pianist

ficer In

made

in 1920 in Warsaw, Vienna. Paris,
gnd Berlin, followed bv enormous
special committee to
Investigate
acclaim in Holland. Scandinavia,
these and other Blanket Tax quesSpain,
and England. He first visittion.1
including the idea of grantthe United States In 1932 and
ing direct appropriations to cer- ed
later toured in Latin America, Austain activities,
tralia,
New Zealand. Indonesia.
,

stress

BIF

of the

for a discussion of the
faith next Sunday. Novem-

Quaker

ber 20. at 7:00
B of the Union.

pm.

in

On Monday, November

Conference

Samuel

28,

N. 811e Will visit Bowdoin. sneaking
in chapel in

ing with

Mr. She

the morning and meet-

BIF

the
is

in the

evenirg.

the Congregational re-

presentative on the regional staff of
the Student Christian Movement in

New England.
Students are Invited to any and
all

of these tension*.

M & G Tryouts For

Reports from the Dean included Hong Kong, and Singapore.
mention of a non-stop bus to BosMr Smeterlin has played with all
ton next Wednesday If enough stu- the major orchestras In the world.
dents are interested. Interested stu- He has had works dedicated to him
dents should sign up at the Dean's by many composers 'of our era, and
office.
he played first performances of
Professor George H. Quinby, Diworks by Ravel. Dukax, Srvmanowsrector of Dramatics has announced
kl,
Tcherenrine and others.
He now makes his home in Eng- the schedule for tryouts for the proposed
performances of
Eugene
land.

Touch Of The Poet'
Were Held Nov. 16

Artist Maurice

Day

Mr. and

Mr.s.

Alexander Finalists

Maurice Day of Da-

marlscotta. Maine were the guests
of the Student Union Committee at
dinner lost week. Mr. Day, a painter, is at prevent displaying some of
his works In the Moulton Union
cafeteria.
These paintings,
all
Twenty-six Bowdoin students parwater-colors, depict natural scenes
around the state of Maine, particu- ticipated Tuesday, November 8, In
the preliminaries of the Alexander
larly the Mount Katahdin area and
Prize Speaking Competition. As far
the Pqkiacjuid-Brlstol area ol the
is known, this is the largest numcoast.
The Student. Union Com- as
ber ever to have competed In this
mittee sponors the Union displays.
contest.
The nine persons selected
Mr. Day. a native of this state, to compete in the finals ol the congraduated from Lincoln Academy, test on December 5. were: P. E.
Damariscotta, and the Museum of Aguilera i'64), L. D. Condylis ('64),
Fine Arts School, Boston. He has V. C. Gideon r'64t. W. W. Lannon
done much work in Hollywood for
'63 1. J. E. MacMichael C8J). J. S.
M.O.M. and Walt Disney studios. Osterwels C64t. J. D. Potter C63i,
One of the more famous productions D. C. Walker CMt, and J. D. Woods

Chosen; Will Speak
In Pickard, Dec. 5

i

in

which

Disney's

he did much work was

BAMBI

("64).

Other participants

Mr. Day Is now 'in Maine. His
main desire Is to make a complete
record in water-colors of the Northern Maine, especially the.Mt. Katahdin area.

Chapman, W. R.
tis.

P.

Jr..

H.

Huntsman, M.

R

were;

O.

Christie. T. S.

Hansen.

W.

CurJ.

P.

A. Kalpakglan, J.

M.

Ill,

Lang,
D. Mack, D. M. Nelson.
J. O. Rice. R. O. Sawyer. L. J.
Schoenwald, J. C. Stock, P. L. Swan,
P. D. Walta, T. L. Week, and J. H.
Wei wood.
The finals of the contest will take

Present also at the dinner were
Mr. and Mrs. r»novan Lancaster.
Prof, and Mrs. Philip Beam, James
Cunningham. Richard Merrill, Peter
Deeks. John
Potter,
and Fred place on Monday. December 5, at
8:15 p.m.. In the Pickard Theater In
Brown.

Memorial Hall.

NOTICE
The ORIENT
the

-61

staff

picture for

BUGLE

win be photoIn the Moulton Union

graphed
Lounge, this Sunday (Na
26) at 8*9 pea. Cout, tie.
white shirt ant reg ulred
a,,,,,,,,.

A Touch

O'Neill's

which

Guest At Union

Is

—

—

Christ, Latter-Day Saints. The Elders, students at the Universities of
Idaho and Utah, respectively, and

lined their beliefs.

readJan Smeterlin. world-famed coning of the minutes by Secretary Mason Prstt. President George Del cert pianist, presented a program of
piano music In the Pickard TheaPrete introduced. £col. James A.
ter- in Memorial Han on Monday
Storer, representing the
Blanket
roll call and'

G

Wed-

currently on a two-year preaching
mission for their church, answered
questions on their fslth and out-

—

—

Forum

Interfalth

nesday the group sponsored a reception for the Brunswick Area clergy
with faculty and students invited.
"Mormonism" was the topic of Sundsy's discussion session, at which
time eleven students met with Elders Lyman D. Ward and Keith A.
Cannon of the Church of Jesus

Robert Miller

mittee is "to confer with Student Tax Committee, to last Monday's
Council representatives on under- meeting of the Student Council.
graduate problems and thinking;
Prof. Storer's first comment was
to confer with fraternity officers rethat, in general, the faculty favored
gardlng the fraternity life at Bowgreater participation In the Blanket
doln and the relationships between Tax Committee.
He pointed out that
the fraternities and the College; to
all activities, In order to receive
confer with the President and the
Blanket Tax funds, must be apDean regarding undergraduate prob- proved by the Council. He saw no
lems and thinking; to develop
real reason why Ivy Dance expenses
among the undergraduates an should not come within the scope of
awareness of their future privileges Blanket
Tax funds. He went on
and responsibilities as alumni; and to question payment of intrafraterto report to the Alumni Council regnlty referees by the Blanket Tax
ularly on its findings and recomthrough the White Key, and not by
mendations regarding the forego- the Athletic
Department. Similaring." Your committee and our comly he questioned the Blanket Tax's
mittee have already met. We hope assumption
of
cheerleader's
exthat, as a result of their Joint acpenses. By next year, he pointed
tions, we Will better understand each
out, receipts of the current year
other, incidentally, If you have any
will be all that is available to run
gripes with respect to Alumni acthe budget, as the year-to-year baltions or feel that we can help you
ance Is decreasing.
In any way, simply take it up with
Dave Ballard, Jerry Colettl, and
your own Student CouncM Committee, and that committee and our Steve Piper wexe appointed to a

—

—

The Bowdoin

has Just completed a busy week of
plans

activity, and has announced
for future activities.
Last

ment-wise started In life Hundreds
the riot of Bowdoin Alumni can thank these
which occurred before President El- representatives for the positions they
senhower's scheduled visit to Ja- now hold. And In this connection,
pan was staged by a relatively the Council is starting a new pro-

—

—

Beam

;

—
—

—

Speakers Announced

Prom the standpoint of you undergraduates, the Alumni have admissions committees or representatives in approximately 40 areas In
the United States. In addition, the
Alumni have placement representatives scattered throughout the United States to help you get employ-

committee will do the best they
can to "take it from there."
In addition, we have committees
future, In fulfilling his function as
n Alumni Day. the Alumni Service
Award. Commencement Activities,
the custodian of Information, will
Nominations, Alumni Clubs,
also do it In gigantic machines with
the
lyn, New York.
He studied at St. Alumni House, the Alumnus, Revimagnetic memories."
The Student Union Committee Lawrence University, and at Bard sion of the Constitution,
and Inhas announced i>e films which are College of Columbia University in
Independent Body
crease in the Slse of the College. As
The Council on Library Resourc- to be shown at Smith Auditorium New York. He studied art at the you can see, we stick our nose in
for the remainder of the school National Academy of Design, with
es. Inc., Is an Independent non-proeverything.
year. The following is a resume of Amede Ozenfant in New York, and
fit body Incorporated in 1956 in the
Occupied Men
worked at the Art Student's League
District
of
Columbia, with the the Saturday 'edg^ flicks:
It might occur to you that this
under Morris Kantor and William third type of
principal objective of aiding in the
Bowdoin Alumnus I
Saturday, *NoVesnber It — "Island Zorach.
solution of library problems.
am describing is the variety that
In The Surf* &- James Mason, Joan
He has shown at. the New York perhaps has nothing
It was established at the Instance
else to do and
Fontaine, Harry Belafonte, Joan World's Fair in 1939. at the Chicaof the Pord Foundation with a grant
Is active on behalf of Bowdoin only
Collins.
go Art Institute, at the Whitney
of five million dollars, to be exMuseum, the Society of Independent to help occupy his time. I cap aspended over a five-year period, "for
Saturday, November 19
"Rally
sure you that nothing could be furArtists in New York, and several
the purpose of aiding in the solu- "Round The Flag Boys"
Paul
ther from the truth. A review of the
tion of the problems of libraries Newman, Joanne Woodward, Jack years ago he had a one-man show non-Bowdoin
activities
of
Bowat the Morton Gallery In New York.
generally and of research libraries Carson, Joan Collins,
He has also shown at the University doin Alumni who serve a» Class
in particular, conducting research
Agents, Fund Directors, Council
Friday,
December
I
Saturday,
*
of
Maine,
at
the
Annual
Art
Fesin,
developing and demonstrating
Members, Bowdoin Alumni Club OfDecember
3
"Peyton
Place"
tivals
In
Portland,
In
Wlscasset,
and
new techniques and methods, and
ficers, .Placement
Representatives,
disseminating through any means Diane Varsl, Lana Turner, Hope In the Famsworth Museum in Rockland.
Thin year he participated In Admission Committeemen, etc.. is
the results thereof, and for mak- Lange, Lee Phillips.
the State Art Festival at Augusta like reading WHO a WHO. How they
ing grants to other institutions and
Friday, January 6 £ Saturday,
And
the
time
devote
to
the hunand
at
the
Brunswick Art Center.
persons for such purposes; and for January 7
"Lust for Life"
Kirk His work is in
a number of collec- dreds of hours a year that they do
providing leadership In and wher- Douglas, Anthony
Quinn.
tions, including the Chrysler Mu- to Bowdoin affairs is almost a mysever appropriate, coordination of eftery
except
for
the
fact
that
Saturday, January 14
forts (1) to develop the resources
"Cat On seum at Provincetown, Mass.
they believe in this College.
Elizabeth Tayand services of libraries and (3> A Hot Tin Roof"
Returning now to the first conto improve relations between Amer- lor, Burl Ives, Paul Newman, Judith
ccpt
of
Bowdoin
*
Alumnus
I de/-(
i £T<
ican and foreign libraries and ar- Anderson.
i
i
ribed th,t b tne one «* n tnrou« h
chives."
1
Saturday. Jauuar- 21
"Don't
*
the eyes of, some undergraduates,
Oo Near The Water"
Olenn Ford,
r>«~..Ui:>. ...„ let me assure you that we'll soon be
Ola Scala, Keenan Wynn, Eva Gaout
of
your hair most of the time.
1
tor.
With msny thanks to and with the
Friday, February 10 * Saturday,
hel 0l "* College, we expect soon
First February
Peter
Garland,
candidate
for
£
11
"Sayonara"
Mar- Congress from the First Maine Dis- to have an Alumni House where we
lon Brando. Patricia Owens, Miiko
older ones can congregate, and talk
trict, spoke in the Moulton Union
Taka. Red Buttons.
Thursday evening, Nov. 3, under the •bout "the good old day».'Y In the
Friday, February n * Saturday, auspices of the Bowdoin Young Re- meanwhile, with perhaps a little
"Brothers Kara ma
publicans Club. Mr. Oarland spoke
(Continued on Page «l
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," by February IS
""
— mn
m««i«i«i«»iiiHiiiii
Yul Brynner. Maria Schell, on the needs and reasons for a ReChi Psi won the first place cup sov"
ATTENTION SENIORS
publican victory oh November 8.
for Homecoming displays. The dis- Claire Bloom, Lee J. Cobb.
A lifelong resident of Maine and
Mr. Oscar Young, representing
play depicted the Chapel with two
Saturday, Match 4
'Teahouse
Civil Service, will be on ourpn In
polar bear cubs ringing the bell with Of The August Moon"
Marlon a graduate of Bowdoin in the Class
the office of the Placement Busn upperclassman polar bear look- Brando, Olenn Pord. Machiko Kyo. of 1945. Mr. Garland Is a U. 8. Air
Force veteran who has been active
reau on December 1, 2 pm„ to reing on. A tope recording of the
Saturday. Marsh 18
"The Three in the
Republican Party for 15 years.
view opportunities In all branches
chapel bells added to the effect of Paces Of Eve"
Joanne Woodward.
Mayor of Saco for four terms, he
of federal service coming under
the prise-winner.
David Wayne, Lee J. Cobb.
instituted
programs designed to
the Civil Service Csmsaisaten.
ARU took the second place cup Saturday, April 6
"High Socie- expand and diversify the economy
He will discuss at that time the
with their display of a black bear
ty" m- Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, of the city. An executive In Garfertfceewstag Civil Service Extsaon a spit and a polar bear looking Frank Sinatra,
Louis Armstrong.
land
Manufacturing
Company
Of
nations,
the •pportunltles
curon with a satisfied expression, while
Baco
and
Snowcraft
Saturday,
April
of
15
"The
Company
rently
Wild
uvallaMe, and the salary
honorable mention went to DKE for
French dialogue with Eng- Norway, he has been Saco School
range.
their display consisting of a huge Oat"
Board
Chairman,
is currently trealish
subtitles.
Please
register with the Placebear trap with a football and a
surer ol the Pine Tree Society for
ment Bureau If you are
sign Inside saying "welcome. Maine."
Saturday. April zx
"CompulCrippled Children and Adults, and
log government service a* a
Orson Welles, Diane Varsl.
The presentations were made by sion"
Is a member of the American LeProfessor Beckwith.
Other Judges Dean Stockwell.
gion.
Students Interested In
were Professor Louis Coxe and CapSaturday. April 29
"On The
Thursday evening's talk was the
<t
well be ante to task
tain Robert Garrison.
The cup Is Waterfront"
Marlon Brando. Eva finsl one of • series of speeches givTi
sponsored by the Student Union Marie Saint. Karl Maiden. Lee J. en at the
college by prominent
Cobb.
Maine Republicans.
ing

—

Commends

nese is reaUrtic enough to recognise
that the abundant promises are unlikely ever to become reality. From
this point of view. It would be safe
to conclude that there is little immediate danger of Japan becoming

/>l

On

programs.

BIF Presents Forum
On Mormonism; Other

Alumni Hay. November 5, by former
Alumni Fund Director Vincent &

deed attractive, the average Japa-

Two Maine

swimming

Cross

June 15 at Camp Kiwanee in South
Hanson, Mass., he was presented
"The International Order of the
Oolden Whale" and was Inducted

eight State

Welch.

f\*mAl~ 9

Plourde in 1968.

Early last summer. Coach Miller
was honored by the American Red
Cross for his life-long work in Red

England Championship Team at
Bowdoin in 1947. and has coached
Championship teams.

Welch Emphasizes

Editor's Note: The following adwas delivered In chapel en

Politics

V»Ur LIS

swimmers.

connected with swimming and lifesaving activities.
A week later he received another
Red Cross award at Camp Tevya
in recognition of his pioneering Red
Cross swimming safety programs.
In addition to his swimming activities, Coarh Miller has also played a very active role in New England golfing.
He helped organize
the New England
Intercollegiate
Golf Association, serving as its secretary-treasurer from 1833 through
1953 and as Its president for the
year of 1969-60. He coached a New

dress

er greater influence in Japan. While
the offers of Communism are in-

College

All -American

five

They are Harold White In 1939.
Doug Hill and Bob MtOrath in
1960, Bob Arweaon in 1964. and Bob

into the Commodore Longfellow Society's
Llfesavlng Hall of Fame,
generally recognised as the highest
honor which can be paid a man

In Bowdoin Affairs

Warren Weaver upon his retire- Democracy is still new in Japan. a communistic satilite.
ment as vice president of the Rock- One for which the country, in its
Mr. Ninomlya said that
efeller

ed

Alumni Role Played

Japanese Visitor Looks

On

Director Of Council

and

r*a

told
feels

i

"Prom dust Jacket to last line,
The Middle Passage makes no or-

and

His swimming teams have chalked up a fine record of 98 victories
as compared with 61 defeats in dual
competition.
Though he never
chester in England and returned to achieved his ambition of winning
the United States to study for two the New England Championships,
more years at Harvard University. his teams captured second place in
From 1931 until his appointment to the NEISA Meet three -times, in
the Bowdoin Faculty, he did aquatic 1947. 1950. and 1953, and came In
and llfesavlng work with the Amer- third In 1946.
ican Red Cross.
While at Bowdoin, he has coach-

Army Medical Corps during
World Wsr I. After the war he
studied at the University of Manin the

indefinite sick leave.
Arrangements are currently being
by Athietic Director Malcolm
8. Morrell to find a swimming coach
for Bowdoin for this winter's sehedIn the interim, Jon Scarpino
ule.
of Mount Vernon, N. Y., who Is the
Captain of the swimming team and
well-qualified to teach swimming,
wUl handle Coach Miller's duties.
Coach Miller was appointed Instructor in Physical Training and
[Swimming Coach in 1938. A native of Claremont, N. H., he studied
I at Springfield College from 1913 to

_js*

Swimming

Teaching, Training

made

Chapman.

line.*— in itself as great a risk as
the slaver's voyage which it logs.
Like the sheer fact of the poem's
pope, Gobin Stair's handwritten
teat takes getting used to: his n's

ill-

Retires

Miller,

President Coles Friday that he
that he can not carry out his duties at full capacity at this time,
said at the advice of his physician
requested that he be granted the

Paris

R. H.

Robert

Red 1916 and then served for two years

annual

slightly edited revision.

accomplished

ry.

the

of swimming at Bowdoin College
since 1938, has been placed on indefinite sick leave from his coaching duties at the College. President
James S. Coles announced at the

magaaine. there

a

32 Years Of
pioneer in

Cross swimming program and coach

to Pierce Professor of English for
hii poem "The Middle Pnssags."
In the October 1900 issue of Pastry

In

Miller,

Coach,

Athletic

14

Students not now receiving scholanhlp aid who with te> apply for aid
for the

cure

second semester should se-

Parents'

Confidential

State-

ment blanks at the Student AM Office
In
Rhodes Hall
(Monday
through Friday, 9:98 im, ):M pan.)
for return en or before Monday.
November 88.

is

of the Poet,
scheduled for production

by the Masque and
February.

The
In

tryouts,
107 of

Room

Odwn

which

early in

were

Memonii

held

Hall, are

scheduled Wednesday. November 16.
from 3:30 to 5:30 and from 7 to 8
p.m.
Playbooks are now on closed
reserve at Hubbard Hall for thoNe

who wish

to acquaint themselves
with the script.
The play calls for seven actors
and three actresses, and is set in a
tavern south of Bo- ton In 1R2R It
was a hit In New York two years
ago with Helen Haves. Kim Strnley, Betty Field, snd Eric Portman
starred and has Just been released
to amateurs.
Rehearsals for the local production will be suspended from December 18 to January 4 for the Christmas vacation «nd from January IX
to 29 far mid-year examinations.
Anyone interested In acting or
working on production who cannot
attend tryouts Is requested to get in
touch with Professor Quinby.

wuw ni lin ii iM li iH
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n

nt

FAIRBANKS KPFECII
COMPETITION
Members

for
of English 6

Program
Robert Haines Millar, "The Power
of Death Over
Life";
Taneahiro
Yamamoto. "Pen <*nd Bread"; Peter
John Mane. "In Defetue of an Honor System"; seen. Mention— Robert
Rowe Armstrong. "Men Like Does";
David Warren Laurie, foreign Policy—Action or Reaction?";
Mark
Elder Ooldberg. "A Practical Exercise
In
Solid Geometry";
Peter
Charles tValente, "Compulsory
Health Insurance: Its Necessity snd
Practicality"; Richard Clark Cunningham, "Bowdoin Architecture."
The Judges were: Reverend Sheldon Christian. George A. Erswell
Jr. '47, Campbell B. Niven '52.

aaraaaal

".

. .

AN0 KBIT I« FREE"

"Our Town" Called Good
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Political Viewpoints

Presented

By Bruce N. Leonard

EDITOB-IN-CHIEF
David Caanseon Mrlaan

By Floyd

61

(MS TOWN by Thornton Wilder
was presented by the Masque and
©own la*t Thursday and Friday.

Managing Editor*

Mskln

Frederick D.

Spencer C. Hunt

'el

"62

SeertiMgr to the Editor
Walter M. Christie '64

Considered by many as a modern
morality play, the work proved- good
theater under the direction of Prof.

BOARD OF EDITORS
McLean

D. C.

New* Editor
Sidney
Assistant

W

Woouaeott
New* Eattter

Alphonse

'62

Francis H Fuller
Mitchel A. Kalpakgian
James S. Rice '63

'64

John Welwood

.

Easts*
Leonard C. Leo '63

ftialstsnt •pert*.

Thomas

F.

Fred

Weber

M

ners as about any small town peared too often disengaged from
throughout history in which ordin- what was going on about him. In
ary people have faced growing up, the last act alone, one felt the true
falling In love, and dying. Indeed. weight of that: character who unif there was a flaw in the Bowdoin
derstood the inhabitants of Gravproduction Its was the failure on er's Corner so well.
the part of some In the cast to take
Blake as Webb
full advantage of the dramatic possibilities presented them.
The part of Mr. Webb does not
ask as much from the actor as does
Stage Manager
Whether one had seen the play Stage Manager. It gave James
Blakaj just enough, however, ap that
before or not. one was bound Co bo
enthralled by the arena style ID he could turn In one of the best Jobs
which Prof. Qulnby chose to set it of the evening. Never did one doubt
grown
There were seats on the stage with he was the father of a
daughter, and also editor of the
a platform extending out into the
town newspaper. From voice infirst few rows of Plckard. The eftonation to carriage he was happily
fect was compounded by the use of
cast. The scene between the Ediseveral different entrance points.
.Richard Tbalheuner was cast as tor and. his son-in-law-to-be was
Stage Manager. His movements were especially good.
Jeffrey Huntsman played George
Glbbs. George might be thought of
as the perennial Juvenile, but he
Is more than that. Huntsman, on
the other hand, seemed at odds

'63

'64

Lock wood 64
'61

Sports Staff

Samuel W. Cushman
William B. Gillies

'63

'63

Copy StaJT
Jonathan A. Botelho
David M. Nelson '64

Photographer*
Charles F. Flat* "*»
Frederick K. Orkln t*
Sanford L. Crane V4

"63

Feature Staff

Walter M. Christie '64
Alphonae J. Csysewski
Stuff Cartoonist

Owen

Carter, Jr.

'64

'61

Christopher H. Pyle il

Manager

Business

Robert

Haggerty

L.

Advertising

Richard

8.

'63

Manager*

Circulation

nice

63

Manager

PuUifer

N. Leonard "63

Mr. Bela

William K. Higgins

'63

Addressed To The Editor

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

TaTE

W. Norton

Prof.

W. Stephen Piper
Robert

Athern
David

P.
C.

Haggerty

L.

Daggett

when

I
At
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Double Procedure And Duplication

This week's guest editorial on the needless duplication
of senior
ORIENT by Steven
'«.
stllyard
*"
'

nh.it«tn,phs was written for the
editor of the Coilsgo yearbook.

^^ W

f

Bureaucracy breeds duplication: Bowdoin College does not
escape
times

this

when

characteristic
a

uled for the

of institutionalism. shown by die
hockey game and guest lecturer have been schedsame evening. Seemingly crushing to the seniors

every year (and
is

mean

to point a finger at

no individual class)
the duplication si fraternity-composite photographs
and seI

Bugle photogaapAs.

nior

Ill

wager, that

tea tinea- the

bull

men who

grip* ak a duplication of entertainment opportunities
an otherwise barren week did complain about fifteen minut*»a and three dollars (the added
burden of senior Bugle picin

tures).

Vantine Studio, the fraternity
the last three years, does not now
ran do porU«jt-ejua!iry work.
ing

and

photographer

for at

least

do nor am
aware that it
The uneven background light-

relative difference in

1

—

head sizes
varying as the pho^
negate the Bugle's use
Dexter Studio of Portland (Bugle photographer for the last two years) does portrait quality work but
has not the facilities for composite work.
tographer goes frqm house to house

—

of these photograph*.

This duplication of picture taking costs the senior* an
aggregate of some $55*0 (*> per graduate) as well as their
time and cost the photographer and the yearbook staff some

say that: "The old image of
Is gone; we must begin to create a
new one." I wish I knew what Anonymous thought was the did image
of

least I don't

remember anything

for

what he

a "practical
We accepted
his expense.
faith the letter which we
and printed last week, not
that it would be necessary
feel*

is

particularly wrong about them.
I realise that Messrs. McKim,
Mead, and White, are considered by
some people stuffy and old fashioned, but it doss seem to me that
some architectural firm should have
a continuous oversight of the campus. I do not know enough about
architectural firms to express any
opinion as between one Arm and

Joke" at

monstrosities like the office buildings which are going up on every

Centralism Over-Dose

Bowdoin and why he

thirties It is

gone, aud why we must create- or
begin to create a new one. How long
does It take to create an image?
I do not make out from their
writings what kind of buildings Professor Whiteside or Anonymous want
Bowdoin to erect in the future,
or what kind of building they would

hand in Washington, D. C. I am
very much opposed. I like very much
of the glass and steel buildings in the Idlewild Airport, but
there Is In my opinion s lot of difference between a college and an
airport. I think it would be as ridiculous to make Bowdoin College like
an airport as it would be to make
Idlewild look like an eighteenth
some

for the Senior Commons. I do
not suppose It would be Justifiable
to assume that they would both like
the same kind of building.

in good
received
realising

within

the

community

college

Problem Of US.

Gov!

American government is suffering
from an over-dose of centralism,
Charles R. Sligh, Jr., executive vicepresident of the National Association of Manufacturers, asserted in
two recent speeches.
Too many problems that should

Neighbors

Hi

Large Cast

With such a large cast to move
•round the stage, the director did
a deft job. John Halperin was Dr.
Glbbs. Although he did not have
that much to do. he gave an effective reading of the part. His wife
was nicely acted by Barbara Hora.
as was Mrs. Webb by Judith Shippee. The voices of the ladles were
Just right for their parts. Frank

"It's a tough campaign
I can't think of anything to promise the voters."

—

problem

—»—

*—~»

*—

'

Te* earua

(a tee

Concrestion.il Field Representative.)

When

the results of November 8
been finally tabulated, the

have

news analysts hsve explored every
facet of the voters' decisions from
the re-election of Governor Marin
cance of the election should be*bor Of Puerto Rico to the Eskimo vote
oonoern here.
la Nome, only one generalisation
Quite clearly many of the now can be accurately applied: the Unit.

.

.

anclsnt "availability tests" that pro- ed States Is returning to a party
Nationally, Vice
fessional politicians and public alike system of voting.
have applied will no longer pre- resident Nixon lost the election
vail.
Future Presidential candidates because he wss s Republican and
will not have to be over
years the majority of American voters are
If Senator Kennedy'*
of age, nan Catholic and holders of Democrats.
some office other than a
Sen- name had appeared beneath the
Republican title and Nixon's name
ate sest.
As a student of American political had been below the Democratic
heading, the election results would
history we are now in a position
have been nearly *DDposite.
This
to clearly state that the Eisenhower
srnerallratlon Is supported by two
period
like those of William H.
facts
first, In the minds of most
Harrison, Zachory Taylor, Millard
voters, the two candidates were very
Fillmore was but an Interlude In
nearly
standing
for
the
same
a basically Democratic era.
The
doubt that many of us had as to goals, although each couched his obwhether the country was undergo- jectives in the traditional terminolof his party and secondly, the
ogy
ing a party realignment Is now dispelled.
The opportunity that was only states that did not vote as the
majority of the r clttsens are regpresented to the O.O.P. In 1982
and 1$M was Ignored. These con- istered had some other eaxllv Identifiable reason.
For example, Retests were personal triumphs not
publican Connecticut showed respect
party victories. And in a real sens*
Its able Governor Riblcoff and
the Republican party was and Is the tor
Hist nlain neighborllness In casting
weaker because of It. The skilled
workers, the new suburban middle Its eight electoral votes for the
Jnn<r>r Senator from Massachusetts.
classes, the small business men, the
Oklahoma placed an overwhelming
professional people and the larre
number of youngsr voters which majority for Nixon because of his
contributed to much to the great nationally nubiiclsed stand on oil
deoletion allowances. Other Inroads
margins of victory of the earlier
Pres. canvasses were not solidly of the Republicans Into tha solidity
of the South are the results more
united with the Republican party.
Fog a party to beeome a majority of s stowing respectability of the
Republican Party in that area than
in a two party system, it must
possess the quality of timeliness. •f religious bigotry or Kennedy's

M
UA

-

—

.

of fears of labor, fear of big government, fear of Communism into a
convincingly positive and timely
program of Political action.
In
large measure, this explains the
defensive qualities of Mr. Nixon's
campaign approach to nearly all
domestic Issues snd many in the
field of foreign affairs.
It also provides s clue to why he shifted his
position on what was the most
important issue in. the campaign
some eight or nine times In a tan
month period.
Ideologically, the election of Sentor Kennedy, ushers in a new phase
in the evolution of America's liberal

Agullera turned in a fine bit of
character acting as Prof. WJUard.
Simon Stlmpson was played by Leonidaa Condylls. One did not find
him as believable In the part as one tradition. It U Impossible to
anshould have liked. A little more pity ticipate
all the facets of what will
for the man and a little less cyniprobably be a fascinating developcism would have helped. As usual ment,
fascinating that Is to those
Catherine Daggett turned In an- of us who relish movement, innovaother bright piece of characteriza- tion, and experimentation
as
tion. She was particularly good in
well as to those who do not conthe wedding scene. Jeffrey Lang fuse change with genuine progressand William Lannon were featured At times many of his warmest adIn other minor parts. Finally some mirers feared that be was too far
note should be taken of the chil- ahead of the American electorate
dren who performed like troupers.
not fully In step with what we
considered to be the basically con.

.

liberalism.

Inconclusive

The

election wss clearly not •
for Senator Kennedy. He
may. even have been elected with
less than fifty percent of the total
popular vote. He has spoken of another "100 days" at the beginning
of his administration. If he can exert his well publicised "Leadership
for the 60*8" over his southern colleagues, he should be easily able to

mandate

the
sweeping
reforms
which he has so often snd so vaguespoken or during the campaign.
institute

ly

With

all

lied.

It

.

—

—

the results yet to be tal-

seems that Kennedy has

polled fewer votes than most Democratic Senatorial and Gubernatorial
candidates with which he ran. In
thi* resnect he "ran behind" his
oarty.
Re is also one of the fats.
If not the onlv. president-elect not
to Increase his party's representation In the Congress.

No analysis of the election would
be complete without an evaluation
of the Great Debates. The debates
were not the vehicles of presenting
the profound thoughts of the candidates.
They favored Kennedy, not"
because he outshown his opnonent,
servative and complacent mood of but because he had a nationally
televised
opportunity to prove he
this political generation.
Ha was
right of course but In no small' was capable and' experienced.
measure because be was able to
Electa Five Republicans
convert what could have been a
The national pattern was reversbasically unpopular position into a
weapon of strength and this in It- ed ia tha State of Maine. After
self Is a significant measure of the whae seemed to be- the resurgence
of the Democratic Party in this
man.

—

Costumes

The costumes
handsomely

for the play were
turned out, and some

of the charm of the evening should
be attributed to the wardrobe misAnd with so many lovely cos-

tress.

tumes it was a shame something
was not done about the lighting.
Many of the scenes could have been
bomplemented a great deal had
someone thought of dashing those
white spots and adding gelatins. In
the ladder scene, (or Instance, sorter colors would have aided the
players and audience in maintaining the illusion. Imagination can
be used when it comes to lighting
Orover's Corners, arena style or
otherwise.

—

Nstec

rinMiiii at tha Maine 4Salligs*ti
Republican Clubs, wss an Assistant
Serfseat a» Assaa, at tea Nelaaaai
Convention in OaMeago ana, worked
this past summer, for the Republican Stale Cosonaitte* as Its Third

things relating to this
Democratic win, however, are not
my personal feelings or early prognoatlcatlons. The long range signifi-

.

—

An End And A

to

check the authenticity of signature*
We see now
on communications.
that such a double check will be

century college.
be handled by state and local govI should like the privilege of talkernments have been dumped on the
ing to Professor Whiteside and to
Federal government, he said.
Anonymous but I wish that AnonySligh called attention to an NAM
I
am fas from Intolerant of mous weren't so snooty about his study
of federal functions called
criticism about Bowdoin architec- identity. These are random thoughts
"The Primrose Path of Centralism."
ture. In particular I think that the of no great value; but I do protest
"This study points out that there
buildings erected in the last two that nobody is mora interested in
are functions which only the nadecades on the old Delta are rather Bowdoin College architecture than
tional government can perform, and
tepid and uninteresting. They are I am, and I am not the least bit
critical
Georgian in their general concept sure that either Anonymous or Pro- that these are particularly
today," he said.
but not in a stylish or seductive fessor Whiteside has any better taste
""Sit asks whether we can expect
way. I don't like £he gaunt granite or architectural Judgment than I.
'
find a President and cabinet so
te
Romanesque of the Chape) or the
Sincerely yottrs,
clpecious beyond ordinary men that
gaunt granite mid-Victorian Gothic
Hobert Hale, '10t
they can be expected to provide the
of Memorial' Hall. I do like Hubright decisions and administration:
bard Hall, the Walker Art Building, Dear Editor:
(Continued on page 4)
and the searles Science Building.
In what was otherwise a good
None of these is Georgian, but they
don't seem to me to quarrel too serlr issue of the Orient on Homecoming
oiuly with the older buildings. I weekend, I was surprised to find a
have no mental picture of the Gib- letter to the editor signed in my
son Music Building which Profes- name, but not written by myself. If
sor Whiteside refers to somewhat It was not obvious to you, it was
contemptuously.
It made no ad- "bvious to the campus that the
verse impression on me. I am sur- language of the letter was not mine.
On the contrary, it seems to have
prised that Professor Whiteside likes
Memorial Hall which he classes with been written by some gross incomlike

Massachusetts Hall though they petent, who doubtlessly possessed
the same egotistical characteristics
There is no reason of which I know
both the houses couldn't be more unlike. He and I which he attributed to me In his
agree in liking Massachusetts Hall.
and the Bugle being outside the Administration's jurisdiction in I like very much the three old dor- letter. The value of a "letters to
the editor" section is not enhanced
this respect
preventing the houses, through their student mitories which were the only ones by being used for the perpetration
in existence in my day; Wlnthrop,
council representatives, horn obtaining the services of an out- Maine, and Appleton. They were of practical jokes.
Regretfully,
fit capable of portrait-quality and composite
work. I made a all built in the manner of the pePete Scott
riod. I hope that
time the
motion to this end last spring but nothing came of it. I hope College can afford some
to put the old
Editor's Note: We are printing the
that this year the bouses will take it upon themselves to generate window panes back into them. The above paragraphs from a letter redormitories, Hyde, Moore, and ceived at the insistent request of the
enough interest to effect some change in this double procedure, new
Coleman, seem to me successful writer. The ORIENT regret* exfor it is both foolish and wasteful.
enough Imitations of the old or ceedingly that the columns of the
rather companion pieces to the old. ORIENT were inadvertantly used

100 hour* of needless work.

(Edit***

Modulation of both would have been
more effective, although Huntsman
was quite fine In the early scenes.
The same might be said of Barbara
LeGendre who was seen as Emily.
Hers was a difficult task, and one
which was handled well for the most
necessary in the future. We apolo- part. The ladder scene was charmgise to Mr. Scott for. any personal ing, as was the wedding scene.
If
another. I should like to say em- embarrassment that he may have she did not always rise to the ocphatically that if there is a move- been caused.
casion In the last act one must not This the OOP. had for a fleeting
ment afoot to erect on the Bowsquabble; it proved remarkably mov- moment in 1952 and 1993, but it has
Bowdoin doin campus huge glass and steel
not been able to convert Its series
ing all the same.

just been reading the
Orient for October 26.
.. EAST
.._ *«TH STREET
1*
NBW YOBK N. T.
I have been particularly interested
Pabllaaaa' wtkXj <Hm
in
the
front
page piece on Bowara
Sarins the Pall and Sorin. «*«..i. r b.
.h. Moat, .f na.sjta CaUrj,. A4*r« *,w.
cJaaSnuSLSTt
doin's architecture by Professor W.
lUSTE*
arrlption
«»«Sgt*#J»S«» ttM Baallma Ma„.r.r .f Ui, Bawdain PaMUfcla. Cast B. Whiteside, and in the anonymous
?"5 a. atrand claa. aaata*.ta "r™ "•"• *•"*>'" eeHesr. Br*n*«lcfc. Mai™ bE letter on page 3 about the proposed
trrr*
BaU at Uw uoat «fftr. .t Bran.wlek. -a.ua.
Main.
Tha
ina .«
.aharrlptlan rata far ana ;aar h (aar If 4) aclUr..
building to house the Senior Commons. The Senior Commons Is also mentioned by Professor Whiteside. Anonymous goes so far as to
I

Bowdoin

,**£?'}£!£ PuWi-bore lUprcMAtatlv.

It came to depicting change
the character. The voice and
manner of the boy who walked
Emily home was the same as that
of the young man who married her.

in

McLean To

KKPRBSENTED FOg NATIONAL AOVBRTISING BY

dim

on

'63

!!

oa the whole good; he had the voice
for the part; and he was up to the
drug store snd wedding scenes. Yet QUESTION: What is the signifithat essential vitality needed for cance of the 1940 Presidential electhe role was lacking. Few male parts tion?
give the actor a better chance to
Professor Dasid Braditreet Walkdisplay his wares. The Stage Manager is at once tolerant, bemused, er: To say that I am overjoyed
sympathetic. As Winter's equivalent with the Pres. election results would
To claim
of the Greek cnorus, he has the be an understatement.
ability to find humor and purpose that I was wholly certain of Presin the human situation.
Only a elect Kennedy's victory would be
fraction of this came through in something less than the truth. The

much a play about Orover's Cor- Thalhshner'a performance. He ap- Important

so

'61

Sport* Editor
David C. Wollstsdt 63

frown

Wilder'* optimistic look at the universe. He enjoys life and casts an
affirmative ballot In favor of those
who make the most of It. His Is not-

A. Brlggs '63

Robert D. Burnett

Csysewski

J.

New. Staff
Kenneth

«

may

Cynics

Qulnby.

(ehr); Makln, Hunt. Woottaeott, Wotlstadt

I960

17,

.

.

.

(Continued en Pag*

(CSrusaaed on Pag*

4)
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OUTFITTERS TO BQWDO.N MEN

As

for pace there were places it
have been picked up. And
is used next time,
us use it. There is no reason
why an actor should make a point
of mentioning his horse only to

oould

when pantomime
let

$enti&

walk through it
On a whole, however, the direction was admirable; performances,

Beginning

and play, worth seeing.
Those who missed It, missed an enpleasant;

joyable evening.
It is

good

to see a winning season,

State Series Title, affixed to

coupled with the Maine
Bowdoin'* football record. The

team and faithful supporters are deserving of much recognition
and praise. In another way the team has also done the school a
great service, though indirect, in their impressive show of excellence.
For they have challenged and at least temporarily
conquered tha attitude <of defeatism and falsetto indifference
which frequently characterized this campus' atmosphere for
"n
year*
each year becoming more intense and more en-

w

OPEN THIS WEEK-END!
Friday

trenched.

Each year

it

life until

ant indiffera aae,

and

establish itself as a positive nature.
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Burt

I

Ivy or Continental styling;
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The Coal Coat

Jean.

with- all

—

l

29"

wool blanket Haiag aad knit truo.

Note
Owing to length of this
picture ONLY ONE evening show
on Monday at 7:30 pjn. Sunday
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—

»
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»

'
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Dean Martin

practical, fashion-correct fabric in to-

eampus wardrobe.

with

Sidney Poller
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Work Guaranteed

foreign as well aa American ears

••'
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Body Shop
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Brunswick, Maine

-Roberts-
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Bros.
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(sank films**
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show of

ON—

the attitudes toward curri-

culum and study were adversely affected. The "spirit" of the
college community even developed negatively so that it almost
seemed aa if tha venerable institution had a paralyzing effect on
its corporate body, both philosophically and upon the curiosity,
initiative and drive associated with intellectual development.
Hazin in many ways "worked out" hostilities engendered
by the concurrent frustrations accompanying the continued losses in Bowdoin* "prestige," but whan Orientation succeeded the
old system it left much to. be desired in correct attitudes and
only intensified the problem and its complexities.
However
this year as anyone witnessing the enthusiasm and fervor with
which Bowdoin (bosh team and spectators alike) fought and
won over its m esa snver sa appanants, we think that the time
is upon as when the character of Bowdoin will rise above the
pettiness of such attitudes as defeatism, cynicism, and flamboy-

IIIIIIIIIMMI

PLEASE PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

the season!

spread out into more and more of the

Bowdoin

—Saturday— Sunday

Definitely the last

—

varied aspects of

ItlH

The weather has
chang* our mind!

fcvmewick

with
Vincent Prtea
alto

A. H. Benoit

&
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Polar Bears Topple UMaine, 28-21;
Capture First State Title Since '52

POLAR
BEARINGS
By

PACE1HW1

[Wii WolUudt

A

spirited,

Bowdoin College

topplrnaj iavoeed- Maine. 28-2

For some people the middle pact of November is tbfl
to watch the Yale-Princeton. Yale-Harvard. Army-Navy utroet.
For Maniacs, however (and here the word ia meant to havo
its double meaning),
mid-November ia the time to wade
through the results) of thsee Saturdays of football and pick the
AH Maine team. This is ours

E
E

Burka. Colby
Berntan, Colby

HAV1LAND, BOWDOIN
FERNALD, BOWDOIN
Maine

Patrick.

Leadbetter, Maine

MacKinnon, Mains
Rainrilie, Colby
Caseldon, Maine
Wheeler, Maine
Smith, Colby

Kingdon, Colby

CUMM1NGS. BOWDOIN

FB

BUCKLIN. BOWDOIN
Champeon. Maine

A

Bates

Fills.

Bataa

quick rundown of the positions:

fensive play.

Maine's all-ktata scaiback, Wayne Champeon. skirts his left end tor yardage, faking Bowdoin halfbaak
Barry Jenkins off bis feet Charlie Finlayson (82), Bowdoin's ail-Maine defensive stickout, gives ah
as do Jack Cumminp (Ml, Howie Hall (71). and Bob Ford (62).

TACKLE:

Another tosaup between Berman, Haviland,
put Leadbetter or the second ream mainbecause only two could go on the first team.

GUARD:
mous

We

Fernald, all-state center

hist year,

is

a unani-

unit,.

Basketballers

Vandersea, the giant Bates sophomore, playHe seems to

ed extremely good ball against Bowdoin. Maine.
be a unanimous choice over Caseldon.

Have Nine Lettermen

A

group of nine returning letter- all record and a perfect 9-0 slate' In
Bucklin has trie edge over Wheeler men and some promising sopho- all-Maine play last year.
mores give a tinge of optimism this
Commenting on the race for secpasses, excellent signal calling, and su- season to Bowdoin basketball coach
ond best, Donham felt that it would
Bob Donham s perennially pessimis- be a dogfight between the remain-

perior defensive play.

HALFBACK:

Champeon and Kingdon

outlook.

tic

are two of the

Junior

ing three squads. Bates, Colby,

Cohen, the leading Bowdoin.

Billy

New

The two

and

other teams lost

England, and Smith and Davis are not far be- scorer on the squad whlck* compiled considerably through graduation, he
an eight-win, 15-loss record last said, but should still be good.
hind.
Air are fast, shifty, versatile, bub Champeon and King- year, tops off the
list of returnees
dom are a little more so.
to the squad. He tallied 320 points
in 23 games as a sophomore for a
best in

FULLBACK:

not a

With

all

respect to

truly outstanding fullback in

Cummings was good and

Maine

Cummings, there wae
this year.
However,

very consistent.

While the Bowdoin gridiron got off several fine shots
which were stopped- only by Colby's
eleven marched to victory over outstanding geeHe.
On defense,
Maine for their first Maine Steve Oray did a terrific Jpb. as
Steve- Chase's personal, guard. Chase,
State Series championship since having scored in- every game Includ1952, the Polar Bear hooters ing five against Bates, was kept
scoreless by Ofay's constant presput up a terrific struggle, but sure.
loot I -0; to the Colby Mules in
Steve EUer also did his usual fine
job keeping the Mules to no score
an overtime contest.
until the- overtime with eight

saves
including a penalty shot by Chase.
led the Mules
For Colby, goalie Crowley did one
during the first three periods, but of the best Jobs In the nets the
was unable to score. Colby had a Bowdoin fans have ever seen. Holdslight edge the Anal petted, and on- ing the Polar Beans to
a shut out
ly after 50 seconds In the first over- with 18 saves, he stopped three shots
tune wan they able to bring the each by Dudas and Constantino, and
score to 1-0 for the victory.
5 which should have been sure goals
The only score was put through under normal circumstances.
the net by Kim Snow for the Mules
Thus the Polar Bear hooters
after both teams had tried hard rounded out their season with an
clearly

but had been unable to capitalize even
their efforts.

record,

With

losses.

'our

wins

this slim

and four
victory for

Outstanding for the Bowdoin ele- Colby, the Mules are still in the runven were Lasalo Dud as and Paul ning for the New England repreConstantino on the offense who sentation is the-N. C. A. A. matches.
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Dining
THE HOTEL EACLE
HUNiWICK,

Room

MAIM

Eagle's Nest

Lounge

13.8

Injury.

Rounding out
Barry

the squad are

who

Walsh,

lettered

Final-

Standings

w

BOWDODC

T

I.

3

•

Maine
Colby
Bates

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

Last week's results:

BOWDOIN
Colby

32,

Maine

28,

21

Bates

they took possession on dawns
with 38 seconds remaining, and had
no. trouble In running out the dock.
Seven seniors,
including
four
starters, finished their season. In
fine form against the Black Begrs.
Prince
Finlayson, Ciiaainfli, terteer,
They were: fullback Jack 0m
Though these seven will certainly mings. halfback Ted Gardner,
Seven seniors who had much to
corcaptalns. end Charlie Flnl
do with tee sucansa of. thla year's be sorely missed next, season, a look
and tackle Gerry Haviland. sta
eleven
Polar Bear
played their a*, the squad roster shows that 11
guards, and reserves end Bill Widmer.
six
last college football game, against backs, three centers,
Don Prince, and tackle Dave
three tackles, and four ends may reMaine on November 5.
Finlayson. and Junior quarter
Numbered among the seven were turn to form the nucleus of neat Dex
Bucklin, ware the special C
five who had starting assignments year's Polar Bear eleven, leaving
out) in Bowdoin's team victory, Finthis season and two who played prom- Coach Corey and his staff with a
layson for his sharp defensive wprk
inent tlrst-line reserve roles. Full- definite problem in depth at the
and Bucklin for his beads-up sigback Jack Cummings of Ithaca, tackle and end positions.
nal-calling and passing. They were
N, Y halfback Ted Gardner of Sanvoted the game's outstanding linefond, Co-Captain and end Charlie
man and back, respectively by the
Finlayson and Co-Captain and tackle FinJayswi,
occupants at the press box.
Gerry Haviland of Weymouth, Mass.
In addition, Bowdoin guard Bob
and end BUI Widsnar of PhiladelFord was voted the game's outphia, Pa,, ware (Ann five starters. Top Statistics Leaders
standing sophomore
Ford, filling
reserve tackles Dave Colt of LexIn for the injured Charlie Speteoington, Mass., and Don Prince of
Charlie Finlayson. Jack Cum>
tis, frequently crashed through the
Framingham, Masa, were the other mings. Dex Bucklin, Ted Gardner,
Maine defense to call quarterbaok
two seniors who met the Maine ana Jack Milo were the tea won 'a.
Manoh Wheeler for losses.
Black Bears for the last time Satur- leaders, statistically, for the BowThe Black Bears from upstate
doin team, according to the followday.
drew first blood when Wheeler
Cummings was the leading Polar ing report from Hugh Lord, Bow- snuck In to the end none to cap a
Bear ground-gainer this season. doin press aide:
5-play, 30 yard drive after a Polar
SCORING
Gardner did most of the team's
Name
TD'S
KP» Total Bear fumble on the second' play of
punting and is second on the team Charlie Finlayson
S
2
20 the game.
Miles booted the oneI
t
20
in yards gained, Haviland played Jack Cumniiniut
point conversion.
Milo
t
12
a
most of every game during the past Jack
The locals recovered quickly,
Boh Sweeney
2
o
12
two years at his tackle spot, Fin- Ted Gardner
1
2
8 marching 69 yards in 15 plays sad
1
S
layson was the top pass receiver and Barry Jenkins.
scoring on a three-yard plunge by
Jaek Adams
1
•
S
one of the finest defensive players Dexter Moras
Bucklin, an atv
1
( halfback Gardner.
n
on the club, arm widmer started Mike P«nt«leako*
I
«
s most unanimous all-Maine cnoloe
t
•
out the season very well as a pass Charlie SnelenUe
I for his play in the Series contests,
Dexter Bucklin
2
1
receiver and defensive man but had
put the White Bears in front, ftSt,
Total!
to sit out moat of the last four
It
I OS
with a perfect aerial to fullback
Opponent!*.
lot Cummings.
16
games with a knee injury.
Cole, scheduled to start in preFrom then on until the final six
KI'SHINC.
Name
Carrie* Yards
season figuring, was forced to the
minutes the blacte-shirted Polar
80
2*1
sidelines with a thumb, and knee in- Jack Cummin*
Bears controlled the game, scoring
Tad Gardner
223
3.1
7»
jury but showed well since return- Barry Jenkins
three more times and containing the
«T
1S2
K.il
ing to the lineup against Amherst; Jaek Milo
j*
patent Maine offense to one TBt
PuMeieuko*
Si
4.1
at
the second quarter, a 37-yard
while Prince was a very valuable Mike
Bob Sweeney
27
w>
S.J
reserve
in
Coach Nels Corey's Dexter Mome
IS
«7
S.l pass from Bucklin to' Junior Jack
I
1
7.0 Adams and successful extra-point
scheme of things with his ability to Denis Rousseau
-a.* kick gave Bowdoin
D«xter Bucklin
IS
If
a 15-7 advanplay guard, center, or tackle.
"3 tage, but the upstatera put together
1122
Total!
SS8
Opponent*
1VSI
294
4.J a 87-yard scoring march onnpsM by
Wheeler's second
tally
from a
PASSING
Name
Alt.
Coma.
Yds- TO'a couple yards out.
Dexter Bucklin
Late in the third period an eight6»
24
410
4
in
Dexter Morse
II
100
play. 81-yard march, capped by a
4B
Jack Milo
I
2
1
three-yard slant off right* guard by
Bob Sweeney
0/
Cummings put the Polar Bears
Ted Gardner
ahead by a 2} -13 count Gardner
Totals
27
M2
Of
kicked his second extra point to
Opponents
102
44
G41
Jlm Cochran, both newcomers to
gh-e his team a rune-point lead.
Polar Bear hockey.
PARR RECKIVINO.
/
22- fg.
Taught
Name
Yds.
TD's
Last year's first line of Stowell, Charlie
Cummings TD. waa sea. up, bn>
Finlayson
It
21TK"
I
Famiglietti, and Jelly tallied 90 Bill Widmer
what was probably the trickiest play
5
80
5
5S
of the season.
Bucklin handed off
points between them, Stowell con- Ted Gardner
Jack Milo
I
1
to. Gardner an what appeared to be
tributing 34.
Coach Watson has Jack
Cummins*
26
S
a simple reverse play to the right,
moved Jelly back with Adams and Jack Adsims
48
2
l(
2
Gardner handed off to Jenkins for
Eccleston in anticipation of some Bob Sweeney
Dave Barron
2
it
the double reverse to the left, but
help up front from the sophomores. Dan
Alvlno
2«
1
Jenkins then lateraled to Bucklin
After meeting Brown. Harvard,
37
Totals
S<2
I who passed a strike to Gardner for
and Merrlmac, the only home game
Opponents
44
S41
1 a
33-yard gain to the Maine eightDecember, the team heads away
PUNTING
from the Bowdoin rink returning
Maes*
Y«a.
Ne.
Ave. yard stripe.
MM
2»
SO. 4
With six minutes gone la the final
only for a single game in January Ted Gardner
Dexter Bucklin
a
174
period. Bucklin tossed bis second
against Amherst on the 8th. There Dan Alvino
1
St
n'.o
scoring pass to Finlayson In the end
are three home games In February.
10MS
Totals
16
Sl.l
none for a 38-13 lead. The extra
December
Opponents
S2
St.* point was good,
but an offer-sir*
1 at Brown
holding penalty nullified the point
PUNT HKTUINS
a at Harvard
Nairn
Ne.
Y4*.
Are. and a Bucklin pass from the 17 was
S Merrimac
Ted Gardner
»4
4
is.e ahort
Dexter Morse
4
SS
t.s
10 at Dartmouth
Then the upstatera began to roli,
Dexter Bucklin
4
SO
7.5
14 Merrimac
Jack Milo
14
I
8.0 scoring once
and almost tallying
18-31 tournament at Cornell
again before the Polar Bear de-

Om For Rrvikad, Cole,

'

MMiiiiiMiHiimtMMiiHMiiHmimmiiinmMti milium,,,,,

i

A

star-studded, but out of shape Jim Coots. Although the team has
Alumni team went down to defeat no official coach to run practice,
to the varsity swimming team in each member is working hard and
the annual Alumni- Varsity meet at trying to improve with the help of
Curtis Pool Friday night of Home- the rest of the team.
With concoming. Although this turned out tinued improvement on performto be the finest homecoming meets ances turned in at the alumni
in a long time, there was a definite meet, the upcoming season looks
senior laok of vitality which usually
dom- bright.
as a inates the meet. This was due lb

sophomore but passed up the sport
last winter, juniors Fred Hill and
Dick I .add. and sophomores Mike
Altman, Joe Brogna, Ralph Brown,
Jim Coffin, Art Orey, and Al Loane.
Loane Is expected to see regular

the sudden retirement of swimming
,Coaoh Bob Miller.
Former swim-captain Bob Glover

Twelve Yets

a

On

Of

15

On

21 Contests

i

117
10

Road

U

m

,

Inc.

Totals

Every Thursday-Fr.day-Serfuadnsj Nights

— —
— Hi-Fi
— funis — Developing

DIAL PA 5-5591

Complete Line of Art Materials

2

>nn Alvino
Dexter Morse

2
1

Gardner

Ted

asntenscfrfee
I

Fumbles Lost

Charlie Finlayson

1

Ptsatteg

Jnrk Adam.
Dexter Bucklin

I

7
Total*

21

Opponents

20

nw»m,M» H maM lll H MmM'»»*'*»»**

IfrgfTATION
it lIlSlllWS of
Its ssaat to

annual

the

of
•

the first open competition

among

college

Jam groups

*

Prises Include:

**

Engagements at Birdland. Red

Aa

Hill

Inn **

Recording Contrast ••
Appearance a* a Summer Jazz Festtral
individual

N* east to spplksnts. SIS award to any>«« r M *s»iU» l» far entrr sf (roup rest
keraates a tnalist.
Per sWraaar tare write: lalssi sMswtsJs Jasi
Ceersetewn University. Waakiastea. D. C.

0AKIES AUTO SERVICE

want an

that gives

especially urged to

eg the a-RJXNT 8

aad

opportunities

careers. With the Orientation period over, manr will wisely find
snore Una* In watteh it be aets to
Join ana eon tribute to this

while enesfae activity.

FAT BOY DRIVE-IN

the beslnees, Just y oars!

'

shirt

Freshmen are

by starting early In their college

IIMHtHtlMIHHMIH

you

MOULTON UNIOiff

^

Specializing Jn

ifcat

BOOKSTORE

rugged masculine appeal...
printed in neat figures in uniquely

e

Alt Steak

Hamburgers

attractive colorings. Well-cut col-

lar style in classic
lines with

button-down

box pleated back.

In tra-

ditionally favored oxford cloth.

$5

00

Hockey and figure
Hockey sticks

Cana«Jffii»
skates

Northland Pro
rvortasand

cum loude

collection

.

•

•

•

e

Baton, Lettua*

«.

loaaat* SawtottheB

$19.95

Thick Jumbo Western Frappes
•

»

•

m

.

•

a

•

a

3.75
2.25

^

•

•

a

.55

.

Olympic

Pucks

Tape

Bath

Road*

Dial

Brii-w»ikk

by

-ARROW*
L«M

•overage.

prenticeship positions are available
to
competent applicaata

.

prints of distinction

sport

its

PA 5-5700

51 Bath Road

xm

Ju*t
\

Out HWt

hm ItwtViin

«.

aassdle the ln-

men, business and advertising ap-

"

Awards **
Judges: Dave Bnibeck, Pan! Desmond, John Hammond,
Onset Hasina
••

its

By

1

Georgetown U. Presents

For the Mont Complete and Expert Service

The

Downs

Dave Barron

LNTEKCOtLEWATE JAZZ FESTIVAL

•e•

don't

MAIN!

Widmer

Bill

command.

statistics:

Bashing YartUge
Bnuxaag Taainga
Attempted
Completed

S
2

**

We

The

BOWDOIN
First

are BUI Bissett. Bill Brucksch, Bill

**

"oxford accent".

fenses resumed

I

Chapman. Jack Evans, Jon Qibney.
Leonard Johnson, Bruce Parker, and
Ed Spalding.
Rounding out the teem are John
Watters, who played his freshman
year, and George Blasenak and

en Bath American and Foreign Cars

10.1
16.3

Ne.

Jaek Miio
Barry Jenkins
Bob Sweeney
fack Cumminm*

H

Motorola Stereo

Cameras

14

XlCstOPP RKTIlRMe

Ns

RECORDS

•

1(4
2IS

IS

Opponent*

MIT

PIMW

m

Squad

Ice

substituted for Coach Miller in introducing the returning alumni and
the present varsity team. Although
service in the backcourt thJs seahe did an excellent job, he could
son.
not catch the tone of voice nor the
way. of narrating interesting side
Opening the season December 1,
stories as only Bob Miller can do.
While the team's shooting potenThe highlights far the alumni against Brown, the Bowdoin hockey
lnoVtna; fox one of the
tial and experience looks good, Don- were the medley relay,
the diving, men are
ham bemoans its lack of rebounding the 100 yd. breaststroka and the roughest seasons yet to face the
power and abundance of injuries freestyle relay. The medley relay Polar Bears.
,
and powerful opponents.
was composed of former Bowdoin
Although
potentially
Improved
Both MUliken and Silliman will All-Americana Bob Plourde. Bob with the return of IS lettermen,
be sidelined for a month or more Aweraon, Bob MoQrath. and Bud captain Rick Mostrom and his Polar
with ankle injuries.
Milliken, a White
With a strong finish, they Bear icemen will have several dis6'4" forward. Improved steadily last
Just nipped the varsity entry. Larry advantages including the new and
year, taking over a starting assign- Boyle was, as usual, in
top form tougher competition and a schedment at mid-season. Silliman was both on and off the diving board. tile with only five home games of
top reserve man last winter.
Houdy White, captain in '56, came 21. The first home contest is with
Williams, Amherst. Harvard and back to tajte the 100 yd. breasts troke Merrimac on December 8.
the University of Maine were cited In the good time of 1:13.4.
In the
But the apparent depth provided
in particular by Donham.
Both last eyent of the meet, the 200 yd.
Williams and Amherst, fine teams freestyle relay, the oldtlmers won by the return of the 12 veterans
points to a brighter season for coach
last year, lost little through gradu- by disqualification.
It seems that Watson.
With the exception of two
ation.
Harvard will be bolstered the varsity team was unable to outseniors, captain Mostrom, who acby an undefeated freshman team cheat the shrewd alumni.
counted for 33 points lost season,
which regularly whipped the narThe varsity team, with only two and Mason Pratt, able substitute
sity in scrimmages last season.
weeks of training, looked in good serving with the third line, all are
Maine, favored by Donham to early-season shape. Good times were
underclassmen.
keep the State Series trophy at turned In by Cap*. Jon Scarpino,
The Polar Beats' only losses January
Orono for another year, has all Curt Tilton, Chip Hastings and
five
starters returning from the Brian McSweeny in winning their through graduation last year were
7 Amherst
Dixie Griffin and Pete Brown at
best team in its history.
11 at Colby
Led by eventa. Showing up strong in secSkip Chappelle. now a junior, the ond places were Boyd Finch, Dick the forward spots, and Ross Haw14 at Wast Point
The team's record February
Black Bears swept to a 19-4 over- Snow, Lennie Lee, Walt Davis, and kins, defensei
last season rounded out with 11
4 U. Mass.
wins and 10 tosses.
5 O. N. H.
Junior returnees this year include 10 at Northeastern
defensemen
Jack
Adams,
Tom 11 at V; Mass.
JEcclcston, and Don Jelly; forwards
14 at U. N.
Kendall Bacon. Tom Barken. Bab 17 at Williams
(Across Prom The Campos)
Bprtoff. Hon Famiglietti, Gavin PilIf at
tan, and Newt Stowell; and goalie
21 Colby
34 at Hamilton
Bob Chaffee.
m Playing freshman hockey last sea26 at Colgate
son and giving the veterans some
Jazz
Classical
Folk
Popular
competition fee starting positions

The Arts Center,

featuring

DICK MEfflY AT THE

ten.

Cumntiigs

Swimmers Top Alumni

average.

Also returning are juniors Mike
Buckley, Ed Callahan, Jeff Milliken, Pat O'Brien, Tom Prior, and
Woody Silliman, and co-captains
elect Pete Scott and Brad Sheridan. Scott, the Polar Bears' standout 6'
center, averaged 11.1 points
last
season,
but
was hampered
throughout the season by an ankle

V

Mules Edge Soccermen, 1-0

Bowdoin

first

midway with

M-tf.

led,
the final

,

mmimmt, him, i,mikiii»i mm, ,,„,„„,,,

MAINE STATE SERIES

But Face Tough, Tad Opposition

QUARTERBACK:
because of three TD

on

ill

choice for his rugged 60-minute play.

CENTER:

climaxed the Polar- Bear*" heal

the hut ire aJtee dropping their

Winter

Almost a tossup between Finlayson, Burke, and
Caatolene, but the first two got the nod because of superior de-

ly

State Series state io eight yeewbat
Alumni Day fane at Whittier herd/,

is* ftret

h— sing

alty,

END:

and Leadbetter.

won

Bowdoin

clearly outplayed

U.Of lame Win Last

Davis, Bates
Curtias.

won

Oft wildly a

four minutes remaining sad
parted, a* re- narrowed the margin to 31-31' by
through
the Maine eleven., both, in the serve quarterback Art Miles threw scoring the extra points on an idenstatists** column antrm die gen- consecutive strikes to star ruUfback tical run around left end.
Wayne Champeon, fullback. Bill
After the klckoff, Bowdoin rgn
eral quejby or ptey. bat, thejr Chard, and Don Harnum for 45
three plays before punting to Main*,
Then who received the ball on the Bowstill had; to stave off a fourth Jaads to the Bowdoin seven.
hamaeon, woo put on a dasnlirig doin 37 because of a penalty called
quarter tally hy. the- Black running snow in his losing effort,
on. the locals.
However, the Polar
Bruin* ia order to win.
skirted hla left funk tea the tally Bears held. Aided by a Maine pen-

Kinney, Maine

T
T

5

6V,

victory., BoMfdoia's firth straight against tern losses,

The White

Caatolene, Bates

C
G
C
QB
HB
HB

Vandereea. Bates

The

gandrwui eleven

before

I .

S.

season since t9iZ, when they also

SteoadTaam

flu* Ts»m
FMMLAV90W, BOWDOIN

Nawembar

Saturday,.

H

Col*

M431

-

THR BOWDOW ORIENT

PACE FOUR

hw

wen

results

MAN ON CAMPUS

LITTLE

Pontic*! Viewpoints
Page t)
ICwUmW

mill- town

A

Someone

seats.

difficult

I.

The new chairman

ReDavid

of the

Committee,

State

men

young

whose job
Was to convince local Republican
committees that a Republican vic-

sell

80%

of the registered Republicans were to vote on

tor* .was assured

If

To

Who
Y ff&PA VOU

grow

so fond

reU **-P *&* HAP 'A BWe>
FZXmZNlTY MA/V/"

this

vrVlTHA

are

each case except for the incum- clues. One phase of the Kennedy
bents, younger than their Democra- program will be to implement and
The Middle Passage
tic Opponents) and presented proexpand the programs that were en(Continued from page 1)
grama appealing to the voters. They
campaigned with more vigor and acted In the 30's. It merely conenthusiasm, than Republican can- tltutes a continuation of the New ence with ships and squalls, in
didates have presented In many Deal. Out of the Congressional de- "New Georgia Sound, the Cuckolds,
year*.
Oovemor Reed capitalized bates and Pres. votes of the SO's /The mouth of Pundy over Lurcher
on bis years of experience in state will emerge. A rounding out of the shoal," Coxe has written out the
government and on his opponent's new deal phase of .Pres. -elect Ken- weathers of The Middle Passage in
inability to have legislation passed
nedy's liberalism, in his approach ways which can stand, on any bulkIn a Congress heavtty dominated to
housing, education, medical care head shelf, with the
storms of
by Democrats.
for the aged, and deprived areas, Dauber. The Nigger Of the Nar'3. Making the organisational work
we see a summation of the liberals' cissus, or Typhoon.
easier, especially in the North and
"Finally, though. Coxe's sense of
battle during the past decade to
in rural areas, was a general revolt meet the social
welfare and econom- puritan conflict* is more meaningagainst APTL-CIO Influence that had ic demands of
mid 30th century ful than any maritime melodrama,
Men so prominent in the past, America.
and suggests how deeply he has
lialaa is basically conservative and
Some)
may
wonder
whether there sounded the moral shoals offshore
suspicious of strong unions, especIs a conservative anchor to counter- of Hawthorne's Salem. The. voyeurially oVtes that receive campaign
istic pleasures of Da Sousa, the baract
what
seems
to
be
prevailing
a
finances from outside the state. Mcwholesale
whoremaster,
Ken- racoon
Intlre, for example, has made no current of liberal wind.
might seem at first to belong more
attempt to hide the threat he re- nedy's family, religious and educato French Equatorial Africa, than
tional
background;
his
eminently
ceived from a national union after

Of

.

.

of.

no use

It's

(in

I get
.

Cuban

One tobacco I'm

PlPrJ't

.

Republican* and spent little energy
trying to convert other voters.

The candidates were young

their rulers

to you to sell to
planters
sell

telling

me

the blacks

human:

course they are
.

.

.

.

.

.

blacks are my
investment.

The

Cropped out here under all-wise
Providence,

And

I

serve

economic

laws.

demand.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

the stronger candidates

gave the weaker ones considerable
help at the polls. Vice President
Nixon was very popular In the state
as was Senator Smith. The dramatic appearance by Elsenhower over
Slevislon in the last few days of
campaign
the
emphasized
e
"peace and prosperity" which this
country has enjoyed under his administration and which most Maine

Chairman

Maine can

war

Nichols'

cry "This Is one we can win" sparked new life into a dying organiza-

—

The

What

direction,

spirit taker

The

will

past provides

you
Philip

Opus

57.

Cole, who was graduated from the
Curtis Institute under Felix Salmond, has appeared as a solo artist

both with orchestra and on radio
ln the United States and Canada,
He is a faculty member at the Curtls Institute and the New School of
Musk„
Brodsky, a pupil of the quartet
leader Lucien Capet and Eugene
Ysaye in Brussels, completed his
studies with the great violinist, Efrem Zlmbaust. After notable European tours he came to the United
States, Joining his present colleagues
Si Ute Curtis Institute. He now
teaches chamber music at the Institute and violin at the Philadelphia New School of Music.
Mehta was born in Bombay and
organised and directed the Bombay

Symphony and Chamber Music So
Booth cleties. As recltalist, he toured In

Be SociableHave

A

Pepsi

some ca of the

60's so

aewage disposal and middle In-

come housing
The NAM

projects."

many

said

official

people hold the mistaken belief that
problems can be solved more

many

by the national govern-

efficiently

ment than by the

states

and

College on Thursday,
and present a seminar

November 17
on "Patterns

Enzymatic Development" In 109
cieaveland Hall at 4 pm. Dr. Brandt
u interested in meeting and advlsf

mg

student* of Biology. Chemistry,
and Physics who may be con tern plating a career in one of the basic
m6eHcal sciences: Biochemistry. Blophysics. Pharmacology, Physiology,
etc. He will be available In Cleavehind Hall about 3:80 and after his
seminar. Anyone who desires any
further Information could see Pro-

.

Auditorium.

re-

it

number one domestic search Laboratory,

brains," he declared, "All the brains
In our cities and states are needed
to solve our problems—not just those
In marble, columned office buildings along the Potomac."

the distance to the sun.
Alfred E. slofcn Research PelIs the first recipient

ly

An

low, Dr. LiUey
of the Bart J.
vard.

,

•

r>

Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters

Alumni Role
(Continued from Page

1)

Saab, Austin Healey, Volvo, Austin and

better understanding of a Bowdoin
Alumnus, you wont be quite ss

unhappy whan we crash the

fraternity house on a football weekend. I
can confidentially tell you that when
we now Infrequently do, we're happy to see you because we see in you
a brand of undergraduate that Is
better than we were, and. therefore,
we have every reason to believe a
brand of future Bowdoin Alumnus
that is better than we are, and
therefore can in the years to come
do a better Job for Bowdoin.

*

Italian

-

PLEASANT STREET

BRUNSWICK

Corner of Maine sad Pleasant Streets

—
Bowl-Mor

— Hot Dog, —
Ice

dare

Alley'*

to

Plan

now

for your

BERMUDA
Week

College

— Cold Drinks

1961

Cream

bigger, busier,

Auburn-Portland, Maine

'02

better than ever!
• Informal

welcoming dance to

start

tha fun

Day

• Collage
big (eat

KING'S BARBER SHOP

PHIL'S MEN'S

STORE

'.•

78

Maine

Street,

Granite

NEXT-JO CAMPUS
SIX

— BARBERS — SIX

For

Farm

e
•

Beach

... the

AH Your

Gombey Dancers,
Round Rabin Tennis Tournament.
College Week Golf Competition.

•

College Talent Revue.
Kun Feetival with jau concer ts
choral groups, dance contests.

•

Barbecue Luncheon.

•

Dairy Product Needs

all!

at the

beach party of the year.
a All-day cruise to histerlc St.
George. Luncheon, Calypao music.

DAIRY

Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

Batk
Brunswick

II Front Street,

to drink.

them

Coffee

Owned nod Operated by A! Tobew
DIAL PA 5-2422

Another curse for Salem. Drink

deaperately needs.

MG

Sales and Service

PIZZAS and BEVERAGES
We Deliver to Students

Sandwiches

COMPANY

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING

In trusts tor widows,
spinsters, sons

on blood they'd never

Prise from Har-

& CUNNINGHAM

BATES

...,„,„,^^,,.

Midget Market

Or heaped

Who leech

Bok

lessor Kamerllng.

^„^r„^,„,^^^^

.

—

which was open free
In Smith

lecture,

to the public, was held

Holder of a doctor of philosophy
degree from Harvard. Dr. Lilley has
been associated with the Naval ReIs Research Associate at the Tale Observatory, Is
The cure for centralism, Sllgh directing a program to construct
said, "Is to bring, government back radio telescopes for satellite transhome."
portation, and Is directing a Nation"No President and no Congress al Aeronautics and Space Adminiscan mske billions do the work of tration program to measure precise-

mains the
problem.

Dr. Irak Brandt, Assistant Profeasor of Pediatrics, Yale University
School of Medicine, win visit the

College'a 1960-81 lecture series
took on a "Space Age" flavor last
Wednesday evening when Dr. A.
Edward LiUey. Associate Professor
of Astronomy at Harvard University and Director of the Agassis Station Radio Astronomy Laboratory,
presented a lecture on "Radio Waves
Probe the Universe."

The

solve the farm problem, yet

ANNOUNCEMENT

lecau-

Dr. lilley

The

ties.

Contradicting this Idea, he pointed out that billions have been spent
over the past quarter century to

By

Lecture

national problems, and still property administer free food stamps, local

Nwn

These are his qualities and they
will be required to achieve the moderately liberal program that Ameri-

liberal

this

many

commonability
both with the
written and spoken word
to communicate with the public.

State of Maine can now
look forward to the united leadership of a progressive and powerful
Republican Party in the state and
in the Washington delegation.
.

ommendatlon he joined the Curtis
Quartet and the faculty of the New
School of Music,
Aronoff first studied violin with
Carl Pleach. In his viola study he
was guided by Louis Bailly of the
Plonaaly Quartet Aa a faculty member of the Curtis Institute
and
founder -director of the New School
of Music, he has produced many of
the country's outstanding vlolists.

In New
York
OalamUn on whose Tac-

were completed

.

.

be attributed' to a state Republican
Party that came to the realization
that In order to win, it had to work*

tion:

nlng, November 21, when the famed
Curtis String Quartet presents It*
annual concert in the Pickard The»ter In Memorial Hall.

lea

With Ivan

—

people deeply appreciate.

effectively.

lesson to

to Ute colder commonwealth
of
once ,Canot
of the Massachusetts, but
wwiph
Hoover Commission's proposals* re- shares his cabin -kept.
latively conservative fiscal views and with his coxwaln, their young sadabove all his own Intense awareness ism, and their recourse to laudadisintegration
of Its politically leasable
all of num, parallels the
these In different Ways, to my mind, not only of Da Sousa, but of Sawill provide a counter-balance to lem's Captain Ames, whose conthe broadly liberal tendencies that science takes to drink and turns to
madness. The moral blindness of
his Administration will exhibit.
To sum up, the President elect puritan lust is made real in the ophbrings to this high office nearly all thalmia which blinds both cargo
of those qualities that chief execu- and crew of the Happy Delivery.
tives must have: physical stamina.
Something killed Salem's trade
great political skill, a talent for
and Ulled New England;
getting on with diverse types of
people and groups, a certain manThey made the customs bouse
ner of ruthlessness and cunning,, a
by Derby wharf
profound love and awareness of hisA monument to money 'long
tory, a thick political hide, well desince gone
veloped sense of humor and un-

sustained advocacy of

laoorblll

Overall, the victory in

A

Let that be

1)

our place In spaoo and other truly

dla and European centers. His stud-

realistic coterie of Political advisors;

he voted for the Landrum-Orlffln
4. Finally,

Supply

Page

1960

to our foreign affairs, oar defense,

of the finest musical instruin existence in the world towill be the star on Monday eve-

Quintet.

who want them.

those

To

at their organizational campaign at

J.

slaves

them from

froTomhor «. Counting heavily on
the fact that there are more registered Republicans than there are
both Democrats and Independents
combined. Republicans aimed most

•

One

menu
day

has yet recently presented aa a gift to Cola
to aee itself in:
by a grateful student.
Brodsky
Cole, violinists Jascha
One has to face the facts,
and Mehll Mehta, vlollst Max Aronnice:
which are never
off, and Professor Tillotson at the
piano, will present a program of
One's born unpleasant, in an
music featuring works by Mozart,
unpleasant world
Ravel, andShotakovltch at Monday
And In my own case, With exevening's concert. The works to be
pensive tastes
presented will be Mosart's Quartet
in D Minor, Ravel's Quartet in F
That take some gratifying. I
Major, and Shotakovitch's Piano

recruited a small force of
ilTe

ft**.

t7.

"Radio Wans Probe The
Universe" Subject Of

at mid-century,

America,

(CenUnmed

Pickard Concert Monday

Orlando Cole, cellist with the ren0 whed group, will be played the
famous Montaguana Cello, formerly
and demanding poems that owned by the great Platigorsky and

bltloua

tewjston-domlnated Androscoggin County. Moderates throughout, the elate were pleased that the
religious issue, which threatened to
rear Re ut ly head in this state, had
There were four
negligible effect.
reasons for the Republican sweep:

6~-b~

Curtis String Quartet

J^i??

Senate Demo-

retatned only the three seats

from

pubJKsn

discovers one hat feet

Argue with Coxe's limited rhythms.
hit sometimes awkward
Interjec*
tions, or his occasional anachronlams aa any reader may, only a
day conscience can fall to be pricked by thejurse of The MMdle Pas•age. Drawing on more than a hunAmerican guilt, Coxa
has written one of the most am-

slonsl contests were Stanley
snd feter Garland. Bowdoin
Statewide, the Republicans
their already over-whelmin the House of Reentatlves and won thirty of the

Senate

Ktrtc;

rtjt

of clay.

Smith and Congressman

mare

with nne

trlntty

in case

Mctntlre were easily re-

Wlnninf

men:

Lawrence. Lowell, Oanot, Cotton

a

t upset we* the
._ of Oovemor John H. Reed.
^moderate liberal." The widely
tncuvbenu Senator *4ar.

I

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

W/iteh-Onders. slavers,

,

• Sightseeing.

Golf sad Tennis Tropbiee

• Special

Brunswick, Maine
Dial
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ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE

BERMUDA

5-3422

Th.
Trade Development teard

ttl H«.r Vet

mtrr tour miKNDS at
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.

410
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nm,

Ave.,

New

Vera »0. N. T.

The Step* HeUtt
Maine's Finest Historic Inn
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Brunswick
Coal

HARRY

ii

KEnf3tAL"sTRE8T

•RUNSW7CK, MAINE
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SMART,

&

Co.

Mobileheat Fuel Oil

Inc.

Brunswick's Friendly Ford Dealers

18 Spring Street
Dial

Complete

Lumber

PA

9*3341

Sales

A

Service

Auto Body Work
Pleasant Street

The New

Brunswick

Bean's Diner
On The

STUDENT

PATRONAGE
Telephone engineer

Bill Pigott, left,

and helicopter

pilot plsn serial exploration for

microwave tower

161-163

"I

Road

U

sites.

WELCOMED
»

Portland

"MM BEANS ON THE PLATS"
PLEASANT STREET
BRUNSWICK

ENGINEERED MICROWAVE TOWER LOCATIONS

ON MY
When

Bill

Pigott knocked on the door of

Pacific Telephone,

was an

he had two big

electrical engineering degree

University.

The

NATIONAL

One

BANE

from Seattle

—figuring engineering costs for Air Force Titan

Brunswick, Maine

assets.

other was a craving to

jump

my

neck

from the

in

work jrorn

want

and

"Our number one aim it to hate in aU
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
eon possibly find."
PbkdsbIck R. Kapfel, PrttidtHt
Telegraph Co.

4ft

to visit

212 Maine

U

Street

rarkview Cleaners
is knew*.

tough engineering problems right

start."

// you want
to

put thorn there.

ft

Better Cleaning'

Parkview Laundercenter

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

"Our people respect a man's engineering
training— you really get a chance to show what
you've got on the ball," Bill says. "I was up to

was exploring
Washington's rugged Cascade Range in a helicopter to find sites for microwave relay towers
—part of a multimillion dollar telephone construction job. Today, it's considerable satisfaction to him to see these towers spanning the
mountains, knowing that his planning helped

American Telephone

The Home Of

missile bases.

It was not long before Bill

m

FIRST

Other important assignments followed: engineering maritime radio systems, SAGE systems

right into vital engineering problems.

the*

Parkview Cleaners

FIRST ASSIGNMENT"

the

a job uihere you put your training
day you hang up your hat— you'll

your Placement Office for literature

additional information.^

®
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

New Meadows

Beta!

Inn

Bath Road

HI

*

*

•

*

The Best

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH COPfWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
**

HI

MM

3-3361

and Cocktail Lounges

%e'*l

It

3-3921

,

in Foods, Lodging,

aad «e

areSTTtnc sheet leal eletbJug-

Hotel Sedgwick
Bath, Maine

te OSS Laaadereenter

Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

The Eastern Central Ne# Hampshire Area
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WEDNESDAY

Debaters Score 8-2 '61

For Tufts Success;
40-16 Season Tally

Named

Fall Captains

At Sports Award Dinner

Last weekend the college limousine
ourled the Debating Council to Mi-

among the

top five affirma-

BowGold-

(ATO) and Herman Segal
'61
(ARU) defeated Marymount,
Tufts, and Merrimsc, while losing
decisions to Princeton and Stonehill.

The tournament was won by Harvard and Dartmouth, with only
three colleges having better records
(8-1
than Bowdoln's eight wins
»

and two losses. Twenty-two colleges participated In the annual
event, debating the subject: Resolved, that the U. S. should adopt
a program of compulsory health
BowInsurance for all eltlaens.
doln's squad was accompanied by
its

Petrle.

Senior Meddie Wins

Speech Contest For
H

Pall sports captains for the 1961 season named at the recent awards
banquet pose for the OEIENT photographer. They are (front, 1. to
football co-captains Dave Fernald and Charlie 8peleotis, and
(back row) Soccer co-captains Steve Eller and Fred Rollinson and
Creas-Country captain Pete Gillies.
(Photo by Flagg)
r.)

To date

the college's forensic record stands
at forty wins and sixteen lc

Labor Relations"

&

Shoulders,"

the

Nominated

Ail-American
William

first

Award First Undergraduate Film Production As

Plummer Drake,

Bowdoln College Class of
standing

Student Trio Eyes Prospects For Campus'

of

the

1936, outaffairs

undergraduate

in

Administration Endorsement

Choral Groups Present
Oratorio

&

Traditional

Christie '37, Selected

As Northeast Chairman
Professor

Christinas Music Sat.

Chairman

elected
In

Dan

E. Christie of the

Mathematics Department has been
of the Northeast-

Approximately 200 voices will Join ern Section of the Mathematical
chorus here Saturday evening, Association of America for the year

nised by his fraternity, Psl Upsilon,
as its President, and by the College Glee Club as one of Its most Stressed
valuable members.
Joined the century-old Pennsalt
Chemicals Corporation as a student
trainee while still at Bowdoln. He
has progressed within Its organizaThe conception of rhythm as "regtion to become, at 42, Its youngest ular Irregularities" and the claim
President. Director of one of Phil- that all art Is by necessity local
adelphia's foremost banking institu- were two Important points made by
tions and of a number of Industrial Wilfred Snow
in his lecture on
organizations, he also serves his poetry.
church as Warden and his communMr. Snow, an alumni and a freity ss Director of the United Fund
quent visitor and lecturer on the
and other worthwhile agencies. campus pointed out that the InfluOnce a strong man and a leader on ence of such poets as Wallace
a small New England campus, he' Stevens and William Carlos Wilhas In a quarter century gained liams on the direction of modem
equal stature In the larger field of poetry was not without its 111 effects.
American Industry.
Snow claimed that as long as these
men were only the experimenters,
poetry remained popular, but when
they became the main current in
twentieth-century poetry, the art
wan bankrupted.
Maintaining that poetry has fallen Into the control of "the effete
and the elite" Snow said that as a
result of the difficulty of reading
The fraternity representatives are:
leading poets like T. S. Eliot, less
John Lunt AD. Louis Asekoff ARU.
Bowdoln College has received a
Joe Dowd BETA, Pete Hanson Pal grant of $2,000 from the Belnecke erudite artists can no longer sell
U, Bill Green Chi Psi, isd Kaplan Foundation for the establishment their poems. H* said that poetry
has
come to be used only to exDS. Dave Ballard DKE, Noel Aus- of a newly conceived course In litplain and carry the footnotes attin ZETE, John McDonald Kappa erary criticism, President James S.
tached to the poems.
Sigma. BUI SmaU ATO, Dave White Coles has announced.
Saying
that there is a need for
TD.
The Foundation, supported by poetry
that can be read by both
Arntz, Love, and the four leading funds from the Sperry and Hutchin"deacons and thieves," Snow drew
members of the cast will apnenr son Company and others, makes upon the phenomenon of the Beat
over WCSH-TV on January fifth. grants each year to aid education,
Generation as symbolic of the road
They will be interviewed and sing medicine, care of the handicapped, back to a popular poetry.
Poetry
a few numbers from the show on a religion, and the arts.
The project, which will be under 'has to be rebrutllized before it can
be revitalised, he said, for poetry
local program called "Weekday on
the direction of Professor Lawrence
grows by "violent and honest disSix."
8. Hall, will attempt to redefine and
Many out of town guests and sev- order concepts and vocabulary of agreement."
According to Mr. Snow, the three
eral producers from New York and literary criticism and to test these essential ingredients for poetry are
definitions and the discipline of
the Summer Circuit are expected
music, picture, and Idea in varying
the critical mind by bringing them
to attend Saturday evening's per- to bear on the writings of Sophocles, degrees. Speculating that the performance. Mrs. Prances Pltrgerakl Shakespeare, James, Zola. Glde, fect poem is perhaps the one which
manages to have an equal amount
Lsnahan, the daughter of F. Scott and others. The purpose of the new of these three things, Snow
felt

sued by the proprietress of a local
night club.
Mrs. Irma Black of
Brunswick plays the quick-footed
The
lady carrying on the chase.
cast also Includes three most atypical college students, Pete Grossman TD, Bob Ferril Beta, Joe Gordon ARU, who prove to be the Instigators of their roommate Hays's
realization of the opposite sex.
All proceeds from the show are
being donated to the senior class
to cover the class debt tacnrwi last
Ivy Weekend. One Senior In each
fraternity is taking reservations. A
special student rate of $1.25 Is In
effect for the performance of January 9 if the tickets are purchased
before the Christmas recess. Otherwise they will be the regular rate
of $2.00, $1.80. $1.60, the same as
the Saturday performance. Tickets
may also be reserved at the Moulton Union Book Store, and at The
Pour Winds Gift Shop in downtown Brunswick from 2-4 in the
afternoon. The Box Office win not
be open until January second: blanket tax does not apply.

As Important

Lunt

'61 of

.....

.

.

.

Foundation's Grant

VaJente's Address Cops

Second Straight

Win

In

Plummer Prize Contest

Finances Course

number
entitled
"Fantasia
on
Christmas Carols," featuring Barr
and Cole.
Tickets 'or the program may be
purchased at the Moulton Union
Book Store and Benolt's Clothing
Store. Student tickets may be picked up at the Book Store before
Wednesday. December 7.

B.C.

Law

Peter C. Valente
captured his
second straight first prise in speaking competition at Bowdoln College
when he won the annual Stanley
Plummer Prise Speaking Competition for Juniors in Smith Audi-

School Will

torium.

Valente won first prise In the
competition with his original talk

An ni vcrsary Mecti ng

the Hiland
competition.

Lockwood

Fairbanks

Taking Honorable Mention honors
In the Plummer competition was
Taneshlro Vamamoto with an original talk entitled "Pen and Bread."
Others taking part and their subjects were Roy C. MacDonald, "The
Hollow Men"; Robert H. Millar.
"The Power of Death over Life";
Paul
H.
Rlseman,
"Moulding:
Youth"; and Robert R. Armstrong,

"Men like Dogs."
Judges for the competition were
C. Cabot Easton, Eugene Canfleld
Royster. and Reverend Horace M.
McMullen.

The Stanley Plummer
the amount of $46 and

Prise
Is

is

history of the group at its 75th annual meeting on Friday, Dec. 2, In
the Statler Hilton Hotel In Boston.
In a special anniversary program,
they heard three leaders In education
William C. Hill, former
principal of Classical High School In
Springfield, Mass.;
Mrs. Douglas
Horton (Mildred McAfee), former
president of Wellesley College; and

—

(Continued en page

4)

Forum To Hold

In

the an-

nual Income of a fund established
by 8tanley Plummer of the Class

Two

Seminars

of 1867 for "excellence in original
The Political Forum will sponsor
and spoken composition in the English language on the part of mem- two informal discussions on international affairs in the Small Lounge
bers of the Junior Class."
of
the Moulton Union.
The first
Robert R. Armstrong '62 captured
honorable mention honors In the "The Future of Algeria." will be
Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Speech held on Tuesday afternoon, Decem13
ber
at
3:30.
The
discussion
will
Competition with his original talk
be led by Jesn Claude Delarue.
on the subject "Men like Dogs.''
political student organiser for the
radical Socialist party in France,
and Guy Hamelln. Both men are
teaching fellows In the Department
of Romance Languages.

ATTENTION SENIORS!

On

The Placement Boreas
registration forms be
and returned not later than
December I. It is Imperative that
yewr registration be en Ale for
classification and eonftvenee peter

that

oleted

te

the

Industrial

recruiting

series.

Tuesday, January 10 at 3:30.

Professor Stuart Colie will lead a
discussion on "McCarthyism and
the European Image of America."
Professor Colie is currently doctoral
dissertation on the subject.
Both
discussions will be Informal and
coffee and soft drinks* will be served.
If these discussions are successful,
the Political Forum wll] arrange
further ones later in the college

Thews who have wot yet fiinmsi year.
forms from the
""M MIHII
Bureau should do so

IHHHIIIH.IIHIH

IMIIIHIIIHIU

,

Deadline for submisateu of
Director of

LADD,

Wilson Fellowship

Grant To College

JR.
student-written one-act plays

January

9,

1961

—

,

gram

or

Broadway musicals.

Many Brunswick people and BowCollege students and alumni
have taken part in the majority
doln

or the productions at the Summer
Playhouse, though the nucleus of
each program has been formed by
proresslonal people brought to the
campus by Miss Crandall.
Star ol the major productions ror
the past two summers has been
Lawrence Brooks, popular baritone
who has appeared in .such shows as
"Song or Norway," 'Kismet." "South
Pacific," and "Carousel."
Plans arc currently under way for
further productions by the Playhouse during the summer of 1961.
M,«,I,M(, it,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Richard Farr TO. of the CW Psi
Lodge has been appointed Assistant
of this year's Glee Club
and will aem next year as Its Business Manager.

Manager

Masque

Graduate

on

partment of Comparative -Literature.
Law
Graduated earn lawde from Bowconducted by senior stu- doln, Mr. Field attended the Gradube followed by an open ate School of Business Administraforum at which three faculty mem- tion at Harvard University, receivbers and a student representative ing s master of business administra-

A

trial

will

discuss every possible question tion degree in June
of this year.
which pre-legal students might have. After a period of work in the
adverAll students interested In s career- tising department or
Proctor and
In law are Invited to attend this Gamble,
be entered the Army as
Institute.
No reservations sre re- a second lieutenant on six months
will

quired.

active

Those who are unable

to attend

Institute on December 10 are
Invited to send their name and address so that they may be invited
to the spring Pre-Legal Institute
conducted by the Boston College
Law School.

the

& Gown Prepares

For "Don Juan In Hell"

duty.

He

is

currently

with

Madonnas,

Set vice

considered desirable: the work to
he done in English, or general literathe field to be as large as

ture, and
possible."

To Read

Dr. Brault

i

Illustrated

Adorations,

great deal of religious art in recent years, in addition to her regular work as a prtalmaker, painter,
and sculptor. In the past year>she^
has had her work ta religious art
shows In such widely separated
places as St. Louis, San Pranckco,

Members of the cast of "Don
last rehearsal are (left to right)

Juan In Hell" running through a
Thomas Forsyth, Robert Beckwith,
Mrs. David Walker and Philip S. Wilder.
(Photo by Flagg)

and Memphis.

medium

On Thursday evening. December exciting Intellectual evening ta the
in Pickard Theater, The Bowdoin theater. No seats will be reserved,
College Masque and Gown will pre- A small admission charge will cover
sent a faculty cast In a reading of royalty nnd other expenses for the
the third act of "Man and Super- production for those who do not
man,' commonly referred to as "Don hold blanket tax tickets.
Juan In Hell," written by Ocorge
Bernard Shaw. Several years ago
« c f AnnAiinosil 17ap
this set of the plsy was read across vool /AHllUIIIICcQ
the country with great success by
a Drama Quartet consisting of
Charles Laughton, Charles Boyer,
Professor Qulnby has announced
Sir Cedric Hardwick, and Agnes
Moorehcad. In the Bowdoin cast hl» C8* x- t(* Eugene O'Neill's "A
Prof. Robert Beckwith of the music Touch of the Poet," which will be
dept. will read Don Juan: Assistant presented on Feb. 4 at 7:36 p.m.
to the Pros. Philip Wilder as the a,ld Fcb 8 at 6:15 pin. in Pickard
statue; Prof. Thomas Forsythe of T1le* ter ,
Cornelius Melody
John Mender
the Dept. of Russian and German
Nora Melody
Connie Aldrlch
as the devil; and Mrs. David WalkSara Melody
Deedee McMullen
cr, whose husband Is In the Govt.
Deborah <Mrs. Henry Harford)
Dept.. as Ana.
8.

f

"Touch Of The Poet"

£?,£L »5S « JT,
,

W

d

«.t.^,!^iM^
di "? n
<

TV
rn

rf

?T
fc
the Adoration,
the
worm-eaten
texture of the wood provides the
features of the King, the Virgin,
and the side of the Child.
The exhibition of Mrs. Bearces
driftwood panels is something new
«
of

» n intermission.

° f ", concerning

rirK
In
thc nu * e P* nel

Joined the Bowdoin faculty ta 1947
for this area, though she has been
and is now an Associate Professor working
in this medium for several
Romance Langauges. He teaches years.
The panels that were on
courses in 19th Century Prench Litdisplay at The McKenUe Gallery are
erature and early Italian prose and
a new group, never shown before,
poetry.
and range ta sine from a threeinch miniature of St. Paul to a huge
IMXIIIIIIIIMINItlllimtlll.I
••»•••• ItlMMItWMI
fragment of the Adoration that Is
<Hit*(itiiaiitiHtiiiimrtiM
over six feet high All of the more
than thirty panels, with their IrNOTICE
regular shapes and verted colors
and texture* are striking, and the
This ai the last
•f the
sort of art which leaves something
ORIENT ta be
to the imagination of the viewer
Christmas Vacation
and which In their directness and
simplicity arouse profound religious

—

—
—

"» wading, starting
? ?l
^lU °?
n
*"" uke *" ho" r M»d
2LftLiF-™iEf £?*
K V}r
thC
STk ^T

with

Illuminations

slides of

depicting

manuscript
the

origin

and early development of the coats
of arms which were used ln medieval
art and literature to identify various

and
Mrs. Bearce has done a

Ss tats.

as-

signed

Dr. Gerard J. Brault, Assistant
Professor of Romance Languages
will
read a paper entitled "The
Early History of Arthurian Heraldry" before the Comparative Literature 3 r Arthurian
Section of the
1960 annuel meeting of the Modern Language Association or America in Philadelphia on December 27.
Professor Brault's paper will be

politics,
""•Mttii

life,

and war.
nn

tut

at 8:13 p.m.
a half with
This act sums up

marriage.
It offers a very

death,

80NS OF DECEASED VETERANS
Any student who has lost a parent la or as the result of service
Work] War

I,

— B1U Lannor
— Ken Smith
Dan Roche — Al Schiller
Paddy CDowd — Charles MeU
Patch Riley

—

Karl Bunting

Nicholas Gadsby

Stage Manager

— Dave Henshaw

—

Dick Mack

The Placement _

ATTENTION:

In

—

Mary Ohitttm

Jamie Cregan
Mickey Maloy

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiii

or

WMiimmiMi

Committee

will follow at which all participants
will be guests of the
School.

dents

These paintings are quite appropriate for the coming Christmas
season.
Most of the paintings are
religious in their subject matter

shiny-silver from being rubbed
1000 fellowships for by the sand. Others are dark from
graduate study, was estab- the action of salt water. Each of
1967 to help offset the these Irregularly shaped panels sugcritical fhortage of qualified col- gested the subject to be painted on
it.
A long silvered piece of wood
lege teachers.
The regional selection committee, with deep incisions suggested St.
on which Professor Carre will serve, Sebastian, who was martyred by
arrows. A piece of driftwood shaped
is responsible ror screening about
62S applicants from Quebec, New like a whale suggested the theme
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island. of "rebirth," in which a Madonna
Nova Scotia, Newfoundland. Maine. and Child, the New Testament symNew Hampshire. Vermont, and Mas- boi of rebirth is placed within the
sachusetts. Last year over 300 can- body of the whale, the Old Testalb 1
nb
m<mt
didates were Interviewed,

I

Announced

The

Scholarships st Bowdoln College
3) How Should
Interpret a Score on the Law has awarded the Henry Wadsworth
School Admission Test?
4i Is s Longfellow Scholarship for 1960-61
Legal Education Still The Best Way to John P. Field "68 of Newton Cento Top Executive Positions in Bos- ter, Mass.. President James 8. Coles
has announced.
ton?
The all-day seminar, which Is
Mr. Field, who plans to work toopen to all college students, will ward a doctor of philosophy debegin at 10:30 with a sample class, gree, will enter the University of
followed by a talk bv Assistant Dean Michigan In the beginning of the
Daniel T. Coughlin on Opportuni- second semester *s a candidate for
ties in the Legal Profession Lunch a master of arts degree in the De-

One

Language Society

The Wilson Foundation, which an- and

During the Second World
War he served with distinction In
France. North Africa, Italy, and
Germany and holds a Bronze Star,
th« Creix de Guerre with Palm, and
Croix de Guerre with Star.
He

J. P. Field '58

Should be a Lawyer?

At

first-year
lished in

1940.

Goes To

For Study At Michigan

Religious Works

nually awards

and of
these 145 were directly appointed
or elected as alternates.
Dr. Carre was graduated summa
cum laude with highest honors In
Prench from Bowdoln College in

Street,

Heraldic Study For

art,

"1"

Mannnai

Committee

Maine

326

Faculty Wife Shows

Mrs. Bearce has not only found
painting on driftwood panels a new
of expression in religious
but she has originated this
Professor Jeffrey J. Carre has medium.
She collected the panels
consented to .<erve on the regional along the Maine coast near her
selection committee of The Wood- home, and. of course, each panel
row Wilson National Fellowship Is different in slse. shape, and texFoundation.
ture.
Some of the panels are long

Selection

Miss Victoria Crandall and the
Brunswick Summer Playhouse have
presented a gift or $1,000 to Bowdoin College for scholarship purposes. President James S. Coles has
announced.
The gift Is to be used "for scholarship purposes to deserving students,
as the College may determine." according to the letter of presentation
Irom Miss Crandall.
Miss Crandall, who lives in New
York City, rounded the Brunswick
Summer Playhouse in the Pickard
Theater in Memoriil IIa!l at the
College in the su, n r ol 1959.
Since Its rounding, uic Playhouse
has presented an outstanding pro-

Position

their

8. A.

Carre To Serve On

Gives Scholarship

Ryan,

Longfellow Scholarship

for the past two weeks. Mrs. Bearce
the wife of George Bearce, AsProfessor of History and

Summer Playhouse

and Cambridge, Mas-

Law For Undergrade
A unique all-day Institute on Law
as a Career will be conducted on
Saturday, December 10, at the Boston College Law School.
Among the questions to be discussed by experts will be the following: 1) What of the Coming
Shortage of Lawyers r
2)
Who

Economics.

on "Compulsory Health Insurance:
Representatives of the New EngIts Necessity and Practicability," land Association of Colleges and
the same talk with which he won Secondary Schools honored the long

Island. Maine,
sachusetts.

from

is

Association Observes

freedom

of action In man, a predominately
social being. It denies the possibility of co-existence of these poles
within the Individual."
The major part of the film will
be shot during spring vacation on
location at North Haven, an island
about 16 miles off the Mslne coast
in Penobscot Bay.
Other locations
will be Orr's Island and Bailey

Brunswick.

The McKenxie Gallery has held
an exhibition of paintings on driftwood panels by Jeana Dale Bearce.

Mrs. Philip Wilder (left) and Don Lancaster supervise decaratUn
of the Moulton Union Lounge in preparation for the coming holidays.
(Photo by Flagg)

and

determinism

social

Conduct Seminar On

Local Art Gallery

New England School

student achieve-

creative

ment in the graphic arts.
The film, according to Ryan, is
"a comment on the conflict between

Additional
Information and
a
complete prospectus may be obtained by interested alumni and friends

sistant
'82

ested In

to the Headquarters and
Company, First Training
Regiment, Port Knox, Kentucky.
The Henry W. Longfellow Graduate Scholarship Fund of $10,067 was
given by Miss Alice M. Longfellow.
that his own poetry contained a
Mrs. Edith L. Dana, and Mrs. Annie
predominance Of picture. He added
The Law School or Boston Col- L. Thorpe, daughters of the famous
that there can be music In an Idea lege is located at University Heights poet, in 1607. The Fund was given
even when the line ffelf is caco- directly opposite the Lake Street to "enable a student, after graduaphonous.
tion, to pursue graduate work In
M.T.A. station.
some other 'college, or abroad if

and literary criticism. Dr. Hal] also
owns and operates sd old Maine
Coast boatyard on Orr's Island.

Other featured soloists Will be
that member of the Senior Class
who shall write and deliver the Miss Jeanne Orelisch, alto; Ronald
Cole "61 at the organ; and Stephen
best oration.
'61 at the piano.
Judges of the competition were Hays
Following the Bach Oratorio and
the Reverend Mr. David A. Works
of Brunswick, John Gould of Lisbon a brief intermission, the combined
Falls, and Hugh C. Lord of Bruns- groups will present a program of
traditional Christmas Carols and a
wick.

duction, such as film, processing,
addition of sound, and printing.
to obtain these funds
and technical assistance from alumni and friends of the college inter-

They hope

Elements For Moderns

December 10, when the Bowdoln 1960-61. He succeeds Professor John
West South- College Glee Club and the Bruns- O. Kemeny of Dartmouth.
8.
Choral Society will present a
The Northeastern Section, which
port, formerly of Barrlngton, R. I.. wick
In
Christmas
Oratorio from the music Is one of the largest and
1868
Senior
Prise
most diswon the Class of
tinguished of the Mathematical AsSpeaking Competition last Monday of Johann Sebastian Bach.
Christmas
traditional
proThe
in
sociation's
37 sections, meets anevening in Smith Auditorium
Literary
Critique
In
1936, and pre- nually
gram.
Instituted
to hear the reading of InSills Hall.
Lunt took as his subsented on more than thirty oc- vited papers. This year's meeting
ject "Primitive Labor, Relations," In
since that time, will open was attended by over 200 mathemawhich he presented his case for casions
_» O It „ .v.
<» »K.
Wl-.l
Pari.).
"»
*..* A
......
E — —^..
ticians
from the New England
compulsory arbitration of labor dis- •V 9 AW f
This year the concert will States, Nova
Church.
putes.
Scotia, Prince Edward
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Alden be under the direction of Robert Island, and Newfoundland.
K. Beckwith, Assistant Professor of
Dr. Christie was graduated from
P. Lunt of Joppa Road in West
College
at
Bowdoln
assisted
Music
Southport, Lunt is a Government
Bowdoln nmnu cum laude In 1937
T. TillotProfessor
Frederic
E.
by
major and a member of Alpha Delta
and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Phi fraternity. Active in Olee Club son and Mrs. Ruth Harvle of Bruns- He spent 1937-38 in England at St.
wick.
activities, he is also a member of
John's College of Cambridge UniRichard W. Donahue of Cromwell, versity on
Meddiebempstera,
Bowdoln's
the
a Henry Fellowship. Durtencr
will
be
the
featured
Conn.,
well-known augmented double quaring the next four years he studied
tet He prepared for Bowdoln at soloist. Mr. Donahue was graduated at Princeton University and received
Hopkins Grammar School In New Phi Beta Kappa from Wesleyan master of arts and doctor of philosotook
master's
his
at
Haven, Connecticut, where he was University and
phy degrees Ho returned to Bowtreasurer of the Senior Club and ac- Ysle University School of Music. doln to teach in 1942.
tive in singing activities and ath- He has enjoyed acclaim in perHe is a member of the Ameriformances In New York, Philadelletics.
can
Mathematical Society, Sigma XI.
Other speakers in the Class of phia, and at many New England Chi Psi and the Mathematical
As1868 competition and their topics colleges and universities.
sociation
of America. At Bowdoln
William S. Barr, a Bowdoln senior,
were Richard A. Black of Brunshe
has
taught courses In modern
A Prench
wick, "Reflections on the Revolution will be the bass soloist.
abstract
algebra,
statistical
and
la America"; Arnold O. Whittelsey major and a member of Theta Delcourse, which will have final form
quantum theories of heat, physical Fitzgerald,
on whose short story the, 4n a
of Barrlngton, R. I.. "Communica- ta. Chi fraternity, Barr has a varied
thermodynamics,
textbook, is to remedy some of
mechanics and
tions Techniques for the Projection background in singing and dramatic
vector analysis, and general physics. show is based, is also expected to the Inherent faults In the historical
of National Power"; David L. Cole activities at Bowdoln, having apin
be
Brunswick
to see the produc- and theoretical approaches to literHe is the author of Intermediate
of Lexington, Mass., "Power, Pres- peared in several Masque and Gown
ary criticism.
productions, the Brunswick Summer College Mechanics, published in 1952. tion.
tige — At What Price"; and David
Professor Hall made headlines
B. Boyd of Putnam, Conn., "Na- Playhouse, and with the Meddieearjier
this year when he was
bempsters, Bowdoin's well-known
tionalism or Nonsense!"
awarded the O. Henry Award for
Lunt captured a prise of 155. the augmented double quartet. He Is
his
haunting short story "The
annual income of a fund contributed the son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Ledge."
Besides teaching courses
by the Clsss of 1866 at Bowdoln. B. Barr of 1160 Great Pond Road
In 19th and 30th century literature
The prise is swarded each year to In North Andover, Mass.
John

Obtained

Is
mid-way through rehearsal pre- and now a leader In American Inparing for Its January 7 and 9 dustry and an Overseer of the Colperformance. Jim Arntt and Nell lege, is the man now nominated
A trio of Bowdol students Is endorsement ef President James 6.
Love, the authors, are directing the by Bowdoin College for the I960 trying
to get financial backing for Coles, Vice President Bela W. Norproduction which Includes many Sports Illustrated Silver Anniver- the college's first student-written, ton, and Dean Nathaniel Kendrick
Bowdoln students and local people sary. All-America. Active In foot- student-produced sound motion pic- Louis O. Coxe, professor of English
from the surrounding area Includ- ball during his four student years, ture.
and author of "The Middle Passed in the cast of forty are, Steve chosen as Center of the All-Maine
Tentatively titled "Early for Tour- age," is faculty advisor for the
Hays DS, who plays a studious Team of 1*35, he saw distinguished ists," the film wss written by BUI group.
young man who eventually discov- service in the 1936 season, a season Lsnnon '63. Ben Ray '62,
The scenario for the film which
and Berners that all girls are not called In which Bowdoln lost but one
game, tying a second, and winning ard Ryan '63, and has received the will run about an hour has been
librarians, and Hilda Grant, of Freewritten and a shooting outline plotHis talport who Is the object of his dis- the State Champiorvnip.
ted,
but approximately $1,000 is
covery.
Bill Barr TD, is seen as ent and service not limited to the
needed to cover the costs of proan ex-prizefighter who is being pur- playing field alone, he was recog- Poetic Rhythm, Locality

'63

coach "Chuck"

^^

In pi ckard

'36,

is

rounds of debate, (coring vlctorlaa
over Harvard. Hofstra, Hamilton.
Vermont, and Brooklyn College, and
finished

For 'Sports Illustrated'

"Head

'63 (Zete> and Stephen Silverman
tl (ARU) went undefeated in five

berg

Drake.

Have January Debut

original musical comedy to be presented at Bowdoln for many years,

other successful lntercollefUU tournament at Tufu University. The
affirmative team of PMer Valente

tive team* at the tournament
dota's negative team of Mark

Student Musical To

World War

II,

or

the Korean Conflict should be aware
of the provision of the "Junior G.I.

BUI" (Title 36, V. 8. Code. Chapter
See Mrs. Darling In Rhodes
Hall for dots Hi.
35).

PHILIP

8.

WILDER

Director of 8tndent

AM

that a representative of the U. 8.
Naval Ordnance Laboratory. White
Oak. Silver Spring. Maryland, will
be recruiting for seniors with majors
In Chemistry, Math, and Physic*.
Interviews will take place on Wednesday, December 14, liogliiiiuu at
9 ajn.. en a 36 minute schedule
throughout the any.
If yea wish te talk with the representative It Is requested that you
register at the Placement Bureau
and obtain the necessary appMoaUon form ami literature about the
Laboratory.
S. A. LADD, JR
Director of

characters In the Arthurian legend
such as King Arthur and Sir Galahad. Last August. Dr. Brault read
a paper on a related topic at the
Sixth Triennial Congress of the International
Arthurian Society at
Vsnnes. Prance, which he was able
to attend as the recipient of one
of the six travel grants covering
round-trip air fare awarded annually
by the American Council of
Learned Societies to participants in
International congresses. His paper
at Philadelphia will report on the
results of his latest research made
passible by a grant from the American Philosophical Society to meet
expenses for five weeks In Paris
while on the same trip last summer.
Dr. Brault is a graduate of Assumption College and holds a master of arts degree from Laval University and a doctor of philosophy
degree from the University of Pennsylvania.

From

1691

served ln the U. 8

to

1963.

he

Army and wss

assigned duties as. a Special Agent
with the Counterintelligence Corps
ta Orleans, Bordeaux, and La RocheUe, Prance.
In 1966, he was

awarded a Fulbright Fellowship for
a year's study in Strasbourg, Prance,
alter which he came to Bowdoln as
an Instructor in French.

Dr. Brault Is the author or fifteen
published and forthcoming articles

and has submitted his msnuscrlpt
on the suttcjnth-century

of s book

French translations of the Spanish
classic "La Celestina" to an American university press for publication.
His paper In Philadelphia marks
the third consecutive year that he
has read a paper before the Modern Language Association of America, prior meetings being held st
New yorg City and at Chicago.
The Advisory and Nominating Committee ef the MLA Prench 1 (Medieval) Group has informed him that
it will place his name in nomination

for

whicn

will

mastime.

Oroup secretaryship
become vacant at Christ-

the
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Spencer C. Hunt

Makln Hunt. WooUacott.
New*

Alphonae

Thomas

J.

F.

Csysewskl 84

Loekweoo

Halpertn, Ford

"83

James 8. Rice '61
John Welwood '84
Fred M. Weber '61

AeeJetant Jlews Carton
'84

Stephen
Sports Editor*

v \Z

F.

1

AMD

College has received a grant
of $1,000 from the Sperry snd Hutchinson Company to support a lecture program at the College, President James 8. Coles has announced.

CAN PEOflE REALLY BE
IMPROVtD OR OOCS HUrtAN
NATURE AlWWS STAj tk 5M1E?

mics.

THAT PEOPLE SHOULD BE
CREATIVE AND IMAGINATIVE

Samuel W. Cushman '63
William B. QllUes 12
Phillip H. Stone '63

Jon

AatieUat Bperta Kilter
Leonard C. Lac VI

Copy

Dunn

I.

'64

Staff

David M. Nelson '84
Walter M. Christie '84

Copy Editor
Jonathan A. Botelho 13
Photographers
Charles F. Flagg "»>

K

Frederick
fianford L.

Business Staff

George

Orkln *M

Crane

A.

'63

William W. Conklin

K

'64

Philip N. Racine

'64

Christopher K. Pylt 11

Frederick F. Yannie, Jr.
L.

Haggerty

Advertising

'64

Richard

Operational Procedure

»

12

Dear Editor:

terlals
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Central Advertising Council?

'

-

ST^iaV'SSSh

STS2 L™*"*

L£

i

The ORIENT would

by such a council in alwaye
»
nmc'Jc Board
UKILNTS
of Editors, which unanimously voted
haying experienced solicitors collecting ads. and by the eliminaits approval of the concept on November
.ion of "throat-cutting" a. a means for obtaining them
7.
It is now the intent of
(but.
he Edaor and Advertising Manager
n b « •*» by this issue, we have no advertising axe-to-gririd
of the ORIENT to present a »
this idea to the general college
community for its mature con- or sour »*rapea to sound: we are advocating this council for the
..deration, and. in the hope that
other interested parties will benefit of our advertisers, whom we deal with on a year round
make known their opinions and suggestions.
basis, and in simplifying the confusion now surrounding
the task
of local advertising at Bowdoin). The ORIENTS
The philosophy behind the idea of such a council
national adi. .imple"
«t would seem
mutually beneficial both to the local advertisers vertising would remain in the hands of the College Publishers
to the deliberation of the

benefit

I

«

'

who

Representative

contribute to the financial support
of these publlications
(UKiLM. Bugle, Football Program. Basketball

New

York, automatically, as usual
There
W
n ° ,nherent disadvantages in the establishment of sUch
Program, and
the Blotter) by partially defraying
the cost of printing with their * council to the ORIENT, and we therefore support its adoption,

and also lo the solicitor, for these campus
organizations
who go out— frequently
and obtain the advertisements, if
the ad agencies" were to
(
) unite their efforts-

in

ads.

—
1

represent each other with .

™, n

I

'48

?

j

*

i

to brin *

to

the outcome."
From the

Unfortunately for WBOR, (al- justified.
Nlven felt Nixon's principal misthough for a basically sound reathe Blanket Tax. Committee take was a failure to make his attempted portrayal of Sen. Kennedy
its funds In accordance with certain rules, one of a*_ ra * n * n<i Impulsive failed to coma
Nixon's principal offen
which Is allocating Its money to ott u
an activity on the basis of its num- « lve weapon and its failure, Nlven
ber of collegiate participanta.
An *»*«. tef t the Republican candidate
activity such as WBOR must' have In a defensive position he could

**

a large membership In order to
w*£nt tnTSSSS,
warrant
the generous share It reand faculty
re"
from the Committee, or In members anended the lecture and
other words. If a large enough group stayed for discussions and coffee.
doesn't participate, why should a
larger share of student-paid money
be given to an activity In which the critic says yes, but the answer
only a few students reap the bene- is no. Why not?
Tin

Tear^ VToTts

£t£T

ceives

'"'»'

No

collegiate

radio

station

(or

any other with exception of those
with extended news services) that
I know of employs or uses between
sixty and seventy members, but

WBOR

does.
No radio station in
Its right mind would use thirty different
disc
Jockeys weekly, but

does.
This might lead the
cynic to ask. "Is
a radio
station?" To this question 111 have

answer this ntuutlnn, we musk
first go back and define Inefficiency
as I would use it in the dilemma.
Inefficiency is confusion In numbers or even havoc in numbers.
Thus If the radio station were to
cut down its membership, a better,
more productive, more stable and
smoother organization could originate.
Radio stations are known best
for their personalities and secondly for what their personalities play
for music
or to put It In another light
you don't turn on
your radio and tune your dall look-

—
—

(

Continued en Page

techniques

Plan

of Its age?
student, "Here is a place in which
tne Intellectual "and Ideas
are born.
Look about you.
Its time and
and breathe in the spirit of learn"functional" in being ing,
and discover the excitement of
vigorous intellectual Inquiry."

»

uniqueness of

P 1 "*?

*•

it

^S&J^S^
S^S
ff SSr^wft ££

now

4)

A. Paquette
Fine Shoe Repairing by
Modern Methods

Union

1

artistic

bet-

must dispense with

^L™ ZJ^TrZlt^o}

Does U expre

GOP

less

son)

TT^KTennTtheTrea

/con-

reporter's

the

much

to be

hectic and
cut off most of its funds altogether
and yet if the station keeps run- confusing to follow, but traveling In
ning Inefficiently, the Blanket Tax the Kennedy camp was more fun
Committee will continue to dimin- because of greater spontaneity and
ish Its funds. Thus the radio sta- Interest, even though he felt the
tion Is fighting a losing battle, but charge that It was a round of missed
schedules
and catastrophes was
why?

««orial Hall as stee , an d glass
skyscra'oer

StTdS tne^ln? mp^X

working
Niven said,

campaign appeared
ter organised and

"i

* nd

apel

more

potentially able presidents, stating,

we No, It Is not, even though physius a cally it appears very much to be.
Is nothing more
pDropri- In actuality,
ate to downtown Pittsburgh.
He than a suite of rooms for organized
must not give us an Idlewild Air- mass music making, where plentiof ^agreement?
I think, for one port
terminal.
He must above all ful and untrained conductors air
give us a warm, pleasant building their own tastes and are only Interwhich fits harmoniously into the rupted by a few news codas, wrong
Pafsonal .differences of taste. Two
campus and blends with notes and special arias. However,
men may disagree about the appear- Bowdoin
Its older buildings In various styles
Is this the fault of WBOR?
Here
ance of an old building (or a new
the

struction

„„«

The Bugle will proba
orobablv
witk the
»k. ORIENT
rvRIFNTre
° ,y agree WI,h
S general
(2) ,nd,rect,
indirenlv
l
y position and logic that
such a council could be a good thing for

*** C ° Ura

on ihe eaat IS!

,

most advanced engineering

The Bugle

iV

'

the

"This election was so close that almost any one single slight factor
would have made the difference in

^«*^«&™*™Z TT^^STS^TvS^ WBOR
WBOR
^ ?
g^\f^L^l^ ^ZZ^TlVZ^e "at ^Z^^S.
do^c^VhVtotaai^of 1™X V*^ T**
M
WBOR
"l
im
of the otta^'buTwhS

said

favorable press coverage accorded
Sen. John P. Kennedy assisted his
presidential bid, but said he felt
there waa no justification for the
charges that the working press sabotaged Vice-president Richard Nixon. He said Herb Klein, Nixon's
Press Secretary, concurred with this.
Nlven cited both candidates as

standpoint,

I

"** P r<s »en ' ed
f

Paul Nlven

i

He

camps

political

Addressed To The Editor

mission.

and techniques which twentieth-century science and engineerCirculation Managers
Each Council repreaentative would either have a certain dis- To. Nelson Corey and Mai Morrell
ing had made available. This conIruce N. Leonard '63
William K. Higgms "03 trict or number of merchants
Congratulations
on a splendid and cerns not only basic structural matto work with in mediating for and
successful football season.
I «aw ters, but everyday arrangements as
with them to the Council.
The representatives will, of course, the Williams, Bates,
and Maine well. In Smith Auditorium, designed
BOWDOW PUBLISHING COMPANY
bave to bear in mind that our advertisers purchase ads for one 6 ames
for lectures and films, the acoustics
Hard and intelligent work paid are poor and the seating Is unMr. Bela W. Norton
Prof. Athern P. Daggett or mo* e °f three reasons: ( ) that the advertisement will be seen off. This
fellow Bucklln developed comfortable.
W. Stephen Piper
In the
David C. McLean and attract more business,
mt0 *" excellent quarterback. I room downstairs, the ventilation U
( i ) that the College does many good
Robert L. Haggerty
<h
f
i
make that game saving Intolerably poor, and It always surthing. ,„ and for the community of Brunswick and is therefore
tackle in the Bates game
.st Pjjscs me^ that the students stay
aBPRMCNTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTIHlNC BY
deserving of local advertising in return, and (3) to "help some ™**n! S°°d coaching; inspiring the awake and alert during long final
"
C
k"•b• r, *"-#>&•
kid through college
XI
w e wlU to wm a terlffic examinations.
I. EA« ..TH'!^lT
NEW YORK, N. Y.
It may be argued that Sills and
itX
u* rterb* ckJn e and other recent buildings express somee
The advertisers will benefit and appreciate working in a
T?
was something for thing called our "cultural heritage
P.untm 8
r..i«in<...
litw«„
-i.k
„
l
l
ii
l
PJ
i
business-like way with one man who knows all the rates the book.
But
BuT-the7do
they do not reaTy-d"
really do this.
Sue"vtait
Visit
Most sincerely,
a genuine Georgian building from
bates vary from publication to publication) and who will take
SYLVIO C. MARTIN eighteenth-century England or from
his personal business needs into consideration when he
suggests
Colonial America,
America
and then vlsl
visit
the best media for his advertising interests.
SULs Hall.
Compare the proporAlso, operating
To the Editor:
tlons, the delicacy of detail, the use
through the Council, the representative will try to keep future
of^ windows to create an open, airy
-# »*»—,.«.*«»-....
rcur "out ui iiuvcuiuci iV yOU enect.
"Council" years in consideration, and therefore won't overMills Hall fails to do what
published a letter from the Honoranother age could do well, as It
tax
the patron to the point where he won't want to advertise able Robert Hale '10 about the arcertainly falls to do what our own
in future year.
a. ha. been done in the past by thoughtless
'
eas Hale was kind enough to comment
The idea of a Central Advertising Council
for the College's students who didnt think of the ones that had to follow them. thoughtfully upon my view, on the
Bogota of yesterday^ ?no
hve chief publication, first appeared
same subject, as presented in a fea- What o"
at a meeting of the Bowthe Soi^of^omorfow^
""^
doin Pubhahing Company on October
The
ORIENT
*,"
X hive not *« wn *n amateuT's front
26 in the Vice-preaide'nt's
I arfhino
ther *

Moulton Union Lounge.
Nlven, a CBS news correspondent,
covered the campaign from both

'62

Manager

S. Pulsifer

The assertion that the two presidential candidates in the recent
election differed not In kind but
only In degree of political philosophy was the principal thesis of a
well-attended talk by Paul Niven '46
on WedneH.ay November 30 in the

Economics

with the adequacy of the resource
base of the American economy.

'64

Business Manager

Robert

rnz

necessary and equitable proportiona. The Council could
then, in effect, serve as "job opportunities"' to scholarship students requiring additional financial aid, on the basis of com-

of

Resources for the Future, Inc., Is
a Ford Foundation-financed organisation devoted to research dealing

SOIIETlflES

in the

F Magher

Craig

DO YOU

OR PRACTICAL * WWIrKVEACTKfoEEt LIKE SWEARING?

Circulation Staff

SUIT Cartoonist

--

-tatt

Smith

Advertising Staff

The Department

Evaluates '60 Campaign

For Urge Campus Group

at the Collage will be the sponsoring department for the proposed
lecture under the terms of the grant.
Professor Abrahamson said that
the grant will be used to finance
a visit to the campus In February
by Dr. Joseph L. Fisher, Director
of Resources for the Future, Inc.,
Washington. D. C. Dr. Fisher will
meet with faculty and students during his visit and give a public lecture.
He has had wide experience
In both academic and government
work.

**•• DO YOUGET ANGRY
WHEN PEOPLE ASK YOU
FOOLISH QUESTIONS?

Ruasey 13

Niven' 46, CBS Newsman

Lawrence Flaherty, cone manager
in Portland for the Sperry and Hutchinson Company, visited the campus recently to present the check
for the amount of the grant to
Frutassui Albert Abrahamson, Chairman of the Department of Econo-
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Week
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William B. Whiteside

1961
To

the EJditor:

bigger, busier,
HAVE ALWAYS HAD an

better than ever!

At

first

glance

ing the Bogie join us in creating such a system.

possibly idealistic council looks as if it
might neceawily be too large, and
therefore cumbersome; or
maybe too diverse in nature to function effectively
for all

u

T ln sTammlng.
P
He suggested that" we
v££
*S l
Z2* >
!£*! aIP n *!ff t l1 ' e «amine the sUtion critically, which
Ih£>.^
changed, ^i.^'
America changed,
and the all intents and purposes Is done
College changed during Bowdoin's quite
thoroughly each year with
first century.
But each Individual the same biased results. The
combuilding had a personality of Its plaints
of fellow students and faculown, and each one expressed the ty members,
although lacking ln
best ideas that were available at any kind
of complete introspection
the time the building was con- into the
dilemma of WBOR, are
structed.
fundamentally and outwardly well
based. But, upon closer Inspection,
more^eceTbt.lld^gs'^
tSt both students and faculty
Mr Hale "a* *""* had this in should realize Just what members
WBOR's
8
dilemma is.
a^d
on
Any number of words could de-

««*£•

this

Athletic Programs

"•'

to

te

The Programs would automatically receive their needed
amount of local advertising from the Council. The rest is now,
college public relations.
Also, the poasibility exist, that .uch *«d would continue to be handled by a New
York advertising
a council might actually bring in
fewer advertisements than the a 8«nt. There would be no foreseeable difficulty in having the
separate staff, do on their own at present.
Much time ha. been P-gram. join the Council, and their union with the other cam^^^bu^ding.
spent, nowever, both in outlining
the best possible structure and P"" organization, would be welcomed, for they would
the old "Delta."
Sills Hall never
com- was
"modern." It represented nothmodus operandi*" of a Council, and in evaluating the
probable P'e'e the formation of a council',
ing better than a vague, timid eclecadvantage, and disadvantage.. The total
^
ticism. In no way did It show what
picture now recommend, itself to our wholehearted .upport.
an architect could do with the maTk« Blotter
members and

its

in a

manner conducive

to the betterment of town-

?S

&

This
Structure

Since the ORIENT i, engaged in the
business of wiling
advertising space continually throughout
the year (including
the summer now. with the special issue),
as compared with the
single or several advertising episodes
of the other four organize-

is

a superfluous advertising scheme and.

it

T
,

J

^

_

T'J.

^"^

d °' ****

^

H

fice

it

would seem

logical to operate the Council

from the

of the

of-

'.

tise in

"

and

*

rever8cd face

down on

of twelve solicitor.!)

Day at the Beach ... the
biggest beach party of the year.

All-day cruise to historic St.
George. Luncheon, Calypso music,

•

Gombey Dancers.
Round Robin Tennis Tournament.

•

College

Week Golf Competition.
Tslent Revue.

• College

Fun

•

Festival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.

•

Barbecue Luncheon.

• Sightseeing.

• Special Golf

and Tennis Trophies.

ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE

BERMUDA

Th.

Trod* Development Board
•30

RMi

Ave.,

New Yerk

30, N. Y.

that

Most

it.

of the time, lercnity

reigni in Fort Lauderdale. (The
of Commerce will hate me;
they say it never rains in Fort
Lauderdale.) But, for two weeks,
twenty thousand collegians descend
on this peaceful community and take
it apart, peace by peace. They call
it Spring Vacation, but it's more like
amateur night at Cape Canaveral.
They capture Florida and throw the
Keys away. But I shouldn't joke
not while people are holding matt
prayer meetings for an early hurri-

Chamber

Inc.

"where the boys are." And
Such girls, it makes you

too.

disxy to look at them.

If you look long
enough, you reach an advanced
stage of dizziness called aphrodizzier. It's like being in love. That's

CUMBERLAND
THEATER

Sales

>

is

girls,

Brunswick'. Friendly Ford Dealers

what happened to me, and it will
happen to you, too. Everywhere you

—

turn
beaches full of them, motels
hotels full of them, cars full of
them, pooh full of them, bathing
suiu full of them. Ah, bathing suits
when the man said, "It's the
little things in life that count," he
must have been thinking of bathing

and

the legitimate

&

Service

Dec

Wed. -Than.

Auto Body Work

7-t

.

Pleasant Street

Key Witness

Brunswick

.

.

But

suits.

with

JEFFREY HUNTER
PAT CROWLEY

mostly,

it's

the

For the Best

of luxury,

in Choice Table-Rite Steer

Groceries

-

Short Subject

Beef

— Fruit and Vegetables

FrL-Sei.

HARPSWELL STREET

Dee, t-lt

Ten

Who Dared
with

LIVERNOIS
SI

that'll

and

SHOP AT

IGA

JOHN DIAL
BRIAN KEITH
The Kids
San.'

would aeek advertising in thia community. We advocate the abandonserve as a real training ground where
experienced men would ment of the Blotter.
It is an unnecessary racket, and harmful
pass oa their knowledge, skills, and contacts,
through invaluable to the better interests of Bowdoin.
"on-the-spot" training to new members.

Let
•

Teas.

n-U-n

Epitaph

BCRL IYEI
WINTERS

Conclusion

girls

in

girls of

any lap
every site

It isn't any wonder
"where the boys arc."
things that happen are
wacky and wild and wicked and
warmly wonderful "where the boys
are." Someone should make a movie
about it. Hey, someone did! M-G-M
it

is

"Where The Boys Are,"

starring Dolores Hart, George Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux, Jim Hutton,
Barbara Nichols, Paula Prentiss, with

Frank Gorshin and introducing popular recording star Connie Francis

Da«.

No Man Write

My

poor
have them,

discretion.

that this
Aad the

calls

Pins 5 Disney Carts so. Par

DIAL PA 5-7122

In fact, the Council

in her

first

screen role. You'll

want to sec ail the things,
that happen "Where The,.
Boys Are."

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
presents

Many

Sheet Subject

Hear Yet Bear Yet

be ironed out before a combined adCommission Basis
vertising agency can be made to operate in a perfectly smooth
Remuneration to member, of the Council, aside from the
and adroit manner. However, the idea i. a good one; en*the
•ahefacnoa* of achievement and the learning of . buainees.
advantage, to all concerned with advertising are so beneficial
would oornem the form of a scaled percentage of the profit,
that the ana. now engaged in thia field are intrigued with the peaoasis. with the rest go.ng to the campu.
publication, which the, aibihue. of such a program a. envisaged in the Central
Adverrepresent (that being the College in th« caie of the Program.)
tising Council.
thing, remain to

MKKT YOl B FS1KNDS AT
The Stew*

Hwm

afalns's Finest Historic

Wed.-Thurs.

Inn

Dee. H-1S

DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
Leg-ions

Of The Nile

MM

3!

Wall Talk

1

mMMtmtmmmmmmggUaSgm

girls.

Girls in love, girls in trouble, bright
with a future, not-so-bright
with a past, rich girls in the lap

girls
girls

>

their particular staff', inexperience.

SMART

H.

Complete

encourage the Blotter farce,
The Blotter benefit, only one or two .tudenta; and they
One Advertising Manager for the Council could be select- cou,d i oin the Council to earn extra money on a fair
commised among its members according to his selling
ability, manage- * on wh "'e at the same time doing constructive contributing to
ment. and relations with the Brunswick merchants
(maybe even campii* organizations, rather than cutting away from them. Alpreferably a boy living in Brunswick, who
would already know *°. frequently, the Blotter is mismanaged. For example: this
the people who advertise).
By this more organized system, all vea r many merchants have not yet seen the Blotter that they
the campus publications would be aasured
of their fair and neces- placed advertisements in ... a crime in the advertising busisary share, while no one organization
(They didn't receive the product that they paid fori)
would any year run the ne«*'
risk of .uffering in advertising revenue
due to "the breaks" or And thia hurt, the relationa of the four other organization, that
total

the fun.
College

cane season.

fre< uenU y then «nnot afford to advercampus activities like the ORIENT. Bugle,
ORIENT, which would willingly be available to such
cr Athletic Programs.
For example: the same $1.80 advera program.
tising space in the ORIENT would cost a Brunswick
merchant
The Council could operate with a staff of between five
and $8.50 in the Blotter!
(Incidentally, one merchant, after
seven competent men, who would handle the
job of soliciting. buying expensive Blotter space, is known to have reduced his
managing the layout for each member organization,
and billing ORIENT ads. and debated the "necessity" of advertising in
for the Counc.1.
(Whereas at present the ORIENT need, three Bugle, becau.e "he couldn't afford
ill")
We contend that it is
men; the Bugi*, three; the Football and Basketball
Programs more important for advertiser, to .upport campu. organization,
two eaca; and the Blotter is usually allotted
to two men.
A than it is for them to

tion..

Tax Committee would

•
•

abiding hatred for the bottom crust
of rye bread. There it no particular
reason for making this point, except
that whenever I think of Fort
Lauderdale, I think of rye bread.
There is no particular reason for that
either, but I have been thinking of
Fort Lauderdale. Fort Lauderdale it
"where the boys are." Right now,

This

HARRY

advertiser9 who P** «"P*'b°f
'°
exorD,,a nt rates ifor the production of this worthless pro-

V

the Blanket

Informal welcoming dance to start

accomplishes

absolutely no worthwhile purpose on campus.
Very few of
9tudent » on """P" 8 "*« this Blotter full of advertisements,

^

scribe the station's predicament, but
for simplification, efficiency might
be the best word to use.
If the
station were to be run efficiently,

•
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"WHtnt THC BOYS ARC
A

Euterpe production

in

Cinemascope and

MSTROOOLOB,
Screenplay by Georn Wi
based on the novel 6y
Okadoa Swarthout.
Directed by Henry Levin.
IVsduced by Joe P,
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Polar

By John HaJpcrin

Bowdoln's surprising
basketball
mtaaaaa.
team dropped a heart-breaker in
The sports page of the Orient ha» always been a sovereign overtime to the highly rated (ninth
autonomous entity within the paper as a whole. The recent in the East) Harvard hoopsters In
the season's opener Thursday night.
change in sports management should, we hope, result in an 68-81. Despite a remarkable par*
even greater independence on the part of the editors and tfceir formance by sophomore guard Al
Loane (22 points, a 70 shooting perreporters; we feel that this column provides a vehicle for the centage). Harvard's home-grown miracle, Denny Lynch, sank the winpresentation of novel and perhaps provocative viewpoints.
ning basket with 14 seconds remainEach week in this column, in addition to editorializing and ing in the overtime period.
The Polar-Bears started fast, got
interpreting, the sports editors of the Orient will select one
off to an. 18-5 lead early In the first
varsity athlete who, by his contributions to the athletic unit of Period Harvard steadily closed the

which he is a part, ha. most furthered in practice ideal, of
ff,«^
sportsmanship and athletic ability. This portion of the column ut* t0 le*d at the half. 30-27. Bowdoln came back strongly in the secappear at the conclusion of "Polar- Bearings" and will be ond
half, pulled briefly out In front,
under the heading PAT ON THE BACK. Watch for it every and from there the two teams bat-'
tied it out on an even keel down
week.

!XWtliM5taSf.X

will

*

the last minute of play. With
30 seconds remaining. Bowdoin led
61-60; Harvard center Bill Danner
fouled Loane, who sank one of the
two free-throws to give Donham's
men a twe- point advantage. Ten
seconds before the final busier
Lynch sank a set-shot to tie the
game and send it into overtime. The
Polar-Bean stayed right with the

summary:

Guard

Bob

Bowditch

Crimson

9

aa

•

3

13

a

SbsrMan
Oanahan

1

•

•

9
a
19

many

years.
The subsequent poor showing against New Hampwas a fatal combination of ephemeral circumstances: the
team was physically exhausted by the efforts of the previous
night; the team was also psychologically down for the game as a

11

1

9

4
4

t

a

a

1

9
1

a

9

5

a

19

•

4
1

•

t

1

S

•

1

1

4

•
1

1

«
4

result of the bitter disappointment incurred by losing the Harvard game. This is not to excuse their losing; New Hampshire
because they outhustled and outran the Polar-Bears.
I heir
fast-break was almost invincible during the second half, and
their rebounders were always able to get good position beneath

incident-

b a basketball mentor of no limited means, expects his
team to lose few games this year. The combination of Al Loane
and Billy Cohen gives Bowdoin a back-court combination hard
to improve upon; Pete Scott's experience and height will garally,

ner many points for the Polar-Bears this season; forward Ed
Callahan should be quite an offensive threat this year; Brad
Sheridan is a crack shot who actually looks his best playing

ia

i

9

9

3
OaajsVa*

Bowdoin
2

3
7

2
2

able bench.

Callahan

4

9

1

4

ocoii

5

5

II

Sheridan

2

13
4

liant

Brown

and playing excellent defensive ball as well, the editors have selected sophomore guard AL LOANE as this week's outstanding

O'Brien

2
a

Prior
Milliken

4

HATS OFF TO "FINNEB!"
special word of congratula•es to Charley Flalaysen.
e»-eaptaia of this year's Bowdoin
football team, for being chosen as

a first team, all New England end
by the Associated Press. Charley
is without doubt one of the finest
ball players Bowdoin has had in

Hargen
the past few years, both offensive-

McEachen

ly

and defensively, and has left
big pair of shoes to be filled next
fall.
In addition to his all NE

Bron
Fischer

honors, "Khmer" received honorable menUon on the Little All
America team, as well as being
far the Boston Herald
"All-Seen
Team,"
chosen
by

portawriter Arthur Sampson.

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

SIX

— BARBERS — SIX

1

1

points

against

the

Crimson.

(3)

shows form which netted him 22
Watching la Bowdoin's Ed Calla-

(15).

«

9
1

14
13
7
10

1

7

1
1

PLEASE PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS
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1

4

Rich

7

1

4

Hooker

9

a
a

'a

a

a

Mandravellis
Sullivan

Bowdoin

New Hampshire

30
39

36

9

96
73

37

-

-

•

:

——

start-

season at the Arena
last Saturday with a disappointing
4-1 loss to Melrose High School.
Far the first two periods the two
teams played an Ideal and very
even game; Melrose, however, let up
their

oft

to allow Hamlen of Bowdoin to push a goal through. Until
the final seven minutes of the game
the home team kept their 1-0 tead
•— then the Freshmen Incurred some
needless penalties, allowing Melrose
to score three goals.
Coach McFaydon removed the goalie so as
to and to iiit- ouenalVc drive; one
of the Melrose forwards took ad-

enough

(

•

Con tinned en Page

4)
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a powerful sprint st the finish, Tilton again touched out the sophomore from Amherst. Tllton's time
of 52.9 was only 6 tenths of a second from his college record which
he set last year. Capt. Scarplno
and Coots followed with a sweep
in the 300 yd. backstroke which
assured Bowdoin the victory.
This victory was doubly Important
because Coach Bob Miller was in
the stands. Forced to take a leave
of absence because of illness, this
victory seemed to be Just what the
doctor ordered.
For early in the season the team
looks In fairly good shape.
With
more hard work this week, the team
can continue
its
winning way
against a strong MIT team next
Saturday afternoon.

The results:
40O-Yard M«il*r lUlar - Won by Bow.
Son
iSearnlno,
l»«vl»,
coot*.
*t*rrui>.

Coming Events

Tim*

Following Is a schedule of the
principal athletic events at Bowdoin this week.
Des. 9th
Varsity hockey vs. Merrimack, 7:30
Bee. 14th
Varsity basketball v

—

—
—
—
1:00
Dec. 13th —

Colby, 9:19
Dec, 19th
Varsity swimming v.
M.I.T.. 3:30
Dee. 19th
Interclass track meet.

-T-

1.

4 'W.7.
210-Yt.rd Fr*Mtyi«
Vmrntn (A): 3.

2.

t.

—

v.

Maine, 4:09

Won

Now

that

reached

Won

Psl

3
2
2

(now Bowdoin record).

2:SS.».

Dlvlni
IA);

Won

-

by Front (B)

;

Lnii

I.

Winning Pniat.

Lord (A).

S.

SO. OS.

Won by Laax (A):
Mr.Swaan.y <B). Tim.

100- Yard Butt.rfly

Snow

I.

(B):

S.

(B):

Frmtjrl*
O.born (A):

t.

—

Won

».

Tfm* M.S.

R.

(Continued on Page
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M.rrill

Tilton
(B).

U

Kappa Slg
Beta

1

Sigma Nu

1

Zete

successful

1

Lost

Tied

1

ATO
ARU

1
1

AD

2
2
2
2

1

DS
Chi Psl

Deke

•

Id. note
4)

a

been a sufficient amount of activity In either basketball or bowling
to Include the standings for these
sports):

tD

:

lnterfratemloy

fall

have

sports

;

conclusion the hockey, basketball,
and bowling teams are in full swing.
Although It is still too early in the
season to make any accurate predictions, it now looks as if the teams
to beat will be the Psl U's. Zete's.
and Sigma Nu's In the hoop league
and the Beta's. Psl U's, and Kappa
Sig's ort the ice
The following are the unofficial
Intel-fraternity hockey standings as
of November 30th (there has not

Tim*

(A).

—

Colonial

mEEr

Stone

Pbill

House

by L** IB)

Porara

Loop
By

60-Ynrd Fr«*»tyl*
Won by TIKon (B)
Ottborn (A): S. Finch (B).
Tim. M.S.
tSe-Ytrd Mc.ll.-y
Won by Coota IB)
Haitian IB): J. Gordon (A). Tim*

2 :I4.S.

100- Yard

Varsity basketball

The

The most ranting race of U»
meet resulted in the return dual
between Tilton and Osborn in the
100 yd freestyle.
By putting on

-

The freshman hockey team
ed

a

o

e

——

——

'•

Frosh Bow, 4-1

4

Scoring

(Photo by Flagg)
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a

ii

Battaloli

Sophomore guard Al Loane

4

14

9

Couture

han

KING'S BARBER SHOP

3

i

a

selected

TF

Around

New Hampshire
FO FT KB FF TF

athlete.

A

:

27
35
4
66
30
12
68
6
The following night, Friday, Bob
Donham's stalwarts travelled down
to the University of Near Hampshire and took a severe drubbing.
73-65. The miraculous finesse of the
previous night gone, the Polar-Bears

FO FT BB

Because of his exceptionally brilperformance against Harvard last week, scoring 22 points

doin's only serious scoring threat of
the period Harvard's Morse scored
with only seven seconds left in the
period on a knee-high tlp-ln.
This was definitely Harvard's period; they led 1-0 at its conclusion.
In the second period Harvard clearly had the advantage but was unable to score. The third period was
more even; Chaffee had 12 saves.
Frost sxomtes near-perfect' dive during swimming meet
Harvard's goalie Bland had nine. In
against Amherst.
Bowdoin won Sfl-42.
(Photo by Flagg)
this period, as in the two proceeding, goalie Bob Chaffee played an
The varsity swimming team, under tenths of a second over the school outstanding game, totaling 41 saves
captain and coach Jon Scarplno, record. Bowdoin won the next two at the final busser.
Nevertheless
opened its 90-61 season with a 63-43 events wtth Curtis Tilton edging the Crimson scored twice In the finwin oyer the Lord Jeffs at Curtis Osborn In one of the best races al period, the first goal by Alpine
Pool Saturday afternoon.
It Was of the day.
Sophomore Jim Coots, after a mad scramble in front of
first
the
meet for both teams, but recovering from a fast leg in the
(Please turn to page 4)
the times -were good. One school first relay, was still able to set a
ioMttd was set and two others came new record white l e adin g a Polar
close to being broken.
Bear sweep In the BOO yd. individThe Polar Bears gained the tead ual swim. Bowdoin continued its
in the first lap of the atediay Re- monopolies of first pSmccs wlt«*i Jack
lay and never rellnqe^hed it. Fin- Frost put en one of his best perishing two yards ahead of Amherst, formances in his three years of
the quartet of Scarplno, Davis. varsity competition to win the divCoots, and Merrill were only 7 ing.

Bowdoin
Harvard

Loane
Cohen

first

first

•

•

a

defense. Fred Brown, Joe Brogna, Jeff Milliken, Tommy Prior,
and Pat O'Brien give Bob Donham a deep and exceptionally

PAT ON THE BACK:

In the

14

•

for (he

ice

1

4

shot a disappointing and disastrous
25 per cent from the fleor (19 par
cent in the first half).
Bowdoin
couldn't seem to do anything right
and led al only OTic p&i&t in iia
game (19-17 midway through the
first half).
Trailing by 16 points as
the becond half commenced, the
Polar-Bears never got nearer than
13 points aaray from their frytHn g
rivals thereafter.
Although Scott
and Callahan held New Hampshire
even off the boards, the scoring
combination of Loane, Cohen, and
Callahan, who collectively accounted
for 54 of Bowdoin's 66 points against
Harvard, tallied only 30 points
against U.N.H. Bob Donham's artful sohe defense held
the New
Harpshire team In check for the
first half of the game, but the defense crumbled completely before
their fast-breaking rivals In the
second half. The summary:

won

son defense

FO FT BB FF TF

Tangeman

a

Bob Donham, who,

4

s

Lynch

scoring with 19 points.
Bowdoin's forward, Junior Ed Callahan, scored 19 points, shot 60 per
Dent from the floor to pace, along

shire

Nevertheless coach

4

5
t

s

up plays, as the Crimleft a minimum of open
Bowdoin forwards.
period Ed Spaulding
had the puck all alone in front of
the cage but failed to capitalise on
the opportunity.
This was Bowttone to set

FT TF

9

Scott

Deering
the Kelley

led

B

FO rr
Leans
Cohen

Crimson until Lynch's shot iced It Prior
for Harvard.
Bowdoin shot a remarkably potent 60 per cent from the floor, Borehsrd
sinking 27 for 54; Harvard, however, Bowditch
shot 60 per cent, sinking 27 out of Danner
45.

Bowdoin's varsity hocxey team
then- opener to Harvard last
Friday night, 3-0. Playing in Cambridge's Watson Rink the PolarBears were repeatedly outskated and
outhustled.
Harvard's back-checking was great: it left Bowdoin httle

lost

wtth Loane, the Polar-Bears to a
very creditable performance.
The

to

Bowdoin's varsity basketball team proved, by their performance against Harvard, that they could have one of the
most successful seasons a Bowdoin basketball team has had in

the basket.

Crimson 3-0; Chaffee
Great With 41 Saves

Tense Overtime, 68-66

In

Bob Ford

*

^^^^Tl^

Harvard Slips By Bowdoin

Bearings

*
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Skaters Defeated By

—

We hope to be able
column each week for

to print this

the Information of those following
inferfraterhlty competition.
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has one thing
the first wtr-

jalleys of ancient. Egypt... arrd
with the air and space vehicles of

Someone must chart
Someone must navigate

the future.
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course.

it.

For certain young men this presents a career of real executive
opportunity.

me
you're ready
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Swift's

for anything in

Ice
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-
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Ice

Cubes

Navigator train-

fo;
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required, but

Newspapers

Auburn-Portland, Maine

perhaps jou

ing as an Aviation Cadet you must
bean American citizen between 19
and 26^— single, healthy and intelligent.

COMPANY

Here,

will have the chance to master a
profession full of meaning, excite-

•wot and rewards ... as a Navigator in the U. S. Air Force.

Premium Hot Dogs

4 Minute Pizza
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING

Advanced

the B-52.

is

be, this airplane

common with

some college

desirable. Successful

the training

is

highly

completion of

program leads

to a
commission as a Second Lieutenant . and your Navigator wings.
.
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Smith Photo Shop

If

.

you think you have what

tor training, see

Try The Arts Center

it

takes to measure up to the Aviation Cadet Program for Naviga-
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University, who Is the current President of the Association, observed:
"Differences of opinion hare always characterized New England
This is a matter of
educators.
pride, for out of such differences
have come Innovation, leadership,

The only altermittee's restriction
nate to a self-supporting station Is
Editor
the potential plan of the Federal
rresn Page t)
Communications
Commission
to
establish low power commercial
Ahum
Andy and Jack Benny be- station s. However, this plan seems
way-laid
in
to
be
red
tape
and
ing for funny shows. You tune into
you know their show* are doesn't look as though it will come
funny.
then cant concen- about for at least three years.. If
trate on just a few personalities, the radio station supports either of
because they have umpty ump per- these two plans, It should not only
sonalities. Also by cutting down Its make this clear to the Blanket Tax
numbers, sttffer competition would Committee, but also to fellow stuarise from the Increase In time dents. This may make the Interim
and
or comper member.
Competition of this period between
a more happy and unsort would certainly strengthen the mercial
quality students complain about. critical one.

AddrwMd To The
A

FM

The New England Association
grew out of the earlier MassachuClassical and High School

AM

Of

WBOR

Association of

and Secondary Schools
"would have been impossible without the dynamic, persistent Influence of President Charles W. Eliot
of Harvard."
Dr. Puess noted that the Association's programs often have reflected the major concerns of the
hour. At the 76-year landmark. Dr.
Puess said, these are the ideas of
most concern to New England edu-

'

cators: more attention to talented
pupils; harder and longer periods
of work for most students; examinations for advanced standing in
college;
emphasis on moral and
ethical values: a revival of disci-

•

'

station's

dilemma, and

radio station Is to blame for not.
trying to bet back on AM. What's
got to do with It?
radio is commercial radio,
FM. at present, Is not. This means
that
on
could advertise,
sell time on the air and consequently be paid for the commercials.
With the revenue from commercials
It could support Itself and thus be
served from the Blanket Tax Com-

AM
AM
WBOR

AM

New

(Continued from rage

.

.

&

Coal

.

,

England Schools

.

4-1

.

Defense.

Adams.

Page

(Continue*

3)

*

—

Goal.

Chaffee;
Becleaton;

Jelly.

the final goal.

Forwards. Stowell, Bacon, PemlgiiEven, though the game was a very
ettt, Pratt. Johnson. PUton, Mosinteresting one for the first two
trom. Oreeson. Spaulding, Blssett. periods the penalties incurred by
Morse. Alpine, Dwinell. the Bowdoln Freshmen were ultiDeals
mately a detracting factor. If It
Anderson, Beckett, Jorassists
Were not for these needless violaSnow, Forbes.
Saves
tions of the rules, the team might
16; Chaffee. 41.
have had a win.

—
—

3)

(A):

'

pino (B);

Time

2.

b» V«
(A).
TUm

(

Hantord (A):

1.

t.

Wen

Davit

1:41.1,

—

2uO-Y«id

vantage of the empty cage to score

Baekilrpkav
Wan by SearCooU (B): I. UHantaal (A).

bi lurll*
(ft).

—

R*l»r

Fraaatila

400-Yard

I960

7.

Won

,f& *"Brraatatroka —
tOO-Yard

Bowdoin Outswima Amherst

,

.

(Ceattnaed from Page

the cage, and the second by Dwinell
when the Polar-Bears were a man
short because of a penalty. Bland.
Harvard's goalie, also had his week
cut out for him in the third period;
he made three outstanding saves
the final period, two on Bill Btsaett
and another on Ron Pamigbetti.
Sid Watson's men play highly-rated Merrimack at home tomorrow

Ambcrat (Paine. Laux. Gordon.

Tina

2:21.5.

Ilia*

Won

fcr

doom).

1:11.3.

Parkview Cleaners

—

"The

Home Of

Better Cleaning'

and then go down to Dartmouth on Saturday where the In-

night,

MOULTON UNION

dians recently lost to Colby, 6-4.
The summary of the Harvard

game:
Harvard

—

Goal, Bland: De(S)
Crosby. Howell. Anderson,
Johnston; Forwards, Snow, Forbes,
pline In all it* aspects; and concerted efforts to achieve unity and
continuity in the educative process.
Dean Nathaniel C. Keadrick and

Hubert

S.

Shaw, Director of Admis-

sions, are the delegates
doln.

from Bow-

Lumber

Parkview Laundercenter

BOOKSTORE

fense,

Brunswick

WAYNE

Bow

Froeb

—

Trm*?U

44»-Tard

Morse. Beckett, Orannls.
IMftltnun IngaUs. Alpine. Taylor.

i siiI

m

Puess,

My creation

Colleges

WBOR

No matter what happens,
Therefore if the Blanket Tax Committee keeps membership high, they will continue to broadcast the best
are to blame. No, they are going it knows how and with the best it
by rules fairly set down In the past. has. It can do better with your
talent, help and constructive critiThen whose fault Is It?
The fault seems to lie between cism. It has as its job to publicize
the College, the students and the the College and give its members
shore mentioned Committee and training In all aspects of radio
radio station.
The college takes broadcasting. In the past it has
some of the blame for Its nonchalant produced two excellent disc Jockeys
attitude toward the station.
The now In the State of Maine and one
students themselves should take a expert In the field of recording. It
good share of the blame.
They could produce your play or poem, it
seem to be willing to criticise, but could use your wit, It could use
faculty participation and It could
not help the situation.
doesnt need your criticism, it needs well be the choice of Bowdoln ColCriticism in small lege If you give it a chance, underyour talent! I
doses Is a good thing, but much like stand its dilemma and unleash your
gossip, too much of It and it event- talent.
ually eats Into you.
The Blanket
H. SMITH
Tax Committee should take a small
Station Manager '58
part of the blame for being* blind "' "
»
n
w
td the
the

The New England

Or.

Hm

•)

setts

Teachers' Associat ion.
surveying this history.

To

(Continued from Pago St

and forward progress in New England secondary schools and colleges."

WBOR

PM

Skaters Lose

.

FM

MUM
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Christmas Suggestions
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

212 Maine

Bring year laundry to the Laundercenter and do It yourself
and esasi worrying about lost clothing.

$4.50

$2.50

$.29-$1.10

$1.50
$1.15

New Meadows

Christmas Greetings

Inn

1)

Mobileheat Fuel Oil
Claude M. Puess, headmaster emeritus of Phillips Academv Andover,
Mass. Mr. Hill and Mr. Puess are
former presidents of the Associa-

Bath Road

HI

3-3921

HI

3-3361

18 Spring Street
Dial

tion.

PA

& CUNNINGHAM

BATES

9-3341

Reviewing the Association's hisTufts

Hotel Sedgwick

tory. President Nils Wessell of

Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters

Midget Market

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

'

Sandwiches

Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

The Eastern Central

-
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Sales and Service
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Owned and Operated by Al Tobey
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Bath, Maine
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We Deliver to Students
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"Sons and Lovers"

THE ANSWER, JIM -AND BRING

"FIND

When Jim Boardman
trical

took his B.S. in ElecEngineering at Colorado State, there was

"I didn't

it,

neering

all

want to

my

BACK"

Six months later, Jim turned in his recommendations. His plan was accepted.

one idea uppermost in his mind. He wanted a
job in which he could work his way into management via the engineering route. As he puts

Next stop: Colorado Springs. Here Jim
worked out a»plan to ejipand telephone facilities
community. This plan, too,

for this burgeoning

stick with straight engi-

is

now

in operation.

life."

Today, at 24, Jim has an important role in
planning where, how much, and what kind of
telephone service is needed in the Denver area.

After talking to eight other organizations
joined The Mountain States Telephone &

Jim

Telegraph Company.
action he was looking

He

soon got the kind of

for.

Here's how Jim puts it: "We get tough assignments—but we also have the freedom to take hold

His first assignment: How best to improve
widely scattered rural telephone service all over

and do a job. ,1 think the future here is unlimited.
If a man wants to do it— it's there to be done."

Colorado-a sticky engineering challenge. He
was given a free hand to work out his own procedures. His boss simply said, "Find the answer,
Jim— and bring it back."

"Our number one aim

is to

have in

// you're a guy who can "Find the answer—
and bring it back" —you'll want to get with a com'
pany where you have the chance. Visit your Placement Office for literature and additional information.

all

management jobs the most vital, intelliand imaginative men we
eon possibly find."
gent, positive

FSBDCRICK R. KAMX, Pr*tidtnt
American Telephone a Telegraph Co.

Dee. t-lt

Frl -Sat.
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Alan Ladd
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Sheraton Hotels.

-

Sidney Poitier

PHIL'S MEN'S

STORE
81

78

Front Street. Bath
Street, Brunswick

Maine

SMELLS GRAND

THE AIR!

A radio manage hat coma to Tim
Wad*. Alaska 'bu«h pilot, from
Cliff lake Camp: "Man badly
hurt — need doctor and nursat"
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Tobacco!

than old-fashioned tin cans. The sturdy
pouch is triple laminated. Carries flat. Sir
Walter Raleigh is choice Kentucky burleyextra aged ! Try it

Brunswick, Maine
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or Later
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famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh
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Save on the going prices

Your Sheraton card gets
you special save-money rates
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Sooner
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shirts
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The
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oil

-
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New

Musical £*££
TV
For
Smashing Success

"Hilarious"

The Trustees of Colby College and
Executive Committee of the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College have accepted the Invitation of
Bates College to Join in developing
Channel 10 for educational television.
A non-profit corporation Is
being formed in which the three
colleges will be equally represented.
Last summer the Federal Com-

By Boa Cole 11
Saturday night one of the largest

witnessed

opening

the

per-

of the new musical, "Head
and Shoulders!" From all standpoints the show was a huge success.
Jim Arntz and Nell Love can cer-

formance

tainly be proud of the results of
NeU Is to be
their collaboration.
especially praised for his excellent
work in directing the show and
bring the orchestra to a level of
near perfection. The show was so
delightfully entertaining that few
weaknnue* were noticeable. *

The show was meant to be a
satire and by Its very nature was
"corny" at times. This In no way,
however, detracted from the overall effect
Since a musical Is a
rare phenomenon at Bowdoln, It might be well to consider
the musical aspects of the snow
first.
The music, written by Nell
Love, was well adapted to the plot
and the period depicted. The orchestration
which was handled
superbly by Philip Young, a former
Bowdoin Music Major, had much to
do with the show's success. The
orchestra was without a doubt the
beat one assembled on campus In
rather

Be Topic Of Delta

"I Led Three Lives" is the topic
of this year's annual Delta Sigma
lecture, to be given in the Plckard

Theater March

from obscuring the singer's major. Harry, the head of "Local
A rather humorous touch Draft Board No. 314," was played
by Steve Tower. Steve managed to
ture with a brief excerpt from
survive one rather embarrassing
"Rise Sons of Bowdoin."
moment, which, incidentally drew
Steve Hays, as Horace, the col- one of the longest laughs of the
lege student turned soldier boy, was show, and proved himself a master
remarkably
excellent. He remained
of comedy. Bob Ferrel, Pete Grosstrue to his character throughout, man, and Joe Gordon, as three colwhether speakinn, singing, or be- lege buddies remained rather true
ing seduced by Buttons, the chorus to what I am afraid may be a popugirl. Steve, with seemingly a natural
lar conception of college life. The r
talent for excelling in humorous ensemble singing was perhaps th
situations, was at his best in the best in the show.
Dave Gunner
college apartment scene.
His ren- made an excellent Barker; the cardition of "A Chemloal Experiment" nival girls were very lovely; and
could be considered nothing less the Inclusion of little Danny and
than "breathtaking" while his two Laura McMullen In the opening and
duets with Hilda Grant, were prob- closing scenes added an appealing
keep

entrance.

'

Buttons
Hilda Grant as Buttons, gave an
excellent portrayal of the carnival
girl: seductress and sweetheart. Her
fine voice was heard at its best in
the aforementioned duet with Steve.
It seemed that her own solo numbers did not really give her an opportunity to take advantage of her
obvious musical talent. Irma Black,
as Flo, the night club proprietress,
represented the only real , rofessional experience and talent connected

Clover Beetle
the most clever scene
was that In the White House with
Its puffs of smoke, coughs, and the
reference to Eleanor.
The scene
hi the Cronk gymnasium was the
height of "corn."
It might even
have been considered a bit grotesque. Whatever else, though, It was
certainly hilarious.

College Receives

$1500

Grant From Texaco
Bowdoin College again has been
selected by Texaco Inc. as one of

DuPont Gives $4000

Award For Science

And

Related Courses

Bowdoin College has been awarded grants totaling $4,000 by the Du
Pont Company of Wilmington, Delaware in its annual program to aid
education, it was learned here- today.

The award, which consists of
$3,500 for chemistry teaching and
$1,500 for other courses, is part of
the

Du Pont Company's program
teaching

to aid
related

in

scientific

and

at college and high
school levels. Awards for this purpose total $654,000 to more than
100 colleges and universities.
fields

Ninomiya

On

Modern

Japanese Literature

Placement Bureau lists

Condylis Wins First
Prize In Alexanders;
The Placement Bureau announces
the following Interview schedule for
January and asks that senior registrants observe carefully the dates
Interviews usually betimes.
Leonidas D. Condylis, a freshgin at 9 am. and are concluded at man, captured first prize in the anRegistrant* nual Alexander Prise Speaking con4:90 p.m. or 3 p.m.
are urged to call at the Placement test in the Plckard Theater in MeBureau for the necessary applica- morial Hall.
tion forms and company literature.
Second prize winner in. the conApplication forms must be com- test was sophomore William W. Lanpleted and returned before the day non.
Candidates are reCondylis presented an interpretaof Interview.
quested to read carefully all litera- tion of a soliloquy from Shakespeare's Richard II in his bid for
ture pertaining to the interview.
Direct communication from the first prize money of $50. A memPlacement Bureau by card, phone, ber of Alpha Rho Upsilon fraternor otherwise will be made with ity, he prepared for Bowdoin at
candidates qualified, interested and the Choate School In Walllngford.
scheduled for each Individual Inter- Conn.
Lannon presented a lively interview day. Notices of future company visits will be carried In the pretation of a selection from Shaw's
columns of The Orient and pasted Man and Superman as his $35 second prise effort. A member of Zeta
on bulletin boarcs,
Psl fraternity, he last year captured first prize in the Hlland LockS. A. Ladd. Jr.
Director of Placement wood Fairbanks Speech competition
and played a prominent role in
Shakespeare's As Ten Like It, last
SCHEDULE
June's Commencement Play.
He
prepared for Bowdoin at Phillips
Friday, Jan. IS
Exeter Academy in Exeter, N. H.
United Aircraft—Math majors
Other contestants and their seGuaranty Bank and Trust Co. lections were John D. Potter '63. a
Trainee opportunities
selection from John Steinbeck's Of
Mice and Men; Victor C. Gideon '64.
Monday. Jan. IS
Renascence by Edna St. Vincent
Riegel Paper Corp.—Sales and Mlllay; James E. MacMichael '62.

Lannon, Second

and

—

Marketing
Co.—Manufacturing.
Kendall
Sates, Financial Control. Research and Development
(Chem.). Training programs
Warner Brothers—Sales, Marketing,

Management

Tuesday, Jan. 17
Esso Standard, Div. of Humble
Oil & Refining Co.—Marketing

and Management
Connecticut Mutual Life Ins.
Co.—Ail phases of life Ins.
Central Intelligence Agency—

language aptitude, science

mmm

It was learned
speaker, Herbert
for nine

16,

The
is

a

man who

The National Science Foundation
has awarded a total grant of $301,100 to Bowdoin for five separate

Summer
•of

1*41.

Institutes to the summer
The five Institutes will

Professor Takamichi Ninomiya of
the Department of English at Kobe
University in Japan and WhltneyPulb--tght
Visiting
Professor
of
the Japanese Language and Litera-

on

ture

the

Tallman

Foundation

presented two Tallman Lectures at
the College.
Speaking in the Moulton Union
Lounge, Professor Ninomiya took as
his subjects "The Idea of Jananese
Literature
Traditional." and "The
Idea of Japanese Literature

—

—

Modern."
A graduate of Tbkyo University
Professor Ninomiya also
studied for a year at the University
of Wisconsin during the academic
year 1951-52. Following his graduation
from Tokyo University he
taught for three years at Noda
in

1935,

Olrls*

High and Choshi Commer-

and was a Naval Professor of
English at the KasumlTau-a Naval
Air Corps from 19^ 'o 1M0.
He
taught at the Korr r Diversity of

cial

Economics from 19* > to 1947 and
was appointed assistant professor
of English in the Department of Literature in 1947. He became a full

professor in 1964.
While at the University of Wisconsin he was swarded the Logan
Prize
for
excellence
in
Classics
studies.
He is a member of the
English Literary Society of Japan
and the Comparative Literature Society of Japan.
The author of about 30 articles,
translations, and book reviews. Professor Ninomiya has also written
The Four Quartets of T. S. Eliot
and collaborated with D. J. Enrlght
selections from Napol e on by Robert on The Poetry of Living Japan. He
G. Ingersoll and Builders of Empire Is married and the father of three
by Morris O. Michaels; Jon D. children.
Woods '64, selections from Thornton
The Tallman
Lecture
Fund,
Wllder's Our Town; David C. Walk- amounting to $100,000, was given by
er '64, A Winter's Tale by Dylan Frank O. Tallman of Wilmington,
Thomas: and John S. Osterweis '64, Delaware, to 1938, as a memorial to
The Love Song of J. Alfred Pm- the Bowdoin members of his family.
frock by T. S. Eliot.
The income is "to be expended anJudges were John F. Jsques '43 nually upon a series of lectures to
and Bruce McGorrill 'S3, both of be delivered by men selected by the
Portland, and William Whiting '53 Faculty either to this country or
of the University of Maine Depart- abroad." In addition to the lectures,
ment of English. Music was pro- Professor Ninomiya also teaches a
vided by senior Ronald F. Cole of course in Modern Japanese LiteraWestbrook.
ture during the current

These five institutes will Join with
sue unique Franco-American language institute under the direction of
Dr. Gerard J. Brault to one of the
largest summer programs ever attempted by a small liberal arts college," and with a new Academic Year
Institute
for
Secondary
School
Teachers of Mathematics under a
•60.700 grant from the NSF.
Tuition and fees are paid by the

triple life as citizen,
NSF for all teachers attending the
communist, and counterspy.
institutes.
Teachers receive
stiMr. Philbrlck shook the foundapends of not more than $75 a week
tions of the American section of the

Communist International when the
United

States

Time Magazine has

As in the past, Bowdoin was
the privately financed United States
colleges and universities to be in- chosen because of its excellence in
cluded in the Company's aid-to- chemical education. The funds for
chemistry teaching will be used by
education program.
with the show. She was outstandDr. James S. Coles, President of the college to advance instruction
Bill Barr, as Bowdoin, has announced the receipt in the subject and to stimulate stuing as an actress.
slightly punchy ex-fighter and of Texaco's $1500 check. The grant dent interest. The additional grant
st
boy friend of Flo, had the only is for the 1960-61 academic year, will be allotted in similar ways to
musically trained voice of profes- and is without restriction as to its strengthen the teaching of other
subjects that contribute Importantly
sional quality in the production. His use.
portrayal of Mickey Cronk was at
Texaco's support of higher educa- to the education of scientists and
best when he swapped quips tion for the 1960-61 academic year engineers.
Its
exceptionwith Flo. Because of his
amounts to approximately $700,000.
ally fine and powerful voice he tend- the Company stated, and is based
ed somewhat to dominate the num- on the belief that an investment
bers in which he sang.
in America's youth and the con- Prof.
Talks
Paula Black, as Gladys, was noth- tinued well-being of its colleges and
ing short of remarkable for her age. universities Is an investment In the
Traditional,
Her great enthusiasm, evident from future welfare of the economy and
the country.

Jan. Interview Schedule

here today.
A. Philbrlck,
years, led a

Justice Department
in 1049 suddenly revealed at the
i ne Eleven" top commutrial Of
entire show.
nists that he had been a counterOenerally
speaking,
only spy for the FBI, because the shocked
the
weaknesses to be found were in Reds knew him as a member of the
He also
musical experience, a few technical parties highest echelons.
details, and perhaps a little polish. won the respect and gratitude of
Humor and the beautiful girls, how- millions of Americans ss he testiever, practically obscured all weak fied, before Federal Court of Appoints.
It is safe to say that this peals Judge Harold Medina, how
performance represents a brlllant he had lived for nine years as a
triumph by the director and pro- respected member of his community
ducer over many obstacles, through while he worked his way up the
a determined, inspired effort.
ranks of the communist party un-

touch,

Probably

Sig

On March 16

Lecture

Leading actress Mrs. Irma Blaek and actor Bill Barr pictured
•n stage during Saturday's opening performance of "Head And
Shoulders" at the Plckard Theater. Play was written, directed, and produced by James ArnU and Neil Love.

years.

ably the musical highpoints of the
show.
This last duet,. "Our Love
Will Die" was especially noteworthy.
If any number were to be made
into a popular sang, this would be
the logical choice with its charming melody and sentimental mood:
Many persons were heard humming
or whistling this tune as they left
the theater.

Woody Herman

By NSF For Five
Summer Institutes

To

Led Three

Most people agreed that the
the moment she stepped on stage
The sound was al- more than compensated for any lack scenery was effective, though not
ways pleasing and well-controlled. of experience in singing or dancing. elaborate. With the number of
The Intonation was amazingly good Her ballet with Steve Tower, al- changes necessary, however, most
as was the ensemble. In all but a
though not technically perfect by shortcomings were forgivable. The
very few instances Neil managed to
any means, was certainly graceful lighting, perhaps, left something to
keep the orchestra under the sing- and pleasant to watch. Dick Black, be desired. Of the two "spectacular"
ers. These few cases almost invarithe third member of the talented scenes, opening and finale, the first
ably occurred when the orchestra
family, was very convincing as the or carnival scene was the most sucdid not diminuendo soon enough to
It set the mood for the
loud but rather easily corruptible cessful.

many

NO. 16

Iks to mathematics under the Direction of Professor Dan E. Chrisfoe, to radiation biology under Processor Noel C. Little of the Department of Physics, to mathematics
under Professor Retohsrd L. Kormunications Commission granted a gen. to chemistry under Professor
permit to Bates for construction and Samuel E. Kamertlng, and in marine biology under Professor Alton
use of the channel.
The colleges will continue to ex- H. Gustsfson.
The two mathematics institutes,
plore with the Unlverrlty of Maine
and the State Department of Edu- One for college Instructors and the
cation the feasibility of organising other for high school teachers, will
an educational television network receive a total of $112,000; the mathat ultimately will serve the en- rine biology and chemistry institutes will each receive $37,400, and
tire state.
Further planning and exploratory the radiation biology institutes has
work Is being conducted as efforts been awarded $14,500. The latter
made to acquire, through Will also receive Joint support from
are
Atomic Energy Commission.
friends and foundations, funds for the
initiating and operating Channel 10. The $201300 total grant from the
Mtar represents the largest amount
awarded among small colleges in
the United States for the summer
lives"
"I
Of 1961.

and most enthusiastic audiences to
gather in Plckard Theater for some
tune

I9&T

$201,300 Awarded

Educational

Is

13,

for the duration of the training,
Allowances for travel, and allotments for dependents up to four

he

"postponed

from the Young Communist League
Into the Party Itself, where he finally rose to become a member of

group which masterminded communist strategy In
New England. It was from this
vantage point that he served the
the

select

F.B.I.
Initial

Recalling

how

Contact
his initial contact

Prof. Brault

Summer

To Head

Institute

For

H. S. French Teachers
Bowdoin College has been awarded a unique summer institute for
Franco- American secondary school
teachers of French by the United

with communists was made when
States Office of Education, Presihe was innocently involved to a
dent James S. Coles has announced
communist front organization, PhilThe Franco-American
brlck says, "I feel
bility

to

it

warn how

victimized
munists".

a real responsianyone can be

Institute,

which
J.

will be directed

Brault.

Assistant

by Dr. Gerard
Professor

of

by the scheming comRomance Languages, will be held
In his lectures he gives from June
33 to August S, 1961, and

graphic and first hand accounts of
is
made possible by a grant of
"worthy groups" and fake organisa$54,133 under the terms of the Nations with high sounding ideals that
tional Defense Education Act.
the communists have infiltrated or
The institute, the first of Its kind,
formed for their own devious puris a bold experiment designed to
poses.
He describes how many in- exploit
to a novel way the New
nocent and reputable citizens have
England linguistic resource in the
unwittingly signed petitions or tupnational interest, according to Dr.
ported organizations controlled by
Brault.
communists.
The U. S. Office of Education's
But Philbrlck warns against the Language
Development Program Is
hysteria whlcn can develop to the
Increasing and Improving foreign
face of this unseen menace. "While
language instruction throughout the
we must be cautious,
and rightly country, particularly
at the eleso—we must not curtail our support mentary and
secondary'
school
of groups and organisations worklevels, through a series of summer
tog for better communities and a
and academic yeer Institutes. The
stronger and better America."
grant to Bowdoin College recognises
Author of the oest-selling book
the importance of the Franco-Am"I Led Three Lives" which seriaerican group in New England, estilized in over 100 newspapers, Philmated at a million native speakers
brick now writes the New York
of French, as an increasingly valuHerald Tribune column "The Red
able pool of potential teachers of
Underground."
which is widely French.
syndicated throughout the country.
Seven -Week Program
He has several times scooped the
The Institute's seven-week procommunists to their own secretlygram
for
40
Franco-American
laid plans from Information transteachers, especially those residing
mitted to him by sources still workand teaching to New England comContinued on Page 2)
munities' with large populations of
.

.

.

(

Corporate

College

Needs Re-evaluating
Wilson Chapel Talk
A re-evaluation of Bowdoln's
"corporate individualism" might be
in order. Mr. James A. Wilson of
the Department of Government
told his chapel audience last Saturday morning.

Commenting on the "8elf Study"
composed a few years ago,

report

Wilson prated the comprehensiveness and depth of thinking which
went into the report but questioned
the ability of the college community
to apply the proper objective technique in reflecting on itself.
In

At Winter Houseparty Dance
.

"Woody" Herman
"Woody" Hiiihii.
"The Or
Woodchopper,*' and bis world
famous IB piece Third Herd orwill make Its appearance on the Bowdoin campus
Winter House
Party Dance on Friday. Feb-

chestra,

for the traditional

ruary

3.

Woody's latest band of fifteen
world famous Instrumentalists Is a
product of much time and planning and, if all reports are true, it
was well worth the effort. In 1954
bis band played a month concert
In Europe, pleasing audiences from
He went from
Oslo to Munich.

Korgen Heads

Professor

PARADE

dancers.

and

Come and

A

see!

At Pickard Theater

Academic Year

Institute

On February 4 And 6

At College For

NSF

A Touch of the Poet will be presented on Sat., Feb. 4 at 7:30 p.m.
and on Mon., Feb. 6 at 8:15 p.m. In

have had an undergraduate major
to math at a good institution and
will have taught for at least three
years so that this work will be
done at a very mature level.
Professor Korgen expects that a
participant will typically be fairly

young, and if possible, free of
family encumbrances. These teachers will find places to live in private houses, but there is a possibility
that some fraternities might wish
to invite them Into their houses
because of the contribution their

presence might make upon the work
of the undergraduates.
to the ftrs-t
Courses available
Under the terms of the arrangement with the National Science participants to this program, which
June of 1961, include
Foundation (N5F>, Bowdoin is en- will begin In
on math logic given by one
abled to offer financial support to one
of the countries foremost logicians.
ten high school teachers who will
Stephen C. Kleene of the
spend one year to higher mathe- Professor
Wisconsin, and one
matics at Bowdoin College, and ulti- University of
structures by Promately receive their Master's Degree on mathematical
The degree fessor Ernest Snapper or the Unithe following June.
Courses from
versity of Indiana".
will be given upon successful comwhich the graduate students will
pletion of the courses taken in that
make their selection next fall will
year, provided that they are comMath 31-32. Math 33-34,
bined with the required courses of include
Math 38. and Math 41-43, with
the Summer Institute of Mathewith new
(SIM), another graduate some modification and
matics
established
at material added. Korgen says that
program
already
full use will be made of the option
for
which
the
SIM.
Bowdoin. Under
to take Math 300, a course which
director,
Professor Korgen Is also
permits a student to do individual
a high school teacher would be able
work under supervision of staff
to earn his M.A. degree after sucmembers. For the Academic Year
cessful completion of four summers
61-62,
Bowdoln's Ftaff will be augThrough the
of graduate work.
AYI a teacher has the advantage mented by Dr. Howard W. Alexander, chairman of the Department
of earning his degree In one year
Mathematics
at Earlham Colof
Instead of four.
lege In Richmond, Indiana.
Participants in the program will
Professor Korgen- said to his proposal to the director of the foundation, "For years we have known
Silver that we have been giving to underDrake, '36,
graduates, a number of courses In
mathematics that are In considerable part at the level considered
elsewhere to be that of graduate
Sports Illustrated
work: that It represents a waste to
continue to give these courses to
William Plummer Drake, of the small student groups composed exClass of 1936, outstanding In un- clusively to und»nrraduates.
Stipend
dergraduate affairs and now a leadParticipants are given a stipend
er In American Industry and an
Overseer of the College. Active In for three thousand dollars each and
football during his four student tuition is paid for by the NSF; to
years, chosen as Center of the All- addition they are given allowances
Maine Team of 1935, he saw dis- for any dependents, travel, and
tinguished service to the 1935 sea- books. This liberal policy makes It
son, a season in which Bowdoin possible to attract to the program
lost but one game, tlelng a second, peonle who would otherwise find It
and winning the State Champion- very difficult to give up a year's
His talent and service not salary. "It should be remembered,"
ship.
limited to the playing field alone, Korgen said, "that only the very
he was recognised by his fraternity, outstanding candidates will be sePsl Upsilon, as its President, and lected for these positions: the 43
only
by the College Glee Club as one of Institutes provide places for
years.

Pickard Theater.
or blanket tax.

Masque and Gown's production o:
A Touch of the Poet, Bowdoin audiences will see, once again, ample
evidence of the fact that Mrs. Constance Aldrich, or Connie, is one
of the flner-t actresses to play In
college productions.
In this production she plays Nora, Melody's
wife, the part created by Helen

Hayes on Broadwry.
Connie
season

Its

most valuable members.

He

some

1600

nartlclnanis,

and

(Continued on Page

Joined the century-old Penn-

Corporation as a
student trainee while still at Bowdoin.
He has progressed within its
organization to become, at 42, its
youngest President.
Director of
one of Philadelphia's foremost banksalt

It

Is

3)

Chemicals

Institutions and of a number
of industrial organizations, he also
serves his church as Warden and
his community as Director of the

$1500 Grant Given
College

By General

ing

reflects

the

glory

of

exceptional

achievement in many fl'liv
In
addition to men like Drake, .successful In business and industry,
the roster includes such noteworthy
names ss Pulitzer Prize author

John Hersey, Yale, Jim L^e Howell,
head dach of the New York Foot-

Electric

Foundation

appeared here in the

1953-54

in

aa

a

student-

•

4

and 6

written

in Plckard Theater.

musical.

While

the

Cat's

She has always hived the
one-acts; and one year played in
two on the same night. She is,
Away.

however, not anxious to repeat this
experience.
She appeared In the
Beggar's Opera and another musical,

A

Little FoUy.

Her leads have included Linda
in Death of a Salesman <1956>:
Blanch Dubois in Daniel Calder's
memorable production of Streetcar
Named Desire (1958); and as the

Queen to Calder's
The Cave Dwellers

production
last

fall.

of

Un-

dergraduates should remember her

most recently as being tied on the
top of a Jeep in last year's production of The Teahouse of the Auxu.t
Moon.
Bill Lannon, a sophomore from
New York City, .started his Bowd in
stage career as Algernon Moncilc:!
in The Importance of Being Earnest
in Dec, 1930. He appeared in the
One-Acts last year as the Devil in
Bill Page's
Yeshua Mrssi: h.
He
also
payed Touchstone in last
year'f Commencement play, As You
like It. This year he has appeared

Bowdoin College has received a in Our Town as the undertaker, Joe
grant of $1,500 for the teacMng of Stoddarft. In Touch he plays Jamij
General Cregan, Melody's old war commathematics from
the
Electric

James

S.

Foundation,
Coles has

President

announced.

Bowdoin was one of ten Institutions
receiving such grants.
Grants to colleges for the teachmathematics by General

panion.

A Touch

of the Poet also promlsr s
new faces to the EowWe hope to see you

to Introduce
doin stage.
there.

ing

of
Electric

were begun this year, partly
because of the succors of a similar
program to physics and partly because of the growing Importance of
mathematics to research and In-

Bowdoin Awarded $5000
Scholarships In Fields

dustry.

Giants, Arkansas, Dr. Cecil
Mr. Joseph M. Bertottl. Secretary
Humphreys, president of Memphis of the Foundation, pointed out in
State University, Tennessee, and a recent announcement that the
Frederick R M^seley, Jr., vlce-p-es- grants were made
to each case to
Ident of
the Morgan Guaranty strengthen undergraduate teaching
Trust Company, Harvard.
program* by supplementing the opguistics.
Although it Is the man's record erating funds already available. In
There will be s demonstration
in the Intervening 35 years <lnce he most cases the grants will double
class made up of local Franco- Amplayed college football In 1935 which the drpartmental operating budget,
erican secondary school pupils who
Is Judged for this sward, sports fans exclusive
of salaries, and provide
will be taught standard French with
will be doubly moved to contemplate additional
ball

first

of

Connie Aldrich as Nora, and
Deedee McMullen, rehearse
for the Masque and Gown's
production of "Touch of the
Poet," to be given February

Wins

Anniversary Award Of

Admission Is $1 00
Reservations can

PA 5-2271 from 1:30-4
p.m. on Feb. 1-4.
When the curtain rises on the

be made at

Of Communication Arts
Bowdoin has been selected as one
of four institutions through which
the Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation

will

grant

undergraduate

scholarships to selected junior and
renlor students "who are preparing
to follow careers in the field of
funds for research pro- communications, including the tecjects, equipment, prof ear lonal pub- nlcal,
scientific,
educational,
or
lications, and other associated needs. broad cultural aspects of that field.''
Other colleges and universities First awards st Bowdoin will be
benefiting from General Electrics made for the academic year 1961program
Include
Birmingham- 67. Minimum awards will be in
Shakespeare of Notre Dame, whose Southern College (Ala.), Bucknell the amount of $500 and a tctal of
Fraternities are reminded that last-second touchdown pass robbed University (Penn). Denlson Unl- $5000 is hetog made available for
their selections for the interfratem- Ohio State of a national champion- verlty
(Ohio), Hamilton College assignment to each of the next
Hy stag should be submitted to ship, and Jos 8tydahar of West (New York), Hastings College (Neb- three years. Awards made to junProf. Frederic E. TlUotson aa soon Virginia, whose career with the raska). Hiram College (Ohio). Ken- iors are subject to possible renewal
as possible. The first round of the Chicago Bears and the Los Angeles yon College (Ohio), Wofford Col- for the senior year.
Awards will
sing will be held on April 13 with Rams terminated only a few years lege (So. Carolina), and Yeshlva be made
within, rather than in
tot finals the following night.
ago
University (New York).
(Please turn
page 6)
(

undertake another study bated on

have

Touch Of The Poet

K

the impressions of

TIME

Herman for bringing back
dancing. The most Important thing
is that the colleges and universities
across the country who have herd
this group say that the band pla^s
good mode and good Jazz as we!!.
cited

expanding this latter thought, he
said that years of service to s corporation such as Bowdoin would
intensify the degree of attachment specially-designed instructional ma- on this year's roster such gridiron
A series of distinguished stars a« Jay Berwanger of Chicago,
and reduce the chance that an ob- teria
specialists on various aspects of
jective study could be made.
first winner of the Heisman TroConcluding, Wtlron read an ex- Franco-American speech and cul- phy. Dan Fortmann of Colgate, at
Continued on Page 4)
cerpt from a recent Issue of New
16 an All-America choice. William

Republic which noted the Intellectual atmosphere at Bowdoin. In
light of this comment as opposed
to the vastly differing conclusions
of the Study report, Wilson wondered if it might not be wise to

.

—

French-Canadian extraction, will United Fund and other worthwhile
Impart advanced training to French agencies. Once a strong man and
to all participants.
Particular at- a leader on a small N:w England
tention will be paid to the u<e of campus, be has In a quarter cennew teaching methods and instruct tury gained equal stature In the
tlonal materials, with special at- larger flild of American Industry.
tention being given to the linguistic
Again In 1980 this unique Award

situation to New England.
One of the unusual features of
the Institute will be an experiment
to recruiting and training a group
of Franco-American teacher trainees
and certified teachers of other subject* to teach standard French at
the secondary school level.
Participants will study the chief
distinguishing features of the French
spoken by New Englanders of
French-Canadian extraction, and
take courses to comparative stylistic, phonetics, and structural lin-

First there was "The Band That there to Saudi Arabia where ha
Plays the Blues," then there was the "completely fascinated the natives
."
the driving music.
Herman Herds of the '40s and with
sensational band of all. This new
now, Woody Herman is out to front Woody Herman band will make its
of the music business with his most
Woody and his herd also found
appearance at the Bowdoin campus themselves called upon by the
for the traditional Winter House United States State Department to
Party Dance sponsored by the Stu- tour Central and South America on
dent Union Committee.
a good-will tour.
Back in the United States, in
Herman, a veteran of the dance
band business, was a vaudeville dance halls and concert halls the
trouper when he was only nine concensus was that It is the "best
Column! t
them all."
years old. He came up through the band of
bands after going to high school Fr«-i. Connlff writing for the INS
and the Marquette Music School to said referring to the Herman band
"it's a great pleasure to report
He was still a teenMilwaukee.
ager and was a singer with a big that American jazs may be getting
name band. He had his ow i band back into a solid groove." And
within a few years and his many he was right. The band, however,
bands since have been world famous. was, from its origination, aimed at

great

to number.
Under the directorship of ProfesInquiries
and applications for sor Korgen of the Math Departparticipation should be addressed ment, Bowdoin College will become
jjp the directors of the different in- one of ~ Aaserfcsia Institi'tlofis parstitutes.
tlclpating to the National Science
In commenting upon the expand- Foundation's "Academic Year Ined summer institutes program at stitute" (AYI). Through the AYI.
Bowdoin,
President
Coles
said, Bowdoin will be able to offer the
"Bowdoin College Is once again MA. degree in mathematics to anyproud and happy to be included in one under the program who has
the National Science Foundation's successfully completed one full year
program for summer institutes and of graduate work. The M.A. degree
is grateful to the Foundation for both earned and honorary has been
given at Bowdoin since 1810, but
five grants totaling $301,300.
'Last summer over 100 high school has seldom oeen awarded in recent

said of Mr.
his taachers of science and mathemaown life, liberty, and pursuit of tics from all over the United
States attended three Institutes to
happiness, to get at the bottom of
mathematics, radiation biology, and
conspiracy
in
the great communist
chemistry on the Bowdoin campus.
the U. s." Having Just been marNext summer we are locking forried and at the start of a promising
ward to having on campus nearly
career as an advertising executive,
300 teachers in the five institutes
Philbrlck consulted with the Federal
the National Science FoundaWhich
Bureau of Investigation In 1940
concerning approaches that the- tion will make possible through
communist* had made to him. The these grants.
"The
success of the previous two
F.B.L. seizing upon the opportunity
and realizing his abilities, pursuaded institutes, both educationally and
socially, was in the best tradition
Philbrlck to begin his harrowing
of the program's objectives."
three lives as citizen, communist,
and counterspy.
Within four years PhUbrlek passed

that

Philbrlck

Herd Plays

U
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am

I

a conservative?

Why

do the tenets of the Republican Party appeal to me rather than
the no-called progressive philosophy
of the Democratic Party?

—

the basic fundaRepublicanism
mentals
of
are
sound.
They are focused on the
constitution and represent a strict
definition of general policy.
The
goal of conservatism is constant
the maintenance, protection, and
enlargement of Individual freedoms.
For this we have been accused of
being "do-nothings" and attempting
to retain the status quo at all costs.
This is nonsense. A goal does not
define the vehicle.
I feel certain
that a responsible conservative govFirst of

all

—

ernment is more than willing and
able to modify and adapt existing
governmental structure to meet new
Robert Taft and Arthur
Vandenburg, the two outstanding
Republican leaders from 1935 until
.

situations.

their deaths, illustrate this, in part,
by their complete reversal regarding
foreign policy, but yet their basic
pollticalpnilosophy did not change.

—

Secondly
the conservatives are
Interested In the public welfare but

Stevenson brand of intellectual in- attack the problem from a comdecisiveness was passed over in Los pletely different direction, and ocAiiKfies, motit continued to work for casionally end up with the same rea Democratic victory: some very sults that the liberals advocate. Inoutspokenly, others only by casting stead of artificially regulating the
a ballot on November 8.
economy through enormous "giveThe Student Political Organiza- away shows" with their attached
tions at Bowdoin had little trouble strings, the Republicans prefer stilining up faculty to speak In be- mulating the economy through meahalf of the Democratic Party, but sures that do not restrict Individual
the Renublicans were not nearly as freedoms and do not result in sesuccessful.
Undoubtedly there are vere inflation and devaluation of
a large number of reasons for the the dollar. Basic programs in funreluctance of the Republican egg- damental and applied research are
heads to speak, but no matter how proposed which create new jobs,
you slice it, modern liberalism is find new uses for materials, and dissupported overwhelmingly and well- cover more efficient methods of agartlcnlated on the campus by the ricultural and industrial operation.
faculty, while political conservatism Flscaloolicies are regulated internalat be>?t receives only slightly more ly within the Treasury to stimulate
than taken support and little or no business and production rather than
vast economic relief programs which
active faculty snonsorship.
In the watered down versions of many believe can onlv act as temconservatism as opposed to liber- porary ston-gans. The Republican
alism that were espoused by the program is one of not making the
two candidates in the camoairn. economy but stimulating the econoonly slight hints of the great gulf my.
separating these two diverse ideoAnd finally, what is wrong with
logies could be noted.
the end result of the liberal philoBasically the ultra-liberal believes sophy
the welfare state. At first
the Federal Government must have glance it may appear attractive but
a "social conscience." The vovern- I cannot help but be concerned
ment must not onlv be willine to about what such a form of governaccent the responsibility of social ment does to the Individual. The
legislation but must demand it. The philosophy implies that man as an
government must legislate, under- individual Is helpless, prbbably Inwrite financially, and retaliate a so- herently amoral, irresponsible, has
cial and economic welfare program. no dienitv, and can only be made
Ultimately this would guarantee comfortable,
sunoosedlv
happy,
every citizen the full benefits of a through a collectively planned and
full and planned economy: a guar- controlled economy.
This again h
anteed complete education, guaran- nonsense. Man is an individualistic
teed employment, guaranteed health entity. Throughout history he has
benefits, guaranteed old aire and time and again thrown off the
retirement benefits. The means to chains of a planned existence
this end must be a completely plan- slave revolts, serf revolts, revolts
ned economy, rerulated and financ- against many varied forms of tyed hv the Federal Government. In ranny, and so forth.
The liberal
addition to the enormous tax bur- states that this would not be the
den, each individual would he sub- case because the Individual through

—

Hats Off
gratulations for

The other day

extreme uitraliberal looking to

and consarrattvef years away.
Now, why

Kennedy. College faculties everywhere are stereotyped as the cen-
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•Text of an address presented In the
Bowdoin College Chapel. Kovember 16. 1960.
With the recent presidential election ending up as a glorified horse
race, with neither candidate really
winning nor losing except the actual
most of us are
election
itself,
ready to sit back and see what
happens during the next four years.
Some 250 tons of campaign buttons
and thousands of tons of political
literature from gigantic bill boards
on down to membership cards in'
the Reed For Governor Clmb are
now on the way to the municipal
dumps all over the nation.
Roughly a week before the election one of the thousands of straw
votes taken throughout the country
was conducted at Bowdoin. It really dldnt surprise anyone that the
student body heavily supported the
Republican candidate, while the faculty ran up a strong majority for

'62

The Gadfly

two Bowdojn men who

last

week

proved not only that college men can get off their
rumps once in a while, but that they can also be outstandingly creative, and contribute something of considerable value to their fellow undergraduates and
the local community.

Jim Arntz '61, and Neil Love '62, composed, wrote,
and produced a full-length musical comedv which was

—

let, to a vast

number

of restrictions

his ballot voted himself into this
welfare ulonia. /Wain notiseiixe
as with many such schemes. I am
sure after a few decades or a few
have to maintain full control over generations the individual would
also
outstanding personal triumph for each the economy of the nation. They feel his lass of freedom and sorely
would need direct powers to regulate regret his earlier action. The liberof them.
agriculture, direct powers to regulate als cautiously point toward Russia
Industry, direct, powers to regulate and sav here is an example of planApparently facing tough anti-production ele- oonaervntion direct nowe's to rwu- ned collectivism that ha.s improved
late labor, direct nowers to regulate the life nf the people. This is true,
ments
the
refused to either cast trnncnortotinn. It wouldn't make hut certainly not the whole story.
difference in this extreme In the first place, Russia turned to
or produce it
with little or no professional aid much
form of a welfare *tate whether Communism
not so much because
or encouragement, these students displayed the very the farms and Industries were own- the Ideas of Lenin or Marx annealbut because they ofed outright. b w the oYjy«rr>ment or hv ed to them
best of "showmanship,"
pioneered the play
Regardless of the fered the leadership to remove them
private ptohtvi.
ownership their operation would be from a more severe tyranny
the
their own.
cast almost exclusively srovernmental.
Arntz
chose their
feudal system of Czarist Russia.
it is interesting to note
(which
have ever On the other side of the fence, Secondlv.
talented
one of the
the ultra-conservative denies the that during the last ten years the
seen at Bowdoin), directed
produced, as well as premise that the Federal Govern- people's government of Russia has
ment must possess a "social con- yielded to popular pressure for more
wrote the complete show. It
a
science."
He believes implicitly in butter and bread and fewer machine
the constitutional limitations of tools and factories. The Russians

—

—

not only a complete success
as the filled theater arid limitations plaeed unon Mm bv
bodien.
(">vernment«l
regulatory
for both performances enthusiastically proved
but These rev-iiintrfv a«»ene|e« would

was

—

an

—

Masque and JGown

— and

—
—
'

and
and Love
most
and

was

on

we

gargantuan
was
anyone familiar with the. production of plays
and as the extensive sets, huge cast, large
orchestra, professional program, and tremendous
task, as

can

testify,

ovations certainly proved.

Not only was "Head and Shoulders" a triumph
to the students who created it and the fraternity
(TD) that helped produce it, but it was also another
outstanding example of the positive contributions
which fraternities have repeatedly made to the betterment of Bowdoin.
Congratulations again to those students
have contributed in a, very original and healthy
to their college

community.

—

own

who
way

government.

ment
doms

The Federal Govern- government

exists onlv to protect the freeof the Individual as express-

Is going to find it increasingly difficult to fend off the
freedoms the Russian neoole will
gradually recognize and want. I do
not believe the welfare state is
what man basically wants for himself.
It looks good on paner but in
the lonar run it destroys dignity, prohibits individualism, and removes

ed in the Tenth Amendment. The
Federal Government must maintain
an adequate national defense organization to insure these freedoms
from external aggression and the
necessary Internal organization to
protect these freedoms for all citi- freedom.
Let me conclude with just one
zens.
The conservative philosophy
states that what social and econ- example of what I am trying to say
one that concerns our own proomic legislation and retaliation Is
college teaching. College
necessary should be undertaken at fession
the state and local levels, and then faculties all over the country have
only to protect the freedom and dig- expressed their violent opposition to
nity of the individual, incorporating the Loyalty Oath and Disclaimer
a minimum of reeulatory clauses. Affidavit as contained in the NaQuite obviously these two extreme tional Defense Education Act. Nearpolitical
philosophies
concerning ly all of my colleagues. Republithe role of government were not cans and Democrats alike, find this
generally expressed during the cam- provision repugnant and an en-

—

Lubec, Maine Students

must confess that

The Honorable Sumner

subject of abolishing our most beI
loved morning chapel services.
cannot conceive how such a horrendous thought could even enter
the minds of any students at Bowdoin, and I feel obligated to present
a firm argument against any such
action.
I expect the students I
have in mind will be thoroughly
ashamed of themselves for daring

The gift represents the first of
several planned by Mr. Pike to aggregate a sum of $50,000 for the

consider

to

such

a

blasphemous

proposition after they have read
studied defense of chapel.

my

First, let us consider the
of reading.
I know of no

matter

student
has not accomplished some
reading and studying during his
attendances at chapel. The chapel
is an excellent spot for a student to
study for upcoming quizzes and
exams (save for the interference

who

has presented a

of
$5,000 to Bowdoin College to establish the Lubec Scholarship Fund at
the College, according to President
James S. Coles.

Fund, Dr.

newly-established

—

planting and havesting restrictions
placed on the former during the last
twenty-eight years, or the specifications regarding working regulations,

union participation, and wage scales

Coming

following events will take
Saturday, January 14.

on

These

will be the last athletic

authorized a series of documentary
television films based upon his experiences.
The series is the first

con- documentary presentation yet made
tests before final exams begin.
on anti-communism, and has many
Hockey at West Point— 2:00 P.M. sponsors across the country who
Swimming vs. Trinity— 1:30 P.M. are presenting the program as a
Freshman swimming vs. Cheverus public service. To assure complete
—3:30 P.M.
authenticity,
Philbrlck
maintains

Rreshman

basketball vs. Andover

—4:00 P.M.

Freshman hockey

vs.

Andover

4:00 P.M.

Track at Knights of Columbus
Meet in Boston—7:30 PM.
Freshman and Varsity track at
M.I.T.— 1 :00 P M.
Basketball at Colby— 9:00

contained

in

PM.

government contracts

to private Industry, or regulations
stipulated in other governmental
sponsored loan programs such as
FHA, Small Business, and others.
The Liberals decry the Loyalty Oath
and Affidavit denoting the loss of
academic freedom and professional
dignity but yet not only support
other similar existing governmental
regulations in many other areas but
actively promote additional ones
restricting individual freedoms.
I am opposed to the oath and affidavit.
I am opposed to any federal regulations that limit freedom
be it academic freedom, so-

—

close supervision over the writing,
editing, and producing of the films.

Today, relieved from his schizophrenic-like
existence,
Philbrlck
still submit to special security
measures to protect him from communist reprisals. He lives in a suburban town with his wife, five daughters,— age 4 to 14— and one son

must

born

last

When

January,

heard

on

18.

Bowdoin

the

Federal School-Aid

Before giving up his seat Representative Udall rarely retreated

from a face to face encounter with
Goldwater. The education Issue last
year was fought not only nationally
but also in Arizona which is the
only state not receiving federal
school aid under the Defense Education

Act of

1968.

On

this issue

persons

as

squared off for the frustrating battle between conservatism and
liberalism. Udall, of course, following his northern Democratic colleagues, was strongly In favor of the
aid.
He iustifled his stand bv contending that Arizona needed federal
aid to equalize the tax system which
is

burdened with an outmoded prop-

ertv tax.
Goldwater in a manner
t"oical of h'm replied uneouivacably.
"I am not out to rob New York
for the benefit of Arizona." Most

.

Granite

Farm

DAIRY

he stated, "Tsombe's government in
Katanga province seems to be head-

ing in the right direction."
DsBrule's speech was well received by
a captivated audience, which was
to learn that the
lecturer will return to Leopoldville

somewhat amazed
next week.

"
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PATRONAGE

— SMONIZING — WELDING

)RDAN AVENUE

campus

to the position ,of Secretary of In-

everyone Is tired of the antlnu&ted
slogans and phrases of traditional
conservatism, hut they continue to
ring in the ears of the dynamic Mr.
Goldwater.
The truth is that Barry Goldwater
hates Washington more than he
hates Moscow! His ultra conservatism knows no bounds of adamancy
as was highlighted a few years back
when he bitter! w sttacked Modern
Republicanism. He maintained that
the existence of such Republicans
meant only that, like the Democrats,
Republicans wanted the American
people to be "federally clothed, federally educated, federally supported
in their occupation, and to die a
federal
death,
thereafter
to
be
buried in a federal box In a federal
cemetery."
Taft Heir
The chances are that Senator
Goldwater will be around for a
considerable length of time.
He
I
had accepted his position as heir to
the late Robert Taft. Goldwater Inherited this conservative formula,
because he is a principled man who
means what he says! He has a
genuine belief that if the Republicans stick to his brand of conservatism, that creed will once again be
in the ascendency. Moreover, Coldwater is an articulate conservative
(his book, The Conscience of a Confor its failure to act decisively at servative, is excellent evidence of
times when such decisions were des- this). The Senator Is simple, clear
perately needed and cited an in- and penetrating.
stance
when U.N.
bureaucracy
Barry Goldwater is not a demoblocked
assistance.
Dr.
Ralph gogue or a danger to our liberal
Bunche, U.N. Undersecretary Gen- American way. He is rather a man
eral was unsuccessful In the Congo who believes in a traitlonal creed
because New York headquarters did which may be dead and a hlndernot grant him enough power to act ance, but nevertheless a necessity
forcefully and immediately.
for an aspiring society such as ours.
DeBrule explained why the Congo It is never detrimental to haye
had few qualified natives for ad- someone with his feet placed solidministrative and managerial posts: ly (very solidly) on the ground.
although the Belgian government
had sponsored education for the urban masses to a fifth or sixth grade
A, Paquette
level, almost none of the Congolese
had received college training. The
Fine Shoe Repairing by
worst mistake of the Belgians was
Modern Methods
to recognize the politicians, such as
Lumumba, who did not belong to a
Cushlng Street Shopping Center
tribe, and treated the uneducated
people to lavish promises and hypnotic, "satanic" speeches. Lumumba's
downfall resulted when he
could not fulfill his promises of an
automobile for everyone and a white
mistress for all Congo leaders.

United States' policy of encouraging independence for the Africans
lectureship is sponsored as
an annual service by the Delta was criticized by DeBrule who objected not to the goals but to the
Sigma Fraternity, which in former
speed of independence. "Happily,"
years has brought

March
The

,

Love.

not lec-

turing or writing he finds time to
indulge in his hobbles of photography and his home workshop, and
to play his Hammond organ, an
enthusiasm shared by his wife and
daughters.
This Is the exciting story of patriotism and courage that will be

ItUMSVIU, HAIMI

Neti

In spite of the fact that the Senator seems to be living in the dark
ages, he wins and quite handily at
that. This seemingly lack of time-

the talk.

of Political Science."

—

r

Poujadist.

—

FIRST

might be mentioned that I am
using one of the stereotyped conservatism gimmicks by preaching
politics a week after the last vote
was cast
or, I might say, I am an

Free Estimates

recipient, of the "solid South" within their colorful, varied and discordant ranks.
The Republicans
have instead been graced with one
Coles of the most popular, but at the

New

It

PAINTING

Through the inheritance of his- the Arlzonian's so far to the right
tory and other assorted factors the on the political spectrum that a
Democrats have been the unhappy Frenchman might consider him a

Forum

place

'63

same time the most adamant of liness is not by any means out of
said.
As
contemplated,
the
Lubec Senators currently serving In Wash- date in the Sun Shine state where
Barry Morris Goldwater.
his brand of conservatism controls
Scholarship Fund will be one of the ington
The Senator's political creed is both the legislature and the Govmajor scholarship funds of the College.
highly publicized these days, because ernorship. Barry Goldwater is what
In presenting the gift to Bowdoin, it is extreme, clear, and in many one might call a boss in his home
state. The reticense of his colleague.
Mr. Pike stipulated that preference
instances highly logical.
But the Senator Hayc^n, brings back mein the awarding of scholarships from
the Lubec Fund be given first to sad fact remains for us progressives mories of Coolldge. But Goldwater
current residents, former residents, that Senators Goldwater and Ja- does not have the whole affair entirely
sewed up. Representative
or descendants of residents of Lu- vitts would not be
exceedingly
bec.
Second preference is to be cordial at a convention of the Steward Udall offered some type of
liberal Democratic rebellion in that
given to students similarly associN.A.A.C.P. or the National Associa- haven of hard rock conservatives,
ated with other communities in
tion of Manufacturers.
Adherents but he has been moved up the wage
Washington County.
to the Presidents "Modern Repub- scale by President-Elect Kennedy
In accepting the gift on behalf of

stand has been named by
one of his colleagues: "The Stone

Vaillancourt Bros.

By Bruce N. Leonard

gift

from some speeJcer). I might add
that if the lighting in the chapel
were improved, the attendance would
licanism" prefer to think of Goldincrease greatly for the above rea- the Governing Boards of the Colwater as a member of the grand
lege, President Coles
son.
said, "The
old Republican "team."
But the
Secondly, the Chapel offers the Labec Scholarship Fund cannot help facts don't quite Indicate this: perstudent a comfortable place in which being of major assistance to stu- haps it is more realistic to say that
to catch up on long-overdue sleep. dents from Lubec and Washington
In fact, this appears to be the chief County, or students who have some
advantage of chapel for those stu- relation with Lubec or Washington
dents who have nothing to read. County. Mr. Pike's wish that the Political
Elects
If I might make another sugges- use of tills gift be iiberuiiy contion, I feel certain that if the chapel strued is wise for more and more
benches were padded or replaced there will be boys in College who
Officers; Subject
with softer chairs, more students will be very worthy of support and
would indulge in this second im- will benefit greatly from the eduportant benefit of chapel. Also, I cational opportunities at Bowdoin." Of Discussion Is Congo
Mr. Pike was graduated magna
might suggest that chapel speakers
be more considerate of sleeping stu- cum laude from Bowdoin in 1913.
Frank Mancini, president of the
During the first World War, he
dents by lowering their voices.
rose
from the rank of private to Junior Class and a member of KapA third advantage of chapel is
that it allows students who might Captain during two years of rer- pa Sigma fraternity, was elected
President
of the Political Forum for
vice.
Between
the
wars
business
ordinarily not see one another in
Mancini has
the course of a day to get together responsibilities carried him from the Spring Semester.
and talk, discuss, joke, or divert New England to the deep South, been active in the Forum for three
years,
most
recently
serving as
the
Middle West, and the Souththemselves in like manner. Often
Chairman
of
the
Publicity
Commitnew friendships are formed d»ring west. During this time he was
What associated with the Investment firm tee.
a morning chanel service.
Bruce Leonard, a sophomore and
greater good could our chapel serve? of Case, Pomerov, and Company
a member of Alpha Delta Phi fraA fourth benefit of chapel which and became its vice president.
A member or the Securities and ternity, was elected Vice President.
I have observed is the ingenious
manner of the bulk of the sneakers Exchange Commission from 1940 to Leonard recently completed a sein making: their talks so dull and 1946, he became its vice chairman. mester as Secretary of the Forum.
uninteresting that students will not From 1942 to 1946 he was also Di- Peter Webster, Kappa Sigma, and
feel compelled to listen.
Then, if rector of the Fuel Price Division of Bruce Burns, Chi Psi, were elected Treasurer and Secretary, respeca student does not profit from the the Office of Price Administration,
Ted Curtis, Alpha Delta
above three benefits, he can medi- reflecting earlier experience in the tively.
Phi, and retiring President, was
tate,- daydream, or contemplate the oil industry.
In 1946 he was ap- elected Mpmher-at-lnrw
of th» Srgreat problems faciiix Uie world pointed to the Atomic Energy comaround him. To think that many mission and served as temporary ecutive Committee. The new slate
of officers will plan for the annual
great philosophers may some day chairman of that organization in
Political Forum, scheduled this year
trace their lmnetus back to the 1950-51. He has also held the oost
for the 7th and 8th of April.
Bowdoin Chapel!
of Chairman
of Maine's Public
Paul DeBrule, '58, presented a
Lastly, and of greatest importance Utilities Commission
A member of the Bowdoin Board fascinating lecture on his harrowto me personally, the chapel atof Overseers since 1939, he has ing experiences during the momentracts huge throngs of students who
tous
months of last summer in the
honorary degrees from Bowdoin,
Congo. While on the 16th hole of
might otherwise flock to the Union Bates, Colby, and Centre Colleges.
the Lulalulabourg golf course he was
and add to the congestion of the
shot at "like a rabbit" by sten-gun
traffic already there at that time
toting and narcotic using supportof morning. Besides adding to the
PrUbrick "3 Uvea" . .
ers of Lumumba. Diving Into a hacrowded confusion at the Union,
(Continued from Page 1)
zard ditch he dodged bullets as he
additional throngs of students might
dwindle the supplies of doughnuts ing inside the Party, loyal individ- dashed to safety
and coffee rolls. And if there's one uals whose identity must be kept a
With a note of understandable
thing that ruins my whole day, It's carefully guarded secret.
But by bitterness he said that "an experieating the undersized crust of a revealing the Red's projected
ac- enced analysist should have seen
coffee roll.
tivities in a certain area or within the Congo problem developing," although he expressed considerable
JOHN WELWOOD a certain group, he has forced the praise
for the protection and relief
communists to cancel or change
given white people by Belgian diptheir original plans.
To dramatize .the lessons he lomats. Sabena airlines officials, and
learned about communist operations paratroopers during the crisis. He
Events
and infiltration tactics. Philbrlck criticized both the United Nations

The
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Pike

of Lubec

political

Age Professor

T.

I was deeply shocked and dismayed
to hear two students discussing the

Bowdoin such
George Lyman
Kittredge,
Alexander Meiklejohn,
cial freedom, economic freedom, or Eleanor Roosevelt. Norman Thomas,
political freedom. It Is the respon- and Alexander Woollcott.
Alumni
sibility of the government to pro- and friends of the college are cortect these freedoms, not limit them; dially invited to attend this lecture,
to promote the general welfare, not which is open to the college comthrough the restriction legislation munity free of charge, and also to
demanded in the scheme of plan- attend a reception for Mr. Philned economy, but through encour- brlck at the Delta Sigma House on
aging individual initiative and res- 12 Rod Road immediately following
and In- ponsibility.

paign. However, there was and is croachment on civil liberties
the undeniable tendency for the dividual freedom. This Is the first
Democratic Party to move in the and hopefully most drastic of many
direction of the welfare state, while direct governmental regulations afthe Republicans fundamentally op- fecting our profession that may
pose additional governmental con- arise with direct federal participaBut this
trols and collective tinkering with tion In college education.
provision Is no more unnecessary, or
the economy.
If the definition of "egghead" Is no more "undemocratic." and cerbroad enough to Include all mem- tainly no more regulatory than the

bers of the faculty and since my
vote showed a large number of X's
In the Republican column, I can apparently pass as a conservative egghead.
It is not my intention to
speak for conservative eggheadism
If such exists.
It is not Intended
that this be anything but the some
what unsophisticated and certainly
inexperienced political musings of a
science teacher, who because of his

I
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Orient Reviews 'Image Of Bowdoin
comes

PROLOGUE:
It is

programs for promoting the Liberal Arts. At that time no
one on the Committee, with the exception of President
Coles, appeared to be addressing himself to the second and
probably more important question "What can we do well
that we have not yet begun to do?"

—

is often long-winded and short sightalso "interesting," sometimes "helpful," but, ac-

Student opinion
ed:

sluggish or misdirected, Bowdoin College falls short
of her goals, and the entire college community, its alumni,
and friends
all those who accept the responsibility and
take the credit for whatever this college does or fails to
do
must again pause to take stock. In 1955-56 the
faculty did just this in a report titled "The Conservative
Tradition in Education at Bowdoin College."
Today,
five years later, the editors and staff of the Orient address

cording to the late President Sills, "never decisive."
This special issue of the Orient, which takes the form
of a "self-study," is not meant to be decisive.
If we can
judge by the past, it most certainly will not be. We do
hope, however, that it will prove both interesting and
helpful, in a very positive sense, to those who take the time
to read it.
The dream of an ideal college, to "most Effectually
promote Virtue and Piety and Knowledge," has been
tantalizing and eluding us since Bowdoin was founded onehundred and sixty-seven years ago. It beguiled our first
scientist-President as he tried to rouse his sleepy pupils by
knocking on their doors with his cane, and it perplexes
President Coles as he seeks to create a new environment to
rouse sleepy seniors to greater intellectual achievement.
The fact that Bowdoin College under both men, and
during the years between, has fallen short of the ideal
should not persuade us that their goals are out-of-reach
Many forces constantly
it should only stir us to try again.
act and interact in the daily process of learning on the
campus of a modern college or university. The quality
and attitudes of the students, the competence and dedication of the faculty, the fullness of the curriculum, the re-

—

sources of the library and laboratories, the leadership of
the administration, and the adequacy of the physical plant
all contribute, in varying intensities, to what is known beyond the gates as "the image of Bowdoin," and on the
campus as the ideal of the Liberal Arts College.
When any one or a combination of these forces be-

—

'

This old-line conservatism is one of the viruses which
has made Bowdoin susceptible to "stratiheosis" and all its
attendant ills. As a result the faculty accepts nothing but

problem.
have chosen, however, to forego any such title in
There are no basic differences between the
goals outlined by the faculty committee and those we
would set up for ourselves, and our diagnosis of Bowdoin's
ills leans heavily on their observations.
We do differ
markedly in our method of approach.
The faculty report, which characterized the Bowdoin
system as in "the conservative tradition," created a very
damaging attitude. It was first reflected off campus by
LIFE Magazine, which promptly associated the college
with the unprogressive conservatism of the state in which it
this special issue to that

the most watered-down reports on Expansion and SelfStudy, and cannot get priority for the extra professors and
courses advocated in 1956. Neither does it appear united
enough to block effectively any increase in the size of the
college which is not accompanied by a proportional expansion of the faculty and physical plant, and a better than
adequate college library. Worse still, while assuming that
the present over-all system, with occasional modifications,
is the best and only way to promote the Liberal Arts, we
may alter our shape once every thirty years, we shall never
"pioneer a new dimension of education in the residential

We

this self-study.

—

We

Proposal Urged As

Curriculum

And

feel that the

Such a "new dimension," of course, is the imaginative
proposal for a Senior Commons. The opportunity for the
Bowdoin senior to come into closer .contact with members
of his class and the faculty can, if properly administered,
contribute significantly to the maturing process of the
student's final year.
The frivolities of social life and athletics,
prevalent among underclassmen almost through
necessity, can here be left behind, and more determined
work in the senior's major field pursued in a more conducive atmosphere.

Commons

and

duty

social

it

the library rethis we are

in

On

the curriculum.

Bowdoin has no

adamant.

a sound idea, but that

is

come before improvements

should not

sources, the faculty,

To some

facilities.

But worse than the threat which the concept of a
poses to the fraternities, is the very real danger
that it could forever hamstring the college community in its
academic endeavors. Which is more important, 1 2 5 more
students
or a new library, a new administration building, more athletic facilities, a larger faculty, and a fuller
curriculum ?

college."

On the campus it has become manifest in the
located.
failure of the faculty to address itself to expanding the
curriculum, in the slowness of the administration to expand
the faculty, and the irrational and uninformed reaction of
the student body to the idea of the Senior Commons.
Implicit in the 1956 Self-Study was the conservative,
stop-gap philosophy "What can we do better that we are
In effect it meant a whitewash realready doing now."
port praising much and changing little. Suggestions about
the "C" Rule, the classics-math option, the awkward sevenunit requirement in foreign languages, and the major program received consideration, but precious little was said or
subsequently done about the needs of the library, the narrowness of the curriculum, or the acceptance of wholly new

new

mittee has a say in the planning of the

Commons

is

Orient Suggestions

Commons

of the Senior Commons offers a tempting backdoor method
of "making Bowdoin over."
(What they want no one
seems to know. ) Many students, sensing this attitude, and
not having received a sufficient antidote from the faculty
committee in the way of an explanation of the proposed
senior program," view the Commons plan exclusively as
an insidious attempt to destroy the houses. Indeed, such
a potential most certainly exists but we are confident that
it will not be realized as long as the present faculty com-

expand

to

to

925

students.
Such an increase would be negligible in meeting
the needs of the country's rising population. It does have the
obligation to turn out scholars of high quality. This can-

not be achieved satisfactorily with our present facilities and
size; it will never be achieved by regressing to war-time
mass educational methods.
This issue of the Orient is diagnostic in purpose. We

hope

that you will find it both interesting .and helpful,
remembering, of course, that it is not meant to cure Bowdoin's ills. It only seeks to define them. If in the process
it provokes a constructive interchange of ideas, it will have

"the young studs" on the faculty, those
who often have never belonged to one of those "raucous,
anti-intellectual, and discriminatory" fraternities, the idea
of

served

purpose.

its

On

Faculty

Library "Bursting At

Mortared

Its

Changes At College

And

"Necessary"
•*„««

*»«

Ocvcmta™ Boards

of the C^ie*** will mp«»**
If so disposed they may pass upon the controversial proposal by the faculty that the future expansion of the college be Implemented by the
construction of a Senior Commons.
In the interest of clarifying the issues the Orient takes this opportunity to trace the development of the Commons proposal and to offer
some of the reasons why it has received faculty and Orient support.

Set

The first significant mention of lay action of any kind on the Coma Senior Commons was made in the mons proposal for six months, in
"Preliminary Report of the Commit- order to provide more discussion for
tee on the Implementation of the the idea.
The Student Committee
Increase in the Size of the College" did not want to ask the Overseers
of the faculty of the early spring to reject the proposal and thought
of I960. This report made several that they could accomplish more If
recommendations to facilitate ex- they asked only for a delay.
pansion of the College, and they
The Trustees, in a business meetwere, briefly:
ing, discussed the Commons propo1) Rooming accommodations for sal and passed a resolution with
an Increased number (775-925) two principal points:
of students should be provided
1) Authorization
of construction
by the College through dormiof additional dormitory space
'

tory construction.
2)

for about

The College should provide a
commons with a possible ca-

150,

and

of central

dining facilities with a capacity of 300.

pacity of 300.

2)

Discussion

of
of structures.

physical

The real essence of the conservative tradition to education at Bowdoin lies not In the philosophy of
the Trustees (they are often quite
liberal) or in the connection of the
thp nicw Club U a Junior
Most college to the state, but in the acafraternity treasurers, often the most demic values which we have defendimportant officers in the houses, ed against repeated assaults from
are either sophomores or Juniors. "progressive" circles.
World
Following the end
The trend over the past ten years
of
at Bowdoin has been Increasingly to War II, when many colleges of the
place greater extra-curricular re- liberal arts began aping the state
sponsibility on the underclassmen. universities and vocational schools
The Senior Commons proposal both by offering "up to date," "practical"

Desirable

design

recognizes

and

capitalizes

on this

reality.

Bowdoin

fraternities

are

among

They
the finest in the country.
teach many valuable lessons In
group living that can never be
learned in a university quadrangle,
or in a Bowdoin dormitory. They
also provide sleeping, eating, athletic,

forensic,

musical,

and

social

without which the college
would be definitely Impoverished.
But by the end of their Junior year,
most students have made their most
substantial
contributions
to
the
houses and have learned nearly all
the lessons that their fraternities
can constructively teach. They are
now ready to move on.
One of the distinguishing charcenters

The Senior Class would eat at
the Commons.
Mo mention
specifically
was
The Senior Class would be made of a Senior Commons,
housed In dormitory space In
The resolution was sent to the
acteristics which separates the Bowand around the Commons.
Overseers for approval, which they
The report outlines some of the did not grant. A conference com- doin senior from all other students
his chief concern in what lies
Is
Committee's reasons for the propo- mittee was established
3)

—

—

4)

that produced

sal: the Seniors,

they observed, have

ahead. He Is Increasingly aware of
the approach of commencement and
his own future beyond, and should
be able to begin making plans.
We feel that bringing the senior
proposal was the most promising
class
together at this time is of
but that neither it nor any other
expansion proposal involving the critical Importance, If each memof that class Is to enjoy the
ber
use of dormitory and dining facilities would
be authorized at the most of what his new situation ofJuhe. 1960 meeting of the Boards. fers him. Those who can get away
In short, the Overseers were not with "Intellectual -slumming" by
ready to approve a Senior Commons associating only with lower classmen, will be caught up In the toughand the Trustees were.
a

new,

Joint resolution of three
parts.
This resolution incorporated
the first two proposals and In addition stated the Senior Commons

a tendency to withdraw from fraternity affairs to concentrate on
academics; the Commons would accentuate the intellectual aspect. The
report states also that the removal
of Seniors from fraternities poses
problems since then the oldest, most
experienced men would be largely
absent from active fraternity life.
But at the same time, the report
concludes, Seniors need freedom to
plan for post-graduate careers.
On April 27, I960, the report of
Because of the period of discus- er, more ambition-filled atmosphere
of a senior center. They may even
the Student Council Committee on sion without action
provided for
learn to enjoy the exhilaration of
Expansion was issued. The Student by this Joint resolution,
the future
the intellectual currents moving
Expansion Committee Is an organ of the Senior Commons
proposal is
about them.
of the Student Council whose mem- still very much In
question.
Stubers were appointed by the Presi- dent opinion continues
Major work will no doubt be at
to be sharpdent of the Student Council. Five ly divided, although
a deepening the core of the proposed Senior
members of the Student Expansion sense of fatalism has developed
With all seniors living
since Program.
Committee met twice with the Fac- last year.
and dining together dally contact
ulty Committee. The Student ExLast year's Orient served not only with students pursuing the same Inpansion Committee Itself met four
of the casual meetas a forum for debate, but also took terests, instead
times; the Faculty Committee met
ings in classrooms and corridors,
twelve times.
The report of the a strong stand In favor of the Com- should lead to greater inter-action
Student Expansion Committee was mons proposal. At that time the and stimulation.
not accepted by the Student Coun- undergraduates were overwhelmingly
How the program of intensified
against the plan and said so in
cil and was presented to the Trusboth the polls taken and the re- major work is finally developed Is
tees and Overseers as a report "of
the responsibility of the faculty.
a group of students." This report port advanced.
Certainly It should include the
This year the Orient continues to
discussed the alternatives for expango on record favoring the Commons closer intergration of subject matsion:
Plan, provided of course, that it ter in related fields, and encourage
1) Enlarging
the
independent
an Increase In honors projects.
group and housing and feed- does not preclude or postpone the
Another Idea that has been cirfar more urgent needs of the library,
ing this group with new conthrough the faculty Is that
faculty, and curriculum.
We are culating
struction.
even more interested in the but of a senior course designed to offer
3) Adding new fraternities.
common Intellectual experience
a
vaguely-revealed "Senior Program"
3) Absorbing the increased enrollfor the whole senior class.
What
ment Into the existing frater- in which the real value of the Com- It would entail Is still very much up
mons ultimately rests. Until the
nities.
Faculty. Committee on Expansion is in the air, but even the very thought
4) Removal of one of the four
of
such
a
course
illustrates that
prepared to give the student body
classes from the fraternities to
a detailed explanation of what it many positive benefits which exa commons and dormitory.
pected from the Commons plan.
feels should go into this plan, the
8) Leaving the male enrollment
In addition the senior program
the same and adding women to Orient can do little more than sug- will no doubt include many of the
the College, to be housed and gest a few broad outlines. Our think- placement and
lecture
activities
ing has been dominated by the folfed with new construction.
which, at present, fall outside the
The report was not in favor of lowing considerations.
academic domain,
The Senior Commons, as the fac- clearly connected to but which are
enlarging the independent group arthe offer of the
tiflcally or of adding
fraternities ulty committee appears to envision college.
A much wider variety of
when the slae of the Independents it. Is far more than a dormitory visitors could be entertained by the
does not warrant it. With regard and mass-feeding building for last college, and many needs of the sumThe building itself mer Institutes could be fulfilled.
to a Senior Commons, the report year students.
states that "the Senior, by very is actually only one. part of a much
The center of the Senior Comdefinition of the Bowdoin Fraternity more extensive program presently mons should,
of course, be a spacsystem, would be inactive and cut still In the plannMf stage, but ious lounge. In
which informal lecoff."
Thus, the proposal of the through which the college hopes tures, concerts, paael discussions
to
realise
more
fully
Student Committee to handle the
the potential- and similar activities
could be held.
ities
of
all
students
expansion In enrollment was ".
by combining These programs
could further be
three
years
of
the
we recommend that the increased
presently con- supplemented
by small dining rooms,
fraternity
numbers be absorbed into the pres- structive
environment small lounges, conference rooms,
or
with
one
year of highly challenging,
ent fraternity structure."
audio-visual rooms.
The Bowdoin Governing Boards self -oriented surroundings.
A key reference and periodical liconsisting of the Board of TrusFor the Bowdoin student today brary might also be Incorporated in
tees and the Board of Overseers
there is, of course, ample oppor- the building, to which hooks
needed
has a committee called The Com- tunity for a rich and rewarding to supplement
major work and the
mittee on the Slae of the College, senior year.
He is free to elect senior course could be added.
now known as the Cary Committee. courses of Interest, to accept the
Finally above all this, the Senior
The Student Committee on Expan- challenge of an honors project, and Commons would have to
contain
sion presented their report on April to reap the fullest possible benefit
gracious single and double rooms
37 to the Governing Boards and the from the always available aid, sug- and
well appointed dining facilities
Cary Committee afterwards made a gestions, and encouragement of his to
accommodate
the
seniors.
To
report on exnansion. Both the Fac- faculty friends and advisors. Howoffer better facilities than some
.

'

—

ility

.

—

and Cary Committee reports

favored the Senior Commons plan.
The Trustees of the College met
with the President, whose office favors the Commons proposal; consequently, the Student Expansion

Committee -directed its
ward influencing the

efforts

to-

Overseers,

since that division of the Governing Boards can veto a vote of the
Trustees. The Student Committee
decided to ask the Overseers to de-

ever,

a

tragic

presently

drift

number

of

seniors houses presently provide should be
last of no great difficulty.

through their

year by exerting only a

minimum

of effort

We have come to the reluctant
conclusion that by the time of
their senior year, the seniors both
Intellectually and socially ready for a change. Increasingly the Orient staff is becoming
.

eed, and are

dominated
juniors.

by sophomores and
The present manager of

This

how the
Commons

Orient presently
plan shaping up.
We doubt that it will provide any
satisfaction to tho.e members of
the faculty who wish to do away
with the houses but we do feel
that It offers an imaginative, vet
soundly baaed plan for adding a
"new dimension to education to the
resident ial college."
is

sees the

Seams';
The

tuiv

liuuui.

is

And if you can find the
hidden stairway to the Tower, and
pursue it to search of a book sec-

Room.
reted

there,

you

doubtless

will

stumble upon some, member of the
faculty who has no" other place to
rest his bones to peace while he
"loses himself in the generous enthusiasms" that everyone has studytog to Hubbard Hall.
Historically, the library is a very
interesting building. Oeneral Thomas

Hubbard and

his

wife,

in the

vain hope that we would no longer
k -ep our books In the Chapel, gave
the initial $300,000 for the present
build'ng.

That was

In

1902,

room and the reader services detriment.
Lack Of Personnel
This lack of needed personnel has

uic

deplorable state
of
the library.
Built in 1902, when there were only
20 faculty members and 275 students, Hubbard Hall no longer meets
the fast expanding needs of the
college community.
As President
Coles eloquently stated to his last
courses, Bowdoin steadfastly refused 'Report, the building is "bursting at
io conform to the trend. She re- Its mortared seams."
sisted the increasing pressure of
Stop-gap measures have been in
businessmen and foundations to use for over two decades.
First
give a vocational emphasis to pre- adequate study space disappeared,
professlonal courses; she rejected then the periodical room overflowed,
proposals for credit programs in and in 1954. as a drastic last-ditch
business administration; she does attempt
relieve
overcrowing,
to
not allow concentration to such 25,000 volumes were banished to
fields as education and physical ed. cold storage in the musty basement
Amidst the mania for intense pro- of the Chapel. Last year, the adgrams of science following the suc- ministration tried to "weed out"
cessful orbiting of an earth satellite more volumes, shifted a large numby the Russians, Bowdoin's presi- ber of books Into the reading rooms,
dent, himself a scientist, emphati- apti stepped up the purchase of
cally refused to submit to any dimu- those annoying little micro-cards.
nation of the stature of the liberal And If that wasn't enough, the map
arts on this campus, but reempha- room Is presently being converted,
sized the importance of teaching not into more stack space, but Into
students to become more under- a foreign language laboratory.
standing and widely informed, to
Take a tour of Hubbard Hall some
think analytically, and to acquire weekday night and see the imposthe ability to express their thoughts sible conditions for yourself. Noise
and feelings both clearly and con- has reached or exceeded the tolergently. "Sputnik," he declared, "must ance level In the reading rooms and
not become a scapegoat." Bowdoin In the "Polish Corridor." Open carremains dedicated to teaching "tools rel space to the stacks or under the
for living," not the techniques of eaves to the 6th floor annex Is as
wage earning.
unlikely as a peek at the Rare Book

This is why that at Bowdoin the
faculty, and not the students, determines the curriculum.
Out of
countless convelvable topics, It alone
has the maturity of Judgment, and
the depth of knowledge to decide
what things possess permanent or
at least continuing value, and which
studies will give most flexibility
to the young mind. Undergraduates
tend to think mainly In terms of
the present and the specific, because
they know little of the past, and
have yet to develop an extensive set
of values by which to order their
lives. It is the offer of the college
to help fill this void, and It Is the
responsibility of the various departments of the faculty to select
those values that students need and
which they can best teach.

when

resulted

catalogue

is,

lgion (Religion 3-4) course,

$

of the proposed sites for a new. library is pictured above.
In back of Hubbard Hall, a new library containing student

faculty

studies

economic, religious, Intellectual, and
cultural
developments of India,
China, and Japan, with particular
consideration given to the heritage
of ancient China and India, the
development of Buddhism. Hinduism,
and the influence of Confachat, the
Mongol Empire. Moslem and Christian centers. Bo— Isn eastward expansion, and the aoftnnrnp «f European trade. Second semester osweentratea mainly upon the nolonUI
peHHas and influences of England,
(Fionas tarn to page 4)

unlucky

two which are

Bare Book Room
che Rare Book Room

more consideration than any other

We

a stop-gap, and that any addition
present building would so
Vassar, and Bryn Mawr.
You'll rapidly become Inadequate that It
find the tally below. The statistics wouldn't be worth the tremendous
cost of duplicating Hubbard Hall's
are from Lovejoy's College Guide fancy
architecture.
Moreover, an
(Simon and 8chuster, New York, addition probably could not provide
1*69), which Is a popular handbook the needed space for faculty studies,
for high school counselors,
manuscript and map rooms, and a
large periodical room.
Wesleyan
440,000+
Smith
422.000
New Library
Trinity
No matter how we look at the
372,000
Amherst
library situation, either In light of
315,000
Wesleyan, Smith, Trinity, Amherst, to the

Is

kept under lock and key and con
stent guard little attempt has been
made to protect and display raanuscripts (outside of Longfellow's letter to his sister) nor to acquire new
manuscripts of significance.
Our
attention this week was brought to
the recent celebration at Colby -of
the great Maine poet Robinsons
anniversary. Where was Bowdoin?
We have a fine Maine Collection,
but little If any use Is presently
being made of Maine authors or
others with a Bowdoin connection.
Perhaps we are complaining unduly and overstating our case. The
real issue is not comfort or convenlence, but how many and what
kind of books students have at
their disposal. With tougher Proctors and some sound-proofing to
dormitories and houses much of the
pressure on study space could be
lifted.
The real issue is the adaquacy of the present collection,

.

Vassar

300.000
266,000
245,000

Bryn Mawr
Bowdoin
Embarrassing,

isn't it?

When Hubbara HaU was built,
R
d
havln8 * he
%Z$*?L"S* coUe
?^Ke '"
" Drary m the
"^i
country
" *? *tU thi be8t m the
?***• but what *» the state ot
,

flne8 '

1

,

l;

Malne?,

Besides not having any place to
put what we have, we are not allotting enough money for new purchases and rebtodtog. Prices here
have skyrocketed, and the only thing
we have done to meet the challenge
is to work out fairer allotments to
the various departments.
This Is
not a problem unique to Bcwdoln.
We have been outstanding only to
our slowness to correct it. Somehow somewhere, Bowdoin is falling
to allot funds or solicit gifts specl,

'

present conditions, future needs, or
Just keeping up with our competitors, Bowdoin needs a new library
building, and needs it NOW.
We
must face up to the fact that for
a

Liberal Arts college a library is

not a depository of books, but a
repository of knowledge, a place
for teaching and learning and seeing and thinking. The new library
at Bowdoin should have carrels In
great number, a more efficient, foolproof
check out system, small
studies for the faculty, a manuscript
room and a rare book room where
exhibits could be arranged frequently,
it should
also contain
seminar rooms, a room for smoking, a room for maps and charts,
and an all night reading room to
allow students more time at the
closed reading books. But most of
all, the building must be conceived
with the future needs of the college
to mind, and laid out so that expansion in the far distant future
can be easily achieved.

earmarked for Hubbard Hall,
At present, the library Is expandtag at the modest rate In comparlHow the new building should be
son to our competitors, of about
4,400 volumes a year.
And we are designed and what It should conprobably getting more for our money tain can be ironed out later.
The
than most because the library Is Important thing for us to realize,
ally

understaffed

to

the

cataloging.

we consider the diverse demands
upon the funds of the college, la
as

that there is NOTHING that Bowdoin needs more than a new library.
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be over
asked of
the possibility of any female high
school teacher becoming a student
at Bowdoin, Korgen merely shrugged
20.000 applicants."

vr»i

.

(Continued from page
expected

•

and

single proposal since the building
was erected.
suspect, however,
to our range In the small, that this is also in
the nature of

minded campus, has nearly forty - More
per cent waste space, and poor heat' Liberal Arts colleges,
however, are
tog and ventilation.
While

sedatives,

The prospect of adding on to
the library has probably received

would be conveniently accessible and

useful to the whole college.

will

When

and hinted that a woman might
give a

men

The

Academic Year Institute
with two Universities to
University of Wisconsin and

little competition to the
taking part in the program.

started
1986,

iV*wMpi»e»*;

Oklahoma

briefly as:

History 3-4* History of Eastern
Clvlhsationa.
"A survey of the chief political,

is

one which Is a cure.
The central book warehouse, while
never offered as an alternative to
expanding the present facilities, has
always had the smell of a red herring about it. Fortunately, It was
struck down for financial and other
reasons early in November.

One
and

we have

only belatedly given token recognition to the Importance of Eastern
cultures to students of today. If
the aim of this college is, as we are
led by the 1966 Self-Study to believe, to help undergraduates "to
gain a more accurate knowledge of
the world to which they are living,"
then would we be impertinent in
suggesting a year survey course of
Asian History, as an Eastern counterpart of History 1-3? Such a general
course might be described

First the
cross-refer-

the experience gained during that
time indicates three possible reme-

SEWOR

rvc&tT BODY

weak in

a faculty member

if

dies,

M0?

BQVD0IN

two things.

is

enough to be found to the library
during open hours.
The library problem has been
acute for more than a decade, and

•

Probably the biggest hole to the
is the lack of
Interest It exhibits to the affairs of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
With the addition of two semesters
of Japanese language and literature
this year, and to the History of Re-

in

and second, the faculty has
the extra burden of helping students
find material and references. That
ences,

students stuck to textbooks, and
honors papers were unheard of. No
additions to the building have been
made sine;, with the exception of
So for students writing a college two extra floors of stacks, some new
newspaper to make suggestions on lights, and a class partition of dub- Does Bowdoin
offer prospective stuimproving the curriculum may seem vious advantage on the main coundents library facilities that can't
impertinent. But that Is a risk ter.
*
be bettered by our competitors?
which we most take*.
Naturally special care has been
That depend* primarily on whom
Our first concern is over the con- taken to preserve the remarkable we consider
our competitors. Cerservative atitude "What can we
charm of the building, which was tataly they are not Colby, Bates,
do better that we are already doing architecturally out-of-date
several and Maine. Competition with them
now" which appeared to the 1950 centuries before It was built.
All ends upon leaving the playing field.
Self-Study Report. It Implies that the original,
ornate designs on the The Admissions Department tells
the academic program which has ceilings
and walls have baen care- us that Harvard, Dartmouth, and
existed here at Bowdoin for the last
fully preserved, so that Hubbard Brown rival us for sub-freshmen,
thirty years is, with occasional modHall still retains its academic Euro- Slze-wlse, of course, Bowdoin is out
ifications, the best and only way to
pean countenance despite constant of their league. But in case you
promote the liberal arts. The smug- changes
to the public taste.
This are Interested, Harvard has 6,000,000
ness that this report reflects is a Is
in Itself a remarkable feat for a volumes.
Dartmouth, 726,000, and
factor undermining parts of the
building which, on our economy
Brown 966,000.
curriculum.

Bowdoin curriculum

To Needs

Insufficient

Is

Bowdoin

greatest tragedy at

tuua.Y. jMeVOliu

fViti>IHt<>lG*QiJN(iS
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State

University.

Bow-

doin entered as the result of a conference last August between Professor Korgen and national director
of the Institute. Dr. Russel Phelps.

Korgen's proposal was one of 38
submitted, of which number only ten

'"*

/.'xA>

were accepted.
Bowdoin has the
distinction of being the only small
college of the 43 institutions taking
part to this program.
Most are
state universities, while others include Harvard. Brown. Cornell, and
Stanford. Of the 43 such programs
sponsored by the AYI, only ten are
offered
to straight mathematics.
Other institutes under this program are offering M.A. degrees to
Biology. Chemistry. Physics, Oeneral Science, and Earth Sciences.
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or seven leas

prejudice.
We
without
the Netherlands, ftudents
the tw« aVerM Wars, think that Uiey would add substantially to the Bowdoln curriculum.
tt of CMWwnhw."
4 Is ft preraaeMte tor ell
Enough about the history curricuhistory
lum. One thing we have never bean
To most people, Including MUM able to understand is why there
professors we have talked with, Afri- should be major programs in French
ca to still the dark continent. When and German and not in Russian
we timidly suggested that a course and Spanish. It cannot be dye to
on 19th and 30th century Africa a lack of student interest. Here
might be In order, one member »f certainly Jsowdoin can do more
"Yon and do tt batter. In the Spanish Dethe faculty became violent.
undergraduates want courses in partment, major or no major, someCan't you learn any- one is needed to teach courses in
everything
thing on you're own? How can any Cervantes, the Golden Age, snd the
one take a course on the Congo? romantic and realist period of the
Who would teach It? Just because nineteenth century.
something la news does pot mean
The construction of a language
that tt can be STUDIED like phy- laboratory, despite Its unfortunate
sics and history!" We must report location in the already overtaxed
that he waa not able to convince library Is a major step forward. Oral
us that a "course on the Congo" work In all departments has been
would be a waste of time, or that handicapped without It for many
current events cannot be studied. years. The change in the awkward
International seven unit rule in foreign languages
Professor
Daggett's
Law (Gov. 7), International Organi- recommended by the Faculty Selfsation (Gov. •), and World Poll- Study Commltee was also a good
tics «3ov. 15) have always made thing.
pertinent and Invaluable use of curWithout going "too modern" a
rent happenings to illustrate the German course on .twentieth century
behavior
of writers
rules, customs, and
such as Thomas Mann,
members of the international com- might be Interesting and useful.
munity. The senior European His- The extra teacher it would require
tory majors have spent almost a could also
help relieve the present
full semester analysing the emer- faculty of
part of the burden of Ingence of Independent states In Afri- troductory co ur ses.
ca during the past decade, and the
Another serious concern of ours
decline of European colonization.
has been the discrepancies between
Textbooks and readings are availintent and actual achievement in
able in this field, and trained perthe major programs Greater unisonnel can be obtained. We offer
formity is stlil needed In the amount
the following syllabus to show what
of written work and the number of
we have in mind.
productive seminars presently held.
History t». A Semester Coarse on Students
of honors caliber are not
African Affairs.
taking advantage of the presen t
"A course to awrvey the economic, opportunities, even where cash prises
political, and cnltnral eetawrlal of for cogent essays exist. The reAfrican countries moth of the Sa- quirments of comprehensive major
hara, with particular attention paM examinations also differ greatly from
to the Influence of the French, Eng- department to department making
lish,
Belgians, and Po rtugese. To certain fields easy "guts" for fairly
analyse the present relation* of cer- intelligent
students.
Interdeparttain significant colonies, trustee- mental majors are still unheard of,
ship*, protectorates, and Independent while freshmen and sophomores are
states with ineiBbei s of the Inter- apalllngly ignorant of what goes on
national community and the United at all levels of the major program.
Nations. To examine their viability
Perhaps the "senior program" and
as Independent units, their prospec ts the addition .of a special commons
for alliances, federations, or unions will Improve this situation. II It
with others, their tribal problems, doesn't the Commons scheme win
their military potential, and their be a collasal waste
of money.
susceptibility to dictatorships as ft
A third area that should be of
means of rapid economic develop- great concern to all those connectment."
ed with the college is the way In
Tu fulfill another definite need <n w"Ti»Cii we 'tmvc wailiu tO inli bethe history program we suggest a hind our competitors in what used
to be one of our strongest points
semester course entitled:
History So. A Survey Course on a excellent faculty-student ratio.
During the administration of PresiLatin America.
dent
Sills the faculty rose
from
"A general survey of (he historically Important social and political thirty-one to eighty-five members.
factors In Latin American history Since he retired In 1862 there has
since the 16th century. Emphasis been no appreciable change. Meanis placed upon the formative in- while the curriculum and faculties
fluences of the 20th century: condi- of our competitors get larger and
Again the statistics reflect
tions of living, economic adjustments larger.
and roblems racial problems, na- our decline.
I

,

—

p

.terms of eourses? Simply this:
difference between a ratio of
t

means seven mote
teachers.

If

,

munity.

With these four added semesters
and History 1-2, the History department could easily create a new
field of concentration, and thus decrease the senior major group that
now meets with Professor Helmreich
to a more convenient, sis*.
These
courses need not have pre-requlsites
and therefore could be open to all

EUROPE

three courses it means that Hamilton, Union, and Trinity can theoretically each offer twenty-one more
courses a weak than we do. What
does this do for our admissions department, or the money raisers who
have to advertise Bowdoin's excellence? And what does it offer students who want a broader curriculum or an occasional tutorial?
Fortunately Bowdoln Is presently
blessed with a faculty that, as
President Cole's described It. Is will-

Last Year* Lord Reveals

1961

lic relations are
considerable then most of the college
community realises, according to
Hugh Lord, Administrative Assistant to the Vice President.

Tom

take a les- Times, Christian Science Monitor,
son Irau "Mr. Bowdoln" himself. Long Island Press, New Haven
Professor Herbert Ross Brown. His Register, Providence Journal. Fitchday begins at 7:30 a.m., chatting burg Sentinel. Hartford Courant,
with students over coffee in the Burlington Free Press, Manchester
Moulton Union, and ends something Union, Bowdoin Orient, WGAN,
after midnight answering his mail Time, Life, Newsweek, Down East,
at home.
Though on sabbatical and many others.
this semester (he's writing a bioIn addition, his office performs
graphy of the late President Sills) many other duties, including the
"Herbie" Is Chairman of the largest preparation last year of over three
department on campus, carries a thousands "hometown" stories
full teaching load, edits the New stories about the achievements of
SftwIaeWI Quarterly, has
individual students and professors
speaking engagements, has served sent to their hometown papers.
on some of the hardest working
Also, exhibits about the college,
committees of recent years (Ex- such as the one recently displayed
pansion, Self -Study, etc.), keeps al- In the lobby of the Teachers Inmost continual office hours, and is surance and Annuity Association of
a strong supporter of the Zete New York City, and feature stories
house. His courses are among the and reports for certain national

came

page of each student's paper invariably hag a typewritten critique
of at least one hundred words in
length carefully analyzing each good
and bad point In the entire work.
The student can always be confident that a paper corrected by
Professor l^ro^yn has » »» *" *»< +k«
closest attention, and that thTmark
is generous.
If all papers were as
carefully edited by all departments,

w

Bowdoln

and

would

surely

On
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The News That's

BATES

To Print . .
And Then Some!

the In-

stitute.

The National Defense Education

Incentives

and tax policies,
which will encourage, not discourage, the growth and expansion of
our economy, and we must increase
our productive efficiency and keep
costs down so we can meet foreign

Inc.
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— Folk — Popular
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—
Cameras
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Jan.
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Russia,
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in

"CINDFJtFELLA"
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Shelley Winters
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MY EPITAPH"
Wed.-Sat.

Jan. 18-81
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producing the following and other
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For Take Out Service
Our long experience
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Europe At Leisure LONDON
8tay in a Castle on the Rhine
relax in Lucerne and charming Kltsbuebel
sunbathe in Iesolo on
Rome Ac Paris. Trans-Atlantic aboard the "ARthe Italian Lido
KADIA," all hotels, two meals per day in Europe, all meals on
board ship, all transportation, sightseeing and transfers. July 81*UW.0O.
Sept 13. ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE

—

BRUNSWICK

PLEASANT STREET

Jan. 15-1

kinds of printing for

and sail home from
June 9-Aug. 1. All hotels, transportation, all meals
two meals in Europe, all sightseeing and transfers.

TOTAL PRICE

MG

Sales and Service

U-U

Let us help you plan your printing

Classical

most exciting cities — HONOLULU — TOKYO —
HONG KONG — SINGAPORE — BOMBAY — NAPLES. With

RUSSIA

& CUNNINGHAM

JERRY LEWIS

competition.

in the world's

GERMANY.

5-2422

Saab, Austin Healey, Volvo, Austin and

BATH, MAINE
Wod.-Sat.

fiscal

Motorola Stereo

four days in LONDON and return to New York by let flight. AH
meals, transportation, sightseeing and hotels. ALL FOR ONLY
glOW.00. July 11-Sept. «.
a b i ed The Iron Careain
Aboard the "ABKADIA" of the Greek
PRANCE
Line to ENGLAND
thrawh SCANDINAVIA to

GABY — CZECHOSIOVAKIA — POLAND

Deliver

PA

Brunswick's Foreign €ar Headquarters

OPERA HOUSE

For Growth

A

—

We

Act

Outerwear

Around The World Aboard the luxurious, aid conditioned 28,000
ton "HIMALAYA'' of the Pacific
Orient Line. Shore excursions

-
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1
All

Fit
tupe will a1*

or

B

—

ARKET

161-163

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
PATHFINDER TOURS

.

IDGET

RECORDS
Jazz

sight-

Study arrangements directed by the International Education
accordance with American Accreditation

9-3341

its activities.

hotels,

Advisory Committee in
requirements.

PA

(Continued An page 6)

board in
all

OH

''''

ALL INCLUSIVE
AH

Co.

IS Spring Street

ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE

INCLUDING: Trans- Atlantic transportation by sea.
breakfast and dinner while traveneg in Sarepe, fell
Russia, fell beard while attending the onuses, teatten,
seeing and transfers.

Lumber

from individuals and organizations
each year asking for information,
statistics from or about the college

The Arts Center,

ALL INCLUSIVE

Days)

(84

31

&

Mobileheat Fuel

RUSSIA.
9-August

— BARBERS — SIX

0&

JO STAKT MAWN' NOZS.

ViQBZSX.'

Russian Study Tour
Russian Language and Civilization,
four weeks preliminary study in LONDON and Four Weeks

June

"

Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

reports of the game, which sometimes involves the preparation of
several different stories of the game.
The same procedure, though not

— $1255,00

in

i

KINGS BARBER SHOP

make sure that the Associated Press,
the United Press International, and
several individual newspapers get

Complete Line of Art Materials

(84 Days)

"

Sports activities are not neglected

University of Florence
Art, Music, Culture, Italian Language, History and Literature plus 5 Country Tour of Europe.
I

Our
Advertisers

assisting)

by his office. After each football
game, the public relations chief must

University of Heidelberg
German Language, History and
Civilization
Plus 7 Country Tour of Europe.
June 30-Sept. 4 (66 Days)
ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE

10-Sept.

Flloon

'

ernmental

(Across

Patronize

got his

scored his
goal.
Although he did not score
any more. Oliver bad four assists

— SPAIN — FRANCE.

June
—
$1499.00

Hamlen

lowed for the other major sports.
In addition to all these fairly
obvious duties, Lord must answer
graduate hundreds of requests each year

legions of writers.

— $1296.00

Days)

Hudson's worries were
however; another tally

10:24 as

and most demanding on cam- magazines are prepared by Lord and
pus. His Shakespeare course (1
his staff.
13-14) requires three papers and
To facilitate these activities, a
three hour exams a semester Both complete file of research, biographithe papers and exams are promptly cal, and photographic material is
returned, always less than a week maintained.

University of Madrid
Spanish Language, History, Geography, Literature, Philosophy, Music and tour of ENG-

(78

yet,

at

finest,

after they are passed in, filled with
endless inter-linear corrections, suggestions, and new ideas. The front

Whilney pushed one tl
it was three in a row
team as Dunn, Tarbell
•11 picked UP a point

Game

second of four points in the game.
The second period started just as
the first—at 0:24 Oliver (Hamlen

—

University of Paris (Sorbonne)
French Language, Literature, History, Art, combined with five country European
Tour.
June 9-Auguat 31 (84 Days)
ALL INCLUSIVE

—
—

Oliver.

not over

instructors can

MODERN LANGUAGES—SOCIAL SCIENCES
CIVILIZATION & CULTURE

June 14-Auguat 31
PF
'RICE
$1170.00

scoring agajn started as

second and final goal /came
of the middle period as
wing, Dtfreitas, got his second
of the gameFinally, In the last frame, Fred
Flloon completed his "hat trtejk*
as he received a pass from Rick
scored at the 44-second mark of the Lane. Joe Tarbell added his penny
Fred Filoon pumped to the pile at 6:16 as he faked the
first period.
In his first of the afternoon after Hudson goalie out of position.
getting the puck from center Dave
Hamlen. Only a tew nnaoodr later
Flloon again scored on a pass from

much more

-

Classes in lending European Universities Combined
with Instruction while Travelling to meet American Requirements for Academic Credit.

TrOmfs Hudson ttgh
fa lively

I96J

13.

to

The long Christmas layover did
not seem toiuurt the spirited freshman hockey team; after only three
days of practice they came on the
ice to tromp Hudson High 8-2.
The lively game's first goal waa

Bowdoln College* activities in the
ooUege publicity and pub-

fields of

Lord, who is in charge of writing
news releases and "other public relations material" for the college
ing to "susidlse" the college through said that his office last year preinsufficient salaries, and Is on the pared 463 news stories, which were
whole very dedicated and extremely mailed to some 318 newspapers, radio
competent. They serve without pay and television stations, maga sines,
on endless college and local com- editorial writers, and others intermittees, act as fraternity and ex- ested in activities on or connected
tra-curricular activity advisors, and ^th the campus
keep office hours unheard of at
In all, he said, this represents a
large university.
Major meetings total of about 25 thousand mimeofrequently are held by the fireside
graphed copies mailed to interested
in faculty homes, and a genuine
news media, which Include the BanInterest in the student as a person
gor Daily News, Portland Press Herpervades every encounter.
Boston Herald, New York
ald,

New

JVr-

annnmnany this tally, and Jw
was the high man on
After a one minute
list.

f rash Hockey Team

U

provides that public school
teachers upon application may receive a stipend of $76 per week plus
Private
$15 for each dependent.
school teachers, under the provisions of the Act, will receive only
The way to meet the challenge
free tuition.
of the future lies in less centraliFive National Science Foundation sation of power and authority in
Institutes will share Bowdoin's cam- Washington and in greater freedom
pus facilities with the Franco- Amthough not changing its direction, erican Institute during the summer and responsibility tor the individual
and his local and state governments,
and that the administration should of 1061.
Charles R. Sligh, Jr., executive vice
begin expanding the faculty before
president of the National Associaany other improvements are made, most urgent now before the college tion of
Manufacturers, told the 65th
and as was requested five years ago NOTHING, whether it be a ComCongress of American Industry in
by the Committee on Self-Study, mens, new athletic faculties, or an
New York this month.
Along with the need for a new addition to the Walker Art Museum,
Also, he said, we must have govlibrary, these two demands are the should be given priority.

Study and Travel

LAND

MAN ON CAMPUS

UTTLE

Released 25,000 Stories

maa bandies

the other aide of the ledger,
however, is the sad reality that
opportunity for advancement is extremely limited as long as the size
of the faculty remains frozen. The
greatest tragedy of recent times, of
course, was the loss of Professor
Princeton
l/«
MoskowiU, who taught some of the
Haverford
1/7
most worthwhile psychology classes
Bryn Mawr
1/7
that Bowdoln has ever seen. Such
Wellesley
1/8
a loas can be averted, at least for
Wealeyan
1/8
the immediate future, if the college
Williams
1/0
expands her faculty proportionally
Smith
1/0
to the proposed increase oi enrollThese figures come from Lovejoy't ment. If she doesn't, she might as
College Guide, standard reference well go Co-ed and complet the
work for high school counselors. debacle.
Bowdoin's ratio this year, subtractIn summary, then, we feel that
ing coaches and the ROTC staff. Is
the faculty should begin addressing
8addenlng. isn't It?
1/11.
Itself to broadening the curriculum,

tional dispute* and alignments, the
role of the O.AS., and changing attitude* towards
the world com-

PRICE

each
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Bears Share
performance

successful

As

in

underclassmen are not fully aware of the harmful
effects on student morale produced by consistently unsuccessful teams since athletics in general have been on the rise for
the past two or three years.
Until that time, however, the

forward Bob Freeman. At this point
Al Loane sank two Jump shots from
the top of the key and it appeared
as though Bowdoin was staging a
comeback.
Once again, however.
Bates pulled way ahead and led by
17 at the half. The story was much
the same in the second half; Bates
ultimately finished 28 points ahead

program had been heading rapidly downhill, dragging

Many

it.

of our present seniors

will testify readily to this fact.

The primary purpose
course,

to provide

ground which
sions are,

will

however, an absolute necessity;

make

responsibility to

take pride

A

Bowdoin is, of
its students with a firm intellectual backserve them well in later kfe.
Social diverof a college such as

body

certain that the student

of the luckless Bears.
Bob Donham's stalwarts won their
first game of the season on December 10 against the Colby Mules, 80The Polar Bears, playing at
72.
home, were never behind; at one
time they led by 20 points. Trailing 46-32 at the half, the Mules
pressed their way back into the
game late In the final period, but
the clock ran out on them to give
Bowdoin a fairly easy and Import-

the college's

is

it

able to

is

a whole.

in its institution as

page

large part of the sports

in

devoted

issue is

this

to a general summation of the present athletic situation at

Bow-

doin. and to what we feel are constructive criticisms in those
areas which could stand improvement.
,
*
»
*
*

Ken Bacon

and Ron Famiglietti

(9)

Lord

victory over

is

^J

.

,

,

—

,

ii-

•

*

,

.

•

i

A

puck behind Amherst cage during; Bowdoin's 8-0
(Photo by Crane)

Jen's.

Bowdoin's hockey team, living up
a small college with a surprisingly big name. to its pre-season predictions, won its
tr
at
KV
Students who often travel the country over can find people !
~%°^\!f
!!T
Saturday*!*£L
8-0.
night «
Over the noli,
,
,
,
,
,
who
know
and respect the alma mater of Longfellow and Haw- days the team bad tied Williams tor
pl e
"*11 lnvlta_
thorne. However, Bowdoin is by no means a household
""J?
•^" W1U word;
U,U| 5™*
2f
"
tlonal Tourney.
The tournament
,
a
,
,,
it cannot afford, therefore, to sell itself short in any area
was decided on the best wln-Ioss
and this is why the short-sightedness recently manifested by L*S?? McumuU^ by each team.
Bowdoin had wins over Hamilton,
j
»u
i
i
the athletic department, though in an isolated incident, is so Cornell, and Norwich. The remainddisturbing.
small but enthusiastic group of students recently et. ?* tne team '» •** record consists

Bowdoin

I

,

visitors actually outskated the

team In the

home

period, but Eddie
SqUad ° Ut
^
.
hustled Bowdoin In the second and
third periods, collected five goals
the Process, and finally won the

^SH^J

first

^""^"S?

m

game 6-3.
The second game
mftCi

M

tne

li]te

against Merrlprovecl to be

flrst>

when Bowdoin

contest

finally

g0 t the wrinkles out of Its offense
an d settled down to the business
Bill Bisset and
two goals
and Ken
in the 6-4

sport

(although

take

ltes to

has inexplicably but studiously

the College

°»

Ivv Lea« ue

tltle

to the

game

first

of the Christ-

^»rr«un TOt Bowdoin romped
avoided jumping on this particular
bandwagon),
_-,#-• nor were *hey
j 5"
w>
end' rfX^flret Period^ on^aclata
f**
8
to an e * ST win over Hamilton, 5-1.
„.„ „,
,
advocating wrestling as a permanent replace.mejDt'Acu- any of the hy Bill Bisset
and Ed Spajdtag bad The score does not Indicate the very

,?„

'

1

the Bowdoin fans hopeful of an
.1
incorporated in the intramural prograjsn. UMet over f av0red Dartmouth. The one-sided nature of the game; after
a slow first period Bowdoin cams
~ •
There was one state high school wrestling ohcurtpion among '•bis ~~
to life wKh a blistering offense.
Only a fine performance by Marks,
group, and he offered to gratuitously supervise the small group.
Hamilton's goalie (who pulled In
Although rightly thinking that this was no different than having
fifty-five shots}, prevented a rout.
students supervise swimming in the Curtis Pool, or would involve
'----

•

..

,

...

now

various activities

.

i

.

.

,

—— —
—
Schwadron's
32 In Vain;
:

'

:

no more difficulty than having an undergraduate in charge of the
gymnasium during certain hours of the day, they were rudely
rejected. The college, they were told, had neither time, money,
facilities nor inclination to develop any such prograrp.
This is
the type of fuzzy thinking on the part of the administration,

Bow

Cagers

which we so frequently encounter at Bowdoin, |h«t stifles inDespite the sensational shooting
Of guard JHarley tsohwadrori, the
dividual initiative and collective iraprovcroent.
Bowdoin Freshman basketbfUl team
facilities or this college must either be improved or dropped its opening game at Colby
1 he
oa December 7.
Colby pulled ahead to a 15 point
.,
•
...
,
...
„,
i.
rowing and others could easily be nurtured without exceptioni ead
by halftlme and went on to
al expense to this richly endowed school.
Narrow-mindedness '-*ta 77-58. The Colby team shot

added

such

to;

has no place

sports

as

nod

this

exceptionally well, hitting 49 par
cent of tnelr ne i d goal' attempts
while -Bowdoin salTmcd from typical
ear, y season defensive lapses. Schwadxorii Bowdoin's lone bright spot,
poured In 32 points to lead tne

Hockey Tournament, and

selected for a position

week goes to de-

...»
outstanding

__<__..™
performance

:„

in

honor of being
team

for the

on the All-Tourney

first

scoring.

Journeying to Plttsfleld on Decern10 she Freshmen lost their
Won by Bow400-yard medley relay
doln (Scarpino, Davis, CooU, Merrill). second straight game at MCI, 78-69.
Tim* 4:2«.8
Once again they started slowly and
220-yard freestyle — Won by Stein (T):
were
unable to close the gap after
2. Enirtler (T); 3. L*e (»).
Time 2:19.1.
the MCI Preppers had opened a
MIT record).

—

Davis'

Fast Finish

I

GO-yard freestyle

Cooke

2.

Downs Tech, 56-40

(T);

seconda.
20o.yard

Won

Pinch

by Tilton (B):

(

;

sizeable lead In

Won

by

Sompay-

8.

2:21.8.

The varsity swimming team, under
Divinii — Won by Mann (T)
2. Frost
coach-captain Jon Scarpino, con- (B). 3. Balls IT). Winning- points 62.9.
100-yard butterfly
Won by Silveatri
tinued its winning ways by downing
(T): I. McSweeney (B)
8. Snow
(B).
MIT 56-40 on December 10 at the Time
1 :03.'4.
:

:

Curtis Pool

The Polar Bears

scored sweeps in

the 100 yd. freestyle and 200 yd.
backstroke and won both relays to

gam their victory, but it was the
come-from-behlnd finish by Walt
Davis to the 200 yd. breaststroke
that dealt the finishing blow to
Tech. Needing five points to sew up
the meet. Walt sprinted the last 50
yds. for the win. Dick Merrill and
Curt Tilton gave the Polar Bears
a sweep In the freestyle, while Scarpino and Jim Coots placed one-two
In the backstroke. Coots also won
the 200 yd. medley swim and Tilton

This again was a team effort, as
most of the swimmers were required
to enter at least two events. Valuable points were scored by Boyd
Finch, Jack Frost, Lennle Lee, Dick

Snow, Brian McSweeney, and Chip

""«"<«
Hastings.

OrLT^s

a

briei'

2:21.8.
freestyle
Silveatri (T):

440-yaH
(T):
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with 21 points.
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Time
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year. Mark Youmans, Pete Gillies,
and Eldon Craig will carry much of
the load ln «*« distanceVuns. Jim
Fisher has been showing excellent
iorm this year and stacks up as a
tou«h competitor
the 600. Pete
Mone will compete ta the hurdles

m

Coach

weight,

Donham, as earnest and hardmuch * «" working (one of the best recruiters
A tWeUc
he

K 000 of Junlors wh0
picked "P lome v * luable «P*rience
taitial varsity appearances last
ttotD a

team's most noticeable flaw
CUto*'
tM> Wld Mftlne
was Its lack o fscoring punch: this
,
".J^
was evident in three 1-0 setbacks . s «te«n lettermen are expected
The fact that George Glover was £L,M*uTn "ert faU Providing the
0l
Be
r
WUh
*
,
injured, early Intt? season; con?.£emt
f tl
blned with the injuries suffered by fjL8luable « 1Derlenc« ^This^year's
eahm*n *^°center forward Las Dudas. put the
J****** **
<
an
00
wU1 **°
forward line at a serious dlsad?
f?
^
^.
mmke lts contribution. Winning the
vantage

W

Cornell,

and

game was
this

against

The winning goal proved to be Ken
Bacon's perfect slap shot after a
face-off In the second period. Kennedy, Cornell's all-tourney goalie,
was the only obstacle to a larger
win; he had 39 saves. The first
goal of the 2-1 win was scored
on a rebound by Bill Bisset.
Bowdoin took the final game
against Norwich in another close
one, 5-4, to give them the cochamplonship.
With three quick
goals (two by Bill Bisset and one
by Ken Bacon) after only eight
minutes of play, the Polar Bears
relaxed. Norwich, retaliating quickly, equalized the score by the end
of the period. From then on it was
nip and tuck all the way.
The
teams traded goals ta the second
period, Ron Famiglietti scoring on
a pass from Neut Stowell. In the
third period Neut Stowell's quick
follow-up of a shot that bounced off
the Norwich Goalie's forehead put
the Bears ahead to stay.
A great deal of credit must be
given to Bowdoin's three defensemen, Jack Adams, Don

Tom

Jelly,

who provided

Eccleston,

toughest

defense

Jack Adams was

m^VhVV^
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ant victory.

Guard

Cohen

Billy

led Bowdoin's

scoring with 25 points, making one
of his best performances in a Bowuniform.
Cohen scored 16
points in the first half to spur the
Polar Bears into the lead.
Forward Ed Callahan played the best
ball he has ever played for Bob
Donham, scoring 20 points and garnering nearly all of Bowdoin's sorely-needed rebounds. Pete Scott got
his share of the rebounds also, and
contributed 14 points to the offense.
John Kelly led Colby's scoring with

was a squeaker. doin

16.

In a poorly played game by both
the University of Maine de-

sides

feated

cember

Bowdoin
13,

at

58-49.

pects of the

home on DeThe salient as-

game were Bowdoin's

the

in the tourney.
selected for the

all-tourney team.
Don Jelly, Ron
Famiglietti,
and Rick Mostrom
the second team.

made

Bowdoin

at one point, 12-8;
however, quickly overtook
led

Maine,
this
disadvantage,

played

fairly

Frosh

Team;

persistently

creditable

*

-

«

™,

M

—
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Led by triple and double winners
Bowdoin scored 14 straight points Steve Ross and
Bruce Frost the
(12 by Al Loane) to a single foul
sophomore class rolled to victory as
shot by the Boston quintet to make Bowdoin
trackmen flexed
their
the >core 75-72 with 10 seconds re- muscles
In the annual interclass
maining. There, however, the drive track meet
last Dec. 10th. six meet*
sputtered and stalled.
records were
smashed and two
The final game, Involving Maine others equalled in the contest, which
and Rhode Island, was undoubtedly saw the Sophomores garner 60
one of the greatest ln Maine his- points to the Freshman's 46, the
tory. Rhode Island pulled away to Juniors' 34. and the Seniors' 22.
a 14-6 lead after the opening whistle,
Ross Won both hurdles and tied
sparked by 6'4f sophomore Charlie the meet record ta the broad jump
Lee, who sank six straight Jump at 20 ft. t% in.
Although the
shots from 25 feet out or better. day did not start auspiciously for
But the Maine team did not panjc Frost (he arrived too late to comand crept hack to within three pete in the 35 pound weiRht), the
points at half time, 36-33; Lee had former Brunswick High star set recalready poured In 23 points.
The ords ln the shot (46' 1H"> and dissecond half was nip and tuck all cus (138" 8>V'). In both instances
the way with Maine catching up he bettered the efforts cf former
and going ahead by four with 30 great BUI McWilllams, who barely
seconds left.
At this potat Barry missed making the Olympic team

Multer of Rhode Island stole the in the hammer event this spring.
away from Wayne Champeon,
Another fine performance was
made the shot, and Rhode Island turned in by Junior Jim Fisher,
was only dpwn by two points. But who won the 600 in a record -tying
as time ran out a Maine player 1:16.2 and returned to grab the
was fouled and converted his free 300 yard title.
throws, making the flnaf score 69Gerry Havlland, varsity captain,
65; thus Maine became champions posted, a personal life-time record
of the Downeast Classic for the in winning the hammer in SO" 4".
second successive year.
Mark Youmans set a record in the
Bowdoin played ln tough luck two-mile with a 10:26, and his teamthroughout
the tournament.
In mate Pete Gillies followed suit ln
their debut against Cornell the Polar the 1000 with 2:24.3. Despite muscle
Bears found themselves behind 20-6 ailments Frank Ronan and Pete
after nine minutes; but Bowdoin Mone took firsts ln the pole vault
fought back to trail 30-25 at the (10- 6") and 40 yard dash (4' 7").
half. The comeback, however, was Looking stronger than ever, Paul
shortlived as Cornell, with tremend- Quinlan took the high Jump with
ous superiority off the boards. In- 5'9-V'; Ted" Richards won the mile
creased their lead and finally wound ln 4:46 and then came back to
up on the long end of a 66-43 score. finish a strong second in the 1000.
Added depth from the Sophomore
It was more or less of the same
story against Boston University; as class should make for an improved
mentioned
previously
Bowdoin club which encounters Its first meet
at
M.I.T. on Jan. 14.
caught fire ln the final three min35-Pound Weiirht —
by HavllRnd
utes, only to fall 76-72.
In the f«r): 2. Mniree (fr): 3. Won
Newman (so): 4.
Bears' final game against Colby Poi* (fr). instance
M> feet, 4 inches.
Pole Vault — won by Ronnn (so)
both teams were tired after play2.
McOrny (so) 3. tied. IVmarro
Poring two games In a row
as a ter (fr). Hei„ht - 20 feet. 6 and
Inches.
result both
teams' defense were
lR-Pnund Shot
won bv Fro* m) )
weak. However. Colby's defense was 2. Newmnn (so): 3. llnvilnnd (sr): 4.
ball

Weak

After losing the first match to
the University of New Hampshire
the Bowdoin rifle team
has come back to win its second
(1412-1389) over Niagara and has
beaten St. Michael's (1383-1373) in
a three-way postal match with St.
Michael's and Vermont. The Vermont score is not yet available.
Following a re-scheduled match
with Norwich here this Friday,
Bowdoin faces a rough schedule:
Maine, M.I.T., Hofstra, and Middlebury will be its opponents.
Top scorers on the varsity Include
Charles Devereux, Joseph
Baumann, William Chase, captain,
and Douglass McMann. Others on
the team are Herbert Koenigsbauer,
John Moore, John Weiss, William
Whit, James Rancourt, and Donald
1404-1370,

Brown.
While the varsity team has had
a fair season so far the freshman
team has been fairly weak losing
by wide margins to the University
of Maine and Dartmouth frosh.
The freshmen have their next
match with New Hampshire (postal) on March 11.
Those on the
freshman team are: Mead Bates,

.

—

tively;

Scott

and Cohen had

11.

Dave Koch

led MIT's offense with
17 points, followed closely by

Tom

Bums

with 16.
In the Downeast Classic, December 26-28, Bowdoin, Colby, Bates,
Maine, Harvard, Cornell, Boston

-

i

slightly stronger

and Bowdoin took

ln the tournament were as follows:

Ils'ld.H-k

most excitement throughout.
Rhode Island beat Colby in the
opener 67-66, and then took Harvard in the second game 68-65, only
to go down at ihe hands of Maine
In the final, 69-65. Following their
loss to Rhode Island Colby suffered another tight setback at the
hands of Bates, 58-56, but then turnJohn Coffin, Robert Farquharson, ed back Bowdoin 82-76. The most
James Henderson. Hobart Little- stirring comeback of the tournafield, Russell Miller, Douglas Scott, ment was staged by our own Polar
and Philip Walls.
Bears when, with only three minutes

(fr).

I'istnnee

in-hes.
(l-eiters
fee' X, inches).

with 30 sornnrU remaining, for sinking two foul shots In the last minute
to clinch

the teams stood at the conclusion
of the tournament:

3.

Maine
Rhode Island
Harvard

4.

Cornell

5.

7.

Bates
Boston University
Colby

8.

Bowdoin

1.

2.

6.

Pelrhcrt

3.

(fr)

potat,

Guard Pat O'Brien
Bowdoin to thjs early

(sr):

2.

42

Onlw

Lawrence

4.

;

:

It)

leak
record,

(fr).

Tim..

Frost

—

New-

(so):

(fr):

2.
Itci«

4.

(fr).

Distance
132 feet. 31 Inches.
(Betters
former men record, lib te,'t hi inches.)
40-Yard r>n»h
won liv Mone (lr); 2.
'fr): 3. Rounds (fr)
4. Rnuns(fr).
Time
4.7
meet
(e<iunl

I)rl<mtrs
vllle

—

record).

foOYaM Run
Roll

fr):

(jr).

Time

—

;

won hy

Fisher (jr) : 2.
(fr) : 4. El'er
me-"t record).

Ro.irta-ille

8.

1.18? (enuals

Jump

Hl<'h

—

won hv Ouinlnn (*»o)
McGrav (so). 4. Mnr-

:

tied
Ross and
(fr).
Hrixht

1.

—

r-w

feH 9 1 tnesaM.
(Reltcrs former meet record, 5 feet. 8
inches).
Hl.'h Hurdles
won bv Rp«s (so) 2.
Flllot (sr): S. Rets (fr)
4. Frasier (fr).
a 3 seconds.
Tl-i.",

.

—

—

:

;

—

Two

Mile Run
won hy Ynumena
Releheet (f-); 3. Lawrence (fr) t
4.
Jewell (sol.
Tmc !0:2«. (Rctt.rs
former meet record. 10:28).
(jr):

2.

won hv. filllles Mr) :
3. r-nlh '-r):
4. Hlir?:24,3. (Retters form2:25.4).
H'»rdl"s -- won nv Poss («o); 2.
Flllot '•>•): 3. "5we»nev (so): 4. Frailer
(r-)
T!m»
« seconds.
!f»n.v^M r»un
won hv Fisher *('r):
»ui-v (fr): * Rounds (fr) 4. Hnrtnn
?

Y*"d.R"n

(inn

1

Richnrds («r);

2.

wMT-» —

flna 'so).
er

nH

T

"w

—

—

:

T-~.

('-)

^posd

Mone

14.1.

T«»«n

(( r )

;

—

ln.it.ne-

i

--

win

r—e

20

feet.

meet record).

W

(.->>

M

•

Rn»«
4

(so)*

7..

(.rV
lEounia

Fllio'
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Bowling
Total Points
S.N.
Psl

13
11

U

Beta

9
7
7
7
7

DKE
Delta Slg

TD
AD
Kappa

an 89-58 score. Donham's men provided respectable competition for
the Williams five for the first ten
minutes and actually led at one
sparked

meet

won hy Richards

Mile
fir):

4«

former

4:58.1.
Loane 54, Cohen 42, and Scott 39.
Discus — won hy
For hitting the shot to beat Colby man (so): 3. Smith

Sig

6
6

ARU
ATO
Chi Psl

5
3

-

1

Zete

16-12.

should also be pointed out that
game, for the first time ln
a long while, Bowdoin really outhustled their opponents.
The Bears led 22-18 at the half.
Early ta the second period the
count ran up to 32-22, but three
quick baskets put them only four
At one
points back once again.
point the Bears' lead dwindled to
37-36. but after running up the
42-36
Bowdoin
was
in
comscore
to
Bears posted their third win ta
eleven starts as they defeated Am- mand the rest of the way.
herst, 50-46. Bob Donham's masterOne Interesting highlight of the
minding, which rendered the Am- game was the fact that Bowdoin
herst offensive Impotent, was prob- only committed one foul ln the secably the chief reason for the vic- ond half, four in the entire game.
tory; Bowdoin's rotating zone, with Only two of Amherst's 46 points
the guards shuttling back and forth were on foul shots.
between the high post and the
Sophomore Al Loane led Bowbackcourt, left Amherst center Fred doin's scoring with 17 points. Guard
Sayles, one of the East's biggest of- Bruce Elliott, who tallied all Six
fensive threats, with a meager nine of his field goals ln the second
points (only three ta the first half). half, led Amherst's scoring with 12.

splurge by several far out shots
University, and Rhode Island were and Billy Cohen, who played one
represented.
The tournament was of his best games in a long time,
divided
into two brackets with was the one bright spot in an otherMaine, B.U., Bowdoin, and Cornell wise nightmarish
affair.
Cohen
in the first and Colby, Bates, Harv- scored ,17 points for the Polar Bears,
ard, and Rhode Island in the sec- made many brilliant passes, and
ond. Out of 12 games played eight hustled all the way.
Ouard Bob
of them ended up with a ten-point Mahland led the Williams scoring
or less difference in the final score. with 21 points.
Colby and Rhode Island provided
The following night, Jan. 7, the

the

i

;

Bates received the consolation prize
by walloping B.U. 81-50.
The Polar Bears Journeyed down
to Williams College on January 6
Bowdoin got off to an early lead, where they were soundly trounced
lost it when the defense collapsed by a team which many experts feel
toward the end of the first half. could be the strongest small college
The Bears' potent offense was ulti- basketball team ln the East. Trailmately the deciding factor; the de- ing 43-31 at halftlme, the Bear's
fense was poor, if not non-existent. defense collapsed completely ta the
Loane and Callahan led the scor- second
period;
they
ultimately
ing with 23 and" 19 points respec- wound up on the very short end of

Improving. Why not get the Fresh- hitter. Bob Swensen, all-state leftmen used to the competition they handed pitcher, and Jack Conden,
have to face when they move hard throwing righthander, acup to the varsity?
counted for nine of the team's 12
SWIMMING: The varsity swim- victories last spring. Reliever Bob
Corvi,
ming team! presently undefeated Entin fleet-footed outfielders George
and Al Butchman. and for(having won meets with Amherst
mer all-state second baseman Dick
and MIT), should better last year's
Morse are also missing from last
respectable record of 5-3. The loss
year's successful combine. Any team
of coach Robert Miller, considered
losing such an aggregation would
by many one of the best swimming
be severely handicapped.
coaches ln the nation, has not
This year's baseball team must
harmed the team as much as it
hit better than last year's, for it
might have if captain Jon Scarpino
does not have the speed or the
had not done such an able Job of
pitching of last spring's Polar Bears.
filling a tough position. Each memFireballlng righthanders Dave Carber of the team has also become an
lisle. Fred Hill, and curveballer Jim
we must get more good hockey play- assistant coach, as It were, helping Dunn will have to carry
a heavy
ers to come to Bowdoin. One way other members correct their style load unless promising
hurlers Joe
to do this is through an alumni and Improve their speed. An unex- McKane, Frank Nicolal,
and Rod
recruiting program similar to those rted by-product of this situation Stevenson, up
from
last
year's
a team spirit hard to equal.
used by Ivy League teams. This does
Freshman Club, can pick up some
not entail subsidisation or under When a permanent coach Is hired of the slack. Dexter
Morse might
the table payments; It only re- he will obtain not a team which provide the long
ball punch that
quires a little alumni interest and has deteriorated to the interim but Is sorely
needed; Jack Cummlngs.
some organizational work by our rather one which has continued to Ted Gardner, Newt Stowell, and
athletic department. To
see
our add to a proud record. Next year's Sophomore Pete Kllgore might make
weakness ln alumni hockey recruit- coach will also obtain some fine the club go. While this
year's team
ing one only has to ask the present Freshman prospects: Dick Gee, who is not pirticularly
Impressive on
members of the squad how many has not as yet lost a race this year; paper, neither was last year's
(comBowdoin alumni contacted them as Pete Seaver. already holder of the pared to the teams that had
prehigh school seniors Bowdoin would Freshman Individual medley rec- ceded It); It
produced, however, a
be s major power now If the present ord, and many more consistent win- laudable 12-7 record.
ners
and
placers.
These
Freshmen,
Junior. cla«s had another class like
LACROSSE: With the loss of only
plus
varsity
a
team
losing
only several
it backing it up. The second thing
men the Bowdoin lacrosse
Bowdoin hockey needs is a com- Scarpino and Dick Snow, should im- team promises to provide
tough
pletely revamped Freshman setup. prove still further next year the competition
for Its many rugged,
will

d«*n »° d broad-Jump.
" te
^"^TILh
Senior Ted Richards add* a fine °nI v ~? bad^'h* t Bob Donham candoubling ability ln the mile and not extend hta 1' J"* a little bit
«*»• His classmates Bill Skelton J00**?*$}*< ** teel. would
"*^
and Sam Elliot will help out ln "• reflected in the scores and might
altogether obliterate the lethargy
the 600, hurdles, snd relay.
each game
T** team too** forward to an "* team exhibits from time to Ume.
FOOTBALL: By winning the
¥,
«nthujUsm and desire of Interesting season with an expandHOCKEY: Bowdoin hockey forMaine State Series Football Cham- 1H «
The Freshman schedule this year fine record expected this year.
ptonship. and finishing the 1960 sea- Iff? ifT.*. Uam "
«?••* nwrt «* *°* challenging schedule.
tunes are on the upswing, as was
BASEBALL: The strength of a
is too short and the caliber of opposition does not measure up to baseball team lies up the middle.
situation
a team
is in good hands. Bob tourney. Last year was Bowdoin's that
••"JSS** y*ms**rea
T"
which the varsity faces, in Bowdoin has lost the services of
to be reckmed with
w>e Bowdo
in Col lege Donham,
not only tn
T>;
unfortunately somewhat best ta manv vemr* mnaLrintrur th» 1956-1959. for example,
the Fresh- four or flee performers at these
their hf«r.e state but ta New England track squad has been busily pre- underestimated by a few arista- fine calibeTof
ewenenta^cee men had only a few tough games key positions through graduation.
as weU. This fact was further xt- PWlng for Its first meeting of the formed members of the student
lone* to I>u*mouthHarvard^and and about ten very easy ones. Bob Kennedy, new
ta the Chicago
enfwcedjxy the selection of Charlie aeason vrtth
on January 14. body, is an excellent coach whohas Colby
This denotes the loss of an entire Cubs' organisation, was the team's
on the Associated Pnm Cosrh Frank Sfhsi tna n i rl has been done his best with the basketball all were
strong contenders for year during which other schools are best receiver and

The most

play was turned in by halfbacks Fred
Rolllnson and Beaver Strong both
of whom seemed to be all over the
field
throughout the duration of

remaining and trailing B.U. 7s-68,

many of their usually reli- Chappelle of Maine,
Borchard of
able shots, and Pete Scott could not
Harvard, and Kelly of Colby. The
hit from the post position. Bowdoin
second team was comprised of Sturclosed the gap to 48-44, but Maine
geon and Schlner of Maine, Freepressed forward to garner a nine
man of Bates, and Multer and
point edge at the final buzzer.
Koenlg of Rhode Island. Al Loane
Al Loane scored 15 points; Brad received honorable mention
ln the
Sheridan played an excellent de- balloting.
fensive game and scored 13 points
Here is the final rundown of how

tJNH Beats

m

fete-da® Track

missed

All three lines figured in the
scoring against Amherst, shutting
out the Lord Jeffs 8-0. Bill Brack sch and John Qibney, substituting as well. Don Sturgeon led Maine's
for regular goalie Bob Chaffee, scoring with 23 points, and Skip
tunned In creditable performances. Chappelle had 18.
On December 15 the varsity basketball team walloped the MIT
cagers at MTT, 71-65.
The Polar
Bears trailed at the half (37-36)
and most of the way through the
second period. A late resurgence,
sparked by guard Al Loane, catapulted Bowdoin Into the lead, a
lead they re-enforced through capitalizing on free-throw opportunities
(17 in the last period).

Rifle

50-46

ability to completely halter Maine's the count for the third straight
fast break and Maine's ability to time, 82-76. Bowdoin's high-scorers

consistently rebound well, both offensively and defensively.

**«"w<*"«-i»
T«*«torjrfa Annual

is

r/^

Rhode Island's victory over
strong ball for the remainder of
Harvard, and for scoring 33 points
the half, and led at Its conclusion,
ln the final game against Maine,
30-22.
As the second half com- Rhode
Island's Charlie Lee was
menced it was obvious that this voted
the tournament's Most Valuwas not one of the Polar Bears' able
Player. The All-Star team was
and shooting days. Loane and Cohen composed of Lee, Charnpecn and

has provided NCAA, bids, With the former
out of hta «««
"* team has him. A man with a better knowl- making the Eastern Regional play10
of the game would be hard to off. The bleak side of last year's
f con(UOon
"f™ of **tag In almost per- edge
,eet
And; no man is perfect, of course, season were losses to small college
ne can ** deflnlte f«tors *"<* and
Donnam does swm t0 have opposition, and If a team cannot
could lead to an Improvement over one crack In the otherwise shiny beat those ln its own class It
obUkMt year g neor ^
yeHrs Soph ,„„,„. Althougn a „ opponents ar; viously cannot attempt to compete
omores will lend added strength thoroughly scouted, elabsrate de- against the bigger teams.
This
and depth to the field events with tensive and offensive plays *et up situation Is on the way to being
the services of Bruce Frost, Frank 'or them, snd although Bob Don- remedied;
Merrimack,
Hamilton,
Ronan, Paul Qulnlan, Bruce Mc- ham himself thinks about each Norwich, and Amherst were recent
Gray. Fred Newman, and others, game long after It has been won Polar Bear victims. Now that
we
Steve Ross should also contribute or lost. In an actual game situation are a deflnlte small college power
some (wu
" ,c »««i
coach »
«««
good uuruung
Is apparently
hurdling and
ana broad»i»i»renuy unaD
oroad- the
unable to the next step is to upset a few big
Jumping Captain Gerry Havtland, Provide that extra spark of en- teams.
"ho has had excellent marks to thusiasm or criticism that pi
puts a
Two changes, however, are needthe so
Are under a team and enables
tne
36 lb. weight to date, will head Ore
enabl
it
ed to do this. The first Is obvious:
to play above tU ability.
contingent, in

^i

e^vldenced bl

The

also

break into the scoring column and
help the team to a fairly resoect-

shot,

.

.

Kappa

"

—dj "»th— ——~~~~
put
J?" "« n«W
wtSl
^ Wd ^««n
b
ta
*?, W^f7,
totals
conWbutta?
"
dta^SSS S°
T^ ?"»«
New "En
-*"?
a footb
—.'TrS*
Long
« * d
"""
»" p»««*
waaUie
chana-lne™,^»?rrS™
eouhM~durlni £*"
"J
^"2*.??!*
*?
&«,£?
mW-seton ^Neither^ac* now*- Ume
"^ ""J? •cn ** «ante *"?* and
ever can
&W*tMuE£DS2£*
*
n^'^^^cce^'X^is
provide a full-time coacT
^cErteTover Tr^J* *"***
doin's

how-

the

Edwards. Hank able season.

«»<****
..^
' nythm t0 te
C

Ed Coombs; Bowdoin was

numbers

Showing good form In winning
their events were Pete Seaver, May-

h

strongly,

^^ ^^ac^^edST^
™^ &&%>?&&&
of

ut0«
«ufl le »v
de£lred
to "aW
hes cannot produc* vlc esch of the ntaVma^or^rte tLrns ?*.' without
,
°?l . good player
material,
It Bowdoin ColleaV
l^ch sports
snSrt, Dut
all ay. potent ta ^e worM
as rlflery, golf, skiing, and sailing cannot
produce victories without
were not omitted because of edi- good coaches.
Since taking the
torial prejudice, but rather because reins
as head coach in 1956 Nels
of the obvious limitations of space Corey
and his two capable asslsthis extended Issue has brought tants.
backfleld coach Sid Watson
about.
and line coach Pete Kostaoopoulos,
SOCCER: Unfortunately, Bow- have combined blackboard
strategy
»»»%•»,
T
xavorable MDectl and

Bowdoin came back

DKE
ATO

aided in the last few minutes by
Pa y e Hancock's c lutch hoops.

to

Bill

their

Hookey

ever,

a?a»«2Sn\nraw a
deptn
to*h£JTE^^%5L
needed
win the meets.
0ther"

registered

5.

AD
ARU
TU

for

meets

'

A1 Loane Is coaching the Sigma Nu's
to a victorious basketball season,
and on the alleys the second place
Ddte Slg's are improving and
should be the chief, competitor
against the first place Sigma Nu's.
Below are the tabulated standings

the season on December 18. whipping the MIT Freshmen 78-49. The Bears led 43-32 at
the half, but trailed 60-66 going

spurred on by the superior
playing of center Dick Smith, who
tallied 29 points at the conclusion.
Guard Al Ryan and forward Harry
Silverman played excellent defense

Bowdoin

FROSH LOSE
dropped

Freshmen

first victory of

(T).

5:24.9.

flrS
fll

"umm

—

:

Time

Won

Schrade (T). Time

8.

200-yard backstroke
<H): 2. Coots (B)

nard Hindus,

thls^tel'ed'lto^

—

100-yard freestyle
(B): 2. Tilton IB):
58.6 seconds.

Now that the season is well underway, tabulations of the standtags in hockey, basketball and bowl
lng arc possible.
In hockey, the
Beta's are holding down the league
with their aggressive first line. The
Ps ' u s snd Kappa Slg's seem to be
their biggest threat for the title.

The Polar Bears

—

'

Phil Stone

the first half.
received an ex- as of January
cellent rebounding Job from Dave
McDowell to counteract the rugged
front line of MCI. The scoring for
Bowdoin was well distributed: Dick
Beta
Smith scored 19 points, Al Ryan 17,
Psl U
and Harley Schwadron 18. Levesh
S.N.
of MCI led the individual scoring
Zete

Time 24

(B).

medley
B«n«aon t)

2.

Time

(T).

ber

individual

CootajB);
roc

—

8.

By

squash,

a narrow situation.

in

PAT ON THE BACK: The
'*lAPIf ADAMS,
AnAMC t~.
fenseman JACK.
for hi.
his
the Christmas

boxing,

wrestling,

Around
The
Loop

The second

n

Jeffs fall,

acy.
The Bobcats pulled out to an
early lead and were ahead 13-3
after the first five minutes. Eleven
of these points were scored by 6'6"

Many

student morale along with

t~<

On December 7 at the Bates Gymnasium the Polar Bear five was
soundly defeated by a red-hot Bates
team, 66-S7.
From the outset it
was obvious that Bowdoin was ta
for a long evening, as shot after
shot bounced off the tip of the
hoop; Bates, on the other hand,
was hitting with amazing accur-

the Christmas Tournament at Cornell appears to be another
step towards an increase in our athletic prestige, an ascendancy
which has been Jong overdue.

athletic

Woes Vanish

t tt

a

Now 6-2

Crown;
The Bowdoin hockey team's

Cagers'

Ice

large school opponents.
The captain of this year's team, under the
direction of Nels Corey, will be Ted
Fuller.
Besides the many returning veterans there are several prom-

It

in this

serious loss brought by last year's
graduation was All-American Bob

Hohlfelder, last year's captain.
The team will commence the season this spring with a game at New
England College. During the seven
game season the Polar Bears will
also take on Harvard, New Hampshire, Wesleyan, M.I.T. Nichols, and
Tufts. Providing the toughest competition for Bowdoin will probably
be Harvard, M.I.T., and New Hampshire. After last year's .600 season

the

lacrosse

men

are

looking

for

improvement.
TENNI8: With a 9-1 record behind them the Bowdoin tennis team,
under the leadership of coach Bob

Donham and captain John Wyman.
expecting another season equal to
or even more successful than the
last. An almost entirely Junior team
will take on nine opponents, starting this spring with a match against
M.I.T.
Several promising Sophomores, including Sam Ladd and Rick
is

Copeland, will be coming up from
last year's Freshman team to give
the three returning Juniors some
competition. The pnly loss from
last year's Maine State Championship team is last- year's captain
George Davis.
The one dual match lost last year
was to M.I.T, a team which promises to be strong again this year.
Bates should also provide some tough
competition.
This year's Maine State tennis
tournament will be held on the Bowdoin courts on May 15 and 16 and
will provide some rugged competition for the Polar Bears. Included
ln this year's schedule will be M.I.T.,
Tufts. Bates. Colby. Maine, and the
New England tennis tournament at

ising Sophomores coming up from
last year's Freshman team; another
welcome thought to coach Corey U
most consistent the return of Ed Blate. The only Wesleyan.

'

PACE

SIX

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

LITTLE

MAN ON CAMPUS

Com;

(ConUawoS from Pafs
addition

to,

Glee Club Plans 25th

1)

For the Best

grants will in some cases be larger
than would otherwise be made under this program.

Anniversary Concert-

Groceries

consider applications from students
who are studying for a career
the scientific or technical aspects of
communication and from those who
are studying for a career in the
field of communication in the more
general sense. Thus preparation for
a career In the technical or nontechnical branches of radio, television, journalism, or comparable
fields would be In accord with the
intent of the program. The Foundation will consider applications
from students who are studying for
a career in:

m

anniversary

SHOP AT

FEDERAL STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

(It

DUNLOP TIRES
c.

Complete Line of Foreign Car Snow Tires

Retread Snow Tires Priced from $25.00 Per Pair
d.

OAKIE'S AUTO SERVICE

Is

sibility

recognized,

of

course,

in

The Eastern Central

New Hampshire Area

DIAL PA 5-7122

help you get those A's review with these outlines

and

AA

Littlefield

TO
$

2.25
79'

Data Guide Sheets

evaluate

their

appli-

Since applications must be submitted to the Foundation not later
than March 31st of the applicant's
sophomore or Junior year, they must
be submitted to the College not later
than February 28, of each such year,
In order that they may be reviewed
and supported by appropriate data

Moulton Union Book Shop

sensational -nid-winter

Washington," Mr. Sllgh

continued, "unless the public,

understand

the

and

inflfc-

tlonary effect of big spending and
shall have satisfactory
the threat which centralized authscholastic records for their
ority poses to our federal-state-local
college
wort preceding the system and ultimately
to our indiaward and shall be in the up- vidual liberties.
per one-half of the class as
"Public opinion cannot be expectof the end of the semester
ed to support the sound tax rate
next preceding the date of reform
which is necessary for maxtheir application.
imum economic growth until the
They shall furnish a character public, and lawmakers,
understand
and adaptability recommenda- how excessive and discriminatory
tion from the Dean of the ta<V *•«*«» hnmn«. »k« «-*., Ul Uk-. *— *
»»•" < •***—. ***•*••}*«,« ua.\. bUKUW.Wlt.lKtl,
college and at least one other and
expansion of businesses, the
p;rson not related to them.
creation of more and better Jobs,
They shall submit a detailed and the achievement of a higher
and comprehensive outline of standard of living.
their proposed course of study
"Public opinion will not insist on

•

Even
from

recommendations

for

trans-

mittal to the Foundation.
Application blanks may be secured from the Director of Student
Aid or at the Student Aid Office
Ui Rhodes HaU.
Bach completed
blank must be supported by an outline as described in Paragraph 3(d)
above and should be submitted to
the Director of Student Aid in
Massachusetts Hall.
The Dean
should be requested to turn his recommendations over to the Durector
of Student Aid and the second reference called for In Paragraph 3(c)
should be asked to address his letter directly to the Director of Student Aid. Any applicant for whom
a current
parents'
Confidential
Statement Is not on file at the Student Aid Office should secure the
appropriate blanks and submit such
a statement with his application
Bequests for official transcripts will
be made to the Registrar by the Di-

WORK FOR

HERE-IF YOU WANT TO
before

Ron Spetrino

received his engi-

neering degree from Case he had good job offers
six r-nmnanips.

IT"

touches on the specs for this $1,600,000 project.

Today, as a Supervising Engineer, Ron heads
*»
ofrtflf r\( riirrt s%*\f***«*wt-*c* %*%*-$ ia »*r*o>sr*<-»»"w»V*l^» fr\v
tfMMl Ol UIW C.igMiVHO «*ia\A so iwpoiioluiv ava
telephone switching in much of the greater
«*

He

Telephone Company
—his reason: "I was convinced an engineer could
go further here— if he was willing to work for it."

The Ohio

joined

Bell

As soon as Ron got

—

does great harm to everyone
unless the public, and lawmakers, understand how /txh power distorts
the operation of our economy."
rector of Student. Aid. Department
Chairmen, other interested Faculty
Members, and student officers of

appropriate activities

•IT!

IT'S

and training program together the effective control of union monwith an explanatory statement opoly power, which raises our costs
and any contributing exhibits of production, prices us out of marwhich will assist the Founda- kets and results in inflation which

PA 5-5700

& Noble

HARPSWELL STREET

They

tion to
cation.

Barnes

51

IGA

Bowdoin.
The expense of presenting such a
concert la formidable and, since as
much Income from it as possible
is needed to insure the success of
the Frederic Tillotsoh Fund for
Scholarship, ticket sates must be
supplemented by other sources. Thus
by buying tickets or making a gift
of $25 or more one can become a
Patron, $15 a Subscriber, and $10 a
Donor.
The men of this year's
Glee Club are working hard but
need support, whether or not you
can attend the concert (and ve
certainly hope you can), aid to this
worthy endeavor on the part of the
men of Bowdoin would be greatly

that some of these major fields
lawmakers,
are not available at Bowdoin.)

b.

Adams

Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

LIVERNOIS

Frederic

subjects, who have indi"However, public opinion will not
cated their Interest in the
demand spending restraint and less
general field of communicacentralization of power and respontion as their future career.

63

$|

Professor

Tillotson as director, will climax
the 1980-196! season with a concert
at New York's Town Hall. The concert will be Saturday, April 22, 1901,
at 8:30 pjn. and all proceeds will
go to the establishment of a scholarship in honor of "Tilly" and his
many years of devoted service to

lied

Maine's Finest Historic Inn
Main Spar Tap Room

He supervises the design and purchase of $3
equipment a year. And even
more important, he is charged with developing
the technical and managerial skills of his staff.
million worth of

says, "In this business

distance

a good job.

calls.

i

Ron wrapped it up in five months, and found
he had earned a shot at another tough assignment.
In this job Ron helped engineer a completely new
long distance switching center for Cleveland. This
switching center connected Cleveland with the
nationwide customer dialing network. It was
about a year later that Ron put the finishing

(WBOR, De-

bating, Orient, etc.) are requested
to bring this new scholarship program to the attention of scphomorrs
and Juniors whom they may consider to be likely applicants.

Cleveland area.

on the ground
in telephone engineering, he was tapped* for a
tough assignment. The job— to engineer switching equipment modifications needed to prepare
Cleveland for nationwide customer dialing of long
his feet

Patronize

Ron knows what

We

about when he
you have to do more than

he's talking

We expect a man to be a self-developer.

him to take responsibility from his
day on the job and think for himself. You
by just doing time."

expect

first

don't get ahead around here

// you want a job in which you're given every
chance to prove yourself, and real responsibility
right from the start— you'll want to see your Place-

ment

Office for further information.

Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we

Our

can possibly find."

Advertisers

Fredericx B. Kafmx, Prtiidtnt
American Telephone k Telegraph Co.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

"l

DOOR

Smith Photo Shop

AND

IS

OPEN AT ALLIED CHEMICAL..

MAN CAN

THIS

GIVE YOU THE FACTS

Photo Supplies

OF QUALITY MENSWEAR

Hallmark Greeting Cards
You'll

Contemporary Cards

want to note the date below. Our Interviewer

campus

then, ready to

will

be on your

answer your questions about a career

in the'

chemical industry ... and to point out the advantages of pursuing

146 Maine

St.,

Brunswick

that career at Allied.
Vou'll find

The

ever

practical

handsome

corduroy

bowl coat with

warmth

the

of a heavy

all

wool plaid lining and
giant knit shawl col-

it

worth your while to get the facts about a company that

has twelve research laboratories and development centers, over
one hundred plants, and a nationwide network of sales offices. It's

CUMBERLAND
THEATER

worth learning

all

you can about a company that makes over three

thousand different products-chemicals,

Brunswick, Maine

plastics, fibers-with

new

ones coming along every year.

Come prepared

to ask our interviewer what you want to know: What
kinds of jobs? Which products? What opportunities for advancement? Which location?

Wed.-Thurs.-rri.-gat.
Jan. 11-12-13-14
4 DATS 4

JERKY LEWIS

lar.

In

Cinderfelh
Olive

&

Antelope

REDUCED TO

—

—

I

Joe WilHama

and

Anna Maria

18

FOR THE CAREER FACTS YOU NEED
SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW

Co-starring

Ed Wynn
Judith Anderson
Henry Suva
Robert Hutton
Count Baste and his world
renowned band featuring

BASIC TO
AMERICA'S

Alberghettl

Sun.-Mon.Tueo.

$1fl36

Jan. 15-16-17

Hied

PROGRESS

WALT DISNEY SHOW
Jungle Cat

hemical

PLUS

Hound That Thought

•t

umoadwa v, now

tonic

a

». v.

He Was A Raccoon

FULLY LINED LODEN COAT
HOODED TOGGLE COAT
NYLON SKI PARKAS
as

22M

Admission Price this Engagement

Matinees

13.20

low as

6.98

oivisionsi bannstt • eiNSMAi chimical . national anilini . nitnooin .
ELASTICS AND COAL CMINICACS . SSMIT-SOLVAT . SOLVAY >NOCISS . INTRANATIONAL

Child
Adults
Evenings

Child under 12
Adults

PHILS
78

MEN S STORE

MAINE STREET

BRUNSWICK

1961

White Mountain Oil Co.
NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

&

•Vx Yd Dear Vr!
MKKT YOUR FRIENDS AT
The Stow* House

Hymarx

13.

Technical fields of transmission and reception.
Fields of educational methods,
content or programming, in
radio,
television,
Journalism,
or allied fields.
The Indicated fields are not limitations but are listed to give an
idea of the type of career which
this Foundation desires to encourage.
Any student who feels that
his objective comes within the
broad general scope as set down appreciated.
Tickets are $8 per pair for orhere is eligible to apply.
The applicants for scholarships chestra and $6 per nair for balrony.
Sub-freshmen will be admitted free
under this program shall meet the
of charge. Address all communicafollowing qualifications:
tions regarding tickets or gifts to:
a.
They shall we college or uni- John Sweeney, Gibson Hall, Brunsversity sophomores or Juniors wick, Maine.
ordinarily majoring in publishing or journalism; language, history or literature; edFreedom
Growth . .
ucation; physics, electronics;
(Continued from Page 4)
electrical engineering; or ala.

b.

To

of

Beef

— Fruit and Vegetables

Appeals For Funds

The Foundation has not attempted to define narrowly the expression
The Bowdoin College Glee Club.
"Fields of Communication." It will In celebration of the twenty-fifth

51 Bath Road

in Choice Table-Rite Steer

the" regular^ Financial

Aid Program of the College, but

-APTur ux*im* ove* tMie rest mesa -j> s*e sows of
M3U COULD WEU. AfKKP TO f*V HOt£ KmtTWH \H ClkS6."

JANUARY

FRIDAY.

Scholarship*

COMING

ALLIED CHEMICAL
A

WALT DISNEY'S
s Family Robinson

amm

future for: Chemists,

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Chemistry Majors, Engineers (Chemical, Mechanical,

taaaaaaaaoai

Electrical)

FEB
tB

,

'

-

a
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THE BOWlHN ORIENT
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

&

Dates

Ice

A HOUSE PARTY OF TUB MIND
By 8M WoeUeeott
Sometime during Winters
• Herd shows up
and one of them
who shows up real early
Is a kind of musician
at some square-type place
like Bowdoin
walling
and he start
and claiming he Is hep
to

who swings

who

really laid It

on

Masque

cats

he adds

down

on some poster-type parchments
which some henchmen
leave lying around the Prat Houses somewheres
a few days ago
and which you wont be able to see
for a coupla thousand minutes or so
or at least

He's got more sex appeal
than a Polar Bear!

—

till

Sunday morning
wnen sober

duels

or nearly so

everyone

is

and even then
exhausted
and

love.

O'Neill sets forth, with force and
even brutality, the collapse of that
dream. He Is also describing a battle between pride in an Old World
tradition and the actuality of a
hard-working, and democratic new

me
for that matter

Your're hot

we
And

tell

try to cool

him
him

one.

The

is useless

And everybody

before that

don't

come down

from

hu

ming, junior-member-at-large.
Rex, who Is an English major
and Dean's List student, succeeds

Jesse C. Leatherwood of Fairfax,
inheritance of the past Alabama, as president of the Masque

and wrong and must be and Gown. During

dream of himself. He leaves
Melody making terms with his New
World but the end is, not a happy
one, for the New World will have
only a husk of a human being.
That downfall is hewn out in four*
compact acts, although this last
his

because be is the king cat
who's got to blow
In the Sargent Gym.

Only he

West Hartford, Conn., business manager; William W. Lannon "W of
New York City, publicity manager;
and Eric Nllson '63 of Casper, Wyo-

two and one
rooted out from the new soil, but half years at Bowdoin, John
has
the process is a painful one;
been active in dramatics as a comic
is
It
painful,
as O'Neill well actor (Henry IV, Part I), and as
knowns, for a man to exist without a successful set designer.
As a

was always making models
of the Taj Mahal
or snow sculptures
and always thinking of his sound
and wishing he'd come down
and blow in
their frat combo

Him

& Gown

Jim

us'

And moreover
It's ail writ

In making known the virtually 1M men missing since January 11th.
from Herbert Whlttakefs unanimous
vote of the Governing It la always reassuring for a college
Pint Night Report in The New Boards with regard to the Senior president to know that he is about
York Herald Tribune of October S, Commons in Chapel Wednesday to make himself the most unpopumorning, President Coles said in lar man on campus.''
IMS.)
part:
"At their mid-year meetings, the
"A Touch of the Poet" follows In
"At this early opportunity I wish Governing Boards of the College
a succession of the huge, twisting, to make an announcement of signi- gave Arm and final approval to
ficant importance in the history of the Senior Center program, built
tortured works by which Eugene
the College. The local Oallup poll- upon the skeleton program previousO'Neill set the shape of modern sters Inform me
that 128 of you ly designated by the Governing
American drama. It may not rank will be pleased to hear this an- Boards last June as the most promwith the greatest of them, but is nouncement, that 53 of you will be ising proposal for the expansion
indifferent to It and will continue of the College."
worthy of them. The great power
reading your mail from home, and
"Interested parties, including those
that boiled through "Long Day'* that 490 of you may find It
contrary who do not necessarily have any
Journey Into Night" is strongly in to your predilections. This leaves formal responsibility for the government of the College, have had ample
evidence here.
(T. v en

John Rex

are the 8.U.O.

new

1*61 Winter Honseparty Queen
Marlene Powers, D.S.

platform

Just blow there

By

and Saturday
looking at Toach of the Poet
his real cool sound
swings In your ears
and follows you
to late frat parties

Sid Woollaoott

By Greyhound and Falcon
est

they

O'Neill is not overpowering
It surrounds a night of celebration of the old days and rune
counter to the effort of Melody's
scornful daughter to secure an alliance with a young Yankee while
long.

he is a patient at the tavern. MeloHundreds of America's fairdy's ill-treatment of^jis low-born
flowers. Each huddled In fur

came.

—

wife is balanced
collared versions of the circle pin.
tion for

by^nuine

affec-

her, but hiATpmlbn of his
wondering IT perhaps the kindly
daughter has no such soft e^es.
man in North Station wasn't right It
is in disgust that he advim her
about the dog sleds, lumberjack
to seduce her Yankee ger.try, as
shirts and hobnail boots. "Do they
her mother seduced him into marreally shave with axes," asked one.
riage.
"Certainly not," said her date, stripWhen Melody, indulging
ping off his parka revealing the
smartest natural shoulder seen this drunken gallantry. Is rebuffed by
side of Bath Initial contact has the boy's mother and insulted by
been made. The outcome? This an offer of settlement from the
Yankee lawyer, he storms off In a
Is the way it was planned.
Woody Herman is out in front of fury of drink and prfde to challenge
The
the music business with his first the boy's father to a duel.
appearance at the Bowdoin campus daughter quickly takes his advice,
for the traditional Winter House and there is a superb scene in
Party Dance sponsored by the Stu- which she confesses to her mother
what she has done. Melody's exdent Union Committee.
Woody's latest band of fifteen cursion is a dreadful failure, for
world famous instrumentalists is a he is insulted and arrested.
A
product of much time and planning broken figure, still in his British
and, if all reports are true, it was red coat, he shoots the mare that
well worth the effort. In 1964 his was his symbol of bogus nobility,

with hock and soda water
Real head.

m

his

member

of the Delta Sigma Fraternity he has served as Corresponding Secretary, as the designer of
prize-winning Homecoming

Eiral

)lays,

and

this

week was

elected

ording Secretary.
Bryan has served as production
manager for the past season and
has played before local audiences
in The Apple Cart and Henry rv.
Part I. while Miller is a Dean's
List student and recipient of a
coveted
Academic
Achievement
Wreath. Lannon began his Bowdoin stage work as a lead actor In
1959 in The Importance of Being
Earnest and played Touchstone in
last year's Commencement play As
Yon Like It
The new executive committee will
produce Eugene O'Neil's
Touch of
the Poet In February, the student
one-act plays in March, and the
Commencement play in June.

band spent a month in Europe, and breaks
pleasing audiences from Oslo to he attempts

Into a low brogue as
to throw off the last

Munich. He went from there to pretension of Major Melody.
Saudi Arabia where he "completely

ORIENT Editor, David McLean 11,' and date, Miss Anna Lutnlckl,
from Lincoln, Massachusetts, take In the Winter How— party Dance.

International Club

Formed At College

Walker Art Museum

Charles Butt Appointed

Head Coach Of Soccer

And Swimming Here

Exhibits Woolworth
Collection Paintings

On February 1

The Bowdoin

College

Museum

officers

for

the

spring

semester.

uct of six years
searching, will be

of

enthusiastic

on exhibition at

fel- Bowdoin until February 28.
Chemistry from Lebanon,
The Woolworth's have gathered
was unanimously elected President together a group of paintings which
offer a true cross -section of Nineof the club. He was the leader in
teenth and early Twentieth Century

low

the

in

movement that

led to the estab-

lishment of the club. Karl Bunting,
a Bowdoin Plan student from Wltaenhauaen, Germany, was elected
Vice President. Arthur Mungal, a
Bowdoin Plan student from Nairobi,
Kenya, was elected Treasurer, and
Donald Alexander, from Nahant,
assa chusetts, was elected secre-

American painting and which display the sensitivity and flexibility
which are characteristic of this
period.

Included in the collection are a

number of paintings by the noted
Wtnstow Homer, which are charac-

teristically "un- European" in their
very real and unflowery picture of
the freshness of nature.
Joshua
Shaw, an English artist noted for
tary.
The purposes, and aims of the his tremendous effect upon early
American landscape painting, is repInternational Club, as set forth In
resented by his Interpretation of
Its consUution, are: to foster frienda "New England Scene." Throughship and understanding among peoout the collection, early American
ple of various lands, to exchange
art is pictured In various stages
religious, social, political, economic,
of its development into one of clarcultural views, to promote

M

goodbrotherhood, and world peace,
and to afford those college members
who are not cltlsens of the United
States as well as those who are, the
opportunity to meet each other
more often in a healthy atmosphere.
The International Club intends to
achieve these goals through lectures,
panel discussions. Informal get-togethers, and various other social
functions through which the college community will gain greater
insight into the customs and ideas
of other lands, and the citizens of
other lands will enhance their understanding of our own customs and
Meee.
will,

ity

and

specificity.

Other famous

painters represented in the collection
would Include Rembrandt.
Peale, Johnson Heade, Mary Cassatt,

George Fuller, and John La-

Parge.

The Woolworth
consists

of

Collection, which
about forty paintings,

will be on display at the museum
from 10:09 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.,
and from 2:00 da. to 4:00 pjn. The
building will remain dosed on Sun-

daily

day mornings.
Professor Schmalz. Director of the
Museum of Fine Arts. says. "In the
high quality of these paintings, their
concern with craftsmanship, their
animation and variety, we are perMembership in the Bowdoin Col- mitted to
retrieve something of the
lege International Club is open to
wonderful excitement of the burthe students and faculty of Bow- geoning
new nation on whose
detn College and also to any
achievements our own

Interested persons.

MM"

J.

Butt, physical educa-

ming captain

.

and proper, and I have and shall
always use the powers of my office to assist students in placing
their views before the appropriate
committees of the Trustees and
Overseers."
"Such has been the case with
respect to the discussion not only
of the last eighteen months, but
of the last four or five years, having to do with the manner in which
Bowdoin should Implement the increase in the size of the College
determined by the Governing Boards
in

Through

tory constructed like the others to
accommodate about sixty-four students, at least in the first semester
and in ordinary years in the second semester also. If a dormitory
could be built especially for Seniors
with the idea, to mind that each
8enlor should have his own hearth,
it would not mean the withdrawal
of all Seniors from dormitories and
chapter houses, for the class now
averages 120; but it would mean a
rearrangement of our rooming facilities.
I am heartily in fayor of the
present plan of reserving one hundred and fifty places for Freshmen in our dormitories, and in having upperclassmen room in the same
buildinK with the Freshmen; but
I think that it would add to the
solidarity of the class, mitigate the
tendency to too great fraternity and
group spirit, and advance scholarship if a large number of Seniors
could have accommodations on the
campus for their last year. Pos-

their ad hoc
Boards have re- sibly such a dormitory would also
We
ceived official communications and contain a Commons Room.
reports from the Officers of the should not, of course, wish to go in
College, and from the Faculty Com- for such an enterprise when more
mittee. Student reports, drawn up pressing needs must be met.
This
is
only a suggestion to keep in mind
under the auspices of committees
originally appointed by the Student for the future.'
Council have also been received by
"The Senior Center program." as
this Committee of the Boards, and it is taking shape," is expressly destudent representatives have met signed to heighten the opportunities
with members of the Governing of the senior year. It is not merely
Boards, as well as the Faculty Com- a senior commons, but goes far bemittee."
yond that concept, earlier developed
"While previously only private and by President Sills."
informal discussion has been pos"It will be further developed in
sible, the Officers concerned and the
planning stages of this semesI are now free to meet with stu- ter, with the
hope that final plans
dents or groups of students to dis- can be well along by the
end of the
cuss these recommendations and to College year. Faculty
participation
answer questions about them. We in these plans is being broadened
will be peased to do so in the Union,
by the appointment of two subin your fraternities, or wherever we committees to the
Faculty Commitmay be invited. I hope and ask tee which has been active during the
that before making final judge- past year and a half. I
anticipate
ments, that the students of Bow- also the appointment
of an advisory
doin College take full advantage of grqup of interested
students who
the opportunities to Inform them- would like to
participate in the
selves."
planning of this bold new venture."
"The idea of the Senior Center,
"The Senior Center is an excitwhile unique, I think, in the his- ing new prospect, one which could
tory of American colleges and uni- well make Bowdoin stand alone
versities, is not new at Bowdoin. among the better colleges and uniPresident Sills envisioned it when- versities in the opportunities which
faced with a housing shortage in it .offers its students for achieving
1967.

Committee,

the

at Springfield College,

By Professor Carl N. Schmalz
To pass judgment on the work of
young authors is difficult.. Excepting some felicitous insights and
gravely mastered forms, their work
generally Is rather bad; but bad
with such dogged intensity that one
flinches from the task of criticism.
And if fear of wounding this seri-

postscript.

Rumors have

rife that the Oovernlng
Boards, and especially I, as President, are trying to weaken the fraternities. This is most certainly not
true.
Fifty out of the flfty-two
members of the Governing Boards
are members of Bowdoln's fraternities, and they are loyal to them
and the principles upon which they
have been organised. These men
neither .want nor Intend to weaken
the fraternity structure for the College."
I.
To repeat what
many times before. It
firm conviction that the fraof Bowdoin College can
be a most constructive and beneficial
influence, and that the College will

"Neither do

I

have said

is

my

ternities

become exemplary with
graduate

organisation

Its underbased upon

fraternities."

"The positive steps taken by the
several fraternities in reecnt years
removed many of the objections to
freshman membership in fraternities, and have substituted in thenstead new constructive programs of
freshman orientation. Today, while
still far from perfect, these programs are beginning to show their
value; they will become more valuable In the years to come. In fact,
they must do so, and each and
everyone of us must work to be sure
that this

comes

to pass.

The

fra-

ternity can meet many of the sees. Sr.u po/ChuiugiC«i nrrus of ttie
College freshman better than any
other endemic college group. It will
do this, however, only with a constructive and positive program, conceived within a framework and per-

spective

that the fraternity must
be a worthwhile moral force."

"There la much work ahead for
each of you and for all of us. It
work which, while not guaranteeing a Utopia, will bring us closer
to It. I pledge you may wholehearted personal interest and influence,
is

and the power of my office, to asyou and ail concerned in the
achievement of the truly full potential of fraternity as a worthy and
worthwhile undergraduate organisist

sation.

Next lame: The Report of the
Faculty Committee on Expansion

College.

He

assume his duties
on July 1, replacing Bob Miller, who
has retired after more than 30 years
as swimming coach at Bowdoin.
In announcing Mr. Butt's appointwill

.

The Bowdoin

Fraternity

of purpose were not enough,

the

critic is most often expected,
also, to act the seer, and select from

among

his authors the talent of the

next decade.

Since

I

am

a layman

mask motif which echoes the cover us early In our self-conscious lives.
through the body of the magazine. The linked image of
cupped fingers
For future issues I would suggest and the lotus flower
in Beauty Is
extension
of
the
considerations The Hallowness, though not terribly
which reduced the illustrations this original, is telling; and
the metatime.
Unless first-rate "art-work" morphosis which turns these
into
is available for a cover, for example, a sort
of Venus-Fly-Tray engulfing
simple, well-spaced type might be toe author, provides
a significant
more effective. More attention to contrast to that flowing, changing
details of type-setting within the
magazine could provide as much
visual delight as the usual line-cuts.
In this Issue the prose pages are
particularly dense: deeper Indentation and greater separation of the
paragraphs in Mr. Lannons "Be-

in the literary world, my criticism
may be dismissed as incompetent:
The Genius Of The Sea"
I shall therefore criticise freely. But yond
I reject entirely the least obligation would have done much to relieve
the gray uniformity of those printto prophesy.
f
The Fall 1960 issue of The Quill ed pages and granted the story It-

presented in a new smaller size. self a complimentary and compleIt is more pleasantly proportioned mentary variety.
Turning from visual to literary
easier to handle and less pretentious
than its slick-paged predecessor. matters, I shall comment first on
The editors have wisely limited il- the poems, which, in general, I like
lustration to the cover and repeated better than the prose. David Walker's (Untitled) evocation of Shakespeare's death, the Initial poem In
the magazine, seems to me to be in
some ways the best. The meter, an
irregular iambic pentameter recalling Shakespeare's own usage, It appropriate, and imaginatively varied;
a 17th century flavor is skillfully
sustained in the choice of words (rebuked, wanton, etc.). The variant
double sonnet form, hinged at the
'death' in line fourteen, preserves
an arresting symmetry containing
the lesser departures from regularity.
Some of the Images are very
compelling to me, perhaps because
they are pictorial, expecially those
of the first and third stanzas. Again
Is

possibly

owing to

my

predisposition,

the sensitive shifting from silent
black and white, to murmuring
grey, to "choiring" sun and color Is
particularly

meaningful.

—

nant dignity.

The

last

poem

In the volume, SeMiles, is also Walk-

venteen Folded
Less ambitious than the

er's.

first,

I find

the

it similarly attractive.
As in
(Untitled) work, a succession

Images welds together animate
and Inanimate
trust, pearl, crystal, blood
In a delicate affirmation of the union of man and nature, specifying at the same time
the mood of muffled restlessness.
of

—

beauty

observed exteriorly in the
and resolves the charg-

stanza,

first

ed ambiguity of the

first line. Desawkwardness of phrasing,
poem.
of Dry Grasses by
Francis Fuller is in softie ways simi-

pite some
I like the

A Memory

A

lar to One* Upon
Weary Day, a
sort of picture poem
easy for
to appreciate.
It relies more heavily

on

—

me

descriptive statement

does the

than

Huntsman work and seems

attempt by deliberate proslness
to understate its poetry.
The irregularity of the lines, however, creates an ordered harshness subtlely
infusing the dry words with poetic
significance.
Perhaps because it
starts with a forthright declaration:
to

"This

is

my

youngmanhood."

A

Memory of Dry Grasses suggests to
me the feel of nearly all the work
In this
Fuller's

of the Quill.
Like
poem the publication as a
whole expresses a quality of rather
rootless and sentimental nostalgia
as of men newly aware of time;
but for whom time still moves so
slowly that last year seems lnrancy
(and in this necessarily close view
seems to stand for the infancy of
all men).
This is. of course, the
peculiar, tragi -comic poignancy of
honest young art in all media: that
big ideas cannot yet be authenticated by richness and variety of experience, and small ideas are not
much fun because the perspective
is not long enough to reveal their
issue

—

As a meaning.

whole, the work succeeds in returning the poet to his earth with poig-

—

A sonnet is almost always a pleaand Bill Cohen's Season Or
Reason seems technically sound, if
not inspired. Since I have been given to think that sonnets generally
pose and resolve a problem, I would
like to object (purely personally) to
both the assumption and the conclusion here. In the first Instance,
many a heart can
and does
hold a love in winter's time: to the
second, reason and love, though not
necessarily antithetical, are surely
not so interdependent that love is
sure,

—

—

Sid Woolacott's little Poem I find
pleasingly unpretentious and good
within its limits. A simple framing
of a typical young feeling, awareness of the mysterious adventure of
existing, it displays a nice adjustment of meter, rhythm and length
of line to suggest the roll of the

obliged to be fair to reason, whatever reason's view of the matter.
I find On Love, by P. R. Standish, a bit pretentious and overdrawn, and I don't really understand Geoffrey Murray's Vigil, or

Jeffrey Huntsman's two poems are
particularly agreeable. The repetition of the four initial lines In the
second stanza of One Upon A Weary
Day is adroitly and effectively conceived.
The general tone of the

*;vUX NOTICE

poem, with its expression of the
unique aloneness of youth, Is genuine
partly owing to the modest
Integrity of the basic metaphor. It
rings clear, an honest ordering of

—

those fathomless griefs which

uMM

a personal
long been

Professor Carl Schmalz Calls
Fall "Quill" Selections "Poignant"

has been appointed Head Coach of
Swimming and Soccer at Bowdoin ousness

of

Fine Arte has recently been loaned
February First the Bowdoin a very destinguished group of
American paintings from the colCollege
International
Club was lection
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
formed at a meeting in the Moul- B. Woolworth of Winthrop, Maine
ton Union Lounge which approved and New York City.
The Woola constitution and elected the club's worth Collection, which is the prod-

On

Bassam Shakashiri, a teaching

Charles

and health teacher at Roalyn.
Y., High School, and former AilAmerican soccer player and swimtion

N.

will depart for the fiinishlng touch- ment today.
Director of Athletics
es of a wonderful evening.
Malcolm E. Morrell said, "We have
"Dancing in the several fratern- real need for a man with experience
ity houses" is the remainder which in soccer, in swimming,
and In
appears in the college calendar re- aquatic programs for elementary
garding Saturday night.
These swimming and for American Red
events, however, come after an af- Cross instructors.
With close to
ternoon, of hockey- basketball watch- 80 men out for soccer, we must
have
ing, when Bowdoin men will meet a full-time coach in that
sport. The
representatives from Massachusetts non-competitive part of the
proand Trinity.
(Please turn to page 2)
.

opportunity to express their views.
"In fact, I know of no college
where the students have so much
access to the Governing Boards as
they do at Bowdoin
This is right

1931.
In his report of that year to the fullest extent their
individhe stated:
ual potential
"To these needs of the College the approvalfor development. With
now given by the
add the suggestion Boards for
this new program, we
that some time the College build
a dormitory for Seniors. The pres- can go vigorously forward, secure
ent catalogue shows that nearly one In the knowledge that Bowdoin is
hundred students are living off the still ready to meet the new responcampus, that is neither in dormitory
sibilities of the new age,"
or chapter house.
It is probable
"To these remarks I wish to add
that we could easily fill a dormi-

I should like to

A

.

fascinated the natives wjth the driving music. ..."
Following the crowning of the
House' Party Queen, the Meddlebempsters, an Intermission tradition, will provide a sparkling set
of arrangements, and the portent
for this night's performance will
hold the tempo of the evening at a
high "C". The dancing sound of
the Third Herd band will resume
until one a.m. when happy couples

Accept Senior Center Plan.

Student Opinion Interesting, But Not Decisive

Homeparty piay

"A Touch of the Poet" is comElects
pact and even sparse of statement
in comparison with that predecesPresident,
sor,
it was intended, we know, to
be part of a great design of theater,
Bryan, Secretary
to trace the life of an American
family from its earliest beginnings
John Rex, a junior from Mount
and through it to set down some of Kisco, N. Y.. was elected president
the psychological history of this of the Bowdoin College Masque
land.
and Gown, the College's dramatic
In this play, which has Its roots club, at the annual meeting held
in O'Neill's own background of Ire- In Pickard Theater in Memorial
Hall.
Director of Dramatics George
land and America mingled and at
odds, the central figure Is a monu- H. Quinby announced today.
Other officers elected were James
mental one Cornelius Melody, an
'62 of Newark, N. J., secE.
Bryan
Irishman who fought for the Duke
of Wellington in Spain and who retary; David L. Roberts '62 of Anbrings to his unsatisfactory life as nadale, N. J„ senlor-member-atlarge:
Peter B. Greene '63 of Newa t* vera -keeper near Boston the
dream of breeding and old glory, ton Center, Mass., production manager; Lawrence W. Miller '63 of
of military honor and of
for

Friday

and Saturday
and that the

1961

".r^M'* Unanimously

Musical Herd

On Campus

Slip In

4.

afflict

Arthur Martin's Exordulm.
(Please turn to page S)

I

am

Essays, humor, play*, poetry
.*nd stories are requested for
the spring tame of THE OUILL.
Cover lUastoaUens an also requested. The deadline Is Wednesday, February 15, 1M1. Contrlbuttona may be delivered to:
Best gaawBor, Floyd Barbour,

Jim

W

a to an . Fran Fuller, John
Kirkpetrtofc. or Jbn Blake; or
of the Ubrary.

—

)
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EDITOR-IN -CHIEF
David Cameron McLean

NO.

Baimir

C

Hunt

AmcUtc
SWney

'81

With respect to your editorial in
the January 13 issue, I feel that a
correction Is in order. The statement that the Masque and Gown
refused to either cast or produce
"Head and Shoulders" presents only
'One side of the problem, with the
other side not widely known or even
recognised.
In the first place, the Masque
and Gown, with its limited funds,
did not have the means to present
any play at this time, be it written by students or professionals.
Mr. Love and Mr. Arntt, moreover,

«2

Editor

BOARD OF EDITORS
McLean

Hunt, Pyle, Woollacott. Halperln, Ford

(ehr.>;

Newi Editor
Kenneth A. Brigg* '63
Aadstant New* UHan
Alphonse

Thomas

J.

New*

Csyaewakl «•

Lockwood

F.

'04

John W. Halperln '«
Robert H. Ford '63

were encouraged to submit their
manuscripts for possible presents*
tion at Ivy Weekend
In competition with any other student-written
play.
As Is turned out, a musical
by Steve Hays was chosen, further
proof that the Masque and Gown
has no objection whatsoever to pre-

—

Sports Staff

Assistant Sport* Editor

Samuel W. Cushman

Leonard C. Lee '63
Copy Editor
Jonathan A. Botelho

'63

William B. Gillies '63
Phillip H. Stone '63

Jon

'63

Dunn

I.

Edward

Photographer*
Charles F. Flag* Hi
Frederick K. Orkin
Sanford L. Crane 'M

Donahue

C.

senting student-written theatrical
productions.
The point is that Messrs. Love
and Arntz felt that they had to
produce their play at this tans, in
order to attract potential producers
to
present their play elsewhere.
They claimed, probably rightly, that
Ivy Weekend would be too late and.
hence, decided to present "Head
and Shoulders" Independently.
I also think It fair to state that
the Masque and Gown more than
cooperated with the student production.
Professor Quinby, In his capacity as Director of Dramatics, assisted in every way possible, without
conflicting with his other numerous
activities, not the least of which is
the upcoming Winter Houseparty

'64
'61

Alan D. Bennett '64
John F. Coffin '64
Allen R. Loane '63

M

Leonard E. Johnson
David Barron '63

Frank

'81
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round out the weekend.
We feel it to be an outstanding
production and hope that other col-
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students complain that their opinions are held to be
"interesting, but not decisive" in matters of
college concern by
the different groups responsible for the
management of the College.
Actually, this is a condition and a fact that few would

or

But

what

us consider

let

this the case;

is

does the bjame for

this

just a

most

parties

With even

— why

little

reflection

track and basketball, director
the Intramural program, and
chairman of the physical fitness
of

committee.

During his summer vacations, he
has been swimming professional at
Piping Rock Club in Locust Valley
ka* conducted
full Red Cross and YMCA swimming programs and has taught skin
and scuba diving. He has also been
on the faculty of the MassachusettsRhode Island Aquatic School for
the past six years and has been
director of the Metropolitan YMCA
annual aquatic school held at Holi-

of us cannot fail but

on the whole,

since 1053, where he

only another example of underlying student attitudes
and
frames of mind ... or. more directly, student apathy. We
i*

have

no one

blame but our own

else to

trary to our desires are

And why

is

because

is

cisive

it

is

to hear

if

policies con-

—

its

more emotional than
it

inactive selves

to pass.

student opinion not decisive?
ft is not denot organized
in fact, disorganization more

accurately delineates

mal

come

character.

rational,

and

It
is

is

day

How

nor-

only "gripes." "sour grapes" rationalizations,

and destructively critical remarks floating around the
fraternities and the campus ir. general.
How unusual it is to
hear praises for academic a hievements, athletic feats, and
excynical

tra-curricular jobs well-done.

And

rare

is

the

for choosing a

countless

media within which

means available

to

his points of view.

WBOR

directly,

has always been willing

to make radio time
If the student prefers to
through his representative vote in the Student Council, he has only to influence his fraternity's member.
And if* the student wishes to altercate with the President of the
College or with the committees of the Governing Boards
they have always advertised their willingness to talk with inlet

George do

it"

—

dividuals or groups
for not being

on important matters.

Now who

is

to

blame

heard?

logical.

Chiang liberating the homeland is
tantamount to the mouse swallowing
the great lumbering elephant. If tfce
United States were to attempt liberation, the Soviet Union would most
certainly come to China's aid. And
then the war which we hear so much
about but cannot truly imagine
would be reality. The second and
fourth points are purely speculation.
Who Is to say that the Taiwan problem could not be better solved In
the United Nations. The third point
is typical of American norms or
the spirit of give and take which
must transpire In the United Nations. The United Nations was .lot
designed to be an instrument of

since

last decade,

mate government. The American
position has waned as former ad.

Patronize

Our

in Choice Table-Rite Steer
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Beef

— Fruit and Vegetables

c UMBERLAND T HEATER
I

BRUNSWICK,

SHOP AT

Welcome To Houseparty Guests

If he has a propensity to write down his
thoughts, the Orient has always extended space in its columns
The Bowdoin Orient, the oldest continuously published
for well-written articles, features, guest-editorials, or
letters to college weekly newspaper in the United States, wishes to take
the editor.
If the student has a desire to broadcast his thoughts this opportunity to depart from its
austere, conservative tradi-

available to worthwhile endeavors.

for

the beginning of the
but it has been hotly
debated in the U. S. with the birth
of Communist China as a revolutionary world power.
The United
States does not recogonise the sleeping giant of Communist China, but
instead claims that Chiang's Isolated government Is the only legitiscale

production.
This Justiin some res pects is not
Obviously the possibility of

military
fication

recognition

Advertisers

For the Best

be heard, there are

to the student interested in presenting

of

Chaing Kai Shek's Nationgovernment on the island of
Formosa or the Communist People's
Republic of China on the mainland
has been disputed on a world wide
alist

'

day when well

perturb their indolent soul* to heightening degrees.

As

19W

sity.

thought through constructive~student criticism is forthrightly put
forward; even rarer it the day when students group together and
push in united effort "to make themselves heard" on issues that
later

Hills since

In soccer, Mr. Butt has played in
the Long Island Amateur League
for the past three years, has instructed In the Nassau and Suffolk soccer coaches clinic the past
two years, and last summer conducted the New York State soccer
coaches clinic at Rochester Univer-

desultory, frequently

inconclusive.

Reaction or Action

The problem
either

'63

—

man

"injustice" lie?

to discern that the expression of student opinion

He received his B.S. degree from
Springfield in 1963 and for the next
three years was instructor and later
Assistant Professor in Physical Education, acting as assistant coach In
soccer
and swimming
He was
awarded an MS. degree in 1966.
While an undergraduate at Springfield, he was an All-American soccer
player and captain of the swimming
team. In 1956 and 1967 he attended
Columbia University and completed
all Couiae wuiii foi «ui EoX) uegiee.
While at Columbia he was parttime assistant physical director of
the McBurney YMCA in New York
City, and since 1957 has been at
Ro&lyn High School, where, in addition to his teaching duties, he is
coach of varsity soccer and fresh-

-whom

with

By Bruce N. Leonard

—

.

.,

POTENT 6MNC

Many

deny.

swimming and soccer.
Born in Shanghai, China, In 1935,
Mr. Butt attended St. Johns University in Shanghai during 1343 and

YMCA.

Business Manager
Masque and Gown

,

Mr. Butt, who is currently working on his doctorate in education
at Columbia University Teachers
College, coiumi to Buwiiuiii with an
Impressive
background
in
both

1944.
From 1944 until he entered
Springfield College in 1951. he worked in various positions in Shanghai,
including physical education and
recreation work with U. S. Navy
Welfare and the Armed Services

Sincerely.

Student Opinion

possess these qualifica-

tions.''

February 11 at 2:00 p.m.
the foremost Jasz quartets
America will be at the
Opera House in Watcrville, Maine.
Coming to Colby from Basin Street
East in New York, the Dave Brubeck Quartet will feature Brubeck
of
of

quired to clarify the position of
the Masque and Gown, which has,
for many years, served as one of
the greatest agencies for encouraging student activities on campus.
h. Swift

men who

few

Editor:

On

one

Rehearsal time in Room iff!
and the stage, for example, was coordinated to provide maximum opportunities for both productions.
This letter is not intended as
"sour grapes." I think It Is a great
tribute to the capable students that
they did such an excellent Job with
"Head and Shoulders." For this,
they unquestionably merit congratulations and any encouragement for

John

1)

it.

However, I do believe that a
qualification of your editorial is re.nd .uK.

(Continued from Page

gram at Curtis Pool should be
brought back up to the fine standSincerely,
ard that was maintained before
Thomas Duston Coach Bob Miller became 111. Mr.
University of Maine Butt Is well-qualified in all three
of these fields, and there are very

lage students In the state will take

advantage of

LIVERN0IS
51

HARPSWELL STREET

ice outside

and not enough

ice

environment

cubes

inside.

We

Matinee' 1:45

to

NOW

THE MOST ACCLAIMED BALLET OF ALL TIME

welcome
more youth-

PERFORMED BY THE MOST ACCLAIMED
BALLET COMPANY OF ALL TIME
NOW ON THE SCREEN IN ITS ENTIRETY!

IDGET

also

keep the

it

is

the

young

ladies that

we welcome with

IT

We Deliver
PA 5-2422

ning.

But

— Evening One Show Only at 7:3*

EVERYONE CAN SEE

much

too

who will provide their
charges with counsel, guidance, and mainly an opportunity
social activities going until two or three in the mor-

the fraternity chaperones,
ful

—

7

- ONE DAY ONLY -

DIAL PA 5-7122

and welcome to the campus in the woods all of the sons
Bowdoin loyal enough to return .and all of the young ladies

willing to risk the icy hazards of our

MAINE

TUESDAY — FEBRUARY

IGA

tions

of

the most

With the ratification of the Senior Center plan by the Gov- enthusiasm, because they are the ones responsible for turning this
erning Boards last week, the student body was again made aware weekend into a
three-day oasis in the middle of a several-month
of the usdecuiveees* of its sanctified opinions.
And while the desert of non-coeducational, or, at best, infrequent co-educaTrustees and Overseers, the Faculty Committee on Expansion, tion.
They are the one* who make it psychologically possible
and the President, were all busily concerned with ways of im- for us to endure the long, hard winter. To these young ladies,
proving the College, were any of those students who have "so we wish to express our most heartfelt appreciation.

ARKET

much"

Vaillancourt Bros.

to complain about making use of the fabulous channels
Returning to our traditions, the Orient notices that due to
communication here on campus? They were not; it was left the
expected full moon, President Coles has found it unnecessary
on its own initiative to survey the whole area of
to borrow light bulbs, etc., from Bisbee Motors.
Last Ivies, evipublic concern on the expansion of the College, to p.esent all the
dently, a full moon was not expected.
arguments relative to the issues, and to make its own recommen-

Free Estimate.

dations.
We are happy that the plan for a Senior Center was
approved by the Beards, for we think that it represents a unique
forward step in education for a residential liberal arts college.
(And we look forward to seeing in the near future some action

39

Body Shop

of

to the Orient

taken to rectify the state of affairs in our library.)

The

all

and the faculty, have
been industriously contributing ideas to be incorporated
administration,

the

alumni,

within the Senior Center plan.
Much responsibility now rests
with the members of the student body who are able to meet
the challenge before us, and to give thoughtful, mature consideration to what the concept of a Senior Center should include for the better preparation of graduating seniors. Surely
for an individual or • group to effectively and persuasively advertise their suggestions, and then to have them taken into account in the impkmeatation of policies, i* not to have one's opinions merely "interesting, but not decisive."

PAINTING
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All
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We repair foreign as well as American cars
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herents resolve the Issue in a. pragmatic manner.
The last United
Nations General Assembly In fact
American foreign policy. It was to
advocated the American position by
be Instead a body of compromise.
shallying of the second stansa, how- only a narrow margin. Meanwhile
The United States does not meet
ever, the happy fear that leads the Chaing sits tight on his little Island,
unillaterally protected by the United the second principle of its Chinese
poet outdoors is
expressed
less
States, but his political and military policy le, opposition to Communist
gracefully.
expansion in Asia, by denying recogFinally, and too briefly. I shall position, which is much like the
nition.
Merely obtaining informaconsider the Quill's short stories. Babylonian Captivity of the Middle
tion through diplomatic channels
The edifice of minutiae making up Ages, is constantly threatened.
may aid us in combating Communist
the soldier's brief life in Fuller's
The reason for this inflexible posi- expansion.
Saying that we do not
Boots and the Valley ought to be tion is determined for the most
approve of the Red regime and
more effective than it Is. Starting part of history. The root of the
therefore will not recognize' it is
with the contrived word-play of the problem lies in our policy of Innot in any way hindering their acfirst paragraph, the story seems lad- tervention In Chinese affairs durNon- recognition
tions.
in
the
en with forced metaphors, qualifiers ing the Second World War. The
United Nations gives China instead
and over-extended debate. The es- United States at .this time began
a free rein to take any action they
chewal of contrast In the body of to send aid to Chaing Kai Shek
please without even moral reprobathe story was doubtless meant to and the Nationalist' Party for their
tion.
suggest the soldier's seml-doae: It losing battle against the Chinese
The third principle of our policy
afflicted me as profoundly.
The Communists.
The United States
two main points, the insignificance continued to send aid after Chaing Is based on the United Nations
ui individual death and the potency was driven from the mainland to Charter which provides for a qualified
membership. Each nation must
of little rational acts to measure Formosa.
The Korean War, howhuman dignity, are sensible and ever, solidified our present position be peace loving and willing to supconservative
very unbeat. and in as the United States came to the port the decisions of the body. This
has
been the principle used most
this
context,
rather sentimental. aid of South Korea and neutralSome acute observations and telling ised the Taiwan Strait. Communism often by our representatives. That
details do not. for me, outweigh in Korea forced America to claim It can be supported with fact there
Is
no
doubt. But that the principle
the labored effect of the whole.
its "Chaing is China" credo and
Louis Asekoff's The Barber: A that the only legitimate government itself is an effective Instrument for
We
Fable, seems unnecessarily obscure. of China was the Formosan govern- world peace Is questionable.
insist time and time again that
A small horror story, it carried me ment.
the Communist regime Is not reprealong in genuine fascination; but
Both John Foster Dulles and Walsentative of the people. This regime,
at the end I was as frustrated as ter
Robertson, Assistant Secretary
the hero.
The various possible of State for Chinese Affairs were however, whether or not It reflects
the aspirations of Its people Is the
readings (which center around the outspoken
adherents to our present
government we must deal with.
Old Testament record of the Sacri- policy. Both
men continually supfice of Isaac) shift and change as in
It Is true that the United Naported the trade and travel embargo
a cubist painting, but without a on Red China.
As a result we are tions has not been the most effecfixed point of departure and return
in so deep that It will require astute tive Instrument for enforcing peace,
to render the shiftings significant, RUtMrnanchln tn Hrlno it* ommI.iIIw but It has focused the spotlight on
withal, it is a well-constructed tale,
the Russians in Hungary and the
out of the past.
marred by relatively few technical
British and the French in Sues. The
American adamancy in the United fact is that the United
inadequacies.
Nations if
"Beyond The Genius Of The Sea," Nations is based on ideological con- nothing else has become an effecby William Lannon, strikes me as a siderations, but it is unquestionably tive moral force. This in itself Is
Our policy is based somewat of a deterrent
sketch pad covered with possibili- Inconsistent.
as It Is conties
some interesting, some not. on three admirable principles:
siderably more difficult to subvert
1.
Opposition to the Communist
None of the basic ideas seem clearan enlightened nation.
bloc's plan to dominate the world
ly developed; the prose is choppy,
The conclusion of this writer Is
redundant and filled with tortured with Communist revolution and sub- that the United States must very
smiles.
The story Is, I feel, much version.
cleverly recognize Red China.
We
2. Opposition to the Chines* Comtoo long for its content, and loses
not exclude a potential nuclear
must
Impact thereby. As In Fuller's prose munist's ambitions to nurture Com- power from international negotiapiece, however, there are immediate munist revolution in the rest of tions.
Perhaps
there is more prinbits,
like
the description of the Asia and eventually In the entire ciple in meeting the problems of
early morning diner, which are well world.
this world than in interpreting liter3. Opposition to the admittance
worth reading.
ally the Charter of the United NaThe last story, Benjamin Sandler's to the United Nations of any na- tions. Perhaps it is better policy
Passing Through, is a pretty ambi- tion who is not peace loving and to turn
the spotlight on Red China
tious tale.
I find
it
quite well who will not support the decisions now.
It Is not logical to bar the
constructed and fairly consistently of that body.
The first principle la one in which offender from the courtroom. Let
developed.
I think it, too, suffers
us depart from a policy of. reaction
from excessive length (the bar the United Stetes is conspicuously and turn to
a policy of action.
scene cut In half would be more inconsistent. Why do we not cease
effective!.
Jake's tender vulnera- to recognize the Soviet Union tobility, which
must be a difficult morrow? The answer is obvious.
feeling to deal with, slips too often Mr. Dulles Justified the inconsistInto the maudlin or quasi-oerverse ency by insisting that recognition
and the awkwardness of the boys would first, utterly wipe out any
sometimes greet the reader as awk- Chinese hope for liberation, second,
wardnesses of the author. Like the dishonor us and betray our Taiwan
rest of the prose, the story needs allies, third, seat the Chinese in the
more work, but It represents a via- United Nations against both United
States and United Nations Interble idea, worth additional effort.
ests,, and fourth, reopen ChineseAmerican trade and stimulate their

Charles Butt

will

future endeavors.

to lh« Editor

;

4,

Political Viewpoints

the Editor:

play.

C'lrcaUUon Managers

Bruce N. Leonard

litararily unsophisticated enough to
respond to the form of Hagar, by
James Blake, but its Images seem
on the piano, with Paul Desmond on excessive.
alto sax, Joe Morello on the drums
John Klrkpatrlck's three parodies
The annual Maine Winter Carni- and Gene Wright on the baas.
an smooth and witty. I could not
val will be held on (he 17-lSth of
The Colby College Carnival Com- comment on them in detail without
February at the Orono campus. This mittee cordially invite* Bowseta boning
up on the original authors.
year we would like to enlarge on students- to attend the concert. Tick- Even
to one as unlettered as I, howthe weekend by inviting men from ets will be sold at the' door of the ever,
Over Milkpalla calls up ThomBbwdoin College as well as students Opera House for 45.00 a couple. as' kaleidoscopic
earthlness (become
from the other state schools.
Come early to get a seat.
somewhat fruity The Hollow Land
The entertainment we have bookAlso Included In the weekend for delightfully ' suggests Eliot's spare
ed this year we feel to be inter- the Carnival Ball on Friday, Feb- verse and unlikely
Juxtapositions;
esting and outstanding and will be ruary 10, 9:00-1:00 pjn. Is one of
and III. turns cummings' defiant
very popular with those present. The the fastest rising bands in the rhythms a
trifle sententious. Perbig band sounds of Ronnie Drumm country today, Richard Maltby.
haps Syndicated Sonnet, by the
will start the weekend off on FriBids for the complete weekend same author, was not meant seriday evening. He has not played
can be secured by sending 4)0.00 to ously ui f a<!t, Its wry 'consistency
the New England area to a great
Ann Bruno, Woodman Hall, Colby stands well enough for the paraextent but is well known in many
College. Waterville, Maine. Bids al- doxical trivia of a whole org-manother sections of the country.
A so Include the Ice Show on Thurs- hldden-persuader culture, and its
combination concert on Saturday day February
9th at 8:00 p.m. and deliberate awkwardness effectively
will feature the up-tempo dixieland
the Colby-Eight — Cqlbyette concert masks and reveals the sense under
of The Salt City Six anjl the witty,
with other college groups on Sat- the sensationalism.
Klrkpatrlck's
satirical, folk-singing of The Limeurday, February 11th at 11:30 a.m. ooko nm g starts off cleanly (alliters,
recent conquerors of the
beit those thrashing March maple
Hungary i. Skating, skiing, many
leaves arc certainly not in Brunsfraternity parties, and a variety
wick!).
After the homely shilly-

To

To the Editor:
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Bears Beaten

Polar

Bearings
Bob Ford

Edmund Lawrence Coombs

graduated from Baardoia Col-

lege with a B.S., went almost immediately into. the Marines to

World War

niche (or lack of
less steadily

it)

11,

in athletic circles, the

59.

The

intel-

College.

«

»
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BOWDOIN MUST EXPAND ITS PRESENT ATHLETIC
WHETHER THE FAULT FOR STUBBORN
FAILURE TO EXPAND LIES, IN MASSACHUSETTS HALL
OR SARGENT GYMNASIUM, THE FACT REMAINS THAT
NOT ONLY HAS EXPANSION (IN TERMS OF THE PHYSICAL PLANT AND THE ATHLETIC CURRICULUM) FAILTHE FACILITIES THAT DO EXED TO TAKE PLACE
IST ARE NOT BEING TAKEN FULL ADVANTAGE OF.

Forward Kenny Bacon eyes the pack, held' have by Colby's

Bowdoin

Ryan.

FACILITIES.

—

their last meet, as this week's outstanding

Bowdoin

athlete.

Craig, and Sam Elliot kept
the Polar Bears out of trouble.
The following evening a mile relay team composed of Pete Mone,
Pete Gillies, Sam Eliot, and Jim
Fisher competed at the K of C
games at Boston Garden. Placing
fourth out of five in its heat, the
team ran 3:36. MTT Just edged the
track
team
The Bowdoin varsity
Polar Bears for third, despite Fishopened the indoor season success- ers fine anchor leg of 52.7.
ful^ with a 88-47 victory over MTT
The cindermen continue their
at the Rockwell Cage, January 14.
on
Although the performance of the schedule against Northeastern
runners did not live up to expecta- Feb. 4.
Coach of track Frank Sabasteantions. Polar Bear superiority in the
ski reminds the various houses that
field events clinched the meet.
annual Interfraternlty Meet Is
Especially noteworthy was Bruce the
competitors are reFrost's performance; he won the on March 4. All
practice
shot with an outstanding put of quired to have 12 days of
48' 2 V' and placed second in the as a prerequisite for entry.
weight throw, won by captain Gerry
1, Ross, B; 2, MorriHaviland with 48' 10". Paul Quinlan Broad Jump
4"
son, MIT; 3, Gray, B. 20'
and Steve Ross added points with
1, Haviland, B; 2,
firsts In the high Jump and broad Weight Throw
Frost. B; 3. Landis, MIT. 48' 10"
jump. Rounding out with seconds
1, Goddard, MIT; 2, Richby Frank Ronan (pole vault) and Mile
ards, B; 3. Craig, B. 4:449
Fred Newman (shot), the field men
50 Dash
1, Gray. B; 2, Morrison,
provided the margin of. victory.
MIT; 3, Mone, B. 05.7
Although Braley Gray took the
Shot
1. Frost, B; 2, Newman, B;
dash, the runners seemed to lack
"
3. Ramo, MIT. 48' 2%
the power needed to negotiate the
1. Wlthbroe, MIT; 2, Fisher.
sharp curves of the cinder track. 600
B; 3. Coppola. MTT. 1.18.8
Evn in Bowdoin wins the times were
1. Davis, MIT;
slower than expected. One of the 45 High Hurdles
best efforts of the day was pro2, Ross. B; 3, Eliot B. 06.1
Youmans, B; 2.
1,
duced by Jim Fisher, who Just Two-mile
Grieves, MTT; 3, Craig. B. 10:58 2
missed a first in the 600 In a leaning photo-finish; his time of 1:18.9 1000
2. Goddard,
1, Gillies. B;
MIT; 3. Richards, B 2:29 2
was Just under the MTT cage record. Bob Sweeney showed promise Pole Vault
1, Graham, MTT; 2,
Ronan, B; 8, Morrison, MTT. 11' 8"
In his varsity debut with a second
In the low hurdles. In the two mile Low Hurdles
1, Davis, MIT;
2,
Sweeney, B; 3, Ross, B. 06.9
and 1000 Mark Youmans and Pete
Gillies came up with wins for the High Jump
1, Quinlan, B; 2, Ross,
White. Places by Ted Richards (who
B; 3. McGray B. 5 '8"
doubled in the mile and 1000), El-

don

Cindermen
Top Tech

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

New Meadows

Inn

lost,

9-1,

(Photo by Crane)

The hockey team split their last Chaffee, made 11 stops in she first
two games before the examination period; some of his saves wees
period, losing to Colby by the hu- nothing less then spectacular.
At
miliating score of 9-1 and then com- one yme Bob stopped two succesing back three days later at West sive rebound shots after making the
Point to pull out a victory against initial save.
In the second and
'

Army

in

a sudden-death overtime

third periods Colby's oaTanat really

started to move. They poured on
(Ron Ryan, Ed the pressure and never let up until
Boardman. John Maguire) and their the game was beyond reach for
all-America candidate at defense, Bowdoin. John Maguire coll—till
Donald Young, collectively proved to the hat trick in the process.
At West Point it was a different
be an unsurmountable obstacle. The
four of them figured in eight of story. To the enjoyment of a wildColby's nine tallies; their speed, and ly cheering group of local Bowdoin
aggressiveness kept Bowdoin on the alumni, the Polar Bears pulled out
defensive most of the game.
their first big win of the season
The Polar Bears looked like they (they are now 7-3) over one of the
were going to make a fight of it hockey powers of the Bast. It was
in the hotly-contested first period. a victory which took the spirit end
They scored first after IS .minutes determination to come from behind
of play on Rick Mostrom's rebound in the closing minutes of the game
shot up close. Tom Eccleston got to tie and then turn defeat into
the assist. Three minutes later, how- victory in a spine-tingling overtime
evr, both Ryan and Maguire lit period.
tion and filling it exceptionally well, the editors have selected
the red light to give Colby a lead
The first period was played to a
captain-coach JON SCARFING, whose varsity swimming Useuii which was never threatened. Bob standstill; Bowdoin, nowever, outremains undefeated (3-0) alter decisively downing Trinity up

WHO SAY THAT

WRESTLING AND OTHER
SPORTS CANNOT BE FITTED INTO THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM APPARENTLY, ARE UNAWARE OF OR IGNORE
THE SUPPLY OF MATS AND OTHER VITAL EQUIPMENT
GATHERING DUST IN UNUSED SPACES. WHILE BOWDOIN'S ADMINISTRATORS PURSUE PLANS FOR A COMMONS AND OTHER USELESS ADDITIONS. THE IMMEDIATE NEEDS OF THE STUDENTS (A BIGGER LIBRARY
AS WELL AS AN EXPANDED ATHLETIC PROGRAM)
REMAIN UNSATISFIED.
PAT ON THE BACK: For stepping into a difficult posi-

THOSE

first half,

29-7 In the

half was a see-saw affair which saw Bales finally take
the lead at Its conclusion, 40-34HlghUghting Bowdoin's first half
was an excelent performance by
center Pete Scott, who scored all 13
of his points in that period, and the
fact that the Polar Bears shot 62
per cent from the floor while Bates
shot 43 per cent. Eight consecutive
free throws by the Bobcats at the
end of the first half pulled them
out from a two point deficit to a
six point lead.

must not be sacrificed upon the altar of mere
athletic talent. This rational outlook is hard to duplicate among
Bowdoin's present array of frenzied coaches. We salute Mr.
Coombs for his devotion and many contributions to Bowdoin
*

game while Bates chalked up
Donham's men were outrebound-

tire

coach has neverthe-

maintained that Bowdoin's educational and

4-3.

Colby's

first

line

Coming Frosh

Track

shot Army In this stanza 10-1 (they
subsequently outshot the Cadets In
each of the following periods. In
the second period the teams traded
goals. Bill Kingston opened the
scoring for Army op a pretty shot
into the upper right hand corner
trom the left side of the cage. Six
minutes later Rick Mostrpm took a
pass from Tom Eccleston at center
beautifully faked, and went
ground the lone defenseman, and
a hard shot from ten feet out
that Ron Chishqlm, Army's goalie,
made a great save on; BHl Blsset,
who had followed Mostrom in.
quickly banged home the rebound
ice,

fired

Events
Following are the athletic events
to take place at Bowdoin this week:
Feb. 4
Varsity basketball vs. Trin-

—
2:30.
— Varsity hockey
Feb. 4 — Frosh hocksy
7:00.
Feb. 8 — Frosh basketball
ity.

Feb. 4

vs.

Massa-

chusetts, 3:48.

vs.

Hampshire,

Dixfleld,

—

Center Jim Sutherland and forward
Tom Freeman accounted for 32
rebounds between them; Freeman
and Freshman guard Chick Harte
led the Bobcats' scoring with 17
apiece, while Sutherland poured in
16. Billy Cohen's 18 points made him
the game's high scorer; Scott followed Cohen in Bowdoin's scoring
ranks with 13.

The Summary:
Bowdoin

112
13
ft

rb

pf

tp

4

5
8

8

2

2

2

4

2

2
2

2
5

3
5
13
18
10

fg

capitalized on two Bow- Callahan
doin penalties at the beginning of Sheridan
the third period, scored twice, and Scott
wept into the lead, 3-1. With four Cohen
minutes left to play in the game Loane
Neut Stowell sent a pass to Ron O'Brien
FamJgliettl, who in turn rifled it SUliman

3

5

4

2

Brown

2
8

3

Brogna

2

9
3

1

6

rb
4

pf
2

tp

16
16
8

2

11
17

3

16

3

2

9

Bates

Hathaway
Freeman

fg
6

ft

7

3
2

Sutherland

7

Brown

3

pees out to Pamlglietti in Flsk
(sent of the net. The pass was de- Rapp
flected dff Chisholm's pads into the
net for the tying point.
Another fine save by Chaffee in
the overtime period provided the
encouragement the Polar Bears
needed: Bowdoin put the pressure
on until Ed Spaulding scored his

Loses
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1

4

4

16

6
6

10

12
2

1

2
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Hockey, Basketball

Highlight

Bowdoin
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Sheridan
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3
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1

10
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Brown

its first

vic-

Cohen

2

2
1

S
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"With final exams interrupting the
interfraternity sports schedules, on-

a few games were played smce
the last Issue of the Orient The
standings as of January 9 mark
the quarter round. It will be Inly

Frosh Pucksters Lose

track team
Varsity hockey vs. New
smce lOSfl. Bowdoin's John 0*t«rwei*
Hampshire, 3:30.
Frosh track vs. South Port- turned in a sparkling performance
Feb. 8
Colby
Andover
in the mile, floating to victory by a
land and Thornton, 3:00.
comfortable margin to 4:49. HelpAfter crushing Hudson High, the
ing to keep Bowdoin In contenFrosh hockey team Journeyed to
tion, Sherm Roundsville ran strongr
Colby where they suffered a hardly to take the 600. Hans Bull add- fought 5-4
loss. Most of the scored his share of points with seconds ing was In the second period, when
in the 1000 and broad Jump. With
Oliver and Tarbell both tallied for
Bill Rounds picking up second in
Bowdoin; but then Colby pumped
Combining first places and good the dash and Dick DeMarco win- three by the Bears' Freshman
placement of swimmers, the Fresh- ning the pole vault, the Freshmen goalie, Roger Berle Most of the
man swimming team won its first were able to make it a close meet. Colby goals were not his fault,
meet by defeating Cheverus High
At MIT John Osterweis again however, as he received little supSchool 51-34. The Polar Cubs won turned in a noteworthy performance port from the Tlefenw
in the final
ail but two first places and showed by winning the mile and two-mile.
frame, Hamlen scored his second
many strong seconds.
With a first in the broad jump and goal of the game to give Bowdoin
Pete Seaver. Bill Edwards, Dick a second In the 1060 Hans Bull
Its final tally.
Gee, John Hal ford. Hank Laurie and again gave evidence of his versatiliThe low number of penalties was
Maynard Hinks all placed first in ty; Sherm Roundsville tied for first a salient point in the game. In the
their events. Halford turned in a in the 606. Additional points for
previous games, there
were
too
good time in the 100 yd. butterfly Bowdoin came in second places by many goals scored when the
team
as did Seaver In the 290 yd medley Chris Reichert (mile), Bill Rounds was down
a man. This time there
swim. Slowly, meet by meet, the (dash), and John Prasler (high hurwere quite a few students from Bowteam gains the depth that it needs dles).
doin in the stands, and the Freshto win. With a few more of the
To date the team has shown a men showed they were capable of
Frefhman class on the team, the nucleus of steady point-getters, and playing a good game.
Cubs could make the season a win- with some added over-all depth
Only a few days after the Colby
ning one.
there should be a beginning of Win- game the Freshmen met Andover.
On January 13 the team travelled ning ways in the future.
On home Ice, the team showed a
to Portland, only to be nosed out
complete about face and were
by Deerlng High, 48-48. Again Bow- Maynard Hinks, BUI Edwards, Dick checked with authority. The
Andoin had the majority of first places, Gee, and John Halford; the latter
dover team had an excellent debut could not get enough seconds came within one-tenth of a second fensive
unit, and they beat the
and thirds to win the meet. In- of breaking the pool record.
Polar Bears by a score of 6-2. Again
dividual winners were Pete Seaver,
Joe Tarbell and Fred Filoon were
the scorers as each scored a goal.

Feb. 8

—

To

And

teresting

to

see

if

Sigma Nu can

continue to hold the lead in bowling and basketball; the Beta house
Is trying to fight back the Psl U's
in hockey.
Below are the. tabulated standings as- of January 9, the last day
of interfraternlty competition for
the first semester.

Cub Swimmers Tip
Chev.,

Weekend

1

Scott

Led by sprinter and hurdler Pete
Soule. Deering gained
tory over a Bowdoin

swimming team con-

varsity

tinued undefeated as they downed
Trinity Cotoge 60-16 at the Curtis
Pool on Saturday afternoon, January 14. Again It was a combination
of firsts and a strong show of depth
which produced the third stsaight
win for the Polar Bears. Scoring 47
points in the first seven events, the
team eased off to take the meet goperiod the Bears rebounded poorly
and played no defense whatsoever. ing away.
The 400 yd. medley relay team
Basketball games ace usually won
of Scarpino, Davis, Snow, and Meron defense, not offense.
rill continued' to be undefeated. The
Bowdoin shot
per cent from closest race of the meet was the
the floor during the first half; Colby 220 yd. freestyle; Williams and Lenshot 43 In the second -half the Po- nie Lee fought it out to the last few
lar Bears outshot the Mules 60 yards, where Lee pulled out
to a
percent to 47, but the defense was half-yard lead. The next four events
not sufficiently improved to hold saw Bowdoin assume a commanding
the Colby offense in check. The lead
Bears looked sharp as the second
Captain -coach Jon Scarpino and
period commenced, narrowed the Chip Hastings combined for a onelead to 42-86. Trailing later In the two sweep In the 200 yd. medley
game 60-60, Bowdoin closed the swim. Jack Frost took first place In
gap to six points, 64-58. Once again the diving with a strong showing.
the negligible defense disappeared Jim Coots and Brian MoSweeny
entirely and Colby chalked up eight placed one-two in the 100 yd. butconsecutive points to take a com- terfly with the time only one-tenth
manding 72-58 lead and the game. of a second off the school record
Final score: Colby 79, Bowdoin 66. set by Bill Riley last year. In the
The Mules outrebounded the Po- 100 yd. freestyle Curt Tilton, winlar Beers 44-36. While Bowdoin fum- ner of the 50 yd. freestyle, finished
bled around on the free-throw line, Just ahead of Dick Merrill for the
Colby sank 19 out of 22; the Bears win as BoWdoin took another first
shot an inexcusably low 60 per cent and second
from the foul line
From here the Polar Bears snowed
Ed Caljahan, who occupied the some of their depth strength. Dick
bench for half of the first period, Snow and Jeff Oeffine combined for
came back to lead the Bowdoin four points in the 300 yd backstroke;
scoring with 19. Billy Cohen tallied Coots won the 440 yd. freestyle; and
16, Brad Sheridan 10. Colby's Char- Howie Clark and Art Burton comlie
Swensen scored 32 points, bined for four points in the 300 yd.
making him the game's high scor- breaststroke.
er; he was closely followed by Bob
With the semester break coming
Burke with 21. Guard Denny Kinne up the team gete a chance to rest
also contributed 14 points to Lee up for the hardest meets of the
Williams' well drilled team.
season, On the weekend following
It should be mentioned that be- Winter House the Polar Bears travtween the halves of the Bowdoin- el to UConn Friday and then to
Colby game the Mules' coach was Williams Saturday.
With some
honored as the father and chief ben- hard work the team should continefactor of Maine basketball. Mr. Wil- ue to have the best won-lost record
liams, who brought basketball to of all the winter varsity teams.
the state of Maine, has collected
201 victories in his 13 years as Colby's basketball coach. Lee's teams
Won seven consecutive state titles
In the. years preceding the ascendancy of the University of Maine
In this sport. Currently a Vice-PresiHockey
and basketball will
dent of the Basketball Coaches Asthe
entertainment
for
sociation of America, Lee Williams provide
is iruiy deserving oi
any ana an this year's Winter Houa« Forties
weekend, as our teams swing into
honors that may come his way.
(Continued on page 4)
The summary of the game:

Despite a number of encouraging
individual performances, the Fresh*
man indoor track squad has been
wlnless In its first twp encounters.
In a triangular meet with Portland
area schools the Polar Cubs drop- game-winning goal up close after
ped a 75-63 decision to Deering a pass from Mostrom, giving the
High; on the following Saturday Polar Bears their sweetest victory
to date.
they were bested by MTT. 62-51.

New

vs.

3:30.

The secosjH period was a different matter. Trailing 40-34 as the
period commenced, Bowdoin soon
from there on
tell behind (3-40;
the Bears never got closer than 12
points, and at one time trailed 69-48.
shot
an
improved
47 per cent
Bates
from the floor in the second period;
Bowdoin's percentage catapulted to
a still respectable 40.
Bates' rebounding, as mentioned
previously, was the deciding factor.

Army

ed

Team

first

for the score.

past Chisholm from 30 feet out. This
narrowed Army's lead to one; time,
however, was running out for the
Polar Beans. With only a minute
and a half remaining Stowell picked
up the puck on the left side of the
rink, skated around Army's goal
and, from behind the cage, attempt-

Twice Undefeated!
The

ed 30-8 in the
second.

lectual standards

*«

The Polar Bears trailed 38-» goThe Bowdoin Polar Bears dropped
their ninth game in twelve starts ing into the last three minutes of
on January 11 when they lost to an the first half, but Bd Callahan's reInspired Bates flee in the Sargent turn to the lineup (Pred Brown
Gymnasium. 83-71. The game was started the game in his place)
io>t primarily for two reasons: first sparjted a resurgence which left
and most obvious was the Bears' Bowdoin behind by only U points
now chronic antipathy for playing at the half. 40-29. During the first
defense;
secondly, Bowdoin garnered only 15 rebounds in the en-

and then returned to Bowdoin to coach
in 1945.
Third ranking member in seniority among Bowdoin's
athletic coaches, Ed Coombs coaches Freshman football, Fi cabman basketball, and golf; up until two years ago he also coached
varsity basketball and Freshman baseball.
Perhaps the most popular coach on Bowdoin's athletic staff,
coach Coombs loves sports and devotes to them his unwavering
enthusiasm and energy.
Always concerned with Bowdoin's
light in

Collapse; Lose

*«*

Mermen Still

Hoopsters' Defenses

Top Army

Colby;

By John HeJperin

«

Then Lose

BOWLING
Total Points

^N*

13

PslU.

12
12

D.K.E.

11

D.S.

10

AD

J©

KS.

10

A.T.O.
T.D.

9

AJtU.

7

Chi Pal

3

Zete

1

8

BASKETBALL
3
\
3

2

2
2
1
1

•

HI

Bath Road

HARRY

3-3921

SMART,

H.

VarsityRiflemenBow;

Inc.

Hotel Sedgwick

Complete

HI 34361

Bath, Maine

The Bowdoin varsity rifle team Johnson
lost a match to Norwich (1393-1373) Harte
on January 13, 1981. The team has Olanz

*/iV</
dr.

Auto Body Work

The Beet

in Foods, Lodging-,

and Cocktail Lounges

Pleasant Street

Brunswick
-i-^pw»»—mm

—

For Gifts That Are Different

The outstanding marksman thus
far has been Charles Devereux who
Is one of the top 20 college scorers
in the New England League. He has
an average In matches fired to date
of 2803. other Bowdoin scoring has

^l»"»P»»»"*»»»»wpF»^

A.

Paquette

Fine ante Repairing by

Modem

Methods

Cashing Street Shopping Center

Try The Arts Center

8

Loane

2
4

5
2

6

registered to date two wins over Zering
Niagara and St. Michael's and three
losses to TJNH, Vermont, and the
Bowdoin
last to Norwich. The Polar Bear
team faces MTT next in a home
match on Feb. 11.
On January

Service

HOCKEY

Co-captain Brad Sheridan Is shown making a lay-up against
Bates. The Bobcat* triumphed, 8S-71.
(Photo by Crane)

Record Drops To 2-3

Brunswick's Friendly Ford Dealer*

8

Callahan
2 O'Brien

1

17

3

13
10

8

Brogna

1

•

1

8

1

W

1

I

Niles

BATES

34
48

87

71
83

4J

playing

the Burke

In

Swensen

Kelly
demonstrated that they are either Doyle
unable or unwilling to play defense; Waldeyer
they were defeated 79-88 by the Berqulst
Colby Mules. This was the Bears' Noel
been fairly well distributed with tenth defeat in 13 games, apd their Wagner
Cap*. Bill Chase,
Joe Baumann, second to three games with Colby.
Douglass McMann. and Herbert Bowdoin will get a last crack at Lee
Bowdefca
Koenigsbauer leading the team.
Williams' quintet on March 1 at
Colby
the Sargent pymnasium.

rb

2

7

•
9
8
•

t

9

8

6

2

4

8

I

3
*
8

Kinne
14,

lair of their number one basketball
rivals, the Polar Bears once again

t

pf
3
a
3
6

fg

Thaxter

5

& CUNNINGHAM

Jazz

1

1

8

1

:
I
S
4
Scoring
20

Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters
c\

Stereo

Prints

Saab, Austin Healey, Volvo, Austin and

MG

1

•

PLEASANT STREET

Gallery

BRUNSWICK

MAINE STREET

it

. .

POSTEBS • STATIONERY
• FRATERNITY POEMS

Pasd K. Krven

af

224

DIAL PA

5-6360

Printers

sasjasM

Of The

1

Zete

3

1

S.N.

T

1

AD.

4

8

tp T.D.
8 AJUJ.

2

8

2

14
21
22

1

A.T.O.

8
8
4
4

• DKJt.

4

DS

Chi Psl

Orient

3

Freshmen Crush Hebron,

8

Then Lose To Andover
The Freshman basketball team
trounced an obviously out-classed
Hebron Academy basketball team
73-48 here on January 11. Bowdoia
through last-breaks and the Tfrnrf
shooting of Al Ryan, piled up 14
points before Hebron could score.

10

and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cut* in time and save you money.

TICKETS

4

I
8

M

in producing the following

THE RECORD OFFICE

Arts Center

Home Of The McKenzie

Oyr Ipng wa periea co

ALUMNI LETTERS

Sales and Service

The

as well as produce
.

L

KB.

1

1

collections of

Classical

19

17
13

Let us help you plan your printing

— Fotkmusic — Bonyun — Seeger —
—
— and many more — Printed
—
— — Show Tunes
Motorola
Phonos — Portables
From $49.98 to $199.95
— Ready Made and Custom Framing — Art Supplies

Phonograph Records
Baez-Dyer
Ben net
Folk Songs

s
4

Colby

==—

3sg=

Beta
Psi U.
6

Ryan. Bowdoin's high

up

scorer, racked

his entire 18 points in the

first

10 minutes of play as Bowdoin surgv
ed to a 30-0 lead. From that point

on. Coach Ed Coombs shuttled hto
players In and out of the gam*
continuously. At the final gun. twelve
Bowdoin players had broken through
the scoring column.

Three days
their second

things

much

later,

the Frosh played

home game and found
different.

Their oppor

neete, Andover. proved to be aa
eaocflant all-around team, it was
a very close and exciting game
throughout, put the superior baUV
handtl ng of the Andover team plug
the sloppy defease of the Fresh?
man proved decisive aa Andover
pulled ahead in the final period tp

win

82-72.

Dick

Bowdoin's top aorta
Smith and Harie*

1

.

PACE FOUR

Mj^HA

MAN ON CAMPUS

ANNOUNCEMENT
its interview schedule for
February. Unless otherwise stated,
interviews win be held in the
office of the Placement Bureau In
Banister Hall. Registrants are urged
to respond promptly to communications from the Bureau regarding appointment time and to complete and
return all application forms at toast
one day prior to Interview date.
Any change of plans must be made
well in advance of scheduled appointment.
The™., Feb. t, Cheesebrough-Pond's
Inc., New York
Rese arch and
Development In field of Chemistry,
production, management and sales.
Moo., Feb. t, Lever Bros. Co., Boston
Sales, Production, Market-

—

Research

Chemical

Allied

—

New
Rese arch in
Chemistry, Physics and Biology.
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
Majors in Economics for opYork

Corp..

—

portunities In accounting, finance,

management.
Feb.

Toe*.,

Oxford Paper

7,

— Sciences

Romford. Maine

management

train.
Paul
Co., Worcester

ROOM."

T.V.

—

—

Dr. Fisher To Give
S
Co. Lecture
On February 13

CoxeTV

&H

Kappa

Lecture, February 7
Professor Louis O. Coxe, Pierce
Professor of English and award winning poet, will deliver the annual
Phi Beta Kappa lecture at Bowdoin College on Tuesday evening,
February 7, Professor Nathan Dane
II, secretary of the Bowdoln Chapter, announced today.
Speaking in the Moulton Union
Lounge at 8 p.m„ Professor Coxe
will take as his subject "The Uses
of Literature." The public is cord-

—

—

ially invited to attend.

A

native of Manchester, N. H„
Professor Coxe was named Pierce
Professor of English at Bowdoln
In ISM following a previous teaching career which included both prep
school and college positions.
Pollowing his graduation from Princeton University in 1840, he taught
for two years at the Brooks School
in North Andover, Mass., for two
years at the Lawrencevllle School
in Lawrencevllle, N. J., for one year
at Harvard, and for seven years at
the University of Minnesota.
proline writer of poetry and an
accomplished dramatist, Professor
Coxe is the author of The Sea
Paring and Other Poems, The Sec-

A

ond Man and Other Poems, The
Wilderness and Other Poems, and
poems in such publications as Poetry,

President James
nounced today.

Coles an-

S.

The

lecture, to be delivered in
Moulton Union Lounge at 8: IS

the

p.m.,

—

the;

pf, ittte

Defcarineta

Jhe

*ite.

fttiniktfas

VlWWw

Management
M, Royal-Olobe

Feb.

—

Group

Ins.,
tion.

New York

—

Boston

Co.,

—

Trustee

*

Market

Manage-

and

West

Virginia Pulp and Paper Co.,
Sales, Marketing and

New York
Co.
for

Feb.

II,

New York

Saturday evening's FM radio conwas a tape of a previous congiven by the Bowdoin Glee

cert
cert

— Math and undergraduates
summer Actuarial.

a

—

at all

Mon.

Fab, •

THE WILD ONE
with

MARLON BRANDO

The

Feb. 7

company and
famed

hill

*

SWAN LAKE
Note

— Only

One Evening Show
At 7:30 P.M.

Contemporary Cards

Prices This

146

Brunswick, Maine

Mum

Engagement

Matinee
St.,

Brunswick

Evening

Adults

lac

Child

50c

Adults
Child

9-3422

OPERA HOUSE

Bm Ytl

RATH. MAINE
Wed-Thnrs.

Impossible to evaluate the many
Mass. —.Casualty. Sales.
contributions which Mr. Dana made
St. Lawrence Univ. Theological
to Bowdoin in his service to alumni
School, Canton, N. Y.
Theo- groups and
as Overseer, Trustee and
logical Ed.
College Counsel.
His devotion to
First Nat. Bank of Portland,
Bowdoin and his professional comMaine
Banking.
petence of the highest order have
Man, Feb. 27, Socony Mobile Oil Co, helped solve many questions of
New York
Accounting and Fin- major significance to the College."
ancing, Sales.
Mr. Dana was graduated from
First Nat. City Bank of New York Bowdoln in 1898 and became a TrusBanking, both In domestic and tee in 1840 after serving as an
foreign service.
Overseer since 1937. He was electwos. , Feb. 28, Atlantic Refining ed College Counsel in 1983 succeedCo., Providence, R. I.
Market- ing a classmate, Edward W. Wheeler
of Brunswick.
ing and Distribution.
F. W. Woolworth Co., Cambridge,
He is a senior partner in the
Portland law firm of Verrlll, Dana,
Mass.
Merchandising.
Farnsworth Mill, Lisbon Center, Walker. PhUhrick and Whltehouse.
Maine
Group meeting in evening.
Wedv Mar. 1. Farnsforth Mill
Chemistry, Research, Production,

—

Ava Gardner

^y
Hfir Ts!

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
The Stowe House

Feb. 1-2

Maine's Finest Historic Inn
Main Sp»r Tip >mi
(1 FEDERAL. STREET

'THE ANGEL
WORE RED"

—

BRUNSWICK. MAINE

Dirk Bsgarde

—

Frl-Tnes.

—

Feb. 3-7|

WALT DISNEY'S
"SWISS FAMILY
ROBINSON"

—

T

—

Wednesday Only

Management

STUDENT

PATRONAGE

Feb. 8

"SURPRISE PACKAGE"

WELCOMED

Brunswick

(Textiles).

&

ITS HERE!!

Lumber

FIRST

Co.

NATIONAL

Mobileheat Fuel Oil

Bill

18 Spring Street

Brunswick, Maine
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PA

Dial

9-3341

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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SHOULDERS

and

staff

>f
I Cabinet
tohimrttte on^MeVgy Wspplies and
Resource^! Policy
Resources Cot the Future, Inc., is
a Ford Foundation-financed organisation devoted to research dealing
with the adequacy of the resources
base of the American economy.

AN^oMtNAL^T

RECORDING
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DUNL0P TIRES
Italian

Complete Line of Foreign Car Snow Tires

Food Shop

Retread Snow Tires Priced from $25.00 Per Pair

the

OAKIE'S AUTO SERVICE

Telephone

PA

5-2093

Free Delivery

Parkview Cleaners
31 MILL

The Home Of

Pizzas

For Take Out Service

PA 5-5700

51 Bath Road

King of

STREET

BRUNSWICK

|

Better Cleaning'
end

Parkview Laundercenter
212 Maine

"IT'S

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Even

Street

For An Excellent

Gift See

Our

Send year cleaning te Parkview Cleaners
where the quality and service Is known.
Bring year laundry (o the Laandercenter and de It yourself
and eease worrytat about lost clothing.

.

{,

HOODS

I

,

.

SCARFS

Be

SKI

Sociable-

Have

A

Pepsi

WEES

neering degree from Case he had good job offers
from six companies.

Today, as a Supervising Engineer, Ron heads
a staff of five engineers and is responsible for
telephone switching in much of the greater

$1.25-4.95

mu

is. -origin"
Swift's

4 Minute

Pizza

-

Italian

(Dogs

Sandwiches

Bell Telephone

as

Ron got

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING

COMPANY

Cold Beverages

-

Cubes

i

He supervises the design and purchase of $3
a year. And even
more important, he is charged with developing
the technical and managerial skills of his staff.
million worth of equipment

Ron knows what

about when he
you have to do more than

he's talking

Bays, "In this business

We expect a man to be a self-developer.

a good job.

Ron wrapped it up in five months, and found
he had earned a shot at another tough assignment.

We expect him to take responsibility from his
first day on the job and think for himself. You
don't get ahead around here by just doing time."

"Our number one aim
gent, positive

ike

and

can possibly find."

Newspapers

mmmmmmmmmm

Ice

Cleveland area.

distance calls*

management jobs

Ice

Company

In this job Ron helped engineer a completely new
long distance switching center for Cleveland. This
switching center connected Cleveland with the
nationwide customer dialing network. It was
about a year later that Ron put the finishing

1

MIKE'S PLACE

Premium Hot

The Ohio

his feet on the ground
in telephone engineering, he was tapped for a
tough assignment. The job— to engineer switching equipment modifications needed to prepare
Cleveland for nationwide customer dialing of long

$4.50

ANIMALS

joined

As soon

$2.75

IT"

touches on the specs for this $1,600,000 project.

—his reason: "I was convinced an engineer could
go further here— if he was willing to work for it."

$1.95

$1.95

«

Ron

Spetrino received his engi-

He

MITTENS

HERE-IF YOU WANT TO WORK FOR
before

FEB

is to

most

have

in.

// you want a job in which you're given every
chance to prove yourself, and real responsibility
right from the start— you' U want to see your Place-

ment

aU

vital, intelli-

imaginative

or-

BOLSHOI BALLET

Photo Supplies
Hallmark Greeting Cards

PA

Me

chestra of the

Granite Farm

Dial

Evenings
Adults
85c
Child
tte

SSe

Banday

DAIRY

College has resigned as College
Counsel and as a Trustee. President
8. Coles has announced. He
has been elected a Trustee Emeritus.
In reviewing Mr. Dana's long and
distinguished service to Bowdoin,
President Coles said, "It would be

Coal

HEAD

Adults
Child

ONE DAY ONLY

For All Your
Dairy Product Needs

James

Math, opportunities

AT THE UNION

—

Tuea.

Smith Photo Shop

And Counsel

—

U.
Naval Air Devel. Center.
JohnsvlUe, Pa.
Physics and
in Research.

with

Matinee

Club.

—

Life Ins.

GULUVER
Kerwin Mathews
Jo Morrow
Prices This Engagement

sary year will be a concert in the record. The track team win travel
spring at Town Hall In New York to Northeastern Saturday afternoon
for a meet scheduled for 1:00 p.m.
City.

—

—

Science.

Moa,

renowned

its

called

THREE WORLDS OF

John F. Dana, Portland attorney,
and for many years a member of
Gamble, the Governing Boards of Bowdoin

—

Research

Glee
double

On Saturday, the freshmen hockey team, with a 1-8 record, will
play host to Dtxfleld at 7:00 pjn.
The varsity hoopsters will take on
Trinity at 340 p.m. The Polar Bear's
record stands at 8-10.
Closing out the afternoon, the

the "Meddlebempsters" has appeared throughout the
Bast with much success, is this year varsity hockey team will be pitted
celebrating his silver anniversary as against the University af Massachusetts at 8:48 p.m. Sid Watson's
Director of Music at Bowdoin.
A highlight of his silver anniver- squad now boasts an Impressive 7-8

Casualty
special agents and produc-

—

ment.

with

quartet

Resigns As College

Ins.

Colleges.
Tlllotson, whose

'

1

Feb. 3-4-S

Fri.-8at.-8nn.

and

cb.na.try

M

&

Sales

—

for the National Resources
Planning Board in field; offices in
-

American Sugar

—

The worked

Various parts

Club

—
—
Banking.
FrL, Feb.
Aetna Insurance Co. —
Hartford and Boston — Life

Twos, Feb. 21, Procter
Boston
Group meeting in ere*
Conn. Dept. of Educanlng.
tion
Teacher candidates.
U. 8. Weather Bureau, Washing- Wed., Feb. 22, Procter «t Gamble,
ton, D. C.
Summer opportuniBoston
Marketing, Bales and
ties in Polar Regions. UndergradManagement
uates over 30 years of age. Science, Thurs., Feb. 23, Mutual Boiler
Biology, Chemistry, Physics and
Machinery Ins. Co., Waltham,

—

both political science and educa-

—

—

Math, Physics, EconomMajors, wide variety of oppor-

Conn.

—

in

—

Bristol,

—

tion.

Dr. Coles win Illustrate his lecture with color slides which he
took personally while in Brazil last
summer as a member of a survey
group which studied scientific and
the evening.
engineering education In Brazil unThan, Feb. 16, IBM Interviews
der the auspices of the National
Math, Physics, Research; Bales Academy of Sciences and the Naand Development
tional Research Council.
Mercantile Stores, New York
The public Is cordially invited to
Merchandising.
attend the lecture and the exhibiFirst National Bank of Boston
tion of paintings loaned to the

—

1

Majors for Research Development,
Tuea,
production and mangement.

—

He has written and consulted
Review,
Partisan
Review,
8ewanee Review, Hudson Review, widely on economic problems of reWestern Review, Furioso, and the source development and regional
New Yorker. He also wrote Billy growth and has taught courses In
Bndd, a play, in collaboration with economics at various universities.
He has been active in the AmeriR. H. Chapman.
He was awarded the Vachel Lind- can Economic Association, the
say Prise last October for his poem. American Society for Public AdThe Last Hero, which was published ministration, the Regional Science
In the December, 1969, issue of Association, and in local planning.
Poetry magazine.
Born In Pawtucket, R. I., Dr. FishMarried to the former Edith Wln- er served from 1947 to 1953 as ecosor of Weston, Mass., and the father nomist and administrative assistant
of four children. Professor Coxe is to the Chairman in the Council of
a member of the Modem Language Economic Advisers, Executive OfAssociation, the American Associa- fice of the President. Before active
tion of University Professors, and duty In World War II. Dr. Fisher

Professor

there.

Naval Research Laboratory, Wash*
ington, D C.
Math, Physics,
Chemistry Majors.
International Business Machines
(few York
Group meeting in

New England

es of

CUMBERLAND
THEATER

»)

Professor Frederic E. T. TUtotson, Portland High School, and another
Friday against Bdward Little High
School. Both will be held at 8:10
p m. at the Curtis PdoL

was heard on station WMTW-PM
Saturday evening. January 11
The program, which was carried
on a New England-wide network
originating with WCRB in Boston,
is one of a series entitled "Chorus-

be open from

—

and Science

—

A graduate of Bowdoln, magna
earn laude, in 1935, Dr. Fisher received his Ph.D. in economics from
Harvard University in 1947 and has
done other graduate study at the
London School of Economics and
at George Washington University

—

(C—ita-d tram pagt

action again after a laycsT due to
midyear examinations.
The freshmen swimmers will start
Bowdoin College's widely-known the ball rolling with two meets, the
Olee Club, under the direction of first on Thursday against South

—

be part of a two-day
visit by Dr. Fisher to the Bowdoin
Math Majors preferred.
campus sponsored by a recent grant
by the SdcH Company. Under the Than., Feb. f, Sears, Roebuck and
terms of the SdcH grant, the DeCo., Philadelphia
Careers in
partment of Economics at the ColMerchandising.
lege will be the sponsoring departMutual Life Ins. Co. of New York
ment for the lecture.
Wide variety of opportunities In
Dr. Fisher will take as his sublife insurance.
ject "Can We Afford Our Affluence?" FrL, Feb. M, Budd Co.. Philadelphia
On Tuesday he will hold discusManagement Training
sions with students and faculty and
Prudential Ins. Co. of America,
on Tuesday evening will meet with
Newark, N. J.
Economics, Math,
Economics majors.
Economics.
Smith, Kline and French LaboraAn informal reception will follow
tories,
Philadelphia
Science,
the lecture In the Moulton Union.
will

will

after the lecture,
Feb. U, Hercules Powder Co.,
Wilmington, Del.
Science majors Professor Beam said, in order to
In Research; Sales and Manage- give those attending the lecture an
opportunity to view the fine Wool»
ment
W. T. Grant Co., Boston
Mer- worth Collection of American paintings currently on loan exhibition

Wed,

General Motors Corp.,

8,

— Economics

ics
tunities.
Fairfield,

Paris

the Dramatists
Guild
of
Authors' League of America.

Detroit

and Hutchinson
Company Lecture at Bowdoin Colon Monday evening, February

13,

The Museum
1M p.m. and

for Research.

Wed., Feb.

Associated Spring Corp.,

lege

8

—

—

Dr. Joseph L. Fisher, President of
Resources for the Future, Inc., will
deliver the Sperry

Brazil, Feb.

196T

f.

Hockey-Basketball

OirStationWMTW
On January 14

Life Ins.
All
Museum by Mr. and Mrs. Norman
life Insurance business.
R. Woolworth of Wlnthrop and New
17,
Marine Midland Trust Co., New
Ina\, York City.
York
Opportunities In banking
Fire and Casualty, Group Ins.
Ins. Co. of NortA America, PhilMost, Feb. St, Raytheon Company,
adelphia and Springfield
multiJohn Dana, '98,
Lewlston, Maine
Science Majors
line insurance.

phases of

Give Phi Beta

.

Co.,

and

Revere

On

College Glee Club

A

—

—

ing,

Illustrated Lecture

—

nounced

I^OeWt

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY

To Give

Pennsalt Chemicals Corp., Philadelphia
Chemistry, sales, Management, Production.
Procter
Oambel Co., Cincinnati
President James S. Coles of BowManagement, Production and doin College will present an illusDevelopment.
trated lecture entitled "Brazil
Dreaming
Giant or Rising Power?"
Fab.
Upjohn
as,
14,
Co, Kalamaaoo, Mich
Biologists and itt tbn lecture room of the Walker
Chemists; sales and Management. Art Building at 8:15 pjn. on Wednesday,
February
8, Professor Philip
John Hancock Mutual Life Ins.
Co., Boston
Management, Bales. C. Beam .Director of the Museum
Math majors for programming of Fine Arts, announced today.

all
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Report By Faculty

Commons rrogram
An
and

tunities to make what he will
of It. He hat ready access to hie
faculty adviser from whom he
can obtain aid, suggestion, and

historic session of the Trustees
Overseers of Bowdoln Col-

lege met on Saturday, January 20th
and gave firm and final approval to
the Senior Commons and Senior Program as "the most promising proposal'' for meeting the projected increase In the else of the College.
To the administration and faculty
falls the Job of designing the buildbig and program and raising the
funds necessary to put it into effect.
The following report of the Fac-

number

purpose

actually

poasibtlltiea

full

latent In their senior year is not
nearly as large as it should be.
students in the middle of
the stream are likely to drift
with the current without exert-

mush

ing

Sealers

own.

effort of their

Heady Far Change

be

dominated

and

juniors.

A

sophomores

by

a Junior.

Interest, especially of those
marked aptitudes, will con-

The
with

of

Is

tinue; these men will continue
to act, or sing, or write, or participate in athletics, but active

Into the following pattern; the
freshman year introduces the
newcomer to the College with

sophomores.

leadership and management can
be, and in fact, ofter have been
banded on to Juniors or even
Fraternities Praised

widened intellectual horlsons, and its varied programs
inside and out of the classroom,
the laboratory, and the library.
It lays a solid foundation for
work to come. The sophomore
year offers a program enriched
in the greater freedom it provides both in the choice of aca-

Bowdoln

its

nity.

throughout the college course.
Moat students live In a fraternity house for two years. It is
also the unit for intra-college
athletic,
activity of all kinds
forensic musical, social, or what
you will. It teaches many valuable lessons In group living.
believe, however, that after three
years these lessons have been
learned. In many chapters, acIncreasingly
tive leadership Is
a responsibility
and willingly
of Juniors. By the end of their
Junior year, many students have
made their contribution to their
fraternity house and the house

—

in related activi-

We

its

—

ties of honors work
All this
Is building toward the opportunities of the senior year which

be the climax

of

than. As seniors, they are
now ready to move on. They
can and should continue to contribute their talents to house

his

scttvHiea, serve as elder statesmen, add to the prestige of

perfectly realised.

their chapter, and return as
often as they may wish as
senior members.
Inevitably, however, the senior

The able student does at present have the opportunity for a
rich and rewarding senior year.
He is free to elect the courses

Way

On March

Contest

(Continued en page

t)

2

Prof. L. S. Hall Publishes His First

Again this year the Bowdoln Interfaith Forum will sponsor the annual Religious Emphasis Week, beginning February 19th. Members
from three major religions, Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish, will be
pr esent to discuss the general theme
of the week. "Church and College:
Colleagues or Competitors?" This
panel discussion, moderated by Professor Ernst C. Helmrelch, will be
held in the Moulton Union Lounge
on the afternoon of February 31.
Bowdoln will be host to the Rev.
Leonard C. Clough. the keynote
speaker, as well as Rabbi Murray I.
Rothman and Monsignor John G.
Clancy. The following are short biographical sketches of the distinguished participants In the 30th annual Religious Emphasis Week:
aterarend Leonard G. Clough
Minister, Church of Christ at Dart-

Product should increase at the aveannual rate of about 3.7%,
is somewhat higher than the
rate, but not impossible to
achieve.
In addition, natural resource supplies should be able to
withstand increased drains as technology advances.
Dr. Fisher took care to note, however, that there may well be parrage

which

post-war

ticular exceptions to this over-all outlook. Moreover, these exceptions may

Chaplain of Jewish

War

Gown

John G. Clancy
and Professor of Theology
at Saint Joseph's College for Women. Attended Holy Cross College
Students
and St Mary's Seminary and Uniimpeded.
versity; ordained a priest in 1947;
Twenty-eight medical school stuIndividuals see little
value
in attended the Lateran University in
dents have been awarded a total of
projecting present trends so far into Rome, 1947-1960; received his Doc$8,000 from the Garcelon and Merthe future. Dr. Fisher said, but the torate In Canon Law in 1960; grad- ritt Fund,
established In memory
future and its expectations are of uated from the Vatican Ecclesias- of Dr. Seward Garcelon
and Dr.
(Continued on page I)
tical Academy of Diplomacy and ap- Samuel
Merritt, both nineteenth
pointed First Secretary of the Papal century graduates of the former
9 Legation in South Africa and South- Maine Medical School at Bowdoln
any potential obstacles
that may arise, so that growth will
continue, for the most part, un-

hold, 1964; named President of the
Institute for Studies in Social Cooperation, New York, 1956: awarded
Gold Cross for Service to Church
and Pontiff by Plus xn, 1968.
Participated in 1900 BIF Religious

—

—

—

—

"*
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try to reconcile the problems result"IT
lng from their conflicting heritages,

"^ting s second

year in the
Previously he was

f£».S
unitea states
here as a High School exchange
student in Reading, Mass. He was
active in theater groups In Germany

and in Austria, where he studied
for a year. Since he came to Bowdoln he has appeared in Oar Town
and Touch of the Past There to a
unique aspect to Bunting's entry in
this year's contest.

He

to

the third

Bowdoln Plan student to have a
play accepted; de Tejada from
Spain In 1940 and Jolivet from
France in 1966 have preceded him,
thus making a six year cycle
Fran Fuller's Hansel and BeGret.
tal is being directed by Henry Martin

DS who

'6$,

appeared in

last

presentation of The Cava
DaeOeis and was stage manager for
this year's production of Oar Town.
The play is a fantasy concerning
witches and the occult, drawing on
the familiar fairy tale.
Last year
yearns

Fuller's play, The Bright Bed San,
won first prise in the contest. It

was recently presented by a theater
group in Augusta. Fuller has written several short stories for the
Quill and a play, HIM Child, Valley
Child, which was read over

«~

tUt
to *»"
with the reality of his position in
this new country. He snubs his nose
at his Irish-born confreres and conaorta Instead with boose and Byron
Con is plagued by his low-born, loving, and conscience-racked wife and
hta "enroachful
Droud daughter
whom he forces to work as a servant. She in turn Is in love with a
wealthy young man, who is ill and
is recuperating in the inn. However, she to "insulted" by the young
man's parents and Con goes off to
avenge his daughter's "honor." Half
in spite and half because she really
wants to, Sara tumbles Into bed
with her well-to-do American. Con's
gaudy dream world shatters however, when he Is beaten up by the
servant* of the vourur man'a r»rento h1
tavern wUh
the "fine gentleman" in him extlngutohed and hia pride crushed. He

S£ toZ

^

-^-^--?f.,?rV°r
—

Lannon as Jamie, Con's old
war buddy *** * blt melodramatic
but his performance was generally
Bill

'

creditable.

As for minor

parts,

we can

„
ht
"
"£ *^TL
The
et by -m
BU1 ^L%
Mood t~
however,
y.

nieUculously well done, as usual.

v

„ l?r*

'

^-—

S
T££
sS ?MV. and
and
SSFSdHZFiiEE
&l*SP!Fl2™^»:
New
and
R
tent

Barbour has written New Jersey, four each;
Prev'ously and is praa- Ohio, three each;
,
the 'editorial staff of the CaSltua^IJ•^w^*n)b^'MaTy -

illusion.

enUv on

to™*-

j£*r

QalU.

.Mo*«

tMt^nu^Lrf^T

«

Qaatral

£**
»».
1

w

•* »:••

MS*.

—
af
pja. M—gay,
»*

staff
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the final production
wU1 to, Mrt
Mrs. Whlto-de.
anSfiProfess-.
Wtoeide, and
iS,
ors Wilson and Oreason of the Eng(CaattaaaJ an page 4)
one

meeting

a**""*
"!T„
"*

..

with

'N00*"" «* *waed
. P"***
the to .tudnnto who during their but
Feb. «•"•** ri Bowdoln have attained
ot toast a "B-" and no grade lower
US* "C-" to their oscular oauesni

Parnie To Represent
College At Air Force

Academy Assembly

"""Si*

an

gaaine, in The Skipper, in Martha
Foley's The Best American Short
Stories: 1990, and in a volume of
flrst prise O. Henry award stories

published by Doubleday.

OJ^wori^P^fesso^Hs^ln-

National

Goals

of

the

United

States," under the co-sponsorship
of The American Assembly of Columbia University.

The Assembly
series of
cussions,

chairmen

will

his return

™

elude Hawthorne: Critic of Society,
published by the Yale University
Press In 1943, and "Eyeless In Wonderland," an article concerning the
Charles Van Doren Television scandal case, printed in The Reporter In
December of 1969.

No
HaU

stranger to the sea, Professor

is a retired Lieutenant Commander U. S. Naval Reserve and
the owner and operator of an oldtime Maine Coast boatyard in Orf's
Island.
During World War II, he

lies

tlon ago.

LCDR
LCDR

speaking of the role of the
ss the "string" which enables the
"young studs" and "old fuds" to
work in unison, Professor Hall said:
"When this string exists in due
proportion to the rest, then there is
a co-ordinated outfit, one where the
parts can define themselves and
each other to terms of the whole
and can therefore recognize and
define the whole as a single ident-

But when the proportion Is
a gap opens up and there
takes place to the outfit what I will
a stratification of interests, poliand images."
"I do not say that this is the
same thing as a house divided
against itself.
A stratified outfit
can stand, and usually does, especially where, the strata are in themselves strong and are Involved in
a recognizable ultimate function and
purpose. I have seen a good many
short,

call
cies

Professor HaU is known among his
students and especially among English majors for his explorations of
that vague and Indeterminate area

which

frustrated and his seniors
en """ su
suspicious
»P |clous
"
but unrellant"
Professor HsU's thoughts on the
present status of the^lege are a£
ready familiar to Orient readers.
Earlier this fall nearly the entire
text of his address to the first comblned conference of college alumni
fund directors and agents and the
Alumni Council was reprinted in
the Orient. In that talk Professor
HaU considered the problem of stratiflcation at the coUege in 1900 and
drew comparisons between the Bowdoln of today and that of a xenera-

ity.

saw sea duty in both the Atlantic
and Pacific Theaters.
A native of Haverhill, Mass., he
to a graduate of Bowdoln and received his Ph.D. from Yale University. Having taught at Deerneld
Academy, Ohio University,
the
United States Naval Academy, Yale,
and Columbia, he is now a Professor of English at Bowdoln.

—

Prof.

between literature and

Lawrence

Author of

6. Hall

"STOWAWAY"

getting along pretty weU, but never
so securely or effectively, without
restiveness and uneasiness, as the
rarer ones which have a certain.

concerted and presiding
themselves."

Dr. Kirkland
Dr.

Edward

C. Kirkland of Thet-

Frank Munsey Professor
Emeritus at Bowdoln
College wUl deliver the annual An-

ford,

Vt.,

History

of

Talbot Cole LctureT P^kl
art Theater in liemorial ^al^at
nte

C^n w.HL.rini

In the past thirty-nine years near-

»

consist of

a

student round-table disunder the guidance of
with distinctive profes-

sional experience.
These discussions will be based on material covered to "The Report of the President's
Commission on National
Goals." and the presentation of
guest speakers who play a prominent role in Influencing national

Professor

fT

y

lh

The^m?bli?

ta

to attend.
aEend

Kirkland,

a

widely

from known and respected educator and
who historian, wiU take as his subject
now practice medicine throughout "Business and the Colleges: A Nineteenth Century Encounter."
the United States.
A member ofthe faculty at BowThis year's awards have gone to
doln from 1936 until his retirestudents at twelve medical schools.
ment
to June of 1969. Professor
The recipients come from seven
Kirkland
has lectured far and wide
states. Twenty of the men are gradin this country and abroad.
As a
uates of Bowdoln, six of the Uniprofessor he Son numerous honors.
versity of Maine, and one each of
including the national presidency
Harvard and Holy Cross.
of the American Association of UnlNine of the men are studying verslty Professors and election to
at Tufts, six at Vermont, three at
Harvard, two at Boston and one
each at Columbia, CorneU, New

the

York Medical School, Ottawa, Penn-

^Jj^

National Senate of Phi Beta
In 1961 he was named to

Kappa.

the Advisory Committee of Columerrity-s-'American Academsylvania,
Stanford, Southwestern, lc Freedom Project,
a three-year
and Temple.
study set up to explore the whole
Sixteen of the recipients are resi- issue of academic freedom.
dent of Maine, five are from MassaProfessor Kirkland Is a well-known
chusetts, two each from New Hamp- author of history books,
books which
shire and New York, and one each
are said to read like novels rather
from California, New Jersey and than texts. Among them are his
Rhode Island.
History of American Economic Life
Dr. Merritt was a native of Harps- and Men, Cities and Transportawell and lived in the famUy home- tlon. His courses In American Hisstead overlooking Cundy's Harbor. tory at Bowdoln were extremely
His sister Catherine married Dr. popular among the undergraduates,
Garcelon, who later instructed Mer- He once said that he tried to patritt in the Maine Medical School.
tern his methods of teaching after
Shortly after news of the Gold the best he had observed to teachers
Rush in 1849 reached the East, Dr. under whom he studied at DartMerritt went to California.
With mouth and Harvard.
the new possibilities of that terriBorn May 34, 1894, to Bellows
tory, he combined the professions Falls, Vt., Professor Kirkland was
of surgeon, sea captain, lumberman, graduated from the high school
politician, business man, and edu- there in 1913.
Four years later he
cator.
When he died in Oakland, had completed the course at DartCalif., in 1890. he left an estate val- mouth as a member of Phi Beta
ued at more than two million dol- Kappa.
During World War I he
lars, from which eleven years later saw action as a private first class
the Maine Medical School and Bow- to France and was awarded the
doln received a bequest of over French Croix de Ouerre.
(400,000. This represented the largest
FoUowtog the war he did gradugift the College had received up
ate work at Harvard, receiving his
to that time.
master of arts degree to 1931 and

—

outfits
ships, businesses, colleges
afflicted with stratlflcosis yet

philosophy.

ly $300,000 has been granted
this fund to over 600 men,

Image of

Stratification

He

continued, "if you examine
the faculty roster of this college
you wUl discover that the proportion of LCDR kind has In the last
part of this decade shrunk far below what it was at any time within the last thirty years. I am conwhen he came to Bowdoln as an vtaced that Is one of the fundaassociate professor.
The following mental factors accounting for what
year
was Promoted to the rank I *m .too convinced is the number
of fu11
ftln*<«nental problem of the
r
J™/68801
In
addltl0n to servln « •» ****' ooUe 8
1M0
lte «tratlncation,"
,
den
AD, this to not to indicate that
f *» Amerlc*n Association
£. ?
of University Professors from 1946 the world of Professor Hall has been
*° 1M7 Pt0teSSOr KlrUand Was ,on« llmlte<1 to **• Bowdota Campus
°2 lts CommltU!e on Academ- Far from it. Professor Hall gained
SfHS
te Freedom an d Tenure.
He has lasting Uterary fame last year when
been on the executive committee he was accorded one of the highest
of the American Historical Assocla- honors which can be paid to an
tion and to a past vice president of American short story writer when
the Economic Historians Association h e became First Place winner nf
in 1951 he was granted a leave the 1900 O. Henry Awards for his
of absence to lecture at the Unl- haunting short story "The Ledxe "
verslty of Wisconsin as the first
The story which portrays a Maine
Kemper K. Knapp Professor, and fisherman and two boys who are
the following winter he was Invited drowned on a ledge whUe duck
to give a series of eight lectures at hunting off the coast received hlah
University College in London.
praise from Wallace Btegner who
His Men, Cities and Transports- wrote the introduction to the 1960
tlon is a monumental study of O. Henry Awards
transportation in New England from
The Ledge"
1830 to 1900.
Stegner said of "The Ledge"
One reviewer wrote
that this book demonstrates that Like any local story. It converts
a coUege does not have to choose localism into universality Within
between "a stimulating teacher on the sou-waster and boots of the flshthe one hand, or a sound, productive erman Uvea, simply, msn and his
scholar on the other."
drowning i* a paradigm 'of man's

^

"^

"'

» m

~

'

—

^^

What "The Ledge" celebrates
u celebrates to the right word is
not something native only to Maine
but something broadly human. Betrayed by his own reliance on him**1 '- this hard man does not make
the mistake of decrying self-reli" tuie H« has lived by it and he dies
The work is carefully documented ** ,fc
Tne foUowtag review of 8TOWbut organized so skillfully that Its
array of facts moves at the pace AWAY is reprinted from NEWfiWEEK, January 30, 1901.
of a highly readable novel "
Professor Kirkland is married to
Review
"Thb story is no sea to get gifts
the former Ruth S. Babson and they
have one son, Edward, also a gradu- &om, nor to go gaUy down to in
ate of Dartmouth. Despite his re- «htos. This is Conrad's sea, and
tlrement status, he Is stUl very ac- Melvule's, for author Lawrence Bar-'
tive with his research and writing ff*nt HaU has the Ancient Mariner's
In American economic history.
glittering eye.
The Annie Talbot Cole Lecture at
"His ship to the Liberty Belle,
Bowdoln is designed to contribute which has done honorable service
"to the ennoblement and enrichment In World War
under Captain
of life by standing for the idea Blake and first Mate O'Hara.
each
that life Is a glad opportunity." The of whom, to his own way was
an
lectureship was founded In 1906 by almost supernatural
seaman
The
**"• Callsta S. Mayhew of South demonstration of O'Hara
's
proflwange. N. J., in memory of her clency
an emergency turn to a
mece Mrs Samuel Valentine Cole, convoy on a black night
with no
When the Maine Medical School his Ph.D. in 1924. He was Assist066 hus b*nd. a graduate of Bow- lights
to. Incidentally, one of the
J".
closed Its doors In 1920, the Supreme ant Professor of History
doln ,n ^e Class of 1874, was for moat knowledgeable
at Brown
and excltlnn
Judicial Court of Maine decreed University from
1925 until 1930, m8nv *«"» President of Wheaton maritime set pieces to be written in
that the part of the income formerly
CoUe«c
(Continued on page 2)
used for the Medical School should
.
be used for "the payment of medi#|
cal scholarships and feUowships to
worthy and struggling young men.
Intending to study and practice
q,

of hte

many

fate.

~

-

-

n

—
—
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Fairbanks Prize In rairoanKsrrizem

Speaking Awarded

book|)

R reviewer said, "Professor Kirkland is an extremely able writer
witty, astringent, concise; the exhaustive scholarship and passion for
lrrelevent detail, hallmarks of modern American academic prose are
happUy missing from these pages

.

David A. Parnie. Jr., of Menlo
Park, California, a senior at Bowdoln College, will represent Bowdoln
at the third annual Air Force Academy Assembly in March. President medicine."

Mrs. Tur- policy.
nay
Moore, Skowhegan. la maAt the conclusion of the Assembly
Joring in physica He is a James the student delegates
will prepare
1
8chota
"" a final report reflecting the conBet* K.PP^ »«df' . candidate for a sensus of the conference on the
Rtoode» Scholarship.
A graduate of Birmingham High
"sr°'
School in Birmingham. Michigan.
Parnie to a government major and
Scholar and Is a Jamas Bowdoln a Dean's List student at Bowdoln.
Scholar. An Bngliah major, he served A wtomb a r of the Student Council
as treasurer of the Beta Theta PI and Chi Pal fraternity, he to the
fraternity during his sophomore and son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander D.
Junior years and won his numerals Parnie of 1000 Oak KnoU Lane in
(Cenjgsjeal sa
S)
Men* Park,

2?
^^S^^^.
5£ -J&
Wato^e^T'.n*
"«'«— v
tt*Z*EF?S*£«*£;

for

z)

fifty colleges and universities representative of their geographical areas
to send delegates to the Assembly.
To be held st the Air Force Academy in Colorado March 23-35. the
Assembly Will discuss the topic "The

uSS'^aa

??5_-?.?»

Religion?"

James S. Coles announced today.
Bowdoln was selected as one of

-

Hampshire

"Why

"A "Students

WBOR

six.

Monsignor John G.
Clancy speaks In dally chapel on

JJeaU AnnOUHCCS FlV€

One hundred and

land with

—

(Coatinaed an page

say that although the crude burp
at the table and the bumping into
the door were amusing, they were
not O'Neill.
The lighting was fairly good. Particularly effective were the candlelit scenes in the last two acta. At
times It was difficult to tell whether

™

—

ligion 3 Class.
10:10 am.

only

tion of being stralght-A students
during the past semester at Bowdoln College, Dean Nathaniel C.
eighty-one Bow- Kendrick has announced.
doln College undergraduates have
They are Geoffrey P. Murray of
been named to the Dean's list for South Portland and John
last fall.
8. Moore,
Auto Sacramental, by Floyd Bar- the spring semester, Dean Nathaniel Skowhegan, seniors; James B. Fishhour Is the fourth play in this year's c Kendrick has announced. In- er, Jr.. Waterville and Alan R. Bapresentatlon. It will be directed by eluded are 66 members of the senior iter "Great" Neck
N
Y
Juniors- and
Guy Hamelln, teaching fellow in clean, 6$ Juniors. 83 sophomores, 33 j^nk A Nicolai. 8tewart Manor
French from Caen, France.
Mr, freshmen, two Special Students and n
anohnnwww
.
Hamelln directed several produc- one Bowdoln Plan student.
Murray, who la majoring .in ~Eng«»__ »-.„ # *v
«_
tions at his university in France and
1
*."' f^om Ush, is a National Merit Scholar
also while he was a student to Eng
^fJS?
fTOm Ma
cnu - end a graduate of South Portland
land. Auto Sacramental is a medic
I»w^r5l^»!EL
setts.
Other states represented are

the ambivalence of an omnlpo-

— Discussion period with

—

production.

Two seniors, two Juniors, and a
sophomore have earned the distinc-

Announced

6:30 p.m.

her blindness to his faults, her sense
Rabbi Rothman at the Theta
of sin, and her passionate Irish soul
Delta Chi House.
came through beautifully
the Monday, February 10
9:00 a.m.
brightest spot In a relatively flat
Rabbi Rothman addresses the Re-

Straight

Fall Dean's List
Is

—

P^E^M ^.^JJlTi

^

^^

He

^X^SfSSV™

published by Doubleday.
It has
been reprinted to Down East Ma-

*t
ern Rhodesia, 1963; named Privy College. Dr. James S. Coles, Presi- run?!
cordially •invited
cordtaUy
invited
Chamberlain of the Papal House- dent of Bowdoln. announced.

will

•

Garcelon-MerrittFund

i

minimise

second in Pickard The-

Masque and

the

'

Return To Bowdoln
Professor Hall has aUuded to his
department since
to the coUege in 1946
as a matter of change (in navy
Jargon) from the status of "young
stud" to that of LCDR.
"A LCDR, you understand to quite
comparable to a very senior Associate Professor or a buck Full Prolessor. He can be called Commander, but he is usually addressed as
Mister; he doesn't wear scrambled
eggs on the visor of his cap, though
he is classed as a senior officer;
and his powers, his responslbUtles,
and his energies are Just enough to
kee P *"* J"1"
worried but not
rise in the English

To Give
— Awards $8,000 To 28
Cole Lecture, Feb. 22
Med. School

Veterans,

be rather sharp; nevertheless, the 1966-1967.
ability of technology to find soluMonsignor
tions or bypasses to problems will
Chaplain

.Sebastian Flyte '08
shoots his thoroughbred mare, symby
like the song goes. "It was the bol of his dream existence, and rewrong time, and the wrong place, verts from his polished 19th century Emphasis Week program.
speech to the brogue.
the wrong face(s)."
and
Professor Ernst C. Hrieareieh
present the twenty-sixth annual one
John Meader'a first acting role, Thomas Brackett Reed Professor of
One might legitimately question
act play content. The four manuas Con Melody, was not, unfor- History and Political Science, Chairscripts were chosen by Mrs. Mary the Wisdom involved in presenting
tunately, a happy one. He didn't man- of the Department of History
an
occasion
Winter's
O'Neill
on
Chlttlm
and Professors Daggett
»eem to ^ve the fl erce stir and at Bowdoln College. Graduated from
and Koelln. The plays represent that demands a light, carefree play brawl
that the part demanded; ra- the University of Illinois
or in presenting a student-acted
A.B.
the work of two former prise- winther, he brooded staglly and acted 1924, AM. 1925; Ph.D. from Harvard
ners. Floyd Barbour "90, ARU, and production of O'Neill at all. Not only
like
a Restoration tragedian playing in 1932; author of several books and
Fran Fuller '61, AD; and two new- did tne Masque and Gown overHamlet.
One exception to this how- articles Including BeUgloos Educacomers to the competition — Karl reach, but much of this particular
ever
was
the
sensitive
manner
and tion la German Schools: An HisBunting, Bowdoln Plan Student ONelll play is fiat and verbose, dull
from Germany, and Peter Standish and ponderous. One wonders wheth- intensity of feeling with which he torical Approach (Harvard Univer'01, AD.
er the "heads" of the Masque and handled the scene where he reveals sity Press, 1959), and Religion and
the Oedi- to his horrifld wife and daughter how the Maine Schools (Bowdoln College
contemplating
oon
p,,llmR ™?
**"?, are
Standlsh's play, The Weyerhaeas- Gewa
"T" .
t
his mare. But generally, he Government Research Series, NO.
"* he shot
Deal, u bring JSJEFfftX*
was rather stiff in the first and sec- 38, 1000); former advisor to the
Thalheimer '»l, Chi Pal. This will * unday 0l Ivv " 7
ond acta, loosened up for the third, Bowdoln Interfaith Forum; member
No* anly was tne play uneven and and lapsed Into rigor mortis
be the first play Thalheimer has
for the of the Bowdoln History Department
directed though he has appeared In overlong, but the acting was almost JJ^-JT
since 1931.
Masque and Gown production* of uniformly fiat. This unhappy comOne must remember however, that
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Onr Town, My Three Angela, Tiger W'^atiru produced a very unfavorthe part is an extremely difficult
BeUgloos Emphasis Week
at the Gates, and one of last year's "to audience reaction,
one and was not well done even by
February 19-23, 1001
one acts. T V Maniac. The Weyer"Poet" takes place In 1838 In a
General Theme
naeuaer Deal is a naturalistic play tavern somewhere south of Boston, Eric Portman in the original BroadChurch and
way production,
College: Colleagues or competitors?
dealing with a family situation of a
Con Melody, the owner of the tavDeeDee
McMullen
seemed
uncomSunday,
February 19
marrlage gone bad and the attempts em is a former Irish officer of
5:00 p.m.
fortable not only in her green "EmRabbi Murray I. Rothman speaks
to salvage it.
peasant birth who served with dta
in Sunday Chapel on "Science and
Karl Bunting wW .too direct his SnriTon under Wellington in Spain.
Connie Aldrlch was flawless on
play, Flreweeda which concerns a
Scripture.'*
has fallen upon hard times in .

On March

ater

Stowaway is a first novel by Pro- complete novels, and eleven short
Lawrence S. HaU of the Bow- stories, it was not untU four years
doln College Department of En- ago that he began to catch the
glish's published by Atlanttc-Uttle. styleisnd viewpoint which projected
Brown.
wnat ne wanted.
The, Bowdoln professor's first noIn 1968, his start story, "The
vel will offer no surprise In style
Ledge," appeared first in the Hador mood to those who have read his
soa Review and subsequently reO. Henry Prlxe-wlnning short story, celved first
prise In the O. Henry
"The Ledge," for it presents a simi- award volume. Prise Stories:
1900,

lar picture of grim courage In the
face of inevitable tragedy.
In outlining his purposes in writing the novel, Mr. HaU has said, "I
started writing on Stowaway in 1967.
It is the story of a Liberty ship
that went to heU after World War
II.
The skipper Is an old line
Master from Harpswell, Maine, the
mouth College. Graduated from mate a South Boston Irishman, the
Bates College in 1940, and from Yale chief engineer an Italian from New
Divinity School in 1943; served as Haven, and the ship herself was
minister to Congregational and Pres- built In an unspecified New Engbyterian students at Harvard and land yard.
Male Viewpoint
RadcUffe for thirteen years; YMCA
"The story is of the type that has
Executive Secretary on the staff of
the New England Student Christian been told by and of New Englanders
before, and I hope It has some
Movement for four years; minister
claim to the peculiar universal inof the Church of Christ at Dartterest of Its ancestors.
The viewmouth College since 1968.
point and experience are unilaterally
Participated in BIF Religious Emmale, and I trust this will have not
phasis Week programs in I960, 1961,
only a powerful appeal for men but
and 1964.
an irresistible appeal to the boundRabbi Murray I. Rothman
less curiosity of women about a
Spiritual leader of Temple Shalom world so foreign to theirs.
of Newton since 1964. Represents the
"It is time we had more of this
Jewish Chautauqua Society. AB and world; it would take half a century
rabbinical training at Hebrew Un- of devotion to such an exclusively
ion College; awarded Master of He- masculine perspective to counterbrew Letters Degree; served at Ro- balance the mammy-palavering ficdef Shalom Temple, 1949-1981, dur- tion to which we have become aling which time he was advisor to most everywhere reduced today."
Jewish students at Carnegie InLawrence Sargent Hall refers to
stitute of Technology and the Uni- himself as a "late bloomer" in the
versity of Pittsburgh; President of field of creative writing.
the Religious Leaders' Fellowship at
Though he has written and desthe latter institution; Naval Chap- troyed one complete and two inlain in Korea; decorated with the
Navy Commendation Medal; National

Novel "Stowaway"

Full-Length
fessor

—

Dr. Joseph I* Fisher

Touch Of The Poet
Poor Choice
Proves
L
'A

Masque And Gown To
Present Annual

what

is chiefly concerned with

of greatest Interest to

him. He has his honors project with its challenging oppor-

—

to

undergraduate education.
In
our opinion, these opportunities
are at present fax from being

which are

is

many ways around

conclusion the student chooses his field of concentration. The Junior year starts
him on his more Intense study
of the major field of his interest. At this point, the program
of departmental major work begins.
As an upper-classman.
he now considers the possibili-

should

organised in
the fraterIt provides a dining unit
life

Emphasis Week From
February 19 To 22

—

num-

surprising

the Olee Club

of

is to realise more fully the
potentialities of the senior year
at Bowdoln Collage.
At the
present time, student life falls

At

Joseph L. Fisher "35, President of
Resources for the Future, Inc. gave
the Sperry and Hutchinson Company Lecture. His topic was 'Can
We Afford Our Affluence?"
Dr. Fisher said that, in general,
prospects for continued growth for
at least the next several decades are
Personal disposable Income,
good.
for example, should rise from approximately $3,000 in 1060 to $4,600
by the year 3000. Gross National

ber of recent editors have been
The present manager
J unlaws.

ter

ties.

Dr. Fisher

We

our proposal for a Senior Cen-

demic work and

By

Speaking to a capacity audience
in the Moulton Union Lounge, Dr.

feel that, by the time of
their senior year, our students
not only need, but are ready for
a chance. Many of them have
enjoyed their turn at extracurricular activities. Increasingly the Orient staff is likely to

of Professors

governing

the

The

Herbert Brown, Richard Chlttlm, Paul
Haaelton, William Whiteside, Dean
Kendrick (ex-officio), and President Coles (ex-offlcio). It is specific and to the point, and should
answer many of the doubts which
undergraduates and alumni have
about the program.

"The

who

of senior*

do realise the

ulty Committee on Plans has finally
been released for publication, and

made up

However,

encouragement.

the Orient Is pleased to bring It to
your attention.
The committee,
which is headed by Professor Daggett, is

~
Talk

BIF Sponsors Religious

r

^U<lent Council DlSCUSSeS

Bradbury Finalists To Jeffrey Lang, '64 Blanket Tax Appropriations
After
debate, the Student After considerable
controversy, to
was award- Council voted down
M. Lang
Chosen To Debate edJeffrey
one and ac- which Bogle Co-editor Stevens Hilthe HUand Lockwood Fairbanks
yard, AD. Bogle Business Manager
Prise in Public Speaking with his cepted another recommendation of
Ooidkrand, ARU. Bagle ManTomorrow Evening speech "That Chapel May Reflect special committee studying the John
aging Editor BUI Chapman, AD. and
lively

'64,

Its

Two sophomores and two seniors
have been chosen as finalists in the
annual Bradbury Prise Debate at
Bowdoln College, Professor Albert
R. Thayer announced today.
The
annual contest, which to open to
members of the upper three classes
at the CoUege, will be held on
Thursday, February W.
Debating the topic "Resolved, that
the U. S. should remove Its reservation (The Connelly Amendment)
to the acceptance of the compulsory

the CoUege." This contest was held
on Monday, February 6th, in Pickard Th eat er, and only students to
English 3-4 were eligible.
Lang observed that the daily, and
particularly Sunday, chapel speakers
are, almost without exception, Protestant clergymen.
In a coUege
which claims to be non-sectarian,
he said, the predominantly Protestant nature of chapel reflects a narrowness to the religious attitude of
Bowdoln coUege. In order to change

this situation, Lang said that he, as
a Jew, would like to see equal representation of Protestant, Jewish,
and CathoUc faiths to the Sunday
chapel services. Realizing that this
solution was unlikely to come about,
he suggested that no two representatives of the same religion speak
on consecutive Sundays.
The other speakers, all Freshmen,
Included: Robert 8. Frank Jr., Victor C. Oldeon, James B. Haddock,
PhlUip H. Hansen HI. Steven D.
of $36.
London, and John R. Ward. Each
Prise money re presents the annual of the sp eeches showed careful preincome of a fund given by the Hon- paration, although certain unruly
orable James Ware Bradbury, LLX>., elements of the Freshman audience
of the Class of 1836.
of the speakers.

Jurisdiction of
the International
Court of Justice under Article 36
of the Statute" wUl
tive team of Mark

be the affirmaGoldberg '03 of
Auburn and Stephen Silverman "61
of Dover, N. H., and the negative
team of Jules Lerner '03 of Englewood. N. J., and Nicholas Monsour
'61 of Bethel Park, Pa.
The winning team wiU be awarded a prise of $75, while the losers
wiU take away a consolation prise

Blanket Tax Committee recommen- numerous
Councilors presented facts
Dave Ballard, DKE, chair- and opinions, the recommendation
of the committee recommended was accepted. Ted Curtis, AD. prethat the Outing Club spend 90% sented an implementing motion
of its blanket tax receipts for which was approved by the Counequipment and 10% for trips. Dick cil. Accordingly, the Council is reKeller, DS, President of the Out- questing the following Interested
ing Club, explained that such a People to form a committee to make
stipulation would be unnecessarily specific recommendations regarding
rigid and might impair wise use of the structure and powers of the protheir funds.
The Council agreed posed Bogle Publishing Company:
and defeated the committee recom- Professor Oiullo Pontecorvo. faculty
mendation. The Outing Club's of- advisor to the Bagle, Stevens Hilficers wUl continue to determine the yard and Robert Burnett. Editors
best use for the money. Keller also of the Bogle. Bill Chapman, Mansaid that publicity of the Club's ac- aging Editor, and Stephen Piper,
tivities would be increased and an- Student Council member.
nounced that any Bowdoln student
After the vote was taken. Profesinterested in participating in a Cross
sor Pontecorvo entered the meeting
Country or a Sugarloaf Mountain
skiing trip this weekend is urged and spoke hastily in opposition to
to attend a meeting of the Outing the Council's actions.
Club tomorrow (Thursday) evening
George Del Prete, Student Counat 6:00 in Moulton Union's Confer- cU President, reported from Dean
ence B. The Club to prepared to Kendrick that Bowdoln will soon
help the skiers finance their trips. offer a speed reading service at a
A second recommendation of the cost of 0100 per student. ScholarCouncil's committee was to create ships for this service wiU be availa publishing board for the Baric able and Interested students should
similar to that used by the Ottaat contact tbg Dean,
dations.

man
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Addressed To The Editor
Tb the

Juniors and Seniors to live in fraterniUes.
Now. with the enlarged
Anent the "Image of Bowdoln" enrollment, there is only room for
issue of the Orient. Friday, Jan- Juniors to live In fraternities!
8o,
uary 13, MM:
who says somebody Isn't trying
"How can I know what I think get rtd of fraternities?
•tlll I see what I sayT
Graham
And what assurance can anyone
Wallace, The Art «f Thought.
11
l0r
iU* JStfLn
l this beSilence augmenteth grief, writing 15.7
live in
commons?, I? ask
lncreaseth rage
Enraged I write, eause it seems to me that a young
I know not what: ..."
Fulke man of approximately twenty-two
Oreviiie, First Baron Brooke, Elegy should be able to decide this point
°?.^*. ""* th ° f SlrPhiUp SMney. for himself. I quote, "one of the
"My! Grandma, what big teeth chief characteristics which separates
you have!" "The better to eat you the Bowdoln Senior from all other
with, my dear!"—Author Unknown, students is his chief concern In

Managing Editor
Spencer C. Hunt

—

Sidney W. Woollacott 83
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be Te ry ^ry P
you now look down your noses at.
ruMlahtd w*eklr Wftm
>ra h.ld darlns the Foil and Spriof S«m«it*r kr
Curriculum and faculty changes
the atudrnu of Bvwdoin Colkft.
AOdr*u mwi «m»w»l M ll»
I* IS* Kdilor and wkrrlptlon rnmmanlr.tlons tm lK» Bu.in... Kininr of Ik* Bowdain PaUiakinir rom- also are a bit out of my Immediate
p»nv at IS* ORIENT OSlr. In Moan Han, Baoialn CaHafa, Br.n.wl**. Malna. En- field as an expert. Some things InUrad as aarend rlaaa paitaaa Bald at tha past aSir* at Braniwkk. Main*. Tk* aak- terest me however.
In your proarrlptlnn rata far an* year la four (14) dalbri.
posal to enlarge the curriculum for
such matters as Eastern Religions,
etc. you are at least consistent ln
your goal to "do well what we have
not yet begun to do." And an admirable goal it ls! but oh! how unColl*f« Fubll»h*ri RrpraacnUtlve

NEW

EAST 50TH 8TKBBT

YORK, N.

dim

Y.

No!

Have you ever had a guest rise to leave your home and
L ."t
..-w
to chat
for an hoar ot tWo>
one foot in and
one foot out! Or have you been to the theater recently, and
ik
....-i
been forced to applaud an endless number of curtain calls
until

t.-^j

—

.1....
stop

TJt my^wnT On"

In

any

MUaT

Who

made

"private school" thinking.
Young
of twenty-one and twenty-f.wn

ii-

•

•

^

•

.

itself.

name

of their

Ahd

is

a. widespread a. that of the

bow

a.
as far a. singing group, go, they

•

to

^^niS*!!^^^

........

certainly far better to

leave the audience wishing and wanting for just a little bit more.
.and expiring.
than it is to leave them perspiring .
look forward in the future to seeing continued pre
.

We

sentations from "the

Meddies"

that will

be equal

to the

ex

out.

felt

would

.

1)

ahead. As a Junior he still
the
secure and settled

m

As a senior he is likebecome increasingly conscious, as he has hot been before, of the approach of commencement and of what lies on
college.
ly

to

In the years
It has become
more and more important for
the seniors to take thought of
that future and to plan for it.
We believe that by bringing
the senior class together at this
critical Juncture We can achieve
the most of what their new situation offers them. We can take
advantage of the common concern both with the work at hand
and with the future. Those
the other side.
since the war

who

are disposed to drift passively are likely to be caught up
in the exhilaration of the Increased
intellectual
currents
about them and will strike out
tor themselves.
Even the best
students will gain from the en-

hanced Interest around them
and from closer association with
their comrades faced with similar problems.

Acadeasfc Prograea

The whole program should be
concerned primarily with developing the Intellectual opportunities peculiar to the senior year.
This will mean offering an aca-

demic program of heightened interest and with Increased possibilities

We

are all agreed that there
should be continued emphasis
upon major work as the core of
the senior year. With all seniors living and dining in the
8enior Center it is anticipated
that one of the natural bases
of grouping would be those majoring ln a subject. Daily contact with those pursuing the
same objective rather than the
present oaessrtghal or casual
meetings should lead to heightened toter-actlon and stimulation.
TSft* WOuM lUatiSe mcreased oppoittinlttM for frequent conferences with faculty

members.

common

Thus their field of
lnttrsst should become

increasingly a mstter of the stu-

How
fiedt

m

n*~T

V^

1
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of

.£« emotion

whv

.

mu8t

love? "

„

,

*•

of such a line as
l

?L

7:30 p.m.

'

°ne ,ucratIve fleW for enterpflsn V ™*
18 ls the POP" *
"° n «
I trv E?
m<fc»
The overpowering sweep
.

** a teen-ager In

„

the °>«natlc expression of the
generation of poets. The late

doln

.«.

W/v.i««

Colby

vs.

P

In

««- "

the Arena.

V

the

major

vetopaa

is

individual

aBM-Mttie de-

a

kr each

However, one phase we
like to

see strengthened

Is the closer Integration of the
subject matter ln related fields,
especially in the minor, with
the major work. It is our hope
that ln the resulting general
stimulation of interest there
would be an Increase ln the
number of seniors who would
qualify for honors work and
would be eager to undertake it.
Coarse For Seniors
which
Another
suggestion

need not conflict to any way
with this enhanced major program Is that of a senior course
designed to provide a common
Intellectual experience for the
whole senior clam. The emphasis here should be on the
eotiMuoti

Such a
course should depart from the
experience.

traditional pattern in both structure and spirit. It could draw
on any of the departments for

need might

staff as

arise.

Its

purpose would be: (1) to provide s natural intellectual experience as an essential _part
of the senior program; (2) to
provide a bridge from college
to the world of affairs about to
be entered by our seniors; (3)
to encourage and assist Our se-

.Sr'r^T

niors in an effort to integrate
their
experience
ln
various
fields of study throughout their

undergraduate careers,
Some fear has been
that the single senior

j..^..^

voiced
course

would constitute too rigid a pattern.
There can be valid differences of opinion about what
a generally accepted common
denominator would be. An alternative pattern would be a
senior seminar or seminars organised around the major divisions of the curriculum: (1) literature and the fine arts, ft)
natural science, and (3) social
trnuats.

-

this

analysis,

an approach which

nec e«arUy
l
discriminate
i arg e
complex lnstltuUons,
according to Professor Pfnister.

R —

February

10:10

Mr
U h SP ks i
.v"^" on \.S?
^ TIs Man?"
!!?
, .?
chapel
"What

*"*

Though such institutions as the
of CalUornia, Harvard
University, the University of Chicago, Columbia University, and the
University of Wisconsin were found
to produce greater numbers of college teachers because of their great
slse and complexity, the top 10 based
Ul^v «nuty

Oscar Hammersteln's
superlative
Straiwht-A Students . .
song lyrics, as seen ln the following
(Continued from Page 1)
lme "* every blt ** meaningful
t
*** 8ongs of Burn * *** Dryden:
and letter in tract
on the average per 1,000 undergradWhen the dog bites.
Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam- uates was dominated by small lnWhen the bee stings,
uel T. Baker of Oreat Neck, N. Y., stltutions.
When Im feeling sad,
I simply remember my favorite is also a James Bowdoln Scholar.
The study showed
Bowdoln
A member of Bowdoln s oatstand-, . produces 56 college that
things,
teachers per
ng debating team. Baker ls a chem- 1,000 undergraduates or
approxlAnd then I don't feel so bad.'
lstry major.
mately
six college teachers per 100
Indeed the gripping philosophy ex
Nlcolal
is
the
son of Dr. and undergraduates.
pressed ln these lines merits a deep- ,
er analysis than I have the space Mrs Frftnk Nlcolal of Stewart Man
Listed in order these institutions
at
here to offer. What we do learn from
S!afm "* was WOTe (1) Woodstock College. 119
wa ,t'e<,
e
the8e Une8 howevw la that if a
°T^" Chalmer Hor- teachers per 1.000 students; (2) Unl^ellr Award ,for high scholastic hon- verstty of Chicago, 108, (3) George
** bites us or a bee stings us. l
We should immediately think of »s and skill to athletic competition. Peabody College for Teachers. 03;
e
r !a man
numeral» m <*> Reed College. 71; (5) Wesleyan.
our favorite things to alleviate the
? **** r ^
pain. (It has Just been suggested ba** a »- basketball and soccer, and 99;
(6) Greenville
(111.),
(7)
65;
that Bowdoln too forgets Its sorrows a letteV ln soccer. He to slso a James Swarthmore, 61; (8) Bowdoln 58;
(9) Southwestern University (Tex.),
56; and (10) Haverford College, 54.
Smaller Institutions rank someThe second mecca for modern
Dr. Fisher . .
poets to the greeting-card industry.
what more favorably than the large
(Continued from Page 1)
universities on this listing. Profesthls * the place to flnd themTere
sor Pfnister notes, but he also
v n ment and stresses
where thousands of touching, beauthat "the very large lnstl??
.,
tlful. often profoundly moving verses
tutlons agaln emerge as the heaviest
\JL% F «
are turned out every day For Val- extra P olat ed information as a basis producers, even when size of underfor
long-term
decisions,
entine s rjay:
graduate enrollment is taken into
The need for control of key fac- consideration."
"Oh how I pine
tors affecting growth was emphaFor my funny-looking valentine.
Overall, the study showed, nearly
sited. If population and/or growth one-fifth (18
You leave me In stitches—
per cent) of the naare allowed to advance at will, the tlon's college
I always bust my breeches.
teachers are employed
nation drifts aimlessly at the Whim by their undergraduate alama
Your face is laughable,
m>ter.
Unphotographable (They've tried, of these forces Among these fac- Excluding Junior colleges, the pro.
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but you're not very well developed.)

your nose a

little

beak?

mouth a roaring creek

.

,

\

"^ T

tors. Dr.

rate (this does not mean out-andout birth control, he hastened to
qualify), distribution of people, etc.
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C3L, a„„o,K«™
^^y anywhere having anything for leu
U8 to do we "*« simply become a
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^on followed, during which Dr.
Fther stated that the hulhaniatic
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seven-week Orientation Program,
followed bv initiations and a closelvled life from then on, colored by
the fact that he eats and relaxes at
his own fraternity. As for his class,
he gets to know his roommate, a
few ln his dorm, his associates in
RriTC end In enrnnutsorv athletics,
and, on rare occasions, someone who
Just happens to "hit It off" with
him and whom he meets by pure

Three years later he's
lurkv If he can remember more
about his freshman roommate than
his n»me. Oone are the days when
the Freshmen met in the dark of
the night on Plckard Field and organlsed against the dread Soohomore.
Oone are the days when
lifetime friendships were sometimes
accldent.

made while in the process of teartoe off s Sonhomore's nants during
Rising Week or escortine him
strUT*"n*- to the w-terine trough
dr. the end of the Mall. That these
things are eone is probablv a good
thing for the future physical welfare of the nation, but by their
passing they took away the firstvear man's chance to get to know
hts own. So, put him In a pot with
all the rest of his group and call

—

Preshmsn Commons!

We

have now enlarged the enrollment so that all Seniors can
Prior to this en-

largement there was only room for

,

y„°^,~ p !

"*"

out

*

the,r ""no" 8
horror of their
y would have given their
„ 1ttn ce even
aile
8
to an Imponderable
P 8 " 8 *"- as they had once done, so
they could see ln u tor themg
v a * necessary connection. Life,
ff
f
death
both are bearable ln the
w a goa1 however false or fool,£ Kootl c*
damnable. It ls the
,
,
au
n ,e
»». the nothing that Is lnsuping facilities for mothers of all ^""taMe. that maims and kills. When
seniors together with ample supplies you have n° reference to anything
(graciously appointed and wrapped or anybody, what does it matter?'
in white paper with black ribbon)
"One Is forever reading about
of Bufferin, camphorated oil. Father fresh young talents and their
promJohn's Elixir and all other items Hng first novels. It ls thrilling
to
deemed necessary to insure the And ln a first novel a talent already
Senior that his last year would seasoned and mature Hall 46
a re
be one of gracious and spacious llv- tired Lieutenant Commander TJ8NR
ing in every respect."
Is now teaching English
literature ai
And by the way,
writes the Bowdoin. In 1960 he won Sr«t nri»*
Orient anyhow? I notice that "The in the
Henrv PH«e rcAtJ.^
library problem has been acute for with a short story,
Tne Led«^m"
more than a decade and that experi- 'Stowaway' his gifts artTenUreE f..i
." filled; It
ence gained during that time
is passionately moral and
Now In n»y day we had a seven beautifully done"
year man but let me hear about
you ten year fellows and how it
Jfeete to be out of the Korean Jncldent and back at school.
It's a
Smith
poor comparison but I think you're
like the Cleveland Browns. I know
who's on the team
I can read
the masthead. I know who the two
Photo Supplies
Interchangeable running guards are
who carry in the plays but what I

does not carry through to finality
stronelv urge alon» with the
"spacious lounge to which informal
lectures, concerts, panel discussions
and similar activities could be held "
the "small dining rooms
small
lounges, conference rooms or audiovisual rooms," and the "gracious
stogie and double rooms and well
appointed dining faculties" that we
Include "gracious and spacious Uval
I
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we must have a commons Why levels, college presidents, for whom
WHAT TO DO? The crew. left
not a Freshman Commons? If there I think the Commons would have
,
.
to their „w« ^£LiZr tu
for
ever ls a time in a young man's been wonderful. But I belleve that
!?
bona*
JJL f
t
college career when he needs to theae men would have arrived
at £«»? a "
Arm1 ".
get to know those close to him In the results rand time has proven
! r ?*,
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Arm
age. In abilities, ln problems etc., it that they did) without a Commons I ?ir£'J
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*? ***
S' the Psloa sinister type tattooed with
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and if
to
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year.
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5?^ „ *? Up a
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No!
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tyalmost be said. I believe, that he Maritime protocol disintegrates one flnrclarity^"'
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be with shortened his life span
yoUre a man
man
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stabbed, another «es of
by his treI"
m ndous a a n«l efforts for his rabies the old captain, hi, purpose
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rn^JwMrh1 college.
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muV^ ubOX
hlaVOr, Phllp-top
College.
Would a 8enlor
Senior Commons
Hnmmnni and vitality
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.na senile,
aa.ji.
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gone, goes
and
b
have helped ^"lu^lhW^l'don^t
have°helped
men like this? I don't the msXe*
mate takes
tateT owi'some^here^n
over, somewhere in -.55* I
vJ';^
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Wt, ° bemoans the 8tate ot
belleve ro
X can tnInk o^ many the middleTthe IndWo^a^
and ^T"'
We haVe " others wh0 nave bec°me philoso- gives only one
on, !mp0rary
Ame «ca is cer?
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not so commercial that It
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solve the problems confronting our
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In addition, the senior proinclude a number
of activities which fall outside
the regular academic pattern,
but which are clearly relevant
to the achievement of the pur-

Bath Road

HI

3-3921

gram would

poses of the college
The Senior Center should also
utilise more fully AM Many benefits ttw various visitors to the
college have to offer but 1st*
now utilised only casually. Suites
the Center tor such visitors
would bring them easily in eonon aage 4)

m

ures
°nlv those teaching In liberal
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have dropped the theatrical attempt to squeeze the last drop it to today
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confuse or
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disgust such persons.
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Lounge.
associate professor of higher educaMr. Clough
tion at the University of Michigan,
Msgr. Clancy
it was learned here today.
Rabbi Rothman
This ranking was based on an exProf. Ernst C. Helmrelch, Moderaamination by Professor Pfnister of
tor.
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and education, according fit a
recent major study on the undergraduate origins of college faculties
arts

pm-

Fisher included: the birth portion of "ln-breedlng" for various
types of institutions was as follows
universities, 21.1 per cent; liberal
arts, 23.8 per cent; and teachers
When
you
open
it to shriek.
From
a
purely
material stand- colleges, 15.3 per cent,
Larry Hall . . .
My heart gets O so weak.
point, Dr. Fisher concluded that we
It ls Interesting to note that of
(Continued from page 1)
You bring a little light Into every can afford our amuence. The matBowdota's 87 officers of Instruction
'"y
leT of the quality of that affluence _,„ „* „ .„
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years. And even the second -r«te inc.
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«> d »"wth. on the other hand, is currentlv teaching at Bowdoin, 21
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graduates of the Brunswick Inanother matter, one that to subject
And that's why I pjne,
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for success.
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given final approval at the January meeting of the Governing
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If you
your hands are sore and your heart no longer in it
,»bdhi,
have experienced either of th
we must learn
have experienced the same feeling that many peOple felt last fundamentals first
do better that we are already
*°
j
-i
r
r t»
year when having to watch an entire performance of Bowdoin s dota(t now -., p,,^ Iet>s eMugt
,^
en to * about new
famous singing group, the Meddiebempsters.ISSSi*?. *"?? „Hl
If. that cohtmdniry returning encre bit
it really get.
THE subject of
8
me!" was just a «mple of some of the impression, that were
quoted assaying ^afBowdot re^
heard last year at the conclusion of otherwise excellent song«
iu uc rcnuy to
irsts.
fine singing group is really
"^"?" » "' ,"»'•. w «» me guys wno want Just that and
fests.
nowever, our one
This
mis year, however,
of, and ln some Instances, nav
i.i
,
,_. ,
_*_« thought "J"'
j,,
havee no further inVmi, nun*?
commended
for having changed their traditional three or more by the8e n , ncornpoor s Wn0 pay youi
a n Ttonk "f mem^ol mv rTJ
semester bills! With this in mind, who lust made
encore format and modified it to a smoother presentation
it out the door of
please torsive the next step In the the Parish Church and thf-n r™™«i
with just one or two returns.
premise which is almost self-evident: their^pWas
to make ,ur?»Case?'
"The Meddies" practice one hour a day. five days a week, your procedural processes are mind- had signed it- some of these men
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hidf a^'mfuT and thto^oftin^mtlS"^ Timtant" attitude which he classifies othy
5 33
as "Doing"
I'm here to learn
as well as to be taught (again, the
Phlllp A. Christie '36
last ls mine).
Editor's Note
Why am I boring you with all
Writer Christie's comments are
this?
Simply because I feel that
a Mt tardy. The decision to exthe Senior Commons idea is 100%
pand the college was

should be able to do their own eonsubject, be it structlve thinking and should be
athletics, scholastics or what have able to go to the proper places for
v °u. the fundamentals
come aid in this without regimentation
first.
ever heard of a foot- into a commons. If they cant then
ba, tea,n wno could not block or they never wU1 ma ke the
grade in
,
L,
tackle and. lost eame* vet. still with later vears, anyhow as far as graduno knowledge of blocking or taekl- ate school is concerned Putting them
m**' **» suddenly taught to score all In a ram pasture would
only
workable!
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11:30
~R.bbiWthman-addresses the Religion 4 Class.
7:30 p.m.
The Reverend Leonard G. Clough delivers the keynote, address in the Moulton Union
Lounge. Coffee and question period to follow.
Tuesday, Febnssry 31
10:10 am.
Mr Clough speaks In dally
chapel on "What Is Truth?"
Interfaith Panel dis3:30
cussion in the Moulton Union

1
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aged about the contemporary poets,
especially in comparison to the pro-
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by John Welwood

points too; and the Work of our
two muBlcal omedy com P°*™ •«serves an accolade
Freshman WeUwood should be
reprimanded.
There Is a certain
type of humor that Is carried on in
college dormitories, fraternity
houses, beer Joints and elsewhere
which is normal, healthy and a bit
funny. It is the equivalent to the
"bitching" in any of the armed
services that is considered healthy.
But. young WeUwood, it is Just not
"cricket" to talk as you did aid
the college paper
A word of advice to you. Sir: About ten years ago
all Alumni were polled on the possibUity
of
abolishing compulsory
chapel and. by a large majority voted
'or its continuance. Each and every
one of these men "bitched" about it
** »n undergraduate
Why dant
you go ahead and "bitch"
vocallv
tch" vocally
*H you want and
later years your
turn will come to vote on It tool

like Political

196!
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Study Reveals College

.

.
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Most people today seem dlscour-

I

.

—

want to know It: who is the Paul
(Brown of the Bowdoln Orient?
Not to he forever critical I like
your news pages very much'Naturally I think Professor Bodine is
Wonderful

Week

(Continued from page

Gadfly

what, lies aheaA He Is increasingly
go at It one step at a aware of
his own future
t,me:
and 8hou,d ** aMe 1° begin making
First in the list Is the library plans."
If this U so why not let
situation, and about that I confess him mike them himself?
I am not well acquainted.
It seems
i think any one of us who ever
to be apparent that more space is went 6n
graduate school rememneeded; I agree that It will be found bers the shock of the first few
davs
andln, "?* Prop?r tlme °ne thln * We had been Dean's List maybe!
DO feel strongly: PLEASE do not Honors maybe, "big man on campus"
follow the tenets of your Mr Pyle maybe, but suddenly
the next fiepand tear down Hubbard Hall!!! To tember we found that no one
knew
you fellows It means only some- or cared about aU that. No
one
thing you have to walk around on cared about attendance;
there was
your way from the Delta Slg, Deke often no written work
during the
or Sigma Nu Houses to chapel or ye ar; often
no class room recitaAn finally to all you serious
classes *But believe me, give your- tion.
All depended on what we young men who say wiu?
rerard to
selves twenty years and the beauty learned and could
pass back In a a^enloTcommona "TOe Wvol*
of the old quadrangle will mean Blue Book In June.
I call your at- Uestf social life arid athletics n?e
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THE BOWDOtN ©WENT

1«pt

Win

Bears
petition requesting wrestling as a college sport i
circling the

campus. The students, being realistic in nature, do
not expect that Bowdoin's lethargic administrators will incorporate wrestling into the intercollegiate program, but rather pin
their hopes On the mere expectation that wrestling might
be

added

.

the impoverished intramural curriculum.
At this
it is expected that between 30 and 40 students
will sigh
the petition; anyone else wishing to sign should contact the
•ports editor of the Orient or David Andrew, 6 Winthrop.
Wrestling, it might be pointed out to Massachusetts Hall, is
not a new, radical idea in sports! it is one of the oldest, and
to

time

•uch neighboring schools as Dartmouth. M.I.T., Williams, and
Wesleyan already include it in their athletic programs. This
may be a hopeless crusade, but a concerted effort will continueto be made until Bowdoin's athletic program and facilitie* have been improved upon to fit the needs of the students.
Since Bowdoin's administrator, obviously lack initiative (or ignore students needs and desires), the students must take it
upon themselves to look after their own bet Interests. Wrestling

Beat Mass., N.H., Track Team
Northeastern; Streak Now Wins, Loses
Straight, Record 11-3

3 In Row;
Top Maine!
Sturgeon

For Bowdoln Cohen

15.

Silliman

18.

15,

and

On

February )1, playing at Tufts,
the Polar Bears swept to their sixth

dlX^t™

and their third in a row as
they triumphed in u see-saw affair,
Sparked by Billy Cohen's
sharpshooting and Pete Scott's rebounding. Bowdoin tried to prove, in
coach Donbam's words, that "the
victory

—
•

lietti, Ed Spalding, and Len John
son each tallied once
TOe. second game, almost a repeat
ot the first, was a foregone concluston at the end of the first period
with Bowdoln leading 4-1. Sophomore Len Johnson turned in the
hat trick with a goal in the first
stansa and two in the second. Spaldtag scored two goals, and singles

Maine victory was no fluke."
Bowdoin a-ot off to an eaxlv 11-3
.a i-.* .«.*__...— 1~ ,,,2 "_*

^oSSSSie? SS^JTSi ff .S^£Z«ffl^* .£
In the second half DonPeriod.
'

rom that point down

to the final
buzser of the first half as the Polar
Bears trailed, 37-34.
During the
first half Tufts shot 49 per cent,

°Zn°% ^cent'lo
8ft,K
and again
outrebounded them

28),

Rod Blackburn. TJNHe" notable
turned in another fine performance against Bowdoin with sixty saves, but he was unable to stem
the tide as Bowdoin rolled to a 10-1
win. This was the first time that
any team has scored more than
elght goals against Blackburn Gavin
Pilton lit
pick up the first of the two hat
tricks this season. Pilton, hustling
center of the third line, has made
£*Ven *°al8
tw0 ****** ln the
lo.*
•>>,.* h»
last four games. Two .mal*
goals each
by
Famiglietti and Spalding and sin''
e
t
Blasenak accounted for the rest of
the scoring.
The team added another feather

mA

dmm

MOeo^

to its cap when it defeated Northeastern 6-3 on February 10 at Wat
son Rink.
Northeastern took an
early lead on two goals in the first
period by Weissback and all-American Ron Chlsholm. The first came
wjth Bewdofn a man down and the

-

-

on a

fine

.

is

grossly inadequate.

)

Now, apparently,

the

and "Bacon added

their

tallies

t

Insure the victory,

^^ ^ ^

-

'

.

:

par ON rur

easy victory over Northeastern.
At Bates the field men did all they
could-but It was not enough. Bowdoin swept the shot, weight, and discus as Frost, Newman, Haviland and
Hall came through in grand style.
Of special note was Haviland's winning toss in the weight throw: 53' 0".

•

COHEN

Championship combined.

Skiers

This meet

consisted of the Alpine events, downhill and slalom (minus the giant
slalom), and the Nordic events:
cross country and Jump. Although
the final results are vet unknown,
Bowdoin did not fair too well. The
foursome of Cary, Skaling, Cole, and
Cunningham entered the downhill
and carried the team to a third
place position. Cary had the best
t,me taking an individual 8th place,
I"*113 same group also entered the
slalom but pulled the team position
to fourth; Cunningham put in the
best Bowdoln time. Entered in the
cross country were Cary, Cunning-

tion and boasting a 15-1 record going into the game, was outhustred
all the way by the spirited Bowdoin
quintet.
Trailing 37-23 at the half, Bow-

it

With

for the 65-60 win.
Billy Gotten
24 for Bowdoln, Ed Calla13, and Pete Scott ri.

pite

Winter Carnival and Maine State Maine.

O'Brien

lom held
28,

at Bridgton on January
were Captain George Cary, Ron

Cole,

classified),

Cole,

(26th

ham and

Heggenhougen.

Harald

with Dave Berry filling In. Jumplng for the Bowdoln squad was Cole;
classified), Don Reed and Spurr filled In.

Jim Cunningham, and
Placing were Cary

Skaling

Tom

(7th

.

^

.

'

-

the

company

ilw »« u" Dmim*

that stands

NM

the only goal in the flrst while Bowdoin was down a man only
.period as Martin pushed one by three and one-hall minutes daring
the defense. At 3:58 of the second the -entire game.
frame Joe Tarbell and David MeeAfter their defeat by Dixfield, the
ehem combined for a tally. The score Freshrnen came back to win their first
remained tied throughout the rest outdoor game, 4-3: Playing at the
oj the period; after only six seconds University of New Hampshire, the
oi the third, however, Dixfield scored Polar Cuba team pulled the game
again as one of their linesmen went out in an overtime period.
With
around the defense. Ten seconds la- only seven goals scored In the entire game, the spectators were treatter a long shot by one of their defertsemen bounced off Berle's glove ed to the oddity of seeing two "hat
and slipped Into the cage. After tricks." one by TJNH's Mayer and
these discouraging goals, however, the other by Bowdoin's Ned RobinBowdoffi put on the pressure and
(Continued oa Page 4)

scored

by you

By

these

fine

showing, the Polar

game
by Crane)
flrst

Mermen

Around
The
Loop

™

to£

by Hampshire

and

leaning finish in the closing stages
of the high hurdles.
Some nice
performances were turned in by
Jack Milo (3rd in the dash), Pete
Mone, (2nd in the low hurdles), and
Jim Fisher (2nd in the 600). These
were unable to turn the tide, however, and the Polar Bear dual meet
string was stopped.

To U.N.H. Frosh

good rebounding

pat

Bears could not come up with the
wins in the running events. Steve
Ross garnered the only flrst by his

Cub Cagers Bow

and

down

hard take-off surface, Bruce McGray added a first in the high Jump
with a leap of 5'10%". But des-

han

_
._ ,
.,
„
and Skaling (21st unclassified). The
Competing against Bowdoln to
the
meet consisted of only the giant Carnival were Colby University of
slalom event.
Maine T
un»February 10 and 11 the skiers wick. an5 St Michael's This week

The Bowdoin skiers returned from
thelr first two meets of the season
unsuccessful, although, there were
several fine individual performances.
Entered in the annual Silver Sla-

his steps really

a

tallied

doin matched baskets with Maine
throughout the first ten minutes of
the second half.
At the ten mlniit* vnnr* nro<1 Rriprlrlan nlrfcmi up
his fourth foul and coach Bob Don
ham sent Woody Silliman into the
game: it was here that the roof fell
In on Maine. Woody hit on six out
Bowdoin had little success in stopof seven from the floor and three
out of three from the foul line to Ping the well-executed fastbreaks of
the
U.N.H. Freshman basketball
spark the Polar Bears' late surge.
With six minutes left In the game team; they were beaten 80-54. New
two free throws by Ed Callahan .Hampshire led from the openihg
tied the score at 51-51. Baskets by basket and at halftlme had a 35-22
The hat-trick twins, Len Johnson (1.) and Gavin Pilton, are pictured here in the
Silliman, Cohen, and Pete Scott and lead.
against Mass. Bowdoln won this one 8-f.
i
(Photo
a f°ul shoU*g»8illlman sent BowBowdoln, repeatedly forced into
d ° ln hito a 58-51 lead they never taking hurried shots, hit on a very
Fred Ft loan scored at 1:28. For the
relinquished.
Maine went into a poor percentage of their attempts. /?o/*//l VO/J
the home team
±suu/tta l v.ii. rest of the game
Polar Cubs alto committed
full court press In a comeback at- The
• tallying
to
tailvina aaatn but
tempt, but good ball handling by many personal fouls In their efforts
I's
defense was strong
C ohen and clutch shooting by Silli- to halt the fastbreaklhg tactics emman spelled Maine's first home de- ployed by New Hampshire. The toe Preshman hockey team lost fact was toat the opposition was
£at
gan^es
Bob DonhU's Ub how 25 oerSonailouto bv BoW

Beaten

the hardest worker on the team (he
spent up to three hours in the
weight room during each day of the
Christmas
vacation),
Frost
has
shown what can be done with ability, desire, and relentless work. His
effort goes down as one of the great
achievements in Maine track history.
And. as he is only a sophomore, there is promise of a great
deal more to come.
Gerry Haviland almost missed his event, but
soon dispelled ell doubts by stepping
Into the ring with sweatsuit on,
whirling twice, and snapping the
weight over 51'. The whole affair

was too much for Gerry's rival, Donahue, who fouled most of his throws.
These weightmen provided a vital
spark and led the team to a fairly

^BoXn™^
Sea
Brad
and Pat
each

71-51.

Maine state record in the shot put,
and Oerry Haviland, who wort the

.Two big game, against Williams
and Colby are on tap at Williams-,
town this Friday and at home next
Tuesday' A win over Williams will
» lve Bowdoln the small college
•championship. Bowdoln, currently
Ph
,, ho, m
Chlsholm.
^
rated
would
m
Mostrom slderably improve its prestfee by

iod

loss,

The biggest thrills Of the Northmeet were provided by
Bruce Frost, who set a school and

eastern

show of

32 par cent, and garnered 18 re8herldan
O'Brien 11 bounds while the Polar Bears
scorand Sco t 10
status quo is our. most important psoduct.
ed. 31 points, shot 43 per cent, said
„
l
Led by the sharpshooting of Billy" picked up 27 rebounds (11 of thfcse
•
•
.
n \rv
r>
re points
»l
l»AI rkw IHfc BACK:
For
scoring 56
in the last Cohen and Woody Silliman the Po- by Scott). Trailing 37-34
»s the s4«lar
Bears
staged the unset of the ond period commenced, Bowdoin
three successful basketball games, 14 against Trinity, leading the
year in New England college basket- scored eight straight points to take
onslaught against Maine with 18, and contributing 24 more ball when they defeated the Unia 43-37 lead, then stretched it to
again a Tufts, the editor has selected guard BILLY
Tufts tied it at 52-52, r)ut
this versity of Maine on February 8 at 47-38.
Oroho, 69-62. Maine, ranked sixth Bowdoin moved out to a 60-54 adweek's outstanding athlete.
among the small colleges of the na- vantage and ultimately maintained

gymnasium

-

stick hand- 35 pound weight throw with a perna' **** P"<*-control to set up sonal best of 61' 11". In muscling
Newt Stowell's tying goal. Mo&troms the shot out SO'Svi", Frost saw the
second goal put the Polar Bears first major result of the many hours
ahead to stay. Famiglietti. Pilton he has devoted to his track. By far

ting

££*

ketball

first

the elusive Chlsholm.
In the third period Bowdoin
erupted with five goals against one
•***•"**« *>y Northeastern. The
flr.r
Hn*> started
.tnrt.^ »v,1„„.
first line
things „fr
putoff ».„
by „„

Bowdoin 40. Highlighting this perh
ta te °'
lhe
Were rung up by Famiglietti. Blsset. 8econ<,
was the remarkable accuracy
<f
,f
Eccleston, Mostrom, and supposedly unallowable.
brought the Polar Bears back into beating sixth-ranked Colby.

ScS^as^eHentTnd^fien^

just a beginning,

ter. Housepar ties and a driving blissard the team upset highly touted
Northeastern by a score of 78-S4 and
extended its win record to two
straight. However, against traditional rival Bates, Bowdoln watched the
Bobcat superiority in the running
events hand the Polar Bears their

before

Bowdoln got their offense moving
in the scoreless second period and

put heavy pressure on Northeastern
goalie Bishop, who came up with
13 saves as against eight for Chaffee. In this period Chaffee put a
the red light three times to pretty stopper on a break-away by

Pilton. Tom
and a meager one at that; to incorporate picked up enough to enable the Cohen's set shots; Billy swished of
in
their f0Urth wlB ot 14 points.
wrestling into the intramural program would entail, a. ha. been
The rebounds stood ex- Ken Bacon.
iS*^""™
actly even (28-28) going into the
previously pointed out, no problems as to space, time, or monCenter Pete Scott was a stand-out second half.
During the second period Bob
ey.
We anticipate however, after wrestling has been included.
^Tand^arnermTmany
Dohham's amazing zone defense
that other sports demanding physical expansion will be re- bounds as well. The game's high
completely bottled up Tufts' offense;
quested. (And. a. .we are aU no.doubt aware, the present bas*££*& they scored only 23 points, snot
is

contention on a goal Just
the end of the period.

Boalle,

^u^^^S^^^^-- ^^ nv^ Wmtnm

66-60.

f

The red-hot hockey team stretched
winning streak to Ave last
week with wins over TJ Of Mass.,
Unh, and Northeastern. They have
an over-all team record to date of
11-3. In two games against TJ of
Mass. the Polar Bears bombed the
Redmen by scores of 8
ind 11-1.
Bob Chaffee had littlr double in
picking up his first shutout stint
of the season, making only 13 saves.
Chaffee was also unscored upon in
thTvfm
ine
UIMH TjZt
game. Gavin Pilton and
Bill Blsset each scored twice in
—,
their

punch to assure the Bears' fifth viclory. Chappelle had 90 for Mame.
swished in
Scott 13.

During the past two weekends the
varsity track squad has experienced the taste of rewarding
victory and, conversely, that of
frustrating defeat. Despite the Win-

Bpwdota

BoWdorn's varsity basketball team Scott and Callahan, combined with
took three straight games last week Cohen's
and Sllliman's scoring
to raise its record to a more respectable «-10.
Included hi last
week's splurge were close victories
over Trinity and Tufts and the now
legendary and still hard to believe
triumph over Maine.
The Polar Bears managed to beat
Trinity in a close game on February
4 at the Sargent Gymnasium, 62-56.
The Bears could not get their offense rolling, made only 13 field
goals out of 50 shots In the first
half; Trinity shot 43 par cent during this period and led 35-31 at the
half.
Bowdoin's defense was, for

-PACE THREE

In

Dual Loss
Bowdoin's

previously

undefeated

swimming team

lost twice this weekend, .dropping a close one-point decision at Connecticut and losing by
a more substantial margin at Williams. With their record now at 3-2,
the varsity swimming team has four

Phil Stone

meets remaining: At Tufts February
18, home against Wesleyan on FebAs the season approaches the half- ruary 25, the New Englands at
way mark more games are being Connecticut on March 3-4, and die
cancelled and forfeited. This under- Easterns at Harvard on March 9-11.
lies the standing of the first four
The Freshman swimming team
teams In each league. All cancelled lost at Hebron on February 9 by
game* in basketball must be made one point On February 11 they
up by March 20, In hockey by March travelled down to Exeter where they
6, and in bowling by March 13. The also lost. Their remaining meets are

tabulated standings as of February against Brunswick H. S„ Boston
T are as follows:
Latin H. S., and the State InterBowling
scholastic Swim Meet.
Team
Total Points
D.S.
A.D.

Beta
KJS.
S.N.
A.T.O.
Psl U.
D.K.E.
T.D.
A.R.D.

18
18
18
16

Frosh

15
13
12
11

Take Two Meets

8
8

ChlPsi

2
Basketball

Team

W

Beta

AJtD.

4
2
4
3
4
3
3

Chi Psl

2

Psl V.

Zete
S.N.

KB
DB.

AD

L
1
1

2

2
3
3
3

1

A.T.O.
DJC.E.

2
3

TD.

6

Hockey

W

Team
Phi

tl

6

KB.

5

Zete

To: the College

have more fun

§

In

Man

a

RUGBY

rifter-

n

3

8.N.

4

AD.
TD.
DB.

6
S

AJtU.

2

D.K.E

1

1

2

>XO.

with Success in his Eye
Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies furnish proapproximated $389,000,000
i960 — more than
customers for

T

7

Beta

an*

L

1

Chi Psl

in

tection to their

insurance except

life

virtually all forms of
insurance. Together these

companies form the -largest mutual casualty-fire
insurance company in the country and Liberty
has been the leading writer of workmen's Compensation Insurance since 1986. Other major lines:
automobile, accident and health, general liability,
fire, marine and multiple peril.

double the 1950 figure. "

To keep pace
and

train

...WASHABLE JACKET

with this growth, our need to hire

college graduates

is

increasing.

ONLY

Career

opportunities exist in our Underwriting, Sales and
Claims Departments and are fully described in our
recruiting literature available in the

We

fice.

72?

Placement Of-

welcome your examination

of this

ma-

Easy to wear - Easy to care for
Guaranteed Washable
Save money - But get the best.

f§=&j-

terial.

These combined casualty-fire companies have enjoyed a history of consistent growth. Net premiums

Mr. Samuel A. Ladd

Jr.

will

be glad to discuss

these opportunities with you.

Coming Events
Following are the athletic events
to take place at Bowdoln this week
Feb. 15
Frosh basketball vs. MTT,
6:15
Feb. 15 —Varsity basketball vs. MIT,

—

8:15

Feb.

tliese ovtstoMitiig features

17— Frosh

•wlmmlng

Vs.

Brunswick, 7:30

v

— Frosh track va
1:00
18 — Varsity basketball

Feb. 18
>

Feb.

leyan, 8:16

Exeter.
vs.

As predicted in the last Orient,
Bowdoln Freshman track squad
broke Into the win column by producing two victories in the past
week.
Last Wednesday the Polar
Cubs came out on top in a triangular meet with Thornton Academy
and South Portland High School.
They followed up Saturday with a
62-50 decision over the Bates JV's.
Despite the fine individual performance of South Portland's Al
Harvie, who won both hurdles and
the broad Jump, Bowdoin came up
with the necessary depth to clinch
the meet. Chris Relchert produced
a snappy victory in the mile with
the good time of 4:43.8. His teammate John Osterwels. after taking
second in the mile, rebounded
strongly to capture first in the lwO.
Sherm Roundsville extended his victory string to three in a row In the
600, winning in the time of 1:18.8.
Also breaking into the win column,
the

3

Zete

Cindermen

Wes-

Bruce Lutsk powered his way to a
flrst in the 300.
At Bates Osterwels repeated his
second in the mile and a flrst In
the 1000. Chris Relchert led a Bowdoln sweep in the two mile and Was
helped out by hustling Steve Lawrence and Ken Gale. Perhaps the
nicest win of the day came when
Bill Rounds actually produced a
klgk in the dash, unleasing an amazing spurt that enabled him to
pull himself out from behind In the
final stages. The discus was swept
by Bowdoln, as Jim Haddock took
the first. Despite the fact he won
his heat, Roundsville had to be content with a 2nd in the 800 due to a
faster time in another heat. Dive
Pitts, a newcomer to track this past
week, showed promise with a 3rd in
the broad Jump and a strong leadoff leg in the mile relay won by
Bowdoln.
The Freshman record
now stands at 2-2.

—

• .

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS* WILL BE HELD ON
Monday, March

6.

1961

TO ARRANGE FOR YOUR INTERVIEW SEE
Mr. Samuel A. Ladd, Jr„ Placement Director

MIDOIN

KsWOCKET
LIBERTY MUTUAL IN5URA*iC£C0MPANY

.

LIBERTY MUTUAL FlaEINSulWNCtCOMPANY

.

HOME OFFICE: BOSTON

*•*••"•• Insurance: Automobile. Fire, Inland Marine, Burglary, Homeowners
Business Insurance: Workmen's Compensation, Liability. Group
Accident and Health.
Inland
Fire.

'

^

:WEATH«WISi: SW1NOEZE
I

A. H.

Marine. Fleet, Crime

'

j

120

PIOTICTION I

StfEVI

feENOIT

MAINE STREET

tnrr*¥o<nt ntmrm at
Tha Slowe House
:

X

& CO.

BRUNSWICK

ISeaeaai

M

FEDSMAL

L

.

aauNswica, mains

Faculty Report

.

.

»—

(CosUfasei ft—
with tne Senior*

«)

These

tact

added opportunities for both Individual and group conferences.
lecturers,

Sunday

chapel speakers, institute members, and other visitors to the
college would be brought
stimulating contact with the
Benton.

m

The same

facilities

would be

'

used to bring the seniors In
touch with those with whom
they could discus* poet-college

These would include men In or recently In
the graduate schools; alumni
opportunities.

starting their careers; and mature men with successful business or professional careen.
To Have Kesldent Director
envision the Senior Center not as an end in itself, but
at a means to an end
the
fuller realisation of the possibilities of the Bowdoln senior
year.
are, therefore, even

physical features should be designed to make their maximum
the purpose.
to
contribution
They should also be adaptable.
Adjustable partitions might be

especially invited to contribute
to the senior program.

The Center should have 11b r a r y faculties. Newspapers
should be available, and a rather broad selection of maga-

the
fol-

a

riculum suggests. This program,

The dining-room must be both

c.

ing-rooms

g.

h.

all,

capacity of 300. That figrepresents a comfortable
margin over the sise of the senior class, or for that matter
any one class, in the College of
the planned maximum size of
ure

It

would thus accommo-

date not only the regular dinbut also a considerable number of guests. Such a diningroom might also be used by the
College for special occasions. It
would be especially useful In
connection with the summer

•

*L

ftr-

M

scored twice went into

tho^erthoTi^^anS

editing game: Bowdoin

Bowdoin

X^-^

Saab, Austin Healey, Volvo, Austin and

MG

Street,

"The

Famous former winners of
Include W. H. Brown

PLEASANT STREET

Better Cleaning'

BRUNSWICK

Parkview Laundercenter

Pleasant Streets

ef

212 Main*
Send your

the

contest

"39.

Vaillancourt Bros.

producer of the Shirley Temple
late Charles Mergendahl
'41, author Of The Bramble Bosh;
and Vance Bourpally '44, author of
Confessions of a Spent Youth.

Granite Farm

when

Body Shop

All

39

JORDAN AVENUE

and

Work Guaranteed

We repair foreign as well as American cars

DAIRY

Parkview Cleaners
service is known.

cleaning- to

the quality

Street

Bring year laundry to the Laundercenter and do it yourself
and cease worrying about lost clothing.

— SIMONIZING — WELDING

PAINTING
Free Estimates

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE

DIAL PA 5-7908

For All Your

PA

Dial

DUNL0P TIRES

9-3422

Retread Snow Tires Priced from $25.00 Per Pair

Center, Inc.

OAKIE

From The Campus)

AUTO SERVICE

S

Fraternity Paper

$1.10

Bowdoin Paper

$

Bowdoin Note Paper

Complete Line of Foreign Car Snow Tires

Brunswick

(Across

Home Of

Is

Brunswick, Maine

The Arts

Barbers

— SIX

1)

Show; the

SI Front Street, Bath

Maine

s Favorite

Parkview Cleaners

Dairy Product Needs

78

successful one.

-BARBERS

Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters

now

PHILS MEN'S
STORE

program. It must be attractive
because we are putting great
emphasis on the advantage of
the senior class's living together.
An Important feature of that
life would be their dining together. This needs careful planning as to table sise, table ar-

3.

NEXT TO CAMPUS

& CUNNINGHAM

.

.

OTH

0.

to receive $18,
and the best student actor, student
director, and student designer wUl
each receive $10.

era,

he must have

Acts

ner-up playwright

course or for senior courses
should be available. There
should be some volumes chosen
for general reading. These could
be housed in the small lounge
and/or conference rooms already mentioned.
Finally, the Center should include the added dormitory

mum

mma

KING'S BARBER SHOP

and the Masque and Gown "Oscar,"
the wood carving of a medieval actor reading a prologue. The run-

to widen the individual's

Center would be sufficient. Similarly, books designed to supplement the major work, or to
provide reading for a senior

audio-visual rooms
dormitory space

936.

One

(Continued frees page

be

should

effort

i?r

period ss

BATES

department. They wlU pick the
winning playwright to receive $38

creasing the amount of work
for which the faculties of the

quarters for the advisers
library facilities

eminently attractive and adaptable.
It should have a maxi-

the whole enterprise
Of a revitalised senior year. Such
an Important responsibility can
be fully realized only If he Is
a resident Director. He should,
In our opinion, be a teaching
member of the faculty, but once
he assumes the directorship, It
must be his chief responsibility.
He must possess vision, Imagination, and enthusiasm for his
task.
It Is essential that he
be Intellectually vigorous and a
recognised authority In his own

Every

^ry£*

fire minutes.
the regulation olay

2t%2t *£
he EErwS

Bstionrt

15. 196f

At the end of ** 7:1 ° Robinson picked up his third With Colby, Bxeter. and Hebron stillthe score wa« I * 1 <* the afternoon. The penalties to be played, tht Freshmen are lookAfUr^nriaT'reat t£T teams *••*«* to the fact that this w is an ing forward to making the

within

.

t

lish

horizons through such means.
The books available should be
chosen with a similar purpose.
Certain key reference books
should be available, thus In-

d. suites for visitors
e.
f.

sibility for

Above

made

the lounge
smaller lounge and/or din-

b.

the ability to win and to retain
the loyal support, and enthusiastic cooperation of his colleagues and students.
The Director should be assisted by a group of advisers
carefully chosen to share his re-

zines.

Hockey

Frerisnaan

Sales and Service

small lounges, conferaudio-visual
rooms, of

rooms.

the main dining-room (with

more fully concerned with program than with facilities, essential as these faculties an.
We desire a senior program
which will be related to the curriculum,
but which will be
broader and richer In its offerings than a conventional cur-

field.

ence

kitchen)

we believe, requires a Director
who will have primary respon-

.

—

rooms,

lowing:

We

i

in

faculties

etc.

used ss a dance floor. Tables
which could be easUy removed
or compressed would help in
turning It to such purposes.
The lounge should serve as a
center for the whole project It
should be usable for various purposes: informal lecturea eonpanel discussions, etc.
certs,
The dining-room and lounge
should be supplemented by various smaller rooms which would
serve various purposes probably
smaU diningin combination

Faculties

The main

Center would Include the

specs needed for an
college. This has been set at
180 places (though It has been
suggested that 300 places might
be needed to take can of the
seniors).
It has been agreed
that these faculties should Include provision for attractive
lounges and space for various
social uses.
How these items
would be distributed throughout the whole of the Senior Center must be carefully and graciously planned In general we
an agreed that the basic plan
should be to provide two-room
suites for two men ss at present,
with, however, a certain number
of accommodations provided for
single occupancy.

The

rangement,

since they will work
In close relation, not cary with
the Director, but with the studenta their appointment must
recognise that their success will
depend upon the measure in
which they can gain and hold
the mutual confidence, respect,
and cooperation of all concerned. These advisers should
have office or consultation space
in the Center.
The Director and the advisers
win constitute the regular staff
of the Senior Center. This staff
would be supplemented from
time to time, as has been suggested, by a wide variety of visitors some of whom would be
coming to the College In the
first instance for other reasons,
and some of whom would be

We

—

chairs,

sponsibUlty for carrying out the

program,

faculties would no doubt be
utilised informally, but could be
developed in various ways with

In this way
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PA 5-5700

51 Bath Road

RECORDS

— Folk — Popular
—
Cameras — Films — Developing

STUDENT

J«ii

—

Classical

Hi-Fi

Motorola Stereo

PATRONAGE

Complete Line of Art Materials

WELCOMED

The New
FIRST NATIONAL

o

t

Bean's Diner
On The

BANK
161-163

Road

Portland

ftMs BEANS

•

Brunswick, Maine

ON THE PLATE"

BRUNSWICK

PLEASANT STREET
24 Hour

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Service

CUMBERLAND
THEATft
Brunswick,
Feb.

Wed.-Thurs.

16-M

Conspiracy Of Hearts
with

LILI

PALMER — SYLVIA. 8YNS
YVONNE MITCHELL

"GIVE A

Frl.-Sat.-Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
reb. n-U-U-&-il

DAYS 5

5

MAN A TOUGH JOB AND A CHANCE TO GO SOMEWHERE

...AND HE'LL BREAK HIS NECK TO DO

TONY CURTIS

IT"

as

In 1958 when Bill Ebben was only a few months
away from his engineering degree at the University

The Great Imposter
Tne exciting true story of the
world's moot fabulous Impostor
and his escapades with love
as six different people.

—

of Detroit, he

n-n-u-n
DAYS 4
DISNEY'S

One Hundred And
One Dalmatians
all

Tail

The Marriage Go
Round

of Bill's

first

assignments was a survey of

Bell's big Central District to find out
long available building space could accom-

On

his next

move,

Bill

supervisory responsibility.

with

JAMES MASON
SUSAN HAYWARB

0n-campus interviews, February 16

One

modate the switching equipment required by rapid
telephone growth. "I wasn't given any instruction." Bill says, "I was just told to do the job."
So Bill did it. His report became the guide for
planning and budgeting future construction.

COMING

proved he could handle
He was sent to head up

easy to find out about these interesting
and important openings. An IBM representative wants to talk with you about
them. And he'll be here on campus to do it.
You'll do well to request an interview if
tt's

you've majored in engineering, accounting,
mathematics, economics, business administration or liberal arts.

c

For those with imagination, resourcefulness
and a keen analytical mind, a stimulating
career lies ahead with IBM. The work we
offer is diverse and challenging. You associate with people who are leaden in their
fields. You handle important assignment*,

Naturally, you

ham a better

move ahead

rapidly,

A.

and receive a reward-

Your next step? Ask your college place-

ment

officer

for additional

is inconvenient,

don't hesitate to call or write
directly. I'll be glad to talk with you,

Mr. H. K. Seymour, Branch Manager

IBM
500

Corporation, Dept.

8*2v

Modern Methods

the Bell

Companies. Visit your Placement

literature

the

is to hate in all

most

vital, intelli'

American Telephone * Telegraph Co.

Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

OPERA HOUSE
it

. .

Our long

experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for' Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time ami save you money.

•

POSTERS
•

•

STATIONERY

FltATERNITY FORMS

SP 3-4703

THE BECQRD OFFICE

company
'

IBM.

then do it— then you should get in touch with one oj

Frederick R. Kappel, Preiident

ALUMNI LETTgjJS

Maim

chance to grow with adynamic growth

a man like Bill Ebben, a man who can
up a job, figure out what needs to be done, and

// you're
size

gent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."

Cashing Street Shopping Center

TICKETS

Forest Avenut

Portland,

think I'm going to be running the business next
year —but I'm getting every opportunity to hit the
top. You don't worry about opportunity here— you
worry about whether you're as big as tho job."

Office

for

and additional injormation.

®

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

information

about the fascinating career opportunities
in Marketing, Systems Engineering, Systems Service, and Programming now open
at IBM. And apply at once for your oncampus interview. Your placement officer
will arrange this. If the date indicated above

me

Paquette

Fine Shoe Repairing by

ing income right from the start. There's
plenty of room to grow at IBM.

mechanized control of telephone construction arts.

\
Our number one aim
management jobs

There art outstanding careers In the fastgrowing field of data processing for talented
seniors and graduate students with practically any type of college degree.

—a $4,000,000 engineering project.

How does Bill feel about his job? "Give a man
a tough job and a chance to go somewhere— and
he'll break his neck to do it. Of course, I don't

how

Horse With Flying

distance switching center for Saginaw, Michigan

Today, Bill is on the staff of Michigan Bell's
Program Engineer. He's working on a system for

Michigan

ear-

a group of seven engineers to design a new long

He

chose the Michigan Bell Telephone Company because: "This company offered the kind of
engineering management opportunity I wanted—
and they weren't kidding."

WALT

His newest most exciting
toon feature.

in touch with 15 prospective

employers.

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Feb.

4

was

*

Paul K. Nrran

\

Jerry Wilkes

BATH, MAINE
Feb. 15-16

Wed.-Tb.nrs.

Pepsi

NIGHT"
— Lloyd Nolan

Anne Frances

Feb. 17 -M

FrL-lton.

"THE GREAT
IMPOSTER''
Tony Curtis

in the rote of
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"King Of The World" Theocratic"-*"
n ll On Campus Chest McLean Retires As Orient Editor;
^n n
Tl
t
r arty Leader Stages College Kally Weekend At Pickard
Names Hunt Woollacott, Co-Editors
MEW
1

in

81cm such as "NO BEER ON THE
FRONTIER," tod "HOMER

ruary 14th. A following estimated
from 300 to 000 students turned
out to greet the self-styled "King
of All the Nations of Men." Bishop

Saturday,

m

"King Of The World!'

Awarded

Prof. Bearce

Honor Dr. Hanley To Be Fulbright To Lecture
Held On Sat, March 4
[ndia During

Daniel

Dr.

P.

Hanley,

mm

Bowdoin Alumni Council
Meets For Luncheons

In

And Panel Discussion
'

popular
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of Robert Morrell, 16 Coffin Street,

currencies

Brunswick.
Current plans made by the commlttee call for several Olympic figures and a prominent main speaker
to appear at the dinner, while remarks will be made by several of
Dr. Hsnley's friends and associates,
The committee stressed the fact
that ladles are Invited to attend,
A men possessed with enormous
energy, Dr. Hanley has been a movIng force in attempts to Improve
medical services throughout the
State of Maine, and since 1946 has
earned Uie leaiMvl and
steadily

owned by the Treasury

or

credits

ed States, according
Department.

owed to or and Merton
of the Unitto the State

Professor Bearce. a native of Auburn and a graduate of Bucksport

High School, received his bachelor
of arte degree from the University
of Maine In 1843. He attended Harvard Law School In 1946-47 before
completing work for a master of
arte degree and a doctor of phllosophy degree from the University
of Wisconsin from 1948 through

Maine Medical Association, made up
of some 800 members, and a member
~

IO,,,,,ta
r Cy
*^?
K J
MemorWi
Bath

S^.-nS"^
HS ^LiH B W^«
MD.
pl

He

r

his
received» 'S*

T

.

athletic injuries dur-

m

Bowdoin physician^
tog his tenure
He has conducted clinics on such
injuries at Bowdoln and at the
Maine Medical Center In Portland,
He advocates a return to the old
Oblong cleat, to football shoes because of his beliefs tost the Present long cleats cause many unnecesssry leg injuries that may lead to
infections.
He also insists that ill
Bowdoin football players wew .uspension helmets end tost all Bowdoin hockey goalies wear face masks
to avoid unneceasary head injuries.
In recent years Dr. Hanley has
headed a movement to attract doc-

History, Professor Bearce is
thor of "John Stuart MlHaViS to-'
dla .. wnlch was pub^hed ln the

^

A member

of

m
^

with him. a P^imtoary
planning committee of his friends
have ms^e arrangements for this
associate

dinner in Dr. Hsnley's honor.
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Chapel
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Professor Beam.
Sat, Pen.
Reverend Arthur
Sun. Feb. St
Mrtiffiwn, MJ>Jt. sf the Rrsi

H

affirmative team took away
toe $35 second prise.
Judges for the event were Louis
Bernstein Tl, Robert D. Donovan

and Charles
The Bradbury

•46\

L.

HUdreth

rv-»«fiT-.g

».

rrtss is

Congregational Church, WeUesley the annual income of a fund given
Hills, Massachusetts.
by the Honorable James Ware
The Director of Bradbury. LLD.. of the Class of
Men. Feb. tf
Dramatics speaks on "The One Act 1825, and is awarded each year for

—

Contest."

MCsUenw

in debating.

the
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Child, Valley Child when it was
presented over
last fall. Set
designer Bill Lannon, Zete, Is workIng on an experimental Impressionistlc set for the production.
Dick Thalheimer directs Pete
Standlshs TlieW^ernaewW Deal.
John Meader. Mrs. Mary Chittim.
Jim Blake. KS. and Bobby Clore.

WBOR

Chuck Phillips, Chi Psi, Sue Rolland
head the cast. Meader played the
father in Tench of the Past in
which Mr. ChltUm also appeared.
She has also played in My Three
"

The

Misanthrope.

Ber-

nle Ryan AD, set designer for the
show has planned a naturalistic
room setting for the play.
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f^' ment^}
doto's drives for
funds.
The judge
of Ma JttiUor year. Hunt was
refused to donate to the College, promoted to Managing Editor. A

^uSE,

claiming that his first duty was to- resident of Claymont, Delaware,
ward the fraternity. "This Is a Hunt played Freshman Football and
common enough example of the In- was Head Track Manager through-

"have their ori-

fraternities
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background, eluded.

Prof. Hall continued, "are,

have

Bl-

under the scrutiny of educated ln-

?*y» been * morbid growth wlthta telUgence

^"The"o^metaphor

.

.

.

deliberate and
accurate.
It describes a process
which, consistently pursued to an
end. would progressively divide into
multiple 'brotherhoods' the brotherhood of mankind, or say of one soclety, till It perished or they were
dissolved by the healthy
that is
integrated
cells of the organism,
^~-^„. -«h< n v. defines
Because #>.the concepfwhich
and organises these fraternities is so
reductive, there is simply no third
course they can run. And to arrest
them is to consign the body to inis

-

Fraternities now add a lot to the
C olleg7social l^bul a betUu^sub
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of the past ten ral loyalties, all couched ln vain
she has appeared to many glorious bombast without syntax, in
(Continued on Page t)
macabre metaphors mixed to the
point of madness, and dramatised
by gratuitously prefabricated symbols without relevance to a trade.
Kirkland Gives
education, a way of life, nature,
or any other coherent reality."
Hall then proceeded to enact a
Talbot Cole Lecture
typical inluaUon scene in which toe
lowly pledge Is submitted to devilish
powers beyond his comprehension,

Annie

On February 22

He undergoes seemly useless ordeals
and promises to obey oaths which
broadly based curriculum and he doesn't understand. He Is warntolerant atUtude effect possibilities «d of the danger of betraying the
for the individual to make his op- sacred secrets of toe fraternity to
Is
threatened
portunitles "glad." Dr. Edward C. non-members and
Klrkland, Frank Munsey Professor that If he does such a thing, he will
of History Emeritus told s Urge l0»e his soul, and his head shall
HaU elaborated on the
audience last Wednesday st the an- BOLL.
nual Annie Talbot Cole Lecture ln theory behind these ceremonies and
explained why the exhausted adoPickard Theater
naU «* TC
*° sucn °°Dr. Klrkland opened his discus- 6 c«int

A

m
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.J?
jf
sion with a survey of curriculum V10U8.. ^S"?™*: tu
U1
crt Uo, e
the rushing
systrends during the 19th century. Col- , **»
?
fc
' or tne •***
' **?* " a lows
leges and universities were slow, he J?
fw«K *n to make the right) de
observed, ln transforming the con- "*
clslon.
The divorce courts," he
tent of curriculum from the old
added. are full Of evidence of what
orthodox classical training to a more
modem orientated preparation. The
fraterSSf U
change made the gap between colh
a refuge^ of tove for

m

i

hm

Foreign^ Studente;
and
Treasurer Jack Kerridge. University
of Chicago.
Mr. Wilder was graduated from

Among

Bowdoln College

ln

1933

and

re-

secret ceived his Masters Degree in EduIn toe perilous caUon from Harvard University in
our respon- 1930. For three years after gradua"hility to examine ourselves.
The tlon he served as Submsster at Ooriraternities. however, seem to "have ham
High School, Gorham, Maine.
a ">uUt-ln immunity to responslblli- before returning to Bowdoin in 1927
ty
Since their very existence de- to become Acting Alumni Secretarv.
Pends on evading examination, it is From 1933 unUl he was appointed
d "" c "lt If not Impossible to subject Assistant to the President in 1946,
Ulem t° the usual test to see how Mr. Wilder served ln the dual role
authentic they are. But the unnecf Alumni Secretary and Assistant
easary socleUes which hide them- Professor of EducaUon.
"e^es within a cult of secrecy are
i960 Mr. Wilder was appointed
e Paltriest exploiters of man- director of Bowdoln's scholarship.
™?°? ungenerous and furtive in- loans, and financial aid program,
»tmct for the cosy.
this year will t -imlnister granta
Professor Hall concluded that the of about 8375,000. He Is also Vetraison d'etre of fraternities lies ln erans' Adviser and Foreign Student
the foolish Inertness of human be- Adviser, and a former Director of
(Continued on page S)
the American Alumni Council.
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weapons of defense.
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Student Council Listens To
Reports

& Announcements

Committee reports and some anDelta Kappa EpsUon 1961
nouncements from Dean Kendrick Stephen Piper
jg^jS-dSnt
»«£
were tne ""W*018 <"""**<» a t MenDelta Sigma
1963
the^unorlentatad
frmhmij? who day's meeUn, of toe Student Coun- Francis S. Msncinl
cU. 8teve Silverman. ARU, reported
Kappa Sigma
1962
nntA to ta a-cn^
tj,. ,..„._
fl
«* successful meeUng ofthree John F. Sweeney
turr^ to^n
CouncU members with
Psi UTsUon
1963
MrleB
gylrtemaUc rejections st the Student
ha nds of the uorjerelaasmen " Has- Alumni committees last weekend. A John W. Halperin
Sigma Nu
1963
ta
iJ^OM by upperclassmen Committee of students wlH work as
a method of developing the »« advisory group on the final plans Stephen E. Tower
pledge's character and making him »or toe Senior Center. Members of
Theta Delta Chi
1962
Howard Dana
northy of brotherly acceptance. It the committee are:
>•*• P»*
U also a wsy of binding him and
1963
*..—.
^w
Fraternity
Clsss
the rest of his delegation in the unp. gnow
forgettable togetherness of horse- Francto H. FuUer
Independents
1961
Alpha Delta Phi
1961
Ted Curtis. AD. reported on plan.
pUy and discomfort as weU as an
exquisite
for Campus Chest Weekend. The
opportunity for upper- Louts S. Asekoff
Alpha Rho UpsUon 1961 schedule for the weekend appears
classmen to exercise their varying
David 8. Collins
talents for Ingenioue annoyance
elsewhere in this issue of toe Orient.
Alpha Tau Omega
Frsiemity orientation. Professor
1963 President Dei Prete, Psi U. reported
HsU conUnued. occurs during toe Thomas L. Ersklne
that the Memorial Halls bust of
pledges academic orientation, and
Bete, Theta
1961 Henry w. Longfellow is missing, as
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Results of the Freshman Fraternity Standings for the 1st Semester,
1980-1961.

of the

««^^f

years,

Frederick W. Green '61, President ef Chi Fat fraternity, betas their
recently wen Peucinisn Cup; en the right, Paul E. »«-—^»» 'gz,
shown with the Student Council Cup, wen by the Alpha Bho
UpsUon house.
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*« fraternity system
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Win $75 FITSt. ?TVK

be

on gpoke out

Theater

college radio station, WBOR,
serving pr esently aa senior Memberat-large on toe Executive Board. He
it also a member of the Outing
Club and the Young Republicans
Club. For his freshman year, the
retiring Editor was pledge-king of
his fraternity, Delta Kappa Epsllon,
played on the Freshman Football
95
team, fired on the Varsity Rifle
Team and was a member of the
Rifle Club and the Sailing Club.
McLean la also a contributing memw~«.
„« B *w»»w *„•»,. ,*,d fHtuQc *o ocr oj tne
sum on retiring
willing to swear to anything and
Editor of the Orient, McLean
everything Just to get It over with. w
still remain an active member
His initiation rites at his point
"seem to have aU the awesome solenmity and beauty of the Sermon
Editors Hunt And Wollacott
on the Mount. By a kind of post
Spencer C. Hunt, a Junior and a
hynotlc suggestion he Is vaguely dls
member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraposed to fee
feel, the dimmer the memmem ternlty, commenced his work on
ory of details becomes, that some- the Orient as a member of the copy
t hJ
nC de ly
meanm«Xul staff during- his Freshman year. As
(r.),

"Free-Masonry Imitators

„£

"

__-i., m
"cc'"™-

*>

m pic*^

McLean became Editor-in-Chief.
McLean has also been ac tive on

ORIENT,

Hall Calls Fraternities

T5£L ^LT^TL^L^

™* /^i"!^.,

^ricul AssoclaUon, the American
PollUca,
AssoclaUon, the
conference on British History, the
Nor thern New England Historians.
tne Maine g^^, gdentiste. and the
American AssoclaUon of University
professor.. Professor Bearce is marrled to tne former Jeana Etefe of
St j^j. j^ an ^compushed artlat
worfa
receiving wide

^^^

fQur

^
^

-

8
fS?*" , J? ^J"?*™^
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t
erag'

Recently appointed Co-Editors for the '61 volume of the
Spencer C. Hunt '62 (L), and Sidney W. Woollacott '62
tured with retiring Editor, David C. McLean 'SI.

j^cli
March second at 8:15 are now fully ternitles.
clan actor, and linguist. On stage. c
and
t
mia.rehearsal
The
The speech entitled "Witchcraft
he switches from the guitar the five- CMts numbering
from two to twen .
and Brotherhood" opened with a
string banjo.
l
condemnation of a nameless Bowa schedule of L.™
dom
fraternity *<* Its behavior in
events for the weekend:
w.h
^„t^-^iJ?wL!22S?K
a"
*
recent rift with its national headFriday. March 10. 8:00: College
w* enactors* BunTuwtak? aua
rters °ver the local chapter's
All-Star Jess Concert, tl* per per- °£
mate tod and Barbara Le- q .
r ht to ***** R N e«r0 student
ion.-a3.00 couple or weekend ucket. g^dre
female role
Mte 1U- f
h SlnJ^
4
6 f,
ckard *"<«** 1:00: ^aternlUes
°*
was
toe ^Bowdotn ^^L."
t
Zl Hall cited the example of a Judge Edl tor and.s member of the Orient
Close.
cunpus la8t
l\
as Emily in the
«r,i a ^

of his energy to

to enter the
Because of these acromplishments.

The

solo voice of the group.
the
prMented
Hassllev is a combtaation mu*l-

Zt*? Bradbury
« Prize Debate
promising young men
Mark E q,,^^
^ of AuDum
msdtesJ^ofesaton

and devotes much
encouraging

is

classical guitar a*«i

Frederick W. Willey '17 of Pitts- Program Director
Al Titus
burgh, Pa, Alumni Fund Chairman, chief Engineer
Robert White
presented a report on the Alumni Business Manager
Richard Horn
Fund progress.
Continuity
William Lannon
Members of the Saturday morning News
Steve Tower
panel were Wolcott A. Hokanson, Jr. Sports
Tom Eccleston
'50, Bursar of the College; Robert Publicity
Ben Martindale
H. Glover 36, Assistant Director of Librarian
John Blogen
Admissions; C. Cabot EaMon «, Ad- Jr. member of Executive Committee
mlnlstrative Assistant in DevelopTom Holland
ment; and Hugh C. Lord, Adminis- Sr. member of Executive Committee
trative Assistant In Public Relations.
Dave McLean

r

.

March

vto

^^ «*
main
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Av '"
JooTIia, „, modem History. and **» A11 Co "f« e
,
J'
and Bri^ Atutodes toward %* e J188 dro PPed from 2.198 to 2174
,n*«». "M-1858. which wiU be pub The Independent group maintained A.T.O.
j lsned later thlg
b th
i; n , yeraUv p,,,,,
England,
195e

>^ ""Its"
e

Indian
the au

ln the fle id of

exp,.,.,,

Mem°rU1 '««»» - «¥ Bombay Branchof

at Boston City Hospital.
Durinf
*
major in^"r^.tL.^.^
the United States Army
Medical Corps and saw service ln
the Cfctoa-Burma-India Theater
Aim editor of toe Mstae Medical
Journal. Dr
Hanley has become

t0r8

An

,

interned

O.- Henry.

<

OIUUCHL

wu

'he Boyal Asiatic Society ln 1954;
degree ,from ..Lord William Bentlnck: the ApplU
caUon ot Liherallsm to India." In

V
?°n
2?^"*
W£L
°i
Surgeonsiln ia5
Physicians and
1943 and

an expert on

Policies Dfecossed
as single nipper club acts. After
Before revealing the appointorganlsing as "the Llmellters," they ment of the new Co-Editors, Mcopened July 33 at San Francisco's
1,"
were
almost
"hungry
and
an
Casts
overnight success.
When Yarbrough Joined the group,
he had ateeady established himself E"
JJhlflPnt-WnttjWl
TTlllltJll
*» » single night club act at the I VI
Gate of Horn in Chicago, Coerao
Alley in Los Angeles, and the Lime- JTwp A-fjg
7
nvto, ifiaivu U
u te (where the group got their
name) in Aspen, Colorado. Yar-

1962.

He
a Captain in the United
friendship of his fellow doctors and States Army Ordnance Department
the people of the Brunswick area, with overseas service in England,
Belgium,
Dr. Hanley has been College France,
and Germany
Physician at Bowdoln for the past from 1943-46, and was an instrucA native of Amesbury. tor at Kalamazoo (Mich.) College
ts years.
Mass., and a graduate of Bowdoin from 19S2 to 1954 before coming to
in 1939. he Is also Director of the Bowdoin.
of the staff at th
.v
the
to Portland

1^™*

*
--«.--»*-«-.
J2f& JL5T
S^"LSL&SneSS
-- JSS.-S
^
j-Ej-fta-up-s
M
M
»

C&.T? SH^^'XL s J

given a position on the Editorial
Board of the Orient. He received a
promotion to Managing Editor during the winter and remained on the
Editorial Board as one of its senior
members. In September of last year

Manager, also announced
the appointment of William Conkto a freahman •** * member of
Alpha Delta Phi, as Assistant Advertlsing Manager.

-

^na

he rose

vertlsing

Are Announced

""""S

George D. Bearce, Assistant Pro- r T^rfe- annual midwinter meeting of
Bowdoln College physician who last
summer was one of two physicians fessor of History and Government the Bowdoin Alumni Council took
to accompany the United States has been awarded a Fulbright Grant place Friday and Saturday at the
Olympic team at Rome, will be to lecture in India during academic College.
Following Thursday evening's
honored by friends and associates year 1961 r 62, the United 8tates Department of State has Informed meeting of the Nominating Commitat a testimonial dinner.
tee at the GetcheU House, the enThe dinner will be held at 6:30 President James S. Coles.
Professor Bearce will be given a tire Alumni council gathered lor
pjn. on Saturday, March 4, in the
Sargent Oymnasium at Bowdoin. i eave of absence from his duties In committee meetings Friday morning
Ross Brown, order to lecture in political theory and for the-annual midwinter buslHerbert
Professor
Chairman of the Department of at Osmanla University In Hydera- ness meeU/Jg Friday afternoon.
Saturday's program Included a
English at Bowdoln and well-known bad, India, during the next acafaculty and staff panel discussion
orator throughout the State of demlc year. President Coles said
m ** "J 6 ""* ^P«? to Ma **f h uMaine, will serve as.Master ofjCeret^ awardB to pressor nence setts
will
be
This
Hall foUowed by Informal rethe
affair.
monies at
waj5 „„,, under
rtravManli nt
aiwttch lnthe usual scheme of ^he^^ht Act ^is^e o?mo£ marks by President James S. Coles.
things, since Dr. Hanley has long
wan^ fi fecturir^^nl The program ended Saturday noon
at
Ceremonies
luncheon in the Moulton Unof
with
a
been the Master
"Sirch abroad mcludld
the
all -athletic awards dinners at BowforText
Ill^anS- *»<
dota.
P^teenUng Standing Committee
SJSs, according to the provWons
coincides
The date of the dinner
m tn e
Act are setected reports at Friday's business meet8
annual Alumni hockey b
with the annuel
hv y^
th „ Rnarri o{
„ f ,*£,„," scholar. Ing
n rwere
n Pterm.
were Chairmen Jotham D.
Pleree
game st the College, an event which shl
39 of Portland: Robert N. Bass '40
the members ot whl n
ta as iJ_i.i
luikiv has participated
nartlciDatad to
^..
.^
« ..
...
^» mu....,, w.^.... n
i_ ,,*
Dr. Hanley
f Wilton; Herbert Hanson, Jr.
43
b
UU) p,^^^ ur^,
often as possible since he was him- United SUUlJ
j
of ,34^00^
ur. Ralph T.
a dafenseman for Bowdoin
self
West Hartford, Conn.;
"sciurers ana researcn
research scnoiars
srhol.™ OK°*en
-L^ ri 31k ofr.
hockey teams during his undergradp pa-wi,,,
„ f HartHart
i^erams -«
ot
freuencx
*>
p
»
e
recommended
for
the
Boards
JZ*m d.o. M.nv „i hi. niH horkftv
ford- Conn
W*»«» S- Thayer '38
ta attendTthis consideration by the Conference
*»«* «" Associated Research Coun- of Marblehead Jjeck. Mass.; MerSr^lr^ta Sr2r
Henry fJO of Portland; and
PrS» rfadnn^oti for the dinner cUs a Private organization under
of Melrose, Mass.
Mnt
c t w, th the Department to -» «>"* antth
bfpu?waT£ «00^Scketi
chased at'aWiplt'a.^unawic. Coal feive and review the
candidates.
and Lumber. Brunswick Hardware. •*
The funds used for carrying out Wayne. Pa.. WiUlaxn 8. Piper. Jr. 'SI
and the Sargent Oymnasium, or by
*?*mn <1 J*mailing a check made out to the the program under provisions of the °* Warc^"^i.
**ib

l^n^

Chevy Show, in concerts with Chris
Conner, George Shearing, and Shel8nd °" *"° national
Mort Sahl.
Lou Gottlieb, Alex Hassllev, and
Glenn Yarbrough have each worked

fall of his Junior year
to Associate Editor, and was

In the early

Sports Staff for the past year, has
covered tennis, lacrosse, and skiing events. He replaces Leonard C.
Lee, who held the post during the
last semester. Richard Pulslfer, Ad-

They have appeared on the Ed
Sullivan Show, the Dinah Shore

t)

Retiring Editor

With his retirement, David McLean completes a career on the
Bowdoln Orient which he commenced his freshman year as a
news reporter and feature writer.

announced that Samuel W. Cushman, a sophomore and a member
of Alpha Delta Phi, was chosen as
Assistant Sports Editor. Cushman,
who has been a member of the

satire."

for the presidential election of '64.
(He also ran in the last presidential

Lean spent some time discussing
business and policies of the Orient
While,
during the last semester.
in general, the retiring Editor seemed
pleased with operations, he expressed
the hope that even greater efficiency In meeting deadlines would be
attained In the future. McLean also
mentioned that several staff positions remain open on the Orient and
urged that increased representation
be obtained from those houses which
have fewer members on the paper.
Several other members of the Board
of Editors also made comments on
past issues and operation policies.

Co-Editors,

1061

W

nlon. is to;- Raffle Drawing
3:00 the fraternities close,
ay from 3:00 to 4:00 the
Limelltars will perform In Pickard
Theater This group la a singingcomedy trio that sings In over two
languages. Including seven
Asiatic tongues. Their spokes a n
la a University of California PhJD.,
Lou Gottlieb; their tenor, Olenn Tarbrough, and banjo player, Ales Hassllev are equally erudite.
The group sings in off-beat blend
of vocal and instrumental folk music combined with a breed of comedy they describe as "institutional

mer's speech concerned his platform

retiring 1960-01 Editor of the

Spencer C.
Hunt '63 and Sidney W. Woollacott
at the general meeting of the
Orient Staff on Monday night. The
new Co-Editors were elected at the
February 9 meeting of the Bowdoin Publishing Company, and will
publish from March 8 until Komecoming of next semester. Also announced at this staff meeting was
the appointment of Bruce Leonard
"OS as Business Manager.
Two other appointments to Orient
positions were revealed this week,
Sports Editor, John W. Halperin <S3

That evening at 1:30 la the
Bowdoln-Slmmone Otee Club Con-

There
have heard at Bowdoln.
were\ people In every seat of the

To

The

Bowdoln Orient, David C. McLean
"61. announced the appointment of

the Freshman

11,

cert at Picks rd Theater, followed at
8:30 by Monte Carlo Night in the
Moulton Union. At 11:30, also in

Union lounge, standing on tables,
crowded on the balcony, and hanging out the windows. Much of Ho-

Testimonial Dinner

March

3:00.

A. Tomlinson. a 68-year-old
Theocrat. The crowd gathered near
the Moulton Union and marched in
behind the Red. White. Blue and
Purple Standard of the Church of
himself
Ood.
Raving crowned
"King of Bowdoln," the King quickly assembled his portable aluminum
Then, with a gold-plated
throne.
crown on his head and a pink and
Sid sart thrown around him, ho
ok the throne.
When Homer rose to speak, the
fans gave him an ovation such as
few athletic teams and no speakers

Page

13.

Hookey Team plays the All-Stars at the

Homer

est

10.

Chest." The activity begins with a
College All-Star Jam Concert at 8:00,
Friday night In Pickard Theater. On

greeted one of
Bowdoln's most celebrated speakers
In recent years on Tuesday. Feb-

(Ceatlnaed

and Sunday,
Is "Campus

Saturday
11, and

Friday,

March

FOR PRESIDENT"

Hesuiu or
Results
of Fraternity Scholastic
Soon, noted Dr. Klrkland, colleges
Standing, for the 1st Semester, begun being administered by mem1960-1961.
bers of the bustoess world, much to
the disdain of faculty members. He
Independents
2 556
•
Independents
1690
cited the acUviUes of toe Stanforda.
nl
3.481
30
Alpha Rho UpsUon
60
1908
the RockefeUers. Camlgies sad VanS ** Sigma
.
3.306
13
Alpha Tau Omega
1416
43
derbuUU as examples of the en^?J*
1177
16
Delta Sigma
MIT
couragement on the part of bustAfPf1* Tau Omega
1104
13
Chi Psi
^Ph* Bho Upsilon
60
ISM
nessof education.
A
Oerta Stgma
3.056
13
Kappa Sigma
64
3.198
y
"^ vWual de"**mtnt
,.
1.974
19
Sigma Nu
#7
Ues in 5!
M73
toceptton of a wlde^diverthe J°
*? UpsUon
1^74
Sigma Nu
19
Theta Delta Chi
63
genes of educational opportunity.
Delta Kappa Epsllon 1JM7
15
Psi UpsUon
73
ion
The whole pattern must be appUc1.956
^Pha Delta Phi
17
Zeta Pal
73
sble to vocational pursuits.
1.855
Beta Theta PI
19
Beta Theta Pi
64
IMS
Dr. Klrkland. who retired In 1C3».
Theta Delta Chi
1J9*
16
Alpha JJeita Phi
L3S9
wrteaaa: frtcais and ifnficagsw f8l1.689
Seta Psi
36
Belts. Keppe,
63
lowing the lecture.
1J61
jnx» lectureship was founded ta
31*
UES by Mrs. Calista 8. Maybew of consoquentty deprives bun of both Christopher Pvle
AU Fraternity Freshman Ave. 1193 AU Fraternity Ave.
E189 South Orange, M. J.. In memory of good grades and needed sleep. The
Chi Psi
AU College Freshman Ave.
1AM AU College Average
3.174 her niece. Mrs. Samuel V. Cuts.
anxiety oi wanting to belong be- Richard M. Cutter
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1961

•

are severs! fraternity trophies. The
Dean requests that these objects be
returned.
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NO.

If

lorroit-iN-cHiKr

DhUOumob eAel^aUl B3
Spencer C. Hunt

'S3

Assesiat* Easts*

«

Sidney W. Wooleeott

BOARD OF KDITOR8

D.CicUH

Hunt, Pyle, Woollacott. Halperin

(chr.);

Newt

NcwsEBttsr
Kenneth A. Brtags
Assistant News Edltora

«

Alphonse

ThomM

Lockwood

"63

W

the Editor:
A prise or $500 is being offered in
valuable and
Watty items have dUappeared from the I960 National Inter-Collegiate
Olbaon Hall Music library. As help Competition in the Oral InterpreBowdoln may
Is very ttmtted in the Library and tation of Literature.
there is no lull time custodian, De- enter four tape-recorded readings
partment property often get 'Sor- of Edna St. Vincent Malay's poem
If
any "Renal anonce."
rowed" without record.
Interested students should obtain
Bowdoln rtudent* knows of the following Boms or has Inadvertently a copy of the poem and report to
"borrowed them" on his own, the 116 Sills Hall on February 14, beDepartment ol Music would be very tween #:N and 5:46 p.m. Or 9-le
grateful if either the information p.m., prepared to record a 5-minute
was supplied or the articles return- portion of the poem. On the basis
of these recordings, contestants will
ed.
he chosen for the national competiThe missing items arc:
1.

'63

8
3.

4.

Craig F. Magher "64
Philip N. Racine 14
Frederick F. Tarmle,

L.

Haggerty

of Beethoven

after-dinner

outstanding

Jr.

«t

"62

drcaaaUvn
'63

THE BOWDOIN PUBUBB9N43 COMPANY
Prof. Athern P. Baggott
David C. McLean

speaker,

dorship for the United States as one
of two physfeians to acoasnpany the
V. S. Track and Field team to the
IBM Olympics in Rome.
In addaUou to Sutoon's main address st the dinner and Professor
Brown's M.C.
several
activities,
and associates of Dr. Hanley
make brief remarks.

James

President

Coles

S.

will

ALPHA DELTA FHI
Pres. John 8. Lunt
V. Pres. Donald 8. Hall
Rec. Sec. John L Swift
Oorr. Sec. Bruce N. Leonard

ALPHA RHO UPSfjLON
Relsman

Pres. Paul R.

V. Pres. Arthur Freedman
Trees. Peter 6. KarofskV
Rec. Sec. Howard Van Ness
Corr. Sec. Richard Mudge

ALPHA TAB OMEGA
Small

Pres. William

V. Pres. Robert D. Brlggs
Sec. Mark E. Goldberg

tXfTA THETA

PI

Pres. Hubert Ko*nlg"*>«n?r
V. Pres. Richard J. Clarey
Sec. Lawrence J. Schoenwald
Treas. James E. Fisher Jr

CHI PSI
W. Green

Pros. Frederick

.Ir.

CMUU^tttau

Bowdoin
The esteem

—

is

based

which Dr. Hanley

is

Direc-

to a great

pic Committee.

Father Walter J. MacParland,
pastor of St. Charles Church in
are the true indexes to the quality of their mother.
All the rest Brunswick, will give the convocation.
Swede Nelson is a graduate of
faculty
student ratio, curriculum past academic perform- PhfHrps Exeter Academy and Harances of the entering classes
can only indicate the potentiality vard University. He was a fullback
on the tM9 Championship Harvard
of the school.
The accomplishments of her alumni tell mdts- football team and was backfleld
putedly the degree to which Bowdoin bas realized this potent- coach at Harvard for 16 years and
head coach of the College All-Stars

upon the

extent

quality of its graduates.

—

—

—

The sons

of

Bowdoin

;

iality.

Now,

it ts

traditional that a liberal arts college should place

dominant emphasis on scholarship. The liberal arte school is
primarily a seat of learning, of study, of an examination and reappraisal of accumulated knowledge.
Anything else
social
its

—

atmosphere. Athletics, etc., are of importance only in so far as
they cotrrrrbtrte to the primary purpose, and this purpose is

avowedly an

A

intellectual one.

quick judgment would seem to indicate that the numBowdoin sons who have selected the scholarly life is

ber of

One can

easily glance down the list of Officers of incatalogue to determine how many sons of Bowdoin are teaching at their alma mater alone, not to mention the

large.

struction in

tttie

many who

are scattered throughout other institutions.

the college

That

performing its function seems to be bourne out by
a recent ranking of eighth in the nation in the producing of colis

for three years.
President of N. V. Nelson & Co..
a cotton products firm, tie Is a
-trustee of the -New Bedford Institute of Technology, the West End
House, and the Crippled Children's
Hospital School in Canton, Mass. He
is a former President of the Gridiron Club of Boston and f ormer
Massachusetts State Chairman of
the National Football Hall of Fame

However, such a conclusion would be a

fallacy

ductive" colleges, the reader searches in vain for Bowdoin.
this

merely an underestimation of the quality of Bow-

New

.

.

.

weather.

The

is precipitated by the sugHubbard Hall undergo a
change in hours. This "radical" measure would result in she
addition of only a dozen or so more hours per week.
Since
its proposal we have heard no more of the possibility of change.

occasion for these remarks

gestions of

some weeks

past

For the library to open every evening except Saturday
12:30 would not necessitate any change in personnel, but
only a lengthening of the hours of those working until 1 1 :30
under the present set-up. And to keep the library open until
10:00 or 11:00 Saturday evenings does not seem too great a
concession to those interested in studying during the weekend.
Also, an earlier opening hour on Sunday would be desirable.
The period between noon and the present opening time is often
one of "waiting for the lib. to open" for many students, so
that 2 :00 would definitely be a much better opening time than
1

1

:00 in the afternoon.

Elliot

THETA DELTA CHI
Pros.

Stephen

E.

Tower

V. Pres. William Bonnet Martindale
Corr. Sec. William Kruse
Treas. Karl R. Westberg

Z£TA PSI

.

Pres. Andrew H. Kilgour
V. Pres. John W. Bradford
Sec. Kenan W. ODonnell
J.

was no large amount

Mcsweeny

March 6
March 15
March tt
April II
April 19
April
Hay S
May It
19

M

The "King"
(Continued from page

1)

was defeated by John
P. Kennedy).
He advocates the
Theocratic ticket* and urged Bowdoin students to form a group of
"Young Theocrats" to support his
u*iiul*Uuy.
The piauorm is based
on the Bible, and by this means,
porter, a member of Alpha Delta
said he, "Think what we can do,
Phi. Woollacott was appointed News the
students of Bowdoin at the very
Editor l«st Seotember and rose to forefront,
to bring
election, but

forth the blessthe position of Assistant Editor by ings of peace
and plenty!" Just

the paper in circulation as a Freshstart of his sophomore
year, Leonard was made co-circulation manacer. He has also contributed significant political writings to
the Orient under his own column
"Political Viewpoint?

."

Leonard has been active in other
among which is the
Political Forum, serving ss Secretary during his Freshman year and
as Vice-President this year. The new
Bussnea* Manacer also hss a radio
show on WBOR and Is Corresoond©nrsnlaatlons.

kog Secretary of his fraternity.

On* Acts
(Csntinusd
I,

1)

productions. Hewry IV part
of The assail <

and reading
Betas

The Apple
Mrs. Parker
was recently seen aa the sportive
•f

Ernest

and

Cart to name a few.

sscsetary In Head and ShsuMers,
though here she plays an entirely
dtffsrent role. Mrs. Aldrich is also
a familiar face tn Packard Theater.
She played Blanche Du Bols in A
Sli Miliar Naswad Desire, the lead
In Case P ssBiis, A Twseh «r The

think

I

Upon finishing his speech, he
opened himself to a barrage of
questions, although by this time his
well-used voice was very hoarse.
Homer had earlier said he fawned
prohibition and temperanoe In all
forms.

This brought out the ques"What shall we do about

tions:
prostitution?";

and "What

will

we

do about the laid off tobacco workers?"
But, the candidate sidestepped these questions with the
grace of a more famous politician.
He had more difficulty with one
question resulting from his claim
to know twenty languages.
One
Bowdoln man asked his question in
Hebrew with a side comment in
German. This stymied Homer for
a while, but he replied that his Hebrew required a little brushing up.
The lecture concluded with the
Joyous singing of "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic."
Bishop Tomlinson's tour is taking
him to fourteen New England colleges, including Amherst, Smith, and
Tale. At Harvard he was ushered
out by the police last week, and
at Yale he Is likely to start a large
seals riot.
But, Bowdoin greeted
him with open arms.

-

(Continued from page

of publicity
incident, thus the
most part, was un-

For the Best

Groceries

NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Beef

— Fruit and Vegetables

51

HArtPSWELL STREET

David who

feels impelled to combat
the Goliath of sin in the world.
His dream, however, would be
nothing unless he could gain the re-

spect of his fellow beings.
During his speech In the Union he
continually referred to his own
greatness ("my courage," "my ability," "my beautiful valedictory address"), while maintaining that he,
kins of the world, was "the humblest
of men."
He obviously persuades
himself that he hss all the qualities of greatness.
His Presidential
campaign, accordingly, is a way
for him to secure nationwide recognition. I don't think he is so concerned with winning the Presidency
as with hearing himself shout his
glory to the skies and seeking the
cheering crowds.
Any attempt to
face a political issue soon becomes
a personal anecdote or a self-eulogy.
It is also obvious that Homer loves
the mob, with its excitement and
fervor.
He doesn't know or care

whether the audience mocks him;
he is simply carried away by cheers
and chants of "we want Homer."
He could hear himself talk all day;
in the last hour of his speech in
the Union, he continually told us
that he would be Just one minute
more. Indeed, if Homer were not
basically a gentle soul, or if he were
a lictie brighter, he could be dangerous. I couldn't help drawing parallels to past demagogues when he
led the frantic audience with his

personality will not let us forget it,
may be termed the unpleasant as it is. Our policy of
assurance given to a state that it non-reoognition has gained us very
will be permitted to hold its place little. It has deprived the free world
and rank to the character of an in- of trade, and made China more dedependent political organism in the pendent upon the other Communist
society of nations. (Stunpson, Sec'y nations. It has provided a source of
of State, Feb. 6, 193D. Wparttculsr disagreement among the nations of
the free world. And it hss preventit fhows the willingness of the recognising state to open diplomatic ed anv realistic and lasting soluchannels with the state or govern- tion of any problem In the Far East.
ment that Is recognised.
It would ream, then, that some sort
There are, however, two types of of recognition would be politically
recognition: «> facto and a> Jare. expedient for the United States. We
Da aaaita riroaaiiiinti is provisional: fear* tWu ritulce*: (1) recognition
it is an offer to enter Into diplomatic without the connotation of approva deekuraUon of facts as they
relations but without any cordiality al
and without "the usual courtesies are, and dealing with the Chinese
of diplomacy." (Brierly Lew sf Na- upon that rests: or (3) a complete
tions p. US) Be faato recognition shout face and an accordance of
The latter
assumes that the government is real- de Jure recognition.
ly In possession of the soverign pow- choice is almost universally discarders of the state, although this pos- ed' as being too damaging to the
session may be thought wrongful or prestige of the United states. The
precarious. De Jure recognition adds former policy would enable us to
to this the assumption of the moral deal directly with Red China, and.
or rightful possassion of such sov- since no major Communist power
ereign powers. Such was the opin- would be excluded, make negotiaion stated In the case of Luther V. tlone with the entire Communist
world more -fruitful. It would open
Sagor in 1931.
This distinction, by which the rec- the door for a more lasting and uniognizing nation presumes to pass versal peace both in the Par East
Judgment upon the moralltv of the and In the entire world. It may progovernment in question, has bean vide the chance for a breach bethe source of the controversy over tween Russia and China: at least
the recognition of Red China, tt it would not force the Chinese into
the arms of the Soviet Union. And
it's based on fact or fancy."
If It would remove a bone of contenwe didn't like a good lis. hew else tion from the focus of the free
cuuid the Bishops magrunoent re- world, in fnort, ee facte recogniceptions at the eastern colleges be tion is the most satisfactory policy.
explained? Even at Harvard, where
The only question remaining is the
two campus policemen put him out- time for such recognition. Recogniside the Yard, the students were tion at this time is considered by
cheering Homer on. Thus Homer's many to be unwise, since it could
dream is puncture-proof: he can be interpreted by other nations as
explain away all rebuffs by recall- a repudiation of the policy of two
ing the persecuted religious martyrs past Presidents.
This is the only
of the past.
Interpretation which can be given
I would like to emphasise the It no matter when recognition ocfact that I have been merely specu- curs. We Americans must surrender
lating on what I think the Bishop all pretense to infallibility and £dis all about.
No doubt I have over- mlt our mistakes. Clinging to eraora
simplified him, for he is indeed still only aggravates them, and Increases
largely an enigma to me.
What- our loss of face. No nation jwill
ever he la, however, he is more than commend us for riding the tiger as
Just the butt of a good Joke.
the beast devours us both.
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has been supported by both President Truman and President Eisenhower, who followed the precedent
set by President Wilson. This distinction has not always been made,
however; Jefferson, Webster, and
Clay all took a matter of fact view
Red China. What many of his Am- of recognition. Clay stated this most
erican listeners have consistently clearly to 1816: "As far as we are
failed to sealiee ts the real danger concerned, the sovereign de facte it
the Peking regime poses to American the sovereign de Jure.' (Mallory, Life
aspirations to peace Uv.Afia. This ana Speeches of Henry Clay I, p.
article la the first of two In s series 336).
designed to roaiasnlnf our foreign
The question as we see It Is not
policy toward Mao and his people. one of legality, but rather one of
Our policy of non-recognition of political expediency. Is it more benBed China has been increasingly eficial for the United States to Igoontrove r sas l especially with the la- nore Red China, to recognise her
sue of the offshore islands playing Ae facto, or to recognise her de Jure?
such a large part to the recent elec- Whether or not we recognise her.
tions. Most Americans however, fail Red China does exist, and this fact
Her aggressive
to realise the full implications of we cannot ignore.

STORE

ternities will become evacuated like
the haunted houses of Charles Addams, and that their erstwhile inmates will find their morale reborn
as if by miracle overnight."

in Choice Tahle-Rite Steer

in his Inaugural Address
President Kennedy cautioned the
uncommitted nations not to toy with
the Communist Tiger, he unquestionably referred to the blandishments of the Peoples Republic of
China, more popularly known as

'
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White Mountain Oil Co.

of hysteri-

informed.
Consequently, the egos
of the pranksters could not have
been swelled to any great degree.
It does seem logical to say "egos,"
as the weight of the statue would arms raised to the sky In the rousrequire efforts of more than one ing "Battle Hymn of the Republic."
Perhaps I am being ' too harsh
person to remove It unnoticed.
The effect of the stealing of this with Homer, or rather, taking him
statue has not been of a significant too seriously. But, as he is a hunature to those members of the but- man/being, I cannot but tcke him
ton-down class.
However, to the seriously: this little man touring
group of people on this campus who the eastern colleges all alone, being
feel that this statue of Longfellow mocked and ridiculed by students
symbolises not only the spirit of who scorn his aburdity with an
intellectualism that should be pres- irony all too obvious to everyone
ent on toe campus, but many of but Homer himself; this plump,
the finer traditions and ideals of the pathetic man with the battered nose
oollege itself, the loss has been who will go on dreaming and believing in his own greatness as
heavily felt.
If the people responsible for this well as the good faith of those who
rnt.imstely in his
deed are reading thl* »ilicie, I hope cheer him on.
determined
efforts
he
that they will do the following untiring,
achieves a sort of courage akin
three things:
to that he brags about so lustily.
1. Realise
that they have failed If he finds
happiness in his illusto achieve the "perfect prank," anil
ions, all the better.
We would all
have brought no fame to themselves.
be a little happier if we each lived
3. Examine carefully their set of in a world of our dreams and fanwarped values for their own and tasies, ignoring the harsh truths of
for society's ultimate benefit.
the reality about us.
The good
Bishop has done Just this
3. Deposit the statue any place
an
on campus some dark night In the impossibility for most men. He is
near future; for they will not only harming no one: on the contrary,
be returning the guardian of Pat In the words of Henry Miller, "When
Qulnbys English 3-4 room, but a story is good I listen, and If it
more important, they will be re- develops afterwards that it wa r a
turning, what is for some, a very lie
so much the better.
I like
meaningful symbolic part of Bow- a good lie Just as much as the
doln College.
truth.
A story is a story, whether

~HaffaSpaT

ings which makes them reluctant
to part with an environment to
which they have simply become accustomed,, even though they may
not find that environment very tenPeat and many others. Ouv Hame- able." He predicted that the day
Bn «he dirsctor Is also designing "will Inevitably come when the fra-

the expreseJonistic set.
Judges for the performance will
be Mrs. Whiteside and Professors
Oresson and Wilson of the English
Department.

of publicity
allows

If anyone of these three basic
is not met, the prank
doomed to failure.
Last week there occurred a futile
attempt at a prank.
The golden
statue of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was stolen from it* pedestal
in front of 107 Memorial, the basement of the Pickard Theater. This
futile attempt at a prank turned
into an abortion because It failed
to meet even one of the three basic
requirements.
First, many people
were totally unaware of the existence of this statue. Second, it is
questionable whether there existed
even the smallest degree of unfavorable emotion towards the statue;
certainly there did not prevail on
the campus a majority opinion of
a negative, nature.
Third, there

given to this
Public, for the
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doin or is there a serious question aa to whether Bowdoin is the middle of last semester. Woollaproductive of scholars. This school can evidently hold its own cott Is also Associate Editor of the
Qwtfl and steward of his fraternity.
in the production of college teachers, but college teachers are
The new Co-edrtor acted last year
obviously not to be strictly equated with scholars. The article in the One-Act plays.
Bruce Leonard, a sophomore and
in S ci a ti ca magazine certainly poses a distinct question as to
a member of Alpha Delta Phi, who
whether Bowdoin is performing her function as a liberal arts is new the new Business Manager
of the Orient, started his work on
college.

Whatever happens to worthwhile proposals here?
Ate
they lost somewhere in transit between fraternity house meetings
and the little red schoolhouse in the center of the campus, or do
people merely talk about changes the way they do about the
weather.
Bad analogy. Science is doing something about she

MscDonald

fits

Part of Bowdoin's tradition certainly manifests itself on the walls great that I find it hard to forget
of many venerable buildings in the him.
form of Ivy. Many of Bowdoin's
The Bishop is a little man with a
traditions are Intertwined with the big illusion. E*ch of us h s our own
Ivy in the form of lore.
Inside privste self-illusions, but the Bismany of these buildings stand hop's dream is extraordinary. His
monuments of different sises and small stature and battered nose
shapes which serve as vivid remind- make me wonder if constant ridicule
ers of our past.
Certainly, those and rebuffs In his past have not
common threads of emotion which made him seek to regain personal
have run through the hearts of integrity and power by crowning
Bowdoln men while cheering for himself "King of the World." Is
nearly a century and-a-half for vic- his dream not simnlv a flight from
tory against arch-rivals are indica- the harsh nature of reality? Has he
tive of ineffable traditions, so uni- not tried to overcome his nothingquely Bowdoin's.
No one would ness and insignificance, if not his
argue that the freshmen march to inferiority to his fellows due to
the Cumberland and certain pranks his laughable appearance and his
against the administration are not Ignorance, by manufacturing tor
part of Bowdoin's traditions. Some himself a huge, magnificent dream?
aspects of pranks in general and a Yet he seems to believe in the
discussion of a special prank, shall dream explicitly. I don't think he
now ensue.
knows he's lying when he tells us
There are a number of specific he speaks twenty languages well (as
requisites which have to be met a matter of fact, he has trouble
He actually
if a prank is to be successful Among enough with English).
pictures himself as the modern
them are the following:

after the prank, which
the
public to smile, and the ego of the
prankster or pranksters to swell.

PSI UPSILON
Pres. Malcolm W. Braun

my

and (he

The Observer

A
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When

Then, when he tells
laughter.
us that he has written forty books.
founded eighty-two college*, visited
a hundred countries, and stopped
a revolution in Haiti, we regard
him as a ludicrous simpleton who
is touched by paranoia or insanity.
However, there is a very thin line
between humor and pathos. Bishop
two-hour
Tomllnson, during his
show In the Union, passed this
line from the ridiculous to the
mind.
Indeed,
the recognition.
pathetic In my
total impression on me was so
Recognition
cal

3.

V. Pr*». John P. Geary
Treas. Richard Beale .
Sec. Peter B. Webster

would be very easy to write a
column parodying, ridiculing, or
criticising Bishcp Homer A. TomunS3n, self-styled "King of the World."
Everything about him is hilarious: a
fat little man with big ears and a
Give him a
funny-looking nose.
crown, a flag, and a pink robe to
parade around with, aud we canIt

not help collapsing hi

sarcastic nature.

|

With an outstanding background
in athletics, Swede Nelson has become one of the most popular afterdinner speakers at sports events
throughout the United States. He
has accumulated an impressive arof humorous stories about athletics with which he spices all his

out hl<? s^iomore year. As s Junior
Science magazine would
he was Orientation chairman and
no doubt, rejoinder. In its February 10, 1961 issue there can Vwete reoresentatlve. He Is a hisbe found an article entitled "Personality and Scholarship" which tory major.
Sidney Woollacott, also a Junior,
explores the reasons why certain colleges are productive of started his career on the Orient aa
scholars.
In a list of approximately twenty-live "hi gh ly pro- a Sophomore, serving as a news re-

Is
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Treas. W. Stephen Piper
Rec. Sec. John Rex
Corr. Sec. James Henderson

Stew. Bryan

AssBclaUen.

lege teachers.

result of the superficiality of analysis.

Applications to
Saturday, May 6.
take the test must be filed about
three weeks In advance of the testing dates. Application blanks and
other Information are available at
the Student Counseling Office In
Banister flail, together with Medical School Catalogues.

1. A
common knowledge of the
proposed object by the public.
2. A simlliar attitude held by
a
majority of the public towards the
proposed object, preferably of a
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To some, Bowdoln represents more
than button -downed attitudes and
stereotyped
personalities.
people feel that Bowdoln is perhaps
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spirit
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USEE THREE

OF FRATERNITIES
Contrary to Dr. Hall, we feel that the brothers of the
a seventeen-minute staccato burst of happy
invective and satire, Professor Lawrence Sargent Hall again chapter in question have shown, in a very mature, unpretentious
national frater- way, that they are willing to back their conviction with action.
fired aWay at his old pet hate, fraternities
His Furthermore, in understanding to reform the constitution of their
nities in general and Bowdoin fraternities in particular.
audience in Chapel enjoyed the talk almost as much as he did, national fraternity, with its nearly 100 chapters distributed
though well acquainted with his battered theme of discrimina- throughout the country but predominant in the South, they have
tory practices and anti-intellectualism, and by now impervious not chosen the easy way out, as he would have them do.
Enough of the critic's first complaint. As should have
to his conclusions.
Professor Hall began his impassioned speech, titled been apparent from the success of the Russwurm Fund last May,
"Witchcraft and Brotherhood," by rebuking the brothers of a there is not sufficient racial discrimination on the Bowdoin camnational fraternity on this campus for their behavior in a dispute pus to warrant any administrative action beyond the quiet, maThe occasion for the ture, and persistent efforts of the Student Life Committee in
last fall with their central headquarters.
dispute was the Bowdoin chapter's unanimous intention to ini- prodding the inevitable along.
Secondly, largely because of what he exposes as illogical
tiate a Negro student even if the national organization forced it
At a critical juncture in the proceedings the ritual, Professor Hall would have us "cut out" the fraternities
to "go local."
student in question, not wanting to be the cause of a great deal as we would a malignant cancer. The metaphor, he reminded
of trouble for hi* friends, decided to turn in his pledge pin and us in Chapel, was "deliberate and accurate."
It implied that
Deeply concerned by like cancer there is no known remedy for the afflictions fratertake his meals at the Moulton Union.
their pledge's decision, the brothers of the fraternity shelved nities bring upon the college body.
And the members of this
the dispute with the national and began trying to persuade the particular fraternity, who prefer to work without fanfare, are
Negro student to return to the house. Their efforts were re- among the carriers of this disease.
warded in November, when he rejoined the fraternity, as a
If Bowdoin students and many members of the Faculty
remain unconvinced by his indictment, it can 'only be that they
"brother" in spirit though not in badge.
Professor Hall concluded that the chapter in question had feel his diagnosis is, to paraphrase his major complaint against
of intolerable discriminatory the houses, "a common enough
forgotten that a larger issue
. . distortion of perspective,
was at stake. This criticism was, in our opinion, un- value, and reason."
practices
What is a Bowdoin fraternity ? According to Professor
warranted, untimely, and uninformed.
Unknown to Professor Hall, the issue has not evaporated. Hall, it is "a fantastic melange of phony ritual, cheap jack cateNeither have the students involved lost any of their conviction, chisms which are a travesty of even the quasi-religious, and gothInstead, they have been quietly and ic oaths
couched in vain
drive, or unity of purpose.
.
glorious bombast without synindustriously working to weld the New England chapters of tax, in macabre metaphors mixed to the point of madness," et
their national fraternity into a coercive voting bloc in prepara- cetera, et cetera and so forth.
At that time, the
The "typical sample, fabricated without exaggeration,"
tion for the August national convention.
members of Bowdoin's delegation will demand a clause in the which he offered to prove his point was real enough. By the
fraternity's national constitution denouncing racial discrimina- laughter and applause of his sympathetic audience, everyone
tion, similar to the one which is presently in their local consti- obviously recognized it as standard fraternity claptrap.
But was
tution.
If they are not successful, they will in all likelihood se- it in perspective?
We submit that it was not.

Last week,

in

—

—

—

.

.

cede from the national

fraternity.

First,

—

.

there

is little if

any conscious belief

in

of the

Creek

letter societies

Each

conception.

fall

such as existed at the time of their opportunity to make close and lasting friendships such as rarely
more or less in occur in college-run dormitories. In addition it offers leadership

the rituals are repeated,

a perfunctory fashion, as a sort of good-natured mixture of
hazing, and spooking, and an admittedly illogical expression of
belonging to a group for the good of which each member must
be. willing to subordinate his own interests.
Such threats to an
individual's integrity as may exist in the "macabre metaphors
mixed to the point of madness" either pass unnoticed or are
longer taken seriously.
Secondly, the time consumed by rituals is not great. Some
national fraternities have only an initiation ceremony and semiformal house meetings in the sanctum sanctorum, which in the
case of several is open to the public on party weekends. Other
ceremonies, such as the composite which Professor Hall described, are more elaborate, but none consume more than a few
hours spread out over a period of approximately six weeks.
Everyone knows that fraternity ritual is claptrap. But the
supposedly intellectual 19th century fraternity which created
this "fantastic melange" went by the board many years ago.
Bowdoin fraternities today are anything but selective clos-

Way back in the
past,
when
of the pres-

ent

undergraduwere Just

ates

reaching
adolesence,
Dr.
Coles

was

called

to

Brunswick to succeed

Kenneth

Charles
Morton 3111s sa the
ninth President of Bowdoin Col-

He

lege.
came from Brown University, where he had taught Chemistry and served as Acting Dean,

and

where

fraternities,
including
Chapters of national fraternities
represented on this campus, had recently been stripped of their auto-

nomy.
Fraternities

At Brown

In the minds of Bowdoin undergraduates at that time, Dr. Coles

became associated with the actions
taken by Brown University to force
the fraternities into the quadrangle
which presently houses them. This
association of incidents, after spending a reasonable period of apprenticeship as a rumor, was eventually
Improved upon as it passed from
upperclassmcn to freshmen. Today
it has the distinction of being a

warmed by preand tempered by suspicion.
the Pall, when "Orientation"
around, each little brother
hears at his big brother's knee the
tragic story of fraternities at Brown,
full fledged "fact,"

judice

In

rolls

and how the mean and

sinister

ties completely; the other half for
cleaning them up. President Henry
Wrlston cast the deciding ballot
and the administration at Brown
University took upon itself the responsibility of doing what the undergraduates and fraternity alumni
had failed to achieve. Taking advantage of an ancient agreement
which had been made with the
fraternities when they established
chapters at Brown, the administration required the houses to clean
up their debts and transfer their
deeds to the University. Arrangements were made to dispose of the
buildings and land and construction was begun on a large quadrangle which would eventually house

societies.

They

all 17 fraternities.

Coles At Brown
Where was Dr. Coles at this
time?
Quietly teaching chemistry
as an assistant professor.
What
were his feelings? If we can Judge
by his remarks In the Chi Pal
Purple and Gold of November 4954
they were: "If the fraternities are
ignored and the excetsas allowed to
ran rampant, the college is a MJc a t
tog its responsibility to the student.
I have ssea fine boys who were
rained by a bad fraternity sjsiisii.
The college cannot eseape Its responsibility fee permitting such a
situation to exist
Why not take
advantage of the existing organisations by anenwragtog them to develop a strong, positive program,
and by helping them to eliminate
those excesses which detract from
the program off the undergraduate

President dally plots to destroy the
very brotherhood into which all college?"
When Dr.
little neophytes will eventually

good

Coles became Acting
at Brown In the Fall of 1951
the fraternity quadrangle opened
Its doors for the first time.
He
had nothing to do with Its conception, very little to do with its
completion, and only one year before coming to Bowdoin to try to

Dean

After a few years of procrastination, the Orient has finally gotten
around to digging out some old
Brown Dally Heralds, questioning
the faculty, and even reading all of
President Coles' articles and speeches on file In the OetcheU House.
Beginning with Brown University
In 1946, and reviewing the background and statements of the
President through to his most recent Chapel talk of February 1,
1901, here are the facts as the editors have found them.
Following the Second World War,
the Fellows and Trustees of Brown
University (who correspond roughly
to our Trustees and Overseers respectively), disgusted with the deterioration of undergraduate fraternities, took upon themselves the
unpleasant task of deciding whether
or not the Greek-letter organisations should continue to exist on
that campus.
Many houses were
deeply In debt and owed considerable sums in back taxes to the city,
while others were In continual, serious trouble with the police.
A

few were no more than

make

it

work.

How

effective

he was

in that year we are in no position
to Judge. It should be noted, however, that while he was Acting
fraternity scholastic average bettered the all-college average
by a substantial margin for the
first time In many years, and the
houses pledged more than half of
the freshman class for the first time

Dean the

in recent years.

These facta, which the Orient has
from old Issues of the Brown
Dally HeraM, prove three significant points, all contrary to what
we were told as freshmen by the
usually
uninformed
sophomores.
First, President Coles had little, if
anything to do with the decline of
fraternities at Brown. They brought
It upon themselves, and gave the
culled

Governing Boards ho alternative
short of abolishing them completely.
glorified Second, President Coles appears to

beer parlors primarily concerned have played a definite role and had
not with teaching young men to some success in strengthening fralive responsibly together, but with ternities in his one year as Acting
striving to outdo the parties of the Dean. Third, he came to Bowdoin
with many unpleasant memories of
year before.
students ruined by a poor fraternity
Outstanding

ADa

udNin

and was determined
Though the members of the Gov- environment,
not to see it happen here.
erning Boards at Brown were In
Cotes At Bowdoin
general agreement that the situaUnder President Coles' leadership
tion as it then stood could no longer
be tolerated, there was considerable over the past eight and a half years
disagreement on what steps should Bowdoin fraternities have grown
be taken. The AD and Psi U chap- stronger. What occurred at Brown
ters at .Brown had shown In an ex- cannot happen here, for no other
emplary manner what fraternities reason than that our administracould offer, when properly led and tion has the very control over the
organised, in the way of positive situation which the administration
contributions
university
to
life. at Brown never had until it built
Many members of the Brown Gov- the quadrangle. Think about it for
erning Boards had fond memories a moment Where do the houses
of days when the chapters had done get the money to meet most of
much to strengthen character and their operating expenses? Certainly
provide services that could not be not from house bills. House bills
attained elsewhere.
meet about one third of the overTie Veto
head, the rushing expenses, and
The IMS meeting was long and entertainment The rest of the
heated and finally ended In a tie money, which must operate the kitvote. Half of the members of the chen, cover wages, pay taxes and
i

lor abolishing fraterni- insurance,

repairs

and Improve-

ments must come from the room doin

ahd board bills. Who sees that
this money, the very life-blood of
the fraternities, is collected on time?
Certainly not the house treasurers.
They have their hands full Just
collecting eight or ten dollars a

,

—

Historic Speech
February first, Dr. Coles was
still backing fraternities, as he has
throughout his eight and one half
years at Bowdoin. In the historic
speech which he delivered that day
announcing the decision by the
Governing Boards to go ahead with
the plans for a Senior Center, he
again reiterated what he has said

On

mind intensify their
qualities to one an-

ple of like

common
other;

and where men share a

common

Interest motivation Is
The ttirasinnr

not a problem.
of

this

mutual

corroboration

and stimulation occur to every-

past.
rife that

day living, not merely in the
classroom. And thus the situations in which men live to*
gather, and especially eat together, are of primary Import*

the Governing Beards, and eepeetoOy I, as President, as trying to
the fraternities.
This te

Green Udswsd Miatsmlij
"What can be said for the

on many occasions in the
"Bamors have long been

certainly net true.

Fifty oat

jflsnii—a* en rage 4j

positive influence of social reteAtonjhjns, can also be

and other

pursuits not found

curriculum or within the scope of his extra-curricular acti-

in his

Many

vities.

fraternities

arships for their

provide financial

aid, loans,

and schol-

members and

recognition for academic or extraTreasurers and stewards gain invaluable training in business and accounting, and other officers are
curricular achievement.

sent

all

over the country to meetings of

their national organiza-

tions.

do not help language students who need practice, or specialists of any sort who seek the company of peers.
The intellectual stimulation which they offer is not likely 'to be
very intense, because the only trait any house can count on
Fraternities

year after year- is variety.
Fraternities here at Bowdoin, because of their early-rushing system and social emphasis, are
likely to have breadth rather than depth.

are twelve

of the undergraduate

body

split

portant perspective.

to express himself.

,

is for all of its members an eatsome time or other something between a
home and a dormitory, and for only a few something inexplicTo every member it offers the
the mysteries able and steeped in mystery.

The following diagnosis of Bowfraternities Is taken from an
Orient article by Dr. Robert E. Gahringer of Cambridge, Ma.ss., who
taught philosophy here during the
academic year 1968-59 while Professor Pols was on sabbatical. The
"remedy" suggested is our own.
month from each undergraduate
Professor Gahringer was gradumember.
The responsibility de- ated from Williams College In 1947
volves upon the college administra- and spent the next six years studytion, which has the most efficient ing at Harvard University, from
machinery and the best trained which he received both master of
personnel for the Job. The Central- arts apd doctor of philosophy deised Dining Service, despite all the grees. He has taught at Pennsylcomplaints house chefs and stewards vania State University, Kenyon Colmay have about high prices and lege, and Emory University.
tough meat, has proven conclusively
We reproduce his comments la
that college control has far most
this issue because they point up
houses and in the long ran proven
the perennial conflict between Bowbeneficial.
doin's social duty to provide its
The list of additional services is students with an environment which
virtually Inexhaustible, and for the
will teach the tools of cooperative
sake of illustration it will suffice
living, and Its primary obligation
to cite only two. One of the most
to create an academic atmosphere
important continues to be the superin which undergraduates may devision of the fire safety measures
velop their individual talents and
employed by each house to protect
character to the fullest.
Its property and members from sudThe following observations have
den tragic biases such as the one
at Williams last year. The other as their a priori philosophy that
private,
quality
colleges
service, related to the first. Is the "small,
night watchman who makes his (such as Bowdoin) have as their disrounds 'summer and winter at no tinctive social role the realisation
by their students" of outstanding
cost and much benefit to us all.
The Brown debacle cannot hap- qualities of mind and character"
pen here also because the adminis- and that all facets of their operation
tration is In a position to offer must be dedicated to that end.
"If this assumption Is correct
valuable and much needed guidance,
the main academic problems of
encouragement, and even pressure
these colleges do not center
when necessary to help the houses
about the mediocre student
correct some of their most flagrant
whom they would, If they could,
abuses.
All three of these forces
exclude.
Nor do they center
came Into play when, also under
about the intelligent and highly
the Coles administration, the stumotivated student, who may
dent body voted to abolish hazing.
even benefit from adversities
Guidance was offered in the incepand limitations. Rather, they
tion of the movement, encourageare problems originating In the
ment was given to its leaders, and
predicament of the intelligent
pressure applied by the ever present
but not highly motivated stulure of possible relaxation of the
dent. If there Is any clear sosocial rules. The same factors are
cial obligation, it Is to these;
now at work, though probably less
it Is precisely with respect
yet
and
less
effective,
necessary
on the
to them that failure is most
problem of racial discrimination.
common.
Here the only solution, of course,
"That
Bowdoin is not altowill be to admit a few dosen Negroes
gether successful in the dis(were it only possible) and force
charge of this obligation is, I
the issue. But again, it is the colbelieve, obvious to anyone who
lege and not the houses which conhas come to feel a certain helptrols the situation.
lessness in his efforts to encourColes Defends Fraternities
age students with evident poThe most active defense of fratentialities, and who has become
ternities by the administration and
aware of the general indifferfaculty committees has come about
ence, the frequent absence of
ironically on the very decision which
motivation where interests actthe students feared as being the
ually exist and the common
most completely anti-fraternity
complaint of stagnation.
by persuading the Governing Boards
"This situation Is not such
that a Senior Center and not deferthat it can be corrected by
red rushing and a Freshman Comtechniques to interest and conmons was the best way to handle
trol students. And while teachthe increased enrollment, the deing can always be improved, I
cision of the Governing Board to
expand the student body. Presiam convinced that an Improvement to teaching would not
dent Coles and the Faculty Commitbe effective if the situation retee on Expansion, (by enrollment,)
mains
saved Bowdoin's fraternities from a
otherwise
unaltered.
fate far worse than that of Brown's.
What seems to be basic la, as
I discern it social. It Is to one
Whether the Senior Commons and
limiting and destructive eleSenior Program provide the right
ment in this social situation
solution to expansion we will not
know for many years, but it would
that I wish to direct attention.
be surprising indeed if President
The point on which my
Coles and his administration did an
thought turns Is simply one
concerning the function of soabout face at this point and took
cial relationships to motivation
deliberate steps to wreck the very
system they have worked so hard to
via, the phenomenon of mutual
preserve and improve.
reinforcement of Interests. Peomake major

may

not be proficient, certain social privileges, and the enjoyment of
participating in forensic, musical,

But what Professor Hall and his colleagues fail to see is
more or less amorphous divisions that the whole liberal arts tradition is based on breadth rather
up by an early rushing system than depth. In four years of studying languages, social studies,
which defies all careful choice on the part of either the rushers laboratory and non-laboratory sciences, and literature, very few
or the rushee*. No one can be said to have been deprived of of us arc able to achieve more than an introduction to any
membership in a system which embraces over 95 percent of field. We do not find this situation tragic; we expect it and
embrace it even in its trite expression by a recent Boston paper,
the students and makes no attempt to ostracize the others.
It cannot be denied, of course, that the Sigma Nu's and the
"Bowdoin tries to make whole men." Professor Hall fails to
Kappa Sigs are predominantly athletic, that the Ze.es and Betas realize that the undergraduates he criticizes are still beginners,
sing well, that the Chi Psi's have more than their share of swim-. and that four years under our system is not enough to make them
men, and that the ATO's have always done well scholastically. anything in particular, though quite a bit in general.
In focusing on an ancient but today relatively unimporSo what) These tendencies towards a particular pursuit usutant aspect of fraternities, Professor Hall missed the major
ally do not work to the exclusion of persons with other interests,
though at times they may make it more difficult for an individual strengths and weaknesses of the system and thus lost a very im-

ed

The Bowdoin

We

fraternity

ing club, for most at

Does President Coles Want The Case For A
Strong Fraternity
To Destroy Fraternities?
dun
most

experience, the chance to play sports in which a student

The

have asserted that the Chapel talk was also a distorthe values which fraternities can offer in genand the values which moralist Hall defends in particular.
The charge that Bowdoin's fraternities are "the most clos-

tion of values
eral,

—

"w^-**

matatis mutandis for their negative Influence. At Bowdoin It
this negative aspect of the
social group .'iat is most evident. The fact '< that the dally
is

of the Bowaoin student is
marked by a deadening groupinduced social and Intellectual
mediocrity. It is commonly oblife

served

on an

that one cannot carry
Intelligent conversation

fraternity house dining
or even In a fraternity
house common room. And I
need not comment on the lack

a

at

table,

of taste as well as manners
displayed in social affairs.

In view of the place of the
fraternities as established basic
social units it would be appropriate to consider the manner
In which they function in this
capacity.
must be careful
la doing this to avoid confusing
their role in the College with
the role of fraternities at large
universities, where they serve to
introduce necessary finite social
divisions in an otherwise indefinite community, and serve
as the loci of the loyalty which
those universities cannot themimmediately command.
selves
Bowdoin fraternities, which together Include almost the entire
student body, are significantly

We

Since the Col-

very different

lege Itself Is finite In size

and

small, they do not serve as
necessary divisions within an
indefinite whole. And the Col-

lege Itself commands and Is
able to command the primary
loyalty.

Bowdoin men are

first

of all Bowdoin men. Fraternity loyalty is thus only supplementary to College loyalty. And
the value of the Bowdoin fraternities Is thus mainly a function of the degreo to which
they support rather than limit

the general aim of the college.
"The question must thus be
raised as to the degree to which
the fraternities actually impede
the development of the welldefined Individual. Since it la
not my aim here to evaluate the
fraternities, but only to discuss
an aspect of them. I shall not
consider their present positive
contributions to the end.

am

As far as I

able to dis-

cern, the Bowdoin fraternities
have two pronounced negative
characteristics. They are, I believe, plainly divisive In charac-

cutting students off from
contact with other students of
similar interests. And they are
in consequence leveling agencies.
I will explain these points.
ter,

practice leveling. Any student
will tell you how quickly conversations become trivial and
pointless as the small group degenerates from lack of fresh tal-

ent and thought. It is indeed a
rare talent .that can stand by
itself; and latent talent develops
and expresses Itself only through
the agency of criticism and Inspiration,
condition.

which has a

Where

social

talent

la

spread

thin in the effect to
achieve representation it is ef-

fectively neutralized.
It is further to the point to
observe the fact that organisational unity always requires the
domination of one group; and
where differences within a house
are sufficiently great domination
will often have as its counterpart coersion. Leveling is one of
the unavoidable effects of this
coersion. The
"well-balanced"

house usually Intimidates its
potentially most valuable members.

Fraternities Divisive

That the

fraternities are divisive appears to be plain fact.
student eats, lives, and carries on the major part of his
social life with one group of

A

students. There is no exchange
at meals, the most important
social activity of the average
day. And there is clearly no
desire for an exchange
a fact
eats blshed by the existence of
ready excuses against It. Nor Is
there any real Interest in extending invitations to members
of the college community not

—

members of the
In Una of duty.

fraternity, save
It is as If fraternity loyalty were at stake, so

that harriers

comunlcatlon
And indeed It

intelligent

but

unmo-

assumptions on which thought
concerning the fraternities rests.

The

first two are commonly employed in the defense of the
present system; and the third

is virtually
critics.

universal

among

In challenging the

ter, I believe that I take
nificantly unusual stand

a

its

latsig-

to

were required.
may be so: for where fraternity
loyalty rests on the mere accidents of association and cot
upon a common outlook it is todied threatened by any relaxation of boundaries
appears to be fact that
the Bowdoin 1 -eternities are in
It also

The

student needs all the
help he can get from his social
group; yet it offers him only
Impediments.
This is, I believe, a fair description of two destructive aspects of
the fraternities.
I
should like now to point out
three doubtful (if not false)
tivated

Houses Dilute Talent
First and most pernicious

is

the supposition that a distribution of talent
through accidental membership
makes for
representation. This is to fact
the formula for neutralising individual contributions. To spread
the talent in a email school under the conditions of the prestn iBlsssi l
page 4)

—
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ed and hermetically sealed of parochial societies" has already
been shown to be patently absurd. Perhaps when Professor
Hall was Master of Ritual at the Chi Psi house they were "jealously guarded" and "narrowly secretive," but today they are
not. Each house publishes newsletters, participate in Orient and
Bugle activities, and is open to the public at all hours.

The complaint
pate

that

Bowdoin

fraternities

in local affairs is especially puzzling.

them do? They have no representation
do their members have the time to devote

do not

partici-

What would he have
in local politics,

to

community

nor

affairs

even if they were given a voice at Town Meeting. All they
can do is carry something over one percent of the community's
tax burden and try to keep their members out of mischief. Once
in a while, and more often than Professor Hall is prepared to
admit, the fraternities help support the social needs of Brunswick with Christmas parties for underprivileged children, work
parties such as those which this fall moved a great deal of heavy
equipment into the Regional Memorial Hospital, Campus Chest
contributions to Brunswick's United Fund, and the Russwurm
Scholarship campaign which worked closely with Brunswick
High School, Deering High School, and many prominent citizens.

The

assertion that fraternities offer nothing of value to

is incredible.
Who entertains sub-freshmen at their
gives them a selling job on Bowdoin which the
Admissions Office quite frankly admits it cannot do itself ? For
all the drawbacks of "orientation" and ritual who is better prepared to "meet many of the social and psychological needs of
the freshmen
than any other endemic college group" as
.
.
President Coles pointed out in his opening Chapel talk this semester?
Who created and supports the Bowdoin Plan, the
James Bowdoin Cup, the Hormell Award, the Delta Sigma
Lecture, the Chi Psi and Kappa Sigma scholarships, the Roosevelt Cup, and the Hutchinson Cup?
Who provides most of the
undergraduate jobs on campus, and by dividing the College into
a few large manageable groups prevents students from being
lost in anonymity?

the College

own expense and

.

These are very tangible
the fraternity system,

_

still

assets which, while hot unique to

are very

much a

(Cotutoued so Page

41.

part of

it

here at

"
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
attics of the fraterni-

ihilint

Coles

Bowdoin.

Inejr help to justify
it

and

existence

its

must inevitably improve.

Oh

the ledger, however, ere at hast

two very serious drawbacks
develop in las speech. The first
is the case of the impressionable freshman who
is led by the
worst elements of his "fraternity" into excess opoh excess, culminating far too frequently in dismissal from college and a ruined reparation. The second is the c'ase of the often brilliant inwhich Professor Hell

who

dividualist,

failed to

driven to sever his

is

ties

on, rather than belaboring us with abstractions.

m*

they have *
meat aillass want Mr
isfcisj
Use fratenmtjr
stractare far the College.
•Watt her 4a I.
la rapist what
I have said many time* s et are. ft
Is my Ursa eotovaMsMi that she fraHralllsj at Bin isle Causa* aaa
be a mast eonetraeUve and benenelal
I

kw
*"

wish Ha
susiismimu based

graduate

npea

rratsraMsss,
"The aoattive stops tahea by the
several fraternities in recent years

any but an

the

College's corporate structure."

Legally speaking, he is
pay takes and do not provide facilities directconcerned with the academic goals of the College. Yet they
Fraternities

right.

ly

are as

much

Hyde

Union,

a part of this residential college as the Moulton
Hall, and the heating plant.
They furnish the

dining rooms for nearly

all

undergraduates, and sleep over one

They dominate the social and extraand are the units for student government, intramural contests of all sorts, and dances and houseparties.
The Self -Study Report of 1956 described the fraternibody.

third of the student

curricular

of the campus,

life

ties as "built into

One

the very fabric of the institution."

week was quoted as

ministrator last

saying,
of abolishing fraternities at the present time

"Any
is

ad-

«__«. ,U_»
iw.i ntcii

»;
lanvuai

I

»i\j

consideration

purely academic."

.
I
U-:
L .iiuiuaii kjctisg, it
it lie ncic »«5sTuim

a small liberal arts college from scratch, would invite ten national fraternities who have chapters at Bowdoin to move in

and

establish houses at his institution

The

tion here.

tion, Professor

poin:

Hall

that,

is,

is

irrelevant to our situa-

without any reasoned substantia-

asking us to abolish an established and

is

workable system, which,

95 percent of the student body and possesses property valued at something over a million dollars.
,

No

in all its imperfections, serves

is given that a low academic temperature will
a system of mass dining halls and dormitories.
If
fraternity meals are presently meaningless, will the situation be
improved by huge, noisy cafeterias (such as we know at Brown)

more varied menu than their university
Their atmosphere has a far mote constructive
and

i

offer a

morale and energy than

is

on

of us dormitory life is the most sterile of all existEach parachial twosome lives out its four-year sojourn
without ever becoming more than acquainted with the people
next door. This is desirable, European educators tell us, alluding to Pascal, "Americans are afraid to close their doors and
be alone with their thoughts."
is

fraternity

t»i^«»^
S2TL^

the

is

^£??

loyalty, it-

coming to the College, it is almost impassible for than to
their choices in terms of
Intelligently ordered future relationships. There is thus no ade-

loyalty

ternities, since they

»!>•!»!!»•, **v! !fi*y fuy pj m*1!!*
or see all of the many positive
values of them which we often take
for granted. Realising that he may
not fully appreciate the benefits of
fraternity life as It now exists, and
encouraged by the recent "positive
steps" such as the abolition of having and the removal- of the blackball by several houses, he has pursued
a
moderate, pro-fraternity
poliey.
Aa he aonsludad In his
recent Chapel talk:

to

fra-

cannot rep-

Individually stands for. In being
representative they are
thereby made Internally week.

made

steas between fraternities. Par
every autonomous social organ!satton requires a basic unity,
which in the fraternity is a
sunction oi tne loyalty of its

to

deed

Its

accomplished by an enforced
Thus do weak

their natural loyalty, and thus
internal strength. Where loyalty
natural, artificially enforced

•)

—

— depend.

qualities, just in order to define
them better. The strong frater-

isolation

i

nity

man

of

ambiguous and

indefinite

^
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pdWers. The Russians believe, there-

ton •** " nothing is done to
the arms race. It Is almost
certain that a nuclear war will
erupt one way or another within
the next five to ten years.
This belief ta strengthened by
their apprehension that In a few
years nuclear weapons will spread
to several new countries which are
aot likely to ihuw the ftgate tmstraint in their use as the United
States and the Soviet Union
Th«
odds are too great that to one of
these countries a Hitler-like leader
will come to power and bring a dli-

stop

eater upon ail.
An agreement on
disarmament must be reached and
made enforceable on all the nations

before

this so-called Nth-country
problem becomes serious,
My second major Impression to

Moscow was

that the Russians are

more flexible in their attitude toward disarmament and controls than
generally understood. They not
only repeat Interminably that they
will accept complete controls IT disarmament is complete, but they
seem willing to accept substantial
controls In a first stage If that stage
Includes a substantial amount of
disarmament. On toe other hand,
they will not accept any meaning.
ful controls, if the first stafeto
limited to "studies" and mtaerlirmscontrol measures.
le
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may

be exclusive in the
sense that all social groups are
to same degree exclusive; but It
need net be divisive, it need not

'i

'

>

<

seek to cut its members off from
other natural associations.

Prom

this

diagnosis

Professor

Gahringer came to the novel conclusion that Bowdoin fraternities
must be strengthened if they are
to contribute to the essenial purposes
of the College. He suggested a system of deferred rushing and ini-

the creation of

countless tiny clusters of selfish or at least self-centered individ-

where once there were twelve happy collections of students
thrown together in an admittedly illogical pattern to see if they
couid iearn to solve their problems in a spirit of cooperation.
The academician, in his fiery desire to have students who

PATRONAGE

are able to devote their whole being to his particular field, overlooks the equally important need of the community for people

WELCOMED

uals

STUDENT

who

are capable of putting their talents Id work for the common
good. Somewhere a compromise must be struck, but Professor
Hall offers none.

One

very significant step towards achieving this balancing
by the very administration which

of interests has been proposed

he derides as "visionary." We refer, of coarse, to the Senior
Center plan, which hopes to combine three years of grouporiented living with one year of primarily self-centered living
prior to leaving college for fur the r study in a particular field.

FIRST

NATIONAL

BARK
Lorsn Gergens briefs two of

Brunswick, Maine

Ms salesmen

en new tefephono

for business customers.

Another step was the Self-Study Report of 1936, which
gave to the fraternity "the careful scrutiny that its importance
on the Bowdoin campus demands." It concluded that "as a

Member of the Federal Reserve System ai.-i
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

"I

closely organized living-unit, the fraternity tends to accelerate

any development and

to intensify

any

or bad, wholesome or unwholesome."

by Professor Athern

P. Daggett, "strove to insure the likelihood

of the fraternity's functioning for the

good

of the College,"

and

end made some well reasoned recommendations on ways
of coping with discrimination and improving living conditions.
Unlike Professor Hall, the Committee found that "the present
system of pledging, admittedly halter-skelter, does produce positive results.
No other system has proved to possess comparable virtues, and therefore it should be continued. At the
same time the freshman orientation period should be organized
so that it will emphasize the College rather than the fraternity."
to that

.

.

.

As we know,
aim while

DUNL0P TIRES
Complete Line of Foreign Car Snow Tires

Retread Snow Tires Priced from $25.00 Per Pair

OAKIE'S AUTO SERVICE
PA 54700

SI Bash Read

about it.
thermore operated in such a tactful way that most students have
been led to believe that they initiated the changes themselves,
when in effect they were orily carrying out what had been plan-

Parkview Cleaners
"The Home Of Better Cleaning"

partially right

m his conclusion.

who

no need

for the television addicts

But burning down the fftoraisisa
ist

It

to

ie no way to get rid of
tun* fox Dr. Hall to stop playing the

and come up with ptwh* thing

constructive.

hen

on the firing line, make right decision*
and carry them through. He knew his next jump
depended on only one men --Loren Gergens.
himself

the kind of job he wanted to land. He was determined to profit from the experience of several
of his friends who had accepted promising Jobs

In Jury, 1160, he was

—

only to find themselves in "manpower pools"
Waiting to be puHed into a responsible position.
"I didn't want to be stockpiled,'' Loren says.

way

yen things are going to move fast V Loren says.
"Ifa rough at times, but hard work is fun when
yea know you're going somewhere— in a busi-

Telegraph Company, an associated company of

ness where there's somewhere to go."

the Bell Telephone System.

//

Parkview Laundercenter

Sales Manager

"I'm on the ground floor of a newly created
telephone marketing cfganization. And I can tell

to start."

of service representatives who handle the communications needs of t-foirsrnm customers. Then

made

in Boulder, Colorado.

As a senior, Loren talked to twelve companies
and joined The Mountain States Telephone ft

inhabit the houses, thriving

those academic lata.

he served aa Jnanager ef several telephone budoffices. In these jobs Loren had to prove

his

From bis first day challenges were thrown at
him thick and fast. First, he supervised a group

Bo* doin

and card sharks
on infirmary cuts and flirting
with the "C" rule. Nor does it need bigots, blackballers, and
booze-hounds, or fledgeling insurance salesmen whose thoughts
orbit about the social aspects of college and whose only excitement cornea from sex and sports.
certainly has

Gergens was working for

and

ned several years before.
is

When Loren

WANT TO BE STOCKPILED"

B.S. degree in Business Administration at the
University of Denver, he had definite ideas about

"That's no

the administration has quietly achieved this

members of the faculty were out delivering tirades
The Dean and the Student Life Committee have fur-

Professor Hail

DIDN'T

attitude, whether good
The Committee, headed

iron'rs

W guar mm

inUruted in a job in iohieh you eon
prim
wktch you're
i* tHow what you can do, right from

mom-a&in

gin* a chme*

tts atart-fou'tt

M

literature

want

to titit

your Placement Office

mud additional information.

212
uOur number
one aim

ie to

ham

m

aU

job* the meet titei, uaWtf*
poeUiee and imaginatoe men we

so the

poeeMefind."
-

a KatnL, Pmseieal

nhmh^eaTehwrashee.

<
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BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
isTff

b^b^bHbYBbI

*2*

from one of the

Be SociableHave

it

not desirable, and
communication between social
groups may even be sought out.
For we generally seek oat the
saB plm i nts of our stronger

luenucai wiui BMcassrisy.
stosand Is the myth that the
weH-rouoded
can
be
achieved within s fraternity by
t apasnit
to
a representative
membership. This simply fails
to take into account that such
exposure can at best be aunt and
can lead only to poorly defined
Interests.
The "well-rounded"
man is thus in practice only a

»

m

mlsatto launeh tog site, or BMto a
bomber receiving a wrong ceded
message
near the op"™~ flying
~~*. when
^f
Pouenfs territory. There is alee the
danger of An "escalating war," le..
a nuclear war growing out ef a

cams

and motivation
indivitopsasnt from po-

tenUattty to actuality

ly

"

^

^

a

artificial Isolation.

ent divisive Social system is
equivalent to Isolating and rendering it ineffective by holding
It apart from the concentration
of quality en which its selfcriticism

loyalties

and some

made

fraternities
to stand
against intercommunication. In
which they sense a real threat.
By contrast, the fraternity
which represents and fulfills
the Ideal of its members has

Diagnosis
!

where

e^2?£?ri E£h

|

»» ***«

Am

,

removed, the
** ***
Phaslse the danger of accidental war
resulting from misreading of radar.
rroto pushing the wrong button on

Fjas <iSp&jrss£ r^s&srxsuFi
coming
t^VupeE

*

bw-

effort will have to
to produce loyalty and
give itfsupport. This Is common-

ous,

be

"^

m

.

Zr^l
*^"

r^ ^ ^

a^i^rM^^JtJS?!*

are not natural they are tenu-

sation

<O ui[ » Lii! ii! trvm **£+

And

membert.

pledge you say whimheart-

I

It.

ed personal interast aad Influence,
and She power af my sfflee, to assist you aad all essmsraed to the
achievement of the truly full potential af fraternity as a net shy aad
worthwhile andorgraduate organi-

r ^^

:

Strong Howsee Not Divisive
Strong fraternities are not
to principle divbdve.
It is not strength, but weakness, that generates radical divl-

"There Is much Work ahead for
each of jow saw for <u< ml m, It
Is work which, while net guarantying a Utopia, will bring oa doner

»«

^

U

make

quate natural

S

b^.

Cm^JliZ
^J^luiZlL?Cn T^

8!m!

interests.

The^ result of such a system, of course,

of

*

**

oSS^^Smb^SSn^^'

art given no chance whatever to
set an. bsnest impression of the
nature of particular fraternities;
and unless they know
members of the class before

man

often believed.

To most

ences.

z

(one

join BowdolA fraternities
alrooFt by lottery. New students

eount«rpi»rt».

influence

community

But more important
basis

in

which inevitably serve low-grade institutional food?
Despite
the all too speedy waiters, animal tables, arid generally unstimulating conversation, house dining rooms are always personal,

a

*«

**

*

"""^

dental in nature.

It would be an exaggeration to
say that President Coles is filled
wish fiery euiuuewwtu fot' ffwlgfaeties In general.
At Brown, and
not unfrequently at Bowdoin. he
has seen much in them that should
be deplored. Perhaps because he
has no sentimental attachment to
fraternities (he never belonged to
one whsn he went to collage), he
tends to be more dispassionate in
his appraisal of Bowdoin chapters
than are most of the undergraduates

assurance

not exist

as

.

there a way to narrow
First, the Russians are still exdemlc atmosphere in which he may ww,ddevelop to the fullest his peculiar this difference in national approach- tremeiy oensetous of the losses they
tatsate and character.
as to the problems of peace and suffered la the last war. (All told,
To the well reasonec arguments of security? Through the official chan- more than 15.000.p00 men died in
the various committees that have a* 18 °* communication have dried the war, not counting women and
A remark made to me
studied the plan at length we would up since the abortive Summit meet- children.
1
*• *»!,_*•» ^eree*
2**. 10 ^L,001 J* * "00 tn« c «» tog. the need for Informative UtsN ^J*
€*nM
|*Wlhen*: "When the war
Senior Center Plan will actually „„m„„„i Hi«...-.i^= ..„ .w -4i~
<"«>wl°r« has not dim- atarted
were fifteen person* in
work to strengthen fraternities both
lnlshed. With this in mind, a group my immediate family; only four
socially and mteUeeteaJly
Without the senior class which is of Americans, Including Leo Sail- »* theto survived the War. I cann
wtoJ
«*
»* «P» P***,
J«°me
*temner, Walt Rostow
• f"
concerned not sd much with toBege »«>,
i
c
a
w
to
-*, ai
rtatermur Shr.d
proWMM wlth «>»*•««• »«*•«• aumbjr. of vieeMh
c*elwe ThTunda?"
nent a™"? of Russian sclen- tuns and survivors.
This Is InSiem#« win tnh«H thT JtZrtZ! e,ni
tl8tS and
******** from 0ther h*«1 ir)
offloM^^eeocnstolllt^ ana^rhn countries.
Second, now that toe Russians
J^T 1S^
The
have
their own nuclear weapons
occasion
was
the
Sixth
laleSn Sr^™.^.smta? £.•££.
ternatlonal Conference of Scientists, they seem to understand much bet£*» win
*
heW
Mo6oow from November 97 tor than to the early negotiations
V.
y
to December 5. 1W0. It was one of to toe United Nations the fact that
"•
.
" eries of conferences which start- these weapons change snarety the
J£Jh
. ^-T.
•e« ono*ry ed at Pugwash, Nova Stotia, to dimensions ot future conflicts. No
r.v£i
m
school academlc Idealism
and moral 1957. The first three were subsid- longer can the Soviet Union hope
(
^.,«..sncc o.,^.u
.„«;. l Uu iai iMt nwd by Cyrus cjiton, but the later
"win" & w«; »V€n . -VSStofy"
tfte system and haVe a definite in- meetings
have been assisted by a would turn most of Russia into
011
6
eneral * tu " * r°uP of smaU foundations inter- radioactive ruble. Their traditionriSl^w*
?!!
-!^ ?
tudes
that will
predominate.
ested in international scientific co- al defense "in depth," whfeh since
Finally, the presence In the class- operation.
Nauoieatus tones has helped RusThe host for the Sixth Con- sia win wars, offers nothing in these
rooms of a group of seniors oriented towards graduate school' and ference was the soviet Academy days ef leag-range bathetic missiles,
academic excellence should have of Sciences; participating were 711 Even the satellite empire, acquired
maturing influence on the other scientists (including. In addition to at great cost to serve as a buffer
three classes. By virtue ot then- natural scientist, al&o political solan- against another attack front the
partial separation and their ac- lists, lawyers and economists) from West, will soon be useless. ConseIn addition to 34 fluently, the Russians seem to beceleratod activity in sophisticated 15 countries.
major work and courses, the seniors Americans, there .were 31 Russians •*«** that the nuclear revolution in
should eattuhanu an increased re- a*** 8 British participants, 4 from means of warfare requires a comspect from toe rest of the student tne People's Republic of China, aad P Iete change in the general atbody and furnish a desirable exam- - cach froa5 thc Qerman rjcmccfatlc «**Jde toWaW! War and armaments,
pie for underclafsmen to imitate Republic and the Federal Republic As one of them put it, tit not enWhile there was a tlrely original pharsing "Modern
This Influence cannot help bat even- of Germany.
tuaily affect even the fraternity sprinkling of other Europeans and "**" •« stoetete; men must be dehouses, where students, as a result 0Be Canadian, none of the invited Prived of means of waging it."
hi the third place, the Russians
should become more tolerant ef, and ^lenttsts from Asia, Africa and Latare afraid that war will come, even
*rlca was able to come.
ambitious to emalate the lntellec- ln
What exactly have we learned though the two superpowers both
tual aspirations of their peers
trom the Moscow Conference? The want to avoid it. They are willw. ,<« „„. .,,«_» „.
8
??, impressions which follow sre pure- ** to concede that despite our
ly P«w-»T^y are based, how- "first-strike" posture and the belh n^i^WfT" ever
"« oBic 1 discussions and Ugerent speeches of some of out
"? 5
'
Zu„£?£L£? Cm
r?
v,
enlightenment.
the
other hand,
n additional private talks with the
-we would hope that they might_har- Russian participants
and ether
dut iwwer anu-inieueciuais.
wnile prominent Russian scholars
the senior Center, which unlme fraMy principal Impression Was that
ternities will be created primarily the Russian's sincerely and even
to meet the needs or individuals, desperately want peace
and that
will be designed to add more depth they
believe that this goal can
to breadth, and transform medio- be achieved only through
"general
crity into excellence.
and complete disarmament." The
"

college of 800 men
without limited social groups
within It), and as not serving
as necesrary condition for the
reaaan t i s n of loyalty to the College, the fraternities have no
real foundation. They are acci-

.

TL_
« ttc

shall

Fraternities Weak
that the Bowdoin

College

,

One outstanding false conclusion was the statement, "Like any other parasitical growth they are not part of

SP

xTEsT uaporUnTneeti fw^ufac.!

couW have a

U

ious arguments.

with Gren?

is fast

It

made

The most glaring distortion in the speech, of course, was
me way in which reason was subordinated to rhetoric and spec-

I

tosh part to pwbtte mjnres, the American leaders
I
M
"* tDO totalM**nt *° contemplate
sT *m" ta
* Huote*r ****** °° Ru*U* SJMl

»*troy a Targe pan of the United
cere In their hope that the Center
The Russians talk Incessantly reasons which. led the Russians to States. They hope that we will
ftxttshh the overdue compromise between society's need for about disarmament; the Americans this position were not always dear- t* willing to ascribe the same
famed
ln
**.*".
,*
.?* *?. P? °P- we preoccupied with the Soviet ly spelled out, but the principal emount of intelligence to
threat to
even if fear of
•?**** 0l the free
whimutfM. to fonows: •"•
"**

fraternities are not strong.
As occupying no essential
place in the social reality of the

grams are tinitoaaag to show their
own value; they will hmms mare valuas a able in the yean te came. In fact,
they moat da aa, and each aad
us a gentleman's word is just as abstract a everyone of as must ward to ha sure
principle as equality for Negroes, and in the history of our so- that this comes
pass. The fraternity sen meat assay ef the society, probably more often defended.
Yet Dr. Hall found it cial and peychetogteal assds af the
expedient to ignore the very easy pledge not to reveal a lot of College freshman better than say
ether eademte easssge group. It win
frankly 'admitted hocus pocus.
The Chi Psi's. including their de this, however eary with a eeaVisiting Secretary from their national headquarters, who was in • tractive and positive program, conceived within a framework and perthe audience, couldn't care less.
Neither do we.
But Profes- spective that the fraternity must
sor Hail, as a seit-styted critio of society, most certainly should. \m » w« tiiwftSe mere: rsros."

a promise

way.

And Disarmament

Russians Wish Peace

will

necessarily divisive.

To

initiate.

artificial

1961

22,

.

Leua ». Seam. Pn issssii of taw at
Of s Freshmen Commons and de
toned rushing by approving the the San Prassdsui Cissfiebaii whtoh a*.
BM5, and served as a legal sstlcer to the
plah tor a •enior Center.

thus argue that the Powdofa
fraternities are not strong; and
that strong fraternities are not

then proceeded to deliver a recognizable facsimile of his

former

to then- strength, and
reaiedy lies in the
of the fraternities,
they hats,

are

any moralist who' aspires to be a reformer freshman membership to fraternior critic, he should be consistent within his own code.
In his ties, and hare substituted In their
eew eenoernettv* matsias at
speech last week Professor Hall most certainly was not consist- stead
f rsshaaan orientation.
Taday. while
ent.
Going on record as a supporter of abstract principles, he still far from pe:i"eot, these profraternity's ritual, in direct violation of

are

osvistve sad destructive.
this point needs examination
In detail. For if one takes
"strength" In any sense appropriate to a social group, it is
not- at ail dear that the Bowdoin fraternities are strong. And
It Is entirely possible that their
destructive features may he due
predlc
to the predicament
of their own
vulnerability and their inability
to achieve the strength necessary for organisational unity in

the

like

first,

the

fraternities

fraternities,

with hh. house because

he cannot stand its constant pressures towards group sameness.
These are the tragedies which moralist Hall should be working
But

that

offer lines

the othef side of

the

of
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ttation to allow the nooses to sohdrfy along definite lines of Interest.
The merits of his proposal ere no
longer of any direct concern to us
hers, sines the Governing Boards
lb Jenuaiy forever buried the

commonly assume that the

ties

feasts

along which

.
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McGray
Cagers Collapse Against
AAU. Champs
70-68
Wesleyan,
MIT;
Top
3-2
Frost,

Bears Split Four;

Bow To

Although for the most part Uniof Maine trackmen dom-

Colby,

versity

Bowdoin's varsity basketball team,
looking as If their last bout had
been with a round of frostles, muddled and slopped their way to an
Ignominious overtime defeat at the
hands of visiting MIT on Pebruary
15, 57-66.
The Polar Bears, looking their worst of the season, shot
17 percent in the first half, were
outiebounded 34-31, and trailed at
the end of the first period, 30-16.
Losing at one time 11-4, the Bears
led mid-way through the second
period, 36-33.
Trailing 47-45 with
a minute left in the game, Bowdoin's
Pete Scott pushed' In two quick
hoops to give the Bears the advantage.
At the seven second mark
Tech's Kent Oroninger sank a
Jump-shot to send the game into
overtime at 40-40. During the second period the Bears were again
outrebounded and outshot. George
Wysnan's free-throw with three seconds left in the overtime period

The

admtnittration has decided to build an addition onto
the Walker Art Museum.
While not questioning the wisdom
it has nevertheless been discovered that athexpansion of the physical plant is- approximately fifth in
priority.
As in their attempt to weaken the fraternities and
thereby the only means of social survival the students possess,
Bowdoin's administration has once again mounted its horse and

of this decision,
letic

—

gone riding off in all directions
all directions, that is, except
the one that counts the most: the needs of the students.
One
cannot help wondering if the administrators' think they are running a studentless college, a savings bank, or a corporation.
Sports, whether they are emphasized or de-emphasized, are the
OJ
i*

all students participate
either on an
team or merely on an intramural basis. Besides
it would seem that expansion of the athletic
plant should have a top priority.
Once again k is not the wisdom of expanding the Art Museum or even of building a
commons (if indeed there is any virtue at all to be found in this
•

intercollegiate

a library, then,

W
L.
el
-

Newt MowstI, on a break-away against
the close vantage point of a tsaaamate.

Colby,

seen here from
(Phase by Craae)

is

area, to only three points in the

The hockey

On

team, prior to losing

February

the Polar -Bears

31

lo
IS.
-e,

n:
All

But keep your fingers
be basketball under the stars.

outsiders for this all-important contest.
id
»»•
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• u.
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w

crossed

:

the next step

may

PAT ON THE BACK:

For taking first place in the shot
pot in the Maine A.A.U. Championships and for recently breaking both the college and the state shot-put record, the editor
has selected Sophomore BRUCE FROST this week's

Hod Blackburn. The only
goal of that period was a picture
play by the first line with Ken Baby

iod

con tapping

it in.
In the bvt two
periods the Wildcats slowed down
and the Polar Bears countered with
markers by Pamiflieui (1), stowell.

and Qreason. These latter
two periods were featured by the
Jelly,,

of

hustle

ing athlete.

Famaguetti

»*

W

Blackburn

.hi

On

•?
tl

flne ;ofi Winding the flrat per-

Swimmers Beat
n
i. o
rive rvecoras

r>

Tufts:
..

i

.

oroKen

.

The varsity swimming team re- Curt Tllton tried for a school recturned to the victory trail with a ord but were called for missing a
58-37 win over Tufts Saturday at turn and disqualified. Their unoffiMedford. Pour pool records and one cial time was faster than the school
Bowdoin team record was set.
standard and ten seconds faster
The Polar Bear; started the mset than the peel mrt. With the adwith a victory in the 400 yard Med- vantage of their home pool, the
ley
Relay.
Jon Scarplno, Jim quartet should be able to lower this
Coots, Walt Davis, and Dick Merrill record in Its last meet next Saturtouched up in the time of 4:08.0, day afternoon against Wesleyan.
The results:
good enough for both a pool and s.
4M Mask? RaUr
Won by hawdoln
school record. The next event, the
fScarpina. pMU. CooU. R. Merrill). T—
330 freestyle, produced a sweep for 4:08.1 (Tufti
pool, Bowdoin College recBowdoin; from here on the team ord).
was in complete control.
kit FrtMlrl* - Won by Lee (B): t.
Snow
T—
In the 50 yd. freestyle Curt Tllton 2:28.1. (X): 3. Hendriekeon (T).
set- a pool record with Champlin
— Won by Tllton IB);
41 c
of Tufts close on his heels. Cham- 2. Cnumplln (T); S. Finch (B). T— 11.1.

—

CmMs

plin

went on to

set a pool record
In the 100 freestyle as TUton was
pulled ior a chance at the freestyle
relay. In the diving Jack Prost and

~

Won

Wvlaa:
,
Froet 7B):

latter also

won

the ln^«ulvidaal medley swim, contributing
another pool record. Coots and Scar-

plno provided still another sweep
in the 440 freestyle.

MS.

IN

i

Robineon

by

(B)

T-2 :33.«.

(T).

Merrill (B).
record).

J.

S.

point* 18.01.

The

by Haiti mn

MtNay (T)i 3. Silv.
i«uft» pool record).

2.

stroke.

Won

2.

John

Jkn Coots and Brian McSweeny
gave Bowdoin a sweep In the butterfly, while Walt Davis and Don Hastings provided another in the breast-

—

It* M*«l«*

new

Merrill placed second and
third behind Robinson, who est a
pool record.

.

(Tufti pool record).

(T):

2.

Wlnnine.

—

Won by

Coott

(B)

Armout (T).

1.

neb?.

the Polar Bears
dropped a 7-5 decision to Williams
on the Ephmen's foggy rick. Williams lumped off to a quick two
£sai lead which Bowdoin could saver
make up. Offensively the Polar Bears

'ny trw» hrlman* nwfowwerHw nf Tom
(2>, Muwiau, Auauuas, tuid Bi Tom Roe and Bill Beatty each atoclaston. was good; what really
hurt again, however, was the lack
had two to lead Williams.
of a power play
the same ailPlaying in the rain once again on ment that plagued the Bears at
February IS, Bowdoin's puoksters Williams. Goalie Boh Chaffee was
downed MIT, 9-2. Lad by Ken Ba- once again outstanding in the nets,,.
con's hat trick, two goals by red hot as he Ksually is against
Colby. JL
Ed Spaulding, and single markers little lock en Bill Blsset's two
by JeHy, Johnson, Pamlgltettl. and break-aways. Rick Mostrom'a penalMoetrom. the Polar Bears started ty .'hot, and numerous juuae pucks
slowly but came on with five goals In front of the Colby
net could have

iZi

T—

2 :S9.1.

100 Breaatitrafce
Halting* IB)

;

2:18.1.

«•

Frentyle
Scarpino (B):

—
1.

—

Won

by Davkl (B)
Wetter (T).
T—

2.

Costa (B)
Hendrlckaon (T).

6:11.1.

;

T—

In the third period.

spelled

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

— BARBERS — SIX

Team

Varsity Rifle

Finishes

Second To MIT, Ahead Of

Dartmouth

Meet

In Triangular

2.

Bewdoin (1368)
Devereux
88
92
Chase
100
87

3.

Moore

4.

Baumann

5.

McMunn

1.

MXT.

Bath Road

HI

96
96
97

Leffler

Freeh

V

3.

Foster

4.

Smith

99
1"0

5.

Pellar

88

100

98
98
97

92
88
87

390
285
283
382
279
1419

89
86
Total
93

W

"Origin.!"
Swift's

81
87

SB
78
Total

1385

Baselcr
Fischer
Hassler

4.

Jones

5.

Chavey

1.

2.

(18*6)

99

96
84

100
99
98
96

93

88
89

88
85
85
88
55

•Botal

—

383
379
377
370
337
1346

MIKE'S PLACE
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Beverages

-

Ice

Cubes

Foods, Lodging, and Cocktail Lounges
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PAINTING

57 Days

— SIMONIZING — WELDING
AH Work

Free Estimates

Europe-Israel College Stwleat Tour

Conducted by Qualified Adult Leaders

Gaaranteed
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Cohen

Is

shown here with the

in the

ball

MIT game

as Pete Scott watches.

"Soup
$

to Dessert"

1.00

Bowdoin

lost,

57-56.

(Photo by Flagg)

tn the shotput, represented
another Job well done by the weight

men.
In many instances, ItuwirT'f the
runners had a field day too; they
found the large, compactly-cindered
track lightening fast. Of special inwas the performance of the
mile relay team, which turned in
its best time ever, 3:30.8, in a second place behind Maine's record
breaking quartet. Running for Bowdoin were Sam Eliot (53 .s), Bill
Skelton (53 J). Pete Mone (52.8).
and Jim Fisher (51.6). Fisher earlier
ran a strong third in the 600. missing the second in a photo finish. In
that same race Will Spencer of
Maine dipped below Wendell Sides'
record of 1:13.2. Pete Mone also had
a busy day in addition to his fine
relay leg, taking seconds in the
broad Jump and the low hurdles.
With a second In the high hurdles,
a third in the lows, third In the
bread Jump, and fourth in the h>sh
Jump. Steve Ross emerged with the
biggest collection of medals for the
White. In the distance events Mark
Youmaas ran a steady two mile to
get a fourth and a time of 18:17.
Pete Gillies placed second In the
1080 with a personal best of 2:308,
having led a good part of the way;
Pete finally succumbed to the withering kick of Dan Rearick. who
earlier
had set a new meet
and state record for the mile
in the fantastic time of 4:184. Rearick. a Maine graduate student, electrified the fins by the best performance of the day. Ted Richards
added another medal to the Bowdoin collection with a fourth in
the 1000. Other places in the meet
were taken by Jack Milo and Braley
Gray
3rd and 4th In the 80 yard
dash.
terest

Following are the athletic events
to take place at Bowdoin this week.
Feb. 34
State Interscholastic
Swim Meet at 10 am., 3 pjn., and
8 p.m.
Feb. 85
Varsity basketball v.

—

—

Schwadron's Cub Icemen Top

Maine,

Bridgton,

Feb. 25
6.30.

Feb. 25

8:15.

— Frosh basketball

v.

— Varsity swimming

Maine,

Mel-

v.

rose, 3:00.

29 Tops MIT Beaten
Bowdoin's Freshmen squad combined air-tight defense and a 60%
shooting average in the second half
to defeat the M.I.T. Freshmen 68-47
at Sargent Gymnasium February 15.
The Polar Bears were never headed after the opening minutes, when
Dave McDowell's tap-In gave them
a 10-8 lead. The flrit half ended
with Bowdoin leading 85-36.
Tech opened the first half with
a pair of foul shots; then Bowdoin,
paced by Harley Schwadron's seven
baskets,

caen a

At Exeter; Taii>eH's

—

Feb. 38

Vai&fty

truck

Oulby,

v.

1:00.

ran

17 straight
83-38 lead.

points to

Goals Crush Colby Frosh
Spirlts were high as Bowdoin
hockey started for Exeter on February 18,
schedule by scoring three goals even though the team expected to
againat Bridgton on Pebruary 14 meet a strong opponent. Exeter,
and getting one assist. Bridgton sporting a 18-1 record, held the
went ahead early in the first period Bowdoin team scoreless until 7:07
as Hathaway score at 4:37; then of the third period when Fillon
Dave Mechem took a pass from scored on a pats from Hamlen. BeHamlen after a long rush and tip- fore this goal, however, the Exeter
ped the puck by the goalie. After line of Clark, Stephens, and ,Hogan
only seven seconds of the second had managed to score six goals

Dev Hamlen

stages

of

the

started the

Around

windup

The
Loop

Freshman

.

led

Teammate Dick Smith had

31.

against

the visitors. Exeter finally

won S-l, wiiii owrpiiciia picking up
the hat trick and one aasi t. For
Bowdoin there were three penalties:
two on Rick Lane for illegal checking and one on Joe Tar bell for. the
same offense. Even though there

By

Phil Stone

With

leas

than one month

re-

^fMrig in which the winter sports
schedule must be completed, lively
competition in all three interfratemity sports is evident. The Delta
Bigs exchanged positions with the
Alpha Delta for first p'.ace in bowline, while the Psi U's edged the
Betas out of first place by one game
In the basketball league. The Zete
House is holding third place by
a slim two wins over the threatening Sigma Nus. On the ice the competition is even greater. The Psi
U hou-e managed to hold down the
first slot by a slim percentage; the
Betas and Kappa 8igs are still battling to bold down second and

were penalties for checking, this is
until Hamlen pushed in his third nevertheless an encouraging sign;
goal in the third period. There were all year there has been a lack of
only four penalties in the entire solid body checking, which haa cost
Bt.me
one t"ir Bowdnin, and three the team many games.
points each. Bornheimer, formerly
for Bridgton. Final score: Bowdoin
On Tuesday, February 31, the
of North Yarmouth Academy, has
5; Bridgton 4.
freshman hockey team beat the
been averaging 21 points per game
Colby frosh 8-3 in a sudden death
this Mar at Exeter.
overtime. The scoring started In the
Bowdoin's only standout perfirst period aa Colby went ahead 1-0.
former in this game was Harry
Bowdoin's Joe Tarbell, however,
Silverman, who had IS points and
third.
picked one off the aide of the cage
iaany reboands to his credit.
It will be interesting to see how
to tie the game. Rick Lane went
down ice on a rush and fired one things develop next week with sevin from the blue line. Colby quickly oral Important games being schedThe Bowdoin Freshman track tied it up again at 1-3, the score at tiled. Below arc the standings as of
their half-time lead of
to
final score of 79-53. They received
well-balanced scoring, led by Osborne and Bornheimer with 18

—

Reichert,

Rounds

Win; Frosh Lose

Finish Last

In Carnival

squad saw its string of two wins the end of the regulation time.
snapped by a traditionally strong After only 83 seconds of the overExeter contingent last Saturday by time period Bowdoin went down ice
The visitors and, after a shot by Oliver and a
the score of 78-33.
were paced by a double winner. rebound by Filoon, Joe Tarbell shot
Eagle, who carried off the laurels the game-winning goal.
In the 40 yard dash and the 300.
His tunes (4.7 and 33.4) were good
from any standpoint, but the fact
that he Is only 18 made his ac-

Polar Cubs

Beat Boston
Latin, 44-40

Finishing ahead of Bowdoin were the University of Maine,
Colby, and the University of New
Brunswick.
The events consisted of the giant
slalom, slalom, cross country, and
lamp. Entered in the giant slalom
were captain George Cary (who finished 11th), Bob Page (who finished
score.

from the

field

the

cross-country

field

Harald Heggenhougen took
Gary 13th, and Dave Berry
The Bowdoin squad did net

the season, individual winners scared
the majority of the points.
In the Brunswick meet on February 17 the Freshmen turned In some

of 35.
of 15
11th,
15th.

place

any entries In the jumping.
This meet brought the ski team's
season to a close. The skiers are
looking for a much better season
next year with the actum of all
but one of this year's regulars,
Dave Berry.
Although the team season is over,
the skiing season does not officially
dose until after the interschool
meet this Thursday( in which every

student body

member

is

eligible),

those mte resksd must sign up
the athletic

office.

in

February

31.
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Ostarw els is pictured here
running the mile against Exeter.
He finished second by Inches.
(Photo by Crane)
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good times. John Halford. Bill Edwards, and Pete Beaver aa ja oaiicarl
wins; Beaver turned In two good Chi

times hi the 300 yd. free style and
the 100 yd. free style. Brunavxkk,
the favorites in the state meet
compliahment even snore outstand- this year, soiled to aa Isapcessive
ing.
For the White, Chris Relch- win.
In the last meet of the season
ert turned in a victory in the mile
with 4:44.8; BUI Rounds fallowed skillful placement of the available
suit with a fine lead of 18T in men prod uced a 44-40 win for the
the broad Jump.
These however, Freshmen. Again the individual
were the only firsts for the Polar winners were Beaver. Edwards, and
Cubs. Seconds by Osterweis
the Hank Laurie. The 380 yd. medley
mile, Morrow in the high Jump and relay team also placed first. Decidadatosk In the shot, plus tooting ing factor of the saeet was the aneby John Pnatsr in both hurdles, two Omen of Laurie and Jeff Lang
wave not enough to cope with the in the M0 yd. brasatsmrsaa. TMssjssm
well-balanced Exeter team.
the victory to the Cubs.

W

Beta

The Freshman swimming team T
ended a slim season by splitting Its Psi U
last two meets, losing to Bruntwick Beta
High and defeating Boston Latin. Bete
Both meets were held in the Curtis KS
Fool. Aa was the ease throughout 8N

18th i, Bill Cunningham (who finished 14th), and Tom Skaling (who
finished 15th out of 30 entries).
Entered In the slalom were Cary
finishing 8th, Skaling finishing 15th.

In

COMPLETE DINNERS
Write: International Group Tours,

Burns

P*

Coming Events

disqualified

Claires Restaurant

22

1

and Page and Cunningham, both

— Co-ed — 10 Nations — By Air
$1350 All Inclusive

rb

•

Although several fine showings
were turned in at the Maine Winter
Oarnival this past weekend, the
Bowdoin skiers were unable to do
better than last place in team

VaiHancourt Bros. Body Shop

FOR JUST THE PRICE OF EUROPE

ALONE — SEE ISRAEL TOO

ft

1

fine performances In what was a
worthwhile team effort at Orono.
maining and ahead 70-66.
The Polar Bears were able to capThe team made 36 free-throws in ture only two firsts, but placed
39 tries, the ultimate reason for strongly in most of the events.
their victory. Cohen's ball-handling,
Muscling the shot out 47"2>V.
in addition to his 26 points, made
win to
him the game's stand-out. Billy Brace Prost added another
meet
has aow •cored 181 point* in the his collection and set a new
record. In the high Jump. Bruce
last live runes.
Pete Scott did a
the
courageous Job of rebounding and McGray took another first for
garnered 12 points as well. Brownie White with a leap of S**"- These
Towel's 19 points led Wesleyan 's performances, coupled with a third
35
scoring; Woody von Seldeneck had by Captain Haviland In the
pound weight and a third by Fred
15. The summary:

—

White Skiers

3-3361
ice Cold

in

3.

Premium Hot Dogs

4 Minute Pizza
HI

tt

both teams with 39 frame, Hamlen got his first goal,
unassisted. Bridgton tied it up at
5:43 of the middle period and then
went ahead by two, but Hamlen
Playing at Exeter Academy on
again took charge and scored an371 February 18. the Polar Bears were other unassisted goal. Fred Filoon
370 outplayed all the way. Exeter, lead- scored at 13:50 of the second period
387 ing throughout the game, ftretched to wind up the scoring for Bowdoin
38-31
the
279
278

3-3921

Hotel Sedgwick

The Best

Djrmouth

(1419)

1.

2.

Tie

Bath, Maine

ft

3

O'Brien

points.

89
01
84
87

lows:

Inn

ft
10

Cohen

Schwadron

The varsity rifle team outshot
Dartmouth but lost to M.I.T. in
a
three-way march at MIT. on
February 11. High scorer for the
match was Leffler of MJ.T. with a
score of 230. High for Bowdoin was
Charles Devereux with 379. Individual and team scoring was a» fol-

New Meadows

•

MIT

O am bel

inated the third annual running of
the Maine AAU meet last Saturday.
Bowdoin came up with a number of

different outcome.

a

—

KING'S BARBER SHOP

I

—

;

Won by

1

5

minute.

1

T—

—

6

3

Brogna
Finn

the lead at 64-62.

Bowdoin

set.

—
;

3
1

1

This last minute was high13 lighted by the brilliant ball-handl3 ing of Billy Cohen; the Polar Bears
8 gave up the ball with 15 seconds re7

J»»«y~} «eUr for-inr ssalle JU Lsppy
to make 37 saves. Bowdoin's defensive play, however, was very Xtoppy. In addition, penalties also hurt
the Polar Bears' cause; the Ephmen scored three while Bowdoin
men were cooped. Another _ factor
was the Bears' inability to capitalise
on Williams' penalties. The power
play was non-extrtent; to aap it on*.
the seventh goal was soared by Hawkins while Bowdoin had a two man
Oessste Young's toexeneeble eonadvantage. The score by periods was
3-1. then 5-3, and ultimately 7-5. duct, the game was generally wellBowdoin lamplighters were SpaoJd- rtsired, Bftwdoeu'i defease, spaxked

|

400 Freeityle Relay
The freestyle relay team of Boyd
Won by Tufta
Robineon. Aimoar, ~
Pinch, Lennie Lee. Dick Merrill, and (Anderson,
No time. Bowdoin dlenualifleri.

SIX

UNH

17

Brown

3

each by Pete Scott and Billy Cohen Brodes
and a basket by Scott gave the
rb pt tp Bears a 68-63 lead, a lead that held
9
5 30 up primarily because of Bowdoin's Bowdoin
3
4
4 freezing tactics during the final Wesleyan

fli:

T—

100 Freeetrle
Won by Champlin (T);
Anderson (T) 8, Snow (B).
61.8.
iTufti pool record).
It* Barkitroke
Won by Clifford (T):
Gefflne (B) ; 2. Johnirren (T).
2.
2.

1.

Ron

elusive

and the acrobatics of

in this

(TafU
Sj

McSweeney (B);

1:01.'

2.

Bowdoin's
in the

February

game

t period, one of
Bowdoin's three shots at the net
during the entire 20 minutes.
It
was a different story In the last
two periods; Colby played with a
man abort almost ail the time, the
horrandomly unsportsmanlike Don
Young and also Murray Daly getting misconduct penalties.
Colby's
first goal came In the second period
off the stick of all-American Ron
Ryan. Sandy Boardman garnered
the second marker after a beautiful
set-up by John Maguire. The third
period was featured by more Colby
penalties, with Bowdoin tying up
the game in the la: t three minutes
on a blue-line blast by Don Jelly.
with two minutes and 35 seconds to
go tn the game, Rick Mottrom recessed a penalty shot. Colby goalie
Den 8edaon came up with a beautiful leg save, thwarting Mostrom's
attempted defce. Each team cam:
close to scoring in the la t two
minutes of the overtime period, and
with three minutes gone Fred Sears
and Pete Archer oosablned in a
two-on-one break with Sears lighting the lamp on a ten-footer from
toe tight sMe.
the

7
3
3

1

1

Sllliman

16
5

however came free-throws out of 19 attempts was
back with 16 in the last half to the main reason for the Bears'
The' second half
total 10; he was followed in Tech's first-half surge.
Bowdoin was
scoring by Tom Burns with 14 and was very different.
Red Paarz with 13. Bowdoin's Billy QUtscored 37-81, outrebounded 43-26.
Cohen, the only reason the Polar and outshot 36 percent to 25. The
Bears were in the game at all, was Polar Bears led 46-35 at one time;
the game's high scorer with 30 Wesleyan pulled up to a one point
points; Ed Callahan contributed 13. deficit at 50-49 and ultimately took

it is a matter of priorities. More
the Colby game, took two out of lost a heart-breaker to Colby in
and bigger locker rooms and visiting team rooms are needed, in three outdoor games last week, all overtime, 3-3. Bowdoin lost, in a
three of which were played under word, because of the failure to
addition tn a complete revamping of our 600 capacity hauler- adverse conditions (the latter two molt nil** nn Rjlaafvl onrwu'tualtfa*'.
were played In the rain). In their Colby applied a great deal of presball gymnasium.
When the Polar Bears face Maine on Sat- 6-0
win ever New Hampshire on sure in the ftrat period and comurday, one-fourth of the college will have to stand if they want February IS. the Polar Bears met pletely outplayed the Polar Bears.
UP with a hustling UNH team and Bill Biaset scored the first goal of The summary:
to see the game.
It is significant that no tickets will be sold to

mm*

Callahan
Sheridan

1

Koch,

half.

first

latter) that is being questioned:
41.

3
3

Scott

Looking slightly sharper on February 18, the Polar Bears defeated
Wesleyan in a olose game, 70-68.
Getting off to a 13-4 lead. Bowdoin
maintained the advantage' to lead
iced it for MIT, 57-56.
During this
at the half, 89-31.
Donham's zone held Dave Koch, period the Bears outrebounded Wessnaring leader of the greater Boston leyan 33-39 and shot 35 percent

—
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THE BOWDOW ORIENT

SOC
ment

Economic Research

Discussion Concerning

utilise as fully as possible the talented and educated young people
in the state for positions of leader'
ship in Maine business.

Center Exploiting

U.

Disarmament

S.

TIM following article, pertinent
printed from The NATION nugaeU
lied in of the jmbUoher*.
Assuming that the United States
continues to adhere to the goal of
"complete and general disarmament
under effective International controls," accepted in several official
statement* In 1959 and I960, the discussion in the future need to be
focused on two issues; what substantial measures of disarmament
are possible In the first stage, and
What measures of control are prothese disarmament
to
portional

measures? The Russians would

like

to concentrate in the first stage on
a modified version of the French
proposal for the abolition of means
of delivery of nuclear weapons (misbombers, Polaris-type submarand long-range guns). They
to have no objections to Including in the first stage other
steps, e«., with respect to conventional weapons and the size of the
armed forces, which the Americans
might desire. They repeatedly challenged the Americans to produce a
scheme for the necessary controls
and indicated a willingness to accept them provided that they are
to
the
"proportionate"
actually
amount of disarmament agreed up-

on in the

first stage.

In

this conan Inter-

nection, they expressed
est in a new American suggestion
for phasing both disarmament and
This
controls on a regional basis.
proposal would involve a preliminary division of each country into a
specified number of regions and a
disclosure of the amount of armaments contained in each region.
While.each side would divide its territory the way it seemed beet, the
other side would be allowed to
choose, in each disarmament period,
to be both disthoroughly inspected.
Special controls would also be Instituted to prevent the shifting of
armaments from one region to another after a region has been selected. Both sides agreed to study further the implications of this approach.
Many other problems were also
explored In the Conference, including the banning of tests of nuclear
weapons and measures for the prevention of an arnied attack, as
wall as such general problems as
the role of scientists in the crea-

to can-eat event alavwsalam, Is reIsaoe of January 14, 1M1, by per-

is

Can graduates of Maine colleges
be induced to go Into business in conducted by the Center for Bcosplte their awkward lag In the the State of Maine?
nonue Research is being devoted to
amenities of life and the difficulties
la there an opportunity for col- the placement mechanisms oparatencountered even by top people in lege graduates In small business In lng In Maine colleges and schools
getting decent housing and food, the Maine?
In an attempt to discover what Is
morale of the Russian leaders Is
Are Maine businessmen missing being done by the various placehigh by virtue of their success in
out by not offering greater financial ment bureaus to place promising
the exploration of space. They seam
Inducement to college graduates in young graduates with Maine firms.
to believe firmly that they will
The Internship program itself Is of
order to keep this valuable asset
catch up with the Western standard
a pilot nature, according to Dr.
in the state?
of living in the not-too-distant fuAn interesting experiment by the Pontecorvo.
ture. Consequently, they think that
Center for Economic Research at
"We are hopeful that If It does
they can win many nations to their
Bowdoin College, In cooperation with succeed during its first year at Bowside by demonstrating that their
three Brunswick firms and two Eco- doln," he says, "it may be coneconomic and social system is more
nomics majors at Bowdoin, is cur- tlnued and even broadened in Us
efficient and more practicable for
countries
than rently seeking the answers to these applicatlon."
underdeveloped

ft

American capitalism.
can tills "inevitable

Only by war and other pertinent questions.
This experiment, entitled "The
progress toBowdoin College
Small Busi-

States will be outdistanced by the
Soviet Union, domestically and inThis need not hapternationally.
pen, however. If an American truly
believes in the future of the American democratic system and the

American way of

confident that In peaceful competition
our more flexible economic system
will be victorious, if he really wants
to assist other nations in their
progress toward the American standard of liberty and Justice for all,
he will not be afraid to accept the
Russian challenge. Let us compete
with the Russians In things a dedeveloping new
mocracy does best
frontiers for the common good of
all, not by pressure and force, but
by example and cooperation.
life, if

he

is

—

Special Reading Course

To Be Given In March;
Scholarships Available
The

college

has

made arrange-

ments with Baldrldge Reading Servlc*6> Tne to offer a course In read,

ing development this spring. Similar praerams have been offered at
a large number of schools and coltion of friendly relations between leges, with generally successful renations. In general, the discussions, sults.
The course will begin about March
though spirited, have shown a grow10, and will consist of five sessions
a week for about five weeks (with
time out for spring vacation). 'In
order to arrange schedules, financing, etc., interested students fhould

register in advance.

The

coat

will

depend somewhat

on the n umber. enrolled, varying between $100-4125. Scholarships and
loans are available, however, and no
student should feel that he has to
pass this opportunity by because of
the expense.
Students may sign up at the Student Counseling Office, Banister
HSU, any weekday afternoon before

March

—

—

and
ward socialism" be stopped
war, therefore, must be avoided.
While some Americans feel strongly that Soviet insistence on disarmament might lead us Into a
dangerous trap, they seem to assume
that in a peaceful world the United

and

ing readiness by the participants to
understand each other's point of
lew. The participants agreed to
continue studying all these problems and to hold another conference in the United States in the
course of 1901.
To conclude: It seems to me that
the Russian scientists are sincerely
Interested in peace and disarmament. It is quite probable that the
Soviet leaders are Interested in these
problems not only for the reasons
given above, but also because of
their firm belief that in a peaceful
world the Communist system will
pervail over the capitalist one. De-

a well-known

fact that a
large number of college graduates
leave the state upon completion of
Because of this,
their education.
a large part of the study being
It

In Maine Business

one of the regions

armed

Economic Development
from the obvious need to

of

stems

4.

ness Administration Student Internship Program," is being conducted
as part of a project under the
sponsorship of the Small Business
Administration and with the cooperation of the Maine Department
of Economic Development, and it
Is under the direction of Dr. Glullo
Pontecorvo and Dr. James A. Storer
of the Bowdoin Department of Economics and the Center for Economic Research.

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY
famous European painters.
The museum also contains a colof prints of ate works of
Manet, Millet. Whistler, Daubigny,
and Claude Lorraine.
of
In addition to an extensive collection

For Proper Displaying
ota College

Museum

has become so extensive lection of paintings, the

New

England.

the past semester
with Alfred Senter of Benter's Department Store and P. Burton Whitman, Jr., of the Brunswick SavGiven
ings Institution in an attempt to
learn as much as possible about
Shell
their respective businesses in the
College
time available
and to discover
what opportunities are present for
the College graduate.
During the second semester, Prinn,
who worked with Mr. Senter during the first semester, will work
The College has been awarded its
with Mr. Whitman and the Bruns- fourth consecutive grant of $1,500
wick Savings Institution, while Man- by the Shell Companies Foundation.
cini will join the third concern,
The donation has been awarded
The Brunswick Record.
to Bowdoin in the form of three
While studying the department (600 grants to be employed within
store business at Senter's, Prinn has certain limitations at the discretion
examined all aspects of the busi- of the College.
ness from sales work on the floor
The first grant la free money and
through buying merchandise to the
institutional
administration of the entire opera- may be used for any
tion.
Mancini has studied equally use which the President deems wise.
the $500 wS! help pay
intensively all aspects of the Bank- This year
ing business which could be covered part of the expense of providing extra book storage space by constructin a few months' time.
ing shelving in the basement of the
Next semester Mancini will work
College Chapel.
closely with officials of the BrunsThe second grant has been aswick Record In an intensive program
designed to teach him the problems signed to the Faculty Research Fund
connected with the business, edi- Committee for grants to members
torial, and printing departments of of the Faculty to assist them with
the printing and weekly newspaper research projects.
firm.
The final grant will go to the DeEach of these two interns spends partment of Chemistry, to aid the
10 hours par week with the firms, professional development of members
which amounts to 180 hours per of the Department.
In the past. Bowdoin College has
MinMtw and 300 hn«ir* for the
academic year, and each has re- used the Shell Foundation grants to
ceived a grant of MOO to enable supplement faculty salaries, for work
in the Department of Geology under
him to participate In the project.
The interest in and concern for the supervision of Professor Marc
this program by the Small Business W. Bodlne, Jr., and for the Faculty
Association and the Maine Depart- Research Fund.

I

M^

from Oceana, Latin America and keen Interest in the North and my
the groundwork for Che eventual
-the Pacific Northjwept.
reaching of the North Pole.
'
Various types of antique furniture
Arctic exploration first began un-

an4 James Madison, which are exhibited, including the desk in
were parted by Americas foremost which Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote
colonial Artist, Gilbert Stuart, The
fetter t**~ have heme tol be|1adh-t
s io>red
authorities of the flier.

Pour giant slabs of inscribed stone
). A set of six chairs
eWned by A*»n .Burr are Jfirte' depict, in relief, the Assyrian Empire as It existed at about MO B.C.
examples of early American art.
wna
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ln the Bowdoin colleclnclude Badger, Snlbert,

art

last

1948

to

schooner, the "Bowdoin." Thei'Bowdoin" Is presently being displayed
at Mystic Seaport, Connecticut, and
Is equipped exactly as It wfcut upon
the onset of the last expedition.
Antong the many interesting stuffed-animal exhibits in the 1 Arctic
Room, anything from a snow goose
to a square flipper seal dan be
found. Besides displaying thi wildlife of the polar regions, tne exhibit also displays many of the
tools and Implements used hv ArcOne of the sledges
tic explorers.
used by Peary in his conquest of
the Arctic can be found on display.
This sledge was designed by< Peary
himself for this expedition and its
type Is still considered the most
Also
practical for Arctic travel.
displayed are various charts, jglobes,
and displays which reenact seme of
the most outstanding achievements
Of Bowdoin's exploration if the
North.
A key' may be obtained
for entry into the exhibit; from
any professor in Searles {Hall at
almost any time of day.

onjde

1

they poi
ajso l

$1500 Grant

—

is

Training many famous Arctic ex1.
up] cultural influence, pa- this collection are the famed Grectronieed seme of the foremost ar- ian vase called the "Bowdoin Kyllx" plorers was perhaps Bowdoin's bigUets of ti* day. Nearly all
and a very excellent bust of the gest contribution, but of almost
equal
importance Is the College's
portraits, ih the Bowdoin Oo|
Roman Emperor, Antonlus Plus.
repTeeent f«ople who were cdhiiedtAmong a collection of primitive financing of many Arctle expedi•* ** *v*l. marriage, or personal art, various items can be found tions, which helped to develop a

1

have been working

Known College Site

.

'

chester, Mass,
closely during

MacMiUan

m

in the Bowdoin Coli^ctlon
slx other paintings by
rent conditions together with articles etuart
a group of portraits of
on particular aspects of the econom- members Df the Bowdoin family
As part pajnted bj the famed Robert Peke,
of Maine.
lc structure
of these acUlvties, the Center col- laa'u^^UiecolTection'isr^ai?.
lects and makes available a wide T
a portrait of General:
In the internship program, senior range of economic data concerning Samuel
ildo.
Other famous colo-

Charles E. Prinn in of Rumford and Maine and Northern
Junior Francis S. Mancini of Dor-

museum

and was

ttifs,"

Vaguely

Searles,

12,

der the auspices of the
UI0, In the 130-ton sch<

Arctic Exhibition In

that it must ax- also rich In articles of craft, IncludThe Arctic Exhibit. Yoeased in Me
pand ml Order to display properly ing a few silver items fashioned by
that It now owns. With Paul Revere and an extensive col- basement of O sartts Hall, la ana of
thee
can be found a rich lection of colas *-osn ancient Rome, the College's meat tatenettng. yet
least known sights.
Pounded as a
treasure
of man's culture Greece and Our Bysantlne Empire.
result of the generous gifts of Adbeginning of history,
A small but excellent collection of miral Robert E Peary "77. aad Rearthe most famous exhi- Greek and Roman antiquities waa
Admiral Robert B. MacMlllan SB,
tained in the James donated by Edward Perry Warren,
the museum has become a lasting
lection, which is rich who also made donations to the
tribute to the role which Bowdoin
tings of early Ameri- Metropolitan Museum in New York
played In Arette Exploration for
The Bowdoin family, and the Museum of Pine Arts In has
the last one-hundred yean.
one of great social, political, econ- Boston. The most notable parts of

-

one of many conducted by the Center for Economic
Research, an organisation devoted
to research and publication, especlally in the area of the Maine
economy. The Center publishes the
Maine BeMnees Indicators Which
regularly Includes comment on curIs

with a Short Sword" Is also
collection of the works

among a
of

Arts Needs Expansion

a ass- - — SsESftSw
The program

"Man

Museum Of Fine

9-3422

Brunswick, Maine.
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Through & comprehensive EDP training program, you can prepare yourself for a rewarding
career in RCA'a growing Electronic Data Proc-

Man

with Success in his Eye
Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies furnish proapproximated $389,000,000
1960 — more than
To: the College

essing Division.

in

tection to their customers for virtually all forms of
insurance except life insurance. Together these

companies form the largest mutual casualty-fire
insurance company in the country and Liberty
has been the leading writer of workmen's Compensation Insurance since 1936. Other major lines:
automobile, accident
fire,

and

marine and multiple

health, general liability,

double the 1950 figure.

its

with this growth, our need to hire
and train college graduates is increasing. Career
opportunities exist in our Underwriting, Sales and

Claims Departments and are

fully

Sales,

.

.

.

Methods and Programming, and Product

New scientific advances— such as RCA has intro-

described in our

duced in

Placement Ofwelcome your examination of this ma-

its

e

Liberal Arts

Finance s Economics

Statistics

MaTCll

3

tions, industrial process control, and business
data processing— promise ever-broadening oppor-

tunities in this

dynamic

field.

EDP systems

for scientific applica-

more about a
EDP with RCA, see your Placement
now. Arrange a specific time for your
interview. And get your copies of the brochures
that fill you in on RCA and the RCA EDP picIf

you are interested

in learning

career in
Officer

ture. If you're tied

tive is hers, send

up when RCA'i

a returns

to:

terial.

These combined casualty-fire companies have ena history of consistent growth. Net premiums

joyed

Mr. Samuel A. Ladd
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Disagrees With

Critic

One

Judges Of

"Auto Sacramental'
To
Sent By

Of

Decisions

Play Contest

Act

One of the student-written oneact plays shown at the recent 36th
annual contest at Bowdoln College
will be sent by the Masque and
Down to the Festival of Undergraduate Drama at Vale on March 34. 36
Aarn Baevaswsatal by
and 36.

Hie Judging of the One-Act Play
Contest has often been the subject
of much dispute among the members of the audiences
This years
contest proved no exception. The
question occurs as to the criteria
used by any group of Judges and
year after year no explanation hu
been offered. It would seem that
seme arrangement could be made to
allow the Judges, playwrights, direc-

OheWerode,

™

y^V°^J°. ***

*rt

fl

1

?* "^tJSL

»

trus viewpoint

(r.) as they appeared In Fran
"Hansel and UegreteL"
(Photo by Fiajj)

A woman this
the man's world.
would have expressed It in
moVment as well as words. Instead she delivered the speech en-

*Jr angry

1

J*****.*™

^ *

from one position

tlrelv

The

setting,

deMgned by Bernle

one ""*
R n
SeSon*d*eplS- JZHSfiSST' of"the **
play. By its size and emptiIsoof prises tacnresent group ^Prim
The present
D mUe£ d "the^meS
the emptinesslot
of
neas itt £J
paralleled
the individual, aspects cooW,f

'

1

lato.

sion of the productions. Bowdoin
sent several observers to last year's
meeting, who reported enthusiastically upon the value of participation.
When the Masque and Gown entry
was accepted, special funds were obtained from the Blanket Tax Committee of the college to cover expenses for the trip.

and John Rex

(1)

*

the lives it contained. However, the
button to play production. No rec lack of decoration and warmth was
ognltlon Is given the best play. By
.constant with the character c

within the confines of the script as
well as could be expected.
Robert
Clore as the younger son. turned In
a very good performance.
"Hansel and Regretel" by Franels Fuller, the choice of the Judges
p,ay w
» a ***"** » '
* «*»
of fantasy liberally sprinkled with
symbolism.
symbolism'.
The dialogue was eT
extremely witty and the metre followed the action of the play beautiful-

**

of light

whim,

.

,

^i^£

ccmjJete «
ly would be the type to fill her house
production. Such a prise should be
with feminine warmth to suppleawarded
The
also creatment her
life.
»-*£»•
*- size ftct
The traditional number of plays •o* P«*»«n
on
witn tne £XL?™"*
~A»**A for
f«r the
t.h» contest
pnnt*nt has been
L
produced
The acting by Mary Chltham,
three. A break with tradition Is un
and Jim Black was

—

"«

-

^

John Meader

%g^*JF^*S& •—
.

™.„.,^,ir>t c

J"...

aubmltted. "The Weyerhauser Deal'*
by Peter Standlsh should have been
eliminated In the Judging of the
menu/scripts. It was Inferior to the
other three plays produced.
One of the major faults with the

w

o?Sw

rr\

ploy of one act.

The questions
and teenagers,

S~\tf

Utter

£
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.

Two Alumni To

Gen. Smith

1
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breaks,

throughout
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^^t h^M^lL*^"^ QenenU Wayne C ^^ u s
&v^Fm«. L KrJ? ST t^y
<retlred», of Wilton, Maine,
afhSi, n£«*n M>TronS,A?'
«» ^tst 8 Peaker tot "» ««•dricn and MlM PauUTwacT*f?
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«_ • *.

all

JN.bJr. Institute

of

have

orf^ampul

Uons.

ptayed

—

United Fund, Cancer Society. Heart
Fund, World University Service,
he became associate £*"' Am.CTiL*n Friends Service.
y6 clut
Foster Parents, Record
professor at Michigan and has been
a full professor since 1948. He Is a "*"" ,or "** BUnd> United Jewish
member of Alpha Delta' Phi. Phi Appeal, Unltod Negro College Fund
°« one
Beta Kappa, the Mediaeval Aoade- and ^then»5 oUe? e
your J**??^
11
ftwent
trips
to P
pursue
ursue
p* .^°
my, the Societe des Anciens Textes 2L_??^I_
^ _tr
l
Francals, the Societe du Parler knowledge, you have already lnFrancais au Canada, the Research sPect*d the library display case (the
Club of the" University "of Michigan! ""I J«*l°usly guarded from the
the Societe Historlque Franco-Ame- *?Ds by Nat Hawthorne and Old
ricaine, and the Michigan Academy. M^her Hukhard) and know of the
.*«* *** «"PP«"ted by the
Professor Locke U the author of
The Pr©nimcl»Uon of the French
taS>?!LSSL
*»» **<*»*
Spoken at Brunswick. Maine, and a proflt able weckena
two other books on phonetics and
'

lecture
Juno 37. Both leetures wUl be of particular Interest
the Institute chiefly
tor tht5 **™
°» the rorty-FrancoAmerican secondary school teachers
French parttcipatlng to Bowdoln's

In

"*

*M

*V°"">™*

« *

1943,

,

«

"•

-

^

T Important "«»
'tudente to be honored have
P^vtouT^prodtSStudents ln the cast are Nl- *? successfully completed four years

whom

roles

a

will once again pursue
the obnoxious practice of auctionlng songs by monotones, manikins,
the adjacent fraternity house's trophiee, sections of the Colby goalpoet, and Inebriated brothers
sins all ln the name of charity!
If. by some unpleasant chance,
you should know ot somebody who
might actually enjoy such a weekend of merriment, all details can
be obtained from the Campus Chest
Committee members or the Weekend Posters that so hideously marr
our beautiful college. Yew, however,
being a serious minded, intelligent
reader of the Orient, will want to
know that you can simply donate
your modest contribution of a few
dollars to support your favorite
charities of the Brunswick Area

Institute

In

1941.

„

'

W

.

The houses

Lecture At

Franco-American

en, only to find that

the

.

.

.

SeiUOrS Honored

he was from
hell.
Directed by a French teachplay.
Guest Speaker
Two distuigulshed alumni will leeThe author presented two view- ing fellow, Guy Hamelin. the play
ture the Franco- American Institute
ot
ln ««*°™*
tor
<**
•
ianiasy
*-*, seniors,
points, tie create©: a witty
nlor , members
m . mlM>r. of
nf the
tlt
Ar next summer. Dr. Oerard J. Brault.
rwty
Ar
.»(,„.„,. The
t*,. setting
«,».tin«- used
costumes.
but apparently
pparently Intended it to be period
Raserve Officers Training Corps. Institute Director, has announced,
^^JoTn^ann
ot be latent© Yale
more
What W °*
Professor Edward Billings Ham of
sunpllflcittoT will be jgW *»""«* at a supper ln the
where some simplification
£
2)
roles
necessary; but allowance has been fjoutton Union at 6:00 pm. on Mon- the University of Michigan will
y, March 6, according to U. Colo- speak on July 8 and Professor Wllmade for alterations.
1
Bdward A. Ryan, head of the 11am N. Locke of the Massachusetts
n
A
"OTC IrnVtrucUon^Oxoup. Major institute of TechnoTogV will deliver
f^
with

Chemistry Department

^j£ r.^^mS} io
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Auto Sacramental is the third oriOI
a
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**£
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Produced
by ^S**^-^
the Masque and
e>v a
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?
"* *« • nnua 1 «»*?•*•

al
«^
been
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covered comer of the country
unfounded. What Pete
describes as "the most
musical highlight to hit
Bowdoin Campus in years" is
a Jam concert In Plckard Theafeaturlng musicians of mere prolonal calibre plus Bowdoln's own
Snyder. Stan Nickerson. Steve
The Limeliters, who will appear here from 2-4 p.m, Sunday,
tree, Charles Wing, and (need
March 12 at Plckard Theater.
mention It) Pete Hepburn. Howit Is common knowledge that
W hose career includes sinking so some oow college to the North, the
conservative students of con- low as to recently tour the coun- University of Maine.
rative Bowdoin don't lite Pro- try with some unknown comedian
The musical weekend is completed
ive. Modern or any other kind
na med Mart Sahl Is being forced by a performance of the Bowdoin
_Jw». It to to be hoped that the <„, the "college community" by the and Simmons combined Olee Clubs
i*** of students in Hubbard campus Chest Committee in eollab- on Saturday evening at 7:30.
We
r8
u
P
ontion with *« Student Union hope that not too many men will
Uf" not hf°!lw
*KJr k
be aururbed
by H?*
the committee which two radical groups be so dismayed at the necessity of
noises from the Theater.
have the mistaken Idea that folk hearing girls sing that they will fall
Umellters, a group that music and institutional satire would to support Bowdoln's own excellent
featured at the "hungry 1" for be welcome on campus. The most Olee Club. It is rumored that the
five months, has appeared on telling comment on the Limellters, Simmons girls actually want dates.
second-rate television shows rising competition of the "Kingston If this nasty rumor has validity, we
ve Oarroway, Perry Como, Sd Trinity," Is that they were received trust that the virtuous men of Bowllivan, Chevy
Show, etc.) and with overwhelming enthusiasm at doin will turn the girls down.

The Festival at Yale is so arranged as to coincide with the spring vacation for most of the Institutions
taking part The time Is split between the performance and discus-

Fuller's prise-winning play

Professor Dean Allen at the craps
table and President James Stacy
Coles dealing 31 and the other
"house men" running the numerous
roulette, dice, card, skill and beano
games don't lead any virtuous men
into the evil ways of sin. Much will
power Is needed In the situation as
the evil Campus Chest Committee
has arranged the raffle drawing
(sports coat and slacks, transistor
radio, sweater, records, and more
than twenty other prises) to take
place at the late, late hour of 11:30.
Representatives of Bowdoln's
".
tinhorn imitators of FreeMasonry" (we hear that Professor
Hall is leading in the ugliest Prof,
contest in the Union) will pit their
skating skill against the Bowdoin
Frosh Saturday afternoon at 3:00.
Fraternity auctions round out the
lew serious events of the weekend.

urn

Strindberg.

Gerry Slave!

After the glee club concert e few
worthy patrons may be tricked Into
attending the Monte Carlo night
In the gymnasium. We trust that

entirely

and

Shaw,

James,

revelry

for

desire

i

Sacramental will be one of three
student-written plays to be shown.
Other offerings Include plays by
Adamov, Albee, Arrabel, Brecht,

choices, at least, in the field of
pieywritlng.
The play is similar to a piece of
music in that It must be performed
to be fully appreciated or in order
to evaluate any play, one must have
a set of standards with which to
eomparelt. A play should be evaluated on the basis of the synthesis
it achieves between the talents of
Its author, director, designer, and'

ft

Curti*

it*
traditional' dry weekend,
anpus Cheat. In the sobriety of
nerous giving for others, students
In forces to abolish fear, hunger
P disss Be In the world In their
ual version of the United Fund
ive. Although a few misled memof the Campus Chest Commitare preparing what they call
biggest weekend of the year"
belief that other students have

and William and Mary. Ante

lesley,

amination precipitated by an unpopular decision might intimidate
the Judges. Despite this. It seems
that the Judges should give some Indication of the reasons behind their

On Sunday

After the recent conversation by
king" Tomlinaon (no beer on the
v frontier) BoWdoln is preparing

executive committee of the dramatic club in January as a play to represent Bowdoln and was sent to the Yale Dramatic Association, which has sponsored the Festival for the past four
years.
Of 41 colleges and universities applying for admission to the
Festival, Bowdoln's entry was chosen for performance with those of
Brown, Denison, Mt. Holyoke, Ohio
State, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Rollins, 8warthmore, Vanderbilt, Wel-

and Interested members of the
audience to come together and discuss the plays. The Oreen Room In
Memorial Ban la Ideal for susb a
purpose.
The difficulties with such a postmortem are obvious. The cross ex-

*£_ **2 t&lJS^S! £2^"
"•T*
^u^"
^ mum.
S7S.iJw^!'
defurther w>roles
must
im»*
Hie
the roiea
tatton
of
a oi

By Ted

Floyd Barbour of Washington, D. C.

tors,

ateart with this

Chest Weekend; Sing

was chosen by the

actors. A viewpoint must be chosen by the playwright. The director
must see this viewpoint and develop
The designer must alsjo be In
It.

To Highlight Campus

imeliters

M&G

Yale Festival

^IntiBnttll

his setting*
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S™*

^v?™*
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^

of

drinking, religion,
of which the author relates tr
vitality of the man's wqrW.'
unnecessary to express this point the college to the high school.
They tended to obscure rather than
]^, r the third consecu tive summer
develop the basic Issue.
th» Chomuurv n*Mrt.mn<t i* nft*r"The author wa* timing at tne
a special' six-week institute for
revelatlon of the personalities of his ^,5000^ gchooi teachers. The procharacters, not at the resolution of gt%m j, deg ig necl to prepare thirtythe situation. Despite 1U flaws, to gU experienced high school and prlsome extent this aim *",»c£om * vote school teachers to offer chemThe character of mnuy tatry courses of a college level. The
pllshed.
was established and to a leaser ae- purpo^ of the Institute is to make
R *n? it possible for students entering colgree ln the characters
Chuck. The situation witn wnwn lege
omU tne introductory porto cope, altnougn it tlQn of
Sfenily had
chemistry curriculum
Bhpuld have been n re su Wr.nat- ^,,5 ,_,, qua uf y for advanced course
ed. we* real. Her reaction to It and
rt , "^ fl ld
her part In creating it were suffi
This
year's
Institute
ln Chemistry,
oWrtly revealed to- understand her
b\Teld "from iunTaV
personality.
,
.. .^~_.„
j b
«,._...» e i
»,„ *v,«
**£
^Sritoally. the play was poorly £ft£*J'™in
Foundation
*»ttona Science
jand
Is
worked out. Exits and entrances, of
F^esaor
under the dhec:ttan o
whlch there were many, were poorly
^
am Un«,
Chuck makes an exit
motivated.
1
e water shortly fter he had
come back with a full pitcher. May
leaves, at one point, for no apparwniSL
ent reason. In general, the con/SSSL^nn
and Professor Gordon
Bates College,
of characters was unstant
'

^

'**

^

^

££ ^T M

*?E$ZJ
n.£

parade

measurement

modern

.^tl!^

SZJZ"^
£ ^SLTS

n^

£nL2£ Snn

i-J««bert.
necessary. Full stage crosses were
From over three hundred appllnot covered by dialogue, creating a
serious problem for actors and direc- cants, the College will choose thirtysix participants who will each retors,
The direction by Dick Thalhelmer. celve a stipend of $450 as well as
although admittedly handicapped, *}??™**J°r .dependents and trawas uninspired. Th* blocking of vel expenses. Selection will be basgeneral, but ed on the interest and experience of
action was adequate,
lacking in imagination. The most the applicants in teaching chemistry
notable flaw was In the final scene with particular consideration being
where Emily expresses her hate of given to teachers Interested ln offertng college-type courses.
Professor Kamerllng, director of
the Institute, attributes the success
Elections
of many college students In chem-

^

(

the

tne na

of, chemical bonds,

of -matter,

states

and energy

changes In chemical paction.
"And armed with new knowledge
* nd "freshed »n the principles that
^ey' studied when they were in col,
tnese
wlu
aWe to

^^
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The

not have to spend an often
Professor Qulnbv has announced
-wasted' year reviewing fundamen- the fouowWechedule" trynute for
tal material
the Masque and Gown production of
The Chemistry Institute is one of Romeo and Juliet:
fl Ve NJB.F. Institutes to be held on
„».
m«Lh 12
1 to
»« • pm.
Sun.. March
7
9
the Bowdoin campus during the
Tues., March 14
3:30 to 6:30
coming summer. One group under
Professor Alton H. Gustafson will pm. and 9 to 11 pm.
3>30
10
Thurs
March
to B-309
explore marine biology, another una>r Professor Relnhard L. Korgen p.m. and 7 to 8 p.m
Outing Club
w 8 t U dy mathematics, and a third.
•"
i
Held In
background they received In high ta cooperation with the Atomic EnSun., March 19
3 to 4:30 p.m.
school "Advance Placement Cours- ergy Commission, will experiment in
Tues., March 31
Evening
7:30 to 10 pm.
as."
radiation biology. Finally, a unique
Professor Kamerllng, director of Institute led by Professor Dan E.
Casting of the play will entail a
Club
The Bowdoin College Outing
the Institute, attributes the success Christie, will offer advanced study very large number of men and wo
Thurs
will hold a general meeting
of many college students ln chemis- for "college teachers of mathematics men. 30 to 34 male and 4 to 8 feday, at 8:00 o'clock In the evening, try ln large part to the sound back- teachers."
male roles are to be cast.
ln Conference "B" of the Moulton
Union. Bugle pictures will be taken precisely at 8:00, and will be followed by an election of new officers
for the spring semester.
i!?!?
*
*
Richard Keller '81. (D0). president
of the Club, will preside over the
meeting, and plans to discuss final
arrangements for the third skiing
trip of the year. Also on the eveThe Bowdoin College Philosophy
nlng s agenda Is the completion of club will hold Its first meeting in , v Pre8ident , Coles ,"*« announced
the schedule of events for the rest the Chase Barn Chamber on Wed- £* ^P°^nie nt ,°* „Kennf th„ J
of the year. Suggested outings to needay. March 15. at 8:00.
The ***** aB d ' tfr ot CoU e /i;bllc*
date, besides ski trips (which are club Is being organized by Inter- Uon*> a P°«*ttan authorised by the
mostly financed by the Club's ap- ested students, and Its faculty ad- Trustees and Overseers of the exrecognition of the
propriations), have Included moun- visors will be Professors Solmlts and le*e 1*st yeRr
tain-climbing, ca m pi ng, canoe and Pols. A cordial invitation is extend- increasing program of official Bowdom publications.
Ashing week-ends, and even a sail- ed to all students.
lag voyage late In the spring.
Mr. Boyer will assume his new
The first meeting will be a dlsAt a recent meeting, Keller ex- ouesion of early Camus. A paper, duties aa soon aa his successor as
pressed the Club's desire to extend 'Living the Absurd Life/' win be Librarian of the College can be apa blanket Invitation to all those presented by Kent Sprlggs. Bug- pointed,
students who might be interested In geated readings for the meeting inA native of Rochester, N. Y., Mr.
erther joining the Club on some of elude
Camu's short novel. The
Boyer received hla AB. degree from
its trips, or ln becoming affiliated stranger, his short philosophical esUniversity of Rochester ln 1933
members of the Club Itself, to at- say. Th, Myth of Sleyftme, (espe- the
.
(end the important Thursday meet- CMU iy the first section, "An Absurd
/JJEtt
1* Ub
*ar 8c h
tag ln order that travel and e«uip- Reasoning"), and two plays. "The
i5l
.
e
ment arrangements could be secur- Misunderstanding" and "Caligula"
f* T^V!
.
,S^ri'
r
'"*£ 1M
ed. and also that the Club's finances Not having read any of tne ^orks
might be propo^owtely allotted to .houM not deter an/ Interested stur Ubniy
PubUc
1934. and Librarian
the mare popular aottvitlea.
,*?
dtnt from attending. Officers will
1 the
tfleW < *'* *"»naeum
An nekUttomTpaapoaal before the perfected a^futore ™»«n«»
ineettags win
irul J
,
,
from 1W8
to 1W7 Appomtea a,.
Club on March 9th will be the idea be pUnned
siatant Librarian at Bowdoin ln 1937.
of Joint Outing Club trips with sihe became Librarian of the College
groups nam other colleges.
ln 1946.
"A* one such co-educational mountam-cllmbing trip to Mt. Jefferson
Kenneth J. Beyer
In his position as Librarian, Mr.
"SPYING AND ESPIONAGE"
I U
is
was successful with Bradford Junior
B°y«r has been for many years a
and Pol UpaUon
"P"""
'"»••'»-»
H<a ert 'if Vt a ck1 member of the faculty committee on school Committee,
College last fan, other oo-ed acttvl- auTSi^„f^iiJ2
fraternity
fraternity,
SS..^5
£.
?
ti
2
l
lecture
on
Thursday.
distinct
possibiliMarch
at
16.
ttea appear to be a
publication*.
official
aH "'"u »««»«**»»•
Married to the
ty," Better said, "It the motion is Plckard Theater at 6:16. Vhe proRichards
is
a
Li
of
member
Maine
He
of
the
Brooklyn.
gram
is
sponsored
N.
by the Delta Bigpassed ot the
Y„ he io
brary Aeaociatkm. the Boardomham the father of two eons.
ma Lectureship.
night"
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"Romeo And

return to their schools better prepared to teach courses of a college
caliber." In turnrof counVe, we hope
'
^that they
will send us students who
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ust of students to be honored
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He Is a member and has served as
of man profesaional and
«iucatlonal organisation,, including
, K . Mo „, „„„,.„,, „_,
New England Modern TLanguage
the
Association. He Is a Fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Belence8
Valler ° f U E
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duller, H. Paul Gard!?
The Placement Bureau has anJudson C. OerrUh. George E.
Glover, Peter A. Hanson. Peter C. nounced its schedule of Interviews
RV
B H P
?rt^HurO
Um CrilBa*cs "**mimm
Hot k>W*'
William FUMarch 9. Thursday
ard A. Karlsberg.
department
ene At Sons, Boston
Richard W. Keller, Herbert E.
merchandising. Great AmeriKoenigsbauer Jr., Jonathan C. Mac- store
Insurance
can
Co., New York
""
"**,
Donald, Christopher B. Mlchelsen.
Z* ^itaf
.JlntT
s(* ci 'kl agents
and
CMlBlty
*"•
Nicholas E. Monsour, David H. Muhome office. Naval Air Development,
darri, J. P. Robert Nolette Jr.. Wll
Washington. D. C.
math and
llam C. Pattlson, S. Mason Pratt Jr.,
Naval Ordnance
science majors.
Christopher H. Pyle.
math,
Lab.. Washington, D. C.
Theodore R. Richards. Jon H. physics and chemistry.
Scarplno, Gerald Slavet, David P.
March 10, Friday
J. J. NewberSmall, Newton S. Spurr, David B. ry Co., New York
chain atore
Titus, John P. Weiss, Karl R. West
merchandising
Deerlng Mtlllken,
berg, Russell B. Wight Jr.. Stephen Inc.. New York
sales and develM. Zeoli.
opment. Massachusetts Mutual Life
Economics,
Inc Co.. Springfield
""
math. English, social science, ad-
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All-

Saturday,
ticket,

7:30

II 00

Plckard Thea-

ter.

Sargent

Gymnasium,
craps,

Raffle

THE

gambling (roulette
21
Beano, etc.),
11 3o'
Drawing, Admission 10c

LIMELITERS,

Plckard
Theater,
2:00-4:00,
Admission
$L5o, Tickets an sale at the Bookstore and the Art Center. Weekend Tickets: 22.50 (good for student and his date) and Raffle
Tickets
(6 for $1.09) may be
purchased from Campus Chest
Representatives and will count
toward the per capita ewp.

—
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Union Schedule
CAMPUS CHEST WEEKEND

'

UNION GRILL
Open

FRIDAY

—

— MARCH

Committee of the Modern
Language Project for the Massa-

AM.
SATURDAY. MARCH

Academy, of the French Center in
New England and of the French Llb,. arv i n Boston

SUNDAY — MARCH
BREAKFAST

Dr. Hanley

19

Until 1:99

r,
Council for Public Schools,
PrVlPW
kXUCUUlC chusetts
VICvY Kf'tlPiilllP
^^ Trustee of the Phillips Exeter
,

weekend

or

cutive

ner,

^,

CONCERT,

MONTE CARLO NIGHT,

Council of the National Science
Foundation, chairman of the Exe-

1

-
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to

1934

(Freeh

zm

Stan), Saturday,
Skating afttt the game. Sec per person or
weekend Ueket.
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r »34 '

IndSJuow

of Calhoun College from

ard Theater, $1.00 iter isersoi
(iijo ooaplei or weakend Meket

HOCKEY GAME,

chalrman
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fellowship in
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church, Charles W. Cross, James W.

W
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and

at Harvard University where he received his doctorate in Romance
Philology in 1941. He has also studied ln Paris. During World War
II, he served as field representative
for
ln Europe.
He has been
an instructor at Harvard and Radcllffe and. since 1946. has been the
Head of the Department of Modern
Languages at M.I.T. In 19M he was
also appointed Director of Libraries
at that Institution,

A.

™-

"""S?
Brawiv David"S"
M. Carlisle.
Wllllam A ctMM> 3r Charles W. F.

w

m

pho-

the application of the physical sciences to the study of language. He
Is the co-editor of the Journal Mechanlcal Tranela tto a and has written the book entitled Machine
Translation of Language* in collaboratlon with A. D. Booth.
Dr. Locke graduated from Bowdoln in 1930 and did graduate work

t^

^X^

cul

ture, but Is also Interested in
netics, language laboratories,

^

equipment

available In our laboratories. When
they went to school these Iristrumenu had simply not been Invent«•. or were far too expensive for
teachers colleges to afford.
for jnstance.
He
t Bowdo n
,."
J5„*
! i.
they will be able to mate measurements by modern methods and to

« ™d
tov^
em-mSu re»
tually takes place in a chemical
m
**£%?"*
They wUl study the elecaction.
/
structure of atoms and mole^

** £
^^
'"^""ffljj

,

woUstadt, Lionel Dube, Ovid Pom- witn the exception of those going co-Americans.
on t0 graduate school, they will each
Professor Ham will discuss one of
erleau, and William Lannon. Mon« „ r ^..w-.n an{* Lsnnon are past T*Oort for active duty according to hla
chief scholarly pursuits, the
French language and the ethnograor present members of the Masque their Individual assignments.
General Smith, a resident of Wll- Phy of New England. He Is the
and Oown executive committee. Ogher members to accompany the cast ton, Maine, since his retirement In author of five books and eighty-five
President John Rex and 1M7. is a former dwtiiwjwHffg; gen- articles and reviews dealing with
wU1
David Roberta, lighting director and eral of the 7th Airborne Division this subject and, especially, with
mem ber of the executive committee. (Korea 1963-1963) and of the 11th textual criticism, literary and hisauth©r, the director, and stage Airborne Division (1963-1955). Be- torlcal problems, and mediaeval dlamanager Richard Mack will also be fore retirement, he served as Chief lectology. Professor Ham graduated
Haven, as wUl Technician of the Joint United States Military awnuna cum laude from Bowdoin ln
at
William Moody and Director of Advisory Group to the Republic of 1»32, received his Master of Arts
A rated master degree from Harvara University in
Dramatics and Mrs. Oeorge H. the PhUipplnes.
parachutist,
General Smith was 1323, and his PhJJ. from Oxford ln
Qutaby.
I 927
He was a Rhodes scholar
Professor Qulnby has urged the graduated * rom the United States
from Mains In 1923-34 and ln 1936practice of exchanging productions Military Academy at West Point in
*nd
1962 ne *** awarded
wlth other colleges la the recently 1W6
honorary
degree of^ Doctor of
The
Reserve
Officers
£*
Training
publlahed booklet on the past ten
Humane Letters from Bowdoin.
years of dramatic activity at Bow- Program is ln its 11th year at BowProfessor
Ham
began teaching at
doln.
during
which
time nearly 500
doin.
men have received Army officer Harvard as instructor In mathema1W4 Dnftag the academic
commissions for successfully com- UcB
an
h
wa
pleting the course of study. Bow-*»L «
5
ft"
j
dpln is one of 18 major colleges In £torta French at Harvard and
Dates Of Tryouts For
C
NeW
d P" rUc, P*tog Jn the
in
WeTc'h
ncn
re-^
c
associate
jne
at
"•••fen
Army ROTC program, which annu- I*"
Juliet"

principles of Chemistry," he explained, "we feel that we are reachtag the very roots of the science
Problem In America today. Many
of these teachers, wonderful and
dedicated persons, have Just not had
the opportunity to use much of the

11

Until 2:00 A.M.
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Friends At Banquet
Dr. Dan Hanley, who accompanied
the United States Olympic team to
Itame lMt summer, saw hla life
ot mrvice to his college, hie town,
» n d hla state reviewed by friends
""d associates on last Saturday

evening.

ten in both football and hockey,
competing as an end on the football team and as a hard-hitting
defenseman on the hockey team,
He received his M.D. degree from
Columbia University College of Physlcians and Surgeons ln 1943 and

Headlining the outstanding pro- interned at Boston City Hospital.

»Tam

for the dinner were toast- During World War n he was a
Herbert Ross Brown, re- major in the United 8Utes Army
March 13, Monday — Irving Trust nowned Chairman of the Depart- Medical Corps and at service ln
ment
of English and accomplished the China-Burma-India Theater.
Co.. New Yolk *> banking and flspeaker; Nila Victor "Swede" NeiAlso editor of the Maine Medical
ADollcaUons for the Anrii 27 1M1 nance, training program. American
'°™« r Harvard football great Journal, Dr. Hanley has become an
admtakSreUon <SMw^CoUeae^uaU- ^s Orou^lfeV York - fire end ««•
««•»* trainee. Remington Rand, and we nown af^-dtaner gtory- ejerton athletic^ Injuries during
teller, tne Meddlebempaters; and a rus tenure at physician. He has con— salea
gible students who intend to take Boston
March II Thaiilii, — Ernst & Uneup of close friends and aaoo* ducted clinics ln such Injuries at
this test which wUl be given at
accounting. Boston ci*tes who paid tribute to Dr. Bowdota and at the Maine Medical
Bowdoin. should pick up applica- Ernst, Boston

master

mlnistrative trainees.

Announcement
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and

bulletins of information at

Mr. Wllder's

office.

Ins. Co.

and

life,

—
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In the bulletln. the student should fill out hla

appU^tlon and mjii^ta^medUte^

Hanley through brief remarks.
Topping off the evening was
and field
Pharmaceutical a showing of colored movieg of last
and science summer's Olympics ln Rome, movies
which show Dr. Hanley In two

multiline, fire, casualty

home

office

Ortho

FoUowlng Instructions

trainee*.
Corp.. Boston

—

op^uluUe?

sales

^n*=«tronlc
Wedneaday -

^

15.

TranslWakefield.

™a£^¥xfi&&£F%&'
math and
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25^
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^^ ~ c*"mer Mld
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opportunltlee
"
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*toreh » •niureday _ ConnecUu^^ni^f'^ra^-S
man
midnight. Apru
^t sank « Truot
Hartford C©rp..

«n»l°r*,

uit
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1

1

6,

ter

1981.

According to Educational Testing
Service, which prepare* and adminl*ter* the College Qualification Teat
for the Selective Service System, it
will be greatly to the student's advant*WL to
"• »PPUcatton at
once. Test results wfll be reported
to the student's SetocUv? Service toce! board of jurisdiction for use in
eonatdartes hie deferment a* a stu-

"

dent.

In finance,

Co..

«*nea

CoU^

Dr. Harder ha. been
Phyateian for the past 13 years. A neUve of Ameabury, Mas*
and a
«"«*»«• «f Bowdoin in 1939. he is
aleo Director of the Maine Medical
Aeeoclation. made up of some 800
member*, and a member of the
staffs of Portland Bath, and Bruns.

banking. Prentice- Hall, Inc.. Englewood Cliff*. N. J.
liberal arts wick hoepltals.
trainee*
Kidder, Peabody dc Co..
As an undergraduate, he
Beaton, brokerage
group meet

—

—
Friday -

tag' 7:30

pm.

_March

IT,

-

trainees In Invest& Co.
banking. Oreat Norhtern Paper Co, New York and Boston
trainee*

body

ment

—

.
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let-

Announcement

Kidder. Pea

Enjoy the weekend, but remember
being given for charity. If you

It la

have to be tight dont
your money.

let it

Center In Portland
ta recent years Dr Hanlev has
headed a movement to attract doctors to the rural

devotee

ai^ofM.in.«nrt

h£\ner^ ™
to
rnaS ^c*a2n Unde?

muchrf

coum^^Wn? younT men
«Serth?

hi* direction the Maine Medical
Amoclatkm 1* currently working on
a program to provide scholarship
loan* to promising young Maine
medical *tudento
Dr. Hanley received world-wide
recognition for his ability and
knowledge ln the treatment of ath>«tic injuriee when be was selected
a* on ot two physicians to accompany the United States Olympic
team to the 1989 Summer Olympics

'^

m

Rome.

Married to the former Maria Benoit of Cape Bimbeth, Dr. Hanley Is
be with tne father of four chldren, Daniel
Id, Sheila », Sharon 9, and Sean 7.
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It

would

to

tie

our ad-

W

the conservatism of the college.) I
would strongly suggest a more cooperative and open minded attitude
towards the President in his role
as college improver.
After all we
pay his salary, let's let him do his

job. i.e., lead tap; a dynamic institution bounded by tradition, not a
Athern P. Daggett complacent college steeped in the
David C. McLean conservatism of Maine I!

THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Mr. Bela W. Norton
W. Stephen Piper
Spencer C. Hunt

Prof.

Robert

L.

Haggerty

Sidney W. Woollacott

Respectfully,

Ladd

R. B.
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(Continued from page I)
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play mean? The conflicts between
Hansel and Regretel contained more
l
than humor. This conflict was never clearly expressed nor resolved.
Is she looking for experience? What
becomes of Hansel after Oretel becomes a witch?
Grim and Sam appear to be outside the situation between Hansel,
Jack Pinette operates the Parkview Cleaners and LaunderRegretel, and the witch, and they
ccntcr at 2 i 2 Maine Street with an eye to pleasing his cus- comment ou It. Later they are Inin the situation,
what was
tomers and aarvint In* e.ommunity
He is also an enthusiastic volved
their connection with the witch?
supporter of Bowdoin students.
have never known him to
Incidents are not related by any
easily recognisable plot, If the symrefuse to give a fraternity a cut-rate on curtains or robes when it
bolism was meant to All the emnty
was hard up for ready cash, or to do a rush job of cleaning on spaces and answer the questions

Stolen

The

Bench

We

of the World." A hastily organised
college parade escorted him to the
steps of Adams Hall or some other

convenient rostrum from which he
addressed the enthusiastically applauding multitude. There seems to
have been one significant difference
between his visits and the recent
Tomlineen visit: Old Daniel left
town with the proceeds of a voluntary collection taken up at the close
of the meeting.
Pictures of Old Daniel addressing
his audience were preserved in the
college scrapbooks of the day.

and spoke to an enaudience of Modocs
students upon "Organic
This lecture is an exhaustive treatment of the laws

last week,

thusiastic

and

Laws."

of ventilation, respiration, perspiration,

inspiration,

inflation,

and concatenation, and

Is

one

of the most eloquent efforts of
the gifted speaker. Mr. Pratt
says that Henry Ward Beecher
is a mere gas-bag compared to
him.

talents

The

unlfled jJreserjtatlars.

by

Ouy Hamelln was

direction

oriented in the

w»me direction es the play itself.
The action moved with the dialogue

rained,

cost.

We

—

into the script to move the three
out of a semi-circle.
Both women in the plav handled
their roles with considerable ability.
Sarah Oreen as Oretel was delightful as a capricious and domineering

men

Excellent Publicity

Joan-Lee

girl.

"... one of the most rewarding concerts heard on the
North Shore in recent yea v ..."
".
there is a complete coordination between conductor
."
and singers throughout every phase of the music and text.
"... Embued with a love for singing and a genuine enthusiasm for fine music. ..."
.

.

.

.

Wilkes

was

cool,

and

beautiful, the epitome of
witch.

Jeffrey
excellent.

Huntsman as Hansel was
The frustration of Han-

evil,

a

m "dern

sel was ouite evident in the exchange with Oretel across a darkened stage.
Oerrv Slavet proved an excellent
comedian with marvelous timing

These quotations from a review by Ruth L. Curtis in the and emphasis.
John Rex as Sam gave a Very
Daily Evening Itdm concern the recent concert given by the
amusine performance, e.g. his evil
Glee Club at Swampscott, Massachusetts. In an article entitled exit followed the witch.
The
setting by Bill Lannon, also
"Excellent Concert Given by Bowdoin Glee Club," the superior
a prise winner, might have been

quality of the performance given
direction of Dr. Tillotson

is

by college

singers

under the more

impressive if the
pieces used had not all previously

outlined.

appeared on the Bowdoin stage.
value of this and similar performances to the college Triev were well arranged and pointcan not be overestimated. Undergraduates too often tend to ed in intriguing colors and designs.

lege in the

wins and

mind

losses.

of the general populace

is

the record of athletic

Such an attitude overlooks the

distinct contri-

bution to public relations that result from an impressive performance such aa that given by the Glee Club, the Chapel Choir,

and The Meddiebempsters.
Another usually unrecognized instance
is

International Club

.

Has Discussion On
Kenya Recently

—

—

—

Festival At

V

—

—

r,

—

getting through the Cumberland's
doors. The mob Which flocked to the
Bishop's knees was driven mainly
by a curiosity, and a realisation that
gawking at the disillusioned senile

positions of leadership.

This great enthusiasm, reinforced
by a desire far seme type of success,
not always of a recognisable nature,
h«« not been limited merely to affairs such as these. For many years,
Bowdoin men have pursued with
equal amounts of vigor and enthusiasm the intriguing fields of
sports, women, and wine. Although
the successful pursuit of the first
two objects mentioned has fluctuated, pur success In paying homage to Bacchus has remained superb. Psychologists tell us that the
pursuit of these objects Is good for
it relieves our frustrations
by giving us- pleasure In varied forms
(ex-

m

the

a 1

tudents deep ameehm.

is

Keny
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PRICES TWI8 ENOAOEafBMT
Matinees
Adalts

00e

Evsauncs
Ashdto
tie

ChOdren under

Advertisers

50c
00c

EVENINGS

CUMBERLAND
THEATER

attend the events, which are to be
start at 1:30 Friday and continue
through mid-afternoon Saturday.

Our

new administration

During the latter stages of the
Second World War when the United Nations was in the process of
formation, the Allies attempted to
avoid the mistakes and weaknesses
of the old League of Nations. One
of the most basic of these shortcomings was the lack of universality
The League never
in the League.
had all the major powers among

extraordinarily foolish.
It Is true thst the United States
wlU lose face If Red China Is admitted to the United Nations. But
how much more face will we lose If
she Is admitted over our opposition,
when our opposition Is unwise and
unnecessary for the achievement of
our basic goals?
It Is equally true that Red China
has violated many of the requireCharter.
Many
ment* of the
nations question whether the Chinese are a "peace-loving state," and
whether the forces of Mao Tse-Tung
will "refrain in their International
relations from the threat or use of
force against the territorial Integrity or political Independence of any
." <UN Charter).
There Is
state
no way to guarantee the behavior
or the good faith of The People's
Republic, whether or not It Is within
the structure of the United Nations.

UN

.

.

Its members at the same time. The Although the Chinese Reds may vioUnited States was never a member; late their word, the advantages to
Japan and Germany left the organi- be gained by their admission are
sation in 193S, and Italy resigned in certainly worth the risk.
1937.
Russia did not enter the
The weakest argument used by the
League until 1034, and it was ex- supporters of the Truman-Elsenpelled in 1037. The result of this hower policy Is that by admitting
deficiency was that the will of the Red China to the UN we will betray
League could be disregarded With Chiang and the Chinese Nationalcomparative impunity.
By such an act. we will cerists.
While this is certainly not the tainly not be recognising the un-

realistic pretensions of the Fortno-

case with the present world forum,
the United Nations Is hampered by
the absence of any major power.
That Communist China Is such a

sah regime to representing the Chinese mainland and Its people.
(Centlrrvjed on Page 4)
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BATES

Matinee
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In addition to the debating, there
Will also be competition in other
speech events. Miss Lydla Schaeffer of Bates College will supervise
the competition In the Oral Interpretation of Literature division, Pro-

Professor
Albert
R.
Thayer,
President of the organisation, has
called the annual meeting for Friday, which is to be followed by a
reception of the visiting professors
of speech at the home of Professor
snd Mrs. Thayer. The annual banquet will be held Saturday noon ta
the Moulton Union.
In addition to using the College
faculties, it Is expected that about
eight of the Saturday morning debates will be held in Brunswick
High School.

birth of a

Mar. 15-10

PRICES THIS ENGAGEMENT

chusetts, and Norman London, University of Vermont.

sion.

The

JACK LEMMON
RICKY NELSON

THE MAGICIAN

TMf'WOtM) Of

"Wq/siG

The competition in Debate will be
supervised by Professors Jay Savereid, of the University of Massa-

is

4

with

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

15

W.UJAM KOLOEN.

:30 In the af-

fessor John Lunch of St. Anselm's,
division
of Bxtamporaneous
Speaking on current events, and
Professor Halg Der Marderosian of
Emerson College, the Oratory divi-

The United States immediately replied in defense of its policy that
violated the letter
and the spirit of the Charter oi the
United Nations, and the admission
of so unscrupulous a nation would
make a travesty of that document.
Red China had

is a truth too obvious to be
The United Nations at present has not attained one of its primary goals: to provide a forum in
which understanding can be reached and lasting peace can become a
reality due to this understanding.
Without the presence of the Peking
regime In the UN, no lasting m«rio* vtvendl can be established in
the Far Blast, and peace Is a mere
pipe dream.
The United States has expressed
the hope that the UN will become
an agency of International cooperation, and yet It seeks to exclude
from the UN one of the most important nations with which It must
cooperate.
Such a policy defeats
its own objective, and in so doing
must be considered unwise. If not

argued.

Sheet Subjects

Wed.-Thars.

public

DAYS

BUTTERFIELD

Wed.-Thurs.

STARTING MARCH

Forensic

finals st

few weeks ago Lord Home, the nation

msn'R

Ingmar Bergman's

ternoon.

A

British Foreign Secretary, suggested
that the policy of the United States
regarding the admission of Red China to the United Nations did not
demonstrate as realistic an approach
as some members of the Atlantic
alliance might desire. According to
the distinguished peer, the existence
of Red China is a "cold fact of international life," and must be recognised as such.

Ia#

4)

day by the semi-finals to the morn-
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world,

San.-Men.-Tue*.

...
TAYIOR HARVEY FISHER

Here On March 1011

The

anv

4

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

Council Conference

and the

truthfully).

CUMBERLAND
THEATER

P

T

toftasp

ing,

out illusion. Thus the external dilemma has been confuted as best it
can be In an uneasy wartime. There
remains a moving personal strtieele
between the two boys
(which
Knowles resolves poienantlv and

This Individuality of
resolutions with the
with his fellows and with
himself is perhaps the "Separate
Peace."
Knowles' stvle shows an effective
blending of lvrlcism arid idiom: it
comes across beet in passages which
define Immediately the emotional
links between the hoys at Devon
'as in the Winter Carnival seene)
or In sat Pieces such as the followcluding that damnable feeling
on
(Coatlnae0 on Page 4)
the morning after the night before)
Yet there exists one dreadfui
omission in the aforementioned group
the pursuit of additional knowledge, called by some "the Intelleoft
«
.
U:" "V others, "lntellectuallsm'' This seeking for additional
ed8T and nert H must be noted that hy "additional" I mean
Brunswick, Maine
a
search which carries the Individual
styond his course work, should
Wed.-Thara,-FrL-Sat.
be
(Continued on page 4)
Mar. 8-0-10-11

«m

m

By Nick Monsour

in Washington has led many students of the international political
scene to wonder whether this position will be maintained through the
entirety of the Kennedy regime. As
many of our other foreign policies
are currently being re-examined,
many believe that this one will rean unhealthy emotional union by ceive like treatment. This article
their mutual refusal to acknowledge will accordingly attempt to evaluate
the existence of the war.
(Their the continuing validity of the Trupsychological oneness Is emphasiz- man-Eisenhower position on Comed by details such as Ftnny's Insist- munist China and the United Naing, Inaccurately, that they are the tions.

Orono

In commemoration of Georee
Waahint-ton's birthday, under the
leadership of Prof. Albert R. Thayer,
a deleeation of five Bowdoin orators
attended the State of Maine Intercriiesiate Porensic Festival at Orono. Bates, Colby, 8t. Francis, Ricker, Untversltv of Maine, and the
U, of M. in Portland, also competed
In the festival.
The three divisions were each divided into two sections, and each
dealt with a different phase of public speaking.
In the Original Oratory division, Bowdoin received an
unprecedented two first places as

It seemed, however, that as the door
The 1901 annual conference of the
was one of the few things tied down, New England Porensic Council will
It might at least have been used.
be held at the College Friday and
The lighting whs very well done Saturday, March 10 and 11.
show,
following
In this
the mood
The conference will begin Friday
closely.
with the preliminary rounds, In
Karl Buntlne, as the author of which each of the participating
col"Plreweeds," derived new life out lages will debate
four other Instituof a situation that since the war tions; and will
be climaxed Satur-

has often been the subject of books
of fine public rela- and articles. By using the German
Jewish question to explore the efthat of the excellent publicity for the college resulting
fects of prejudice, he gave a fresh
students
from the spring tour- of the Debating Team. The eight
glimpse of what Germany was like
who will spend much of their spring vacation in exhibition de- during the war. His descriptions
from both sides of the question were
bates at various high schools throughout five states deserve com- powerful and real.
Barbara LeOendre was very conmendation.
vincing in a difficult role. However,
The publicity value of both the Glee Club and Debating a more mature actress might have
the interpretation a depth
Team tours should be obvious, for concerts and exhibition de- given
which was sometimes lacking.
baters are as powerful an attraction for certain high school stuBuntlne easllv deserved the prise
dents in awakening a desire to attend Bowdoin, as are winning as b*«t actor. Pram the bovtsh beginning through the descriptive
athletic teams for other- secondary school students.
sneec ho* to the partial reconciliation
he made each transition with his
marvelous voice, hs* body, and foPlacement Bureau
etal expressions.
This was easllv
(Continue* frea
1)
some of 'he h«*{ acting we have
seen st Bowdoin.
Atlantic
March 21, Tuesday
Neville Powors directed the show
cas- with deft skill.
Mutual Ins. Co.. New York
Ho movement or
ualty ins.
chen"" in ooainon seemed cmtrivMetro- ed. Tha action "»« wo r rl into
March 22. Wednesday
Two undergraduates from Nairo- politan Life Ins. Co.. New York
tb» hrwuk* end «hlf>«. In distaen* so
bi, Kenya, Arthur Mangel and Jag- multiline life program Kemper In- w". »fcat there was never a stagnant
dish Oundara recently led the first surance, Boston
those with eco- situation.
public discussion under the sponsorPlovd Barber, the choir* of the
ship of the newly-formed Internaluriawa *«. runner-tin tfovwrteht. estional Club of the College in the he attended high school in Kagumo, t»WI«h«rt a Vlwa no+ n In "Snto flaemain lounge of the Moulton Union. Nyeri, and the Royal Technical Col- rsmental" anil maintained It. Tne
They took as .their subject "Kenya, lege of Bast Africa. He Is Treasurer r>r»V >»» CBrefUllV COnStruCt»d, floWof the newly-fonned organisation.
Present and future."
ro» from one *c»n» to tlw* nert
Mr. Oundara came to Bowdoin whll# rmiwirrg the situation toward
The International Club was formed several wash* ago for the pur- this fall under the auspices of the Irs resolution.
pose of fostering friendship and un- Bowdoin Plan and Alpha Delta Phi
His dialogue clearly rounds out
derstanding among people of van- iraternity. At Gloucester School in hs. etaarsetatii. Claire is contrasted
out lands ami to provide lectures, Nairobi ha was active in dramatics, with Charles.
Bach
a Baste
panel discussions. Informal get-to- debating and hockey, and was school sincerity but CMlre Is convinced
gethers, and various other social librarian.
of the validity of her risson and
organisation meeting Of the Charles
functions through *.
allege
Js not
ehruary 1.
community might gain greater inIt is Claire's obvious firm faith
011sight into the atMlaba. ideas, and
that eonrmcas Salter Paucity aad
problems of otner lands.
Mssfs near- Pather Gabriel
Both cempasslonship
the ate people,
they respond ta Claire's
tions

scenes. The march on the Cumberland was a hollering mob, determined on maintaining tradition

creatively

The

take for granted that the only index to the worth of their col-

No one would deny that differences existed between the two mob

196!

104

ataem Knowles' first novel A Bepv
arate Peace (Macmlllani invites incidental comparison with J. D. Salinger's long-popular The Catcher in
tha Rye. Both books are representative of a considerable cross-section
of post-war fiction dealing with the
transition from youth to young
manhood.
Holden Caulfleld and
Knowles' Gene Forrester are both
urally followed, served to distin- unusually sensitive adolescents seekguish the class of 04's march to the ing to come to terms With the Age
Cumberland from previous similar of Anxiety: to find themselves and
their relationship to the larger world
marches.'
The urrkfueness of the Bishop encroaching all too rapidly upon
Tomlirvjou's vMt, the number of them.
In A Oawa t alt Peace, the symbol
pupils Who' view the crowning of
the King of the World and "Bow- of this larger world Is the Second
doln M CoUtare, plus the general re- World War, a troubling reality
which
moves ever closer to sweepto
Homer,
were
some
ception given
of the factors that helped stamp ing up the boys at. Devon, one of
that day indelibly on the minds of New England's most staid prep
schools.
Bach boy reacts to the
many Bowdoin men.
Although these two events are fact of war and the growing prob-

Involved

occurred resulting In a beautifully

—

.

By OavM Walker

8.

Political Viewpoints

Gargoyle

is effected not only by their foresBishop would be a very enjoyable talling of the war's impact on their
way to spend an otherwise mun- lives, but by a fall which partially
dane Tuesday afternoon. These are cripples Finny and for Which Oene
Sincerely yours,
the basic differences; but what d* convinces himself (and Finny) that
he Is responsible.
When Finny
Clement P. Robinson the similarities.
The Tomllnson mob naturally con- learns that because of his Inlury he
surrounding the girl and desires a tained more participants In mere will no longer be able to participate
conviction for his own ends.
numbers, for the Freshman march in athletics, he seeks to transfer his
The skill with which the author on the Cumberland was limited by Intense thirst for physical competibuilds to the final climax Is con- its nature. Percentage wise, though, tion to Gene, effeettinjr Gene's need
siderable.
InteVwoven In the play both mobs had about 00% of their for Intellectual stimulation and unare Indications of the evil which total membership. The behavior of balancing his character. In short,
possesses Claire. The final unmask- both mobs was good, if mob beha- adolescent fantasy has endangered
ing is the sumation of the Indica- vior can be good. It seems to me a natural maturing for either boy.
Help comes from an .unexpected
tions and their natural conclusion.
that the most significant factor to
It Is the opinion of this review- be
examined is the astounding source; the tragedy of a former
classmate, who has gone AWOL
er that "Auto Sacramental'' was amount of vigor and enthusiasm disfrom
an Inability to face a brutal
the best manuscript submitted. Cer- played at these two occasions. At
reality his naivete had never apnretainly if a prise was given for the each, there seemed to exist an elechended, brines home to the bovs
best play performance "Auto Sac- tric current, turned on or off at
the Inevitability of evil and the
ramentale" would have won.
A random by a few individuals, self>- necessity of man's facing It withfusion of all the
elevated to

in a slow uncluttered and beautiful
pace. The slow pace might be obit failed.
Given two unclear points of view jected to but is testified bv the
simplicity of the girl's character.
His "Home of Better Cleaning" ads have appeared in the by the author, the director, Henry
The acting too was aimed at the
Martin, chose to emphasise the huOrient, the Bugle, the "blotter," and the football programs faith- morous aspect. The
Judges obvlous- same object and taken from the
fully for many years, though, with his efficient service and con- lv anoroved of this Interpretation as same viewpoint held by the author
The east was' too
Martin was awarded the prise as and director.
venient location, he needs little advertising on campus to build best director. This leads us to be- laroe to go Into in detail but- the
up his business. Saturday night some students will win a week's lieve thfct the judge* approved of acting superb with no exception notthe wit and mood and Ignored the ed.
free cleaning in the Campus Chest raffle
again courtesy of unresolved situations.
How the The setting bv Gerald Colettf furJudees could have selected this play ther added to the Synthesis achievJack Pinette.
best when it so obviously lacked ed. It was a masterful design even
Around the time that Longfellow's bust Vanished from as
a unity in the mind of the author is divorced from the plav. However,
Memorial Hall, a wooden bench disappeared from Jack's place unclear. An explanation would be its worth was increased by so exmo<t
pertly fltUnir the play for which It
of business.
No doubt it was. intended as a joke, but now that The helpful.
director, aa mentioned -above, was designed.
viewed the play as a huewnwe faneveryone has stopped laughing. Jack needs the bench back.
tasv. He was successful in creating
have an idea who carried it away, but would kike to a fast pace and a light attitude toavoid the unpleasantness of serving as informers. To whom it ward the action. This was marred College Debaters Place
only bv the unconvlncln? fluht and
may concern, therefore
Please return the bench; Jack Pin- the static scene which
followed it. First In Maine Forensic
Sufficient motivation was written
ette needs it more than you do.

Saturday morning at no extra

Ill<

Observer

To the Editors-in -Chief:
The cheerful account of

the reBy Ed Rlndler t»
cent visit to Bowdoin of the "King
pecially the articles oh President of the World" and the considerate
T^asTevtetevrhJcri n?ve made large
Coles and the fraternity system. It but critical comments by the gadfly Unpi esrions on the minds of most
Is gratifying to note your strides to Indicate how history repeats itself.
pupils at Bowdoin are the freshman
Back in the lews a tall cada- march to the Cumberland Theater,
encourage dirties! on an sihaal matter and to assume some leadership verous eccentric calling himself Daand Bowdoln's hour of salvation,
niel Pratt, the Great American TraIn the field of student opinion.
three weUts ago.
Specifically I fed that the arttele veler, attired in frock coat and tall
Looking back ta that warm night
in support of President Coles was hat, used to visit Bowdoin on his in September, one can easily recogdelayed too km*. In many circles rounds at the callages end was nise mat Nature's trick oh the local
the President is thought of very fa- greeted with much the same enthu- gendarme*, the rock throwing Incivorably. I also feel we can accept siasm as greeted the recent "King
dent, and the publicity which nat-

for improvement, not complacency.
Currently, the President
must
buck student opposition and the reportedly conservative
Boards of
Overseers. Trustees, etc. (I refer to
the ''LIFE" magedine comment to

Baelmiia Manager

Robert

I would like to aay that your issue
of 22 February was exceUei

Perhaps

C«ay Staff
David M. Nelson <04
Walter M. Christie '84

William W. ConMIn tt

the Editors:

vantage to back the President with
some vigor. Let me explain: many
schools are Improving rapidly, eg.,
Colby.
Without constant Improvement Bowdoln could conceivably be
ability of his involvement In it by
given a back seat by shear force of
Your issue of Msy 10, 1070 (Vol. memorable tor their own sake, and an accentuation, and In some cases
for the reminiscent value they shall
stagnation. I think all alumni, pre- VI No. 2) has this to say about his
hold In the future, there does exist a perversion of hts character. Gene,
sent and future, want their diploma most recent visit:
roommuch In their content to be ex- a brilliant student, and his
Hon. Daniel Pratt, the Great
(school) to be respected; It is our
(
tracted and evaluated In the pres- mate-best friend Phlneas 'Pinny'),
American Traveler, visited us
calling card.
Consequently a need
a faultless athlete, are brought Into
ent.

"03

John P. Coffin '04
Leonard C. Lee '02
Clwaa Uwi Staff
Craig P. Magher 04

Staff Cartoonist

To The Editor

Letters
To

for fact that President Coles is entirely for the betterment of Bowdotn, that Is to say, he Is hot out
to kill fraternities. Fraternities still
remain one of Bowdoln's strongest
selling points.
It would be detrimental for him to do away with
them and directly against his long
range objective of Improvement.
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Polar

HoOpSterS Last 111 Hamilton, Colgate, And
Alumni Bow To Icemetl
State; Drop Three

Bears Fourth In

Bearings

The Bowdoin pucksters finished
the regular season last weekend with
of lar Bears dropped their third in victories over Hamilton (7-0) and
University
te (5-3). The February 24 euis once again a row and third in four games with
with the Continentals was
mriri the state, followed by Colby. Colby on starch 1, 73-70. Bowdoin
straight
Bates, and Bowdoin Below are sum- trailed 19-14, scored
10
mIS^J??
p?^SJ!*T^
martes of the last three basketball points to lead 24-18, Increased the
°!L
,0WTr?Z
games concluding the season for the lead to 34-24 (during which time 2**rs.,
j! 2L: *
*•*»• *J:»
»»*
Bowdoin Polar Bears.
Colby scored only five free throws, "j* ~ -

N.E.; Tilton Stars

By John

PAGE THREE

Brian

Harperin

Maine

McCall's

basketball

team

S^aS?

%Z2^2l?*
Tr^
^Tt2L
,

The

recent successes of the hockey team contrasted with
the corresponding failures of the basketball team recalls to

LT^S "S

mind an

ancient conflict: what should our admissions policy be
regarding the gifted athlete whose academic status is doubtful?

(This

is

period.
*»» ^rU*1
14 of their first 17 shots and emerged «natolng
Bears shot 50 per cent
12 points ahead at the end of the The
the first half to Colby's 27 and
period The Polar Bears rtaved good
8

not to say, of course, that athletic ability denotes a con-

At Bowdoin zealous advocates
on the one hand and scholarly achieve-

current intellectual deficiency.

of athletic superiority

)

itoa^baTke^lTbuTc^lWw

the other havi always tended, quite naturally, to Oppose each other devotedly. The unconstructive rabble-rousing
of some of our louder professors, coupled with the equally voci-

ferous ranting of

some

of

our frenzied coaches, only clouds the

issue further.

should be obvious that hardly any men's colleges can
exist without some kind of athletic program; sports provide the
It

and competition young men need- Carrying this further, It appears that the better the teams the higher generally is
the morale o the student body. And taking still one more obvious step, it seems that the more publicity our intercollegiate
teams enjoy, the higher the quality of applicants (both athletes
and non-athletes) our competent Director of Admissions meets.
A college such as Bowdoin, however, depends for its Very survival upon a reputation for high intellectual and academic standards and quality of graduates. For the larger state colleges,
sports success

reputation

is

often the greatest single attraction to

its

of

history.
its

more

If

this

make

[ccD\S

though the Bears

;

facilities; what is important here is
a gymnasium inferior to that of most high schools. The wonlost record of an athletic unit should in ho way determine the
-

i

-

'

£•/"were
events

to

.

virtually

first

"**

nut th* meat

must function.
away. Lennle Lee. Curt Tilton, and
For breaking the college 100 yd. Jim Coots were Individual winners

,

_

,

^

^

February 22 Bowdoin's Fresh- left In the game the score was tied
team weathered a at 6«-f». A basket by Leathers gave
late rally by the Bates Jayvees for Maine the lead, and Don Arnold of
a •»-« verdict at Bates. Dave Mo- Freeport «wlatisd 1ft a basket and
Dowell and Harry Silverman scored three foul shots to sew It up.
17 points apiece to pace Bowdoin;
The Polar Bears were hurt In the
the top scorer of the game was final minutes when Dave McDowell
Bates' BUI Gardiner with 21 points.
and Harry Silverman were ousted on
Also In double figures for Bowdoin
and Harley fools and Sehwadron left the game
were Dave Hancock
with an Injured knee.
Sehwadron.
Leathers led both teams In scorThe University of Maine Freshmen rallied In the final two min- ing. Dick Smith had 18 and Schwa
utes to down Bowdoin's Freeh 71-66 dron 17 for Bowdoin.
at Sargent Gymnasium on February
The Frosh played their last game
25. The win gave the Maine Cubs a of the season at home on March 1,
15-1 season mark. Al Leathers kept losing a squeaker to Colby, 63-62.
Maine in the ball game through the The Polar Bears completely domflrst half, scoring 30 of his 29 points iriated the first half, sparked by
in the opening 30 mintues. Maine Dave McDowell's superior reboundted at the conclusion of the initial ing and the driving lay-ups of Bob
period, 39-36. Bowdoin went ahead O.terhout, the latter substituting for
in the opening minutes of the sec- injured Harley Sehwadron. At the
ond half, baskets by Dick Smith and half Bowdoin ted by 11 points, havHarley Sehwadron providing a 40-39 ing shot a fantastic 63 per cent for
lead. From that point on It was a the first half. Unable to come close
see-saw battle; with two minutes
(Csatmaed on page 4)
<
n

On

.

basketball

i.

s.

jr.n^
—

.

tied

by Tilton

In the last event of the meet the
team of Boyd Pinch, Lee, Mer
and Tilton went after the coland pdoI record for which they
had been trying for two meets. With
a strong team effort, anchorman
Tilton touched up at 3:33 i, fourtenths of a second under" the school
and pool record.

McSweeny
Davis,

lh the 100 yd. butterfly.
Frost, Hastings, and

Snow,

Captain-coach Scarpino

all

scored

43

Initially

percent to 41

^^^

outshot
out-

and

^

lead

and

maintained

It

* h0Ui' tt, 5 t r * nata , H .°J **
u?^."iJ5lii.^ri.aS):
Mm* tO nnrn
»:»».!> (n«w pool rcoordi.
j Cut un vOp, oi-3*.
Led by captain-coach Jon ScarSchiner, with his " total
of 37
swimming team took four* points, was foUowed in the scoring
place in the March 4 New England* by Don Harnnm with 19. Billy
Coat Connecticut. The team only fol- i
Ipwed Brown. Williams, and the
Finishing out the season, the poUniversity of Connecticut in the

^

£~

,

«

was 7-14; they finished last in
State Series competition with a
mark. Maine won the Series,
with a 7-2 record, Colby was see-'
ond with fi-4, and Bate* third
with 4-5. The Polar Bears had the
dubious distinction of handing
Colby second ateee in the state;
s Colby loss would have meant a
tie with Bates. The editor salutes
Lee Williams for bringing a poten-

1

pertod'

onC
r

!

'

.

TD

s.

2nd

'

tially

—

400 Medley Relay
Won
(Scarpino. T>avi>, Coats. R.
time aince Wesleyan entered
220 Freestyle
Won by

Finch

(B)

;

by Bowdoin
Merrill

no team
Lee (B):
(W).
Time

—

—

Clement

a.

—

3

23.7.

—

200 Individual Medley Swim
Coots (B): 2. Hastinirs IB);

(W)

Time-

Divlnu ,-

Harvey
points

—

No

1.

Won by Tilton (B):
"
Hammond (wi. Tim.

—

(B);

flred

up with a Winter

Darin* the Minn the Polar Bears
beat Colby, MIT, Amherst, Trinity,
Maine,
Tufts,
and Wesleyan;
they lost to Harvard, New Hampshire, Bates (three times), Maine
(twice), Colby (three times), B.U.,
Cornell. Williams, and MIT.
.

0l about 80 feet. He was followed
DV j8jCk Milo who powered to vlctory In the 4* yard dash with a
good time of 4.4. But perhaps the
winners'
most satisfying victory
came whan Kappa Sigma's Ted
Richards returned to regain the
mile cr own, which he had won as
a Sophomore. His comeback Was
i

tr

hockey and bowling respectively,
psi U, with no losses, also leads lp
the basketball division with a strong

rriargln of victory,

Two meet records were established
in the course of the evening. Mark
Youmans, Zeta Psi, electrified the
crowd with a 9:56 two mile, a new
personal best and Interfraternity
offs were on March 6. The playoffs standard. Bruce Frost, Delta Kappa
In bowling will take place on March Bpstlon, wontfte discus throw with
13. in basketball on March 80. The a sling of 138' -f-, a new meet and
standings as of March 5 are as fol- Bowdoin cage record. In ceremonies
lows.
at the doss of the meet Brace was
awarded the Jack Magee trophy,
Bowling
Team
Total Points given to the best all-around performer. In addition he took home
39
AD
the high point trophy with a total
37.5
DS
of 18. For this award there was a
Kfi
96
real tussle between Bruce, Steve
338
Bete
Ross of Theta Delta Chi. and Pete
Deke
22.5
Mone of Psi Upsilon. The outcome
ATO
17
was. not decided until the bread
Psi U
.IT
jump. Mone was leading with one
8N
15.5
jump to go. and a first would give
Zete
14
.
huh the trophy. Unfortunately for
ARU
13
him, Ross edged Pete out In his
TD
8
final leap, giving them both 15 to
Chi Psi
5
Frost's 18.
Basketball
Zete team threatening close behind.
In the next Issue the final results In
hockey will be published: the play-

Riflemen In
Close Loss

t

Won

(W):

S.

S.

2.

2.

by Maoendant (W)
2.
Frort (B).
Winning
:

52.31.

—

Bowdoin

McMann

'

(1323)

97
99
97
98
90

«>.!«.
welss
Devereux

^mmm
Chase
,

95

19

371

89
88
8S

82
82
75

370
367
358
357
1333

84

67

Total
Univ. of

Maine

100
100
97
99
99

Wikstrom

Keup
Almond

93
91

90
87
90
87
87

Total

W

L

B

Q

U

Zete

7

1

Beta
'SH

5

2

11399)

93
95
93

.

Team
Pel

follows:

by
Oliver

Merrill (B): S. "Smyth IW).
Time
62.2 (new Bowdoin pool record}.
200 Backstroke ,. Won by Coots (B)

.

rifle

Won

as

2.

Bowdoin's varsity marksmen lost
a powerful University of Maine
team on Saturday, February
35, by a score of 1399 to 1323. High
scorer in the dual match was Brown
of Maine with a score of 283. High
for Bowdoin was McMann with 211.
individual and team scoring was as

to

Brown

383

5

KS

1

Chi Psi

4

AD

3

DS

1

ARU

3

Deke

1

ATO
TD

382
380
378
376

Opportunities
for Majors in

Cub

W

Team
p*i

1399

On

Oliver's Goals
Full of confidence after their win

ARTS
SOCIAL SCIENCES
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Telephone representatives will be on the Campus Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 7th and 8th, to discuss employment
opportunities in the following organizations:

OPERATING TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Engineering, construction, operation and maintenance of communication facilities. The folkming companies will be represented
0& the campus:

Tdephone and Telegraph Company

Compmny of Pennsylvania
New Jersey BeQ Telephone Company
New York Telephone Company
The Southern New England Telephone Company

4
5
5

6
10

u

Callahan, closely guarded by Maine's Larry Schiner, attempts
a Jump shot against the Black Bears. Bowdoin lost, 81-53.
(Photo by Crane)

1
1

KS
SN
AD

Ed

for interviews
Office.

® TELEPHONE

T

l

9
8

i

7

1

1

1

5
1

1

Deke

4

TD
ARU

4
3

8
6

D6

a

ATO

1

Chi Psi

•

5

8
10

The running of the meet was
highlighted by the appearance of
the band, led by NeU Love. It was
reminiscent of Boston Garden as
tiie mllers progressed through the
first half to the theme from 'Peter
Gunn." Actually, trie Kappa Sigma
rooting section made about as much
noise as the hand, helping their
team turn what looked like a dose
meet into a clearcut victory. In ad-

dition, a new team made its debut
the M.U.A.C. (Moulat the meet
made
1 ton Union Athletic Club)
• up of a cross-section of disgruntled
fraternity men. This group amassed
• a total -of 40 point*.

—

6
8
.

—

Bowdoin Cindermen Conclude Indoor Season
By Beating Colby In One-Sided Meet, 97-25

Bowdoin was a man up quite a
few times during the game, as Hebron had eight penalties. The home
team had their share too, as they

up

There

is

finest race

five.

only

one more game

for the team;
fraternity all-stars

left

they

play

this

Saturday

the

best. Sustaining the torrid pace set

by Ferry In the early stages, Jim
ran shoulder to shoulder with him
until the final lap, whan he breesed
into the lead and ran away from
his rival with a 10 yard margin at

afternoon.

Funnell Finishes

the tape. Gillies complete the afterfirst in the

Slahm

First In

noon* running with a
1000 in 3:334.

Although ram held the field to
eight, the Polar Bears carried out
the student body ski meet at Bridgton on February 33 with excellent results. The meet only consisted of the
giant slalom. Finishing first was Tony
Funnell with a total time of tiJ
(33.0-33.3); second was Rick Cope-

Another exciting victory was proby Mark Youmans in the
two mile. AHbough he allowed Bmmett of Colby to build up what
looked like an Insurmountable lead
in the middle of the race, he qaickly put the Bowdoin rooters at eaas
with s brilliant kick over the last
half mile. Mark's winning time ot
vided

land. 86 M (33.7-34.1) third was John
Orausteln. 75.1 (37.7-37.4); fourth,
Kim Greeley; fifth, BUI Chapman
sixth. Don Reed;
seventh, Steve
;

10:11 revealed

Ms

steady improve-

ment over the past two weeks.

Reed; and eighth, BUI Thwlng. The
rain, unfortunately, cut the compe-

Ted Richards (seesaw Arses

tition In

aatle

half.

produced by a Bowdoin

runner this season, Fisher turned
the tables on his two-time nemesis.
Matt (Perry, and won the 601 in
a highly creditable 1:14.1, a personal

Applicant*

will be interviewed for other regional operating
companies in the United States and Canada.

1

In other events Sam Elliot, SigNu. climaxed what has been a
personal banner year by winning
the 440 yard dash. Grabbing the
lead at the gun, he held a slight
margin until the last lap, when he
lengthened his eight foot stride to
achieve a comfortable victory. Beta
Theta Pi's Pete Gillies led from the
start to take the 880 in 3:00.6.

ma

over Colby, the Freshman hockey
squad showed a team effort as they
beat Hebron on February 33, 4-1. In
the first period things looked gloomy
for the home team, as Hebron scored
two goals At 5:38 in the second
records and tied another.
frame, however. Tom Oliver took a
On February 35 the Bowdoin var- dual meet victory of the indoor sea- nlng all but one of the first places,
Captain Oerry Havtland led the
pass from Joe Tarbell and scored E*ty track squad notched its third son by trouncing Colby, 97-35. Win- the cindermen sfnashed three meet
assault on the record book with an
Bowdoln's first goal. A few minutes
awesome heave of 58-94" in the 35
later Dev Hamlen tied It up after
Rick Lane gave him a good openpound weight throw. Leading a Bowing. The team came on quickly in
doin sweep of the 40 yard dash. Brathe third period as Joe Tarbell again
ley Gray squalled the meet standscored, tht* time on an unassisted
ard ot 4.7. The other two records
play. At 13:48 Tom Oliver got his
second goal of the game as he
were established by a pair of Juscored from a few feet out. Meenior middle distance runners, Jim
cnem and Flloon got the assists.
Planer sad Pets Gillies. With the

picked

Bell Telephone

1
.

Hockey

Pucksters

Tip Hebron

2

•

_,

1

Zete

through your Placement

'

^^

highlighted by a Delaney-llke splurge
over the final 440 that burled his
opponents in what was a 35-yard
lead at the tape. His time was a
» ^-Wft/t.1. VMW.V -a.**.
A ««C *» WUM^« O OJJi, k
was exemplified by Frank Ronan,
who came out of the sick bed to
win the pole vault at 10 feet.
A win In the relay anchored by perennial stalwart Da va Mudarri, places
With the end of the season clos- in the weights by Howard Hall, and
ing In, It appears that Psi U and a good running performance by Hill
AD will hold down first place lh Rounds gave the Kappa Slgs their

team (according
Don ham) up to second.

came through

effort

:onsecutive

^

The summary:

Snow

and were

last place

to coach

in the meet.

2:28.«.
60 Freeatyle

upsets which plagued Bowdoin last
year. Colgate hustled all the way

Beta

NEW BNOLAND

'

TaCK Meet WOI1
0\ Kappa Sigma;
mri

^r^

!7*7<aC"J:

3-7

for a third place in the freestyle relay and a fourth place In the medley relay.

i

make arrangements

t

?t "

?,

*"f?
the

J!~!£

£ TvLto*^ *

***

final scoring.

lege

<££» ff JSSJPS «&

Maine

pnlnt

_

""^ey Team

and

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Please

1 "';

r

*£*
Wood, BllUman played a fine game
*** haVe WOn the meet
better perand chalked up 12 points; Fred J*
Varslty capUln
Havll » nd
formances. This was an important
Brown scored four and Sheridan one. victory
for the Polar Bears, in that o****1 things for the winners, takBowdoin's over-aH team record
the game looked like one of those ln« the 35 pound weiglu with a toss

Tim*

Wasklewlcz

The

,

8

11 "8

^
*w "
and
'"J***?^ <*%?[
SafL^JTS ^ZJSEtiJ&Pf' Jlmp

*g*,

rebounded them 25-23, these statistics could not era«e a 41-29 Maine
lead at the half. The second half
was complete chaos. Bowdoin was

—

_

'

.

to

rill,

Hill In 1962
last year.

—

New England

8*

pto

e of

1

5
J,
and
point Colby scored seven straight f^J£'2!£j**JL,
,°i^ nI score
the first period when Tom Bocleston S252J?fi!3f
Bewt Stowell. H£l
The ^fH.
arty Aran*
points to reduce the lead to three.
The score was tied at 47-47, 57-57, tied the score after nice pass front «ata* ah a qsestkmable tip-in by
and again at 62-62. With Bowdoin Adams on the power play. Bowdoin SM Watson, fisted on the program
got two quick markers in the sat- as sates of NM.
trailing 68-64, Pat O'Brien sank a
ond period before Colgate coonbasket to keep the game alive, but
*
tered on a tip-in by Aveni. The Po- ri-i
i
xvt
Colby came back with two quick
lar Bear goals came off l
the sticks of 1
hoops and finally won It 73-70. The

pino, the

'

i

<B);

___,

relay

Doug

Cagers Win, Then Fall

2. snow
[ '-*°-

Curt Tilton, tying the
college record of 23 2 seconds, took
first In the 50 yd. freestyle and
broke the old college record for the
100 yd. freestyle with a first place
tune of 51.4 seconds. Jim Coots,
also did well for Bowdoin, finishing fifth in the 200 yd. backstroke
and sixth in the 200 yd. individual

The Winnlng time of 52.2 was one-tenth of
a second under the standard set by

spurt to edge out Merrill.

standing athlete.

man-

^

.***

*<"«*»•

flna? feint?

team outecored Bowdoin 46-36. out'
>0
shot them 46 per cent to 38. and out- "f,
?!?
* , ,t , <?"££: ?** **?
rebounded them 3*40. The Bears
Jumped out to a 40-30 lead, at which J*J*«•» ,£Sf!»2 «
te

outshot 45 percent to 23 and ourrebounded 30-15. Trailing 60-43, the
Polar Bears then went eight mlnring
lnt: when
Won h, Ctan«rt <W>: Mj68 W,thOUti
f P°
the dust settled Mains
had a 30
Hunting (W). Tim*

-

^•'iWtrl.

set during the meet.

The Polar Bears won the
»«d •wept„ tne n"*

retay

during the point splurge.
m*_ ,
,
.
.
.
.
,
,
D
freestyle record, for helping to propel Bowdmi, » relay^team to
Qne Qf
highnghtt of
tMtt
another school record, and for winning the New England 50 and came In the 100 yd. freestyle, when
Curt Tilton set a college record.
100 yd- freestyle championships at Con necticut last week, the Pushed all the
way by .teammate
editor has selected swimmer CURT TILTON this week's out- Dick Merrill, Tilton put on a late
,

af

a

the unfortunate existence of

•

d

mSc1

Maine got off to a 14-6 lead and
was never headed after that. Even

.

.

h

Derfor

22 of his 37 pointo in the first half

'

......

Wa

Maine^S schhS Tho^orea

is

John Merrill Is shown here executing a near- perfect dive against
feels that we should admit athWeateyan. Bowdoin won, 64-30.
(Photo by Crane)
academic requirements did not come
The varsity swimming team end- 2. Magcndatu (W) no third. Time —
ed Its regular season on a winning 2:14.5.BreuUtroke —
here for an education and probably will leave without one.
200
Won bjr Whit*' (W);
note by downing Wesleyan 64-30 on 2. Halting! (B); 3. Matron (W). Tim*
argument
do
preceeding
the
drawn
from
The conclusions
February 25 at the Curtis Pool. This 2:8t.9
im Baturflr — W«m by lie3wMn«y
not, of course, reduce the necessity of expanding our athletic gave the mermen a 8-2 record for (B): 2. Boss (W>: no third. Tims —
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™

the

caliber of facilities in which tt

* l
*SSL
FritTs perfor-
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Whoever

who cannot meet

.
*P«taeular>.

1

v

In the second half, led by Dave
Thsxter, Lee Williams' well-coached

^.^
^L^L^^J^,^

small liberal arts college the best environment for the best eduletes

"^
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tallied only nine field goals in this

frame.
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Colby

t—

Bowdoin cannot possibly risk losing the
and carefully constructed throughout
college attempted to keep pace with some

a very remote possibility), those characteristics which

27-19.

Jw^vL,
*

has steadily

it

»

outrebounded the Mules

PW

a fine defensive game on Bates'
Jump-shooting ace, Tom Freeman,
and scored 15 points as well; Pete
Scott controlled the boards, but this
wa6 not enough—The Bobcats capias
tainted on every Bowdoin mistake.
The gap opened by Bates in the first
S^JS^STZJ^m^S:
a
half due to an amazing shooting Mules* second half margin of victory
iLle
t_^r *'r*l
T>
IV*
C•
<
percentage from the floor proved to was due mainly to Dave Thaxter's 18 «*"*
1*4 lewl *« »l " st
t
be the winning margin; except for paints in that frame (23 in aU). and
•
-J£HJ ?*
r».
n i
this initial disadvantage Bowdoin also to the fact that Colby sank 14
FllHSheS
»?£
w n AvS^ied
ifun
a} this
Ued ^
,"P- At
matched the Bobcats almort shot free throws to Bowdoin's six during ^^when
™J\ "f ^^f™.
By virtue of some clutch winfor snot during the remainder of the this time. Charlie Swensen followed J~* ™, ,, ^jJ^rLII^ ,lne *w««l
l
"
8 a*1 *1
"?**
alng
performances
r~
overall team
game.
Thaxter in the scoring with 19; Bob °
"j
and
"f"*
f*
The Polar Bears dropped their sec- Burke R&rnered 13. Bowdoin's scor- HJ^ XnlnT marker**-- P^-- " depth tne K,"Im 8*ma haw* "^P1

exercise

college candidates.

^

stand the exhibition of accuracy by
Flsk and Sutherland.
Co-captain
Brad Sheridan played his finest
game of the year. Coring 11 points
In the first half and six more
in the second. Even Billy Cohens
two-handed set shoU were not enough to overcome the deficit In the
second half. Eddie Callahan played

ment on

War

*

Carnival crowd behind them. They
forced Chaffee to tome ap with
several fine saves in holding on to
the Bowdoin lead.
Bcwdoln finished up ths season
on to**"8" 4 *"* * rafjed 4-1 triumph
onr th* Alumni. May was very
*l6
and' the Alumni, sparked by
"Dave Rogerson. Stubby Kitog, and
"Inky" Arnold, made a much better
game of it than had bean expected.
Outstanding in the Alumna cause

The win
ran against Colby.

isrt)

The

and Eldsn Craig

(third fr
Pstae Bears trlaeaehrid. 87.25.

Baft)

over Colby enabled th*
to close its season with,
winning record of 3-1.

track

are

(PhsU

sSSaSaSM

fey

Crane)
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PACE FOUR

Glee Chib To Sing

MAN ON CAMPUS

LITTLE

cently

& Ives Prints

Currier

i

Page!)

With Simmons On

On

Saturday Evening

Floor Of Moulton Union

Display

On Second

The College has announced the
the direcTUlotaon, display of a collection eft erestrat
Currier
Ives prints from March
win make its fifth appearance of its 3rd to March Mth on the second
concert schedule tills week e nd in floor of the Moulton Union. This
a Joint urogram with the Simmons exhibit, assembled by Travelers Insurance Companies and arranged
girls chorus Saturday evening.
The Club's appearance win be its by Mr. Thomas P. Riley, Class of
of Riley Insurance Co. for dislast before the sprlnr tour which lit*,
win take it as far as Cleveland. Con- play in Brunswick, is one of a aeries
wets have been prssanlsB this sea- of seven collections of original prints
touring the country. These
now
son at Bralntree, W*Uesley, Westboro andi Swamsoott, Mass.. and prints make up what is recognised
Bath. Reviews of the Swamscott con- as one of the best collections available.
cert lauded the excellence of the
Portraying America of the late
Olee Club's program.
nineteenth century, these prints
Soloists for the group this year
colorfully depict rival and

The Ola* Club under
oi

tion

Frederic

Prof.

uiatcai

*

(C—tmaed

The time has now come

for the

think,

uor *t*x

anus to ccua» tsaww-JWCHDCAMe up
tf r **< Tp mm to ta« ***e cojcm**

M *up

in

Gargoyle

.

Pres. Coles Announces

(Ceattnead frem Page V>

Room Rental Rate May

tag description of a Devon winter.
"Saturday afternoons are terrible in a boys' school, especialThere Is no
ly in the winter.

Increase Soon

game;

tion,

not possible,
as it is in the spring, to take
bicycle trips into the surrounding country. Not even the most
grinding student can feel required to lose himself in his
books, * since there Is Sunday
ahead, long, lazy, quiet Sunday,

Indicated for

to do

football

President James 8. Coles ha* recently announced that continually
Increasing costs of dormitory opera-

It

maintenance, and repair, have
some time past that
might be necessary to increase

these Saturdays are worst
the late winter when the
snow has lost it's novelty and
its shin*, and the bchcol seems
to have been reduced to only a
network of drains. During the
brief thaw in the early afternoon there is a dismal gurgling
of dirty water seeping down
pipes and along gutters, a gray
seamy shifting beneath tne crust
of snow, which cracks to show
patches of frozen mud beneath.
Shrubbery loses its bright snow
headgear and stands bare and
frail, too undernourished to hide
the drains It was intended to
hide. These are the days when
going into any building you
cross a mat of dirt and cinders
led in by others before you,
thinning and finally trailing off
in the corridors. The sky is an
empty hopeless gray and gives
the impression that this is its
eternal shade.
Winter's occupation seems to have conquered,
overrun arid destroyed everything, so that now there Is no
longer any resistance movement

room rental rate in the dormiIn addition, the fraternities
through several of their Treasurers
have indicated the difficulties they
experience with respect to meeting
similar increasing costs in the chapter houses themselves.
Under the
•"!**!nent b w ichich the Ccllssc collects room rent for the fraternities,
required that the fraternity
rate tie the same as that charged
for rooms In the College dormitories.
Thus, unless a fraternity wishes to
Is

collect

Its

own room

rent,

it

any homework.

And

tories.

it

it Is

in

the

can

adjust Its rental charges only If the
College does so simultaneously.
Accordingly, the Governing Boards
Of the College at their mid-year
meetings voted to increase the fee
for dormitory rental for each student from $370 to $320, beginning In
the academic year 1961-82.
this
action not only will help the College, but will also permit the fraternities to better meet the operating and maintenance costs of the
chapter houses, should they so wish.

Hall.

The

trip

is

being

(he Juices

Debating

.

. .

(CenUneed frem Pssje »>
Edward Rlndler '63 and Jeffery Lang
are '64
swept
their

dead, every sprig of vitality
stepped, and now winter itself,
an old, corrupt, tired conqueror,
loosens its grip on the desolation, recedes a little, grows careless in Its watch; sick of victory and enfeebled by the abscenoe of challenge, it begins
itself
to withdraw from the
ruined countryside. The drains
alone are active, and on these
Saturdays their noises sound a

respective sections.

Wayne Adams '63, and Philip Han'64, both won second places in

whether by
lege, or f rom

— Nathaniel Hawthorne
(Letter to sister,

'62,

division,

acting as moderator for his particular section.

In the team standings Bowdoin
also gained first place.

—

The

scoring

—

system used was 1
Superior; 2
Excellent; 3
Good; 4
Pair;
Poor. Below are the final team
5

—

—

"Encounter" u quoted on the dust
as asking whether or not
is snother Salinger.
My
impression from reading both Salinger and A B egwel s Pesos is that
Knowles has more penetration and
skill in expressing the deep disturbances of adolescence. He avoids

—

Jacket

Knowles

Oct

it

Bates
.
Colby
8t. Francis

....
....

2.06

II
2.6

.

.

.

Uunlversity of Maine
Ricker

.

2$

.

2.9

3

1

U. of M. (Portland) . 3.5
The debaters are awaiting the
chanoe to participate In the New
England Forensic Oratorical contest
to be held at Bowdoin March 11.

must be conceded that Sparta

spirit.

We stand at a fork in the road.
Before we continue, we must stop.
Stop and deeply examine our values
and purpose. Bach must decide for
whether to choose the
himself
easier, well-paved, wider road
of
mediocrity, or the harder, narrower,
less-traveled path of striving for su-

—

periority.
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degree

that the attempt at this
intellectual quest Is being msde by
Bowdoin pupils.
survey of student
attendance at five lectures given re-
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Is

intellectual
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NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

•

this

the threat of

If

nietrated, Pfaybey, and Gem are excellent sources. Obviously, the reeding also of high-quality books, magazines, papers, and periodicals is
beneficial to the quest, as is attendance at lectures, many of which
are given by athorities in their respective fields. Attendance at the
lectures given at Bowdoin can serve
as a fairly valid yard-stick of the

1824)

1st.

SIX

"

of

museums,

Granite Farm

Our

White Mountain Oil Co.

!?

pursuit

While it is granted that Bowdoin is not a cultural or intellectual Utopia, it must be realised that
Bowdoin does offer many ways and
means which abet the quest for this

festival:

24 Hoar Service

'•'.

while

Patronize

the more sensational upsets of
youth's conflicts (as Salinger describes them) while concentrating on
the possibility of their practical resolution in young manhood.

161-163

I. 1961*

witnessed.

chologists, we are told that many
external stimuli strongly condition
the Internal. Thus, our environment
plays a primary role in our acceptance or rejection of this intellectual spirit.

Bowdoin's

Oroup Discussion standings for the
Bowdoin
won a third place, while

only entry In the

dull recessional to winter."

On The

his piste

intellectual spirit. Books, discussions,
laboratories, and lectures
are among those means available to
the desirous student. "Bull sessions"
in the dorms are fine; but, the acquisition of the facts is necessary
for any worthwhile discussion. This
includes those frequent bull sessions
dismission from col- which revolve In the realms of
sports, women, end wine, for which
any other cause."

the Extemporaneous Speaking divi-

Prank Manclni

recently

dessert is heft before him. This
only a pragmatic approach for
a future reward, not an example of
desire from within, the germ of
which, must exist before an embarkation on this quest can be commenced. Turning again to the psy-

tances, and finally I
heartily
tired of myself.
I would not live
over my college life again, 'though
'twere to buy a world of happy days.'
I shall rejoice when I return (home),

sen

sion.

end

not transferred to the more worth-

is

am

for the benefit of "Tilly's"
scholarship fund hi honor of his
29 yean of service to the College.
left In nature; »11

on

liver

Quote Of The Week

mads

.

.

Town

t)

cussed,

no

Froeh Basketball . . .
(Cantmesd frees Page 3)

8.

—

Pegs

in-

ture.

m

'OK 1

em

on campus, whose subjects

cluded history, Bngush. religion, politics,
and geography, yielded the
appalling fact that only 110 students
attended these lectures, with one
lecture containing SO of those students in attendance. This figure on
the yard-stick represents only a
8.7% realisation of the possible
100%, as compared! with the figure
of over 80% of student attendance
at the Bowdotn-Colby hockey game.
It is deplorable that some of the
great amount of enthusiasm and
vigor which has already been dis-

United States to reassert Itself as
It should be evident that I do not
leader of the Pree World, and dem- believe that doing the modicum of
onstrate its courage and Its seU'- work necessary for a fairly good
enfidence by admitting the Peking grade Is a mirror of this intellectual
l.jvemment to the United Nations. spirit. Almost any child will eat the

I^rre TJX tB, Tony AntoUni «, John
Hint '61, Peter Hanson "61, and Tingey Bewail
The Saturday night concert promises to be one of the highlights of
the Campus Chest Weekend activi-

&

ft

by sq doing we are betraying no a fundamental purpose of attending
one: not even the wildest of Sino- an institution such s» Bowdoin. No
phttes imagines tost we Intend to one is expected to gain vest stores
start a war with Mao if Chiang re- of additional knowledge, this is
quests it By redesignating Chung's not failure; but the refusal to look
government the Republic of Taiwan for this additional knowledge, this
we wiU be recognising the realities is failure of the highest degree,
of the Par Bastern political situa- this is failure whish indicates s
tion, and paring the way for sd- highly unsuccessful (college career,
of the Chinese People's Re- for Bowdoin was notlmeant to be a
glorified high school where one
The advantages of having Red learns Just enough to enable him
Join
the United Nations are to pass his exams, and then forChina
too great to be Ignored any longer. gets anything of an Intellectual na-

urban to liielr first half form, the Polar
Ban- tl, Nell R. scenes as weU as events
off aohsjcal
Bears saw their lead gradually dimand social importance. This particu- inish in the second half. Finally
lar collection was started 22 years
Colby pulled ahead 61-60 with two
ago and 3K of the lithographs have
minutes to go in the game. A basbeen reproduced In calendars pub- ket by Silverman put Bowdoin
back
lished by the Insurance company.
In front temporarily, but PederThese calendars have served to reties.
The Simmons and Bowdoin awaken an Interest In representa- man of Corny sunk the winning basthe
ket
in
final
seconds.
groups wUl offer several separate tives of the development of our
The Polar Cubs' season record
selections and will also combine for country.
was «-T.
Joint arrangements.
What, television and newspapers
In addition, the Meddiebempsters do today to illustrate contemporary
will put In their third appearance culture. Currier
Ires artists did
of the season.
for their own time
the difference
PoUowiag the Spring tour, the being that Currier and Ives were
"I am tired of college, sad all Us
Club will make preparations for the the first and foremost recorders of amusements
and occupations. I am
trip to New York for an engagement that period.
tired of my friends and acquain-

WUUarn

Include

*

«
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College Forensic

Team

Captures

Wriston Is
G.

Sweepstakes Trophy In Meet

1961

15.

NO. 21

Awarded

Washington Medal

To Speak At Annual

Philbrick

hu

events: Wayne Adams '68, in extemporaneous speaking; John Potter B8. in oral interpretation; and Jeffrey Lang '64, in oratory. All three are new to Intercoileglafe varsity competition.
Bowdoin's debating team, coached by Professor Albert R Thayer and Charles Petrle, waa the only entrant in that category to go undefeated in the preliminary rounds, with a 6-0 record. Arguing for the
Resolved, that the United State* should
proposal
adopt a program of compulsory health insurance for
all cltiaen*
were Pete VaJante 'S3 and Steve Silverman '61. Arguing against the resolved proposal were
Mark Goldberg 63 and Jules Lemer "63. Valente and
Silverman defeated Brandeia, M.I.T., U. of Vermont,
and Southern Connecticut, while Goldberg and Lerner
defeated U. of Massachusetts, Bmeraon, U. of Rhode
Island, and St. Michaels. In the semi-finals, Valente
and Silverman were edged by the U. of Maine, with
the three Judgea spitting on the decision. In that final
round, Holy Crow, downed Maine for the debate trophy. Because Bowdoln rated consistently high In all
Pictured above la Steve Silverman "61, President of
events, Its accumulated paint total of 41 guaranteed
the- Debate Council, holding the Sweepstakes Trophy
the College the Sweepstakes Trophy over the nearest
which the College's Forensic team, composed of 811competitor, the U. of Maine who had 39. The trophy
verman,
Pete Valente '62, Mark Goldberg VS. Jules
Is now on display at the Moulton Union Bookstore.
Lerner "63, Wayne Adams '63, John Potter '63, and
Helping to keep the tournament running smoothly,
Jeff Lang '64, won recently In the New England Forwas Mr. Norman London, now at the U. of Vermont.
ensic Conference at the College.
Until last year Mr. London was an Instructor In
(Photo by Crane)
speech in the Department of English at the College.
The competition took place In the
campus classrooms, except on Bat.
urday, morning when the new wing
of Brunswick High School was used
so as not to disrupt Saturday morning classes. The high school also
supplied a large number of chairman-timekeepers for the tournament. The participants were housed
at the various hotels in town, and
some found time to partake in the
With the retirement oi
t„m,A can
.„ w».i
«f „.^n.
Campus Chest activities in addi- Donald B. MacMlllan's famed
put a
best „i.V,««i«i«
tion to their already heavy schedBrooms
schooner Bowdoln to Mystic Seaport biology
ules.
as an historical exhibit, many people and communities. Thus, in a sense,
On March 23-25, Pete Valente here concluded that The College's The CoUege is not waiting to develand Steve Silverman will compete days as a "salt water college" had qp her biology students until they
in the Regional Forensic Tournacome to an end. Fortunately, how- arrive on campus,
ment at Burlington, Vermont, where ever, good traditions do not die essThe Institute Is under the directhe best debaters from the Bast will
tly at Bowdoln, which was founded Uon of professor Alton H. Gustafargue both sides of the Insurance
in 1704 while Maine was still part of IORt bead of the Biology Departquestion, alternating from the afMassachusetU.
ment. Joining Professor Gustafson
firmative to the negative for eight
Bowdoto's scientific Interest in the In the lectures, conference sessions,
rounds. The top five teams will then
sea, which began In 1800 with the demonstrations, field trips, and labcompete In the National Debate
voyage of the 186-ton schooner oratory work of the course will be
Championships at West Point.
Naatibjs north to Greenland, and Professors John Anderson of Cornell
All four of the debaters, aa well
resulted In the discovery of the University, Norman Bailey of Bradas several others, will participate
Alfred
Junior .„-^,v,
CoUege, _.»
and .-..
*»»....<.. «~
Ro- j».„
ford .„»»
*-w by
wj Admiral
rwrc in 1000
North Pole
nurwi
in the annual Spring Tour of high
bert B. Peary, will be carried on this Smalley of Tulane University.
schools along the Eastern Seaboard
summer with a unique program In
Bowdoln officials are still someduring the coming vacation. The
marine biology.
what surprised, through gratified, at
tour will take them as far south
Under a grant awarded earlier the flood of applications that have
«a Washington, D.C. They will dethis year by the National Science been received for the Institute durbate among themselves In front of
Foundation, the College Is offering lng \he past few months.
various high school audiences on
a six-week Summer Institute in Bio"The problem of selection is probboth the Insurance question and anlogy. The Institute, which will be ably one of the most difficult aspects
other subject, still to be announced.
held from June 28 to August 6, wUl of the program," Professor Gustaf(Coothmed on page 4)
explore the major groups of marine -on explained. 'Without a doubt we
plants and animals of the Maine could fill the entire college with
coast with a view of reestablishing enthusiastic and capable teachers,
and expanding upon some of the unfortunately, we Just don't have
bastc data and principles of biology, the faculties.
The nroxram Is especially design"The importance of this Institute

—

—

Biology Institute To Offer

Course In Marine Life

*
*™»*^ *»«*»"

nature of the rights to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness guaranteed by the Declaration of independence.
Two of them," Dr. Wriston point- should also give some of our time
ed out, "(Jefferson) regarded as ab- and attention to the most Important
solute.
But with regard to happi- single question and problem facing
ness there was a vital qualification the world today ... the menace
the only right was the right of of the communist criminal conspirthe Individual to pumas It. The acy and how to defeat It"
In his talk, he describes spying
Declaration carried no guarantee of
attainment of happiness
One and espionage as he saw it at first
may have life and liberty, yet still hand, how the communists set up

—

.

.

.

find only misery. There is the rub."
He then went on to condemn the
quest for security as the opiate of
the American people and the greateat barrier to the pursuit of happiness. "Every good thing in life," he
said quoting Thornton Wilder,
"stands on the rasor-edge of danger.
Those who misrepresent the
normal experiences of Ufe, who decry being controversial, who shun
6
.

.

^^^^^
iS'^
auu u>
flavor*
their vocal
patriotic

proiessions

their platitudes."

Summing up

his address, delivnear capacity audience on

'fronts' Involving reputable and Inthe basic
technique* for subversion In Ameri
cs -

nocent Americans, and

• Teats aa *C
Mr. Philbrick shook the foundations of the American section of the
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Departmental Heads To

Nominate Majors Soon

For Research Program
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Debating Team To

Tour Four States

The purpose of the program is we will reach hundreds and even
to engage the Fellow directly and thousands of young people all across
responsibly In a serious attempt to the country."
*
extend man's knowledge In his field
.
of interest and competence; The

Born

1010,

m

In

Harts aradu^teTfrom
graduated from Harvaro
Harvard

in 1060
in

and received

his

PhD. then

Fellow Is expected to be an actual
participant In the research and not
a mere observer or helper. The nature of the project will differ from
Members of The Debating Team discipline to discipline, but all
will spend their Spring vacation this should give the Fellow first hand
year on a tour through four states acquaintance with productive scholand the District of Columbia, Pro- arly work. Should the results of the
fessor Albert
Theyer, adviser to research be published, the faculty
'Maine libraries should help each
the group, has announced. Bght member In charge of the work will other as far as possible, through instudents will be involved In the tour acknowledge the contribution of ter-library cooperation, and then be
which will open on Monday
pr
A prepared toaUl on libraries outside
UfL
in some Instances it may be approlng, March 17, with an
the State when additional research
priate that the Fellow be named as
debate at WesUield High
resources are required, but they
co-author of the publication.
Westf leld. N J.
should avoid Imposing on others unRepresenting Bowdoln on the tour
Awards will be made on the oasis duly."
are: Stephen W. Silverman '61 of of the candidate's academic record
With this statement Keyes D.
Dover, NH.; Nicholas E. Monsour and departmental recommendation Metcalf, prominent
consultant on

Metcalf

During Vacation

Libraries

^

the respect and

Uona

Americans as he

f

to stay, Philbrick let himself apparently be argued over to the
communist way of thinking, Joined

He

also won
gratitude of mil-

ty's highest echelons.

Young Communist League In

the

1942 and two years later, he
vited to Join the Party.

testified

before Judge Harold Medina in the
Federal Court of Appeals in New

was

in-

He

proved to be a good 'communist' and rose In the party ranks
until he became a member of the
"Pro-4" group, the select and secret conspirators who determine the

YoA

City, how be had lived for
nine years as a respected member
f his community while he worked
nls w^y up the ranks of the communlst party underground.
Unlike a great many Americans,
Mr. Philbrick beat the communists

and strategy" of party poliThe existence of the powerful body was unknown, at the time
Philbrick revealed it at the trial In
Foley Square. In 1840, even to rank
"tactics
cies.

and

communist party members.
said of Mr.

file

Time magazine has

Philbrick that he "postponed his
,.
.„. ,. . _ lhlI _h. n youth
own life, liberty, and the pursuit of
m
suburban vnut y, group
the reins of a
happiness, to get at the bottom of
he headed outside of Boston. Inthe great communist conspiracy In
of
heat
the
in
resigning
of
stead
Herbert Philbrick, who wfil speak the U. S."
his first anger, he went to the FBI
Continues Anti-Communist Fight
activities.
counter-espionage
bis
on
he
stay
suggested
for advice. They
tonight.
8:00
"Knowing how the communists
Theater
at
Pickard
communists
In
in and learn what the
operate," Mr. Philbrick has said, "as
well as the techniques they use to
spread their Influence through the
ranks of American citizenry, I want
to warn that anyone, no matter
how Innocent, can unwittingly become a dupe of the communists.
Quietly, imperceptibly, they Infiltrate the most worthy organizations.
involving innocent men and women
.—
_,t»K tv.i. nnvmin h» wrote a text
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Department of Modern Languages
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Franco-American Institute at The
college next summer. Dr. Gerard J.
Brault, institute Director, announc- Mtt*
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operations

Infiltration tactics. Philbrick
authorized a series of documentary
television films based on his experhis book. I Led Three
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the
presentatlon yet
on
Descriptive
"on giving rourses
u _ OTmmmUsm , t h been gbom
at St John's College, University of
"»
Manitoba, in Winnipeg. Canada, will "»««£«"
and
was
a
nation-wide
•»*
Teaching of
Mr. U**}"™??*? .^-.i^fr^r
top-ranking
television
show,
teach structural linguistics;
an
uniosn
the summer of 1060
RT^nond T Kthler. Head of the French. During atructure
* """* -^aentog1 achievement tor a docthe Structure of
taugnt tne
« French
Department, of he taught
Juruaies Departments
umentary.
Freedom Foundations
F
;Apptoation
Newton High School and Newton and the
awarded It a George
Washington
»
of French at the „_„.
tott»TeachJngof
Teaching
the
to
MassNewton,
Newton.
In
in
Hoam
South High School
of Michigan.
University
advanced
teach
will
achusetts.
47 other ftWErdil ttom churc hes, vetconsiderable
done
had
Alfred
J.
Hull
Dr.
gnu^n^.; and Mr.
eran, clvlc and governments! b,^.
Canadian
of
field
In
the
Leblanc. Head of the Language De- research
lfl6
Philbrick worked closely with
p^^ent at Brunswick High School French dialecta notably in regard a team of writers and researchers to
structure. His
program's complete auwill teach the Demonstration Class, to then- phonemic
rht pranco- American Institute is doctoral thesis was a study of the thenticlty. With an increased con_h»k civu
region of »„„,
..„.. ,!.<.„— D . „ „„,!*
in the "?"""_.»
forty French oyw"
spoken •"."-•
for »«"<*
Institute *w
njjusa summer imuww
cem witn
defense as a result
ani MTiKA
yranco-Amerioan secondary school Windsor. Ontario. He has also writhydrogen-bomb headlines, there
lechers <* French to be held from ten articles on the history of the ta particular Interest
current- dealing with PhUbrick's
8> 1901 as part of French vowel system. He Is
experiences
^^^ to
French
communist infiltration Into
VB otRoe of Education's Lan- ly engaged in a study of theValley
of clvU defense
spoken in the Red River
,t Program.
organisations and sabotage training.
Professor Hull received most of his Manitoba.
in his continuing Job of exposing
education at the University of
Mr. Ethier is a graduate of AsWorcester, communists, he is also kept on call
Washington, having taken his B A. sumption College in
there In 1046, his MA. in 1047, and Massachusetts- He also holds the by Congressional Investigating comi9M WhU* there
"^ shI>
degree of Master of Arte from Bos- mittees and has appeared before the
«tudled under a number of well- ton University, He has studied at Senate Internal Security Conur.^
known scholars In tructural lin- dark University In Worcester, Har- tee and the Subversive Activities Cong^^-, and Romance philology, yard, and the University of Paris, trol Board appointed by the Preslnotably Dr. Robert Polltzer. Dr. Hull He has been connected with the dent. Mr. PhUbrick's ceaseless effort
"tudied In France for two years, achool system of the City of Newton to dig out the communists from
rt"*nt behind their marked fronts, his rep*lnce 196° ""» beCWnC
}»»
utation for fairness and for accuSorbom e tn
head three years ago.
} :. tInstitute dEtudes Pollftnd ^^ "
Durlng World War II to served racy, and his immense knowledge of
«!«*•
,*"
—
'*.
as a translator for the AGO before the communist movement In the
ff He h« a^o transferring to the Counter-Intelli- U. 8. have earned him the thanks
gence Corps In which to served as of innumerable American citizens.
jnstitute at the University of a special agent In France and Ger- in alerting the country to the ways
1^,,^^.
many> first with the 36th Infantry in which the communists and their
prior to taking up his present Division, and later in Frankfurt-am- activities can be recognized, he has
helped to curb their effectiveness
portion. Dr. Hull taught for six Main with the occupation forces
years at the umverslty of Massachuupon his return from the Army and hinder their operations.
Author
setts, where to took an active part he taught for four years at AssumpMr. Philbrick, since leaving the
in the urogram for Improvement of tlon Preparatory In Worcester belanguage teaching sponsored by the fore going to Newton In 1060. Mr. Party and espionage work, has writCarnegie Foundation there during Ethier has been working with the ten two books. I Led Three Lives, an
the years 1066-1069. In connection CEEB and the Educational Testing account of his trying nine -year
Service first as a reader of the Ad- ordeal, became an overnight bestvanced Placement Examinations In seller and was serialised in the New
Rifle
French, and more recently as an Yoiw. Herald Tribune and a hundred
examiner of the AP. He is also a other papers across the country.
Participate In
member of the committee of the The Queer Fish is his second book,
MLA preparing achievement teste to and he is also the author of the
reading French. Mr. Ethier Is a New York Herald Tribune column
Indoor Rifle
The Red Underground,"
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which
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The College ROTC Rifle Team was **«?*** »f the J****™
£L"~L
.
„ .
cne of thirteen teams from collie. Association of America and the widely syndicated throughout the
Armv American Association of Teachers of country. He has several times
in the First Army
and universities In
scooped the communists in thelr
Area selected to represent First '
Another graduate of Assumption own secretly Bin plans from lnArmy and participate in the NaLeblanc holds a Master formation transmitted to him by
tional ROTC Indoor Smallbore Rifle College, Mr.
of Arte degree In French from Mid- sources still
working infide the
Matches.
College and was the assist- Party. By revealing the Reds' projdlebury
and
fired
16
The match, to be
15,
anglais
ant
en
at the College Jules ected activities in a certain area
17 March 1061. will see First Army
Versailles,
while
he
attendFerry
at
or
group,
he
forced them to
has
ROTC Teams compete against the
1063- csneel or change their plans.
best teams selected from each of ed the Unlverslte de Paris in
Philbrick Is relieved at last to be
the other five Army areas In the 1054. In the latter year, to began
teaching
French
Brunswick
High
at
free
from
the
tension
of living a
continental United States.
Bowdote Firers have shown steady School and became Head of the De- triple life as businessman and faimprovement throughout the year In partment in 1060. Last summer he ther, secret "member" of the cornrifle
competitions
The team la participated to the NDEA summer munlst party, and volunteer oouncoached by M-Sgt Edward Leach, language institute in French at the terspy for the FBI.
of Maine. Mr. Leblanc
He now owns and operates a
Cadet William A. Chase, senior RO University
.
has served a. President of the country store In New Hampshire,
TC student captains the team.
The CoVkBge rotc Rifie Team Brunswick Teachers' Association and and Uvea there with his wife, five
"red an annual match 16 to 18 J» currently the Chairman of the daughters, and one son. He now
has time to Indulge In his hobbles
January 1061 In competition with
S^TP^ationa]
(Continued en page I)
87 colleges and universities In the "*e AATF National French Contest.
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It has been announced that BowThe cast for the Ivy Musical. doi n placed ninth In the match with
Shenandoah, by Steve Hays "91 was a net score of 3700 points for three
announced last week. As the fe- stages of firing, standing, kneeling,
male lead. Ruth Harvle portrays the and prone. They outscored perennifemale nurse who goes south early ally strong teams such as New
In the ClvU War to stay with her Hampshire,
Maine,
Connecticut,
aunt. The aunt, played by Mary Boston College, Mlddlebury, DartChittim, has lost her husband and mouth, Harvard, Rutgers and Holy
Among several major recommen- sons in the war.
Cross.
dations to be considered by the liAnn (Ruth Harvle) meets a conNorwich University won first place
braries Included In the study are federate captain, played by Bill with a score of 3637, followed by
the following.
Bsit '61, and the plot revolves Vermont and Northeastern.
They should provide one selective around their love affair.
Bowdoin's shewing was a noteUnion Catalogue which would inPaula Black and Eric Nielsen ta worthy Improvement over efforts In
clude as much as 00 percent of de- are the second leads. Erie Is a re- previous years In these matches.
sired and useful Information con- cruit, who Is HI at ease In the army, In 1060, the team placed 36 out of
cerning material available In the and Paula Is a local girl, who Js
State of Maine.
very much at ease anywhere.
The team members are:

Prof Whiteside Describes

Recommends
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were going to do. This was the beginning of what proved to be a
most harrowing experience, and
after making the difficult decision

1840 suddenly revealed at the trial
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Communist International when the
United States Justice Department In

Three

ered to a
Pickard Theater, Dr. Wriston statThe College's Walker Art Museum,
ed: "Life is an individual, as well as
vala social, experience; In the modem wldely known for its large and
American
usble collection of early Amencan
age there is no danger that you will «*»»
taa 0t
***"*£;
escape social contacts- and social
? 2:00
afternoon
at
*«"
Saturday
pressure, but there
ere Is a grave danger
paintthat you will lose the flavor and when an exciting exhibit of 32
six countries
^e j^, wnleh ,„ inherent In the tag* by artists from
*>• opened to the public.
pursui t of happiness, one of your
represent
which
The
Pf^tings,
fundamental rights. The wisdom
young
X
of tne ancients was inscribed above som« ot tiM DMt wortt °L *
from the
artiste
contemporary
t he Door of the Temple of the DelStates,
—--•
~-y' France,
~- Italy,
pnlc oracle:
piuc
uracie
"Know
nnow Thyself.'
rnyseu/ any
Any United
~"\"~r.
wisdom that I have can be summed ***• Germany, and Yugoslavia, conup with equal brevity: Be Your- aUt;uta °°e <* the l**g*«t contribuUons of contemporary art received
self.'
Today Dr. Wriston Is President ef **"¥ *** O "8** ta recent years. The
Benthe American Assembly at Columbia *°nora of this cctiection are
University and Chairman of the J""* D Bernstein and his brother.
Committee on National Goals, an Edward Bernstein, and Samuel Pesph
office to which he was appointed by to ^5u °£ Ph Sf <
!lS
ii" „
President Elsenhower. His contribu1
**>
tione on both education and public
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\ZZ* ZrZ.
ufe have been almost too numerous ff?^ J??Iy* 2"
«
tu
~uw*
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nta
to
mention.
Among
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other
peel- ff
State
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tions, he has been Albert Shaw Lee- "**? win bc_wmvo
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turer at Johns Hopkins University,
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teachlng of marine biology at the tlnued. "The emphaeUof most bio- Church President of theJteeocUtion
Incoming Class
Ws
8
u
American Colleges,
President "*
of Jf™^ !. .*^?J IJ,.^r2-*TfcjV _2n
seeondary school level. From over logical training in the United States of "X""~T"
"^
rT,*
naintinoa in
turdev'a
It will
xppUcante from all over the
ay to man-centered. In our high «»
Candidates for the College's Clsss
Preeldent of Brown University.
Bowdoln tids week
schoote and colleges we teach emof it* from the SUte o7 Maine ~untry
MMriMQ
J
gathered at nine testing centers choose 36 men and women to partici- bryology, anatomy, and a host of
.
They memue scenes irom
style
<** program. Each will re- other subjects so that our young I/U||C HarT7 Til
Monday morning to compete for P* 1*
downtown Philadelphia and Cape
U|n»s*\
""•»»
*
four coveted State of Maine Schol- «*»« » "Upend of 8460 as well as people can better understand the
ew **"**•
•,
travdependents
and
for
allowances
"Jf
*J
organism.
well
human
This
is
aU
arshlps.
Unlike
many Patrons of the arts,
based
will
be
Selection
el
expenses.
proper,
for
and
most
of
advancour
The flve-hour examination was
.IS
given at Foxcroft Academy in Dov- °° **•* bAtorest, experience, and ed biology students, if they pursue
devoted most of their interest and
er-Foxcroft,
Mount Desert High training of the applicants for teach- their studies professionally, will go
money to the encouragement of
consldparticular
on to medical school
School In Northeast Harbor, the Of- lng biology, with
promising young artiste to the critlApril 7,
fice of the Superintendent of Schools
"Because of this nearly exclusive
10
th6lr WD*to
*.^'
In Rockland, Presque Isle High
emphasis, however, we have felt the
known.
become widely ^!
Louis Harts, author and professor
School, the Public Library in Banvery urgent need to create this InBenjamin Bernstein, one of the
gor, Sanford High School. Sills Hall
stitute. By pursuing their studies on at Harvard University, will be one Walker Art Museum's most generat Bowdoln College, Skowhegan
the Maine Coast where the lives of of the two featured speakers at the ous supporters was In a large part
High School, and Stephens High
countless people are inextricably Annual Spring Conference on Poll- responsible for bringing this colSchool In Rumford.
committed to the sea, we hope that tlcal Issues, April 7 and 8, at the lection to the College. A man of
The State Is divided into four disthese high school teachers will come Moulton Union Lounge
almost renaissance character, to
tricts for this Important examinaThe Political Issues Conference lives and works surrounded by paintto realize the immediate importance
tion, and a scholarship Is generally
of non-human (in this case, mar- Is sponsored ever year by the Bow- ings and sculptures, which fill every
awarded to one Bowdoln freshman
ine) biology to their own students doln Citizenship Clearing House and nook and cranny of 1 t town house
candidate in each of the districts.
Last
year, tnKUladelnbTof hls^ountey house
and communities. We also expect the Political Forum
The call for the nomination of that they will acquire a deeper un- Clinton Reenter,
S««.f^T^.h«r;
nrf pro- ^^Sr*?Pir.„ and his offices st
It includes either mathematics covauthor and
Bucks County,
ering elementary and intermediate candidates for the Undergraduate derstanding of the interrelations feasor of government at Cornell, the Quaker Storage Company In
"eUpwsMP Program for that exist among all living organ- and William Shannon, Washington oermantown, of which to U the
algebra and plane geometry, or La- '*f8ean
academic year has gone isms by relating their
tin, a sight translation In which the the next
findings in correspondent and columnist for the founder and president.
Chairman.
InDepartmental
out
to
candidate may choose between a
the marshlands and estuaries of New York Pest, were the featured
The College, like Mr. Bernstein
passage of prose and one of poetry; terested majors with the requisite Casco Bay to their knowledge of speakers.
who gives away as much as be col
English, which Is designed to teat academic background and research the Great Lakes, the West Coast,
Harts, a professor In the Depart- lecte for himself, Intends to exhibit
the candidate's ability of Interpre- skills and Interests should imme- and Costa Rica.
ment of Government at Harvard, la these paintings to as large a public
Faculty
diately
get
In
touch
with
tation and expression; and general
"The summer Institute, like past a noted scholar of American poUtl- as possible. After the opening exInformation, which is designed to members In their respective Depart- Bowdoln voyages to Baffin Land
and cel theory and the author of two hibition in Brunswick, the paintshow the candidate's acquisition of ments
Greenland, is intended, as much as books. Economic Policy and Dense- ings will be offered for loan to othUnder this program, ten fellow- anything, to build up enthusiasm eratte Thought and The Liberal er museums, schools, libraries, and
Information not specifically covered
ships may be awarded annually In
In secondary schools
addition, civic centeis all over Northern New
for the scientific exploration of the Tradition In America,
All candidates who took this ex- all three major divisions of the sea. The difference is
(Please torn to page 41
that today, In- his article, "Democracy: Image and
amination are considered for all curriculum. Each Fellow will par- stead of sailing north with twenty Reality," Is Included the anthology,
other prematriculetion awards for tisipate, under the direction of a undergraduates in a schooner, we are Democracy in the Mid-Twentieth
I_M
A
which they may qualify at Bowdoln. faculty member, in a research proj- trying an academic program to ed- Century, required reading for Bow^.iv,».i*«»v*v,««.
v^uuk
ect upon which that faculty memucate their teachers. If successful, doln Government majors,
ber Is Independently interested.
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Lectureship In Pickard At

Dr. Henry M. Wriston. the
fraternities at Brown
University from extinction, was recently awarded the Oeorge Wash'We must be careful, but not hysington Medal for his public address
on "Rugged Indlvidualiem." deliv- terical." says Herbert A. Philbrick,
who will speak Thursday night in
ered here at Bowdoln last year a*
Pickard Theater at 8:16, under the
the Annie Talbot Cole Lecture. The
auspices of the Delta Sigma Lectureaddress, which received wide acship. A man who for nine years led
claim at the time and was later
triple life as citlsen, communist,
published by the College, was hon- a
and counterspy. Philbrick Ukes as
ored by the Freedom Foundation of
his subject "I Led
Three Lives."
Valley Forge, Pa., aa an outstanding contribution towards bringing "We can be alerted to recognise the
about a better understanding and communists, and all of us can do
our
best
to
protect
ourselves and
appreciation of the "American Way
our neighbors from the Insidious
of Ufe during 1800.
Despite the broad and nebulous jpenace. But we must be careful."
he
emphasises,
"to
so without
do
character of the award citation, It
reenforces the recognition given Dr. ourselves harming Innocent persons,"
Phllbrick says, "I speak now as
Wriston by Bowdoln faculty and stuan
ordinary
citizen
and businessman
dents Just one year ago next Wednesday. In that lecture he explored the who has had an opportunity to

who saved

Bowdoln
waa playing host to some twenty New England Colleges, who had entered students In debating, extemporaneous speaking, oral interpretation, and oratory.
All Bowdoln 's entrants qualified for final round competition, and all finished third in their respective
In full swing,

Of 1965

D.S.

For 1960 Cole Lecture

For the second successive year, Bowdoln
won
the Sweepstakes Trophy at the annual New England
Forensic Conference. This put weekend, while the

Campus Cheat Weekend waa
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Brunswick In "Britannica
Brunswick is described by one of
its residents, William B. Whiteside,
in the 1061 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Mr. Whiteside, who Is Assistant
Professor of History is among the
new contributors to the latest revision of the famed reference work.
In his article the author tells of
the town's history: "First known as
Pejepacot, the.
1628.

town was

settled in

but Indian hostility retarded

There are 1,056 articles in the
1061 edition which are entirely new.
Over 10400 others were reviewed. Of
these, 8,004 were rewritten or given
major revision and 7,152 others received minor revision. Articles In

every category from

ABBEY THEA-

TRE to ZODIACAL LIGHT were affected.

The
ence

108-year old standard refernotable for the number of

Is

drawings and photographs Incorporits early development
Significant
growth commenced with Brunswick's ated Into the text of articles. With
ttvt new edition the total number of
incorporation as s township in 1717.
.
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trolled storage building or pcsstWy
hi the Stete Library
They should see that library material u»
to auuic
Maine is
Is made avauaote
available to
scholars and others who need It, and
that toter-llbrary use. either byteter-llbrary loan, by pheto-reproducUon. or by scholars going from one
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Mickey

Levitt.

Tony

AttioUnl.

Peter Orossman. Joe Gordon, Phil
and Ren Cole are the male
recruit*. «j
Gerry 81s vet, Dick
Thalhelmer. Neil Mcsuroy, John
Lunt Bell Love. and Bill Isaacs
complete the cast.
Tto shew is now in rehearsal
under the direction of the author.
Boulter,

chorus
conns

Devereux. Charles W.
Henderson.

James

&

Holland, Thomas W.
Huntsman, Jeffrey P.
Koenigabauer, Herbert
Miller, Russell B.

Rancourt, James D.
Walla Philip D.

Welsa John

P.

Tne fall, of ttoAndxceSfgln river
furnished power for tto manufacture over 32460. Featured in tto latest
annual revision are, 233 four color
of paper, textiles and other products
but the doting of the Verney mill Insert pages of photographs.
in 1086 appeared to have ended the
SB la the Joint contribution of
textile era."
8X000 scholars and specialists, among
The new edition of tto Encyclo- whom are 43 Nobel Prise winners.
paedia Britannica represents the Over 2.000 contributors were involvmoat extensive revision of the famed ed directly with the 1061 edition.
reference work to a generation. Of
Publisher of the Encyclopaedia
It* nearly 40.000.000 words compris- Britannica Is William Benton; Haring 41oi« articles. 8,470.307 words ry 6- Ashmore. Pulltear Prise winwere changed for current printing. ner, la Editor-in-Chief.
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To The

Editor* of the Ortaai
con»ratulatioas to the
on the thought* uJ review of the oneact pley eanteet In your hurt Issue
to the practice of
placing it under a real name rather
than under a pse u donym I saw no
need for such reticence with the
comments on A Touch of the Poet,
Although I cannot agree with the
opinion* of Mr. Bratt In every respact, he raises a number of interesttng questions and offers some help-

My
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and production conference. Such a
practice being impossible, it
best to judge the final result. That
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Robert
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We
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Leonard C. Lee
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art Is, of course,
of taste;
and

regularly been chosen by the

Jon I. Dunn '64
Walter E. Davis '63
Alan D. Bennett '64

'St

Any

basis

as witness your recent

of the principal valuee to the
dramatist, whom the contest was
end - I hope - Is primarily designby John
ed to help, is the opportunity to aee
hie work on the stage and to learn
how much he must depend on his
Something
there is that doesn't
fellow artist*. Read The Seesaw Log
love a library; I don't blame It. Lifor an example on the profeat lonal
braries rattle me, especially old.
stage.
dusty ones. That Indefinable vacuum
The prise* in acting, directing,
and design are much more difficult that pervades most libraries is on*
of the most depressing things I
to assess than those to playwritlng.
They have been added to the con- know. Moreover, it* effect on me
has been alarming. Let me take a
test to encourage Interest in these
recent- experience to make my point.
activities and have certainly raised
I had been carefully avoiding
our standard* over the year*. The
spending any length of time in the
Increased sine of the audience (the
library this year, until the other
most important element in the
dav, driven from the dorms by the
theatre* indicate* a growing interBv^riy Bros, and assorted other din.
e.n on the part of the college combrouhaha, and hullabaloo, I finally
munity. It will be a sad day when
set out for Hubbard Hall, desperaall taste* agree with those of the
tely determined to overcome my
Judges; either we shall have lost the
blbliophobia once and for
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etc are slbly since about 1811 In the latter
case, for decorative purposes. A sperestored to their proper condition.
1 hope that you will
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The Student
College

recently

the campus newspaper for two week*
following stops which the paper's
editorial* levied against the inactivity of the student government.
Ironically, the paper two week*
ago received the Overseas Press
Chilis prestigious award.
The MMtar complained editorially
flrst actlon wnlcn tiM coua n *w ould
t* ,ce aU vetr should end
,.
,
Iree
)n, °* the P**8*-

Our

"YouTe right, of course, Pyotr.
Have you read the latest dispatch?
The Beloved Brother-in-law says
that the job wont be a joy ride.
What spy school is?"
"But Ivan, what if the asses don't
ace through the scheme? Let's analyw trrl* Onlv two tvpe. nf wickers would apply for such a ridiculous Job. You would find the very
rich swine, who could not endure
the hardships for more than a weekend, and then would send for their
private plane*. It's a good thing
for the Americans, too; they haven't even thought of how ugly an
American could be until they've put

,

LS
*

Crltletom "Destructive"
Tne *tudent council president
B>**nwhile charged that the CeneordteBSM has followed a policy of
critici»m "in as destructive a fashu>n *• Jt could" and baa not followed
Mth* hettcr interett* of the college a capitalist in such conditions. Then
«>mmun»y,
they'd see how one of their Rugged
x«e couor countered that "we Individualists
measures
up,
by
**"
only vtrfce nere on the c*™- Khrushchev!
"The second type you would find
P"« to *»*•* ««* about what is right
about Union."
Is the clean-cut. red-blooded young
American misfit who has gone to
*mhent
,
ti
»» *«»>** of Amherst ha* un coHe :e and learned nothing, and Is
* n taou*ly voted to end the under- now tired of seUlng drugs at a
b
fb^yer woararn^ This nroaram dea- lOOO^profit, but
now believes » he
mandatory leave of ab- needs somethin
something with more prestige,
*? those considered
*ence for
to be This fellow too is completely inept
worUn K below their academic abil-} and would not be of much propatty
ganda value at all.
Last year the number of nomlna"Yes, they would be forced to retions of possible under-achlevers Ject both of these groups and draw
radically declined. Faculty members, upon a third part of the people
fearing that their nominees might the aptea! Who else would be willbe forced to take a year's leave of lng or able to withstand the hardabsence. were reluctant to suggest ship? Who else has the training to
possible under-achlevers. In the sec- delude the people of other lands?
ond y**r °* **" program only one Who else i* used to such little pay,
•tu<I,n * wa* officially required to except the teachers, and they're
***" a ,e* ve ot "beence.
"dedicated." The spies do it for~
P*** faU nine of the twelve adventure, and the prospect of reoriginal
under-achievers returned tiring into soft lectureships; but
to Amherst. At the end of one
you and I know they have been exmester less than
posed to propaganda since birth, and
were doing cotter work than u£v reportedly before."
had donYorevlouslv-The remaining
"A very skillful analysis. Comrade. I will teU the Premier about it
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Theodorovich Evanevsky

Anttoch
Nikolai Monsourovich
BIi AM. the Student League for
the Abolition of Mortality, held an
organisational meeting this week,
reports the Anttoch Record.
(While strolling through the wire- Well set It up just as our bouncing
"We're just against death." said tapped corridor* of the Kremlin re- Brother-in-Law has envisioned, and
co-chairman Gilbert Herman as he cently, these correspondent* hap- when they've alienated the whole
described the club's purpose.
pened to overhear a conversation world with their spectacular fiasco,
Herman and another second year between two of the top diplomats of we won't even need counter-espionstudent. Ted Ooertael, were elected the Soviet War Corps.)
age! But we'll have to help them, or
co-chairmen upon their own recom"Well. Comrade Pyotr. what do else they won't know how to follow
mendation.
you think of the latest American the plans and it will become a sucCiting statistics to back his thesis, experiment in copying our volun- cess like all other American achievethat death is not Inevitable. Goert- teer forces
by accident!"
you know, this Peace ments
asl pointed out that 300 year* ago Corp* that the imperialist Kennedy
"Pyotr. Just think: we wont be
the annual death rate to England gave to his brother-in-law for his
able to get our Green Stamps with
aaa 36 par thousand and that it is wedding anniversary?"
our pay now that the Republican*
are out of office. They're having a
"totor wept from gratitude. But serl- recession, you know."
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Political sophistication in their 1mthe appointment of a subcommittee
be watching an American trying to
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to be called "The National Associaconvince a Kivu tribesman that
boring, with the same old line*. all
tion for the Advancement of Imthe time, that stupid old fool of a Huckleberry Hound's Southern acmortality for all People (NAAIP),
cent is not a Republican bid for
soft General who lost his Battle of
the formation of an "Immortality
."
the Southern vote
the Bulge, and everybody in WashCorp" which will attempt to picket
ington on a love-thine-enemy-evenloc*1 funeriu home*, and the draftif-he's-pink kick! Although the at11""
tempt I* a completely transparent
°id "Action through inaction."
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imagination, the spell was broken
The way I look at it. no bird ha*
the right to sing merrily right outside a library; It's downright
perverse. As I turned to look out
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ia the break-down by dormitories?

3.

Why,

4.

Why

for. example, when the corridor ceilings
in Hyde
Hall were destroyed in a water fight two years ago.
weren't they replaced and the occupants sent the bill?

aren> repair* done more quickly or fewer men
employed, when some College workmen have time to
waste hanging around dormitories talking to janitors

and

FIRST

that

an

Mar.

THE GRASS
GREENER

NATIONAL

U-M-u
IS

Cary Grant
Betarah Kerr

BAN!

W**t-Tnar*.

Mar. «-**

THE
MILUONAIRES8

students?

Wa atAwf iat
tions will

8aa.-Mea.-Taa*.

investigation of these

and other queslead to the discovery of wasted sums totalling in the

IttM

of the Paoeral Reserve System
Paasr al Deposit Insurance

t

and

A. H.

BENOIT
BRUNSWICK

& COMPANY
MAINE

*
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15,

Varsity Icemen
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End Year

Q^^

Average Qf
y
At 15-5 Mark Mostrom's 38 , 6 per Game Leads Cagers
Points New School Record
»j||

;

For only the second time in many yean* ( laat year wae
alia an exception) Bowdoin's varsity sports taams appear to
b# on their way to a batter than .500 record for all three
seasons combined. The records of the winter tamos were aa
fallows: basketball 7-14, hockey 15-5, swimming 512, and
track 3-1

;

these won-lost records total 30.22.

we add

If

well-balanced attack
that enabled the Polar Bean to
rack up a 18-5 record. Eleven players chalked up 10 or more points
In the 30 games played during a
season which saw the team on the
road for 14 contests.
Highlighting the season were victories over Army and Northeastern,
two perennial powers In Eastern
hockey. Other top performances
against Eastern teams came against
Harvard, Colby, snd Dartmouth..
exceptionally

the

achievements of the fall (football 5-2, soccer 4-4, cross-country 0-4) onto the winter total, Bowdoin varsity teams have
compiled a 39-32 record throughout the f*-st two-thirds of the
academic year.
Now that the season has ended, perhaps some- of you
might be interested in knowing whose stories you have been
reading all semester:
Varsity and Freshman Swimming
Lenny Lee
1

—
— Pete
— John Halperin
— Al Bennett
Freshman
Freshman hockey — Jon Dunn
— Sam Cushman
team — John
— Stone
— John Halperin

Varsity and Freshman track

Gillies

S

.

basketball

a

Skiing

Interf raterniry sports

Phil

Editorials

hockey reporter wishes to remain anonymous
and thereby sheltered from all his frenzied fans.
ANYONE INTERESTED IN REPORTING FOR THE

The

varsity

SPRING SEASON SHOULD CONTACT EDITOR JOHN
HALPERIN. ASSISTANT EDITOR SAM CUSHMANk PETE

OR LENNY LEE
PAT ON THE BACK: For breaking the college individual

GILLIES.

—

Bisk Mestiuui

G

A

TP

14

24
15
13

38
30
29

Name

15

18

7

18
7
10
11

25
25
21
18

Callahan

season's high point was a 3-2 over- Bacon
time loss to Colby, when the Polar Spaulding
Bears outplayed the Mules in the Adams
final two periods. Perhaps the big- Pilton
gest factor in the team's record was Jelly
Its ability to beat lesser opponents Eocleston
and avoid the upsets that plagued Johnson
Greason
lact year's Polar Bears.
In addition to Mostrom, outstand- Blasnek
ing performances over the sensuii Pratt

Nacae

Games FGA

Cohen
Loane

7

6

13

Sllllman

4

9

Brogna

2
6
2

10

Brown

12

5

13
12
10
7

21
12
21
21
21
15
11
13

1

1

2

Pinn

9
7
4

1

1

Team

21

16

7
11

5

Barton

On

Scott

Sheridan

OBrien

Prior
Milliken

the defensive side of the led- Opponents
the Polar Bears allowed only
474 shots by the opposition as compared with 852 shots taken b> the Name

5
1

m

PCT

FTA

FT

PCT

Total
Shots
Missed

38.1

259

40.1

51
46

643

63
87
80
52
35
23
15
12

79
60

167

237
:

115

76.7

367
373

72
82

40

639
71.9

34.7
34.7

79

69
47

108
176
168
130
109
33
34
39
19

150
101

52
45
37
20

32.4
30.0
23.6
00.0
oc.o
36.0
39.4

6
4

17

7

1413
1439

21

619
568

9

17
14
11
21
10

443
333

Bowdoin

offense.

And

».

4

1

3

63.9

350

65.8

Track
Season
Filoon, Hamlen Lead Scoring For
With 5-2 Record: Tilton
A
Frosh Pucksters; Oliver Is Third
Is Sixth In Easterns
Goals

41

46
36
32
38

Mechem
Lane

35
15

Robinson, E.

Dunn

.

8
9
:J
•
2

Min. Pen.

Aasts
6

»
9
1

6

1

4

12

1

1

t

r

•

1*
»H
i*
i%

1

Sherman

1

Walton

1

Taylor

1

Sammis

•

1*

It
9
8
I
«

15

2

Robinson, O.

Pts.
14

1*

'

Finish

Highlighting the season was the

i

noticeable rearrangement of the
school record book, six of 11 records being smashed. In the annual

i
1

177
232
114

Pts.

Game

4

2

336
172
230
219

143
103

pp

8.4

32
65

11.0

3ft

5.4

80
22

46

3.1

25

23

Brogna

29
22
31

2.2

Brown

6

5
2
229
36
Goalie Statistics

Team

36

Saves

Goals

218
36

S3
6

Berle
Kilgore

54

.

Mln.

APG

398

3.72

6a

fcftf.

-

458

254

3

7

The

team, led by captain George
competed in three major
contests this winter: the
Slalom held annually at
Bridgton and open to any Individual; the Colby Winter Carnival
against Colby, the University of
Maine, the university
of
New

Skiing Concluded
Although the Bowdoin skiers failed to finish the season with a win-

Maine

Cert Tilton

Silver

and 106 yard freestyle; Dick Merrill,
strong 100 yard freestyler; Lenny
Lee, versatile freestyler; Walt Davi .,
outstanding
breaststroker;
Boy a
Pinch, sprint freestyler; and Jim
Coots, individual medley man and
butterflyer. Also contributing greatly to the team effort were Jack

Brunswick
snd St. Michael's;
ning record, many fine Individual and the Maine Winter Carnishowings were made throughout val against the University of Maine,

and the team

looks forward to the
return of all but one of this year's

(Continued an page 4)

mainstays.

Big Weekend!!
illness and subsequent retirement,
the team turned to captain Jon
Scarpino for leadership. Scarpy's excellent Job, combined with the spirit
of the team, proved sufficient to
produce a first-rate squad.
Individual
standouts
included
captain Scarpino, consistent winner
in the backstroke; Curt Tilton, New
England champion in both the 50

The) IrocrfffnvtsM'ntty
of the University «f

As Part

or its

WILL

Scholar dollars

H»

SHERATON
HOTELS
with

Ike

SEPTET

wM to held

fie

Amherst 42

(Continued on page 4)

Sociable—

Tickets can

A

Have

Pepsi

to purchased an

Brace Frost

the doer the day of the concert

Saturday,

Save on the going prices
of going plaess at
Sheraton Hotels.
Special save-money rates on
singles and greater savings per
person when you share a room
with one, two or three friends.
Generous group rates arranged
for athletic teams, clubs
and college dana on-the-go.
For rates, reservations or
further information, get in
touch with:

9

13

4

3

0.7

1329
1488

63.3

Scores of

the games
Bowdoin 66;
Bowdoin 55;
Bowdoin 57;
Bowdoin 80;
Bowdoin 49;
Bowdoin 71;
Bowdoin 46;
Bowdoin 72;
Bowdoin 76;
Bowdoin 56;
Bowdoin 56;
Bowdoin 71;
Bowdoin 66;
Bowdoin 62;
Bowdoin 69;
Bowdoin 66;
Bowdoin 56;
Bowdoin 70;
Bowdoin 70;
Bowdoin 52;
Bowdoin 70;

all

Stars, 10-5

The Freshmen hockey team

Saturday, March 11. The Freshscored first as Collier moved
over the blue line to slap a shot by
goalie Dexter Morse. At 9:37, however, Joe Augustlni scored for the
all-stars after Si Green gave him
a good setup. Then the Freshmen

men

11

two minutes. First Plloon scored as
Oliver got the assist; then Oliver
took a pass from Watson and scored his first of two goals in the
game; then Ned Robinson scared
to end the action In the first period. In the second period there were
only two goals scored; one by Watson for the Freshmen, and one by
Evans for the all-stars.
In the third period the all-stare
started off by scoring three within
three minutes, as Lynn scored two
and Augustlni scored the other.
The Freshmen, however, came back
to overwhelm the all-stars' defense
with 10 breakaways in seven minutes. Five of these rushes were successful, and the final score was
hiked up to 10 for the Frosh and
fire for the all-stars.

as follows:

are below.

Harvard 68 (Ovt.)
New Hampshire 73
Bates 85
Colby 72
Maine 58

MIT 86
Cornell 67
B.U. 76
Colby 82
Williams 89
Amherst 46
Bates 83
Colby 79
Trinity 56
Maine 62
Tufts 60
MIT 57 (Ovt.)
Wesieyan 68
Bates 86
Maine 81
Colby 73

'

Bowdoin's outstanding scorer was Billy Cohen, who tallied 335 points
16 points per game. Moat dependable rebounder waa Pete
Scott, who garnered 232 and averaged 11 per game. Al Loane's 76.7 free
throw percentage put him at the top of that department

Cub Trackmen

Frosh

Lacked Depth

Will

Mermen
Help In '62

The hockey season is over; the
Kappa Sigs took first place, followed by Beta, Psl U, and Zete. The

the 1961 Freshseason one sees
unspectacular win-loss column
that was nevertheless highlighted by
some encouraging individual performances, brightening up a squad
without much depth.
Bncouraglng for next year's varsity team were the performances of
Chris Reichert and Jim Osterweis in
the mile. Both ran times around 4(44
and are capable of vast improvement; the outdoor cinders are more
conducive to long-legged runners.
In addition, Osterweis displayed an
ability to double well with many victories in the 1000. In the middle distances Bherm Roundsvllle, Bill Horton, and Dave Pitts all have the
strength and the speed to become
excellent quarter milers. Although
Bill Rounds did a nice job in the
dash, he should find the longer 100

final tabulations are not listed beDespite the seemingly poor (3-6)
low but may be obtained from the
record posted by the Frosh mermen,
Orient office.
the squad displayed a potentiality
The AD house continues to hold
it to
down first place on the lanes while
strengthen next year's varsity. Certhe Beta's, half a point behind them,
tain individual performers such as
are a close second.
Pete Seaver. John Halford, Hank
There were no changes In the
Lawry, Dick Oee, Jeff Lang, and
basketball league; the Psl U's reMaynard Hlncks showed steady im- main
at the top, having not lost a
provement as a result of their congame
to date. The Zetes, however,
scientousnees and hard work. Other
will move into first place if the Pat
steady performer s despite having
house loses but one game.
U
had little or no previous competiIn the next issue the final standtive experience, improved greatly
ings for the bowling league will be
under the watchful eye of varsity
published. Below are the tabulated
captain and coach Jon Scarpino,
standings as of March 12.
and added crucial points through- Hockey
out the season. They include Doug
Final
Weinlk, Wayne Hulbert. Kd Dona1.
KB
hue, and Pete Martini. The only ma2.
Beta
jor setback came when Bill EdPsi U
ward* was sidelined by a leg In- 3.
4
Zete
jury
the season.

snd 220 more to his liking outdoors.
Bill will also be a strong competitor
in the broad Jump with a IP 6"
to his credit. Bruce Lutsk gave some

next year's vanity should help to
maintain Bowdoin's position as one
(Continued oa page 4)

strong performances in the 300.
In other field events Wayne Morrow was a steady performer in the

W

m

and power that should enable

,

midway through
The addition of these men

5.

to

6.

8N
AD

7.

Deke

8.

TD
(Continued

Granite Farm
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING
Fox All Your
Dairy Product Needs

COMPANY

Auburn-Portland, Maine

BATES

& CUNNINGHAM

Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters

Saab, Austin Healey, Volvo, Austin and

Mail*
Dial

PA

9-3422

IDGET
We Deliver
PA 5-2422

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE
BOWDOIN SING BOOKS

....

BOWDOIN PLACE HATS

.

BOWDOIN MUGS

•

•

.

.

.

$1.25
$1.50

MG

Sales and Service

PLEASANT STREET
of

4)

Schwadron, Smith, Ryan
9

Freshman basketball
statistics were recently released by Player
Coach Ed Coombs. The team finish- Schwa dron
ed the season with four wins and Smith

List
PO ft
66
60
46
S3

seven losses. This record could have Ryan
been easily le versed, as Is evidenced Silverman
by the many close scores. The final McDowell
two games of the season were typi- Napolitano
cal examples. The Polar Cubs lost .Hancock
to Maine in a real thriller in which Osterhout
three of the starters were lost by Sarata
fouls and Injuries; then they bowed Hale
to Colby by one point after having Tuveson
led throughout the game. Bowdoin Bennett
played the final Colby game minus McDonald
the services of their season's top
scorer, Harley Srhwadron.
Totals

35
11
16
IS

2
3

,

16S

34
10
ST

154
103

s
«
s

4
•
1

294

.

$6.00

KINGS BARBER SHOP

BATH ROAD — BORDERING CAMPUS

CREAMERS AND SUGARS

.

$2,75

NEXT TO CAMPUS

FOR TAKE OUT ORDERS DIAL PA

— BARBERS — SIX

Open Friday and Saturday

M
S

1

134

723

PINES

Until 2:00

3

1

DRIVE-IN

BOWDOIN MUSICAL MUG

SIX

SI
78
42
SI
34

4
3

BRUNSWICK

Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers

TP

so

Pleasant Streets

$ .95-$3.50

•

page

«z.

Bowdoin's

DAIRY

finish-

up an almost 500 season as they
and Sid Watson defeated the fraternity all-stars 10-5 at the Arena on
ed

70.8

:

8.

I

Top

Watson

"Head Cubs Scoring

Alpha Rho UpaUon
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine

18
16

375
336

provided leadership and many excellent performances the latter high- high jump. Jim Haddock and Pete
16** toss in the 33 Msgce turned
lighted by a
creditable jobs in
lb. weight. Bolstered by Howard Hall the discus and weight. Working hard
and Fred Newman, these weigh tmen on the pole vault, Dick DeMarco and
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

March 18th

Frosh,

60

1.0

486

When assessing
man indoor track

In the

MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM

STUDENTFACULTY
DISCOUNTS

Joseph

oencert

•

an

KAI WINDING AND

travel farther

1.9

0.8

63.1

Cohen

and averaged

Despite the loss of three crucial
men through graduation, next year's
varsity, coached by new appointee
Charles Butt, should embody a
strong nucleus.
Oeoree of this year's varsity swimming meets are listed below.
St;

Billy

53

3

Mark

Prost, Dick Snow, Bryan McSweeny,
Jeff Gefflne, Chip Hastings,
and
John Merrill.
In the astern Intercollegiate
Princeton
at
this
Cert Tilton, seeded sixteenth, finished a strong
sixth hi the 56 yard freestyle. He
also di opped from the seeded position ef twenty-third In the NO
yard freestyle to eighth best of the

Bowdoin

2.6

17

2

Team field goals scored: 34 va Colby
T«u« Sm throws ittemptid: 25 vs. Werieyan
Team free throws scored: 28 vs. Westeyan
Team personal fouls: 3 vs. Amherst
Low marks by opponents during the season were
Team field goals scored 19 by Maine
Team free throws attempted: 4 by Amherst
team Team free throws scored: 2 by Amherst
with Team personal fouls: 24 by B.U.

are likely to be improved. By his
dedication and hard work he epitomises those qualities which are a
part of all gifted athletes. In a like
manner captain Gerry Haviland has

31

18

—
—
—
B.U. —
MIT. — 18

school and state of Maine record in
the shot put at 50' S'V and Hyde
Cage discus record of 138 -f. Both of
these marks are good on any track.
and, as Bruce Is only a Sophomore,

4.10

8.0
3.0

24

Free throws attempted: Loane vs.
Number of Rebounds: Scott vs.

3-1

7.2

79
56
37

3.4
3.6

1000
1116

Opponents

16.0

10.6

161

13
12
12

1.8

1

Team

augur well for the future.
Much has already been said about
Bruce Prost, holder of the new

Cary,

Cary Scores As

Finn
Altman

Avg.

Tel

Dfa

65

Silliman

Northeastern,
and Colby.
These meets, in addition to the
Maine A.A.U. and Interfratemlty
contests, produced some times and
distances that are commendable and

the

i
1058
1053

4.5

OBrien

MIT,

Polar Bears lived up to their fine
record by placing fourth behind
Brown, Williams, and the University of Connecticut, in that order.
Because of coach Robert Miller's

7*

CoUier
Stoddard

New England Championships

Team

The Bowdoin varsity track
closed the 1981 indoor season
a creditable 3-1 record. Although the
cindermen were disappointed in
their failure at Bates, they posted
fine team efforts in victories over

were teams such as Amherst, Williams, and Connecticut, each of
which are perennial powerhouses.

1

i

Final

Continuing last year's successes,
the varsity swimming team turned
In an Impressive 6-3 record against
some of the strongest teams in New
England Among these opponents

16

10

n

The season's single-game records were as follows:
28
Total points scored: Cohen vs. Colby
11
Field goals scored: Cohen vs. Colby
10
Free throws scored: Loane vs. B.U.

before.

MOSTROM

Shots

33.3

60.0
25.0
50.0

291

lete.

Player
Plloon

7
5

6

Prior
Milliken

Hamlen

03.6

455
532

But the fact that opposing shootIn addition, Captain Rick along strongly in the final weeks.
scoring record in hockey (goals phis assists) for a single sea- Mostrom set an individual scoring The three defensemen (Bccleston, ers managed 378 fewer shots on the
record of 38 points, topping the pre- Adams, and Jelly) and Chaffee had Bowdoin goal than the Polar Bears
son, as revealed this week in our final sta tistics, the editor has vious record of 34 set by Newt Sto- the fifth best defensive record in fired at enemy goalies speaks well
of the defensive ability of defense
this week's outstanding ath- well last year. Although Mostrom the East to their credit.
•elected captain RICK
set the scoring record, it was an
Prospects for next year are exceed- men Adams, Jelly, and Eccleston.

Oliver
Tarbell

71.4

1

3.9

Avg.

94
47

Jon

1900-61 Bowdoin hockey team
in the School's history,

Freshmen Hockey SUUstles

52.9

10

RB

RB

Bob Cohen

iroalles

Gibney, and Bill Loane
Brucksch allowed only 54 of .hose Callahan
eiielny siuut into Uie neU,
vhile Scott
109 Bowdoin attempts lit the red Sheridan

Chaffee,

was the best

Mermen

393

ger,

light. This amounted to an
886
was the team's leading goal-pro- defensive average for Bowdoin goalducer with 18. The entire third line, ies as compared with a .871 -nark
playing tougher opponents than ever led by hustling Gavin Ptlton, came by the opposition.

The

PG
142

statistics.

The Harvard

more

were put in by goalie Bob Chaffee
and Aon Famiglletti. Chaffee came
up with his best games against the
top clubs, and on these good nights
he was practically unbeatable. Pamiglietti impressed fans everywhere
with his speed, hustle, and fine defensive play. Sophomores Bill Blsset
and £a apauiding came up with
several key goals while filling in for
the erratic first line. Ken Bacon

Coffin

Rifle

ingly good, with only captain Mostrom and reserve wing Mason Pratt
graduating. Freshmen who should
help next year are Pred Plloon, Dev
Hamlen, Dave Mechem, Joe Tarbell,
and Rick Lane. With all the returning talent, plus the new Preshmen, Bowdoin will play an even only seven points (it was 12 points last year) and 2) the Bears' 1000 rev
tougher schedule and la expecting to bounds, putting them only 116 rebounds behind their opponents for the
be one of the East's top powers.
entire season.
Below are the official hockey
Below are the Individual and team totals for the season.

score, 3-0, took on Mcstrom
significance as the season pro- Pamlgllettl
gressed and Harvard ended up Blasst
fourth in the Bast. Probably the Stowell

'

Varsity basketball

The varsity basketball team, which finished the season with a total
record of 7-14 and a state series record of 3-7 should, in coach Bob Donham's words, be "very much improved next year. The year of experience
our players of next year have gained this year," he continued, "should
make us a very serious threat In next year's state series."
If next year's statistics show as much Improvement as this year's do.
coach Donham cannot fail to be right. Highlighting the basketball team's
of fleas! statistics for the 1980-1961 season is the fact the Bowdoin has
four players averaging double figures. Other marks reflecting team improvement are 1) the Polar Bears' average margin of loss for 31 games

9-M3I

AM.

.

.

PACE FOUR
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Freeport High School

DeanKendrick Returns

WEDNESDAY. MARCH

On Career

Information

Free*
(Centismsd from aagw 3)

Win Abraxas Award
11.

DS
ATO

It.

OH

Mi

For Scholarship
Freeport Of. T.) High School haa
«ran the Abraxas Award for scholarship at the College, Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrtck announced.
Representing the school in Bowdotn's Freshman Class were Bruce
af Lutsk, Charles B. Met*, s. Victor

Total Fei nt»

.

Fapascoama, snd James F. Reia.
Finishing second in this year's
competition
was Deering High
School of Portland for the second
straight year, while there was a
tie for third place between Cony
High School of Augusta and Warwick dt I.) Veterans Memorial High
School.
The Abraxas Award is in the form
of a plaque presented each year to
the school sending three or more
graduates to Bowdoln whose representatives maintain the highest
academic average in the first seInterfratemlty

society

AD

SO

Beta

»J

DB
KB

36

rti

Deke

36.5

ATO

11

PsiU

H

ARC

H

16

UA

Zete

14

TD

•
•

CtuN
Basketball

W

Fat

U

I
7

Zete

Beta

m
KB

for

sophomores, the Abraxas Club wss
founded at Bowdoln in IMS. It had
a history of nearly ten years, ending In 1983. Its members at that
time donated a cup to be adorned
with the colors of the school whose
graduates achieved the best freshman performance at Bowdoln.

L

Teams

mester of their freshman year.

An

N

Chi

Psl

AD

.

DS

ARTJ
Deke

1

•

3

5
7

3

4

3

t

3

S
S

4

3

6
6

1

ATO

6

1

10

(C—tlnoee

At Counseling
The

M

and guidance men.

amount

ing a considerable

wss on the rampage. I dropped
Kendrtck everything (in this case a pile of
been do- town reports from East Nihil, Maine,
of work.

The Conference on Higher Education, sponsored by the National
Education Association (NBA), was
held in Chicago's Morrison Hotel
from March 5-6, and attended by
over 1600 people.

population:

1

man,

1

and

pig,

from page

1

guppy) and dashed toward the nearest door when I was apprehended
by the authorities.
So, I have been banned from the
library permanently. Nevermore will
I be allowed to spend glorious, delightful afternoons in the lush re-

1)

to reach agreements with the larger
universities In the northeastern part
of the country by which, at an arevealed long greed upon cost, they could have
the oompletlon library privileges granted to faculty

In Bath

1969 the State

Highway Commission

awaited plans for
of a Route No. 1 By-Pass, or s
continuation of the work done on
Pleasant and Mill Streets in 1966
and 1969. The new highway will
follow Mill Street into Brunswick
and pass under Maine Street and
Water Street. The road will be
connected to Maine Street by a
system of ramps running parallel
highway.
to
the
The Brunswick stage of the project will
terminate at an Interchange to be

members snd graduate students

if

that use grows so large that It becomes a burden.
"Since libraries In the State of
Maine are as isolated from large
collections In other parts of the
country as any group of libraries,
with the exception of those in the
Rocky Mountain States and in some
parts of the South." Mr. Metcalf asserts in his report, "it is evident
that researchers In the State are
constructed In the vicinity of Cook's sorely handicapped, and it is not
Comers. It Is hoped that available strange that the libraries have conland near this interchange will at- sidered cooperation in order to Intract new iuauBtries to Brunswick. crc Mjo .oca! FCoOurcco.
Ultimately the highway will be ex"These recommendations and sugtended to the new Carleton Bridge gestions should form a basis for a
approach to Bath. The entire proj- development of inter-library coopect will cost approximately $10,- eration through which the resources
ii

000,000.

available to scholars In

Maine would

successful Traveling Print
Collection which has been "on the
road" for the past four years, and

highly

has done much to provide art for
communities far removed from the

(Centlnaed from page

Rod

3)

Porter should improviPto~bet-

ter the 10

ft.

mark

Other Freshmen who helped the
squad were Steve Lawrence, George
Blades, Frank Drigotas, Chris Keefe,
The complete collection will be Fete Stonebraker, and Ken Gale.
on exhibition in the Museum from Out for track for the first time, Ken
worked very hard and improved to
March 18 until April 39.
the point of being able to handle
the tough assignment of doubling In
Varsity Track
the mile and two mile.
(O—tinao* frees page 3)
The varsity looks to these men for

museums snd

galleries of the large

cities.

provided a substantial portion of the help next year.
team's scoring.
Sweepstakes Trophy
The runners made some good
showings as well. Mark Youman*
(Centlnaed from page 1)
came along strongly and climaxed
his season with a crackling 9:89 The trip, backed Jointly by the
two mile, *>•« neat time by 10 sec- Bowdoln Debate Council and the
onds. Pointing toward some snappy Admissions Office, serves as an opfor
meeting potential
quarters and half miles in the portunity
spring. Pete Gillies snd Jim Fisher Bowdoln students and for "selling"
turned In personal bests in the 1000 the college to the public generally.
(3:20.3) and 600 (1:14.1). With re- Professor Thayer will accompany
markable Improvement this year the touring team.
Sam Elliot proved to be a gutty
quarter miler; he led off the Polar
Bear's mile relay quartet, which
set a new school record at 3:309.
BUI Skelton also turned in a strong
leg in that effort. With their de•1 Front Street, Bath
pendable versatility Steve Ross snd
76 Maine Street, Brunswick
Pete Mone added many points in
the dash, hurdles, snd broad Jump.
Jack MUo and Braley Gray were
a strong one-two punch in the dash,
running around 49. While slow to
come into his own during the season, Ted Richards clearly demonSmith
strated his prowess In the Interfratemlty meet and gave promise of
some good mile performances in the
Supplies
Photo
spring. The team was also helped
by promising Sophomores Bruce McHallmark Greeting Cards
Oray, Paul Qulnlan (both capable
of six foot high Jumps). Frank Ronan, Sandy Allen, Bob Sweeney, and

Following a special town meeting be greatly Increased," he concludes.
held on February 3, 1960 which gave
approval to the State Highway Commission plans, the selectmen enterNews From Colleges
ed Into an agreement with the State
(Continued from Page t)
of Maine concerning town and state
responsibilities during and after conTrinity
struction work. The agreement proAn Honor System is being provides for control of access on the
entire section from Maine Street posed for adoption at Trinity College,
which
would
consist of an Honto Cook's Corners and on the entire Northerly side of Mill Street. or Council and affect only the acaAlso under controlled access will be demic aspect of college life.
The primary objection seems to
that section on the southerly side of
Mill Street between Pleasant Street be what the students call "the
and the Maine Central Railroad. squealer clause" which not only
The town also agreed to Institute puts every man on his honor not to
certain other necessary traffic con- cheat but also to report violators to
trols during and after construction. the Honor Council. The Honor Code
It was also agreed that the town weuld provide for use of the Honor
would improve street lighting in System for all written examinathe vicinity of the underpass and tions, tests, and term papers and
make available about $7,000 In state would establish the student Honor
aid construction funds to be used Council to hear charges of violation Bill Higgins.
with approximately $60,000 of state of the Code, determine guilt and
With a club much stronger in the
funds for repaying of Maine Street. recommend punishment to the Dean weight events and improved in the
When completed the by-pass will of Students.
running department, the tracksters
relieve Maine Street of some 4,800
A final draft of the proposal will eagerly await the coming spring
vehicles per day and the present be submitted to an all-campus ref- season.
circulation of trucks, it will also erendum after every student In the
relieve Federal and Pleasant Streets college has had an
opportunity to
of much heavy traffic,
perhaps discuss the sMem. itf is hoped that
most Important from the Stated the proposed «ode will be'lhe first
"Origin.!"
standpoint will be the relief of traf- step towards a system which will
fic on the present Route No. 1 be- govern all facets of
the undergradtween Bath and Brunswick which uate community.
Swift's
has reached serious proportions in
recent years.

9)

STUDENT

Office

CQUNSELINQ

dentistry, engineering, and
programs leading to the MA. or
PhD. degree In a large number of
other fields. In addition, there is
Information concerning scholarships,
cine,

"good deal" of Interest among the
three clubs In the College and In of books falling from the shelves.
Some fool was going mad and teargetting a larger number of applicants for4 admission and a larger ing the library apart! I thought.
Then I had the Impression of runre presentation of the student body
ning frantically around the stacks
from their area.
looking for this frothing lunatic. (I
In Minneapolis, especially, the think I must have wanted to help
dean was Impressed by the Interest him demolish the piece). As the
snd effort of the alumni associa- yelling became louder In my ears.
tion. There, he talked with 16-30
I regained consciousness completely
Juniors and seniors, some fathers, only to perceive that it was I who
It was evident, Dean
said, that the alumni had

Fags

Professor Brault'a notes on Makhsr
in this connection have been deposited in the College Library.

Dr. Brault Is a graduate of Assumption College and holds a Master of Arts degree in French from
Laval University and a Doctor of
OFFICE in Banister Hall has re- Philosophy degree from the Unicently set up a room devoted to in- versity
of Pennsylvania. From 1961
formation pertaining to graduate
to 1963, he served with the United
study and career opportunities Cat- States Army
and was assigned dualogs from most colleges and uni- ties as a Special
Agent with the
versities In the United States are Counter
Intelligence Corps in Oravailable.
Indexed
alphabetleally, leans, Bordeaux,
and La RocheUe,
and lists are posted of every uni- France. In 1999, be was awarded a
versity which has programs in medi- Fulhright Fellowship
for a year's

Bowdoln 38; MTT 67
Bowdoln M; Portland 47
Bowdoln M; Deering 47
Bowdoln 61; Cheverus
Bowdoln 67; Edward Little 31
Bowdoln 43 Hebron 49
Bowdoln 33; Exeter 63
Bowdoln 36; Brunswick 6$)
Bowdoln 44; Boston Latin 49
polis.
by Walt Davis, Jam Coot.
He said that his purpose was to
tell the alumni "what was going on
Gadfly
at the college snd what the plans
were." He also said that he found a
(Continued from
3)

Dean Nathaniel Kendrtck returned Sunday from an eight-day tour
of three midwestern states which
took him to the 16th National Conference on Higher Education and to
alumni groups in three major cities,
Chicago, Milwaukee, and Minnea-

cesses of that invigorating spot.
Art Exhibit
No more to revel in the myriad Joys
(Csntfn—d from page 1)
library to another, la pushed as far
of that splendid edifice . . Pity. .
as practicable.
England. They win probably follow
Bach of them should be prepared the trail biased by the Museum's
Froek Track

Extend Ultimately

During December of

Midwestern States

Scores of this year's
swimming meets are listed below.

swimming powers

frees

m Hew Work, Graduate Study

of the top

Metcalf

Route 1 By-Pass To

To Bridge

1

Fran Tour Of Three

etudy in Strasbourg, France, where
he wrote the greater part of his
doctoral dissertation on the late
thirteenth-century French author
Glrart d' Amiens.
fellowships, and grants.
Dr. Brault is the author of sixMaterial on careers' after gradua- teen published and forthcoming
tion Is filed by field If you are in- articles in American and European
terested In chemistry, for example, scholarly Journals and his book on
the first French translation (1837)
you might be Interested In a Job of the Spanish
classic La Celestlna
with Johnson St Johnson or Alcoa
Is scheduled for publication next
Aluminum. By using this file you year by the
Wayne state Univercan find out what opportunities sre sity Press.
He has read papers before
open to you, and what requirements various sections
of the Modern Lanare necessary.
guage Association of America at the
The student Counseling Office is last three annual meetings snd was
open every weekday afternoon from recently elected Secretary of the
French I (Medieval) Group. The
1:30 to 4:30. You are welcome to
Advisory and Nominating Commitcome in any time during these hours tee of the MLA Comparative
Literaand make use of the available in- ture HI (AAbhurlan) Group has also
informed him that it will place his
formation.
name In nomination for the Group
Secretaryship when this position
becomes vacant at the Christmas
(Continued from page 3)
meeting in Cincinnati.
the University of New Brunswick,
Last summer, Professor Brault
and Colby. Cary made the best showing in the Silver Slalom, taking a read papers before two Internationseventh classified; the team took al congresses held at Vannes,
a fifth at Colby and a fourth at France, and Liege, Belgium,
which
Maine.
he was able to attend as the reciOther members who contrlb- pient of one of six travel
grants
ed to the team effort were Ron covering round-trip air fare awardCole, Jim Cunningham, Tom Stal- ed annually
by the American Couning, and Bob Page. Pilling in for cil of Learned
Societies to particithe last two meets of the season pants in International
meetings. He
were Harald Heggenhougen, Dave wss also the recipient
of research
Berry, Newt Spurr, and Don Reid. grants from the
American PhiloThe only regular lost after this sea- sophical Society and from the Danson Is Ron Cole. With graduation, forth Foundation. Last
summer, Dr.
the team will also lose the support Brault was also
contracted by the
of Berry and Reid. Acting coach U. S. Office of
Education to prepare
Manfred Konlgsteln, a German a series of tape-recorded drills
deteaching fellow, will also depart signed to aid Franco-Americans
at the end of the year, after doing learn standard French.
A mimeoa fine Job as temporary coach.
graphed manual and workbook were

i&sr*]
*wi8 kind of «rml

accompanV/ these Brault has served as President of
tapes. Though these may He/used the Brunswick Film Society, a nonby Franco- Americans for Self -in- profit organisation for the purpose
also produced to

of bringing exceptional films of
struction, they will chiefly be of
the past fifty years to the Brunsuse in the Franco- AmericA Insti- wick
tute which Dr. Brault wfl direct
here at Bowdoln next, sumfier. This

Franco-American secondary school
teachers of French whlcl will Impart advanced training In French
to teachers of French-Canadian
descent in a concerted effort to
exploit the New England linguistic
resource In the national interest.
During the past year, Professor

PAINTING

Swimming

(Continued from page 3)

Bowdoln
Bowdoln
Bowdoln
Bowdoln
Bowdoln
Bowdoln

Vaillancourt Bros.

86

90
46
39
68
66;

"MTT

40
Trinity 38

Connecticut 49
Williams 96
Tufts 97
Wesleyan 30
by Walt Davis
Jim Coots

Body Shop

— SIMONIZ1NG — WELDING

Free Estimates

All

Work Guaranteed

We repair foreign as well as American cars
39

Home Of

Varsity

is a unique Language Development
Program summer institute for forty

Parfiview Cleaners
"The

»T GOING TO W6LP VOO AMV*

JORDAN AVENUE

DIAL PA 5-7908

Better Cleaning"

PHIL'S MEN'S

STORE

Parkview Laundercenter
212 Maine. Street

Bur

^

Hur Tal
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
Ye

I

The Stow* House

Send your cleaning to Parkview Cleaners
where the quality and service Is known.

Photo Shop

Maine's Finest Historic Inn
Main Sear Tap Hiw

M

nCDEKAL STRBBT
BRUNSWICK. MAINE

Bring your laundry to the Laundercenter and de It yourself
and eease Worrying ar«at lost clothing.

Contemporary Card*

146 Maine

St.,

MIKE'S PLACE

Th.

Premium Hot Dogs

4 Minute
A.

-

Pizza

Italian

Patronize

Paquette

Floe Shoe Repairing by

Ice

Our

Modern Methods

Cold Beverages

-

Sandwiches

Ice

Cubes

Newspapers

Cashing Street Shopping Center

Advertisers

The Arts

White Mountain Oil Co.

(Across

NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Center, Inc.

From The Campos)

RECORDS
Jan

Complete Heating and Appliance Service For

—

Classical

— Folk — Popular
— Hi-Fi

Motorola Stereo

The Eastern Central New Hampshire Area

Cameras

—

Films

— Developing

DON'T THINK THERE'S ANY END

"I

Complete Line of Art Materials

TO THE OPPORTUNITY
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce
Our long experience

it

DUNL0P TIRES

. .

When Gene

TICKETS

OAKIE'S AUTO SERVICE

POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
•

Tires Priced from $25.00 Per Pair

51 Bath Road

PA 5-5700

Uny

Printers

field

New Meadows

Inn
HI

3-3921

management

In

Rock

Island.

On

to

this

a

traffic

How does Gene

feel about his job? "It's a real
some of the most vital and inwork in the country." And about the
future— "Well there aren't any pushover jobs
around here. It's tough. But if a man has what it
takes, I don't think there's any end to the oppor-

challenge. I'm in
teresting

operations Job

assignment he was in

all personnel who are directly responsible
for handling telephone calls in this heavily populated area. Here Gene earned a reputation for

charge of

"Our number one aim

Bath, Maine

DIAL PA 5-7122

union relations. The latter includes contract bargaining and helping settle labor disputes.

a job with no ceiling on St— a job
where you're limited only by how much responsibility

// you're looking for

you can take and how well you con handle it—then
you'll want to visit your Placement Office for literature

and

additional information

on

the Belt

Companies.

Hotel Sedgwick

SHOP AT

LIYERN0IS' IGA

BUSINESS"

tunity in this business."

people.

move was

sound judgment and skill in working with people.
He was promoted to Traffic Supervisor.

—

HARPSWELL STREET

Company
made it

talked to here

his first assignment Gene was sent to Springwhere he conducted courses in human rela-

His next

Bath Road

For the Best in Choice Table-Rite Steer Beef
Groceries
Fruit and Vegetables

51

I

very clear that I would not be shuffled into some
narrow specialized job. I thought this job offered
the greatest opportunity for broad experience."

tions for

Wflkse

Of The Orient

joined Illinois Bell Telephone

On

THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven

Gene

because: "The people

IN THIS

Today, Gene's chief responsibilities are in management training and development, and company-

he was

Illinois,

in touch with 8 prospective employers.

Retread

Snow

Segin got his B.S. in Business Ad-

ministration at the University of

Complete Lino of Foreign Car Snow Tires

producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you
abort
cuts in time and save you money.
in

HI

3-3361

is to

management jobs the most
gent, positive

and

have in

vital,

imaginative

aU

intelli-

men ws

eon possibly find."

The

Best in Foods, Lodging, and Cocktail

If. 196T

Brault

Frederick R. Kappel, Prttidtnt

American Telephone * Telegraph Cs.

®
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

*
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W. Wilson Fellowship

Teaching Program

Honored

Athletes

Brunswick High School

At Winter Sports Banquet

Parted By

National Fellowship
In addition to the
two Fellows, the foundation gave
honorable mention to three other
Bowdoln students. Wilder said.
Named to the Fellowships were

the award was made to him in recognitlon of his fine work. After exregrets that Mr. Milkr
to attend the banquet,
President Coles further mentioned
Bob's appointment to the internatlonal Order of the Golden Whale
and his election to the swimming
F
Instructor's hall of fame.
Between the entertaining remark!
The captains for next winter, as
respective of the toa.tma.ter. Dr. Hanley^be
their
announced
by
the evening. Bob Don««^h«. are
.r» BUI
Hill Cohen
noh«n and Ed speakers of thej
coaches,

Stephen E. Bays '61 (Music) of
Waltham. Man., and John P. Field

lletti,

Two Bowdoln men

have

Following a fine meal, the Winter
Sports Banquet was highlighted by
the announcement of next season's
Indoor track,
basketball, hockey.
swimmlng, rifle, and skiing captains. Several other awards were
made and brief comments on the
result* of this winter's activities
presented.

been

Woodrow Wilson

to 1961-63

ha* been an-

FeUowshlp awards.
nounced by Philip S. Wilder, Campus Representative of the WoodIt

raw

Wllaon
Foundation.

(Comparative

'68

Callahan, basketball. Ron Famighockey. Charles Devereux.
Oeorge Cary, skiing. Curt Til-

of

Literature)

rifle,

Receiving
honorable mention were Charles O.

Newton Center. Mass.

ton, swimming, and Jim Fisher.
track. Three special awards were
presented to outstanding team members for leadership, sportsmanship,
and loyalty: the Dean Paul Nixon

Baltiof
(Oceanography)
more, Md.; John S. Moore (Physics)

Wing

Skowhegan;

at

-

XC

Hays '61, Field' 58 Win MMer,
named

~

-

and

Murray (French)
land, all seniors.
Hav-t and Field

of

Geoffrey

P.

South Port-

Joined

a

Trophy in basketball to Callahan,
/w.'m.'L*.
.~_~ Jr.
t. Memorial tvo.
Trothe Hugh Munro

u

total

hockey to this season's captain. Rick Mostrom. and the Elmer
L Hutchinson Memorial Trophy to

phy

of 1333 students from 361 colleges
and universities throughout the
United States and Canada as Wood-

•>

currently directing an original mucomedy entitled "Shenandoah"
which will be presented in cooperation with the Masque and Gown on
Hays has written
Ivy weekend.
both the book and the music for
the production ss an honors project in his major field.

A

Dean's List student throughout
.his undergraduate work, Hays is
President 0/ his fraternity, Delta
Sigma; a James Bowdoln Scholar;
a member of the student council;
and a member of the Glee Club
and the Meddiebempsters. Ht was
also a Rhodes Scholarship Candidate during the current academic
year.
Field, who. is working toward a
doctor of philosophy degree, entered the University of Michigan in

in

indoor track to

The fellowFallows.
ships cover the first year of graduSteve Hays '61, who recently won
ate study and are meant to encourage the newly-elected fellows to a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.
consider college teaching as a posbeginning of the second semessible career. Nominations for theae the
highly-competitive awards are made ter as a candidate for a master of
of
by the student' professors, and arts degree in the Department
In Noscreening of the candidates is done Comparative Literature.
awarded the Henry
by 16 regional committees drawn vember he was
Wadsworth Longfellow Scholarship
from the academic profession.
for 1060-61 by the Committee on
Winners were chosen from 10,463 'Graduate Scholarships.
nominees, representing a 21 per
Graduated cum uvude, Field atcent Increase over last year and a tended the Graduate School of Buprogram
five-fold Increase rince the
siness Administration at Harvard
was expanded in 1667 by a $34,500.- University, receiving a master of
000 grant from the Pord Founda- business administration last June.
tion.
After a period of time in the adverThe Foundation accorded Honor- tising department of Procter and
A Gamble, he entered the Army as
able Mention to 1,614 others.
a
list of their names, fields of study,
second lieutenant on six months
and their undergraduate colleges active duty. He was assigned to
has been sent to the deans of all the Headquarters and Service Comgraduate schools in the United
pany. First Training Regiment,
States and Canada and to the tPf»y>
VnAw
Vatitiifllrir
» W*
*»*_»* m*-»j
m »* W—
Foundation's faculty representatives
Wing, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
on 1,136 campuses. On the basis
of past experience, the Founda- Charles W. Wing of 4636 Parkton
tion anticipates that most of those Street In Baltimore, has also been
winning Honorable Mention will a consistent Dean's List student
receive alternate awards either di- and last June was named to Phi
Also a James Bowrectly from universities or from Beta Kappa.
doln Scholar, he was the winner of
other organisations.
Hays, the son of Mr. and Mrs. the James Bowdoln Cup as a juWilliam E. Hays of 466 Lexington nior. He entered Bowdoln as a NaStreet in Waltham, is an outstand- tional Merit Scholar and won the
ing scholar. A Music major, he is Edwin H. Hall Physics Prise as a
row Wilson

sical

««~^.i

i

'

freshman.

«,

t

,

He has won two

letters

In sailing.

The son

R. Moore of

Moore

Mr. and Mrs. Turney

of

RFD

3 in Skowhegan,
elected to Phi Beta

also was
last June.

Kappa
A Dean's List
and a James Bowdoln
Bowdoln under
an Alumni Fund Scholarship and
was a candidate this year for a
Rhodes Scholarship.
A Physics
Student

Scholar, he entered

major, he was an A11-"A" student
this past semester. He is a member of the Bowdoin rifle team, winning three letters in that sport.

Another AU-"A" student, Murray
is an English major.
He has worked for the Orient, and has been a
member of the Political Forum. He

was salutatorian of his class at
South Portland High School.

Sam

Elliot.

Another special award was the
of a Revere Bowl to

present* tlon

Bob Miller, Bowdoln'. onlv swimmlng coach since the addition of
that sport to the school's athletic

program to 1938. Having retired
from service to the school this fail,

Markey '64 Chosen

To Go To Germany

Sanford
hOSe n

P.

Markey "W has been

he

SM

£

,^Lrs.»

U£iJLi
pre-medlcal
A* ~i

Awarded To Louis 0. Coxe

future weapon for
*he teacher shortage
ble

_

...

.

The object

Louis O. Coxe, Pierce Professor of
English will be awarded the Brandels University Creative Arts Citation in Poetry for the year 1961.

alleviating

The Citation, which will be presented to Professor Coxe on June 10
In Boston and carries with It a
$1600 grant, will be made to recognition of his great promise as a
poet, according to word received

'

..

of the

program

is

to
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student. Markey
a
yeara ».
as »
two years

children at
Camp Dumore at Swarthmore College, and has studied German for
three years. He Is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Sydney B. Markey of HaPennsylvania,
and was
vertown,

counselor for crippled
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Sergeant Leach To Retire From

member of the Bowdoln Rifle
announced today.
John S. Moore of Skowhegan, a Team, and has won three letters
physics major, will enter the Unt- to that sport.
versity of Illinois next fall, and
wing, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles G. Wing of Baltimore, Charles W. Wing of 4668 Parkton
Debating Team. His father Is the
Md., will study Oceanography at
Continued on Page 4
former director of the Friendly Inn
M.I.T Stephen H. Burns '60 of
cornSince Sergeant Leach is a
Sergeant Edward M. Leach of the
Settlement In Cleveland. Ohio.
Friendship enters his second year
The program which is sending ROTC department has been granted missioned officer with over
work to Engineering
tradt^
of
* ' V "«v>jv»
Markey to Europe is part of a re- an honorable discharge from the years of service, he will retire as at Harvard University.
clprocal arrangement which Is In- army effective on March 31, 1961
.
•«
,
Re. .«
The National science Foundation
tended to promote understanding Lt. Col. Ryan to "aTetter to Presi- » Captain to the U. s. Army
Men- fll^t LlDr3raI
toyal and faith- serve. He Is now forty-three years sJso accorded an Honorable
and friendship between West Ger denies' said
of
White
"59
Christopher
t*on
C.
to
many and the United States. Since ful soldier, he has proven absolute- old. On Thursday. March 33rd, the
his
recognition
of
« .
the summer of 1955, German youth ly dependable, fully qualified pro- ROTC staff is giving a small party CasUeton. Vt. to
DaIUi-oI P^-..,,.
Mathematics.
I UllULdl
r 1)11111.
leaders and social workers have fessionally. highly intelligent, and for Sergeant Leach at the Eagle sbiUties to
Applicants for the NSF Graduate
visited the United States as guests well respected by his associate*.) Hotel, and on March 31st there will
Fellowships ware required to take
of the CleveTand group In cooper- Sergeant Leach has won awards In- be a ceremony in the ROTC office.
Prank S. Meyer, Editor of the
Sergeant Leach plans to live in the examinations for scientific apthe Department of eluding: the American Campaign
atlon with
National Review, a staunchly con
Victory Maine, where he will pursue his to- tltade and achievement administerState. In 1966, the West German Medal, the World War
ed by the Educational Testing Ser senrative journal of fact and opigovernment reciprocated by invit- Medal, the American Occupation teresta in hunting and fishing.
and Editorial Advisor for
vice to Princeton, New Jersey. The nion,
ing 16 American young people to Medal for Germany, The National
Modern Age, a conservative reteat scores, academic record, and
visit Germany for the summer and Defense Service
Medal, and the
reoommendstlons regarding each view, will be the featured speaker
study her new social systemArmed Forces Reserve Medal.
along with Louis Harts, author and
applicant's abilities were then con
Ma rkey, along with his fellow In March. 1941, Sergeant Leach
science
sldered by panels of outstanding li **r*\ professor of political
delegates, will receive a two day entered the army as an enlisted
Spring Confer
scientists In the respective fields of at Harva£5*' J* "^
briefing to Washington by repre- man from Maine, and he has been
Conthe applicants; the panels were ap- ence on Political Issues. The
sentatlves of the State Department on continuous active duty since
r
wl "
ere nc '; sl *'*d
7
will be pointed by the National Academy
of
Naval
Officers
team
A
before leaving the country on June then.
officer
',A,
completing
After
^
l
i°
National Research «al w^Ui America in the Sixties
sclenees
1.
The West German government training school at Camp Wood. *t the Moulton Union on March 33.
students.
Interested
dlscuee
with
to
of
awardees
was
CouncU.
Selection
Is meeting all expenses, Including Tex*., he served to the
until
the
po
^to
^railaWe
opportunities
by
National
Science
««
,„.de
the
side trips to Berlin and other citle5 19487 when he joined the occupaf
nH
youn« men as ccmmlssloned offlc- Foundation.
during the visit, and a small week- tlon force, to Gern.an7
ly allowance.
mslned In Germany from January, *w to the U. el Navy.
fellowships
provide basic
Information and literature on the stipends for 13 months of 61300
1946, until October. 1661. In 1653,
the a^hoTof manv Mhohe placed fltih In the national programs in aviation, Intelligence, tor the first year level of graduate
Modern Axe He has
B ys
Directory
inter-service rifle competition at public retattona supply line^ and study, plus additional allowances „„,„
especlftUy ^ive with' the conCamp Perry, California, represent- the medical services, to mention for dependents and tuition, as well tinuation of liberalism under the
tag the Alaska section of the army, but a few will be available.
Available
as limited travel allowance. Second Kennedy
Meyer
Administration
In July, 1966, after his service in
A CoUege student, male, may «P- year students receive a 62.000 gneakg G f the "lost principles In our
Alaska, he was promoted to Master pi y f0r the Navy's Officer Candl- stipend.
political life" and the "liberal colCollege
Sergeant and soon joined the date School nine months prior to
Moore, the son of Mr. and Mrs. lectivlst Idolatry of the state." Even
staff at the College as an commencement and if selected may Turney R. Moore of RFD 3 to wniJe liberalism re igns on the pollA directory listing summer jobs ROTC
assistant instructor to light wea- be enlisted and placed oil inactive Skowhegan, recently was awarded
Ucal scene. Meyer Is encouraged by
for college students Is now availpons and as cadre operation ser- duty until receiving degree.
an Honorable Mention to the the intellectual conservative moveable.
eant
C the C
e *? the 00
H
Students wishing advance infer- Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Award ment spearheaded by Barry OoldThis Summer Employment Dl-- ?
;,
.u
lege
", e t*am an5^?v.?
matlon or to make an advance ap- competition. A Dean's List Student water>
**!*
the last half-decade. This
rectory contains the names and adY*"
team
shown
steady Improve- polntment may contact the Officer snd a James Bowdoln Scholar, he ascendent movement, he feels, is
has
dresses of more than one thousand
ment.
Programs Officer, 560 Atlantic Ave- entered Bowdoln under an Alumni a bout to turn the retreat from the
organizations, to locations throughFund Scholarship and was a cr~ •western tradition" and its political
nue, Boston 10, Massachusetts.
out the United States, that are now
doctrines of constitutionalism and
seeking student help for this sum- Building
graduated

from

High

Havertown

He is a member of the
Chi P&i Fraternity, the College
Sailing Club, and the Freshman

School.

ROTC

Department, March 31
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Capita Trophy With $3.80

Wn-

^^ ^ J'^^iS^"
^e^haTcontri^

^

Now

Students

And Grounds To

sands of summer

^TO

Construct New Building

Construction for the renovation

jobs.

Captures Mitchell

For Centralization

Debate Trophy Recently

The names and addresses of em- and Improvement of the Grounds
ploying officials! specific "job open- and Buildings Department at Bowings, salary range, and informa- d "1 CoUege Is now well under way.
Grounds and
tlon on how to write an effective Superintendent of
letter of application are also given. Buildings John F. Brush has said.
Tb*
construction wiU result
Dick Horn '«, president of Theta Delta Chi, accepts the Per Capita Students wishing summer work
ln
tne
removal
of
wooden strucold
Trophy from Steve Tower '62, treasurer of the Campus Chest Committee. make application to the employers
Theta Delta Chi wen the trophy with a per capita figure of $3JO.
Usted In the directory. Employers tures behind present facilities on
are Included to the directory at Bath Street and the buUdlng of
tlvlr' owp request
and they m- *M» attractive block masonry structhelr P lace SuDt Brush
vtte applications from college stu- ture

5-5 Record In Recent

Club In Recent Elections Tournament
At a March 9 general meet! i of
Fifty-five colleges from the east
the Bowdoln Outing Club. H. -aid coast to the mid-west debated to
X. Heggenhougen, '63, was elected the Fourteenth Annual Invitational
president for the spring semester, Debate Tournament sponsored by
and David C. McLean, *61, was the Brooklyn College Foren&lcs Soelected Vice-President.
ciety at Brooklyn CoUege. New York,
On Monday. March 13, the Club on March 17 and 18. The teams
picture for the 1961 Bugle was taken came from as far north as the
with the members wearing their Univ. of Maine to as far south as
ski apparel for a candid photo. Dis- Atlanta College in Georgia. Bowcussion during the meeting centered doln was represented by Phil Hanaround plans for a fourth ski trip sen and Wayne Adams on the Afto be taken on Sunday. March 19. firmative and PhU Swan and Bob
with the Outing Club from Brad- Parquharson on the Negative. The
ford Junior CoUege. All the mem- topic being debated was "Resolved
bers who were Interested were asked the United States Should Adopt a
to notify Heggenhougen at the program of Compulsory Health InUnion, or McLean at the Deke surance for aU cltlsens."
House, no later than Thursday evenThe debate was held for two
tog so adequate transportation could days, with two debates
on Friday
be provided. Also discussed were and three on Saturday.
Bowdoto's
plans for a week-end sailing trip two teams met
teams from, Columup the coast of Maine late to the bia Univ., Southern
Connecticut

young,

promising

Each

artists.

award

carries a 61600 grant.
Selections of those to receive the

awards are made by professional
juries of expert* in each of the
fields.

A

and an

prolific writer of poetry

accomplished

dramatist,

Professor

Coxe is the author of The Sea Far*A»» -UU VWIO* 1WUM, A AC OWUIIU
Man and Other Poems, The Wilder
and Other Poems, The Middle
re, and poems In such publica"'£"'

^ZZ\2
11^^"^^
l

m2T

Review,
Sewanee
Review, Western

Review,
Review,

Fnriose, and the New Yorker. He
also wrote BlUy Budd, a plav
collaboration with
H. Chapman
He was awarded the Vachel Llndaay pnae last October for his poem.
Last Hero, which was publish«»
the December, 1969. Issue of
:
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Schools
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To

Ivy

Class Of

This Year

buildings wiU be painted

brick red, the same color as the
Bowdoin College Arena, which was
Jules Lerner "63 (1.) aad Mark Goldberg '63 tit,), who won the WUmot
constructed four years ago of the Mitchell Interfrateroity Debate Trophy far Alpha Taa Omega, last Wedsame material.
nesday night.

The

construction

will

Include

s

new, fire-safe paint rhop in place
frame buUdlng" and

of the existing

a new

ROTC

A new wave

>c

i5

tto

' University Professors

SL
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of

™
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Prepare Freshman

Handbook For

Fall

llsh

m

Armnnr
Armory i««tion.
location, .u
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Announcement

The American Youth Hostels, now saiLflshlng to tropical Acapulco.
Its 26th year, has a total memEuropean trips range from th
bership of more than 19,000. Of extremely
low-budgeted "Saddle
these 535 young Americans, 17 years bag Special" to England, Belgiurr
and up, travelled to Europe last and The Netherlands via ship, bisummer as part of the AYH spon- cycle and train, listed at $585
sored trips program, itve years ago. through Station Wagon-Camping
in 1965, the number of participants trips at around $800. to the excltwas just about half this figure, tog new Wayfarer Trips offered to
AYH Sponsored Groups traveling to AYHers for the first time next
The Americas showed a correspond- summer at from 6676. to $1000. tiling growth. In addition, over 7000 pending upon the itinerary. A typiAmerican hostelers used their mem- cat Wayfarer trip takes you through
bership cards as an "open sesame" France, Italy, the Isle of Capri and
to 3200 youth hostels ln S3 coun- an overnight ferry to Greece, antries throughout the world.
clent land of beauty and legend, and
The American Youth Hostels Is back through Venice and MUan to
a non-profit organisation dedicated Switzerland and finally to a fareto the furtherance of international well celebration in Paris. There is
understanding through low cost ed- an 18-day Russian Excursion exucational travel. Costa are kept to tension tour listed at $196. from
a minimum through the use of over- 8tocklotm and return,
^v,. gnelters known as youth hosAccording to Renette Orechkoif,
tels and by getting off the beaten
Travel Director, a great deal
t^k. Trip prices are aU-lncluslve, of credit for the success and popuexception of personal larlty of the AYH sponsored tours
spending money, and rangs domes- is due to the fact that each group
ticalky from a 4-week trip up the travels as a unit of not more than
beautUul Connecticut River Valley nine trippers under the guidance
through Vermont, New Hampshire of a trained leader. AYH feel* small
*nd on to Cape Cod. Nantucket and group travel la extremely lmporMartha's Vineyard at a cost of 6170 tent to the Individual. It is one into the more ambitious 6-week trip gredlent necessary to a happy, rcthrough the Western National Parks warding educational experience. The
at ejgo The 6-week Mexican ltto- unostentatious AYH program puts
erary lists at $336 and includes world travel within the reach of
everything from a study of the re- every energetic young American.
„,»«„« . the Mayan dvUtsaUon to
As part of Its contribution to toln

P™

The new

Applications

^

Offer Trip To Europe

^

cinnatl 32, Ohio.

^
A

Author's League of America.

-

"°ur Purpose Is to combine and
The Summer Employment Directory is available, to most coUeges, centralise the service faciUties of
to the office of the official in Grounds and Buildings under one
connected roof," said Supt. Brush,
charge of student placement, the "
8nd to Improve and modernize the
Ubrary, or the Dean's office. Also
a considerable number of public faclIit ies ln keeping with the needs
libraries now have a copy of this of * .Towing campus,
"
We will replace the frame bam.
directory.
"
Students who wish to have a "h**1 *"" ****** n * °n **»*
wlth modern, fire-safe, block
Summer Employment Directory for
their own use may obtain a copy ""sonry buildings of the same gen** tne eJttattog ROTC
by sending $3.00 to the publisher: f 1"",1 *3
National Directory Service. Dept S, bulldln6. to keeping with surroundBox 66. Wlnton Place Station, Cto- "^ areM " ne explained.

"^

nmtrw nuM*im>
Poetry
magazine.
A native of Manchester, N. H..
Professor Coxe was named Pierce
Professor of English at Bowdoln In
1966 following a previous teaching
career which Included both prep
school and college positions. Following his graduation from Princeton University in 1940, he taught
for two years at the Brooks School
to North Andover, Mass., for two
years at the Lawrencevllle School in
Lawrencevllle, N. J., for one year at
Harvard, and for seven years at the
University of Minnesota.
Married to the former Edith Winsor of Weston, Mass., and the father of four children, Professor Coxe
is a member of the Modern Language Association, the Amerfcan

^

«**<*.

dents.

under a connecting roof.
wariness seems
to have struck the nationwide class
of 1966. Decreases to applications to
the so-called Ivy league now range
from one per cent to twenty-five
per cent, lt has been reported.
Mount Holyoke applications have
spring, and various canoe, fishing, College, Univ.
of Md., Trinity, Itha- dropped from five to ten per cent
skin-diving, and camping trips after ca.
ANNUAL SENIOR BANQUET
USM.A.. US.N.A. Norwich below those for 1860. Cornell, the
the spring vacation.
Univ., Drew College and Boston hardest hit
school, has 3000 fewer
Monday, April M, 6 »jsw Main
The next general meeting for the CoUege. losing to Trinity. USM.A..
applications this year.
Lounge of the Union. All gra 6— ting
Club was set for Thursday, April 6. Drew College, USJJ.A. and
Boston
Eastern Comment*
invited to attend. Adjowrnat 1:00 o'clock In the evening, at College, giving Bowdoln
a 5-6 recAdmissions offices, from Camit gwanutteed by a. Owed
Conference 'V la the Union.
enPaiei

LHgHI

in music, painting or sculpture, poetry, and theatre.
One award in
each field Is for outstanding artlsUc achievement and takes the form
of a medal, while the other award
is
a citation In recognition of

American Youth Hostels

»»

President Of Outing

tists
who have demonstrated a
promising potential." and to "extend the role which universities
should play in the development of
the artistic and cultural life of the
nation by involving it in this manner to the mainstream of contemporary American creative arts."
Two awards are made annually

the College will prepare and pub
the "Freshman Handbook" foi
the Class of 1965.
Their offer
to assume this duty as a service
project has been accepted on an
experimental basis for 1961 only
The Scholars wiU work under the
sponsorship of the Student Council
freedom.
Orientation Committee with Mr.
Mr. Meyer is also author of Lib- Glover acting as coordinating aderaltan and the New Conservatism visor to the project,
to be published to the spring.
Sloan Scholars who will be the
The disparity of views between first to participate ln this project
the liberal Harts and the conserva- are Pete Best '63. Richard Blsck
Charles Met* '64, Anthony
tive Meyer should yield some Inter- "64,
esting and provocative insights In- Paul TB. Stephen Piper '62, and
Aurele Violette '63.
to "America ln the Sixties."
,

mer.
Jobs are available In resorts,
ranches, government, summer camps,
hotels, business, industry, restaurants, state and national parks,
amusement parks, hospitals, and
other types of organisations. These
employers represent literally thou-

Team Has

Brandeis, officials
.have expressed the hope that the
Awards may succeed to "stimulating
recognition of outstanding artistic
contributions by contemporary artists and an awareness of the importance of the role of the creative
arts to our society."
They also hope to "encourage ar-

"g£ to^eXthm^EeX^^nd
S^r^n
Sloan Scholars To
ia^y^ m

W

Debating

^L

1

"»J*™*!*" SJSSS^nSt

For Summer

Jobs

For

Heggenhougen Elected

Arts
In a state-

Creative
fold.

—Them

ConSCrVatlVe
M MeVer 10
*«

US.

Theta Delta Chi Wins Per

OU

Bran-

of the annual

University

Awards Is three
ment of purpose,

Improvement over the past few sea,,
* „,™--8fl
"• A«i«t.nt
He mentioned that this had
""f^*
been his best Bowdoln team, bus Program would serve a three-fold
that improvements to the^ hentt purpose:
Opponent
AV
|IU|MV»C
Uie
\k}
L41V
Oa MM>
equmieu
by
*H*mu\4j
were
team
Brunswick High School's educaas for example, Bates But, he
tional
the
system
by giving
definitely was looking forward to
expectations.
teacher
added time to do more
next year with high
effectively what he is now doing,
Sid Watson was also happy with
or to be able to do things which
this winter's outcome. Led by cap*
he now cannot do for lack of
tain Mostrom, the team finished the
time.
season with a 16-6 record, downing;
(3) To offer to the advantage of
several powerful opponents. Sid alee
practical experience the interest>»« high hopes for next season
ed undergraduate who anticipates
with the loss of only two members
a teaching career.
of the squad with graduation.
(3) To offer to any undergraduDr. Hanley presented to Ed Leach
ate who has special interest or
a special gift in recognition of his
talent to one field the opportuniretirement this March. Having been
ty to be of use by passing this
with the rifle squad .since 1956,
knowledge to others, even though
Ed Leach was praised for his own
Louie Cexe, who will be awarded the Brandeis University Creative
he does not anticipate a teaching
ability as a marksman and his exl
ciUO^ia Poetry for'lWl.
career.
cellent work with the team.
The Teacher's Assistance ProGerman teaching fellow Manfred
Kon igsteln g^g particular notice to gram, now on an experimental ba
the »P»rtt of those participating In sis. has begun this year with only Mfirafs* Val
f\\
V\fl
competition des- a few Interested students partlci5
It is hoped that the proP»te the Pcor °ve™» showing. He pating.
enougn interest to
gnm wU1
the
a
l
wag lad to
1 •
i
fc.TCTT'
T? 11 "*
ex
nd
next
«>«««»«*r
'»
tws ve»
p»
»tu <ient body «»*»•
IN
X
*«/"J.
«**
althougn It rained during the uate sincerely Interested In being
competition. He hopes that this a teacher's assistant Is urged to
Two seniors and a recent alumnus dictate this year for a Rhodes Schg^arf
mMt ^.,
y kTna^ari
contact Prcfes«sr Kszelton as soon
of meet
will
type
be continued *n
to *ftnte~
have been awarded Graduate Pel- olarshlp. Last June Moore was elect(Continued en page I)
as possible.
lowships by the National Science ed to Phi Beta Kappa, and last
Foundation for the academic year semester achieve an A11-"A" rec1961-63, President James S. Coles ord to his courses. He is also a
sons.

^

Program

ior
nas
worked for
has woraea

wf

^

college undergraduates.
Watson, Id Leach. Man- who
ham.
„,_*,
rf
„,,
might "n_,
assist
high
school
6abM' teachers
ed »*nigsteta
in UsksWhich do not necJ"****"*
ed
teanskl. were^l tro
!l
n . rtlrll , .w esserlly require the skill of an acBob _Donham
credited teacher, yet which would
b«*etfatlsfled with
interest the undergraduate.
It la
ball showing a though
designed so that both the teacher
7-14 record didnt seem to show an*

iLi STv^^iSE!.
for Youth Leaders
^
o
W0 r
^L^t
part
surnmer as.™^
ttos t,™,
Germany J?f
West
^
a
M
,
tlonal

^ngJBob

Bowdoln has begun a Volunteer
Teacher's Assistant Program In
conjunction with Brunswick
school
A similar program is becarried out at a dcaen other
colleges throughout the country on
»n experimental basts, as a possl-
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Summer

During

greasing his
was unable

Brandeis Citation In Poetry

College

alo
CoUege
Two Bowdoln

sophomores.
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In the final rounds of theeontest,
which began early ln December
with a long series of elim i n ations
lasting
throughout
the
"to^er
months, Mark Goldberg of Auburn
and Jules Lerner of Englewood.
N. J., defeated the Alpha Rho rjpsUon team of Steve Silverman fl of
Dover. N. H.. and Dick sludge
of
Pennington, N. J. The topic for the
debate was: "Resolved, that the

«

upon
emphasis
etoPOrary
0«»i
*"».•»** measure«Tade6 1Tt
nwnU ********* the development of

"^

'
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£

yout

a?*""?.
the well-being

1

*undanwmtal to

f

of society."
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j udl[eg tof tne deDale which
was h eld to the Smith Auditorium,
proje^o,. George Bearce Mr Glenn
jicjnure and Mr. Robert Cross were
'
unfuiimous to their decision.
_ .,..
_.,
„
The
U!h U Tropbjr
ot "•
i „
was presented to ,i
the College
ln
?* •nfnwnous donor as a
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•son the wues rlloa there. The editorial went on to say that Maine
Mall has barn tipped apart and pat
back togesavr
;ese*r to
so many times that
it hardly qualifies for the title of
-the second oldest bunding
on
" The reason is not becampus.
cause of its being ripped apart so
from
the
thnm
damage
many
that
derful years. I have always been the students have done, but beproud of Maine Hall and lU oc- cause of Us being the second oldest
cupant*. To ra. Main* Rati has al- building. (Main* HaH last).
Bill Lewis, Custodian
ways been the beat kept dormitory
Maine Hall
on the campus not because I have
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The Neo-lndependents
In the often-touted

magnificence of

this bastion of

"Eastern Orthodox Church"
(The following U the complete text of the speech givaa last Sunday
evening in the Moulton Union Lounge by the R sos r sad George J. Venetos,
pastor of taw Heawatb Orthodox Chareh In PerUoec. Sponsored by the
BIF, ths lecture was titled, "The Eastern Orthodox Chassa.")

The Orthodox church began with gin Mary
Christ and His Aportlos at the very the saints,
beginning of the Christian Era
There was no time in this Era when
the (Vthodos: Church did not exist,
and there has been no Interruption
of the life of the Orthodox Church
up to today. Throughout the centuries the tame teachings, the same
principles, the same Head have re-

anach- mained. In Its monuments
the making, corded the original and first

reronistic conservatism, tome tort of tradition seems
birthin
celebrated by the Apostles
or perhaps it is already a fact.
hope not. There are eertain- day
themselves
This is Pentacoat. The
ly enough traditions around here for everyone
to have one, Orthodox Church did not originwith Chrysostom, or Basil the
either to love or cherish, or ro reject, depending on
ones par- ate
Groat, or Grocery the Theologian,
ticular temperament.
or any such personality of she
Church, but wish Christ Himself
However, jt is undeniable than an insidious doctrine is in and His Apostles. It la In fact the
and Its age is the
the fraternal air.
The doctrine, broadly stated, says that H Apostolic Church, Christianity
itself,
same as that of
one is somewhat bored and dissatisfied with collegiate life at
The E.O. church is often times
called the Oreek Orthodox church
this time of year, it is necessarily because one has
boring and or the Green Russian Orthodox
unsatisfactory acquaintances.
Therefore, one should obviously Church or the Orthodox Catholic
unite with all the other interesting and scintillating people like Church or plainly the Orthodox
Church. However, the proper name
oneself and make
cause with them against all the bor- of our church is the One Holy
ing and unsatisfactory people throughout the undergraduate Catholic and ApostoUe Church.
Our church was instituted by Jebody.more proletarian formulation of this doctrine would sua fmrist end her message was
disseminated by the Holy Apostles.
be "The gram is always greener. .
and our faith was strengthen and
countThe cash-value of this attitude is a Moulton Union over- solidified by the blood of it* followless martyrs, confessors and
is

We

common

A

.

flowing with fraternity miscreants

whom
ents

'

—

overflowing with people

it would not he inappropriate to label "the
nee-Independthe neo-lndependents are not a completely new institu-

tion.
For some years now, the early spring has been the occasion of the egress of certain young polar boars from their

months-long hibarnaton

eaves out into the sunny
early morning paradise of the Moulton Union dining room.
It
is not the fact of such activity which hat caused
these remarks,
but rather the Urge number of this year's participants. To parain fraternal

phrase a hack-neyod lino, in the spring more and more young
polar bears' fancies are turning to the unbelievable pleasures of
the Moulton Union dining room.

What

causes this lamentable phenomenon is not quite clear.
reasons are no doubt many and varied, judging from the

The

different fraternal statuses
this

group

— some

enjoyed by the several members of
are completely inactive, others remain active

but prefer to take their meals elsewhere than their fraternity
dining rooms, while still others even continue to room in their
fraternity houses.
In any case, the results are similar
loss of

—

revenue for the various fraternity dining rooms involved.
•

The growing number

of fraternity

men who

are taking their

meals at the Moulton Union bodes nothing but ill for the dining
system as practiced here and reflects a dangerous lack of re-

on the part of those students who have elected to
dine outside of their fraternities. The system can not function
efficiently if persons who aro supposedly mature enough of insight to recognize their obligations do not act in accordance with
sponsibility

number of party
weekends held last fall. The neo-lndependents and their dates
obviously enjoyed the food provided for these weekends and
contributed to the expenoe involved. So that if there is a low-

as the Mother of God,
as the True friends of

it must be emphasised we
only worship Qod in truth in spirit.
it is often said of us that we worchip or that we pray to icons
the ecclesiastical pictures or patntings that are found in the Orthodox
churches all over the world. This
is a fallsey. Those icons merely remind us of the saints and the dedicated people who worked so hard
and so sgicerely to malt* the kingdom of <3od on earth a reality and
not an abstract idea,

Cod, and

—

7 Sacraments — These

Md

—

to onjoying Crane's work, such as his
attempt to synthesize a state of

There are certain barriers

or the flash of a moment by
Ato, as a poet
blaring images.
who aspired to be Wart Whitman's
successor. Crane carried free verse
to extremes which were meant to

focus.

mirror

the

plexity

or

mind

the large

is s research analyst for the House
The Amherst gtndont has brought Un-American Activities Committee.
the old issue of men dating Smithies
The rally atmosphere was furbut marrying MHTs to their front ther heightened by the waving of
American Sags and the wearing of
article. D. A. R. armbands. Students disCommenting
on
an
"Smith: A College for AM- Around played signs reading "Pulton for
Girls With Rkrh I Q.s" by David Ood" and "Birth Control h) UnBorof f la ths March issue of Mede- Ameriean."
Stsdent
reported.
malitSt,
the
The film, which the Washing"Smith to bed, Holyoke to Wed."
ton Peat called doctored was taken
Mr. Borof f called this an an- last May at the San Francisco heargencouplet
passed
down
by
cient
ings held by the Un-American Comerations of Amherst students, and mittee. Student rioting at the meetIs regarded as "an erotic fantasy togs Is shown to the film.
rather than a reality, although It
Lewis claimed the demonstrations
does reflect the image of Holyoke were started by Communist agitagirts
sa sosashow softer than tors. A Connecticut Anti-CommunSmithies."
ist Committee Is distributing literaAn assistant profosor of Eng- ture supporting the film.

lish at New York University. Mr.
ic a frequent contributor of
articles on contetaporary education
to national magaatoes.
Discussing the social customs at

Boroff

Smith. Mr. Boroff quotes a freshman, "In your freshmen years,
you're just swept off your feet.
It's sil weeken ds and rurhtog off to
football games." He reported that
In the freshman year "girls try
too hard, talk too loud, drink more
than they really want to."
By the time Smithies reach their
junior year, "Ths sdge wears off
the social irons* The girls tad too

This

is

to osaonce but 1 in persons
the mystery of the Holy

Trinity,

may

love the heresy and the false teaching of the heretics but it
duty
to love the heretics.- Far this roason- In all our services do we pray
for the peace af all the world,
Here in America the Spiritual
Isadora of the Greek Orthodox

U my

ood

*£

L^

Well, there was a riot between
the students and the police at the
City Hall, where the hearings were
being held. The causes of the disturbance are not clear. One could
blame the committee's Investigator.
William Wheelei». who permitted
entrance to the hearing room only
to people bearing tickets, which he
carefully had given to groups like
the Daughters of the American Revolution.
The students, who had
arrived first and had waited for
hours to see the hearings, were understandably disturbed at their arbitrary exclusion.
The protestors themselves, 64 of
whom were arrested because of the
riots, blame the poUce for allegedly
hostile and brutal tactics. In sedition, one could
blame the (May
"spring fever" that annually leads
to^hlgh spirits among college stu-

—
—

College faculty veproposed student plan for
lenient action toward students to violation of ths honor code,
reported a recent issue of the Wil-

liams Record.
"One of the major causes for the
negative,"
said Professor
faculty
Anson C. Piper, "wss the inequity
under the honor code between the
handling of cheating on examinations and that of plagiarism. Often
It is too hard to pinpoint plagiarism."

dents (at Bowdoin we have water-

bag

fights!)

At any rate, as ths conservativr
Son Francisco News-Call Bulletin
pointed out In a special series of
articles,
(he students insist that
they were not the "communist
suckers and communist dupes" that
Richard Arena, the committee counsel called them. Reputable groups
such as the Rpioaopal Diocese of
California, The Northeastern California Beard of Rabbis, and the
American Federation of Teachers
joined to condemning the methods
of the committee.
"In addition."
says the Newa»CaU Bulletin, "more

—
—

—

.

.

—

Name For
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u

-

The firm, presented in the Wes"The bell-rope that gathers God
leysn University chapel, showed
at dawn
Dispatches me as though I drop- rioting California students which
the committee claimed to be Comped down the knell
munist lead and inspired.
to wander the
fit a spent day
Signs, streamers, and arm bands
cathedral lawn
Prom pH to crucifix, feet chill were utilized by the Wesleyan students to transform the showing Inon steps from

—

hell."

to something like a noisy football
rally. Students cheered, sang "God
progresses, however. Crane grows more helpful and Bless America," and shouted such
slogans as "We hate Commies." Inspeaks of
evitable hisses filled the room when
"... the

("The Broken Tower")

As

the

poem

eye

That shrines the

The commodious,

lake and

quiet

swells a tower

.

.

.

decorum of

tall

that sky
Unseals her earth, and
in a shower."

lifts

Get the

Ota***

'

came

to

an end

(Centtoned frees page
ord

(Aff. 2-3. Neg. S-3)

1)

The

tourof

nament was won by the College

Holy Cross with a 10-0, Univ. of
Maine was second), U. of Penn.,
third,

Peters fourth, and

St.

US.

M.A. fifth.
The first affirmative
speaker award went to Holy Cross
and the first negative speaker a-

ward wont to Manhattan College.
Bowdoin finished about in the. mid-

and Mao Tse dle of the tournament tied with
the screen.
several other schools. Bowdoin team
special narrator, Pulton Lewis, was accompanied by Mr. Charles
commented on ths film. Lewis Petrie.

Khrushchev,

Ca.vtro,

A
IH

poem, in its conflict, typifies
struggles to a.vure himself
link with eternity.

et's

& CUNNINGHAM

BATES

some of his finest but lesserpoetry. Crane asserts that
humanity binds even

m
I

of us together.
He
fine poems to or
friends,
not the least of
the osegsle tribute to Er-

loneliest

several

Brunswick's Foreign Car Headquarters

U

Nelson beginning:

Saab, Austin Healey, Volvo, Austin and

It was a kind and northern face
'That mingled to such exile guise

The

MG

Sales and Service

everlasting eyes of Pierrot

And. of Oargantus. the laughter."
(Praise for

The

an Urn")

poet

realizes, however, the
seeking to adequately
words the extent of his
grief, and concludes:
"Scatter these well-meant Idioms
Into the smoky spring that fills
The suburbs, where they will be

BRUNSWICK

PLEASANT STREET

futility

of
express to

lost

There are

no

trophies

of

the

sun."

little

RIGHT one.
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The

with the expression of gratitude of

love

doubt
It Is this quality of ultimate comabout the passion and humility that links
communist conspiracy. However this Crane's poetry with the most esis far from saying that the perspecsential truths that men have extive from which they view the probperienced, and assures him a perlem of defending democracy is a manence and validity not limited
good one. Someone has said, and to his time.
very wisely, that war is too Important to leave to the hands of genOn April Is, at 8:15 to Ftokard
erals In a democracy, the problem Theater, there wett ho a precsntaof safeguarding ourselves against Usn of Floyd Barb saw 's play. THE
communism may very well be too FIREFLY ARCADE, which deals
important to leave to the hands of italireetly with aertala events In
the protest lonal an tl -communists
the skfe of Hart Crane.

o

to the
coverage of campus affairs during
the past semester."

Dr. Hanley to all those present for
Wesleysn
placent; throughout his early po8ix-hundred
hooting
Westeytn making the 1990-61 winter season
ems and occasionally in his later students turned a showing of a such a fine success.
work one catches the mystic in per- "doctored" House Un-American film
iods of self-torment.
Into a gigantic pseudo-political rally.
Brooklyn Debate*

like Philbrick did a great service to

the nation, and there is
that they know much

All")

But Crane was never long com-

And

sbMSt«SlsBsssssssssssssssssssssssssssss«

WliUasas

The Williams

toed a

more

Stewart D. Darts, editor of the
bbBarenea< and comold for Amherst boyc."
Reeord, said the fault of the honor
the mechanised age.
The Smlthle is. according to Mr. system lies in the lack of a definiBoroff. concerned with "strenuous tion of plagiarism.
aeademtotem and the intellectual
System A Tradition
life. He thinks that a Smith edu"The honor system however,"
cation is at the yery least consider- stated Davis, "has become a traed ideal for a PTA chairmanship.
dition at Williams."
As for marriage for the Smithies
Davis commented that ho be(whom college men, by legend, only lieved there Is leas cheating under
Certain- dssei, btr. Boroff finds that there an honor system because of the
Japalae
Tintex
Is no hysteria, "just a steady reteed Overalls ads
psychological responsibility placed
and lands sake! under the new lentless pressure."
upon the student.
playbill ripped
Union
The Williams honor system alsee
In the guaranteed corner
Union College's weekly news- lows the professor to leave the exBert Williams what?"
CoDcordiensis, which amination room but requires stupaper,
the
was suspended for two weeks by dents to tit two seats apart and
This is a good instance of the Student Council over a contro- to constantly re-sign pledgee that
Crane's hyper-lmprestlonistlc vis- versial editorial policy, was recently
they have upheld the honor code.
The fleeting signboard slogans reinstated, two days after the Counion.
j-een from a train are; moreover, incil had suspended the paper from
dicative of the kind of revolution publication.
Crane sought to initiate in modern
Gary Gross, Council President,
(Conttoutd from page I)
poetry. At he said in an essay on stated that
the two-week suspension
his goal (Included In this edition):
was voted on because the Concord encourage skiing as a sport at
".
unless poetry can absorb lends
had failed to live up to Its
the machine, i.e. scrums tise It responsibility as a campus newt- Bowdoin.
The final speaker of the evening
as naturally and casually as trees, paper. Editor Robert Oalvin, exwas Prank Sabaateanaki speaking
cattle, galleons, castles and all
pressed surprise "that the Student
other human associations of the Council, which has done nothing all for the track season. While giving
entertaining
rivalry to the comof
past, then poetry has failed
year, should as its only significant ments of Dr. Hanley with several
its contemporary function."
action, ban the free press at Union."
of his out., he directed particular
The suspension was lifted by the thanks to Oerry Havlland, this
Perhaps the most remarkable
feature of the majority of Crane's Student Council at an emergency winter's captain, and the others
poems Is rhyme, considering their meeting after an open Investigation who helped the team to Its fine
impelling imagery, is the care with into the paper's policy by a stu- showing. He also mentioned his
which they are controlled. Espec- dent-faculty committee collapsed hopes for the coming outdoor sea*
ially In his last work there is an amid strong objections from the stu- son
as Indicated by the indoor
almost-attained lyric peace
a dents In attendance. The decision success.
to lift the ban was called a "rereconciliation with the gods.
Additional recognition was given
sounding victory for Union ColGeneral Philoon. Dr. Hanley prais"I dreamed that all men dropped lege" by Oalvin.
their names, and sang
Gross denied that the two week ed Jen Scarpino for his fine efforts
As only they can praise, who suspension was meant to be sup- as captain and acting coach of this
Prank
pression of the free press. He stat- year's swimming team, and
build then- days
With fin and hoof, with wing and ed that the Council felt the sus- Sabasteanski commented on the
*
pension was "the sole means left good work of the weight lifters
sweetened fang
lead by Bob Haggerty under the
Struck free and holy in one name to us of showing the disapproval of
guidance of Capt. Garrison.
always."
the readers and publishers

_

church is the Archbishop iakovos.
the Father. Qod the He U fisted In his pastoral duties
•»• ,?«» "»• Hory Spirit.
and administrative functions by J
We believe that Jesus Christ laotropolltsnt, 6 auxiliary bishops,
stone was born without sin and w. have 400 members
in the clergy
"f°««h ^oraee of the Rely Spi- who aro serving MS parishes
ering in quality or quantity of food for this semester, this should rit was born without the natural throughout the
Americas
Our
,
uo
**** TheologtssJ Seminary Is located to
be born* as resolutely (if complainingly) by these men as by
!?
JS^J** women '
and
Joseph. Wo believe that Christ Brookline, Mass, whore the candlthe many others who remain eating in the fraternity dining has t natures, and 1 wills, the Di- dates for ths priesthood study
for
rtao
Use
and
human
Re was one sis years. The Orssk Orthodox
rooms. Ere* in cases where the transfer of meals to the Moulof us in all rsspseta accept that Re church In
jlipjim R itioitli linked
ton Union has not been caused by dissatisfaction with fraternity could not and did not sfn. As He with the Partrlachate of
Constanmeals, the obligation remains for these men to take a responsible Kimself said to his sccusors "who upople.
will censure me concerning slnt"
THTR fff BROS* rs A PICTURE
part in putting their fraternities back on an even financial keel.
We venerate and honor the Sir- OF EASTERN ORTHODOXY
is

made

early poems are now for the first
time published, making It possible
to compare his promise with his
achievement. Waldo Frank's introduction is helpful In supplying
background, but his argument that
Crane was a more polished Whitman Is dubiously supported; for instance, his thesis that Crane repreof
tradition"
great
"the
sents
American expanslveness ceems contradicted by the almost-cllche that
Crane, as a true romantic, was unable to face a mechanised wasteland "which soon destroyed him."

—

"Ood became man, so man
could become Use Ood." From this
above doctrine wo ten observe tfast

the reasons for this

of

Bart Crane
so

•

As the recent inventory reports of the various fraternity our church is Trinitarian In nature,
dining rooms showed, nearly all of the fraternities did not fare We accept the Roiy Trinity and
worship ths living Ood one and unas well as would be expected for the first semester.
Not the divided

among

m

The Co plet e Poems of
(lived 18fB-sMt) and
readily available the lifework of one of our most difficult
but rewarding modern poets. In
particular, a number of Crane's

print

McCarthy-Jenner-Velde brand of
"anti-communt*m ."
A discussion
of San Francisco's Black Friday riots brought this into rather clear

We accept
sacraments or the occteatasttca l ssrviees ate aM ts> bo sounded In
they were initiated
eripture
by Christ himself. These Sacrame nts are services that have materj^j properties as well as spkrltHal
blessings for all the nosds of Sin
orthodox Christian. These sa
than TOO faculty members at U. C
Holy Baatlsm, c:
ments are
Stanford. San Francisco and San
nation or Conformation. Hory
Joao State colleges signed statechariot or Communion, Confess:
ments pretesting the committee."
Marriage, Priesthood or Ordinal
Nevertheless. J. Edgar Hoover inam| Htoiy unction.
sists that the riots were "commuf^ve feature of OHhedeay
nist instigated."
Of course, Mr.
many
Her Truths are everli
Fhiibriok agreed with the potion
and ner g iory i s eternal.
Sunday in every Orthodox church that the students were "tools of the
reds."
in the world the ressureotlon of our
Now, this Is a dangerous situaLord is celebrated. For this reaion
tion.
When Senator McCarthy
the Orthodox Church is often copicalled you a communist, some peoers.
ed the ehurch of the Resurrectl
ple might listen when you proved,
Orthodoxy Is not a family tradl- The Church believes that In ev*
that you werent. The absurdity of]
tton, nor a philosophical system. sacrament, every service, In eve
calling General Marshall s tral
Neither is it a faith that is limit- prayer, In every worship gather!!
was patent. With the new tacl
ed and confined to certain people the living, eternal and abidi
of certain ethnic origins. The E. O. presence of Christ Himself enters of the professional "anti-commi
church considers itself to be the »u f these expressions and to ail ntsts" you haven't got a chance
living
extantion of the mystical of these Institutions, and Christ You can prove that your cause
body of Christ on earth. Her pur- Himself is the main ceiebrafet, legitimate, even if unpopular; y<
can prove thai you are not a'compeso is to unite ail her oaeaibors Christ Himself Is the preacher.
you can prove that you
through her various liturgical s»>
We are the ehureh of scripture munist;
pressions and through bar manifold and Holy Tradition.
The sources have "educated yourself" (Mr. Philhe's
Ecctisiaatical rites with her found, af our faith art two-fold, the Holy brlck's advice to Americans
er and God, her creator and re- Bible Otd as New Testament and ao antl-lnteUactuall) by being an
honor student In political tMeory;
deemer Jesus Christ.
Holy tradition. Thoss sources are
ThHsughout the world there are „ual to Importance and authority, and still, because there are reds in
the vicinity of the rioting (most of
approximately 360 million of the and are biding upon all the oomE. O. church.
These members are muuieates of our church.
Holy them subpoenaed by the committo be found in Oreeee. Cyprus. Tradition is the word of Ood given tee!), you cannot evade the tag of
Erypt, Russia, China, Bulgaria, Ru- to us by the Apostles and the Holy "communist dupe."
It seems to me that we Amerimania, Albania, Csechoslovakia, Po- Fathers and it is in complete harcans should have more confidence
land, Korea, India, Arabia, Leba- ,nony with ths Holy Bible.
Holy
non, Europe and America.
In all Tradition proceeded the Holy Bible, in our ability to think and act for
these places, and on all the con- the cannons, rules, the services, the ourselves. We should not alias the
tinento to be sure, wlM there be different ecclesiastical rituals and Herbert Pcalkeisks to ttatpsdr us
Orothodox churches ad Orthodox institutions of the Church. We are Into another wave of suspicion such
Christians
By
in all of these coun- also, the Church of the floly Fath- as that of the early fifties.
branding honest and,
triss there might be a difference in srs and the 7 stommenital Synods, indiscreetly
language but the spirit, the massage. Through the institution of the con- intelligent Americans as "unwitting
the purpose, the worship, and the vocation of the synods the learned, tools of the rods," we are slmpiy
employing the tactics of cur enedoctrine are Identical.
piou, Bnci holy men, called the
Briefly our doctrine it at follows: fathers met, discussed, and defined mies, who refer to all non-commuWe behove and we accept Jesus the teachings of the Christian nists as "unwitting tools of the capitalist
war-mongers."
Christ, as the Son of Ood, and the church. These teachings are to
As was
be
2nd. person of the Holy Trinity, as found in the Orthodox church. In seen so clearly during the McCarthy era, the danger of such tactics
the living God, who for us and our their original form,
is
that
we
ourselves
salvation came down to earth bowill weaken
Wo teach and preach the crueicame one of us In order to raise us fled Christ and the risen Lard with our democratic Institutions.
to our forme, status. Ao St. Atha- conviction,
"W fWttnot and shove all Above all, we should be wary of
nadus, one of our great Fathers of Love. Ao St. John Chrysootom once paying sycophantic adulation to the
views of former counterspies. Men
the church, so well and simply ttat- said "I
not lovs and cannot
ed.

these duties.

least

Two years ago, Doubledaj
char brought out a paperback re-

—

'63

t Piper
W. Stephen
Spencer C. Hunt

Francis 8. Manetoi 'fit
will deny that
Arnorteans
ihoirtd defend their country against
any group that seeks to feretbty
overthrow our democratic instituRecently Piefcard Theater
tions.
echoed to the words of Herbert
Philbrick, who came to warn us of
Unfortunately,
the "red menace."
the former counterspy's description
of the estnoBuslst conspiracy wee
little more
than a reiteration of
what any Intelligent observer has
known for years. That he should
deliver such a banal address before
a cottage audience may bo an uneasy todies tton of his conception
of the higher learning to America.
If his talk wss banal, the conclusions which he drew and the
implications of his "mortage," seen
clearly at the Delta gRiot reception afterwards, wore disheartening
especially to those who wort alive
during the McCarthy period.
It
seams to me that "Comrade Herb."
as he was known to those of us who
followed his television series, has yet
to disassociate himself from the

committee.

Manager
S3
Montgtrs

S. Pulsifer

ClrenJation

3ruce N. Leonard

By

Last May, the House Un-AmerThus. In the opening section of
ican Activities Committee was in"The River" (from his ahsortiTe
vestigating communism in Califepic, The Bridge) Crane writes:
College students who were
ornia.
opposed to the often-desultory (to
"Stick your name on a patent
say the least I > practices of the comsignboard
mittM decided to organist demongoing west
all over
brother
strations urging the abolition of the
young man

SI

David M. Nelson '64
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David Walker '64
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—

William B. Gillies S3
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Charles F. Flan *«3
Frederick K. Orkin "64
Sanford L. Crane '64

George A. Smith

To The Editor

the Editors:
Id regard to tbt editorial which
appeared in the Orient of Mass*
15th. 1 can only say thai I earn
fully agree with the writer. I have
been the custodian of Maine HaH
for the oast thirteen years and can
cay with great pride and honesty
thai they have been thirteen won-

Russey S3
Charles O. Bridge '61
Theodore S. Curtis S3
Richard E. Benneld '62

Sports Editor

John W. Halperln

Letters

Review
OC

To

Staff

Robert D Burnett ft
Mitchel A. Kalpakglan

Kenneth A. Rriggs '63
News Editors
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Brunswick Ice Show
Proves Big Success
Before Large Crowd
T Pm

Bona

Just before the third act Harry
iptuttUnff per-

On Saturday, March U. the
This time ho displayed
Brunswick Skating Club
Ms ska at dome the Jump twist, a
their fourth annual
more which takes many months of
Before a capacity crowd of over
practice.
One of the most excit"Dreamer's Moon" waa a
2.000.
ing stunts, however, was the spin
smashing hit.
There were
he dM at mid-lee.
The show was divided into four
of wonderment
acts, providing a chance for over
the crowd as he spun around
100 skater* to perform.
The first,
a scene showing Maximilian's rise at unbelievable speeds
and fall in Mexico, was highlighted
In the third act, Mew York's unby the expert performance of Har- derworld was depicted
At first
ry Bennett. This young ikaiar has there was a scene showing an unbeen a member of the local club for derworld thug with Ms followers
four years, and has recently bean gathering around him. Then come
studying under Monty Wilson, the two solos, one by Brunswick's Paworld famous figure skating coach. mela Olynn and her partner, RichHarry showed delicate pate* and ard Oilbert; the other was by angrace as he manipulated his Jumps other guest atar, silver medalist
and turns, and It appears highly from Colby, "Weesae" lipp chuts.
probable that he will be one of the
The finale scene of the show recountry's top stars In a short time. presented a typical day at Coney
Next came a scene for the chil- Island.
There were the regular
dren, Peter as* the Weef.
How. aide show performers, such as the
ever,
while
the
children
were fat lady and the thin man. along
watching the story, moat of the with the weight lifters. Summa da
parents were taking the opportuni- Boise, and the Coney Island Belles.
ty to notice some of the many col- The highlight of the last act. howorful costumes which were worn ever, was the- Pelka Dot Banal
by the skaters throughout the show. dance done by Sally Berry arid
These costumes were all designed "Weesie" Uppschute.
and made by Mrs. John Chapman,
Credit for such a One show must
who also rehearsed much of the go to the writer, Mr. Phippen Sanshow. At the end of the act, the born, who has written the other
audience was treated to a perform- three plays presented by the club.
ance by Christie Allen of the Bos- Bv aryoas agreed that the club had
ton Skating Club. Miss Allen was acompuahed Its goal
to show the
in the show last year, and the au- public what good skating is, and te
dience gave her a warm welcome influence the people of Die town to

PAGE THREE

418 Students Endorse
Petition For Wrestling
Will Coles Grant It??
As

Dartmouth,

Williams,
and
the
Massachusetts Institute of Techno-

logy are 'just several examples of
sister chool of Bowdoin
already
offering wrestling as a college activity.
Even though the present
athletic facilities are grossly inadequate., the militant closed -minded
ness of some of Bowdoin's athletic
administrators cannot obliterate the
fact that such a tpart as wrestling
could be added to our present pro-

.

—

back.

try skating.

Frosh

ES**

Marksmen

Losing Season

In

By Jack

The Freshmen

*ew

Coffin

Honors

Riflery

Won By Chase
William A. Chase, a senior, has
won high honors for marksmanship, l<t. Colonel Edward A.
Ryan, Professor of Military Science,
announced today
At the iseo-8i Army ROTC WiJuam Randolph Hearst Rifle Comagain

riflemen this year

have been rather week, losing their
first two matches by wide margins
to the University of Maine and the
Dartmouth Freshmen. The third
petitions fired this year. Chase took
and final match of the season was high individual
honors among all
against

the

University

of

New

Army marksmen

First

with

a score
Hampshire on March 11. Since on- of 197 out of 200.
Hie was wrwAe^
ly three matches are fired per sea- special
recognition for this achieveson, no really accurate appraisal
ment by thje matchmaker, .who acan be made concerning future warded
him the coveted marksshowings of individual team mem- man's bait
with shield.
bers.
If any conclusion can be
last October.
Chase set the
drawn (ram the results of the ex- m wrk s manstdp
record on the inf}o\MDOlr4
cellent ItOTC rise team which re- door
range «t taw Brunswick Reccently placed ninth among the col- reation
Center by firing a score
leges of the First Army area, the
(Cbadtnud on page g)
PAT
THE BACK this week goes to a man who, while varsity rifle team may look forattending this institution as an undergraduate, was not only a ward to a reasonably successful

THl

W*V

ON

proud and active member of one of Bowdoin's finest fraternities but was also, through participation on the Freshman football and track squads, one of our finest athletes; staunch follower of Bowdoin sports, ready defender of anti-inteilectualism,
strong advocate of the Fraternal

GENT HALL

receives the

nod

way

of

life,

LAWRENCE SAR-

season next year, since the

week.

OPERA HOUSE

varsity riflemen.

•ATM. MAINE

Those on the Frosh team were
Donald Alexander, Mead Bates,
John Coffin, James Henderson,
Jeffrey Huntsman, Hobart Uttlefleld,

this

ROTC

team was composed of both Fresh-

men and

Russell

Miller,

and

Mar. «.*»

,

gram with

little difficulty. The two
visiting teem rooms are abandoned
of the day. In addition, the
athletic
department possesses a
fairly steeable number at useable

most
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Editor Jehn Halperin (left) and David Andrew '64 peruse the
signatures collected en the recently circulated wrestling petition.

(Photo by Crane)

By The Editor
certainly cannot be overlook:,
Over one half of the student body ed. If the athletic department acts
aks signed a petition requesting at an unusually rapid pace, westling
that wrestling be Incorporated into may become an Intramural activithe athletic curriculum. The petition, sponsored by David Andrew
'6s and Orient Soorts Editor John
Halperin "flS, is as yet incomplete;
it wnl, however, be presented to the
administration some time this week.
Since most of us are realistic, we
recognise the fact that mere words
alone cannot triumph over the
stand-pat attitude of Bowdoin's policy-makers. The fact that 418 people have signed this petition, how-

by next

ty

fall.

End
Season Of Ups And Downs

Despite the excellent performances
By Jack Coffin
of Devereux and strong performThe varsity riflemen eloeed out ances by captain Bill Chase. Joe
their season on March 11 with a Baumann, Douglass McMann, Herportal match against Middlebury bert Koenigsbauer. and
John More,
College.
Results for this match the Polar Bear sharpshooters still
are stgl being tabulated. The sea- dropped over half of their matches.
son to date has been one of varied
successes; the riflemen carried ft
3-5 record into their final match.
Team Record:
They have several very fine show- Bowdoin 1370"
New Hamp.
1404
ings te their credit; the 1412-1389
Bowdoin 1413 Niagara
1309
win over Niagara has been by far
Bowdoin 1383 St. Michael's 1FT8
the best showing to date.
Bowdoin 1383 Vermont
1403
Individual
scoring
has
been Bowdoin 1373 Norwich
1393
quite evenly distributed throughout Bowdoin 1365 MXT.
1419
the season. The moat outstanding Bowdoin 1385 Dartmouth
1346
marksman Is Charles Devereax, Bowdoin 1323 Maine
1309
who boasted a SS0J average before Bowdoin vs Middlebury
going against the last three teams.
(Unavailable)
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Classical
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lete

Decidedly not. In feci most executive jobs sre on
the ground. Of course, all officers may apply for pilot
and navigator training if they meet the eligibility
requirements. There will always be a need for piloted
And il is foreseeable that ia

PAINTING

— Folk —
—
— Developing

Popular

Hi-Fi
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Fit-Sat.

,

ministrative positions must be lilted as
officers

move
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producing the following and other
Bowdoin men can show you short
and save you money.
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World War

II

THE RECORD OFFICE
Pwrf K. Niven
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Jerry
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its

there ia

Farce IOTC. Then
awn and womea in certain

First, there's Air

for college graduates,

with

Warner Kletnperer

Office r Training School. The graduate

three-month course wies a commission as a sec-

ond

lieutenant. Other ways are the Navigator Training program, and the Air Feres Ac seamy.

Some benents

thai ge wish being

Starting salary phis aHowaoees compare
with the average ia equivalent civilian jobs. Then
there's free medical see dental care, thirty-day vaca-

with
Efren Ztmbalist

officer.

tion, the chance to win graduate degree* at Air
Force expeaae, sad liberal retirement provisions.

No, Air Farce

de net need wiags te move
p. There's plenty doing ea the ground. Perhaps you
could be one of these yaaag l a a t tel m i ia blue. Ask

m
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Washington 4, D.C, if yon

Printers

— Rata Lee
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— Jem Conrad

into retirement.

Force oJBeer?

CY'S
For Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

Mar. M-S5

TICKETS

Work Guaranteed

DIAL PA 5-7908

JORDAN AVENUE

Short Subjects

exciting technical jobs are opening up.

All

cute in time

Konga

<

it

in

kinds of printing for

with
Michael Oough

officers.

But right now, there is also a big future for
trained Air Force officers on the ground,

Our long experience

'

Linn of Art Materials

Let us help you plan your printing

Short Subject

Body Shop

— SIMONIZING — WELDING

We repair foreign as well as American cars

as well as produce

with
Sophia toren
Peter Sellers

be piloted spacecraft— pil

navigated by Air Force

Announcement

Films

Millionairess

^aircraft.

lifetime, there will

The house with the
will, of course, win the
annually-given Total Point Cup.
Watch the next issue for the finseveral games un played.
Rather al winter standings in all sports,
than attempt to compile any incor- and also for the cumulative list of
rect, make-shift standings, and al- points, for the first' two seasons.
so becauVe the White Key is apparently unable to keep track of what
haa been going on in lnterfraternity sports, this columnist chooses
to wait until the next publication
of the Orient to publish a list of
standings. The next issue will conHansel and Regrettal, the winning
tain not only the complete, cor- play of the ONE-ACT PLAY CONrect, final standings of hockey, bas- TEST, by Francis H. Fuller will be
ketball, and bowling, but also the produced on April 8, during the intotal points of all the fraternities termission of the High School onein both fall and winter sports com- act play contest in Pickard Audibined.
torium.
most points

Brunswick

Street,

Brunswick, Maine

Mar. 28-E3

vol-

the houses.

Center, Inc.

Motorola Stereo

CUMBERLAND
THEATER

Softball,

it"

seasons' standings at the end of the
year, included also will be a complete list of total points for each of

Phil Stone

Free Estimates

Cam eras

sports.

and golf have been schedThis column will continue to
reariT* up to date on the
standings of ths spring sports.
Looking even farther into the
future, the readers may expect a
complete record of all the three
leyball,

keep

^winter sports schedule, coming to ikclose on March 22, has left

RECORDS
Jam

WodV-Thur.

terfraternlty
uled.

From The Campus)

(Aeross

The MARRIAGE
GO ROUND"

The

By

In the following issue some Information will also be given concerning the beginning of spring in-

Vaillancourt Bros.

The Arts

Mar. Jt-r» te

^Officers

Maine

Around
The
Loop

Mar. ts-17

"The

MILLIONAIRESS"

^aicEbiyje

concerned, Mr. Andrew, a state
wrestling champion in high school,
has offered his services.
If
the
college finds the idea of a studentmpervlsed sport repugnant, they
have only te assign one of the regular members of the athletic department to watch over the wrestlers; this latter idea seems ho more
ludicrous than Aid Watson supervising spring volleyball.

—

Varsity Sharpshooters

DECEPTION"

Of
PrL-aal

mate now gathering dust In unused
places.
As far as supervision is

The lengthy petition, te be preNo one Is naive enough, of
course, to hope that wrestling may
With such enthusiasm on the sented to President Coles, la held
become an intercollegiate sport part of a great deal of the student aloft by Editor Halperin.
(Photo by Crane)
within the next year. The sponsors body and such a lack of difficulty
of the petition and their support- in
the
actual
Incorporation
of finally is a CONSTRUCTIVE nroers merely hope
that wrestling wrestling as a college sport, it
student-nurtured, studentpoaal
might be added to Bowdoin's cal. seems hard to imagine an adminispromulgated, student-backed. The
program; from there observation trative veto on this matter. While
onus of initiation now rests with
can be made to ascertain If enough policy-makers have occasionally in
the administration; let us hope
interest develops to form an inter- the past turned a deaf ear to the
that they consider student desires
collegiate team.
complaints of the students, here this time.

T3RCLE

Philip

Walls.

pointed out in several earliei

editions of the Orient, wrestling Is
a apart encouraged and embodies
In most college athletic programs.

*

-
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Glee Club To Leave March 24 On Annual Spring Tour Of Upper
New York State And Northern Ohio; First Concert At Wheelock
The Glee Club

leaves Friday

annual Spring Tour which

its

on
will

begin on the tame evening with a
concert at Wheelock College. For
the 25th year, the Club is being
led by Prof. Frederic A. Tlllotaon.
Following the Friday night appearance at Wheelock, the contin-

gent moves on to Albany for a
engagement.
evening
Saturday
Pulaski, N.Y., is next on the schedule Sunday followed on Monday
with a concert in Buffalo, N.Y. The
finale concert, and the highlight
of the trip, will be held in Cleveland, O., on Tuesday night.
From Cleveland, the bus will travel from Wednesday morning until
it arrives in Brunswick sometime
early Thursday
morning. Inter-

rupted only by a few "refreshment"
stops.

Howard Dana
Richard Farr

-rrt'

iJftf a*t?!!

that ot&f

fax

d

VS. manager, and
assistant manager,

'63,

are handling arrangements.
•'Tilly," celebrating his silver anniversary with the Glee Club, will
direct the selections done by the
Club as a whole while Asst. Prof.
Robert K. Beckwlth will handle the
Chapel Choir. In addition, the Meddlebempetera will offer their popu-

tee.*!.'

lar

ensemble of

selections.

After the Spring Tour, the Club

Pictured above Is the College Glee Club, who will begin their annual Spring Tour this year of Northern New York State and Northern Ohio, on March 24.
the weekend of
was active in the Masque and Gown,
April 14-15 prior to the Town Hall,
Ivy Applications
Fellowships
debating, and on the campus radio
concert on April 22.
The
(Continued from Page 1)
station WBOR. He also won the
(Continued from page 1)
Campus Concert will be held on
Sewall Latin Prise, the Emery
bridge to Princeton to New Haven,
Friday, April 28. and the season Street in Baltimore, has also been
Visit
Presch Prise, and was a member
commenting and comparing
are
will come to a festive close at the
a consistent Dean's List student at of Phi Beta Kappa
this down trend with last year's
annual night at the Boston "Pops" Bowdoin and last June was elected
Eight groups, each containing Weedend trips will take the membumper crop.
Thursday. May 11, as part of the to Phi Beta Kappa. Like Moore a
twenty to thirty American college bers of the groups to lakes and
Youth Hostels
Ivy Weekend.
Officials at several colleges men- students, will pay a seven-week visit mountains, Into the country and to
James Bowdoin Scholar and Wood(Continued from Page 1)
tioned the strong possibility that to a European city next summer to other cities, famous monasteries,
row Wilson honorable mention rehe was winner of the ternational goodwill, the American recent "tough admissions" policies study the language, culture, and festivals, wine cellars, Iron Curcipient,
James Bowdoin Cup as a Junior. Youth Hostels offers, through the have been so widely published that civilisation of one country during tain boundaries, and many other
He entered Bowdoin as a National affiliated International Youth Hos- they are backfiring.
their stay. Designed for serious stu- points of interest. Each tour will
Charles Doebler of Brown Univer- dents who do not plan to see all be followed by a two-week tour
Merit Scholar and won the Edwin tel Associations and the Council on
H. Hall Physics Prise as a fresh- Student Travel, a "Summer In Am- sity suggested that there is an "in- of Europe In a short summer, Class- of German-, French-, or Spanishman. He holds two letters for sail- erica" low cost program designed to creasing unwillingness on the part rooms Abroad tries to teach a sem- speaking areas.
ing.
bring young people of other na- of the student to beat his head inar in area studies through a sum"We found during the past five
Burns, who also received an NSF tions here to meet, join, get to against the wall until it is bloody." mer of actual living in one of the summers that it Is quite
April 3-9
possible,
scholarship last year. Is the son know and travel with young Ameri- Students are now beginning to ap- following cities: Berlin or Tubingen even If you don't know a word
of
ply to more and more security in Germany, Vienna In Austria,
of Mr. and Mrs. Byron L. Burns of cans. The AAUN offers an
German. French, or Spanish, to
The New England Region of the 173 Wood Street in Friendship. At trip as one of the United Nations schools and, in the process, are Besancon. Grenoble or Pau in learn more than a year's worth of
United States National Student Bowdoin he was a straight "A" Essay Contest Prises for which Am- neglecting to even attempt admis- France, Madrid or Santander In college German, French, or
Spanish
Association will conduct a six-day student and a member of Phi Beta erican high school students com- sion to the Ivy schools.
Spain.
in the course of a summer,'' says
seminar at Harvard from April 3 Kappa. Outstanding in his field, he pete each year.
Rejections Intimidate
Graded classes in small section Dr. Hlrschbach, Director of Classto 9. Its topic will be student po- also won the Smyth Mathematical
Dean Glimp of Harvard reports of six to ten students each under rooms Abroad. "providMl that we
Travel Folder U
The 1961
litical
organisations
in
toreign Prise in nis sopnomore year lor obthat the number of rejections sent the supervision of American and get serious and mature students
now
available, on request, from The
countries, with emphasis on Latin taining the highest rank In matheout last year was so great that it native professors will deal with the who are willing to mix business
America.
matical studies during his first two American Youth Hostels, Inc., 14 has undoubtedly intimidated this reading of classical and modern with pleasure." Dr. Hlrschbach who
West 8th Street, New York 11, year's secondary schoolers. Dean texts, the daily press, contemporary will head one of the German-lanTwelve students from New Eng- years at Bowdoin.
Latin major at Bowdoin, White New York.
Glimp also fears that top candi- problems, conversation and composi- guage groups, is an assistant proland colleges will participate. Deldates are not applying for only tion, pronunciation and grammar. fessor at the University of Minneegates have not yet been
anthis reason.
Students will also hear lectures on sota. Other group directors include
nounced
Dean Howe of Yale does not history and literature and meet professors from Yale, Denlson UniSeminar On Peace Corps
personalities. versity, Haver ford College,
outstanding
agree with intimidation theory.. He with
Queens
NSA will sponsor a National Conblames the drop in applicants to They will have full 'auditing privil- College, the University of Oeorgla,
ference on Youth Service Abroad
the great increase In college and eges at the host' universities and Cornell, and the University of Massthe
American University In
at
travel costs. He also suggests that will participate in all academic and achusetts. Classrooms Abroad has
Washington, D. C, March 29 to
pressure from the smaller Eastern social activities with German, Aus- grown from eleven students in 1958
31. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey
schools against multiple applica- trian, French, and Spanish stu- to an expected two hundred parand Congressman Henry S. Reuss
tions has influenced the drop in dents.
ticipants in 1961.
will speak to more than 300 stuMembers of Classrooms Abroad
applications
Full information on the program
dents on the Kennedy Peace Corps.
will
live with Oertnan. Austrian,
Realistic Attitude
can be obtained by writing to ClassThe conference is open to stuFrench,
and
Spanish
families,
eat
In addition, he cites the increasrooms Abroad. 4171 University Stadents from all accredited colleges
ingly realistic attitude of most stu- most of their meals with the host tion, Minneapolis 14, Minnesota.
and universities In the United
families
and
share
of
the
activities
dents coupled closely with better
States. Mount Holyoke, as a school
guidance counseling.
This same their sons and daughters. They will
Chase
with enrollment under 5,000, may
opinion was expressed by President have ample opportunities to meet
(Continued from page 3)
send one delegate and one obGoheen of Princeton, who balanced young people from student, religious,
of 2*1 out of a possible 300 for the
server. Room and board expenses
the application decline against the and political organizations. Afterpositions,
three
standing, kneeling,
for delegates will be paid by NSA.
consequent rise in their scholastic noon visits to museums, libraries,
factories, youth organizations, and and prone.
Student Opinion

will travel to Lasell Junior College

and Weston

Teachers Needed For
As a
150

result of

recent consulta-

a revised plan

young Americans

(2)

for sending
to teach In

the secondary schools of East Africa has been developed.
The 160 persons to be selected
for the program will comprise the
following three groups:
A: about 60 young
(1) Group
teachers who hold at least a
bachelor's degree, are professionally trained and certified,
and have had some experischool
secondary
in
ence
teaching.
(3) Group B: about 40 recent liwho
graduates
arts
beral
have a bachelors degree but
no professional preparation
for teaching.
C: about 50 recent
(3) Group
graduates who have a bachelor's degree and have also
professional
their
finished
preparation in the field of
secondary education but who
have had no teaching experience beyond practice teach-

Again This

payment computed at 25% of
total salary paid. Thus a perwould be entitled to a lump
sum gratuity payment of
'$1620 at tne end oi two years
of
(4)

26,

1061.

A will go to Makerere ColKampala, Uganda on July
for about two months
1961,

16,

training before being assigned to
a teaching post in a secondary
school In one of the territories of
British East Africa beginning In

September

Group B

^

w

fore being assigned to a teaching
post In May 1962.
Group C will remain at Teachers
College for the Summer Session of
1961 and will then receive further
orientation In England during Septhis
completing
After
tember.
course, Group C will go to Makerere College about the first of October for three months further
training before being assigned to
% teaching post In January 1962.
selection
will

for the
receive

program
an East

Africa, Training Fellowship for the
period of orientation and training
at Teachers College and at MakeThis fellowship will
rere College.
provide room and board, tuition
fees, and a cash allowance of at
All partileast $80.00 per month.
cipants In the program will receive
transportation from their homes to
Teachers College in New York and
from Teachers College to Makerere College In Uganda.
expected that a certain
is
It
amount of credit toward an advanced degree will be granted for
courses taken during the orientation and training periods. The orientation and training periods will
Include study of the history, geography, politics, economics, and social anthropology of East Africa as
well as Instruction in the curriculum, methods, and foundations of
teaching in the secondary schools
of the area. Special attention will
be given to English as a medium
of Instruction and to the learning
of Swahlll or another East African
language.
Upon successful completion of
orientation and training, participants will be appointed as Education Officers for a 2-year period
of service by the Territorial Governments to which they are assigned. It Is anticipated that the Territorial Governments will provide
the following conditions of service
to their expatriate Education Offic-

ers:
(1)

Minimum

persons
with no teaching experience
will be approximately $3200
per year. For each year of
teaching experience they will
be given an Increment of approximately $100.
Thus a
person with three years of
teaching experience would receive approximately $3500.
salary

overseas
18 months or longer are not
subject to United States Income taxes. Each participant
the
program, however,
in
would be subject to a territorial tax (11% of salary for
single persons). Thus a per-

(7)

(8)

two years

furnished)
Housing
(partly
will be provided at the teaching post at a rental of approximately $15 per month;
or a housing allowance will
be given in lieu of quarters.
clothing and outfitting allowance.
Travel allowance from Makerere College to teaching post.

A

Free

medical

hospitalization

go to Makerere
College on July IS for an academic
year's training (nine months) be-

Upon

(6)

1961.
will also

each person

remaining

$715 at the end of
of service.
(5)

Group
lege In

service.

Persons

son earning the minimum salary of $3200 per year would
be required to pay a territoapproximately
rial
of
tax

The major responsibility for the
East Africa project has been assign by the International Cooperato Teachers
tion Administration

beginning June

At the end of the tour of
duty a lump-sum gratuity

son beginning at the minimum salary of $3200 per year

ing.

All
College, Columbia University.
participants In the program will receive three weeks of orientation at
Teachers College In New York City

Terminal leave payment computed at the rate of four or
five days of pay for each

month of service. Thus a
person earning the minimum
salary of $3200 per year would
approximately
$800
receive
upon the completion of two
years of service.
(3)

services and
of
certain

types.
(9)

(10)

(11)

Provision of loan for the
purchase of a car.
Travel and transportation allowance for any official travel
In East Africa
Upon completion of two years
participants will
be allowed International air
travel (economy class) or the
equivalent in sea travel for
their return home.
Thus it
would be possible for participants to use their travel allowances to return to the
United States by any route
they may choose.
of

Classroom Abroad Groups To Go To Europe

NSF

N.Y.,

East African Schools
tions,

on

service,

Most of the participants will be
teaching In boarding schools located outside the cities and towns
of East Africa. Teachers will be
needed for the following subject
matter fields: physics, chemistry,
biology, mathematics, English, history, and geography.
In general, living conditions for
a teacher in East Africa are approximately equivalent to the living conditions of a person residing outside a small mldwestern town In
the United states. The average cost
for food and other incidentals in
Bast Africa is approximately the
same as It Is in the United States.
In most cases the teachers in the

Summer For Seven-Week

New England Region Of

USNSA To Meet At

Harvard

AYH

AYH

A

E

MAN ON CAMPUS

quality.

Corps program."
USNSA has recently refused to
be represented at the 1961 World

other points of Interest are inCaptain of the Bowdoin Rifle
cluded in the program, but many Team, Chase is a native of Portsafternoons will be free for reading, mouth, R. I. He Is a Distinguished
relaxation,
sports,
and meetings Military Student, and last fall servwere years when men were away at operas, concerts, and movies In the ed with distinction as Battle Group
war. Therefore the birth rate was with friends. Tickets for theatres, Commander of the Bowdoin ROTC
down, and this year's high school evening will frequently be provided. unit.
senior
classes
are
consequently

Youth Forum

smaller.

Senator

Humphrey

said of the
of young
to be heard by those
responsible for the establishment
and administration of the Peace

conference,
citizens

Miss Ludwig, of Mount Holyoke
also attributes the drop to United
history. The
birth dates,
of next year's freshmen

"The opinions

need

in

Moscow

this

States

1943-44,

sum-

The
Forum "A

mer.

organisation called the
calculated propaganda
effort against the West which will
succeed all the more if representative American student or youth

Non-Ivy Increase
Most "non-Ivy" institutions have
reported a sharp Increase in applicants counterbalancing the down
trend In Ivy admissions offices.

KING'S BARBER SHOP
-

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Bowdoin'a Favorite Barbers

groups should become Involved."
Individual Reports
USNSA's decision was based on
reports

SIX

— BARBERS — SIX

from individuals who at-

tended a preparatory meeting for
the forum In Moscow last summer,
and on material published by the
forum committee.
Statements by
Madame Titova of the Student
Council of the USSR were also con-

uepr— we spent qj§z an" hoik cenm x£A&*x
A STLKtf SgSSiCNjHeN \X> SMPBO BY AN 6USGESTR7 A M0V1&*

'Just

THE HOTEL EAGLE
HUMS VICK,

M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE

MAINE

RENT

sidered.

Last summer's National Student
Congress of USNSA initiated an investigation of the forum, and formulated a resolution establishing
criteria for attendance at the forum.
They include "a free and open meeting which would contribute to wider
International student cooperation."
Credential Consideration
NSA stipulates that groups claiming to represent youth and student
organisations in
their
countries
must present credentials for the ap-

program will live in European-type proval of a representative credenstaff houses located on the school tials committee. They demand the
grounds. Electricity may not al- establishment of a supervisory comways be available, in which case mittee to insure objectivity In pubkerosene refrigerators and gasoline licity during all phages of the forum.
In the past,
has declined
lamps are used. Health conditions
are generally satisfactory, although to participate in the world youth
sponsored biannually by
it will be necessary to use boiled festivals
WFDTF*
The
recent
most
of these
water and an an ti- malaria prewas held in Vienna in 1959.
ventive.
USNSA recently distributed a diParticipation in the East Africa
program will not provide draft ex- rectory of current student publications from colleges and universiemption, but draft boards will probties throughout the United States.
ably grant a draft deferment.
Its foreword states: "because we
March 31 has been established as believe that there is ... a true
the deadline for receiving applica- community of
interest among stutions for prospective participants.
dents we hope that this booklet
will
enable a greatly increased
number of America's college students to share the experience of
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AND DANCE
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Thursday Nite

9-3422

Biggest Thing In

Town

JAZZ SESSION

HAPPY

EASTER

Saturday: 2-5 P.M.

USNSA

communicating with one

for

The

Italian

Food Shop

Wants Student Representatives

GENEROUS COMMISSIONS GIVEN
Contact The Manager Before 2:00 P.M.

another

through the printed word."

Patronize

Our

Announcement
Orient staff meeting at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 6. All members
are asked to come.

Advertisers

Parkview Cleaners
"The

Home Of

Better Cleaning

"NEW BUSINESS"
BILL'S USED
FURNITURE STORE
from

Fire* Parish

Dally l*:3t until

Church

M:M

pjn.

Parkview Laundercenter
-v^-a-

Setae

Chest Drawees

Street

man

youk pbiknds at
The Slow* House
Maine's Finest Historic Inn
Main spar Ta»

W

Chairs

212 Maine
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cleaning ts Parirriew Cle a ners

tea susiity sad service

Is

known.

FEJDkRAL STTUaWT

BBUNSWICK. MAINS
Bring year laundry to the

I

and Ends
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